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® Capillary made of plastics materialfor use in capillary electrophoresisand processfor its
production.

® A capillary made of plastics material for use in

capillary electrophoresishas its inner surfacechemically modified for the generation of properties different from those of the original plastics capillary
material. In a production processa premanufactured
capillary is at least treated with a chemical reagent
which generates functional groups directly on the
capillary surface or generates attachment sites to
which functional groups are bonded.
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This invention relates to a capillary made of
plastics material for use in capillary electrophoresis.

Capillary electrophoresis is widely applied in
analytical and preparative separation processes in
chemistry, biochemistry, and biotechnology. Conventional capillaries made of fused silica suffer
from a numberof drawbacksas they lack chemical
stability with high pH values, lack physical stability
under mechanical stress, and during operation they
show poorly reproducible electroosmotic flow
(EOF) values after an exchange of the buffer solution. Developments to overcome these drawbacks
have provided capillaries made of synthetic polymer materials such as polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), polyfluorocarbon(PFC), and the like, for example. Studies of the electrokinetic properties of PE, PVC and
PFC capillaries in aqueous solutions in dependence on pH are reported by Schützner, W. and
Kenndler, E. in: Anal. Chem. 64 (1992), p. 1991-
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1995.

In the J. Microcolumn Separations, Vol. 5, No.
3, 1993, pages 246 and 247 it is describedto coate
the inner surface of hollow fibres of poly(butylene
terephthalate) or polypropylene with polymers of
acrylamideby graftcopolymerization
The capillariesmade of silica or synthetic polymer materials both present anotherproblem in the
phenomenon

of electroendosmosis or electroos-

motic flow which arises from an electrokineticpotential between the solid capillary wall and the
liquid medium. A further problem with polymer
capillaries is the adsorption of substrates to be
separated to the capillary wall. These phenomena
interfere with the mobility characteristics of the
components involved and may deterioratecomponent separation efficiency and decreaseresolution.
It is an object of the present invention to provide a capillary made of plastics material for use in
overcomes the
capillary electrophoresis
known
with
as
used in the
problems
capillaries
state of the art, which can be prepared from commercially available base capillary material by easy
procedure and in an inexpensive manner, which is
reliable during application with a wide range of
operational conditions, allows easy optical detection by means of common detectors, and has a
long service life.
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This object is achieved by a capillary made of
plastics material for use in capillary electrophoresis
with the inner surfaceof the plastics material being
chemically modifiedfor the generation of properties
different from those of the original plastics capillary
material. In particular, the capillary according to the
invention has on the inner surface improved active
properties, as compared to the original capillary
material, in the form of created functionalgroups.
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Suitable synthetic polymer materials for capillaries according to the invention are preferably
and
non-conductive,
thermoplastic polymers
PE,
copolymers, including polyethylene
polypropylene PP, polyamides PA, polyvinyl alcohol
PVA, PVC, poly(butylene terephthalate) PBT, and
the like, in particular polyfluorocarbonPFC, polyand
PTFE,
(tetrafluoroethylene)
polyPEEK.
In
a
(etheretherketone)
perferred embodiment of the present inventionthe capillary is made
of PEEK material. In another preferred embodiment
the capillary is made of PTFE material.
The base capillary material can be provided in
the form of commercially available synthetic polymer hollow fibres having a cross section of substantially annular, or polygonal, or star shape, for
example. In another embodiment of the present
invention the capillary can be provided in the form
of a plate made of synthetic polymer material with
grooves introduced in an appropriate arrangement
and an according cover to form a closed capillary
system. In a further embodiment the capillary can
be provided in the form of a plastic component of
accordingly adapted shape with a capillary system
comprised in the form of appropriate borings. The
average inner diameters of the capillaries will usually be in the range of about 10 to 200 iim.
According to the present invention, the created
functional groups can be at least one or more
types of hydrophilic groups. In another embodiment the created functional groups can be one or
more types of hydrophobic groups. Advantageously the functionalgroups are part of created individual functional residues. Also, the functional groups
can substantially be formed of the base plastics
material. Preferably the amount of functional
groups present in the modified polymer capillary
material is multifold increased over the amount of
functional groups found in general in the untreated
original capillary material. In particular the amount
of functional groups is at least 10 times, preferably
at least 100 times increased over the amountfound
with the untreatedpolymer capillary.
In the modified capillary according to the invention the functional groups can be chemically
bonded to atoms of the base plastics material. The
functional groups can be created from or are directly chemically bonded to sites of the base polymer capillary material which are created in addition
to natural occurring active sites of the polymer. The
functional groups may be indirectly chemically
bonded to these sites of the base polymer capillary
material, preferably by a spacer. Also, the functional groups can be both directly and indirectly
bonded to the capillary material. Naturally, the
types and numbers of bondings present may depend on the types and amounts of reagents used.
Preferably, the functional residues are predomi-
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nantly hydrophilic groups. In particular the functional groups can be hydroxyl groups. Also in particular, the functional groups can be amino groups

or ammonium groups.
The created functional residues can be lowmolecularcomponents.In particular, individual created functional residues can have less than 10
functional groups, preferably less than 5 functional
groups. Further in particular, individual created
functional residues have less than 30 carbon
atoms, preferably less than 15 carbon atoms.
On the other hand, the created functional residues can be high-molecular components. In particular high-molecular residues can be based on
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polyethylene polyamine with a molecular size of
about 50000 Daltons or more.
With particularadvantage the functional groups
can be of a type and be present in an amount
adapted to effect a desired variation in electro-
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functional
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groups are adapted to control the electroosmotic
flow (EOF). The type and number of functional
groups created depends on the type and amountof
modification in the EOF desired. A thus modified
capillary according to the invention is particularly
adapted for the separation of proteins. Further examples for the application of chemically modified
capillaries in electrophoresisinclude chemical analysis in inorganic and organicchemistry, water ana-
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behaviour.

Preferably,

the

environmental analysis, clinical analysis,
monitoring and quality control of synthetic chemical, biochemicaland biotechnological products,and
drugs. The functional property of the inner surface
of a capillary modified according to the invention
can be such that proteins do at most only reversibly adhere, preferably they do not at all adhere
thereon.
lysis,

In the modified polymer capillary according to
the invention, the functional groups can be nonionic and/or ionic. The functional groups can be
ionic with positive charge. Also, the functional
groups can be ionic with negative charge.
Methods to create functional groups in the
base polymer capillary material according to the
present invention comprise any methods which
alone or in combination are adapted to provide
reactive sites or functional groups in the organic
molecules of the surface of the plastics material. In
particular, functional groups can be created in the
capillary material by oxidation reactions. Also, functional groups can be created by reduction reactions. Further,functional groups can be created by
elimination reactions. Carriers of functional groups
and/or functional groups can be introduced to the
capillary material by addition reactions. Also, they
can be introduced by condensation reaction. Naturally, the type of reaction involved depends on the
type of reactants used and can thus be selected
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according to the desiredmodification.
With capillaries made of nontransparent plastics material, an optical passage is provided to
allow optical detection. In particular according to
the invention, an optical passage is provided by
sealingly inserting an optically permeable member.
In one embodimentof the present invention, a wall
section of the capillary is substituted by optically
permeable material. Preferably, an optically permeable capillary section, preferably made of plastics material, can sealingly be inserted. Advantageously such a detection capillary section has a
length of about 1 cm, a minimum inner diameter
larger than or equal to the inner diameter of the
plastics capillary, and a maximum inner diameter
smaller than or equal to the outer diameter of the
plastics capillary. In another preferred embodiment
of the present invention, there can be at least two
optical windows on opposite sides of the capillary,
whereby in particular at least one optical lens be
inserted. Optionally, there can be two or more
detection windows be provided in the capillary at
appropriate locations. Any capillary materials which
are permeable to the radiation used for detection,
in particular to UV radiation, can be applied as
detection window materials. Preferably, the detection window can be inserted in the capillary after
completion of the capillary surface modification.
The above described optical passage to allow optical detection with capillaries made of nontransparent materials can be provided with any capillary material, preferably made of plastics material,
be it modified according to the present invention,
or modified according to any other method known
in the art, or unmodified.
A process for the production of a capillary
made of plastics material for use in capillary electrophoresis, wherein a premanufactured capillary is
at least treated with a chemical reagent which
generates functional groups directly on the capillary surface or generates attachment sites to which
functional groups or carriers of functional groups
can be bonded.
Preferably, according to the invention, active
sites can be created on base polymer material
chains. The active sites thus created can serve as
functional groups to form a modified capillary material. In anotherembodimentof the present invention, the creation of active sites is a pretreatment
step, with the thus created sites serving as attachment points for functional groups. The amount of
reactivesites created exceeds the amount of reactive sites in the untreated polymer capillary material considerably.Preferably, the numberof functional reactive sites is multifold increased over the
amount of functional groups found in the untreated
capillary material, preferably it is at least 10 times,
preferably at least 100 times increased over the
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amount found with the untreated polymer capillary.
As compared to silica capillaries which have an
amount of functional groups, e. g. OH groups,
corresponding to about 3.5 iiM/m2, the amount of
functional groups present in a capillary modified
according to the invention is considerablylower, in
particular in the range of 1/10 to 1/100, i. e. 3.5 x
10—1 iiM/m2 to 3.5 x 102 kLM/m2, even after activation treatment.
Pretreatment methods for chemical activation
of capillaries made of polymer material according
to the present invention comprise redox reactions,
preferably oxidation reactions using strong oxidants
or reduction

using strong reductive
agents. Appropriate reagents for the aforementioned redox reactions are usually known as corrosive media including chlorate, sulphuricacid, metal
hydrides, metal organic compounds, for example.

5

hydroboration using boran in tetrahydrofuran to
yield OH functional groups, or bromation followed
by amination to yield NH2 functional groups, or
reaction with maleic acid anhydride to form reactive COOH groups followed by reaction with carbonyl diimidazole to yield carbodiimide functional
groups, or oxidation using oxygen or H2SO4 and
KCIO3 to yield oxidized PTFE, or reaction using
acrylamide to yield polyacrylamide functional

io

groups.

reactions

Also, pretreatmentmethods for capillaries made of
polymer material comprise elimination reactions.
Appropriate elimination reagants include metal organic compounds. These pretreaments usually
have an erosive action on the base polymer capillary material.
The chemically activated polymer material can
be modified by subjecting it to at least one or more
subsequentreaction steps. In one embodiment of
the process according to the present invention,
preformed carriers of functional groups can be introduced to the base polymer capillary material. In

another embodiment, residues can be generated
directly from the base plastics material on the
capillary surface. Advantageously, carriers of functional groups are chemically bonded to polymer
chains in the capillary surface. Also, the carriers of
functional groups or functional groups can be
chemically bonded via a spacer to polymer chains
in the capillary surface. Further in the process
according to the invention, the carriers can be
chemically bonded via a linking member to polymer chains in the capillary surface, wherein preferably the linking member is introduced first and
subsequently the functionalgroup is bonded thereon. Advantageously, the linking member can act as

a spacer.
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The present invention is further described with
referenceto the accompanying drawings in which:
is a comparison of an untreated and
figure 1
an oxidized PEEK capillary under
separation conditions of L = 20/27,
E = 540 V/cm, 10 mM phosphate
buffer pH 7, trimethylphenylammonium bromide (1), benzyl alcohol
(2)
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figure 2
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figure 3
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figure 4
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figure 5

is an electropherogramof an autolysate of trypsin in an oxidized
PEEK capillary under separation
conditions of L = 29/35.5 cm, 50
tim ID, 10 mM phosphate buffer pH
3.0
is a separation of carboanhydrase in
an oxidized PEEK capillary under
separation conditions of L = 29/35.5
cm, 50 tim ID, 100 mM TRIS/boric
acid pH 8.3, carboanhydrase (2), be-

nzyl alcohol (1)
is a diagram of the measurement of
stability of a PEEK capillary covered
with polyimine under separation
conditions of L = 20/27 cm, E =
500 V/cm, phosphate buffer 10 mM
pH 6, EOF marker: benzyl alcohol,
detection window: 1.5 cm silica
capillary, 50 tim ID, PEEK capillary:
50 tim ID

is an electropherogram of tosylate
and benzyl alcohol on a TEPAcapillary with inversed EOF under separation conditions of L = 20/27 cm,
50 tim ID, 10 mM phosphate buffer
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Examples of further modification steps with
PEEK capillariessubsequent to oxidative activation
further
activation
comprise
using carbonyl
diimidazole or carbodiimide followed by reaction
with an amine or polyamine to yield a PEEK amine
derivative, or amidation using a polyamine to yield
a PEEK amine derivative which results to an inversion of the EOF behaviour. Another modification
step for PEEK pretrated by oxidation is esterification using chitosan, which results to an elimination
of the EOF effect. Examples of further modification
steps with PTFE capillaries subsequent to a fluorine elimination pretreatment step comprise

6

figure 6
50

figure 7

pH 3 (TEPA = tetraethylenepentamine)
is a comparison of migration times
on an untreated and a TEPA-PTFE
capillary under separationconditions
of L = 20/27 cm, 10 mM phosphate
buffer pH 3

is an electropherogram of lysocyme,
C, trimethylphenylammonium bromide (TMA) on an PTFE
capillary activated by reaction with
linear polyacrylamide under separation conditions of L = 20/27 cm, 50
cytochrome
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figure 8

figure 9
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urn ID, 10 mM phosphate buffer pH
7, separation current 15 kV
is a schematicillustration of a detection capillary showing the connecting portion of two capillaries unpermeableto UV radiation
is a schematicillustration of a detection capillary including spherical len-
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Example 3

5

A PEEK capillary pretreated by oxidation as
described in example 1 is further activated by
reaction with carbodiimide solution. Subsequently
the carbodimide derivated PEEK capillary is reacted with an amine solution to form the according
amine derivative.

ses.

The detection capillary shown in fig. 8 is made
of PEEK capillary material (1) which is unpermeable to UV radiation. The base capillary is cut off
and has a capillary section made of silica (2) which
is permeable to UV radiation inserted. Pieces of
capillary made of plastics material (3) are provided
as sealingconnectingparts. The connecting portion
does not exhibit a dead space.
The detection capillary shown in fig. 9 is comprised of a nontransparent plastics capillary (4)
which is cut off, an outer plastics capillary (5) with
borings which include each a focusing spherical
lens (6). The outer plastics capillary is sealingly
arranged and has a relatively thicker wall. The
boring is provided in transvere direction to the
capillary axis, and in each of the openings is inserted a spherical lens to focus radiation in the
capillary axis.
The present invention is further described in
more detail by the following examples of preferred
embodiments which are, however, in no way intended as limitations.
Example
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A PEEK capillary pretreated by oxidation as
described in example 1 is further treated with SO3
vapours to effect sulphonation of the polymer capillary material on the inner surface.

A premanufactured untreated PTFE hollow fibre capillary is activated by a strong reductive
agent in the presence of a strong base. 0.77 %
(w/v) benzoin solution in a 2.9 % potassium tertiary
butylate solution in dimethylsulfoxide are passed
through the capillary at 50 C under exclusion of
air. Fluor elimination results to unsaturated polymer
chains on the capillary inner surface which are
adaptedfor furhter derivatization.
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Example 6

A

sucked out and the capillary then dried at 200
in an air stream. At pH 6 thus treated capillaries
show an inverted EOF which remains constantover
numerous measureing cycles. Results are presented in figure 4.

A PEEK capillary pretreated by oxidation as
described in example 1 is further reacted with
SOd2, subsequentlyfollowed by an amidation re-
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Example 2
PEEK capillary pretreated by oxidation as
described in example 1 is reacted with polyethylene polyamine. The preoxidized PEEK capillary is
filled with 10 % polyethylenepolyamine solution in
methanol/water (4 : 1 v/v) which is subsequently

4

Example 5

1

A premanufactured untreated PEEK hollow fibre capillary is first subject to an oxidative treatment. A solution of 2.5 % KCIO3 in H2S04/H20(1:
1
v/v) is passed through the capillary at room
temperature. The thus effected change in electroosmotic flow properties are illustrated in the
electropherograms as shown in the accompanying
figures 1, 2 and 3.

Example

so

PTFE capillary pretreated as described in
example 6 is reacted with 0.2 molar bromine solution in Cd4. Following to this further activation step
of Br addition, the capillary material is reacted with
a 20 % hexamethylene diamine solution in
diethylene glycol monoethyl ether at 80 C. This
results to the according amine derivative of the
capillary polymer material. At pH 7 the EOF is
considerably decreased as compared to the EOF
of the untreated PTFE capillary.AtpH 3 there is an
inversed EOF found. Results for the anion tosylate
are presented in the electropherogram as shown in
figure 5. A comparison of migration times for the
untreated and treated PTFE capillary is shown in

figure 6.
Example

8
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A

PTFE capillary pretreated as described in
example 6 is reacted with borane in tetrahydrofuran
(THF) and subsequently oxidized to the alcohol
5

9
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derivative.

4.

PTFE capillary pretreated as described in
example 6 is reacted with ammonium persulphate

and tetraethyl methylene diamine (TEMED) to introduce acrylamide to the activated polymer capillary material. The performanceof the thus modified
PTFE capillary in the separation of cytochrome C
and lysozyme is presented in figure 7.
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6.
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7.

A capillary accordingto any one of the preceding claims, which is particularlyadaptedfor the
separation of proteins.

8.

A capillary accordingto any one of the preced-

20

ing claims, wherein the functional groups are
non-ionic and/or ionic.
25
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11.

reagent which generates functional groups directly on the capillary surface or generates
attachmentsites to which functional groups are
bonded.

45

12.

A capillary according to claim 1, wherein the

13.

ss

6

A process accordingto claim 11, whereinfunctional groups are generated directly from the
base plastics material on the capillary surface.

sO

A capillary according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the capillary material is selected from the
group consisting of polyfluorocarbon, in particular poly(tetrafluoroethylene), and poly(etheretherketone).

A process according to claim 11, wherein
preformed carriers of functional groups are introduced.

14.
3.

wherein a premanufactured

capillary is at least treated with a chemical

A capillary made of plastics material for use in

inner surface has improved properties, as compared to the original capillary material, in the
form of created functional groups.

A process for the production of a capillary
made of plastics material for use in capillary
electrophoresis,

40

2.

A capillary accordingto any one of the preceding claims, wherein an optical passage is provided by sealingly inserting an optically permeable member, in particular at least one optical lens.

Claims

capillary electrophoresiswith the inner surface
thereof being chemically modified for the generation of propertiesdifferent from those of the
original plastics capillary material.

A capillary accordingto any one of the preceding claims, wherein with nontransparent plastics material, an optical passage is provided to
allow optical detection.

A PEEK capillary is reacted in a Wittig reaction

1.

A capillary accordingto any one of the preceding claims, wherein the functional groups are
of a type and present in an amount adapted to
effect a desired variation in electrochemical
behaviour, in particular in respect to define a
specific electroosmoticflow (EOF).

Example11
using methyltriphenyl phosphonium bromide and
dimethylsulfoxide in a strong basic solution which
is passed through the capillary at elevated temperature. Subsequentlythe capillary is flushed with
dimethylsulfoxide and then with organic solvents
like tetrahydrofuran. The capillary is subject to drying at room temperature. Thus the ketone groups
of the polymer chains of the capillary inner surface
are modified to olefin groups showing improved
hydrophobicproperties.

A capillary accordingto any one of the preceding claims, wherein the functional groups are
predominantly hydrophilicgroups.

Example10

A PEEK capillary is reacted in a reduction step
with lithium organic hydride dissolved in dry
tetrahydrofuranat room temperature for up to 10 h.
Subsequently the capillary is flushed first with
aqueous basic and then with acidic solutions, then
flushed with organic solvents like tetrahydrofuran.
The capillary is subject to drying at room temperature for 25 h. Thus the original carbonyl groups of
the base polymer capillary material are modified to
OH groups showing improved hydrophilic prop-

A capillary accordingto any one of the preceding claims, wherein the functional groups are
chemically bonded to atoms of the base plastics material.

Example9

A

10

A process according to any one of the claims
11 to 13, whereinfunctionalgroups and/or carriers of functional groups are chemically bonded to the capillary surface.

EP0665430A1
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15.

A process according to any one of the claims

11 to 14, wherein carriers of functional groups
are chemically bonded via a spacer to the
capillary surface.
5

16.

A process according to any one of the claims

to 15, wherein the carriers are chemically
bonded via a linking member to the capillary
surface, wherein preferablythe linking member
11

is introduced first and subsequentlythe functional group is bonded thereon.
17.

A process according to claim

10

16, wherein the

linking member acts as a spacer.
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Procédé de determination predictive de Ia charge a rupture d'une structure.

— L'invention concerne un procédé de determination predictive de Ia charge, simple ou
combinée, a rupture d'une structure, est caractérisé en ce qu'il consiste a soumettre ladite
structure a une sollicitation du méme type que
Ia charge et dépendant du temps selon une loi
prédéfinie, tout en enregistrant l'activité acoustique generee par les endommagements subis,
jusqu'à un seuil de sollicitation prédéterminé et
a exploiter ensuite l'émission acoustique enredE
Eo
dans
gistree, a partir de Ia relation — =
dt

laquelle

dE
Log—

Z

dt

A

(trt)

est Ia variation d'energie acoustique

generee par lesdits endommagements, Eo est
un facteur dit de normalisation, t est le temps, et
tr est l'instant de rupture, l'exposant a, Eo et tr
=
étant déterminés a partirde Ia relation Log

t

- a Log (tr - t)
(.s1

c)

10

CD
CD

+ Log (Eo), pour determinerIa
valeur de prediction de Ia charge a rupture a
partir de Ia loi préétablie liant le temps a ladite
charge.
— Application notamment au contrôle de
reservoirs de stockage de gaz sous haute pression.
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La présente inventiona trait a Ia predictionavant
rupture de Ia chargea rupture d'une structure.
Par structure, on entend un corps materiel fini,
homogene ou heterogene, concu pour affronter des
sollicitationsphysiques déterminéesqu'on appellera
charge, simpleou combinée, l'inventionvisant a prédire Ia limite de résistancedudit corps vis a vis de Iadite charge.
Bien que l'invention soit susceptible d'applications a bien des types de structures,elle sera décrite
dans son applicationau contrôle de reservoirs de
stockagede gazsous hautepressionet plus particulièrementencore au contrôle de reservoirs réalisés
en matériau compositebobiné sur liner métallique.
De tels reservoirs, généralement sphériques,
destinés a supporterdes pressions internes pouvant
atteindre ou dépasser 800 bars, sont soumis a des
contrôles non destructifs parmi lesquels le contrôle
par emissionacoustique.
Cette technique, qui vise a contrôler Ia bonne
sante du metal et du matériaucomposite, consistea
soumettre le reservoir a tester a une contraintede
pression déterminée, laquelleprovoque dans les matériaux des endommagementsmicroscopiques irréversiblesdont l'apparitionlibère de l'énergiesousforme thermiqueetacoustique.Seule l'énergieacoustique, qui est le plus facilementexploitable, est détecteeal'aide de capteurs piézoélectriqueset permetde
décelertout défaut évolutif.
Ainsi, au cours d'un cycle d'essai par paliersde
pression jusqu'à une pressionmaximale prédéterminée, typiquementIa pressiondetimbragec'est-à-dire
1,5 fois Ia pression de service dudit reservoir, on enregistre les emissionsacoustiques.
L'exploitation de ces emissionsacoustiquespermet a partirde critèrespréétablisdedeclarerle réservoirapte ou inaptea remplirsa mission.
II est evident que cette technique, si elle permet
de détecter, voire de localiser,dans le reservoirsous
essai des défauts, ne donneaucuneindicationsurIa
valeur effective de Ia pressiona rupture, nécessairement bien au-delàde Ia pression de timbrage.
A ce jour, il n'existe pas de contrôle quantifiant
pourchaquereservoirle niveau prévisionnel de pression a rupture, ce qui oblige, par souci de fiabilité, a
appliquerdes coefficientsde sécuritéconduisantmevitablementàdessurdimensionnements. Or, ces surdimensionnementsentralnent, en particulier pour
des structures en matériaux coOteux, telles que les
reservoirsévoqués plus haut, a vocation aéronautique ou spatiale, des augmentationsde poids et de
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rationdesquelleselle a été concueet réalisée.
Aceteffet, l'inventiona pourobjet un procédéde
determination predictive de Ia charge, simple ou
combinée,a rupture, d'une structure, caractériséen
ce qu'il consistea soumettre ladite structure a une
sollicitationdu méme typeque Ia chargeetdépendant
dutempsselonuneloi prédéfinie,touten enregistrant
l'activité acoustique générée par les endommagementssubis,jusqu'à un seuil de sollicitationprédétermine et a exploiterensuite l'émissionacoustiqueenregistrée, a partir de Ia relation:
Eo
4_
dt (tr t)
—

—

15

20

dans laquelle:
dE est Ia variationd .
energieacoustiquegenerée par lesdits endommagements;
Eo est un facteur dit de normalisation;
t estle temps, et
tr est l'instant de rupture,
l'exposanta, Eo et tr étant déterminésa partir
de Ia relation
Log

25

=

- a Log (tr - t) +

Log (Eo),

pour determinerIa valeur de predictionde Ia charge

a rupturea partirde Ia loi préétablie liant le temps a
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coOt préjudiciables.
La présente invention vise a réduire ces surdimensionnements tout en renforcantIa sécuritéd'em-

ploi de telles structures en proposantune technique
non destructrice d'évaluationprecise individuellede
chaquestructure de sa limite effective de résistance
aux sollicitationsqu'elle doitaffronter et en considé-

2

ss

2

laditecharge.
Dansson applicationa une structure constituée
par un reservoiren un matériau compositebobinésur
liner métallique,le procédéest par exemple mis en
oeuvre en portantle reservoira une pression interne
d'épreuveselon un protocoledéterminé.
D'autres caractéristiqueset avantages ressortirontdeIadescriptionquiva suivre d'un modede mise
en oeuvredu procédéde l'invention,descriptiondonnée a titre d'exempleuniquementet en regard des
dessinsannexessur lesquels:
- Figure1 représenteIa variationdans le temps,
exprimée en nombre de coups, de l'énergie
acoustiqueengendréelors d'unemiseen pression d'un reservoir,
- Figure2 illustre Ia traductionen coordonnées
Log-Log de Ia relationillustrée en figure 1, et
- Figure3 estun schemad'undispositifde mise
en oeuvre du procédéde l'invention.
L'émission acoustique est une technique de
contrôle non destructif utilisée depuis de nombreuses annéespour l'acceptationpar exemple de réservoirs de stockagede gaz sous hautepression devant
équiper des satellites.
Cette technique consiste a enregistrer les signaux issusde dommages irréversibleslors du chargement d'une structure, par exempleun reservoir.
Les matériaux soumisa contraintesubissentdes
endommagements, lesquels s'accompagnent,lorsqu'ils se produisent, d'une liberation d'énergie a Ia
fois thermiqueet acoustique.
L'énergie de naturethermiqueesthabituellement
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trop faible pour être détectée, alors que l'énergie
acoustique peut être facilement détectée avec un
equipement appropriéconstitué habituellement,par
exemplepourune structure du type reservoiren matériaucompositebobinésur liner metallique, par des
capteurs piezoelectriquescollés a l'aide d'un couplant a Ia surface du matériau composite. En effet,
l'énergieacoustiqueissue d'un endommagement local, commeIa microfissurationmatricielle,le délaminageou les rupturesde fibres, se propage au travers
du matériaujusqu'à atteindreIa surfaceoU lesondes
acoustiques sont détectéespar les capteurs piezoelectriques.
L'endommagement étant un phénomène irréversible, l'émissionacoustiqueassociée est egalement

irreversible. La technique de l'émission acoustique,
qui ne détecteque lesdéfautsévolutifs, les seuls produisantdes ondesacoustiques,rendainsi comptede
l'histoirede Ia structure, c'est-à-direde son comportement dans le temps au cours de Ia variationde Ia
contrainteappliquee.
Lesdits capteurs piezoelectriques fournissent
des signauxelectriquesqui sontensuite amplifies et

sur l'établissementd'un modèlede physiquestatisti-
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que prenant en compte, non pas le comportement
moyen,mais lesfluctuations qui constituenten quelque sorte Iasignaturedes effets dominants,souvent
coopératifs, conduisantdirectement a Ia rupture.
Un tel modèlefondésur Ia théorie de Ia percolationet sur Ia théoriede Ia rupture,conduit,conformément a l'invention, Ia structure, telle qu'un reservoir,
étant soumisea une montéeen chargedépendantdu
temps selon une loi prédéfinieeta un enregistrement
de l'énergieacoustiquelibéréepar des endommagements,a relier au temps Iavariationd'énergieacoustique restituéesuivant Ia loi de puissance:
Eo
4_
dt
(trt)"
—

15

dans laquelle:

estIa variationd'énergieacoustiquegéné20

traités.

Le traitementdu signalconsisteprincipalement a
détecter les événements et a en faire le comptage
pour ceux qui dépassentun seuil prédéterminé. Ces
dépassements de seuil,oucoups,sontcomptabilisés
en cumul,en taux, voire en amplitudeet représentent
l'activitéacoustique,l'enregistrementde cette activité se faisant en fonction des paramètresde charge,
Ia pression par exemplepour des reservoirs.
De manièrea obtenirune informationglobalesur
l'endommagement irreversible,a savoir les défauts
évolutifs, Ia structure doitêtresollicitée a un niveau
suffisant et generalementsubit un cycle d'essai par
paliers d'effort appliqué.
L'écoute acoustiquependantchaque palier d'effort permet de déceler si l'activité de l'émission
acoustiquedécrolt,auquel cas Ia structure s'adapte
a Ia contrainte,ou au contrairesi cette activité s'accroTt fortement,auquel cas on est en presence d'un
processusd'avalanchequi peutconduirea Ia ruinede
Ia structure.
Unetelle techniquepermetd'obtenirune information de nature qualitative sur l'état de sante de Ia
structure ainsi auscultée.
Elle peut également permettred'obtenir une information quantitativeconcernantIa charge a rupture, mais il s'agit d'une démarcheempirique visant a
établirdes critèrescaractérisantl'approchede Ia rup-

4

rée par lesdits endommagements;
Eo estun facteur dit de normalisation;
t estle temps, et
tr est l'instant de rupture.
En coordonnées Log-Log Ia relation ci-dessus
s'écrit

25

=

Log

30

35

- a Log (tr - t) +

Cette relation n'est autre que l'équation d'une
droite dont Ia pentedonnedirectementl'exposanta.
Par suite, le procédéde l'inventionva consister
a soumettre ledit reservoira une montée en charge
dépendantdu tempsselon une loi prédéfinie,tout en
enregistrantl'activitéacoustiquegénérée par les endommagementssubis, jusqu'à un seuil de pression
déterminé,inférieura Ia pression de rupture et, a déterminer par le calcul,a partirde Ia relation:

4_
dt

—

dans laquelle:

ture.

Cette démarche impliquede reconduireune étude expérimentale a chaque changementde forme,
d'échelleou de matériau de Ia structure a tester, afin
d'ajuster les critères. Pour ces raisons,cette approche n'est ni industrielle,ni suffisammentfiable.
L'approche selonIa présenteinventionest basée

(tr —

t)

rée par lesdits endommagements;
Eo estun facteur dit de normalisation;
t estle temps, et
tr est l'instant de rupture,
l'exposanta, Eo et t, étant déterminésa partir
de Ia relation
Log

50

Eo

estIa variationd'énergieacoustiquegéné-

40

45

Log (Eo),

=

- a Log (t, - t) +

Log (Eo),

Ia valeur de prediction de Ia chargea rupture a partir
de Ia loi préétablie liant le temps a laditecharge.
Au coursdesetudes et recherches menéesdans
le cadre de l'invention,on a mis en evidence, dans
des essais réalisés sur des reservoirs sphériques
constituésd'un bobinageencompositeKevlaroucarbone et résineepoxy sur un liner de titane, soumisa
une montée en pressionmonotonejusqu'à rupture,
avec enregistrement de l'activité acoustique, une
evolutionen fonctiondu tempsde Ia variationd'éner-
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.dE

gie

.

--engendreeparles emissionsacoustiques pre-

sentantune allurede courbe en loi de puissance.
SurIafigure 1 on a illustré une telle courbe obtenue a partirde Iavaleurcumulée en nombre de coups
de l'energieacoustiquedissipéeau furetamesuredu
processusde rupture en fonctiondu temps,trétantle
tempsde rupture du reservoir.
La traductionmodéliséede cette courbeen loide
puissance s'exprime par Ia relation exposée plus
haut:
dE_ Eo
dt
(tr —
La transcription en coordonnées Log-Log de Ia
relationillustrée par Ia figure 1 estreprésentée en igure 2.
Sur cette figure 2 on observe que les dépassements de seuil ou coups, au sens défini plus haut a
propos de Ia technique de contrôle par emission
acoustique, sont d'autant plus désordonnés que l'on
se trouve loin de Ia rupture. En d'autres termes,
commeon peut l'observersur Ia figure 2 dans Ia partie en decadu temps correspondanta l'atteinte par
Ia pression d'essaide Iavaleurde Ia pression d'épreuye ou detimbragedu reservoir, les coupssont dispersés a l'intérieurd'une zone relativementlarge Z, Iaqueue zone va se rétrécir au furet a mesure que l'on
se rapprochedu temps tr, l'ensemblede Ia zone des
coups s'étalant suivant un axe rectiligne A dont
l'equationest précisémentdonnée par Ia relation:
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t

() = - a

25

30

- t) + Log (Eo).
La determinationde Ia droite A permetd'obtenir
Log

Log (tr

Eo, qui estl'ordonnéea l'origineet a, qui est Ia pente.
Des lors, a partir du momentoU l'on possèdeun

nombrecumulé de coups suffisant pour determiner
avec une approximationacceptable Ia droite A, on
pourra, bien avant d'être arrivé au temps tr oU survientIa destruction du reservoir, arrêter le processus
de montée en pressiondu reservoir et prédire par le
calcul,par une regressionnon linéaire a trois paramètres Eo, a et tr, ou une regressionlinéaire par Ia rela-

35

() = - a

Log (t,

- t) + Log (Eo),

Ia valeurde tr, c'est-à-dire,puisqu'il existe entre le
tempset Ia pression appliquéeau reservoirune relation connue, Ia pression de rupture dudit reservoir.
Cette relationpeut être linéaire,mais peut égalementêtrequelconque en fonctiondu protocoleopératoire retenu.
est importantde noterque les reservoirs pouvant être considérés comme des families d'objets,
lesquellesfamiliesse distinguentles unesdesautres
par des paramètrestels que par exempleIa nature
des matériaux constitutifs,Ia géométrieet les dimensions desdits reservoirs,Ia valeur de a dans Ia relation définie plus haut sera Ia même pour des réser-

i

distance.
Le dispositif 8 est par exemple un système
d'acquisition de l'émission acoustique du type LOCAN AT commercialisé par Ia sociétéEURO PHYSI-

40

CAL ACOUSTICS,ayant une vitesse d'acquisition
des événements acoustiques suffisante (plusieurs
centainesd'événementspar seconde)et comportant

45

un nombrede voies au momsegale au nombredes
capteurs 6.
Le protocole de montéeen pression, enregistrement de l'émissionacoustique,seuillagedes évènements,cumul des coups, est similaire a celui mis en
oeuvredans Iatechniqueconventionnelle de contrôle
non destructif paremissionacoustiquerappeléeplus

tion

Log

voirs présentant les mêmesparamètresreprésentatifs, si bienquea peutêtreconsidéréen quelquesorte commel'image de chaquefamillede reservoirs.
La figure 2 montre que Ia determination de Ia
droite Asera d'autantplus precise que l'onsera près
du seuil de rupture, Ia zone Z étant de plus en plus
étroite et s'identifiantde plus en plus a Ia droiteA.
Maisl'intérêtdu procédéest néanmoinsd'arrêter
Ia pression d'essai a une valeur Ia plusloin possible
de Ia valeurde rupture. II ne faut pas cependantêtre
trop loin, par exempleen decade Ia pression de timbrage correspondant au temps de Ia figure 2, car ii
existeraitune incertitudenon négligeable dans Ia déterminationde Ia droite A.
La figure 3 illustre très schématiquement un
modedemise en oeuvredu procédédel'inventionappliqué a un reservoirsphérique I du type composite
bobiné sur liner métallique.
Ce reservoir comportedeux embouts dont l'un
est
(2) obturé et l'autre (3) relié, a Ia manière connue,
a uneinstallation d'essaihydraulique conventionnelle
appropriée,symbolisée en 4, le reservoirétant, égalementa Ia manièreconnue, maintenu par une structure supportappropriéenon représentée.
Le reservoir estpar exempleceinturéau niveau
de l'équateurd'une chaIne 5 de six capteurs piézoélectriques 6, angulairement décalés de 600, un tel
agencement étant similaire a celui utilisé dans Ia
techniqueclassiquede contrôle par emission acoustique.
Le reservoirest dispose dans une fosse d'essai
(nonreprésentée) et Ia chaIne 5 est reliée, par l'intermédiaire d'un préamplificateur7 a un dispositif 8
d'enregistrementde l'émission acoustique, situé a

t

t)

f

6

50

II

55

haut.
Un tel appareil, dont les principaux reglages
(seuil, gain, PeakDefinitionTime, HitDefinitionTime,
Hit lock-out Time) sont définis pour chaque essai,
fournit en sortie pourchaqueévénement, le temps, Ia
pression, le nombre de coups, l'energie et l'amplitude.
Cesdonnéessontenregistrees dans un fichier9
est
traité en différéa l'aide
d'un materiel informaqui
tique approprié.

4

Ce

traitement

consiste a évaluer
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Revendications
1.
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15

20
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de Ia charou
a
d'une
strucsimple
combinée,
rupture,
ge,
ture, caractériséen ce qu'il consisteasoumettre
laditestructure a une sollicitationdu méme type
que Ia charge et dépendantdu temps selon une
loi prédéfinie, tout en enregistrant l'activité
acoustique generee par les endommagements
subis,jusqu'aun seuil de sollicitationprédéterminé et a exploiter ensuite l'émission acoustique
enregistree,a partirde Ia relation:
Procédé de determinationpredictive

dE_
dt

dans laquelle:

(tr —

=

35

t)

par lesd its endommagements;
Eo estun facteur dit de normalisation;
t estle temps, et
trestl'instant de rupture,
l'exposanta, Eo et tr étant déterminésa
partir de Ia relation
Log

30

Eo

estIa variationd'energieacoustiquegeneree

- a Log (tr - t) +

40

45

Log (Eo),

pourdeterminerIavaleurde predictionde Ia charge a rupture a partir de Ia loi préétablie liant le
tempsa ladite charge.
2.

terminé.

en fonctiondu temps, détermi-

ner l'exposantet calculerIa pression de rupture.
Le procédéde l'inventions'applique achaqueréservoir ou structure dont on veut connaltreIa pression a rupture et permet pour chaque structure de
prédire Ia pressiona rupture avec une precision remarquable.
Par ailleurs, le procédéde l'inventionayant permis deverifierque, pourun typedéterminéde structure, Ia pression de rupture se situait dans une plage
de valeurs biencirconscrite, ii devientpossiblede réduire,a Ia construction, les coefficients de sécurité,
ce qui entralne unereductiona Ia fois du poidsde Ia
structure, a capacitéegale et du coOt de fabrication.
L'inventions' appliquea toutestructure soumise
a une pression, interneou externe,et d'une manière
generalea toute structure soumise a des sollicitations mécaniques, étantentenduque Ia sollicitationa
des fins d'écoute acoustique appliquee conformément au procédéde l'inventionest de méme nature
que celle pourlaquelle Ia structure est concue.

Procédé suivant Ia revendication 1, appliquéa
une structure constituée par un reservoir (1) en
un matériau composite bobiné sur liner métalli-
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50

55

que, caractériséen ce que l'on porte le reservoir
a une pression d'épreuveselon un protocoledé5

3. Procédé suivant Ia revendication2, caractérisé
en ceque laditepression d'épreuveestune pression monotonecroissantjusqu'auditseuil de sollicitationprédéterminé.
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Variation de I'énergie acoustique
(équivaLanta La variation du nombrede coups)
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® Stackable flowerpot.
® A stackableflowerpotcharacterized in that it has

a protrusion (3) in the base (1) pointing upwards,
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while the inside of this protrusion is fitted with stacking ridges (4).
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The present invention relates to a flowerpot,
more particularly a flowerpot made of synthetic
material, paper, card, agglomeratesor similar materials with technically equivalent properties. In the
present case the words "synthetic material" refer
to materials that lend themselvesto injection, pouring, deep-drawing and the like.
It is the object of the present invention to
prescribe a stackableflowerpot that does not have
the disadvantages of existing stackableflowerpots.
Indeed many different solutions have been proposed, most of which still present difficulties.
Hence it has been proposed that radially protruding
vanes or ridges should be fitted on the inside of
the base of the pot. These do provide the desired
solution when stacking, but they also have the very
considerable disadvantage of forming obstacles to
the roots or rootlets that develop in a circular
pattern along the inside wall of the pot. Hindering
the growth of these roots has an extremely unfavourableeffect on the growth of plants.
It has also been proposed that similar supporting ridges should be fitted in the region of the top
edge of the flowerpot. These very thin ridges or
vanes extending radially inwards cause injuries to
those who handle large numbers of such pots
every day. This is mainly due to repeated contact
between fingers and the fairly sharp edges of these
ridges or vanes.
According to the invention, said disadvantages
are now remedied by the fact that the flowerpot
according to the invention has an upward protrusion in its base, with stacking ridges fitted in the
inside of this protrusion.
Other details and advantages of the invention
will become apparent from the further description
of a stackable flowerpot according to the invention.
This descriptionis given exclusivelyas an example
and does not restrict the invention thereto. The
references relate to the attached figures.
Figure 1 is a side view of two flowerpots
stacked one on top of the other.
Figure 2 shows, at an extremely enlarged
scale, the central part of the bases of two stacked
flowerpots accordingto the invention.
In the following description of the stackable
flowerpot according to the invention, expressions
such as "upwards" or "downwards" must be understood in terms of the position of the stackable
flowerpot when it is in use. The base of the flowerpot is hence considered to be that part of the
flowerpot which faces downwards.
The stackable flowerpot accordingto the invention can, as has already been stated in the introduction, certainly be manufactured from a synthetic material, which is taken to mean any material
that can be poured, injected or deep-drawn, and
also from card, paper, agglomerates and similar
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materials with technically equivalentproperties, giving a thin-walledflowerpot that can be stacked for
further manual handling or transferred by machine
to a planting, slipping or re-potting installation.
Flowerpots made of thin-walled materials,
mainly but not exclusively of synthetic materials,
stick to each other easily when stacking, and solutions have been proposed in order to prevent this.
Some of these have been set out in the introduction.
The flowerpot according to the invention provides a novel and original solution, which consists
of fitting the base 1 of a flowerpot 2 (figure 1) with

a central protrusion 3. The word "protrusion" is
taken to mean the local elevation in the base 1 of
the flowerpot. The wall 3' of this central protrusion
3 preferably runs upwards, which is intended mainly for reasons associated with removing the manufactured flowerpot from the pouring or injection
mould.

In order to make it possible to stack the flowerpots without having to cope with the difficultiesthat
have been described above or with other wellknown problems, the protrusion 3 has stacking
ridges 4 along its inside.
In a preferred embodimentthe stacking ridges
4 extend radially, but other profiles are also possible. The stacking ridges could be in the form of
circles or limited to supporting feet. The radial
stacking ridges as illustrated in the figures should
thereforebe consideredonly as a possible embodiment.

From under the base 1 of the flowerpot 2 there
are also ribs 5' extending from at least part of the
35

base.
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If the ribs 5' do not reach to the edge of the
flowerpot, the base of the flowerpot is supported
locally by supports 6 (figure 1). These are exclusively intended to provide firm and stable support
to the flowerpot.They may take the form of arcs.
This solution, namely the provision of at least
one protrusion 3 with stacking ridges 4 and ribs 5'
hence also makes it possible to add water to the
flowerpot and to remove the water according to the

45

well-known ebb and flow system.

As is very apparent from figure 2, the stacking
of flowerpotscan now take place withoutthe feared
obstacles to circular root growth of plants. The
base of the flowerpot according to the invention
so

and its adjoining wall remain completely smooth.
Stacking takes place without having to resort to
supporting ridges protruding into the inside of the
flowerpot at the top, which can cause injuries to
people who handle hundreds of flowerpots every

ss

day.

It is clear that the principle described here also
applies to non-circular flowerpotsand that the number of protrusions is not necessarily limited to a
2

3
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central raised section.
Claims
1.

Stackable flowerpot, characterized in that it has

5

a protrusion (3) in the base (1) pointing upwards, while the inside of this protrusion is
fitted with stacking ridges (4).
2.

Flowerpot according to the preceding claim 1,
characterized in that said stacking ridges (4)
extend radially downwards.

3.

Flowerpot according to claim 1, characterized
in that said stacking ridges (4) form a circle.

4.

5.

10

is

Flowerpot according to claim 1, characterized
in that said stacking ridges (4) form local supports.
Flowerpot accordingto any of the claims 2 - 4,
characterized in that, under the base of the
flowerpot near the circumferenceof the flowerpot, ribs (5') extend from part of the base (1) in
order to support the flowerpot, which latter has
at least local supports (6) at least along its
circumference,

the
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height of which corre-

sponds to the height of said ribs (5').
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Capteur de niveau de liquide a noyau plongeur.
Le capteur de niveau de liquide comprend un
cable ou ruban gradué (2) dont l'extrémité libre
est fixée a un noyau plongeur (I) comprenant
un boItier (100) et une sonde (200) de detection
de Ia presence de liquide.
La sonde (200) comprend un guide metallique
présentant une partie supérieure (202) cylindrique pleine, une partie (203, 204, 205) de
section réduite constituant un amplificateur
mécanique, une partie tronconique (206) et une
partie inférieure cylindrique d'extrémité (207)
constituant Ia partie sensible de Ia sonde. Le
guide metallique est relié au boItier (100) du
noyau plongeur(1) de facon étanche par l'intermédiaire d'une bride de support (210) qui est
fixée sur Ia partie conique (205) du guide
metallique de telle sorte que seule Ia portion du
guide située en dessous de Ia zone de fixation
emerge du boItier (100) et puisse être en
contact avec un liquide. Un transducteur (201)
alimenté en energie electrique a partir de circuits electroniques de traitement (105) est disposé a l'extrémité libre de Ia partie supérieure
(202), et est excite a une frequence prédéterminée fi pour créer des ondes elastiques mcidentes dans le guide.
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La présente invention a pourobjet un capteurde
niveau de liquide a noyau plongeur, comprenantun
noyau plongeurmuni de moyensde detection de Ia
presencede liquide et un cable ou ruban graduéqui
estenroulablesur un supportdisposea I'extérieurdu
recipientcontenantle liquide dont le niveauest a détecter, et dont I'extrémitélibre est fixéeau boltierdu
noyau plongeur, lequel boflier incorpore une source
d'alimentation electriqueautonome, des circuitsélectroniquesde traitementet une sondededetectionde
Ia presence de liquide.
On connaltdéjàdescapteursde niveau de liquide
a noyau plongeurde ce type,dans lesquels un ruban
métalliquesouple gradué,enroulabledans un boftier
de stockageétancheextérieurà unreservoir,pénètre
dans le reservoir a travers un passage muni de
moyens d'étanchéité par rapport a I'environnement
externe. L'extrémité libre du ruban est fixée a un
noyauplongeurmuni d'une touchede detectionde Ia
presencede liquide etde moyensd'émissiond'un signald'informationvers un récepteursitué hors du réservoir et muni par exempled'un voyant qui s'allume
Iorsque Ia touchede detectionentre en contactavec
un liquide. Le déroulement du ruban graduéestainsi
commandé par I'opérateurjusqu'à ce que celui-ci
constateque le voyant est dans une zone a Ia limite
de I'allumage et de I'extinction,ce qui signifie que Ia
touche de detection du noyau plongeurest située au
niveaude I'interfaceentre une atmospheregazeuse
et le liquide.Lorsquele voyant signaleque Ia touche
de detection est arrivée au niveau de I'interfacequi
esta repérer, I'opérateurnote Ia graduationdu ruban
qui estsituée en regardd'un repèreformé sur une fenétre d'observation,laquelle graduation fournit une
indication de Ia position de I'interface a contrôler,
c'est-à-diredu niveau du liquide dans le reservoir.
En pratique, dans ledomaineindustriel,des capteurs de niveaude liquidea noyau plongeursont utilisés pour détecter des liquides de types très différents dont certains peuventêtretrès agressifssurle
plan chimique. Actuellement, chaque capteur est
adapté a un liquide d'une certaine nature et n'a pas
de caractère universel. Ainsi, pour certainstypes de
liquides, on utiliseune touchede detection réagissant
a des variationsde conductivité, pour d'autres types
de liquides, on utilise une touche de detectiondetype
capacitif, pourencored'autres liquidesde naturedifférente,on utilise une touchededetectionde typeoptique. De plus, ces détecteursde type optiqueou capacitif présentent une certaine fragilité et restent
d'une utilisation delicate.
On connaltparailleurs des détecteursde présence de liquidedu type a guided'ondesélastiques.Ces
détecteurs sont toutefois généralementassez encombrants,d'une sensibilitélimitéeet sont montésa
postefixe sur Ia paroidu reservoircontenantle liqui-
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niveau de liquide a noyau plongeurqui a Ia fois présente une sensibilité et une fiabilité suffisantes et
puisse êtreréalisé dans de petites dimensions, l'ensembledes élémentsactifs du capteurétant incorporés dans le noyau plongeur.
Ces buts sont atteints conformémenta l'invention, grace a un capteurde niveaude liquidea noyau
plongeur, comprenantun noyau plongeur muni de
moyensde detectionde Ia presence de liquide et un
cable ou ruban graduéqui est enroulablesur un support dispose a l'extérieurdu recipientcontenantle Iiquide dont le niveauest a détecter, et dont l'extrémité
libreestfixée au boTtierdu noyauplongeur, lequel boltier incorpore une source d'alimentation électrique
autonome, descircuits électroniquesdetraitementet
une sondede detectionde Ia presence de liquide, caractérisé en ce que Ia sonde de detection de Ia présence de liquide comprendun guide métalliqueprésentant successivementune premiere partie supérieure cylindriquepleine,une deuxièmepartiede sectionréduite constituant un amplificateurmécanique,
une troisièmepartie tronconiquedont Ia grandebase
estsituéevers le baset unequatriemepartieinférieure cylindriqued'extrémitéconstituantIa partie sensible de Ia sonde, en ce que le guidemétalliqueestrelié
au boflier du noyau plongeurde facon étanche par
l'intermédiaire d'unebridedesupportqui estfixéesur
le guide métalliquedans une zone linéaireannulaire
située au niveau de ladite troisième partie tronconique de telle sorte que seuleIa portiondu guidesituée
en dessousde ladite zone linéaire annulaireemerge
du boltierdu noyauplongeuretpuisseetreencontact
avec un liquide,en ce qu'untransducteuralimentéen
énergie électriquea partir des circuits électroniques
de traitementestdisposea l'extrémitélibrede Ia premièrepartiesupérieure, etence que les circuitsélectroniques de traitementcomprennentdes circuits de
production d'impulsions d'excitation de fréquence
prédéterminée fi appliquées period iquement au
transducteur pour créer des ondes élastiques mcidentesdans le guide et des circuits de detectiondes
impulsions délivréespar le transducteuren echo aux
ondes élastiquesincidentes en l'absencede liquide
en contactavec Ia partiecylindriquesensibled'extrémitedu guide.
Selon un modeparticulierde réalisation, Ia partie
cylindriqued'extrémitédu guideestréaliséesousune
forme tubulaireet présente une extrémitélibre obturée par un bouchon empéchantIa pénétrationde Iiquide a l'intérieurde ladite partiecylindriqued'extré-

55

mite.
Selon une caractéristiqueparticulière, Ia bridede
support est fixée sur le guide métalliquedans une
zone linéaireannulairepar soudage au laser ou soudage par faisceau d'électrons.
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D'unemanièregenerale, lecapteurselonl'inven-

tionprésente une partiesensibletrèsdispersiveavec
une vitesse de groupe faible et un retard important

de.
II existeainsi un besoinde réaliserun capteurde
2
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pour les trains d'ondes elastiques se propageant
dans Ia partie sensible du guide.
L'inventionpermeten particulierde réaliser une
sondetrès courte présentantune grandesensibilité,
inférieure a mm, tout en autorisantl'utilisation de
transducteurspouvantêtreconstituésa partirde céramiquespiezoelectriquesde taille normale.
Selon un mode particulier de réalisation, Ia
deuxième partie de section réduite constituant un
amplificateurmécaniquecomprendun premiertroncon tronconiqueallongepleindont Ia grandebaseest
raccordéea Ia premiere partie supérieure cylindrique
pleine,et un deuxièmetroncon cylindriquede section
réduiterattachéa Ia petite base de Ia troisièmepartie
tronconique.
Dans ce cas, selon un mode de réalisation plus
particulier, quifacilite Ia fabrication,ledeuxièmetroncon cylindriquede section réduitecomprendune première portion qui est formée d'une seule pièce avec
Ia premiere partiesupérieurepleineetle premiertroncon tronconique allongé,et une deuxièmeportionqui
estforméed'une seule pièce avecIa troisièmepartie
tronconiqueet Ia partie inférieure cylindriqued'extré-

i

mite.
Selon une réalisationparticulière,Ia bridede sup-

port du guide métallique est tubulaire et comprend
une gorge extérieuredans laquelle est dispose un
joint torique.
Avantageusement, Ia premiere partie supérieure
cylindriquepleine et Ia quatrièmepartieinférieurecylindrique d'extrémité présententle méme diamètre
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extérieur.

De préférence, Ia valeur de Ia fréquence prédéterminéefi, expriméeen Hertzestchoisieen fonction
du diamètreextérieurext et du diamètre intérieur
int, exprimésen metres, de Ia partie inférieurecylindriquetubulaired'extrémitéetdeIa vitesseVT desondestransversalesdans lematériau, expriméeen m/s,
a partirde Ia formule suivante:
fi = VT ext — 0,6 int
(ext)2
La fréquence prédéterminée fi est compriseentre environ100 kHz et 600 kHz.
La longueur totale du guide métallique est
comprise entre 60 et 120 mm.
La longueur de Ia partie cylindrique tubulaire
d'extrémitéest comprise entre 5 et 30 mm.
Le diamètreextérieurextdelapartiecylindrique
tubulaired'extrémitéest comprisentre 5 et 15 mm.
Le diamètre intérieurint de Ia partiecylindrique
tubulaired'extrémitéest comprisentre 2 et 12 mm.
La partie cylindriquetubulaire d'extrémité présente une paroidont l'épaisseurestcompriseentre2
et 20 dixièmes de millimetre.
Leditdeuxièmetronconcylindriquedesection réduite présente un diamètre compris entre 0,5 et 5
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mm.
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comprendreun capteurde temperaturedisposea I'mtérieur du boflier du noyau plongeur.
D'autres caractéristiqueset avantages de I'mvention ressortirontde Ia descriptionsuivantede modesparticuliersde réalisation, donnésatitre d'exempIesnon limitatifs en référenceaux dessinsannexes,
sur lesquels:
- Ia figure 1 est une vue d'ensembleen coupe
verticale d'un capteur de niveau de liquide a
noyau plongeurauquel est applicablel'invention,
- Ia figure 2 est une vue en coupe axiale d'un
exemplede noyau plongeurde capteur de niveau de liquideréalisé selon l'invention,
- les figures 3 et4 sont desvues respectivement
en élévationeten coupeaxialed'un guide metallique et de son support réalisés de facon a
être incorporés dans un noyau plongeur
conformémenta l'invention,
- Ia figure 5 estunevue de detail en coupeaxiale, montrantIaliaisonentre un guide métallique
et sa bride de support,et
- Iafigure 6estun schemabloc montrantles élémentsconstitutifs essentielsdes circuitsélectroniques incorporés dans un noyau plongeur
de capteurconformea l'invention.
La figure 1 montreun exemplede capteur de niveau de liquide a noyau plongeurauquel est applicable l'invention. Un tel type de capteur de niveau
comprend un noyau plongeurI qui est introduit par
une ouverture 15 dans un reservoir io contenantun
liquide 12 dont on veutdeterminerle niveau, lequel Iiquide 12 est surmonté d'uneatmospheregazeuse11.
A titre d'exemple, le liquide 12 peut être de l'eau, un
produit pétrolier ou tout autre type de liquide méme
chimiquementtrès agressif.
Le noyau plongeur1, dont l'extrémité inférieure
constitue l'élémentsensible, est rattachépar son extrémité supérieurea un cable ou un ruban gradué 2
quipeuts'enroulerenspirale3 dansun boTtier4 place
a l'extérieurdu reservoirio. Le boflier4 définit un espace interne étanche qui est en communication par
un canal 5 avec l'ouverture 15 forméedans le réservoir10. Le cableou ruban gradué2 portantà son extrémité librele noyau plongeurI passe a travers l'ouverture 15 dans le canal 5 oU peuventêtre disposes
desmoyens6, 8 de guidagedu cableou ruban gradué
2, ainsi quedesmoyens9 de nettoyage du cableou
ruban 2 avant que celui-ci pénètredans le boftierde
stockage4. Une fenétre de mesure 7 munied'un repère permetde lire a tout instantIa graduationdu ruban 2 situé en regard de cette fenétre, laquelle graduationpermetde determinerIa longueurdu cableou
ruban 2 situé entre Ia fenétre 7 et le noyau plongeur
1 placedans le reservoir io, et par suite de déterminer le niveau du liquide 13 dans le reservoir io.
Pour permettrede determinerle niveau du liquide 12 dans le reservoir io, le noyau plongeur est

I

Le capteur selon l'invention peut en outre
3

5
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de moyensd'émission d'un signal d'information vers un récepteur14 situé hors du reservoir io
et dispose par exemple a côté du boflier 14. Ces
moyens d'émission sont connus en eux-mémes et
peuventêtre par exempleconstitués par un système
de transmissionpar ondes electromagnetiques. Le
récepteur14 peutcomprendrepar exempleun moyen
de signalisationconstitué par un voyant 140 qui est
activelorsqueIa touchesensiblesituée a Ia partie inférieuredu noyau plongeurI entre en contactavecle
liquide 12. Le récepteur14 peut encore êtremuni de
tout autre type d'organed'affichage, tel qu'un écran
équipé

5
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141.

On décrira maintenanten detail un exemplede
réalisationde l'invention,en référenceauxfigures 2
a 6.
Sur Ia figure 2, on voit que le noyau plongeurI
comprend un boftier100 avec un corpsde boftier102
muni a sa partie supérieure d'un couvercle101 auquelest rattachéel'extrémitélibred'un ruban gradue
2. Ce couvercle101 est muni d'un joint d'étanchéité
111 et permet notamment l'introduction de piles ou
batteriesd'accumulateur104 dans un compartiment
situé a Ia partie supérieuredu noyau plongeur1.
Le noyau plongeurI comprend en outre une plaquette ou un compartimentcomportantdes circuits
electroniques 105 alimentés par des fils de
connexion106 a partirdeIa pile ou batterie 104. Les
circuitselectroniques105 sonteux-mémesrelies par
des fils de connexion 107 avec l'élémentexcitateur
201 de Ia sonde 200 de detection de liquide située
dans Ia partie inférieure du boflier100 du noyau plongeur 1.
Conformément a l'invention,Ia sonde200 de détection de presencede liquide est du type a guide
d'ondeselastiqueset portea sa partiesupérieureun
transducteur 201, par exemple de type céramique
piezoelectrique,quiconstitue l'élémentexcitateurrelie auxcircuits electroniques105. Leguide metallique
emergede Ia partie inférieure du boftier100 par une
partied'extrémité207 qui constitueIa partie sensible
susceptible de venir en contactavec le liquide 12.
Le guide metallique deIasonde200 estaxisymétrique et comprendune partiesupérieurecylindrique
pleine 202 dont le diamètreestsuffisamment important pour recevoir un transducteur201 de taille normale. La partie supérieure cylindrique202 peutainsi
presenterpar exempleun diamètre 0 comprisentre
7 et 15 mm, typiquementegal a 10 mm.
Le guide metallique, pour permettre l'injection
d'une energie accrue, tout en coopérant avec un
transducteur201 de taille normale, comprend un amplificateurmécanique203,204,205 qui prolongevers
le bas Ia partiesupérieurecylindriquepleine 202. De
facon plus particul ière, cet amplificateur mécanique
comprend un troncon tronconiqueallonge 203 plein
dont Ia grande base est raccordée a Ia partie supérieure cylindrique202 et un troncon cylindrique204,
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205 de section réduite qui prolongevers le bas le
troncon tronconique203, et est lui-même prolonge
vers le bas par une partie tronconique 206 dont Ia
grande base est située vers le bas.
Une partie inférieure cylindriqued'extrémité207
constituant Ia partie sensible de Ia sonde prolonge
vers le bas Ia grande base de Ia partie tronconique
206. Cettepartiecylindriqued'extrémité207 doit être
très dispersiveet pourcela estréaliséesous uneforme tubulaire.L'extrémitélibredecette partiecylindrique d'extrémité207 est obturéepar un bouchon 208
quiempécheIa pénétration du liquide a l'intérieurde
cette partied'extrémité207 etévitedes problèmesde
colmatage par des particules ou déchets pouvant
être en suspensiondansle liquide.
Commeon peut le voirsur les figures 2 et 4, le
guide métallique comprend avantageusement une
premiere piècesupérieurepleine réalisée par usinage et comprenant Ia partie cylindrique supérieure
202, le troncontronconiqueallonge203 etune partie
supérieure204 du tronconcylindriquede section réduite, et une deuxièmepiècetubulairequi définit asa
partie inférieure Ia partie tubulaired'extrémité207 et
a été rétreintea sa partie supérieurepour définir Ia
partietronconique206 et une partie inférieure 205 du
troncon cylindriquede section réduite. La liaisonentre les parties204et 205peut êtreeffectuée par soudage et n'affecte pas Iatransmissiondesondesélastiques dans Ia mesureoU cette liaison est effectuée
dans une partiedefaiblesectioneloignéedes parties
tronconiques203 et 206.
Le tronconcylindrique204, 205 de section réduite peut presenterun diamètred de l'ordre de 0,5 a 5
mm.

35

La longueurtotaleLdu guide métallique peutétre

très réduite et êtrecompriseentre environ60 et 120
mm, ce qui permet une integration dans un noyau
plongeur de petites dimensions, dont Ia hauteurtotalepeut rester inférieure a environ200 mm.
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La partie tubulaired'extrémité207, qui constitue
Ia partiesensibleémergeantdu boftier100etpouvant
venir au contact du liquide peut presenterune Iongueur compriseentre 5 et 30 mm, un diamètreextérieur ext comprisentre environ5 et 15 mm et un
diamètre intérieurint comprisentre environ2 et 12
mm. La paroi de Ia partie tubulaire d'extrémité 207
peut presenterune épaisseurcompriseentre 0,2 et2

I
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A titre d'exemple, pour un guide métalliqueprésentantune longueurtotaleLde 110 mm, Ia partiecylindriquetubulaired'extrémité207 peut presenterune
longueurI de 19 mm, un diamètreextérieurext de
8 mm et un diamètreintérieurint de 6,5 mm.
Le diamètreextérieurext de Ia partie tubulaire
d'extrémité 207 peut être égalau diamètreextérieur
o de Ia partie supérieurecylindriquepleine
cela est représentésur le dessin,mais ceci n'est pas
une obligation.

7
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Le guide metallique peut être réalisé en différents métauxou alliagestel que le laiton parexemple.
Toutefois, une réalisationenacier inoxydable est bien
adaptéea Ia plupart des applications.
Selon une caracteristiqueimportantede l'invention, le guide metallique est relié au boItier 100 par
l'intermédiaire d'une bride de support 210 qui est
fixéesurle guide metalliquedansunezoneannulaire
209 qui, contrairementau montagetraditionnel des
guidesa ondeselastiques,n'est passituée au niveau
de Ia partie supérieure202 ou méme de l'amplificateur mécanique 203, 204, 205, mais au niveau de Ia
partietronconiquede liaison206, soit dans une partie
centrale de celle-ci, soit méme dans une partie qui
peut êtresituée a Ia limite de Ia partie sensiblecylindriqueinférieure 207 commereprésentésur Iafigure

en contact avec un liquide,l'écho engendrépar l'extrémité inférieure 208 du guide disparaltou estforte5

10

15

5.

La bride de support 210 est avantageusement
fixéesurlapartietronconique206parsoudageaulaser ou soudage par faisceau d'électrons,ces procédes garantissant Ia réalisationd'une liaison a Ia fois

20

étanche etlinéaire qui permetdeconserverà Ia partie

d'extrémité207 toute sasensibilitéet permetau support de ne pas influencerles ondeselastiquestransmisespar le guide,et par suited'obtenirune très bonne répétabilitédu signal.
La bridede support210 est tubulaireet présente
une gorge annulaireextérieure211 dans laquelleest
place un joint torique 212. La bride de support 210
peut être immobiliséedans le boflier 100, par exempIe dans un bouchon d'extrémité 113, 110 muni d'un
joint d'étanchéité112 et rapporté par l'extrémitéinférieure de Ia paroi latérale102 du boftier100.
Les circuits electroniquesde traitement 105 alimentéspar Ia sourced'energieelectrique 104 etservant a exciter le transducteur 201 sont d'un type
connu et sont représentés sous Ia forme d'un schéma-blocsur Ia figure 6.
Lescircuits 105 comprennentessentiellementun
generateurde trains d'ondes151 qui sont appliqués
par l'intermédiairede portes logiques 152 par une Iigne 107 au transducteur201, ce qui provoque l'émissiond'ondesélastiquesqui sonttransmisesle longdu
guidemétalliquejusqu'a sonextrémitélibreinférieure
207,208.

Lorsquel'extrémitélibre207 n'estpas en contact
avec un liquide, le train d'ondesémis par le générateur 151 estréfléchi a l'extrémité208 du guide et provoque l'apparitiond'un echo a l'extrémitéde Ia partie
supérieure 202, lequel echoestappliquéau transducteur 201 ettransmissousIaforme d'un signalélectrique par les portes logiques 152 vers des circuits de
traitementcomprenantun amplificateur153 et un organe de detectionde seuil 154 qui estassociéa des
moyensd'émissiond'un signald'informationvers un
récepteurtel que le récepteur14 de Ia figure 1 qui est
équipé d'un voyant 140.
En revanche, lorsque l'extrémité libre 207 vient

8

25
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35

ment atténué. De Ia sorte, le circuit de detection de
seuil 154 décèle Ia disparitionde l'écho et provoque
un changementdans le signalémis vers le récepteur
14 équipéde moyensde signalisation140. Le voyant
140 peutétre connecté de manièrea êtreéclairé lorsque Ia partie 207, 208 du guide est en contact avec
le liquide12et éteintlorsqueIa partie207, 208 du guide estdansuneatmospheregazeuse, ou a l'inverse,
le voyant 140 peut être connecté de manièrea être
éclairé lorsquele noyau plongeurI est dans une atmosphèregazeuseets'éteindre lorsqueIa partie207,
208 du guide vient en contactavec le liquide 12.
Danslecadre de Ia présente invention, il estréalisé une sonde 200 dont Ia partie sensible 207, 208
présentedes dimensionsfaibles permettantd'obtenir
une sensibilité par exemplede l'ordre de 1 mm dans
Ia detection du niveaud'un liquide.
Les dimensionsde Ia partie d'extrémité207 sont
choisiesde manièrea rendrecelle-citrès dispersive,
afin de pouvoir réaliser une discrimination des signauxen echo permettantd'obtenirunesensibilitéde
l'ordre du millimetre. Ceci se traduit par une vitesse
de groupe des ondes élastiques très faible et par
consequentpar un retard important.
D'une manière générale, Ia fréquence fi des
trains d'onde d'excitationappliquéspériodiquement
au transducteur 201 par les circuits 151, 152, est
choisie de manièreque les trains d'ondesélastiques
se propagentdansl'amplificateurmécaniquedu guide a Ia vitesse de groupe des ondes de bassefréquence et dans Ia partie tubulaire d'extrémité207 a
Iavitessedegroupeminimalecorrespondantau point
d'inflexion de Ia courbe de Ia vitesse de phase en
fonction de Ia fréquence.
La fréquencefi peutêtrecomprise entre 100 kHz

et600kHz.
40

La valeur de Ia fréquence fi, exprimé en Hertz,
est choisieen fonction du diamètreextérieurext et
du diamètre intérieurint, exprimés en metres,de Ia
partie inférieure cylindriquetubulaired'extrémité207

et de Ia vitesseVT des ondes transversalesdans le

matériau, expriméeen m/s, a partir de Ia formulesui45

vante

fi = VT x ext — 0,6 int

50

ss

(ext)2
LorsqueIa partie tubulaire d'extrémité 207 présente un rapportentre l'épaisseurde paroietle rayon
moyen a qui est inférieura 0,3, Ia fréquencefi exprimée en Hertz, peut être obtenuea partie du rayon
moyen adecette partietubulaire,expriméen metres,
et de Ia vitesseV1- des ondes transversalesdans le
matériau de cette partie tubulaire,expriméeen m/s,
a partirde Ia formule suivante:

fi
avec
5

1,7xV1-

2it

a

9
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a = ext. 4+ int.
Dans le cas d'une partie tubulaire d'extrémité 207
réaliséeen acier inoxydable, Ia valeur de Ia vitesse
des ondes transversalesdans le matériauVT peut
être prise egale a 3150 mIs.
On noteraque le noyau plongeurI du capteurde
niveauselon I'invention peut être réaliséd'une facon
entièrementétanche, l'ensembledespiles 104 et circuits electroniques105 étant incorporés a l'intérieur
du boItier 100, duquel emerge simplement Ia partie
sensible207 du guide d'ondeselastiques.Les informationsfournies sur les lignes 108, 109 par les circuits electroniques105 peuventêtretransmisesvers
Ia station de reception14 située hors du reservoirio
par tout moyen connu comme une transmissionpar
ondesradioelectriques,ou encore une liaison par câble electriqueétancherendu solidairedu cableou ruban gradue 2.
Le noyau plongeur prévu pour pouvoir être
plonge integralementdans le liquide 12 peut être
équipé de capteurs supplémentaires de type connu.
Ainsi, le noyau plongeur peutêtreéquipéd'une sonde de temperature300 reliée par des liaisons301 a
un circuit de traitement 155 incorporé dans les circuits electroniques105 (figures2et6) et pouvantdélivrer desinformationsde temperaturepar les lignes
108, 109 lorsque le noyau plongeurest place dans
différentes positionsau sein du reservoirio. Les informations de temperature peuvent être affichées
par exemplesur l'écran 141 du récepteur14.
Le noyauplongeur peutencoreêtre équipéd'un
détecteurdeconductivitédetype connu, etnon représenté sur les dessins,capablede détecterIa présencedeliquidesdifférentsa partirde Ia miseenévidence de conductivitésdifférentes. Un noyau plongeurI
équipé d'un tel détecteur de conductivitépeut ainsi
détecterpar exempleIa presenced'eau au fond d'un
reservoir io contenant des hydrocarbures.
Le capteur de niveau selon l'invention permet
ainsi, grace a Ia robustesse,Ia sensibilité, Ia fiabilité
et Ia miniaturisationdu noyau plongeurétanche immergeable, de détecter avec une haute precision le
niveaud'un liquide dans un reservoiretcela d'une facon universelle, le mémecapteurpouvantêtreutilisé
avec des liquidesles plus divers, tout en autorisant
d'autres mesures annexes classiques comme des
mesures de temperatureou de conductivité.

I
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2. Capteurselon Ia revendication1, caractériséen
ce que Ia partiecylindriqued'extrémité(207) du
guide est réalisée sous une forme tubulaire et
présente une extrémitélibre obturéepar un bouchon (208)empéchantIa pénétration de liquide a
l'intérieurde ladite partie cylindriqued'extrémité
(207).

50

Revendications
Capteurde niveau de liquide a noyau plongeur,
comprenant un noyau plongeur (1) muni de
moyensde detectionde Ia presencede liquideet
un cable ou ruban gradue (2) qui est enroulable
sur un support (4) dispose a l'extérieurdu récipient contenantle liquidedont le niveau esta dé-

et dont l'extrémitélibreestfixée au boftier
du
(100) noyau plongeur(1), lequel boflier (100)
incorpore une source d'alimentation electrique
autonome (104), des circuits electroniques de
traitement(105) et une sonde(200) de detection
de Ia presencede liquide,
caractériséen ce que Iasonde(200)de detection
de Ia presencede liquidecomprendun guide metalliqueprésentant successivementune premiere
partie supérieure (202) cylindrique pleine, une
deuxièmepartie(203,204,205)de section réduite constituant un amplificateurmécanique, une
troisième partietronconique(206)dont Ia grande
base est située vers le bas etune quatriemepartie inférieure cylindriqued'extrémité (207) constituant Ia partie sensible de Ia sonde, en ce que
le guide metallique est relié au boftier (100) du
noyau plongeur(1) de facon étanche par l'intermédiaire d'une bride de support (210) qui est
fixée sur le guide metallique dans une zone Iinéaire annulaire(209) située au niveau de ladite
troisième partie tronconique(206) de telle sorte
que seule Ia portion du guide située en dessous
de laditezone linéaire annulaireemergedu boltier (100)du noyauplongeur(1) et puisseêtre en
contactavec un liquide,en ce qu'untransducteur
(201)alimentéen energie electriquea partirdes
circuits electroniquesdetraitement(105)estdisposé a l'extrémité libre de Ia premiere partie supérieure (202), et en ce que les circuits électroniques de traitement comprennentdes circuits
(151) de productiond'impulsionsd'excitationde
frequence prédéterminée fi appliquees périodiquement au transducteur (201) pour créer des
ondes elastiquesincidentesdans le guideetdes
circuits (153, 154) de detection des impulsions
délivrées par le transducteur(201) en echo aux
ondes elastiques incidentes en l'absencede Iiquide en contactavec Ia partie cylindriquesensible d'extrémité (207)du guide.
tecter,

I

1.

10

3. CapteurselonIa revendication I ou 2, caractérisé
en ce que Ia bridede support (210) estfixéesur
le guide metalliquedans une zone linéaireannulaire (209) par soudageau laser ou soudagepar
faisceaud'électrons.

55

4. Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendications I a 3, caractériséen ce que Ia deuxième
partie de section réduite constituant un amplifi6

11
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cateurmécaniquecomprendun premiertroncon
tronconiqueallonge (203) plein dont Ia grande
baseest raccordéea Ia premiere partiesupérieure (202) cylindriquepleine, et un deuxièmetroncon cylindrique(204, 205) de section réduite rattaché a Ia petite base de Ia troisième partietronconique(206).
5.

Capteurselon Ia revendication4, caractériséen
ce que le deuxième troncon cylindrique (204,
205) de section réduite comprendune premiere
portion (204) qui est formée d'une seule pièce
avecIa premiere partiesupérieure pleine (202)et
le premiertroncon tronconiqueallongé (203), et
une deuxièmeportion (205)qui est forméed'une
seule pièce avec Ia troisième partie tronconique
(206)etIa partie inférieure cylindriqued'extrémi-

ii,

tions I a caractériséen ceque Ia longueurde
Ia partie cylindriquetubulaire d'extrémité (207)
estcompriseentre 5 et 30 mm.
5

Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendications a 5, caractériséen ce que Ia bride (210)
de support du guide métallique est tubulaire et
comprend une gorge extérieure (211) dans Iaqueue est disposeun joint torique.

I

13. Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendications I a 12, caractériséen ce que lediamètreex-

térieurext deIa partiecylindriquetubulaired'extrémité (207) est comprisentre 5 et 15 mm.

10

14. Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendications I a 13, caractériséen ceque le diamètrein-

térieur intde Ia partie cylindriquetubulaired'extrémité (207) est comprisentre 2 et 12 mm.

15

15. Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendica-

tions I a 14, caractériséen ce que Ia partiecylindrique tubulaire d'extrémité (207) présenteune
paroidont l'épaisseurest compriseentre 2 et 20
dixièmesde millimetre.

té (207).
6.

12

20

16. Capteur selon I'une quelconquedes revendications 4 et 5, caractériséen ce que leditdeuxième
troncon cylindrique(204, 205) de section réduite
présente un diamètrecomprisentre 0,5 et 5 mm.
25

7.

8.

Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendications a 6, caractériséen ce que Ia premiere partie supérieure (202) cylindriquepleine et Ia quatrième partie inférieure cylindrique d'extrémité
(207) présententle méme diamètreextérieur.

17. Capteur selon I'une quelconquedes revendica-

i

30

Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendications a 7, caractériséen ce que leguide métallique est réaliséen acier inoxydable.

I

35

9.

Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendications I a 8, caractériséen ce que Ia valeur de Ia
fréquence prédéterminéefi, expriméeen Hertz,
estchoisieenfonctiondu diamètreextérieurext
etdu diamètreintérieurint,exprimésen metres,
de Ia partie inférieure cylindriquetubulaire d'extrémité (207)et de Ia vitesseVT des ondestransversales dans le matériau, expriméeen m/s, a
partir de Ia formule suivante:
—
fi = VT ext 0,6 int
(ext)2
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11. Capteur selon I'une quelconquedes revendica-

I

tions a io, caractériséen ce que Ia Iongueurtotale du guide métalliqueest comprise entre 60 et
120 mm.

I

19. Capteur selon I'une quelconquedes revendications I a 18, caractériséen ce que, dans le cas
oU Ia partie tubulaire d'extrémité (207) présente
un rapport entre I'épaisseur de paroi et le rayon
moyen a qui est inférieura 0,3, Iavaleurde Iafréquenceprédéterminée fi, expriméeen Hertz, est
choisieen fonctiondu rayon moyena expriméen
metres,de cette partie tubulaireet de Ia vitesse
VT des modes transversalesdans le matériaude

cette partietubulaireexpriméeen m/s,a partirde
Ia formulesuivante:

a 9, caractériséen ce que Ia fréquence

prédéterminée fi est comprise entre environ 100
kHz et 600 kHz.

18. Capteur selon I'une quelconquedes revendications a 17, caractériséen ce qu'iI comprenden
outre un capteurde temperature(300)disposea

I'intérieurdu boflier(100) du noyau plongeur(1).

10. Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendica-

tions I

tions I a 16, caractériséen ce que Ia partiecylindrique tubulaire d'extrémité (207) présenteune
Iongueurde19mm, un diamètreextérieurext de
8 mm et un diamètreintérieurint de 6mm, eten
ce que Ia Iongueurtotaledu guide métalliqueest
de I'ordrede 110 mm.

55

12. Capteur selon l'une quelconquedes revendica7

fi = l,7xV1-1
a
2it
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Die Erfindung betrifft em Verfahren zur FuzzyInferenzin einem Fuzzy-Regelkreis.
In "Der Elektroniker",Nr. 3, 1990 ist auf Seite
39-43 em Aufsatz von Günter Trautzl mit dem Titel
"UnscharfeLogik: Fuzzy Logik" erschienen.
Für den Begriff unscharfe Logiksind neben der
Bezeichnung Fuzzy Logik noch die Namen RuleBased-System, Ambivalente Logik und mehrwertige Logikgebräuchlich.
Die unscharfe Logik wurde bereits 1965 entwikkelt, um auch nicht genaue und unvollständige
Datensätze verarbeiten zu können. Es werden
Mel3werte mit linguistischen Variablen anstelle mit
Zahlen beschrieben. Für die linguistischen Variablen werden Fuzzy-Mengen eingeführt,zum Beispiel
positiv grol3, positiv mittel, positiv klein, etwa null,
negativ klein etc. Die Fuzzy-Menge ist durch ihre
Zugehörigkeitsfunktion, häufig auch als membership-Funktion bezeichnet, definiert.
Die Zugehörigkeitsfunktion gibt an, zu welchem
Grad em Element aus dem Wertebereich in der
Menge enthalten ist. Eine Regelstrategie wird

durch Verknüpfung der linguistischenVariablen in
ihren Fuzzy-Mengen realisiert.
Das Stellsignal wird anhand einfacher WennDann-Regeln erzeugt. Die folgende beispielhafte
Regelstrategie wird in der Fuzzy-Regelung verwen-
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det.

Erste Regel:
Wenn die Eingangsgröl3e des Reglers negativ
klein ist und gleichzeitig die Anderung der Emgangsgröl3e des Reglers positiv klein ist, dann ist
die Stellgröl3e positiv klein.
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Dritte Regel:
Wenn die Eingangsgröl3e des Reglers etwa
null ist und die Anderung der Eingangsgröl3e positiv klein ist, dann ist die Stellgröl3e negativ klein.

45

Vierte Regel:
sO

Wenn die Eingangsgröl3e des Reglers etwa
null ist und die Anderung der Eingangsgröl3e positiv grol3 ist, dann ist die Stellgröl3e negativ grol3.
Als Ergebnis der Verknüpfung entsteht eine
unscharfe linguistische Stellgröl3e, die in eine
scharfe physikalischeGröI3e umzuwandeln ist. GemaR dem Stand der Technik wird hierzu der
Schwerpunkt der unscharfen Ausgangsgröl3e ermit-

telt, dessen Berechnung verhältnismäf3ig viel Zeit
benötigt wird, weil viele Multiplikationen und eine
Division durchgeführtwerden müssen. Die Berechnung des Stellwertes aus der unscharfen Menge
wird auch als Defuzzyfizierung bezeichnet.
Es ist deshalb Aufgabe der Erfindung, em Verfahren für einen Fuzzy-Regelkreis anzugeben, das
den Fuzzy-Regelkreis wesentlich schneller macht,
ohne die restlichen Reglereigenschaften wesentlich
negativ zu beeinflussen.
Die Erfindung lost diese Aufgabe dadurch, daB
für die StelIgrOBe des Fuzzy-Reglers nur die beiden Fuzzy-Mengen "positiv" und "negativ" vorgesehen sind.
Die Erfindung geht von dem Gedanken aus, die
StelIgrOBe nur noch in die beiden Zustände "positiv" und "negativ" einzuteilen und nicht mehr wie
beim Stand der Technik in beliebige Zustände wie
zum Beispiel positiv klein, negativ klein sowie negativ groB. Diese MaBnahme hat den Vorteil, daB
die Defuzzyfizierung nun nur durch Subtraktion und
nicht mehr durch eine Reihe von Multiplikationen
und einer Division durchführbarwird. Dadurch wird
viel Zeit gespart; der Regler wird wesentlich
schneller weil der Rechenaufwand für Subtraktionen wesentlich geringer ist als für Multiplikationen
und Divisionen. Trotzdem bleiben die Vorteile eines
Fuzzy-Regelkreises erhalten.

Es zeigen:
Figur 1
ZugehOrigkeitsfunktionen eines bekannten Fuzzy-Regelkreises
ZugehOrigkeitsfunktionen eines erfindungsgemäBen Regelkreises
em
Figur 3
Ausführungsbeispiel der Erfindung.
Figur 1 zeigt die ZugehOrigkeitsfunktionen einer ersten und einer zweiten EingangsgrOBe sowie
der daraus berechneten AusgangsgrOBen. Die Defuzzyfizierung erfolgt durch Schwerpunktberechnung der schraffierten Flächen in den Diagrammen.
In Figur 2 sind die ZugehOrigkeitsfunktionen
gemäB der Erfindung abgebildet. Die Defuzzyfizierung erfolgt durch Subtraktion der maximalen ZugehOrigkeiten der beiden Mengen "positiv" und

Figur 2

Zweite Regel:
Wenn die Eingangsgröl3e des Reglers negativ
klein ist und die Anderung der Eingangsgröl3e p0sitiv grol3 ist, dann ist die Stellgröl3e negativ klein.

2

ss

2

"negativ".
In Figur 3 ist em Ausführungsbeispielder Erfindung gezeigt.
Die erste und die zweite EingangsgrOBe des
Reglers werden einer Gruppe von BlOcken ZF zugeführt, wo die ZugehOrigkeitsfunktionen abgelegt
sind. Die Ausgängedieser BlOcke ZF sind mit den
Eingängen eines Netzwerkes U aus Vergleichern
und Multiplexern verbunden, wo die Minimum-Verknüpfungen gemäB den Regeln durchgeführt werden. Die Ausgängedes Netzwerkes U sind mit den
Eingängen eines Netzwerkes 01 und eines Netzwerkes 02 verbunden. In den beiden Netzwerken
01 und 02 werden die Maximum-Verknüpfungen

3
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gemäl3 den Regeln durchgeführt. Es wird für die
Stellgröl3e gemäl3 der Erfindung jedoch nur zwischen "positiv" und "negativ" unterschieden. Wei-

tere Zustände wie zum Beispiel positiv klein, positiv grol3, positiv mittel, negativ klein, negativ grol3,
negativ mittel sind nicht vorgesehen. Die Ausgänge
der beiden Netzwerke 01 und 02 sind mit den
Eingängen eines Subtrahierers S verbunden, an
dessen Ausgang die scharfe Stellgröl3e SG abnehmbar ist.
Bei der Erfindung ist anstelle von Multiplikatoren und Teilern der Subtrahierer S vorgesehen.
Durch diese Mal3nahme wird die Rechenzeit zur
Berechnung der Stellgröl3e erheblich vermindert.
Multiplikatoren und Dividierer, die beim Stand der
Technik anstelle des Subtrahierers vorgesehen
sind, erfordern eine wesentlich höhere Rechenzeit

hörigkeitsfunktionen abgelegt sind, daB in einem anschlieBenden zweiten Netzwerk (U) aus

5
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zur Schwerpunktberechnung.
Der erfindungsgemäl3e Fuzzy-Regelkreis läf3t

sich aus Vergleichern, Multiplexern und Subtrahierem
leicht aufbauen. Die Erfindung stellt daher im
Vergleich zu bekannten Fuzzy-Prozessoren eine
sehr einfache und kostengünstige Realisierung ei-

20

nes Fuzzy-Regelkreises dar.
25

Patentansprüche
1.

2.

Verfahren zur Fuzzy-Inferenz für einen FuzzyRegelkreis, dadurchgekennzeichnet, daB für
die StellgröBe des Fuzzy-Reglers nur die beiden Fuzzy-Mengen "positiv" und "negativ"
vorgesehen sind.
Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurchgekennzeichnet, daB die Defuzzifizierung durch Subtraktion der maximalen Zugehörigkeit der beiden Fuzzy-Mengen "positiv" und "negativ" er-

30

35

folgt.
3.

4.

4

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, gekennzeichnet durch folgende Wenn-Dann-Regeln.
Wenn die EingangsgröBe des Reglers negativ
klein und die Anderung der EingangsgröBe
positiv klein ist, dann ist die StellgröBe positiv;
Wenn die EingangsgröBe des Reglers negativ
klein ist und die Anderung der EingangsgröBe
positiv groB ist, dann ist die StellgröBe negativ;
Wenn die EingangsgröBe des Reglers etwa
null ist und die Anderung der EingangsgröBe
positiv klein ist, dann ist die StellgröBe negativ;
Wenn die EingangsgröBe des Reglers etwa
null ist und die Anderung der EingangsgröBe
positiv groB ist, dann ist die StellgröBe negativ.

40

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3 dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daB die EingangsgröBe und
die Anderung der EingangsgröBe einem ersten
Netzwerk (ZF) zugeführt werden, wo die Zuge-

55
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3

Vergleichern und Multiplexern die AusgangsgröBen des vorangeschalteten ersten Netzwerkes (ZF) verknüpft werden, daB die Ausgangsignale des zeiten Netzwerkes (U) aus Vergleichern und Multiplexern in einem dritten und
einem vierten Netzwerk (01, 02) verknüpft
werden, daB die Ausgangssignale des dritten
und vierten Netzwerkes (01, 02) in einem
Subtrahierer (5) voneinander subtrahiert werden, an dessen Ausgang das Stellsignal (SG)
für em Stellglied abnehmbarist.
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Space vector data path.

® A space vector path

for integrating SIMD scheme into a general-purpose programmable processor is
disclosed.The programmableprocessorcomprises mode means coupled to an instruction means (130, 140) for
specifying for each instructionwhether an operand is processed in one of vector and scalar modes, processing
unit (110) coupled to the mode means for receiving the operand and, responsive to an instruction as specified
by the mode means,for processingthe operand in one of the vector and scalar modes,whereinthe vector mode
indicating to the processing unit (110) that there are a plurality of elements within the operand and the scalar
mode indicatingto the processingunit (110) that there is one element within the operand.
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Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to signal processorsand more particularlyto digital signal processor with
spatial parallel processing capabilities.
5

Background
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of the Invention

Computers with parallel processing schemes such as single instruction-multiple data (SIMD) has
gradually gained its share of recognition in the computer art in recent years. SIMD computers can be
conceptually illustrated in Figure 1 (a), where multiple processing elements (PE's) are supervised by one
main sequencer. All PE's receive the same instruction broadcastfrom the main sequencer but operate on
different data sets from distinct data streams. As shown in Figure 1 (b), each PE functions as a central
processing unit (CPU) with its own local memory. Therefore, SIMD computers can achieve spatial
parallelismby using multiple synchronized arithmetic logic units with each PE's CPU. While it is relatively
easy for the individual PE's to handle its data once the data is in each PE, distributing and communicating
among all the PE's throughthe inter-connections(not shown) is quite a complextask. Thus, SIMD machines
are usually designed with special purposes in mind and their difficulty in programming and vectorization
makesthem undesirable for general purposeapplications.
On the other hand, current general purpose computing machines, such as SPARC (R), PowerPC (R),
and 68000- based machines, typically are not fully utilizing their 32-bit memory space when it comes to
high performance graphicsprocessing. For example, data are still limited to be processed at 16-bitwidth, or
8-bit pixels for video and image information, while their busses are 32-bit wide. However, these general
purpose machines are attractive for their programming convenience in a high level language software
environment. Therefore, it is desirable to strike a balance between SIMD's speed advantage as applied to
digital signal processing and general purpose CPU's programming convenience. This way, even a low
performance implementation of a SIMD machine, when integrated into a general purpose machine, may
drastically improve the overall throughputjust as if there were multiple scalar CPU's working in parallel.
However, with SIMD integrated into a general-purpose machine, the increased throughputwill not come at
the expense of silicon usage typically associated with the multiple units of scalar CPU's found in a
traditional SIMD machine.
Therefore, it would be desirable to have a general purpose processor with SIMD capability for code
intensive applications, as well as speed intensive computations.
An object of the present invention is to integrate a SIMD scheme into a general purpose CPU

to enhance throughput.
It is also an object of the present inventionto enhance throughputwithout incurring substantialsilicon

architecture
35

usage.

It is further an object of the present invention to increasethroughput in proportionalto the number of
data elements processed in each instructionwith the same instructionexecution rate.
40

Summary

of the Invention

A

45

space vector data path for integrating a SIMD scheme into a general-purpose programmable
processor is disclosed. The programmable processor comprises mode means coupled to an instruction
means for specifying for each instruction whether an operand is processed in one of vector and scalar
modes, processing unit coupled to the mode means for receiving the operand and, responsive to an
instruction as specified by the mode means, for processing the operand in one of the vector and scalar
modes, wherein the vector mode indicating to the processing unit that there are a plurality of elements
within the operand and the scalar mode indicatingto the processingunit that there is one element within the
operand.

so

ss

The present invention also discloses a method of performingdigital signal processingthrough multiple
data path using a general-purpose computer,where the general-purpose computer comprises data memory
for storing a plurality of operands with each operand having at least one element, and a processing unit
having a plurality of sub-processing units. The method comprises the steps of a) providing an instruction
from among a predetermined sequence of instructions to be executed by the processing unit; b) the
instruction specifying one of scalar and vector mode of processing by the processing unit on the operand,
the scalar mode indicating to the processing unit that there are one element within the operand, and the
vector mode indicating to said processing unit that there are a plurality of sub-elements within the operand;
c) if scalar mode, each sub-processingunit of the processing unit, responsive to the instruction, receiving a
2
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respective portion of the operand to process to generate a partial and intermediate result; d) each subprocessing unit passing its intermediate result among the plurality of sub-processingunits and merging its
partial result with the other sub-processingunits to generate a final result for the operand; e) generating first
condition codes to correspond to the final result; f) if vector mode, each sub-processing unit of the
processing unit, responsive to the instruction, receiving and processing a respective sub-elementfrom the
plurality of sub-elements within the operand to generate a partial and intermediate result with each
intermediate result being disabled and each partial result representing a final result for its corresponding
element; g) generating a plurality of second condition codes with each of the second condition codes
correspondingto an independentresult.

10

Brief Descriptionof the Drawings

15

Figure la is a conceptual diagramof a conventional single-instruction, multiple-data(SIMD) computer.
Figure lb is a simplified diagramof a processingelement used in the SIMD computer.
Figure 2 is a generalizeddiagram of a programmable processor which may incorporate the present
invention.

Figure 3a is a symbolic diagram of a conventional adder which may be incorporated in the ALU for the
processingunit.
20

Figures3b and 3c are symbolic diagramsof adders which may implementthe present invention.
Figure 4a is a symbolic diagram of a conventional logic unit which may be incorporated in the ALU for
the processingunit.
Figures4b and 4c are symbolic diagramsof logic units which may implementthe present invention.
Figures 5a and 5b are symbolic diagrams of a conventional shifter which may implementthe present
invention.
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Figure 5c-5e are diagramsof shifters which may incorporate the present invention.
Figure 6a is a simplifieddiagram of a conventional multiplier accumulator (MAC).
Figure 6b illustrateshow a MAC can incorporate the present invention.
Figure 7a illustrateshow a MAC can incorporate the present invention for a 32x16 mode.
Figure 7b illustratesthe interconnections within a MAC for the 32x16 mode.
Figure 8 is a simplifiedfunctional diagramof a processing element incorporating the present invention.
Figure 9 illustratesa simplifieddiagram of ALU and shifter incorporating the present invention.
Figure 10 illustratesa dual-MACarrangement.
Figure 11 showsthe layoutof an accumulatorregisterfile.
Figure 12 showsthe corresponding accumulatoraddresses.
Figures 13 through 16 shows the scaling of source operands and of results for multiplication
operations.

40

Figure 17 shows a word or accumulator operandbeing added to an accumulatorregister.
Figure 18 shows a halfword pair operand being added to a halfword pair in accumulatingregisters.
Figure 19 shows a product being added to an accumulatingregister.
Figure 20 shows a halfword pair product being added to a halfword pair in accumulating registers.
Figure 21 shows a 48 bit product being accumulated using the justifying right option.
Figure 22 shows a 48 bit product being accumulated using the justify left option.
Figure 23 is a summary of instructions which may be implemented in accordancewith the present
invention.

45

Detailed Descriptionof the Drawings
General Implementation Considerations
so

When integrating the SIMD scheme into a general-purpose machine, several issues should desirably be
considered:
1) Selection of scalar or vector operation should preferably be done on an instruction-by-instruction
basis, as opposed to switchingto a vector mode for a period of time, because some algorithms are not
easily vectorized with a large vector size. Also, when a vector operation is selected,the vector dimension

ss

must be specified.
Currently, in accordancewith the present invention, the information on scalar/vector is specified by a
Data Type qualifier field in each instruction that has the SIMD capability. For example, the instruction
may feature a 1-bit "path" qualifier field that can specify Word or Halfword Pair operations. Further, this
3
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field should preferably be combined with the Data Type Conversion field in the Streamer Context
Registers to select larger vector dimensions, e.g. 4, 8, etc. The complete description of a Streamer is
disclosed in a related U.S. patent application filed on July 23, 1992, Serial No. 917,872, entitled
STREAMER FOR RISC DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR, the disclosure of which is now incorporated by
5

reference.

2) The machineshould providefor conditionalexecution based on vector result. It is important to be able
to test the results of an SIMD operation just as though it were performed using multiple scalar
io
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operations. For this reason, it is preferred that Condition Code Flags in the Status Registerbe duplicated
such that there is one set per segment of the Data Path. For example, a vector dimension of 4 would
require 4 sets of Condition Codes.
Also, Conditional instructions need to specify which set of Condition Codes to use. It is useful to be
able to test combinations of conditions,e.g. "if any Carry Flags set", or "if all Carry Flags set."

3) The SIMD scheme should be applicable to as many operations as possible. Although the following
preferred embodimentof the present invention illustratesa machinein its current implementation such as
16-bit multiplier and 32-bit input data, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art that other
variationscan readily be constructed in accordancewith the present invention.
The following operations are examples of possible operations (to be listed in Figure 23) which can
increase performance of Space Vector (SV) techniques:
ABS, NEG, NOT, PAR, REV
ADD, SUB, SUBR, ASC, MIN, MAX, Tcond
SBIT, CBIT, IBIT, TBZ, TBNZ
ACC, ACCN, MUL, MAC, MACN, UMUL, UMAC
AND, ANDN, OR, XOR, XORC
SHR, SHL, SHRA, SHRC, ROR, ROL
Bcond
LOAD, STORE, MOVE, Mcond,
where cond may be: CC, CS, VC, VS, ZC and ZS.
4) Memory data bandwidth should be able to match SIMD Data Path performance.
It is desirable to match the memory and bus bandwidthto the data requirementsof a space vector
data path without increasing the hardware complexity. The currently implementedmachine's two 32-bit
buses with dual access 32-bit memoriesare well matched to the 32-bit Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) and
dual 16 x 16 Multiply/Accumulated Units (MAC's). They would also be well matched to quad 8 x 8 MACs.
5) Any addition and modification implementedshould be cost-effective by maximizingperformancewith
minimum additional hardware complexity.
An adder/subtracter can be made to operatein space vector mode by breaking the carry propagation

and duplicatingthe condition code logic.
A shifter can be made to operate in space vector mode by also reconfiguringthe wrap-around logic
and duplicatingthe condition code logic.
A bit-wise logic unit can be made to operate in space vector mode by just duplicatingthe condition
code logic.
Space vector conditional move operations can be achieved by using the vector of Condition Code
Flags to control a multiplexer, so that each element of the vector is moved independently.
Space vector multiply requires duplicationof the multiplier array and combinationof partial products:
e.g. 4 16x8 multipliers with appropriate combination logic can be used to perform 4 16x8 or 2 16x16
vector operations, or 1 32x16 scalar operation.Space vector multiply-accumulateoperationsalso require
accumulating adders that can break the carry propagation and duplicatethe condition code logic as well
as vectorizedaccumulatorregisters.
6) Programming complexity due to space vector implementationin the general-purpose computer should
be minimized.Instructions can be devised to combinespace vector results into a scalar result:
ACC Az, Ax, Ay Add accumulators;
SA Ay, Mz Store scaled accumulator pair to memory;
MAR Rz, Ax Move scaled accumulatorpair to register.
When
a vector crosses a physical memory boundary, access to the vector should still be possible.
7)
Some algorithms such as convolutions involve incrementingthrough data arrays. When the arrays are
treated as vectors of length N, it is possible that a vector resides partially in one physical memory
location and partially in an adjacentphysical memory location. To maintain performanceon such space
vector operations, it is preferable to design the memories to accommodate data accesses that cross
physical boundaries, or to use a Streameras described in the above-mentioned U.S. patent application,
4
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STREAMER FOR RISC DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR.

The Overall System
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Figure 2 is a generalized representation of a programmable processor which may incorporate the space
vector data path of the present invention. One of the concepts embedded in the present invention is that
one can modify a computer which is designed to work with the elements of scalar operands, or arrays, one
at a time so as to increase its performance by allowing more than one operand to be processed at the
same time.
What is shown in Figure 2 is a programmableprocessor, or "computer" in a broad sense, which has a
program and data storage unit 100 for storing programs and data operands. An instruction acquisition unit
130 fetches instructions from the storage unit 100 for an instruction fetch/decode/sequence unit 140 to
decode and interpret for a processing unit 110 to execute. The processing unit 110 thus executes an
instructionwith operand(s) supplied from the storage unit 100.
To achieve increased performance, there are bits within each instruction to specify whether the
operands are scalars or vectors. Also, if they are vectors, how many elements are in each operand. That
information, along with the typical decoded instruction, is sent to the processing unit 110 so the processing
unit 110 "knows" whether to processthe operands as scalars or as vectors.
The processing unit 110 may be an ALU, shifters or MAC. The storage unit 100 may generally be some
kind of memory, whether it be a register file, a semiconductor memory, a magnetic memory or any of a
number of kinds of memory,and the processing unit 110 may perform typical operations like add, subtract,
logical AND, logical OR, shifting as in a barrel shifter, multiply, accumulate, and multiply and accumulate
typically found in digital signal processors. The processing unit 110 will take operands either as one
operand used in an instruction,two operands used in an instruction or more. The processing unit 110 may
then perform operations with those operands to achieve their results. By starting with scalar or vector
operands,the operands go through the operations and come out with scalar or vector results, respectively.
The next step is to identify more specifically how the processing unit 110 may be formed and how it
functions. While data and program are shown as combined in storage unit 100, it would be apparent that
they can either be combined in the same physical memory or they can be implemented in separate
physical memories. Although each operand is describedas having a typical length of 32 bits, in general, the
operand could be any of a number of lengths. It could be a 16-bit machine, an 8-bit machine or a 64-bit
machine, etc. Those skilled in the art will recognizethat the general approach is that an N-bit operand could
be thought of as multiple operands that taken togetheradd up to N-bits. Thereforea 32-bit word could, for
instance, be two 16-bit half-words, or four 8-bit quarter words or bytes. In our current implementation, we
have each of the elements in an operand being of the same width. However, one could have the 32-bit
operand with one element being 24 bits and the other element being 8 bits. The benefit derived from using
multiple data paths and multiple elements in an operand is that it is processing all of the elements
independentlyand concurrentlyto achieve a multiplicationof processingthroughput.
The instructions may be of any size. Currently 32-bit instructionsare used; however those skilled in the
art may find particularlyutility in 8 bits, 16 bits, 32 bits and 64 bits. More importantly,it does not even have
to be a fixed-lengthfor the instructions. The same concept would work if used in variable-length instruction
machines, such as those with 16-bit instructions that can be extended to 32-bit instructions, or where the
instructions are formed by some number of 8-bit bytes, where the number depends on what specific
instruction it is. An exemplaryInstruction Set Summaryis shown in Appendix A for those skilled in the art to
illustratethe instructions which may be implementedin accordancewith the present invention.
The processing unit 110 may typically include an ALU 121 and/or a MAC 122. It may also only
implement a shifter 123 or a logic unit 124.
Adder

50
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Figure 3 is a symbolic representation of an adder which may be implemented in the ALU for the
processing unit (110, Fig. 2). Figure 3a illustratesa conventional 32-bit adder. Figure 3b is a representation
of two 16-bit adders connected for half-word pair mode. Fig. 3c is a representation of two 16-bit adders
connectedfor word mode.
Figures 3 a-c serve to illustrate how the typical hardware in a 32-bit conventionalmachine in Figure 3a
may be modified to achieve the desired objectives of the half-word pair mode or the word mode in
accordance with the present invention. A vector is illustrated here as having two elements. More specifically, it is shown how a 32-bit conventional operand can be broken down into two elements with 16-bits
5
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each. The same principle could apply to breaking it down into a number of elements with the elements of
equal length or unequal length.
Referring to Figure 3a, a conventional adder 200 has inputs X for X operand and Y for Y operand. It
also has an input for a carry-in 201 and condition codes 205 that are typically found associatedwith an
adder. The condition codes 205 may be: V for overflow, C for carry-out and Z for a zero result, i.e. the
result out of the adder being zero. It further has the result operand out of the adder being S. X, Y and S are
all represented as 32-bit words. A control input s/u 202 represents sign or unsigned operands, where the
most significant bit indicates where the number is positive or negative, or an unsigned operand, where the
most significant bit participates in the magnitudeof the operand.
Figure 3b shows how two adders which are similar to the typical 32-bit adder, but instead are only 16bit adders, can be combinedtogetherto perform the vector operation on a half-word pair, i.e. two half-word
elements per operand. The Y operand is now split off as two half-word operands: a lower half, Y0 through
Y15, and an upper half, VO through V15. similarly the X operand is split off as two half-word operands: a
lower half, X0 through XiS, and an upper half uo through uis. The result S is identified as SO through S15
coming from the adder 210 and the upper half WO through W15 coming from adder 220. Essentially, the
32-bit adder 200 may be divided in the middle to form the two 16-bit adders 210, 220. However, the most
significant bits would need logic to determine the nature of the sign bit of the operands. Thus, In dividing
the 32-bit adder 200, added logic would be required for sign control of the lower 16 bits that are split off of
the 32-bit adder to form adder 210. Then these two adders 210 and 220 may become identical except that
the input operands for the adder 210 come from the lower half of the 32-bit operand and the input operands
for the 16-bit adder 220 come from the upper half of the 32-bit operands.
When the operand elements X and u are separately added together with Y and V, respectively, they
yield results S and W, respectively. They also produce independentcondition codes for each one of the
adders. Adder 210 produces conditioncodes 215, and adder 220 producescondition codes 225 and these
conditioncodes apply to the particularhalf-wordadder that they are associatedwith. Therefore, this shows
how the conventional 32-bit adder could be modified slightly to perform independent half-word pair
operations.
Referring to Figure 3c, the same adder units in Figure 3b may be reconnectedto perform the original
word operation that was performed in the adder 200 of Figure 3a. This is where the operands represent32bit scalars. The scalars are Y0 through Y31 and X0 through X31. The lower half of those operands are
processed by the adder 230 and the upper half are processed by the adder 240. The mechanism which
allows this to be done is by connectingthe carry-out of the adder 230 to the carry-in 236 of the adder 240.
As shown in Figure 2c, the combined two 16-bit adders perform the same function as one 32-bit adder in
Figure 3a. Therefore, the implementation shown in Figures 3b and 3c - adder 210 may essentially be the
same as adder 230, while adder 220 may be the same as adder 240. While the description shows how
those two adders can function in either a half-word pair mode or a word mode, one skilled in the art may,
by extension, modify a conventional adder into several adders for handling independentelements of a
vector concurrently,as well as reconnected the same to perform the scalar operation on a scalar operand.
One note should be made to the adder of Figure 3. In Figure 3c, two sets of condition codes 235 and
245 were shown. While in the original conventional adder, there was only one set of condition codes 205.
The conditioncodes in Figure 3c are really the conditioncodes of 245 except for the conditioncode Z. The
condition codes in 235, the overflow V and carry C, are ignored as far as condition codes go and the
condition code Z in the condition codes 205 is effectively the Z condition code of 245 ANDed with the Z
condition code of 235. Now the condition code V of 205 correspondsto the V of 245. The C of 205
correspondsto the C of 245 and the Z of 205 correspondsto the Z of codes 245 ANDed with the Z of
codes 235. Those skilled in the art will be able to combinethose in any particularway they see fit.

Logic unit
so

ss

Figure 4 is a symbolic representation of a logic unit which may be implementedin accordancewith the
present invention. Figure 4a shows a typical 32-bit logic unit performing the logic operations of bitwise,
bitwise-complement or a number of combinations typically found in current processors. What may be
significantabout these operations is that they work independentlyfor the different bits of the conditioncode.
Overflow bit normally has no significance in the condition code in 305. While the carry-out has no
significance in the logic operations, zero still has significance in indicating that the result is zero. For the
half-word pair operations, the original 32-bit adder would be "operationally" divided into two 16-bit logic
units. The upper 16 bits 320 and the lower 16 bits 310 in the input operands would be broken into two halfwords in the same mannerthat they were for the adder. In processingthe logic operations, because the bits
6
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are generally processed independently, there is no operational connection between the two logic units 310
and 320.
Figure 4c shows the logic units again re-connected to form a typical logic unit for scalar processing.
Note that there is no connection needed between the units except in the condition code area. The zero
condition code 305 of conventional logic unit now may be represented by ANDing the zero condition code
of unit 345 with the zero condition code of unit 335. Thus, it should be apparent to those skilled in the art
that the dual-mode logic unit can be constructed by extending the concept and implementationof a dualmode adder as previouslydescribed.
Shifter

Figure 5 is a symbolic representation of a barrel shifter which may be implementedin accordancewith
the present invention. While some processors have barrel shifters as shown In Figure Sb, others have
single-bit shifters shown in Figures 5a, Sc, and Sd. The barrel shifter is typically not required in the
processor unit, but for high performance machines, the processor unit may implement a shift unit as
represented in Figure Sb. The following description will illustrate how shifters may be constructed and
implemented by those skilled in the art to speed up the processing or to minimize the amount of hardware
involved. Figure Sa shows how a one-bit shift, either a left shift or a right shift, may be implemented in a
typical processor. Shifter 41S can cause a 32-bit input operand X to be shifted either left or right one bit or
not shifted under the control of the direction input DIR 401 and produce the Z output. When the shift
occurs, if it is a shift to the left, then a bit has to be entered into the least significant bit position by the
selection box 416.
When the shifter is shifted to the right ,a bit from the selection box 400 is entered into the most
significant bit position. Selection boxes 400 and 416 have a number of inputs that can be selected for
entering into the shifter 41S. There is also a select input in both boxes labeled SEL, which comes from the
instruction and is typical of a conventional machine. The SEL would determine which of these input bits
would be selected for entering into the shifter. In general, becauseof these selectionsboxes, the shift can
be a rotate, where the bit that is shifted out of the shifter is shifted in at the other end of the shifter, or an
arithmetic right shift, where the sign bit, or the most significant bit, is dragged as the other bits are shifted
to the right or an arithmetic left shift where zero is enteredas the other bits are shifted to the left. And for a
logical shift, a "0" is enteredin as the bit. Also, a "1" may be entered in as the new bit entered in a logical
shift.
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One skilled in the art, by referenceto the description of conditioncodes for the adders and logic units,
could easily assign condition codes to the shifter to represent the overflow for an arithmetic left shift
operation,a carry to retain the last bit of the shift operation,and a zero flag to record when the result of the
shift was a zero value.
Using the shifter of Figure Sa in combination, the shifter of Figure Sb may be formed as a 32-bit
left/right barrel shifter. This may be done by combining 32 of the shifters in Figure Sa and cascading them
one after another, where the output of the first goes into the input of the second and so on throughout. The
number of bits to be shifted is determined by the pattern of ones and zeros of the direction input DIR's to
the individual shifters. Note that in Figure Sa, the direction for the shifter is three-valued: it is either left,
right, or straight ahead with no shift being accomplished. As such, in Figure Sb, the direction input to the
individual 32-bit one-bit shifters can be either left or right or no shift. If 32 bits are to shift to the left, then all
of the directioninputs would indicate to the left.
If only one bit is to shift to the left then the first box would indicate a one bit shift to the left and all of
the other 31 would indicate no shift. If N bits are to shift to the left, the first N boxes would have a direction
input of one bit to the left and the remaining boxes would indicate no shift. The same thing could be applied
to shifts to the right, where the direction would now either indicate a shift to the right, or no shift, and would
be able to shift from no bits to 32 bits in a right shift in the same way.
Now this typical 1-bit shifter in Figure Sa can be divided into two 16-bit shifters with reference to Figure
Sc, where two 16-bit L/R 1-bit shifters connectedfor half-wordpair mode is shown. The shifter 41S in Figure
Sa can be operationally divided down into two 16-bit 1-bit shifters 452 and 435. Each one of those 16-bit
shifters then has the input selection logic of 4a referring specifically to 416 and 400 duplicated so that box
4S0 has boxes 460 and 44S, and box 43S has boxes 440 and 430. The input logic is the same but the
inputs to the selection boxes are wired differently. It is therefore in the way the input selection boxes are
wired that differentiatesthe shifter in Figure Sc connectedfor half-word pair mode from the shifter in Figure
Sd connected for word mode. The input operand element in Figure Sc for the lower shifter 4S0 is X0
throughXiS and for shifter 43S is Y0 throughYlS. X and Y thus designate the 2 half-words.
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The result Z output operand is shown as the 2 half-words:the lower 16 bits being ZO through Z15 and
the upper 16 bits being WO through W15. The input selectors are wired such that in a rotate, the bit which
is output from the shifter will be fed back into the other end of the shifter. If shifter 435 does a left shift, the
rotated bit would be Y15 and if it does a right shift, the rotated bit would be Y0. Similarlyfor shifter 450, if it
were a left rotate, the input bit is X15 and if it is a right rotate, the input bit is X0. Similarlythe selection
works as in Figure 5a for arithmetic shifts and logical shifts.
Figure 5d shows how the operation of these same two shifters can be connected for a word mode,
where the shift pattern works on the whole 32 bits of the operand as opposed to the two half-words in
Figure Sc. For a rotate left, the bit that is rotated out of the lower shifter 486 (the MSB bit X1S)is rotated into
the upper shifter 475 as the LSB bit input to the shifter 475. It forms a continuous shift between the upper
1-bit shifter and the lower 1-bit shifter. For a rotate around the two shifters,X31 would be shifted into X0. If
all the inputs of selectors 480 are connected to XiS and all the inputs of selector485 are connected to X16,
as shown in Figure Sd, the combined shifter in Figure Sd effectively operates as the shifter in Figure Sa.
The input selector 470 will have the same pattern as the input selector400. And the input selector488 will
have the same input pattern as the selector 416. Therefore, the combined shifter in Figure Sd will perform
the same shift operationsfor scalar operands as the shifter in Figure Sa.
The 1-bit shifters in Figures Sc and Sd can further be extended into a 32-bit barrel shifter shown in
Figure Se in a manneranalogous to Figure Sb by cascading32 of the 1-bit shifters. If a 1-bit shift is desired,
then the direction control signal is used on the first shifter to indicate a 1 bit-shift. And on the other
cascaded 1-bit shifters, no shift is indicated. For N-bit shifts, the direction inputs in the first N 1-bit shifters
will indicate to shift by one bit and the remaining 1 bit shifters do not shift but pass the data through.
Similarly this barrel shifter in Figure Se can perform either word or half-word pair mode operations,
because the individual bit shifters are capable of performingeither word or half-wordpair operations. While
this implementationIn Figure 5 is representative of one way of implementing a barrel shifter, the same
concept of dividing the barrel shifter in the middle and providing input selection logic can be applied to
many other implementations of barrel shifters. Those skilled in the art should be able to find an appropriate
implementation, depending upon their specific hardware or throughputrequirements.
MultiplierAccumulator

30

Figure 6 is a symbolic representation of a multiply and accumulate (MAC) unit which may be
implementedin accordance with the present invention.
A typical 32-bit processornormallywould not require the implementationof a costly 32-by-32 multiplier
array. A multiply would probably be built in anotherway. In typical 16-bit signal processors, however, it is
35
quite common to find 16-by-16 multiplier arrays. The type of computation that requiresfast multiply would
typically use 16-bit data and consequentlythe 16-by-16 multiplier array has become more popular, even
among some 32-bit processors. Therefore, by treating 32-bit operands as 2 16-bit half-word pairs, two 16by-16 multiplier arrays can be implementedto take advantage of the space vector concept of 32-bit word
operands, half-word operands or half-word elements in one vectorized operand.
40
The following example shows how a 16-by-16 multiplier array can be duplicated for use as two halfword pair multipliers, which may be connected together to form 32-by-16 scaler multiply. There is a
usefulness in this 32-by-16 scalar multiply in that two of these multiplies taken together can be used to form
a 32-by-32 bit multiply. Or the 32-by-16 multiply can be used by itself, where an operand of 32-bit precision
may be multiplied by an operand of only 16-bit precision.
45
A MAC unit is not typically found in all processors. But in high performance processors for signal
processing applications it is typically implemented. Figure 6a shows a conventional implementationof a
MAC unit. A MAC can be any of various sizes. This shows a unit which is 16 bits by 16 bits in the multiplier
forming a 32-bit product. That 32-bit product may be added with a third operand in an accumulatingadder
which might be longerthan the product due to extra most significant bits called "guard bits".
so
As shown in Figure 6a, input operands are 16 bits, represented by X0 through XiS and Y0 throughYlS.
They generate a 32-bit product Z, which may be added to a feedback operand F. In this case, F is shown
as FO through F39 representing a 40-bit feedback word or operand. It is 40 bits because it would need 32
bits to hold a product, plus 8 additional bits for guard bits. The guard bits are included to handle overflows,
because when a number of products are added together there can be overflows and the guard bits
ss
accumulate the overflows to preserve them. Typically the number of guard bits might be 4 or 8. The
present exampleshows 8 bits and yet they could be of a number of sizes. The result of the accumulatoris
shown as a 40-bit result, A0 throughA39.
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It should be noted that the multiply array could be used without the accumulator, or it could be used
with the accumulator. It should be noted that another input S/U meaning signed or unsigned indicates
whether the input operands are to be treated as signed numberor unsigned numbers. One skilled in the art
would appreciate that the upper bits of the multiplier may be handled differently depending upon whether
the input operands are signed or unsigned.
Figure 6b shows how two of the typical 16-by-16 arrays can be formed in order to handle half-wordpair
operands. In this case, the 32-bit input operand X is broken down into two half-words. The lower half-word
for multiplier 520 is X0 through X15 and the upper half-word for multiplier 515 is X16 through X31. The Y
input operand is also broken down into two half-word operands.The lower half-word for multiplier 520 is Y0
through Yl 5 and the upper half of the operand for multiplier 515 is Yl 6 through Y31. Figure 6b thus
represents a connection for multiplying the half-word operands of the X operand with the half-word
operands of the Y operand respectively. Note that the least significant half-word of X is multiplied by the
least significant half word of Y in multiplier 520. And independentlyand concurrently in multiplier 515, the
upper half-word of X is multiplied by the upper half-word of Y. These two multiplications create two
products. The 32-bit product from multiplier 520 is represented by ZO through Z31 and similarly the-32 bit
result of multiplier 515 represented by WO through W31. The two products are larger than 16 bits each in
order to preserve its precision. At this point the product of the half-words are kept as independentoperand
representations.
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The product from the lower half-words out of multiplier520 is fed into accumulator530 and added with
FO through F39. That forms an accumulated product A represented by
A0 through A39. Similarly in the upper half-word product is represented by WO through W31 and is added
in accumulator 525 to a feedback register represented by GO through G39 to form a 40-bit result B,
represented by BO through B39. These accumulatorresults in general would be kept as larger numbersin
an accumulatoras operands represented by larger numbersor bits to preserve the precision of the multiply.
The feedback bits would normally come from either memory (100 in Figure 2) or special memory
capable of storing a larger numberof bits. While a typical memory location could handle 32 bits, the special
memory, which is typically called an accumulatorfile, could store 40 bits for a scalar product, or 80 bits for
a half-word pair product. In this case two accumulator registers capable of handling scalar operands may be
used to form the storage for the half-word pair operand. In other words, two 40-bit accumulatorscould be
used to store the two 40-bit results of the half-word pair operations.

a feedback register represented by

MAC Interconnection
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Figure 7 shows how the two 16-bit multipliers of arrays of Figure 6b could be interconnected in order to
form a 16-by-32 bit multiplicationfor scalar operands. In this case the multiplier array is implementedas a
series of adders. Carrys-out 605 of the least significant multiplier array 610 is fed as carry-inputs into the
adders in the upper multiplierarray 600. Also the sum bits 606 that are formed in the upper multiplierarray
600 in the least significant end are fed into the adders in the lower multiplier array 610 at the most
significant end.
Another connection takes place in the accumulators615 and 605. The accumulator 615 representing
the lower part of the product is limited to 32 bits and the upper 8 guard bits are not used. The carry-out of
the 32 bits is fed into the carry-inputof the upper 40-bit accumulator605 and the result is a 72-bit operand
shown here as A0 through B39. Typically this operand would be stored as two operands, the lower 32 bits
being stored in one accumulator 615 and the upper 40 bits being stored in the second accumulator 605.
Also in this operation, for the signed and unsigned bit, the least significant half of the input operand X is
treated as an unsigned number in the multiplier 610, while the upper 16 bits of the input operand X are
treated as a signed or an unsigned operand in the upper multiplierarray 600.
Also, in the lower accumulator615, the product is treated as an unsigned operand, while in the upper
accumulator605, the operand is treated as a signed number. It should be added that the 40-bit accumulator
is treated as a signed number in all of the cases of Figures 7a and 7b. The reason for that is the guard bits,
being an extension of the accumulator,allow bits so that even an unsigned number can be considereda
positive part of the signed number. Therefore, the signed number in the extended accumulator encompasses both signed operands and unsigned operands.
Figure 7b shows in more detail how the carry and sum bits interplay between the adders comprising
the multiplier arrays 600 and 610. For example, the adders 625 and 635 are illustrated as part of the
multiplier array 610, whereasthe adders 620 and 630 are illustrated as part of the multiplier array 600. It
should be noted that the multiplier arrays 610 and 600 are typically implementedby some arrangement of
adders. And in specific implementations the interconnection of the adders may be done in various ways.
9
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Figure 6b shows a simple cascading of adders but the same technique may be applied to other ways where
the adders may be connected such as in Booth multipliers or Wallace Tree multipliers for example. As
shown in Figure 7b, the adder 625 in the lower multiplier array 610 provides a carry-out 621 which feeds
into the carry-input of the correspondingadder 620 in the upper multiplier-array610. The lower multiplier
array 610 performs the arithmeticas though the X-input input operand were unsigned. The sign of the input
operand is specified into the sign control of the upper adders 620 and 630 of the upper multiplier 600 array.
Also, since the adders are connected in such a way that they are offset from the least significant bits of
the multiplier to the most significant bits of the multiplier, it providesopportunity to add the sum bits back
in. More specifically, the adders 625 and 620 correspond to the lesser significant bit of the multiplier with
that lesser bit being Yi. The adders 635 and 630 correspond to the next more significantbit of the multiplier
with that bit being Y(i + 1). The offset can be seen as the output Si of the adder 625 feedingto the input BO
of the adder 635 and S15 of the adder 625 feeding into the input B14 of the adder 635. That one bit offset
frees up B15 of the input of adder 635 to accept the input SO from the adder 620 so that the sum bit from
the most significantmultiplier array 600 is fed as an input bit into the least significant multiplierarray 610.
Also the sum bit SO from the adder 625 goes directly to the next partial product shown as 640 and does
not need to go through additional multiplier or adder stages. Thus, outputting SO from a succession of
adders stages 625, 635, and so forth, give rise to the output bits ZO through Z15 of Figure 6a. Output bits
from the final partial product correspondingto SO through S15 of the adder 635 would give rise to output
bits from the array 610 of Figure 6a of Z16 through Z31.
Those skilled in the art would appreciate how a final adder stage could be used to provide compensation should the multiplierY be negative.
Operand Data Typing

25

30

A note should be made with respect to

operand data typing. While one approach for specifying the
mode
as
scalar
or
vector
is
to
include
the information in the instruction, an alternate approach
operand
type
is to append the information to the operand in additional bits. For example, if the operand is 32 bits, one
additional bit may be used to identify the operand as either a scalar or a vector. Additionalbits may also be
used if the number of vector elements were to be explicitly indicated, or the number of vector elements
could be assumed to be some number such as two. The operand processing units would adapt for
processing the operand as a scalar or as a vector by responding to the information appended to the
operand.
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40

Whether the operand is scalar or vector may also be specified by the way the operand is selected. For
example, the information may be contained in a bit field in a memory location which also specifies the
address of the operand.
If two operandswere to be processed by the processing unit, and the mode information were different
in the two operands, conventions could be designed into the processing unit by those skilled in the art for
handling the mixed mode operations. For instance, an ADD operation involving a vector operand and a
scalar operand could be handled by the processing unit by forming a vector from the scalar, truncating if
necessary, and then performinga vector operation.
Time-sharing As An Alternateto Spatial Hardware

45

50

One skilled in the art would appreciate that time-sharing an implementation means can often be
for spatially distributed implementation means. For example, one vector adder can be used
times
to effectively implement the multiple adders in a spatially distributed vector processing unit.
multiple
and
Multiplexing
demultiplexinghardware can be used to sequencethe input operands and the result. The
vector adder with added support hardware can also be used to processthe scalar operand in pieces in an
analogous manner to how the distributed vector adders can be interconnected to process the scalar
operand. The support hardware is used to process the intermediate results that pass among the vector
substituted

processing elements.

ss

With the above description of the present invention in mind, an exemplary RISC-type processor
incorporating the space vector data path of the present invention will now be illustrated. It should be noted
that the following processorsystem is merely one exampleof how those skilled in the art may incorporate
the present invention. Others may find their own advantageous applicationsbased on the present invention
described.
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is made to FIG. 8, where a functional diagram of a processing element incorporating the
invention
is illustrated. While the following description makes referenceto specific bit dimensions,
present
those skilled in the art would appreciatethat they are for illustration purposesand that other dimensionscan
readily be constructed in accordance with the teaching of the present invention.
Referring to FIG. 8, 32-bit instructions capable of specifying two source operands and a destination
operand are used to control the data processing unit shown.
Operands are typically stored in registers and in data memory (200). Arithmetic, logic , and shift
instructionsare executed in ALU 240 and MAC 230 with operands from a registerspace and the results are
returned to the register space. A register space consists of register file 220 and some other internal
registers (not shown). Operands stored in the register space are either 32-bit words or halfword pairs.
Operands are shuttled between the register space and memory 200 by load and store instructions, or an
automaticmemory accessing unit, streamer 210 as previouslydescribed.
Referringto FIG. 9, a functionalblock diagram of ALU 240 is shown.
The ALU consists of an adder 410, 420 and a barrel shifter 470. In general, ALU instructionstake two
operands from register space and write the result to register space. ALU instructions can execute each
clock cycle, and require only one instructionclock cycle in the ALU pipe.
The adder 410, 420 and shifter 470 perform operations using word or halfword pair operands. Signed
operands are represented in two's complement notation. Currently, signed, unsigned,fractional and integer
operands can be specified by the instructionsfor the ALU operations.
Reference
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The adder (410, 420) performs addition and logical operations on words and on halfword pairs. For
halfword pair operations, the adder 410, 420 functions as two halves. The lower half 420 executes the
operation using the halfword pairs' lower operands 460, and the upper half 410 executes the same
operation using the halfwordpairs' upper operands 450. When in a halfword pair mode, the two adders 410,
420 are essentiallyindependentof each other. The 32-bit logic unit 440 is used to pass information from the
lower adder 420 to upper adder 410 and back when the two adders are operating in a word mode.
Adder operationsaffect the two carry (CU and CL), two overflow(VU and VL), and two zero (ZU and ZL)
condition code bits. CU is the carry flag for word operations; CU and CL are carry flags for halfword pair
operations. Similarly, VU indicates overflows in word operations and VU and VL indicate overflows in
halfwordpair operations.
Overflows that affect the overflow flag can result from adder arithmetic instructions and from MAC
scalar instructions. The overflowflags are set even if the executed instructionsaturatesthe result. Once set,
the conditioncodes remain unchanged until anotherinstructionis encountered that can set the flags.
When an adder arithmetic instruction without saturation overflows, and the error exception is enabled,
an error exception request occurs. Separate signals are sent to the debug logic to indicate an overflowwith
saturation and an overflowwithout.
Barrel Shifter

45
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With reference to FIG. 9, during one clock cycle, the barrel shifter can shift all bits in a word operand
to
up 32 bit positions either left or right, while rotating or inserting a zero, the operand's sign bit, or the
adder's upper carry flag (CU). For a halfword pair operation, in one clock cycle the shifter can shift both
halfwords up to 16 bit positions left or right while rotating or inserting a zero, the sign bits, or the adder's
carry flags (CU and CL).
For a typical shift/rotate operation, the barrel shifter 470 moves each bit in both source operands'
positions in the direction indicated by the operation.With each shift in position, the barrel shifter 470 either
rotates the end bit, or inserts the sign bit, the carry flag (CU or CL), or a zero dependingon the operation
selected.

ss

For example, for rotate left, bits are shifted leftward. Bit3l is shifted into BitO in word mode. For
halfword pair mode, Bit 31 is rotated into Bitl6 and BitlS is rotated into BitO. For shift right, bits are shifted
rightward. A zero is inserted into Bit3l in word mode. For halfword pair mode, a zero is inserted into both
Bit3l and BitlS. Similarly, for shift with carry propagation, the carry flag (CU) is inserted into Bit3l in word
mode. For halfword pair mode, each halfword's carry flag (CU and CL) is inserted into Bit3l and BitlS.
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Reference is now made to FIG. 10. The dual-MAC unit consists of two MAC units 520, 550, 570, 590
and 510, 540, 560, 580 integrally interconnected so that they can produceeither two 16-by-16 products or
one 16-by-32 product. Each MAC consists of a 16-by-16 multiply array 510, 520, an accumulating adder
560, 570, an accumulator register file 580, 590, and a scaler 591.
Some exemplary instructions: Multiply, Accumulate, Multiply and Accumulate, Universal Halfword Pair
Multiply, Universal Halfword Pair Multiply and Accumulate, Double Multiply Step, and Double Multiply and
AccumulateStep, can be found in the Instruction Summary listed in Figure 23.
Word operations can be executed in either MAC unit. It should be noted that a "word" as used in the
MAC unit is 16-bit since the MAC's are currently 16x16 operations. A more convenientapproach, however,
is to use Vector Length 1, 2, 4 or 8 to describethe operation.As such, a word operation in the MAC can be
referred to as a Vector Length 1, while a halfword pair operation would be Vector Length 2. The MAC
containing the destination accumulatoris the one currently used to perform the operation.
Halfword pair operations use both MAC units. The instructions specify a particular accumulator as the
destination accumulator; this is the addressed accumulator.The MAC containingthe addresseddestination
accumulator performs the operation on the lower halfword pair elements and the other ("corresponding")
MAC performs the same operation on the upper halfword pair elements. The result from the corresponding
MAC is stored in the corresponding accumulator, the addressed accumulator and the corresponding
accumulator are in the same relative positions in their respectiveregisterfiles.
Double-precision operationsare performedon a halfword and a word; the operation is performed by the
two MACs combined as a double MAC. The "upper" MAC performs the most significant part of the
computation and the "lower" MAC performsthe lease significant part.
The MAC unit may support integralor fractional,and signed or unsigned,operands.

Accumulator RegisterFile
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The two MAC units are referred to as the upper MAC and the lower MAC. Each MAC has an
accumulator register file consisting of four 40-bit guarded accumulator registers, for a total of eight
accumulators in the ALU. Each guarded accumulator (AGn) consists of a 32-bit accumulator register (An)
extended at the most significant end with an 8-bit guard register (Gn). FIG. 11 shows the layout of the
accumulator register file.
The accumulator of halfword pair operands is stored in two accumulators. The lower elements of the
halfword pairs accumulate as a 40-bit number in one accumulatorof either MAC. The upper element of the
halfword pairs accumulate as a 40-bit number in the correspondingaccumulator in the other MAC (FIG. 12
shows the correspondingaddresses).
Two accumulators are also used to store the results of a double precision step operation. The most
significant portion of the result is stored in the guarded accumulator AG of the upper MAC. The least
significant portion of the result is stored in the accumulator A of the lower MAC. The guard bits of the lower
MAC accumulatorare not used.
Each accumulatorhas two addressesin Register Space, referredto as the upper and lower accumulator
address, or the upper and lower redundant address. (The assembly language names of these addresses for
accumulator n are AnH and AnL respectively.) The effect of which address is used depends on how the
register is used in the instruction; these effects are detailedin the followingsubsections.
The instruction formats (and assemblylanguage)provideseveral methods of addressingaccumulators:
• As elements of Register Space. Each accumulator has a high and low address, in the range 112 to
127, with assembly-language symbols ARnH and ARnL.
• As accumulator operands. The instruction format takes a number in the range 0-7; the corresponding
assembly-language symbols are of the form An.
• As accumulator operands, with separate high and low addresses. The instructionfield takes a value in
the range 0-15; the assembly language format is AnH or AnL.
Each of the eight guard registers has an address in Expanded Register Space (160-167; assembly
language symbols have the form AGn).
The remaining subsectionsof this section specify the treatmentof accumulatorsand guard registers as
instructions. There are a number of special cases, depending on whether the register is a source or a
destination, and whether the operation'selements are words or halfword pairs.

55
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Accumulatorsas Word Source Operands

The upper accumulatoraddress specifies the upper 32 bits of an accumulator An as a fractional word
operand, and the lower address specifies the lower 32 bits of An as an integer word operand. In the current
version of the processor, an accumulator is 32 bits long, so both addresses refer to the same 32 bits.
However, the general processorarchitecture allows for longer accumulators.
The guard bits are ignored by those instructions which use accumulators (An in assembly language) as
32-bit source operands. Guard bits are included in the 40-bit source operands when instructions specify
using guarded accumulators(assembly language AGn), such as for accumulating registers or as inputs to
the scaler.
The bussing structure currently permits one accumulator register from each MAC to be used as an
explicit source operand in any given instruction.
When an accumulator is selected as a source operand for a multiply operation,all 32 bits are presented
the
accumulator. The instruction further selects, by the integer/fraction option, the lower or upper
by
halfwordfor input to the multiply array.
2. Accumulatorsas Halfword-Pair Source Operands

20

25

Each element of a halfword pair is held in an accumulator as if it were a word operand. The two
elements of a halfword pair are stored in corresponding accumulators in separate MACs. When used as
accumulating registers or as inputs to the scalers within their respective MACs, they are used as 40-bit
source operands.
Otherwise, the elements are assembled as two halfwords in a halfword pair operand. When the halfword
pair source operand is the upper accumulator address, the upper halfword of the accumulator for each
element is used. When the lower accumulatoraddress is used, the lower halfword is used. The addressed
accumulator providesthe lower halfword and the correspondingaccumulator provides the upper halfword.
Either MAC can supply either element of the halfword pair.

3. Accumulatorsas Double-Precision Source Operands
30

The accumulatorsare used for precision source operands only in the double precisionstep operations.
The addressedaccumulatorprovidesthe least significant32 bits, and the correspondingguarded accumulator providesthe most significant 40 bits.
35

4. Guard Registers as Source Operands

40

An 8-bit guard register (Gx) can be accessed as a sign-extended integer directly from Expanded
Register Space. When a guard register is the source operand of a halfword-pair operation, the addressed
guard becomes the least significant halfword operand, and the corresponding guard becomes the most
significant halfword operand. In both cases, the guard register is sign-extended to 16 bits.
5. Accumulatorsas Word Designation Operands

45

50

For word operationsusing the MAC, the 32-bit result of a multiply operation is stored in the destination
accumulatorand sign extended through its guard register The 40-bit result of an accumulating operation is
stored into the destination guarded accumulator.
For other register-to-registerinstructions, the result is moved into the destination accumulator and sign
extendedthrough its guard register.
6. Accumulatorsas Word-PairDesignation Operands
For a Load instruction targeting an accumulatorwhich specifies a word-pair data type conversion, the
word from the lower memory address is loaded into the addressedaccumulator;the least significant byte of
the word from the higher memory address is loaded into the accumulator'sguard register.

55
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7. Accumulatorsas Halfword-Pair Destination Operands
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For halfword pair operations using the two MAC units, the result of each MAC is stored in its
accumulator file. The MAC containing the destination accumulator processes the lower halfword pair
elements, and its 40-bit result is stored in that guarded accumulator (AG). The corresponding MAC
processes the upper halfword pair elements, and its 40-bit result is stored in the correspondingguarded
accumulator (AGC).
For other register-to-registerinstructions, the specific accumulator address selected for the destination
accumulator determines how the result is stored. If the upper address is used, the least significanthalfword
is loaded into the most significant half of the selected accumulator, zero extended to the right, and sign
extended through its guard register. The most significant halfword is loaded into the most significant half of
the correspondingaccumulator, zero extended to the right, and sign extended through its guard register. If
the lower address is used, the least significant halfword is loaded into the least significant half of the
selected accumulator, and sign extended through the most significant half of the selected accumulator and
on through its guard register. The most significant halfword is loaded into the least significant half of the
corresponding accumulator, and sign extended as above.

8. Accumulatorsas Double-Precision Operands
20

The least significant 32 bits of the result of a double precision multiply step operation is stored in the
destination accumulator, and the most significant 40 bits are stored in the corresponding guarded
accumulator. The guard bits of the destinationaccumulator are all set to zero.
9. Guard Registers as Destination Operands

25

When a guard registers is a destination operand, the eight least significant bits of the result are stored
in the addressed guard register. When a guard register is used as the destination operand of a halfwordpair operation,the eight least significant bits of the result are stored in the addressedguard register and the
8 least significant bits of the upper halfword are stored in the corresponding guard register.
30

Multiply Array

is now made to FIG. 10. The multiply array, or multiply unit, for each MAC produces a 32-bit
from
two
16-bit inputs. Signed and unsigned, integer and fractional inputs may be multiplied in any
product
combination. For an integer input, the least significant halfword of the source operand is used. For a
fractional input, the most significant halfword is used. FIG. 13 shows the scaling of inputs, and FIG. 14
shows output scaling.
If two word operands or one word and one immediate operand are being multiplied, only the MAC
containing the destination accumulator is used. If two HP operands or one HP and one immediateoperand
are being multiplied, both MACs are used, and the MAC containing the destination accumulator multiplies
the lower HP elements.
The two multiply arrays used together produce a 48-bit product from one 16-bit input and one 32-bit
input scaled in accordance with FIG. 13. The product is scaled according to FIGS. 15-A, 15-B, 16-A, and
Reference

35

40

16-B.
45

Multiply Saturation

so

If -1.0 is multiplied by -1.0 (as 16-bit signed fractions) without an accumulation, the result (+ 1.0) is
saturated to prevent an overflow into the guard bits: the maximum positive number is placed in the
accumulator (A), and the guard bits are set to zero. If the multiply instruction includes an accumulation, the
result is not saturated; instead, the full result is accumulated and placed in the destination guarded
accumulator.
Multiply Scaling

55

FIGS. 13, 14, 15 and 16 show the scaling of source operands and of results for multiplication
operations. The tables show the assumed location of radix points and the treatmentof any sign bits.
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FIG. 13 shows the scaling of the source operands for multiplicationoperations. FIG. 14 shows scaling
for 32-bit products. FIGS. 15-A, 15-B, 16-A, and 16-B show the scaling for 48-bit products.(FIGS. 15-A and
15-B show the scaling of right-justified products in the lower and upper MAC, respectively; likewise FIGS.
16-A and 16-B show the scaling of left-justified products.)
5
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With reference made to FIG. 10, each MAC includes an accumulating adder, which can add an input to
subtract
an input from) an accumulator. Possible inputs are the product from the multiply array, an
(or
immediateoperand, an accumulatorfrom either MAC, or a register containinga word or a halfword pair.
An accumulation initialization feature is controlled by the IMAC (Inhibit MAC accumulate) bit of the
status register (ST) (not shown). If an instruction is executed which performs a multiply/accumulate
operation while the IMAC bit is True(= 1), the destination accumulator is initializedto the input operand, and
the IMAC bit is reset to False(=0). (In effect, the destination accumulator is set to 0 before the input is
accumulated.)

A similar initialize-and-round feature is controlled by the IMAR bit of the status register.The execution
of an instruction which performs an accumulating adder operation while the IMAR bit is True causesthe
accumulating register to be replaced by a rounding coefficient,the destinationaccumulatorto be initialized
to the input operand plus a round-up bit, and the IMAR bit to be reset to False. The roundingcoefficient is
all zeros except for a one in the most significant bit of the lower halfword.
Some multiply instructions include a round option which is executed in the accumulatingadder. The
rounded result is placed in the upper halfword of the destination accumulator and zero is placed in the
lower halfword. The result should be considered to have a radix point between the lower and upper
halfwords: the result is rounded to the nearest integer; and if the lower halfword is one half (i.e., the highorder bit is 1), the result is rounded to the nearest even integer.
An overflow of the accumulating adder does not set the overflowflag. When an overflow occurs for an
accumulating instructionwith saturation option, the guarded accumulator is set to its most positive number
or most negative number according to the direction of the overflow. If the instruction does not specify
saturation, and if the error exception is enabled, then an overflow causes an error exception request.
Separate signals are sent to the debug logic for overflowswith saturation and overflows without.
FIG. 17 shows a word or accumulator operand being added to an accumulating register.
FIG. 18 shows a halfword pair operand (from a register or accumulator)being added to a halfword pair

in accumulating registers.
FIG. 19 shows a product being added to an accumulating register.
FIG. 20 shows a halfword pair product being added to a halfwordpair in accumulating registers.
FIG. 21 shows a 48-bit product being accumulatedusing the justify right option. This option applies to a
16 x 32 productwhere an integer result is desired, or the first step of a 32 x 32 product.
FIG. 22 shows a 48-bit product being accumulated using the justify left option. This option applies to a
16 x 32 productwhere a fractional result is desired, or the second step of a 32 x 32 product.
FIG. 23 is an instruction summary of operations which may be implemented in accordance with the
space vector data path of the present invention.
Scaler
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With reference made to FIG. 10, the scaler unit can perform a right barrel shift of 0 to 8 bit positions on
the full length of a guarded accumulator.The most significantguard bit propagates into the vacatedbits.
An overflow occurs during a scaler instruction when the guard bits and the most significant bit of the
result do not all agree. (If these bits do agree, it means that the sign bit of the accumulator propagates
though the entire guard register, and no overflowof the accumulator has occurredinto the guard bits.)
The scaler instructions support an option to saturate the result when an overflow occurs. In this case,
the result is set to the most positive number, or most negative number plus one lease significant bit
depending on the direction of the overflow. (The most significant guard bit indicates whether the original
number was positiveor negative.)
When an overflow occurs and saturation was not specified, an error exception is raised if the error
exception is enabled. Overflowswithout saturation and overflowswith saturation are reported to the debug
logic on separate signals.
A Move Scaled Accumulatorto Register(MAR) can be used to normalizean accumulator. To normalize
accumulatorAn:
15
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MAR
MEXP
SUBRU.W.SAT
MAR

Rx, AnH,#8
Rc, Rx
Rc, Rc, #8
Rx, AnH, Rc

scale AGn by 8 bits
measure exponent
calculate numberof shifts necessaryto normalize
normalize the accumulator'scontents

After this sequence, Rc contains the numberof shifts necessary to normalizethe guarded accumulator,
and Rx contains the normalizedresult.
Although the present invention has been described with reference to Figs. 1-23, it will be appreciated
that the teachings of the present invention may be applied to a variety of processing schemes as
determined by those skilled in the art.
It should be noted that the objects and advantages of the invention may be attained by means of any
compatible combination(s) particularly pointed out in the items of the following summary of the invention
and the appendedclaims.
1. A programmable processor for multiple data path processing of at least one operand, each of the
operands comprising at least one element, said processor executing instructions in a predetermined
sequenceas determined by an instruction fetch/decode/sequencer means, said programmable processor
comprising:
a) mode means coupled to said instruction means for specifying for each instruction whether said at
least one operand is processed in one of vector and scalar modes;
b) processing unit coupled to said mode means, said processing unit receiving said at least one
operand and, responsiveto said instructionas specified by said mode means,processingsaid at least
one operand in one of said vector and scalar modes, said vector mode indicating to said processing
unit that there are a plurality of elements within said operand and said scalar mode indicating to said
processing unit that there is one element within said operand.
2. A programmable processorwhereinpreferably said processing unit comprises:
a) first vector means, responsive to an instructionfrom said mode means, for concurrentlyprocessing
each respective elements in said at least one operand to obtain an individual result for each
respectiveelement in said vector mode;
b) second vector means, responsive to said instruction from said mode means,for processing a first
element in said at least one operand in selective combination with at least a second element in said
operand in said vector mode;
c) scalar means, responsive to said instruction from said mode means, for processing each respective
portion of said operand to obtain a respective partial result and merging each respective partial result
to derive a scalar result in said scalar mode.
3. A programmableprocessor wherein preferably said first vector means and scalar means comprise at

least one of the following:
a) a plurality of multiplieraccumulators;
b) a plurality of shifters;
c) a plurality of arithmeticunits;
d) logic units,
with each processing one of at least a respective element within a vector operand and a respective
portion of a scalar operand.
4. A programmableprocessor wherein preferably both said scalar means perform conditionalmove and
said second vector means and said scalar means perform conditional branch based on said selective
combination of said first and second elements within said operand in said second vector mode.
5. A programmable processorwhereinpreferably said processing unit comprises:
a) a plurality of adders operative in one of said vector and scalar modes, each adder of said plurality
of adders receiving and independentlyprocessing an element from a vector operand as specified by
said mode means, and said plurality of adders receiving and jointly processing a scalar operand as
specified by said mode means;
b) adder control means coupled to said plurality of adders for passing carry status among each of
said plurality of adders in said scalar mode such that said plurality of adders process said scalar
operand as one adder.
6. A programmable processorwhereinpreferably
said adder control means also passes overflow status among each of said plurality of adders in said
scalar mode such that said plurality of adders processsaid scalar operand as one adder.
7. A programmable processorwhereinpreferably said processing unit comprises:
16
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a) a plurality of multiplieraccumulators(MAC) operativein one of said vector and scalar modes, each
MAC receiving and independentlyand concurrentlyprocessingan element within a vector operand as
specified by said mode means, and said plurality of MAC's receiving and jointly processing a scalar
operand as specified by said mode means;
b) MAC control means coupled to said MAC's, responsive to said mode means, for causing said
plurality of MAC's to operate independent from each other in a vector mode, and to operatejointly in
a scalar mode.
8. A programmableprocessorwherein preferablysaid processingunit further comprises:
a) a plurality of multiplieraccumulators(MAC) operativein one of said vector and scalar modes, each
MAC receiving and independentlyand concurrentlyprocessingan element within a vector operand as
specified by said mode means, and said plurality of MAC's receiving and jointly processing a scalar
operand as specified by said mode means;
b) MAC control means coupled to said MAC's, responsive to said mode means, for causing said
plurality of MAC's to operate independent from each other in a vector mode, and to operatejointly in
a scalar mode.
9. A programmableprocessorwherein preferablysaid processingunit comprises:
a) a plurality of logic units operative in one of said vector and scalar modes, each logic unit of said
plurality of logic units receiving and independentlyand concurrently processing an element within a
vector operand as specified by said mode means,and said plurality of logic units receiving and jointly
processinga scalar operand as specified by said mode means;
b) logic control means coupled to said plurality of logic units for passing zero status among each of
said plurality of logic units in said scalar mode such that said plurality of logic units process said
scalar operand as one logic unit.
10. A programmableprocessorwherein preferablysaid processingunit comprises:
a) a plurality of logic units operative in one of said vector and scalar modes, each logic unit of said
plurality of logic units receiving and independentlyand concurrently processing an element within a
vector operand as specified by said mode means,and said plurality of logic units receiving and jointly
processinga scalar operand as specified by said mode means;
b) logic control means coupled to said plurality of logic units for passing zero status among each of
said plurality of logic units in said scalar mode such that said plurality of logic units process said
scalar operand as one logic unit.
11. A programmableprocessorwherein preferablysaid processingunit comprises:
a) a plurality of shifters for selectively operating as one integrated shifter in said scalar mode and as a
plurality of shifters in said vector mode, each of said plurality of shifters, responsive to said mode
means in a first mode of operation, receiving and independently and concurrently processing an
element from a vector operand as specified, said plurality of shifters, responsive to said mode means
in a second mode operation, receiving and jointly processing a scalar operand;
b) shifter control means coupled to said shifters for passing shifted operand bits among each of said
plurality of shifters in said scalar mode such that said plurality of shifters processsaid scalar operand,
said shifter control means disabling the passing of shifted operand bits from each of said plurality of
shifters in said vector mode.
12. A programmableprocessorwherein preferablysaid processingunit further comprises:
a) a plurality of shifters for selectively operating as one integrated shifter in said scalar mode and as a
plurality of shifters in said vector mode, each of said plurality of shifters, responsive to said mode
means in a first mode of operation, receiving and independently and concurrently processing an
element from a vector operand as specified, said plurality of shifters, responsive to said mode means
in a second mode operation, receiving and jointly processing a scalar operand;
b) shifter control means coupled to said shifters for passing shifted operand bits among each of said
plurality of shifters in said scalar mode such that said plurality of shifters processsaid scalar operand,
said shifter control means disabling the passing of shifted operand bits from each of said plurality of
shifters in said vector mode.
13. A programmableprocessorwherein preferablysaid processingunit further comprises:
a) condition code means coupled to said processing unit for specifying processing conditions of an
operand in one of two ways:
i) a plurality of sets of condition codes for a vector operand with each set coupled to an element
within said vector operand, and
ii) one set of conditioncodes for a scalar operand, after an instructionis executed.
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14. A programmable processorwherein preferably processing of said operand is modified based on one
of the following:
a) each condition code set associatedwith each individual element from said operand:
b) the plurality of sets of condition codes associated with individual elements from said operand in
selectivecombination;
c) said one set of conditioncodes for said scalar operand.
15. A programmable processor wherein preferably the sequence of execution of said instructions is
modifiedfrom a first instruction to a second instruction based on one of the following:
a) each condition code set associatedwith each individual element within said operand;
b) the plurality of sets of conditioncodes in selectivecombination.
16. A programmableprocessor wherein preferably an operand is selectively moved from a first storage
location to a second storage location, based on one of the following:
a) each condition code set associatedwith each individual element within said operand;
b) the plurality of sets of conditioncodes in selectivecombination;
c) said one set of conditioncodes for said scalar operand.
17. A programmableprocessorfurther preferably comprising compare means for evaluating conditions
operands in one of scalar and vector modes.
18. A programmableprocessorwhereinpreferably said compare means evaluates the conditionsof each
operand to modify the sequenceof instructionexecution.
19. A programmable processor wherein preferably a first operand is conditionally moved from a first
storage location to a second storage location based on said compare means, wherein said compare
means comprises a plurality of sub-compares with each comparing corresponding elements within a
second and a third operand to determine whether the corresponding element within the first operand is
moved.
20. A programmableprocessor wherein preferably said mode means is contained as a field within each
instruction such that each instruction specifies one of vector and scalar modes on an instruction-byinstructionbasis.
21. A programmable processor wherein preferably said mode means is contained as a bit-field within
each instruction.
22. In a general-purpose computer coupled to data memory for storing operands having at least one
element within each operand, instruction memory for storing instructionsfor execution, instructionmeans,
a plurality of arithmetic logic units (ALU), an improvement for performing multiple data digital signal
processing, comprising:
a) mode means coupled to said instruction memory and said instructionmeans for specifying in each
instruction whether an operand is processed as one of vector mode and scalar mode by said
processing unit;
b) ALU control means, responsiveto said mode means, for selectively causing said ALU to operate
jointly as one unit in a first mode for a scalar operand, and to operate independentlyas individual
arithmeticunits with each unit in a second mode for a vector operand;
c) carry conditions means, coupled to said ALU control means and said ALU, for selectively passing
carry conditionsamong each of said ALU for a scalar operand, and for ignoring said carry conditions
for each of said ALU for a vector operand.
23. In a general-purpose computer coupled to data memory for storing operands with each operand
having at least one element within, instruction memory for storing instructions for execution, instruction
means, a first multiplier accumulator (MAC), an improvementfor performing multiple data digital signal
processing, comprising:
a) mode means coupled to said instruction memory and said instructionmeans for specifying in each
instruction whether an operand is processed as one of vector mode and scalar mode by said
processing unit;
b) a plurality of MAC's;
c) MAC control means coupled to each of said first and plurality of MAC's, responsive to said mode
means, for selectively causing each of said first and plurality of MAC's to operate independentlyfrom
each other in a vector mode, and to operatejointly in a scalar mode.
24. The improvementwherein preferably processing of an operand by ALU is modified based on one of

the following:
a) each condition code set coupled to each individual element within said operand;
b) the plurality of sets of conditioncodes in selectivecombinationin combination within said operand;
c) said one set of conditioncodes for said scalar operand.
18
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A signal processorwherein preferablythe sequenceof execution of said instructionsis modifiedfrom
a first instruction to a second instruction by one of the following:
a) each conditioncode set associated with each individual elementwithin said operand;
b) the plurality of sets of condition codes in selectivecombination.
26. A signal processorwherein preferablyan operand is selectivelymoved from a first storage location to
a second storage location, based on one of the following:
a) each conditioncode set associated with each individual elementwithin said operand;
b) the plurality of sets of condition codes in selectivecombination;
c) said one set of condition codes for said scalar operand.
25.
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27. The improvementfurther preferablycomprising:
a) a plurality of shifters for selectively operating as one integrated shifter in said scalar mode and as a
plurality of shifters in said vector mode, each of said plurality of shifters, responsive to said mode

means in a first mode of operation, receivingand independentlyprocessingan element from a vector
operand as specified, said plurality of shifters, responsive to said mode means in a second mode
operation,receivingand jointly processing a scalar operand;
b) shifter control means coupled to said shifters for passing shifted operand bits among each of said
plurality of shifters in said scalar mode such that said plurality of shifters processing said scalar
operand, said shifter control means disabling the passing of shifted operand bits from each of said
plurality of shifters in said vector mode.
28. A programmable processor for multiple data path computing using a general-purpose computer,said
general-purpose computer comprising data memory for storing operands, memory access bus for
transferring the operands from the data memory, instruction memory for storing instructions for execution, instruction means coupled to said instruction memory for fetching, decoding and sequencing said
instructions, said programmable processor comprising:
a) mode means coupled to said instruction means

for specifying in each instruction whether an
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b) each data path comprising:
an arithmetic unit;
a multiplieraccumulator(MAC);
arithmetic
control means, responsive to said mode means, for selectively causing said arithmetic
c)
unit in each data path to operatejointly as one unit in one mode for a scalar operand, and to operate
independentlyas individual arithmeticunits with each unit in anothermode for a vector operand;
d) carry conditions means, coupled to said arithmetic control means and said arithmetic unit in each
path, for selectively passing carry conditionsamong each of said arithmetic units for a scalar operand,
and for disabling said carry conditionscorrespondingto each arithmeticunit for a vector operand; and
e) MAC control means coupled to each MAC, responsive to said mode means,for selectively causing
each MAC to operate independentfrom each other in a vector mode, and to operatejointly in a scalar
mode.
29. A programmableprocessorfurther preferably comprising:

a) a plurality of shifters for selectively operating as one integrated shifter in said scalar mode and as a
plurality of shifters in said vector mode, each of said plurality of shifters, responsive to said mode
means in a first mode of operation, receivingand independentlyprocessingan element from a vector
operand as specified, said plurality of shifters, responsive to said mode means in a second mode
operation,receivingand jointly processing a scalar operand;
b) shifter control means coupled to said shifters for passing shifted operand bits among each of said
plurality of shifters in said scalar mode such that said plurality of shifters processing said scalar
operand, said shifter control means disabling the passing of shifted operand bits from each of said
plurality of shifters in said vector mode.
30. A method of performingdigital signal processingthrough multiple data paths using a programmable
processor, said programmable processoroperating on at least one operand with each having at least one
element, said programmableprocessorhaving a plurality of sub-processingunits, the method comprising
the steps of:
a) providing an instruction from among a predetermined sequence of instructions to be executed by
said programmableprocessor;
b) said instruction causing one of scalar and vector mode of processing by said programmable
processor on at least one operand, said scalar mode indicating to said programmable processorthat
there are one element within said at least one operand, and said vector mode indicating to said
19
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programmable processor that there are a plurality of sub-elements within said at least one operand;
c) if scalar mode, each sub-processing unit of said programmable processor, responsive to said
instruction, receiving a respective portion of said operand to process to generate a partial and
intermediateresult;
d) each sub-processingunit passing its intermediate result among said plurality of sub-processing
units and merging its partial result with the other sub-processing units to generate a final result for
said operand;
e) generating firstcondition codes to correspondto said final result;
f) if vector mode, each sub-processing unit of said programmable processor, responsive to said
instruction, receiving and processing a respective sub-elementfrom said plurality of sub-elements
within said operand to generate a partial and intermediateresult with each intermediateresult being
disabled and each partial result representing a final result for its corresponding element;
g) generating a plurality of second condition codes with each of said second condition codes
corresponding to an independent result.
31. A programmableprocessorfor multiple data path computing through a general-purpose computer,
said general purpose computer comprising data memory for storing operands, instruction memory for
storing program instructions, and instructionmeans,the programmableprocessorcomprising:
mode means coupled to said instruction means for specifying whether the operands from the data
memory are processed as one of vector and scalar mode, whereinvector mode determinesa plurality of
elements within each operand and scalar mode determinesone elementwithin an operand;
a plurality of processing units coupled to the mode means and the data memory, each processing
unit receiving and processing a respective element of an operand to process to obtain a partial result
and propagation information;
vector means, operative in said vector mode, coupled to said processing units for passing each
partial result as its final result of processing each element and ignoring the propagation information;
scalar means, operative in said scalar mode, coupled to said processing units for merging each
partial result and propagation informationto obtain its final result of processing each operand.
32. The processor wherein preferably each processing unit comprises a set of condition codes for
preserving process conditions, said sets of condition codes modifying processing of the programmable
processor by one of the following:
a) each set individuallyin a first vector mode;
b) each set in selective combination with anotherset in a second vector mode;
c) all sets of a scalar operand combined in said scalar mode.
33. The processorwhereinpreferably each processing unit comprises at least one of the following:
a) an arithmetic unit;
b) a multiplier accumulator;
c) a logic operator;
d) a barrel shifter.
34. The programmableprocessor wherein preferably said mode means is specified by a bit field in said
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at least one operand.
35. The programmableprocessorwherein preferably said mode means is specified by the way said at
least one operand is selected.
36. The programmable processor wherein preferably said mode means is specified in a bit field in a
memory location which also specifiesthe address of said at least one operand.
37. A programmable processor further preferably comprising: third vector means, responsive to said
mode means, for processing each respective element in a first operand in a vector mode with a second
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a scalar mode.

Claims
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A

programmable processor for multiple data path processing of at least one operand, each of the
operands comprising at least one element, said processor executing instructions in a predetermined
sequence as determined by an instruction fetch/decode/sequencer means 140, said programmable
processor comprising:
a) mode means coupled to said instruction means 130, 140 for specifying for each instruction
whether said at least one operand is processed in one of vector and scalar modes;
b) processing unit 110 for receiving said at least one operand and processing said at least one
operand in one of said vector and scalar modes.
20
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2.

A programmable processor for multiple data path

processing of at least one operand, each of the
at
least
one
said
element,
operands comprising
processor executing instructions in a predetermined
as
determined
an
instruction
sequence
by
fetch/decode/sequencer means 140, said programmable

processorcomprising:
a) mode means coupled to said instruction means 130, 140 for specifying for each instruction
whether said at least one operand is processed in one of vector and scalar modes;
b) processing unit 110 coupledto said mode means, said processing unit 110 receiving said at least
one operand and, responsive to said instruction as specified by said mode means, processingsaid
at least one operand in one of said vector and scalar modes, said vector mode indicating to said
processing unit 110 that there are a plurality of elements within said operand and said scalar mode
indicatingto said processing unit 110 that there is one element within said operand.

5

io

3.

A programmable processoraccordingto Claim 2, whereinsaid processing

unit 110 comprises:

a) first vector means, responsive to an instruction from said mode means, for concurrently
processing each respective elements in said at least one operand to obtain an individual result for

is

each respectiveelement in said vector mode;
b) second vector means, responsive to said instructionfrom said mode means,for processinga first
element in said at least one operand in selectivecombinationwith at least a second element in said
operand in said vector mode;
c) scalar means, responsive to said instruction from said mode means, for processing each
respective portion of said operand to obtain a respective partial result and merging each respective
partial result to derive a scalar result in said scalar mode.

20

4.
25

A programmable

processing according to Claim 3, wherein said first vector means and scalar means
at
least
one
of the following:
comprise
a
of
a) plurality multiplier accumulators122;
b) a plurality of shifters 123;
c) a plurality of arithmetic units 121;

d) logic units 124,
with each processing one of at least a respective element within a vector operand and a respective
portion of a scalar operand.

30

5.

A programmable processoraccordingto Claim 2, whereinsaid processing

unit 110 comprises:

a) a plurality of adders 210, 220, 230, 240 operative in one of said vector and scalar modes, each
adder of said plurality of adders 21 0-240 receiving and independently processing an element from a
vector operand as specified by said mode means, and said plurality of adders 210-240 receivingand
jointly processing a scalar operand as specified by said mode means;
b) adder control means coupled to said plurality of adders 210-240 for passing carry status 236
among each of said plurality of adders 21 0-240 in said scalar mode such that said plurality of adders
210-240 processsaid scalar operand as one adder.

35

40

6.

A programmable processoraccordingto Claim 2 or 5, wherein said processing unit 110 comprises:
a) a plurality of multiplier accumulators(MAC) 600, 605, 610, 615 operative in one of said vector and
scalar modes, each MAC receiving and independently and concurrently processing an element
within a vector operand as specified by said mode means, and said plurality of MAC's 600, 605,
610, 615 receivingand jointly processinga scalar operand as specified by said mode means;
b) MAC control means 605, 606 coupled to said MAC's 600, 605 responsive to said mode means,
for causing said plurality of MAC's 600, 605, 610, 615 to operateindependentfrom each other in a
vector mode, and to operatejointly in a scalar mode.

45

50

7.

ss

A programmable processoraccordingto Claim 2 or 5, wherein said processing unit 110 comprises:
a) a plurality of logic units 310, 320 operative in one of said vector and scalar modes,each logic unit
of said plurality of logic units 310, 320 receivingand independentlyand concurrently processingan
element within a vector operand as specified by said mode means, and said plurality of logic units
310, 320 receivingand jointly processinga scalar operand as specified by said mode means;
b) logic control means 335, 345 coupled to said plurality of logic units 310, 320 for passing zero
status among each of said plurality of logic units 310, 320 in said scalar mode such that said
plurality of logic units 310, 320 processsaid scalar operand as one logic unit.
21
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8.

A programmableprocessor according to Claim 2 or 5, whereinsaid processingunit 110 comprises:
a plurality of shifters 435, 450, 475, 486, 490, 495 for selectively operating as one integrated
shifter in said scalar mode and as a plurality of shifters in said vector mode, each of said plurality of
shifters 435, 450 responsive to said mode means in a first mode of operation, receiving and
independently and concurrently processing an element from a vector operand as specified, said
plurality of shifters 475, 486 responsiveto said mode means in a second mode operation, receiving
and jointly processinga scalar operand;
b) shifter control means 470, 480, 485, 486 coupled to said shifters 475, 486 for passing shifted
operand bits among each of said plurality of shifters 475, 486 in said scalar mode such that said
plurality of shifters process said scalar operand, said shifter control means 430, 440, 445, 460
disabling the passing of shifted operand bits from each of said plurality of shifters 435, 450 in said
vector mode.
a)

5

io

9.

A programmableprocessor for multiple data path computing using a general-purpose computer, said

is

general-purpose computer comprising data memory 100 for storing operands, memory access bus for

20

transferring the operands from the data memory, instruction memory for storing instructions for
execution, instruction means 130, 140 coupled to said instruction memory for fetching, decoding and
sequencing said instructions, said programmableprocessorcomprising:
a) mode means coupled to said instruction means for specifying in each instruction whether an
operand from the data memory 100 is to be processed in one of single data path and multiple data
path modes;
b) each data path 110 comprising:
an arithmetic unit 121, 210, 220, 230, 240, 310, 320;
a multiplier accumulator (MAC) 122;
arithmetic
control means 236, 335, 345 responsive to said mode means, for selectively causing
c)
said arithmetic unit 121, 210, 220, 230, 240, 310, 320 in each data path 110 to operatejointly as one
unit in one mode for a scalar operand, and to operate independentlyas individual arithmetic units
with each unit in anothermode for a vector operand;
d) carry conditions means 235, 245 coupledto said arithmeticcontrol means 236, 335, 345 and said
arithmetic unit 121, 210, 220, 230, 240, 310, 320 in each path, for selectively passing carry
conditions among each of said arithmetic units for a scalar operand, and for disabling said carry
conditions corresponding to each arithmetic unit for a vector operand; and
e) MAC control means 605, 606 coupled to each MAC 600, 605 responsiveto said mode means,for
selectively causing each MAC to operate independentfrom each other in a vector mode, and to
operatejointly in a scalar mode.

25

30

35

10.

A programmableprocessor according to Claim 9, further comprising:
a plurality of shifters 435, 450, 475, 486, 490, 495 for selectively operating as one integrated
shifter in said scalar mode and as a plurality of shifters in said vector mode, each of said plurality of
shifters 435, 450 responsive to said mode means in a first mode of operation, receiving and
independentlyprocessing an element from a vector operand as specified, said plurality of shifters,
responsive to said mode means in a second mode operation, receiving and jointly processing a
a)

40

scalar operand;
45

b) shifter control means 470, 480, 485, 488 coupled to said shifters 475, 486 for passing shifted
operand bits among each of said plurality of shifters 475, 486 in said scalar mode such that said
plurality of shifters processing said scalar operand, said shifter control means 430, 440, 445, 460
disabling the passing of shifted operand bits from each of said plurality of shifters 435, 450 in said
vector mode.

50
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48-Bit Multiply
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(relative to accumulator)
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48-Bit Multiply Left Ju.tified Product Scaling
(relative to accumulator)

Guarded Accumulator in Upper MAC
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RSP& Instruction SSummary— Operation Order
MNEMONIC

ASSEMBLERSYNTAX

OPERATION

L.dq>

L.WPdest,memJoc
LE.WJ dest,memJoc
L.H[S]dest,memjoc
L.HUdest,xnemJoc
L.HF dest,memjoc
L.HMdestmemJoc

Load register—word pair.
Load register—word.
Load register balfwordsigned.
Load register—halfword unsigned.
Load register—balfwordfraction.
Load register—halfword
and merge.
Load register—balfwordfraction
andmerge.

-

LHFMdest,xnemjoc

Load register—1Ifworddouble.
Load register bytesigned.
Load register byteunsigned.
Load register bytefraction.
Lead register—byte fraction
and merge.
Load register halfwoni pair.
Load register bytepair.
Load register bytepair unsigned.
Load register bytepair fraction.
Load streamer wordcontextand
contextandmerge.
Load streamer—wordcontext
andindex.
Load streamer wordpair context

LHDdest,memjoc

-

LB[SJ dest,memJoc
L.BUdest,memjoc
L.BFdest,memjoc
L.BFMdest,memJoc

---

L.HP dest,memjoc
L.BPdest,memJoc
L.BPUdest,memJoc
L.BPFdest,memjoc

LS.dsq>

LS.WCCM dest,siv
LS.WCX dest,src

-

LS.WPCC destsrc

andcontexL
Load streamer—wordpair context
andindex.
Load streamer wordpair context
andindex andmerge.
Load streamer wordpair data.
Load streamer wordpair index
andindex.
Load streamer—wordindex
andindex.
Load streamer— wordindex and
indexand merge.

LS.WPCXdest,src

--

LS.WPCXM destsrc

LS.WPDdest,src
LS.WPXX dest,st

LS.WXXdest,src
LS.WXXMdest,src

Fig. 23
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ASSEHaERSYNTAX

OPERATION

S.<srq>

S.W src,meznJoc
SMsrc,inemJoc
Si-IS src,memJoc

Stole word.
Storeleastsignificanthalfword.
AliasforSM.
AliasforSM.
Storemost significanthalfword

S.HU srcmeinJoc
S.HFsrc,memJoc

(fraction).

Storemost significantbyte.

S.B srcjnemJoc

AliasforS$.

SBUsrcjnemJoc

AliasforS.B.
Storemost significantbyte

S.BSsrc,inemJoc
S.BF src,mcmJoc

(fraction).

Storehalfwordpair.
Storeleastsignificantbytes

SJIPsrc,memJoc
S.BP src,memjoc

ofhalfwocd pair.

S.BPFsrc,memjoc

Storemost significantbytes
ofhalfwordpair.

SS.WPCX src,memJoc

SS.WS

Storestreamerword pair,
contextandindex.
Storestreamerword pair,
dataand states.
Storestreamerword status.

SA.<pq>.<ar>

SA src.memJoc,#sifLcount

Storescaled accumulator.

RSE

RSE#reg...pair_count,#sta&size,#bitmask
Reserveand set enables.

MS

MS.Xdest,src

Modifystreamerindex.

IS.<isq>

IS.Cdest,reg
IS.CCdesLl,dest_2,reg

Initializestreamercontext
Initializestreamercontext
and context
Inithli7e streamercontext
and mergehigh.
Initializestreamercontext
and merge low.
Initializestreamercontext
and index.
Initializestreamerdata.
Initializestreamerdata and data.
Initializestreamerindex.
Initializestreamerindex.
Initializestreamerindex
andmerge.
Initializestreamerindex
and index.

SS.<ssq>

SS.WPDS src,mem_loc

IS.CMHdest,#ixnm
IS.CMLdest,#imm
IS.CX dest,reg

ISDdest
ISDDdestj,dest_2
IS.X dest,src
IS.X dest,#unm
IS.XM dest,#imm

IS.XXdestj,desL2,src

Fig. 23
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ASSEMBLER SYNTAX

OPERATION

LL<Iiq>

LIES)dest,#imzn...16
LI.Udest,#irnnU6

Loadregister Immediatesigned.
LoadregisterImmediate
unsigned.

LLFdest,#imrn_16

LoadregisterImmediate
fraction(signed).
Loadregister Immediate
fractionandmerge (signed).
Loadregister Immediate
and merge (signed Integer).

LLFMdest,immj6
LLM dest,#imrn...16

LIDdestMmin_16

Loadregister immediate
double(signedinteger).
Loadregister immediate
double(signed Integer).
Loadregister immediate
fraction double (signed).
Loadregister immediate
andmergedouble (integer).

LLUD dest#imm_16
LLFD dest,#immj6
LLMD dest#imrn_l6

M.<pq>

M[.WJ
M.HP

Move word.
Movebalfword pair.
(Alias forM.HR)

MCC

McC.HP dest,src

Move ifCbit isclear.

MCC[.W].<cc> dest,src

MCS

MCS.HPdest,src
McS[.W].<ccdest,src

Move ifCbitis set

MVC

MVC.HP dest,src
MVcI.W].<cc,.dest,src

Move ifVbitiscleat

MVS

MVS.HPdest,src
MVS[.W].<cc> dest,src

MoveifVbitisset.

MZC

MZC.HP dest,src
MZCL.WJ.<co dest,src

Move ifZbit isclear.

MZS

MZS.HPdest,src

Move ifZbitisset

MZS[.W).<cc>dest,src

MZ
MNZ

MZ.HPdest,src...1,src_2
Move ifequal to zero.
MZ[.W].<rcla>dest,src_1,src_2
Move ifnotequaltozero.
MNZHPdest,src,i,src..2
MNZL.W].<rclb> dest,,src_1,src_2

MLT

MLT.HP dest,src_1,src_2
MLTI.W] dest,src_1,src_2

Move ifless than.

MGT

MG11.W] dest,src_I,src_2

Move ifgreaterthan.

MLE

MLEL.W]dsrc.j,src_2

Move ifless thanorequal.

MGE

MGE.Hpdest,src_I,src_2
MGEI.W] dest,src_1.src..2

Move ligreaterthanorequal.

Fig. 23
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ASSEI48tERSYNTAX

MBZ.<pq>
MBNZ.<pq>

MBZdest,szv_1,src_2,#biLnwn Move bitonzero.
MBNZdest,src_Lszt...2,#biuzum Movebitonnotzero.

MRA.<mq>

MRA.B dest,src

OPERATION

Moveregistertoaccumulator—
byte.

-

MRA.Hdestsrc

Moveregistertoacc*miulatoc

MRA.HPdest,src

Moveregistertoaccumulator-

halfwor

baffword paff.

MAR.<pq>.<ar>

MRA[.WI dest,src

Moveregistertoacc*nnulator—

NARdest,src_l,src_2

Movescaledaccumulator

wo

toregister.

PK.<pkq>

PK.HPLL dest,sxt_1,src..2
PK.HPLH dest,src_l,src...2
PK.HPHL destsrc_1,src..2
PK.HPHH det.src.j,src_2
PK.BPLdest,src_l,src_2
PK.BPdest,src_l,src...2.
PK.BPH dest,src_Lsrc..2

Packhalfwordpair low low.
Pack balfword pair lowhigh.
Pack balfword pair high low.
Pack balfword pair highhigh.
Packbyte pairlow.
AliasforPK.BPL.
Packbyte pairhigh.

B.<el>

B ofs_16

Unconditional branch.

BCC.<e2>.<cc>

BCCofsj2

BCS.<e2>.<cc>
BVC.<e2>.<cc>

BCCofs_12
BVCofs_12

BranchifCbitisclear.
Branch ifC bit isset.

BVS.<e2>.<cc>

BVS ofs_12

BZC.<c2>.<cc>

BZCofs_12

Branch ifV bit is set.
Branch ifZ bit isclear.

BZS.<e2>.<cc>

BZS ofs_12

Branch ifZbit isset

BZ.<eZ>.<rcla>

BZ reg,ofs.J2
BNZreg,ofs_12

Branch ifregisterequaltozero.

BNZ.<e2>.<rclb>

BGE.<e2>.<rc2>

BLTreg,offs_12
BGEreg,ofs.J2

BGT.<e2>

BGTreg,offs_12

BLT.<e2>.<rc2>

BLE.<e2>

Branch ifVbit is clear.

Branch ifregisternotequalto
zero.
Branch ifregisterless-thanzero.

Brand' ifregistergreater-than
orequalto zero.
Brand' ifregistergreater-than
zero.
Branch ifregister less-thanor
equal to zero.

BLEreg,offs_12

Fig. 23
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OPERATION

BBZ.<e2>

BBZ reg,#biLnunl,ofs_8

BBNZ.ce2>

BBNZ reg,#biLnuln,ofs_8

Biandi onbit equaltozero.
Branchonbit notequaltozero.

BBCZ.<e2>

BBC2 reg,#biLnum,ofs_8

BBCNZ..ce2>

BBCNZ reg,#biuium,ofs_8

BEQ.<e2>
BNE.<e2>

BEQ
BNEregj,reg...2,ofs_8

Brandiifregisters maidi.
Branchifregisters arenot equal.

BNZD.<e2>

BNZD reg,#imm,ofs_12

Branch ifnotzero, anddecrement.

BNZL<e2>

BNZI reg,#ixnm,offs_12

Branch ifnotzero, and increment.

J (reg)

J ad&...22

Jump.

JSB.<el>.<db>

JSB(reg,streamer)
JSB((reg,streamer))

Jump streamerbyte.

JSH.<cl>.<db>

JSH (reg,streaxner)
JSH ((reg,streamer))

Jumpstreamer halfword.

JC.<el>.<db>

JC (rg....1,reg.2)
JC ((reg...l,reg.2))

Jump conditional.

JCSB.<eb.<db>

JCSB(slreamer,reg)
JCSB((strealner,reg))

Jump conditionalstreamer byte.

JCSH.<el>.<db>

JCSI-I (streamer,reg)

Jump conditional streamer

J.<el>
J.<el>.<db>

regj,2ofs.j

Branch onbitequaltozero,
andcomplement bit.
Branch onbit notequaltozero,
and complementbit.

halfwcd.

JCSH ((stréameireg))
CALL.<el>

CALL addr_22.,#reg....count
CALL reg,#reg....count

Call submutine.

TRAP<eI>

TRAP ad&..22
TRAP (reg)

Trap.

TRAPC.<e2>

TRAPCaddr_22
TRAPC (reg)

Conditional trap.

Fig. 23
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OPERATION

RETE.<eI>
RETI.<eI>

RETh

RE'I'T.<el>

RETF

Returnfrom exception.
Returnfrom Intetrupt.
(AliasforREIE.)
Return fromtrap.
(AliasforRETE.)

REQ

RETQ

RETI

Return from quick InterruptI
exception.

NOPI.OJ

Nootion-zerobits.

NOP.I

Nooperation-onebits.

LOOP.<ac>.<rq>

LOOPofL8,reg

Highspeedloop.

WAIT

WAIT

Wait.

HALT

HALT

Halt.

BREAK

BREAK

Breakpoint.

ABS.<pq>.<ar>

Absolute value.

NEG.<pq>.<aq>

ABS dest, src
NEG dest,src

NOT.<pq>

NOTdest,src

Negate(one'scomplement).
One's complement

PARE.<pq>

PARE dest,src

Logicalparity even.

PARO.<pq>

PAROdest,src

Logicalparityodd.

REV.<pq>

REVdest,src

BitreversaL

NOP.aiq>

LOOP ofs_8,#loop_count

ADD[SJ.<pq>.<ar> ADDdest,sxt_1,src_2
ADDdest,src..I,#inun

Add(signed).

ADDU.<pq>.<ar>

Addunsigned.

ADDdest,src_1,src.2
ADDdestsrc_.I,#imm

ADDCISJ.<pq>.<ar> ADDC dest,src_1,src_2
ADDCU.<pq>.<ar> ADDCUdest,src_1,src...2

Addwith carry.
Addwith carry unsigned.

SUB[SJ.<pq>.<ar>

SUBES) dest,src_1,src.J2
SUBESI dest,src_1,#iinm

Subtract(signed).

SUBU.<pq>..<ar>

SUBUdest,src_1,src_2
SUBUdest,src_1,#ünm

Subtractunsigned.

SUBC(SJ.<pq>.<ar>
dest,src_1,src_2
SUBCU.<pq>.<ar> SUBCU dest,src_1,src2

suctsi

Subtractwithcarry (signed).
Subtractwithcarry unsigned.

SUBRtSJ.<pq>.<ar> SUBRISI dest,src_I,#imm

Reverse subtract (signed).

Fig. 23
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SUBRU.<pq>.<ar>

SUBRUdest,src.iMmm

Revezeubtmctimsigned.

ASC.<pq>

ASC dest, srcj,src_2,#biLnulfl. Add/subtxactconditional.

MINESI

MIN destsre_1,src..2

Minimum (signed).

MINU

Minimum unsigned.

MAX[SJ.<pq>

MINUdst,src_1,src_2
MAXdest,src_1src_2

MAXU.<pq>

MAXUdest,srcj,src_2

Maximum unsigned.

TEQ.<pq>

TEQ dest,src_1,src_2
TEQ dest,src_l,#imm

TNE.<pq>

TNELSJdesçsrc_1,sre....2
TNE(SJ dest,src_l,#imm

TLTISJ.<pq>

TLT[SJ dest,src_1,src
ThT(S)dest,src_l,#imm

TGT[SJ.<pq>

TGTLSJdest,src_1,src....2
TGI1SJdest,sre_l,#imm

TLEISJ.<pq>

TLEIS]dest,src_l,.src_2

Maximum (signed).

Testregisterequal tozero.
Testregister notequal tozero.
Testregisterlessthanzero
(signed).
Testregistergreaterthan zero
(signed).

Testregister less thanor
equal tozero (signed).

TLE[SJ dest,src...l,#imm

TGIUdest,src_1,#iznm

Test register greaterthanor
equal to (signed).
Testregister less thanzero
unsigned.
Test register greaterthanzero
unsigned.

TLEU.<pq>

TLEUdest,src_l,src_2
TLEUdest,src_l,#imm

Testregister less thanor
equal to zerounsigned.

TGEU.<pq>

TGEUdest,src_Lsrc...2
TGEUdest,src_1,#iznm

Testregister greaterthan or

TAND.<pq>

TANI)dest,src_1.src_2
TANDdest,src_1,#imm

TOR.<pq>

TORdest,src_1,src_2
TOR dest,src_l,#imm

Testresult ofbitwise OR.

SB1T.<pq>

Setbit

CBIT.<pq>

SBlTdest,src_l,src_2
CBITdest,src_l,src_2

IB1T.<pq>

IBlTdest,,src_l,src_2

Invertbit

TBZ.<pq>

TBZdest,src_l,src..2
TBZdest,szv_1,#inun

Testbit zero.

TGE[S).<pq>

TGE(S]dest,src_l,src_2
TGELSIdest,src_1,imm

TLTU.<pq>

TGTU.<pq>

TLTUdest,src_l,src...2
TLTUdest.src_l,#imm
TGI1J dest,srcj,src_2

equal tounsigned.
Testresultofbitwise AND.

Clearbit.

Fig. 23
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TBNZ.<pq>

TBNZdest,src_1,src..2
TBZdest,src_1,#imm
ANDdest,src_1src..2
AND

Testbitnon-zero.

ANDN.cpq>

ANDN dest_src_1,src..2
ANDN dest,src_1,src..2

Bitwise AND-NOT

OR.<pq>

Bitwise OR.

XOR.<pq>

OR dest,src_1,src...2
ORdcst,src_I,#imm
XORdes,srcl,sit2

XORC..cpq>

XORC dest,src_1,src_2

Conditionalbitwise XOR.

SHR dest,szt_1,src_2

Shift rightlogical.

AND.cpq>

SHR.<pq>

BitwiseAND.

dsj,#imm

Bitwise XOR.

SHR dest,src_1#imm

SHL.<pq>

SHLdest,src._l,src_2
SHLdest,src_l,#imxn

Shift left logicaL

SHRA.<pq>

SHRAdest,src_Lsrc..2
SHRAdest,src_l,#imxn

Shift rightartihmetic.

SIIRC.<pq>

SHRCdest,src_1,src_2
SHRCdest,src_1,#Jmm

Shift rightwithcariy.

ROR..cpq>

RORdest,src_1,src_2
RORdest,src_1,#imm

Rotateiight

ROL.<pq>

ROLdest.src_Lsrc_2
ROLdest,src_l,#imm

Rotateleft.

INS

INSdest,src,#shift_count,#bit_count
insert.

EXT

EXTdest,src,#shift_count,#biLcount
Extract

CNT

Count leastsignificant onebits
Count leastsignificant zerobits.
Count leastsignificant run ofbits.
Count mostsignificant onebits.
Count mostsignificant zerobits
Count mostsignificant rimofbits.

CNTLSOdest,src
CNTLSZdest,src

CNTISRdest,src

CNTMSOdest,src
CNT.MSZdest,src
CNT.MSR dest,src

Fig. 23
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CEXP
MEXP

CEXPdest,src_1,src..2

Compare exponents.

MU dest,src

Measureexponent

SYM

SYM dest,src,#table_type,#shifLcomt
Symmetrical tablealdress.

ACC

AC..iaz> dest, src..j,src...2
AcC..cpq.caz> dest,sxc_I
AcC..cpq>..ar>dest,#imm
AXN.az>dest,srcl,uc....2

ACCN

OPERATION

Accumulate.

Accumulatenegative.

AcN..qxpz>dest,sxc_1

ACN.<pq><ai>dest,#imm
MUL.<pq>.<rq>

MUL dest,src_1,src_2

Multiply.

MULdessrcl,#ünm
MAC.<pq>.<ar>

MACdesLl,src_1,src_2,src_3

Multiply and accumulate.
c_i,src..2,dest_3 Multiply and accumulate negative.

MACN.<pq>.<ar>

MACN destj,

UMUL.<uq>.<uq>

UMULdest,src_i,src_2

UMAC.<uq>.<uq>

UMACdesij,des

DMUL.<jq>

DMULdest,src_i,src_2

Double multiply step.

DMULN..<jq>

DMULN dest,src_1,src_2

Double multiply stepnegative.

DMAC.<jq>

DMACdest,src_1,src_2,src_3

DMACN.<jq>

DMACN dest,src_1,src_2,src_3

Double multiply and accumulate
step.
Double multiply and accumulate
stepnegative.

Universal haliwordpairmultiply.

rc_1,src_2 Universal halfwonl pairmultiply
and accumulate.

Fig. 23
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of connections to input/output devices.

A multiplexing non-device specific stream
module is provided to an operating system. The
multiplexing non-device specific stream module includes a numberof upper and lower ports.
Each port, lower as well as upper, has a write
queue, a read queue, and an associated control
and status data area. Additionally, the multiplexing non-device specific stream module
further includes a numberof service routines, in
particular, a splice/unsplice routine, a change
ownership routine, and a query ownership
routine. Together, these elements cooperate to
allow multiplexing of connections to input/output devices with improved performance and
flexibility, while maintaining compatibility.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

I. Fieldof the Invention:
The presentinventionrelates to the field ofcomputer systems. More specifically, the present invention relatestoaccessinginput/outputdevicesofcomputersystems by executing programs.
2. Background Information:
Input/Output(I/O) devicesare typically accessed
byexecutingprograms throughdevicedriversprovided bythe operating systemsofthecomputersystems.
The devicedriversserve to shield the devicecharacteristicsfrom the executing programs. Tofacilitate implementationof device drivers, particularly device
drivers for character devices, some common functions are implemented as intermediate non-device
specific I/O modules. To access an I/O device, an
executing programwould logically connect itself to
the I/O devicethroughthe I/O device'sdevicedriver,
with orwithout going throughone or more non-device
specific I/O modulesdependingon the implementation.

Unlikeexecution time ormemoryresourcewhere
most operating systems include some kind of timesharing or prioritization schemes, connections to
characterdevicesare typically implementedin exclusive manners. In otherwords,once an executing programconnects itself to a characterdevice, the character device is not available to other executing programs until the connectingexecutingprogramrelinquishes the character device. In many applications,
experiencehas shownthat exclusiveconnections to
certaincharacterdevice resources adverselyimpact
system performance, e.g. connections to various
types ofaudio channelsin a telephonicapplication.It
is moredesirable ifthe connections to these character device resources are preemptable.
A priorart solutionistoimplementa policyserver
and a switching controller in user space. Accessing
programs are requiredto be connected to the device
driversthroughthe switchingcontroller,andswitching
preemption is regulated by the policy server. However, because the policy server and the switching
controllerare in user space, while the device drivers
and the intermediate non-devicespecific I/O modules
are in systemspace,the priorartsolution sufferfrom
the disadvantageof havingto have multiplecopiesof
data maintainedin both user and systemspace.As a
result,significantamountofsystemresource are consumed in copying and transferringdata betweenthe
user and system space. This negative performance
impact increases exponentiallywith increased volume ofdata traffic.
Thus, it is desirable to be able to implementpreemptablemultiplexingof connectionsto I/O devices
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with improvedperformancecharacteristics. It is also
desirablethat the newenhancedsolution is backward
compatibleand can operatein a mannerthat is transparent to existing applicationswho have no knowledge of the new enhancedsolution. As will be disclosed, the presentinvention provides sucha method
and apparatusfor multiplexing connections to I/O devices that achievesthese and other desiredresults.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The desirable results are advantageouslyachieved by providing a multiplexing non-devicespecific
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stream moduletoan operating system.The multiplexing non-devicespecific stream module includes a
numberof upperand lowerports. Each port, loweras
well as upper, has a write queue, a read queue, and
an associatedcontrol andstatus data area. Additionally, the multiplexing non-device specific stream
modulefurther includesa numberofservice routines,
in particular, a splice/unspi ice routine, a query owner
routine, and a changeownershiproutine.
The upperports are used to facilitateattachment
by upper streams, i.e. applicationprogramswith or
without interveningnon-devicespecific stream modules,whereasthe lowerports are used tofacilitate attachmentby lowerstreams, i.e. devicedriverswith or
without intervening non-device or device specific
stream modules. The upper and lowerwrite queues
are used to stage data being moved "downstream",
whereasthe upper and lower read queuesare used
to stage data being moved "upstream". The
splice/unspliceroutine is used to splice and unsplice
ports together, thereby enabling and disabling data
flow paths between the attachedstreams. The splicing and unsplicingoperationsare preferablysecured
based on portownership. Ownershipis originally assigned at the time ofattachment.The changeownership routine is used by the port ownersto temporary
alter the ownershipassignmentsofthe owned ports.
The query owner routine is used by the attached
streams to identify port ownership.
BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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Figure1 is an exemplarycomputersystem incorporatingthe teachingsofthe present invention.
Figure2 illustratesthe key softwareelements of
the exemplarycomputersystem of Figure 1.
Figure 3 illustratesthe architecturalrelationship
of the multiplexing non-device specifying stream
moduleof the present invention with other software
elements.
Figure 4 illustrates the relevant portions of one
embodimentof the multiplexingnon-devicespecifying stream moduleof Figure3 in further detail.
Figure5 illustratesthe mannersin which the upper and lower ports of the multiplexingnon-device
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specifying stream modulecan be splicedtogether.
Figure6 illustratesthe key data elements in the
upper/lowerwrite and read queue control and status
data areas of Figure4.
Figure 7 illustrates the operation flow of the
splicefunction ofthesplice/unspliceroutineofFigure
4.
Figure 8 illustrates the operation flow of the
changeownershiproutine of Figure4.
Figures9a - 9d illustratefourexemplarymanners
in which the present inventioncan be used.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following description for purposesof explanation,specific numbers, materials and configurations are set forth in order to providea thorough understanding of the presentinvention. However, it will
be apparentto one skilled in the art that the present
invention may be practiced without the specific details. In other instances, well known systems are
shown in diagrammaticor blockdiagramform in order
not to obscure the present invention.
Referringnow to Figure 1, a blockdiagram illustrating an exemplarycomputersystem incorporating
the teachingsof the presentinventionis shown. The
exemplarycomputersystem 10 comprisesa central
processing unit (CPU) 12, memory 14, and input/outputcircuitry 16. Additionally,theexemplarycomputer
system 10furthercomprisesmass storage18, and a
numberofuser input/outputdevices, such as display
20, keyboard 22, and cursor control devices 24.
These elements 12 - 24 are coupled to each as
shown.Together, they executea numberofsoftware
elements,in particularan operating system incorporated with the teachings of the present invention,
which will be describedin more detail below. Otherwise, the hardware elements 12 - 24 are intended to
represent a broad category of CPU, memory, etc.
found in many computer systems, whose functions
and constitutionsare well known and will not be described further.
Referringnow to Figure 2, a blockdiagram illustrating the key software elements of the exemplary
computersystem of Figure1 is shown.As illustrated,
the software elements include an operating system
28 incorporating the teachingsof the present invention, and a numberof applicationprograms26. The
operating system 28 comprisesa software interface
32, a numberoffile service routines 34, a numberof
stream modules36, a numberof device drivers 38,
and a hardware interface40, cooperatingwith each
otheras shown. The softwareinterface 32 serves as
a call interfacefor the applicationprograms26 for invokingthevarioussystemservicesoffered bytheoperating system28. In particular, the system services
include a file opening service, a file dosing service,
and a device controllingservice.Thestream modules
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36 provide common I/O functions for accessingthe
character devices. In particular, the stream modules
36 include the multiplexing non-device specific
stream module of the present invention. Generally,
stream modules 36 cooperatewith each other in a
serial manner, forming a numberof I/O streams. An
I/O stream is a fully-duplex connection betweenan
application program26 and a device driver 38 of a
character I/O device. The device drivers 38 facilitate
accesses to the devices,throughthe hardware interface 40. Exceptfor the multiplexingnon-devicespecificstream moduleof the presentinvention, andthe
mannerthe other software elements cooperatewith
it, the software elements26- 40 are also intended to
representa broad category of programs, service routines, and devicedriversfound in manycomputersystems, whosefunctionsand constitutionsare alsowell
known and will not be further described.
Referring now to Figure 3, a block diagramillustrating the architecturalrelationship of the multiplexing non-devicespecifyingstream moduleofthe present inventionwith other software elementsin further
detail is shown.The multiplexingnon-devicespecifying stream module of the present invention 36c is
used tomultiplexlogical connectionsbetweena number of upper streams 35 and a number of lower
streams 37, including loopbackconnections between
two upper streams 35 as well as two lower streams
37.
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Each upper stream 35 comprisesan application
program26a or 26b, and zero or more intervening
non-devicespecific stream modules (none shown).
Similarly, each lowerstream 37 comprisesa device
driver38a or38b, andzero ormoreinterveningdevice
or non-device specific stream modules, e.g. 36aand
36b. In other words, in the contextof the presentin-

vention, an applicationprogram26a or 26b directly
connected to the multiplexing non-device specific
stream module36c without any interveningnon-device specific stream modulesis simply a single module upper stream 35, whereasa devicedriver 38a or
38b directlyconnectedtothe multiplexing non-device
specific stream module36c without any intervening
deviceor non-devicespecific stream modules is simply a single modulelower stream 37.
Morespecifically,an upperstream35isattached
toan upper port (66 ofFig.4) ofthe multiplexingnondevicespecifyingstream module36c, whereasa lowerstream 37 is attachedto a lower port (68 of Fig.4)
of the multiplexing non-device specifying stream
module36c. An upper stream 35 causes itselfto be
attached to and detached from an upper port 66,
whereas,a lowerstream 37 is causedto be attached
to and detachedfrom an lower port68 by an upper
stream 35. An upperstream 35 maycause itself tobe
attached to morethan one upper port 66, however, a
lowerstream is caused to be attachedto at most one
lower port 68.
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In one embodiment, an upper stream 35 causes
itself to be attached to and detachedfrom an upper
port 66 using the operating system'sfile subsystem
open and close file service, and causes a lower
stream to be attached to an lower port 68 using the
operating system's file subsystemdevicecontrol link
and unlinkservices.
The upper stream 35 who causes itself to be attached to an upper port 66 is considered the original
ownerofthe upper port66, and the upper stream 35
who causesa lowerstream 37 to be attachedtoa lowerport68 is consideredtheoriginalownerofthe lower
port 68. On detachment,ownership is relinquished.
As will be described in more detail later, under the
present invention, port ownerships are preferably
changeable, andfurthermore, preferablyin a secured
manner. In one embodiment, only the originalowner
and the currentassignedownermaychangethe ownershipof a port 66 and 68.
Twoattached streams 35 and/or 37 are logically
connected to each otherby dynamically splicingtheir
attached upper and/or lower ports 66 and/or 68 together. To logicallydisconnectthe two connected attached streams 35 and/or 37, their attached upper
and/or lower ports 66 and/or 68 are dynamicallyunspliced from each other.
Splicingand unsplicingof ports 66 and/or 68 are
preferablyperformedin a secured mannerbased on
port ownership.In other words, only the owner of a
port 66 or68 is ableto requestasplice orunspliceoperationtobeperformedon the port66or68.AspIicing
operation is also preferably performed in a preemptable manner. In other words, two ports 66 and/or68
thatwere previously spliced togetherwill be unspliced
in favor of a splicingrequestfrom the owner ofone of
the ports 66 and/or68 to splice the port 66 or 68 to a
third port 66 or 68.
In one embodiment, a splicing operation is performed in an unidirectionalmanner. In otherwords, it
takes two splicing operations to actually splice two
ports 66 and/or68 together, afirstspliceoperationfor
splicingthe first port 66 or 68 to the second port 66
or 68, and a second splice operation for splicingthe
second port66or 68 tothe first port66or68. The two
ports 66 and/or68are merely placedin a splice pending state as a result of the first splice operation,and
the actual splice is completedas a result of the second splice operation.Forthe firstsplice operation,the
first port 66 or 68 is referredto as the source port,
whereasthesecond port66 or 68 is referredto asthe
target port.Similarly, forthe secondsplice operation,
the second port 66 or 68 is referredto as the source
port, whereasthe first port 66 or 68 is referredto as
the target port.
Data flow between two streams 35 and/or 37 is
enabled whentheir attachmentports 66 and/or68are
spliced together, and disabledwhentheir attachment
ports 66 and/or 68 are unspliced. Dispositionof data
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flowing froma stream 35 or 37 attached to a port 66
or 68 that is not spliced with another port 66 or 68 is
implementationdependent.
In one embodiment,data flowing from a stream
35 or 37 attachedto a port66or68 that is not spliced
with another port 66 or 68 are queued. However,
queueddata mayoptionallybe flushed whenthe port
66 or 68 is eventuallyspliced with anotherport66 or
68, dependingon the configurationoption chosen.In
an alternateembodiment, data flowingfroma stream
35 or 37 attachedto a port66or68 that is not spliced
with anotherport66 or 68 are flushed instead.
Referring now to Figure 4, a block diagramillustrating the multiplexingnon-devicespecific stream
module36c of the presentinventionin further detail
is shown. In additionto the upper and lower ports 66
and 68 describedabove, the multiplexingnon-device
specific streammodule36cfurther comprisesa number of control and state data areas 62 and 64, and a
numberofservice routines41.
Each port 66 or 68, lower as well as upper, includes a write queue 80 or 84, and a read queue 82
or 86. There is one controland state data area 62 or
64 associatedwith eachpairofwrite andreadqueues
80 - 82 or 84 - 86. The service routines 41 includes
an open routine42, a close routine44, an upper write
put routine 46, an upper write control routine 48, an
upper read control routine 50, a lower write control
routine 52, a lower read put routine 54, a lower read
control routine 56, a splice/unsplice routine 58, a
changeownershiproutine60,and a queryownerrou-

tine61.
Asdescribedearlier, the upper ports 66 are used
tofacilitateattachmentofupper streams35, whereas
the lowerports 68 are used tofacilitateattachmentof

lowerstreams 37. The write and read queues80 - 86
are used to stage the data flowing from one stream
to another35 or37. The associatedcontrol andstate
data areas62 and 64 are usedtostorethe controland
state informationabout the corresponding write and
read queues66 and 68.
The open and dose service routines 42 and 44
are used to attach and detach an upper stream 35 to
one of the upper ports 66. The query owner service
routine 61 is used to identify the currentowner of a
port 66 or 68 to a querying upper stream 35. The
change ownership service routine 60 is used to
changetemporarilythe currentownershipofthe ports
66 and 68. As describedearlier, ownershipchanges
are preferablysecured by port ownerships. In other
words, an upper stream 35 preferably can only
change port ownerships of the ports 66 and 68 it
owns. The splice/unsplice service routine 58 is used
to connect and disconnect the ports 66 and/or 68
fromeachother, therebyenablingand disabling data
flow paths betweenthe attached streams 35 and/or
37. As describedearlier, splicing/unsplicing of ports
66 and/or 68 are preferablysecured by portowner-
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the upperwriteandlowerreadput routines46and 54,
and the upperas well as lowerwrite and readcontrol

ships.

Theupperwrite putroutine46 isused byan upper
stream moduleimmediately preceding the multiplexing non-devicespecific stream module 36c of the
present invention on an I/O stream to move data
"downstream"into the write queue 80 of its attached
upper port 66, whereas the lower read put service
routine 54 is used by a lower stream moduleimmediately succeeding the multiplexingstream module
36c ofthe presentinventionto movedata "upstream"
into the read queue 86 of its attached lower port 68.
In one embodiment, the put routines 46 and 54
arefurther provided with logicto expedite high priority
data, moving them straight into the next "downstream"or "upstream"module, skippingthe upperor
lowerqueue 80 - 86.
The upperwrite and read control routines 48- 50
are used to servicethecorresponding upperwriteand
readqueues80 - 82, maintaining their corresponding
control and state data in the associatedcontrol and
state data areas 62. Similarly, the lower write and
read service routines 52 and 56 are used to service
the corresponding lower write and read queues84 86, maintaining their corresponding control and state
data in the associatedcontrol and state data areas
64. Additionally,the upper read control routine 50 is
used to invoke the "put" service routineofthe immediately preceding stream module to move the data
"upstream",whereasthe lowerwrite control routine
52 is used to invokethe "put" service routine ofthe
immediatelysucceeding stream moduleto movethe
data "downstream". Furthermore, the upper write
control routine48 is used to movequeueddata internally from an upper write queue 80 to a lower write
queue 84 or an upper read queue 82, whereas, the
lowerreadcontrol routine 56 is used to movequeued
data internallyfromalowerreadqueue 86 toan upper
read queue 82 or a lowerwrite queue 84.
The open and close routines 42 and 44 are invoked indirectlyby the upper streams 35 throughthe
operating system'sfilesubsystemopenand closefile
services and I/O control interface, in accordanceto
the operating system's I/O stream convention. The
query owner routine 61, the changeownership routine 60, and the splice/unsplice routine58 are invoked
by the upperstreams 35 also throughthe I/O control
interface. The upper write put routine 46, the lower
read put routine 54, as well as the "put" service routines of the immediatelypreceding and succeeding
stream modules, are invoked by the immediatelypreceding and succeeding stream modulesthroughthe
operating system's data stream interface, in accordance to the operating system's I/O stream convention. Lastly, the upper and lowerwrite and read control routines48 - 52, and 56, are also invoked by the
upperandlowerwriteand readputroutines46and 54
throughthe I/O stream interface.
The open and close service routines42 and 44,
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service routines 48, 50, 52, and 56 may be implemented in like manners as similar routines implemented for a broad category of non-devicespecific
stream modulesfound on many computer systems
executing operating systems that support I/O
streams,which are wellknown and will not be further
described.The implementationsoftheunsplicefunctionofthe splice/unsplice serviceroutine 58, andthe
query ownerservice routine 61 are straightforward,
and will not be further describedeither. The splice
function of the splice/unsplice service routine 58, attachmentofupperand lowerstreams35 and 37 tothe
upperand lowerports 66 and 68, splicingand unsplicing the ports 66 and/or68 fromeach other, aswell as
changing of ownershipwill be describedin morede-

tail below.
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Referring now to Figure 5, a block diagramillustrating the manners in which upperandlowerports 66

and/or 68 can be spliced together is shown. As illustrated, an upperport66a maybe spliced with alower
port 68c in a straight forward manner, enabling data
to flow "downstream"through the connected upper
and lower write queues 80a and 84c, and "upperstream" throughthe connected upperand lowerread
queues82aand 86c. However, an upper port66b may
be splicedwith anotherupper port66c in a loopback
manner, enabling data toflow"downstream"and then
redirected"upperstream" throughthe connected upper write and read queues 80b and 82c as well as
through the connected upper write and read queues
80c and 82b. Similarly, a lower port 68a may be
spliced with another lower port 68b in a loopback
manner, enablingdatatoflow "upstream"andthen redirected "downstream"through the connected lower
readand writequeues86a and 84bas well as through
the connectedlower read and write queues86b and
84a.
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Referring now to Figure 6, a block diagramillustrating the key data elements maintained in an associated upper or lower read and write queue control

and state data area 62 or 64 is shown. As illustrated,
an associatedupper or lower read and write queue
control and state data area 62 or 64 comprisesthe
standardwrite and readqueuecontroland state information 90and 92 for thecorresponding writeand read
queues 80 - 86, i.e. queue head pointer, queue tail
pointer, etc.,which are well known and will not befur-

therdescribed.
Additionally,an associatedupper or lower read
and write queuecontrol and state data area 62 or 64
further comprisesan identifier 70, an indicator72, an
original owner 74, a current owner 76, and a current
owner state 77 for the corresponding port 66 or 68.
Theidentifier70 uniquely identifies the port66or68,
whereasthe indicator72 indicates whether the port
66or68 isan upperorlowerport66 or68. The original
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owner 74 identifies the upper stream 35 who owned
the port 66 or 68 originally,i.e. for an upper port66,
the upperstream35who caused itself tobe attached,
and for a lower port 68, the upper stream 35 who
caused the lowerstream 37 to be attached.The current owner 74 identifies the current assigneeupper
streamowner35, whereasthe currentownerstate 76
indicates whetherthe currentassigneeupper stream
owner35 has accepted the assignmentor not, which
will be describedin moredetail below.
Furthermore, an associatedupper or lowerread
and write queuecontrol and state data area 62 or64
comprisesa destinationport identifier 78, and a destination portstate 88. The destination portidentifier
78 identifiestheconnectingupperor lowerport 66 or
68, whereas the destination port state 88 indicates
whether the destinationport66 or 68 is actually connected or the connectionis merely pending.
Referringnow to Figure 7, a blockdiagram illustrating the operation flow of the splice function of a
preferred "unidirectional" embodiment of the
splice/unsplice service routine58 is shown. Upon receiptofa splice requestfor splicing two ports together, step 96, the splice/unspliceservice routine 58 determines whether the requester upper stream 35
owns both the source and target ports 66 and/or 68
of the splice request. If the splice/unsplice service
routine 58 determines that the requester upper
stream 35 does not own both the source and target
ports, the splice requestis rejected, step 100. Ifthe
splice/unsplice service routine58 determinesthat the
requesterupperstream 35does own both the source
and target ports, the splice/unsplice service routine
58 further determineswhetherthe source port is currently spliced to another port,step 102.
If the splice/unsplice service routine 58 determinesthat the source portiscurrentlysplicedtoanother
port, the splice/unsplice service routine 58 sets the
spliced other port's destination port status to "pending", thereby preemptably disconnecting the data
flow path between the requested source port and its
currentspliced other port, step 104. Upon determining thatthe sourceportis currently notsplicedtoanother port, or severingthe sourceport's current connection to another port, the splice/unsplice service
routine 58 then preemptably sets the source port's
destinationport tothe requestedtargetportaswell as
the sourceport'sdestinationport status to "pending",
step 106.
Upon setting the sourceport'sdestinationport to
the requestedtarget port as well as the source port's
destination
to "pending", the
port status
service
routine
58 further determines
splice/unsplice
whether the requestedtarget port's destination port
equals the requested source port, step 108. If the
splice/unsplice service routine58 determinesthat the
requested target port'sdestinationportequalsthe requested source port,the splice/unsplice service rou-
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tine58 sets the destinationport statusofboth the requested source and target ports to "spliced",thereby
enabling a data flow path between the requested
ports, step 110. Upondetermining thatthe requested
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target port's destination port does not equal the requested source port, or upon setting the destination
port status of both the requestedsource and target
ports to "spliced", no further action is taken by the
splice/unspliceservice routine 58.
Referring now to Figure 8, a block diagramillustrating the operation flow of the change ownership
routine60 is shown. Upon receiptofan ownershiprelated request, thechangeownershiproutine60determines whether it is an assignmentoracceptancerequest, step 116. If the changeownership routine 60
determines that the request is for assignment, the
change ownership routine 60 further determines if
the requesterowns the object port, step 118. As describedearlier, the requestermay bean original owner or an assignedcurrent owner. Ifthe changeownership routine60 determinesthat the requesterdoes
notown theobject port,thechangeownershiproutine
60 rejects the request, step 120. If the changeownership routine60 determinesthat the requesterdoes
notown theobject port,thechangeownershiproutine
60 changesthe current ownershipof the objectport
to the requested assigneeand sets the ownership
status to "acceptance pending", step 122.
On the other hand, ifthe changeownershiproutine60 determinesthatthe requestis for acceptance,
the changeownershiproutine 60 further determines
ifthe pendingowner of the object port equals the requester,step 124. Ifthe changeownershiproutine60
determinesthat the pending ownerofthe object port
does not equal the requester, the changeownership
routine60 rejects the request,step 126. Ifthe change
ownership routine 60 determines that the pending
owner ofthe object portdoes equalthe requester, the
changeownershiproutine 60 sets the ownershipstatus to "accepted", step 128.
Referring now to Figures 9a - 9d, fourdiagrams
illustrating fourexemplary usage of the present invention are shown. For the purposeof illustration,a
solid line denotes a logical connection whereas, a
dotted line denotes a severed logical connection.
Basedon the illustrationsto follow, it will be appreciated that manyvariationscan be madetothe manner
in which the "multiplexing" non-device specific
stream module36c of the present invention is used
for dynamically managing stream I/O "data channels".

Figure 9a illustrates a straightforward usage of
the presentinventiontoaccessa devicedriverA38a
55

6

byan applicationprogramA26a. As illustrated,an upper stream 35 including applicationprogramA 26a
first attaches itself to an upper port66a of the multiplexingnon-devicespecific stream module36c ofthe
present invention, operation (1), and to a lower
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stream37 including the devicedriverA38a, operation
(2). The upper stream 35 then links the lowerstream
37 to a lowerport 68a ofthe multiplexingnon-device
specific stream module36c ofthe presentinvention,
operation (3), severing its direct connection to the
lowerstream 37.
As describedearlier, the upperstream 35 is now
the owner of both the upper and lowerports 66a and
68a. The upper stream 35 then requests the upper
port 66a be spliced with the lowerport68a, as well as
the lowerport68a be splicedwith the upper port 66a,
operations(4) and (5), thus establishinga data path
and enablingdatato flow between the upperand lower streams 35 and 37 through the two connected
ports 66a and 68a. Itwill be appreciated that many independentaccessesinvolvingmany upperand lower
ports can be made by numerousupper streams in
such manner.
Figure 9b illustratesan exemplary usage ofthe
present invention for cooperativealternating access
to a device driverA 38a by two applicationprograms
A and B, 26a and 26b. As illustrated, a first upper
stream35 including the applicationprogramA26a establishes a connectionto the lowerstream 37 including devicedriverA 38a throughthe five operationsillustrated in Figure 9a, operations (1) - (5). The first
upper stream 35 then accesses the device driver A
38a throughthe connections betweenthefirst upper
port 66a and the lower port 68a.
Similarly, a second upper stream 35 including
the applicationprogramB 26b attaches itself to the
second upperport66b ofthemultiplexingnon-device
specific stream module36c ofthe presentinvention,
operation (6). To accessthe devicedriverA 38a, the
second upperstream 35 negotiate withthefirst upper
stream 35to havetheownershipofthe lowerport 38a
temporarilyassignedto the second upper stream 35
including the application program B 26b, operation
(7). If the two upperstreams 35 agree to the temporaryownershipchanges, the first upperstream 35 assigns the ownershipto the second upper stream 35,
operation (8). As describedearlier, the assignment of
ownershipto the lower port68a severs the connections between the first upper port66a and the lower
port 68a.
The second upper stream 35 then requeststhe
second upper port 66b be splicedwith the lower port
68a, as well as the lowerport68a be spliced with the
second upper port66b, operations(9) and (10), thus
establishing a data path and enablingdata toflow between the second upper stream 35 and the lower
stream 37 throughthe secondupperport66b and the
lower port 68a.
To accessthe devicedriverA 38a again,the first
upperstream 35 in like mannerobtainsownershipof
the lower port 68a back from the second upper
stream 35, thus severingthe connections between
the second upper port 66b and the lower port 68a.

12

Thefirst upperstream 35 then re-splicesthe firstup-
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per port 66a and the lower port 68a together again.
Therefore,the two upper streams 35 cooperatewith
each other and access the device driver A38a in an
alternating manner. It will be appreciated that many
independentnegotiationsbetween cooperative upper streams involving many upper and lower ports
can take place at the same time.
Figure 9c illustrates an exemplaryusage of the
present inventionfor preemptive alternating access
to a device driverA 38a by two applicationprograms
B and C, 26b and 26c. As illustrated, a first upper
stream 35 including the applicationprogramA 26a,
acting as a server, establishes a connection to the
lowerstream 37 including devicedriverA38a through
thefiveoperationsillustratedin Figure9a, operations
(1)—(5).
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A second upper stream 35 including the application program B 26b, acting as a client, then establishes a connectionto the lowerstream 37 including
device driver A 38a through the five operations illustrated in Figure9b, operations(6)-(10).The second
upper stream 35 then accesses the device driver A
38a throughthe connectionsbetweenthe second upper port 66b and the lower port 68a.
Similarly, a third upper stream 35 including the
applicationprogramB 26c attaches itself to the third
upperport66cofthemultiplexingnon-devicespecific
stream module36c of the present invention,operation(11). Toaccessthe devicedriverA38a, the third
upperstream 35 negotiatewiththefirstupper stream
35 to have the ownershipof the lower port38a temporarilyassignedto the third upper stream 35 including the applicationprogramC 26c, operation (12). If
undera priority policy being implementedby the first
upperstream35, thethird upperstream 35 has higher
priority than the second upper streams 35, the first
upperstream 35 beingtheoriginalownerpreemptively assigns the ownership from the second upper
stream 35to thethird upperstream35 operation (13).
Asdescribedearlier,the re-assignmentofownership
tothe lowerport 68aseversthe connections between
the second upper port 66b and the lower port 68a.
Upon accepting the ownership, the third upper
stream 35 then requests the third upper port 66cbe
spliced with the lower port 68a, as well as the lower
port 68a be splicedwith the third upper port 66c, operations (14) and (15), thus establishinga data path
and enabling data to flow between the third upper
stream 35 and the lower stream 37 throughthe third
upper port 66cand the lower port68a.
At appropriate time, as governed by its priority
policy, the first upper stream 35 in like mannerpreemptivelyreverts the ownershipofthe lowerport68a
back to the second upper stream 35, thus severing
theconnectionsbetweenthe third upper port66cand
the lowerport 68a. The secondupperstream 35 then
re-splicesthe second upper port 66b and the lower
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port 68a together again. Therefore,the second and
third upper streams 35 can accessthe devicedriver
A38ain an alternatingmannergovernedbya priority
policyimplementedbythe firstupperstream35. Itwill
be appreciated that many upper streams as well as
many upperand lower ports may be involved in such
server based preemptive prioritypolicy governedaccess scheme.
The above three exemplaryusage of the "multiplexing" non-device specific stream module36c of
the present inventionall require the applicationprograms 26a - 26cto have knowledge ofthe presentinvention. However, in an operating system where assignmentofa file name to a stream module, and data
pipe are supported, the present invention may be
used byapplicationprogramshaving noknowledgeof
the presentinvention. Figure9d illustratesuch an exemplary usage ofthe presentinvention.As illustrated, a first upper stream 35 including the application
programA26a, acting as a server,establishesa connectiontothe lowerstream 37 including devicedriver
A38a throughthe fiveoperationsillustratedin Figure
9a, operations(1) - (5).
Toallow applicationprogramB 26b to accessdevice driver A 38a, the first upper stream 35 also attaches itself to a second upper port 66b ofthe multiplexingnon-devicespecific stream module36cofthe
present invention, operation (6). The first upper
stream 35 then causes a filename to be assignedto
the second upper port 66b, operation (7), therebyallowing the application program B 26b to read and
write data to the first upper port 66b.
At the appropriatetime, as governedby the priority policy of applicationprogramA 26a, the upper
stream 35 splices the second upper port66b to the
lowerport68a as wellas the lowerport68a tothesecond upper port 66a, enablingdata flow betweenthe
applicationprogram B 26b and the lower stream 37
throughthe two ports 66b and 68a. At anotherappropriatetime, also governed bythe prioritypolicy ofapplicationprogramA26a, the upperstream 35 unsplicesthe connectionbetweenthe secondupperport66b
and the lower port 68a, disabling data flow between
the applicationprogramB 26b and the lower stream
37 through the two ports 66b and 68a. Therefore,
datacan besent betweenthe second applicationprogramB 26b and the devicedriverA38, withoutrequiring the applicationprogram B 26b to have any knowledgeofthe"multiplexing"non-devicespecific stream
module36cof the presentinvention.
While the present inventionhas been described
in terms of presentlypreferred and alternateembodiments, those skilled in the art will recognizethatthe
invention is not limited to the embodimentsdescribed. Themethod and apparatusofthe presentinvention can be practiced with modificationand alteration
within the spirit and scope of the appendedclaims.
The descriptionis thus to be regardedas illustrative
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Acomputerimplementedmethodcomprisingthe
steps of:
(a) a plurality of upper streams attaching
themselvesto a pluralityof upperports, each
of the upper streams including a program
moduleexecuting in an user space ofa computer system, each of the upper ports being
stored in a first storage area mapped into a
system space of the computer system, and
each of the upper ports including a queue
structure;
(b) said upper streams causing a plurality of
lower streams to be attachedto a plurality of
lowerports, each ofthe lowerstreams including a program moduleexecuting inthesystem
space,and each ofthe lower ports beingstored in a second storagearea mappedinto the
systemspace, and each ofthe lower ports including a queue structure;
(c) said upper streams causing data to be
moved downstream from themselves into
said queue structures of said upper ports,
and moving data upstream into themselves
from said queue structures of said upper
ports;
(d) said lower streams moving data downstream from said queue structures of said
lowerports into themselves, and causingdata
to be moved upstreamfrom themselvesinto
said queuestructures ofsaid lower ports;
(e) said upper streams requesting a splice
and unsplice routine executingin the system
spacetologicallyspliceand unspliceselected
ones of said upper and lower ports to enable
and disabledata flow betweenselected pairs
ofsaid upper and lowerstreams; and
(f) said splicingand unsplicing routinelogically splicing and unsplicingsaid selected ones
of said upper and lower ports in responseto
said requests, thereby selectively enabling
and disabling dataflow betweensaid selected
pairs of said upperand lowerstreams.

2. The method as setforth in claim 1, wherein,said
splicing and unsplicing routine splices said selected onesofsaid upperand lowerports inapreemptablemanner.
3. The method as setforth in claim 1, wherein,said
splicing and unsplicing routine splicesafirst and
a second port togetherbyfirst placing said first
and second ports in a splice pending state in responseto a requestto splicesaid firstporttosaid

15
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a first port from a first upper stream to a second

second port, and then splicingsaid first and second ports together in responseto a subsequent
request to splice said second port to said first
port.
5

4.

The methodas set forth in claim 1, wherein,
said step(a)comprisesa firstofsaid upper
streams attaching itself to a first of said upper
ports;
said step (b) comprises said first upper
streamcausinga firstofsaid lowerstreams to be
attachedto a firstof said lower ports;
said step (c) comprises said first upper
stream causing data to be moved downstream
from itself into the queue structure of said first
upper port, and movingdata upstream into itself
fromthe queue structure ofsaid firstupper port;
said step (d) comprises said first lower
stream moving data downstreamfromthe queue
structure of said first lower port into itself, and
causing data to be moved upstream from itself
into the queue structure ofsaid first lower port;
said step (e) comprises said first upper
stream requestingsaid splice and unsplice routine to logically splice said first upper port and
said first lowerportto enabledata flow between
said first upper stream and said first lower
stream;and
said step (f) comprisessaid splicing and
unsplicingroutine logically splicing said first upper port and said first lower port together in response to said request, thereby enabling data
flow between said first upper stream and said
first lower stream.

15

20

25

30

The methodas setforthin claim 1, wherein,said
splicing and unsplicing routinesecuressaid splicing and unsplicing in said step (f) based on port
ownership.
40

6.

7.

The methodas setforthin claim 1, wherein,said
method further comprisesthe stepsof:
(g) said upper streams requestinga change
ownership routine executing in the system
space to changeownershipof selected ones
of said upper and lower ports; and
(h) said change ownership routine changing
ownershipofsaid selected ones ofsaid upper
and lowerports in responseto saidownership
changerequests.

8.

45

50

The methodas set forth in claim 6, whereinsaid
changeownershiproutinesecuressaid changing
of ownershipin said step (h) basedon portownership.

upperstream by first placing said first port in an
ownershipassignmentpending acceptancestate
in response to a request by said first upper
stream tochangeownershipfromsaid firstupper
stream to said second upper stream, and then
changingownershipofsaid first port in response
to a subsequentrequest by said second upper
stream to accept ownershipof said first port.

10

35

5.

16

55

The methodas set forth in claim 6, whereinsaid
changeownershiproutinechangesownershipof
9

9. The methodas set forth in claim 6, wherein,
said step (a) comprisesa first and a second of said upper streams attaching themselves
to a first and a second of said upper ports;
said step (b) comprises said first upper
stream causinga firstofsaid lowerstreamstobe
attached to a firstofsaid lower ports;
said step (c) comprisessaid firstand second upper streams causing data to be moved
downstream from themselves into the queue
structuresofsaid firstand second upperports respectively,and moving data upstreaminto themselvesfromthequeuestructuresofsaid firstand
second upper ports respectively;
said step (d) comprises said first lower
stream movingdata downstreamfromthe queue
structure of said first lower port into itself, and
causing data to be moved upstream from itself
into the queuestructure of said first lower port;
said step (e) comprises said first upper
stream first requestingsaid splice and unsplice
routineto logicallysplice said first upperportand
said firstlower portto enabledata flow between
said first upper stream and said first lower
stream, followed by said second upper stream
subsequentlyrequestingsaid spliceand unsplice
routineto logicallysplice said second upper port
and said first lower port to enable data flow between said second upper stream and said first
lowerstream;
said step (f) comprisessaid splicing and
unsplicing routine first logically splicing said first
upperportand saidfirst lowerporttogetherin response to said first request, thereby enabling
data flow between said first upper stream and
said first lower stream,followed by said splicing
and unsplicingroutinelogicallysplicing said second upper port and said first lower port together
in responseto said subsequentsplicing request,
thereby enabling data flow betweensaid second
upperstream and saidfirstlowerstream,anddisabling data flow betweensaid first upper stream
and said first lower stream;
said step (g) comprises said first upper
stream making a first ownershipchangerequest
to said changeownershiproutinetochangeownership ofsaid firstlowerportfrom said firstupper
stream to said second upper stream beforesaid

17
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second upper stream makes said subsequent
splicing request;and
said step (h) comprisessaid changeown-

ership routine changing ownership of said first
lower port from said first upper stream to said
second upper stream in response to said first
ownership change request before said second
upperstream makessaid subsequentsplicing re-

5

quest.
10

as setforth in claim 6, wherein,
said step (a) comprisesa first, a second,

10. The method

and a third ofsaid upperstreamsattachingthemselvesto afirst, a second,and a third ofsaid upper ports;
said step (b) comprises said first upper
streamcausinga firstofsaid lowerstreams to be
attachedto a firstof said lower ports;
said step (c) comprisessaid second,and
third upper streams causing data to be moved
downstream from themselves into the queue
structuresof said second,and third upper ports
respectively, and moving data upstream into
themselvesfrom the queue structures of said
second,and third upper ports respectively;
said step (d) comprises said first lower
stream moving data downstreamfromthe queue
structure of said first lower port into itself, and
causing data to be moved upstream from itself
into the queue structure ofsaid first lower port;
said step (e) comprisessaid secondupper
stream first requestingsaid splice and unsplice
routine to logicallysplice said second upper port
and said first lower portto enabledata flow between said second upper stream and said first
lowerstream,followed by saidthird upperstream
subsequentlyrequestingsaid splice and unsplice
routineto logicallysplicesaid third upper portand
said first lowerportto enabledata flow between
said third upper stream and said first lower

15

20

stream to said second upper stream beforesaid
secondupperstream makessaidfirstsplicingrequest, and said firstupper stream makinga conditional subsequent ownership change request
based on a priority policy to said changeownership routineto changeownershipofsaid firstlower port from said second upper stream to said
third upperstream beforesaid third upperstream
makessaid subsequentsplicing request;and
said step (h) comprisessaid changeownership routine changing ownership of said first
lowerportfromsaid first upper stream to said
second upper stream in response to said first
ownership change request before said second
upper stream makes said first splicing request,
and said change ownership routine changing
ownershipof said first lower port fromsaid second upperstreamto saidthird upperstream in responseto said subsequentownershipchangerequest if it is made, beforesaid third upper stream
makessaid subsequentsplicing request.
11. The methodas set forth in claim 6, wherein,

25

30

35

saidstep (a)comprisesafirstofsaid upper
streams attaching itself to a firstand a secondof
said upper ports;
said step (a) further comprises said first
stream
upper
causing a filename to be assigned
to said second upper port;
said step (b) comprises said first upper
stream causinga firstofsaid lowerstreamstobe
attached to a firstofsaid lower ports;
said step (c) comprisesa programmodule
executingin said user space causing data to be
moved downstream from itself into the queue
structure of said second upper port through a
data pipe logicallyconnected to said assigned ilename, and moving data upstream into itself
from the queue structure of said second upper
port throughsaid data pipe;
said step (d) comprises said first lower
stream movingdata downstreamfromthe queue
structure of said first lower port into itself, and
causing data to be moved upstream from itself
into the queuestructure of said first lower port;
said step (e) comprises said first upper
stream requesting said splice and unsplice routinetologicallysplice said second upperportand
said firstlower portto enabledata flow between
said data pipe connected programmodule and
said first lowerstream; and
said step (f) comprisessaid splicing and
unsplicing routine logically splicing said second
upperportand saidfirst lowerporttogetherin responseto said splicingrequest,thereby enabling
data flow betweensaid data pipeconnectedprogram moduleand said first lowerstream.

f

40

stream;

said step (f) comprisessaid splicing and
unsplicingroutine firstlogicallysplicingsaid second upper portand said first lower port together
in responseto saidfirstrequest,therebyenabling
dataflow betweensaid secondupperstreamand
said first lower stream, followed by said splicing
and unsplicingroutinelogicallysplicingsaid third
upper port and said firstlowerporttogether in response to said subsequent splicing request,
therebyenablingdataflow betweensaid third upper stream and said first lowerstream, and disabling data flow between said second upper
stream and said first lowerstream;
said step (g) comprises said first upper
stream making a first ownershipchangerequest
tosaid changeownershiproutineto changeownershipofsaid first lowerportfromsaid firstupper
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12.

An apparatuscomprising:
a first storagearea mappedinto a system
space, storing a plurality of upper ports staging
data being moved downstream from and upstreamto a pluralityofupperstreamsattachedto
said upper ports, wherein each of said upper
ports includesaqueuestructure and eachofsaid
upper streams includes at least one program
moduleexecutingin an user space;
a second storage area mapped into said
system space, storing a plurality of lower ports
staging data beingmoveddownstreamtoand upstreamfrom a pluralityoflowerstreams attached
to said lower ports, wherein each of said lower
ports includesaqueuestructure and eachofsaid
lower streams includes at least one program
moduleexecutingin said systemspace; and
an execution unit executing said upper
streams in at least said user space, said lower
streams

in

said

system

space,

and

a

splice/unsplice program module in said system
space, wherein said splice/unsplice program
module logically splices said upper and lower
ports together and unsplices said upperand lower ports from each other, thereby enables and
disablesdata flow betweensaid attached upper
and lowerstreams.
13. The apparatusas set forth in claim 12, wherein,
each of said queuestructures of said upper ports comprisesan upperwritequeue staging
data being moved downstream from an upper
stream, and an upper read queue staging data
being moved upstreamto the upper stream;
each ofsaid queuestructures of said low-

20

16. The apparatusas set forth in claim 12, wherein,

each ofsaid upper and lower ports further comprises a data area associated with the queue
structure storing a destination port identifier
identifyingone of said upper and lower ports as
data flow destination of the port, and a destination port status indicating whether the identified
upper or lower is still to be spliced or has been
splicedwith the port.

5

10

15

20

17. The apparatusas set forth in claim 12, wherein,
said executionunit is further executingan upper
write put routine in the system space,said upper
write put routine placing said data being moved
downstreaminto the queue structuresofsaid upper ports on behalfof said upper streams.
18. The apparatus as set forth in claim 12, wherein
said execution unit is further executing a lower
read put routine in the system space, said lower
read put routine placing said data being moved
upstream into the queuestructuresofsaid lower
ports on behalfofsaid lowerstreams.

25

19. The apparatusas set forth in claim 12, wherein,

said executionunit isfurther executinga plurality
of queue control routines in the system space,
said queuecontrol routinesmovingsaid data being moved downstreamand upstream between
the queue structures of said upper and lower

30

ports.

35

er ports comprisesa lower write queue staging
data beingmoved downstreamto a lowerstream,
and a lowerreadqueuestagingdata beingmoved

20. The apparatusas set forth in claim 12, wherein,
said executionunit isfurther executinga change
ownership routine in the system space, said
change ownershiproutine temporarilychanging
ownershipof said upper and lowerports among
said upper streams.

upstreamfrom the lowerstream.
40

14. The apparatusas set forth in claim 12, wherein,

each of said upper and lower ports further comprises a data area associatedwith the queue
structurestoringa portidentifier uniquely identifying the port, and a level indicator indicating
whether the port is an upper portor a lowerport.

45

21. The apparatusas set forth in claim 12, wherein,
said execution unit is further executinga query
ownership routine in the system space, said
query ownershiproutine responding to portownership queriesabout said upper and lower ports
by said upper streams.
22.

each of said upper and lower ports further comprises a data area associatedwith the queue
structure storing an owner identifier identifying
an original ownerupperstream ofthe port,an assignee identifier identifying a current assignee
ownerupper stream ofthe port, and an assignee
status denoting whether acceptance of ownership assignment is still to be given or has been
given by the current assignee owner upper
stream ofthe port.

A methodfor providing stream multiplexingsupport to a computer system comprising the steps

15. The apparatusas set forth in claim 12, wherein,

of:
50

55

11

(a) providing a firststorageareato bemapped
into a system space of the computersystem
forstoring a pluralityofupper ports to be used
for staging data being moved downstream
from and upstream to a plurality of upper
streams attachedto said upper ports,wherein each ofsaid upper ports includes a queue
structure and each ofsaid upper streams includesatleastone program moduleexecuting

EP 0 681 237 Al
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in an user space;
(b) providing a second storage area to be
mapped into said system space for storing a
plurality of lower ports to be used for staging
data being moved downstream to and upstream from a plurality of lower streams attached to said lower ports, wherein each of
said lower ports includes a queue structure
and each of said lower streams includes at
least one program moduleexecuting in said
system space; and
(c) providing an executionunitto be used for
executingsaid upper streams in at least said
userspace,said lowerstreams in said system
space, and a spl ice/unspi ice program module
in said system space, wherein said
splice/unsplice

program

module

5

10

15

logically

splices said upper and lower ports together
and unsplices said upper and lower ports
from each other, thereby enables and disables data flow betweensaid attachedupper
and lower streams.
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FIG. lB

a cache memory coupled to the disk array for storing data indicative of locations on the disk array and
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parity blocks associatedwith parity groups including
the locations. Each of the parity blocks includes an
identifier indicative of locations within a particular
parity group which are protected by the parity data.
Write logic reads the identifierfrom the parity block,
and based thereon, determines whether a disk location is not protected by the parity data. The write
logic also writes to the location and updates the
parity data and the identifier associated with the
parity block to include the location of the data block
to indicate that the location is protected.
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of the Invention

2

and write) the correspondingparity block to maintain consistency. For instance, if data block Dl in
FIG. 2A is to be written, the new value of P0 is

Field of the Invention

calculated as:

This invention relates generally to permanent
storage systems for digital information, especially
those of the disk type, and more particularlyto disk
array systems which create and store parity blocks
in order to facilitate recovery from a disk failure.

S

new P0 = (old Dl XOR new Dl XOR old P0)

io
Related Art

A Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks

(RAID) has been proposed as a low cost alternative

to a single Large Expensive Disk (SLED) for providing large storage of digital information with high
throughput. The theory of RAID is to use relatively

15

inexpensive disks, which may individually have a
higher chance of failure than more expensive disks,

and compensating for this higher failure rate by
adding redundancy by creating and storing parity
blocks to facilitate recovery from a disk failure.
FIG. 1A shows a disk array subsystem architecture on which a RAID organization can be
implemented. A disk controller 30 connected to a
host system 10, and having a cache 31 manages
an array of inexpensive disks 40-43. In a RAID
organization with a total of N + 1 disks, one parity
block is created for each N data blocks, and each
of these N + 1 blocks (N data blocks plus one parity
block) is stored on a different disk. In one implementation, a parity block is computed from the
N data blocks by computing a bitwise "Exclusive
Or" (XOR) of the N data blocks. The parity block
along with the N data blocks from which that parity
block was computed are called a parity group. Any
block in a parity group can be computed from the
other blocks of that parity group.
In "A Case for Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID)", Proc. of ACM SIGMOD International Conference on Management of Data, pp.
109-116, 1988, incorporated herein by reference,
D. A. Patterson, G. Gibson and R. H. Katz describe
five types of disk arrays classified as RAID levels 1
through 5. Of particular interestare disk arrays with
an organization of RAID level 5, because the parity
blocks in such a RAID type are distributed evenly
across all disks, and therefore cause no bottleneck
problems.
One shortcoming of the RAID environment is
that a disk write operation is far more expensive
than on a SLED, because a data write on RAID
requiresas many as four disk access operationsas
compared with two disk access operations on a
SLED. Whenever the disk controller in a RAID
organization receives a request to write a data
block, it must not only update (i.e., read and write)
the data block, but it also must update (i.e., read
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Therefore, the followingfour disk access operations
are required: (1) read the old data block Dl; (2)
read the old parity block P0; (3) write the new data
block Dl; and (4) write the new parity block P0.

The reads must be completed before the writes
can be started.
In "Performanceof Disk Arrays in Transaction
Processing Environments", Proc. of International
Conference on DistributedComputing Systems, pp.
302-309, 1992, J. Menon and D. Mattson teach that
caching or buffering storage blocks at the disk
controller can improve the performanceof a RAID
disk array subsystem. If there is a disk cache, the
pre-reading from the disk array of a block to be
replaced can be avoided if the block is in the
cache. Furthermore, if the parity block for each
parity group is also stored in the cache, then both
reads from the disk array can be avoided if the
parity block is in the cache.
Commonly assigned and co-pending United
States Patent Application 07/017,920, filed February 16, 1993 (IBM Docket Y0993-013),describes
a system wherein parity blocks from high write
activity parity groups are stored in a cache buffer
in order to reduce the number of disk accesses
during updating.
A drawback of prior schemes is that at any
given time, various data blocks within a given parity
group may not contain useful data. For example,
some of the data blocks may not have been used,
while others, although previously used, may have
been freed by the operating system. Thus, while
each parity block is assigned to a group of data
blocks, each parity block bit depends on all corresponding data block bits, regardless of whether
the data block is in use.
Summaryof the Invention
The present invention eliminates the drawbacks
discussed above. The present invention is a system for writing data to a disk array wherein a parity
block can provide parity information either for all
data blocks within its parity group or for any arbitrary subset of these data blocks. This allows
parity information to be stored only for data blocks
that are currently in use. The system includes a
cache memory coupled to the disk array for storing
parity blocks associated with parity groups comprising respective locations. In accordancewith the
present invention, each of the parity blocks in-
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cludes an identifier indicative of data blocks within
a particularparity group which are protectedby the
parity data. Write logic, coupled to the cache memory and the disk array, includes means for reading
the identifierand determining whether a destination
block is not protected by the parity data. The write
logic also includes write means for writing to the
unprotected location and update means for updating the parity data and the identifierassociated with
the parity block including the location, to indicate
that the location is protected.
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Brief Description of the Drawings
The present invention will be better understood
reference
to the drawings, in which:
by
FIG. 1A
is a block diagram illustrating the
architecture of a disk array subFIG. lB

FIG. 2A

FIG. 2

15

system;

is a block diagram illustrating the
architecture of a disk array subsystem in which the present invention is implemented;
is a conventional RAID level 5 data
mapping showing the placement of
data and parity blocks;
is a partitioned parity/data disk

20

25

cache;
FIG. 3

is a flow chart of a single block write
according to an embodimentof the

30

present invention;
FIG. 4

FIG. 5

is a flow chart of a free blocks command according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
is a block diagram describing the
parity and identifier blocks of the

35

present invention.
Detailed Description

of the Preferred Embodiment
40

The present invention may be practiced on the
disk array subsystem shown in FIG. 1B, which
includes a disk controller 30 having a cache memory 31 and an array of disks 40, 41, 42, and 43.
The cache memory 31 is divided into two partitions: a data partition 31a for buffering data blocks
and a parity partition 31b for buffering parity
blocks. The data partition 31a and the parity partition 31 b are independentlyaccessible by the cache
controller. In accordance with an embodiment of
the present invention, data block writes are performed under control of variable write protection
logic 32, which is connectedto both partitions 31a
and 31b of the cache 31. The data mapping in the
disk array 40-43 of the preferred embodimentto be
described is a RAID level 5 (RAID V) mapping.
FIG. 2 represents the data structures used by
the disk controller 30 for its caches 31a and 31b.
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When block 202 is given a stripe's ID, RAID V
determines which disk has the parity and the numbering of data blocks on the other disks. The disk
controller then works with real disk addresses.
Cache directories204 and 206 are implementedas
hash tables, one for the parity cache and one for
the data cache. Given a disk block address, the
hash table is consulted to determine whether or not
the data having the address is in the cache, and if
it is in the cache, where it is. A hash table entry for
a block in the parity cache points to a least recently used (LRU) stack 208. The address of the
LRU stack entry determines where the actual data
is, since there is a one-to-one correspondence between LRU stack entries and cache blocks. To
compute the address of data, use (cache space
base address) + (block size)* (LRU stack entry
address - LRU stack base address)/(LRU stack
entry length). LRU stack 210 entries have a data
block address field.
In operation, each cache is used in the following way: (1) each time a parity/datablock is accessed, it is moved from its current position to the
most recently used (MRU) position in the LRU
stack; (2) when space is needed to read-in a parity/data block, the cache space for the LRU block is
freed, the block is read into this location, placed at
the MRU position, and the cache directory is updated accordingly.
In a preferred embodiment, an LRU stack is
implemented as a doubly-linked list, or chain, of
fixed size entries. Each entry may have information
about the object for which it is a LRU stack. In this
case, a pointer to the cache block is unnecessary if
address computation techniques are used. Each
entry may also have information about two pointers, one to the next MRU entry (or NIL if it is the
MRU entry) and one to the next LRU entry (or NIL
if it is the LRU entry). The LRU stack can be
implemented in software, since entries can be
moved anywhere out of the middle of the stack and
then put on the top of the stack with a few instructions.
FIG. 2A shows a RAID level 5 data mapping.In
a RAID level 5 system with a total of N + 1 disks,
each parity group includes N data blocks and a
parity block. The traditional approach is to divide
data blocks into parity groups, such as that shown
in FIG. 2A. In FIG. 2A, for example, data blocks DO,
Dl, D2 and D3 and parity block P0 form a parity
group. In FIG. 2A parity blocks are labelled 100,
101, 102, 103, and 104. Parity block P0 (labelled
100), therefore, is the XOR of data blocks DO
(labelled 110), Dl (labelled 111), D2 (labelled 112),
and D3 (labelled 113). In accordance with the
present invention, for each data block update request from the host system 10 to the disk controller 30, if the correspondingparity block is already
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in the control unit cache 31, three physical disk
access operations are required for a data update:
1) read the old data; and 2) write the new data; 3)
write the new parity block.
In accordance with an embodiment of the
present invention, each of the parity blocks includes an identifier, or "prefix", which indicates
which of the data blocks in the parity group are
protected. When the host system 10 sends a write
command to the disk controller 30, variable write
protection logic 32 reads the prefix from the relevant parity block in the cache memory 31. In
instances where the parity block prefix associated
with a parity group (or "stripe") to be written-to
indicates that a particular data block is not protected by the parity, the old parity is XOR'ed with
the new data block, the prefix is updated to indicate that the data block is protected, the new
data is written to the data block on disk, and the
new parity block is written to disk. Thus, the step of
reading the old data from the disk is avoided

5
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microprocessor.
The logic starts when the disk controller receives a write command from the host processor
10. The write command includes the data block,
and the write address. Also included in the write
command is a flag, set by the host file system,
which indicates whetherthe entire stripe consists of

free (i.e., unused)space.
In step 302 the disk controller examines the
free stripe flag to determine whether the entire
stripe to which the data block belongs is free. If the
entire stripe is free, in step 304 the disk controller
sets the stripe's parity block P equal to the data
block D (P= D). Also, data block D is marked as
protected in the free blocks bit vector. It is noted
that this operation requires no reads from the
cache or disk. In step 306 the controller writes P
and D to the disk.
If, in step 302, the disk controller determines
that the entire stripe is not free, in step 308 the
controller determines if the parity block P is in the
cache 31 by means of hash table 304. If not, in
step 310 the controllerdetermines if the data block
being replaced 0 is in the cache 31. If yes, in step
312 the controller reads P from the disk. If not, in
step 314 the controller reads both P and from the

If from step 324 it is determined that is not
15

protected, in step 320 the controllerdeterminesthe
new parity value as P = P XOR D and then marks
D as protected. Then step 306 is performed. It is
noted that in step 320 all values are taken from the
cache and thus no reads are required from the
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disk.

Next, in step 316 the controller examines the
parity block prefix to determine whether is protected. If yes, in step 318 the controller determines
the new value for the parity P as P = P XOR XOR

D. Then, in step 306, P and D are written to the
disk. If is not protected, in step 320 the new value
for P is determined as P = P XOR D and D is
marked as protected in the block prefix. Then, in
step 306, P and D are written to the disk.
If in step 308 it is determined that P is in the
cache, in step 324 the controller examines the
parity block prefix to determine whether is protected. If yes, in step 326 the disk controllerdetermines whether is in the cache. If yes, steps 318,
and 306 are performed. If not, is read from the disk
in step 328 and then steps 318 and 306 are performed.

completely.

A flow chart of the variable protection single
block write logic 32 in accordance with the invention is illustrated in FIG. 3. This variable protection
write logic 32 can be embodied as a microcode
control program executing on the disk controller's
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In a preferred embodiment,disk space is managed by a component of the host operating system
known as the file system. The file system is responsible for mapping logical entities known as
files and directoriesto physical space on disk, and
for managing the free (unused) disk space. For
example, when it is necessaryto create a new file,
or to extend an existing file, the file system may
allocate existing free space for this purpose,so that
the free space becomes non-free (i.e., in use).
Conversely, when files are deleted, or when the
space necessary to store a file decreases, previously in-use space may become free. In order to
optimize the performance of disk writes to free
space, and in order to speed recovery after a disk
failure, it is desirable that free disk blocks be
unprotected. For this purpose, a "Free Blocks
Command" is provided to the disk controller, the
logic of which is shown in FIG. 4. This command
can be issued by the file system, for example,
either whenever previously in-use space is made
free in any given stripe S, or else in batches (a
batch consisting of one command for each stripe
containing protected free space which it is desired
to make unprotected), periodically, as determined
by a given time interval, or by a threshold amount
of protected free space having accumulated,etc.
The "Free Blocks Command" of FIG. 4 operates as follows: First, in step 402 the cache
maintenance program determines if P is in the
cache. If not, in step 404 P is read from disk into
the cache. Next, in step 406, the program determines whetherthe number of blocks to be freed (k)
is equal to the number of blocks in the stripe (N)
(not counting P). If the entire stripe (exceptfor P) is
to be freed, in step 408 all of the data blocks are
marked unprotected. In step 410, each of the
blocks Bj to be freed which are stored in cache is
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marked as free cache space. Then in step 412, the
new parity block is written to the disk.
If less than the entire stripe of data blocks is to
be freed, then in step 414 the number of in-use
data blocks (d) which are not stored in cache is
determined. d is the number of data blocks that
have to be read from disk to compute parity by
XORing all in-use data blocks. In step 416, the
number b of protected data blocks to be freed that
are not in the cache is determined. b is the number

5
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of blocks that need to be read from the disk if
parity is recomputed by subtracting out the protected blocks that are becoming unprotected.
Next, in step 415 it is determinedwhether d is
less than or equal to b. The purpose of this step is
to do the minimum numberof I/O operationsof the
two alternatives. If d is less than or equal to b, in
step 418 all of the in-use data blocks not in the
cache are read from disk and then in step 420 the
parity is recomputed by XORing all of the data
blocks Dl ... Dn with one another. If, on the other
hand, d is greater than b, in step 422 all of the
protected data blocks not in the cache are read
from disk and then in step 424 each data block Bj
to be freed is XOR'ed with the parity block P. This
operation subtracts the protected data blocks Bj to
be freed out of the parity block.
In step 426, all of the blocks Bj being freed are
marked as unprotected by clearing their entries in
the relevant block prefix. Then, steps 410 and 412
are performedas previously described.
FIGS. 5A-5C show some examplesof how paris
ity determined using a parity block prefix 502 in
accordancewith the present invention. An embodiment having four data blocks and one parity block
per stripe (parity group) is shown. The prefix is
mapped such that each data block Dn has a position in the prefix. A zero indicates that the respective data block is not included in the parity calculation, and a 1 indicates that the data block is included in the parity calculation.
In FIG. 5A, data blocks D9, D10 and Dli are
free, thus only data block D8 is protected by the
parity block P2. The prefix 502a is set to 1000
(binary) to indicate that the parity bits 504a of
parity block P2 were generated only from block D8.
The three zeros indicate that the remaining three
data blocks are unprotected.
In FIG. SB, it is assumed that the controller
needs to perform a write to block D10. By examining the old parity block prefix 502a the controller
determines that only block D8 is protected by the
parity bits, and thus the new parity is calculated as
P=D8 XOR D10, or P = D10 XOR old P, and is
stored in parity block 504b.
In FIG. SC, it is assumed that the controller
needs to perform a write to block D9. The old
parity 502b indicates that block D9 is not pro-
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tected. Thus, the new parity is calculatedas P = D8
XOR D9 XOR D10, or P = D9 XOR old P. P is
stored in parity block 504c, and prefix updated as
shown in 502c.
With the RAID S with free blocks parity system
of the present invention, if a disk in the disk array
fails, the recovery scenario is the same as that of a
standard RAID disk array. The missing block in
each parity group having a block on the failed disk
is derived from the other blocks of its parity group
on other disks. An advantage during recovery, however, is that in the present system the prefix provides a map of the data blocks described by the
parity block. Reconstruction of unused data blocks,
therefore,is unnecessary.
In the event of a single disk failure, the contents of the disk in prior RAID architecture disk
systems can be reconstructed. Essentially, for each
block of the failed disk, if it is a parity block, then
the parity information is re-computed,and if it is a
data block, then its contents can be reconstructed
using all other data blocks in the stripe, together
with the parity block for the stripe.
Using the variable stripe protection scheme of
the current invention, reconstruction takes place as
follows. First, suppose the block on the failed disk
is a data block. From the parity block for the stripe,
it can be determined if the block is protected or
unprotected. If it is protected,then its contentsare
reconstructed as described above, except that only
the other protected data blocks (together with the
parity block) in the stripe are used. If only a few
other blocks are protected, this results in I/O savings (as compared to prior art methods),and hence
faster disk recovery, with increasing savings for
fewer protected blocks in each stripe. The other
case is that the data block is unprotected. In this
case, no further action is necessary, which clearly
is a large improvementover prior art methods. In
particular, note that if the failed disk contains large
amounts of unprotected (free) space, disk recovery
will be extremely fast as comparedto the prior disk

reconstruction methods.
Next, suppose the block on the failed disk is a
parity block. In this case there are two methods for
reconstructing the block. First, if it is desired to
have the disk reconstruction proceed independently of a host system, then it is necessary to make
the worst-case assumption that all data blocks in
the stripe are valid (in-use)blocks. In this case, the
parity block is found by computing the parity of all
data blocks in the stripe, and furthermore, all data
blocks are marked as protected in the parity block
prefix area.
A second method, which involves communication with a host system, is as follows. For each

parity block on the failed disk, the disk controller
queries a host file system for the status (free or inS
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of the data blocks in the stripe. The host file
system returns a bit-vector indicating, for each
block in the stripe, whether it is free. Each such
free block is marked as unprotected, and the other

for one or more data blocks in its stripe and an
identifier identifyingprotected data blocks in its
stripe; and
write logic coupled to the cache memory and
the disk array, the write logic including:
means for determining whether or not a location is protected by the parity data;
means for writing data to a selected location;
means for computing new parity data and updating the identifier associated with the new
parity data if necessary to indicate that the
selected location is protected.

use)

data blocks in the stripe are marked as protected.
Finally, parity is computed for the protected blocks
in the stripe, thus reconstructing the parity block on
the failed disk. If fewer than all of the data blocks
are protected in a stripe, this also is an improvement over prior methods, since only the protected
blocks need to be read from disk to recomputethe
parity block.
In summary, the present invention reduces the
number of required reads and writes when fewer
than all data blocks within a stripe are protected by
the parity block. Specifically,the parity blocks include identifiers which classify each data block as
being either: protected data, i.e., data for which
parity information has been computed and stored
in the parity block; or unprotected data, i.e., data
for which there is no stored parity information. A
data block in the latter category should always be a
block that is not in use. Additionally,data blocks in
the first (protected) category may be further classified as being in use or not in use. The case in
which a protected data block contains data that is
not in use may arise, for example, when information in the given block is updated and written to
another disk location, or when the information becomes obsolete and the disk space containing the
data is freed by the operating system. Writes to
unprotected data blocks are performed without first
determining the current block contents, as these
are not included in the current parity information.
Further, data blocks that are protected, but not in
use, can be converted to unprotected blocks by
recomputing parity information for the in-use data
blocks. In a preferred embodiment, the system
utilizes a cache memory whose contents include a
number of data and parity blocks, as well as write
logic which reads and modifies prefixes in parity
blocks so as to determine the actions required for
reading and writing blocks of each type.
While the invention has been particularly
shown and described with reference to preferred
embodiments thereof, it will be understood by
those skilled in the art that various changes in form
and details may be made therein departing from
the spirit and scope of the invention.
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2.
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3.

The system according to claim 2, including
means for reading from the disk array a block
of data as it is freed.

4.

The system according to claim 2, further comprising means for determining an optimal set
of blocks to read from disk so as to recompute
the parity data.

5.

The system according to claim 2, further comprising means for reading from the disk array a
plurality of blocks of data after they have been

25
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freed.
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6.

A method of writing new data to disk in a
redundant array of inexpensive disks, comprising:

40
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A system for writing data to a disk

array,
comprising:
a cache memory coupled to the disk array, the
cache memory storing one or more parity
blocks associated with stripes of disk data
blocks, each parity block including parity data

The system according to claim 1, further comprising:
means for reading from the disk array a block
of data after it has been freed; and
means for recomputing parity data and updating the identifier associated with the recomputed parity data to reflect the freeing of the
block of data.

15

Claims
1.

10

55

storing the new data in a cache memory;
computinga parity block for in-use data blocks
of a group of data blocks in the disk array;
attaching to the parity block an identifier indicating which data blocks of the group of data
blocks are in use;
choosing a destination data block for the new
data;
determining whether the destination block belongs to a group of free data blocks, and if so,
setting the parity block using only the new
data, and writing the set parity block and the
new data to disk; otherwise, determining from
the identifier whether the destination block is
protected by the parity block;
if so, using the new data, the destination block

and the parity block to compute a new parity
block reflecting the new data and writing the
new parity block to cache and disk;
6
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if not, computing a new parity block reflecting
the new data, writing the new parity block to
cache and disk and updating the identifier to
indicate that the destination block is now protected by the parity block.
7.

The method of claim 6, wherein if the destination block is protected by the parity block and
if the contents of the destination block are not
stored in cache, reading the contents of the
destination block from disk prior to computing
the new parity block.

5
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the number of data blocks in the group, each
bit correspondingto a different one of the data
blocks in the group, and wherein the step of
updating the identifier comprises changing the
state of the bit correspondingto the block to
be reclassified.
15. The method accordingto claim 11, whereinthe
parity block and each of the data blocks in the
group are stored on a different disk in the
array.
16. The method accordingto claim 11, whereinthe

8.

9.

The method of claim 7, wherein the parity
block and each of the blocks in the group of
data blocks are stored on a differentdisk in the
disk array.
The method according to claim 6, wherein if
the parity block is not stored in cache, reading
the parity block and the identifier from disk
prior to the step of determining whether the
destination block is protected.

of claim 6, whereinthe new parity
block is computed by XORing the new data
block and the parity block.

10. The method

11.

15
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A method of accountingfor unuseddata blocks
in

a redundant array of inexpensive disks,

30

comprising:

computing a parity block for data blocks in a
group of data blocks stored on the disks;
attaching to the parity block an identifier indicating which blocks of the group are in use;
when a block is to be reclassified from in-use
to unused, computinga new parity block using
the parity block and the data in the block to be
reclassified, and updating the identifier to indicate that the block to be reclassified is not
protected by the new parity block.
12. The method accordingto claim 11, whereinthe
array has an associated cache memory, and
wherein if the parity block and identifierare not
stored in the cache memory, reading the parity

35
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45

block and identifier from disk prior to the step

of computinga new parity block.
13. The method accordingto claim 11, whereinthe
array has an associated cache memory, and if
the data block to be reclassified is not stored
in the cache memory, reading the data block
to be reclassified from disk prior to the step of
computing a new parity block.

50

55

14. The method accordingto claim 11, whereinthe

identifier comprises a number of bits equal to
7

step of computing a new parity block comprises XORingthe parity block and the data in
the block to be reclassified.
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A sealed protective containerfor the underground installation of reservoirs containing
liquefied gases under pressure

A sealed protective container (1,2) for the
underground installation of a cylindrical reservoir (11)
containing gas under pressure, with the cylinder axis
lying horizontally,comprising a housing shell (1,2) for the
reservoir(11) with the formation of an interspace (53)
between the shell and the reservoir, an upper hatch(26)
for accessto the interspace and means(8,9) ofsupportingthe reservoir adapted to allowrotation ofthe reservoir

(11)aboutthe cylinder axis, so that the inspection of the
reservoir lowersurfacecan takeplacethroughthe hatch
as the reservoir is rotated. As a possible alternative, the
shell isformed oftwotightlycoupled half-shells, an upper
one and a lower one, and the inspection of the whole
surfaceof the reservoir can take placeby removing the
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between the shell and the reservoir miniaturized
remote inspection instruments (TVcameras and the
like) guided alongsuitable tracks laid inside theshell
for checking the surfacestateof the lower portionof
thereservoirwhich, absentatthe momentadequate
experimental ascertainments, is considered to be
the reservoir portion which is more exposed to the
risk of corrosion.
It is evident that this solution meets the require-

Description
The present invention relatesto a sealed protective
container for the underground installation of reservoirs
containing liquefied gases under pressure, usuallyfuel
gases.

Theinvention alsorelates tothe underground installation as implemented using said sealedprotective container.
As is known, reservoirs containing liquefied gases
under pressureare mainly installed aboveground in the
proximities ofthe gas utilization sites, which maybe factories, restaurants, or homes.
In the lattercase,and especially in the presenceof
a garden, the above-ground installation ofthe reservoirs
represents an unsightly point which cannot always be
suitablydisguised.
In addition, safety regulations require that an area
be left clear around the reservoir, and suitablyfenced off
if necessary, whereinthe use of free flames should be
avoided, as shouldunauthorized access or access with
vehicleswhich couldimpairthe system integrity.
Toobviate this drawback, it has beenknown to have
recourse to underground installation of the reservoirs.
In this case, the buryingis not carried out directly,
but rather in a suitablywaterproofed concrete ditch to
which access by personnel or inspection instruments
shouldbe allowed to ascertain thestate of the reservoir.
Recently, to obviate the cost and time for the completionofthemasonrywork,the underground installation
ofthe reservoirs in fabricated sealedchambers comprising a plastics shell, preferably of high-density polyethylene, has beenproposed.
The interspace between the reservoir and the shell
may be pressurized or filled with inert substances and
ensures at all events a more effective protection against
corrosion of the reservoir, despite it being painted, as
may be due to stray currents, water beds, rainwater
impregnating the soil, and humic acids.
Despitethe protection afforded by theplasticsshell,
the sealedhousing, and the thermalinsulation afforded
by underground installation, which limits the thermal
excursions to which the reservoiris subjected and prevents direct exposure to electromagnetic radiation, in
particularsolar radiation, itsdeterioration and corrosion
cannot be ruled out completely.
The regulations of the various countries, therefore,
enforce the requirement that in these installations the
reservoir should be surveyable periodically on a many
year basis.
To meetthis requirement the technology of underground installation within a plastics shell provides, in
connection withthe shapeofthe reservoirs which istypically a cylindrical one, two types of installations and
solutions:
-
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Installation ofthe reservoir withthecylinderaxishorizontal housed within a sealed plastics shell providedwitha hatchfor introducing intotheinterspace

2

mentfor surveyability only in part.
Installation ofthereservoirwiththe cylinder axisvertical housed in a well-like shell having atop closure
cover, removable with a minimum of earthmoving to
permit of periodical removal and inspection of the
reservoir.

Thissolution, which appearsto be most promising,
affords the indisputed advantage that it allows the reservoir to be thoroughly inspected, but in relationto the
weight of the samewhich maybe in the 300 to 1000kg
range even whenempty, requires theintervention of suitable hoisting and handling means and accordingly
entails a highcost of the inspection operations.
Inaddition, it requiresthe use of reservoirs withoutlet plug, inlet plug and measurement accessories
located on one end whereasthe reservoirs currently
available commercially are designed for installation with
the cylider axishorizontal and outlet, inletand measurementarrangements laid on a generatrix line of the cylinder.
Thus, these reservoirs cannot be used in vertical
axis installations.
These limitations anddrawbacks areremoved bythe
use of the sealed protective containerand the underground installation forming the subject-matter of the
present invention, wherein the essentially cylindrical
plastics shell designed for underground installation and
to enclose the reservoirwith the cylinder axis horizontal
isprovided with means of supporting the reservoir which
allowfor its rotation about its axis.
Inthis way, the inspection ofthe entiresurface of the
reservoir is permitted in an integral and reliable fashion
by the technician directlyor occasionally with the aid of
simple instruments, such as mirrors and endoscopes,
and can be readily supplemented with more sophisticatedchecks suchasultrasound testing, withoutthereservoirhaving to be removed from its housingbyjust the
rotation of the reservoir aboutits axis.
This type of installation allows inter alia reservoirs
alreadyinstalled above ground to be regenerated and
re-used, withoutmodifications tothesame, excepting for
thepossible removal oftheir restfeet, whereintegral with
the reservoir.
It also allows replacement of the underground reservoirs when madenecessaryby safety considerations
afterinspection, withoutafreshinstallation under ground
having to be arranged for, therebysaving the installation
investment made already.

3
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Thefeaturesand advantages ofthe invention will be
more clearly apparent from the following description,
given with reference to non-limitative examples of practical implementation illustrated by the accompanying
drawings, in which:
5
Figure 1 is a diametrical section view of a first form
of the sealed protective containeraccording to the
invention, as inserted into a ditchdug inthe ground;
Figure 2 is a sectional view of the container taken

along section line A-A in Figure 1;
Figure 3 is a sectional view of the container taken
along line B-B in Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a sectional view of a construction detail
of the container;
Figure 5 shows in sectionafirstvariation ofthe construction detail in Figure 4;
Figure 6 showsin sectiona second variationof the
construction detailin Figure 4;
Figure 7showsin section a third variation oftheconstruction detail in Figure 4;
Figure 8 showsin section avariationofthe container
construction in Figure 1;
Figure 9is asectional viewofthe container in Figure
8 taken along line C-C in said figure;
Figure 10 is a sectional viewof the container in Figure 8 takenalong line D-D in said figure.
With reference to Figures 1 to 7, the protective containerconsistsof two flangedhalf-shells, a lowerone 1
and upper one 2, respectively, having a generally semicyclindrical shape, preferably with annularstiffening rib
formations 51 for the semicylindrical section which
impartat the sametime increased flexibilityto the halfshells in the axial direction and an easier coupling of the
flanges with the recovery of any deformations induced
by the manufacturing process.
The two half-shells are preferably but not necessarily madeof plastics, specifically high-density polyethylene and formed by the spin moldingtechnique as one
piecewhichisthen cut intothetwo half-shells atthecouplingflanges3, 4.
Clearly the two half-shells can also be made of
anothermaterial or by anothertechnology, for example
of glass-reinforced resin or sheet metal and in the
extremepre-fabricated of a suitablywaterproofed reinforced concrete.
However, the spin molding techniqueis preferable
because it allows, by the same shell forming operation
and using low-cost molds, all of the more appropriate
construction detailsfor the application to be obtained.
For example, Figure 4showsinsectionthe construction detail of the flanges 3 and 4 of the two half-shells
which can be readily obtained as solid elements of
greaterthickness than, up to twiceas thick as, the half
shells 1, 2 and illustratively 14-16 mm thick.
The coupling of the two half-shells, following the
interposition of a resilient sealing gasket 13, is obtained
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by boltingthe flanges3, 4 withbolts such as 12 distributed over the spread oftheflanges.
The bolt seats can also be obtained in the course of
the spin moldingprocess, as can be the overlapping lip
14in the two half-shells (which mayalso beintegralwith
thelowerhalf-shell andorientedupwards) andapossible
ear 15for closing exteriorly thejoint, which ear protects,
with the container under ground, from water and dirt
seepage throughthe joint.
In one or both oftheflangesa gasketreceiving seat
13 mayalso be formed.
The spin moldingtechniquealso allows, as shown
in Figure 5, hollow flanges to be obtained with a thickness more than twice the thickness of the half-shells,
withbolt seatspre-formed and not communicated to the
interiorof the container which stiffen the flanges locally
in the compression stressed areas.
As illustrated by Figure 6, thesealedcoupling ofthe
flanges may also be obtained, instead of by bolting, by
thermoplastic weldingofthe joint,withthe possible contribution of thermoplastic material (having a lower plasticization temperature or higher plasticity) in the form of
a tape 21 laid between the two flanges3, 4.
Also possible, as illustrated by Figure7, is the coupling with a plurality of metal or plastics snap-onstraddlers 52 or a continual C-shaped band forced gradually
onto the edge of the flanges, suitably raisedto ensure
stable holding for the hitch.
Formed in the lower half-shell 1 are four or more
shaft supports 5, 6, 7for fouror more rubber tiredwheels
orrollers8, 9, 10 which formoneormorepairs ofsaddles
on which a cylindrical reservoir 11 rests freeto rotate
aboutitsown axisand separated fromthe hollowformed
by the half-shells 1 and 2 by an interspace 53.
Sincethe surface of the reservoir 11 is protected by

a protective coating, usually paint, a plastics jacket,

40

45

epoxy resin and the like, even in combination, the
numberof the rollers, their dimensions and the coating
material thereof are selected toprovidea convenient surfaceof contact withthereservoirsuchas toavoid contact
pressures which coulddamagethe protective coating of
the reservoir.
The shaft supports 5, 6, 7 can easily be formedas
particularlystrongrest forks in the same manner as the
flanges 3, 4 of Figures 4, 5 are formed or occasionally
alsoas solid ribs extending internally andbored afterthe
forming operation.

50

55

3

Also in thelowerhalf-shell 1, thereare formed, preferablyby the same techniqueas previously described,
anchoring eyebolts 16, 17, 18 through which metal
clamps19, 20 are passed and embedded intoafoundation slab 52 of reinforced concrete.
The slab external of the container, functions to providethe containerwithan adequate and rigidsupporting
foundation which by anchoring to the container also
ensures compensation for any hydrostatic thrusts
exerted on the container by a soddensoil.
Reservoirs for liquefied gases under pressureare
provided, onageneratrixofthecylinder, withatleastone

5
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fill fitting 22, a safetyvalve23 and a pressure gauge 24
which havea certain radialbulk external of the reservoir
cylindrical surface.
To permitof full rotation ofthe reservoir throughan
arc of 3600 aboutits cylinder axis, the container formed
of the half-shells 1, 2 is clearly dimensioned with a
greaterinsideradius than this radialbulk, at leastat the
sections corresponding to the axial positions of the
accessories on the reservoir surface.

Thegastappingcantakeplace throughthe pressure
gauge fitting24, or a further outletfitting25, via a pressure reliever installed of preference directlyon the fitting
and not shown, which producesa first pressure drop
stageat the outlet, e.g. from 17.5 bar to 1.5 bar.

A liquid phasetap fitting mayalso be provided.
The container is provided with at least one towertype hatch 26 which allows the accessories to be
accessed for the application ofloadand tap connections
and possibleinspection.
The hatchtower is closed by one or more screw-on
or hinge coverlids 27, 28 (or even bayonet or plain reston types) which constitute the single part not under
ground and are preferably made, as described in EuropeanPatent Application No. 9383024.9 bythis applicant,
witha treadable and fire-resisting structure.
Expediently, the turret 26 is provided with tight
unions 29 for passing a gas tappingunderground pipe
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In liquefied gas reservoirs buried under ground it is
essential to avoid that any gas leakage past the fittings
affect the whole free interspace between the container
and the outer surface of the reservoir and any leakout
mustbe confined withinasreducedavolume as possible
suchas that of the hatch.
This is the more important with the container
described whereinthe container diameteris comparativelylarger, at leastatthe axial position of the accessories than the reservoir diameter.
The separation of the two volumes is obtained by a
resilient torus ordoughnut 31, e.g. offoamed rubber coveredwith an impervious sheath or preferably consisting
of an air bladder of the automotive kind, inflatable
througha valveto a suitable pressure.
The torus 31 is partwayreceived in a toroidalseat
32 formed in the upper half-shell 2 around a fitting
between the half-shell and the hatch 26 wall.
Expediently,formedinthe half-shell attheupper portion of the upper half-shell 2 is a rectilinear channel33
which, while breaking the continuityof the various ribs,
extendsfor the full lengthofthe half-shell and ensures a
constant and adequate passagesection for inspection
instruments, such as endoscopes or simple mirrors
mounted on telescopicarms and associated with light
sources.
Thefunctionalityofthe containerdescribedand the
mannerof its installation are evident.
Oncean underground installation ditch is prepared
with a level, and occasionally consolidated with mortar
bed, rest surface, the lower half-shell 1, provided with
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6

anchoring clampsfitted throughthe eyebolts 16, 17, 18
and forming theframe for the uniform mat, is laid into the
ditch.
The uniform mat isthen completed by thecastingof
a suitablevolume of concrete mix.
Subsequently, the reservoir 11 is laid onto the supportingrollersandthe upper half-shell 2iscoupledtothe
lowerone 1 bytightening the boltsorweldingthejoint in
situ.
Alternatively, the assembling of the container with
the incorporated reservoir maybe carriedout at factory.
In this case, the installation can take place using
suitable removable slings or using as hoisting eyebolts
the veryeyebolts arranged for anchoring onthe uniform
mat.
It is also suitable that removable anchors be provided between the reservoir and the container for transport.
Once the resilient doughnut 31 is disposed in its
seat, if notalreadythere, the connection canbe madeof
the reservoir tothe gas tappingpipe(orpipes)and after
closing the hatch the container can be covered with
earth, leavingthe hatch coverflushwiththeground level.
By opening the hatch, without removing earth, it is
possible to proceedwith periodical refillingof the reservoir and periodical checking for gas leaks.
Also by opening the hatch and without removing
earth, it is possible to perform, with the periodicity
enforced by law, checks on the state ofthe reservoir.
Thisoperation is preferably carriedout withthe res-

ervoirempty.
After removing the resilient doughnut 31 from its
seat it becomes possible, with a minimum of effort, to
rotate the reservoir on the supporting rollers so as to
bring the various generatrix lines of the reservoir one
after anotherto the inspection channel 33 in the upper
half-shell and visuallycheck, occasionally withthe aid of
an endoscope or periscope, the state of the wholereservoirsurfaceand in particularits lower surfaceand rest
areas, which arethose morelikelytobeaffected by ageing and the risk of corrosion.
If necessary, withthe visual inspection theremaybe
associated moresophisticated forms of checking, such
astheacoustic and mechanical response ofthe reservoir
protective coating tostrikingor ultrasonic checking ofthe
thickness and the integrityofthesheetmetalcomprising
the reservoir.
Corrosion may indeed be internalof the reservoir
and due to progressive buildup in the reservoir of gas
contaminants of higher specificdensityand lowervolatility, such as water.
To facilitate the reservoir rotation, a band provided
withhandgrips or equivalent means (also forthepurpose
ofstaticbalancing) maybe associated withthe reservoir.
Advantageously, thebandmayalsobe provided with
a toothing co-operating with drive members which may
be installed, eitherpermanentlyoronthe occasion ofthe
inspections, inthe hatch, aspurposelyprovided withsuitablesupportsfor anchoring the motor.

7
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It should be noted that if the inspection reveals a
need for replacement of the reservoir, this can be done
by removing a limited volume of the covering earth and
removing the upper half-shell alone.
Inthisway, the investment madefor theunderground 5
installation can be largelysaved because the removal of
the lower half-shell, fresh digging operation for burying
the lowerhalf-shell, and fresh casting of a uniform mat,
are now unnecessary.
Also in the case of the half-shells beingwelded to 10
each other it is possible to perform in situ an operation
of cuttingand separating the upper half-shell to remove
the reservoir and replaceit.
The coupling flangeof the lowerhalf-shell can then
be re-finished and welded to the upper half-shell, occa- 15
sionallywith the replacement of just the latter, if the cuttingoperation hasimpaired its integrity beyond recovery.
Figures 1 to 7 only showa preferred embodiment of
thecontaineraccording tothe invention anditisapparent
that manychanges maybe madethereunto.
20
For example, the two half-shells, instead of being
coupledby flangesdisposedin a plane containing the
axisof the cylindrical reservoir, maybe coupledalong a
differentsection, preferably at a higher level, provided
that the sectionopeningis sufficiently broad to allowfor 25
the introduction of the reservoir into the lower half-shell
to rest on the supports.
In this case the lower half-shell forms a reservoir
containing tray, whereas the upper half-shell formsatray
closing cover.

30

The rotary support for the reservoir by means of
wheeled saddlesisalso but apreferred embodiment and
may be formed by end supports in the lower half-shell
cooperating with pins disposed axially at the reservoir
end.

In this case suitable stiffening ribs are conveniently
provided in the lower half-shell ora possible outerframework maybe provided.
As a furthervariationwhich affords the possibilityof
a still easier full inspection of the reservoir, without
removing it and the advantageof a smallerinstallation
bulk and lessvolume of the interspace between the reservoir and the container, for the benefit of safety in the
event of gas leakouts, at the sole expense of limited
earthmoving work for carryingout the checking inspections, the containermay be made as shown in the sectionalviewsof Figures 8, 9, 10.
In this casethe containerisformedby a lower containment tray 34 and an upper half-shell witha cover35
coupledremovably to thetray byatightjoint withflanges
clamped downby bolts or anotherequivalent means.
The half-shell 35 isprovided witha hatch36covered
by one or more screw capsor hinge covers (or another
type of lid).
The hatch walls mergewith the upper half-shell in
the vicinity of the surfaceof the reservoir 37 to form a
toroidalhousing 38for a resilient sealinggasket39, preferablyan 0-ring which isolates the reservoir housing volume fromthe hatchvolume.

35
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As for the other aspectsand possible variations, the
container is quite identical of that previously described
with reference to Figures 1 to 7.
In this case, however, no inspection channel is providedin the upper half-shell 35 becauseunnecessary.
Infact,the reservoir inspection can becarriedout in
this case by removing a minimum earth volume, sufficientto uncover the half-shell 35.
The removal ofthe half-shell which,even inthe case
of containers for gas reservoirs withthe maximum commercial capacityprovided of 5000 litersmayhave a curtailedweightonthe orderof50-60 kg, poses nodifficulty
and requires no hoisting equipment.
With the half-shell removed, the rotation of the reservoiron its supportsallows it to be fully inspected with
no need for the reservoir to be removed from the container by means of adequate hoisting equipment for its
weight which, even whenempty, mayvary, according to
the capacities provided commercially (1000-5000 liters)
from 300 kg to upward of one tonne.
Claims
1.

A sealed protective container for the underground

of a cylindrical reservoir (11) for gas
underpressure, withthe cylinder axis lying horizontally, comprising a shell (1,2,34,35) for housing said
reservoir(11) with the formation of an interspace
(53) between said shell (1,2,34,35) and said reservoir(11) andahatch(26,36) for accessing said interspace covered by an openablecover formingwith
said hatch an inner hatchvolume,
said containerbeing characterized in that it comprises means (8,9) for supporting said reservoir,
internalof said shell (1,2), adaptedto allowrotation
of said reservoir (11) aboutsaid axis, suchthat, by
said rotation, inspection ofthe surfaceof said reservoir is enabled.
installation

2. The container of Claim 1, whereinsaid supporting
means comprises aplurality ofsaddleswithsupporting rollers (8,9,10).
3. The container of Claim 2, whereinsaid supporting
rollerscomprise a resilient rest surface.
4. The container ofeitherClaim 1 or 2 or 3, comprising
resilient means (31,39) in contact with said shell
(1,2) and said reservoir (11)to isolate said

50

5. The container of Claim 4, wherein said resilient
means comprise a resilient inflatable torus (31).

55

5

6. The container ofthe preceding claims, whereinsaid
shell is formed of a lower half-shell (1,34) and an
upperhalf-shell (2,35)coupled by atightjoint, along
a sectionof said shell with an opening effective to
allowfor the insertion and housingof said reservoir

9
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in said lower half-shell on said supporting means
(8,9).
7.

The containerof Claim 6, whereinsaid tight joint is
formed by a pair of flanges (3,4) clamped down by
bolts (12) withan intervening resilient gasket(13).

8.

The containerof Claim 6, whereinsaid tight joint is
formed by a pair of weldedflanges.

9.

The container of the preceding claims, comprising
an inspection channel (33)formed insaid upper half-

5

10

shell (2).
10. An underground installation ofa cylindrical reservoir
(11) for gas under pressure, with the cylinder axis
lying horizontally, comprising a sealed underground
container (1,2) housing said reservoir with the formation of an interspace (53), said container(1,2)
beingprovided with an opentop accesshatch(26),
characterized in that said container comprises
means (8,9) for supportingsaid reservoir adapted to
allowrotation of said reservoir aboutsaid axis, such
that said rotation enablesinspection of the surface
of said reservoir.

15

20

25

11. Theinstallation ofClaim 10, comprising afoundation
slab (52) of reinforced concrete and means (19,20)
ofanchoring said container on said foundation slab.
30
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Dispositifde montage d'un porte-lampepour lampe de ville dans une partie inclinéed'un
miroir de dispositif d'éclairageou de signalisation de véhicule automobile

II estproposeun dispositif de montage dun porte-lampe (20), notamment pour lampe de ville, dans un
miroir (10) de dispositif declairage ou de signalisation
de véhicule automobile, notamment dans un miroir de
projecteur. Le miroir comporte une paroi inclinée dans
laquelle est formé un orifice (12) pour le passage dudit
porte-lampe.
Selon linvention,ledispositifde montage est réalisé
dun seul tenant avec le porte-lampe et comprend au
moms une paroiflexible(24a, 24b)sétendantvers lextérieura partir dun corps (22) du porte-lampe, et apte a
exercerune pression elastique sur larrièredu miroirau
voisinage duditorifice (12), etau moms unepatteflexible
de verrouillage/deverrouillage (25)comportant desaménagements (253a) destinés acoopérer avec Ia region de
bord dudit orifice (12) sous leffet dun effort elastique
tendant a lécarter du corps du porte-lampe pour maintenir Ia pression elastique exercée par ladite paroi flexible au moms prévue.
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le dispositif comprend deux parois flexiblessous
forme doreillesobliques diamétralement opposées.

Description
La présente invention concerne dune façon générale le montage des lampes dans des miroirs de dispositifs declairageou de signalisation de véhicules automobiles, et plus particulièrement un nouveau porte-lampe pour lampe de ville intégrée a un projecteur.
Classiquement, et en référence a Ia figure 1, un miroir 1 dun projecteur de véhiculeautomobile comporte,
dans une region défocalisée, un orifice la dans lequel
est engagée une pièce intermédiaire souple2 a Ia penphérie de laquelle est formée une gorge 2a pour le calage du bordde lorifice la. Cette pièce 2 est traversée
par unpassage dans laquelle est engage un porte-lampe
3.

Une telle solution connueprésente toutefois un certain nombre dinconvénients. Tout dabord, Ia pose de Ia
pièce intermédiaire est fastidieuseet allonge les temps
dassemblagedes projecteurs. En outre, cette pose est
nécessairement manuelle, toute automatisation étant
exclue. Enfin Ia pièce intermédiaire induit un surcoütet
un accroissement du nombre de pièces a gérerdans Ia
fabrication des projecteurs.
On connaltpar FR-A-2 191 068 un porte-lampe pour
feu de signalisation. Ce porte-lampe est monte dans le
fond dun miroir, cest-à-diresans inclinaison, et rien de
suggèreson application a un porte-lampe de ville monte
dans une paroi inclinée. En outre, ce porte-lampe ne
comporte aucun moyen spécifique pour permettre son
démontage aisé envue notamment du remplacement de
Ia lampe.
La présente invention vise a pallier ces limitations
de lart antérieur et a proposer un dispositif de montage
dune lampe de ville dans une paroi inclinée dun corps
réfléchissant dedispositifdéclairageou designalisation
qui soit simple a poser, avec une possibilité dautomatisation, pluséconomique par reduction du nombre de pièces, et facile démonter.
Ainsi Ia présente invention concerne un dispositif de
montage dun porte-lampe pour lampe de ville dans un
miroirde dispositif déclairageou de signalisation de yehiculeautomobile, notamment dans un miroir de projecteur, le miroir comportant une paroiinclinée dans laquelle estformé un orifice pourle passage duditporte-lampe,
le dispositifde montage étantcaractérisé en ce quil est
réalisédun seul tenant avec le porte-lampe et comprend
au moms une paroiflexiblesétendantvers lextérieura
partirdun corps du porte-lampe, et apte a exercer une
pression élastique sur larrièredu miroirau voisinage dudit orifice, et au moms une patteflexible de verrouillage/déverrouillage aptea être manoeuvrée par un opérateur et comportant des aménagements destinés a coopéreravecIa region de borddudit orifice sousleffet dun
effortélastique tendant a lécarterdu corpsdu porte-lampe pour maintenir Ia pression élastique exercée par Iadite paroiflexibleau moms prévue.
Des aspects préférés, maisnon limitatifs, du dispositif selon linventionsont les suivants
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lesdites oreilles présentent une épaisseurqui diminue progressivement du corpsdu porte-lampe vers
lextérieur.

-

il est prévu deuxpattesflexiblesdiamétralement opposées, sétendantchacune essentiellement le long
du corps du porte-lampe et portant sur sa face extérieurea un niveau intermédiaire une dent de verrouillage apte a coopéreravec une region du bord
de lorifice.

-

chaque dent présente une section généralement
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triangulaire.
-

les deux oreilles et les deux pattes sont mutuellement décalées denviron 900.

-

les pattesprésentent un profil courbecorrespondant
généralement a Ia courbure de Ia region de bord associée de lorifice.

-

le dispositif estvenu de moulage surun porte-lampe
réalisé en matière plastique flexible moulée.
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Linventionpropose également un porte-lampe, notamment pour lampe de ville,dans un miroir de dispositif
déclairageou de signalisation de véhicule automobile,
notamment dans un miroirde projecteur, le miroir comportant une paroi inclinée dans laquelle est formé un orifice pour le passage dudit porte-lampe, caractérisé en
ce quil comprendun dispositifde montage tel quedéfini
ci-dessus.

40

Dautresaspects, buts et avantages de Ia présente
invention apparaltront mieux a Ia lecture de Ia description détaillée suivante dune forme de réalisation préférée de celle-ci, donnée titre dexemple non limitatif et
faite en référence au dessin annexé, sur lequel
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Ia figure 1, déjàdécrite, est une vue en coupe horizontale dun dispositif de montage de lampe de ville
de lart antérieur,
45
Ia figure 2 est une vue en coupe horizontale dun
dispositif de montage selon linvention,

50

Ia figure 3 est une vue en coupeverticaledu dispositif de montage de Ia figure2, et
Ia figure 4 est une vue en élévation

de larrière du
de
des
2
et
3.
dispositif
montage
figures
55
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En référence aux figures2 a 4, on a représenté un
dispositif de montage dune lampe de ville qui est en fait
constitué par un porte-lampe comportant des aménagementspermettant sa fixation directement dans un orifice
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prévu dans un miroir de projecteur de véhicule automobile.
La paroi du miroir, oblique et incurvée par rapporta
axe de Ia lampe, est indiquee en 10. Danscette paroi
estforméeun orifice 12 pourle montage duporte-lampe.
Cedernierest désigné par Ia référence 20, et réalisé
en matière plastique souple. II comporte un corpsgénéralement cylindrique de revolution 22 comportant, de facon classique en soi, des aménagements pour le montage et Ia connexion électrique du culot (a baIonette ou
a vis) dune lampe non représentée.
A partirdu corps 22 sétendent,en lespèce latéralement, deux oreillesflexiblesopposées24a et 24b, de
contours généralement arrondiset dont lépaisseurdiminue progressivement du corps 22 vers leurs extrémités
libres. Cesoreillesprésentent par ailleurs a unedistance
radiale intermédiaire un légercoude faisantque les parties terminales des oreillesprésentent une certaine obliquite par rapport aux parois avoisinantes du miroir.
La position des oreilles 24a, 24b le long du corps,
ainsi que leur inclinaison au repos, sontdéterminées en
fonction de linclinaisonmoyenne du miroir autourdeson
orifice 12.
Apartirdu corps22 du porte-lampe sétendentégalement, defaçonangulairement décaléepar rapportaux
oreilles, et en lespèce au-dessus et au-dessous du
corps, deux pattes flexibles25a, 25b. Ces pattes sont
reliéesa lextrémitéavantdu corps22 pardes parties de
raccordement essentiellement radiales251a, 251b, et
sétendentle long du corpsvers larrière par des parties
principales 252a, 252b qui divergent légerement en direction de larrière.
La figure4 montre que le profil des pattes 25a, 25b
est circulaire et généralement concentrique avec le
corps22 du porte-lampe. Cettecourbure des pattes est
conçue pour correspondre approximativement a celle

des bordsde lorifice 12 du miroir 10.
Chacune des pattes 25a, 25b portesur sa surface
extérieure une dent de verrouillage, respectivement
253a, 253b, qui est apte a coopérer avec le bord adjacentde lorificedu miroir.Chaquedent présente une section deforme générale triangulaire, de man ière adéfinir,
du côté antérieure, une rampe inclinée.
La position et linclinaisondes dents 253a, 253b le
long des pattes 25a, 25b est déterminée en fonctionde
lépaisseur et de linclinaisonmoyenne du miroir 10 au
voisinage de lorifice 12.
Le porte-lampe 20 tel que décrit ci-dessus est mis
en place dans lorifice 12 par simple mouvement de
translation selon son axe. Préalablement a ce mouvement, les pattes 25a, 25b peuvent être éventuellement
resserrées vers le corps 22 du porte-lampe de manière
a faciliter Ia pénétration du porte-lampe dans lorifice.
Les bords de lorifice 12 sollicitent les pattes 25a, 25b
élastiquement vers lintérieur, jusqua ce que les dents
franchissent, a laidede leurs rampes, lesdits bords. Simultanément, les oreilles24a, 24b viennent sappliquer
contre Iaface arrière du miroir10, et fléchissement pro-
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gressivement a mesure que Ia translation du porte-lampe se poursuit.
Aprèsque le verrouillage par les dents 253a, 253b
a été effectué, Ia force de rappel élastique exercée par
les oreilles sur larrière du miroir permet dassurer un
maintien tout a fait stable du porte-lampe dans sa position verrouillée, cette stabilité étant renforcée par le décalageangulaire, en lespècede 90°, qui existeentre Ia
pairedoreilles24a, 24b et Ia pairede dents253a, 253b.
On comprend ici que le montage du porte-lampe
dans le miroir peut aisément être automatisé, dans Ia
mesure oü il suffitdune translation du porte-lampe, convenablement saisi, aveclecas échéant un resserrement
temporaire des deux bras 25a, 25b.
Le démontage du porte-lampe, notamment lorsque
Ion souhaite remplacer une lampe défectueuse, seffectueen resserrant manuellement les deuxpattes 25a, 25b
de manièrea supprimerlaccrochage entre leurs dents
253a, 253b et Ia paroi du miroir, puis en tirant le porte-lampe vers larrière.
Bien entendu, Ia présente invention nestnullement
limitée aux formes de réalisation décrites et représentees, maisIhommede lart saurayapportertoutevariante ou modification conforme a son esprit.
En particulier, les deux oreilles opposées 24a, 24b
peuvent être remplacées par une lèvre flexible faisant
tout le tour du corps22 du porte lampe, ou par une pluralité de pattes flexiblesrégulierement espacées.
En outre, les dentsdes pattes de verrouillage peuventêtre remplacées par des gorges dans lesquelles les
regions de bords homologues de lorifice 12 peuvent yenir sengager lorsque lesdites pattes sécartent élastiquement vers lextérieur.
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3

Dispositif de montage dun porte-lampe (20) pour
lampe de ville dans un miroir (10) de dispositif
déclairageou de signalisation de véhiculeautomobile, notamment dans un miroir de projecteur, le
miroir comportant une paroi inclinée dans laquelle
est formé un orifice (12) pour le passage dudit
porte-lampe, le dispositif de montage étant caractérise en ce quil est réalisé dun seul tenant avec le
porte-lampe et comprend au moms une paroi flexi-

ble (24a, 24b)sétendantvers lextérieurapartirdun
corps (22) du porte-lampe, et apte a exercer une
pression élastique sur larrière du miroir au voisinageduditorifice (12), et au moms une patteflexible
de verrouillage/déverrouillage (25a, 25b) apteaêtre
manoeuvrée par un opérateur et comportant des

aménagements (253a, 253b) destinés a coopérer
avec Ia region de bord dudit orifice (12) sous leftet
dun effort elastique tendant a lécarterdu corps du
porte-lampe pour maintenir Ia pression elastique
exercée par ladite paroiflexibleau moms prévue.
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Dispositif selonIa revendication 1, caractériséen ce

quil comprend deux parois flexibles(24a, 24b)sous
forme doreillesobliques diamétralement opposées.
3.

Dispositif selonIa revendication 2, caractériséen ce
que lesdites oreilles (24a, 24b) présentent une
épaisseur qui diminue progressivement du corpsdu
porte-lampe vers lextérieur.

5

4.

Dispositif selon lune des revendications 1 a 3,
caractérisé encequil estprévudeux pattes flexibles
(25a, 25b) diamétralement opposées, sétendant
chacune essentiellement le long du corps du
porte-lampe et portant sur sa face extérieure a un
niveau intermédiaire unedent deverrouillage (253a,
253b) apte a coopérer avec une region du bord de
orifice (12).
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5.

Dispositif selonIa revendication 4, caractériséen ce
que chaquedent (253a, 253b) présente une section

15

20

generalement triangulaire.
6.

7.

Dispositif selon Ia revendication 4 ou 5 rattachée a
Ia revendication 2 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que les
deuxoreilles(24a, 24b)et les deux pattes (25a, 25b)
sont mutuellement décalées denviron 900.
Dispositif selon lune des revendications 4 a 6,
caractérisé en ce que les pattes(25a, 25b) présentent un profil courbecorrespondant generalement a
Ia courbure de Iaregion de bordassociée de lorifice

25

30

(12).
8.

9.

Dispositif selon lune des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce quil est venu de moulage sur
un porte-lampe (20 )réalisé en matière plastique
flexible moulée.
Porte-lampe (20), notamment pour lampe de ville,
dans un miroir (10) de dispositif declairage ou de
signalisation de véhicule automobile, notamment
dans un miroir de projecteur, le miroir comportant
une paroi inclinée dans laquelle est formé un orifice
pour le passage dudit porte-lampe, caractérisé en
ce quil comprend un dispositif de montage selon
lune des revendications précédentes.
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Improvement in an unbalance preventing arrangement for clothes washing machines

A clothes washing

extraction phase (T2-T4) is started at an intermediate
spinning speed(CMV) for a veryshort period of time.
Afterthis second spinning phase, the speedof rota-

machine provided with a
a
drum
tub,
washing
adaptedto rotate inside said tub
and toholdthewashload, a motor capableofdrivingsaid
drum at a number of variablerotating speeds, and an
arrangement adapted to detect an unbalance condition
of thewashload, is adaptedto perform a spin-extraction
phase comprising a sequence (T1-T2) of drum revolutions under low-speed (CBV) spinning conditions so as
to favour a balanced distribution of the washloadin the
drum, wherein after sucha distribution of the washlaod

(57)

within

tion ofthedrum is reducedto the low-speed (CBV) spinning value so as to keep the distributed washload
adhering against the wallsof the drum. Thereupon, the
drum RPM is again increased up to said intermediate
spinning speed (CMV), which is then maintained for a
givenperiod of time (T5-T6).

a predetermined balancing level a second spinR.P.M.
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Description
The present invention refers to a clothes washing
machine, such as in particular a household clothes
washing machine, provided withimproved arrangements
capableof measuring and re-balance unbalanced washloads in the rotating drum of such washing machines
when the washload undergoes spin-extraction cycles in
the same machines.
It is common knowledge that, during each washing
processperformed in household-type clothes washing
machines, theclothesloaded inthe rotating drumthereof
tend to distribute in a sometimes quite irregular manner
alongthe innerperiphery of said drum, thereby originating unbalance moments that bringaboutan anomalous
extent of vibrations and mechanical stresseswhich, if
they happen to exceed pre-determined critical levels,
mayeven cause the mechanical structure ofthe machine
to sufferdamages, particularly in the case in which the
oscillations of the washing drum assembly of the
machine areof suchahighlevel as tocause said assem-
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bly to impingeagainst the outercasing of the washing
machine.

Inviewof preventing suchconditions fromoccurring,

itis in practicenecessary thatthe level ofthemechanical
stresses arising each time depending on the actual
speed of rotation of the drum be instantly known in
advance soasto preventthemfromreaching theircritical
levels. This is usuallyachieved by modifying the speed
of rotation of the drum in an appropriate manner, ie. by
slowing itdownto suchan extent asto enable thewashloadinthe samedrumtoget moreevenly distributed and
toatthe sametimeeffecta reduction in, oreven theeliminationof,the unbalance conditions brought aboutbythe
uneven distribution of said washload.
A number of solutions to this problem are known in
the state of the art which, although differing from each
other, are all aimed at detecting the presence of some
excessive extent of unbalance conditions and accordinglyadjustingthe mannerin which the speed of rotation
ofthe drumis increased, aswell as the highest speedof
rotation ofthedrum itself, in viewof achieving theabove
citedgoal.
Solutions are for instance disclosed in the patent
specifications DE 3822924-C, FR 2629484 and DE
3606819, according to which the washloadunbalance
conditions are detected on the basis of eitherthe oscillations ofthecurrentabsorbed bythe drumdrivingmotor
or the oscillations of the speedof rotation of the drum.
Various typesof sensorsare used in the solutions
disclosed in the patent specifications DE 3605924, GB
2174564 and J 60137389 to measure the oscillationsin
view of detecting the washload unbalance conditions,
whereas in the solution described in the patentspecification J 60132598unbalance conditions aredetermined
on thebasis of a comparison ofthe actual speed ofrotation of the drumwith the profile of a reference speed of
rotation that has beenpreviously stored in some appropriatememory.
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The Italian patent application IT PN91A00002O by
the same applicantteaches how to detect unbalance
conditions on the basis of the phaseshift between the
absorbed current and thesupplyvoltageofthedrumdriving motor.
All such solutions are to some extent effective in
detecting and reducing the oscillationsof the washing
drum assembly within the outer casing of the machine.
However, washing machine manufacturers have more
recentlybeenconfronted withtheneedto alsocopewith
problems connected with the reduction of the vibrations
being actuallytransmitted by the machine to the floor,
usuallythrough the points wherethe machine rests on
thefloor itself.
It has infact beenfoundexperimentally that suchan
eventcan take place even in the presenceof substantially well-balanced, but quite large washloads which,
whilenotbeingsuch as to undermine the integrityof the
washing machine or impair its correct operation, may
prove sufficientto induce the machine totransmitvibrationsto the floor on which it is installed and, from there,
tothewholeroomorbuilding. Such anoccurrence, which
is usuallyneglectable in the presence of rigidand quite
heavy building structures of the traditional type, can on
thecontrarybecome disturbingly perceptible in rooms or
buildings constructed with a relatively elastic structure
using light materials.
This is a circumstance, as everyone can easily
understand, that tendstoput a heavy penalty on allthose
who usewashing machines ofa traditional type, sinceit
is particularly when such machines are spin-extracting
at a high RPM of their drum that vibrations tend to be
transmitted fromthe machine to thewholeroom or building which starts also to vibrate, thereby creating a quite
annoying situation, particularly in the not-so-unusual
casethat partsof the surrounding building start to resonate.
It wouldthereforebe desirable, and it is actuallya
main purpose of the present invention, to provide a
clotheswashing machine which is capableof bothdoing
awaywith the above cited drawback of a strong transmissionof vibrations to thefloor wheninthe presenceof
rather large, even if well-balanced washloads, and
ensuring this additional performance capability through
the implementation of some simple, unexpensive
improvements and the utilization of readily available
techniques.
The invention will be better understood from the
description which is given belowby way of non-limiting
example with reference to the accompanying drawings,
in which:
Figure 1 is adiagrammatic viewof the evolution vs.
time of a spin-extraction phase as performed by a
clotheswashing machine accordingto the present
invention, inclusive of some improvements and variantsthat will be describedfurtheron;
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Figure 2 is a blockdiagramshowing, in the form of
an operational flow-chart, the various sequences
included in the spin-extraction phase according to
the present invention.
5

In the following description, the term "water" will be
used in a general way to also mean washing liquor or
rinsing water. Such a simplification, however, will not
impair the clear comprehensibility of the description
owingto the particularcontext in which said terms are
used,as anyone skilled in theartcan readilyappreciate.
Referring now to the diagram, which reflects a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a solution
according to the present invention and the corresponding principleof operation will be described hereinafter.
Theclotheswashing machine beingdescribed comprises a washing tub, a drum that is rotatably mounted
within said washing tub and is capableof holding the
items forming the washload, a selectively actuatable
drainpump, adrivingmotor adapted to operate atpreselectably variable speeds, an arrangement adapted to
detect the unbalance condition of the washload in the
rotating drum, to selectively compareit witha pluralityof
pre-determined unbalance levels and toselectively start
differentactions or operation modes according to the
outcome of said comparisons.
These machines are substantially known in the art,
so thatthey will not be illustrated here anyfurther.
The above mentioned diagram symbolicallyillustratesthe evolution vs. time of the speed of rotation of
the drum.
In correspondence of the timeT0, the drumis completingthe lastwashing cyclesat low speed BV and periodically reversing its direction of rotation. In
correspondence of thetime T1, said low-speed washing
sequence BV is ended and a low-speed spin-extraction
sequence is started alongwith the energization of the
drainpump(not shown). At the end ofthis sequence, ie.
in correspondence of thetimeT2, thearrangement monitoring the unbalance condition of the washload in the
drumis then activated: if the detected unbalance condition turns out to be lower than a pre-established value
Bi, the spin-extraction phasegoes on beyond said time
T2; if on the contrarysaid condition does not occur, the
same spin-extraction sequenceis broughtback to the
aforeconsidered time T0, fromwhich the just described
sequence then starts again. Such a procedure of lowspeed rotations By, low-speed spin-extraction phases
CBV and check-ups of the unbalance condition of the
washload is repeated automaticallyuntil eithera lower
valuethanthespecified level Bi is reached orthe same
procedure has beenrepeated for a pre-determined maximum number of times. Anyway, the just described procedure is substantially known in the art, so that it shall
not be explained hereany further.
As soon as suchtime T2 is surpassed, the drum is
abruptlydriven to perform a spin-extraction cycle for a
short impulse, which it reaches in correspondence ofthe
time T3 and which lasts for a very short period of time,
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ie. approx. 3 seconds, at an intermediate speedof usually around 450 rpm.
The purpose of such an impulse, which plays a
major role in the present invention, is to obtain the
removal of a significant amount of waterfrom the washload, while avoiding that during such a water removal
processthe clothes, which are still substantially soaked
with water and therefore under the effect of the weight
thereof, get partiallypressed into the perforations providedall along the cylindrical surface of the drum to let
outthewaterremoved from theclothes, sincethis would
in fact cause the clothesto practically "stick" to the wall
ofthedrumanditwouldthen provedifficult, ifnot impossible,to even partially"unstick"said clothes, even if the
rotation speed of the drum is to this purposedrastically
reducedto values below the minimum spin-extraction
speeditself.
Immediately following such a spin-extraction
impulse, the rotation speedofthedrumisagainreduced,
in correspondence of thetimeT4, down tothe low-speed
spin-extraction speedCBV,orsimilar value, whileaspinextraction sequence is subsequently startedat an intermediate speed CMV; this will go on through a period
comprised between the time T5 and the time T6. It has
been in fact found experimentally that, owing to said
short spin-extraction impulse having been performed
immediately before said intermediate-speed spin-extraction sequenceCMV, clothesdo not tend to get pressed
into the perforations in the wallsof the drum during said
intermediate-speed spin-extraction sequence CMV as
they on the contrarynormally would if said preliminary
spin-extraction impulsehad not been carried out previouslyin correspondence ofsaid timeT3. Suchan occurrence eventually playsa particularlyadvantageous role
in the process, as it will be describedin greater detail
later on.
At the end of said intermediate-speed spin-extraction sequence CMV, the drum RPM is slowed down to
the value of the slow-speed spin-extraction sequence
CBV and is kept at that value throughoutthe period
extending from the time T7 to the time T8, during which
the unbalance condition of the washload is then measured and checked.
If the washload is foundto have any greater unbalance than a pre-determined level B2, then the whole
spin-extraction phaseis cycledbacktothe beginning, ie.
to thetime T0, sincethatwould practically mean thatthe
unbalance condition is still in excess of what is actually
required in order to be able to safely start any further
spin-extraction sequence at still higher speeds.
Theadvantagebroughtaboutbythe afore illustrated

spin-extraction impulse can at this point be appreciated
in its full extent. In this case, in fact, the clothes, owing
to them not having been squeezed into the perforations
of the drum, is capable of freely falling down againonto
the bottom of the drum, which they certainlywould not
be able to do, even by letting the drum rotate at a very
low speed, in the case that they on the contraryget
"stuck"tothewallsofthedrum. Insucha case, therefore,
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the existing unbalance condition, albeit reduced in its
extent, would necessarily have to be accepted as such
and, at the same time, it would also be necessarythat
the spin-extraction speed be anywaylimited to a lower
value than the highest one VCmax provided for by the
cycle in order to avoid creating conditions of marked
vibrations, with limited-amplitude, but high-frequency
oscillations of the machine which, albeit not prohibitive
as far as the correct operation and the integrityof the
structure of the machine are concerned, would be
trasnsmitted throughthebase ofthe machine to thefloor
and, ultimately, the wholeroom.
It thereforecan conclusively be affirmed that with
said initial spin-extraction impulsion the conditions are
created enabling the washload balancing sequences to
be repeated at such a level and to suchan extentas to
enable the final spin-extraction sequence to be started
atits highest possible speed withoutexcessive vibrations
being transmitted to the floor, whereasin the opposite
casethe drawback ofeitherhighvibrations atthe highest
spin-extraction speed of the drum or, vice-versa,
reducedvibrations at a correspondingly low, and hence
less effective, spin-extraction speed of the drum would
have to be accepted.
Thepresentinvention maybefurtherimproved in an
advantageous mannerthroughthe additionsof various
features. As a matter of fact, if the unbalance condition
detected in thetimeinterval T7-T8isfoundto be ata level
which is below the afore cited pre-determined highest
allowable level B2, but higher than a pre-determined
intermediate level B3, the subsequent final spin-extraction sequence may be performed at a speed which is
reducedto the value VC1, ie. a valuewhich is slightly
lower than the highest spin-extraction speed VCmax, but
anyway still adequate in orderto ensurean acceptable
spin-extraction resultwithoutgivingrisetothe undesired
vibrations transmitted bythe machine.
Finally, if the unbalance condition detected in said
last time interval T7-T8is foundto be at a level which is
belowsaid intermediate level B3, the subsequent final
spin-extraction sequence can regularly be started and
performed at the highest rated speed VCmax.
Figure2 is self-explaining for anyone skilled in the
art andshowsablockdiagram illustrating the logical flow
ofthevarioussequences ofdrum rotation, mesurement
ofthewashload unbalance condition, andcorresponding
decision concerning the stepto be taken subsequently,
with reference to the most important ones cited in this
description.
It will benowfullyappreciated that,whereasthe first
measurement of the unbalance condition, which is performed in the time interval T1-T2, is required in view of
protecting the washing machine against excessive
unbalance conditions, even when handling moderate
washloads, which mightdamagethe samemachine dur-

6

spin-extraction sequence in the time interval T7-T8 has
the purposeto ensure that the unbalance level of the
washload is aslowasto be abletokeepwithin pre-determinedlimits thevibrations transmitted bythemachineto
the surrounding structure of the building during the subsequent high-speed final spin-extraction sequence.
It will be appreciated that anyone skilled in the art is
in a position asto identify furthertechnical solutions and
optimizations of the present invention by taking advan10

15

20

tage of techniques and knowledges that are normally
available in the art. Therefore, although the present
invention has been described here using a generally
known terminology, it shall not be considered as being
limited by the embodiments that have been described
herebymerewayofexample, sinceanyone skilled in the
art will be ableto make variousmodifications and variationswithin the spirit and the scope ofthe invention. It is
therefore intended that the appendedclaims extend to
include such obvious modifications that are within the
capacity of anyone skilled in the art and do not depart
fromthe scope of the present invention.
Claims
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Clotheswashing machine, particularlyfor householduse,provided with a washing tub, a drumrotatably arranged inside said washing tub and capable
to contain the washload, a motor adapted to drive
said drumatvariablepre-selectable speeds, and an
arrangement adapted to detect the unbalance condition of the washload, said clothes washing
machine beingadaptedtoperform a spin-extraction
phasecomprising a firstsequence(T0-T1) of drum
revolutions in an alternate direction of rotation and
at a speed (By) which is lower than the low-speed
spin-extraction speed(CBV), followed by a preliminary sequence (T1-T2) of drum revolutions in said
low-speed spin-extraction (CBV) conditions in view
of distributing the washload along the innersurface
of the drumso as to obtain an unbalance condition
which islowerthanafirstpre-determined unbalance
level (Bi),characterizedin thataftersaiddistribution of the washload a spin-extraction impulse(T3)
is performed at an intermediate spin-extraction
speed (CMV) for a very short period of time, that
aftersaid spin-extraction impulse the speed of rotation of the drum is again slowed down to said lowspeedspin-extraction speed (CBV) soastokeepthe
washload adhering against the inner walls of the
drum, that the speedof rotation of the drumis subsequently increased to reachagain said intermediate spin-extraction speed (BMV) which is then
maintained for a pre-determined period of time(T5T6).

55

ing the subsequent intermediate-speed spin-extraction
sequence performed in the time interval T5-P6, the
measurement of the unbalance condition which is subsequently performed during the intermediate-speed

2.

4

Clothes washing machine according to claim 1,
characterized in that after said pre-determined
period of time (T5-T6) the speed of rotation of the
drum is gradually slowed down to said low-speed
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spin-extraction speed (CBV), that said low-speed
spin-extraction speed(CBV) is inturn maintained for
a pre-determined period of time (T7-T8),thatduring
said period of timea measurement ofthe unbalance
condition is performed, that ifthe sodetected unbalance condition is foundto be in excess of a second
pre-set value

(B2) the spin-extraction phase is
brought back to the beginning of said initial
sequence (T0) of low-speed, alternating rotation of
the drum.
3.

Clothes washing machine according to claim 2,
characterized in that if said unbalance condition is
found to be belowsaid second pre-set value (B2),
while however in excess of a third pre-set value
(B3), the spin-extraction phase is continued at a
spin-extraction speedlimited to a value (VC1) which
is lower than thehighestrated spin-extraction speed
(Vmax) of the machine.

10
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20

4.

Clotheswashingmachine according to claim2 or3,
characterized in that if said unbalance condition is
found tobebelowsaid third pre-setunbalance value
(B3)thespin-extraction phaseiscontinued uptothe
highest rated spin-extraction speed (Vmax) of the

25

machine.
5.

6.

Clotheswashing machine according to any of the
preceding claims, characterizedinthat said washload balancing sequence at low spin-extraction
speed (T1-T2), which consistsin first reducing the
speed of rotation of the drum to a value belowthe
slowest spin-extraction speed and then increasing
said speedagain up to said low-speed spin-extraction speed (CBV), is performed in an automatically
repeated manner until the washload is effectively
allowed to redistribute along the walls of the drum
so as to reachsaid first balancing level (Bi).
Clotheswashing machine according to any of the
preceding claims, characterized in that said lowspeedspin-extraction speed (CBV) is of approx. 85

30

35

40

rpm.
7.

Clotheswashing machine according to any of the
preceding claims, characterizedin that said intermediate-speed spin-extraction speed (CMV) is of
approx. 450 rpm.

45

8.

Clotheswashing machine according to any of the
preceding claims, characterized in that said spin-

50

extraction impulse (T3) at intermediate spin-extractionspeedlasts has adurationofapprox. 3 seconds.
55
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Joint for connecting a fan coil to the water and electricitymains

Ajoint for connecting a fan coil to the electricity
(57)
and water mains, includes a plate member (2) having
means (3) for association to a wall (4) and means (5) for
a preset positioning of the water (6) and electricity (7)
mains connections, in the wall.
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illustrated, by wayof indicative but not exclusive example in the enclosed drawingswherein:

Description
The present invention relates to a joint for connect-

ing a fan coil to the water and electricity mains.

A fan coil is usuallycomposed of a protective casing accommodating an electricmotor, which operatesa
tangential fan, a heat exchanger, adapted to operate
with either hot water or cold water, an air filter, a con-

FIG. 1 is a perspective viewofthe application of the
joint for connecting a fan coil to the electricity and
water mains, according tothe invention;

5

densate discharge vent, and two connections for the
inlet and the outlet of water.
10
The connection of the fan coil to the electricity and
water mains of the buildings is relatively complicated
also because it is often necessary to breakthe wallsfor
connecting the delivery and discharge pipes of the
watermains and for connecting the electriccables ofthe 15
electricity mains to the fan coil connectors.
Therefore, at present, the fan coils are installed in
the rooms ofabuilding beforethe rooms are completed,
for practical reasons. In this manner, the rooms may be
walled, plasteredand finished after the fan coils have 20
been installed.
On thecontrary, should the fan coil be installed after
the completion of the room, more work on the walls
would be required.
Thissolution is undoubtedly advantageous, consid- 25
ering the great number of fan coils to be installed in a
building.
However, as easily understood, installing one or
morefan coils in a room or building beforethe completion causesseveral inconveniences.
30
Thefan coil mayin fact be hit and isapt to be soiled
by paint and similar, degrading the apparatus even
beforeusing it.
The aim of the present invention is to eliminate the
above describedshortcomingsofthe priorart.
35
Within this aim, an important object of the invention
is to providea joint for connecting a fan coil to the electricity and water mains of a building, when the building
and/orthe room is completed and readyto be occupied,
withoutthe execution of further masonry or paintjobs. 40
A furtherobjectof the invention is to provide a joint for
connecting a fan coil to the electricity and water mains
in a simplean rapid way, since all the connections are
alreadypredisposed.
Not leastobject ofthe invention is to provide ajoint, 45
for connecting a fan coil to the electricity and water
mains, having an extremely reducedcost which has no
effect on the overall cost of the fan coil still offering
undisputed advantages.
The aboveaim and objects are achieved by a joint 50
for connecting a fan coil to the electricity and water
mains, characterized in that it comprises a plate member having means for association to a wall and means
for a preset positioning, in said wall, of the water and
ss
electricity mains connections.
Further characteristics and advantages of the
invention will be more apparent by the description of a
preferred but not exclusive embodiment of a joint for
connecting a fan coil to the electricity and water mains,

2

FIG. 2 isa perspective viewof howthejoint is associated to the wall of the room or building wherein
the space conditioner has to be installed;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of how the space conditioner is associated to the already predisposed
joint for connecting it to the electricity and water
mains;
FIG. 4 is a top planview of the joint for connecting
a fan coil to the electricity and watermains, according to the invention;
FIG. 5 is a sectionviewaccordingto line V-Vof FIG.
4, according to the invention;
FIG. 6 is a section view according to line VI-VI of
FIG. 4, according to the invention; and
FIG. 7 shows how the fan coil is disposed with
respecttothe joint for connecting itto the electricity
and water mains

With reference to the above figures, the joint for
connecting a fan coil to the electricity and water mains,
according to the invention, generally designated by the
reference numeral 1, comprisesa plate member2 haying means 3 for association to a wall 4 and means 5 for
a presetpositioning, in said wall 4, of the mains water
connections 6 and electricity connections 7.
The positioning means 5 comprisesa plurality of
apertures, each indicated by 10, arranged on the plate
member 2 along a theoretical circumference having its
center on the plate member 2.
Apertures10 are equallyspaced apart and have a
collar 12 extending froma firstface 13 of plate member
2.

Plate member 2 has a rim 15 on its second face 14,
opposite to the first face. Rim 15 defines the support
portion of the plate member 2 on the wall and, at the
sametime, a stiffening memberof the plate member.
Moreparticularly, the plate member hasaquadrangular shape and is made of self-estinguishing plastics
(ABS).
Apertures 10, as clearly visible in FIG. 4, are
arranged in a central zone proximate to the sidesof the
plate member in order to define wide zones at the
anglesand at the centerof the plate member. Associating means 3 are arranged at the wide zones and are
definedbyholes 16 which are on a diagonal of the plate
member.

3
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Each hole 16 has a collar18 on the side of the second face 14 and the collar 18 has the sameheigh of the
rim 15.
In this manner, despite being made of plastics,
plate member 2 has a considerable resistance toflexion 5
and traction because the several apertures 10 and
holes16 are arranged mutuallyspaced apart in orderto
avoid weakzones.
Advantageously, all the apertures 10 have the
same diameter and are suited for the passageof the 10
electric feed, for the connection of the water delivery
fromthe fan coil to the mains, for the connections of the
return water mains to the fan coil, and for receiving a
pipe 18communicating witha tank 19 adaptedtocollect
the condensate which is produced bythe fan coil during 15
its operation and discharged througha pipe 20.
The delivery and return water apertures of plate
member 2 are connected to the connections of the fan
coil, for example by means of two external coil flexible
hoses 25 having a double cone and ogivejoint for con- 20
nection to the ends of pipes 6 protruding from the
mains.

The operation of thejoint for connecting afan coil to
the electricity and water mains, according to the invention, is apparent from what has been described and
illustrated above.
In particular, with reference to the figures, it is evidentthat whilebuilding the room it ispossible todispose
the waterpipesand the electric cables of the mains in a
selected zone so that they coincidewith the apertures
10 of the plate member, which is applied to the wall 4
withscrewsor similar.
In this manner, once the room and/or building is finishedand readyto be occupied, the fan coil will be connected tothe mains withoutthe needof anyfurtherwork
on the walls.
In particular, the fan coil has a main body 27
accommodating a fan, the heat exchanger, the electric
motor operating the fan, the filter, and an adjacent secondary body 28 containing the flexible hoses and the
various elements for connection ofthe main body to the
mains.
A control panel 30 for operating the fan coil maybe
arranged above the secondary body, as for example
shown in FIG. 7.
It has been seen in practicethat the joint for connecting a fan coil to the electricity and water mains,
according to the invention, is particularly advantageous
to allow such operation after the completion of the
rooms and/or building where the fan coil will be dis-

posed, withoutperforming any furthermasonryor paint
job on the walls, and at the same timesaving the apparatusfrom accidental impacts, tampering and damages.
The materials employed, as well as the dimensions,
may be any according to the specific needs and the
state of the art.
Where technical features mentioned in any claim are
followed by reference signs, those reference signs have
been included for the sole purposeof increasing the

4

of the claims and accordingly, such reference signs do not have any limiting effecton the scope
of each element identified by way of example by such
intelligibility

reference signs.

Claims
1. Joint for connecting a fan coil to the electricityand
water mains, characterized in that it comprises a
plate member (2) having means (3) for association
to a wall (4) and means (5) for a preset positioning,
in said wall, ofthe water(6) and electricity (7) mains
connections.

2. Joint, according to claim 1, characterized in that
said positioning means (5) comprisesa pluralityof
apertures (10) arranged on said plate member
along a circumference having its center in the
center of said plate member.
3. Joint, according to one or more of the preceding
claims, characterized in that said apertures(10)are
equallyspaced apart.

25

4. Joint, according to one or more of the preceding
claims, characterized in that said apertures have a
collar (12) extending from a first face (13) of said
plate member.

30

5. Joint, according to one or more of the preceding
claims, characterized in that it comprises a rim (15)
extending from a second face (14) of said plate
member.

35

6. Joint, according to one or more of the preceding
claims, characterized in that said associating
means comprises holes (16) each having a collar
(18)on the side of said second face, said collarhaving the sameheightof said rim (15).

40

45

50

55

3

7. Joint, according to one or more of the preceding
claims, characterized in that said plate has aquadrangular shape and said apertures (10) are
arranged in a central zone proximate to the sidesof
said plate member in orderto definewide zones at
the angles and at the centerof said plate member,
said zones having said holes.
8. Joint, according to one or more of the preceding
claims, characterized inthat all said apertureshave
the samediameter.
9. Joint, according to one or more of the preceding
claims, characterized in that it comprises a pipe
(18) associated with one of said apertures and
communicating with a condensate collecting tank.
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fuel tube disposed between the innerand outeroxidant
tubes. Characteristics of the flame produced by the
burner may be controlled by varying the relative flow

rates of the inner and outeroxidantflows. An increase
in the percentage of the total oxidantwhich is provided
tothe inneroxidanttube causesthe lengthandluminosity of the flame to decrease and the flame momentum
to increase. The characteristics of a burner flame can

be tailoredto a particularapplication without requiring
mechanical modification of the burner.
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Description
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
5

1. Field

of the Invention

The present invention relates to an oxy-fuelburner in which coaxial passages supplyfuel and oxygen.
2. Description of the Related Art
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Oxy-fuelburners having coaxial passages for supply of fuel and oxygen, which are used for example, in glass
meltingfurnaces,are disclosed in U.S. Patents 4,986,748; 5,199,866; 5,256,058; and 5,267,850. In these burners the
fuel, which maycomprise natural gas, is fed througha passage arrangedradially inside of a coaxial oxidant passage.
Traditionally, the heat transferprofile of known burnersis adjustedthroughmodification of burner geometry which is
relatively expensive and inconvenient. It wouldtherefore, be desirable to be ableto adjust the heat transferprofile in
a more simple and convenient manner.
Known furnaceconfigurations employ a pluralityof burnerseach of which may operateat a different firing rate. If
thesame burner configuration is used for multiple burnersthroughoutthe furnace and theseburnersoperate at different
firing rates, the flame lengths of the burnerswill differdependingon the firing rates. Therefore, in furnaces employing
known burners, where a relatively constantflame length is desiredfrom one burner to the next, it maybe necessary
to modify the burnerconfigurations of different burnerswithin the furnaceto achieve appropriate flame lengths when
the burnersare operated at differentfiring rates. Thisis a situation in which it would be particularly desirable to be able
to adjustthe flame length of each individual burner withoutmechanical modification of the burners.
In addition, it may be desirable in certain applications to employ burners in one area of a furnace that produce
flames having a certain momentum while at the same time employingburners in a different area of the furnacethat
produceflames having a differentmomentum. However, these differentflame momentums cannot be obtained for the
same amount of fuel with the known burnerswithout mechanically changing the burner configuration.
Whendue to operational reasons, the composition ofthe fuel usedto fire the burners changes, (for instance, when
propane replaces natural gas as the fuel during natural gas curtailment periods), avariablemomentum burner can be
found useful to maintain the originalflame characteristics whenthe fuel densityand flow rate changes significantly
Anothertype of burner including a central oxygen nozzle, a fuel nozzle radially spaced from the central nozzel,
and at leaston peripheral oxygen nozzle is disclosed in U.S. Patent 5,104,310. The peripheral oxygen nozzles provide
a highvelocity, preferably sonic oxidant flow. Thissonic outeroxidantflowcreatesa high momentum flame which has
several disadvantages over lower momentum flames. In particular, high momentum flameshave shorter flame lengths
and high flame peak temperatures, and they also produce more carry-over and more undesirable particulate matter
emissions. The burner disclosed in U.S. Patent 5,104,310also has a drawback in that it employsa water jacket positionedaround the exteriorof the burner. In known watercooledburnersthereis aproblemwithcondensation ofvarious
furnace gases on the cooled surfaces which causescorrosionof the surfaces. These corroded surfacesare subject
to failure. Therefore, the use of a burnerwhich doesnot require water coolingwill advantageously avoidsurfacecorrosion and failure. The burner disclosed in the above describedpatent has the additional drawbackin that the characteristicsof the flame cannotbe changed without mechanical modification of the burner.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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The present invention relates to an oxy-fuel burnercomprising an outeroxidant-conducting passage forming an
outeroxidantoutlet, an inneroxidant-conducting passage formingan inner oxidant outlet, and a fuel-conducting passage formingafuel outlet. The outlets are coaxiallyarranged, with the fuel outlet disposedradially between the outer
and inner oxidant outlets.
Thefuel outletand the inneroxidantoutletare preferably positioned to cause fuel fromthefuel-conducting passage
to be mixed with oxidant from the inner oxidant-conducting passage at a location offset axially inwardly of the outer
oxidantoutlet. The flow rate of the oxidant through the inner oxidant-conducting passage is varied to controla characteristic of the flame, such as the momentum and/orthe luminosityof the flame.
The burner preferablycomprises outer, intermediate, and inner cylindrical tubes arrangedcoaxially. The outer
cylindrical tube forms the outer oxidant-conducting passage. The outer cylindrical tube may be mountedin a cavity
placedin thefurnacewall,suchas a burnerblock, that extends the outercylindrical tube. Inthis case, the outeroxidant
outlet is at the end of the cavity. When the burner is used without burner block, the outer oxidant outlet is the outer
cylindrical tube outlet. The intermediate cylindrical tube is spaced radiallyinwardlyfrom the outertube and forms the
fuel-conducting passageand the fuel outlet.The innertube is spaced radially inwardly from the intermediate tube and
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forms the inner oxidant-conducting passageand the inner oxidant outlet. Preferably, the fuel outlet is offset axially
inwardlywith respect to the outeroxidantoutlet, and the inneroxidant outlet is offsetaxially inwardly with respectto
the fuel outlet.
The presentinvention also relates to a method of combining oxidantand a fuel in an oxy-fuel burner. The method
comprisesconducting an outer oxidant flow throughan outeroxidant-conducting passage, and discharging the outer
oxidantflow throughan outer oxidant outlet. A fuel flow is conducted througha fuel-conducting passage and is dischargedthrougha fuel outlet arrangedcoaxiallywith respect to the outer oxidant outlet and spaced radially inwardly
therefrom. An inneroxidantflow is conducted throughan inneroxidant-conducting passage and is dischargedthrough
an inner oxidant outlet arrangedcoaxiallywith respect to the fuel outlet and spacedradially inwardly therefrom.
The fuel flow is preferably mixed with the inneroxidant flow before being mixed withthe outeroxidant flow.
Each of the outerand inneroxidantflowspreferablycontains at least80% oxygen, with no more than about50%
of the totaloxidantbeing supplied by the inneroxidantflow. The inneroxidant flow preferablyhas a discharge velocity
of a magnitudeno less than that ofthe outer oxidantflow. The discharge velocityof the outeroxidant flow is preferably
in the range of from about 10 to 200 meters per second. The fuel flow preferablycomprises natural gas having a
dischargevelocity in the range of from 20 to 80 meters per second.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING FIGURES
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The objects and advantagesof the invention will become apparent fromthe following detaileddescription of preferred embodiments thereof in connection with the accompanying drawings in which like numeralsdesignate like elementsand in which:
FIG. 1 is a longitudinal sectional viewtaken througha burner accordingto the present invention;
FIG. 2 is an end view of the discharge end of the burner;
FIG. 3 is a longitudinal sectional viewthrougha burnerblock in which a burneraccordingto the presentinvention

is mounted;
FIG. 4 is a side sectional viewof a first alternative embodiment of a burner blockwhich is substantiallycylindrical;
FIG. 5 is a side sectional view of a second alternative embodiment of a burner blockwhich is substantiallycylin30
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drical;
FIG. 6 is a side sectional viewof a third alternative embodiment of a burner blockwhich is substantiallycylindrical;
FIG. 7 is a side sectional view of a fourth alternative embodiment of a burner blockwhich is substantially conical;
FIG. 8 is a side sectional view of a fifth alternative embodiment of a burnerblock which is substantially conical;
FIG. 9 is a side sectional viewofafirst embodiment of a burneraccording tothe presentinvention which is mounted
in a burner block;
FIG. 10 is a side sectional view of a second embodiment of a burneraccording to the present invention which is
mounted in a burnerblock;
FIG. 11 is a side sectional view of a third embodiment of a burner accordingto the present invention which is
mounted in a burnerblock;
FIG. 12 is a side sectional view of a forth embodiment of a burner according to the present invention which is
mounted in a burnerblock;
FIG. 13 is a side sectional view ofafifth embodiment of the burner ofthe present invention withouta burnerblock;
FIG. 14 is a side sectional viewof a sixth embodiment ofthe burnerof the present invention withoutaburnerblock;
FIG. 15 is a side sectional view of a seventh embodiment of the burnerof the present invention withouta burner
block;
FIG. 16 is aside sectional viewof a eighth embodiment of the burner ofthe present invention withouta burner block;
FIG. 17 is a longitudinal sectional view througha burnerblockin which the burner is mounted, illustrating the flame
zone;
FIG. 18 is a graph of the total axial-direction momentum flux across the burner inlet and exit plane as predicted
by numerical simulation;
FIG. 19 is a graph which showsthe predicted hydroxylradical (OH) mole fractionfrom numerical simulation at the
exit plane of the burner;
FIG. 20 is a graph which shows an integrated OH emission profileat the exit of the burner;
FIG. 21 is a graph which showsthe NO formation from a 0.32 MWburner; and
FIG. 22 is an end view of an alternative embodiment of the burner accordingto the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
Depicted in FIGS.

1

and 2 is the outlet portion

1OA of an oxy-fuel

3

burner 10. The outlet portion comprisesthree
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coaxial tubes 12, 14, 16. An outer passage 18, formed between outer 12 and intermediate 14 ones of the tubes,
conductsan oxidant. An intermediate passage 20, formed between the intermediate tube 14 and a central tube 16,
conductsfuel. An axial passage 22, defined by the central tube 16, conductsoxidant. Accordingly, it will be appreciated
that afuel passage 20 is situatedbetween an inneroxidant passage 22 and an outeroxidant passage 18. The oxidant
flows are dischargedthroughoutlets 24 and 28 of the tubes 12 and 16, and the fuel flow is dischargedthroughthe
outlet 26 of the tube 14. Thoseoutlets 24, 26, 28 are coaxially arranged.
When using the burner 10 accordingto the presentinvention, no more than about50%of the total oxidant should
be supplied bythe inneroxidantpassage 22. The oxidantvelocitiesthroughtheoutlets24, 28 can vary and theoxidant
velocitythroughthe inneroxidant outlet 28 should be equal to or higher than that occurring at the outeroxidantoutlet
24. The total oxidant flow throughthe inner and outer oxidant passages is determined by the amount of fuel to be
burned. The oxidantvelocitythroughthe outeroutlet 24 shouldbe in the range of about 10 to 50 m/s, and the oxidant
velocitythroughthe inner oxidant outlet 23 should be in the range of about 10 to 200 m/s. The fuel velocity through
the fuel outlet26 should be in the range of from about20 to 80 m/s.
The oxidant is preferablyof the type containingat least 80% oxygen, and the fuel is preferablynatural gas. Fuel
and oxidant are supplied from a fuel source 30 and an oxidantsource 32 by a control system as illustrated in FIG. 3.
The velocity of the oxidant delivered to the inneroxidant passage 22 and the outeroxidant passage 18 is controlled
bythe valves33, 35, respectively. Thus, forexample, by increasing the amount of oxidantdelivered to the inneroxidant
passage 22 throughsuitable openingof the valve 33, the velocityof oxidant in the inner oxidant passage 22 can be
increased. An additional valve 35 mayalso be provided to controlthe flow of the natural gas to the fuel passage 20.
The valves 33,34,35 maybe needle valves or any othersuitabletypesof valves. The controlsystem shown in FIG. 3
is merely an example of one control systemwhich may be employedto vary the flow rates of the oxidant and fuel.
Othersuitablecontrolsystems mayalso be used withoutdeparting from the invention.
FIG. 3 also depictsthe burner10 mountedwithin a burnerblock40 which is preferably made of ceramicmaterial.
In the present invention, the outer oxidant flow passes along the inner surfaceof the ceramicburner block. This is
highlyadvantageous in that it provides convective coolingof the burner blockso that the needfor water coolingof the
burneror burner block is eliminated.
The above-described burner 10 configuration enables various characteristics of the flame to be effectively controlled by changing the relativeflow rates of the fuel and oxidant flows by the control system shown in FIG. 3. For
example, by decreasingthe inneroxidant flow, the length and luminosity of the flame can be increased, and the flame
momentum can be decreasedwithoutany mechanical modification of the burner.
Variations of the productivity of a furnace can be accomplished by increasing or decreasingthe firing ratesof the
burnersin the furnace.Sincethe length of a flame produced by a conventional burnerincreases withthe increase of
the burner firing rate, theflames maybecome too longfor a given furnace and impingeon the oppositewall, or become
too short and provideinsufficient coverageor heatingof the load. With the burner of the present invention, one can
adjust the flame length by varying the inner oxidant flow with respect to the outer oxidant flow in order to have an
optimized coverageeven when the furnace production varies. An important advantageof providing adjustable flow
rates is that it is possibleto maintain an optimum flame lengthwhen varying the firing rate of the burner.
In additionto changing the flame length, the controlof the relative flow ratescan be used to changethe luminosity
of the flame. It is generally accepted thata more luminous flame yields a higher radiation transferandthushas a better
heatingefficiency. A flame that containssoot is highly luminous because the carbon particlesthat are progressively
oxidized in the flame are strong visible light emitters. Soot formation can be promoted by creatingfuel rich regionsin
theflame. Luminosity ofthe flame can be increased in the present invention by decreasing the inneroxidantflow which
createsless mixing and morefuel rich regionsin the flamefor sootformation.
In addition, changing the relative flow rateseffectsa changeof momentum of the flame. Low momentum flames
are generally luminous, becausethe mixing between the oxidantand the fuel is bad, and thereare fuel rich regions in
the flame. On the other hand, high momentum flames are not visible. High momentum flames are shorter than low
momentum flames, because the turbulence, and hencemixing, is higher. Low momentum flames are also colderthan
high momentum flamesbecause it takes longer forthe fuel molecules to meetwiththe oxygenmolecules. By reducing
the flame momentum, the high flame peak temperatures found in high momentum flamesare thus avoided, and less
nitrogenoxides (NO) are formed.
Low momentum flames have less impact on a pulverized load, and produceless carry-over, and eventually less
particulate matter (PM) emissions. This is important for instance in glassfurnaces. Low momentum flames are also
more easily subjectto flame deflections by othergaseous flows within afurnace.Deflections of the flame towardsthe
crown for instance can leadto accelerated refractory wear.
Whenlittle or no oxidantis present in the inneroxidanttube 16, a long, lazy, and luminous flame is produced. The
longflame is advantageous for some industrial usersbecause of increased surfaceareathat resultsin larger coverage
of the bath. However, the resulting flame from low momentum operation can be sensitive to interactions with other
flames or gaseous flowswithin the furnace.The effects of surroundingflames and/orflowscan result in hot spots on
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the bath surface, instability in the overall flame shape, or crown and refractory damage.
The additionof oxidant injected in the inneroxidanttube 16 results in a shorter, more intense, higher momentum
flame, especially at higher inner oxidant flow rates. Varying the proportion of injected oxidant between the outer and
innertubesvariesthe momentum. High flow ratesof oxidantthrough the inneroxidanttube16 increasesthemomentum
resultingin a shorterstable luminous flame due to the increasedmixing between fuel and oxidant.
Thus, the present invention allowsthe furnace operator to easily tailor the flame shape for a particular industrial
application by adjustingthe proportion of oxidantpresent in the centerof the flame.
Characteristics of the flame can also be controlled by changing the relative axial and radial positions of the tubes
12,14,16 and by alteringthe position of the burner 10 in the burnerblock 40. For example, in FIG. 1, the outlet 26 of
the intermediate tube 14 is shown as beingspacedaxiallyinwardlyof the outlet 24 of the outertube 12 by a distance
X. Likewise, the outlet 28 of the axial tube 16 is shown as spaced axiallyinwardlyof the outlet 26 of the intermediate
tube by a distance Y. As a result of the relationship of the outlets, a pre-mixing of the inner oxidant flow and fuel flow
is achievedbeforethe fuel exits the tip of the burner. Hence, a portion of the fuel can react withthe inneroxidantflow
to produce soot and/or carbon for enhancing flame luminosity.
FIGS. 9-12 illustratevarious preferred configurations of the burner 10 mounted in a burner block 40, and FIGS.
13-16 illustrate various preferred configurations of the burner 10 for use without a burner block. As shown in FIGS.
9-12, whenthe burner 10 is mounted in a burner block40, the outeroxidant tube 12 is preferablyshorterthan the fuel
tube 14, and the inneroxidanttube 16. The outeroxidant tube 12 is prolongedbythe cylindrical opening in the burner
block 40 so that the outeroxidant outlet 24 is formed by a portion of the burnerblock 40.
Thus, the outer oxidant passage can be definedby both an outertube and the burner block. As shown in FIGS.
13-16, when the burner is not mounted in a burner block, the outeroxidanttube 12 is preferably equalto or longer than
the fuel tube 14.
The axial extentof the intermediate fuel tube 14 can be aligned withthe inneroxidant tube 16, as shown in FIGS.
9, 11, 13, and 14. However, the intermediate fuel tube 14 preferablyextendsoutwardly fromthe inneroxidant tube 16,
as shown in FIGS. 10, 12, 15, and 16. Configurations wherethe inner oxidant tube extendsoutward beyondthe fuel
tube are undesirable because they can leadto excessive heatingof the inner oxidanttube due to mixing of the fuel
and the outeroxidant.
The respective positions of the two innertubes are preferablydefinedby the formula:

-Dl <Z<3(D2-D1)
whereinDl and D2 are the innerdiameters of the central tube 16 and the intermediate tube 14, respectively, and Z is
the axial distance fromthefuel outlet26 tothe inneroxidantoutlet28. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, Z is negative.
Therefore, accordingto theformula,the inneroxidantoutlet 28 is preferably set backintothe fueltube adistance which
is not greaterthan the diameter of the inner oxidant tube Dl. This configuration definedby the formula prevents the
excess combustion from occurringwithin the intermediate fuel tube 14 and thus, prevents combustion products of the
reaction between the oxygen from the inneroxidant passage 22 and the fuel from impinging on the intermediate fuel
tube 14.
Examples of burnerblocks 40 for use withthe burnerof the present invention are shown in FIGS. 4-8. Eachof the
burnerblocks40 contains a cylindrical hole42 on a backfacethereoffor insertion ofthe burner 10. The walls defining
the cylindrical hole 42 form an extension of the outer oxidant tube 12 and the cylindrical hole constitutes a part of the
outeroxidantpassage18. The cylindrical hole42 opens into a burner blockcavity 44 or combustion chamberwithan
innergeometry which maytakethe formofany one ofthe shapes which are shown in FIGS. 4-8, i.e., conical, cylindrical,
gradually steppedor otherknown shapes. In preferred embodiments of the burner blocks40, such as those shown in
FIGS. 5 and 8, there is a smoothtransition surface46 between the cylindrical hole 42 and the cavity 44 in order to
reducethe effectof the walls on the outer oxygen flow.
In addition, the cavity 44 ofthe burner block40 should be formed,as shown in FIG. 17, so that it does not interfere
withthe flamezone 48. The flame zone 48 includes the areawhich extendsin a conical mannerat approximately 10°
from the outlet 26 of the intermediate fuel tube 14. FIG. 17 illustrates burner blocks 40 of two different configurations,
including a conical type burnerblock which is illustrated in the upper portion of the figureand a cylindrical type burner
blockwhich is shown in the lowerportion of thefigure. The wallsofthe burnerblocks, shownin FIG. 17, donot interfere
withthe flame zone 46.
Inone experiment madewiththe burnerdepictedin FIGS. 1 and 2 utilizing a 50 kw burner, thefollowingparameters
were used:
natural gas discharge velocity - 45.7 m/s
outeroxidantdischargevelocity - 10 to 15 m/s
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distance X = 0.5 in
distance Y = 1 in
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Whenthe burner wasarrangedto discharge the flame into a burner block 40 having cylindrical or conical burner
cavities, as shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, respectively, it was foundthat the flame luminosity was enhanced by decreased
inner oxidant flows. Also, whenthe inner oxidant flow was increased, the flame length and luminosity decreased.
When no burner block was used, it wasfound that by increasing the inner oxidant flow, the flame had a greater
momentum. Also, whenthe inner oxidantoutlet 28 was offsetaxially rearwardly from the fuel outlet 26, and the fuel
outlet was offset axially rearwardlyfrom the outer oxidantoutlet 24, as shown in FIG. 1, the luminosity of the flame
increased.
Further experiments were conducted employing threeburners(burner1, burner 2, and burner 3) in which the inner
and outer diameters of the inneroxidanttube 16, the fuel tube 14, and the outeroxidanttube 12 are given in mm in
Table 1. As shown in Tables 2-6, the flame length wasgenerally decreased by increasing the percentage and velocity
of the oxidant passing throughthe inner oxidant passage 22. The velocities in Tables 2-6 are in meters per second.
Table 1:

Burners
mm

D1

D10

D2

D20

D3

7.0

9.9

20.6

25.4

60.1

burner 2

10.9

12.7

27.9

34.0

60.1

burner 3

13.2

16.2

34.3

37.3

70.0

20

burner

1

25

Table 2:

Burner 1: firing rate 280 kW
30

% 02 at center

V02,

VfueI

V020

flame length (m)

0%

0.0

30.3

6.7

1.5

5%

20.2

30.3

6.3

1.35

10%

40.4

30.3

6.0

1.25

16%

60.6

30.3

5.7

0.9

35

Table 3:
40

Burner 1: firing rate 700 kW
%

45

0 at center

V02,

VfueI

V020

flame length (m)

0%

0.0

75.9

16.7

1.8

1%

13i

75.9

16.5

1.7

3%

26.3

75.9

16.3

1.7

7%

65.7

75.9

15.6

1.5

50

Table 4:

Burner 2: firing rate 280 kW

55

% 02 at center

V02,

VfueI

V020

flame length (m)

0%

0.0

16.0

8.1

1.0

5%

8.3

16.0

7.7

1.25

15%

25.0

16.0

6.9

1.25

6
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Table 5:

Burner 2: firing rate 700 kW
5

% 02 at center

V02,

Vfuel

V020

flame length (m)

0%

0.0

40.1

20.2

1.8

3%

13.3

40.1

19.5

1.8

7%

27.1

40.1

18.9

1.35

10

Table 6:

Burner 3: firing rate 1MW
15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

%

0 at center

V02,

Vfuel

V020

flame length (m)

0.00%

0.0

38.7

20.2

2.6

2.50%

10.1

38.7

19.7

2.2

5.00%

20.3

38.7

19.2

1.9

7.50%

30.4

38.7

18.6

1.85

10.00%

40.6

38.7

18.1

1.7

11.50%

46.7

38.7

17.8

1.6

13.00%

52.8

38.7

17.5

1.6

15.00%

60.9

38.7

17.1

1.4

17.50%

71.0

38.7

16.6

1.3

In addition, numerical simulations were conducted for an industrial 500 kW scale burnerhavingthe followingdimensions.
D1 = 11mm; D10= 13mm
D2 = 26mm; D20= 33mm
D3 = 55.9mm
The simulations are useful for explaining the experimentally observed trends in the visible flame length when02
is injected into the innertube. For the model an axissymmetricgeometry was used witha computational fluid dynamic
(CFD)code to solvethe equationsgoverning heat, mass, and momentum. The calculations evaluatedthe effect of the
momentum flux exiting the burner for differentpercentages of 02 injected into the inner. The modeling results show
that by increasing the inner02 from0% to 15%increases the total momentum at the exit planeby 29%. These results
are summarized in FIG. 18 which illustrates the total momentum flux acrossthe burner inlet and exit planes.
The numerical calculation confirmsthe experimental observation that an increase in inner oxidant flow results in
a higher flame momentum at the burner outlet. The agreementbetween experimental observations and numerical
calculations is furtherconfirmed by correlationsfound between measured profiles of hydroxyl radical (OH) emission
in the flame and calculatedOH concentrations in the flame, as describedin the following.
An estimation of theOH concentration andspatialdistribution atthe burner exit can be madeby using computational
fluid dynamic(CFD) modeling. Knowledge of thetemperature, pressure, and speciesconcentration at the exit provides
the necessaryinformation for performing a thermodynamic equilibrium calculation. The resultsshown in FIG. 19 indicatedthat the location of the OH mole fractionpeak shiftsaway fromthe centeraxis of the burner with the injection of
inner 02 and reaches a maximum shift with additional 02 injection. Also,the innerOH peak decreases withadditional
02 injection as shown forthe 15% case in FIG. 19 due to quenching by the large amount of 02 present.
To verify the modeling results of FIG. 19 a comparison with measuredOH profiles was madeto see if the same
qualitative features are observed. OH radical emission measurements are performed with an Ultra-Violet sensitive
video camera equipped with a filter that allows only the light emittedby the OH radical to reach the detector. The
experimental integrated OH profiles were obtained from a pilot furnace. The results shown in FIG. 20 do show the
samequalitativefeatureswiththe OH peaks shiftingaway fromthe centeraxisof the burner with injection of 02 in the
inner tube. Even the subtle displacement of the OH peak in the inner portion of the burnerand the decreasein the
peak for the 15%caseare observed. However, the spatial location of the observed OH peak is not similartothe model
which is probably due to the firing rates between the experiment and model differing by 30%. Nevertheless, the qual-
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itative similaritiesbetween these results add some validityto the CFD modeling of the detailedfluid mechanic and
thermal processes within the burnerblock.
Evaluation of the burnerfor NO production wasconducted in a pilot furnace using a conventional sampling technique. A water cooled suction probe was inserted in the flue channel of the pilot furnace to sample the combustion
products. All chemical reactions within the probe are frozen due to the rapidquenching of the gases. The gas sample
wasfiltered and driedoutpriortoanalysisbyspecificanalyzers. Measurements were madefor varying02 flowsinjected
in the inner oxidant tube 16. Thoughoxy-fuel combustion virtuallyeliminates NO by essentially removing the source
of NO fromthe oxidant other sources such as, air leaks, fuel, and nonpure 02 contribute to NO formation. To investigatetheeffect, the presence of additional N2willhave on NOformation, N2 wasinjected in eitherthefuel and/orthe02.
FIG. 21 illustrates that NO production increases as the proportion of 02 injected in the innertube increases. This
result is not surprisingsince the modeling calculations indicate the temperature is also increasing thus leading to
thermal N0production. This is alsoevidentin OH imagingexperiments werethe abundance of OH observed suggests
a higher flame temperature with 02 injected in the innertube.
In additiontovaryingthe flow rate ofthe inneroxidant flow, asolenoid valve maybe used to producean oscillating
flow of oxidant throughthe inneroxidantpassage 22. Withthe use of an oscillating flow, it may be possible to reduce
NO produced bythe flame by up to 40%.
Additionally, fuel injection which is located offthe axisof outeroxidantflowhas beenfoundto reduce NOemissions.
In the alternative embodiment of the burnershown in FIG. 22, the movement of the intermediate oxidant tube 52 and
the inner oxidant tube 54 to a non-coaxial position within the outer oxidant tube 50 can providean advantageous
decrease in NO over coaxial arrangements.
Whilethe invention has beendescribedin detail with reference to specific embodiments thereof, it will be apparent
to one skilled in the art that various changesand modification can be made, and equivalents employed, without departingfrom the spirit and scope of the invention.
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Claims
1.

An oxy-fuel burnercomprising an outeroxidant-conducting passage forming an outer oxidant outlet, an inner oxidant-conducting passage forming an inner oxidant outlet, a fuel-conducting passage forming a fuel outlet, said
outer oxidant outlet, said inner oxidant outlet, and said fuel outlet being coaxially arranged, with said fuel outlet
disposedradiallybetween said outerand inneroxidantoutlets, and means for varyingaflow rate of oxidantthrough
the inneroxidant-conducting passageto control a characteristic of the flame.

2.

The oxy-fuel burner according to claim 1 wherein said fuel outlet and said inner oxidant outlet are positionedto
cause fuel fromsaidfuel-conducting passage to be mixed withoxidant from said inneroxidant-conducting passage
at a location offsetaxially inwardly of said outeroxidantoutlet.

3.

The oxy-fuelburner accordingto one of claims 1 or 2 furthercomprising outer, intermediate, and innercylindrical
tubes arranged coaxially, said outercylindrical tube formingsaid outeroxidant-conducting passage, said intermediate cylindrical tube spaced radiallyinwardly from said outertube and formingsaid fuel-conducting passageand
saidfuel outlet, said innertube spaced radially inwardlyfromsaid intermediate tube and forming said inneroxidantconducting passage and said inneroxidantoutlet.

4.

The oxy-fuelburneraccording to one of claims 1 to 3 whereinsaid fuel outlet is offsetaxiallyinwardlywithrespect
to said outeroxidant outlet.

5.

The oxy-fuel burner according to one of claims 1 to 4 wherein said inneroxidant outlet is offset axially inwardly
with respectto said fuel outlet.

6.

The oxy-fuel burner according to one of claims 1 to 5 further including a burner block having a hole, said tubes
arrangedto dischargeoxidantand fuel into said hole.

7.

The oxy-fuel burneraccordingto claim 6, whereinthe hole of the burner block formsa part of the outer oxidant-
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conducting passage.
55
8.

The oxy-fuelburneraccording to claim6 or 7 whereinsaid hole is cylindrical or conical.

9.

The oxy-fuelburneraccording to one of claims 1 to 8 furtherincluding oxidant supplymeans forsupplyingoxidant

8
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to said outer and inner oxidant-conducting passages, and fuel supplymeans for supplying fuel to said fuel-conducting passage.

5
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10. The oxy-fuelburner accordingto one of claims 1
the momentum of the flame.

to 8 whereinthe characteristic of the flame which is controlled is

11. The oxy-fuelburneraccording to one of claims 1
is the luminosity of the flame.

to 10 wherein the characteristic of the flame which is controlled

12. The oxy-fuelburneraccording
is the flame length.
13.

15

20

25

to one of claims 1 to 11 whereinthe characteristic of the flame which is controlled

A method of combining oxidant andfuel in an oxy-fuelburnerto produce a flame, comprising:
conducting an outer oxidantflow through an outeroxidant-conducting passage, and discharging said outer
oxidantflowthroughan outeroxidantoutlet,
conducting a fuel flowthrougha fuel-conducting passage, and discharging said fuel flow throughafuel outlet
arrangedcoaxially with respect to said outer oxidant outlet and spaced radially inwardly therefrom,
conducting an inner oxidant flow through an inner oxidant-conducting passage and discharging said inner
oxidantflow throughan inner oxidant outlet arranged coaxially with respectto said fuel outlet and spaced
radially inwardly therefrom,said inneroxidant flowand said outeroxidantflowproviding atotaloxidantflow, and
controllinga percentage of the total oxidantflow which flows throughthe inner-oxidant conducting passage
to controla characteristic of the flame.

14. The methodaccording to claim 13 wherein said fuel flow is mixed with said inneroxidant flow before beingmixed
with said outeroxidantflow.
15. The method according
% oxygen.

to claim 13 or 14 whereineach of said outer and inner oxidant flows contains at least80

30

16. The method accordingtoone ofthe claimsl3to15 wherein nomorethan about50%ofthe totaloxidantissupplied
by said inneroxidantflow.

35

17. The method accordingto one of claims 13 to 16 whereinsaid inner oxidant flow has a discharge velocitythrough
said inneroxidant outlet of a magnitudeno lessthan the discharge velocityof the outeroxidant flow throughsaid
outeroxidantoutlet.
18. The method accordingto claim 17 whereinsaid dischargevelocity of said inneroxidantflow is in the range of from

about 10 to 200 m/s.

40

19. The method according to claim 17 or 18 wherein said fuel flow comprisesa natural gas flow having a discharge
velocitythroughsaid fuel outlet in the range of from 20 to 80 m/s.

45

20. The method according to one of claims 17 to 19, whereinsaid dischargevelocity of said outer oxidant flow is in
the range of lOto50 m/s.
21. The method according toone of claim 13to20, whereinthe percentage ofthetotal oxidant flowwhich flowsthrough
the inner oxidant passage is greaterthan the percentage of the total oxidantflow which flows throughthe outer
oxidantpassage.
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Sicherungsvorrichtung für einen Rolladen oder em Rolltor

Eine Sicherungsvorrichtung für einen Rolladen
gegen selbsttatiges Entrollen mit mindestens einer
drehsicherauf der Rolladenwelle (10) oder einer Hilfswelle (11) angeordneten Zahnscheibe (13), die innerhaib einesfeststehenden Rastringes (16) rotiert und in
deren Zahnzwischenräumen WalzkOrper (19) angeordnet sind, die bei einer entsprechend hohen Drehzahl
der WeIle (10) durchdie Fliehkraft radial nach aul3en in
eine im oberen Bereich des Rastringes (16) angeordnete Aussparung getragen werden und sich in dieser
mit einem Zahn der Zahnscheibe (13)verkeilen.
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Beschreibung
Die Erfindung betrifft eine Sicherungsvorrichtung
für einen Rolladen oder em Rolitor gegen selbsttatiges
Entrollen.
Bei einem motorisch angetriebenen Rolladen ist
der Motor nicht nur Antriebsvorrichtung zum Auf- und
Abbewegen des Rolladens sondern auch gleichzeitig
eine Bremsvorrichtung gegen selbsttatiges Entrollen.
Solite es dennoch beispielsweise zu einem Bruch der
Motorwelle kommen, so daB der Motor oder sein
Getriebe die Bremsfunktion nicht mehr erfüllen kann,
muB sichergestelit werden, daBder Rolladen sich nicht
von selbst ungebremst entrollen und dadurch gegebenenfalls Beschadigungen erleiden oder verursachen
kann.
Zur Losung dieses Problems schlagtdie Erfindung
eine Sicherungsvorrichtung der eingangs genannten
Art vor, die erfindungsgemal3 gekennzeichnet ist durch
mindestens eine drehsicherauf der Welle des Rolladens oder Rolltores oder einer mit dieser gekoppelten
Hilfswelle angeordnete Zahnscheibe, die innerhalb
eines feststehenden Rastringes rotiert und in deren
Zahnzwischenräumen WalzkOrper angeordnet sind,die
bei einerentsprechend hohen Drehzahl der Welle durch
die Fliehkraft radial nach auBen in eine im oberen
Bereich des Rastringes an dessen lnnendurchmesser
angeordnete Aussparung getragen werden und sich in
dieser mit einemZahn der Zahnscheibe verkeilen. Bei
normalem Betrieb des Rolladens rotiert die Welle mit
relativ geringen Drehzahlen, wodurchdie WalzkOrper,
die Kugeln, Zylinderwalzen oder Zylinderstifte sein kOnnen, in den Zwischenräumen zwischen den Zähnen der
Zahnscheibe verbleiben bzw. sofortwiederausder Aussparung des Rastringes in einen Zahnzwischenraum
zurückfallen. Die Sicherungsvorrichtung behindert hier
den normalen Betrieb des Rolladens also nicht. Bei
einemBruchder Motorwelle oder Ausfall von Getriebeteilen wird die Welle nicht mehr gebremst, so daBder
Rolladen aufgrund des hohen Gewichtes seines
Behangs sich zu entrollen beginnt. Hierbei werden
Drehzahlen der Welle erreicht, bei denen die WälzkOrper durchdie Fliehkraft aus den Zahnzwischenräumen
in die Aussparung des Rastringes getragen werden und
sichdortmit einemder Zähneder Zahnscheibe verkeilen. Hierdurch wird die Rotation der Welle und somit
das weitere Abwickeln des Behangs abrupt abgebremst. Bei groBen und damit relativ schweren Rolladen ist es vorteilhaft, mehrere Zahnscheiben mit
Rastringen durch Distanzscheiben getrennt und in
Umfangsrichtung versetzt zueinander auf der Welle
anzuordnen. Durch den gegenseitigen Versatz der
Zahnscheiben befinden sich immer em oder mehrere
WalzkOrper im Bereich der Aussparung der Rastringe,
wodurch beim Bruch der Motorwelle nur em minimales
Abwickeln des Rolladens stattfindet, bevor einer der
WalzkOrper sich mit einem Zahn einerder Zahnscheiben in der Aussparung eines Rastringes verkeiltunddie
Rolladenwelle wieder stillsetzt. Dabei kOnnen die Flan-
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ken der Zähneem- oderbeidseitig eineAnlageflache für
in die Aussparung des Rastringes getragene WälzkOrper aufweisen. Dementsprechend sind entweder beide
Flanken oder nur eineder Flanken zum Verkeilen eines
der WalzkOrper in der Aussparung des Rastringes in
der Lage. Bei einer anderen Ausgestaltung kann eine
Flanke der Zähne eine Führungskurve für die WälzkOrper bilden, die diese auch bei geringer Drehzahl der
Welle in Richtung Zahnspitze leitet. Dadurch sind nur
minimale Kräfte erforderlich, um die WalzkOrper vollends nach auBen zu tragen. Die Anordnung wird also
empfindlicher. Die Zahnspitzen kOnnen auch ungefahr
radial angeordnete Nuten aufweisen, wodurch die
Zähne eine gewisseElastizität erhalten und einen Teil
der Kräfte beim Verkeilen der WalzkOrper auffangen
kOnnen.

20

Die mindestens eine Zahnscheibe kann vorteilhafterweiseauf einer Hilfswelle innerhalbder Welle eines
Rolladens oder Rolltores angeordnet und der mindestens eine Rastring fest mit einer an einer Gebäudewand

25
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oder einem Rolladenkasten befestigten
Lagerhülse verbunden sein. Durch die Anordnung der
Sicherungsvorrichtung innerhalb der Rolladenwelle
benOtigtdie Sicherungsvorrichtung keinenzusätzlichen
Einbauraum. Dabei kann die Hilfswelle über eine Mitnehmerscheibe von der Welleangetrieben sein.
Nachfolgend wird em bevorzugtes Ausführungsbeispiel einer erfindungsgemaBen Sicherungsvorrichtung
anhand der Zeichnung näher erläutert.

Es zeigen:
Fig. 1

einen Teilschnitt durch den Endbereich einer Rolladenwelle mit einer
Sicherungsvorrichtung;

35
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Fig. 2

eine Detailansicht von drei Zahnscheiben der Sicherungsvorrichtung
ausFig. 1;

Fig. 3

eine Detailansicht einerZahnscheibe
und eines Rastringes der Sicherungsvorrichtung nach Fig. 1;

Fig. 4

eine Frontansicht auf drei hintereinander angeordnete Zahnscheiben
der Sicherungsvorrichtung nach Fig.

45

1;

Fig. 5
50

einen Schnitt durch den Endbereich
einer Rolladenwelle mit einerzweiten
Ausgestaltung einer Sicherungsvorrichtung;

Fig. 6 a) - c)
55

einen Querschnitt durch die Sicherungsvorrichtung nach Fig. 5 entlang
der Linie VI-VI bei unterschiedlichen
Betriebszuständen der Sicherungsvorrichtung;

2

3

Fig. 7 a) - e)
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einen Querschnitt durch die Vorrichtung nach Fig. 5 entlangder LinieVIIVII in unterschiedlichen Betriebspositionender Sicherungsvorrichtung.
5

In Fig. 1 istder Endbereich einer Rolladenwelle 10
gezeigt, in deren Innerem eine koaxiale Hilfswelle 11
einer erfindungsgemal3en Sicherungsvorrichtung angeordnetist. Die Rolladenwelle 10 wird in nicht näher dargesteliter Weise von einem Motor angetrieben. Die
Drehzahl der WeIle 10 wird dabei ubereineMitnehmerscheibe 12 auf die Hilfswelle 11 ubertragen. Auf der
Hilfswelle 11 sind drei parallele Zahnscheiben 13, 13',
13" angeordnet, die jeweils durch Distanzscheiben 14
voneinander getrennt sind. Die drei Zahnscheiben 13,
13' und 13" weisen jeweils eine zentrale Bohrung mit
einer Ausnehmung 15, 15' und 15" auf (Fig. 2), mit
deren Hilfesie auf einen entsprechenden Vorsprung an
der Hilfswelle 11 aufgeschoben werden kOnnen und
somit drehsichermit der Hilfswelle 11 gekoppeltsind.
Die Zahnscheiben 13, 13'und 13"rotierendabeijeweils
innerhalb von Rastringen 16, die feststehend an einer
Lagerhülse 17 angeordnet sind. Die Lagerhülse 17
kann an einem Rolladenkasten oder direkt an einer
Gebäudewand befestigt sein. Wie Fig. 3 zeigt, sind zwischen den Zahnscheiben 13, 13' und 13" sowie den
Rastringen 16 in den Zahnzwischenräumen 18 jeweils
Kugeln 19 angeordnet. Bei normalem Betriebdes Rollladensrotiert die Welle 10 und damit die Zahnscheiben
13, 13' und 13" nur langsam. Die Kugeln 19 bleiben
daher in den Zahnzwischenräumen 18 liegen. Bei
einem Bruch der Motorwelle erhOht sich die Drehzahl
der Rolladenwelle jedoch aufgrund des beginnenden
selbsttatigen Entrollens des Rolladenbehangs sehr
stark, wodurch die Kugeln 19 aufgrund der Fliehkraft in
eine im oberen Bereich der Rastringe 16 angeordnete
Aussparung 20 geschleudert werden, wo sie sich mit
entsprechenden Anlageflachen 21 der Zähne 22 der
Zahnscheiben 13, 13' und 13" verkeilen, wodurch die
Rolladenwelle 10 abruptabgestoppt wird. Da die relativ
kleinenBauelemente 13, l6und lghierbei die gesamte
Bremskraft aufbringen müssen, kann es bei sehr
schweren Rolladenbehangen erforderlich sein, mehr
als drei parallel zueinander angeordnete Zahnscheiben
13, 13' und 13" vorzusehen. Eine weitere Mal3nahme
zur Reduzierung der Bremskraft ist in den Fig. 2 und 4
dargestellt. Die drei Zahnscheiben 13, 13' und 13" sind
jeweils in Umfangsrichtung um einen Winkel a1 und a2
versetzt zueinander angeordnet, so daB sich in der
Frontansicht auf die drei hintereinander angeordneten
Zahnscheiben 13, 13', 13" das in Fig. 4 gezeigte Bild
ergibt. Die Zahnzwischenräume 18 der drei Zahnscheiben 13, 13' und 13" liegen nun luckenlos aneinander.
Dies bedeutet, daB sofort bei uberschreiten einer
bestimmten Drehzahl durch die Welle 10 sich eine
Kugel im Bereich der Aussparung 20 der Rastringe 16
befindet, in diese Aussparung 20 hinausgeschleudert
wird und die Welle 10 abstoppt. Der Fallweg des Rolladenbehangs wird hierdurch sehr gering gehalten.
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Die Fig. 5 bis 7 zeigen eine zweite Ausgestaltung
einer erfindungsgemaBen Sicherungsvorrichtung. Der
zentrale Langsschnitt durch den Endbereich einer Rolladenwelle 30 gemal3 Fig. 5 zeigt die Anordnung der
Sicherungsvorrichtung. Sie ist wieder im Inneren des
Endbereichs der Welle 30 integriert. Sie wirdvon einem
Gehäuse 31 umschlossen, dessen Bereich 31.1 einen
durchgehenden Rastbereich für Zylinderwalzen 32, die
in Aussparungen von Zahnscheiben 33 angeordnet
sind, bildet. Die Zahnscheiben 33 sind auf einer Vierkantwelle 34 gelagert, die über einenMitnehmer 35 mit
der Welle30 des Rolladens gekoppelt ist. Das Gehäuse
31 istan einerStange36 gelagert, die überem Wandlager 37 an einer Hauswand 38 befestigt ist. Die Rolladenwelle 30 wiederum ist über em Wellenlager 39
mittels eines Lagerbocks 40 drehbaran der Stange 36
gelagert. Der Lagerbockweist eine Verdrehsicherung
41 gegenüberder Stange 36 auf. Die Stange36 weist
im dargestellten Beispiel (Fig. 6) einen quadratischen
Querschnitt auf, wobeisichdasGehäuse 31 bei Aktivierung der Sicherungsvorrichtung relativ zur Stange 36
um einen begrenzten Winkel J3 drehen kann (Fig. 6c)).
Durch einen Nocken o. dgl. (nicht dargestellt) an der
Stange 36 kann dadurchem Schalter 42 zur Unterbrechung des Motorstroms, der fest mit dem Gehäuse 31
verbunden ist, betatigtwerden. Die Schnittbilder 6a) 6c) zeigen das Gehäuse 31 im Bereich einerAufnahme
31.2 für die Stange 36. In Fig. 6a) ist das Gehäuse 31
ohne die Stange 36 dargestellt. Hieraus ist zu erkennen, daB die AufnahmeOffnung 31.2 einen im wesentlichen quadratischen Querschnitt aufweist, wobeijedoch
in den Eckbereichen desQuadrats Aussparungen 31.3
vorgesehen sind, in denen DampfungskOrper 43 angeordnetsind, wie in Fig. 6b) zu sehen ist, die die Anordnung in normalem Betriebszustand zeigt. Bei
Ansprechen der Sicherungsvorrichtung verdreht sich
das Gehäuse 31 gegenüberder Stange36 umden Winkel J3 (Fig. 6c)). Die DampfungskOrper 43 sorgenhierbei
für em Abfedern des dadurchauftretenden StoBes.
Fig. 7 zeigtdie besondere Ausgestaltung der Zahnscheiben 33 der Sicherungsvorrichtung. Zwischen Zähnen 44 sind Aussparungen 45 für die Zylinderwalzen 32
vorgesehen. Die in Drehrichtung vordere Flanke 46 der
Zähne44 bildeteineFührungskurve fürdie Zylinderwalzen 32. Unabhangig von der Drehzahl der Rolladenwelle30 und damit der Mitnehmerwelle 34, auf der die
Zahnscheiben 33 angeordnet sind, erreichen die WäIzkOrper 32 die in den Fig. 7a) bis c) gezeigten Positionen. Bei Erreichen einer Aussparung 31.4 am
lnnendurchmesser des Gehäuses31 werden die Zylinderwalzen 32 aus den Vertiefungen 45 entlangder Führungskurve 46 des Zahns 44 geleitet (Fig. 7b)). Nach
überschreiten des hOchstenPunktes(Fig. 7c)) fallendie
Zylinderwalzen 32 bei geringer Drehzahl der Rolladenwelle30, d. h. bei Normalbetrieb, aufgrund der Schwerkraft wieder zurück in die Aussparung 45. Bei einer
hohen Drehzahl der Rollladenwelle 30, beispielsweise
bei Bruch der Motorwelle, werdendie Zylinderwalzen 32
hingegen durchdie Fliehkraft nach auBen getragen und
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verkeilen sichmit einemZahn 44der Zahnscheibe 33 in
der Aussparung 31.4 des Gehäuseteils 31.1 (Fig. 7d),
e)). Hierdurch wird em weiteresAbrollen des Rolladens
zuverlassig verhindert. Die Zähne 44 weisen dabei im
Bereich ihrer Spitze eine radial ausgerichtete Nut 47
auf, die em gewisses Abfedern der beim Verkeilen der
Zylinderwalzen 32 auftretenden Kräfte bewirkt, wie die
vergrOl3erte Darstellung in Fig. 7e) zeigt. Anstelle der
Zylinderwalzen 32 kOnnten bei der Sicherungsvorrichtung gemal3 den Fig. 5 bis 7 naturlich auch wieder
Kugeln als WalzkOrper eingesetzt werden.

(47) aufweisen.

Sicherungsvorrichtung für einen Rolladen oder em
Rolltor gegenselbsttatiges Entrollen, gekennzeichnetdurchmindestens einedrehsicheraufder Welle
(10, 30) des Rolladens oder Rolltores oder einermit
diesergekoppelten Hilfswelle (11, 34) angeordnete
Zahnscheibe (13, 13', 13"; 33), die innerhalb eines
feststehenden Rastringes (16, 31.1) rotiert und in
deren Zahnzwischenräumen (18) WalzkOrper (19,
32) angeordnet sind, die bei einer entsprechend
hohen Drehzahl der Welle (10, 30) durchdie Fliehkraft radial nach aul3en in eine im oberen Bereich
des Rastringes (16, 31.1) an dessen lnnendurchmesserangeordnete Aussparung (20, 31.4) getragen werdenund sich in dieser mit einemZahn (22,
44) der Zahnscheibe (13, 13', 13"; 33) verkeilen.
Sicherungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daB die WalzkOrper (19, 32)
Kugeln (19), Zylinderwalzen (32)oder Zylinderstifte
sind.

3.

Sicherungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
dadurchgekennzeichnet, daB mehrere Zahnscheiben (13, 13', 13") mit Rastringen (16) durch
Distanzscheiben (14) getrennt und in Umfangsrichtung versetzt zueinander auf der Welle (11) angeordnetsind.
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4.

5.

6.

Sicherungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB eine der
Flanken der Zähne (22) em- oder beidseitig eine
Anlageflache (21) für in die Aussparung (20) des
Rastringes (16) getragene WalzkOrper (19) aufweisen.
Sicherungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB eine der
Flanken (46)der Zähne(44)eine Führungsschiene
für die WalzkOrper (32) bildet, die diese auch bei
geringer Drehzahl der Welle (30) in Richtung der
Zahnspitze leitet.

Sicherungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 6, dadurchgekennzeichnet, daB die mindestens eine Zahnscheibe (13, 13', 13") auf einer
Hilfswelle (11)innerhalb der Welle (10) eines Rolladens oder Rolltores angeordnet ist und der mindestens eine Rastring (16) fest mit einer an einer
Gebäudewand oder einem Rolladenkasten befestigten Lagerhülse (17)verbunden ist.

8.

Sicherungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 7, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daB die Hilfswelle (11) über eine
Mitnehmerscheibe (12) von der Welle (10) angetriebenist.
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Sicherungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Zahnspitzen eine im wesentlichen radial ausgerichtete Nut
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Novel aminederivatives of the following general formula (I):
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(wherei

A maydenote-(CH2)-O-, -(CH2)2-O-, or -(CH2)2-NH-;
B maydenote-(CH2)2-;

a

R1 maydenote hydrogen atom,

a halogen atom, a nitro group, a 1 -pyrrolyl group, an acetamido group, an amino

group or a dimethylamino group;
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a nitro group;
and
denote
a
hydrogen atom;
R3
R4 may
R8a and R8b which are the same maydenotea chlorineatomor a methoxy group;
R9 maydenotea hydrogen atom or an aminogroup;
R maydenotea methyl group;and
X maydenotea methanesulfonamido group, a 1-imidazolyl group or a nitro group or a salts thereof are useful as
R2 maydenotea hydrogen atom or

antiarrhythmic drugs.
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Description
TECHNICAL FIELD
5

Thisinvention relatesto aminederivatives useful as antiarrhythmic drugs. More specifically, the invention relates to
aminederivatives of the following general formula (I) which have a potassium channelblocking action to be useful as,
for example, antiarrhythmic drugsand salts thereof:

10

R8a

(I)
15

20

(wherein

Adenotesthe general formula
25

30

35

40

(CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydrogen atomin the
be
substituted
(CH2)m moietymay
by one or morehydroxyl groups;
B denotesa group of the general formula-(CH2)-, -NR7-(CH2)- or -CONH-(CH2)-;
R1, R2, R3 and R4 denote each independently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a cyano group, a lower alkyl
group, a lower alkoxygroup, a lower alkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxyl group, a loweralkylsulfonyloxy group,
a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group orthe groupof the general formula -NR5R6, where R5 and R6 denote
each independently a hydrogen atom, a lower alkanoyl group, a lower alkyl group or a heterocyclic group;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a halogen atom, a lower alkyl group, a lower
alkanoylamino group or a loweralkylamino group;
R8a and R8bdenote the same halogen atom or loweralkoxygroup or, alternatively, when R8a is a hydrogen atom,
R8b denotesa loweralkylsulfonylamino group or a halogen atom (provided that when R8a is a hydrogen atom and
R8b is a lower alkylsulfonylamino group, R1 denotes a group of the general formula -NR5R6 or a heterocyclic
group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkyl group;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group, where
R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof from 0 to 3; and

n denotesan integerof from 0 to 3.
The invention also embraces processes for producing the aminederivativesof the general formula (I) set forth
aboveand salts thereof, as well as a use of them as antiarrhythmic drugs.
45

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

50

55

Potassium channels which are one ofthe mechanisms that control systemic physiological actionsare distributed in
systemic cellularsystemsincluding pancreatic f'-cells and cardiac muscle and, therefore, drugsthat have pharmacological actionsto control potassium channels are currently used in the treatmentof various circulatorydiseases as, for
example, antidiabetic drugs, antiarrhythmic drugs, etc. A numberof compounds are known in the prior art as such
potassium channelblockers. For example, glybenclamide which is an oral antidiabetic drug that blocks potassium channels in pancreatic f'-cells has been reported to block ATP-dependent potassium channels in pancreatic f'-cells and
therebyinduce insulin release, hence exhibiting a hypoglycemic action; this action is considered to be a mechanism of
action common to oral antidiabetic drugshaving the basicstructureofsulfonylureas as the skeleton. In this connection,
4-substituted benzoic acid derivativesare known to have the sameaction as reported in two reference, European Journal of Pharmacology, 141, 243-251 (1987) and British Journalof Pharmacology, 93, 61-68 (1988). On the otherhand,
compounds that block potassium channels in the cardiac muscle have an antiarrhythmic action and, accordingto
Vaughan Williams, they are classified as antiarrhythmic drugs of class Ill (see Anti-Arrhythmic Action, E.M. Vaughan
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Williams, Academic Press, 1980). Examples of such compounds have recentlybeen put forward in Japanese Patent
Publication No. Hei 3-60814 and European Patent Publication No. 0245997 as antiarrhythmic drugs that are compoundsrepresented by the following general formula (A):
5
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(A)

R is -NO2, -NH2 or -NHSO2R1,where R1 is a C1 - C4 alkylgroup;

Rb is -NO2, -NH2 or R3, where R3 is -NHSO2 (C1 - C4 alkyl)or -CON R4R5;
R4 and R5 denoteeach independently a C1 - C4 alkylor, whentakentogetherwiththe nitrogenatomto which they
are bound, denotea 1-pyrrolidinyl, piperidino, morpholino or N-methylpiperazin-1-yl group, provided that whenone
of and Rb is -NO2, the otheris not -NH2;
X denotes0, S or a directbond;
Y is an ethylene group optionally substituted by a methyl group;
"Alk"is an ethylene, trimethylene or tetramethylene group that are optionallysubstituted by a methyl group;
R is a C1 - C4 alkyl; and
R2 is H, halogen, CF3 or C1 - C4 alkyl.

R

However, the so far proposed prior art potassiumchannel blocking antiarrhythmic drugs including the abovedescribed compounds are not necessarily satisfactory in their action and even those which have a certain degree of
activityhave problemssuchas the manifestation ofseriousside effectsand it is stronglydesiredtodaytodeveloppotent
and safe antiarrhythmic drugsthat have an outstanding potassium channel blocking action and which yet are substantiallyfree from side effectsand hencecan safelybe used.
Underthesecircumstances, the present inventors studied a wide varietyof compound speciesfor their potassium
channel blocking action and their utilityas antiarrhythmic drugsand confirmed, as a result, that specified novel amines
of the general formula(I) definedabove and salts thereof were less in side effectswhileexhibiting a potent potassium
channel blocking action. The presentinvention has beenaccomplished on the basis ofthis finding.
DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION
Therefore, the presentinvention relates to novel aminederivatives

ofthe general formula (I) and salts thereof:

40

8a
(I)
R8b
50

(wherein
ss

A denotes the general formula (CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)m502, wherea hydrogen atomin the
(CH2)m moiety maybe substituted by one or morehydroxyl groups;
B denotesthe general formula-(CH2)-, -NR7-(CH2)-or -CONH-(CH2)-;
R1, R2, R3 and R4 denotes each independently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a cyano group, a lower alkyl
group, a lower alkoxygroup, a loweralkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxyl group, a lower alkylsulfonyloxy group,

4
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5

10

a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group orthe groupof the general formula -NR5R6, where R5 and R6 denote
each independently a hydrogen atom, a lower alkanoyl group, a lower alkyl group or a heterocyclic group;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a lower alkyl group, a lower
alkanoylamino group or a loweralkylamino group;
R8a and R8bdenote the same halogen atom or loweralkoxygroup or, alternatively, when R8a is a hydrogen atom,
R8b denotesa loweralkylsulfonylamino group or a halogen atom (provided that when R8a is a hydrogen atom and
R8b is a lower alkylsulfonylamino group, R1 denotes a group of the general formula -NR5R6 or a heterocyclic
group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkyl group;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group, where
R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof from 0 to 3; and

n denotesan integerof from 0 to 3.
15

BESTMODE FORCARRYING OUTTHE INVENTION
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50
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The expressions of varioussubstituents in the invention will have the following meanings unlessotherwise noted.
The halogen atomdenotes a fluorineatom, a chlorineatom, a bromineatom or an iodine atom.
The lower alkyl group denotes a straight-chained or branched alkyl group having 1 - 6, preferably 1 - 4, carbon
atoms, as exemplified by a methyl group, an ethylgroup, a n-propyl group, an i-propyl group, a n-butyl group, an i-butyl
group, a s-butyl group and a t-butylgroup.
The loweralkoxygroup denotes a straight-chained or branched alkoxy group having 1 - 6, preferably 1 - 4, carbon
atoms, as exemplified by a methoxy group, an ethoxygroup, a n-propoxy group, an i-propoxy group, a n-butoxy group,
an i-butoxy group, a s-butoxy group and a t-butoxy group.
The lower alkanoyl group has the meaning of an alkylcarbonyl group having 1 - 6, preferably, 1 - 4, carbonatoms
in the alkylmoiety, as exemplified by an acetyl group, a propionyl group, a n-butyryl group, an i-butyryl group, a valeryl
group, an isovaleryl group and a pivaloyl group.
The lower alkylsulfonyloxy group means an alkylsulfonyloxy group having 1 - 6, preferably 1 - 4, carbon atoms, as
exemplified by a methylsulfonyloxy group, an ethylsulfonyloxy group, a n-propylsulfonyloxy group, an i-propylsulfonyloxy
group, a n-butylsulfonyloxy group, an i-butylsulfonyloxy group, a s-butylsulfonyloxy group and at-butylsulfonyloxy group.
The heterocyclic group means a saturated or unsaturated group containing optionallyfusable 3- to 6-membered
rings having at least one nitrogen, oxygen or sulfur atom, as exemplified by a pyrrolyl group, a thienyl group, a furyl
group, a pyranyl group, an imidazolyl group, a pyrazolyl group, a thiazolylgroup, an isothiazolyl group, an isoxazolyl
group, a pyridyl group, a pyrazinyl group, a pyrimidinyl group, a pyridazinyl group, an indolyl group, an indazoyl group,
a quinolylgroup, an isoquinolyl group, a phthalazinyl, a naphthyridinyl group, a quinoxalinyl group, aquinazolinyl group,
a furazanyl group, an aziridinyl group, an azetidinyl group, a pyrrolidinyl group anda piperidinyl group.
The loweralkanoylamino group means a loweralkanoyl group havingan aminogroup bonded thereto, as exemplified byan acetylamino group, a propionylamino group, a n-butyrylamino group, an i-butyrylamino group, a valerylamino
group, an isovalerylamino group and a pivaloylamino group.
The loweralkylamino group means a loweralkylgroup havingan aminogroup bonded thereto,as exemplified by a
methylamino group, an ethylamino group, a n-propylamino group, an i-propylamino group, a n-butylamino group, an ibutylamino group, a s-butylamino group and a t-butylamino group.
The aryl group meansan aromatic hydrocarbon freed of one hydrogen atom,as exemplified by a phenyl group, a
tolyl group, a xylyl group, a biphenyl group, a naphthyl group, an anthryl group and a phenanthryl group, with a phenyl
group being preferred.
As alreadyreferred to, the invention compounds of the general formula (I) setforth above have a potentpotassium
channel blocking action as antiarrhythmic drugs of class Ill and prolong the durationof action potential in the cardiac
muscleand conduction tissues to thereby makethem more refractory to prematurestimuli. These are effective on the
atrium, ventricleand conduction tissuesin all of in vivo and in vitrocasesand, hence, are useful in the prevention and
treatment of ventricular and supraventricular dysrhythmias of various kindsincluding atrial and ventricularfibrillations.
These compounds do not change the conduction velocityof impulses and, hence, compared to other antiarrhythmic
drugs(mostlyin class I) which are presently in customary use, they are lessproneto accelerate or aggravate dysrhythmias and, in addition, they will cause lessnervous side effects. It shouldalso be noted that some ofthese compounds
have a certain degree ofpositiveinotropic activityand henceare particularlyuseful in patientswhoseheartpumpfunction is damaged.
Amongthe invention compounds of the general formula(I), desirable are thosecompounds, in which
Adenotesa group ofthe general formula (CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)m502,wherea hydrogen
atom in the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted by at least one hydroxyl group;
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B denotesa group of the general formula-(CH2), -NR7-(CH2)-or -CONH-(CH2)-;
R1, R2, R3 and R4 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom,a halogen atom, acyanogroup, a lower alkylgroup
having 1 - 6 carbonatoms, a loweralkoxygroup having 1 - 6 carbon atoms, a lower alkanoyl group having 1 - 6
carbonatoms inthe alkyl moiety, a nitro group, a hydroxyl group, a loweralkylsulfonyloxy group having 1 - 6 carbon
atoms, a phenoxymethyl group, a 5-membered heterocyclic groupora group of the general formula -NR5R6,where
R5 and R6 denote each independently a hydrogen atom, a lower alkanoyl group having 1 - 6 carbonatoms in the
alkyl moiety, a lower alkyl group having 1 - 6 carbonatoms or a 5- or 6-membered heterocyclic group;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom,a halogen atom,a nitro group, an amino group, a lower alkanoylamino group having
1 - 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety or a lower alkylamino group having 1 - 6 carbonatoms;
R8a and R8b denotethe same halogen atom or lower alkoxygroup having 1 - 6 carbon atoms;

R denotes a loweralkylgroup having 1 - 6 carbonatomsor a phenyl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a loweralkylgroup having 1 6 carbonatoms;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyanogroup oran imidazolyl group, where R10
and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkyl sulfonyl group having 1 - 6 carbonatoms;
m denotes an integerof from0 to 2; and
n denotesan integer of from 0 to 2.
Among thesedesirable compounds, particularly desirable are thosecompounds of the general formula(I), inwhich

20

25

30

35

A denotesa group ofthe general formula (CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydrogen
atom in the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted by at least one hydroxyl group;
B denotesa group of the general formula-(CH2)-, -NR(CH2)- or -CONH-(CH2)-;
R1, R2, R3 and R4denote each independently a hydrogen atom, afluorineatom, a chlorineatom, a bromineatom,
an iodine atom, a cyano group, a methyl group, a methoxy group, an acetyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxyl group,
a methylsulfonyloxy group, a phenoxymethyl group, a pyrrolyl group or a group of the general formula -NR5R6,
where R5 and R6 denote each independently a hydrogen atom, an acetyl group or a methyl group;
R9 denotesa hydrogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group or a lower alkanoylamino group having 1 6 carbon
atomsin the alkyl moiety;
R8a and R8b which are the same denotea chlorineatomor a methoxygroup;
R denotes a loweralkylgroup having 1 - 3 carbonatomsor a phenyl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a methyl group;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a 1-imidazolyl group, where
R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a methylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof from0 to 2; and
n denotesan integer of from 0 to 2.
Among theseparticularlydesirable compounds, moredesirable are thosecompounds of the general formula (I), in
which

40

45

50

A denotesthe group -(CH2)2-, -CH2-O-, -(CH2)2-O-, -CH2-NH- or -(CH2)2-S02-;
B denotesthe group -(CH2)2-, -CONH-(CH2)2-or -NH-(CH2)2-;
R1 denotes a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, a 1-pyrrolyl group, an acetamide group, an amino
group, a dimethylamino group, a cyano group, a lower alkylgroup having 1 - 3 carbon atoms, a hydroxyl group, a
methanesulfonyloxy group or a methanesulfonylamido group;
R denotes a hydrogen atom, a nitro group or a halogen atom;
R3 denotes a hydrogen atomor a nitro group;
R4 denotes a hydrogen atom, a lower alkylgroup having 1 3 carbonatomsor a halogen atom;
R8a and R8b which are the same denotea chlorineatomor a methoxygroup;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a lower alkylgroup having 1 - 3 carbonatoms, an aminogroup or a nitro group;
R denotes a loweralkylgroup having 1 - 3 carbonatomsor a phenyl group; and
X denotesa methanesulfonylamido group, a 1-imidazolyl group, a nitro group or a cyano group.

The most desirable compounds ofthe general formula (I) are those in which
ss

A denotes-(CH2)-O-, -(CH2)2-O-or -(CH2)2-NH-;
B denotes-(CH2)2-;
R1 denotes a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, a 1-pyrrolyl group, an acetamide group, an amino
group or a dimethylamino group;
R2 denotes a hydrogen atomor a nitro group;
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R3 and R4 denote a hydrogen atom;
R8a and R8bwhich are the samedenotea chlorineatomor a methoxy group;

R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a methyl group, an ethylgroup or an aminogroup;
R denotes a methyl group; and

5

10

15

20

25

30

Xdenotesa methanesulfonylamido group, a 1-imidazolyl group or a nitro group.

The invention compounds ofthegeneral formula(I) mayin turnform pharmaceutically acceptable salts.Suchpharmaceutically acceptable salts include acid addition salts formed with pharmaceutically acceptable, anion-containing
nontoxic acid additionsalt formingacids, exemplified by inorganic acids such as hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, nitric
acid, phosphoricacid, hydrobromic acid and hidrotic acid, organiccarboxylic acids such as tartaric acid, formic acid,
citric acid, acetic acid, trichloroacetic acid or trifluoroacetic acid, gluconic acid, benzoic acid, lactic acid, fumaricacid
and maleic acid, and sulfonicacids such as methanesulfonic acid, benzenesulfonic acid, p-toluenesulfonic acid and
naphthalenesulfonic acid. Specific examples of such salts include hydrochlorides, hydrobromides, hydroiodides, sulfates or hydrogensulfates, phosphates or hydrogenphosphates, acetates, maleates, fumarates, lactates, tartrates, citrates, gluconates, benzoates, methanesulfonates, benzenesulfonates and p-toluenesulfonates.
The present invention furtherrelates to processes for producing the novel aminederivatives ofthe general formula
(I) set forth aboveor salts thereof. According to the invention, the amine derivatives of the general formula(I) or salts
thereofcan be produced by processes characterized by:
(A) reacting a compound of the general formula (II) setforth belowor a salt thereofwith a compound of the general
formula (II) set forth belowor a salt thereof;
(B) reducing a compound ofthe general formula(Ia) set forthbelowor a salt thereof to producea compound of the
general formula(Ib) or a salt thereof;
(C) reacting a compound of the general formula(Ic) set forth belowor a salt thereofwith an alkanesulfonyl halide
to producea compound of the general formula(Id) set forth belowor a salt thereof;
(D) reacting a compound ofthe general formula (II) set forthbelowor a salt thereofwith a compound of the general
formula (IV) or a salt thereofto producea compound of the general formula (V) or a salt thereof and reacting the
thusproduced compound (V) with a compound of the general formula (VI) or a salt thereofto producea compound
of the general formula(le) or a salt thereof;or
(E) reacting a compound of the general formula (VII) set forth belowor a salt thereofwitha compound ofthe general formula(VIII) or a salt thereofto producea compound of the general formula(If) or a salt thereof.
These processes of the invention maybe represented by the following reaction schemes.
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Process E
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In these reaction schemes,

Adenotesa group ofthe general formula
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(CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydrogen
atom in the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted by at least one hydroxyl group;
B denotesa group of the general formula-(CH2)2-, -(NR7)-(CH2)-or -CONH-(CH2)-;
Ri, R2, R3 and R4 denote each independently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a cyano group, a lower alkyl
group, a lower alkoxygroup, a lower alkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxy group, a lower alylsulfonyloxy group,
a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group or a group of the general formula -NR5R6, where R5 and R6 denote
each independently a hydrogen atom, a lower alkanoyl group, a lower alkyl group or a heterocyclic group;
R9 denotesa hydrogen atom, a nitro group, an aminogroup, a loweralkyl group, a loweralkanoylamino group, a
halogen atomor a loweralkylamino group;
R8a and R8bdenotethe samehalogen atomor loweralkoxy group or, alternatively, when R8a denotesa hydrogen
atom, R8b denotesa lower alkylsulfonylamino group or a halogen atom(provided that when R8a isa hydrogen atom
and R8b is a loweralkylsulfonylamino group, Ri denotesa group of the general formula -NR5R6 or a heterocyclic
group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkyl group;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group, where
R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof from 0 to 3;

n denotesan integerof from 0 to 3;
Ldenotesa reactiveleaving group exemplified by a halogen atomsuchas chlorine, bromineor iodine, an alkylsulfonyloxy group such as a methanesulfonyloxy group, a benzenesulfonyloxy group or a toluenesulfonyloxy group;
A' has the same meaning as A, except that it is not (CH2)m;
one of Rioa and Riia is a hydrogen atom whilethe otheris a lower alkylsulfonyl group;
Ria, R2a, R3a, R4a, R9a and Xa have the same meanings as the above Ri, R2, R3, R4, R9 and X, respectively, providedthat at leastone of them is a nitro group; and
Rib, R2b, R3b, R4b, R9b and Xb have the same meanings as the above Ri, R2, R3, R4, R9 and X, respectively, pro-
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videdthat at leastone of them is an amino group.
The processes Ato E for producing the invention compounds of the general formula (I) will nowbedescribedmore
specifically belowseriatim.
5

ProcessA
According tothe invention processA, a phenylamine derivative ofthe general formula (II) or a salt thereofis reacted
witha compound of the general formula (Ill) or a salt thereof to producea compound ofthe general formula(I) or a salt
10

15

20

thereof.

The reaction in processAcan generally be carriedout in the presence or absence of an acid acceptor, desirablyin
an organicsolvent. In the reaction, anyorganicsolvents that will not affectitadversely maybe employed and, desirably,
the reaction is carried out using an alcohol solvent such as methanol or ethanol, a halogenated hydrocarbon solvent
suchas chloroform or methylene chloride, as well as dimethyl sulfoxide, dimethylformamide, acetone, etc. The reaction
mayalso be carriedout in the presence ofanacid acceptor and particularlyinthe casewherethe reactiveleaving group
L is a halogen, namely, chlorine, bromineor iodine, it is sometimes advantageous to carry out the reaction in the presence ofan acid acceptor. If the reaction is to be carried out in the presenceof an acid acceptor, ordinaryacid acceptors
can desirably be employed, as exemplified by pyridine, triethylamine, potassiumcarbonate, potassium bicarbonate,
sodium methoxide, 1 ,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU), etc.
The reaction in processA maybe carried outover a comparatively broad temperature range; generally, it is carried
out at room temperature or under elevated temperatures, desirablyat the reflux temperature of the solvent used or a
temperature of from50 to 150°C. The reaction is generally carriedout for 0.5 to 24 h, desirablyfor 1 to 15 h.
Afterthe reaction is complete, the reaction product mayoptionally be separated and purified by methods of posttreatment customaryin the technical field of interest, as exemplified by column chromatography and recrystallization.

25

ProcessB

30

35

According to the invention processB, a compound ofthe general formula (Ia),which is a compoundofthe general
formula (I) whereat leastone of R1, R2, R3, R4, R9 and X denotesa nitro group, ora salt thereofis reduced to produce
a compoundof the general formula(Ib) or a salt thereof.
The reduction reaction maybe carriedout by reduction methods commonlyemployed in the art to reducethe nitro
group to the amino group. Such reduction methods includean indirectreduction method that causesreduction using
hydrogen in the presence of a catalystsuch as platinum, palladium, palladium on carbon, platinumon carbon or
Raney's nickel, and a direct reduction method that causes reduction using a chemical reductant such as SnCl2, Zn,
NaS, aluminum amalgam, chromos chloride, sodiumthiosulfate, sodiumborohydride or lithium aluminum hydride.
Inthe reduction reaction, the catalystis used generally ataratio of0.1 - 10 moles, desirablyat a ratioof 1 - 5moles,
to one mole of the compound(Ia).The reaction is generally carriedout at normalpressures but
it mayalso be carriedout at a slightlyelevated pressure. The reaction time is generally from0.5 to 24 h, desirablyfrom

ito 15 h.

40

Afterthe reaction is complete, the reaction product mayoptionally be separated and purified by methods of posttreatment customaryin the technical field of interest, as exemplified by column chromatography and recrystallization.
ProcessC
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According to the invention processC, a compound of the generalformula(Ic) or a salt thereof is reacted with an
alkanesulfonyl halide to produce a compound of the general formula (Id) or a salt thereof.
The alkanesulfonyl halide that maybe used in the reaction in processC is an alkanesulfonyl chlorideor bromide
and methanesulfonyl chlorideis desirablyused.
The reaction in processC can generally be carriedout inthe presence of an acid acceptor, desirablyin an organic
solvent. In the reaction, any organicsolvents that will not affect it adversely maybe employed and, desirably, the reaction is carried out using an alcohol solventsuch as methanol or ethanol, a halogenated hydrocarbon solventsuch as
chloroform or methylene chloride, as well asdimethylsulfoxide, dimethylformamide, acetone, etc. The reaction is more
advantageously carriedout in the presence of an acid acceptor and acid acceptorsthat fitthe purposeare ordinaryacid
acceptors suchas alkali metal hydroxides, carbonates, bicarbonates or alkoxides suchas sodium hydroxide, potassium
hydroxide, sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, potassium carbonate, potassium bicarbonate and sodium methoxide, as well as pyridine, triethylamine and 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU), with pyridine being particularly
desirably.
Whilethe reaction temperature is not limited in anyparticularway, it is generally desirable to carry outthe reaction
at roomtemperature. Generally, the reaction is carriedout for 1 to 15 h, desirably for 2 to 5 h.
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After the reaction is complete, the reaction product mayoptionallybe separated and purified by methods of posttreatment customary in the technical field of interest, as exemplified by column chromatography and recrystallization.
ProcessD
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

According to the invention process(D), a compound of the general formula (II) or a salt thereof is reacted with a
compound of the general formula (IV) or a salt thereof to producea compound of the general formula (V) or a salt
thereofand, thereafter, in the secondstage, the compoundof the general formula(V) or salt thereofis reacted with a
compound of the general formula (VI) or a salt thereof to producea compound of the general formula (le) or a salt
thereof.
The reaction in the first stage of the processcan generally be carried out in the presence or absence of an acid
acceptor, desirablyin an organicsolvent. In the reaction, any organicsolvents that will not affect it adversely may be
employed and, desirably, the reaction is carriedout using an alcohol solvent such as methanol or ethanol, a halogenated hydrocarbon solventsuch as chloroform or methylene chloride, as well as dimethyl sulfoxide, dimethylformamide,
etc. The reaction mayalso be carriedout in the presence of an acid acceptors and particularlyin the case wherethe
reactiveleaving group L is a halogen, namely, chlorine, bromineor iodine, it is sometimes advantageous to carry out
the reaction in the presence of an acid acceptor. Ifthe reaction is to be carriedout in the presence of an acid acceptor,
ordinaryacid acceptor can desirablybe employed, as exemplified by pyridine, triethylamine, potassium iodide, potassium carbonate, potassiumbicarbonate, sodium methoxide, 1 ,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU), etc.
The reaction maybe carried out over a comparatively broad temperature range; generally it is carriedout at room
temperature or under elevated temperatures, desirably at the reflux temperature of the solvent used or a temperature
of from50 to 150°C. The reaction is generally carried out for 0.5 to 24 h, desirablyfor 1 to 5 h.
After the reaction is complete, the reaction product mayoptionallybe separated and purified by methods of posttreatment customary in the technical field of interest, as exemplified by column chromatography and recrystallization.
Afterthe end of the reaction in the first stage, the produced compound of the general formula (V) or a salt thereof
is subjected to the reaction in the second stage, namely, it is reacted with a compound of the general formula(VI) or a
salt thereofto producea compound of the general formula(le) or a salt thereof.
The reaction in the second stageof processD can generally be carriedout in the presence or absenceof an acid
acceptor, desirablyin an organicsolvent. In the reaction, any organicsolvents that will not affect it adversely may be
employed and, desirably, the reaction is carriedout using an alcohol solvent such as methanol or ethanol, a halogenated hydrocarbon solventsuch as chloroform or methylene chloride, as well as dimethyl sulfoxide, dimethylfomamide,
etc. The reaction may also be carried out in the presence of an acid acceptor and particularlyin the casewhere the
reactiveleaving group L is a halogen, namely, chlorine, bromineor iodine, it is sometimes advantageous to carry out
the reaction in the presence of an acid acceptor. Ifthe reaction is to be carriedout in the presence of an acid acceptor,
ordinaryacid acceptorscan desirably be employed, as exemplified bypyridine, triethylamine, potassiumiodide, potassium carbonate, potassium bicarbonate, sodium hydride, sodium methoxide, 1 ,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene
(DBU), etc.
The reaction maybe carried out over a comparatively broad temperature range; generally, it is carriedout at room
temperature or under elevated temperatures, desirablyat room temperature. The reaction is generally carriedout for 1

to 24 h, desirablyfor 3 to 5 h.
After the reaction is complete, the reaction product mayoptionallybe separated and purified by methods of posttreatment customary in the technical field of interest, as exemplified by column chromatography and recrystallization.
ProcessE

45

50

ss

According to the invention process E, a phenylamine derivative of the general formula (VII) or a salt thereof is
reacted with a compound of the general formula (VIII) or a salt thereofto producea compound of the general formula
(If) or a salt thereof.
The reaction in processE can generally be carriedout in the presenceor absence of an acid acceptor, desirablyin
an organicsolvent. In the reaction, any organicsolventthat will not affect it adversely maybe employed and, desirably,
the reaction is carriedout using an alcohol solventsuch as methanol or ethanol, a halogenated hydrocarbon solvent
suchas chloroform or methylene chloride, as well as dimethyl sulfoxide, dimethylformamide, acetone, etc. The reaction
mayalsobecarriedout inthe presence of an acid acceptor and particularly inthecasewherethe reactive leaving group
L is a halogen, namely, chlorine, bromine or iodine, it is sometimes advantageous to carryout the reaction in the presence ofan acid acceptor. Ifthe reaction is to be carriedout inthe presenceofan acid acceptor, ordinaryacid acceptors
can desirably be employed, as exemplified by pyridine, triethylamine, potassiumcarbonate, potassium bicarbonate,
sodium methoxide, 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU), etc.
The reaction in processE maybe carriedout over a comparatively broad temperature range; generally, it is carried
out at roomtemperature or under elevated temperatures, desirably at the reflux temperature of the solvent used or a
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5

10

15

20

25

temperature of from50 to 150°C. The reaction is generally carriedout for 0.5 to 24 h, desirablyfor 1 to 15 h.
Afterthe reaction is complete, the reaction product mayoptionally be separated and purified by methods of posttreatment customary in the art technical field of interest, as exemplified by column chromatography and recrystallization.
As mentioned above, the amine derivativesof the general formula(I) or pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof
according to the invention have a potentpotassium channel blocking action and, hence, can be employed as clinically
useful antiarrhythmic drugs. When these compounds are to be utilized clinically, theycan be employed in dosageforms
of preparations customary in the pharmaceutical field. Therefore, the present invention also provides antiarrhythmic
drug compositions that containthe novel aminederivativesof the general formula (I) or pharmaceutically acceptable
salts thereof as an active ingredient.
Thepharmaceutical compositions of the invention mayfurtherbe formulated by customary methods usingpharmaceuticallyacceptable customaryvehicles to makepreparations customary in the pharmaceutical field, as exemplified
by preparations for peroral administration such astablets, capsules, troches, liquidsandsuspensions, solutions or suspensions for injection, or injections inthe formof a ready-to-use dried powderfor injection which is to be reconditioned
withdistilled waterfor injection just before use by injection.
Thevehiclesused for these purposes are customaryn the pharmaceutical field and, in the case of preparations for
peroral administration, theyinclude binders, lubricants, disintegrators, excipients, solubilizers, dispersants, stabilizers,
suspending agents, pigments and flavors and, in the case of injections, they include preservatives, pain reducing
agents, solubilizers, stabilizersand isotonic agents. The thus produced pharmaceutical preparations maybe administeredeitherperorally or parenterally, for example, by an intravenous, intramuscular or subcutaneous route.
In the case of administering the aminederivatives of the general formula (I) according to the invention for the purpose of treating or preventing dysrhythmias, the dose of administration can bevaried in accordance withthe condition,
body weight, age of the patient and soforth; generally, an adult (withan averagebodyweightof 70 kg) is administered
1 to 60 mg daily in a singleapplication or in up to three dividedportions.
The present invention will now be described morespecifically with reference to the following examples and experimentsbut it should be notedthat the invention is by no means limited thereto.
[Example 1] Production of 1-(4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3.4-dimethoxyphenylethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
hydrochloride

30

(1) 1 ,2-Dibromoethane (24.4 g, 0.13 mol) and 4-nitrophenol (6 g, 0.044mol) weredissolved in ethylalcohol(60 ml)
and sodium hydroxide (2 g) was addedto the solution. The reaction mixture was refluxed for 24 h and thereafter
concentrated under vacuum, followed bycolumn chromatography usinga 3:1 solvent systemofn-hexane and ethyl
acetateas an eluent to yield the end compound 1 -(4-nitrophenoxy)-2-bromoethane (5.5 g).
35

R (CDCI3):

40

(2) 2-(3,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (4.76g, 0.024mol) and 3 g (0.012 mol) of the 1 -(4-nitrophenoxy)2-bromoethane produced in (1) abovewere added to 40 ml of a 2:1 solventsystemof acetonitrile and ethanol and
the resulting mixturewas refluxed for 4 h, followed by concentration under vacuum. The residuewas subjected to
column chromatography using a 4:1 solventsystem of ethyl acetateand n-hexane as an eluentto yield the end
compound 1 -(4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (5.5 g).
1HNMR (CDCI3):

45

50

55

8.2(dd,2H), 6.99(dd,2H), 4.39(t,2H), 3.67(t,2H).

o8.1 8(d,2H), 6.95(d,2H), 6.78(m,3H), 4.13(m,2H), 3.85(s,6H), 2.89(m,2H), 2.74(s,4H),
2.43(s,3H)

(3) The 1-(4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane prepared in (2) above in an
amount of 5.5 g (0.015 mol) was dissolved in methanol (200 ml) and ethyl acetate(200 ml) and, thereafter, 10%
Pd/C (2 g) wasaddedto the resulting reaction solution and the reaction mixture wasstirredin hydrogen gas for 8
h, followed by filtrationand concentration undervacuumto yield the end compound 1-(4-aminophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (5 g).
(4) The 1-(4-aminophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane prepared in (3) above in an
amount of 5 g (15.1 mmol) wasdissolved in pyridine(30 ml) and aftercoolingat0°C, methanesulfonyl chloride(3.5
g, 30.3 mmol) was added dropwise to the solutionover 30 mm. The reaction mixturewasstirred at room temperature for 1 h and, thereafter, ethanol wasadded and the solventpyridinewas evaporated, followed by additionof a
10% solution of sodium hydroxide to the residueand extraction with ethylacetate. The organiclayer waswashed
withwater and thereafter the organicextract wasdriedwith magnesium sulfate, followed by evaporation of the solvent. The residuewas subjected to column chromatography using a 7:3:1 solvent system of cyclohexane, ethyl
acetateand methanol as an eluentto yield the end product(2 g). The resulting product wasdissolved in methanol
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(50 ml) and cooled at0°C; to the resulting solution, an ethersolution (7 ml) saturated with 1 M HCI wasaddedand
the mixturewas stirred for 30 mm, followed by concentration under vacuumtoyield the titledcompound1-(4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenylethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (1.4 g).
5

154.4- 155.7°C.

m.p.:

1HNMR (CD3OD):

o7.14(d,J=8.9Hz,1H,Ar!), 6.90(d,J=8.9Hz,1 H,Ar!)<6.80(m,3H,Ar!), 4.27(t,J=5. 1 Hz,2H,
3.71(s,6H,H3OX2),
OH2CH2),
3.56(bs,2H,OCH2H2), 3.38(t,J=7.9Hz,2H, NjCH2Ar), 2.95(m,5H,N-CH2-Ar,H3SO2NH), 2.8(s,3H,
1240(CH3O), 1160and 1340(S=O)

N-3)

10

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

409(M+1)

[Example 2] Production of 1 -(4-imidazoleDhenoxv)-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethvl)-N-methvlaminolethane

15

20

(1) 4-(lmidazol-1-yl)phenol (5 g, 31.3 mmol), 1,2-dibromoethane (8.09g, 93.9 mmol) and sodium hydroxide (1.25
g, 31.3 mmol) were refluxed in ethanolfor 24 h. Thereafter, thesolventwasevaporated and the residue wasdiluted
with a saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate, followed by extraction with ethyl acetate. The extracted
organiclayer was washed twice with a saturated aqueous solution of sodiumchlorideand dried with magnesium
sulfate, followed by evaporation of the solvent. The residuewas purifiedby column chromatography on silica gel
using, as an eluent, methylene chloridecontaining 30% ethyl acetate. The fractionscontaining the productwere
subjected to evaporation to yieldthe end compound1-bromo-2-[4-(imidazol-1-yl)phenoxy]ethane (3.58g) in a solid
form.

R (CDCI3):
25

30

35

ö7.8(s,1H), 7.35(dd,2H), 7.2(t,2H), 7.0(dd,2H), 4.35(t,2H), 3.65(t,2H)

(2) A portion (1 g, 3.8 mmol) of the 1 -bromo-2-(4-[imidazol-1-yl)phenoxy]ethane produced in (1) above, 2-(3,4dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (1.05 ml, 5.7 mmol), potassium iodide (1.81 g, 11.4 mmol) and sodium
bicarbonate (0.94g, 11.4 mmol) were heatedin N,N-dimethylformamide (15 ml) at 80 - 90°Cfor 24 h. Thereafter,
the reaction mixture was dilutedwith water and subjected to extraction with ethyl acetate. The extracted organic
layer was washed twice with a saturated aqueous solution of sodium chlorideand dried with magnesium sulfate,
followed by evaporation; the residuewaspurifiedbybeing subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using,
as an eluent, chloroform containing methanol (5%). The fractionscontaining the product werecombined andsubjected to evaporation to yield the titled compound 1-[4-(imidazol-1 -yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-Nmethylamino]ethane (1.1 g) in a solid form.
m.p.:

57-58°C

1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö7.7(s,1H,imidazol
6.9(d,J=8.9Hz,2H,ArH),

i)

7.15(d,J=3.7Hz,2H,imidazol
7.25(d,J=8.8Hz,2H,Ari),
H)
6.7(m,3H,ArH), 4.0(t,J=5.5Hz,2H,H2O), 3.70(s,3H,OCH3),

3.75(s,3H,OH3),2.8(t,J=5.5Hz,2H,Ar), 2.71(m,4H,N-H2X2),2.35(s,3H,N-H3)
40

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

1660(C=N)

382(M+1)

[Example 3] Production of 1 -(4-methanesulfonamidoDhenoxv)-2-FN-(3.4-dichloroDhenethvl)-N-methvlaminolethane
hydrochloride
45

50

(1) Lithium aluminum hydride (LAH) (0.57 g, 0.015mol) were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (30 ml) at room temperature, followed by stirring for 30 mm. To the resulting solution therewas slowlyadded dropwise a solution having
3,4-dichlorophenylacetic acid (3g, 0.015mol) and triethylamine (2.1 ml, 0.015mol) dissolved intetrahydrofuran (20
ml) and after stirring at the refluxtemperature for 3 h, the mixture wascooled and waterwaspoured into. The mixture wasneutralized withan aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide and subjected to extraction with ethyl acetate to
yield the end compound 3,4-dichlorophenethyl alcohol (2.53 g).
1H-NMR (CDCI3):

ss

ö7.36(m,2H), 7.1(dd,1H), 3.87(m,2H), 2.84(m,2H)

(2) A portion(1 g, 5.23 mmol) of the 3,4-dichlorophenethyl alcoholproduced in (1) above wasdissolved in pyridine
(10 ml) and methanesulfonyl chloride (0.61 ml, 7.85 mmol) wasslowlyadded dropwise, followed bystirring at room
temperature for 1 h and pouringintowater. The mixture was subjected to extraction with ethyl acetate and concentrated under vacuum; the residue was dissolved in 50 ml of a solution of 40% methylamine in methanol and the
solution wasstirred overnightat roomtemperature, followed by concentration under vacuum. The residue wassubjected to column chromatography usinga 9:1 solventsystem of chloroform and methanol as an eluentto yield the
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end compound 3,4-dichlorophenethyl-N-methylamine (0.76 g).
R (CDCI3):
5

10

o7.1 6(m,2H), 6.89(dd, 1H), 2.68-2.58(m,4H), 2.29(s,3H)

(3) 2-(4-nitrophenoxy)ethyl bromide(0.5 g, 2.03 mmol) was dissolved in methanol (30 ml) and, after adding 10%
Pd/C (0.2 g), the solution was stirred for 1 h in hydrogen gas, followed by filtration. The filtrate was concentrated
under vacuumand the residuewasdissolved in pyridine(20 ml). Tothe resulting solution, methanesulfonyl chloride
(0.25ml, 3.2 mmol) wasslowlyadded dropwise, followed by stirring overnight. Water waspoured into the reaction
mixture, followed by extraction with ethyl acetate and concentration under vacuum. The residuewas subjected to
column chromatography usinga 1:1 solventsystem of ethylacetateand hexane as an eluentto yield the end compound 2-(4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)ethyl bromide (0.22 g).

R (CDCI3):
15

20

25

o7.1 9(m,2H), 6.91 (m,2H), 4.26(t,2H), 3.64(t,2H), 2.96(s,3H)

(4) A portion(0.2 g, 0.68 mmol) of the 2-(4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)ethyl bromideproduced in (3) above, 0.28
g (0.00136 mol) of the 3,4-dichlorophenethyl-N-methylamine produced in (2) above, potassium iodide (0.17 g, 1.02
mmol) and sodium bicarbonate (0.086 g, 1.02 mmol) were dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (20 ml) and the
resulting solution wasstirredfor 3 h as itwas heated at 85 - 90°C in an oil bath. Water waspoured into the reaction
mixtureand extraction was conducted with ethylacetate, followed by drying with magnesium sulfate and concentration under vacuum. The residuewas purified bybeing subjected to column chromatography using a 9:1 solvent
systemof chloroform and methanol as an eluentto yieldthe product(0.11 g). The productwasredissolved in methanol (10 ml) and HCI gas waspassed throughthe resulting solution to yield the titled compound 1-(4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dichlorophenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (0.11 g) as a foam.
1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

o7.46-7.39(m,2H,Ar-CI2H), 7.18-7.14(m,3H,2Ar-H+Ar-CI2H),
4.29(t,J=5.1Hz,2H,--O-Ar), 3.71-3.27(m,4H,--N-H2-),
j-CH2-N),2.96(s,3H,SO2H3),2.8(s,3H, N-H3)
780(C-Cl)

6.92(d,J=7Hz,2H,Ari),
3.04(t,J=9. 1Hz,2H,Ar-

417(M)

30

[Example 4] Production of 1 -(3.4-dinitroDhenoxy)-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethyl)-N-methylaminolethanehydrochloride

35

40

(1) 2-(3,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (2.77 ml, 0.015 mol) and 2-bromoethanol (1.13 ml, 0.015 mol)
were dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (10 ml). To the resulting solution, potassiumiodide (2.45 g, 0.015mol)
wasadded, followed bystirringat 80°Cfor 1.5 h. The reaction mixturewascooledto room temperature and, thereafterthe solventwasevaporated under vacuum; afteradding a saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate,
threeextractions were conducted with ethyl acetate. The organiclayers were combined, dried with sodium sulfate
and concentrated under vacuum. The residuewaspurifiedby beingsubjected to column chromatography on silica
gel using a 9:1 solvent systemof chloroform and methanol as an eluentand the fractionscontaining the end product were collected and the solvent was evaporated undervacuum, followed by dryingtoyield the end compound 2[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethanol (1.35g) as an oil.
1HHMR (CDCI3):

o6.80(d,1H), 6.72(m,2H), 3.87(s,3H), 3.85(s,3H), 3.57(m,2H), 2.70(m,4H), 2.58(t,2H),
2.33(s,3H)

45

50

(2) A portion (0.50 g, 2.1 mmol) of the 2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethanol produced in (1)
above wasdissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (6 ml) and 60%sodium hydride (0.12 g, 3 mmol) wasadded to the resulting solution. The reaction mixturewasstirred at room temperature for 1 h and 1-chloro-3,4-dinitrobenzene (0.48ml,
4 mmol) wasadded on a waterbath. The mixturewasstirred at room temperature for 2 h and afteraddinga saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate, three extractions were conducted withchloroform. The organic layers were combined, driedwith sodium sulfateand concentrated under vacuum. The residuewas purified by being
subjected to columnchromatography on silica gel using a 15:1 solventsystemof chloroform and methanol as an
eluentand the fractions containing the end compound were collected and the solventwas evaporated under vacuum, with the residuebeing recrystallized from ethanolto yield the titled compound 1-(3,4-dinitrophenoxy)-2-[N-

55

(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (0.31 g).
m.p.:

186-188°C

1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö7.81(d,J=8.7Hz, 1 H,ArH), 7.08(s,1H,ArH), 7.01(d,J=8.7Hz,1 H,ArH), 6.74-6.77(m,3H,ArH),
4.17(t,J=5.7Hz,2H,Ofl2CH2), 3.86(s,3H,OH3), 3.85(s,3H,OH3), 2.93(t,J=5.7Hz,2H,
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OCH2N), 2.74(s,4H,ArIR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
5

10

15

25

30

35

40

45

50

ss

1520, 1335(N02)

208(M-197), 197(M-208)

[Example 5] Production of 1 -(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidoDhenoxv)-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethvl)-N-methvlaminolethane hydrochloride

(1) Dibromoethane (14.9 ml, 0.1728 mol) and 2-chloro-4-nitrophenol (10 g, 0.0576 mol) were dissolved in dimethylfomamide (250ml) and potassium carbonate(9.55g) was added to the resulting solution, followed by stirring at
85°C for 30 mm. Thereafter, the reaction solution was diluted with water and subjected to three extractions with
ethylacetate. The organicextracts were combined, dried with magnesium and the solvent was evaporated; thereafter, the residuewaspurifiedby being subjected to column chromatography using a 1:1 solvent system of n-hexane and ethyl acetate as an eluent and the fractions containing the end productwere collected and subjected to
evaporation to yield the end compound 1-(2-chloro-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-bromoethane (14.0 g) as a yellow solid
mass.
1H-NMR (DMSO-d6):

20

2.43(s,3H,NH3)

ö8.30(s,1H), 8.21(d,1H), 7.42(d,1H), 4.61(t,2H), 3.89(t,2H)

(2) 2-(3,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (18.4ml, 0.0998mol) and the 1-(2-chloro-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-bromoethane produced in (1) above in an amountof 14 g (0.0499mol) weredissolved in a 1:2 solventsystemof ethanoland acetonitrile and the resulting solution was heated atthe refluxtemperature for 15 h. Thereafter, thesolvent
wasevaporated andthe residuewasdilutedwithwater, followed byextraction withethylacetate. The aqueous layer
was rendered basic at a pH of about9 withan aqueous solution of sodium carbonate, followed by threeextractions
with ethyl acetate. The organicextractswere combined, dried with magnesium sulfateand the solvent was evaporated; thereafter, the residuewas purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using, as an
eluent, ethyl acetatecontaining methanol (5 - 10%).
The fractions containing the end product were combined and the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound 1-(2-chloro-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (15.7g) as a yellow oil.
1HNMR (CDCI3):

o8.28(d,1H), 8.14(m,1 H), 6.97(d,1H), 6.78(m,3H), 4.23(t,2H), 3.86(s,3H), 3.85(s,3H),
2.99(t,2H), 2.78(s,4H), 2.48(s,3H)

(3) A portion (15.63 g, 0.040 mol) of the 1-(2-chloro-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane produced in (2) abovewas dissolved in hot ethanol(500 ml) and, thereafter, a solution consisting of
a mixtureof Na2S2O4(27.56g) and water (125ml) wasadded to the resulting solution, thereby forming a precipitate. The mixturewas heated at the reflux temperature for 20 mm. Thereafter, the solvent was evaporated and the
residuewasdilutedwithwater, followed by extraction with ethylacetate. An aqueous solution of sodiumcarbonate
wasadded to the aqueous layer suchthat it became basicup to a pH of about9, followed bythree extractions with
ethylacetate. The organicextracts were combined, driedwith magnesium sulfate, and the solventwas evaporated;
thereafter, the residuewas purified bybeing subjected to column chromatography on silicagel using, asan eluent,
ethylacetatecontaining methanol (10%). The fractionscontaining the end compound were combined and the solvent was evaporated to yield the end compound 1 -(4-amino-2-chlorophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-Nmethylamino]ethane (4.78 g) as a yellowoil.
1FI4'ffV1(CD3OD):

ö6.96(m,2H), 6.90(m,2H), 6.73(d,1H), 4.20(m,2H), 3.91(s,3H), 3.89(s,3H), 3.03(m,2H),
2.90(s,4H), 2.58(s,3H)

(4) The 1-(4-amino-2-chlorophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane produced in (3)
abovein an amountof 4.78 g (0.013 mol) was dissolved in pyridine (25 ml) and, thereafter, methanesulfonyl chloride (1.22 ml) was slowlyadded at roomtemperature. Thereafter, the reaction mixturewasstirred atordinarytemperatures for about 16 h, followed by addition of ethanol and evaporation of the solvent pyridine; then, a 10%
aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide was added to the residueand extraction was conducted with ethyl acetate.
The organic layer was washed with water twiceand, thereafter, the organicextracts were dried with magnesium
sulfate, followed by evaporation of the solvent. The residue was purifiedby being subjected to column chromatographyon silica gel using, as an eluent, ethylacetatecontaining methanol (10%). The fractions containing the end
productwere combined and the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound 1 -(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (3.5 g) as a pale yellow solid mass.
1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

ö9.56(s,1H), 7.26(s,1 H), 7.14(s,2H), 6.82(m,2H), 6.73(d, 1 H), 4.10(t,2H), 3.73(s,3H),
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3.69(s,3H), 2.94(s,3H), 2.81(t,2H), 2.65(s,4H), 2.34(s,3H)

5

(5) A portion (1.6 g, 3.6 mmol) of the 1-(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)N-methylamino]ethane produced in (4) above was dissolved in ethyl acetate (50 ml) and, thereafter, HCI was
injected in a gaseous state (H2S04+NH4CI) into the resulting solutionas it was stirred at ordinarytemperatures,
thereby forming a precipitate. When no moreprecipitate was formed, the solventwas evaporated to yield thetitled
1-(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
compound
hydrochloride (1.7 g) as a pale yellow solid mass.

10

81.4 - 83.2°C

m.p.:

1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö8.57(s,1 H,NHSO2),
7.46(s, 1H,ArH),
7.20(d,J=7.2Hz, 1H,ArH),
6.79(s,4H,ArH),
4.65(brs, 1H,CH2H2O), 4.52(brs, 1H,CH2H2O), 3.87(s,3H,H3O), 3.86(s,3H,H3O),

3.07(s,3H,NHSO2H3),2.98(s,3H,CH2NH3)
15

IR(KBr,cm1):

3450(NH), 11 60(S=O)

MS:

443(M)

[Example 6] Production of 1 -(2.4-dinitroDhenoxy)-2-FN-3.4-dimethoxvphenethvl)-N-methvlaminolethanehydrochloride

20

(1) Dibromoethane (5.25 g, 0.049 mol) and 2,4-dinitrophenol (3 g, 0.016 mol) were addedto dimethylformamide
(20 ml) and, after adding a fine powderof potassium carbonate (2.24g), the mixturewas heatedat 85°Cfor 1.5 h.
Thereafter, the solvent was evaporated and three extractions were conducted with ethyl acetate. The organic
extracts were combined and driedwith sodium sulfate, with the residue beingsubjected to column chromatography
on silica gel using methylene chlorideas an eluent. The fractionscontaining the end product were collected and
the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound 2,4-dinitrophenoxyethly bromide(1.64g).

25

R (CDCI3):

30

35

(2) 2-(3,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (0.31 g, 1.9 mmol) wasadded to dimethylformamide (10 ml) and,
thereafter, sodium bicarbonate (0.4 g, 5.7 mmol), potassium iodide (0.53 g, 3.8 mmol) and a portion (0.7 g, 2.4
mmol) of the 2,4-dinitrophenoxyethyl bromideproduced in (1) abovewere added, followed by stirring at 85°C for 2
h; thereafter, the mixture waspoured into water (50 ml) and subjected tothreeextractions withmethylene chloride.
The organicextracts were combined, dried with sodium sulfate and the solventwas evaporated, withthe residue
being thereafter purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using methylene chlorideas
an eluent. The fractionscontaining the end product were collected to yield the end compound 1-(2,4-dinitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (330 mg).

1HNMR (CDCI3):

40

ö8.74(s,1 H), 8.44(d, 1H), 7.20(d,1 H), 4.55(t,2H), 3.71 (t,2H)

ö8.72(s,1 H), 8.38(d,1 H), 7.17(d, 1H), 6.76(m,3H), 4.27(t,2H), 3.86(s,3H), 3.84(s,3H),
2.94(t,2H), 2.73(s,4H), 2.43(s,3H)

(3) The 1-(2,4-dinitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane produced in (2) above in an
amount of 330 mg (0.8 mmol) wasadded to ethylacetate(5 ml) and, thereafter, HCI gas passed throughthe mixture as it was stirred at roomtemperature. The resulting precipitate wasfiltered and dried to yield the titled compound 1 -(2,4-dinitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (312 mg).
m.p.>.182°C(withdecomposition)

45

50

1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

öl0.99(bs,1 H,NH), 8.79(s, 1H,ArH),

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

405(M)

8.56(d,J=9.3Hz,1 H,ArH), 7.65(d,J=9.3Hz,1H,ArH),
6.89(m,2H,ArH), 6.80(d,J=8.2Hz, 1H,ArH), 4.80(bs,2H,CH2fl2O), 3.76(S,3H,OH3),
3.73(s,3H,OH3),
3.64(bs,2H,NH2CH2O),
3.20-3.45(m,2H,Ar-CH2H2N),
3.00(t,J=8.2Hz,2H,Ar-H2CH22-N), 2.91 (s,3H,NH3)
1520, 1350(N02)

[Example 7] Production of 1 -(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidoDhenoxy)-2-FN-(2-amino-4.5-dimethoxvphenethyl)-Nmethylaminolethane hydrochloride
55

(1) 3,4-Dimethoxyphenylacetic acid (3 g, 0.0153 mol) wasdissolved in methanol (50 ml) and, thereafter, conc. sulfuricacid (0.05ml) wasaddedtothe resulting solution, followed by heating at the reflux temperature for 2 h. Thereafter, the solventwas evaporated and the residuewas neutralized withan aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate,
followed by extraction withethylacetate. Theorganicextract wasdried withsodium sulfate, followed by evaporation
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of the solventanddrying under vacuumto yield the oil compoundmethyl 3,4-dimethoxyphenylacetate (3.2 g) as a
colorless oil.

R (CDCI3):

ö6.82(s,3H), 3.88(s,3H), 3.87(s,3H), 3.70(s,3H), 3.57(s,2H)

5

10

(2) The methyl 3,4-dimethoxyphenylacetate produced in (1) above in an amount of 3.2 g (0.015mol) wasdissolved
in aceticanhydride (50 ml) and acetic acid (5 ml) and, thereafter, the resulting solutionwascooledat -20°C. To the
solution, 86% nitricacid (1.49ml, 0.030mol) as dissolved in aceticacid (20 ml) wasadded dropwiseover 1 h and,
thereafter, the reaction solution was stirred over an additional 1 h until its temperature reached 15°C. After adding
methanol (70 ml) to the reaction mixture, the latterwas stirred for 1 h to evaporate the solvent. The residue was
neutralized with an aqueous solution of 2 N NaOH and, thereafter, two extractions were conducted with ethylacetate. The organicresidue was driedwith sodium sulfate, followed by evaporation of the solvent; the resulting solids
werewashedwithwaterand ether, followed by dryingto yield the end compound methyl 2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenylacetate (3.5 g) as a pale yellow solid mass.

15

m.p.:

R (CDCI3):

20

25

(3) Aportion(3.4g, 0.013mol) ofthe methyl 2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenylacetate produced in (2) above and sodium
borohydride (2.52g, 0.067mol) were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (100ml), followed by heatingatthe reflux temperature for 30 mm. Methanol (10 ml) was added dropwiseto the reaction mixtureover 30 mm, followed byheating
for 1 h. The mixturewas cooled to roomtemperature and the residual reagents were decomposed withan aqueous
solution of 1 N HCI,followed by neutralization withan aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate and threeextractions
with ethyl acetate. The organicextracts were dried with sodium sulfate and the solventwas evaporated, with the
residuebeingpurifiedbybeing subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using, as an eluent, ethyl acetate
containing n-hexane (33%). The fractions containing the end product were collected and the solvent was evaporated to yield the end compound2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl alcohol (3.0 g) as a pale yellow solid mass.
103-105°C

m.p.:
30

35

R (CDCI3):

1HNMR (CDCI3):

50

ö7.73(s,1H), 6.89(s,1 H), 4.56(t,J=6.4Hz,2H), 3.99(s,3H), 3.95(s,3H), 3.39(t,J=6.4Hz,2H),
2.97(s,3H)

(5) The 2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl methanesulfonate produced in (4) above in an amount of2.6 g (8.52mmol)
wasdissolved in 40 ml of a methanol solution of 40% methylamine and the solution was heated at 50°C and stirred
for 1 h, followed by restirring at roomtemperature for 12 h. Thereafter, the solventwas evaporated and the residue
was diluted with an aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate, followed by extraction with methylene chloride. The
solventwas evaporated and the residuewas rendered acidic with 3 N HCI, followed byextraction withethylacetate.
The aqueous layers were collected and rendered basicwith an aqueous solution of 2 N NaOH, followed by two
extractions with chloroform. The organiclayers were collected and dried withsodiumsulfate, followed by evaporation under vacuumto yield the end compound 2-(2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (1.35g) as a
browncaramel-like substance.
1HNMR (CDCI3):

55

o7.61(s,1H), 6.81 (s,1 H), 3.94-3.97(m,8H), 3.21 (t,J=6.4Hz,2H)

(4) The 2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl alcohol produced in (3) above in an amount of 3.0 g (0.013 mol) was dissolved in pyridine(15 ml), followed by cooling to 0°Cand additionof methanesulfonyl chloride(2.05ml, 0.026mol).
The reaction mixturewasstirred at roomtemperature for 1 h and the solventwas evaporated, followed by dilution
with an aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate and extraction with ethyl acetate. The organicextract wasdried
with sodium sulfateand the solventwas evaporated, followed by dryingunder vacuum to yield the end compound
2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl methanesulfonate (2.6 g) as a yellow solid mass.

40

45

110-111°C
ö7.75(s,1H), 6.73(s, 1 H), 3.99(s,2H), 3.98(s,3H), 3.96(s,3H), 3.73(s,3H)

ö7.62(s,1H), 6.78(s,1 H), 3.97(s,3H), 3.93(s,3H), 3.14(t,J=7.2Hz,2H), 2.89(t,J=7.3Hz,2H),
2.48(s,3H)

(6) To 11 g (0.040 mol) ofthe 1-(2-chloro-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-bromoethane produced in Example 5-(1), ethanol(170
ml) was added and dissolved therein; to the resulting solution, Na2S2O4 (27.6 g, 0.158mol) as dissolved in water
(50 ml) was added dropwise, followed by stirring at room temperature for 20 mm. The solvent was evaporated and
the residuewas diluted with an aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate and two extractions were conducted with
ethylacetate. The organicextractswere driedwithsodiumsulfate and the solventwas evaporated, withthe residue
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beingpurifiedby beingsubjected to column chromatography on silicagel using, as an eluent, n-hexane containing
ethylacetate(25%) to yield the end compound 1-(4-amino-2-chlorophenoxy)-2-bromoethane (2.35g) as a paleyellow solid mass.
5

10

15

14'ffV1 (CDCI3):

ö6.83(d,J=8.7Hz,1H), 6.73(d,J=2.8Hz,1H), 6.53(dd,J=2.7Hz,8.6Hz,1 H), 4.25(t,J=6.5Hz,
2H), 3.62(t,J=6.5Hz,2H)

(7) A portion(2.3 g, 9.18 mmol) of the 1-(4-amino-2-chlorophenoxy)-2-bromoethane produced in (6) abovewasdissolved in pyridine(10 ml) and the resulting solution was cooled to 0°C, followed by dripping of methanesulfonyl
chloride(1.43ml, 0.018 mol) and stirring at roomtemperature for 2 h. Thereafter, the solventwas evaporated and
the residue was diluted with an aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate, followed by extraction with chloroform.
The extract wasdriedwithsodium sulfateand the solventwasevaporated, withthe residuebeingthereafter purified
by being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using, as an eluent, chloroform containingmethanol
(6.6%) to yield the end compound1 -(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-bromoethane (2.78 g) as a pale
yellow solid mass.
m.p.:

1HNMR (CDCI3):

96-98°C
ö7.33(d,J=2.6Hz,1H), 7.16(dd,J=2.6Hz,8.8Hz, 1H),
4.34(t,J=6.4Hz,2H), 3.67(t,J=6.4Hz,2H), 3.00(s,3H)

6.92(d,J=8.8Hz,1H),

6.57(brs,1 H),

20

25

(8) The 2-(2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine produced in (5) above in an amount of 1.35 g (5.62
mmol) and 923 mg (2.81 mmol) ofthe 1-(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-bromoethane produced in (7)
above were dissolved in a solventsystem consisting of a mixture of acetonitrile (30 ml) and ethanol (15 ml) and the
resulting solution washeated at the refluxtemperature for 12 h. Thereafter, the solventwasevaporated andthe residue was diluted with an aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate, followed by extraction with chloroform. The
organicextract was dried with sodium sulfate and the solventwas evaporated, with the residue being thereafter
purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using, as an eluent, ethyl acetatecontaining
methanol (6.6%)to yield the end compound 1-(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (830 g) as a brown caramel-like substance.

30

1HNMR (CDCI3):

35

40

7.12(dd,J=2.6Hz,8.7Hz,1 H), 6.86(d,J=8.8Hz,1H),
ö7.58(s,1 H), 7.29(d,J=2.6Hz, 1H),
6.79(s,1H), 4.09(t,J=5.6Hz,2H), 3.94(s,3H), 3.92(s,3H), 3.13-3.16(m,2H), 2.99(s,3H), 2.962.98(m,2H), 2.83-2.86(m,2H), 2.51 (s,3H)

(9) A portion(700 mg, 1.44 mmol) of the 1 -(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(2-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane produced in (8) above wasdissolved in ethanol (50 ml) and, thereafter, Na2S2O4
(1.0 g, 5.74 mmol) as dissolved in water (15 ml) was added dropwiseand the mixturewas stirred at room temperaturefor 15 mm. Thereafter, the solventwas evaporated and the residue was dilutedwith an aqueous solution of
sodium bicarbonate and the solvent was evaporated, with the residuebeingthereafter purified bybeing subjected
to column chromatography on silica gel using, as an eluent, chloroform containing methanol (25%). The resulting
product wasdissolved in methanol (5 ml) and, thereafter, the HCI gas as generated by adding conc. sulfuricacid
to ammonium chloridewas passed throughthe solution to therebyforma hydrochloride and hence yield the titled
1-(2-chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(2-amino-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylcompound
amino]ethane hydrochloride (31 mg) as a pale yellow foam.

45

1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

öl0.37(brs,3H),

9.73(s,1 H,NHSO2), 7.32(d,J=2.OHz,1 H,ArH), 7.27(d,J=8.9Hz,1H,ArH),
7.06(s,1H,ArH),
7.02(s,1H,ArH),
4.52(brs,2H,-fl2O),
3.77(s,3H,H3O), 3.75(s,3H,H3O), 3.67(br s,2H), 3.52(br s,2H), 3.11-3.17(m,2H),
3.01 (s,3H,H3SO2),2.96(s,3H,
3440(NH2), 1 160(S02)
7.21(d,J=8.8Hz, 1H,ArH),

Nj)

50

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

458(M)

[Example 8] Production of 1 -(4-methanesulfonamido-2-(1H-Dvrrol-1 -vl)Dhenoxv)-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethvl)-Nmethylaminolethane hydrochloride
55

(1) 2-Amino-4-nitrophenol (5 g, 0.032 mol) and 2,5-dimethoxytetrahydrofuran (5.03 ml, 0.034mol) were dissolved
in glacial aceticacid (100ml), followed by stirring atthe refluxtemperature for 10 mm. Thereafter, the reaction solution was cooled to ordinarytemperatures and neutralized with sodium carbonate, followed by dilutionwith water
and three extractions with ethyl acetate. The organicextracts were combined, dried with magnesium sulfate and
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the solventwas evaporated, with the residuebeingthereafter purified by being subjected to column chromatographyon silicagel suing a 2:1 solventsystem of n-hexane and ethyl acetate. The fractions containing the end product
were combined and the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound 4-nitro-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenol (3.81
g) as a yellow solid mass.
5

R (CDCI3):

10

15

(2) The 4-nitro-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenol produced in (1) above in an amount of 3.81 g (0.019 mol) and 1,2-dibromoethane (4.83 ml, 0.056mol) were dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (70 ml) and, afteradding sodium carbonate (3.1 g), stirring wasdone at 70°Cfor 1 h. Thereafter, the reaction solution wasdilutedwith waterand rendered
basicat a pH ofabout9 with an aqueous solutionof 10%sodiumhydroxide, followed by threeextractions withethyl
acetate. The organic extracts were combined, dried with magnesium sulfate and the solventwasevaporated, with
the residuebeingthereafter purified by beingsubjected to column chromatography on silicagel using a 3:1 solvent
system of n-hexane and ethyl acetateas an eluent. The fractionscontaining the end productwere combined to
yield the end compound 1-[4-nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-bromoethane (1.7 g) as a yellow solid mass.
1HNMR (CDCI3):

20

25

30

35

40

50

o8.18(m,2H), 7.1 3(m,3H), 6.36(dd,2H), 4.45(t,J=5.8Hz,2H), 3.67(t,J=5.8Hz,2H)

(3) 3,4-Dimethoxy-N-methylethylamine (0.852 ml, 4.6 mmol) and 0.72 g (2.3 mmol) of the 1-[4-nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1yl)phenoxy]-2-bromoethane produced in (2) above were dissolved in a 1:2 solvent system of ethanol and acetonitrile, followed by heating at the reflux temperature for 15 h. Thereafter, thesolventwas evaporated and the residue wasdilutedwith water, followed by extraction with ethylacetate. The aqueous layer was rendered basicat a
pH of about9 withan aqueous solution of sodium carbonate, followed by threeextractions with ethyl acetate. The
organicextracts were combined, dried with magnesium sulfate and the solventwas evaporated, with the residue
being purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using, as an eluent, ethyl acetatecontainingmethanol (10%). Thefractionscontaining the end product were combined and the solventwas evaporated
to yield the end compound 1-[4-nitro-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.72g) as a yellow oil.
1HNMR (CDCI3):

o8.18(m,2H), 7.08(m,3H), 6.72(m,3H), 6.32(dd,2H), 4.1 9(t,J=5.8Hz,2H), 3.87(s,3H),
3.85(s,3H), 2.88(t,J=5.8Hz,2H), 2.69(m,4H), 2.37(s,3H)

(4) A portion (0.53 g, 1.25 mmol) of the 1-[4-nitro-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-Nmethylamino]ethane produced in (3) abovewas dissolved in 50 ml of a 1:1 solvent system of ethyl acetateand
methanol and 10%Pd/C(0.15g) wasslowlyaddedtothe solution, which wasthereafter stirred at ordinarytemperaturesfor 10 mm as hydrogen gas wasinjected. Thereafter, the reaction mixture wasfiltered throughCelite and the
filtratewas evaporated, withthe residue beingpurifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel
using, as an eluent, ethyl acetatecontaining methanol (10%). The fractions containing the end productwere combinedand thesolventwasevaporated to yield the end compound 1-[4-amino-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.49 g) as a yellowoil.
1HNMR (CDCI3):

45

o8.15(m,2H), 7.1 3(d, 1 H), 6.92(dd,2H), 6.42(dd,2H)

o7.01(dd,2H), 6.86(d,1 H), 6.70(m,4H), 6.58(d,1 H), 6.25(dd,2H), 3.87(s,3H), 3.85(s,3H),
3.49(m,2H), 2.69(m,6H), 2.33(s,3H)

(5) The 1 -4-[amino-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane as produced
in (4) abovein an amount of0.5 g (1.27mmol) wasdissolved in pyridine(20 ml) and methanesulfonyl chloride (0.12
ml) was slowly added at 0°C. Thereafter, the reaction mixturewas stirred at ordinarytemperatures for 5 h and,
thereafter, ethanol was added and pyridinewas evaporated, with an aqueous solution of 10%sodium hydroxide
being added to the residueto render it basic at a pH of about 10, followed by extraction with ethyl acetate. The
organiclayer waswashed with watertwiceanddried withmagnesium sulfate, followed by evaporation, with theresiduebeingpurifiedbybeingsubjected to column chromatography on silicagel using a 15:1 solventsystem of methanol and chloroform as an eluent. The fractionscontaining the end productwere combined and the solvent was
evaporated to yield the end compound 1 -[4-methanesulfonamido-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.4 g) as a yellow oil.

55

1HNMR (CDCI3):

o7.20(d,1H), 7.12(m,1H), 7.04(dd,2H), 7.00(s,1 H), 6.77(m,1 H), 6.70(m,2H), 6.28(m,2H),
4.05(t,J=5.9Hz,2H), 3.87(s,3H), 3.85(s,3H), 3.00(s,3H), 2.82(t,J=5.9Hz,2H), 2.67(m,4H),
2.35(s,3H)
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5

The
1 -[4-methanesulfonamido-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methyl(6)
amino]ethane produced in (5) abovein an amount of 0.4 g (0.85mmol) was dissolved in ethylacetate(20 ml) and,
thereafter, HCI was injected in a gaseousstate (sulfuricacid + ammonium chloride) withstirring, therebyforming a
precipitate. When no moreprecipitate was formed, the solventwas evaporated to yield the titled compound 1-[4(methanesulfonamido-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
hydrochloride(0.45g) as a pale yellow solid mass.
m.p.:

1HNMR (CDCI3):
10

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

88.6°C (withdecomposition)
ö8.61(s,1 H,NHSO2CH3), 7.40(s, 1 H,Ar!), 7.28(d,J=9.4Hz,1H,Ar!), 6.95(d,J=8.5Hz,
1H,ArH), 6.81(m,5H,ArH+pyrroleH), 6.22(s,2H,ArH), 4.52(br d, 2H,NCH2fl2O),
3.88(s,3H,OH3), 3.86(s,3H,OH3), 3.58(br,1H,NCHCH2O), 3.25(br,2H,H2NCH3),
3.11(m,3H,H2CH2NCH3+NCHCH2O), 3.02(s,3H,NHSO2H3),2.73(s,3H,CH2NH3)
3150(NH), 1340and 1 180(S=O)

474(M+1)

15

[Example 9] Production of 1 -(2-acetamido-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3.4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylaminolethane hydrochloride

20

(1) 2-Amino-4-nitrophenol (10 g, 0.065 mol) was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (100 ml) and, after cooling to 0°C,
aceticanhydride (12.24ml, 0.130mol) wasaddeddropwise, followed by stirring at room temperature for 2 h. Thereafter, methanol (10 ml) was added to the reaction mixture, which was then stirred at room temperature for 30 mm
and, thereafter, the solventwasevaporated and the resulting residue wasdilutedwithdiethyl etherand filtered.The
solventwasevaporated off the filtrate and the resulting solids were dried to yield the end compound 2-acetamido4-nitrophenol (12.21 g) as a palebrownsolid mass.

25

1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

30

35

ö9.46(s,1H),
2.14(s,3H)

8.93(d,J=2.8Hz,1H),

7.89(dd,J=2.9Hz,8.9Hz,1H),

7.02(d,J=8.9Hz,1H),

(2) A portion (9.6 g, 0.049mol) of the 2-acetamido-4-nitrophenol produced in (1) aboveand potassium carbonate
(33.86g, 0.245mol) were dissolved in dimethylformamide (100 ml), followed by heating at 70°C, addition of dibromoethane (21 ml, 0.245 mol) and stirring for 20 mm. Thereafter, the reaction solution wasfiltered to remove the
insoluble matterand the solventwasevaporated, withthe residue beingthereafter dilutedwithsodium bicarbonate
and subjected to two extractions with ethyl acetate. The organicextractswere driedwithsodium sulfateand the solventwasevaporated, withthe resulting residuebeingpurifiedbybeing subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using, as an eluent, ethyl acetatecontaining n-hexane (50%) to yield the end compound 1-(2-acetamido-4nitrophenoxy)-2-bromoethane (8.2 g) as a paleyellowsolid mass.
1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö9.32(d,J=2.7Hz,1H), 7.98(dd,J=2.7Hz,9.OHz,1H), 7.89(br s,1 H), 6.93(d,J=9.OHz,1H),
4.47(t,J=5.6Hz,2H), 3.76(t,J=5.6Hz,2H), 2.26(s,3H)

40

45

(3) A portion (440 mg, 1.46 mmol) of the 1 -(2-acetamido-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-bromoethane produced in (2) above
was dissolved in dimethylformamide (5 ml) and, thereafter, potassium iodide (267 mg, 1.608 mmol) and 2-(3,4dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (0.81 ml, 4.36 mmol) were added to the solution, which wasstirred at 70°C
for 1.5 h. Thereafter, the solvent wasevaporated fromthereaction mixture and the residue wassubjected to extractionwith ethylacetate. The organiclayer waswashed withwater fourtimesand driedwith sodium sulfate, followed
by evaporation of the solvent, withthe resulting residuebeing purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using, as an eluent, chloroform containing methanol (6%) to yield the end compound 1-(2-acetamido-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (590 ml) as a yellow caramel-like
substance.

50

1HNMR (CDCI3):

ss

ö9.25(d,J=2.3Hz,1H), 8.54(s,1 H), 7.93(dd,J=2.7Hz,9.OHz,1H), 6.95(d,J=9.OHz,1H), 6.726.82(m,3H), 4.23(t,J=5.4Hz,2H), 3.85(s,6H), 2.94(t,J=5.4Hz,2H), 2.78(s,4H), 2.45(s,3H),
2.15(s,3H)

(4) The 1 -(2-acetamido-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane produced in (3)
above in an amount of 590 mg (1.41 mmol) was dissolved in ethyl acetate (15 ml) and, thereafter, 10% Pd/C (100
mg) and methanol (15 ml) were added to the solution, which wasstirred atroomtemperature for 12 h in a hydrogen
gas. Thereafter, the reaction solution wasfiltered throughCelite and the resulting organiclayer was evaporated,
thereafter dried to yield the end compound 1 -(2-acetamido-4-aminophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-
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methylamino]ethane (530 mg) as a brownfoam.

1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö9.1 1(s, 1H), 7.77(d,J=2.9Hz,1H), 6.70-6.81(m,4H), 6.33(d,J=8.5Hz,1 H), 4.04(t,J=5.2Hz,
2H), 3.85(s,6H), 2.71 -2.76(m,6H), 2.44(s,3H), 2.07(s,3H)

5

10

15

(5) Aportion(510mg, 1.32 mmol) of the 1 -(2-acetamido-4-aminophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane produced in (4) abovewas dissolved in pyridine (5 ml) and, thereafter, the solution was cooledto
0°C and methanesulfonyl chloride(0.21 ml, 2.63 mmol) wasadded,followed by stirring at roomtemperature for 2
h. Thereafter, the solventwas evaporated fromthe reaction mixtureand the resulting residuewasdiluted with an
aqueous solution of sodiumbicarbonate, followed by extraction with chloroform. The organiclayer was driedwith
sodium sulfateand the solvent was evaporated, withthe resulting residue beingpurifiedby beingsubjected to column chromatography on silicagel using, as an eluent, chloroform containing methanol (6%). The resulting product
was dissolved in methanol (10 ml) and the HCI as generated by adding conc. sulfuric acid to ammonium chloride
waspassed throughthe resulting solution. Thereafter, thesolventwasevaporated for dryingto yield thetitled com1-(2-acetamido-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
pound
hydrochloride (420 mg) as a foamysubstance of ivorycolor.

1H-NMR(DMSO-d6):

jO-),

20

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
25

30

ö9.60(br s,1H,Ni),
9.44(s,1H,-NH-CO-), 8.32(s,1H,-NHSO2-), 7.93(s,1H,Ari),
7.05(d,J=8.5Hz, 1H,Ari), 6.89-6.96(m,3H,Ari),6.80(d,J=8.2Hz,1H,Ari), 4.36(br 5, 2H,3.74(S,3H,H3O-), 3.72(s,3H,H3-O-), 3.1 7(s,3H,-SO2H3), 3.04-3.06(m,2H),
2.90(s,7H), 2.09(s,3H,H3CO-)
1690(-NCO-), 1 155(S02)

466(M)

[Example 10] Production of 1-(2-amino-4-methanesulfonamidoDhenoxv)-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethvl)-N-methvlaminolethane hydrochloride
1-(2-Acetamido-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (1 g, 2.2
mmol) was heated in 3 N HCI (10 ml) atthe reflux temperature for 3 h. Thereafter, the reaction mixturewasneutralized
to a pH of 6 - 7 with a solution of 10% sodium hydroxide, followed by extraction with ethyl acetate; the organicextract
wasthen driedwith magnesium sulfateand the solventwas evaporated. The residuewassubjected tocolumnchromatography on silica gel using, as an eluent, chloroform containing methanol (5% - 10%) to yield the titled compound 1(2-amino-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (0.79
g).

35

m.p.:

226-228°C

1HNMR (CD3OD):

ö7.35(d,J=2.2Hz,1H,Ari), 7.2-7.8(m,2H,Ari), 6.9(d,J=1.6Hz,1 H,Ari),
3.71(s,3H,OCH3),
4.45(t,2H,J=4.5Hz,-O), 3.74(s,3H,OH3),

6.8-6.7(m,2H,Ari),
3.41(s,2H,N-CH2),

3.06(t,J=8.5Hz,2H,Ar-),2.93(s,3H,N-H3), 2.87(s,3H,SO2H3)
40

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

1160, 1340(S=O)

424(M+1)

[Example 11] Production of 1-(2-bromo-4-methanesulfonamidoDhenoxy)-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethyl)-N-methylaminolethane hydrochloride
45

50

(1) 4-Nitrophenol (5 g, 35.9 mmol) was added to acetic acid (20 ml) and to the mixture, therewas slowlyadded a
solution of a mixtureof bromine(0.93 ml, 18 mmol) and aceticacid (5 ml) at 85°C. The reaction mixturewas stirred
atthe sametemperature for 5 h and, thereafter, itwas added towaterandsubjected to extraction withethylacetate.
The organicextract wasconcentrated and the residue was subjected to columnchromatography using a 7:3:1 solventsystemof cyclohexane, ethyl acetate and methanol as an eluent to yield the end compound 2-bromo-4-nitrophenol (6.7 g).

1HNMR (CDCI3):
ss

ö8.44(s,1H), 8.1 7(d,1 H), 7.12(d,1H)

(2) A portion(2.3 g, 10.6 mmol) of the 2-bromo-4-nitrophenol produced in (1) aboveand 1,2-dibromoethane (7.9 g,
42.1 mmol) wereadded to N,N-dimethylformamide (20 ml); tothe mixture, potassium carbonate(1.6 g) wasadded,
followed by stirring at 80 - 85°C for 3 h. The reaction mixturewasadded towater (100 ml) and extraction wasconducted with ethylacetate, followed by thedrying ofthe extract with magnesium sulfate and concentration. The residue was subjected to column chromatography using a 10:3:1 solventsystem of n-hexane, ethyl ether and ethyl
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acetateas an eluentto yield the end compound 1-(2-bromo-4-nitrophenoxy-2-bromoethane (2.14g).
1H-NMR (CDCI3):
5

10

ö8.47(s,1H), 8.21(d,1H), 6.96(d,1), 4.42(m,2H), 3.71(m,2H)

(3) A portion (1.19 g, 3.66 mmol) of the 1 -(2-bromo-2-nitrophenoxy)-2-bromoethane produced in (2) aboveand 2(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (1.35 ml, 7.32 mmol) were added to 20 ml of a 2:1 solvent system of
acetonitrile and ethanol and refluxed for 8 h, followed by concentration. The mixture was neutralized withan aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate and subjected to extraction with ethyl acetate; the extract was driedwith magnesium sulfate and thereafter concentrated. The residuewas subjected to column chromatography using a 9:1
solventsystemof chloroform and methanol as an eluentto yield the end compound1-(2-bromo-4-nitrophenoxy)-2[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (1.5 g).
1H-NMR (CDCI3):

ö8.47(s,1H), 8.19(dd,J=2.7Hz,1H), 6.8(d,1H),
3.84(s,3H), 2.99(m,2H), 2.77(s,4H), 2.58(s,3H)

6.74(m,3H),

4.19(m,2H), 3.86(s,3H),

15

20

25

30

(4) A portion (1.25 g. 2.73 mmol) of the 1-(2-bromo-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane produced in (3) abovewasslowlyadded to cooled conc. hydrochloric acid (50 ml), followed by adding of tin(ll) chloride(2.1 g), stirringat 50°Cfor 1 h and subsequent cooling. The reaction mixturewasadded to ice
waterand neutralized withan aqueous solutionof potassium carbonate, followed by extraction with chloroform and
dryingwith magnesium sulfate; subsequent concentration gave the end compound 1-(2-bromo-4-aminophenoxy)2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (1 g).
(5) The 1-(2-bromo-4-aminophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane as produced in (4)
above in an amountof 1.1 g (2.69 mmol) was dissolved in pyridine(15 ml) and to the solution, therewas slowly
added methanesulfonyl chloride(0.62 ml). The reaction mixturewasstirred at roomtemperature for 1 h and, thereafter, it wasaddedto water and subjected to extraction with ethyl acetate. The extract wasdried with magnesium
sulfateand concentrated, withthe residuebeingthereafter treated usinga 7:3:1 solventsystem of chloroform, ethyl
acetateand methanol as an eluent to yield an oily substance(0.56g). The product was dissolved in methanol (20
ml), cooledto 0°C and stirred for 20 mm after addition of a solution (2.3 ml) of 1 M HCI in ethyl ether. The mixture
was concentrated at room temperature under vacuumto yield 1-(2-bromo-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (0.57g).
m.p.:

1HNMR (CD3OD):
35
IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

40

45

1160, 1 330(S=O), 3420(NH)

489(M+2)

[Example 12] Production of 1 -F2-(N N-dimethvlamino)-4-nitroDhenoxv)-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethvl)-N-methvlamino]ethane

(1) The 2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethanol as produced in Example 4-(1) in an amount of 2 g
(8.36mmol) wasadded to methylene chloride(20 ml) and thionyl chloride(0.91 ml, 12.54mmol) wasslowlyadded
dropwise at room temperature, followed by stirring for 24 h. Thereafter, the reaction mixturewas subjected to
extraction withmethylene chlorideand washed with a saturated solution of sodium bicarbonate, followed by drying
with anhydrous magnesium sulfateand evaporation of the solventto yield the end compound 1-chloro-2-[N-(3,4dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (2.15g)
1H-NMR(CDCI3):

50

ss

59 - 65°C(foam)
ö7.53(s,1 H,Ari), 7.29(d,1H,J=2.6Hz,ArH), 7.15(d,1 H,J=8.9Hz,Ari), 6.94(m,3H,Ari),
4.47(t,J=4.8Hz,2H,Ofl2), 3.84(s,3H,OH3), 3.82(s,3H,OH3), 3.76(t,2H, N(CH3)fl2CH2O), 3.6(t,2H,ArCH2H2),3.1 3(m,5H,H3SO2NH,Arfl2), 2.92(s,3H,NH3)

o6.85(q,1H), 6.75(m,2H), 3.85(s,3H), 3.8(s,3H), 3.61(t,2H), 2.81(t,2H), 2.71(m,4H),
2.39(s,3H)

(2) A portion (1 g, 3.88 mmol) of the 1-chloro-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane produced in
(1) above, 2-(N,N-dimethylamino)-4-nitrophenol(0.598 g, 3.88 mmol) and potassium carbonate (0.536 g, 3.88
mmol) were heated in dimethylformamide (10 ml) at 80°C for 2 h. Thereafter, the reaction mixture wasdilutedwith
a saturated solution of sodium bicarbonate, subjected to extraction with ethyl acetateand dried with anhydrous
magnesium sulfate, followed by evaporation ofthe solvent. The residuewaspurifiedby being subjected to column
chromatography on silicagel using, as an eluent, chloroform containing methanol (5%)to yield thetitled compound
1-[2-(N, N-dimethylamino)-4-nitrophenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.87 g) as a
foam.
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1HNMR (CDCI3):
IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

o7.8(q,1 H), 7.65(d, 1H), 6.75(d, 1H), 6.65(m,3H), 4.2(t,2H), 3.75(s,3H), 3.8(s,3H), 2.9(t,2H),
2.7(m,1OH), 2.45(s,3H)
1520, 1335(N02)

4O4(M+1)

5

[Example 13]

The following compounds were produced as in Examples 1 - 12 described above.
10

(1) 1-(2-Fluoro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (foamy substance)
R (CDCI3):

15

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

o7.15(d, 1 H,Ari),

6.9(m,2H,Ari),
6.75(m,3H,Ari),
4.55(brs,2H,H2-O),
3.85(s,6H,OH3X2), 3.6-3. 1(m,6H,Ar-CH2CH2-N(CH3)-CH2-CH2-O), 2.95(s,6H,-CH2N(H3)-CH2-+SO2H3)
1160, 1340(S=O)

166(M-260), 260(M-166)

(2) 1 -(2-Cyano-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochlo20

ride
m.p.:

75.8 - 78.2°C

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

ö9.85(s,1H,NHSO2CH3),
7.53(m,2H,ArH),
7.34(m,1 H,ArH),
6.90(m,2H,ArH),
6.80(d,J=8.2Hz, 1H,Ari), 4.58(m,2H,CH2H2O), 3.75(s,3H,H3O), 3.73(s,3H,H3O),
3.59(brm,2H,NH2CH2O),2.94(s,3H,CH2NH3)
3440(NH), 2230(CN)
282(M-1 51), 208(M-225), 1 65(M268)

1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

25

30

(3) 1 -(4-Methanesulfonamido-2-methylphenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethanehydrochloride (foamy substance)
1HNMR (CD3OD):

o7.09-7.12(m,2H,Ari), 6.6-6.98(m,4H,Ari), 4.39(t,J=4.75Hz,2H,CH2O),

OH3X2),
3.72(brs,2H,NCH2),
3.53(brs,2H,ArCH2N),
SO2H3+Arfl2CH2N), 2.89(s,3H, NH3),2.22(s,3H,ArH3)
35

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

3.81(s,6H,
3.09(m,5H,

3430(NH), 1155(S=O)

423(M)

(4) 1 -(4-Methanesulfonamido-2-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl-N-methylamino]ethane
40

m.p.:

108-110°C

1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

ö9.78(brs, 1 H,SO2Nj),

7.69(s,1 H,Ari),
7.46(d,J=9.OHz,1H,Ari),
7.37(d,J=9.OHz,
6.81(brs,2H,Ari), 6.71(d,J=8.1 Hz,1H,ArH), 4.20(t,J=5.3Hz,2H,NCH2H2-O),
3.71 (s,3H,OH3),
3.72(s,3H,OH3),
3.00(s,3H,SO2-H3), 2.80(t,J=5.3Hz,2H,
NCH2O), 2.63(s,4H,Ar-CH2N),2.31(s,3H,NH3)
1 H,Ari),

45

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
(5)

3270(NH), 1160(S=O)

453(M)

1 -(2,6-Dimethyl-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane

(foamysubstance)
50

1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö6.9(s,2H,Ari), 6.75(m,3H,Ari), 4.21(m,2H,O), 3.83(s,3H,OH3), 3.82(s,3H,OCH3),
3.6-3.05(m,9H,Ar-fl2-N(CH3)-fl2CH2-O), 2.95(s,3H,SO2H3), 2.25(s,6H,Ar-

H3X2)
55

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

1150, 1320(S=O)

438(M+1)

(6) 1 -(2,6-Diicdo-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
1HNMR (CD3OD):

ö7.65(s,2H,ArH), 6.83(m,3H,ArH), 4.27(t,2H,Ofl2), 3.72(m,8H,H3O+Nfl2CH2O), 3.01-

25
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IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
5

1-(2-Chloro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrophenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
(7)
hydrochloride (foamy substance)

1H-NMR (CDCI3):
10

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
15

3.O8(m,7H,H3SO2NH, N(CH3)-CH2HAr), 2.89(s,3H,NHH3)
1160, 1320(S=O)
5O9(M-151)

7.41(d,J=2.6Hz,1H,Ari),
7.18(dd,J=2.4Hz,
ö8.02(s,1H,-NHSO2-), 7.67(s,1 H,Ari),
8.8Hz,1H,Arj), 7.14(s,1 H,Ari), 6.85(d,J=8.7Hz,1H,Ari), 4.62-4.67(m,2H,-CiO-Ar-),
3.1 7(s,3H,4.O1(s,3H,CH3O-Ar),3.95(s,3H,CH3O-Ar), 3.47-3.66(m,6H,-CH2CH2-N-fl2-),
SO2CH3), 2.99(s,3H,>N-CH3)
1530(N02), 1 160(S02)

488(M)

(8) 1-(2-Fluoro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-isopropylamino]ethane hydrochloride
m.p.:

1HNMR (CD3OD):
20

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
25

80-84°C
ö7.06-6.76(m,6H,Ari), 4.31(t,2H,>NCH2H2-O-),3.81(m,1 H,>N-CH(CH3)2), 3.70(s,6H,
H3OX2), 3.56(brs, 2H,>NCH2-O-), 3.41 (t,2H,-CH2N<), 2.99(t,2H,--N<),
2.86(s,3H,H3SO2NH-),1.31 (d,6H,H3-CH(H3)-)
1480, 2640(NH)

455(M+1)

(9) 1 -(2-Nitro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-isopropylamino]ethane hydrochloride
m.p.:
1H-NMR (CD3OD):

30

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

108°C (with decomposition)
ö8.06(d,J=2.7Hz,1H,Ari), 7.78(dd,J1=9.1Hz,J2=2.8Hz,1H,Ari), 7.59(d,J=9.1 Hz,1 H,Ari),
7.14-7.04(m,3H,ArH),
4.68(t,2H,>N-CH2H2O-), 4.25(m,1H,>N-CH<),
4.02(t,
2H,>NCH2CH2O-), 3.97(s,6H,H3OX2), 3.76(t,2H,-CH2H2N<),3.28(t,2H,-H2CH2N<),

3.24(s,3H,H3SO2-NH-),1.65(m,6H,H3-CH(H3)-)
1480and 2680(NH), 1 160(S=O), 1540(N02)
482(M+1)

35

(10) 1-(2-Fluoro-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (foamy substance)
1H-NMR (CDCI3):
40

ö8.1(d,J=8.5Hz,1H,Ari), 8.0(d,J=8Hz,1 H,Ari), 7.15(t,J=8.2Hz,1H,Ari), 6.75(m,3H,Ari),
4.8(br d,2H,O-fl2), 3.87(s,3H,OH3), 3.85(s,3H,OH3), 3.75-3.15(m,6H,Ar-CH2fl2-

N(CH3)-H2CH2-O),2.95(s,3H,-N(H3)-CH2)
IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
45

378(M)

(11) 1 -(2-Cyano-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride
m.p.:

1HNMR (DMSO-d6):
50

ss

1290, 1520(N=O)

182.9 - 183.6°C
ö8.76(s,1H,Ari),
8.56(m,1 H,Ari),
7.48(d,J=9.4Hz,1H,Ari),
6.90(m,2H,Ari),
6.82(m, 1 H,Ari), 4.78(t,J=4.5Hz,2H,CH2H2O), 3.75(s,3H,H3O), 3.73(s,3H,H3O),
3.6(m,2H,CH3NCH2O),3.41 (m,2H,NCH3), 3.03(t,J=8.4Hz,2H,,CH2NCH3),

IR(KBr,cm1):

2.96(s,3H,NH3)
2240(CN)

MS:

385(M)

(12) 1 -(2-Fluoro-4-cyanophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride
m.p.:

1HNMR (CDCI3):

151 - 152°C
ö7.3(m,2H,ArH), 6.9(m,1 H,ArH), 6.7(m,3H,ArH), 4.1(t,J=5.5Hz,2H,fl2-O), 3.77(s,3H,

OH3),

3.75(s,3H,OH3),

2.8(t,J=5.5Hz,2H,Nfl2CH2O), 2.66(m,4H,ArH2fl2N),

26
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2.35(s,3H,
IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
5

(13)

N-)

213O(CN)
359(M+1)

1-(4-Methanesulfonamidophenyl)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane

hydrochloride

(foamysubstance)
1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

öl 0.43(brs, 1H,NH),

9.74(s, 1H,NHSO2),

7.26(d,J=8.5Hz,2H,Ari),

7.18(d,J=8.5Hz,

2H,Ari), 6.92(brs,2H,Ari), 6.8O(d,J=8Hz,1H,Ari), 3.74(s,3H,OH3), 3.71(s,3H,OCH3),
3.24-3.36(m,4H+H2O,CH2fl2-N(CH3)-fl2CH2),
N(CH3)-CH2fl2Ar),2.88(s,3H,NH3)

10

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
15

2.95(brs,7H,SO2H3+Arfl2CH2-

3430(NH), 1155(S=O)

241(M-151), 151(M-241), 2O8(M-184), 184(M-2O8)

(14) 1 -(4-Methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-ethylamino]ethane hydrochloride
m.p.:

1HNMR (CD3OD):

54-56°C
ö7.25(d,J=6.8Hz,2H,Ari),7.O(d,J=6.9Hz,2H,Ari), 6.93-6.86(m,3H,Ari), 4.38(t,J=4.8Hz,
2H,NCH2CH2O-Ar), 3.81 (s,6H,ArOH3X2), 3.68(t,2H,N-H2CH2O-),
3.43-3.48(m,
3.06(t,2H, N-CH3), 2.9(s,3H,SO2-H3),1 .42(t,3H,N-CH2H3)

4H,ArN),

20

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

1240-1260(CH3-O-Ar)

423(M)

(15) 1
25

m.p.:
1H-NMR(CDCI3):

30

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

90-96°C
6.85ö7.45(d,J=2.0Hz,1H,Ari),
7.29-7.15(m,3H,Ari), 6.95(br
s,1H,-CONH-),
6.77(m,3H,ArH), 4.07(t,J=5.2Hz,>NCH2HO-), 3.92(s,3H,H3O-), 3.90(s,3H,H3O-),
3.56(m,2H,-CONHH2CH2N<), 2.95(s,3H,H3SO2NH-),2.89(t,2H,J=5.2Hz,>NH2CH2-),
2.74(t,J=5.8Hz,-CONHCH2H2-N<), 2.43(s,3H,H3-N<)
1640(amide)

452(M+1)

[Example 14]
35

The following compounds (1) - (14)were produced as in Examples 1 - 12 describedabove.
1 -[2-(N,N-Dimethylamino)-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methyl(1)
amino]ethane dihydrochloride

40

MS:

452(M+1)

(2) 1 -(2-Hydroxy-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride
45

m.p.:

187-197°C

1-(4-Methanesulfonamido-2-methanesulfonyloxyphenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methyl(3)
amino]ethane hydrochloride
50

MS:

ss

503(M)

1-(2,6-Dimethyl-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-isopropylamino]ethane
(4)
hydrochloride
(5) N-Methyl-N-[2-(3,4-dimethoxyanilino)ethyl]-4-[(methylsulfonyl)amino]benzensulfonamide
m.p.:

53-55°C

(6) 1-(2-Acetyl-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochlo-
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ride
MS:
5

452(M+1)

(7) 1 -(3-Fluoro-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride

82.4°C(withdecomposition)

m.p.:
10

(8) 1 -(2,6-Diiodo-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-isopropylamino]ethane
MS:

689(M+1)

(9) N-(3,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-4-methanesulfonamidophenethylamine hydrochloride
15

MS:

350(M)

(10) 1 -(Methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-phenylamino]ethane
20

MS:

470(M)

(11) 1-(4-Methanesulfonamido-3-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride
25

MS:

454(M+1)

(12) 1-(2-lodo-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride

(13) 1 -(4-Methanesulfonamido-2-methoxy)phenoxy-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
30

MS:

286(M-150), 150(M-288)

(14) 1 -(4-Methanesulfonylamidoanilino)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride
35

MS:

407(M+1)

[Example 15]
Production of 1 -F4-(methanesulfonylamido-2-(N-2'-thiazolyl)aminoDhenoxyl-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethyl)-N-methyl40

amino]ethane hydrochloride

45

(1) 2-Amino-4-nitrophenol (10 g, 64.9 mmol) and 2-bromothiazole (5.75ml, 64.9 mmol) were dissolved in DMF (20
ml) and thereafter the solution was stirred at 120 - 130°C for 5 h. The reaction solution wascooledto roomtemperature, diluted with a saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate (50 ml) and subjected to extraction with
methylene chloride(300 ml). The extracted organiclayer wasdried withsodiumsulfateand the solventwas evaporated; the resulting residuewas purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using a 1:1
solventsystemof n-hexane and ethylacetateasan eluent. Thefractionscontainingthe productwere collected and
the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound 4-nitro-2-(2'-thiazolyl)aminophenol (2.0 g).

50

1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

ss

ö9.92(s,1H), 9.46(d,J=2.9Hz,1 H), 7.96-7.98(m,1H),
7.36(d,J=3.6Hz, 1H), 6.97-7.00(m,2H)

7.79(dd,J1=8.8Hz,J2=2.9Hz,1H),

(2) 4-Nitro-2-(2'-thiazolyl)aminophenol (1.8 g, 7.59 mmol) wasdissolved in THF (50 ml) and acetic anhydride (5 ml)
was added dropwise, followed by stirring firstat room temperature for 1 h, then at 50°Cfor 3 h. Methanol (50 ml)
wasadded to the reaction solution, which was stirred for 30 mm, followed by concentration under vacuum, dilution
with a saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate (100 ml) and extraction with chloroform (300 ml). The
extracted organiclayer was dried with sodium sulfateand the solvent was evaporated; the resulting residue was
recrystallized in diethyl etherto yield the end compound [4-nitro-2-[(N-2' -thiazolyl)acetamide]phenyl]acetate (1.4
g).
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1HNMR (CDCI3):

5

10

7.59(d,J=8.9Hz,1H),

(3) [4-Nitro-2-[N-2'-thiazolyl)acetamido]phenyl]acetate (1.4 g, 4.36 mmol) and potassiumcarbonate(3.01 g, 21.8
mmol) were dissolved in DMF (20 ml) and the solution was heatedat 70°C; afteradding dibromoethane (1.88 ml,
21.8 mmol) dropwise, the solution was stirred atthe sametemperature for 20 mm. Thereaction solution wascooled
to roomtemperature, diluted with a saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate (30 ml) and subjected to
extraction with methylene chloride. The extracted organic layer was driedwith sodium sulfate and the solventwas
evaporated; the resulting residue was purifiedby beingsubjected to column chromatography on silica gel using a
1:1 solventsystem of n-hexane and ethyl acetateas an eluent to yield the end compound 2-bromo-1 -[4-nitro-2-(N2'-thiazolyl)-acetamidophenoxy]ethane (0.7 g).
1HNMR (CDCI3):

15

20

o8.43(dd,J1=9.OHz,J2=2.7Hz,1H),
8.36(d,J=2.6Hz,1H),
7.38(d,J=3.6Hz,1 H), 7.07(d,J=3.5Hz, 1H), 2.1 3(s,3H), 2.1 0(s,3H)

o8.42(dd,J1=9.2Hz,J2=2.7Hz,1H),
8.30(d,J=2.7Hz,1H),
7.17(d,J=9. 1Hz,1 H),
7.04(d,J=3.6Hz,1 H),
4.42(t,J=5.9Hz,2H),
2.12(s,3H)

7.35(d,J=3.6Hz,1H),
3,48(t,J=5.9Hz,2H),

(4) 2-Bromo-1 -[4-nitro-2-(N-2'-thiazolyl)acetamidophenoxy]ethane (0.53g, 1.372 mmol) and 2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-N-methylethylamine (0.76 ml, 4.117 mmol) were dissolved in a 2:1 solvent system (15 ml) of acetonitrile and
ethanoland thesolution was stirred at the reflux temperature for 7 h. The reaction solution wascooled to roomtemperature and the solvent was evaporated under vacuum, with the resulting residue being purified by being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using a 30:1 solvent system of chloroform and methanol as an
eluent. The fractions containing the product were collected and the solvent wasevaporated to yield the end compound
g).

1 -[4-nitro-2-(N-2'-thiazolyl)acetamidophenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane

(0.7

25

1H-NMR (CDCI3):

ö8.40(dd,J1=9.2H,J2=2.8Hz,1H),
8.28(d,J=2.7Hz,1H),
7.34(d,J=3.5Hz,1H),
7.16(d,J=9.2Hz, 1 H),
7.01(d,J=3.6Hz,1H),
6.78(d,J=8.6Hz, 1 H),
6.68-6.69(m,2H),
4.17(t,J=5.5Hz,2H), 3.87(s,3H), 3.86(s,3H), 2.69-2.72(m,2H), 2.55-2.63(m,4H), 2.21(s,3H),
2.08(s,3H)

30

35

(5) 1-[4-nitro-2-(N-2'-thiazolyl)acetamidophenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.7 g,
1.398 mmol) weredissolved in ethyl acetateand 5% Pd/C(0.3 g) wasadded, followed by injection of hydrogen gas
and stirring atroomtemperature for 3 h. Thereafter, filtrationwasperformed using Celite and the solventwas evaporated; the resulting residue was purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using a 45:1
solventsystemof chloroform and methanol as an eluent. The fractionscontaining the product were collected and
the solvent was evaporated to yield the end compound 1-[4-amino-2-(N-2'-thiazolyl)aminophenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.48 g).
1HNMR (CDCI3):

40

ö9.66(s,1H), 7.76(d,J=2.7Hz,1 H), 7.28(d,J=3.7Hz,1 H), 6.03(d,J=8.4Hz,1 H), 6.726.76(m,3H), 6.59(d,J=3.7Hz,1 H), 6.24(dd,J1=8.4Hz,J2=2.7Hz,2H), 4.03(t,J=5.1Hz,2H),
3.84(s,3H), 3.83(s,3H), 2.73-2.83(m,6H), 2.44(s,3H)

1-[4-Amino-2-(N-2'-thiazolyl)aminophenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (60 mg,
0.14 mmol) wasdissolved in pyridine (2 ml) and, thereafter, the solutionwas cooledto 0°Cand stirred at the same
temperature for 1 h as methanesulfonyl chloride(24 mg, 0.21 mmol) was slowlyadded dropwise; the solventwas
evaporated under vacuum and the residue was dilutedwith 5 ml of a saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate, followed by extraction with chloroform. The extracted organic layer was dried with sodium sulfate and the
solventwasevaporated; the resulting residuewaspurifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica
gel usinga 30:1 solvent system of chloroform and methanol. The fractions containing the productwere collected
and the solventwas evaporated to yield a colorlessoil, which wasdissolved in methanol; after passing hydrogen
chloridegas for 2 mm, the solvent was evaporated under vacuum to yield the tilted compound 1-[4-methanesulfo-

(6)
45

50

nylamido-2-(N-2'-thiazolyl)aminophenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
(65 mg).
55

m.p.:

1HNMR (DMSO-d6):

hydrochloride

130.4-132.6°C

oil .02(brs, 1H,HCI),

10.15(brs, 1H,thiazole-j'4!),
9.46(s,1 H,NHSO2CH3), 8.29(d,
J=2.3Hz, 1H,Ari), 7.29(d,J=3.8Hz,1H,thiazole(i), 7.05(d,1 H,Ari), 6.96(d,J=3.7Hz,
1 H,thiazole(H)), 6.88-6.79(m,4H,ArH), 4.38(t,2H,N(CH3)CH2fl2O),3.71 (s,3H,H3O),
3.71 (s,3H,H3O), 3.60(t,2H,ArCH2fl2N(CH3)CH2),3.23(t,2H,Arfl2CH2N(CH3)CH2),
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3.08(t,2H,N(CH3)CH2O),
CH2N(H3)CH2)
IR(KBr,cm1):
5

2.92(s,3H,H3SO2NH),

2.88(d,J=3. 1Hz,3H,

3420(NH), 2960(NH), 1330 and 1 160(S=O)

[Example 16]
Production of 1 -F4-methanesulfonamido-2-(1H-Dvrrol-1 -vl)Dhenoxvl-2-FN-(4-methanesulfonamidoDhenethvl)-N-methvlaminolethane

10

15

(1) 2-Amino-4-nitrophenol (5 g, 32.0 mmol) and 2,5-dimethoxytetrahydrofuran (5.03 ml, 38.4 mmol) weredissolved
in glacialaceticacid (100 ml), followed by stirring atthe reflux temperature for 10 mm. Aftersubsequent coolingto
roomtemperature, the solventwas evaporated under vacuumand the residuewas neutralized with an aqueous
solution ofsodiumcarbonate, followed by threeextractions with ethyl acetate. The organicsolventlayers were combined, driedwith magnesium sulfate and the solventwas evaporated; thereafter, the residue was purified by being
subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using a 2:1 solventsystem of n-hexane and ethyl acetate as an
eluent; the fractions containing the productwere collected and the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound 4-nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenol (3.81 g).

R (CDCI3):

o8.1 0-8.20(m,2H), 7.13(d, 1 H), 6.92(dd,2H), 6.42(dd,2H)

20

25

(2) 4-Nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenol (2.3 g, 112.6 mmol) and dibromoethane (29.1 ml, 337.8mmol) were dissolved
in DMF (200ml) and, afteradding K2C03 (18.68g), the solution wasstirred at 70°Cfor 1 h. Thereafter, an aqueous
solution of 10%sodium hydroxide was added to the reaction solution to renderit basic up to a pH of about 10, followed by threeextractions withethylacetate. The organicsolventlayers were combined and dried withmagnesium
sulfate, followed by evaporation of the solvent. The resulting residue was purifiedby being subjected to column
chromatography on silica gel using a 3:1 solvent system of n-hexane and ethyl acetateas an eluent. The fractions
containing the product were collected and the solvent wasevaporated toyield the end product4-nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol1-yl)phenoxy-2-bromoethane

30

35

40

1HNMR (CDCI3):

50

55

o8.1 3-8.23(m,2H), 7.10-7.16(m,3H), 6.36(dd,2H), 4.45(t,J=5.8Hz,2H), 3.67(t,J=5.8Hz,2H)

(3) 4-Nitrophenethyl-N-methylamine (0.81 g, 4.5 mmol) and 4-nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy-2-bromoethane (0.7
g, 2.25 mmol) were dissolved in a 1:2 solventsystem of ethanoland acetonitrile and the solution was heated at the
reflux temperature for 15 h. Thereafter, the solventwas evaporated and the residuewas diluted with water; the
aqueous layer was rendered basicto a pH of about9 with an aqueous solution of sodium carbonate, followed by
threeextractions with ethylacetate. The organicsolventlayers were combined, dried with magnesium sulfate, and
the solventwas evaporated. The resulting residuewas purified by being subjected to column chromatography on
silicagel using a 1:1 solvent systemof n-hexane and ethylacetateas an eluent. The fractionscontaining theproduct were collected and the solvent was evaporated to yield the end compound 1 -[4-(nitro-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy-2-[N-(4-nitrophenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.71 g) as a palebrownoil.
1HNMR (CDCI3):

45

(15.8 g).

o8.10-8.19(m,4H), 7.25-7.35(m,2H), 7.00-7.15(m,3H), 6.33(dd,2H), 4.1 6(t,2H), 2.782.98(m,4H), 2.75(t,2H), 2.39(s,3H)

(4) 1 -[4-Nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(4-nitrophenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.71 g, 1.73 mmol) was
dissolved in 80 ml ofa 1:1 solventsystem of ethylacetateand methanol and, afterslowlyadding 10% Pd/C (0.2 g),
the solution wasstirredat an ordinarytemperature for 3 h as hydrogen gas was injected. Thereafter, the reaction
mixturewasfiltered throughCelite and the filtratewas evaporated to yield the compound1-[4-amino-2-(1H-pyrrol1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(4-aminophenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (0.6 g) as a dark brown oil. The compound was dissolved in pyridine(30 ml) and, thereafter, the solutionwas cooled at 0°C and methanesulfonyl chloride(0.344 ml,
4.45 mmol) was slowlyadded. Thereafter, the mixturewasstirred at an ordinarytemperature for 20 h and ethanol
wasadded; the solventpyridine wasevaporated under vacuumand theresulting residue wasadded to an aqueous
solution of 10% sodium hydroxide, followed by extraction with ethyl acetate. The organiclayer was washed with
watertwice, driedwith magnesium sulfate, and the solvent wasevaporated. The residuewas purified by beingsubjected to column chromatography on silicagel using, asan eluent, ethylacetatecontaining 5% methanol. Thefractions containing the product were collected and the solvent was evaporated to yield the titled compound 1-[4methanesulfonamido-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(4-methanesulfonamidophenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
(0.43g) as a paleyellowsubstance.

30
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1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö7.22-6.95(m,7H,Ar!),7.03(dd,2H,pyrrole(H)), 6.29(dd,2H,pyrrole(H)), 4.02(t,J=5.5Hz,2H,
CH2N(CH3)CH2fl2O), 3.05(s,3H,H3SO2NH), 2.98(s,3H,H3SO2NH), 2.82(t,J=5.5Hz,

2.58-2.79(m,4H,ArHN(CH3)CH2),

2H,CH2N(CH3)fl2CH2O),
5

IR(KBr,cm1):

2.38(s,3H,

CH2N(H3)CH2)
3240(NH), 1330and 1 160(S=O)

[Example 17]

of 1-F4-methanesulfonamido-2-F(N-2'-thiazolyl)amidolDhenoxyl-2-FN-methyl-N-(4-methanesulfonamidophenethyl)amino]ethane hydrochloride
Production

10

15

20

25

30

35

(1) 4-[2-(methylamino)ethyl]methanesulfonanilide (0.55 g, 2.59 mmol) and 2-bromo-1 -[4-nitro-2-[(N-2'-thiazolyl)acetamido]phenoxy]ethane (0.5 g, 1.29 mmol) were dissolved in 20 ml of a 2:1 solventsystemof acetonitrile
and ethanol and the solution was stirred at the reflux temperature for 7 h. The solventwasevaporated under vacuum and the resulting residuewaspurifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silicagel using a 9:1
solventsystemof chloroform and methanol as an eluent. The fractionscontaining the product were collected and
the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound 1 [4-nitro-2-[(N-2'thiazolyl)acetamido]phenoxy]-2-[N-methylN-(4-methanesulfonamidophenethyl)amino]ethane (0.32 g) as a yellow solid mass.
1HNMR (CDCI3):

7.04o8.43(dd,J1=9.8Hz,J2=2.8Hz,1H),
8.30(d,J=2.7Hz,1 H),
7.36(d,J=3.5Hz,1H),
4.1
7.23(m,5H), 7.03(d,J=3.5Hz,1H),
0-4.22(m,2H), 3.02(s,3H), 2.56-2.73(m,6H),
2.22(s,3H), 2.13(s,3H)

1-[4-Nitro-2-[(N-2'-thiazolyl)acetamido]phenoxy]-2-[N-methyl-N-(4-methanesulfonamidophene(2)
thyl)amido]ethane (0.32 g, 0.60 mmol) was dissolved in 20 ml of a 1:1 solvent system of ethyl acetateand methanol; thereafter, 10% Pd/C (0.16 g) was added and the solution was stirred at room temperature for 1 h with
hydrogen gas injected. Thereafter, the solution wasfiltered through Celite and the solventwas evaporated; the
resulting residue (0.3 g) wasdissolved in pyridine (20 ml) and, thereafter, thesolutionwascooled at0°Cand methanesulfonyl chloride(0.11 ml, 1.39 mmol) wasslowlyadded dropwise, followed by stirring at room temperature for
2 h; thereafter, water was added and extraction was effected with ethyl acetate. The organiclayer was driedwith
magnesium sulfate and the solvent was evaporated; the resulting residuewas purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using a 9:1 solventsystemof chloroform and methanol as an eluent. The fractions containing the product were collected and the solvent was evaporated to yield the end compound 1 -[4methanesulfonamido-2-[(N-2'-thiazolyl)amido]phenoxy]-2-[N-methyl-N-(4-methanesulfonamidophenethyl)amino]ethane (0.15g).

1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö8.26(d,J=2.3Hz,1H), 7.32(d,J=3.7Hz,1H), 7.02(d,2H), 7.10(d,2H),
6.69(d,J=3.6Hz,1 H), 4.09(t,J=5.5Hz,2H), 3.07(s,1 H), 2.97(s, 1H),
2.47(s,3H)

6.89-6.99(m,2H),
2.82-2.86(m,6H),

40

45

1-[4-Methanesulfonamido-2-[(N-2'-thiazolyl)amido]phenoxy]-2-[N-methyl-N-(4-methanesulfonamidophene(3)
thyl)amino]ethane (40 mg, 0.07 mmol) was dissolved in absolutemethanol (15 ml) and, thereafter, a solution of 1
N HCI (0.15 ml) saturated with ethyl etherwas added at 0°C, followed by stirringat the same temperature for 30
mm; upon concentration, there was yielded the titled compound 1-[4-methanesulfonamido-2-[(N-2'-thiazolyl)amido]phenoxy]-2-[N-methyl-N-(4-methanesulfonamidophenethyl)amino]ethane hydrochloride (40 mg).

1HNMR (MeOH-d4):

50

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

ss

ö7.57(s,1H,ArH), 7.28(brs,1H,thoazole(H)), 7.09-7.20(m,6H,ArH), 6.95(s,1H,thizole(H)),
4.40(brs,2H, N(CH3)CH2H2O),
3.62(brs,2H, N(CH3)H2CH2O),
3.38(t,2H,
ArCH2H2N(CH3)CH2),
3.04(t,2H,ArH2CH2N(CH3)CH2),
2.93(s,3H,H3SO2NH),
2.88(s,3H,H3SO2NH),2.84(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2)
3150(NH), 2950(NH),1330and 1 160(S=O)
540(M+)

[Example 18] Production of 1-F4-methanesulfonamido-2-(1H-Dvrrol-1-vl)Dhenoxvl-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethvl)-NisoiDrorDylaminolethane hydrochloride

(1) 3,4-Dimethoxyphenethylmethanesulfonate (3 g, 12.0 mmol) and isopropylamine (9.8 ml, 120 mmol) were dissolved in methanol (10 ml) and the solution was stirred at the refluxtemperature for 5 h to effect evaporation; after
neutralization with an aqueous solution of 2 N NaOH, extraction was conducted with ethyl acetate. The extracted
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organiclayer wasdriedwith magnesium sulfateand the solvent was evaporated; the resulting residuewaspurified
by beingsubjected to column chromatography on silica gel usinga 9:1 solventsystemofchloroform and methanol
as an eluent. The fractions containing the product werecollected and the solventwas evaporated to yield the end
compound 2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-N-isopropylethylamino (2.4 g).
5

1HNMR (CDCI3):

10

15

ö6.65-6.80(m,3H), 4.59(brs,1 H), 3.88(s,3H), 3.87(s,3H), 2.85-3.07(m,4H), 2.82(m,1 H),
1.21(d,J=6.4Hz,6H)

(2) 2-(3,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-N-isopropylethylamine (2.4 g, 11 mmol) and 1-[4-nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2bromoethane (3.04g, 10 mmol) were dissolved in DMF and, thereafter, potassium iodide (1.61 g, 11 mmol) and
anhydrous potassium carbonate(1.5 g, 10 mmol) were added and the mixturewas stirred at 80 - 90°C for 1 h;
thereafter, ice waterwas added and extraction was conducted with ethyl acetate. The extracted organiclayer was
dried with magnesium sulfate and the solvent was evaporated; the resulting residuewas purifiedby being subjected tocolumn chromatography on silicagel usinga 7:3:1 solvent systemofcyclohexane, ethylacetateand methanolas an eluent. The fractionscontaining the productwere collected and the solventwasevaporated to yield the
end compound 1 -[4-nitro-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-isopropylamino]ethane (0.9
g).
1H-NMR (CDCI3):

20

25

30

35

ö8.15-8.23(m,2H), 7.10(dd,2H), 7.01(d,1H), 6.77(d,1H), 6.67-6.75(m,2H), 6.34(dd,2H),
4.0(t,J=6.4Hz,2H), 3.87(s,3H), 3.85(s,3H), 2.98-3.04(m, 1 H), 2.88(t,J=6.4Hz,2H), 2.642.74(m,4H), 1 .03(d,=6.5Hz,6H)

(3) 1-[4-Nitro-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-isopropylamino]ethane (0.9 g, 1.98
mmol) was dissolved in 50 ml of a 1:1 solventsystem of ethyl acetate and methanol; following 10%Pd/C (0.4 g),
the solution wasstirred at roomtemperature for 1 h as hydrogen gas was introduced. Thereafter, the reaction solution wasfiltered throughCelite and the solventwas evaporated; the resulting residue (0.7 g) was dissolved in pyridine (20 ml) and, thereafter, the solution wascooledto 0°C and methanesulfonyl chloride(0.19ml, 2.5 mmol) was
slowlyadded dropwise and the mixture wasstirredat room temperature for 2 h; thereafter, water was added and
extraction was conducted with ethyl acetate. The extracted organiclayer wasdriedwith magnesium sulfate and the
solventwas evaporated; the resulting residuewaspurifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica
gel using a 7:3:1 solvent systemof cyclohexane, ethylacetateand methanol as an eluent. The fractionscontaining
the productwere collected and the solventwas evaporated; the residue was dissolved in methanol (10 ml); after
cooling to 0°C, a solution of 1 N HCI (0.15ml) saturated with ethyletherwasadded and the mixturewas stirred for
20 mm to effectevaporation and therebyyield thetitled compound 1 -[4-methanesulfonamido-2-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-isopropylamino]ethane hydrochloride (0.28g).
1HHMR (MeOH-d4):

6.94(dd,2H,pyrrole(H)), 6.92-6.78(m,3H,Ari), 6.21(dd,2H,pyr4.38(t,2H,NCH2H2O), 3.83(s,3H,H3O), 3.82(s,3H,H3O), 3.703.81 (m,3H,NCH2O,NCH(CH3)2),
3.55(brs,2H,ArCH2NCH2),
2.97(s,3H,
H3SO2NH), 2.95(brs,2H,Arfl2CH2NCH2),1.31 (dd,6H,(H3)2CH)
3320(NH), 2970(NH), 1340 and 1 160(S=O)
ö7.37-7.21(m,3H,Ari),

role(i)),
40

IR(KBr,cm1):

[Example 19] Production of 1 -(2-benzyloxy-4-methanesulfonamidoDhenoxy)-2-FN-(3.4-dimethoxvphenethyl)-N-methylaminolethane hydrochloride
45

50

(1) 4-Nitrocatechol (5 g, 32.2 mmol) was dissolved in DMF (50 ml); thereafter, potassium carbonate (8.9 g, 64.5
mmol) wasadded and with heating at 70 75°C, ethyl bromoacetate (7.18 ml) wasslowlyadded dropwise, followed
by stirring at the same temperature for 15 mm. The reaction solution was cooled to room temperature andfiltered;
afterbeing concentrated undervacuum, the filtratewasdilutedwith a saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate(50 ml) and subjected to extraction with ethylacetate(300ml). The extracted organiclayer wasdried with
magnesium sulfateand the solventwas evaporated. The resulting residuewas purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silicagel usinga 2:1 solventsystem of n-hexane and ethylacetateas an eluent. Thefractions containing the productwere collected and the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound ethyl (2hydroxy-4-nitrophenoxy)acetate (1.05g).

55

1HNMR (CDCI3):

ö7.87(d,J=2.7Hz,1H), 7.82(dd,J1=8.8Hz,J=22.7Hz,1H), 7.01(s,1 H), 6.94(d,J=8.8Hz,1H),
4.78(s,2H), 4.33(q,J=7. 1Hz,2H), 1.34(t,J=7.OHz,3H)

(2) Ethyl (2-hydroxy-4-nitrophenoxy)acetate (1.05 g, 4.34 mmol) and potassium carbonate(2.40 g, 17.35 mmol)
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were dissolved in DMF (30 ml); thereafter, benzyl bromide(2.56 ml, 21.68mmol) wasaddeddropwise to the solution,which wasstirred for 1.5 h with heating at 70°C. Afterbeing cooled to room temperature, the reaction solution
wasdilutedwitha saturated aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate (40 ml), followed by extraction with methylene
chloride(300 ml). The extracted organiclayer wasdried with magnesium sulfate and the solvent was evaporated;
the resulting residue waspurifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using a 4:1 solvent
systemof n-hexane and ethylacetate as an eluent. Thefractionscontaining theproductwere collected andthe solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound ethyl(2-benzyloxy-4-nitrophenoxy) acetate(0.85g).
1HNMR (CDCI3):
10

15

20

(3) Ethyl (2-benzyloxy-4-nitrophenoxy)acetate (800 mg, 4.83 mmol) was dissolved in THF (50 ml); thereafter,
sodium borohydride (457mg, 12.1 mmol) was added and the mixture was heated to the reflux temperature. At the
sametemperature, methanol (5 ml) was slowlyaddeddropwise over 30 mi followed by stirringat the reflux temperature for 30 mm. The reaction solution was cooledto roomtemperature and water (10 ml) wasadded,followed
by extraction with ethyl acetate(200ml). The extracted organic layer wasdriedwith magnesium sulfateandthe solventwasevaporated; the resulting residue waspurifiedby beingsubjected to column chromatography on silica gel
usinga 1:1 solvent system on n-hexane and ethyl acetateas an eluent. The fractions containing the product were
collected and the solventwas evaporated to yield the end compound 2-(2-benzyloxy-4-nitrophenoxy)ethanol (400
ml).

1HNMR (CDCI3):

25

30

35

40

50

55

o7.84(dd,J1=9.OHz,J2=2.6Hz,1H), 7.77(d,J=2.6Hz, 1 H), 7.31-7.38(m,5H), 6.89(d,J=8.9Hz,
1H), 5.1 2(s,2H), 4.1 4(t,J=4.5Hz,2H), 3.93(t,J=4.4Hz,2H), 2.24(s,1 H)

(4) 2-(2-Benzyloxy-4-nitrophenoxy)ethanol (400 mg, 1.383 mmol) was dissolved in pyridine (5 ml); after coolingat
0°C, methanesulfonyl chloride(0.22 ml, 2.76 mmol) was slowlyaddeddropwise, followed by stirring at room temperature for 2 h. The solventwas evaporated under vacuumand the residuewasdilutedwith a saturated aqueous
solution of sodium bicarbonate (10 ml), followed by extraction withchloroform (100ml). The extracted organiclayer
wasdriedwith sodium sulfate and the solventwasevaporated; the resulting residuewasdissolved in 15 ml of a 1:2
solventsystem of ethanoland acetonitrile and, thereafter, 2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
(0.765ml, 4.148 mmol) was added, followed by stirringat the refluxtemperature for 8 h.
The reaction solution wascooledto room temperature andthereafterthe solventwas evaporated; the resulting residuewas purifiedby being subjected to column chromatography on silicagel using a 1:1 solvent systemof n-hexane and ethyl acetate as an eluent. The fractionscontainingthe product were collected and the solvent was
evaporated to yield the end compound 1-(2-benzyloxy-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (600 mg).
1HNMR (CDCI3):

45

ö7.89(d,J=8.7Hz,1H), 7.86(dd,J1=8.8Hz,J2=2.5Hz,1 H), 7.36-7.52(m,5H), 6.88(d,J=8.7Hz,
1H), 5.25(s,2H), 4.82(s,2H), 4.30(q,J=7. 1 Hz,2H), 1 .32(t,J=7.1 Hz,3H)

o8.1 1(dd,J1 =8.9Hz,J2=2.6Hz,1H), 7.84(d,J=2.6Hz, 1 H), 7.36-7.46(m,5H), 6.95(d,J=8.9Hz,
1H),
6.73-6.78(m,3H), 5. 19(s,2H), 4.23(t,J=5.8Hz,2H), 3.87(s,3H), 3.86(s,3H),
2.98(t,J=5.8Hz,2H), 2.68-2.83(m,4H), 2.47(s,3H)

(5) 1-(2-Benzyloxy-4-nitrophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane (600 mg,1.286 mmol)
wasdissolved in ethanol(16 ml); thereafter, an aqueous solution (5 ml) of sodium hydrogensulfite (897 mg, 5.144
mmol) wasslowlyadded dropwise, followed bystirringfirstat roomtemperature for 30 mm, then at 50°Cfor 30 mm.
The insoluble solids were filtered off and the filtratewas evaporated, followed by extraction with ethyl acetate(100
ml). The extracted organiclayer wasdried with sodium sulfate and the solvent was evaporated; the resulting residue wasdissolved in pyridine(5 ml), and thereafter, the solution was cooled to 0°C and methanesulfonyl chloride
(0.1 ml, 1.286mmol) wasslowlyadded dropwise, followed by stirring at roomtemperature
for 2 h. The solvent was evaporated under vacuumand the residuewasdilutedwith a saturated aqueous solution
of sodium bicarbonate (10 ml), followed byextraction withchloroform (50 ml). Theextracted organiclayer wasdried
with sodium sulfate and the solvent was evaporated; the resulting residue was purifiedby being subjected to columnchromatography on silicagel usinga 15:1 solventsystem of ethyl acetateand methanol asan eluent. The fractions containing the productwere collected and the solvent was evaporated, after passing HCI gas for 2 mm, the
solventwas evaporated to yield the titled compound 1-(2-benzyloxy-4-methanesulfonylamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride (120mg).
1HNMR(CDCI3):

ö 12.41(s,1H,HCI), 7.32 (m,5H,Ari), 7.06(d,J=2.3Hz,1 H,Ari), 6.85-6.72(m,5H,Ari),
5.00(s,2H,Arfl2O), 4.47(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2fl2O), 3.84(s,3H,H3O), 3.82(s,3H,H3O),
3.50-3.12(m,6H,Arfl2N(CH3)fl2CH2O),
2.93(s,3H,H3SO2), 2.82(d,J=4.7Hz,3H,
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CH2N(H3)CH2)
IR(KBr,cm1):

3240(NH), 296O(NH), 1340 and 1160(S=O)

[Example 20]
5

The following compounds (1) - (14)were produced as in Examples

1

- 12 and 15 - 19 setforth above.

(1) 1
hydrochloride
10

1HNMR (MeOH-d4):

o7. 18-6.76(m,6H,ArH),

4.41 (t,J=4.7Hz,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2fl2O),
3.75(s,3H,H3O),
3.72(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)H2CH2O), 3.70(s,3H,H3O), 3.38(t,2H,ArCH2H2N(CH3)CH2),
3.07(t,2H,ArH2CH2N(CH3)CH2), 2.93(s,3H,H3SO2NH), 2.91 (d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2),

2.87(s,3H,H3NH)
15

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

2950(NN), 1330 and 1 160(S=O)
438(MH)

1-[2-Chloro-4-methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(4,
(2)
amino]ethane dihydrochloride

5-dimethoxy-2-dimethylaminophenethyl)-N-methyl-

20

1HNMR (MeOH-d4):

25

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

6.93(s,1 H,Ari),
4.45(t,J=4.4Hz,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2O),
3.82(s,3H,H3O), 3.70(s,3H,H3O), 3.77(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)fl2CH2O),
3.55(t,2H,
3.21 (s,6H,(H3)2N),
ArCH2fl2N(CH3)CH2),
3.34(t,2H,Arfl2CH2N(CH3)CH2),
3.1 1(s,3H,H3SO2NH),2.84(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2)
2940(NH), 1330 and 1 160(S=O)
486(MH)
ö7.24-7.07(m,4H,Ari),

(3) 2-Hydroxy-1-[2-chloro-4-cyanophenoxy]-3-[2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]propane hydrochloride
30

35

1HNMR (MeOH-d4):

ö7.86(d,J=2.OHz,1H,Ari), 7.72(dd,J1=8.6Hz,J2=2.OHz,1H,Ari),
7.29(d,J=8.7Hz,1H,
Ari),
6.96-6.87(m,3H,Ari),
4.44-4.52(m, 1 H,CH2CH(OH)CH2),
4.24(brs,2H,
3.62CH2N(CH3)CH2CH(OH)O),
3.86(s,3H,H3O),
3.83(s,3H,H3O),

IR(KBr,cm1):

3.33(m,6H,ArN(CH3)CH(OH)CH2O), 3.08(s,3H,CHN(H3)CH2)
2950(NH), 2240(CN)

MS:

405(MH)

(4) 1 -[2-Pyrrolidino-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane dihydrochloride
40

1HNMR (meOH-d4):

45

IR(KBr,cm1):

7.04ö7.58(s,1H,ArH),
7.43(d,J=8.8Hz,1H,ArH),
7.34(d,J=8.9Hz,1 H,ArH),
6.91 (m,3H,Ari), 4.59(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2H2O), 3.84(s,3H,H3O), 3.81 (s,3H,H3O),
4.31 -3.37(m,8H,ArCH2H2N(CH3)CH2,CH2N(CH3)H2CH2O,
pyrrolidyl(H)),
3.21 (t,2H,ArH2CH2N(CH3)CH2), 3.05(s,3H,H3SO2NH), 3.02(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2),
2.1 8-2.36(m,4H,pyrrolidyl(i))
3240(NH), 2940(NH), 1335and 1 160(S=O)

(5) 1-[2-Piperidino-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane dihydrochloride
50

1HNMR (MeOH-d4):

o7.65(d,J=2.1Hz,1 H,Ari),
7.46(dd,J1=8.9Hz,J2=2.2Hz,1H,Ari),
7.36(d,J=8.9Hz,
1H,Ari), 7.01-6.89(m,3H,Ari), 4.61(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2O), 3.86(s,3H,H3O),
3.83(s,3H,H3O), 4.1 0-3.40(m,8H,fl2N(CH3)fl2CH2O,pyperidinyl(H)), 3.23(t,2H,
2.47ArH2CH2N(CH3)CH2),
3.05(s,3H,H3SO2NH),
3.02(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2),

ss

IR(KBr,cm1):

2960(NH), 1330 and 1 160(S=O)

1 .72(m,6H,pyperidinyl(i))

(6) 1 -[2-(1,2,3,4-Tetrahydroisoquinolino)-4-methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane

34
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R (MeOH-d4):ö7.O9-7.2O(m,4H,Ari), 6.91 -7.73(m,6H,Ari),4.30(s,2H,

5

),

4.1 3(t,J=6.OHz,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2H2O),

10

3.87(s,3H,H3),

3.45(t,J=5.9Hz,2H,

CH2N(CH3)H2CH2O), 2.95(s,3H,H3SO2NH),3.00-2.91(m,4H,

15

),

20

IR(KBr,cm1):
(7)
25

2.8O-2.68(m,4H,Arfl2fl2N(CH3)CH2),2.42(s,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2)
3240(NH), 1320 and 1 160(S=O)

2-Hydroxy-1-[2-chloro-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-3-[2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]pro-

pane hydrochloride
1H-NMR (MeOH-d4):

30

IR(KBr,cm1):

ö7.23-7.02(m,3H,Ari)),
6.85-6.77(m,3H,Ari)), 4.28-4.40(m, 1H,CH2CH(OH)CH2),
4.02(d,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2CH(OH)fl2O), 3.73(s,3H,H3O), 3.70(s,3H,H3O), 3.533.22(m,4H,N(CH3)CH(OH)CH2O),
2.96(t,2H,ArH2CH2N(CH3)CH2),
2.93(s,3H,H3SO2NH),2.83(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2)
2960(NH),1330 and 1 160(S=O)

(8) 1 -[Pyrrol-1-yl-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(1-nitro-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
hydrochloride
35

1H-NMR (MeOH-d4):

40

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

7.21 -7.30(m,3H,Ari), 7.03(s, 1 H,Ari),
ö7.75(s, 1H,Ari),
6.94(dd,2H,pyrrole(i)),
6.1 2(dd,2H,pyrrole()), 4.41 (t,J=4.6Hz,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2H2O), 3.97(s,3H,H3O),
3.50-3.29(m,4H,
3.94(s,3H,H3O),
3.70(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2O),
ArN(CH3)CH2),2.99(s,3H,H3SO2NH),2.97(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2)
1540(N02), 1340and 1160(S=O)

520(M)

1-[2-Pyrrol- 1-yl-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(1-amino-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methyl(9)
amino]ethane hydrochloride
45

1HNMR (MeOH-d4):

50

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

ö7.24-7.31(m,3H,ArH)), 6.98(dd,2H,pyrrole(H)), 6.94(s, 1 H,ArH), 6.19(dd,2H,pyrrole(H)),
4.45(t,J=4.6Hz,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2fl2O),
3.88(s,3H,H3O),
3.87(s,3H,H3O),
3.11 (t,2H,
3.69(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)H2CH2O),
3.46(t,2H,ArCH2H2N(CH3)CH2),
ArH2CH2N(CH3)CH2), 2.97(s,3H,H3SO2NH),2.93(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2)
3240(NH2), 2950(NH),1340 and 1160(S=O)

489(M)

1 -[2-Pyrrol-1-yl-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(1-methyl-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methyl(10)
amino]ethane hydrochloride
55

1HNMR (MeOH-d4):

o7. 10-7.21(m,3H,Ari),

6.85(dd,2H,pyrrole(i)), 6.69(s, 1 H,ArH), 6.66(s,1 H,Ari),
3.71 (s,3H,H3O),
6.08(dd,2H,pyrrole()),
4.22(brs,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2O),
3.69(s,3H,H3O), 3.47(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)fl2CH2O),3.08(t,2H,ArCH2fl2N(CH3)CH2),
2.86(s,3H,H3SO2NH), 2.78(t,2H,Arfl2CH2N(CH3)CH2), 2.75(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2),

35
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2.1 5(s,3H,ArH3)
IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
5

1-[2-Acetamido-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(1-methyl-4,5-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methyl(11)
amino]ethane hydrochloride

1HNMR (CDCI3):
10

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:
15

ö12.06(brs,1 H,HCI), 9.64(brs, 1H,NHSO2), 8.12(s, 1H,NHCOCH3), 7.29(s,1 H,Ari),
6.97(s, 1H,Ari), 6.57-6.72(m,3H,Ari),4.22(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2H2O), 3.78(s,3H,H3O),
3.78(s,3H,H3O), 3.42-3.13(m,6H,Arfl2N(CH3)fl2CH2O), 2.87(s,3H,H3SO2NH),
2.87(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2), 2.36(s,3H,ArH3),2.24(s,3H,H3CO)
2940(NH), 1680(C=O), 1340and 1 160(S=O)

480(M)

(12) 1 -[2-Amino-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(4-fluorophenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane hydrochloride
R (MeOH-d4):

20

296O(NH), 1340 and 1 160(S=O)
488(M)

IR(KBr,cm1):

o7.29-7.41(m,3H,Ari),

7.21-7.07(m,4H,Ari),
4.53(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2H2O),
3.66(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)H2CH2O),
3.47(t,2H,ArCH2H2N(CH3)CH2CH2O), 3.22(t,2H,
ArH2CH2N(CH3)CH2CH2O), 3.07(s,3H,H3SO2NH),2.97(s,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2)
3330(NH2), 2960(NH), 1350 and 1 180(S=O)

1-[2-Amino-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-(4-methanesulfonamido)phenethyl)-N-methyl(13)
amino]ethane hydrochloride

25

R (MeOH-d4):

IR(KBr,cm1):
30

o7.41-7.34(m,3H,Ari),

7.21-7.28(m,4H,Ari),

4.55(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2H2O),

3.75(t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2O), 3.50(t,2H,ArCH2N(CH3)CH2CH2O), 3.22(t,2H,
ArCH2N(CH3)CH2CH2O), 2.98(s,3H,H3SO2NH),2.96(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2)
3420(NH2), 2940(NH), 1330 and 1 150(S=O)

1-[2-Pyrrolidino-4-(methanesulfonamido)phenoxy]-2-[2-[(4-methanesulfonamido)phenethyl]-N-methyl(14)
amino]ethane dihydrochloride

1HNMR (DMMSO-d6)] ölO.9(brs,1 H,HCI), 9.86(brs, 1H,NHSO2CH3), 9.64(s, 1H,NHSO2CH3), 7.17-7.49(m,
7H,ArH), 4.51 (t,2H,CH2N(CH3)CH2fl2O), 3.26-3.83(m,8H,CH2fl2N(CH3)H2CH2O),
35

/—\
40

3.12(t,2H,ArH2CH2N(CH3)CH2),
3.01 (s,3H,H3SO2NH),
1.99-2.1
2.93(d,3H,CH2N(H3)CH2),
8(m,4H,
45

CH2-C112

)

50

IR(KBr,cm1):
MS:

3420(NH2), 2950(NH), 1340 and 1 155(S=O)

511(MH)

55

36

2.98(s,3H,H3SO2NH),
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ExDeriment 1
Action of Drolonging the effective refractory Deriod (ERPc) utilizing the forceof contraction in the DaDillary muscle
excised fromguineapig
5

10

15

The papillarymuscleof the rightventriclewas excised frommale guinea pigs weighing 400 - 600 g and suspended
in an organ bath containing a Krebs-Ringer solution that was maintained at atemperature of 34°Cand which was saturated with a gaseous mixture (95%:5% = 02:C02). One side of the musclewas connected to a transducerand the
othersidewasfixedto begivenan initialtension of 0.5 g. The isolated papillarymuscle wasgivenelectrical stimuli (frequency, 1 Hz; duration, 4 msec; voltage,thresholdx 1.5) and stabilized for 2 h or moreas itwas washed at intervals of
15 mm. The stabilized isolated papillary muscle was given extra stimuli (frequency, 1 Hz; duration, 4 msec; voltage,
threshold x 1.5) to measure the effective refractory period (ERPc) utilizing the contractile force. The experiment at 3 Hz
wasconducted bythe samemethod under the sameconditions as at 1 Hz, exceptfor frequency. Eachcompound under
experiment was used after itwas dissolved in 100% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) at a concentration of 10-2 M, followed
by dilutionwith a Krebs-Ringer solution. ERPc was measured for up to 1 h afterthe administration of each compound
underexperiment ata concentration of 10-6 M (final concentration of DMSO: 0.1%). The data are expressed as the percentage ofthe changefollowing the administration of a drug with respecttothe control valuebeforethe administration
of the drug. The resultsof the experiments are shown in Tables 1 and2.

20

Table 1
Percent Prolongation of ERPc by Compounds of the Invention
25

Compound No. (Exampie)

Hz

Concentration (M)
10-6

30

Ex.2

3

125.4±0.35

Ex.3

3

129.9±2.16

Ex.4

3

125.7±0.65

Ex.5

3

130.8±2.76

Ex. 7

3

136.7±2.34

Ex.8

3

139.2±1.81

Ex.9

3

129.8±1.53

Ex. 10

3

132.9±2.81

Ex.

11

3

125.2±1.32

Ex. 15

3

136.8±1.93

Ex. 16

3

137.0±0.95

Ex. 17

3

136.0±1.35

Ex. 18

3

137.4±2.65

Ex. 19

3

130.0±2.07

35

40

45

50

55

37
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Table 2
Percent Prolongation Pc Caused by Compounds of the Invention
5

Compound No.
(Example)

Hz

Concentration (M)

3 Hz/i Hz

i0-6
Ex.2
10

Ex.3
Ex.4
15

Ex.5

20

Ex. 7

Ex. 8
25

Ex.9

Ex. iO
30

Ex.

ii

Ex. iS
35
Ex. i6

40

Ex.

Ex.
45

Ex.

i7
i8
i9

E403i*
50

3

i25.4±0.35

i

i28.0

3

i29.9±2.i6

i

i30.6±2.i6

3

i25.7±0.65

i

ii8.9±2.45

3

i30.8±2.76

i

i32.2±i.60

3

i36.7±2.34

i

i26.6±2.49

3

i39.2±i.8i

i

i3i.i±2.5i

3

i29.8±i.53

i

i40.4±4.67

3

i32.9±2.8i

i

i3i.5±i.2i

3

i25.2±i.32

i

i32.8±i.85

3

i36.8±i.93

i

i43.4±4.i6

3

i37.0±0.95

i

i38.0±2.99

3

i36.0±i.35

i

i34.0±i.89

3

i37.4±2.65

i

i40.7±2.90

3

i30.0±2.07

i

i26.3±i.42

3

i28.i±2.26

i

i39.3±2.40

90.7

97.7

i36.0

95.7

i38.0

i26.i
73.8

i04.4

76.8

84.8

97.3

iOS.9

97.3

ii4.i
72.0

Note)

*E4031 = 4'[(l-[2-(6-methyl-2-pyridyl)ethyl]-4-piperidyl]-carbonyl]methanesulfonanilide
55

As is clear from the experiment resultsset forth above, compounds of the invention presentby far higher ratiosof
3 Hz/i Hz than the compound E-403i which has alreadybeendeveloped as an antiarrhythmic drug and, hence, they
are advanced antiarrhythmic drugsthat are improved in terms of the proarrhythmic effectdue to reverse use dependencywhich is a drawback of the known antiarrhythmic drugsof class Ill.
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ExDeriment 2
Action
5

of Drolonging the action Dotential duration(APD90) of the DaDillarv muscle excised from guinea Dig

The papillarymuscle of the right ventriclewas excised from male guinea pigs weighing 400 - 600 g and fixed in an
acrylicorgan bath.A Krebs-Ringer solution that was maintained at atemperature of 34°Cand which wassaturated with
a gaseousmixture(95%:5% = 02:C02) wasperfused intothe organ bath. The fixedisolated papillarymusclewasgiven
electrical stimuli (frequency, 1 Hz or 3 Hz; duration, 2 msec; voltage, thresholdx 1.5) and stabilized for about2 h; therefilled with a solutionof 3 M KCI were utilized to measure the action potential
after, glass microelectrodes (20 - 30
duration (APD90). Each compound under experiment was used after it was dissolved in 100% dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), followed by dilution with a Krebs-Ringer solution to a concentration of 10-6 M (final DMSO concentration:
0.1%). The action of prolonging the action potential durationas observed for aboutone hourafter drug administration
is expressed as the percentage of the change with respect to the control valuebefore drug administration. The results
of the experiment are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

M)

10

15

Table 3
Percent Prolongation of APD90 by Compounds of the Invention
20

Compound No. (Exampie)

Hz

Concentration (M)

N

10-6

25

Ex. 1

1

159.6

8

13-(13)

1

123.2

1

13-(1)

1

130.1

1

13-(10)

1

123.0

1

20-(3)

1

137.7

2

30

35

40

45

50

55
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Table

4

Percent Prolongation in APD9Q Caused by
Compounds of the Invention
(mean ± standard error)

5

Compound No.
(Example)

10

Ex.

Hz

Concentration (M)
106

N

3

121.6±6.23

3

1

159.6±6.23

8

3

127.9±4.26

5

1

125.3±1.47

3

129.1±3.46

1

141.8±2.45

3

129.8±4.70

3

1

139.5±3.05

2

117.7±4.11

3

137.7±4.95

2

118.4±2.66

4

110.3

Ex. 5

Ex. 10

20

Ex.

ii
4

47.0

Ex. 20(3)
1

E_4031*

37.6
1

Note)

69.6
92.7

11

25

30

Hz/i Hz

36.2

1

15

3

149.0±1.67

*E_4031 =
piperidyl] carbonyl]methanesul fonani 1ide

35

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY
40

As is clear from the experimental results set forth above, the compounds of the invention present by far higher
ratios of 3 Hz/i Hz than E-403i which has alreadybeendeveloped as an antiarrhythmic drug and, hence, they are
advanced antiarrhythmic drugs that are improved in terms of the proarrhythmic effectdue to reverse use dependency
which is a drawback of the known antiarrhythmic drugs of class Ill.
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Claims
1.

An aminederivative of the general formula(I) set forth belowor a salt thereof:

50

55
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R2
5

(I)
R8b

10

(wherein
15

A denotes the general formula

(CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,where a hydrogen atom
in the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted by one or morehydroxyl groups;
B denotesa group of the general formula-(CH2)-, -NR(CH2)- or -CONH-(CH2)-;
R1, R2, R3, and R4 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a cyanogroup, a loweralkyl
group, a loweralkoxygroup, a loweralkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxyl group, a lower alkylsulfonyloxy
group, a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group or the group ofthe general formula -NR5R6,where R5 and
R6 denote each independently a hydrogen atom,a lower alkanoyl group, a loweralkyl group or a heterocyclic

20

group;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a lower alkyl group, a lower
alkanoylamino group or a lower alkylamino group;
R8a and R8b denotethe same halogen atom or loweralkoxygroup or, alternatively, when R8a is a hydrogen
atom, R8b denotes a lower alkylsulfonylamino group or a halogen atom (provided that when R8a is a hydrogen
atomand R8b is a loweralkylsulfonylamino group, R1 denotesa group ofthe general formula -NR5R6) or aheterocyclic group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkyl group;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group,
where R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m and n denotean integer of 0 - 3.

25

30

35

2.

A compound or a salt thereofaccording to claim 1, wherein
R1, R2, R3 and R4 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom,a cyano group, a loweralkyl
group having 1 - 6 carbonatoms, a lower alkoxygroup having 1 - 6 carbon atoms, a lower alkanoyl group having 1 -6 carbon atomsin the alkylmoiety, a nitro group, a hydroxyl group, a loweralkylsulfonyloxy group having
1 - 6 carbon atoms, a 5-membered heterocyclic groupor a group ofthe general formula -NR5R6,where R5 and
R6 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, a loweralkanoyl group having1 6 carbonatomsin the alkyl
1
or
a
lower
6
carbon
moiety
alkylgroup having
atoms;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a loweralkanoylamino group
having 1 - 6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety or a lower alkylamino group having 1 - 6 carbonatoms;
R8a and R8bdenotethe samehalogen atomor lower alkoxygroup having 1 - 6 carbon atoms;
R denotes a loweralkylgroup having 1 - 6 carbonatomsor a phenylgroup;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkyl group having 1 6 carbonatoms;
Xdenotesa group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group oran imidazolyl group, where
R10 and R11 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group having 1 - 6 carbon
atoms; and

40

45

50

m and n are an integerof and 0 - 2.
3.

A compound or a salt thereofaccording to claim 1, wherein

55

R1, R2, R3 and R4 denote each independently a hydrogen atom, a fluorineatom, a chlorineatom, a bromine
atom, an iodine atom, a cyano group, a methyl group, a methoxy group, an acetyl group, a nitro group, a
hydroxyl group, a methylsulfonyloxy group, a phenoxy-methyl group, a pyrrolyl group or a group of the general
formula -NR5R6, where R5 and R6 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, an acetylgroup or a methyl
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group;
R9denotesa hydrogen atom, anitro group, an aminogrouporaloweralkanoylamino group having 1 -6 carbon
atomsin the alkyl moiety;
R8a and R8b which are the same denotea chlorineatomor a methoxygroup;
R denotes a loweralkylgroup having 1 - 3 carbon atomsor a phenyl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a methyl group;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a 1-imidazolyl group,
where R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a methylsulfonyl group; and
m and n are an integerof 0 - 2;

5

10

4.

A compound or a salt thereofaccording to claim 1, wherein
A denotesthe group -(CH2)2-, -CH2-O-, -(CH2)2-O-, -CH2-NH- or -(CH2)2-S02-;
B denotesthe group -(CH2)2-, -cONH-(CH2)2-or -NH-(CH2)2-;
R1 denotesa hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, a 1-pyrrolyl group, an acetamido group, an amino
group, adimethylamino group, a cyano group, a lower alkyl group having 1 - 3 carbonatoms, a hydroxyl group,
a methanesulfonyloxy group or a methanesulfonylamido group;
R2 denotes a hydrogen atom, a nitro group or a halogen atom;
R3 denotes a hydrogen atomor a nitro group;
R4 denotes a hydrogen atom, a loweralkyl group having 1 - 3 carbonatomsor a halogen atom;
R8a and R8b which are the same denotea chlorineatomor a methoxygroup;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a loweralkylgroup having 1 3 carbonatoms, an aminogroup or a nitro group;
R denotes a loweralkylgroup having 1 - 3 carbon atomsor a phenyl group; and
X denotesa methanesulfonylamido group, a 1-imidazolyl group, a nitro group or a cyano group.

15

20

25
5.

A compound or a salt thereofaccording to claim 1, wherein
A denotes-(CH2)-O-, -(CH2)2-O-or -(CH2)2-NH-;
B denotes-(CH2)2-;
R1 denotesa hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, a 1-pyrrolyl group, an acetamido group, an amino
group or a dimethylamino group;
R2 denotes a hydrogen atomor a nitro group;

30

R3 and R4 denotea hydrogen atom;

R8a and R8b which are the same denotea chlorineatomor a methoxygroup;

R denotes a hydrogen atom, a methyl group, an ethylgroup or an aminogroup;

35

R denotes a methyl group; and

X denotesa methanesulfonylamido group, a 1-imidazolyl group or a nitro group.
6.

45

50

ss

1-[4-Methanesulfonylamido-2-(1 H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenoxy]-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane or a

salt thereof.

40

or a salt

7.

1-(2-Acetamido-4-methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane
thereof.

8.

1-(4-Methanesulfonamidophenoxy)-2-[N-(3,4-dichlorophenethyl)-N-methylamino]ethane or a salt thereof.

9.

A process for producing an aminederivative of the general formula (I) or a salt thereof, characterized by:
(A) reacting a compound ofthe general formula (II) set forthbeloworasalt thereofwithacompoundofthe general formula (II) setforth belowor a salt thereof;
(B) reducing a compoundof the general formula (Ia) set forth below or a salt thereof to producea compound
of the general formula(Ib) or a salt thereof;
(C) reacting a compound of the general formula (Ic) set forthbelowor a salt thereof withan alkanesulfonyl halide to producea compound of the general formula (Id) set forthbelowor a salt thereof;
(D) reacting a compoundof the general formula (II) set forth below or a salt thereofwith a compound of the
general formula (IV) setforth beloworasalt thereofto producea compound ofthegeneral formula(V) setforth
belowor a salt thereofand reacting the thus produced compound (V) witha compound of the general formula
(VI) set forth belowor a salt thereofto producea compound of the general formula(le) or a salt thereof;or
(E) reacting a compound of the general formula (VII) set forth belowor a salt thereof witha compound of the
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general formula (VIII) set forth below or a salt thereofto producea compound
forth belowor a salt thereof:

R2

5

R8a

(I)
10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

43

of the general formula (If) set
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R8a
5

(II)

5B;NH

R8bR

R

10

(III)

15

R4

R3

20

(Ia)
25

30

(Ib)

35

R4b

R3b

40

(Ic)

45

50

55

44
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5

(Id)
10

R8b

R3

15

(le)
20

25

B—N-_(CH2)—O

(If)

R8b
30

L—A' H
35

(IV)

R8a
B—N—A'fl

(V)

R
40

R8b

R9
R1

45

(VI)

L

50

R4

55

45
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5

B_N_(CH2)m_L

(VII)

R

10

15

(VIII)
R3

20

(wherein

A denotes a group of the general formula (CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydrogen atom in the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted by no morethan one hydroxy group;
B denotesa group of the general formula -(CH2)-, -NRT(CH2)n- or -CONH-(CH2)-;
Ri, R2, R3 and R4 denoteeachindependently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom,a cyano group, a lower alkyl
group, a loweralkoxygroup, a lower alkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxy group, a lower alkylsulfonyloxy
group, a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group or a group of the general formula-NR5R6,where R5 and
R6 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, a lower alkanoyl group, a loweralkylgroup or a heterocyclic

25

30

group;
R9 denotes

a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a lower alkyl group, a lower
alkanoylamino group or a loweralkylamino group;
R8a and R8b denotethe same halogen atomor loweralkoxy group or, alternatively, when R8a denotes a hydrogen atom, R8b denotesa lower alkylsulfonylamino groupor a halogen atom(provided that when R8a isa hydrogen atom and R8b is a loweralkylsulfonylamino group, Ri denotes a group of the general formula -NR5R6or a
heterocyclic group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkylgroup;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NRioRii, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group,
where Rio and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof 0 - 3;
n denotesan integer of 0 - 3;
L denotesa reactive leavinggroup;
A' has the same meaning as A, except that it is not -(CH2)m-;
one of Rioa and Riia is a hydrogen atom while the otheris a lower alkylsulfonyl group;
Ria, R2a, R3a, R4a, R9a and Xa have the same meanings as the above Ri, R2, R3, R4, R9 and X, respectively,
provided that at least one of them is a nitro group;and
Rib, R2b, R3b, R4b, R9b and Xb have the samemeaningsas the above Ri, R2, R3, R4, R9 and X, respectively,

35

40

45

50

provided that at least one of them is an aminogroup.
10.
55

A processfor producing an amine derivative of the general formula(I) or a salt thereofcharacterized by reacting a
compound of the general formula(II) set forth belowor a salt thereofwith a compound of the general formula(Ill)
set forth belowor a salt thereof:
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5

(I)
10

15

R8a

(II)

\16IBNH

20

R9

25

L—

(III)

30

R4
35

(wherein

Adenotes a group of the general formula
40

45

50
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(CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydrogen atomin the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted by no morethan one hydroxy group;
B denotesthe general formula-(CH2)-, -NR(CH2)- or -CONH-(CH2);
R1, R2, R3 and R4 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom,a cyano group, a loweralkyl
group, a lower alkoxy group, a lower alkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxy group, a lower alkylsulfonyloxy
group, a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group or a group of the general formula-NR5R6,where R5 and
R6 denote each independently a hydrogen atom,a lower alkanoyl group, a loweralkyl group or a heterocyclic
group;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a lower alkyl group, a lower
alkanoylamino group or a lower alkylamino group;
R8a and R8b denotethe same halogen atomor lower alkoxygroupor, alternatively, when R8a denotes a hydrogen atom, R8b denotesa lower alkylsulfonylamino group or a halogen atom(provided that when R8a isa hydrogen atom and R8b is a lower alkylsulfonylamino group, R1 denotesa group of the general formula -NR5R6or a
heterocyclic group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkyl group;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group,
where R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof 0 - 3;
n denotesan integer of 0 - 3; and
Ldenotesa reactive leaving group.
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11.

A processfor producing an aminederivative of the general formula (I) or a salt thereofcharacterized by reducing a
compound of the general formula (Ia) set forth belowor a salt thereofto producea compound of the general formula (Ib) set forth belowor a salt thereof:

5
R1

R2

(I)

10

15

20

a

(Ia)

25

Rib
8

30

(Ib)

R8b

R4b

R3b

(wherein

40

A denotes a group of the general formula (CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydrogen atom in the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted byat leastone hydroxy group;
B denotesa group of the general formula -(CH2)-, -NR(CH2)- or -CONH-(CH2)-;
R1, R2, R3 and R4 denoteeach independently

45

a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom,a cyano group, a lower alkyl

group, a loweralkoxygroup, a lower alkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxy group, a lower alkylsulfonyloxy
group, a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group or a group of the general formula-NR5R6,where R5 and
R6 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, a lower alkanoyl group, a loweralkylgroup or a heterocyclic
group;
R9 denotes

50

ss

a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a lower alkyl group, a lower
alkanoylamino group or a loweralkylamino group;
R8a and R8b denote the same halogen atom or a lower alkoxy group or, alternatively, when R8a denotes a
hydrogen atom, R8b denotesa lower alkylsulfonylamino group ora halogen atom (provided that when R8a is a
hydrogen atomand R8b is a lower alkylsulfonylamino group, R1 denotesa group ofthe general formula -NR5R6
or a heterocyclic group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkylgroup;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group,
where R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof 0 - 3;
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n denotesan integer of 0 - 3;
R3a, R4a, R9a and Xa havethe same meanings as the above Ri, R2, R3, R4, R9 and X, respectively,
that
at leastone of them is a nitro group; and
provided
Rib, R2b, R3b, R4b, R9b and Xb have the same meanings as the above Ri, R2, R3, R4, R9 and X, respectively,
provided that at leastone of them is an amino group.

Ria, R2a,

5

12.

A process forproducing an aminederivative of the general formula(I) or a salt thereofby reacting a compound of
the general formula (Ic) set forthbelowor asalt thereofwith an alkanesulfonyl halide to produce a compound ofthe
general formula(Id) set forth belowor a salt thereof:

10

15

(I)

20

25

(Ic)

•N112
30

R
35

1Oa
(Id)
1la
40

R8b

(wherein
45

Adenotes a group of the general formula

50

(CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydroatom
in
the
be
substituted
gen
(CH2)m moietymay
by at leastone hydroxy group;
B denotesa group of the general formula-(CH2)-, -NR(CH2)- or -CONH-(CH2)-;
Ri, R2, R3 and R4 denoteeachindependently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom,a cyano group, a loweralkyl
group, a lower alkoxy group, a lower alkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxy group, a lower alkylsulfonyloxy
group, a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group or a group of the general formula-NR5R6,where R5 and
R6 denote each independently a hydrogen atom,a lower alkanoyl group, a loweralkyl group or a heterocyclic
group;
R9 denotes

55

a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a lower alkyl group, a lower
alkanoylamino group or a lower alkylamino group;
R8a and R8b denotethe same halogen atomor lower alkoxygroupor, alternatively, when R8a denotes a hydrogen atom, R8b denotesa lower alkylsulfonylamino group or a halogen atom(provided that when R8a isa hydrogen atom and R8b is a lower alkylsulfonylamino group, Ri denotesa group of the general formula -NR5R6or a
heterocyclic group);
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R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkylgroup;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group,
where R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof 0 - 3;
n denotesan integer of 0 - 3; and
one of Rioa and Riia is a hydrogen atom while the otheris a lower alkylsulfonyl group.

5

13.
10

A processfor producing an amine derivative of the general formula(I) or a salt thereofcharacterized by reacting a
compound of the general formula (II) set forth belowor a salt thereofwith a compound of the general formula(IV)
set forth belowor a salt thereofto producea compound of the general formula (V) setforth belowor a salt thereof
and reacting the thusproduced compound (V) with a compound of the general formula (VI) set forthbelowora salt
thereof to producea compound of the general formula (le) set forthbelowor a salt thereof:

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50
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R8a

5

(I)
10

15

B—NH

(II)

R

R9
20

L—A' H

(IV)

R8a

if

25

(V)
R9
30

L

(VI)

35

40

(le)

—A'
R8b

45

(wherein
50

Adenotes a group of the general formula
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(CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydrogen atomin the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted by at leastone hydroxy group;
B denotesa group of the general formula-(CH2)-, -NR(CH2)- or -CONH-(CH2)-;
R1, R2, R3 and R4 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom,a cyano group, a loweralkyl
group, a lower alkoxy group, a lower alkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxy group, a lower alkylsulfonyloxy
group, a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group or a group of the general formula-NR5R6,where R5 and
R6 denote each independently a hydrogen atom,a lower alkanoyl group, a loweralkyl group or a heterocyclic
group;
R9 denotes

a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a lower alkyl group, a lower
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alkanoylamino group or a loweralkylamino group;
R8a and R8b denotethe same halogen atomor loweralkoxy group or, alternatively, when R8a denotes a hydrogen atom, R8b denotesa lower alkylsulfonylamino groupor a halogen atom(provided that when R8a isa hydrogen atom and R8b is a loweralkylsulfonylamino group, R1 denotes a group of the general formula -NR5R6or a
heterocyclic group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkylgroup;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group,
where R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof 0 - 3;

5

10

15

n denotesan integer of 0 - 3;
L denotesa reactive leavinggroup; and
A' has the same meaning as A, except that it is not (CH2)m.
14.

A processfor producing an amine derivative of the general formula(I) or a salt thereofcharacterized by reacting a
compound ofthe general formula (VII)set forthbelowor a salt thereof witha compound ofthe general formula (VIII)
set forth belowor a salt thereofto producea compound of the general formula(If) set forthbelowor a salt thereof:

20

R2

R8a

(I)
25

R9

K3

30

B_N_-(C112)m_L

(VII)

R

35

40

(VIII)
45

R

(If)

50

R8b

R9

R4

55

(wherein

A denotes a group of the general formula (CH2)m, (CH2)m0, (CH2)mNH or (CH2)mSO2,wherea hydro-
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gen atomin the (CH2)m moietymaybe substituted by at leastone hydroxy group;
B denotesa group of the general formula-(CH2)-, -NRT(CH2)fl- or -CONH-(CH2)-;
R1, R2, R3 and R4 denoteeach independently a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom,a cyano group, a loweralkyl
group, a lower alkoxy group, a lower alkanoyl group, a nitro group, a hydroxy group, a lower alkylsulfonyloxy
group, a phenoxymethyl group, a heterocyclic group or a group of the general formula-NR5R6,where R5 and
R6 denote each independently a hydrogen atom,a lower alkanoyl group, a loweralkyl group or a heterocyclic

5

group;
R9 denotes a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl group, a halogen atom, a nitro group, an amino group, a lower
alkanoylamino group or a lower alkylamino group;
R8a and R8b denotethe same halogen atomor lower alkoxygroupor, alternatively, when R8a denotes a hydrogen atom, R8b denotesa lower alkylsulfonylamino group or a halogen atom(provided that when R8a isa hydrogen atom and R8b is a lower alkylsulfonylamino group, R1 denotesa group of the general formula -NR5R6or a
heterocyclic group);
R denotes a loweralkylgroup or an aryl group;
R7 denotes a hydrogen atomor a lower alkyl group;
X denotes a group of the general formula -NR10R11, a nitro group, a cyano group or a heterocyclic group,
where R10 and R11 denote each independently a hydrogen atom or a loweralkylsulfonyl group;
m denotes an integerof 0 - 3;
n denotesan integer of 0 - 3; and
Ldenotesa reactive leaving group.)
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15. An antiarrhythmic drug composition characterized by containing at least one compound of the general formula (I)
of anyoneof claims 1 - 8 or a salt thereofas an activeingredient togetherwith a pharmaceutically acceptable vehicle.
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Description
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:
5

Field of the Invention;
The present invention relates to a method for the immunological determination of a hemoglobin derivative, preferably glycated hemoglobin as a hemoglobin derivative, and especially hemoglobin Ai. The present invention also
relates to a treating reagent to be used in the method of determination mentioned above.
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ofthe PriorArt:

Hemoglobin (Hb) is a respiratory pigmentpresent in erythrocyte, which is largelyresponsible for oxygen transport.
A hemoglobin molecule comprisesfour polypeptide subunits (respectively two a chainsystemsand 13 chainsystems),
each subunit is formed by association of one globin protein and one heme molecule which is an iron-protoporphyrin
complex. Majorclassof hemoglobin (morethan 90%)foundin normaladult hemoglobin (HbA: also referred to HbA0 for
distinguishing from glycated hemoglobin HbA1 described hereinafter) having a2J32 subunits composition; and trace
components such as HbA2 (a2ö2) are also found in normal adult.
Thereare several classes of hemoglobin derivativesin the adult hemoglobin HbAs. The determinationof the contentsof such hemoglobin derivatives in bloodhasbeen gaining in importance under various medical conditions. Among
classes of hemoglobin derivatives, glycated hemoglobin proves to be particularlyimportant. Thisglycated hemoglobin
isthe generic term fordesignating the fractions, HbAiai, HbAia2, HbAlb, and HbAi, intowhich HbA is classified by an
ion-exchange resin fractionation. It is referred to as HbA1 (also designated as glycosylated hemoglobin). All of these
subclasses of the glycated hemoglobins have the same primarystructure, which is stabilized by formation of an aldimine (Schiff base) by the amino group of the N terminal valine in the 13 subunit chain of normal hemoglobin HbA and
glucose (or glucose-6-phosphate or fructose) followed by formation of a ketoamine by Amadori rearrangement.
Particularly, the glycated hemoglobin bound withglucoseare called as HbAi (glycosylated hemoglobin, which will
be occasionally referred to as hemoglobin A1 hereinafter) and theyconstitute the greaterpartof glycated hemoglobins.
The contentratio of glycosylated hemoglobin is proportional to thebloodglucoselevel and rangesabout5% in thetotal
hemoglobin Hb of normal human adult. It possiblyrise to levels in the range of 8 to 16% in patientsof diabetes. The
determination ofthe amount ofglycosylated hemoglobin HbAi,therefore, is regarded as a goodindexfor carbohydrate
metabolism control.Further, sincethe ketoamine formed bya non-enzymatic reaction with bloodglucose is stable, the
glycosylated hemoglobins HbAi will not decompose during the life of erythrocyte (an average of 120 days). The hemoglobin A1 content in blood, therefore, is construed as recording the blood glucose level in the past one to two months.
As a result, the bloodglucoselevel in the last two months or so can be estimated on the basis of the ratio of HbAi to
thetotal hemoglobin Hb. Thus, the analysisof the hemoglobin A1 in bloodis utilized as an index which permitsa longtermcontrol of blood glucose level, unlike the short-termindexsuch asblood glucose level which generally risesbriefly
aftera meal.
Various methods have been developed for the analysis for the hemoglobin
These methods generally are
based on such techniques as electrophoresis, ion-exchange chromatography, and affinity chromatography. These
methods invariably do not fit the clinical testwhich handlesnumerous samplesbecause they require expensive analytical apparatuses and consume muchtimefor analysis. In this respect, such immunological methods of analysisas the
immunoassay which make use of antibodiesto hemoglobin A1 are at an advantage in adopting relatively simple procedures and obviating use of muchtime. Particularly, since specific antibodies to the glycosylated N-terminal residue
of HbAi as specific antibodies to HbAi are disclosed, for examples, in Unexamined Japanese Patent Publication
(KOKAI) Nos. 8743/1989, 172064/1986, and 280571/1986, variousimmunological methods of determination of HbAi
have been developed (for example, Unexamined Japanese Patent Publication (KOKAI) Nos. 277967/1988 and
46566/1991).
In the field of the immunological determination of HbAi various treatments are attempted to realizeanalysisof
greatersensitivity by treatingthe HbAi in a givensample. Most of the methods adopted for suchtreatment, however,
are not easily applied for an enzyme immunoassay, becausethe treatmentsin these method are mainly due to the
denaturation processof HbAi which is a glycoprotein.
Unexamined Japanese Patent Publication No. 155268/1989 (corresponding to USP 4,970,171 and EP-A0315864), for example, discloses a method for determining HbAi in bloodby denaturing hemoglobin in bloodwith thiocyanate and further converting it to methhemoglobin with an oxidizing agent such as ferricyanide. In this method,
hemoglobin is converted or denatured to methhemoglobin having a specific absorptionpeak at 540 nm, which can be
easily detected to facilitate the determination of the total hemoglobin content. The oxidizing agentenhancesthe efficiencyof denaturation of the thiocyanate denaturing agent, therebythe sensitivityof detection of HbAi in the sample
is improved. Although it is desirousthat this treatment can be applied to an enzymeimmunoassay for analysisof the
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HbA1C, it is difficultto realizesuch an application,

becausethe labelled enzymeis also affected and inactivated by thi-

ocyanate or the oxidizing agent. Although the enzymeimmunoassay may be effectively adopted on the condition that
the thiocyanate and the oxidizing agent are removed from the sampleafter the completion of the treatment, the cumbersome operations are needed for the removal ofthe agents. Further, sincethis method usesa cyanide harmful to the
environment, the waste liquid problem is raised.
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Unexamined Japanese Patent Publication (KOKAI) No. 20452/1989 (corresponding to USP 4,800,167and EP-A0286915) discloses a method for the determination of total hemoglobin contentwithout the use of a cyanide. This
method usesas a denaturing reagent an aqueous solution of polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) which is alkalinized to a level
in the rangeof pH 12 to 14. Thisdenaturing reagentis intended to use the PVPfor stabilizing the hemoglobin, which is
solubilized witha highalkali, and give riseto a producthaving the main absorption peak atthe wavelength of about575
nm. The application of this method for the determinationof HbAi is conceivable. However, such application it proves
unfavorable becausethe sugar moiety of the HbAi molecule is possiblycleavaged or broken in the presenceof a
strong alkali to changethe antigenicity of the HbAi molecule. The determination of HbAi by the enzyme immunoassay has also adisadvantage in suffering the enzymatic activity of the labelling enzyme of the antibodyto be suppressed since most enzymes havetheir optimum pH values generally in the neutral range (pH 6 to8). Moreimportantly,
the immunological reaction (antigen-antibody binding reaction) itself is possibly suppressed by a high pH condition.
Therefore, this treatmentmethod is not easily applied to the immunoassay.
Unexamined Japanese Patent Publication (KOKAI) No. 11510/1996 (corresponding to DE 4206932A) discloses a
method whereina bloodspecimen is treated witha hemolysis reagentcontainingan ionic detergent (surfactant) having
a pH valuein the range of5.0 to 9.5. Thetotal hemoglobin contentinthe hemolyzed sample is analyzed bycolorimetric
determination. The amount of the hemoglobin
in the hemolyzed sample is analyzed by the immunological determination. Examples of ionic detergents to be used in this treatmentinclude anionicdetergents such as SDS (sodium
dodecyl sulfate)and cationicdetergents such as TTAB (tetradecyl trimethyl anmoniumbromide). These ionic detergents have been well known as hemolyzing reagents in the art. Sincethese ionic detergents also have an action of
denaturing proteins, they have an adverse effecton the labelled enzyme and inevitably inhibit the enzymatic activity
thereof. In the heterogeneous enzyme immunoassay which necessitates B/F separation, the ionic detergentcan be
removed simultaneously with the B/F separation after the antigen-antibody binding reaction, so that the enzymatic
activitymaybe prevented from the adverse effectbythe ionic detergent. Whenthe treatmentmethod with ionic detergentsadoptsto the homogeneous enzymeimmunoassay which does not necessitate the B/F separation, however, the
ionic detergent remains in the treated samplesolution and inhibitthe enzymatic activityof the labelling enzyme, resulting in lesssensitivityfor practical uses.
Japanese Patent Publication No. 23891/1 995 (EP-A-185870, USP 4,647,654) disclosesa method whereina protein suchas HbAi is treated and denatured witha chaotropic reagent therebyexposing the epitopeof the proteinand
enhancing theaffinitythereoffor an antibody. Thismethod is unfitfor quickdetermination becausethe stepof thedenaturation consumes a longtimeranging fromone to several hoursattemperatures below37°C. Sincethe denaturing reagent used in this method is guanidine hydrochloric acid, urea, SDS, or protease, it is destined to inactivate the
enzymatic activityin the samemanneras in the priortechniques mentioned above. In thehomogeneous enzyme immunoassay, therefore, this method is practically incapable of attaining necessarydetermination of HbAi.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The presentinvention has been accomplished in viewof the aforementioned circumstances. The first object of the
presentinvention isto providea method for the immunological determination of a hemoglobin derivative, which enables
an analysisof the hemoglobin derivative with simple and raid operation at a high sensitivity, and particularly fits an
enzymeimmunoassay including a homogeneous system. The second object of the present invention is to providea
treating reagentfor use in the method of determination mentioned above.
The first object of the present invention is achieved by the provision of a method forthe immunological determination of a hemoglobin derivative; comprising steps of treating a sample solution containing said hemoglobin derivative
with a treating reagentcontaining 2-butanol, and immunologically analyzing the treatedsamplesolution to determine
the quantityof the hemoglobin derivative in the samplesolution.
The second object of the presentinvention is achieved by the provision of atreating reagent for the treatmentof a
hemoglobin derivative, characterized by containing 2-butanol.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

55

Fig. 1 is a diagramshowing the effectof a 2-butanol treatment on the homogeneous enzymeimmunoassay. In the
diagram, -•- indicates the results obtained of atreating reagent 1 containing no 2-butanol (comparative example)
and -A- indicates the results obtained of a treating reagent 2 containing a 2-butanol (according to the present invention);
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Fig. 2 is a diagramshowing the effects of the treatmentusing2-butanol at varying concentrations on the homogeneousenzymeimmunoassay; and
Fig. 3 is a diagramshowing a calibration curve used in the method of determination in Example 4 of the present
invention.
5
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION:

Ai
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The present inventors have searched for a treating reagentfor hemoglobin
which enables a homogeneous
enzyme immunoassay to be effected with high sensitivity without inhibiting the enzymatic activity of the labelling
enzyme. After studying numerous water-soluble organicsolvents, the inventors have confirmed that the treatmentwith
2-butanol alone greatly improves the homogeneous enzyme immunoassay in sensitivity of detection. The inventors
have also foundthat 2-butanol does not inhibit the enzymatic activityof the labelling enzyme.
The inventors have found that the effect of the treatmentwith an organicsolvent in improving the sensitivity of
detection is absentfromotherwater-soluble organicsolvents suchas methanol, ethanol, propanol, isopropanol, 1 -buta-

40

nol, t-butyl alcohol, 1 ,2-dihydroxy butane, 1,3-dihydroxy butane, 1 ,4-dihydroxy butane, 2,3-dihydroxy butane, 1,5-dihydroxypentane, 2,4-dihydroxy pentane, and acetonitrile.
The 2-butanol (CH3CH(OH)CH2CH3,sec-BuOH) in the treating reagentaccording to the present invention is effective for the hemoglobin derivative, at a concentration suchthat the final concentration at the treatment maybe not more
than about20% byweight,preferably about1.0%to about5.0%by weight. Within the concentration satisfying this condition, the 2-butanol will exertno adverse effecton the enzymatic activityof labelling enzymes which are in popular use
in the enzyme immunoassay. Preferably, treatment with 2-butanol is carriedout at a temperature of from about 15°Cto
about40°C, more preferably atatemperature offromabout20°Cto about 38°C. At temperatures in this range, thetreatmentwith 2-butanol is completed within five minutes.
Thetreating reagent ofthe invention is used in awater-based solution. The water-based solutionofthetreatingreagent,when necessary, mayincorporate thereina hemolysis reagentcomponent. It mayalso incorporate thereina pH
buffer and a stabilizing reagent.
The sample or specimen containing a hemoglobin derivative such as hemoglobin
maybe a wholeblood sample. In this case, the hemolyzing action caused by 2-butanol maybe utilized. The blood sample, otherwise, maybe preparatorilytreated with a known hemolysisreagent to releasehemoglobin fromerythrocytes and then maybe subjected
to a denaturing treatmentwith 2-butanol. A commercially available hemolyzing agent, surfactant, or saponinmay be
used for this purpose. Alternatively, the hemolysis maybe attainedby an osmoticshockusing a non-isotonic diluent or
a high-concentration buffer solution. The erythrocyte membranes, when necessary, maybe broken byan ultrasonic disintegration. The hemolysis maybe effected by freezing and thawing.
Thetreatingreagentmaycontain both 2-butanol and a hemolysis reagentto effectthe hemolysis treatment and the
treatment with 2-butanol at the same time. In the standardclinical test,this method proves convenient becauseof simplicityofthe procedure. When a surfactant is used as a hemolysis reagent, a nonionic surfactant is preferable to be use,
sincethe nonionic surfactant has no suppressing effecttothe enzymatic activityof the labelling enzyme. The final concentration ofthe surfactant at the stepof additionthereofto the bloodsample (priortothe hemolysis treatment) ranges
from0.01% to 5%, preferably0.1 to 0.5%.
Preferable examples of the nonionic surfactant to be used advantageously include;

45

alkylphenol polyethylene oxidecondensates such as p-(1 ,1 ,3,3-tetramethylbutyl) phenoxypolyethoxy ethanol(Triton X-100 containing an average of 9 or 10 oxyethylene units, Triton X-165 containing anaverageof 16 oxyethylene
units, and Triton X-405 containing an averageof 40 oxyethylene units, Chemical AbstractRegistry No. 9002-93-1);
alkyl phenol polyglycidol condensates such as p-nonyl phenoxy polyglycidol containing an average of 10 glycidol
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units;
polyethylene oxidecondensates of higher aliphatic alcohols suchas laurylalcoholpolyethylene oxidecondensates
(suchas, for example, Brij 35, Chemical Abstract Registry No. 9002-92-0) and cetyl alcoholpolyethylene oxide condensates (suchas, for example, Brij 58, Chemical Abstract Registry No. 9004-95-9);
higher fatty estercondensates of polyethylene glycol such as stearicester-polyethylene glycol condensates (such
as, for example, Myrj 52 and Myrj 59, Chemical Abstract Registry No. 9004-99-3); and
polyethylene glycol condensates of higher aliphatic sorbitan esters such as polyethylene glycol condensates of
sorbitan monolauric esters(such as, for example, Tween 20, Chemical Abstract Registry No. 9005-64-5).

The buffer solution for the 2-butanol treating reagentof the present invention is only required to be incapable of
inhibiting the immunological binding reaction and the subsequentenzymatic reaction. Such buffer solution may be
selected from avarietyofconventional buffersolutions. Preferably,MES,HEPES, or Tris buffer solutionis used at a concentration of 10 to 200 mM. The pHvalueof thetreatingreagentis inthe neutral range orthe proximitythereofin which
the reagent causesno effecton the immunological binding reaction. Appropriately, this pH valuecoincides withthe opti-
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mumpH for the enzymatic reaction of the labelling enzymetobe used. The buffer solution mayincorporate thereinBSA
(bovineserum albumin) as a stabilizer for the enzyme-labelled antibody.
The 2-butanol-containing treating reagentof the present invention does not inhibits the enzymatic reaction. After
treatment of the sample, therefore, the treated sample solution can be subjected to the enzyme immunoassay, particularly the homogeneous enzyme immunoassay having no B/F separation processafter the immunological reaction. Any
immunological method of determination using a processofthe immunological reaction between HbAi and anti-HbA1
antibodycan be adoptedto the present invention. Examples of the immunological method which can be used for the
presentinvention includethe sandwich method using an enzymelabel (ELISA), RIA, the latexagglutination method,
and homogeneous immunoassay methods such as CEDIA(Cloned Enzyme Donor Immunoassay) and EMIT (Enzyme
Multiplied Immuno Test). The treating reagentis most effective in and suitable for the homogeneous enzymeimmunoassay which is disclosed in Unexamined JapanesePatent Publication (KOKAI) No. 171460/1985. In this case, the
wholebloodsampleis treated withthe treating reagentcontaining a surfactant and 2-butanol orthewholebloodsample
is hemolyzed with a surfactant andthen treated with a 2-butanol-containing treating reagent. Thereafter, an enzymelabelled anti-HbA1 antibodyis added tothe treated sampleto cause the antigen-antibody reaction. The HbAi concentration or contentin the sample can be determined from the decrease in the enzymatic activity.
The immunological determination method according to the invention is not limited to the wet system of analysisas
described above. The immunological determination maybe carried out in a dry system using a dry analytical element.
Examples of such method include the dry method of analysis using a homogeneous enzymeimmunoassay as disclosed in Unexamined JapanesePatent Publication (KOKAI) No. 276551/1 992 (corresponding to EP-A-0503459). In
the dry systemof analysis, a liquid sample is applied or spottedon an analytical element so as to effectthe immunological binding reaction and the enzymatic reaction within the element. Thesamplesolution is preparatorily treatedwith
2-butanol presentin the treating reagentand then an aliquot of the treated sample solution is applied on the dry analyticalelement. Whenthe wet methodis used for the immunological determination, the 2-butanol added at the stepof
the treatmentwill be dilutedby the additionof an enzyme-labelled antibodysolution. In contrast, the dry systemdoes
not includethe stepof dilution in any ofthe wholeprocessthereof. Therefore, the concentration of 2-butanol duringthe
course of the enzymatic reaction is substantially the sameas that duringthe course of the 2-butanol treatment. For the
purposeof minimizing the adverse effectof2-butanol on the enzymatic reaction, it is appropriate to lowerthe 2-butanol
concentration to a level in the approximate range of 1 to 2.5%by weight. The promotion of the immunological binding
reaction cannot be impaired because the effectof the treatmentof HbAi is substantially saturated at a 2-butanol concentration of 2.5%by weight. When2-butanol is present at a concentration of about5.0%, the upper limitof the range
of concentration during the course of the treatmentmentioned above, the enzymatic activitycannot be halved by the
upper limitofthe concentration. Therefore, the apparent decrease of the enzymatic activityof the labelling enzyme can
be compensated by increasing the amountof the labelling-enzyme.
In an alternative embodiment, only the determination of the activityof the labelling enzymeis carriedout by using
the dry analytical element. In detail, a dry analysiselement having a substrate layer containing the substratefor assay
of the labelling enzymeis prepared. The liquidsample is treated with the treating reagent solution of the invention, and
then the treated liquidsampleis added to a solution containing an enzyme-labelled antibody to take placean antigenantibodybindingreaction. Afterthe completion of the antigen-antibody binding reaction, an aliquotof the reaction mixture is spottedon thedry analytical element to measure the enzymatic activity.
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EXAMPLE 1:
PreDaration of GMBAmvlase
45

50

Maleimide groupswere introduced into cz-amylasethroughthe following processing steps. To 1 mL of a 5 mg/mL
solution of Bacillus subtilis a-amylase solution (in a 0.1 M glycerophosphate buffer solution, pH 7.0), 100 R1 of a 100
mg/mL solution of GMBS (N-(y-maleimidobutyryloxy)succinimide; produced by DOJIN KAGAKU) in DMF was added
and allowed to react at room temperature for 1 hours. The reaction mixture was subjected tothe gel filtration through a
SEPHADEX G-25column, which wasthen eluted with a 0.1 M glycerophosphate buffer solution (pH 7.0). The passing
fractionwas collected to obtain N-(y-maleimido-butyryloxy)amidated amylase (GMB amylase). The concentration of
thus obtained GMB amylase solutionwas 1.35 mg/mL.

(A) PreDaration of Anti-Human
ss

HbA Monoclonal Antibody

A monoclonal antibody lgG againstthe human HbAi was prepared through a commonlyused process in which
immunized cells (spleen cells) obtained by immunizing to mouse were fused with murine myeloma cells, followed by
dissolved in 1 mM KCN (pH 7.45), 143 RL of RPMIcloningprocess. In details, 7 jtg of natural human hemoglobin
1
1640 medium (containing g/L of sodium carbonate, 600 mg/L of L-glutamine and 10 mM of HEPES: pH 6.8) and 200
RL of complete Freund's adjuvant wasmixed, and the mixture was administered to a mouse byhypodermic injection as

Ai
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a first priming. The immuno-boosting was carried out every two-weeks. Finally B-lymphocyte was collected from the
immunized mouse spleen and fused with murine myeloma cell for cloning. From the resultant clones, the cell line was
selected which produced the antibodyhaving specific reactivity to humanHbA1 but having substantially no cross-reactivityto other hemoglobin subclasses at all, and thus obtained antibody-forming cells were cultured. By purification of
the antibody, the monoclonal antibodyspecific for human HbAi, anti-human HbAi lgG, wasobtained.

(B) PreDarationof Anti-Human

10

15

20

25

HbA lG Fab'

Resultant anti-human HbAi antibodylgG in an amountof20 mg wasdissolved in 10 mL of a 0.1 M acetatebuffer
solution (pH 5.5) and then added with 600 jig of activated papain,followed by stirring the mixtureat 37°C for 2 hours.
The reaction mixturewas then applied to a SUPERDEX-200 gel column, which had been preliminarily equilibrated with
a 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.0, containing 1 mM EDTA), followed by elutionwiththe same phosphate buffer
solution. The peak fractionof the eluate having the molecular weight of about100,000 daltons was collected to obtain
an anti-human HbAi lgG F(ab')2. 2 mL of a 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.0) containing 10 mg ofthe thus prepared anti-human HbAi lgG F(ab')2 wasadded with 200 p1 of a 10 mg/mLaqueous solution of 2-mercaptoethylamineHCI salt to proceed the reaction at 37°C for 90 minuteswith stirring. The reaction mixturewassubjected to gel filtration
by a SEPHADEX G-25, which had beenpreliminarily equilibrated with a 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.0). The
passing fractionwas collected to obtain an anti-human HbAi lgG Fab' (hereinafter referred to as "Fab").
(C) PreDaration of a-Amvlase/Fab' Bound
0.1 mg/mLsolution ofanti-human HbAi lgG Fab'(referred to simplyas "Fab"', hereinafter) in an amountof6.5 mL
prepared by (B) abovewasadded with 2 mg of the GMB amylaseprepared by (A) above, and the reaction mixturewas
maintained at 4°C overnight to proceedthe reaction. The reaction mixture was then applied to a SUPERDEX-200,
which had been preliminarily equilibrated with a 20 mM glycerophosphate buffer solution (pH 7.0, containing10 mM
CaCI2). The fractionat the molecularweightof not less than 300,000 wascollected to obtainan enzyme-labelled antibody (a-amylase/Fab' bound).
EXAMPLE 2 (WetSystem):

30

Determination

of HbA

Using the enzyme-labelled antibodyobtained above, human
immunoassay using the following solutions.

HbAi was analyzed by a homogeneous enzyme

35

Treating reagent 1 (control: comDarative examDle)
0.1 M MES buffer solution (pH 6.0), 1% BSA(bovineserum albumin), 0.01% sodiumazide, and 0.05%Triton X100.
40

Treating reagent 2 (according to the invention)
0.1 M MES buffer solution (pH 6.0), 1% BSA(bovineserumalbumin), 0.01%sodium azide, 0.05%Triton X-100,
and 5.0%2-butanol.
45

Reaction buffer solution

50 mM maleic acid (pH 6.5)
50

ss

Diluting buffer solution

of a-amylase/Fab' bound

20 mM glycerophosphate (pH 7.0), 10 mM CaCI2, 0.85%NaCI, and 0.05% sodium azide.
The HbAi solution (produced by Exocell, 13 mg/mL, PBS) wasdiluted severally with the treatingreagents 1 and
2 to sequentially tripledvolumesto preparea seriesof solutions having HbAi concentrations ranging from 0 to 300
jig/mL. About5 minutesafter starting the dilution(meaning that the treatmenttook about 5 minutes), 50 jiL of each of
the sequentially diluted solutions was added to a 200-fold diluted solution of the a-amylase/Fab' bound prepared in
Example to react each otherat 37°Cfor 20 minutes. On theother hand, one tablet of Neo Amylase Test "Dai-ichi" (producedby Dai-ichi Pure Chemicals Co., Ltd. containing 45 mg of the blue starchand 3 mg of BSA) was dissolved in 4
mL of the reaction buffer solution to preparea test solution. 1 mL of the test solution was added to each ofthe reaction

6
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solution to proceed enzymatic reaction at 37°Cfor one hour. The reaction wasterminated by addition of 0.5 mL of 0.5
N NaCO3 buffer solution. After agitating, the solution was subjected to centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 5 minutes, and
the supernatant wastaken out. The supernatant wassubjected to light absorption analysisat 620 nmtodeterminethe
quantityof bluedyestuffwhich had beensolubilizedbythe enzymatic reaction and dissolved in the supernatant. Fig. 1
showsthe interrelation betweenthe absorbance observedand the concentration of humanHbAi.

10

As compared withthetreatingreagent1 containing no 2-butanol (control, indicated bythe mark-•- in the diagram),
the treating reagent2 containing 2-butanol (treating reagent according to the invention, indicated bythe mark -A- in the
diagram) showed a largedecline of the activityof the labelling enzyme in consequence of the addition of HbAi subjected to the test. Based on the amount of the HbAi required for halving the absorbance fromthe original magnitude,
about 1.0, priorto the additionof the HbAi, the treating reagentof the invention was found to increase the sensitivity
to about 20 timesthe original value. Alarger changeof absorbance wasobserved withrespecttovariation ofthe HbA1
Itwasconfirmed that the treating reagentofthe invention allowed the determination of HbAi to be attained at a higher
SIN ratio, namely, with higher sensitivity. As noted fromthe absorbance prior tothe addition of the HbAi,the 2-butanol
used in the invention broughtaboutno effect on the enzymatic activityof the labelling enzyme.

.

15

EXAMPLE 3:

20

An enzyme immunoassay was carried out byfaithfullyfollowing the procedure of Example 2 while changing the 2butanol concentration in the treating reagent2 to 1% and 2.5%. As shown in Fig. 2, the sensitivityrose in accordance
withthe 2-butanol concentration increased. The data indicate that 2-butanol used at concentrations in the range of 1 to
2.5%wasfully effective in enhancing the sensitivity.
EXAMPLE 4:

25

PreDaration of Dry AnalysisElement for HbA Determination

On a colorless and transparent polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheet(support) coated with a gelatin undercoating and havinga thickness of 180 jim, coatedwas a reagent solution containing a cross-linking reagent, followed by
drying, to forma reagentlayer so that respective components had the coverages as set forth below.
30

Alkaline-treated Gelatin
Nonylphenoxy polyethoxyethanol (Containing
35

14.5 g/m2

9 to 10 (average) of Oxyethylene Units)

Glucose Oxidase

5,000 IU/m2

Peroxidase

15,000 IU/m2

5,000 IU/m2

Glucoamylase
40

0.2 g/m2

2-(4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-4-[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]-5-phenetylimidazole(LeucoDye)
Acetate

0.38 g/m2
0.1 g/m2

Bis[(vinylsulfonylmethylcarbonyl)amino]-methane

45

On the reagent layer, an aqueous solution of an adhesive agentwas coatedto have the following coverage, and
then driedto forman adhesive layer.

50

Alkaline-treated Gelatin

14.5 g/m2

Nonylphenoxy polyethoxyethanol (Containing 9 to 10 (average) of Oxyethylene Units)

ss

0.2 g/m2

Then, an aqueous solution containing the following reagentwas coated over the surface of the adhesive layer to
have the following coverages to swell the gelatin layer and a tricot knittedcloth made by knitting PET spun yarn of 36
gage corresponding to 50 deniersand having a thickness of about250 jim waslaminated thereon, by pressing with a
uniform light pressure to form a porousspreading layer.
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Nonyiphenoxy polyethoxyethanol (Containing 9 to 10 (average) of Oxyethylene Units)

0.2 g/m2

Bis((vinylsulfonylmethylcarbonyl)amino] methane

0.1 g/m2

Subsequently, on the spreading layer, an aqueous solution of a substrate was coated, followed by drying, to have
thefollowing coverages, whereby the porousspreading layer (knitfabric layer) had a functionof a substrate layer. Thus,
a multi-layered analytical element for the quantitative analysis of HbAi wasprepared.

MEGAFAC F142D (fluorinesurfactant produced by DAI NIPPON INK & CHEMICALS INC.) (contaming an average of 10 Oxyethylene Units)
15

0.1 g/m2

5 g/m2
2 g/m2

Carboxymethylated starch
Mannitol

20
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ss

Amylase inhibitor(produced by FUJIREBIO INC. and marketed under product code of "i-iOOiC";
JP-A-61 -74587)

1

million U/m2

_______________

The thus prepared element was cut into tips each having 15 mm square, and each tip was placed in a slide frame
described in Unexamined JapanesePatent Publication (KOKAI) No. 63452/1982 to prepare a analysisslide for the
quantitative determination of HbAi. In the meantime, the amylase inhibitor"l-lOOlC" used herein was an inhibitor
intended to act on similar speciesof amylasepossiblycontained in a sampleand was incapable of inhibiting the enzymaticactivityof the Bacillus subtilis a-amylase used as the labelling enzyme(Unexamined JapanesePatent Publication (KOKAI) No. 122112/1993).
The HbAi solution (produced by Exocell, 13 mg/mL, PBS) wasdiluted severally with the treatingreagents 1 and
2 to sequentially doubled volumesto prepare a series of solutions having HbA1 concentrations ranging from7.5 to 240
mg/mL. The treating reagent1 and the treating reagent2 were used in their unmodified form each as a solution containingHbAi ata concentration of0 mg/dL. About5 minutesafterstartingthedilution(meaning that thetreatmenttook
about5 minutes), 50 RL of each of the sequential dilutedsolutions was added to 30-folddilutedsolution of the a-amylase/Fab' bound prepared in Example ito reacteach otherat 37°Cfor 20 minutes. Subsequently, 10 RL of each of the
reaction solutions was spottedon the aforementioned HbAi analytical slide which was maintained at 37°C, and the
optical densityof the reflected light at 650 nm was measured fromthe PET supportside.The difference in optical density (AOD6.4 of the reflected lights measured respectively afterthe lapseof 4 minutes and 6 minutes was determined.
A calibration curve wasprepared based on the resultofdetermination. The calibration curve thusprepared is shown in
Fig. 3.
As compared withthe treatingreagent1 containing no 2-butanol (control, indicated by the mark -A- in the Fig. 3),
the treating reagent2 containing 2-butanol (treating reagentaccording to the invention, indicated by the mark -Q- in
the Fig. 3) showed a largedecline ofthe activityof the labelling enzyme in consequence of the additionof HbAi subjected to thetest. Forthe sakeof the quantitative evaluation ofthe ratio ofsensitivity, the amounts of HbAi required for
lowering the absorbance fromthe originalmagnitudes, about0.35 (treating agent 1 for control) and about0.32 (treating
reagent2accordingto the invention) priorto the addition of HbA1 severally to about1/4, namely theamounts of HbA1
required for lowering the original magnitudes of absorbance to about3/4 (about0.16 inthetreatingreagent 1 for control
and about0.24 in the treating reagent2 for this invention), were used as criteria of sensitivityby way of approximate
alternative evaluation of the amounts of HbAi required for halving the absorbance. As noted from the amounts of
HbAi indicated by a doffedline in Fig. 3, the treatingreagentof the presentinvention was found to producea notable
rise of sensitivityranging from at least about 12 times to about 20 times the original magnitude. A larger changeof
absorbance wasobserved withrespectto variation of the HbA1 It wasconfirmed that the treating reagent ofthis invention permitted the determination of HbAi to be attainedat a higher S/N ratio, namely, with higher sensitivity.
As has beendescribedhereinbefore, according to the present invention, a sample containing a hemoglobin derivative such as hemoglobin A1 is mixed and treated with 2-butanol-containing treating reagent. As an advantageous
result, the immunoassay can be attained not only with high sensitivityof detection but also at a high S/N ratio. Even
when an enzymeis used asa label for an antibodyoran antigen in the assay, the present treatingreagentwill not affect
or suppress the enzymatic activity of the labelling enzyme. Accordingly, the method of the present invention can be
adoptedto the various enzyme immunoassays including a homogeneous enzymeimmunoassay. It allows a sampleto
be analyzed quicklybyasimpleprocedure at highsensitivityfor thedetermination of the hemoglobin derivative suchas
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hemoglobin Ai.

Claims
5

1.

A method for the immunological determinationof a hemoglobin derivative; comprising steps of treating a sample

solution containing said hemoglobin derivative with a treating reagent containing 2-butanol, and immunologically
analyzing the treated sample solution todeterminethe quantityof the hemoglobin derivative in the samplesolution.
2.

The method according to claim 1, whereinsaid immunological determination is effected bythe method of enzyme
immunological analysis.

10

3.

15

The method according to claim 2, whereinan enzyme-labelled antibodyagainst said hemoglobin derivative is
added to said treated sample solution so that an antigen-antibody reaction takesplace, and whereinan aliquotof
the reaction solutionafterthe completion of the antigen-antibody reaction is applied on a dry analytical element to
determinethe enzymatic activity of the labelling enzyme, thereby to determinethe quantityof said hemoglobin
derivative contained in said sample solution.

4.

The method according to claim 2, whereinan aliquotof said treatedsamplesolution is applied to a dry analytical
element so that an antigen-antibody reaction between said hemoglobin derivative and an enzyme-labelled antibody against the hemoglobin derivative takesplaceand an enzymatic reaction ofthe labelling enzymetakesplace
within said element.

5.

The method according to claim 1, whereinsaid samplesolution isawholebloodsampleand this wholebloodsample is subjected to a hemolysis priorto the treatmentwithsaid treating reagent.

6.

The method according to claim 1, whereinsaid sample solution is a wholebloodsample, said treating reagentalso
contains a hemolysis agent, and the hemolysis of the whole blood sample and the treatment to the hemoglobin
derivative with2-butanol are carried out concurrently.

7.

The method according to claim 1, whereinsaid treating reagentcontains 2-butanol in an amount suchthat the final
concentration thereofat the treatmentmaybe in the approximate range of 1.0 to 5.0%by weight.

8.

The method according to claim 1, whereinsaid hemoglobin derivative is glycated hemoglobin.

9.

The method according to claim 8, whereinsaid glycated hemoglobin is glycosylated hemoglobin (HbAi).

20

25

30

35

10. The method according to claim 6, whereinsaid hemolysis agentis a nonionic surfactant.
11.

Atreatingreagentfor the treatment of a hemoglobin derivative, characterized by containing 2-butanol therein.

40

12. The treating reagent according to claim 11, which furthercontains a hemolysis agent.
13. Thetreatingreagent according to claim 11, whereinthecontentofsaid 2-butanol is suchthat thefinal concentration
thereof afterthe additionand treatmentof said samplemaybe in the approximate range of 1.0 to 5.0%by weight.
45

14. The treating reagent according to claim 11, whereinsaid hemoglobin derivative is glycated hemoglobin.
15. The treating reagentaccording toclaim 14, whereinsaid glycated hemoglobin is glycosylated hemoglobin (HbAi).
50

16. The treating reagent according to claim 15, whereinsaid hemolysis agent is a nonionic surfactant.

55
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Data synchronizer phase detector and method of operation thereof

In a data synchronizer a timing error estimator
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Therefore, there is a substantial needto providea
timing estimator which is efficient, accurate, and relativelylow in complexity and cost of implementation.

Description
Technical Field

The invention relates to signal processing and, in
particular, to a data synchronizer phase detector and

5

method of operation thereof.
Background of the Invention
10

Inthe field ofdata communications a widevarietyof
modulation schemes are known for communicating
data. These schemes operate at varying degrees of
speed, accuracy, and efficiency. The present invention
has utility in communications receivers, such as radio
receivers, modems, etc., which should be capable of
accurately and efficiently analyzing received, modulated signals to identify data symbols that have been
encoded therein. A "data symbol" represents a unit of
information containing one or more bits of data which
are encoded for transmission and reception.
A communications receiver can contain adata synchronizer for optimizing the sampling of a received data
streamand ultimatelyproducing an accurate reproduction of the transmitted data. A typicaldata synchronizer
comprises a timing error estimatorwhose timing error
signal output is used to adjust the sampling of the
received data stream.
Various timing error estimators are known. For
example, a "maximum likelihood" timing error estimator
represents an optimum approach to the generation of a
timing error signal. In theory, the maximum likelihood
method can provideacceptable results, but this method
istoo computationally intensive forpracticaluse in most
applications.

A "squaring"timing estimator represents another
technique. This technique is based upon filtering and
squaring a data stream input signal to generate a sinusoidal component with a frequency equal to the symbol
rate. Timing error estimation is then accomplished by
heterodyning this sinusoidal component with a local
oscillator and low passfiltering.
An "early/late gate"timing simulator represents yet
anotherapproach. Thisschemeproduces a timing error
estimate by integrating over two half periodsof each
symbol pulse, and subtracting the results. The sign of
thedifference is then corrected according to thepolarity
of the pulse.
Both the squaring and early/late gate timing estimators are less computationally intensive than the maximum likelihood timing estimator. However, each of the
squaring and earlyllategate timing estimators achieve
undesirably poorperformance results in terms of linearity and estimation noise.
Whilethe timing estimator described in the abovecited U.S. Pat. No. 4,768,208 overcomes many of the
disadvantages of the prior art circuits, it would find
broader applications if its implementation couldbe simplified.

2
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20

Brief Description ofthe Drawings
The invention is pointedout with particularity in the
appended claims. However, otherfeaturesof the invention will become more apparent andtheinvention will be
best understood by referring to the following detailed
description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:
FIG. 1 showsa blockdiagramof a sampled system
which usesa timing error estimator;
FIG. 2 showsa blockdiagramof a timing error estimator, in accordance with a preferred embodiment
of the present invention; and
FIG. 3 showsaflow diagramof a method for generating a timing error, in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
Detailed Description of the Drawings

25
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The present invention provides an improved
method and apparatus for mid-sample symbolsynchronization. In a preferred form, a sampler samplesat least
one symbol in a sequence of data symbols at its beginning, mid-point, and end, to produce a begin-symbol
sample, an actual mid-symbol sample, and an end-symbol sample, respectively. These samples are stored.
The device calculates an estimated mid-symbol sample
as a functionofthe begin-symbol sampleandend-symbol sampleat the point in time for which the actual midsymbol sample was measured. Then the device com-

putes a timing errorvalueas a functionof these begin-

40
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symbol, estimated mid-symbol, actual mid-symbol, and
end-symbol samples. The calculation is performed
using onlysign detection, addition, and relatively simple
multiplication operations, and it does not require a computationally intensive multiplication or division operation.
FIG. 1 showsa blockdiagramof a sampled system
which uses a timing error estimator. In FIG. 1 an input
signal is applied at a terminal 10 as an input of a
demodulator 12. Demodulator 12 removes a carrier or
otherwise converts the input signalto an analog signal,
or signals, whoseamplitudevalues definethe transmitted data symbols. Thus, a sequence of data symbols is
provided bythe output of demodulator 12 in the form of
analog signals. It will be understood by one of ordinary
skill in the art that the present invention can be implemented either in analog or digital form. In a preferred
embodiment the present invention is implemented in a
digital (sampled) form.
The output of demodulator 12 couples to the input
of a sampler 13, which in a preferred embodiment is an
analog-to-digital (ND) converter, that digitizesthe signal to N bits at a rate that is twice the symbol period.
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The output ofthe sampler13 is coupled to a terminal 14
and to an input of a timing error estimator 16. A timing
error signal is presented in an outputsignalfrom timing
error estimator 16. The output of timing error estimator
16 couples to an input of a digital loopfilter 18, and an 5
output of digital loopfilter 18 couples to a control input
of a digital clock generator 20, such as a numerically
controlled oscillator (NCO).

Clockgenerator 20 provides the sample timing for a
modem, which is merely exemplary of one type of communications receiver which can utilize the present
invention. In otherwords,clockgenerator 20 providesa
signalwhich controlswhenthe output fromdemodulator
12 is sampled, i.e. at the desiredportion of the demodulated sequence of data symbols. The samples are
takenoff the input data stream, or the output of demodulator 12, for determination of which one of a predeterminedset of possible symbols is encoded into the data
streamat the sampledpoints in time. Samplestakenat
optimum points in time most accurately reflect symbols
encoded in the data stream.
An output from clock generator 20 couples to an
output terminal 22, to a timing input of timing error estimator 16, to sampler 13, and to digital loop filter 18. A
control loop is formed between timing error estimator
16, loopfilter 18, and clockgenerator 20. Thus, thetiming error output value from timing error estimator 16
controlsthe phaseand frequency of clockgenerator 20
so that sampling of the output signal fromdemodulator
12 occurs at an optimum time. For example, with
increasing (or decreasing) timing error output values,
clockgenerator 20 causessampling of the data stream
to occurearlier, which in turn causestiming erroroutput
values to decrease(or increase).
Timing error estimator 16 continues to operate
throughout a transmission of data, and the phase of a
signal generated by clock generator 20 which samples
this data is constantly beingadjusted under influence of
this control loop so that an optimum sample timing is
maintained.
Alockdetectorcircuit 17, describedin greaterdetail
in Related Invention No. 2, generates a LOCKsignalat
output terminal 15.
FIG. 2 showsa blockdiagramof a timing errorestimator, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of
the present invention. The output fromdemodulator 12
(see FIG. 1) represents two signals. One signal
presents an in-phase (I) component, and the othersignal presents a quadrature (Q) component of the
received signal. Thus the symbol contains data which
has been encoded into the relative amplitude of these
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two signals.

Still referring to FIG. 2, the N-bit I component 'IN of
the received signal is applied at a terminal 30, and the
N-bit Q component QIN ofthe received signal is applied
at a terminal 50. Terminal 30 connects to a signalinput
of a latch32, a plus inputof an adder36, andafirst plus
input of an adder 38. An outputof latch32 couples to a
minus input of an adder 40 and a signal input of a latch

55
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34.

An outputof latch34couplestoasecond plus input
of adder 38 and to minus input of adder 36. Adder 38
has an output which represents one-halfof the sum of
signals presented at its first and second inputs. This
outputof adder 38 connectsto a plus input of adder 40.
An outputof adder 40 couples to a firstinput of a sign
detection circuit41, whose output couples to afirst input
of multiplier42.
Sign detection can be implemented in any well
known manner, such as examining the most significant
bit of the digitaloutputof adder 40. The outputof adder
36couplesto a second input of multiplier 42. The output
of multiplier 42 couplesto a first plus inputof an adder
70.
Quadrature inputterminal50 couples to a first node
of a switch 68 and an input of a latch 66. An output of
latch 66 couplesto a second node of switch 68. A third
node of switch 68 couples to a first plus input of an
adder 58, a plus input of an adder 56, and an input of a
latch 52. An outputof latch 52 couplesto a minus input
of an adder 60 andto an inputof latch54.
An output of latch 54 couples to a minus input of
adder 56 and to a second plus input of adder 58. Adder
58 has an output which represents one-halfof the sum
of the signals presented at its first and second plus
inputs. This output of adder 58 connects to a plus input
of adder 60. An output of adder 60 connects to a first
input of a sign detection circuit 61. The output of sign
detect circuit couples to a first input of a multiplier 62.
Multipliers 42 and 62 can be implemented in anywell
known manner. In a preferred embodiment, multipliers
42 and 62 perform only a simple 1-bit by N-bitoperation,
whereN is a positiveinteger representing the numberof
bits of a signalto be multiplied.
An outputof adder 56connectsto asecondinput of
multiplier 62. An output of multiplier 62 connects to a
second plus input of adder 70. An output of adder 70
connects to an input of latch 72, whose output is coupledto terminal74.
A master clock signal is applied at a terminal 26,
which in turn is coupledto a clockinput of latch 72. The

master clock signal provides the sample timing for a
modem which uses timing error estimator 16, and it is
provided by clockgenerator 20 (see FIG. 1). This master clock signal represents the signal whose phase is
controlled by the output from timing error estimator 16.
Thisoutputfromtiming errorestimator 16 is provided at
terminal 74. Atwo-times (2X)clock is provided at a terminal 24 which connectsto clock inputs of latches 32,
34, 66, 52, and 54. The 2X clock operates at twicethe
rate of the masterclock, which is provided at terminal
26, and it is synchronized with the clockprovided at terminal26 so that the 2X clocktransitions at substantially
the sametime that the master clocktransitions.
The sequence of data symbols comprises a real
component and an imaginarycomponent. Latch 34supplies the real, or in-phase begin-symbol sample and
track, and latch 54 provides the imaginary, or quadra-
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ture, begin-symbol sample. Likewise, latches32 and 52
provide actual mid-symbol samples for the real and
imaginarycomponents, respectively. Additionally, at the
timewhich the master clocksignal provided at terminal
26 strobeslatch 72, input terminals 30 and 50 provide
end-symbol samples for real and imaginary components, respectively. Adders 36 and 56 provide differences betweenend-symbol and begin-symbol samples
for the real and imaginarycomponents. These represent the sign and magnitude of the data transition.
Then, adders 38 and 58 calculate the estimated midsymbol samplesfor the real and imaginarycomponents.
Adders40 and 60 obtaindifferencesbetween estimated
and actual mid-symbol samplesfor real and imaginary
components, respectively. Sign detection circuits 41
and 61 determine the sign of the differencesbetween
estimated and actual samples (error) for real and imaginary components.
Multipliers 42 and 62 calculate a correlation
between the sign of the differencesand the sign and
magnitude of the data transitions. The result is a timing
error estimate. These estimates or correlations for the
in-phase and quadrature-phase channels are summed
by adder 70 to producea timing error signal, which is
latched by latch 72 and outputat terminal 74. Thistiming error signal, is used to control the sampling of the
sequence of data symbolsby sampler 13.
Switch68 operates in conjunction with latch 66 in a
preferred embodiment to allowtiming errorestimator16
to operatewith staggered modulation formats,such as
offsetquadrature phaseshift keying (OQPSK) and minimum shift keying (MSK). Switch 68 routes the signal
presented directly at quadrature input terminal 50 to its
third node when non-offset types of modulation are
encountered. However, switch 68 selects the output signal from latch 66 when offset types of modulations
occur. Latch66 operates todelaythequadrature portion
ofthe signal so thatsubsequent sampling of latches32,
34, 52, and 54 will be measured at substantially equivalent times.
In operation, latches34 and 54 providethe real and
imaginary in-phase begin-symbol samples, respectively. Latches 32 and 52 providethe real and imaginary
actual mid-symbol samples, respectively. And terminals
30 and 50 providethe real and imaginary end-symbol
samples, respectively, when the master clock signal
strobeslatch 72.
Adders 36 and 56 generate the differences
between the begin-symbol sample and the end-symbol
sample, for the real and imaginarycomponents, respectively. This isfundamentally a measure of the data transition sign and magnitude. If no transition occurs, the
beginning and ending sampleswill be equivalent, and
the output of adders36 and/or56 will be zero.

Adders 38 and 58 estimatethe expected value of
the mid-sample value, for the real and imaginary components, respectively,by calculating one-halfof the sum
of the beginning andending samples. Ifthe data transitionedfrom +A to -A, the output would be zero, and if no

transition occurred, the outputis equalto the valuesat

5

the beginning and ending samples.
Adders40 and 60 calculate the difference, or error,
between the estimated mid-symbol and the actual midsymbol sample, for the real and imaginary components,
respectively.

Signdetectors41 and 61 simplyoutput the sign, or
polarity, of the errorsignalwhich is then used by multipliers42 and 62, respectively, to invertor not invertthe
10

15

outputsof adders36 and 56 (the sign and magnitude of
the data transition). This is a correlationbetween the
sign of the error and the data transition.
Latch 72 is used to de-multiplex the correcttiming
errorsamplestothe output.Latch66 is employed todestagger the channel and realign it for processing of
staggered modulation formats.
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One of ordinaryskill in the art will understand that
the latching function performed by latch 72 can be
implemented in other suitable ways including providing
an appropriate latchpriorto nodes30 and 50.
If the received signal has only a real component
such as in binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), or if it is
desiredto reduce the amount of circuitryat the expense
of reduced timing estimator performance, the circuits
associated with the Q channel can be eliminated (68,
66. 58, 52, 56, 54, 60, 61 and 62), summing circuit 70
can be eliminated, and the outputof multiplier 42 can be
directlycoupled to latch 72.
One of ordinary skill in the art will also recognize
that the timing errorestimator shown in FIG. 2 will operate, although with reduced performance, if the sign
detector circuits 41 and 61 were eliminated. In such
case, the complexity of multiplier circuits 42 and 62
would increase.
FIG. 3 showsaflow diagramof a method for generating a timing error, in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
First, the processbeginsin box 90, wherein the values of the real signal components 1(t) and l(t-Ts/2) and
l(t-Ts) are latched, and the values of the imaginarysignal components Q(t) and Q(t-Ts/2) and Q(t-Ts) are
latched.
Then in box 91 the sign and magnitude ofthe data
transition in the I and Q channels are calculated accord-

ing to the following equations:

I

= 1(t) - l(t-Ts)

Q1 = Q(t) Q(t-Ts)

Equation 1
Equation 2

50

Next, in box 92 the estimates of the value of the
mid-symbol samplesin the I and Q channelsare calculated according to the following equations:
55

= 1/2[l(t) + l(t-Ts)]

Equation 3

= 1/2[Q(t) + Q(t-Ts)]

Equation 4

12

Next, in box 93 the difference (error) between the

4

7

estimated and actual mid-symbol samplesinthe I and Q
channels are calculated according to the following
equations:

13=12-l(t-Ts12)

Equation5

Q3=Q2-Q(t-Ts12)

Equation6

Next, in box 94 the SIGNofthe errors, 13 and Q3, in
the I and Q channels, respectively, is calculated.
Next, in box 95 the correlation between the sign of
the errorandthedatatransitionsinthe I and Q channels
is calculated as follows:

=Sgn(13)x11

Equation 7

Q4 = Sgn(Q3)xQ1

Equation 8
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14 represents a "real" correlation, and Q4 represents
an "imaginary" correlation.
Next, in box 96, 14 and Q4 are summed to generate
the timing error.
In box 97 the timing error output is latched at CLK,
and the processreturns to box 90. It will be understood
that the process repeats in a constant1oop.
It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that if
the received signal has only a real component such as
in BPSK, or if the numberof computations is desiredto
be reduced at the expense of higher timing jitter, all
equations on the Q channel can be eliminated (i.e.
Equations 2, 4, 6, and 8).
In summary, the method and apparatus of the
present invention represents a timing error estimator
which is computationally efficient. The present invention
avoids problems associatedwith known prior art circuits. It is an important advantage of the present invention that it does not require computationally intensive
operations such as division,so it can be implemented
with fewer gates and henceconsumeslesspower and
semiconductor chip area and is lower in cost. In addition, it minimizes cycle slipping. The present invention
operates with offset and non-offset modulation types in
addition to modulation schemes ranging from simple
binaryphase-shiftkeying (BPSK) to 256-QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation).
Itwill be apparent to those skilled in the art thatthe
disclosed invention can be modified in numerous ways
and can assumemanyembodiments otherthan the preferred formspecificallyset out and described above. For
example, the present invention can be implemented
eitherin digital circuitryor byaprogrammed digitalcomputer. In addition, the point at which the actual latching
or sampling of the signals occurs can be changed

appropriately.
Accordingly, it is intended by the appended claims
to cover all modifications of the invention which fall
within the true spiritand scope of the invention.

Claims
1. In a data synchronizer phasedetectorcomprising
5

10

15

a sampler (13) responsive to a demodulated
sequence of data symbols for sampling said
data symbols at a desiredportion of said data
symbols, and
a timing error estimator (16) for generating a
timing error signal representing the difference
between an estimated mid-symbol sampleand
an actual mid-symbol sample, said timing error
signalbeingsupplied (97)to said sampler (13),
the method of generating said timing errorsignal using only sign detection (41,61), addition
(36,38,40,56,58,60), and multiplication (42,62)
operations.

20

2. The method recited in claim 1, whereinsaid multiplication (42,62) operation is a 1-bit by N-bitoperation, where N is a positive integer representing the
numberof bits of a signalto be multiplied.

25

3. The method recited in claim 1, whereinsaid method
furthercomprises:

30

calculating (95) a correlation between the sign
of an errorbetween an estimated and an actual
mid-symbol sample and a data transition in
said demodulated sequence of data symbols.

4. In a data synchronizer phasedetectorcomprising

35

40

45

50

a sampler (13) responsive to a demodulated
sequence of data symbols for sampling at least
one of said data symbols at adesiredportionof
said at least one data symbol, said sampler
(13) sampling said at least one data symbol at
its beginning, mid-point, and end, to producea
begin-symbol sample, an actual mid-symbol
sample, and an end-symbol sample, respectively, and storing same, and
a timing error estimator (16) for generating a
timing error signal, said timing error signal
being supplied (97)to said sampler(13),
the method of generating said timing errorsignal comprising:
usingsaid begin-symbol and end-symbol samples,calculating (91)a sign and magnitude of a
data transition in said demodulated sequence

of data symbols;
usingsaid begin-symbol and end-symbol samples, calculating (92)an estimated mid-symbol
55

5

sample;
calculating (93) a difference between said
actual mid-symbol sample and said estimated
mid-symbol sample;
determining (94) the sign of said difference;
and

9
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correlating (95) said sign with a data transition
in said demodulated sequence of data symbols
to producesaid timing errorsignal.
5.

8.

The method recited in claim 4, whereinsaid sampler (13) samplesboth real and imaginarycomponents of said data symbols, and wherein said
method furthercomprises:

10

The data synchronizer phase detector recited in
claim 7, wherein said sampler (13) samplesboth
real and imaginary components of said data symbols, and wherein said fifth circuit portion (42,62)
correlates (95) said sign with a data transition in
said demodulated sequence of data symbols for
both said real and said imaginary components to
producea real correlation and an imaginarycorrelation.

correlating (95) said sign with a data transition
in said demodulated sequence of data symbols
for both said real and said imaginarycomponents to produce a real correlation and an
imaginarycorrelation.

10

9.

15

6.

A data synchronizer phasedetectorcomprising:
a sampler (13) responsive to a demodulated
sequence of data symbols for samplingat least
one of said data symbols atadesiredportionof
said at least one data symbol, said sampler
(13) sampling said at least one data symbol at
its beginning, mid-point, and end, to producea
begin-symbol sample, an actual mid-symbol
sample, and an end-symbol sample, respectively, and storing same; and
a timing error estimator (16) for generating a
timing error signal, said timing error signal
being supplied to said sampler (13) to control
whensaid sampler (13)samplessaid demodulated sequence of data symbols, said timing
error estimator (16)comprising:

20

25

a second circuit portion (38,58), responsiveto said begin-symbol and end-symbol
samples, for calculating (92) an estimated
mid-symbol sample;and
a third circuitportion (40,60), responsive to
said actual mid-symbol sample and said
estimated mid-symbol sample, for calculating (93) a difference between said actual
mid-symbol sample and said estimated
mid-symbol sample, said difference representing said timing errorsignal.

a sampler (13) responsive to a demodulated
sequence of data symbols for sampling at least
one of said data symbols at adesiredportionof
said at least one data symbol, said sampler
(13) sampling said at least one data symbol at
its beginning, mid-point, and end, to produce a
begin-symbol sample, an actual mid-symbol
sample, and an end-symbol sample, respectively, and storing same;and
a timing error estimator (16) for generating a
timing error signal, said timing error signal
being supplied to said sampler (13) to control
when said sampler (13)samplessaid demodulated sequence of data symbols, said timing
error estimator (16) comprising:

a first circuitportion (36,56), responsive to
30

a firstcircuitportion (36,56), responsive to
said begin-symbol and end-symbol samples, for calculating (91)a sign and magnitude of a data transition in said
demodulated sequenceof data symbols;

Adata synchronizer phasedetectorcomprising:

35

40

45

said begin-symbol and end-symbol samples, for calculating (91)a sign and magnitude of a data transition in said
demodulated sequence of data symbols;
a second circuit portion (38,58), responsiveto said begin-symbol and end-symbol
samples, for calculating (92) an estimated
mid-symbol sample;
a third circuitportion (40,60), responsive to
said actual mid-symbol sample and said
estimated mid-symbol sample, for calculating (93) a difference between said actual
mid-symbol sample and said estimated
mid-symbol sample;
a fourth circuitportion(41,61) for determining (94) the sign of said difference; and
a fifth circuitportion (42,62)for correlating
(95) said sign witha data transition in said
demodulated sequenceofdata symbols to
producesaid timing errorsignal.

50

7.

The data synchronizer phase detector recited in
claim6 and furthercomprising:

a fourth circuit portion (41,61) for determining
(94)the sign of said difference; and
a fifth circuit portion(42,62)for correlating (95)
said sign with a data transition in said demodulated sequence of data symbols to produce

55

said timing errorsignal.

6

10. The data synchronizer phase detector recited in
claim 9, wherein said sampler (13) samplesboth
real and imaginary components of said data symbols, and wherein said fifth circuit portion (42,62)
correlates (95) said sign with a data transition in
said demodulated sequence of data symbols for
both said real and said imaginary components to
producea real correlation and an imaginarycorrelation.
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Method and apparatus for making two-component fibers

In a method and apparatus for making twocomponent fibers,a polymer (B) which issupplied laterally with respect to a furtherpolymer (A) and adie (12),
is atfirst distributed insidecross-channels (23) provided
in a pre-die (14), and then being redirected, through
holes(16), in the extruding direction. The channels(23)
operateto rearrange the polymeric masswith the new
distribution above the die, so as to eliminatepossible
(57)

of the values of the chemical-physical
of
this
massand which are due to the direcparameters
tion variationthe massis subjected to as it is switched
from the side channels(20, 22) to the cross channels
(23). Thus, a constant value of the mentioned parameters throughthe polymer mass being supplied to the
discontinuities

extruder is assured.
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method in which the supply ofthe polymeric materials to
the extruding die can be accuratelycontrolled so as to
send to the extruding die even set polymeric material
amounts with a set distribution (for example ofthe "sideby-side" and "sheath-core" type) of the polymer materials constituting the yarn being extruded.

Description
BACKGROUND OF THEINVENTION

The present invention relates to a method and
apparatus for making two-component fibers.
As is known, synthetic fibers are conventionally
made by extruding through a die a molten polymeric
mass. This die essentially comprises a plate provided
with a plurality of very small holes, at the outlets of
which a corresponding number of very thin fibers are
formed. By this apparatus it is possibleto also makethe
so-called "two-component fibers, that is yarnsthe construction of which derivesfrom a combination of two different polymers. In this case, the molten polymeric
masses are separately supplied to the extruding die, at
the outletof which are obtained composite construction
fibers madeof the two used polymers (for example the
so-called "side-by-side" or "sheath-core" fibers).
A critical aspect of these prior methods for making
the above mentioned fibres, is constituted by the molten
polymeric mass supply to the extruding die. In fact, the
viscosity of the materials to be extruded, togetherwith
the very complex configuration and very small size of
the channels provided for distributing the mentioned
materials, will involve modifications of the design
parameters related to the supply of the molten polymeric masses to the extruding die. In particular, great
differences are encountered through the polymeric
masssupplied to the die, with respect to the pressure,
rate, temperature and viscosity values of said mass,
which differenceswill cause in turnunevenesses in the
supply of the polymers to the extruding apparatus.
Because of the mentioned reasons, the amounts of
extruded materials are not constantand the yarn material exiting the die has a randomly carrying count (the
diameters of the fibers being very different). In particular, in making two-component fibers, theyarn is conventionally richer in the polymeric material of less density
and having a smaller viscosity, and, generally, the
obtained fiber includesthereinthe two used polymers in
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a randomly varying ratio.
SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION
45

Thus, it should be apparent that in the two component fiber making field exists the need of providing an
extruding apparatus suitable to providefibers of constant count, in particulara countas nearas possibleto
thedesigned count. Moreover, the need exists ofassuring an even and constantdistribution of the two polymers in the madetwo-component yarn.
The aim of the presentinvention is just that of providing a method for making two component fiberswhich
allows to easily makeaconstantor even counttwo componentfiber havinga very even and constantcomposition.
Within the scope of the above mentioned aim, a
main object of the present invention is to provide a

2

Yet anotherobjectof the present invention is to provide an apparatus for making two-component fibers of
constant countand withan even distribution of the polymeric materials constituting thefiber or yarn.
According to one aspect of the present invention,
the above mentioned aim and objects, as well as yet
otherobjects, which will becomemoreapparent hereinafter, are achieved bya method and apparatus for making two component fibers, said method comprising the
steps of simultaneously extruding molten masses of a
first component (A) and a second component (B), at
leastone (B) of which is supplied in a direction different
fromthe extruding direction, and beingcharacterized in
that said method provides, upstream of said extruding,
a stage in which said at least a component (B) is collected and made homogeneous, so as to provideeven
chemical-physical parameters of the composite polymeric mass to be sentto the extruder.
According to a further feature of the method
according to the present invention, said method provides moreover, downstream of said stage performed
on the component (B), a furtherstep of supplying said
component (B) held separated fromthe first component
(A), in the extruding direction and, then, said componentsbeingsupplied, in a combined form,to the extruding step.
The apparatus according to the present invention,
for performing the abovedisclosed method, of the type
comprising a distributing systemfor distributing molten
masses of a first component (A) and a second component (B) and a die provided with a plurality of extruding
holesfor extruding said components, in which at least
one (B) of said components is supplied in a direction different fromthat of said holesof said die, is substantially
characterized in that said apparatuscomprises, moreover, means for making even the values of said physical
parameters of the overall massof said at leasta component (B) to be supplied to the extruder.
According to a further feature of the apparatusof
the present invention, the mentioned means comprise a
pre-die having a plurality of channels, arranged on the
top ofsaid die, in which said at leasta component (B) is
collected and homogenized in its chemical-physical

50

parameters.

55

With respectto conventional prior apparatus and
methods, the present invention provides the advantagesof precisely controlling, point by point,the parameters (pressure, temperature, rate or speed, viscosity)
affecting the supplying of molten polymeric masses to
the extruding die. In fact, the polymeric mass supplied
laterally to the die, and which is provided for spreading
to the surface of the die, has very even temperature,
pressure, values, as well as very even values of the

2
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other parameters of the polymeric mass. The mentioneddiscontinuities, which increase asthe distance of
the polymeric mass to its side supplying region is
increased, are overcome or eliminated during the
claimed collection and homogenizing stepwhich is per- 5
formed on the polymeric mass being laterally supplied,
beforesending it to the extruder. Moreover, owing to the
herein claimed polymeric mass distributing system,
including the abovementioned channels for distributing
the components to be extruded, it is possible to pre- 10
cisely locally control the supplying of the polymeric
materials to the extruding die. The made fiber, accordingly, will be constituted by the set composition of the
set amounts of the two polymeric materials, thereby
assuring an even count of the made yarn, as well as a 15
very homogeneous composition thereof and a precise
holding of its configuration or shape, for all of the fibers
which are extruded.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The system for making two-component fibers illustrated in figure 1 comprises an extruding apparatus,
indicated generally bythe reference number1, which is
supplied with separated masses or streams of molten
polymers A and B, throughextruders 2 and 3 and gear
pumps4, 5.
The apparatus 1 essentially comprises a distributing pack6and 8, withwhich an extruding die 10 is associated (see the detail lAof figure 1).
Thisdistributing packcomprises:
-

The above mentioned and other features and
advantages of the present invention will become more
apparent fromthe following detaileddisclosure of a preferred, throughnot exclusive, embodiment of the inventive apparatus which is illustrated, by way of an
indicative but not limitative example, in the figuresof the

configuration, through the

of which is provided a first length 71 of
the distributing channel7 for distributing the polymer B (dashed line of figure 1), and

a bottom plate 8, having a shape like that of the
plate 6, and which providesthe distributing channel
9 for distributing the polymer A (solid line of figure
1), aswell asthe second distributing channel length
74, 75 for distributing the polymer B (see the
dashedlines of the detail lAoffigure 1).

20

25

accompanying drawings, where:
Figure 1 is a schematic view illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a systemfor making two-component fibers, including the extruding apparatus
according tothe present invention,
Figures 2 and 3 are respectively a side elevation
view and a top plan view illustrating the channel
arrangement for distributing the polymerA,
Figures 4 and 5 are respectively a further side elevation viewand a topplanviewillustrating thechannel arrangement for distributing the polymer B,
Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view illustrating the
detail 1Aof the apparatus shown in Figure 1,
Figure 7 is a perspective view illustrating a portion
of the die shown in Figure 6, as cross-sectioned
throughthe line ofthe polymer Atransferholes,
Figure 8 illustrates the pre-die of Figure 7, with a
cross-section taken along the line of the polymer B
transferholes,
Figure 9 is a perspective view illustrating a portion
of the extruding die of Figure 6, as cross-sectioned
alongthe line of the extruding holes,
Figure 10 illustrates the apparatus madebyassemblingtheapparatusportionsshown in Figures 7 and
9, and
Figure 11 illustrates the apparatusas obtained by
assembling the apparatus portions shown in Figures 8 and 9.

a top plate 6, of ring
thickness

-

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS
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As is clearlyshown in figures2 and 3, the distributing channel9 for distributing the polymer Acomprisesa
pluralityof circlearch paths91, arranged onthe planeof
the annular construction of the plate 8. Thisduct comprises inlets93, provided onthe sameplate 8, and ending with a plurality of outlet channels 92, which are
arranged perpendicularly to the laying planeofthe mentionedcircle arches 91.
The path following bythe polymeric massinside the
channel9 is suchthat the spacing between the inlets93
and the outlet channels 92 is always held constant,
independently from the arrangement of the outletchannels inside the plate 8 (see figure 3). Thus, the time
spent by the polymeric mass from the inlets 93 to the
channels 92 will be always the same, independently
from the arrangement of the mentioned outlet channels
92 throughthe plate 8.
To that end, the above mentioned channel 9 comprises a plurality of channel segments (of circle arch
shape in the embodiment being illustrated) which are
mutuallylinked with a symmetrical type of arrangement
in which, at each half-circular portion of the annular
plate 8 it is possible to distinguish:
-

a first circle arch path 911, of an extension corresponding to 900, provided for receiving the polymer
Afromthe inlet93 andfor supplying said polymerat
the level of the central or middle point of

55

a second circlearch 912, also having an extension
corresponding to 900, the opposite end portionsof
which supplythe polymer A tothe central or middle
point of respective circle arches 913.

3
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Witha like arrangement, from the ends of the mentioned paths 913, like circle arch paths 914 and 915
extend, on some of which are arranged the mentioned
outletchannels92. Advantageously, in orderto holdthe
mentioned outlet channels at a central position, or at an
innermost position of the annular surfaceof the plate 8,
the end channels 914 and 915 are included between the
line of the preceding channels912 and 913.
The distributing channels 7 for distributing the polymer B, as stated, is provided with afirstchannel portion
71, arrangedon the plate 6, which extendswithtwo horizontal arms 72 and 73, radiallyoriented with respectto
the annular or ring-likeconstruction ofthat sameplate 6
(figure5). Each arm 72, 73 ends in turn with a respective channel 74 and 75 which is arranged perpendicularly to the arms 72, 73 and passes throughthe overall
thicknesses of the plates 6 and 8 (see figures4 and 5).
With respectto the polymer B too, the distance of
the inlets 76 on the plate 8 and all of the delivery sections or channels 74, 75 to the die, is held constantby
the arrangement which has beenalreadydisclosed with
reference to figure3 (i.e. circlearch paths 711 to 715 of
figure 5).
With the plates 6 and 8 being combined in the distributing pack 1 of figure 1, the above disclosed channels 7 and 9 will be mutually arranged according to
figure 1. From such an illustration it shouldbe apparent
the characteristic bilateral arrangement of the channels
74 and 75 for distributing the polymer B with respectto
the related channel 92 for distributing the polymer A.
Such a bilateral distribution will provide the channel
arrangement for distributing the mentioned polymeric
materials with a radial orientation with respectto the
disclosed distributing pack, of the type channel 75 (polymer B) - channel 92 (polymer A) - channel 74 (polymer

5

10

holes, and allowing the polymerBto be sent, by itself, to
the die 12 (arrows offigure 6). Said holes 16 communicatemoreover withcrosschannels 23 which receive the
polymer B, as bilaterallysupplied with respectto the
polymer A, throughthe channels20 and 22 (figure 6).
Under the hereinabove disclosed plate 14, is provided the die proper, which is constituted by a plate 12
in turn provided witha pluralityof holes 18 arranged in
the samedirection ofthe holes 15 and 16 ofthe pre-die
14. In the embodiment beingillustrated, each hole 18 is
coaxially arranged with respectto the corresponding
holes 15 of the pre-die 14.
From figure 6 it should be moreover apparent that
the die 12 is provided, atthe ring like or annular surface

15
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engaging with the overlaying plate 14 and immediately
abovethe holes 18, with a chamber 17. Accordingly,this
chamber 17 will communicate, from the top, with the
holes 15 and 16 of the pre-die 14 and, toward the bottom, with the holes 18 ofthe die 12. Moreover, sincethe
axesof the mentioned holes 15, 16 and 18 are mutually
parallel, the chamber 17 will transfer, in a co-current
manner, the masses of thepolymers A and B toward the
die 12 (see the arrows of figure 6). Those same holes
15, 16, 18 can moreover have a cross section of any
desired shape (either circular, square, rectangular or
the like) having an area preferably from 0.03 to 3.50
mm2.

30
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B).

The polymers A and B, at the outletfrom said distributing packthroughthe respective channels 74, 75for
thepolymerB and 92 for the polymerA, will arrive at the
spinning assembly 10 shown in figure6. This assembly
is provided with a top plate 11, having a shape like the
above disclosed one, provided with a central annular
chamber 13 for collecting the polymer A supplied
throughthe channel92. That sameplate 11 is moreover
provided with a plurality of side holes or channels 20
and 22 respectively arranged on the inner side and
outerside of said central chamber 13 for collecting the
polymer B being respectively supplied through the
channels 75 and 74.
Underlaying the disclosed plate 11 is provided a
furtherplate 14, of like shape, which is adaptedto operate as a pre-spinning element or pre-die.This plate, in
particular, is provided with a plurality of vertically
extending holes 15, which definethe channel for sending the polymerA, by itself, from the mentioned chamber 13 toward the die 12. Owing to the alternated
arrangement of the rowsof the holes 15, the pre-die 14
will be provided with corresponding rows of holes 16,
which are radiallyaligned with respectto the preceding

6
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4

The extruding method performed by the abovedisclosed apparatusaccording to the present invention will
be disclosed in a more detailedmanner hereinafter.
Through the lines 21 and 31, the extruders 2 and 3
will supplythe polymerA and B molten masses toward
the corresponding channels9 and 7 of the apparatus 1.
Morespecifically, the polymer A is supplied to the spinningassembly10 throughthe channels or verticalholes
92 of the plate 8, whereasthe polymer B will arrive at
that same assembly 10 throughsaid vertical channels
or holes74 and 75 of the plate 6, with a bilateraldistribution with respect to that ofthe polymer A.
Thus, the polymers Aand B will arrive, respectively,
at the central chamber 13 and side channels20, 22 of
the plate 11 of the spinning assembly 10. From this
region onward, the polymer A will flow insidethe holes
15 of the pre-die 14, in a coaxial direction with respect
to the direction of the holes 18 of the die 12.
The polymer B, which is supplied laterally with
respectto the polymer A(and, accordingly, also laterally
ofthe die 12) will be broughtabovethe latter, so as to be
distributed inside the mentioned crosschannels23. The
latter, in additionto supplyingthe polymerB mass from
the side edgesof the spinning assembly10 toward the
die 12, will operateas "plenum chambers" allowing the
mentioned polymeric mass to be properlyre-arranged
abovethe die. Thus, thediscontinuities of the chemicalphysical parameters (temperature, pressure, speed,
viscosityand so on) ofthe molten massof the polymer
B and which are caused by the direction change to
which said mass is subjected in passing from the side
channels 20, 22 to the crosschannels23, are nullified

7
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Owingto the adoption of the size ratios which has
been above disclosed, it was possible to obtain, on a
systemofthe type "short-spin" (thatis of the short-spinningtype) two-component fibers having a countgreater
than 0.75 denier, withavery good production yield.
In particular, the variation coefficient (CV%) of the
countof the madefiber was lessthan 10. Accordingly, a
high size eveness of the made fibers was obtained
which confirmsthe great advantages provided by the

or zeroed, therebyproviding an optimum constantvalue
ofthese parameters, atanypoints insidethe mass to be
extruded.

The polymer B mass, the parameters ofwhich have
beenso adjusted in orderto properlysupplyit to the die
12, is then orientedaccording to the flow streams created by the passageof said mass throughthe holes 16
of the pre-die 14. Thus, the polymerB which was transverselydirected inside the channel23, with respect to
the extruding direction, is now causedtoflow with a cocurrent arrangement with respect to the polymer A.
Thus, the chamber 17 arranged immediately upstream
of the die 12 will be always supplied by:
-

a stream of the polymer A flowing, through the
holes 15 of the pre-die 14, in the same direction as
that ofthe axisof the holes 18 of thedie 12, and

-

a stream or currentof polymer B flowing,through
the holes 16 of said pre-die 14, in the same direction or in a co-current mannerwith respectto the

10

15

20

polymer A flow (see the arrows in figure 8) and,
accordingly, parallelyto the longitudinal axis of the

holes l8ofthe die 12.

25

At the inlet of the holes 18 of the extruding die 12,
accordingly, will arrive the two streams of polymers A
and B which were previously supplied together inside
the chamber 17, in the abovedisclosed manner.
According

to a modified embodiment shown in fig-

ures 7 to 11, the pre-die 14, which is madeas a single
piece with the plate 11 of the apparatus of figure 6, is
also provided with a plurality of holes or channels 23,
each of which has a cross section which substantially
corresponds to the sum of the areas of the holes 16
opening on said channel. Owingto the disclosed sizing
of the holes 16 andrespectively the holes 23, the polymer B (supplied to the latter holes through the hole
assembly respectively indicated by 75, 20 and 74, 22)
will find, inside said channels 23, a sufficient space or
volume to allow the desired levelling of the pressures,
before enteringthe chamber 17. Also in this modified
embodiment, moreover, the holes 16 of each hole row
radiallyarranged on the bottom of the pre-die 14, have
diameters which can bechanged depending on the melt
or fluidity condition of the polymer B, therebyoptimally
distributing the latter in the chamber 17. Such a variation will depend, of course, on the unidirectional or bidirectional supplyingof the channels23.
In the preferred embodiment shown in the mentionedfigures, the number of the holes 16 corresponds
to about 20% of the number of the holes 18 of the
extruding die 12, and they do not have any relationship
withthe position or distribution of the latter. More specifically, according toa preferred embodiment of the invention, on a pre-die 14 - die 12 assemblyas shown in
figure 10 having a primitivediameterof 500 mm, are
provided 25,000 holes 15 and respectively 18, with a
diameterwhich can varyfrom 0.10 to 2.5 mm.
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5

present invention.
In this connection it should be pointedout that the
arrangement or distribution of the holes 15, 18 with
respectto the holes or channels 23 can be provided in
double radial rows (embodiment shown in figures 7 to
11, in which the number of the holes 23 is a half of the
numberof the radial rowstherealong are distributed the
holes 15), or also according to eitherindividual or multiple rows(i.e. the numberof the rowsof holes 15 and 18
can be either decreasedor increased with respectto
that shown in the mentioned examples).
In this modified embodiment too, the polymers or
copolymers which can be used will be of commercially
available types.
Thus, according to the invention, the stream or current ofthe polymer B supplied in a crossdirectionabove
the extruding die 12 (i.e. in a direction which is different
from the extruding direction) will be at first homogenized, so as to provideconstant valuesof the parameters thereofthroughthe overall massthereof. Then, the
polymerB will be re-addressed so as to changefrom a
cross supplying direction to a co-current supplying
direction, parallel to the extruding direction.
Tothe achieving of a verygood resulton the control
of the parameters of the polymers beingsupplied to the
extruding die 12, will also contribute the configuration of
the polymer distributing channels 9 and 7, for respectively distributing the polymers A and B. Such an
arrangement, actually, has beendesigned so as to provide the polymer paths to the spinning die 10 with the
same lengths, independently from the position of the
corresponding deliverysection74, 75and 92 onthe distributing pack 6, 8. Thus, it will be possible to precisely
and accuratelycontrol the parameters related to these
components as the yarns is formed,which will accordingly have the desiredcountaswell as the set compositions of the materials A and B, in a like mannerfor all of
the fiberswhich are extruded.
The embodiment of the spinning assembly 10
shown in figure6 is of a type suitable to providethe socalled "sheath-core" yarns, in which the polymer B will
completelycoata central coreformedbythe polymer A.
In this connection it should be apparent that, by means
of an offset arrangement of the holes 15with respectto
the holes18 (not shown), itwill be also possible to make
yarns having a so-called "side-by-side" construction, or
any otherdesiredtexture.
It should be moreover pointedout thatfurther modifications and variations can be broughtto the above
disclosed and illustrated apparatus, which can be
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to the shape of the distributing back plates
(either a quadrangular or any other shape) and with
respectto the arrangement of the channelsfor distributing the polymers or materials to be extruded. Within the
scope of the invention, the inventive apparatus can also
be modified so as to includethereina singleside channel (20 or 22) for supplying the polymer Btothe extruding die. The cross sections of the channels 23,
moreover, can also be differentfrom the shown crosssection (i.e. outwardly taperingfromthe extruding die or
fromthe center towardsthe edge portions of the extruding die, respectively in the case of an unidirectional or
bidirectional supplying). Moreover, the holes 16 of the
pre-die 14 can also be oriented differently from the
above disclosed orientationand, advantageously, they
could also have diameter increasing from the supply
point of the component B toward the insideof the channels 23: actually, the advantages of the invention would
be exclusively derived from the provision of the channels 23 for redistributing the polymerbeingsupplied laterallyof the extruding die.
Finally, the abovedisclosed and illustrated apparatus can be used in differenttypesof spinning systems,
in particular in the "long-spinning", "short-spinning,
"spun-bonding" and "melt-blown" spinning systems.

is supplied bilaterally, with respectto said component (A), to said collecting and homogenizing step.

related

5.

6.

A method for making two component fibers, by
simultaneously extruding molten masses of a first
component (A) and a second component (B), at
least one (B) of which is supplied in a direction dif-

7.

ferent fromthe extruding direction, characterized in
that said method comprises, upstream of the
extruding stepproper, a step in which said at least
a component (B) is collected and made homogeneous, so as to homogenize the valuesof the chemical-physical parameters of the overall mass of said
component (B) to be extruded.

8.

9.

40

2.

3.

A method according to Claim

1, characterized in
that said method furthercomprises, downstream of
said step performed on said component (B), a step
of sendingsaid component (B) in a separatedconditionfromthefirstcomponent (A), in the extruding
direction and then the step of supplying, in a combined manner, said components to said extruding
step.

A method according to Claim 1, characterized in
that said first component (A) is supplied in said

45

50

4.

A method

according

to Claim

1, characterized in

A method

according

to Claim

1, characterized in

A method

according

to Claim

1, characterized in

A method

according to Claim 8, characterized in
that said method is carried out by a system of the
"shot-spin" type.

10. An apparatus for making two-component fibersby a
method according to Claim 1, of the type comprising a distributing system for distributing molten
masses of afirst component (A) and asecondcom-

ponent (B), an extruding die (12) provided with
holes for extruding said components, wherein at
least one (B) of said components is supplied in a
direction differentfromthat of said holes (18), characterized in that said apparatusfurther comprises
means for homogenizing the values of said physical
parameters of said overall mass of said at least a
component (B) to be extruded.
11. An apparatusaccording to Claim 10, characterized
in that said means comprises a pre-die (14) provided with the plurality of channels(23) arranged
above said extruding die (12), in which said at least
a component (B) is collected and homogenized in
the chemical-physical parameters thereof.
12. An apparatusaccording to Claim 11, characterized
in that said pre-die(14)is moreover provided with a
pluralityof holesor channels (16)for supplying said
at leastacomponent (B), at the outletof said channels (23), in the direction of said holes (18) of said
extruding die (12).

extruding direction and said second component (B)
is supplied unidirectionally, with respect to said
component (A), to said collecting and homogeniz-

ing step.

1, characterized in

that said method provides two-component fibers
having a countgreaterthan 0.75 denierand with a
variation coefficient (CV%) lessthan 10.

20

35

to Claim

that said method is suitable to make "side-by-side"
and "sheath-core" fibers.

15

30

according

that said molten masses of said components (A, B)
have each a like displacement time from the inlets
to the outletsof the respective distributing paths.

10

25

A method

that said chemical-physical parameters comprise
the temperature, pressure, speed and viscosityof
said at leasta component (B).

5

Claims
1.

10

ss

A method according to Claim 1, characterized in
that said first component (A) is supplied in said

13. An apparatusaccording to Claim 12, characterized
in that each channel (23) has a cross-section equal
to or not less than the sum of the areas of said
holes(16) opening to said channel.
14. An apparatusaccording to Claim 12, characterized

extruding direction, and said second component (B)

6

11
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in that the numberof said holes(16) corresponds to
20% of the numberof the holes(18) of the extruding die (12), and whereinthe areaof said holes(16)
is not greaterthan the areaof said holes (18).

linked channel segments which are linked with a
symmetrical arrangement.

5

15. An apparatus according to claim 12, characterized
in that said pre-die(14)is moreover provided with a
pluralityof holes (15) for supplying the other component(A) in the samedirectionofthe holes(18)of
the extruding die (12).

10

16. An apparatus according to Claim 15, characterized
in that said holes(15, 16) are arranged with a mutually aligned relationship on the horizontal plane of
the pre-die(14).

15

17. An apparatus according to Claim 16, characterized
in that said holes (15) and respectively (16) are
arranged according to alternated rowson said predie (14).

20

18. An apparatus according to Claim 15, characterized
in that said apparatuscomprisesmoreover a chamber (17), arranged between said pre-die (14) and
extruding die (12), suitable to receive the co-current
flows of said components (A, B) coming from said
pre-die (14) so as to transfersaid equicurrent flows
to said extruding die(12).
19. An apparatus according to Claim 10, characterized
in that said distributing systemcomprises a packof
superimposed plates for providing a current of the
component (B) which is supplied either unidirectionallyor bilaterallywith respect to said component
(A).

20. An apparatus according to Claim 19, characterized
in that said distributing pack comprises a top plate
(6) including a first portion (71) of a distributing
channel(7) for distributing said component (B).
21. An apparatus according to Claim 20, characterized
in that said distributing pack comprises moreover a
plate (8), arranged under the plate (6) in which is
formed the channel(9) for distributing said component (A), and the second distributing portion (74,
75) for distributing said component (B), with either
an unidirectional orbilateralorientation with respect
to said distributing channel for distributing said
component (A).

22. An apparatus according to Claim 21, characterized
in that said distributing channels (7, 9) have equal
length extensions, from the inlet of the respective
polymers, to the outlets of said polymers to the

12

24. An apparatus according to Claim 23, characterized
in that said channels(7, 9) comprise a plurality of

channelsegments, arranged on the laying planeof
said distributing pack, of which one (711, 911)supplies the polymermassto an arrangement of paths
respectively (712-715) and (912-915) provided, at
the end thereof,with outletsections(74, 75; 92) for
discharging said polymerto the spinning assembly
(10).

25

25. An apparatus according to Claim 20, characterized
in that said first portion (71) of said distributing
channel (7) for distributing said component (B)
extendswith two horizontal arms (72, 73) oriented
on a horizontal planeof said plate (6).
26. An apparatus according to Claim 25, characterized
in that said arms (72, 73) end with channels,
respectively (74, 75) which are arranged perpendicularly to the plane of the arms (72, 73) and which
pass through the overall thickness of said distributing pack.
27. An apparatus according

30

to Claim 21, characterized

in that said apparatus has the following mutual
arrangement, on a horizontal plane, of said distributing channelsfor distributing said components (A,
B): distributing channel (75) for distributing the
component (B) - distributing channel (92)for distributing the component (B) - distributing channel(74)
for distributing the component (B).

35

40

28. An apparatus according to Claim 10, for making
synthetic "sheath-core" fibers, characterized in that
said holes (15) of said pre-die (14) are arranged
coaxially with respect to said holes (18) of said
extruding die (12).

45

29. An apparatus according to Claim 10, for making
synthetic "side-by-side" fibers, characterized in that
said holes (15) of said pre-die (14) are offset with
respectto said holes (18)of said extruding die (12).
30. An apparatus according to Claim 10, characterized
in that said distributing pack (6, 8) and spinning
assembly (10) have a ring-likeconfiguration.

50

31. An apparatus according to Claim 10, characterized
in that said distributing pack (6, 8) and spinning
assembly (10) have a quadrangular configuration.
ss

spinning assembly (10).

23. An apparatus according to Claim 22, characterized
in that said channels (7, 9) comprise a pluralityof

7

32. An apparatus according to Claim 12, characterized
in that said holes (16) have increasing diameters
which increase from the supplying point of said
component (B) toward the inside of said channels
(23).

13
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33. An apparatus according to Claim 15, characterized
in that said holes (15, 16, 18) have a circular crosssection havingan areafrom 0.030 to 3.50 mm2, or
a differently shaped cross-section, but of equal
area.

5

34. An apparatus according to Claim 11, characterized
in that said channels (23) have a tapering crosssection which increases from said component (B)
supplying point.

10

35. An apparatus according to Claim 10, characterized
in that said holes (15, 18) are arranged, with
respect to said channels (23), with an individual
row, double row, or multiple row arrangement.
36. An apparatus according to Claim 30, characterized
in that said apparatus comprises moreover, on a
pre-die (14) - extruding die (12) assembly having a
primitivediameterof 500 mm, a numberof 25,000
holes(15)and respectively (18).
37. An apparatus according

15

20

to Claim 36, characterized

in that the diameterof said holes (15, 18) varies
from 0.10 to 2.5 mm.

25

38. An apparatus according to Claim 10, suitable to be
used in "long-spinning", "short-spinning", "spunspinning" and "melt-blown" systems.
30

39.

A two-component fiber, characterized in that said
fiber is made by a method according to Claim 1 and
an apparatusaccording to Claim 10.

40.

A two-component fiber according to Claim39, characterized in that said fiber is a synthetic fiber of the

35

"side-by-side" type.
41.

A two-component fiber according to Claim39, characterized in that said fiber is a synthetic fiber of the

40

"sheath-core" type.
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Bohrvorrichtung für das schlagende Bohren

Bei einer Bohrvorrichtung für das schiagende
Bohren mittels Imlochhammers -- insbesondere für das
Horizontalbohren, mit einem Bohrkopf (10) abgestuften
Langsschnittes sowie an zumindest einer Stirnfläche
angeordnetem Kronenbesatz aus Hartmetallstiften
od.dgl. -- ist der Bohrkopf (10) mit dem Imlochhammer
an em Bohrgestange und gegebenenfalls zumindest

(57)

einen in diesem axial verlaufenden StrOmungskanal
angeschlossen. Der Bohrkopf (10) verjüngt sich querschnittlich von einer hammerwartigen Endscheibe (26)
zur Meil3el- oder Bohrspitze (28) hin mehrfach in Stufen
(26,27, 27a bis 27g)' wobei die Stufenkanten einen
Kegelmantel (K) bestimmen.
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Erfinder die Aufgabe gestellt, eine richtungssichere
Bohrmethode insbesondere für das Erstellen von Flachbohrungen zu schaffen, die auch in LockerbOden,Sand
oderwasserführenden Schichten eingesetzt zu werden

Beschreibung
Die Erfindung betrifft eine Bohrvorrichtung für das
schiagende Bohren mittels lmlochhammers, insbesondere für das Horizontalbohren, mit einem Bohrkopf
abgestuften Langsschnittes sowie an zumindest einer
Stirnfläche angeordnetem Kronenbesatz aus Hartmetalistiften od.dgl., wobei der Bohrkopf mit dem Imlochhammer an em Bohrgestange und gegebenenfalls
zumindest einen in diesem axial verlaufenden StrOmungskanal angeschlossen ist.
Die Horizontalbohrtechnik mit einem sog. Imlochhammer wird verstärkt für das Bohren von Abwasserkanälen eingsetzt. Hierbei ist em zielgenaues Bohren -insbesondere was die Vertikalabweichungen betrifft -von besonderer Bedeutung. Da derartigeBohrungen in
BOden vorgenommen werden, die eine sehr unterschiedliche und sehr wechselhafte Beschaffenheit aufweisen kOnnen, mul3 das Bohrsystem die daraus
resultierenden Neigungen zur Abweichung von der
gewünschten Bohrrichtung berücksichtigen. Entscheidend für das genaue Anfahren des Zielpunktes der
Bohrung kann hierbei die Ausgestaltung der Bohrkopfformsein.
In der DE-A-43 26 000 wird em zweistufiger Bohrkopf für schlagendes Bohren der eingangs genannten
Art beschrieben; an eine mit Hartmetallstiften besetzte
Bohrscheibe schliel3t in Vortriebsrichtung eine bolzenartige Vorbohrkrone geringerenDurchmessers an. In
den Bohrscheibenumfang sind Spülnuten eingeformt
und spiralartig angeordnet; ihre gedachten Nutenachsen nehmengegenüber einer Kegelerzeugenden einen
Winkel grOl3er null em. Zudem istdiejeweilsin Drehrichtung des Bohrkopfes hintereSeiteder Spülnutals steile
Flanke eines Flügelsteges ausgebildet, der eine
geneigte Flanke eines anderen Flügelsteges gegenüberliegt.
lnsbesondere zum unterirdischen Verlegen von
Kabel- und Rohrleitungen in BohrlOchern von etwa 45
bis 245 mm in verdrangbaren BOden werden sog.
Erdraketen eingesetzt; allerdings kann mit ihnenweder
in Massivgestein noch in weichen BOden gearbeitet
werden. Erreichbar sind Bohrlangen zwischen zehn und
dreil3ig Metern, wobeidie Bohrgenauigkeit etwa2 bis 4
% betragt. Em Rohrelement mit abgestuftem Verdrängungskopf wird horizontal von einerStartlafette aus wie
em
zugespitzter Pfahl von einem druckluftbetriebenen
axial bewegten Gleitkolben in eine vertikal anstehende
Grubenwand durch Druckluft mit einer durchschnittlichen Vortriebsgeschwindigkeit von 1 mlh bis 10 mlh
eingetrieben. Die Vortriebsrichtung kann beispielsweise
mittels einer in der Erdrakete eingebauten Sonde über
em
Hochfrequenzsignal von Ubertage beobachtet -jedoch nicht beeinflul3t --werden. Bei wechselnden
BOden kOnnen die BohrkOpfe in Anpassung an die
Bodenbeschaffenheit ausgetauscht werden - falls die
Erdrakete beim Ubertritt in die neue Bodenart nicht
steckengeblieben ist.
In Kenntnis diesesStandes der Technikhatsichder
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vermag.

Zur LOsung dieser Aufgabe führt die Lehre des
unabhangigen Patentanspruches; die Unteransprüche
geben günstigeAusgestaltungen an.
Erfindungsgemal3verjüngtsich der Bohrkopf querschnittlich von einer hammerwartigen Endscheibe zur
Meil3el- oder Bohrspitze hin mehrfach in Stufen, wobei
die Stufenkanten einen Kegelmantel bestimmen. Dabei
kOnnen die axialen HOhen der Stufen etwa gleicher
GrOl3e sein, was auch für die Stufenbreiten unter sich
zutrifft.
Bei einerweiterenAusführung des Bohrkopfes sind
die Stufen vom Kronenbesatz bestimmt, dessen Stifte
sich zudem in Vortriebsrichtung nach aul3en neigen.
Der Austrag von hierbei nichtverdrangbarem Bohrklein
erfolgt über Bohrminuten, die sich an jeder Stufe zwischen den Hartmetallstiften befinden. Diese Bohrkrone
gestattet den Einsatz in den Bodenklassen 5 bis 7.
Als günstig hat sich zur LOsungder erwähnten Aufgabe em Verhältnis des Durchmessers der Endscheibe
zumDurchmesser der Meil3el- oder Bohrspitze von 6: 1
bis 8: 1 --bevorzugt etwa7: 1 -- erwiesen.
Nach einem anderen Merkmal der Erfindung ist die
Endscheibe -- gegen die Vortriebsrichtung -- mit einer
Anschlul3platte kQrzeren Durchmessers durch eine
ringfOrmige Pultfläche verbunden; die Neigung der Pultfläche entspricht bevorzugt etwa der Neigung der Hartmetallstifte.
Sie dient
zum
Abführen
der
lmlochhammerabluft. Diese unterstützt beim Verdrängungsbohrkopf die Verfestigung der Bohrungswand
sowie beim hartmetallbestückten Bohrkopf den Bohrgutaustrag nichtverdrangbarer Bohrkleinpartien.
Um eine Richtungskorrektur an dem Bohrkopf zu
ermoglichen, ist dem lmlochbohrhammer em Funksender eines externen Ortungssystems zugeordnet. Durch
die beschriebenen BohrkOpfe entsteht in Verbindung
mit Ortungssystemen --Funksender im Bohrwerkzeug
und oberirdische Mitführung des Funkempfangers -- em
steuerbares Bohrsystem. Aul3erdem soil der Bohrkopf
in diesem Falle als Exzenter ausgebildet oder mit einer
Steuerschrage versehen sein.
Zur Bildung des Exzenters ist um einenwenigerals
180° erfassenden Teil des Umfanges einequerschnittlich sichelartige Anformung gelegt und als Stufeausgebildet. Auch kann der Kronenbesatz unsymmetrisch
angeordnet sein.
Im Rahmen der Erfindung liegt em Bohrkopf, bei
dem der Querschnitt der Stufen durch eine pultartige
Schragflache des Bohrkopfes -- die innerhalb von dessen Kegelmantel liegt -- an einer Seite vermindert ist.
Diese Schragflache liegt etwa parallel zu einer Erzeugenden des Kegelmantels.
Zum Geradeauslauf wird der Bohrkopf mit dem
lmlochhammer --bei gleichzeitiger Rotation -- eingebracht. Durch Unterbrechung der Rotation kann der

2

3

Bohrungsverlauf uber die Stellung der Steuerschragen
oderdes Exzenters beeinflul3twerden. Die Stellungder
Steuerschrage wird vom Sender angezeigt. Nach
erfolgter Korrektur wird die Rotation wiederaktiviert.
Der erfindungsgemal3e Verdrangungsbohrkopf für
Imlochhammer einesBohrdurchmessers von 80 bis 300
mm kann -- je nach ImlochhammergrOl3e-- bis Bodenklasse6 eingesetzt werden; dieses Bohrsystem vermag
die üblicherweise bei kurzen Bohrungen in verdrangbaren BOdeneingesetzten Erdraketen zu ersetzen.
Im Gegensatz zu Erdraketen ist das System auch
in LockerbOden,Sandoderwasserführenden Schichten
einsetzbar, da der Imlochhammer durch em steifes
Bohrgestange mitdem Bohrgerat verbunden ist und mit
einer Vortriebskraft von bis zu 850 KN eingeprel3t werden kann. Diese Vorschubskraft unterstützt die kräftides
des
gen
Schiage
Schlagkolbens
Imlochbohrhammers, der die Verdrangungsbohrkrone
im Erdreich vorantreibt; dadurchwerdendie Vortriebsgeschwindigkeit sowie die erreichbare Vortriebslange
positivbeeinflul3t.
Durch die Rotation des Bohrwerkzeuges und die
steife Gestangeverbindung ist -- besonders bei
ungleichfOrmigen BOden -- eine wesentlich bessere
Zielgenauigkeit gegeben, und es werdendeutlich grOl3ereVortriebslangen sowie hOhere Vortriebsgeschwindigkeiten als bei der Erdrakete erreicht; die
Drehbewegung des Bohrkopfes unterstütztdie Umlagerung zu verdrangender Erdbestandteile wie GerOll,
Steine, Kies und Sand.
Im Rahmen der Erfindung Iiegt es, daB die erfindungsgemal3e Bohrvorrichtung die oben erwähnte
Erdrakete ersetzt.
Weitere Vorteile, Merkmale und Einzelheiten der
Erfindung ergeben sich aus der nachfolgenden
Beschreibung bevorzugter Ausführungsbeispiele sowie
anhand der Zeichnung; diesezeigt in

Fig. 1,4:

4
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teilweise geschnittene Seitenansichten jeweils eines Verdrangerbohrkopfesfür einen Imlochhammer an einem
Bohrgestange;

Fig. 2, 5:

die Stirnansicht zu Fig. 1 bzw. Fig. 4;

Fig. 3, 6, 8:

teilweise geschnittene Seitenansichten anderer Ausgestaltungen eines
Verdrangerbohrkopfes;

Fig. 7, 9:

die Stirnansicht zu Fig.6 bzw. Fig. 8;
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Em
Verdrangerbohrkopf 10 befindetsich nach Fig.
unter Zwischenschaltung einer rohrartigen Haltekappe 12 endwärts an einem -- mit dem Gehäuse 14
eines im einzelnen nicht dargesteliten Imlochhammers
16 zum schiagenden Horizontalbohren verbundenen -Aufnahmeschaft 18 mit Keilwellenprofii 20. An das
Gehäuse 14 schlieBt gegendie Vortriebsrichtung x em
durch eine Gewinde- oder Sechskantverbindung 21

50
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axial festgelegtes steifes Bohrgestange 22 an, das
beliebig verlangertzu werdenvermag.
Dieser für Bohrungsdurchmesser zwischen 80 und
300 mm bis Bodenklasse 6 einsetzbare Verdrangerbohrkopf 10 wird überdie rohrartige Haltekappe 12 an
einerAnschlul3platte 24 mitdem lmlochhammer 16verbunden und verjüngt sich langsschnittlich stufenformig
von einer Endscheibe 26 überhier achtStufenscheiben
27, 27a bis 27g' deren Anzahl vom Bohrkopfdurchmesser d abhangt, zu einer Meil3elspitze 28. Die Scheiben
26, 27, 27a bis 27g sind Teile eines einstückigen Kronenkorpers, also aneinandergeformt, und ihre Kanten
bestimmen einen Konstruktionskegel, von dem eine
Erzeugende K dargestellt ist. Seine Kegelspitze
bestimmt einen Winkel von etwa40°.
Die axiale HOhe a der Endscheibe 26 entspricht
den axialen HOhen b der Stufenscheiben 27, 27a bis
27g Die neun radialen Stufenbreiten i sind jeweils
gleich und vermindern den Durchmesser d der Endscheibe 26 aufden Durchmesser n der Bohrspitze 28 in
einem beispielsweisen Verhältnis von 7 : 1. Bei grOl3eren Bohrdurchmessern kOnnen sichStufenzahl, Stufenbreitei und StufenhOhea ändern.
Fig. 3 zeigt einenBohrkopf lOa, der mit Hartmetallstiften 30 besetzt ist; diese bilden -- hier drei -- Stufen.
Die Achsen B der Hartmetallstifte 30 sind in einem Winkel von etwa33° zur Bohrkopfachse Ageneigt. In dieser
verläuft em Luftkanal 32, von dem sowohl axial em
Frontkanal 33 geringeren Durchmessers als auch -gegen die Vortriebsrichtung x geneigte -- Seitenkanäle
34 abgehen. Letzteremündenin einer ihrerseits gegen
die Vortriebsrichtung x geneigten ringfOrmigen Pultfläche 36 und dienen dem Abführen der lmlochhammerabluft bei gleichzeitiger Unterstützung desAustrags
von nichtverdrangbarem Bohrklein.
Der Bohrkopf 11 der Ausgestaltung nach Fig. 4, 5
istquerschnittlich unsymmetrisch.
Die Endscheibe 26a ist hier -- gegenüberjener der
Fig. 1 - - von doppelter axialer HOhe a; aus dieser Endscheibe 26a ist eine sichelartige Scheitelstufe 38 herausgeformt, deren radiale Stufenbreite i sich beidseits
einer Symmetriegeraden G des Bohrkopfquerschnittes
jeweils bis zu einer -- die Symmetriegerade G rechtwinkelig schneidenden -- Parallelen Q zu einer in Fig. 5
horizontalen Durchmessergeraden D stetig verkürzt;
deren Abstand von jener Parallelen Q entspricht etwa
der Stufenbreite i.
Bei diesem Bohrkopf 11 dient der lmlochbohrhammer 16 zum Geradeauslauf bei gleichzeitiger Rotation.
Bei Unterbrechung der Rotationsbewegung kann der
Bohrungsverlauf durchdas Einstellen des beschriebenen Exzenters beeinfluBt werden. Hierzu ist im Bohrwerkzeug der Funksender 40 eines Ortungssystems
untergebracht - der Funkempfanger wird übertagsmitgeführt und zeigt auBer der Stellung des Exzenters -bzw. einer noch zu erOrternden Steuerschragflache -auch die Neigung und Tiefenlage des lmlochhammers
16 an.
In Fig. 4 sind sowohl der axiale Luftkanal 32 als
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auch em weiterfuhrender achsparallel versetzter Luftkanal 42 gestrichelt angedeutet; Ietzterer verläuftaul3erhaibjenes Funksenders 40.
Der Verdrangungsbohrkopf a der Fig. 6, 7 ist mit
einer von der Endscheibe 26 ausgehenden Steuerschragflache 44 ausgestattet; Ietztere erscheint in der
Seitenansicht der Fig. 6 als eine Gerade, die in einem
Winkel w von etwa 22° zur Bohrkopfachse Ageneigtist
und diese im Bereich der frontwartigen Stufenscheibe
27g schneidet. Diese Gerade Iiegt innerhaib des zu Fig.
1 beschriebenen Kegelmantels K. Die SteuerschragfIache 44 ubernimmt hier die oben zur Stellung des
Exzenters beschriebene Funktion.
Die Fig. 8, 9 zeigen einen ebenfalls unsymmetrischen Verdrangerbohrkopf
an die querschnittsgrOBte von drei kreisfOrmigen Stufenscheiben 27a bis
27 schlieBtoberhaibder in Fig. 9 horizontalen Durchmessergeraden D ebenfalls eine sichelartigeScheitelstufe 38 an, die bei dieser Ausfuhrung beidends an
Bohrminuten 46 der angeformten Stufenscheibe 27a
ausläuft. Die senkrechtaufder horizontalen Durchmessergeraden D stehende Durchmessergerade bildet
auch hier eineSymmetriegerade G für die Stufenscheiben - nichtaberbezüglich des Besatzes von Hartmetallstiften 30. Solche sind sowohi in der Bohrspitze 28 als
auch in der dieser benachbarten Stufenscheibe 27
zusatzlich auf --durch den von der Bohrkopfachse A
bestimmten Mittelpunkt M gelegten -- Diagonalen E vorgesehen.
Der Bohrkopf 11b dient zumeinenin beschriebener
Weise zur Beeinflussung des Geradeauslaufes. Zum
anderen pendelter bei Richtungskorrektur bis etwa ±
60° um die jeweilige Korrekturachse.

ll;

PatentansprUche
1.

Bohrvorrichtung für das schlagende Bohren mittels
lmlochhammers, insbesondere für das Horizontalbohren, mit einem Bohrkopf abgestuften Langsschnittes sowie an zumindest einer Stirnflache
angeordnetem Kronenbesatz aus Hartmetallstiften
od.dgl., wobei der Bohrkopf mit dem lmlochhammer an em Bohrgestange und gegebenenfalls
zumindest einen in diesem axial verlaufenden StrOmungskanal angeschlossen ist,
dadurchgekennzeichnet,
daBsichder Bohrkopf (10, lOa, 11, ha, hib) querschnittlich von einer hammerwartigen Endscheibe
(26) zur MeiBel- oder Bohrspitze (28) hin mehrfach
in Stufen (26, 27, 27a bis 27g) verjüngt, wobei die
Stufenkanten einen Kegelmantel (K) bestimmen.

2.

3.

Bohrvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daBdie axialen HOhen(b) der Stufen (26, 27, 27a bis 27g) und/oder deren Breiten (i)
jeweilsetwa gleicher GrOBe sind.

6

4.

Bohrvorrichtung nach einem der Anspruche1 bis 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Stufen (26, 27,
27a bis 27g) vomKronenbesatz bestimmt sind,dessen Stifte (30) zudem in Vortriebsrichtung (x) nach
auBen geneigtsind.

5.

Bohrvorrichtung nach einem der Anspruche1 bis 4,
gekennzeichnet durch em Verhältnis des Durchmessers (d) der Endscheibe (26) zum Durchmesser (n) der Meil3eI-oder Bohrspitze von 6: 1 bis 8:

5

10

1, bevorzugt

etwa7 : 1.

6.

Bohrvorrichtung nach einem der Anspruche1 bis 5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Anzahl der Stufen (26, 27, 27a bis 27g) mit steigendem Bohrungsdurchmesser zunimmt.

7.

Bohrvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 5 oder 6,
gekennzeichnet durch neun Stufen (26, 27, 27a bis
27g) vor der MeiBel- oder Bohrspitze (28).

8.

Bohrvorrichtung nach einem der Anspruche1 bis 7,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daBdie Endscheibe (26)
gegen die Vortriebsrichtung (x) mit eine AnschluBplatte (24) kQrzerenDurchmessers durcheine ringformige Pultfiache (36) verbunden ist, wobei
gegebenenfalls die Neigung der Pultfläche (36)
etwa der Neigung der Hartmetallstifte (30) entspricht.

9.

Bohrvorrichtung nach wenigstens einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 8, dadurchgekennzeichnet, daB
dem lmlochbohrhammer (16) em Funksender (40)
eines externen Ortungssystems zugeordnet ist
und/oder er als Exzenter ausgebildet ist.
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10. Bohrvorrichtung nach wenigstens einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 9, dadurchgekennzeichnet, daB
um einen weniger als 180° erfassenden Teil des
Umfanges eine querschnittlich sichelartige Anformung (38)gelegtund als Stufe ausgebildet ist (Fig.
5, 9)wobei gegebenenfalls die sichelartigeAnformung (38) beidends an jeweils eine Bohrminute
(46) angrenzt.

45

11. Bohrvorrichtung nach wenigstens einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 10, dadurchgekennzeichnet, daB
der Kronenbesatz (30) unsymmetrisch angeordnet
ist.
50
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Bohrvorrichtung nach Anspruch1 oder 2, gekennzeichnet durch zumindest drei Stufen (27a bis 27).

4

12. Bohrvorrichtung nach wenigstens einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 10, dadurchgekennzeichnet, daB
der Querschnitt der Stufen (26, 27, 27a bis 27g)
durch eine pultartigeSchragflache (44) des Bohrkopfes (11a)' die innerhalb von dessen Kegelmantel
(K) liegt, an einerSeitevermindert ist, wobei gegebenenfalls die Schragflache (44) parallel zu einer
Erzeugenden desKegelmantels (K) liegt.
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HEAT-RECOVERYGAS TURBINEROTOR

Disclosed is a gas turbine rotor (5) having
multi-stage moving blades, each fitted to a disc (12),
characterized in comprising: an inner cavity (9) and an
outer cavity (8) provided between each disc (12); a
bladecoolingpassage(6) of each moving blade except
a rearmost stage moving blade (4); a cooling steam
supply passage (13) extending from a rear portion of
the rearmost stage moving blade (4) to a leading edge
portionof a foremost stage moving blade(1) in the rotor
(5); a bifurcation passage (16)provided in the disc (12)
portion of the foremost stage so as to connectat its
proximal end to the cooling steamsupplypassage (13)
and to bifurcate at its distal end so that one bifurcation
thereof(16a) connects to one end of the blade cooling
passage (6) and the otherbifurcation (16b) connects to

(57)

Fig.

the outer cavity (8); a blade return passage (17) connecting at its proximal end to the otherend of the blade
cooling passage (6) and at its distal end to the inner
cavity (9); a cavity connecting passage(20)for connecting each innercavity (9); a return passage (11) extending along the cooling steam supplypassage (13) from
the innercavity (9) of the rearmost stagemoving blade
(4); a blade connecting passage(18) provided in each
disc(12)exceptthe discs(12)ofthe foremost stageand
the rearmost stage for connecting the blade cooling
passage(6) and the outercavity (8); an inter-cavity passage (19) for connecting the outer cavity (8) and the
inner cavity (9) both of the rearmost stage.
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It is therefore an object of the present invention to
dissolve said problems in the priorart.

Description
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION:

Field of the Invention:
The present invention relates to a heat recovery
type gas turbine rotor that is applicable to a bladecooling of a hightemperature industrial gas turbineused in
a combined plantetc.
Description

5

10

ofthe PriorArt:

Cooling of a conventional gasturbine moving blade
is done in two ways, one being an air coolingtype and
theotherbeinga recovery typeby wayof steamcooling.
In the air cooling type, as shown in Fig. 4, there is

provided acavityBabetween each disc 12 and also provided is a cavity connecting passage 20 connecting
each said cavity Ba and connecting the cavity Ba and a
frontportion of a firststagedisc. Thus, cooling air 14 is
supplied from a leading edge portion of each stage
moving blade 1 to 4 and, aftercoolingeach said moving
blade, is discharged into an interiorof theturbinefrom a
trailing edgeportion 15 of each blade.
In the recovery type by way of steam cooling, as
shown in Fig. 3, there is provided a cooling steamsupply passage13, within a rotor 5, extending from a rear
portion of a fourth stage moving blade 4 to a leading
edge portion of a first stage moving blade 1 and also
provided is a cavity Ba between each disc 12. Further, a
return passage 11 is provided extending rearwardly
fromthe cavityBa ofthedisc of thefourth stage moving
bladeso as to pass through this disc.
Also, in the portionof thefirst stagemoving blade 1
to a third stagemoving blade3, flow passages are provided in series each so asto passthrough a bladecooling passage6 and the cavity Ba, startingfrom a front
end portion ofthe cooling steam supply passage13 via
the discof the first stage moving blade 1.
By use of said structure, coolingsteam is supplied
from the cooling steam supply passage 13 to cool the
first stage moving blade 1 to the third stage moving
blade3 sequentially and returnsthroughthe returnpas-

sage 11.
In said gas turbine blade of the air cooling type,
compressor dischargeair is used for the cooling, and
cooling medium (air), after used, is discharged into the
turbine. In a largecapacity industrial gas turbine, however, use of a combined cycleplant in combination with
a steam turbine is now a main tendency, and it is currently required that steam derived therefrom is made
use of for cooling and heat obtained by the cooling is
used for a steamcycle, thereby to enhance a combined
cycleplant efficiency.
Also, in the recovery type by way of steam cooling
in series as one system, there is such a problem that
steam temperature in the latter stages becomes too
highto cool the moving bladesof the latterstages.
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In order to attain said object, the present invention
provides a heat recovery type gas turbine rotor having
multi-stage moving blades, each fitted to a disc, characterized in comprising: an innercavityand an outercavity
provided between each said disc; a blade cooling passage erecting froma root portionof each of said moving
bladesexcept a rearmost stage moving bladeand making U-turn at a tip portion thereof; a cooling steamsupply passage extending from a rear portion of the
rearmost stage moving bladeto a leading edge portion
of a foremost stage moving blade in said gas turbine
rotor; a bifurcation passage provided in the disc portion
of the foremost stage so as to connectat its proximal
end to said coolingsteam supply passageand to bifurcateat its distal end so that one bifurcation thereof connectsto one end of said bladecoolingpassage and the
other bifurcation connects to said outer cavity which is
adjacent thereto;a bladereturn passage provided in the
discportionof theforemoststageso asto connectat its
proximal end to the otherend of said bladecoolingpassage and at its distal end to said inner cavity which is
adjacent thereto; a cavity connecting passage for connecting each said innercavity;a returnpassage extending alongsaid cooling steamsupplypassage from said
innercavity ofthe rearmost stagemoving blade; a blade
connecting passage provided in each said disc except
the discsof the foremost stage and the rearmost stage
for connecting said blade cooling passage and said

outer cavity which is adjacentthereto; an inter-cavity
passage for connecting said outer cavity and said inner
cavity which are both adjacentto the rearmost stage
moving blade.
By employing said construction, steam supplied
fromthe coolingsteamsupplypassage passesthrough
the bladecooling passage of theforemoststagemoving
blade via the one bifurcation to cool this moving blade
and returns viathe bladereturnpassage, the innercavity, the cavity connecting passageand the return passage. Thus, the foremost stage moving blade at which
the thermal loadis severest is cooledsufficiently.
On the other hand, at the second and subsequent
stage moving blades, the steam passes through the
blade cooling passage of each moving blade via the
other bifurcation, the outer cavity and the blade connecting passage to cool each moving bladesequentially

and returns via the outer cavity and the inner cavity,
both ofthe rearmost stage moving blade, and the return

55
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passage.
Thus, the second and subsequent stage moving
blades at which the thermal load is less severe are
cooled by a coolingsteamof separate systemfrom the
abovementioned coolingsystem. Accordingly, byselecting an optimal flow splittingratio at the bifurcation passage, the foremoststage moving blade and the second

1
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ity8andthe innercavity 9 which are in frontof andadjacentto the fourth stage moving blade4.

last stage moving bladecan be set to and maintained at
approximately same temperature. It is to be notedthat
the steam so returned is used otherwise for headrecovery.

5

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:
In the accompanying drawings:
Fig. 1 is a cross sectional viewof one embodiment
according tothe present invention.
Fig. 2 is an explanatory view of function of said
embodiment.
Fig. 3 is a cross sectional view of a priorart example.
Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view of anotherprior art
example.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS:

One embodiment according to the present invention is described with reference to Figs. 1 and 2.
In Fig. 1, thereare shown first to fourth stage movblades
1 to 4, eachfitted to a respective disc 12 of a
ing
high temperature gas turbine rotor 5. An inner cavity 9
and an outercavity 8 are provided between each disc
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In each of the moving blades 1 to 3 except the
fourth stage moving blade4, there is provided a blade
cooling passage 6 erecting from a root portion thereof
and making U-turn at a tip portion thereof.
Also, provided in the gas turbine rotor is a cooling
steamsupplypassage13 extending from a rearportion
of the fourth stage moving blade 4 to a leading edge
portionof the first stage moving blade 1.
A bifurcation passage 16 which is provided in the
disc 12 portion of the first stage moving blade 1 connects at its proximal end to a front end portion of the
cooling steam supply passage 13 and bifurcates at its
distal end so that one bifurcation thereof 16a connects
to oneendof the bladecooling passage 6 andthe other
bifurcation 16b connects to the outer cavity 8 which is
adjacentthereto. Also, a bladereturnpassage 17 which
is provided in the disc 12 portion of the first stage moving blade 1 connectsat its proximal endto the otherend
of the blade cooling passage6 and at its distal end to
the inner cavity 9 which is adjacent thereto.
Acavityconnecting passage 20 connects each said
inner cavity 9 which is provided arrayedly in the axial
direction. Also, a returnpassage 11 is provided extending along the cooling steamsupplypassage 13 toward
a reardirection from the inner cavity 9 (in front) of the
fourth stagemoving blade4.
Abladeconnecting passage 18 which isprovided in
each said disc 12 portion except the first stagedisc and
the fourth stage disc connects the blade cooling passage 6 and the outercavity 8 which is adjacent thereto.
Also, an inter-cavity passage19 connects theoutercay-
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By employing said construction, steam supplied
from the cooling steam supply passage 13 passes
throughthe blade cooling passage 6 of the foremost
stage moving blade 1 via the one bifurcation 16a of the
bifurcation passage 16 to cool this moving blade and
returnsvia the bladereturnpassage 17, the innercavity
9, the cavity connecting passage 20 and the return passage 11. Thus, the foremoststage moving blade 1 at
which the thermal load is severest is cooled sufficiently.
On the other hand, at the second stage moving
blade 2 and the third stage moving blade 3, the steam
passes through the blade cooling passage 6 of each
said moving blade via the other bifurcation 16b of the
bifurcation passage 16, the outercavity 8 and the blade
connecting passage18 to cool each said moving blade
sequentially and returnsvia the outer cavity 8 and the
innercavity 9, both (in front) of the rearmost stagemoving blade4, and the return passage 11.
Thus, the second and subsequent stage moving
blades at which the thermal load is less severe are
cooledby a coolingsteamof separate systemfrom the
abovementioned coolingsystem. Accordingly, byselecting an optimal flow splittingratio at the bifurcation passage,the foremost stage moving blade and the second
last stage moving bladecan be set to and maintained at
approximately same temperature.
Stateof cooling steam temperature at each stage is
shown in Fig. 2 by a line and a chain line. The line
showsthe system passing throughthe bifurcation 16a
and the chain line shows the system passing through
the bifurcation 16b. Also, a broken line showsa caseof
one cooling system in the prior art as shown in Fig. 3.
As is known from the figure, in case of the present
embodiment wheretwo cooling systems are used, the
cooling steam temperature of each of the moving
blades 1 to 3 and 4 can be maintained belowa disc life
criticaltemperature as shown by a chain double-dashed
line.

While the preferred form of the present invention
has been described, variations thereto will occur to
those skilled in the art within the scope of the present
inventive conceptswhich are delineated by the claims
45

appended below.
INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY:
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As explained in the above, according to the present
invention, two systems of the cooling steam passage
are provided, therebyit becomes possible that the multistage moving blades and each disc portion are applied
by an efficient steam cooling, thus a risk of creep fracture of the disc material, etc. can be prevented and a
heat recovery type steamcooling of high reliabilitycan
be realized. Accordingly, the present invention is applicableexcellently to blade cooling of a hightemperature
industrial gas turbine used in a combined cycle plant
etc.
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Claims
1.

A heat recovery type gas turbine rotor (5) having
multi-stage moving blades, each fitted to a disc
(12), characterized in comprising: an inner cavity
(9) and an outer cavity (8) provided between each
said disc (12); a bladecooling passage (6) erecting
from a root portion of each of said moving blades
excepta rearmost stage moving blade (4) and making U-turn at a tip portion thereof;a cooling steam

supplypassage (13) extending from a rear portion
ofthe rearmost stagemoving blade(4) to a leading
edge portion of a foremost stage moving blade (1)
in said gas turbine rotor (5); a bifurcation passage
(16)provided in the disc(12)portionofthe foremost
stage so as to connectat its proximal end to said
cooling steamsupply passage (13) and to bifurcate
at its distalendso thatone bifurcation thereof(16a)
connects to one end of said bladecooling passage
(6) and the otherbifurcation (16b)connectsto said
outer cavity (8) which is adjacent thereto;a blade
return passage (17) provided in the disc (12) portion of the foremoststage so as to connectat its
proximal end to the other end of said bladecooling
passage (6) and at its distal end to said innercavity
(9) which is adjacent thereto; a cavity connecting
passage (20)for connecting each said inner cavity
(9); a return passage (11) extending along said
cooling steamsupplypassage (13)from said inner
cavity (9) of the rearmost stagemoving blade (4); a
blade connecting passage (18) provided in each
said disc (12) except the discs (12)of the foremost
stage and the rearmost stage for connecting said
bladecooling passage (6) and said outercavity (8)
which is adjacent thereto;an inter-cavity passage
(19) for connecting said outer cavity (8) and said
innercavity (9) which are both adjacentto the rearmost stage moving blade(4).
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Vibrationdamping pins for turbomachine shrouds

Adamperfor damping non-synchronous vibra(57)
tion in adjacent shrouded aerofoilblades (15) is in the
form of pin (24) which locates in confronting passages
(23) in adjacent bladeshrouds (21). The pin (24) is providedwithlargerdiameterportions (25) which are located totally within the passages (23) and frictionallyen-

gagethe surfaces ofthe passages (23)to provide vibration damping. The larger diameterpin portions (25) are
interconnected by a central, thinner portion (26). The
configuration of the pin (24) reduces the likelihood of it
wearingin such a mannerthat it jams in the passages
(23) and no longer providesvibration damping.

Fig.3.
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Description
This invention relates to vibration damping and is
particularly concernedwiththe damping of vibrationin
aerofoilblades suitable for use in gas turbine engines.
Gasturbineenginescommonlyinclude anaxialflow
turbinethat comprisesat least one annulararray of radially extending aerofoilbladesmountedon a common
disc. Each aerofoilblade is sometimes provided with a
shroudat its radiallyoutertip so that the shroudsof adjacent blades co-operate to define a radially outer circumferential boundary to the gas flow overthe aerofoil
blades.
In operation, there can be a tendencyfor the gas
flowsover the aerofoilblades to cause the bladesto vibrate to such an extent that they require some degree
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of damping. One way of achievingsuch damping is to
interconnect the shrouds of the blades with a single
length of wire that passesthroughappropriate circumferentially extending passages provided in the shrouds.
Any vibration of the bladesresultsin relative movement
between their shrouds and hencebetween the passages andthe wire. Friction between the passage wallsand
the wire tends to dampensuch relative movement, and
hencethe bladevibration. Such an arrangement is described and shown in Swiss Patent No. 666326. The
drawbackwiththis typeof arrangement, however, isthat
the wire adds undesirable weightto the bladeassembly.
Swiss Patent No. 666326 also describes an alternative arrangement in which the single length of wire is
replaced by a plurality of short lengths of wire that are
in theformof pins. Each pin locates in pair of confronting
passages provided in adjacentshrouds. The pins damp
blade vibrationin the same manneras the continuous
pieceof wire as a resultoffriction between the pins and
the passage walls. Thisarrangement has the attraction
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Accordingto the present invention, a damperfor
in adjacent,
damping non-synchronous
a
spaced apart components comprises pin located in
both of a pair of generally confronting passages, one
passage being provided in each of said adjacentcomponents, said pin having portions configuredto frictionally engage the internal surfaces of said component
passages, each of said passage engagingportionsbeing so positioned on said pin as to be totally contained

within its corresponding component passage, said passage engaging portions of said pin being interconnected
by a central, thinner portion.
Preferably, each pin is of circular cross-sectional
configuration and is of progressively increasing diameter from its central portiontoeach of itspassage-engaging portions and thenceof progressively decreasingdiameterto each of its ends.
Sincethe component passage engaging portionsof
the pin are totallycontainedwithin the passages, there
is no likelihood of the pins wearing in such a manner
that a step is formed on them. There is thereforea reduced likelihood of the occurrence of jamming.
The present invention will nowbe described, byway
of example, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which.
Fig. 1 is a simplified sectioned side viewof a ducted
fan gas turbine engine incorporating a vibration damper
in accordance with the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a partiallyexploded view of part of the turbine ofthe ducted fan gas turbine engine shown in Fig.
Fig. 3 is a viewon sectionline A-A of Fig. 4showing
a part of the turbine shown in Fig. 2 that includes a

ofbeing lighterthanthe arrangement using acontinuous
pieceof wiresince lesswire is used. However,therecan
sometimes be a tendency for the pins to wear in such a
mannerthat stepsform on them. Such steps are highly
undesirable sincetheycan engage theshroudedgeand
cause jamming of the pin in its corresponding shroud
passages. This leads in turn tothe pins failingtoprovide
the desireddegree of bladevibrationdamping.
It is an object of the present invention to providean
improved arrangement for damping which enjoys the
weight-saving advantages of the pin arrangement described above, but which has a reduced tendency to
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2

damperin accordance withthe present invention.
Fig. 4 is a view on section line B-B of Fig. 3.
With reference to Fig. 1, a ducted fan gas turbine
enginegenerally indicated at 10 is of generally conventional configuration. It comprises a core unit 11 which
serves to drive a propulsiveducted fan 12 and also to
provide propulsive thrust. The core unit 11 includes a
low pressureturbine 13 which comprises three rotary
stagesof aerofoilblades.
Part of one of thoselow pressure turbinestagescan
be seen in Fig. 2. Itcomprisesadisc 14 having a plurality
of similarradiallyextending aerofoilblades 15 mounted
on its periphery. Each aerofoilblade 15 is formed from
a suitable nickel base alloy and has a conventional fir
tree cross-section root 16 which locates in a correspondinglyshapedslot 17 provided in the disc 14 periphery. The configuration of the root 16 ensures radial
constraintof its corresponding aerofoil blade 15 while
permitting the root 16 to be slid axially into its corresponding slot 17 in the disc 14 periphery for assembly
purposes. Suitablestops (not shown) and seal plates
18 which are subsequently attached to the disc 14 and
aerofoilblades 15 ensure the axial retention of the aerofoil blades 15 on the disc 14.
In additionto having a root 16, each aerofoilblade
15 comprises an inner platform19 positioned adjacent
the root 16, an aerofoilportion 20 extendingradiallyoutwardlyfrom the inner platform19 and a shroud 21 positionedon the radiallyouter extentof the aerofoilportion 20. The inner platforms 19 of adjacent aerofoil
blades15 co-operate to define a radially innerboundary
to the gas path over the aerofoilportions20. Similarly,
theshrouds21 ofadjacentaerofoilblades 15 co-operate
to definea radially outer boundary to the gas path over
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the aerofoilportions 20.
Each of the inner platforms 19 and outer shrouds
21 is circumferentially spacedapartby a smalldistance
from its adjacent platform 19 or shroud 21. This is to
allow for the vibrationof the aerofoil blades 15 which
inevitably occurswhengases flowover them during operationof the engine 10. It isthis gas flow which causes
the aerofoilblades 15 to rotate the disc 14 upon which
they are mounted.
Excessive aerofoilbladevibration is usually looked
uponas beingundesirable sinceitcan leadto premature
component failurethrough cracking. The present invention is concernedwith the damping of vibrationin order
to avoid such premature component failure.
Vibration damping is provided by dampers in accordance withthe present invention that are associated
witheach ofthe shrouds 21. Each shroud21 is provided
at each of its circumferential edges22 with a blindcircumferentiallyextending circularcross-section passage
23. Each passage 23, as can be seen more clearly in
Fig. 3, confronts the passage in the adjacentshroud 21.
Each pair of confronting shroud passages 23 contains
a damper24 which is in the form of a metallicpin interconnecting the adjacent shroud passages 23. The pin
24, which is preferablyformedfrom a nickel base alloy,
is of circularcross-sectional configuration and has portions which are of greaterdiameterthan otherportions.
Morespecifically, the pin 24 hastwo similar largerdiameter portions 25 that are interconnected by a smallerdiameterportion 26. Additionally the pin 24 diameter varies progressively from its smaller diameter central portion 26 to each of its larger diameter portions 25 and
thence decreases to each of its ends.
Each of the larger diameter pin portions 25 is of
such a diameterthat it is a close frictionalfit within its
corresponding shroud passage 23 as can be seen in
Fig. 4. It will be seen therefore that since there is continuousvariationin the diameter of the pin 24, contact
between each largerdiameterpin portion 25 and itscorresponding shroudpassage 23 internalsurface is in the
form of line contact. Thus, the greatestcircumference
of each larger diameter pin portion 25 is in line contact
with the internal wall of its corresponding shroud passage23. Thatgreatestcircumference partof each larger
diameterpin portion 25 is so positioned on the pin 24
that each of the portions 25 of the pin 24 that engages
the internal wall of its associated shroudpassage 23 is
totallycontainedwithin that passage 23.
If the aerofoil blades 15 are subject in use to nonsynchronous vibration, therewill be relative movement
between the blades 15. Since the aerofoilblades15 are
attached to thedisc 14attheir radiallyinnerextents,that
relativemovement tends to be of greatestmagnitudein
the region of the bladeshrouds21. The vibration is likely
to be in oneor both of two main modes: flutter andtorsional oscillation. Notwithstanding the particular mode
or modes involved, vibration of the blades 15 resultsin
adjacentshrouds 21 moving relative to each other in
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both circumferential and axial directions (withrespectto
the longitudinal axis of the engine 10). Such relative
shroud21 movement results in the pins 24 slidingwithin
the passages 23. This sliding movement is resistedby
frictionbetween the walls ofthe passages 23 and those
portionsof the pins 24that engage those walls, thereby
providing damping of the movement. The pins 24 therefore providedamping of non-synchronous vibrationof
adjacentaerofoilblades 15.
During sustained operation of the ducted fan gas
turbine engine 10, it is inevitable that the pins 24 will
eventually weartothe extentthat therewill no longer be
line contact between each pin 24 and itsassociatedpassage 23 wall. However, since the passage 23 wall engaging portions of each pin 24 are contained wholly
within the pins corresponding passage 23, there is no
danger of steps being formed on the pins 24. Consequently, the pins 24 will not jam relative to their associatedshrouds21 and cease providing vibrationdamping.
A further advantage of the particular configuration
of the pins 24 isthatthey will functionsatisfactorilyeven
if there is a limited degreeof mis-alignment of the confronting passages 23.
Although the presentinvention has been described
with reference to the damping of turbine blades, it will
be appreciated that it is generally applicable toothersituations in which two adjacentcomponents are subject
to non-synchronous vibration. Moreover, although the
present invention has been describedwith respectto
single turbine blades which are interconnected by
damping pins, it may be desirable in certain circumstancesto utilise turbine blades which are grouped in
pairs. Thus an adjacent pair of turbine blades would
share integralshrouds and platforms. Underthese circumstances only thecircumferential extents ofthe common shroudswould be provided with pin-receiving passages.

Claims
1.
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A damperfor damping

non-synchronous vibration
in adjacent, spaced apart components (21) comprisinga pin (24) located in both of a pair of gener-

ally confronting passages (23), one passage (23)
being provided in each of said adjacent components (21), said pin (24) having portions (25) configured to frictionallyengage the internal surfaces
of said component passages (23), eachof saidpassage engaging portions(25)beingso positioned on
said pin (24)as to be totallycontained within itscorresponding component passage (23), characterised in that said pin (24) is of progressively increasing diameter from its central portion (26)to each of
its passage-engaging portions (25) and thence of
progressively decreasing diameterto each of its
ends.

5
2.

A damper as claimed

3.

A damper as claimed

4.
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in any one preceding claim
characterised in that said pin (24) is metallic.
in any one preceding claim
characterised in that each of said components (21)
is part of an aerofoilblade (15).

5

Adamperasclaimedin claim5 characterised inthat
each of said aerofoilblades (15) is provided with a
shroud (21) at its radially outer tip, said passages
(23) being provided in said shrouds (21).
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Thermisch belastete Strömungsmaschinenschaufel mit keramischen Vorderkanteneinsatz

Bei einerthermischbelasteten Schaufel für ei(57)
ne Stromungsmaschine bestehtdie Vorderkante (3) einer soichen Schaufel (1)aus einemKeramikmaterial zur
Bewerkstelligung eines besseren Schutzes. Diese Vorderkante(3) hat eineschalenformige Form, weichemmdestenseinen Teil der angeströmten Kopfstufe (4) abdeckt. Die Verbindung zwischen Vorderkante (3) und
Kopfstufe(4) wird auf der einenSeitedurch eine kupp-

3

5a

6

12

Iungsbildende Einkerbung (5a), auf derandererenSeite
durch em federndesElement (6) erstellt. Das federnde
Element (6) erzeugteineHalterungswirkung am Ortseiner Plazierung und einen sich auf die Einkerbung (5a)
auswirkenden Kraftschluss auf der anderen Seite der
Schaufel (1). Kühlluftbohrungen (8) in der Kopfstufe (4)
sorgenfür eineKühlwirkung auf die keramische Vorderkante(3).
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in geringerern Masse aus den auftretenden aerodynarnischen Kräften;

Beschreibung
Technisches Gebiet

c) die Vorderkante der Schaufel kann kerarnikgeDie vorliegende Erfindung betrifft eine therrnisch
belastete Schaufel für eine Stromungsmaschine.

5

recht konstruiert werden, d.h. es werdengrosszügige Rundungen, gleichrnässige Wandstärken,
günstigeTernperaturgradienten, genügendgrosse
Anlagefläche vorgesehen.
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Die Wirkungendaraus sind eine beträchtliche Wirkungsgradverbesserung, insbesondere bei den ersten
Turbinenleitreihen, eine Verbesserung der Aerodynarnik sowie eine beträchtliche Einsparung an Kühlluft.
Vorteilhafte und zweckrnässige Weiterbildungen
der erfindungsgernässen Aufgabenlosung sind in den
weiteren Ansprüchen gekennzeichnet.
Alle für das unrnittelbare Verständnis der Erfindung
nicht erforderlichen Elernente sind weggelassen worden. GleicheElernente sind in den verschiedeneFiguren rnit den gleichen Bezugszeichen versehen.

Stand der Technik
Die Forderung nach hohen Wirkungsgraden in ei-

ner Turbine führt neben einern hohen Druckverhältnis
zu immer höheren Turbineneintrittsternperaturen. Die
heuteverfügbaren Schaufelwerkstoffe für soiche Turbinen ertragen diese Temperaturen jedoch nur bei entsprechendguter Kühlung. Die hierzu notwendige Kühlluft wird vorn Verbrennungsluftstrorn abgezweigt und
nirnrnt demnach nicht an der Energiezufuhr in der
Brennkarnrner teil, was zu einer Verringerung des Wirkungsgrades der Kraftwerksanlage führt.
Urn Kühlluft einzusparen, werdenderzeit viele Versuche unternornrnen, die Turbinenschaufeln rnit einern
kerarnischen Ueberzug zu schützen, odergardie ganze
Schaufel aus einern kerarnischen Material herzustellen.
Bei kerarnischer Beschichtung besteht allgernein die
Gefahr eines Aufplatzens der Struktur, vor allern dann,
wenn rnit dickeren Schichten, 0,5-1,5 rnrn, gearbeitet
werdenrnuss. Werden derngegenüberdünnere kerarnische Schichten vorgesehen, sornüssen diesedurcheinen Kühlluftfilrn gekühlt werden, was der eigentlichen
Aufgabe einer Wärrnedärnrnschicht widerspricht. Gros-
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Kurze Beschreibung der Figuren
Es zeigt:
25

Fig.

1

eine Turbinenschaufel rnit einer Kerarnikvor-

derkante,
Fig. 2
30

die Kerarnikvorderkantenpartie der Turbinenschaufel, gernäss Fig.

1,

se vollkerarnische Schaufeln sind gegenwärtig noch
nicht in der Lage, den auftretenden Kräften und Spannungen über eine genügend lange Betriebszeit stand-

Fig. 3

einedreidirnensionale AnsichteinerKerarnikvorderkante,

zuhalten.
35

Fig. 4

Darstellung der Erfindung
Hier will die Erfindung Abhilfe schaffen. Der Erfindung, wie sie in den Ansprüchen gekennzeichnet ist,
liegt die Aufgabe zugrunde, bei einerSchaufelder emgangs genannten Art Vorkehrungen vorzuschlagen,
welche den Schaufeln ohneAusblasenvon Kühlluft einen genügend grossen therrnischen Schutzbieten.
Erfindungsgernäss wirddie Vorderkante der Schaufeln aus einern kerarnischen Material vorgesehen, während die restliche Schaufel in herkörnrnlicher Weise
auszulegt werden kann. Dies hat folgendeVorteile:

a) Die Vorderkante jeder Turbinenschaufel ist von
geringerer geornetrischer Abrnessung. Dernentsprechendhat rnan rnit kleinen Kerarnikbauteilen zu
tun, die an sich, hinsichtlich der obengenannten ke-

Kerarnikvorderkante,
Fig. 5

eine Befestigung der Kerarnikvorderkante

Fig. 6

eine weitere Befestigung der Kerarnikvorder-

und

40

kante.
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rarnischen Problerne, wenig problernatisch sind;

b) die Kräfte der Schaufeln und auf die Schaufeln
werdennach herkörnrnlicher Artvorn Metallteil derselben aufgenornrnen; die Kerarnikträgt lediglich
die Belastung aus dernTernperaturgradienten, und

eine Ansichtder Trennflächen innerhalb der

55
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Wege zur Ausführung der Erfindung, gewerbliche
Verwendbarkeit
Fig. 1 zeigt eine Turbinenschaufel 1, wie sie üblicherweise in Gasturbinen zurn Einsatz kornrnt. Diese
weistinwendig verhältnisrnässig grosse Kühlkanäle auf,
durch welche em Kühlrnediurn strörnt. Ersichtlich sind
em
erster Kühlluftkanal 10 für die Vorderkantenpartie 2,
und em weiterer Kühlluftkanal 11 für die hintere Partie
der Schaufel 1. Die Vorderkantenpartie 2 dieseraus einernhochwertigen Metall bestehenden Schaufel 1 wird
eingezogen, urn Platzfür die Applizierungeiner aus einern hochwertigern Kerarnikrnaterial bestehenden
schalenforrnigen Vorderkante 3, irn folgenden kurz Kerarnikvorderkante genannt, zu schaffen. Vorzugsweise

EP0806546A1

3

1 und Keramikvorderkante 3 über Mittel
miteinander verbunden, weiche im gekoppelten Zustand einen Kraftschluss und/oder Formschluss zwischen den beiden zu erstellen vermögen. Zu diesem

sind Schaufel

Zweckweist die Kopfstufe 4 der Schaufel1 vorliegend
sowohi saug- als auch druckseitig je eine Einkerbung
5a, 5b auf, weiche die mechanische Verhängung der
Keramikvorderkante 3 an der metallischen Kopfstufe 4
der Schaufel 1 ermoglicht. Der zur Verankerung benötigte Kraftschluss wird auf der einenSeite, beispielsweise bei der Einkerbung 5a, mit mindestens einem Federelement 6 erstellt, wobei dieses vorzugsweise von zyIindrischer Ausgestaltung ist. Die Keramikvorderkante
3 wird zunächstentlang der Einkerbungen 5a, 5b emgehängt, und dann mit dem radialen Einschieben des
Federelementes 6 verankert. Die Keramikvorderkante
3 Iiegtsomitan zweiLinien auf, und kann sichthermisch
innerhaib eines bestimmten Freiheitsgrades frei gegen
das Federelement 6 bewegen. Em Spalt 7 zwischen
Kopfstufe4 und Innenseite der Keramikvorderkante 3
dient als Isolierung, da hier em Luftpolstervorliegt, das
zusätzlich durch die Leckage an der genannten Linienführung gekühlt wird. Der Spalt 7 wird durch eine Art
"Showerheadkühlung" (= Kühlung durch mehrere Lochreihen) versorgt,wobeider Luftdurchsatz durch die lini-

enformigeAuflagefläche auf eine sehr geringe Menge
begrenzt ist. Grundsätzlich ist die Kopfstufe 4 der
Schaufel 1 so ausgebildet, dass eine, wenn auch nicht
optimale, so doch ausreichende Aerodynamik gewährleistetist. Des weiteren wird dieseKopfstufe 4 übereine
AnzahlKühlluftbohrungen 8sogekühlt, dass Betrieb
ohne Keramikvorderkante 3 über eine begrenzteZeitspanneohne weiteresmoglich ist. Die Keramikvorderkante 3 weist eine Wandstärke von typischerweise 3-8
mm auf. Sowohl die Vorderkantenpartie 2 als auch der
übrige Teil der Schaufel 1 sind mit Kühlluftbohrungen 12
versehen, welche von den Kühlluftkanälen 10 und 11
gespeist werdenund welche eine Filmkühlung auf der
Schaufeloberfläche bewirken. Danebst sind im abgewandten Bereich der Kopfstufe 4 weitere Kühlluftbohrungen 9 angebracht, welche einen Kühlfilm zwischen
Metall-undKeramikpartie der Schaufel 1 auslösen, womit auch dieseheiklePartie hinsichtlich der dort wirkenden Kopplung zwischen den beiden Teilen optimal gekühlt wird. Neben herkömmlicher Keramik ist auch der
Einsatz einerfortschrittlichen faserverstärkten Keramik
moglich, welche gegen schädliche Einwirkungen, insbesondere mechanischer Natur, weit besser gefeit ist.
Die schalenformige Konfiguration der Keramikvorderkante 3 kommt der Ausbildung mit einerfaserverstärkten Keramik entgegen. Zum besseren Verständnis wird
die Vorderkantenpartie 2 der Schaufel 1 in Fig. 2 nochmals im grösseren Massstab aufgegriffen, und, soweit
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notwendig, weitergehend beschrieben.
Fig. 2 zeigt die Vorderkantenpartie 2 der Schaufel
1, wie sie unter Fig. 1 bereits weitgehend beschrieben
wordenist. Aus dieserFigurgeht der Aufbau der eingehängten Keramikvorderkante 3 sowie die dazu vorge-
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4

sehenen Mittel 6 resp. 5a, 5b zur Erzeugung der Kopplung undeinesKraftschlusses und/oder Formschlusses
zwischen den beiden Teilen 3/4 deutlich hervor.
Fig. 3 zeigt in dreidimensionaler Ansichtdie bereits
unter Fig. 1 und 2 beschriebene Keramikvorderkante,
welchehier wegenihrer speziellen Ausbildung die Pos.
20 trägt. Fallsdie innerhalb dieserKeramikvorderkante
20 auftretenden radialen Spannungen im eingebauten
Zustandzu gross werdensollten, kann hiergegenAbhilfe geschaffen werden, indem die Keramikvorderkante
20 in radialer Richtung zwei-oderdreigeteiltwird,wobei
dann beim Einhängemechanismus für die verschiedenen Teile besondere Vorkehrungen vorgesehen werden
müssen.
Aus Fig. 4 geht die Teilung einer solchen Keramikvorderkante 20 hervor. Die Trennfugen 13 hierzu verlaufen schräg, zum einenum die Dichtlänge zuvergrössern, und zum anderen um einen direkten Durchfluss
der Heissgase durch die Trennfugen 13 innerhalb der
Keramikvorderkante 20 auf die darunter angeordnete
Kopfstufe der Schaufel zu verhindern. Die Trennfugen
können auch senkrecht verlaufen um die Fertigung zu
vereinfachen. Prinzipiell kann die Trennfuge beliebig
gestaltetwerden.
Fig. 5 zeigt eine weitere Variante der Einhängung
der Keramikvorderkante 3a. Die Kopfstufe 4a entspricht
hier weitgehend derjenigen aus Fig. 2. Wasdie Einhängungder Keramikvorderkante 3a betrifft, so weistdiese
Kopfstufe 4abeidseitigverhältnismässig grosseEinkerbung 16a, 16b auf. Im Bereich dieser Einkerbungen
werden Schlitze 14 beidseitig der Kopfstufe 4a beispielsweise erodiert, womit federungsfähige Zungen
15, kurzFederzungen genannt, entstehen, welcheden
Kraftschluss zwischen den beiden zu verbindenden Teilen erstellen. Da hier eineverhältnismässige starke Federwirkungvorgesehen werden muss, um unterschiedliche thermische Dehnungen auszugleichen, ist die Embaurichtung der Keramikvorderkante 3a radialvorzusehen, dader hierzur Verfügung stehende Federweg nicht
ausreicht, um die Keramikvorderkante 3a von vorne
über die Federzungen 15 zu schieben. Um die angestrebteFederwirkung zu erbringen, ist allerdings nur em
sehr kleiner Federweg vonnöten, zumal dieserauf zwei

Seitenaufgeteilt ist.
Fig. 6 zeigt eine massive mit einer schwalben-

schwanzformigen Wurzel versehene Keramikvorderkante3b, die ebenfalls radialeingebaut wird. Die Kopfstufe 4b dieser Schaufel hat hierzu eine offene eingeschnitteneVorderkante, deren Profil demjenigen einer
schwalbenschwanzformigen Wurzel entspricht. Selbsverständlich sind andere Profilierungen hierzu auch
moglich. Die Keramikvorderkante 3b wird über deren
Wurzel gegen die Kopfstufe 4banhandeines federnden
Metalleinsatzes 17 angepresst, welcher im vorderer
Kühlkanal 10 eingelassen ist. Die durch diesen Kanal
10 strömende Kühlluft wird anhand entsprechender
Oeffnungen 18 durch den Metalleinsatz 17 geleitetund
strömtschliesslich entlangvon in der Kopfstufe 4b em-

S
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gegossenen Nuten 19, welchean die innere Form der
Keramikvorderkante 3b anschliessen, weiter, wodurch
eine genügend grosse Kühlfläche des Keramikteils am
Metaliteil gewährleistet ist. Der federnde Metalleinsatz
17 ist so konzipiert, dass er sichbei fehienderKeramikvorderkante 3b überdie durchdie Kopfstufe 4b gebildete Oeffnung Iegt, dergestalt, dass eine ausreichende
Aerodynamikin diesem Bereich gewährleistet ist. Ebenfallsgewährleistet istdie Kühlung der Kopfstufe 4b, welche überdie genannten Oeffnungen 18 vonstatten geht.
Bei alienvorgeschlagenen Lösungen hilft auch die
Druckdifferenz der Kühlluft gegenüberdem hier strömendenHeissgas diejeweilige Keramikvorderkante definiertanzupressen. Die Lösungen weisen auch einekeramikgerechte Konfigu ration auf, daeinerseits durch die
vorliegenden Temperaturgradienten im stationären Zustand weitgehend nur Druckspannungen auf die Keramikvorderkante vorliegen. Bei den Lösungen, die sich
einer durch Federn erzeugten Spannung bedienen,
mussdarauf geachtet werden, dass in den transienten
Lastbereichen die minimale hierzubenötigte Federkraft
nichtverlorengeht, und dass keine schädigenden Zugspannungen auf die Keramikmaterialien entstehen. Vorzugsweisewird die Federung immer dod vorgesehen,
wo eine genügende Kühlung der Federelemente gewährleistetist. Grundsätzlich sind ähnliche Lösungen
durchAnbringung von keramischen Teilen auch für die
Hinterkanten der Schaufel möglich, die ebenfalls thermisch hochbelastet sind.

Patentansprüche
1.

Thermisch belastete Schaufel für eine Strömungsmaschine, dadurchgekennzeichnet, dasseineaus
einem Keramikmaterial bestehende Vorderkante
(3, 3a, 3b) in Wirkverbindung mit kupplungsbildenden und/oder kraftschlusserzeugenden Mittein (Sb,
16; 6, 15, 17) mindestens einenTeil der angeströmten Kopfstufe (4, 4a, 4b) der Schaufel (1) abdeckt.

2.

Schaufelnach Anspruch 1, dadurchgekennzeichnet, dassdie aus einem Keramikmaterial bestehende Vorderkante (3, 3a) eine schalenförmige Form

5

10

aufweist.
15

3.

schwanzförmige Wurzel aufweist.
4.

Sb

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

Schaufel
Vorderkantenpartie
Keramikvorderkante
Keramikvorderkante
Keramikvorderkante
Kopfstufe
Kopfstufe
Kopfstufe
Einkerbung
Einkerbung
Federelement
Spalt, Luftspalt
Kühlluftbohrungen
Kühlluftbohrungen
Vorderer Kühlluftkanal
Hinterer Kühlluftkanal
Kühllluftbohrungen
Trennfuge
Schlitze

25

5.

Schaufelnach Anspruch 1, dadurchgekennzeichnet, dass die kraftschlusserzeugenden Mittel federndeElemente (6, 15, 17) sind.

6.

Schaufelnach Anspruch 1, dadurchgekennzeichnet, dassdie aus einem Keramikmaterial bestehende Vorderkante (20) in radialer Richtung mindestens durch eine beliebig verlaufende Trennfuge

35

(13) aufgeteilt ist.
7.
40

Schaufelnach Anspruch 1, dadurchgekennzeichnet, dass die Kopfstufe (4, 4a) der Schaufel (1) alem
oder in Wirkverbindung mit einem federnden
Element (17) eine aerodynamische Konfiguration
aufweist.

45

50

Federzungen
Anlageflächen
Federnder Metalleinsatz
Kühlluftöffnungen
Kühlluftnuten
GeteilteKeramikvorderkante

Schaufelnach Anspruch 1, dadurchgekennzeichnet, dass zwischen Unterfläche der aus einem Keramikmaterial bestehenden Vorderkante (3, 3a)
und Stirnseite der Kopfstufe (4, 4a) em Luftspalt (7)
vorhanden ist, und dass dieser Luftspalt (7) durch
Kühlluft aus einem Kühlluftkanal (10) der Schaufel
(1) anströmbar ist.

Bezugszeichenliste
1

Schaufelnach Anspruch 1, dadurchgekennzeichnet, dassdie aus Keramikmaterial bestehende Vorderkante(3b) eine kupplungsbildende schwalben-
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2
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3a
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4b
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6
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Axialturbineeines Abgasturboladers

Aufgabe der Erfindung 1st es, elnen einfachen
(57)
und kostengünstigen, internen Berstschutz für die Axialturbine eines Abgasturboladers zu schaffen. Gleichzeitigsoildie Funktionssicherheit des Abgasturboladers
erhöht werden.
Erfindungsgemäss wird dies dadurcherreicht, dass

der Berstschutzring (8) als em integraler, sich im wesentlichen radial erstreckender Bestandteil der gaseintrittseitigen Wand (5) des Gasaustrittgehäuses (2) ausgebildetund entweder direktoder über stromauf angeordnetes axiales Verlängerungsstück (6) mit dem
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Beschreibung
Technisches Gebiet
Die Erfindung betrifft dieAxialturbine eines mit einer
Brennkraftmaschine verbundenen Abgasturboladers,
gemässdem Oberbegriff des Anspruchs 1.

5

Stand der Technik
10

Fin entscheidendes Kriterium zur Leistungssteigerung von mit Abgasturboladern verbunden Brennkraftmaschinen istder vomVerdichter des Abgasturboladers
aufgebrachte Ladedruck. Wird der Ladedruck erhöht,
kann mehr Luft in die Zylindergepresst und so die Leistung der Brennkraftmaschine verbessertwerden. Um
hohe Ladedrücke zu erreichen, drehen die heuteeingesetzten Abgasturbolader mit sehr hohen Umfangsgeschwindigkeiten. lnsbesondere bei grösseren Abgasturboladern führt das dazu, dass die Bruchstücke einer
geborstenen Laufschaufel nur durch aufwendige konstruktiveMassnahmen im Turbinengehäuse zurückgehalten werden können. Aufgrund der grösseren Masse
der möglichen Bruchstücke wird dieses Problem bei den
sogenannten Integralturbinen nochverstärkt, weil deren
Turbinenscheiben und Lauf schaufeln einstückig gefertigtsind.
Bei den bekannten Abgasturboladern mit Axialturbine steht die Turbinenscheibe axial im Gasaustrittgehäuse und ihre Laufschaufeln werden durch einen Abdeckring!Diffusor radial nach aussen begrenzt. Im Extremfallist die Turbinenscheibe der Axialturbine mitten
im Gasaustrittgehäuse angeordnet (s. Artikel von M. Appel u.a. zum Thema "Turbolader hoher spezifischer
, in MTZ 54(1993)6, Abb. S. 288). Da bei
Leistung
dieser Lösung in radialer Richtung nach dem dünnen
Abdeckring!Diffusor direkt die Aussenwand des Gasaustrittgehäuses bzw. der Kamin folgt, bietet sich den
beim Bersten einer Laufschaufel oder der Turbinenscheibe mit hoher Geschwindigkeit nach aussen geschleuderten Bruchstücken praktisch kein Widerstand.
Daher kann es zum Durchschlagen der Aussenwand
des Turboladers und somit zu einer Gefährdung von
Personen oder zur Beschädigung benachbarter Maschinenteile kommen.
Um dieszu verhindern werden die Abgasturbolader
häufig mit einem externen Berstschutz versehen. Fine
solche, an der Aussenwand der Axialturbine angebrachteVerschalung ist jedoch sehr aufwendig und damitteuer.Ausder DF-A1-4223496 ist auch em interner
Berstschutz für eine Axialturbine bekannt. Dazu ist am
Turbinengehäuse em sich axial im Bereich der Turbinenscheibe erstreckender Schutzring befestigt. Radial
ist dieser Schutzring zwischender Gehäusewand und
der Turbinenscheibe, in geringem Abstand von deren
Umlaufebene angeordnet. Fin solcher, separater Berstring erfordert jedoch neben dem Montageaufwand
auch zusätzliche Fertigungskosten, was wiederumdie
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20
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Gesamtkosten des Abgasturboladers erhöht.
Zudem ist mitder MAN B&WNA-Turboladerbaureihe (Firmenprospekt D366002!2F "NA-type turbochargers with axial-flow turbines", S. 5, Fig. 4) em als integraler, sich im wesentlichen radial erstreckender Bestandteil der gaseintrittseitigen Wand des Gasaustrittgehäusesausgebildeter Berstschutzring bekannt. Letzterer ist überem stromabangeordnetes, axiales Verlängerungsstücksowohl mit dem Gaseintrittgehäuse als
auch mit dem Gasaustrittgehäuse verbunden. Dazu
wird mittels relativ langer Flansche eine komplizierte, d.
h. aufwendige Verbindung des Verlängerungsstücks mit
dem Gaseintrittgehäuse realisiert. Solche in unmittelbarer Nachbarschaft der durch die Turbine strömenden
heissen Abgaseder Brennkraftmaschine angeordneten
Verbindungselemente sind jedoch hohen Wärmespannungen ausgesetzt und daher stark abrissgefährdet.
Dadurch kann die Funktionssicherheit eines solchen
Abgasturboladers gefährdet und seineStandzeit verringert werden.

Darstellung der Erfindung
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Die Frfindung versuchtalle diese Nachteile zu vermeiden. lhr liegt die Aufgabe zugrunde, eineneinfachen
und kostengünstigen, internen Berstschutz für die Axialturbine eines Abgasturboladers zu schaffen. Cleichzeitigsoil die Funktionssicherheitdes Abgasturboladers
erhöhtwerden.
Frfindungsgemäss wird diesdadurcherreicht, dass
bei einer Vorrichtung gemässdem Oberbegriff des Anspruchs1, der Berstschutzring als em integraler, sich im
wesentlichen radial erstreckender Bestandteil der
gaseintrittseitigen Wand des Gasaustrittgehäuses ausgebildet ist. Dazu ist der Berstschutzring entweder direkt oder über em stromaufangeordnetes axialesVerlängerungsstück mit dem Gaseintrittgehäuse verbunden.
Aufgrund dieserAusbildung übernimmt die gaseintrittseitige Wand des Gasaustrittgehäuses die Funktion
des Berstschutzes für die Turbinenscheibe. Somit istzu
diesem Zweckkein separates Bauteil erforderlich, was
sowohl Kosten als auch Montagezeit einspart. Zudem
kann die Verbindung des Berstschutzrings mit dem
Gaseintrittgehäuse sehr kurz und kompakt gehalten, d.
h. einfach und spannungsoptimiert realisiert werden.
Dies senktdie Kosten des Abgasturboladers und erhöht
dessen Funktionssicherheit.
In einer ersten Ausgestaltungsform der Frfindung
bestehtdie gaseintrittseitige Wandzumindestaus dem
an das Gaseintritt gehäuse anschliessenden, axialen
Verlängerungsstück, einemsich vorwiegend radialdazu
erstreckenden Gasaustrittstutzen sowie dem Berstschutzring. Letzterer verbindetdas Verlängerungsstück
mit dem Gasaustrittstutzen.
Die dreiteiligausgebildete, gaseintrittseitige Wand
des Gasaustrittgehäuses ermöglicht vorteilhaftsowohl
eine relativ kurz bauende Axialturbine als auch em re-
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Iativ einfaches Gaseintrittgehäuse.
Es 1st besonders zweckmässig, wenn der Berstschutzringelne axiale Lange, bzw. elne radiale Höhe
aufweist, weiche mindestens in etwa der Breite bzw.
mindestens in etwader halben Höheelner Laufschaufel
entsprechen. Dadurch 1st der im äusseren Bereich der
Turbinenscheibe umlaufend angeordneteBerstschutzring relativ massivausgebildet. Im Havariefalitreffen die
Bruchstücke der geborstenen Laufschaufel auf den axial in deren Bereich angeordneten Berstschutzring und
geben dabelden grössten Tell ihrer kinetischen Energie
an diesenab. Auf diese Weise kann elnem Durchschlagen der Aussenwand des Turboladers und somit der
Gefahrdung von Personen oder der Beschadigung benachbarterMaschinenteile vorgebeugt werden.
Besonders vortellhaft besitzt der Berstschutzring
elne axiale Lange bzw. elne radiale Höhe, welchein etwader Breite bzw. der Höhe elnerLaufschaufel entsprechen.Dersomitvergrösserte Berstschutzring weistelne
verbesserte Schutzwirkung auf. Er kann daher nichtnur
die Bruchstücke geborstener Laufschaufeln sondern
auch die Bruchstücke der Turbinenscheibe abfangen.
Jede weitere Vergrosserung der axialen Lange bzw. der
radialen Höhe des Berstschutzrings ergibtelneerhöhte
Sicherheitbel Havarien.
Der Gasaustrittstutzen 1st gegenüber dem Berstschutzring radial nach aussen konisch erweitert, wodurch
gleichmassig vergrösserter Durchflussquerschnitt erreicht wird. Deshalb wirkt der Gasaustrittstutzen als Diffusor, waszu elnem verbesserten Turbinen-

der Anlage beispielsweise die Verdichterseite des Abgasturboladers. Die Stromungsrichtung des Arbeitsmittels 1st mit Pfeilen bezeichnet.
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Kurze Beschreibung der Zeichnung
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InderZeichnung1st em Ausführungsbeispiel der Erfindung anhand der Axialturbine elnes Abgasturboladers dargestellt. Dabel zeigen:
Fig. 1
Fig. 2
Fig. 3

Weg zur Ausführung der Erfindung
Die Axialturbine elnes Turboladers weistem von elnem Gaseintritt- und elnemGasaustrittgehause 1, 2 gebildetes Turbinengehause 3 auf, welches mittels als

em

wirkungsgrad führt.
Alternativ zur ersten Ausgestaltungsform der Erfindung kann die gaseintrittseitige Wand des Gasaustrittgehauses lediglich aus dem axialen Verlangerungsstuck und dem Berstschutzring bestehen, wobel letzterer stromab des Verlangerungsstücks angeordnet 1st.
Schllesslich kann die gaseintrittseitige Wand des Gasaustrittgehauses auch durch den Berstschutzring und
elnem sich vorwiegend radial erstreckenden Gasaustrittstutzen gebildetwerden. Diesführtzuelnemwesentlich vereinfachten Ausbildung des Gasaustrittgehauses.

4

elnen Teillangsschnitt des Abgasturboladers
im Bereich der Axialturbine;
elne Darstellung entsprechend Fig. 1, jedoch
in elnem zweitenAusführungsbeispiel;
elne Darstellung entsprechend Fig. 1, jedoch
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in elnem dritten Ausführungsbeispiel.
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Es sind nur die für das Verstandnis der Erfindung
wesentlichen Elemente gezeigt. Nicht dargestellt 1st von

3

Schrauben ausgebildeter Verbindungselemente 4 zusammengehalten wird. Das Gasaustrittgehause 2 besitzt elne gaseintrittseitige Wand 5 und elne verdichterseitige Wand, wobel letztere nicht dargestellt 1st. Die
gaseintrittseitige Wand 5 1st dreiteiligausgebildet. Sie
besteht aus elnem an das Gaseintrittgehause 1 anschllessenden, axialen Verlangerungsstück 6, elnem
sich vorwiegend radial dazu erstreckenden Gasaustrittstutzen 7 sowie elnem Berstschutzring 8. Das Verlangerungsstück 6 und der Gasaustrittstutzen 7 sind
überden Berstschutzring 8 miteinander verbunden. Der
Gasaustrittstutzen 7 1st gegenüberdem Berstschutzring
8 radial nach aussen konisch erweitert (Fig. 1).
Im Turbinengehause 3 1st elne von elner Welle 9
getragene Turbinenscheibe 10 mit Lauf schaufeln 11
angeordnet. Die Turbinenscheibe 10 wird nach aussen
von elnem als Diffusor ausgebildeten Abdeckring 12 begrenzt, welcher seinerseits überelnen Flansch 13 und
mittelsSchrauben 14 an der gaseintrittseitigen Wand 5
des Gasaustrittgehauses 2, respektive am Berstschutzring 8 befestigt 1st. Zwischen der Turbinenscheibe 10
und dem Turbinengehause 31st em Stromungskanal 15
ausgebildet, welcherdie Abgaseelnesnicht dargestellten, mit dem Turbolader verbundenen Dieselmotors aufnimmt und zu den Laufschaufeln 11 der Turbinenscheibe 10 weiterleitet. Natürlich kann auch elne andere
Brennkraftmaschine mit dem Turbolader verbunden
sein. Stromauf der Laufschaufeln 11 1st em Düsenring
16 im Stromungskanal 15 angeordnet und axial zwischen dem Abdeckring 12 und dem Gaseintrittgehause
1 verspannt.
Der als integraler Bestandteil der gaseintrittseitigen
Wand 5 des Gasaustrittgehauses 2 ausgebildete Berstschutzring8 erstreckt sich axial im Bereich der Turbinenscheibe 10 und 1st in geringem radialen Abstandvon
der Umlaufebene ihrerLaufschaufeln 11 angeordnet. Er
weist elne axiale Lange 17 bzw. elne radiale Höhe 18
auf, welche grosser als die Breite bzw. die HOhe der
Laufschaufeln 11 sind.
Kommt eswahrend dem Betriebdes Abgasturboladers zumZerbrechen elner Laufschaufel 11, SO werden
deren Bruchstücke gegen den Berstschutzring 8 geschleudert. Dieser nimmtden grOssten Tell ihrer kinetischen Energie auf. Wegen seinermassiven Ausbildung
erfahrtder Berstschutzring 8 dabel nur geringe Verformungen, so dass das Gasaustrittgehause 2 nicht ausgewechselt werdenmuss. Bel Verwendung elnes in selner radialen HOhe 18 vergrOsserten Berstschutzrings 8
kOnnen sogar Bruchstücke der berstenden Turbinen-
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scheibe 10 ohne Gefährdung von Personen und umliegend angeordneten Maschinenteilen abgefangen werden.
Aufgrund der nach radial aussen konischen ErweiterungdesGasaustrittstutzens 7 gegenüberdem Berstschutzring 8 entsteht em entsprechend vergrösserter
Durchflussquerschnitt für die in der Axialturbine entspannten Abgasedes mitdemTurbolader verbundenen
Dieselmotors. Dadurch wirkt der Gasaustrittstutzen 7
als Diffusor, was zu einem verbesserten Turbinenwirkungsgradführt.
In einem zweiten und einem dritten Ausführungsbeispielistdie gaseintrittseitige Wand 5des Gasaustrittgehäuses2 vereinfacht, d.h. nur zweiteilig ausgebildet.
Dazuist entweder kein Gasaustrittstutzen 7 (Fig. 2) oder
kein Verlängerungsstück 6 (Fig. 3) ausgebildet, wobei
im letzten Fall das Gaseintrittgehäuse 4 entsprechend
verlängertwird.Die Funktion beider Losungen ist imwesentlichen analog dem ersten Ausführungsbeispiel. Natürlich kann, indem sowohl auf den Gasaustrittstutzen
7 alsauchauf das Verlängerungsstück 6 verzichtet wird,
auch eineeinteilige gaseintrittseitige Wand5 des Gasaustrittgehäuses 2 realisiert werden(nichtdargestellt).

Bezugszeichenhiste
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Gaseintrittgehäuse
Gasaustrittgehäuse
Turbinengehäuse
Verbindungselement, Schraube
gaseintrittseitige Wand
Verlängerungsstück
Gasaustrittstutzen
Berstschutzring
Welle
Turbinenscheibe
Laufschaufel
Abdeckring, Diffusor
Flansch
Schraube

Berstschutzring (8) als em integraler, sich im wesentlichen radial erstreckender Bestandteil der
gaseintrittseitigen Wand (5) des Gasaustrittgehauses (2) ausgebildet und entweder direkt oder über
em
stromauf angeordnetes axiales Verlangerungsstuck(6) mit dem Gaseintrittgehause (1) verbunden

5

ist.
2.

Axialturbine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die gaseintrittseitige Wand (5) des
Gasaustrittgehauses (2) zumindest aus dem axialen Verlangerungsstuck (6), einem sichvorwiegend
radial dazu erstreckenden Gasaustrittstutzen (7)
sowie dem Berstschutzring (8) besteht, wobei letzterer das Verlangerungsstuck (6) mit dem Gasaustrittstutzen (7) verbindet.

3.

Axialturbine nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Gasaustrittstutzen (7) gegenüber dem Berstschutzring (8) radial nach aussen
konisch erweitert ausgebildet ist.

4.

Axialturbine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die gaseintrittseitige Wand (5) des
Gasaustrittgehauses (2) zumindest aus dem axialen Verlangerungsstuck (6) und dem Berstschutzring (8) besteht, wobei letztererstromabdes Verlangerungsstucks (6) angeordnet ist.

5.

Axialturbine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die gaseintrittseitige Wand (5) des
Gasaustrittgehauses (2) zumindest aus dem Berstschutzring(8) und einemsichvorwiegend radialerstreckenden Gasaustrittstutzen (7) besteht.

6.

Axialturbine nach einem der Anspruche 2 bis 5, da-
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durch gekennzeichnet, dass der Berstschutzring
(8) eine axiale Lange (17), bzw. eine radiale Höhe
(18) aufweist, welche mindestens in etwader Breite
bzw. mindestens in etwa der halben Höhe einer

40

Laufschaufel (11) entsprechen.

Stromungskanal
Düsenring
Lange, axial
Höhe, radial

7.
45

Patentanspruche
Axialturbine eines Abgasturboladers, welche
hauptsachlich aus einem Gaseintrittgehause (1),
einem Gasaustrittgehause (2) mit einer gaseintrittseitigen Wand (5), einer umlaufenden Turbinenscheibe (10) mit einer Anzahl von Laufschaufeln
(11) und aus einem radial ausserhalbder Laufschaufeln (11), in geringem radialen Abstand von
deren Umlaufebene sowie im axialen Bereich der
Turbinenscheibe (10) angeordneten Berstschutzring (8) besteht, dadurchgekennzeichnet, dassder

6

Axialturbine nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dassdie axialeLange (17) bzw. die radiale Höhe (18) des Berstschutzrings (8) in etwa der
Breite bzw. der Höhe einer Laufschaufel (11) entsprechen.

8.
50

55

4

Axialturbine nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dassaxialeLange (17) bzw. radiale Höhe
(18) des Berstschutzrings (8) grosser als die Breite
bzw. die HOhe einer Laufschaufel (11) ausgebildet
sind.
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Disc device

In order to solve such an problem that primary
rotational vibration which is caused by unbalance of the
weight of a disc and which has been rapidly increased
due to highspeedrotation at present, vibratesa pick-up
system, causing hindrance to reproduction signals, and
produces noise and vibration of the device itself while
deteriorates the reliabilityofthedisc device,
an unbalance correcting mechanism composed
of a rotary pathway having a rotating centercoincident
withthe rotating center ofthe discand correcting members movable in the rotary pathway is provided in a
holding means for holding the disc, and a supportmem(57)
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ber for holding the rotary system and the pick-up system, and a casing are supported to each other by
vibration prooflegs having its natural frequencywhich is
setto be higher than 30 Hz but lower than 70 Hz, andits
amplitude amplification which is set to be higher than 80
dB at a resonant point, thereby it is possible to correct
unbalance and restrain generation of vibration.
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Description
BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

The present invention relates to adisc device which
rotates a disc-likereplaceable recording medium at a
high speed so as to carry out at least reproduction of
data,suchas, adisc removable typediscdevice for CDROM, DVD, MO, removable HDD orthe like, and in particular to a disc devicewhich is effective at a high rotational speed.
A conventional CD-ROM device is composed of a
spindle motor system for rotating a disc, and a pick-up
systemfor reading data fromthedisc. On thedisc, spiral
or concentric recording pits are formed, onto which
laser is projected from the pick-up system which is
driven radiallyof thedisc, and data are readthroughthe
reflection thereupon. The radial recording pitches of
these recording pits are very fine, that is, 1.6 jim, and
highlyprecise positioning is required between the disc
and the pick-up.
The following two problems are main factors which
cause hindrance to positioning accuracy.

(1) Vibration caused by the spindle drive system
and the pick-up drive system; and
(2) External disturbance exerted from the outside.
The typical those of the problems stated in (1) are
unbalance vibration of a rotary system, electromagnetic
vibration of a motor or drive reaction of a pick-up drive
system. Itis mostimportantto ensurea required degree
ofpositioning accuracy under the presenceof thesefactors whendesigning the device. In particular, the unbalance vibration of the rotary system have been being
materialized since the speed of rotation of a disc has
been rapidly increased due to requirement of high
speeddata transfer. Accordingly, as disclosed in Japanese Laid-Open Patent No. H3-86968, balancecorrection usingfluid has beenproposed.
It has been desired to increase the data transfer
speed of the disc device due to the materialization of
multi-media which concerns a large volume of data of
imageor motion picture. The higher the rotational speed
of a disc in a disc device, the higherthe data transfer
speed. Accordingly, theseyears, the rotational speedof
an optical disc has been being rapidly increased.
The most serious problemwhich should be overcomefor increasing the rotational speedof a disc, is an
increase in unbalance vibration. Different from a hard
disc device, an optical disc device for CD-ROM or the
like is essential in viewof the compatibility ofadisc as a
recording medium used therein. Sincethe disc is massproducible by pressing, the manufacturing accuracy
cannot be enhanced greatly, and accordingly, unevenness in thickness and eccentricity between the outer
periphery and the inner periphery of a disc are large.
Further, unbalance in weight caused by printingletters

5

2

and a pattern on the disc is not negligible.
If a system having such a large unbalance is
rotated, unbalance vibration would occurs due to a
cause such that the center of gravity of the rotary system does not precisely align with the rotating center
thereof. Theforce causing unbalance vibration is exhibited by thefollowingformula (1):

F=mxxo2

(1)
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Where is a distance between the center of gravityand
the rotating center of the rotary system, m is a massof
a rotary body, and o isa rotational speed(rotational frequency).
As understood from formula (1), the unbalance
vibration is proportional to the square of the rotational
speed, and accordingly, it becomes serious rapidlyif the
rotational speedincreases. The unbalance vibration not
only vibrate the pick-up system so as to hinder the
read/write of signals and to cause noise, but also
vibrates the system itself to which the device is
attached, thereby remarkably loweringthe reliability of
the systemitself.
This is because of the higher speed rotation of a
discdue to the higher speeddatatransfer. For example,
in the case of an 8-X CD-ROM drive, the rotational
speed is 4,200 r.p.m, and accordingly, the problemof
unbalance vibration of a disc, as mentioned above, has
beenbeing materialized.
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OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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One object of the present invention is to providea
highlyreliable disc device which incorporates in its drive
systemcomposed of adisc and a drive system, a mechanism for automatically correcting unbalance of the
rotarysystemso asto restrain generation of vibration at
a highrotational speed in orderto carryout highspeed
data transfer.
In odor to achieve the above-mentioned object, a
rotarysystemhavinga natural frequencyan and a rotational frequency o is set so that an is lowerthan o, that
is, an <a, and an unbalance correcting mechanism
including a mass system which can smoothly rotate
abouta rotaryshaft, isprovided, therebyitis possible to
correct unbalance of a rotary body itself through selfaligning action inherenttothe rotarysystemduring rotation.
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Further, in additionto the above-mentioned unbalance correcting mechanism, an intermediate holding
member which carries thereon a rotary drive system
and an optical head is supported to a casing or a unit
mechanism base through resilient elements (vibration
proof legs). It is noted that the natural frequency of the
supportsystemcomposed of the intermediate member
and the resilient elements is set to be higher than 30 Hz
but lower than 70 Hz, and a liftvalueofthe transmission
characteristic thereof is set to be higherthan 8 dB at a
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resonancepoint. Thus, the above-mentioned resilient
elements are made of silicon group rubber or fluorine
group rubber, and the intermediate holding member is
supported by the resilient elements at three or four
points around the outerperipherythereof.
Further, in the unbalance correcting system, a ringlike groove around the rotary shaft as a center, is
formed in a damperfor fixing a disc, a disk holding part
(turntable) for fixing a disc, the rotor side surfaceof a
motor or the interior of the motor, and more than two
spherical correcting bodiesare inserted in this groove.

Fig. 13 is a sectional view illustrating a vibration
proof leg in an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 14 is a viewillustrating anotherembodiment of
the present invention in which an unbalance correcting mechanism is incorporated in a damper;
Fig. 15 is a viewillustrating furtheranotherembodiment of the present invention in which an unbalance correcting mechanism is incorporated in the
rotor of a motor; and
Fig. 16 is a view illustrating an embodiment of the
present invention in which a holding member for the
correcting bodiesare incorporated.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:
Fig. 1 is an outside view illustrating a discdevicein
an embodiment ofthe present invention;
Fig. 2 is an outside view illustrating a unit mechanical part shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a sectional view illustrating the disc device
in which an unbalance correcting mechanism is
provided in a damper;
Figs. 4a and 4b are detailed sectional views illustrating the unbalance correcting mechanism;
Fig. 5 is a view illustrating unbalance correcting
members and a rolling groovein an embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 6a is a schematic view illustrating a disc and a
motor shaft in a balanced state;
Fig. 6b isa schematic view similar to Fig. 6a, showing an unbalanced condition in which the natural
frequency an is higher that the rotational frequency
Fig. 6c is aschematic view similar to Fig. 6a, showing an unbalanced condition in which the natural
frequency an of the rotary system is lower than the
rotational frequency o thereof;
Fig. 7a is a view showing a positional relationship
among correcting members, the rotational center,
the center of gravityand the like in an unbalanced
condition;
Fig. 7b is a view showing a condition during balance correction;
Fig. 7c is a view showing a condition after balance
correction;
Fig. 8 is a sectional view illustrating the unbalance
correcting mechanism incorporated in aturntablein
an embodiment ofthe present invention;
Fig. 9 is a view showing displacement response
and phase relationship of a support system;
Fig. 10 is a view showing an arrangement of the
correcting members in the unbalance correcting
mechanism;
Fig. 11 is a view showing a relationship between
the frequency, the amplitude ratio and the like of
vibration of a viscous damping system;
Fig. 12 is a viewshowing transmission characteristics of the resilient elements, which are different
from one anotherdue to natures of materials;
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
Fig. 1 is an outside view which shows an optical
disc (CD-ROM) device in which an embodiment of the
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present invention is incorporated. Explanation will be
hereinbelow madeof basic operation of the optical disc
device.
At first, a disc tray 31 for loading a disc 2 into the
disc device (or unloading the disc 2 from the disc
device) is extended from an entrance slot formed in a
frontpanel 1. The disctray 31 is extended and retracted
by a disc loading mechanism which is not shown. Then,
the disc is set on the extended disctray 31. Thereafter,
the disc tray 31 is retracted into the disc device by
meansof the loading mechanism, and then, the disc 2
is shifted onto aturntable15 as a disccarryingpart providedto the shaft of a motor (spindle motor). The disc 2
carriedon the turntable15 is held between a disc clamper 3 attached to a damper holder4 and the turntable
under magnetic attraction effected by the disc damper
3.
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It is noted that a rotary drive mechanism such as
the spindle motor, an optical head for reading and writing data from and onto thedisc, and a drive mechanism
for the latter are provided on a unit mechanical chassis
11 serving as an intermediate holding member.
Next, the disc 2 is rotated at a predetermined rotationalspeed by the spindle motor, and data are written
onto or readfromthe disc 2 bytheoptical headwhich is
not shown, carried on the unit mechanical chassis 11
located below the disc 2. The optical headincorporates
an objective lensdrive mechanism and a shift means by
which the optical headcan be moved radiallyof thedisc
2. The unit mechanism chassis 11 is supported on a
unit mechanical holder 12 secured to a unit mechanical
base 18 throughthe intermediaryof vibration prooflegs
13a, 1 3b, 13cformed

ofresilient elements. Alternatively,
base of a casing (unit
mechanical housing) through the intermediary of the

it is supported directly to the
ss

3

vibration proof legs withoutthe unit mechanical holder
12 intervening therebetween.
According to the present invention, an unbalance
correcting mechanism for automatically correcting
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unbalance of the disc 2 is provided in the optical disc
device in order to enhance the vibration-proof function
ofthe optical discdevice. Further, the natural frequency
of a vibration system including the above-mentioned
vibration proof legs is set to a predetermined value.

The disc 2 used in a CD-ROM device or a DVD
device is a removable. Since the disc 2 is mass-producedby pressing or the like, the manufacturing accuracy thereof cannot be madeto be so high, that is, the
unevenness of the thickness of the disc, and the unevenness of concentricity between the outer and inner
peripheries of the disc are relative large. Unbalance of
thedisc 2 caused by lettersand a patternprintedon the
disc 2 and caused by a sortinglabel or the like stuck to
the disc bythe user is not negligible. That is, the disc 2
itself is unbalanced in weight by usually 1 gcm at maximum. Thus, if such a disc 2 is rotated at a high speed,
unbalanced loadwhich is greatlyincreased by the rotation of the disc 2 is exerted to the spindle motor 2 for
carrying the disc2. Vibration of rotational primarycomponent of the disc 2 caused by the unbalance load is
transmitted to the unit mechanical chassisthroughthe
intermediaryof the spindle motor, resulting in the vibration of the device itself and interference contact
between the components or the like, which are caused
by the transmitted vibration, and accordingly, noise is
produced.
Next, the principle of the unbalance correcting
mechanism will be explained, referringto Figs. 6 and 7.
Figs. 6a to 6c are schematic views which show a
motor and a disc attached to the motor, in which reference numeral 0 denotesthe rotational centerof a bearing, S denotes the rotational center of the disc at the
surface thereof, and G denotesthe centerof gravityof
thedisc. In an ideal rotary bodywith no unbalance, 0, 5
and G are completelycoincident with one anotheras
shown in Fig. 6a, but in an unbalanced rotary body, the
shaft is drawn outward by the centrifugal force of the
unbalance, causing deflection or deformation of the
shaft.
The phasesof the points 5, G, relative to the point
0, vary, depending upon the relationship between the
natural frequency an and the rotational frequency o of
the rotary system. This condition is shown in Figs. 6b
and 6C. If an is greater than o (Fig. 6b), the point G is
positioned outside of thepoint S. If an is equal to o (critical), the points 5, G are positioned on one and the
samestraightline. If o is greaterthan an (Fig. 6c, overcritical), this relationship is reversed so that the point S
is positionedoutside of the pointG. In orderto correct
the unbalancing, this overcritical condition is used.
Fig. 7 is a schematic viewwhich showsthe relationship among unbalance correction members (spherical
bodies) provided in the rotary body, and the rotational
center, the centerof gravityand the like.
Two balanceweightsMl, M2 are provided so as to
smoothly rotationally movein sucha waythat their centers movedepcit a locus S. It is estimated that the bal-
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ance weights Ml, M2 are secured in a condition as
shown in Fig. 7a, until the overcritical condition occurs.
The rotational speed increases to a constant rotational
speedin the overcritical condition. In this condition, the
positions of centrifugal forcesFl, F2 exerted to the balance weightsMl, M2 and the points 0, 5, G are shown
in Fig. 7a in which the center G of gravity is that of the
entire rotary system including the balanceweightsMl,
M2. In this condition, if thefixing of the balanceweights
Ml, M2 is released, the balanceweights Ml, M2 are
shifted fromthe condition shown in Fig. 7a into a condition shown in Fig. 7b bythe circumferential components
of the centrifugal forces Fl, F2. The shiftingof the balance weightsMl, M2 causes the centerG of gravityto
be shiftedin an upward direction as viewed in thefigure,
that is, the direction toward 5, and accordingly, the difference between the points 5, G which approach each
otherbecomes less. Thatis, thepoints 5, G, 0 are coincident withone anotherin a direction in which the unbalancing is decreaseddue to the shifting of the balance
weightsMl, M2. That is, it continues until a condition in
which the unbalancing is completely eliminated, occurs.
Thus, the unbalance ofthe rotarysystemwhich exists in
the initial stage can be automatically corrected by the
balanceweightsMl, M2.
Due to the provision of the above-mentioned automatic unbalance correcting mechanism for the rotary
body, a disc having a largeunbalance can be rotated at
a high speedwithoutgeneration of vibration, therebyit
ispossibleto transmit data ata high speedwithno deterioration of reliability.
Fig. 2 shows the external appearance of the unit
mechanical part ofthediscdevice(Fig. 1) incorporating
the above-mentioned unbalance correcting mechanism.
In this embodiment, the unbalance correcting
mechanism has a such an arrangement that a plurality
of correcting balls (balance balls) 7 are provided in a
groove formed in the disc carrying part (turn table) of
the spindle motor. The optical head8 incorporating the
objective lens can be moved radiallyof the disc along a
guide rail 16. The unit mechanical chassis 11 having a
substantially rectangular shape in ths embodiment is
attached to the unit mechanical holder 12 by meansof
the vibration proof legs 13a. 13b, 13c and 13d.
Next, a specific embodiment of the automaticbalance correcting mechanism will be explained.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view which shows a CD-ROM
device provided with the unbalance correcting mechanismon the discdamper side.
The disc 2 as a recording medium, is inserted into
thedevicefromthe frontpanel 1 side by means of a tray
of a loading device. At this time, a unit mechanical system composed of the spindle motor 14, the pick-up 9
and the drive system therefor, is retracted in order to
hinder the loading ofthedisc2. Whenthedisc 2 is completely insertedinto the device, the unit mechanical system initiatesits movement, and whenthe height of the
turntable 15 attached to the spindle motor 14 becomes
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equalto the height of the disc 2, it stops the movement.
Simultaneously, the disc 2 is clamped by attracting
forcesof a magnet 27 on the turntable 15 and a magnetic member 6 provided to the damper 3, and is
secured by the clamp holder 4 and the clamp retainer5. 5
Thus, the disc 2 can be rotated by the spindlemotor 14,
and simultaneously, optical data on the disc 2 can be
read bythe optical head8 attached tothe unit mechanical system. It is notedthat the unit mechanical system
is incorporated in a unit mechanical housing 10, and is 10
covered with a top cover9.
The unit mechanical base 18 is supported to the
unit mechanical chassis 11 by means of vibrationproof
legs 13 made of soft rubberor formed of springs.The
purposeof the provision of the vibration prooflegs 13 is 15
to prevent unbalancing oscillation of the disc 2 from
beingtransmitted outside ofthe device, to prevent vibration outside of the device from beingtransmitted to the
unit mechanical base 18, and to effectively operatethe
unbalance correcting mechanism.

20

Fig. 5 shows an example of the unbalance correct-

ing mechanism. In this example, two rolling grooves are
formed, each incorporating therein with a correcting
member 1. However, it is natural that a single groove
can incorporate two correcting bodies. The explanation
will be hereinbelow made with such an estimation that
the singlegroove is used.
Thefirstessential feature ofthe presentinvention is
the provision of an unbalance correcting mechanism
integrally with the above-mentioned damper 3. This
unbalance correcting mechanism is composed of a ball
guide having an arcuaterolling groove 17, and two correcting members (balance balls) 7a, 7b used in the
groove 17.
The rolling groove 17 which is formed in the ball
guide, extending circumferentially of the latter, has a
width which is slightly larger than the diameterof the
correcting members 7a, 7b, and is inserted therein with
the two correcting members 7a, 7b. The side surfaces
and the bottomsurfaceof the rolling groove 17, and as
well the outer surface of the correcting members 7 are
finished so asto besmoothin orderto allowthe correcting members 7 to freely movein the rolling groove 17.
The material ofthe correcting members 7 shouldbe
selected so that it is nonmagnetic, and has a high density, and it can hardlycause occurrence of aging effect
suchas occurrence of abrasion or corrosion atthe outer
surfaces ofthe correcting members. If itis magnetic, it is
magnetized by a clamping magnet 27 provided in the
damper3 so as to cause such a problemthat the two
correcting members are attracted. If it has a lowdensity,
thedegreeof unbalance correction becomes small. The
aging effectof the outersurface increases the frictional
force which hinders the movement of the correcting
members. In view of these problems, the correcting
members are suitablymade of nonmagnetic stainless
steel or glass.
The maximum degree of unbalance which can be
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corrected is exhibited by the following formulain such a
condition that thetwo balls assemble togetherin an unit
body:

W=2xmbxr
Where mb is a weight of each of the correcting members 7, r is the rolling radiusofthe same.The maximum
degree w of unbalance of the disc 2 can be considered
by experience to be 1 gcm at maximum. If the rolling
radius is r = 1.75 cm which is substantially equal to the
outerdiameterofthe damper3, a required weight md of
each of the correcting members 7 can be determined
fromthe following formula;
mb =w/(2xr) = 1/(2 x 1.75) = 0.28g
The weight of a stainlessballs having a diameterof 4
mm is 0.27 g, and accordingly, the this ball can be used
to cope with the above-mentioned maximum of unbalance of the disc 2.
The second essential featureof this embodiment is
the provision of such an arrangement that the natural
frequency an which is exhibited by the following formula;

= 1 (m/K)
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where K is a rigidity of the above-mentioned vibration
prooflegs and M is a massof the above-mentioned unit
mechanical base 18, is set to be smallerthan the rated
rotational speed o ofthe device, and the device is operated in an overcritical condition. Operation is madewith
the unbalance correcting mechanism having a configurationas mentioned above, and through the overcritical
condition, the correcting members 7 are shifted in a
direction reverse to that of the unbalance of the disc 2
since the phasesof the center of gravityand the rotational center are reversed, and accordingly, the unbalance can be automatically corrected.
In the case of a CD-ROM device, the rotational
speed of the spindle motor 14 is controlled so that the
peripheral speedis constant. That is, whenthe pick-up
8 is located at the inner peripheral side, the rotational
speedis high, butwhen it is located at the outerperipheral side, the rotational speed is low. The rotational
speedat which an audio CD is reproduced, is calledas
a standard speed which is in a range between 3.8 Hz at
its outerperiphery and 8.3 Hz at its innerperiphery. Due
to thedemandof increasing the speed of data transmission speed, these days, the rotational speed of the CDROM device is planed to be 12 times as high as the
standard speed (that is, 45 Hz at the outer periphery
and 100 Hz at the inner periphery). The natural frequency an is set to be higher than the rotational frequencyof the standard speedat the innerperipherybut
is lowerthan the rotational frequencyof the used speed
at the outerperiphery. If the natural frequency an is set
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to a value lower than the standard rotational speed, the
rigidity of the vibrationproof legs has to be extremely
small, and accordingly, thevibrationprooflegs would be
greatly deformed when an external force is exerted
thereto. Thus, it is anticipated that the disc 2 or the like
cannot be stably supported, and accordingly, it is not
practical. On the other hand, a rotational speed substantially equal to the standard speeddoes not cause a
problemeven though the unbalance vibration is not corrected since the unbalance vibration is small.
Attention has to betakenfor thedamping rate of the
vibration when the natural frequency an is set. In view
of the vibration-proof, it is effective to use a material
having a large damping rate in order to decreasethe
amplification factor of vibration peak. However, in this
embodiment, the vibration proof legs made of such a
material having a high damping rate causesa problem.
Since the material having a high damping rate delays
the reversing of the phase. As mentioned above, since
the reversing of the phases of the rotational center and
thecenterofgravityduring overcritical operation is used
in the unbalance correcting mechanism according to the
present invention, the phases cannot be completely
reversed if athe material having a high damping rate is
used,and accordingly, the effectof the correction is low.
In the case of a damping rate which is 25 %, even
though an is set to one-third (1/3) of o, the phasedoes
not shift, exceeding an angle of 160 deg. in this condition,the effectof correction for unbalance is low. In this
embodiment, the damping rate is set to 5% whilean is
set to 1/2 of o, the reversing of the phases of about an
angle of about 180 deg. can be obtained, therebysufficient unbalance correction can be expected.
Fig. 4 is an embodiment in which the unbalance
correcting mechanism is provided in the disc clamp
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The essential feature of this embodiment isthe provision of a first clamp 19 on which the unbalance correcting mechanism composed of the correcting
members 7 is provided, and a second clamp 20 incorporating a ball fixing mechanism which can bevertically
moved, coaxial with thefirst clamp 19 is provided. In the
caseof a CD-ROM device, sincethe rotation ofthe disc
2 is made in such a condition that the peripheral speed
is constant, the spindle motor 14 is accelerated and
decelerated in accordance with a position of the pick-up
8 in orderto changethe rotational speed. In the caseof
no fixing mechanism for the correcting members 7,
sincethe correcting members 7wouldturn ata constant
rotational speed upon such acceleration and deceleration, relative rotation occurs between the correcting
members 7 and the disc 2. With a designsuch that full
attention is made to the ranges of both natural frequency an and rotational speed o, the correcting members 7can be finallystabilized totheir original correcting
positions even thought the rotational speed varies.
However, since the frictionalforce between the rolling
surface of the rolling groove 17 and the correcting mem-
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bers 7 is setto be low in orderto reducethe affection of
the friction exerted to the correcting members 7, a time
is required more or less until the correcting members
are stabilized. If the periodfrom the time whenthe rolling of thecorrecting members 7 is initiated due to acceleration and deceleration to the timewhenit is stabilized,
exceeds aseektime by which thepick-up8 moves, data
has to be read in an unstable vibration condition, causing deterioration of the reliability of the device itself.
Thus, thefixing mechanism for the correcting members
7 are provided so thatthe correction is oncemade, and
in this condition, the correcting members 7 are fixed in
this condition, therebyit is possible to solvethe abovementioned problems.
The second clamp 20 is assembled in such a way
that a protrusion23 ofthe second clamp 20 issnuglyfitted in a hollow shaft 22 of thefirstclamp, which extends
fromthefirst clamp, which is hollow and which isformed
on its outside with a first clamp groove 24 so that the
second clamp 20 canbe rotated simultaneously withthe
rotation of the first clamp 19 while it can be vertically
moved. Further, a spring 26 is provided between the
first clamp 19 and the second clamp 20 so that thefirst
clamp 19 and the second clamp 20 are held to be
opened if no vertical force is exerted thereto.The second clamp 20 is formed therein with several teeth 21
having a widthwhich is narrower than the rolling groove
17, at a position just facing the rolling groove 17 for the
correcting members 7, formed in the first camp 19, the
several teeth 21 being adaptedto enter the ball rolling
groove 17 ofthefirst clamp 19 over the entireperiphery
thereof when the second clamp 20 lowers. The pitches
of these teeth 21 is slightly larger than the diameterof
the correcting member 7, but are equally divided circumferentially. The height of the teeth 21 is set so that
the gap between the bottoms of the rolling members 17
and the tip ends of the teeth 21 becomes smaller than
the diameterof the correcting members 17 in such a
condition that the first clamp 19 and the second clamp
20 are closed.
In such a condition that the first clamp 19 and the
second clamp 20 are opened, thecorrecting members 7
can freely be moved in the rolling groove 17, but when
theyare closed, the correcting members 7 are clamped
between the teeth 21 of the second clamp 20 so that
theycannotbe moved. In such a condition that the first
clamp 19 and the secondclamp 20 are opened,unbalance correction is carried out under overcritical condition,and afterthe correcting members 7 becomestable,
when thefirst and second clamps 19, 20 are closed,the
corrected condition of the correcting members 7 can be
held. The opening and closing of the first and second
clamps 19, 20 are carried out through the vertical
motion of the unit mechanical base 18 upon ejection of
the disc 2. In a conventional device, upon insertionof
the disc 2, the unit mechanical base 18 is retracted
downward in order to prevent the spindle 14 from hindering thedisc 2, and afterthe completion of insertion of
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the disc 2, the unit mechanical base 18 is raised up to
an operating height so as to clamp the disc 2 with the
use ofthe attracting forcesof the magnet 27 provided in
the spindle motor 14 and the magnetic member 6 provided to the damper. This operation is carried out by
gear and cam mechanisms and a motor provided in the
chassis 11 and the unit mechanical base 18. However,
the essential feature of this embodiment in which the
unit mechanical base 18 is raised upward from the
retracted condition, and thefirstclamp 19 isattracted by
the magnet 29 of the spindle motor 14 so as to secure
the disc 2 which can be thereforerotated, is the provision of suchan arrangement that there are established
a condition in which the first clamp 19 and the second
clamp 20 are opened so that the correcting members 7
can be moved freely (which will be hereinbelow mentioned as correcting mode"), and a condition in which
the unit mechanical base 18 is further moved so as to
close the first clamp 19 and the second clamp 20 in
orderto securethe correcting members 7 (which will be
mentioned
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as rated mode, Fig. 5b).

Explanation will be hereinbelow madeof the operation. When the disc 2 is inserted, the unit mechanical
base 18 takes the lowest position. As the disc is
inserted, the unit mechanical base 18 is moved upward,
and comesto a stoponce in thecorrecting mode. Inthis
condition, the first clamp 19 is operated so as to clamp
the disc 2. In this phase, the first clamp 19 and the second clamp 20 are held to be opened, as shown in Fig.
4a, and accordingly, the correcting members 7 can
freely move in the rolling groove17. The positional relationship between the pick-up 8 and the disc 2 has been
established. After starting of the rotation of the disc2 by
the spindle motor 14, the disc 2 is rotated at a constant
rotational speed in an overcritical condition, exceeding
the natural frequency an of the rotary system. This rotational speed is determined in consideration with the
damping characteristic of the above-mentioned vibration proof legs 13, but can be determined, irrespective
of the rated rotational speed of the device itself. At the
time whenthe correcting members 7 become stable at
their correcting positions, the unitmechanical base 18 is
further moved upward whilethe rotational speed being
held, and comesto a stop in the rated mode. The first
clamp 19and the second clamp 20 are gradually closed
throughthe movement of the unit mechanism 18, and
accordingly, the correcting members 7 are secured by
the teeth21 formed in the second clamp 20 in the rated
mode, at the correcting positions. By securingthe correcting members 7 at the positions where the balance
correction is made, the correcting body 7 is not moved
even thoughthe rotational speed ischanged in association with a position of the pick-up8 in orderto makethe
line speed constant, and accordingly, it is possible to
prevent deterioration ofthe seekperformance.
In this embodiment, withthe use of a vibration sensor suchas an acceleration sensor, the manipulatability
can be improved. For example, a vibration sensor is
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attached to the unit mechanical base 18. Explanation
will be madeof the operation of this embodiment in the
case of the provision of the vibration sensor. When the
disc2 is inserted, the unit mechanical base 18 is moved
to a rated position, and the correcting members 7 are
secured at arbitrarypositions. Thereafter, the rotation of
the motor is started. In this condition, the measurement
ofvibrationiscarriedout.If it is determined thatthe level
of vibration is low, the data are readsoon,but it is determinedthat thelevel of vibration ishigh, theunit mechanical base 18 is lowered down to the correcting mode
position. Thereafter, the unbalance correction is carried
outerin a procedure similar to that made in the case of
no provision of the vibrationsensor. In the case of the
presence of the vibrationsensor, no unbalance correction is required for every disc 2, and accordingly, it is
possible to promote the operation stepsfrom the insertion of the disc 2 to the statingof the reading of data.
Next, explanation will be hereinbelow madeof the
arrangement in which two rolling grooves 1 7a, 17b are
formed, andthecorrecting members 7a, 7b are incorporatedin these grooves, respectively.
Should a plurality of correcting members 7 are
incorporated in a single groove 17, the correcting members 7 impinge upon each otherduring unbalance correction, and cause occurrence of an unstable
phenomenon. Further, in the case of using magnetic
correcting members 7, since it is magnetized, the correcting members 7 are attracted to each other. Thus, in
this embodiment, the plurality of rolling grooves 17 are
formed, and the correcting members 7 are incorporated
in these rolling grooves 17, respectively. Thereby it is
possible to enhance the reliability ofthe balancecorrection.
Next, explanation will be made of an arrangement
in which the unbalance correcting mechanism is provided to the turntableof the spindle motor with reference to Fig. 8.
A disc rotating systemfor an optical disc, is composed of a spindle motor, a disc 2 serving as a recording medium, a disc damper 3 for securing the disc 2
onto the turntable 15, a rubber element39 for preventing the disc from slipping, and the like. The spindle
motor is composed of the turntable 15 for carrying the
disc 2, a shaft 37 press-fitted in the turntable 15, and a
rotor 36 press-fitted onto theshaft 37. A magnetic circuit
for generating a rotarydrive powerfor the spindlemotor
37 is formedin the rotor 36, and the rotor 36 servingas
a rotary part is attached theretowith a cylindrical magnet multi-polarized. In the rotor 36, a core servingas a
stationarypart, and a coil are attached to a statorsubstrate38.
The shaft37 is rotatably supported to thestationary
side by means of a bearing 43 such asa ball bearing or
a slide bearing. Further, the stationarypart is secured
onto the stator substrate 38 to which a spindle motor
control substrateis applied. Detailed explanation will be
made of the turntable 15 incorporating the unbalance
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correcting mechanism as shown in the figure.
The turntable 15 is formed therein with a ring-like
groove in which a disc securingmagnet41 is provided.
A disc 2 carried on the turntable15 is clamped by the
discdamper3 fromabovesothat thedisc 2 is secured.
This is caused by the magnetic attracting force applied
by an attracting iron plate34 in the disc damper 3, facing the discsecuring magnet 41. A ring-likegroove(rolling groove) is also formed in theturntableoutside of the
former ring-like groove, and is incorporated thereinwith
correcting members (balance balls) 7 for correcting
unbalance. The groove in which the correcting members 7 are incorporated, is completelycovered with a
dust protecting cover35 for preventing dustfrom entering thereinfrom the outside.
As mentioned above, unbalance vibration caused
by unbalance of the disc 2 is exerted radiallyofthe disc
due to deflection and rotation of the shaft. If the unbalance correcting mechanism is incorporated in the turntable 15, the above-mentioned correcting members 7
also centrifugally act upon the rotary shaft. These two
forces can be effected substantiallyin the same plane
so as to correct unbalance withoutexerting an angular
moment to the shaft 3. Further, the ring-like groove
formed in the turntable 15 is completely fixed to the
shaft 37 as a rotary shaft, and accordingly, it can be
easily formed, concentric withthe rotaryshaft,thereby it
is possible to reduce the rotational eccentricity of the
ring-likegroove.
Next, explanation will be made of the operation of
the correcting members 7 with reference to Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 shows the configuration of the correcting
members 7 set inthe ring-like groove formed in the turntable 15.
The correcting members 7 are used by at least two
in the unbalance correcting mechanism in the present
invention. Further, each of the correcting members 7 is
formed of a nonmagnetic true-circular rigidball in order
to prevent affection by a magnetic field. For example, in
the case of the presence of disc unbalance in the lower
part of the figure, a forcecaused by this disc unbalance
is effected in a centrifugal direction (indicated by the
arrow). On the contrary, in an ideal corrected condition,
the correcting members 7 are located in the direction
opposite to the direction of the disc unbalance. The
unbalance correcting forceat this time is effected in the
direction of a component of a centrifugal force exerted
tothe correcting members 7, oppositeto the direction of
the unbalance. In the caseof the presence of a plurality
of the correcting members 7, the sum of the components of centrifugal forces exerted to the correcting
members 7 gives an unbalance correcting force.
Accordingly, the correcting members 7 located in the
ring-likegroovemake contact with the pathway surface
to which they cling under a centrifugal force whilethey
are arranged, adjacentto one another, and in this condition, the positions of correcting members 7a, 7b at
opposite ends of them, are located in directions which
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are directed from the rotational center, right angles to
the disc unbalance so that the components of the centrifugal force becomes zero. That is, in the case of the
arrangement of the plurality of correcting members in
the correcting direction, the shape and the numberof
the correcting members should be determined in such a
waythat the correcting members at the opposite ends
are set within an angular range of lessthan 180 deg. In
this embodiment, estimating that the degree of unbalance is 1 gcm in the worstcasein viewof a degreeof a
disc unbalance in a CD-ROM device in general, stainlessrigidballs havinga diameter of about2 to 3 mm are
used by a numberof 8 to 15 as the correcting members
7 which can be set in a groovehavinga shape that can
be formed in the turntablefor a spindle motor available
at present(the outerdiameterof the balanceball pathway is about25 mm). The effectof correction by these
correcting members is 0.5 to 0.8 gcm, and accordingly,
even in the caseof the disc unbalance of 1 gcm, vibration can be restrained belowa degreecorresponding to
an unbalance loadof 0.5 to 0.2 gcm. Further, by making
the correcting members froma material having a heavy
density and by using a correcting pathway having a
large diameter, the correcting force can be further
increased. Although the explanation has been made
suchthat spherical bodiessuchas thebalanceballs are
used as the correcting members 7 for correction of
unbalance, it goes without saying that not only the
spherical bodiesbut alsothose which can move through
the correcting grooves with a small frictional force, or
fluid maybe also used.
Further, in such a case that the frequency of
replacement of discs is less, the correcting members
maybe secured aftercorrection of unbalance, similar to
the arrangement in which the unbalance correcting
mechanism is incorporated in the clamp part, as mentionedabove.
In the device in this embodiment, the unit mechanical chassis 11 shown in Fig. 2, is supportedto the unit
mechanical holder 12 by means of four vibration proof
legs 13a, 13b, 13c, 13d. The correcting members 7 is
shifted toward the disc unbalance side in a range of an
o where an is the natural frequency of this support
system, and o the rotational frequency of the spindle
motor at a start of rotation, that is, beforethe rotational
frequency exceeds the natural frequency. The support
system is a primary vibration system, and accordingly,
the phase is inverted by an angle of 180 deg. when it
exceeds an eigenvalue. Thus, ifthe rotational frequency
o exceeds the naturalfrequencyan, a force in a direction opposite tothe direction of unbalance acts uponthe
correcting members. Accordingly, when the spindle
motor is rotated at a rotational speed in a range of an <
o, the correcting members are shifted in a direction of
correction of unbalance. For theunbalance correction in
this embodiment using this principle, the setting of a
natural frequency of the support system, in particular,
the vibration proof legs 13, the way of the directionof
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the shift of the phase in a frequencyrange exceeding
the naturalfrequency, and so forth are important.
Fig. 9 shows a vibration transmitting characteristic
of the vibrationproofleg as mentioned above. The correcting members 7 located in the ring-likegroove shown 5
in Fig. 8 , act in the directionof unbalance as shown in
a range in which the rotational frequency o of the spindle motor is lessthan the natural frequency an exhibited
by the vibration proof legs 13, due to a centrifugal force
given by a disc unbalance. If it exceeds the natural fre- 10
quencyan, thephaseis inverted, exceeding an angleof
180 deg, the above-mentioned centrifugal force acts in
a direction oppositeto thedirectionof unbalance sothat
the correcting members act in thedirectionof correction

of unbalance.
Next, explanation will be madeof the setting of the
natural frequency. As mentioned as to the action of the
unbalance correcting mechanism, the natural frequency
ofthesupportsystem should besetto be lowerthan the
rotational frequency ofadisc. An objective lensactuator
used in a CD-ROM device, a DVD device or the like, has
two axial freedoms in order to allowits objective lens to
follow a surface deflection (surface oscillation) or eccentric motion of the disc. Specifically, it is in general supported by a suspension having freedoms in the abovementioned directions.
The natural frequencyof the suspension system is
setto about 30 Hz for determining a d.c. sensibilityof
the actuatorin ordertofollow rotational primarycomponents of surface deflection of ± 500 jim and an eccentricity of ± 70jim. Further, in order to carry out the
correction of unbalance at the rotational speed higher
than that of a 8x CD-ROM device which has remarkably
exhibited unbalance frequency these days, the rotationalspeedof 8x is setto be lowerthan 70 Hz.
Next, explanation will be madeofthedamping characteristic of the supportsystem. In the case of making
the vibration proof legs 13 of a material having a high
degree of damping, the phase rotation is slow in a conditionin which the rotational frequency exceeds the natural frequency of the support system, due to the
damping effect, and accordingly, a characteristic
indicted by the chain line is exhibited. That is, the correcting members 7 are unstable around ideal positions
by a degreecorresponding to that the phasecannotbe
shifted toward the unbalance direction, that is, a sufficient effect of correction cannot be obtained. Accordingly, inthe correction of unbalance using the correcting
members 7, the supportby resilient members having a
damping which is lessthan that of conventional support
legs is preferable. With the resilient member having a
small damping, whenthe rotational frequency exceeds
the naturalfrequency, the phase shift is fast in comparison with vibration proof legs having a large damping,
and accordingly, the correcting members 7 are shifted
to positions which are substantially ideal.
Accordingly, the explanation will be made of the
characteristics of the vibration proof legs 13 which are
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required for the correction ofunbalance according tothe
present invention, with reference to Fig. 11, as to a
vibration ratio (rotational frequency a/naturalfrequency
an),an amplitude amplification factorand a phase characteristic.
For example, estimation is made suchthat the natural frequency of the supportsystem givenbythe vibration proof legs 13, is 30 Hz, and the disc rotational
speed of 5,500 revolution per minute (about 900 Hz)
corresponding to that of a lOx CD-ROM. The vibration
ratio shouldbe threetimes, 90/30 = 3, and the damping
ratio should be lessthan 0.2 in view of a phase shift of
an angle larger than 170 deg. The amplitudeamplifcation factoris about2.5 when the damping ratio is 0.2.
Accordingly, in the above-mentioned condition, the
degree of lift-up of the characteristic at the resonant
point of the vibrationprooflegs 13 should be set to be
greaterthan 2.5 times(8 dB).
Fig. 12 shows transmission ratios of materials of
the resilient members used for the specific vibration
proof legs at a resonant point. In general, butyl group
rubberis used as the material of the resilient members
for the vibration prooflegs in a CD-ROM drive or a DVD
drive.As mentioned above, this is because of using the
vibration legs having a high damping ratefor preventing
exciting forcefrom beingtransmitted fromthe exterior to
the interior. As to the vibration proof legs made of butyl
group rubberhavinga rubber hardness of 30 degrees,
and incorporated in, for example, an actual device, the
amplitude amplification factor (transmission rate) is
about 2 times at the resonant point as indicated by the
solid line in the figure. In this case, estimating that the
damping ratio is about 0.25 and thevibrationratio is 3
times, the phase is not shifted, exceeding an angle of
about 160 deg. and accordingly, idealcorrection of balance cannotbe madeby the correcting members 7.
On the contrary, in the case of using silicon group
rubber having a hardness of about 20 degrees, the
amplitude amplification factor is about 7 times (when
damping rate is obtained in the bandwise direction from
the characteristics shown in Fig. 11, it becomes =
0.06). Further, in the caseof using silicon group rubber
havinga hardness of 30 degrees, the amplification factor is about20 times(when thedamping rate isobtained
from the characteristics shown in Fig. 11, it becomes
= 0.03)as indicated by the one-dot chain line. As mentioned above, with the use of the vibration proof legs
madeofsilicongroup rubber, the damping rate can be
easily reduced from 0.06 to 0.03,and accordingly, if the
vibration proof legs made of silicon group rubber is
used,the phaseis shiftedbyan angleofabout 180 deg.
under the samecondition as mentioned above, the correcting members are shifted to ideal correcting positions. With the vibration proof legs having a usual
shape, butyl group rubber can hardly increase the
amplitude amplification factorup to about2.5 timesat a
resonant point, and accordingly, it is found that silicon
group rubber is preferable. Further, the silicon group
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rubber is excellent in its temperature characteristic, and
accordingly, it ispossible to provide adiscdevice having
a highdegree of reliability. It is notedthat, in additionto
the silicon group rubber, fluoro rubber having a small
damping rate may be used in order to obtain similar
effects.

Fig. 13 shows a sectional shape of the vibration
proof legs in an embodiment. The vibration proof legs
13 has a structurein which a shoulder is formedin the
center part thereof. Thus, the shoulder of the vibration
proof leg is supported by the unit mechanical chassis
11, and then the vibration proofleg 13 is fastened onto
a boss part 44 provided on the unit mechanical holder
12 by a retaining screw 40. A gap is defined between
the retaining screw40 and the innersurfaceside of the
vibration proof leg 13. With this arrangement, the unit
mechanical chassis 11 and the unit mechanical holder
12 are resiliently supported by the vibration proof leg
13. By usingsilicongroup rubber or fluoro rubberas a
material of the vibration proof leg, the unbalance correcting mechanism as mentioned above, is operated so
as to effect the correction of unbalance with a high
degree of accuracy.
As mentioned above, with the use of the arrangement in which the unbalance correcting mechanism is
incorporated in the turntable15, the correction of unbalance can be made without great improvement in the
drive mechanism. Further, sincethe groove is formed in
the turntable 15, the grooving processcan be carried
out so as to easily form a true-circulargroove with no
eccentricity with respect to the rotational center. Since
nonmagnetic rigid balls are used for the correcting
members 7, thedegreeof correction isgivenbythe sum
of mass systems of the correcting members, thus it is
possible to obtain a large degree of correction. Further,
since the correcting members 7 are nonmagnetic, the
correcting members can be prevented from beingmagneticallyattracted, and accordingly, the reliabilityof rolling thereof is high. Further, sincesilicon group rubber or
fluoro rubber having a lowdamping, is used, the calculation of an eigenvalue of the support system is easy,
and the damping effect in a high frequency range is
great. Further, by using silicon group rubber or fluoro
rubber, the temperature characteristic is stable, and further, the aging effect is low, thereby it is possible to
enhance the use life and the reliability.
Fig. 14 shows another embodiment of the unbalance correcting mechanism. In this embodiment, it is
provided in the disc damper 3, similar to the embodimentshown in Fig. 3.
This embodiment is the same as the embodiment
shown in Fig. 3, except that teeth 21 for securingthe
correcting balls (balance balls) are not formed on the
calmper holder4 side, that is, this arrangement corrects
the unbalance by using sucha principlethat the unbalance balls are shifted so that the phase thereof is
reversed by an angle of 180 deg, with the use of vibration of the support system throughthe vibration proof
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legs,similarto the afore-mentioned embodiment.
The effect and the like obtained therebyare similar
to those as mentioned above. However, this embodiment exhibits such a disadvantage that a true-circular
groove in which the correcting members are set cannot
be easily formed with respectto the rotational center.
Fig. 15 is an embodiment in which the unbalance
correcting mechanism is provided at a side surface of
the rotor 36 of the motor. That is, a ring-like member
formed in a groove in which the correcting members are
set, is fitted in the rotor 36. Specifically, the member 42
having a ring-like groove and the correcting members
set in the ring-likegroove are incorporated in the rotor
36.
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In this case, since a bearing 43 for supporting the
shaft 37 is present within the rotor 36, the moment
exerted to the shaft 37 can be made to be small, and
accordingly, the use life of the bearing 43 can be
enhanced. In the case of using fluid as the correcting
members 7, the vertical dimensions can be increased
so as to increase the cubageof the correcting member,
and accordingly, it is possibleto enhance the effect of
correction. Further, the above-mentioned unbalance
correcting mechanism maybe provided to the shaft 37
which is extended downward from the bearing 43,
although it is not shown.
Fig. 16 is a sectional view which shows another
embodiment of the presentinvention. This embodiment
is substantially the same as that shown in Fig. 8, except
that the unbalance correcting mechanism is incorporated inthe turntable15, including a holding member 45
for holding the correcting members 7. Explanation will
be hereinbelow madeof the operation and the effectof
the holding member 45. The conditionshown in this figure, the rotational speedof a disc does not yet reach a
resonant point of the rotational supportsystem.
In this embodiment, the holding member 45 is
formed of a leaf springwhich made of a resilient material, being bent at their outer peripheral part (forward
end part). In the range of the rotational speed up to the
resonant point, the correcting members 7 are pressed
against the rolling groove by means of the leaf springso
as to be held, beingprevented from shifting. This pressing forcecan be abouta valuewhich is slightlygreater
thanthe rolling resistance between the correcting members and the pathway surface, that is, the contactfrictional force.
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Whenthe rotational speed of the disc exceeds the
resonant point,the centrifugal force caused by the rotation acts upon the forward end of the leaf spring, the
bent forward end part thereof starts its deformation in a
horizontal direction. Accordingly, the pressing force
exerted to the correcting members 7 is eliminated, and
accordingly, the correcting members 7 can be freely
moved. When the rotational speed exceeds the resonant point, the correcting members 7 is shifted in a
direction reverse to the direction of unbalance by an
angle of 180 deg., thereby it is possible to correct the
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5.

unbalance.
Thus, the reason why the correcting members are
held before the resonant point, is such that vibration
caused by the rolling of the correcting members, which
generates whenpassing the resonant point of the rotary
support system in the case of a disc speed changing
control system (For example, a CD-ROM drive or a
DVD-ROM drive usinga constantlinear speedsystem)
should be restrained. In the case of the constantdisc
speed control system (for example, an MO drive or a
high speed CD-ROM system using an angularly constant system), the rotational speed rapidly rises up
sincethe vibrationwhich is causedby rolling of the correcting members when passing the resonant point of
the rotary support system is restrained, similarto that
mentioned above. Further, since the correcting members 7 can bereleased aftercompletely passing theresonant point, and since a force can be prevented from
being effected in an unbalance direction but can be
effected in only a correcting direction, unbalance of the
disccan be stablycorrected.
As mentioned above, the disc device according to
the present invention, can automatically correct unbalance of the rotary system including unbalance of the
disc, and can reduceunbalance vibration caused by the
rotary system. With this arrangement, focus errors and
tracking errors caused by the unbalance vibration can
be restrained, and vibration and noise can also be
decreased. Further, a disc device usingthe unbalance
correcting mechanism according to the present invention can aim at increasing the rotational speedof a disc
for high speed transmission of data, and at enhancing
the degree of accuracywhich is required whenthe density of data is increased to a highvalue.

6.
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7.
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8.

unbalance correcting mechanism for
restraining vibration caused by rotation of said
motor is incorporated in a means for holding a
recording medium; and
said unbalance correcting mechanism is com-

posedof a pathway concentricwith the rotating

center of said motor, a plurality of correcting
members adapted to move in said path way,
and a securing means for securing said correcting members at arbitrary positions.

40

9.

A disc deviceas set forth in claim 4, whereinsaid

A disc device

incorporating

a rotary drive mecha-

nism

for rotating a replaceable disc-like recording
medium
characterized in that,
an unbalance correcting mechanism for correcting unbalance is incorporated in a rotary
body rotating means in said rotarydrive mechanism, and comprises a holding member for
holding said rotary drive mechanism and a
head having at least a reproducing function,
and a support member composed of resilient
members, for supportinga casing and a unit
holder to each other.

45

50

in that said unbalance correcting mechanism is providedin a disc holding bed constituting said recording medium holding means.
4.

incorporating a motor for rotating a
replaceable rotary disc-like medium, characterized

an
30

recording medium holding means.

A disc device as set forth in claim 1, characterized

A disc device
in that

in that said unbalance correcting mechanism is
incorporated in a disc damper constituting said

3.

A disc device as setforth in claim 5 or 6, wherein
said correcting members are more than two in
number, and said correcting members are set in
sucha waythat when said morethan two ofcorrecting members are arranged adjacentto one another
at a side wall of the rotary pathway during rotation,
the correcting members at opposite ends make an
anglelessthan 180 deg. withrespectto the rotating

A disc device incorporating a motor for rotating

A disc device as set forth in claim 1, characterized

A disc device as set forth in claim 1, characterized
in that said unbalance correcting mechanism is
composed ofa plurality of rotary path waysconcentric with the rotating center of said motor, and at
least one of movable correcting members set
respectively in said pluralityof rotary pathways.

10

Claims
a
replaceable disc-likerecording medium, characterized in that an unbalance correcting mechanism for
restraining vibration caused by rotation of said
motor, is incorporated in a meansfor holding said
recording medium.

A disc device as set forth in claim 1, characterized
in that said unbalance correcting mechanism is
composed ofa rotarypoint pathway concentricwith
the rotational center of the motor, and more than
one of correcting members which can move in the
rotary point pathway.

35

1.
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unbalance correcting mechanism is incorporated in
a rotor in the lower part of a disc holding bed for
holding said recording medium.

10.

A disc device as set forth in claim9, characterized
in that

11
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means composed of a resilientmembers.

unbalance correcting mechanism is
adaptedto be operated at a frequency higher
said

than a frequency of vibration determined by a
holding member holding a rotary drive mechanism including said recording medium, and a
head having at least a reproducing function,
and a resilient member of a support member
holding said holding member to a casing or a
unit holder.
10

11.

A discdeviceas set forth in claim 9, characterized
in that a holding system composed of said holding
member and said supportingmember has a natural
frequency higherthan 30 Hz but lowerthan 70 Hz,
and exhibits a transmission characteristic having a
lift-up degree of higher than 8 dB at a resonant

15

point.
12.

13.

A discdeviceas set forth in claim 9, characterized
in that said support member supportssaid holding
member at three or four points in the outerperipheral part of the latter, and said resilient member is
madeof silicon group rubber.

20

A discdeviceas set forth in claim 9, characterized

25

in that said support member supportssaid holding
member at three or four points in the outerperipheral part of the latter, and said resilient member is
madeoffluoro rubber.
30

14.

A device as set forth in claim 9, characterized in
that said rotary body moving means incorporating
said unbalance correcting mechanism is a rotary
part which is nearer to a motor coil side than the
recording medium holding means for holding said

35

recording medium.
15.

A discdeviceas set forth in claim 9, characterized
in that said rotary body moving means incorporating said unbalance correcting mechanism is a disc
damper or a turntable in the recording medium
holding partfor holding said recording medium.

16.

40

A disc device incorporating a rotary drive mecha-

nism for rotating a replaceable disc-likerecording
medium, and a head having at least a functionof
reproducing data,characterized in that
said rotary drive mechanism incorporates an
unbalance correcting mechanism which is
composed of a grooveformedin a turntable for
carrying thereon said recording medium or a
damper for securing said recording medium,
and a pluralityof spherical bodies adaptedto
movein said groove, and
said rotary drive mechanism and a holding
means for holding said headare supportedto a
casing
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or a mechanical base by a support
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Description
The presentinvention relates to a disc reproducing
apparatusforplayingthe optical discsuchas CD (CompactDisc), CD-ROM, DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), DVDROM, and moreparticularly, to a skewadjusting system
of the disc reproducing apparatus.
In the disc drive for playing high-density optical
discssuchas CD players, DVDplayers, CD-ROM drives
or DVD-ROM drives, it is necessary to adjust the direction of the opticalaxis of the optical pickupto intersect
at the right anglethe disc surface(skewadjustment) in
the assemblyprocess. As the skewadjustment, the following methods have been conventionally performed.
FIGURE 23 shows the skewadjustmentby adjustthe
ing
heights of three fulcrumsamong four fulcrums
which are rotatably mounted on a chassis for supporting
respectiveends of two guide rods 102, 102 for guiding
the opticalpickup 101 along a disc surface. The height
of eachfulcrumis adjusted by rotating the fulcrumitself
so that a helicalcam 103definedon the fulcrumlifts up
or down its associated end of the guide rod 102.
FIGURE 24 shows anotherconventionalskew adjustmentin which three portions of a motor base supportinga motor 104are adjustedtheir heights by screws
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The skew adjustment is comprised of a tangential
skewadjustmentanda radial skewadjustment. Thetangential skew adjustment adjuststhe optical axis of the
optical pickup to intersect atthe right anglethe discsurface, seenfromthe direction ofatraceof the beamspots
of the opticalpickup,i.e., a normal on the discsurface.
The radial skew adjustmentadjusts the optical axis of
the optical pickup to intersect at the right angle the normal line, seen from the direction intersecting atthe right
angle the disc surface.
The conventional skew adjustments as shown in
FIGURES 21 and 22 have a following. For example, in
the formerone (FIGURE 21), i.e., the skewadjustment
by adjustingthe attitude of optical pickup, the adjustment at each end of guide rods badly influences with
each other. That is, since it is impossible to independently perform the tangential skew adjustment and the
radial skew adjustment, there is required a lot of times
and labors for completing the skew adjustment. Because the tangential skew adjustmentdeterioratesthe
formerlycompleted resultof the radialskewadjustment,
and vice versa. The latter one (FIGURE 22), i.e., the
skewadjustmentby adjusting the attitudeof motor also
has a similarproblem.
The present invention has been made for solving
the problems in the conventional skew adjustments. It
is, therefore, an object of the present invention to provide the disc reproducing apparatuswhich is able to independently carriedout the tangentialskewadjustment
and the radial skew adjustment, thus able to perform
them accuratelyand efficiently.
In orderto achieve the above object, a disc repro-
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ducingapparatusaccording toone aspectofthe present
invention includes, a motor for driving the disc, a turntable coupled toa motor shaft of the motor, amotorbase
for mounting the motor, achassisfor supportingthe motor, a motor base bearing systemmounted on the chassis for bearing the pendulum swing of the motor base
abovethe chassis around a first axis along a trace of a
beam spot of an optical pickup to a disc placed on the
turntableand the flappingof the motor base around a
second axis on the motor base for intersecting at the
right angle the beam spottrace in parallel withthe disc
surface, a device for holding the motorbase on the motor base bearing system, a first adjusting member
mounted on the chassis for adjusting the pendulum
swing attitudeof the motor base around the first axis
and a secondadjustingmembermounted on the chassis for adjustingthe flapping attitudeof the motor base
aroundthe secondaxis.
In orderto achieve the aboveobject, a disc reproducing apparatus accordingto another aspect of the
presentinvention includes, aturntablefor rotatably supporting a disc,aturntablebase for mounting the turntable, a chassis for supporting the turntablebase, a turntable base bearingsystem mounted on the chassisfor
bearingthependulum swing oftheturntablebaseabove
the chassis around a first axis alonga trace of a beam
spot of an optical pickup to the disc placedon the turntable and the flapping of the turntable base around a
second axison the turntable base for intersecting at the
right angle the beam spottrace in parallel withthe disc
surface, a device for holding the motorbase on the motor base bearing system, a first adjusting member
mounted on the chassis for adjusting the pendulum
swing attitudeof the motor base around the first axis
and a secondadjustingmembermounted on the chassis for adjustingthe flapping attitudeof the motor base
aroundthe secondaxis.
Accordingto discreproducing apparatusof the first
aspectof the present invention, it is able to perform the
tangentialskew adjustment without causing a normal
line aberration byadjustingthe pendulum swing attitude
aroundthefirst axisofthe motor base on the motor base
bearing system. Further, it is able to perform the radial
skewadjustmentwithoutcausingthe normal line aberration by adjustingthe flappingattitudearound the second axis of the motor base on the motor base bearing
system. Accordingly, it is possible to independently performthetangentialskewadjustmentand the radial skew
adjustment, thus achieving accurate and efficient skew
adjustment.
Here, it is desirable to definethe second axison the
position extending throughthe center of the disc. The
motor base bearing system can be constructed by the
member having an epicycloid surfacearound the first
axis.
Further, by supportingthe motor base in the condition that it is pressed resiliently to the chassis,it is able
to preventthe play of the motor baseon a chassis.
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Accordingto discreproducing apparatus ofthe second aspect of the present invention, it is also able to
perform the tangential skewadjustment withoutcausing
a normal line aberration by adjusting the pendulum
swing attitudearound the first axisof theturntablebase
on the turntablebase bearing system. Further, it is able
to perform the radial skewadjustmentwithoutcausing
the normal line aberration by adjusting the flappingattitude around the second axis of the turntable base on
theturntablebase bearing system. Accordingly, itispossible to independently perform the tangentialskew adjustmentand the radialskewadjustment, thus achieving
accurate and efficientskewadjustment.
Here, it isdesirable to define the second axison the
position extending throughthe center of the disc. The
turntablebase bearing system can be constructed by
the member having an epicycloid surfacearound the
first axis.
Further, by supporting theturntablebase in the conditionthat it is pressed resiliently to thechassis,it is able
to prevent the play of the turntablebase on a chassis.
Additional objectsand advantages ofthe present invention will be apparent to persons skilled in the art from a
studyof thefollowingdescription and the accompanying
drawings, which are hereby incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification.
For abetter understandings ofthe present invention
and many of the attendant advantages thereof, reference will now be made by wayof example tothe accompanyingdrawings, wherein:
is a perspective view showing the embodimentof the tray unloading state of the DVDROM drive accordingto the present invention;
FIGURE 2 is a perspective view showinga state of
the disc clamping operation of the DVD-ROM drive
shown in FIGURE 1;
FIGURE 3 is a plan view showing the state of the
disc clamping operation of the DVD-ROM drive
shown in FIGURE 1;
FIGURE 4 is a section view showing a state of a
disc being clamped on the tray in the DVD-ROM
drive shown in FIGURE 1;
FIGURE 5 is a planview showing the tray shown in
FIGURE
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FIGURE 11 is a planview showing the state of the
disc fallout stopperin the tray loading operation;
FIGURE 12 is a plan view showing states ofthe tray
loading mechanism and the disc clamp driving
mechanism in a tray unloading operation;
FIGURE 13 is a plan view showing the state of the
tray loading mechanism and the discclamp driving
mechanism afterthe completion of the tray loading
operatin;
FIGURE 14 is a plan view showing the state of the
discclamp drivingmechanism in the tray unloading
operation;
FIGURE 15 is a plan view showing the state of the
tray loading/disc clamp drivingmechanism afterthe
completion of the disc clamping operation;
FIGURE 16 isaexploded perspective viewshowing
the construction of the skewadjustingmechanism
of the disc motor of the embodiment according to
the present invention;
FIGURE 17 is a drawingshowing the detail of the

tangentialskewadjustmenton the skew adjusting
mechanism shown in FIGURE 16;
FIGURE 18 is a drawingshowing the detail of the
radial skewadjustment in the skewadjustingmechanism shown in FIGURE 16;
FIGURE 19 is adrawingshowingthe using embodimento the skew adjusting mechanism of this embodiment;
FIGURE 20 is a drawingshowing other using embodimentof the skew adjusting mechanism of this
embodiment;
FIGURE 22 is

35

a diagram showing an example of
surface
definedon a motor base bearing;
epicycloid
FIGURE 22 is a circuit diagram showing a skew
quantity monitoring device using a skew quantity

40

calculating circuit;
FIGURE 23 is a drawingfor explaining the method
for conventional skewadjustment; and
FIGURE 24 is a drawing for explaining the other
method for conventional skewadjustment.

1

FIGURE 4;
FIGURE 6 is a sectionview showing the disc being
received on the tray in a conditionreleased from a
discfallout stopper in the DVD-ROM drive shown in
FIGURE 1;
FIGURE 7 is a planview showing the tray shown in
FIGURE 6;
FIGURE 8 is a drawingfor showing the other embodimentof the disc fallout stopper;
FIGURE 9 is a plan viewfor explainingtheoperation
of the disc falloutstoppershown in FIGURE 8;
FIGURE 10 is a section view showing the disc
clamp mechanism of the DVD-ROM drive shown in
FIGURE 1 and its operation;
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The present invention will bedescribedindetailwith
reference to the FIGURES 1 through22.
FIGURES 1 and 2 are perspective views showing
the DVD-ROM drive accordingtothe embodiment ofthe
present invention.
The numeral1 denotes atrayfor loading or unloading a discin orout of a disc reproducing apparatus. The
numeral2 denotesa mechanical unit of the disc reproducingapparatus. The tray 1 goes in or out the mechanical unit 2 in the direction parallel with the disc surface
held on the tray 1. In each side of the tray 1 a guide rail
la is formed, which is guided bya guide groove2a defined on the innerhousingwall ofthe mechanical unit 2.
On the bottom of the mechanical unit 2 a chassis4
is mounted via a damper 3 made of rubber etc. The
chassis 4 suspends thereon a disc motor for driving a
turntable(not shown in FIGURES 1 and 2), an optical
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pickup and a pickup feed mechanism including a feed
motor 7 and a guide rod 8 are mounted.
The mechanical unit 2 accommodates therein a
damper 10, a damper holder 9 for holding the damper
10, as shown in FIGURE 2 Furtherthe mechanical unit
2 accommodates therein a mechanism for drivinga tray

loadingoperation and a disc clamping operation.
The detail of each element or mechanism will be
explained in detail hereinafter.
The tray 1 will be explained in detail in reference to
FIGURE 1 throughFIGURE 7.
Thetray 1 is comprised ofatray frame 11 and atray
elevator 12 which is slidably held by the tray frame 11
in the verticaldirection, i.e., in the directionverticallyintersectingthe disc held on the tray 1. The tray elevator
12 is defineda disc receiving recess 12a for receiving
therein the disc, an aperture 12b for allowingpenetrations of the turntableand optical pickup therethrough.
The tray elevator 12 also has four disc fallout stoppers
13 for stopping fallout ofthe discfromthe disc receiving
recess 12a.
Each discfallout stopper 13, as shown in FIGURE
3 is movable between the positions shown by a solid
line and a dotted line. When each disc fallout stopper
13 is located on the position shown by the dotted line
the disc D is in the state of beingheld in the disc receiving recess 12a. Wheneach discfallout stopper13takes
a position depicted by the solid line, the disc D couldbe
fallout fromthe disc receiving recess 12a withoutbeing
stopped by the disc fallout stoppers 13. Here, FIGURE
3 showsthe state thatthe tray 1 is loaded into the mechanical unit 2, at that timethe disc D is held in the disc
receivingrecess 12a.
Each discfallout stopper13 swingssimultaneously
with up and down movement of the tray elevator 12 to
the tray frame 11. As shown in FIGURES 1 and 2, the
tray elevator12 moves up and down between the height
wherethe its upper surfacehas the same level withthe
upper surfaceof the tray 11 and the otherheightwhere
the upper surfaceofthe member 12 is lowered bya fixed
distance H from the upper surfaceof the tray frame 11.
When the tray elevator 12 stays in the height where it
has the same level with the upper surface of the tray
frame 11, each disc fallout stopper 13 is halted in the
discfallout stoppingposition. when the tray elevator 12
stays in the heightwherethe member 12 is loweredby
the fixed distance H fromthe upper surfaceof the tray
frame 11, the discfallout stopper13 is haltedin the disc
fallout unstoppingposition.
This mechanism for interlocking the up and down
of the tray elevator 12 andthe swing of the discfallout
stopper13will be explained in detailin reference to FIGURE 4 throughFIGURE 7.
Here, FIGURE 4 is a section showing around the
discfallout stopper13 which stays in a position capable
of stoppingfallout of the disc D from the disc receiving
recess 12a. FIGURE 5 is a plan view corresponding to
FIGURE 4. FIGURE 6 is another section showing
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aroundthe discfallout stopper 13 which stays in a position unstopping fallout of the disc D from the disc receivingrecess12a. FIGURE 7 is anotherplanviewcor5
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responding to FIGURE 6.
As shown in these drawings, each discfallout stop-

per 13 is rockably held on a vertical guide pin 21 protrudedfrom the tray elevator 12. The vertical guide pin
21 penetrates througha pin penetrating holeIla defined
on the tray frame 11. Theverticalguide pin 21 is defined
at its bottom enda closing head21a for preventing the
verticalguidepin 21 coming outfromthe pin penetrating
hole ha.
Acoilspring22fits around theguidepin 21 andheld
between the tray frame 11 and the disc fallout stopper
13. The coil spring 22 biasesupwards the tray elevator
12 in thetray frame 11. The upper end of the coil spring
22 is fixed by the spring fixing member 13a of the disc
fallout stopper 13, while the lower end is fixed on the
springfixing part 11b of the tray frame 11. Accordingly,
the coil spring22 also biases the disc fallout stopper 13
to turn in the directionof the arrow R.
Further, the discfallout stopper13 hasa release pin
23 protruded therefrom in the direction parallel withthe
disc elevator 12. The release pin 23 engages with a pin
guide 24 definedon the tray frame 11. The pin guide 24
guidesthe release pin 23 during the vertical movement
ofthetray elevator 12for causing the discfallout stopper
13 to turn aroundthe guidepin 21.
An operation for placingthe disc D on the tray 1 will
now be explained in detail hereinafter.
Nowassumed that the tray elevator 12 and the disc
fallout stoppers 13 are located on positions asshown in
FIGURES 4 and 5. Here the discfallout stoppers 13 are
turnedin the direction R by the coil springs22, and thus
the disc D is held in the disc receiving recess12a in the
condition stopped its fallout from the by being stopped
its fallout fromtherefrom by the discfallout stoppers 13.
In the course of placingthe disc D on the tray 1, the
tray elevator 12 lowers to the bottom of the tray frame
11 againstthevertical bias of thecoil spring22 by being
handledwithoperators fingers. As shown in FIGURES
1 and 2, the tray elevator 12 has a pointingmark 25 for
indicating the best position to be put by the finger for
lowering the tray elevator 12. Thus ordinaryuserswho
are inexperienced in handling the apparatus mayeasily
knowhow to placethe disc.
When the tray elevator 12 is lowered, the release
pin 23 protruding fromthe discfalloutstopper13 is guided by the pin guide 24 definedon the tray frame 11, SO
that the disc fallout stopper 13 turns in the direction
againstthe rotating bias of the coil spring22. Whenthe
tray elevator 12 has been loweredto its bottom end, as
shown in FIGURES 7 and 8, the discfallout stopper 13
takesa disc fallout unstopping position for allowingthe
disc D to be placed into the disc receiving recess 12a.
Then the disc D is placed in the disc receiving recess
12a of the tray 1, so that the disc placing operation to
the tray will be completed.
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When users remove their fingersfrom the tray elevator 12the tray elevator 12 moves upwards and returns
its original position. At the same time, each discfallout
stopper 13 turns in the direction of the arrow A to stop
fallout of the discfrom the disc receiving recess 12a of
the tray 1.
In FIGURE 7, the numeral 26 denotes a hook for
haltingthe discfallout stopper 13 in the disc fallout unstoppingposition. Whenthe discfallout stopper13turns
in the direction against the rotation bias ofthe coil spring
22, a protrusion 13b definedon the discfallout stopper
13 engages withthe hook 26. Thusthe discfallout stopper 13 is halted in the disc fallout unstopping position.
Whenthe disc reproducing apparatussuch as a DVDROM drive is placed in the horizontal position, the disc
fallout stopper 13 will be unnecessary because the disc
can stably take place in the disc receiving recess 12a
owing to the gravity. In this case, it is desirable to halt
alwaysthe discfallout stopper 13 in the disc fallout unstoppingposition.
Here, as shown in FIGURES 8 and 9, an inclined
surface13c may be defined on the upper surfaceof the
disc fallout stopper 13. The upper inclined surface1 3c
thus hits against the peripheral edgeofthe disc D in the
course of placing the disc D. The disc fallout stopper 13
is then turned to its disc fallout unstopping position
againstthe rotation bias of the coil spring22 according
to the inclined surface1 3c. The disc D is thusplacedon
the tray 1 without pushingthe tray elevator12 down by
fingers.

When the disc reproducing apparatus is placed in
the vertical position, firstly the lower peripheral edgeof
the disc D is placed under two of lowerside discfallout
stoppers 13 which take the disc fallout stoppingpositions. Here each ofthe discfallout stoppers 13isdefined
at its back another inclined surface 13d for aiding the
insertion ofthe lowerperipheral edge ofthe discD under
the disc fallout stopper 13. Thus the lower peripheral
edge of the disc is easily engaged with the disc fallout
stoppers 13 without urging the disc to the disc fallout
stoppingposition. Then the upperperipheral edgeofthe
disc D is pressed into the disc receiving recess 1 2a by
turningtwo of the upper side discfallout stoppers 13 to
their disc fallout unstopping positions against the coil
springs 22. When the upper peripheral edge has entered in the disc receiving recess 12a, the upper side
discfalloutstoppers 13 return totheir original discfallout
stoppingpositions. Accordingly, the disc can be easily
placed in the disc receiving recess 1 2a of the tray 1 by
one hand handling, and then stationary held without
coming off therefrom.
Further the lower inclinedsurface 13d of the disc
falloutstopper 13 hits againstthe peripheraledgeof the
discto turn the discfallout stopper13 to the disc fallout
unstoppingposition when the disc is took out from the
tray 1, in similar to the upper inclined surface1 3c of the
discfalloutstopper 13. Accordingly, thedisccan be also
easily took out fromthe tray 1 by one hand handling.
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The disc clamp mechanism will be now explained
in detail in reference to FIGURES 1,2, 10 and 11.
As shown in FIGURES 2 and 10, the damper 10 is
supportedon the damperholder9 byfitting in a hole9a
definedon the damper holder 9. The damper 10 is also
depresseddownwards by the upper housingwall 51 of
the mechanical unit 2.
The damper 10 is provided with a leaf spring lOa.
The leaf spring1Oaprotrudesupwards fromthe damper
10. When the leaf spring lOa engages with the upper
housingwall 51, the leaf spring 1 Oa biases downwards
the damper 10 to stably fit the damper 10 in the hole
9a of the damper holder9. Further, the damper 10 installs therein a magnet lOb for magnetically attracting
the turntable5 or a metal piece embedded in the turntable 5. Alternatively the magnet lOb can be installed
aroundthe turntable5 or the turntablecenter bossSb,
and while a corresponding metal piece board may be
equippedin the damper 10.
As shown in FIGURES 1 and 2, the damper holder
9 has threeclamp guide pins 9b, 9c and 9d on its each
side bent portion which extendsdownwards. Twoof the
guide pins, i.e., pins 9b and 9s fit in a vertical guide
groove 2b definedon the side housingwall of the mechanical unit 2, whilethe otherguide pin 9d fits in a cam
slit 31a defined on a clamp slider 31 which will be described later.
The clamp slider 31 is driven to go forward and
backward by its associated driving mechanism as described later inthe directions defined in accordance with
the tray loading and unloadingoperations in of tray 1.
The guide pin 9d of the damper holder 9 is located in
the highest position of the cam slit 31a definedon the
clamp slider 31 when the tray is being unloaded, as
shown in FIGURE 1. While as shown in FIGURE 2, it is
located in the lowest position of the cam slit 31a when
the tray 1 locatesat a discclamp completion position in
the mechanical unit 2. That is, the clamp holder 9 is so
constructed to move up and down according to the
movements of the clamp slider31.
The vertical guide groove 2b definedon the side
housingwall of the mechanical unit 2 guidesthe guide
pins 9b and 9c of the damper holder 9 in the vertical
direction. Thus the damper holder 9 can move in the
vertical direction, i.e., in the direction intersecting the
disc D placedon the tray 1.
The disc clamp operation will be now explained in
detail in reference to FIGURES lOa through lOc and
FIGURES llathrough llc.
FIGURE lOa shows state that the tray 1 has just
loaded in the mechanical unit 2. The state of FIGURE
lOa corresponds toplaneviewas shown in FIGURE llb
just followingthe plan view as shown in FIGURE ha.
In this state,the damper 10 stays in its highest position,
i.e., a position contacting the upper housingwall 51 of
the mechanical unit 2. That is, when the tray 1 has
reached apredetermined position inside themechanical
unit 2, the tray loading having been completed, as
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shown in FIGURE llb. At this time, a disc clamp operation starts. That is, the clamp slider 31 is activatedto
lowerthe damper holder 9.
FIGURE 1Ob showsthe state that the damperholder9 in thewayof lowering toward the tray1 alreadyloaded in the mechanical unit 2. When the damper holder 9
lowers, that is, the damperholder9 goes awayfromthe
upper housing wall 51, the damper 10 also lowers togetherwiththe damper holder 9 by being biased downwards bythe leaf spring 1Oa withoutcoming offthe clam-

per holder9.
Accordingto the lowering of the damper holder 9,
a tray operating pin 32 protruding downwards from the
damper holder 9 presses the tray elevator 12 to lower
it in insideof the tray frame 11. The disc D is thus detachedfromthetrayl,asshown in FIGURE llc.
Accordingto the lowering of the tray elevator 12,
the discD placed on the tray 1 is detached fromthe disc
receivingrecess 12a of the tray 1, and then placed on
the turntable 5. According to a further loweringmovement of the tray elevator 12, the distance between a
turntablecenterboss5a of the turntable 5 and the clamper 10 is shortened. The turntable center boss 5a then
fullyfits intothecenterholeof the discD bythe magnetic
attraction between the magnet 1 Oa and its corresponding metalpieceequipped inthe damper 10 andthe turntable 5.
FIGURE lOc shows the state that the disc clamp
has been completed. In this state, the damper 10 is locatedatthe position whereit isfloating fromthe damper
holder 9, and the leaf spring lOa of the damper 10 is
coming offthe upper housing wall51. Here, theturntable
centerboss5ahas a centering memberSb for centering
the disc, which is resiliently heldvia a spring housedin
the turntable center bossSa. The centering memberSb
is defined a taper surfaceon its peripheral. Thus the
centering member Sb accuratelycentersthe disc D in
the position concentricwiththe turntableS when the taper surface of the centering member Sb fits with the
centerhole of the disc D in the course of clampingthe
discD in cooperation withthe damper 10. The centering
memberSb is lowered againstthe spring in theturntable
centerbossSa bythe damper 10 in the clampingoper-
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The tray loading mechanism and the disc clamp
mechanism will now be explained in detail in reference
to FIGURES 12 through15.
FIGURES 12 and 13 show the entire of the tray
loadingand disc clamp mechanism. FIGURES 14 and
15 showanothermechanism associatedonly tothe disc
clamping.
FIGURES 12 and 14 show a tray unloading state
priortothe tray loading operation (see FIGURES 1 and
11 a). FIGURE 13 showsatray loading completing state
(see FIGURE llb). FIGURE 15 showsa disc clamping
completing state (see FIGURES 2 and llc).
In FIGURE 12, the numeral 35 denotes a motor. The
power of the motor 35 is transmitted to a gear 37 via a
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warmgear 36. The power is further transmitted toaslider 39 via a gear 37a which is coaxial with the gear 37
and a rack gear 38. Accordingly, the slider 39 slides in
the directionof the arrowY2.
The slider 39 is defined therein a pair of cam
grooves40 (shown by solid line)and 41 (shown bydotted line). The cam groove40 engages witha guide pin
42a mountedon an arm 42which will be described later.
The other cam groove 41 engages with the guide pin
31c mounted on the clamp slider 31 which will be also
describedlater. The guide pins 42a and 31c are thus
guided by the cam grooves 40 and 41 during the slide
movementof the slider 39, so that the arm 42 and the
clamp slider 31 are driven in followingthe guide pins
42a and 31 c, respectively.
The arm 42 rocks laterally around the center of its
rocking axis 43 in the directionsof arrows Ri and R2,
under the guide of the guide pin 42a which is driven by
the slider 39. Here in the positional state as shown in
FIGURE 12, the arm 42 rocks in the direction of the arrow R2. The arm 42 isdefinedat its free end a rackgear
42b which engages witha gear44. The gear44 meshes
witha loading rackgear45 definedon thetray 1. Therefore, the rocking of the arm 42 in the direction of the
arrow R2 causesthe loading operation of the tray 1 into
the mechanical unit 2.
The rocking range of the arm 42 is limited by the
cam groove 40 definedon the slider39. That is, the arm
42 rocksbetween the position wherethe guidepin 42a
is located in the position, as shown in FIGURE 12 and
the other position, as shown in FIGURE 13. Here, the
cam groove 40 for guiding the guidepin 42a of the arm
42 is shapedso as to guidethe guidepin 37a alongthe
moving direction ofthe slider39 (Y2 direction) extending
further from the pin position of the arm rocking end
shown in FIGURE 13.
On the other hand, as shown in FIGURES 14 and
15, the clamp slider31 is held in the mechanical unit 2
so as that the clamp slider 31 is movable within a predetermined range alongthe loading direction of the tray
1 by a suitable guide member (not shown).
The guide pin 31c of the clamp slider 31 is driven
from the position as shown in FIGURES 12 and 14 to
the position as shown in FIGURE 15, under the guide
of the camgroove41 according to the movementof the
slider39. The guidepin 38a of the clamp slider31 stays
in a predetermined position until the guidepin 42a ofthe
arm 42 reaches the arm rocking end, as shown in FIGURE 13, thus the clamp slider31 also stays in a predetermined position.

The slider 39 slides in the same directioncontinuously afterthe guide pin 42a of the arm 42 has reached
the arm rocking end position, as shown in FIGURE 13.
Accordingto the slide movement of the slider 39 after
the completion ofthe arm rocking, as shown in FIGURE
15, the guide pin 31c of the clamp slider31 is guided in
the tray unloading direction, so that the clamp slider31
moves in the same direction.
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When the tray unloading movement of the clamp
slider31 the clamp holder9 lowers as shown in FIGURE
2, the guide pin 9d of the clamp holder 9 is guided upwards to the lowest position of the cam slit 31 a defined
on the clamp slider 31, so that the disc clamp is per-

of the trace of focal points of the light beam, as shown
in FIGURES 17b and 17c. So that it is ableto adjust the
tangentialskew without causing a normal line aberration.
5

The pendulum swing attitudeof the motor base 61
in the Y-axis direction on the pendulum bearings 65 and
66 is adjusted by rotating the adjustinghead 69a of the
eccentricpin 69 from the backofthe chassis 4 in use of
a screwdriver.
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The radial skew adjustmentwill now be explained
in detail in reference to FIGURE 18. The helical cam 70
is mounted on the chassis 4 at a position alongthe normal line of a disc loaded in the disc reproducing apparatus. The helical cam70 adjuststhe height of the cam
contact76 defined at the edge of the motor base 61 by
being rotated.
Whenthe heightof the cam contact 76 is adjusted
the motor base 61 flaps around an axis extending
throughthe centersof the bearing contacts 71 and 72,
atthe statethatthe camcontact 76 andthe bearing contacts 71, 72 are resiliently depressedto the helicalcam
70 and the pendulum bearings 65, 66. Here the motor
base bearings 65 and 66 form the common epicycloid
as described above. Thusduringthe radial skewadjustment the motor base 61 flaps in the X-axis (perpendicular) direction of the common epicycloid. Thusit is able
to carry outthe radial skewadjustment without causing
the normal line aberration. The flappingattitudeof the
motorbase 61 is adjusted by rotating theadjustinghead
70a of the helical cam70from the backside of the chassis 4 in use of a screwdriver.
Further, in the embodiment ofthe present invention,
the motor base 61 is held resiliently on the chassis 4
from above by the coil spring 63 and 64, so that it is
possibleto prevent the playof the motorbase 61 on the
chassis 4.
Here, in the embodiment of the present invention
mentionedabove, it is so constructed that the motor
base 61 is biased downwards from the positions of the
pendulum bearings 65 and 66 and the helical cam 70
by the coil spring 63 and the screw64. However, in the
arrangement as shown in FIGURE 19, whenthe eccentric pin 69 engages withthe left side housing wall of the
eccentricpin engagingslot 75 the rightward bias by the
coil spring 63in proximityofthe left side pendulum bearing 65 is received by the eccentric pin 69. In this arrangement, it is unnecessary to fix an area in proximity of the
right side pendulum bearing66 with the coil springand
the screw. Similarly, as shown in FIGURE 20, whenthe
eccentricpin 69 engages withthe rightside housingwall
of the eccentric pin engaging slot 75 it is unnecessary
tofix an areain proximityof right side pendulum bearing
65 withthe coil springand the screw.
The motor base bearing system is comprised of
three bearings 65, 66 and 70 located on the chassis 4
in positions defininga space together. Thus the motor
base 61 is stably supported on the three bearings 65,
66 and 70. Twoof the bearings, i.e., a pair of first and

formed.

By the way, in FIGURE 15, the numeral47 denotes

a switch fordetecting a specificposition ofthe slider39.

Whenthe slider 39 reaches the tray unloading completion position in the tray unloading operation, and when
the slider39 reaches the discclamp completion position
during the disc loading operation a switch knob 47a is
operated backand forth by the slider 39. Thusthe disc
clamp completion position is electricallydetected bythe
switch 47.

The skew adjustingmechanism of the disc motor
will be now explained in detail in reference to FIGURE
16 through FIGURE 22.
In FIGURE 16, the numeral 61 denotes a motor
base on which a disc motor 62 is fixed. The numeral 4
denotes achassiswithwhich the motor base 61 and the
optical pickup feed mechanism are held. The motor
base 61 is installed on the chassis4 by screws via coil
springs63. At the motor base installing position of the
chassis4 the skewadjustingmechanism of thedisc motor 62 is defined.
The skew adjusting mechanism is comprised of a
pair of pendulum bearings 65 and 66 for the sake of the
tangential skewadjustment, a pair of guide pins 67 and
68, an eccentricpin 69, and ahelicalcam70forthe sake
of the radialskew adjustment.
The motor base 61 isdefinedthereon a pairof bearcontacts
71 and 72 associated with the pendulum
ing
65
and
bearings
66, a pair of slits 73 and 74 for posithe
motor
base 61 in cooperation withthe guide
tioning
67
and
68
pins
loosely fit therein, an eccentricpin enslot
75
for
gaging
engaging withan eccentric pin 69, and
a camcontactattitudeforcontactingwiththe helical cam
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First, the detail of the tangentialskew adjustment
will be explained in reference to FIGURE 17.
As shown in FIGURE 16, each of the pendulum
bearings 65 and 66 has an epicycloid. These pendulum
bearings 65 and 66 are arranged for making a common
imaginaryepicycloid around the focal point P ofthe light
beam of the optical pickup. Thus the motor base 61
swings in the Y-axis (longitudinal) direction along the
common epicycloid connecting the pair ofthe pendulum
bearings 65 and 66 under the guideof the guide pins 67
and 68 and the slits 73 and 74.
Accordingly, by adjustingthe pendulum swing attitude of the motor base 61 in the Y-axis (longitudinal) direction along the common epicycloid surfaceconnecting the pendulum bearings 65 and 66 at the state that
the bearing contacts 71, 72 and the camcontact 76 are
resiliently depressedto the pendulum bearings 65, 66
and the helical cam 70 by the coil springs 63 and the
screw64, the motor base 61 swings around the center
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second (pendulum) bearings 65 and 66 are located on
the chassis 4 in opposite positions in reference to the
axisof the motor62and form a common imaginary pendulumbearing intersecting an axisalongthe shaft ofthe
motor 62. The third (cam) bearing 70 is located on the
chassis 4 at a position on a line passing through axis
alongthe motorshaft so at to intersect anotherline couplingthefirst and second bearings 65 and 66. The motor
base 61 is resiliently pressedon the motorbase bearing
systemby a resilient holding devioe. The resilient holding device is comprised of a first spring 63a for biasing
the motor base 61 at a position in proximityof the third
bearing70 and a secondspring63b for biaaing the motor base 61 at anotherposition in proximity of at least
one of the first and second bearings 65, 66 and in oppositetothe firstspring63a in relationto the pendulum
swing plane passing the first and second bearings 65
and 66. Accordingto that the positions being pressed
by the resilientholding deviceare defined as described
above, the motor base 61 is stablysettledon the motor

base bearing system.
Thefirst andsecondbearings 65 and66are defined
with the same dimension of epicycloids, as shown in
FIGURE 23, which sharethe pendulum swing plane.
Theshapeof each epicycloid makesthe motor base
61 possible to flap around a line coupling two bearing
points of the first and secondbearing contacts 71, 72 of
the motor base 61 andthe first and the second bearings
65, 66 in the radial skewadjusting operation.
Whentheoptical axisofthe pickup, i.e., alightbeam
emittedfrom the pickup tilts from the vertical line to the
surface of a disc placed on the turntable 5, a skew
caused by the beamtilt reflects or deteriorates signals
reproduced or read by the pickup fromthe disc. Accordingly, it is possible to bringthe skewquantityto zero or
minimize it, by adjusting an attitudeof the motor base
61 held on the motor base bearing system, whilemonitoring a skewquantityof the optical pickup to the disc
placed on the turntable5 by using any known type of
skewquantitycalculatingcircuit,e.g., asdisclosedinthe
USP 5,546,367.
FIGURE 22 shows a circuit of the skew quantity
monitoringdevice using such as the skewquantitycalculating circuit 110.
In FIGURE 22 a reproduced signal affected by
skews is applied to the skewquantitycalculating circuit.
The skew quantity calculating circuit 110 calculates a
skew quantity by properlyprocessing the reproduced
signal. The skewquantitycalculated by the skewquantity calculating circuit110 isthen supplied toa skewmeter 111. The skewmeter 111 is an analog type one havand a scale 111b whose center indiing a pointer
catesazero orminimum skewquantity. The skewmeter
111 may have anotherscale in which the left side of the
scale
indicates a zero or minimum skewquantity.
In still anotheralternative, the skewmeter 111 may be
replaced by a digital type meter.
In aconditionthat theskewmonitoringdeviceis ap-
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plied with the reproduced signal, eitherof thetangential
and radial skewadjustingoperations, e.g., the tangential skewadjustingoperation is carried out whilemonitoringthe skew meter so asthat the meter pointer lila
reaches the zero or minimum indication. Whenthe meter pointer
has reachedthe zero or minimum indication, thetangentialskewadjustingoperation has been
completed. Following the completion of the tangential
skewadjusting operation, the otheradjustingoperation,
i.e., in this case, the radial skewadjustingoperation is
carried out while monitoringthe skew meter
so as
thatthe meterpointer
reachesthezeroorminimum
indication. When the meter pointer
has reached
the zero or minimum indication, the radialskew adjusting operation has beencompleted. That is, the entire of
the skew adjusting operations have been completed.
Here in the present invention, the tangential skew
adjustingoperation and the radial skewadjustingoperation can be independently carriedout withoutaffecting
a result of the other skew adjusting operation, as described above. Thus, it is not required to repeat the respectiveskewadjustingoperations.
The present invention is applicable to a CD!DVD
combinedtype playerand a CD-ROM/DVD-ROM combinedtypedrive,as wellastoa non-combined typeplayerordriveforCDs, CD-ROMs, DVDsorDVD-ROMs.In
such combined type players or drives, it is advantegeoustocarryout the skewadjustments by usingDVDs
or DVD-ROMs but not CDs or CD-ROMs. This is because that the DVDsand the DVD-ROMs have a heavy
track-pitch in comparison tothe CDsand the CD-ROMs,
and thus the DVDs and the DVD-ROMs are required to
have very strict skew ratings. Accordingly, once the
combinedtype players or drives have been adjusted
their skew characteristics by using a DVD or a DVDROM, the players or the drives are guaranteed a sufficient skewfeaturefor the CDs or the CD-ROMs.
The skews in the disc reproducing apparatus are
caused by a relative inclination between a discsurface
placedon a turntable and an optical axis of a pickup for
reproducing the disc, i.e., a beamtilt therebetween. Accordingly, it is able to adjust the skews by properlyarranging the attitudeof the disc in relation to the pickup.
The attitudeof the disc is adjustedthroughthe adjustment of the attitudeof the motor base in relation to the
chassis for mounting the motor base. Thustheskewadjustmentof the disc reproducing apparatus is possible
throughthe motor side as well as the pickup side. However, the skew adjustmentthrough the motor side is
moreadvantageous than that throughthe pickup. That
is, the pickup has a nature of running over the disc in
the radial direction of the disc during a reproduction of
the disc. According to the nature of the pickup, it is impossibleor verydifficultto adjust the attitudeof the running pickup. On the other hand, the adjustmentof the
attitudeof the motor base is very easy sincethe motor
base is settledon the chassis.
In the above embodiment of the present invention,
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the skewadjusting arrangement aroundthe motor 62 is
provided with adjusting heads 69a and 70a of the eccentric pin 69 for the tangential skew adjustmentand
the helicalcam70 for the radialskewadjustment on the
back of the chassis 4. Thus the skew adjustments can
be simplyand easily carriedout in the adjusting process
of the assemblingline.
Furthermore, by defining holes on a back plate of
the housingin facing the adjusting heads69a and 70a,
a serviceperson can also carryout simply andeasilythe
skewadjustmentby operating the adjustingheads 69a
and 70a with screwdrivers throughthe holes.
Theaboveexplanation hasbeenmadefor suchembodimentin whichtheturntableisdirectlycoupledtothe
motorshaft of the motoradthen the motor base mounting the motor is movablysupported on the motor base
bearingsystem. However it is possible to separatethe
motor from the turntable. In this case, the turntabe is
driven by the motor througha powertransmission belt
and the like. Then the turntabe is rotatably mounted on
a member, i.e., a turntable base corresponding to the
above-mentioned motor base. And then the turntable
base is movablysupportedon a bearing system corresponding tothe motor base baringsystemfor performing the skewadjustments.
Accordingto the disc reproducing apparatusof the
present invention as described above, the tangential
skewcan be adjustedby adjusting the pendulum swing
attitudearound thefirst axisofthe motor base (turntable
base)onthe motor base bearing system (turntable base
bearing system) without causing the normal line aber-
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10

gardedbythe applicantas including avarietyof individually inventive concepts, someof which maylie partially
orwholly outside the scope of someorallofthefollowing
claims. Thefactthattheapplicanthas chosen atthe time
of filing of the present applicationto restrict the claimed
scope of protection in accordance with the following
claims is not to be taken as a disclaimer or alternative
inventive conceptsthat are included in the contentsof
the applicationand couldbe definedby claims differing
in scope from the following claims, which different
claims may be adoptedsubsequently during prosecution, for example, for the purposes of a divisional application.

15

Claims
1.

tor;
a motor base for mounting the motor;
a chassis for supporting the motor;
a motor base bearing systemmounted on the
chassisfor bearing the pendulum swing of the
motorbase abovethe chassis around a firstax-

25

is along a trace of a beam spot of an optical
to a disc placed on the turntable;
adevicefor holding the motor baseon the motor base bearing system; and
an adjustingmember mounted on the chassis
for adjustingthe pendulum swing attitudeofthe
motor base aroundthe first axis.
pickup

30
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2.

A disc reproducing apparatuscomprising:

a motor for drivingthe disc;
aturntablecoupled to a motor shaftof the mo40

tor;
a motor base for mounting the motor;
a chassis for supporting the motor;
a motor base bearing systemmounted on the
chassisfor bearing the movement of the motor
base around a secondaxis on the motor base
for intersecting at the right angle a trace of a

tus.

While there have been illustrated and described
what are at present consideredto be preferred embodimentsof the presentinvention, it will be understood by
those skilled in the art that various changesand modificationsmaybe made, and equivalents maybe substituted for elements thereof without departing from the
true scope of the present invention. In addition, many
modifications may be made to adapt a particular situation or material to the teachingof the present invention
withoutdeparting fromthe centralscopethereof.Therefor, it is intended that thepresentinvention not be limited
to the particular embodiment disclosed as the best
modecontemplated for carryingout the present invention, but that the present invention includes all embodimentsfalling within the scope of the appended claims.
The foregoing description and the drawings are re-

A disc reproducing apparatuscomprising:

a motor for drivingthe disc;
aturntablecoupled to a motor shaftof the mo-

20

ration.
Similarly, the radialskewcan be adjusted by adjustthe
ing
flapping attitudearound the second axis of the
motor base on the motor base bearingsystem without
causing the normal line aberration.
Accordingly, it is possible to independently perform
the tangentialskewadjustmentand the radial skewadjustmentaccuratelyand efficiency.
As described above, the present invention can provide an extremely preferable disc reproducing appara-
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beamspotof an optical pickup toa discplaced
on theturntablein parallelwiththe discsurface;
adevicefor holding the motor baseon the motor base bearing system; and
an adjustingmember mounted on the chassis
for adjustingthe attitudeof the movementofthe
motor base aroundthe secondaxis.

50
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3.

A disc reproducing apparatuscomprising:

a motor for drivingthe disc;
aturntablecoupled to a motor shaftof the mo-
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tor;
a motor base for mounting the motor;
a chassis for supporting the motor;
a motor base bearing systemmounted on the
chassisfor bearing the pendulum swing of the
motorbase above the chassis around a firstax-

is along a trace of a beam spot of an optical
pickupto a discplacedon theturntableand the
movementof the motor base arounda second
axis on the motor base for intersecting at the
right angle the beam spottrace in parallel with
the disc surface;
a device for holding the motor baseon the motor base bearing system;
a first adjustingmembermounted on the chassis for adjustingthe pendulum swing attitudeof
the motor base aroundthe first axis; and
a second adjusting member mounted on the
chassisfor adjusting the attitudeof the movementofthe motor base around thesecond axis.
4.

Disc reproducing apparatusas claimed in any one
of claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein
the holding devicehas a biasingmeans for resilientlypressingthe motor base on the motor base

aturntablefor rotatably supportinga disc;
aturntablebasefor mountingthe turntable;
a chassis for supporting the turntablebase;
a turntable base bearing system mounted on
5

the chassisfor bearing the pendulum swing of
the turntablebase abovethe chassisarounda
first axisalong a trace of a beam spot of an optioal pickupto the disc placed on the turntable;
a devicefor holding the turntablebase on the
turntablebase bearing system; and
an adjustingmember mounted on the chassis
for adjustingthe pendulum swing attitudeofthe
turntablebase aroundthe first axis.

10

15

11.

Disc reproducing apparatus as claimed in claim 1,
wherein
the motor base bearing system has apendulum swing bearing surfaceintersecting anotheraxis
along the motor shaft.

20

the chassis for bearing the movement of the
turntable base around a second axis on the
turntablebase for intersecting atthe right angle
a trace of a beam spot of an optical pickup to
the disc placedon the turntablein parallel with
the disc surface;
a devicefor holding the turntablebase on the
turntablebase bearing system; and
an adjustingmember mounted on the chassis
for adjustingthe attitudeof the movementofthe
turntablebase aroundthe second axis.

25
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12.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Disc reproducing apparatus as claimed in claim 2,
wherein
the second axis intersects anotheraxis along
the motor shaft.
Disc reproducing apparatus as claimed in claim 3,
wherein
themotorbase bearing systemincludes a pair
of first and second bearings which share apendulum swingbearingsurfaceintersecting asecondaxisalongthe motor shafton oppoeite sides in relation
to the motor shaft.
Disc reproducing apparatus as claimed in claim 7,
wherein
the pair of first and second bearings are located on a line intersecting at the right anglethe beam
spot.
Disc reproducing apparatusas claimed in claim 7
or 8, wherein
each of the first and second bearings is defined with an epicycloid surface.

35
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A disc reproducing apparatuscomprising:

aturn tablefor rotatably support a disc;
aturntablebasefor mountingthe turntable;
a chassis for supporting the turntablebase;
a turntable base bearing system mounted on

bearingsystem.
5.

18

A disc reproducing apparatuscomprising:

aturntablefor rotatably supportinga disc;
aturntablebasefor mountingthe turntable;
a chassis for supporting the turntablebase;
a turntable base bearing system mounted on

the chassisfor bearing the pendulum swing of
the turntablebase abovethe chassisarounda
first axisalong a trace of a beam spot of an optical pickup to the disc placedon the turntable
and the movement ofthe turntablebase around
a second axis on the turntable base for intersecting at the right angle the beam spot trace
in parallel withthe disc surface;
a devicefor holding the turntablebase on the
turntablebase bearing system;
afirst adjustingmembermounted on the chassis for adjusting the pendulum swingattitudeof
the turntablebase around the firstaxis; and
a second adjusting member mounted on the
chassisfor adjusting the attitudeof-the movementofthe motor base around thesecondaxis.

55

13. Disc reproducing apparatusas claimed in any one
of claims 11, 12 or 13, wherein
the holding device has a biasingmeans forre-

A disc reproducing apparatuscomprising:

10
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silientlypressing theturntablebaseon theturntable
base bearing system.
14. Disc reproducing apparatus as claimedin claim 10,
wherein
the turntablebase bearing system has apendulum swing bearing surface intersecting another
axis along a shaft of the turntable.

5

15. Disc reproducing apparatusas claimed in claim 11,
wherein
the second axis intersects anotheraxis along
the turntableshaft.

10

16. Disc reproducing apparatus as claimedin claim 12,
wherein
the turntablebase bearing system includes a
pair of first and secondbearings which shareapendulumswing bearing surfaceintersecting a second
axis along the turntableshaft on oppositesides in
relation to the turntable shaft.

15

17. Disc reproducing apparatus as claimedin claim 16,
wherein
the pair of bearings are located on a line in-

20

25

tersectingat the right anglethe beamspot.
18. Disc reproducing apparatus as claimed in claim 16
or 17, wherein each of thefirst and second bearings
has an epicycloid surface.

30

19. Disc reproducing apparatus as claimedin any preceding claim, whereinthe or each adjustingmember has an adjusting head provided on the backof
the chassis.

35

20. Disc reproducing apparatus as claimed in claim 19
furthercomprising:
a housingfor housing the disc reproducing
apparatus, whereinthe housinghas formed therein

40

an openingholeor openingholesfacing the adjusting headoradjustingheads ofthe or each adjusting
member.
45
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Memory control devices for use in recording and/or reproducing apparatus

In a memorycontrol device (12)for controlling
write-in/read-out operation for memory means (13), a
sectordata storing area and an additive areaare set in
each of sector-based data storing areasin the memory
means. A prescribed datum is stored in the additive
areaassociated withthe sector-based data stored in the
sectordata storing area. The access addresses for the
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additive area are generated on the basis of the sector
countvaluewhenthe sectordata write-in or read-out is
carried out in the memory means (13). The access
addresses are calculated bythe memorycontrol device
(12).
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Description
Thisinvention relates to memorycontrol devices for
use in recording and/or reproducing apparatus, for
instance recording and/orreproducing apparatuscapable of recording and/or reproducing data, for example
audiodata, etc., on a recording medium, for example a
disc-shaped recording medium.
Rewritable magneto-optical discs on which a user
can record music data, etc. have been proposed. The
shockproof functionof thesediscs can be improved by
utilizing a buffer RAM.
In a reproducing operation, audio data read out
froma magneto-optical disc is intermittently writteninto
a buffer RAM at a high rate. Then this data is continuously read out from the buffer RAM at low rate while
conducting a demodulation processing to obtain audio
reproduction signals. In this way, a certain amount of
data is accumulated in the buffer RAM at all times.
Thus, the audiodata can be continuously read outfrom
the buffer RAM even when a track jump occurs due to
external vibration orthe like and the data read-out operation fromthe magneto-optical disc is temporarily interrupted, so that the reproduced signals can be output
withoutinterruption.
Further, in a recording operation, input data is continuously and temporarilywritten into the buffer RAM at
a low rate. This data is then intermittently read out at a
high rate and supplied to a recording headto perform a
recording operation on the disc.
A recording trackof the magneto-optical disc comprises continuously-formed clusters CL each of which
includes a sub data area of 4 sectors and a main data
areaof 32 sectors as shown in Fig. 1. Each clustercomprises 36 sectors and each sector comprises 2352
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bytes.

One cluster serves as a minimum unit for the
recording operation. One cluster has the length corresponding to two orthree rounds of the disc. An address
is recorded for everysector. The sub dataarea of4 sectors is used for sub data or as a linking area. TOCdata,
audiodata,etc. are recorded in the maindata areaof 32
sectors.
Thesectorisfurtherdividedintosoundgroups. Two
sectors are divided into 11 sound groups. The data are
recorded in a sound groupof 424 byteswhilebeingseparated into left and right channels. Each sound group
contains audio data whose time corresponds to 11.6
msec. Further, 212 bytes which serve as a data areaof
Left-channel or Right-channel is calleda "soundframe.
When the recording and/orreproducing operation is
conducted through the buffer RAM on data which is
recorded on the disc having the format described
above, the buffer RAMcarriesout its storageoperation
on a sector basis. That is, a sectoraddressand a byte
address (0 to 2351 byte) inthe sectorare combined with
each otherto generate an accessaddress. The write-in
and read-out operations are carried out on the basis of
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this accessaddress.
In magneto-optical systems as described above,
there is a system controller for controlling the whole
processing of the magneto-optical system. It is preferable that variouskinds of information for a read-out sector are obtained when the data of the sector is readout
from the buffer RAM. For example, due to the data
reproducing operation through the buffer RAM, a time
lag occursbetween the time when the data of a sector
is readout fromthe disc andthe timewhen it is actually
reproduced. Thus, it is preferable that information relating to a musicplay progresstime of the sector be read
out at the time when the data of the sector is read out
fromthe buffer RAM of the sector.
In addition, it is alsovery preferable that information
suchas a track number, track changeinformation, track
mode information on identification of stereo/monaural,
emphasis , inhibition or permission of copy-write, link
information for front and rear sides in managing information of audiodata, errorinformation, etc. can be writ-

ten in at the same time when the data of the sector is
writteninto the buffer RAM. It is also preferable that this
information be read out atthe sametimewhenthe data
of the sectoris read outfrom the buffer RAM. Hereinafter, these kindsof information which are stored in along
withthe sectorare referred to as "additive data.
Therefore, when the data of a sector is written into
the buffer RAM, the above kinds of additive data are
conventionally over-written on data portionswhich subsequently become unnecessary. These data portions
which subsequently become unnecessary include a
sync data (921h 92Fh), a mode data (003h), and a
sub header (004h 007h) as in shown as Fig. 2 (Note
that numerical values affixed withan 'h" in the specification are in hexadecimal notation). Thesekinds of additive data are stored along with an associated sector in
the buffer RAM.
However, an address indication is required for the
read-out of the additive data, and thusthe system controller is required to carry out management of
addresses at which the additive data are written and
read-out addresses for indicating processing. This
increases the processing loadof the system controller.
According to the invention thereis provided a memcontrol
devicefor use in a recording and/or reproory
ducing apparatus having memory means for storing
data on a sector basis to be recorded on a recording
medium or data which are read out from a recording
medium. The memory control device also includes a
firstwrite-incounter for counting a numberofsectorson
thebasis ofasectorsync signal to obtain an addressfor
a data write-in operation into the memory. The memory
control device also includesa first read-out counterfor
counting a numberof sectoron the basis of the sector
sync signal to obtain an address for a data read-out
operation from the memory. The memorycontrol device
also includesa firstselectorfor selecting a countvalue
Ns from amongthe numberof sectors counted respec-
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tively by the firstwrite-in counter and the first read-out
counter. The memorycontrol device also includes a calculator for calculating the sectoraddressin accordance
with the count value Ns. The memory control device
also includes a second write-in counterfor counting a 5
byte value on the basis of the sector sync signal and
byte count signal to obtain a byte address for a data
write-in operation into the memory. The memorycontrol
device also includes a second read-out counter for
counting a byte value on the basis of the sector sync 10
and bytecountsignalto obtain a byteaddress for a data
read-out operation fromthe memory. The memorycontrol device also includes an offset byte generator for
generating a bytevaluewhich is offsetcorresponding to
the byte addresses for the additive data of the sector 15
unit.The memorycontrol device also includes a second
selectorfor selecting a byte address valuefrom among
the bytevaluesreceived fromthe second write-incounter, the second read-out counter and the offset byte
generator. The memorycontrol device also includes an 20
address generator/outputting devicefor adding the sector address output from the calculator to the byte
address value fromthe second selectorto calculate an
access address and for outputting the calculated
access addressto the memory.
25
Embodiments of the invention describedhereinbelow seekto reducetheprocessing loadof a system controllerby storing additive data for sectordata in a buffer
RAM and releasing the system controller from the
processing load involved in carrying out the address 30
calculation of the additive data.
The invention will now be furtherdescribed, by way
of illustrative and non-limiting example, with reference to
the accompanying drawings, in which:
35

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a storage area of a
buffer RAM in a previously proposed recording and
reproducing apparatus;
Fig. 2 is a schematic view of a track format on a
disc;
Fig. 3 is a blockdiagramshowing a recording and
reproducing apparatus incorporating a memory
control device according to an embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 4 is a schematic view of a P-TOC sector on a
disc;
Fig. 5 is a schematic view of a U-TOC sector of a
disc;
Fig. 6 is a schematic view of a management mode
of the U-TOCon the disc;
Fig. 7 is a schematic view of a data sector on the
disc;
Fig. 8 is a schematic view of a storage area of a
buffer RAM;
Fig. 9 is a schematic view of a storage area of a
buffer RAM,
Fig. 10 is a block diagram of a memory control
device and a peripheral control circuit;
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Fig. 11 is a blockdiagramof an address generating
circuitand a peripheral circuitunit;and
Fig. 12 is a schematic viewofawrite-inoperation to

a buffer RAM.

Preferred embodiments of a recording and/or
reproducing apparatus incorporating a memorycontrol
device according to this invention will now bedescribed
with reference to Figs. 3 to 12. These embodiments
relate to a recording and/or reproducing apparatus in
which a magneto-optical disc is used as a recording
medium, and a memorycontrol device is equipped in
the recording and/orreproducing apparatus.
Fig. 3 is a blockdiagramshowing a main partof the
recording and reproducing apparatus. In Fig. 3, a reference numeral 1 represents a magneto-optical disc on
which audio data or the like is recorded. The magnetooptical disc 1 is rotationally drivenby a spindlemotor 2.
A reference numeral 3 represents an optical head for
irradiating a laser beamonto the magneto-optical disc 1
in recording or reproducing operations.
In the recording operation, the optical head 3 outputs a high-level laser beamto heat recording tracks up
to the Curietemperature. In the reproducing operation,
the optical head 3 outputs a relatively low level laser
beam to detect data from reflected light through the
magnetic Kerr effect.
Accordingly, the optical head 3 is equipped with a
laser diode (not shown) serving as laser output means,
an optical systemcomprising a deflection beamsplitter,
an objective lens, and a detectorfor detecting reflected
light. The objective lens 3a is supported by a biaxial
mechanism 4 to be displaceable in a disc radial direction and in a direction toward and away from the disc
(i.e. perpendicularto the majorsurfaces of the disc).
A reference numeral 6 represents a magnetic head
for supplying the magneto-optical disc with magnetic
fieldwhich is modulated by supplied data. The magnetic
head 6 is disposed at a position opposite the optical
head 3 with respectto the magneto-optical disc 1. The
optical head3 and the magnetic head 6 are movable in
the disc radial direction by a thread mechanism 5.
Information which is detected from the magnetooptical disc 1 by the optical head 3 in the reproducing
operation is supplied to an RF amplifier 7. The RF
amplifier7 conductscalculation processing on the supplied information to extract a reproduction RF signal, a
tracking error signal, a focus error signal, an absolute
position information, an address information, a focus
monitor signal, etc. The absoluteposition information
can be recorded as a pre-groove (wobbling groove) on
the magneto-optical disc 1. The extracted reproduction
RF signal is supplied to an encoderand decoderunit 8.
The trackingerror signal and the focus errorsignal are
supplied to a servo circuit9. The address information is
supplied to an address decoder10. The absoluteposition information and the focus monitor signal are supplied to a system controller 11 comprising a micro-
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computer.

The servocircuit9 generates various kindsof servo
driving signals on the basis of the supplied tracking
error signal and focus error signal, and an access
instruction (auto music sensor), a seek instruction, a
rotational speed detection information of a spindle
motor, etc. which are supplied from the systemcontroller 11. The servo circuit 9 controls the biaxial mechanism 4 and the thread mechanism 5 to perform focus
and tracking control. Further, the servocircuit9 controls
the spindle motor 2 to operate at a constant angular
velocity (CAy) or constantlinearvelocity (CLV).
The reproduction RF signal is subjected to a decoding processing suchas EFM(eightfourteenmodulation)
demodulation, ClRC (cross-interleaved reed-solomon
coding) or the like in the encoder and decoderunit 8.
The signal isthen temporarilywrittenin a buffer RAM 13
by the memorycontroller12. The data read-out operation fromthe magneto-optical disc 1 by the optical head
3 andthe transmission rate of reproduced data in a system which extends from the optical head3 to the buffer
RAM 13 are carriedout intermittently at 1.41 Mbit/sec.
The data written in the buffer RAM 13 is readout at
such a timing that the transmission rate of the reproduceddata is carried out at 0.3 Mbit/sec. Thedata read
fromthe buffer RAM 13 is supplied to the encoderand
decoderunit 14. Thereafter, the data is subjected to a
reproduction signal processing such as a decode
processing for an audio compression processing, converted to analog signals by a D/A converter 15, and suppliedto a prescribed amplifier circuit from a terminal 16
to be output as audio signals, for example, left (L) and
Right (R) audio signals.
The data write-in and read-out for the buffer RAM
13 is carried out using address indication throughthe
control of write-in pointer and read-out pointer by the
memorycontroller 12. The write-in pointer (write-in byte
address) is incremented at 1.41 Mbitlsec timing as
described above. The read-out pointer (read-out byte
address) is incremented at 0.3 Mbitlsectiming. Therefore, thebuffer RAM 13 is keptin such a state that some
amount ofdata isaccumulated in the buffer RAM 13due
to the difference in bit rate between the write-in and the
read-out operations. At the time when full capacity of
data is accumulated in thebuffer RAM 13, the increment
of the write-in pointeris stopped, and the data read-out
operation from the magneto-optical disc 1 bythe optical
head 3 is also stopped. However, the increment of the
read-out pointer is continued, and thus the reproduced
audiooutputis not interrupted.
Thereafter, assuming that the read-out operation
from the buffer RAM 13 is further continued and the
data accumulation amount in the buffer RAM 13 is
decreased below a predetermined amount,the increment of the data read-out operation and the increment
of the write-in pointer by the optical head 3 are
resumed, and the data accumulation into the buffer
RAM 13 is resumed.
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By outputting the reproduced signal through the
buffer RAM 13 in the manner as described above, the
reproduced audio output is prevented from being interrupted even when the tracking is deviated due to an
external disturbance or the like. By re-adjusting to
regain an accurate trackingposition beforethe accumulated data is used up and resuming the data read-out
operation, the reproducing operation can be continued
with no affecton the reproduced output. That is, shockprooffunctioning can be remarkably improved.
In Fig. 3, the address information output from the
address decoder 10 and sub code data for the control
operation are supplied through the encoder and
decoderunit 8 to the system controller 11 and used for
various kindsof control operations. Further, the system
controller 11 is supplied with a lockdetection signal of a
PLL (phase locked loop)circuitfor generating bit clocks
for the recording or reproducing operations and a monitor signal for monitoring a lackstate of a frame sync signal of the reproduction data (left and Rightchannels).
The system controller 11 outputsa lasercontrol signal SLPfor controlling the operation of the laser diodeof
the optical head 3, and it serves to carry out ON/OFF
control ofthe outputofthelaserdiode.Atthe ON control
time, the systemcontroller11 switches the laser power
between the relatively low level outputof the reproducing operation and the relatively high level output of the
recording operation.
Whenthe recording operation is conducted on the

30

magneto-optical disc 1, the recording signal is supplied
as an analog audio signal to the terminal 17. The
recording signal is converted to digital data by an ND
converter 18. Then the digital data is supplied to the
encoder and decoder unit 14 to be subjected to the

35

audio compression encodeprocessing. The recording
data compressed bythe encoderand decoderunit 14 is
temporarily writtenin the buffer RAM 13 by the memory
controller 12. Then the compression data is read out at
a prescribed timing to be transmitted tothe encoderand
decoderunit 8. In the encoderand decoderunit 8, the
data is subjected to encodeprocessing such as CIRC

40

(cross-interleaved reed-solomon coding) encode, EFM
(eightfourteenmodulation) modulation, etc. The recording signal is then supplied to a magnetic head driving
45
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circuit 15.
The magnetic head driving circuit 15 supplies the
magnetic head 6 with a magnetic head drive signal in
accordance with the recording data which has been
subjected to the encodeprocessing. That is, an N or S
magnetic field is applied to the magneto-optical disc 1
by the magnetic head 6 in accordance with the head
drive signal. At this time, the system controller11 supplies a control signal to the optical head 3 to output a
laser beamof recording level power.
A reference numeral 19 represents an operation
input unit provided with keys which are manipulated by
a user. A reference numeral 20 represents a displayunit
comprising a liquid crystal display, for example. The
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operation input unit 19 is provided with a recording key,
a reproducing key, a stop key, an AMS (automusic sensor) key, a search key, etc. for the user's manipulation.

Whenthe recording and/orreproducing operation is
conducted on the disc 1, managing information
recorded on the disc 1, that is, P-TOC (Pre-mastered
Table Of Contents) and U-TOC (User Table Of Contents)are readout, and in accordance with the managing information, the system controller 11 identifies the
addresses ofsegments to be recorded on the disc1 and
the addresses of segments to be reproduced. Thismanaging information is held in the buffer RAM 13. Therefore, the buffer RAM 13 is divided into a buffer areafor
the recording data and/orreproducing data, and an area
for the managing information.
The systemcontroller11 executes the reproducing
operation for the innermost peripheral side of the disc
having the managing information recorded thereon at
the time when the disc 1 is installed. In this way, the
managing information is read out and stored into the
buffer RAM 13, wherebythe managing information can
be referred to during the recording and/or reproducing
operations.
The U-TOC is edited and rewritten in accordance
with the recording, erasing or overwriting operation of
data. The system controller 11 conducts this edit
processing on the U-TOC information stored in the
buffer RAM 13 every recording, erasingor overwriting
operation. Also throughthe above rewriting operation,
the U-TOC areaon the disc 1 can be rewritten at a pre-
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The audiodata sector which are recorded in a sector dataformatonthedisc 1, and the P-TOC sectorand
the U-TOC sectorfor managing the recording or reproducing operation of the audio data will now be
described. The P-TOC information is used for area indication for recordable areas on the disc and management area for the U-TOC area, etc. When the disc 1
comprisesa pre-mastered disc which is an optical disc
exclusively used for reproduction, audio data which is
fixedlyrecorded (like ROM) can be managed using only
the P-TOC. The formatof the P-TOC is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 showsone segment (sector0)for P-TOC information which is repetitivelyrecorded in an area used for PTOC. For example, the P-TOC can be recorded as a
ROM area at the innermost peripheral side of the disc.
Sectorsfrom a sector0 to a sector4 are provided for the
P-TOC, although sectors 1 to 4 are optional.
The data areafor one sectorof the P-TOC is 2352
bytes(= 4 bytes X588).At the headposition ofthe data
area is provided a header with a sync pattern of one
bytedata for all "0" or all "1", and addresses representing a clusteraddress and a sectoraddress, etc., thereby
indicating the P-TOC area. Subsequently tothe header,
an identification ID of ASCIIcode corresponding to the
letters "MINI" is added at a predetermined address
position. Alsorecorded subsequently are adisctype, an
audiorecording level, the numberof afirstrecorded pro-
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gram (First TNO: first track number), the numberof a
last recorded program(LastTNO: last track number), a
read-out start address ROA, a power calibration area
start address PCA, a start address USTA of U-TOC
(data area of U-TOC sector 0 of Fig. 5 as described
later), a start address RSTA for a recordable area, etc.
Further, there is provided a corresponding table
indicating data portionhaving table pointers (P-TNO1 to
P-TN0255)for respectively pointingto part tables in a
managing table portion (which will be describedlater).
Further, in an area subsequentto the corresponding
table indicating data portion is provided a managing
table portion which is equipped with 255 parttables of
(01h) to (FFh) in correspondence withthe table pointers
(P-TNO1 to P-TN0255)in the corresponding table indicating data portion (Note that numerical values affixed
with"h' inthe specification represent hexadecimal notation). As shown in Fig. 5, each of the part tables is
designed to includes a start address serving as a starting point for a segment, an end address serving as an
end point for the segment, and mode information (track
mode)for the segment (track).
The mode information for the track in each part
table indicates whether the segment is set to an overwrite inhibition ordata copy inhibition mode, information
as to whether it is audio information, an identification
information of monaural/stereo, etc.
The segment contentofeach ofthe part tables from
(01h) to (FFh) inthe managing table portionis indicated
by each of the tablepointers (P-TNO1 to P-TN0255)of
the corresponding table indicating data portion. That is,
for the firstaudio data (the first program), a part table
(for example (01 h)) will be indicated by a table pointer
(for example P-TNO1). A numerical value is used as a
table pointer, but this numerical value must be put
througha predetermined calculation in order to determine theactual byteposition in the P-TOC sector. In this
case, the start address of the parttable (01h) becomes
a start address for the recording position of the audio
data of the firstprogram, and similarlythe end address
becomes an end address for the recording position of
the audio data of the first program. Further, the track
mode information becomes information for the firstprogram.
Likewise, for a second program, a start address, an
end address and a track mode information for the
recording positionof the second programare recorded
in the part table for example (02h) as indicated by the
table pointer P-TNO2. Likewise, table pointers up to PTN0255 are provided, and the programs until a 255th
programcan be managed onthebasisof the P-TOC. By
forming the P-TOC sector0 as described above, a predetermined programcan be accessedand reproduced,
for example.
For a recordable and/orreproducible magneto-optical disc, nopre-mastered audiodata areaexists, so that
the corresponding table indicating data portion and the
managing table portion of the P-TOC are not used
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(these are managed by U-TOC as describedlater), and
thusall the bytes are set to "OOh". However, for a hybrid
typeof disc having both of a ROM area and a magnetooptical area on which audiodata, etc. are recorded, the
audio data in the ROM area is managed using the corresponding table indicating data portion and the manag-

ing table portion.
The U-TOC will nowbe described. Fig. 5 showsthe
formatof one sectorof the U-TOC. The U-TOC is used
as a data areafor managing the recording of audiodata
through a user's audio-recording and for managing
information on recordable areas (free areas) on which
audiodata can be recorded. The formatfroma sector0
to a sector 4 is also provided for the U-TOC, although
thesectors1 to 4 are optional. For example whena programis recorded on the disc 1, the system controller11
searches a free area on the disc on the basis of the UTOC, and records the audiodata of the programon the
searched free area. Further, in the reproducing operation,the systemcontroller 11 identifies an area in which
an audio data to be reproduced is recorded, and
accesses the area to perform the reproducing operation.
Like the P-TOC, the sector (sector 0) of the U-TOC
as shown in Fig. 5 is first provided with a header, and
subsequently with data of a maker code, a model code,
thetrack numberof afirstprogram(FirstTNO), thetrack
numberof a last program(Last TNO), a sector use status, a disc serial number, a disc ID (identification code),
etc. at predetermined address positions, respectively.
Further, the U-TOC is provided with an area on which
various kinds of table pointers (P-DFA, P-EMPTY, PFRA, P-TNO1 to P-TN0255)are recorded as the corresponding table indicating data portion. The various
kinds of table pointers are affected by the user's audio
recording. The table pointers serve to indicate various
typesof areasin the managing table portion (which will
be describedlater).
Further, 255 parttablesfrom (01 h)to(FFh)are provided asthe managing table portion. It is this set of part
tables which may be indicated with the table pointers
(such as D-DFA, P-FRA, P-TNO1 to P-TN0255)of the
corresponding tableindicating data portion. As shown in
Fig. 4, each part table contains a start address serving
as a startingpointfor a segment, an end address serving as an end point for the segment and mode information (track mode) for the segment (this is similarto the
P-TOC sector0). Further, for the U-TOC sector0, there
may occur a segment indicated in each parttable can
be linked to another part table. By linking part tables,
discontinuous segmentson the disc (corresponding to
start and end addresses of the linked part tables) can
thereby be linked for data management purposes.
Inthis type of recording and reproducing apparatus,
even when an audio data is physically discontinuously
recorded, that is, it is recorded over pluralsegments, the
reproducing operation is continuous while access
between the segments is carried out. In this way, the
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reproducing operation can be carried out without interruption. Note that the term "segment" means a track
portion in which physically continuous data are
recorded. With respectto a program which is recorded
throughuser'saudio-recording, for the purposeof effective use of recordable areas, the program may be
divided and recorded over plural, discrete segments.
Therefore, the link information is necessaryto link the
plural segments containing the program. The link information is indicated by a numerical value with which a
byteposition in the U-TOC sector0 is obtained through
a predetermined calculation processing. Ordinarily, programs which are permanently pre-recorded are not subjected to segment division, and the link information
thereof is setto "(OOh)" in the P-TOC sector 0 as shown

in Fig. 4.
In otherwords, in the managing table portionof the
U-TOC sector 0, one part table represents one segment, and for an audio data comprising three linked
segments, the positions of these segments are managed by the three part tables which are linkedto each
otherwiththe link information.
The segment contentsof the respective parttables
from (01 h) to (FFh) in the managing table portionof the
U- TOCsector0 are represented as followsbythe table
pointers (P-DFA: pointer for defective area, P-EMPTY:
pointerfor empty slot, P-FRA: pointer for free area, PTNO1 to P-TN0255)in the corresponding table indicating data portion.
Thetable pointerP-DFA is provided for indication of
a defective areaon the magneto-optical disc 1, andindicates a part table or a head part table of plural part
tables indicating a track portion (i.e. a segment) is
defective due to, for instance, a scratch. That is, when
any defective segment exists, any one of (01h) to (FFh)
is recorded in the tablepointerP-DFA, andthe defective
segment is indicated with start and end addresses in
the corresponding part table. Further, when a second
defective segment exists, a part table for the second
defective segment is indicated bythe link information in
the part table for the first defective segment. The defective segment is indicated in this linked part table. Still
further, whennootherdefective segments exist, the link
information is set to "(OOh)", and no subsequent linkage

is indicated.
The table pointer P-EMPTY indicates an unused
part table or a head part table of plural unused part
tables. When any unusedpart table exists, one ofthese
unused parttables (between 01h and FFh inclusive) is
recorded as the table pointer P-EMPTY. When plural
unused part tables exist, the part tables are successivelyindicated fromthe part table indicated by thetable
pointerP-EMPTY onthe basisofthe link information. All
of the unusedpart tablesare linked with one anotherin
the managing table portion.
Assume, for example, a U-TOC in which all the part
tables are not used. Accordingly, for example, a part
table (Olh) is indicated by the table pointer P-EMPTY,
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then a part table (02h) is subsequently indicated with
the link information of the part table (Olh), and then a
part table (03h) is subsequently indicated with the link
information ofthe part table (02h). Thislinking operation
is repeated until the linkageto the part table (FFh) is 5
carriedout. In this case,the link information of the part
table (FFh) is set to "(ooh)"which represents no subsequentlinkage.
The table pointer P-FRA represents a free area
(containing an erased area)in which datacan be written 10
on the magneto-optical disc 1, and indicates aparttable
or a headpart table of pluralpart tables in which atrack
portion (i.e., a segment) serving as a free area is indicated. That is, when any free area exists, a parttable
(between 01 h and FFh inclusive) is indicated by the 15
table pointer P-FRA. A segment serving as a free area
is indicated with its start and end addresses in this part
table. Further, when a plurality of segments as
described above exist, then plural part tables indicating
thefreeareaswill also exist. The part tables are succes- 20
sivelyindicated on the basis of the link information until
the part table whoselink information is set to "(OOh)".
Fig. 6 schematically showsan example of the managementstate of segments serving as free areas indicated by part tables. When each of part tables 25
(03h)(18h)(1 Fh)(2Bh)(E3h) indicating discrete segments serving as free areas, as shown in Fig. 6, this
management state is effected by linkage of the part
tables (03h)(18h)(1 Fh) (2Bh)(E3h). The defective areas
and the unusedpart tables can also be managed in a
waysimilar tothat shown in Fig. 6.
The table pointers P-TNO1 to P-TN0255represent
the audio data for programs which are recorded on the
magneto-optical disc 1 by the user. For example, the
table pointer P-TNO1 indicates a part table indicating a
segment or a head segment of a series (in time order)
of plural segments in which data of a first program is
recorded. For example, when a first program is
recorded on the disc without dividing a track into sections (that is, with one segment), the recording area of
the first program is recorded with the start and end
addresses of a parttable which is indicated bythe table
pointerP-TNO1.
Further, when a second program is divided and
recorded on discrete, plural segments of the disc, the
respective segments indicating the recording position of
the program are successively indicated in time order.
That is, on the basis of the part table indicated by the
table pointer P-TNO2, the otherparttables are successivelyindicated by the link information in the time order.
The linkage continues througha part table whose link
information issetto "(ooh)" (this is similar totheconvention shown in Fig. 6). As described above, the second
programis recorded by successively indication of all the
segments in which the data of the second program is
recorded. The continuous audio information (the audio
data of the program) can be reproduced from the discrete segments throughthe access of the optical head
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3 andthe magnetic head 6 by referringthe U-TOC sector 0, when the second program is reproduced. Also,
when the area of the second programis over-written,
the recording area can be effectively used by referring
the U-TOC sector0.
As describedabove, the area management on the
disc are carriedout by the P-TOC, and the programs of
audio data which are recorded in the recordable user
area, the free areas, etc. are managed by the U-TOC.
This TOC information is read into the buffer RAM 13,
and it can be referred to bythe systemcontroller 11.
The format of a sectoron which an audio data can
be recorded is shown in Fig. 7. In the sector (2352
bytes), 12 bytes at the head are set as a sync data, a
subsequent 3 bytesare set for a clusteraddressand a
sectoraddress and a furthersubsequent 1 byteissetas
a mode. These 16 bytesare used as a header.
Subsequently to the header, 4 bytes are set as a
sub header. Bytes subsequent to the sub header, that
is, 2332bytesfrom a 21st byteto a 2352nd byte of the
sectorare used as a data area (Datao to Data2331). In
the data area of 2332 bytes are recorded 11 units of
soundframesof 212 bytes (see Fig. 1).
In order to store these sectors (TOC sector and
data sector), the buffer RAM 13, shown in Fig. 8, is
used. The storage capacityof the buffer RAM 13 is set
to 4 Mbits so that TOC information of 8 sectorscan be
stored. 12 bytesat the head (address 0000h to 000Ch)
are used for an empty area. The subsequent 18933
bytesof addresses 000Ch to 4AOBh are used for TOC
information. That is, eightareasfromarea 00 to area07
hold the stored TOC sectors. Each area comprises
2368bytes, and thusin additionto data of one sectorof
2352bytes(see Fig. 4, Fig. 5), additivedata of 16bytes
is also storable in each of theseareas.
The addresses 4AOCh to O7FC4Bh are used for
audiodata,that is, an area08to an areaDC (eacharea
having2368 bytes) are used for accumulation and readout of audio data sectors, thereby realizing the shockproof function as described above. Each area comprises 2368 bytes, and thus in addition of the data of
one sectorof 2352bytes(see Fig.7), additive data of 16
bytescan be stored in each of these areas.
The addresses O7FC4Ch to O7FFFh are used for
an emptyarea.
Each of 000Ch to O7F3OCh which is indicated as
the head addressof each of the areas00 to DC is calculated on thebasis of a countvalueofa sectorserving
as a target for write-in/read-out. That is, representing a
sectorcountvalueby Ns, the sectoraddressis equalto
940h x Ns + OCh. "OCh" is an offset of the emptyarea
at the head. Accordingly, for example, the head
address for the area 08 is calculated by
940h x 08h + OCh = 4AOCh.
The innerconstruction of each area of 2368 bytes,
for example, the area 09 is shown in Fig. 9. In the area
09 is stored audio data,that is, a sector like that shown
in Fig. 7. Thisarea 09 has the head address at 534Ch,
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and 2368 bytes from the above head address to the
address 5C8Bh (000h to 93Fh) are used as shown in
Fig. 7.
That is, sincethe write-in of the sectoris executed
in accordance with the sync detection, first the cluster
address, the sector address and the mode are stored,
the 4 bytesub header is subsequently stored,and then
the data of Datao to Data2331 are successively stored.
Thereafter, the sync is written, and one sector(2352) is
stored.
However, 16 bytes remain in the area 09 after the
sectoris stored. These remaining 16 bytes (930h to
93Fh) are used for a storage area of sector parameter (additive area Ogadd) so that additive data can
be stored. The address of each byte is obtained by
adding the head address of the area (sector
address) to the byte address. For example, the
address of Datao in the area 09 is equal to
(940h x 09h + OCh) + 008h = 5354h. As described
above, the additive areas(Ooaddto DCadd) in which the
additive data can be stored withthe sectordata are set
fromthe area00 tothe areaDC in the buffer RAM 13. In
this way, a track number, a progress time, a track mode,
link information, an errorinformation, etc. which are incident to the sector can be held in along with an associated sector. When the sector data is read out, the
additive data incident to the sector are also read out to
carry out the management of various kinds of operations.
The construction and the operation of the memory
control device (memory controller 12) for use of the
buffer RAM13 intheabovemodewillnowbedescribed.
Fig. 10 is a blockdiagramshowing the innerconstruction of the memorycontroller 12. A reference numeral
30 represents a disc drive interface unit, and serves to
receive and hold record/reproduction data Dt and TOC
information TDt for the disc drive side, that is, from the
encoder/decoder unit 8.
A reference numeral 31 represents a RAM data
interface unit which serves to perform data writein/read-out operationsand hold the data for the buffer
RAM 13. The data to be subjected to the write-in/readout operations are the record/reproduction data Dt and
the TOCinformation TDt.
A reference numeral 32 represents an audio compression interface unit which servesto receive and hold

the record/reproduction data Dt for the audio compression unit,that is, the encoder/decoder unit 14.
A reference numeral 33 represents a controller
interface unit which serves as an interface for the system controller 11. The system controller 11 accepts
TOC information TDt from the controllerinterface unit
33 and generates the additive data Dadd based on the
TOC information TDt. The controller interface unit 33
receives an additive data Dadd, a modeinformation signal, and a control signalfrom the systemcontroller11.
The controller interface unit 33 carriesout transmission
of the additive data Dadd to the RAM data interface 31.
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A reference numeral 34 represents an address
counter, and it serves to generate a write-in
address/read-out address (MAd) through an operation
as described later on the basis of address indicating
data which are supplied throughthe controller interface
unit 33, the modeinformation signal, sync data ofa sector detected by a disc drive interface unit 30 or by the
audiocompression interface unit 32, a bytecounter signal CT supplied from the RAM data interface unit 31,
etc. The address counter 34 outputs the generated
address to the buffer RAM 13.
"B' represents

a control

bus connected
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unit.
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The construction of the address counter 34 is
shown in Fig. 11. A reference numeral 40 represents a
write-in sectorcounter for carrying out a countoperation
on the basisof the sectorsync to obtainan address for
a data write-in operation into the buffer RAM 13. In the
case of the reproducing, the sector sync is supplied
from disc drive interface 30 throughthe control bus B.
On the otherhand, in the caseof the recording, the sector sync is supplied from audio compression interface
32 throughthe control bus B.
A reference numeral 41 represents a read-out sector counter for carrying out a count operation on the
basis of the sectorsync to obtainan address for a data
read-out operation from the buffer RAM 13. In the case
of the reproducing, the sector sync is supplied from
audiocompression interface 32 throughthe control bus
B. On the other hand, in the case of the recording, the
sector sync is supplied from disc drive interface 30
throughthe control bus B. When the sectordata read
out ofthe disc is writteninto the buffer RAM 13, a writein operation mode is selected to be a round mode, an
advance mode or a retry mode. The count operation of
the write-in sector counter 40 is controlled in accordance with the selected mode signalsupplied from system controller 11.
Areference numeral 42 represents an addition/subtraction circuit capableof incrementing or decrementing
the count value of the write-in sectorcounter40 by "1",
and a reference numeral 43 represents an addition/subtraction circuit capableof incrementing or decrementing
the countvalueof the read-out sectorcounter41.
A reference numeral 44 represents a selection circuit, and it selects one of the count values from the
write-in sector counter40, the read-out sector counter
41 and the addition/subtraction circuits 42 and 43. The
selection circuit 44 outputs the selected value. The
selecting operation is carried out in accordance with a
control signal supplied from the system controller 11
throughthe controller interface unit 33, for example.
A reference numeral 45 represents a sector
address calculation unit,and it conducts a calculation of
Ns x 940h+ OCh on the sector count value Ns output
from the selection circuit 44. That is, the head
addresses of the areas00 to DC (sector-based (sectorunit) head addresses in the buffer RAM 13) as
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described in connection with Fig. 8 are calculated.

a group comprising round mode, advancemode or retry
mode is selected for the write-in operation. This selection is a modecontrol towrite a target sector in a predetermined area(any one of area08 to area DC), and the
round modeis first selected at the time whenthe writein is carried out. In the round mode, the write-in sector

A reference numeral 46 represents a write-in byte
counterwhich is reseton the basis ofthesectorsync to
obtain a byte address (a certain order of byte) for the
data write-in operation to the buffer RAM 13. The writein bytecounter46 carries outthe count operation on the
basis of a bytecount up signal CT1 fromthe RAMdata
interface unit 31. A reference numeral 47 represents a
read-out byte counter which is reset on the basisof the
sectorsync to obtain a byteaddress (a certain orderof
byte) for the data read-out operation from the buffer
RAM 13 and carries out its countoperation on the basis
of the byte count up signal CT2 from the RAM data
interface unit 31.
Areference numeral 48 represents a parameter offsetgenerating unit for generating a prescribed parameter offset in order to access the 16-byte additive areas
(Ooadd to DCadd) which are provided in each area
(area 00 to area DC) in the buffer RAM 13 asdescribed
above. The parameter offset generating unit 48 is so

counter 40 holdsthe current countvalueeven whenthe

sectorsync is input.
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designed as to generate "930h" to "93Fh" as parameter
offsetsin orderto accessthe additive areas, suchas the
additive area shown in Fig. 9.
A reference numeral 49 represents a selection circuit which selectively outputsone of the outputsof the
write-in byte counter 46, the read-out byte counter 47
and the parameter offset generating unit 48 in accordance with a control signal from systemcontroller11.
Areference numeral 50 represents an address generating/outputting unit which adds the sector address
output from thesectoraddress calculation unit 45 to the
byte address outputfromthe selection circuit49 to calculate an access address. The address generating/outputting unit 50 outputsthe calculated access address to
the buffer RAM 13.
The address counter 34 is designed as described
above. Data is transferred to or from the buffer RAM in
each ofthefollowing situations: (1) during reproduction,
data to be reproduced from the recording medium is
writtento the buffer RAM, (2) during reproduction, data
is read out from the buffer RAM for reproduction, (3)
during recording, data to be recorded is written to the
buffer RAM, and (4) during recording data is read out
from the buffer RAM to be recorded on the recording
medium. In each of these cases, the access address of
an additive area can be obtained usingthevaluesof the
sector counters 40 and 41 for generating the sector
address and the output of the parameter offsetgenerating unit 48. This facilitates the write-in/read-out of the
additive data. Various examples for different access
modes of the additive areawill be described below.
First, an operation of accessing the additive data
whenthe data read out from the disc is written into the
buffer RAM will be described. Preliminary to this
description, the modecontrol for the reading operation
will be briefly described with reference to Fig. 12.
As described above, when the sectordata readout
from the disc is written into the buffer RAM, any one of
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Accordingly, when the address indication is made
fromthe area 08 in the round mode, the sectoraddress
to be calculated in the sectoraddress calculation unit 45
is set to 4AOCh at all times, and the write-in access is
executed in the area08 on the basisof the countvalue
of the write-in byte counter 46. Thereafter, the sector
sync is intercepted, and the data of the sectoris written
into each byte. Then it is determined whetherthe newly
written sector is the target sector. If it is not the target
sector, in accordance with the round mode, the data of
the sector which is input in accordance with the interception of the sectorsync iswritten into each byteagain
in the area 08. That is, the over-writing operation is
repeated until the target sectoris written.
For example, whenthe target sectoriswrittenin the
area 08, the mode is then switched to the advance
mode. In the advancemode, the write-in sectorcounter
40 counts up in accordance with the sector sync.
Accordingly, the access address will then indicate the
area 09 in accordance with the sector sync. Subsequently, the sector data is written in each byte of the
area 09. If no write-in error occurs, the sectordata are
successively written into each area in the advance
mode until completion of the writing in (one possible
reasonforending the write-in operation is dataaccumulationas described above).
However, when the mode is switched to the
advance mode and when the area for writing data is
shiftedin accordance with the advance mode, the presence or absenceof a write-in error on the previously
written sector is determined. If any error exists, the
write-in operation is carried out in the retry mode. For
example, if any write-in error in the area 09 is detected
at the timewhenthe processing enters the areaOA, the
mode is switched to the retry mode to decrement the
countvalueof thewrite-insectorcounter by "1. Thatis,
the access address is setbackto an address in the area
09. Subsequently, the write-in operation is continued in
the area09 in accordance withthe sector sync in under
the modecontrol state of round mode. If the target sector is written, the mode control is returned to the
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described above, the address is generation processing
will be described for writing the additive data corresponding to the sectorto the additive area.
For example, in the caseof Fig. 12, whenthetarget
sectordata has beenalreadywritten in the area08, the
advance mode is set and the write-inoperation into the
area 09 is ready to be carriedout. The additive data for

In the case where the sectordata is written in as
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the written-in sector can be preferably written in the
additive area O8add of the area 08. That is, it becomes
necessaryto obtain the accessaddress of the additive
areaO8add.
Therefore, the count value of the write-in sector
counter 40 is set to a value indicating the area 09, but
the count value is decremented by "1 in the addition/subtraction circuit 42. In order to accomplish this,
the selection circuit 44 selectivelyoutputs the outputof
the addition/subtraction circuit 42 to therebyobtain the
sector address for the area 08. At the same time, the
parameter offset corresponding tothe byteto be written
in the additive area is outputfrom the parameter offset
generating unit 48 throughthe selection circuit 49. For
example, whenthe additive data is required to be written asa parameter PRM2O at a 938h-th byte in the sector shown in Fig. 9, the parameter offset "938h" is
generated. Through this operation, the parameteroffset
938h is added to the sector address 4AOCh of the area
08 in the addressgenerating/outputting unit 50 to generate and output an address indicating the position of
the parameter PRM2O.
Further, whenin the round mode, the additive data
is required to be writtenin correspondence withthe sector to be written into the area, a prescribedparameter
offsetis directlyoutput fromthe parameter offset generating unit 48, and this is selectively output from the
selection circuit 49. In this way the access address of
theprescribedbytewithin the additive areaO9addin the
area09 is generated.
Next, operation occurring when the sector data is
read out from the buffer RAM 13 and transmitted as
reproducing data will be described. Normally, the areas
08, 09, OA, ... are successively readout in order. In this
case, when the sectordata for the area 09 is read out
and transmitted, it is preferable that the additivedata for
a nextsector (i.e., the sectorwhich is stored in the area
OA) is read out. In order to accomplish this, the value
which is obtained by incrementing the countvalueof the
read-out sector counter 41 by "1 in the addition/subtraction circuit43 is selectively output fromthe selection
circuit44. At the sametime, a prescribed parameter offset is output from the parameter offset generating unit
48. The selection circuit 49 is selectively outputs the
prescribed parameteroffset.
By this operation, the address 64BChindicating the
areaOA is obtained as the sectoraddress from the sector address calculation unit 45, and this is added to the
parameter offsetvalue, so that the address of a byte in
the additive area OAadd of the area OA is obtained.
Accordingly, a desiredadditivedata can be readout on
the basisof the aboveaddress.
For various cases occurring in the reproducing
operation, the calculation processing of the address will
be collectively describedwherethe parameter PRMOO
ofafirstbytein the additive areais accessed. Thewritein sector counter value, the read-out sector counter
value and the generated address at each time pointare

10

15

18

represented by WSC, RSCand Mad. Further, the incrementordecrement processing of WSCor RSCby "1 is
carried out in the addition/subtraction circuits 42 or 43
respectively, and the sector counters are obtained
throughthe selection of the output of the addition/subtraction circuit 42 or 43 by the selection circuit 44. The
calculation of (x 940h+ OCh) represents the processing in the sector address calculation unit 45 as
described above. The parameter PRMOO is located at
the byte corresponding to the offset position of 930h
within the sector.
1) For an address generating modefor writing additive data as parameter PRMOO when sector data
read out from the disc is recorded in the buffer
RAM:

20

a.ln a casewhere during the write-inoperation
ofanarea inthe advance modeor round mode,
the additive data (PRMOO) for a sector in an
areapreviousto the area is to be written:
Mad = (WSC-1) X 940h+ OCh + 930h

25

bIna casewhereduringthe write-inoperation
ofanarea inthe advance modeor round mode,
the additive data (PRMOO) for a sector in that
area is to be written:

30

35

Mad = WSC X940h + OCh + 930h

c.ln a casewhereduringthe write-inoperation
ofanarea inthe advance modeor round mode,
the additive data (PRMOO) for a sectoris to be
writteninto a subsequent area:
Mad = (WSC + 1) X 940h + OCh + 930h

40

45

2) For an address generating modefor reading in
additive data stored as parameter PRMOO when
sectordata is readout fromthebuffer RAM and output as reproducing data:
a. In a casewherethe additive data (PRMOO) is
for a sector in an area subsequent to the area
being readin:
Mad = (RSC+ 1) X 940h + OCh + 930h

50

b. In a casewheretheadditive data (PRMOO) is
for a sectordata of an areabeing readout:
Mad = RSCX940h + OCh + 930h

55

10

c. In a case where the additive data (PRMOO)
for is a sector data of an area previous to an
areabeing readout:

19
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Mad = (RSC - 1) X 940h + OCh + 930h

be transmitted to or from a recording medium, the
memorycontrol device comprising:

In orderto obtaintheaccessaddressfor theparameters PRMO1 to PRM33, the additive term of "930h",
that is the parameter offset, maybe successively set to 5
"931h"to"93Fh".
Further, the selection of one of the abovemodes a,
b andc in the write-in operation andthe read-out operation to generate the addressis dependenton the output selection control of the selection circuits 44 and 49 10
by the systemcontroller 11.
In the recording operation of the recording and
reproducing apparatus, the access address for the additive area can be also obtained through the same
15
processing in the address counter34.
The address counter 34 is constructed as
described above. Accordingly, when additive data is
accessed, the system controller 11 is not required to
calculate the address corresponding to the additive
data. Therefore, by having the system controller 11 20
carry out only the parameter offset indication, the
access byte position for a sector can be automatically
set in the additive area. Further, the additive area for
threesectors can be accessed by the address generating circuitry because the sector counter or the value 25
obtained byincrementing or decrementing the sectorby
"1" can be used in the address calculation.
Further, by obtaining the access address for the
additive area withthe sectorcounter value, the additive
information can be held in the same areaas its associ- 30
ated sectorin the buffer RAM 13. In the read-out operationthe additive data corresponding to the sectorcan be
readout in accordance with the read-out operation even
when the system controller 11 does not manage the
relationship between the sector written in the buffer 35
RAM 13 and the additive data of the sector.
If the read-out and write-in of the additive data are
always to be carriedout for the currentsector, the addition/subtraction circuits 42,43are not required.
The above embodiment relatesto the case where 40
the memorycontrol device and the address generating
circuit are applied to the recording and reproducing
apparatus for the magneto-optical disc 1, however, they
are also applicable to apparatus used exclusively for
reproduction, apparatusused exclusively for recording, 45
and other equipment.
Further, the construction of the memory control
device or the address counter is not limited tothat of the
above described embodiment. Various changes and
modifications could be effected by persons skilled in the 50
art without departing from the spirit or scope of the
invention as definedin the appended claims.
Claims
55

1.

20

A memory control device for use in a recording
and/or reproducing apparatus having memory
means for storing data on a sectorbasiswhich is to

11

a means for receiving andtransmitting a sector
sync signaland a bytecount signal;
first write-in counting means for counting a sector numberon the basis of the sectorsync signal to be used in obtaining an address for a
datawrite-inoperation into the memorymeans;
first read-out counting means for counting a
sector number on the basis of the sectorsync
signalto be used for obtaining an address for a
data read-out operation from the memory
means;
first selecting meansfor selecting acountvalue
Ns from among the sector numbers received
from the first write-in counting means and the
first read-out counting means;
calculating means for calculating a sector
address in accordance with said count value
Ns according to a predetermined calculation;
second write-in counting means for counting a
byte valueon the basis of the sector sync signal and the byte count signal to be used for
obtaining a byte address for a data write-in
operation into the memorymeans;
second read-out counting means for counting a
byte valueon the basis of the sector sync signal and the byte count signal to be used in
obtaining a byte address for a data read-out
operation fromthe memorymeans;
offset byte generating meansfor generating a
byte value which has an offset corresponding
to the byteaddress of the additive data within a
data sector;
second selecting means for selecting one of
byte valuesfrom among byte values received
from the second write-in counting means, second read-out counting means, and offset byte
generating means; and
an address generating/outputting means for
adding the sectoraddressoutputfrom the calculating means with the selected byte value
output from the second selecting means to calculate an access address, and for outputting
the calculated access address to the memory
means.

2. The memorycontrol device accordingto claim 1,
whereinsaid additive data associated with a sector
is basedon the other data of that sector.
3. The memorycontrol device accordingto claim 1,
wherein said additional data comprises track
number, track change information, identification
code of stereo/monaural, emphasis information,
information of inhibit/permit copy-write, error information, and running time.

EP0829874A2
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4.

The memory control device according to claim 1,
whereinthe predetermined calculation of the sector
address (as expressed in hexidecimal notation)
conducted in the calculating means is
Ns x 940h+ OCh.

5.

second addition/subtraction means for incrementing and decrementing the count value of
the first write-in counting means.
6.

whereinWSCisthe sectornumberof thefirstwritein countingmeans.

5

The memory control device according to claim 1,
furthercomprising:

first addition/subtraction means for incrementing and decrementing the count value of the
firstread-out counting means;

The memory control device according to claim 5,
whereinthe first selecting means selects the count
value Ns from among sector numbers received
fromthefirstwrite-incounting means, the first readout counting means, the first addition/subtraction
means,
means.

and the

second

10

15

20

The memory control device according to claim 6,
whereinsectornumber which is counted in the said
first write-in counting means changes in accordance witha received modesignal.

25

8.

The memory control device according to claim 7,
whereinthe modesignal indicates one ofthreepossible modes:

30

12. The memory control device according to claim 4,
wherethe additive data is read from an address in
the memorymeans givenbythe (hexidecimal notation) expression:

(RSC+ 1) X 940h + OCh + 930h

13. The memory control device according to claim 4,
wherein the additive data is read out from an
address in the memorymeansgiven by the (hexidecimal notation) expression:

RSCX 940h+ OCh + 930h
whereinRSC is the sector number of the firstreadout counting means.

35

40

The memory control device according to claim 8,
whereinduring the write-in operation of an area in
the advance modeor the round mode, the additive
data is writtento an address in the memorymeans
given bythe (hexidecimal notation) expression:

(WSC + 1) X 940h + OCh + 930h

whereinRSC is the sector number of the firstreadout counting means.

7.

9.

11. The memory control device according to claim 8,
whereinduringthe write-in operation of an area in
the advance modeor the round mode, the additive
data is writtento an address in the memorymeans
given bythe (hexidecimal notation) expression:

whereinWSCisthe sectornumberof thefirstwritein countingmeans.

addition/subtraction

the round mode in which sector number does
not changewiththe sync signal;
the advance modein which the sectornumber
increases withthe sync signal; and
the re-try mode in which the sector number is
decreased to correspond to a previoussector.

22

14. The memory control device according to claim 4,
wherein the additive data is read out from an
address in the memorymeans given by the following (hexidecimal notation) expression:

(RSC - 1) X 940h + OCh + 930h
whereinRSC is the sector number of the firstreadout counting means.

45

(WSC-1) X 940h+ OCh + 930h

whereinWSC isthe sectornumberof thefirstwritein countingmeans.

50

10. The memory control device according to claim 8,
whereinduring the write-in operation of an area in
the advance modeor the round mode, the additive
data is writtento an address in the memorymeans

55

given bythe (hexidecimal notation) expression:

WSCX 940h+ OCh + 930h

12
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Description
Technical Field

This invention relates to a method and apparatus
for coding audio signals and a method and apparatus
for decoding coded audio signals, and is preferably
applicable to, for example, recording and reproducing
apparatuses that code audio signals in blocksto transmit, record, and reproduce themwith videosignals.

10

Background Art
Conventional methods for coding audio signals in
blocks to reducethe amount of data include sub-band
coding and conversion coding. For example, the audio
coding method called ATRAC (Adaptive Transform
Acoustic Coding) used for minidiscs (MD) and the coding method called PASC (Precision Adaptive Sub-band
Coding) used for digital compact cassettes(DCC) code
DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) coefficients or banddivided data.
In this manner, conventional audio codingmethods
usequasi-instantaneous compounding, which is used in
the sound standard of MPEG (Moving Pictures Expert
Group). Sincethe level of audio signals varies at a relativelylow speed, thequasi-instantaneous compounding
divides the signal into blocks each including a specified
numberof samplesand compresses and extendsthe
data on the basis of the blocks.
Video signals, whichcarry images that have one-toone correspondence with sounds carried by audio signals, are edited on the basis of framesor fields, but in
the audiocodingmethod that usesblocksas the coding
unit,the length of coded blocksis determined independentlyofthe numberof samplesper videosignalframe or

15

20

signal sampled at 48 [kHz] is coded on the basis of
MPEGlayer I, which is the MPEG's sound standard, the
signal isconverted into an arrayof blocks each havinga
length equal to 384 samples. On the other hand, in a
525/59.94 video system (a video system using 525
scanning lines and a field frequency of 59.94 [Hz]), the
numberof samples included in audio data corresponding to one video frame is 1601 or 1602 if the audio signal is sampled at 48 [kHz].

As a result, when an attemptis madeto simultaneouslydecodethe codedvideo and audiosignals,coded
audioblockseach extending acrosstwo videoframesin
thevideosignalresult. Thus, if the coded audiosignalis
decoded after switching on the basis of the frames or
fields of the video signal as in editing, decoded data
may be missing in coded blocks before or after the
switching point. In the worstcase, if a first audio signal
having data of 383 samples before a video frame
boundary and data of one sample afterthe boundary is
connected to a second audio signal having data of one
sample beforea videoframe boundaryand data of 383
samplesafterthe boundary, the audio signal cannot be
decoded during the period of timecorresponding to the
sumof the 383-sample data in the first audio signal and
the 383-sample data in the secondaudiosignal (thatis,
data of the 766 samples) and the period of time corresponding todata of256 samplesbefore or afterthe first
period of time (data of the 512 samplesin total) due to
sub-band coding.
Disclosure of the Invention

25

30

This invention proposesa method and apparatus
for coding audio signals and a method and apparatus
for decoding coded audio signals which involve no
period oftime in which decoded data is missing, thereby
transmitting them even if an audio signal coded in
blocks not in synchronism withthe framesor fields of a
videosignal is decoded on the basisof theseframes or
fields.

35

field.
Thus, when a coded audio signal is transmitted,
recorded, or reproduced witha codedvideosignal, temporal information is added to the video and audio signals to be transmitted to enable decoding
synchronization between them, and on reception or
reproduction, a system controller in a receiver or a
reproducing devicedecodesthesesignals basedon the
temporal information added to the transmitted data.
In this case, however, whenan attemptis made to
decodethe audio signal in synchronism with the video
signal, thereoccursaperiodoftimewhenthe audiosignal cannot be decoded. For example, when an audio
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To solvethe aboveproblem, this invention provides
an audiosignalcodingmethod for codingan input audio
signal in specified data units to form coded audio data
separated into coded blocks, whereintheaudiosignalis
block coded in such a way that an integralnumberof
audiocodedblocksare filled in the period oftime corresponding to one frame or field of the video signal,
thereby forming an array of coded blocks in synchronismwith the framesor fields of the videosignal.
The method according to this invention comprises
the stepsof blocking and codingan input audiosignal in
specified data unitstoform coded blocks separated into
blocks, aligning the leading positionof one of the coded
blocks witha corresponding frame orfield boundary in a
video signal, and forming an array of coded blocks in
synchronism with theframesor fieldsof thevideosignal
by arranging those codedblocks which followthe coded
block the leading position of which has been aligned
with the corresponding frame or field boundary in the
video signal in such a way that an integralnumberof
codedblocks are filled in the period of time corresponding to one frame orfield.
This invention also provides an audio signal
encoderfor coding an input audio signal in specified
data units to form coded audio data separated into
coded blocks, comprising a coding means for blocking
and coding an input audiosignal in specified data units
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orfield boundary in sucha waythat an integral number
of coded blocks are filled in the period of time corresponding to one frame or field, and a phasedifference

to form coded blocks separated into blocks, a detection
means for determining the phase difference between
the frame orfield boundaries in the videosignal and the
coded blocks to detect the coded block corresponding
to a particularframe or field boundarybased on the
phase difference, and a memory means for inputting
output from the coding means, aligning, based on the
resultsof detection by the detection means, the leading
position of the coded blockwith a corresponding frame
or field boundary, and outputting coded blocks in synchronism withthe framesor fields ofthevideo signal by
arranging those coded blocks which follow the coded
block the leading position of which has been aligned
with the corresponding frame or field boundaryin such
a waythat an integral numberof codedblocks are filled
in the period oftime corresponding to oneframe orfield.
The method according to this invention codes an
input audio signal using the audio signal coding steps
including the steps of blocking and coding an input
audiosignalin specified data unitstoform codedblocks
separated into blocks, aligning the leading position of
one of the coded blockswith a corresponding frame or
field boundaryin the video signal, forming coded audio
data in synchronism with the frames or fields of the
videosignalby arranging those codedblockswhich follow the coded block the leading position of which has
been aligned with the corresponding frame or field
boundary in the videosignalin sucha waythat an integral numberof coded blocks are filled in the period of
time corresponding to one frame or field, and adding to
the coded audio data, information representing the
phasedifference between the frame or field boundary in
the video signal and the coded block not subjected to
alignment of the leading position withthe corresponding
frame or field boundary, and decodesthe coded audio
data using coded audio data decoding steps including
the steps of detecting relevant phase difference information fromthe codedaudiodata including the information on the phasedifference and recovering the original
phase relationship between the coded block and the
video signal based on the detected phase difference
information.
This invention includes an audio signal coding section comprising a codingmeans for blocking and coding
an input audio signal in specified data units to form
codedblocksseparated into blocks, a detection means
for determining the phasedifference between the frame
or field boundaries in the video signal and the coded
blocks to detectthecodedblockcorresponding to a particular frame or field boundarybasedon the phasedifference, and a memorymeans for inputting outputfrom
the coding means, aligning, based on the results of
detection by the detection means, the leading position
of the coded block with a corresponding frame or field
boundary, and outputting coded blocks in synchronism
with the frames or fields by arranging those coded
blocks which follow the coded blockthe leading position
of which has beenaligned withthe corresponding frame
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addition means for adding the phase difference
detected by the detection means to the corresponding
codedblockoutput fromthe memorymeans in synchronism with the frames or fields; and a coded audio data
decoding section comprising a phase difference information detection means for detecting phasedifference
information from the coded audio data formed by the
audio signal coding section and a memorymeans for
recovering the original phase relationship between the
codedblockand the videosignal basedon the detected
phasedifference information.
Sincean integral numberof coded blocks are filled
in the periodoftime corresponding to one frame or field
in the video signal in order to form an array of coded
blocks in synchronism with the frames or fields of the
videosignal, the audio coded block is not separated at
a switching pointeven ifswitching suchas editioniscarried out on the basis of the framesorfields of the video
signal. Consequently, the decoding sectioncan decode
even codedaudiodata nearthe switching point, thereby
reducing periodsoftime in whichdecoded data is missing.
Since the information on the phase difference
between the video signal and the audio coded block
detected by the detection means is added to the coded
audio data, the decoding section can recover the original phase relationship between the audio coded block
and the video signal based on the phase difference
information.
Thus, according to this invention, an integral
numberof coded blocks are filled in the period of time
corresponding to one frame orfield of thevideosignalin
order to form audio coded blocks in synchronism with
each frame or field of the video signal, so most of the
coded audio data can be decoded even if switching is
executed on the basis oftheframes orfields.
In addition, by adding thephasedifference information that represents the phase difference between the
original coded blockand the videosignaland which has
been used for synchronization to the coded audio data
comprising coded audioblocksin synchronism with the
frames or fields of the video signal, the phase can be
managed easily during decoding to enable the configurationof the decoderto be simplified.
Brief Description of the Drawings

50

Fig. 1 is a blockdiagramshowing the configuration
of an audio signal encoder according to a first embodi-

55
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ment.
Figs. 2(A) to (C) are schematic diagramexplaining
the input and output of an MPEG coding circuit.
Figs. 3(A)and (B) are schematic diagrams explaining the operation of a phasecomparator.
Figs. 4(A) to (D) are schematic diagramexplaining
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signal 5AUD (Fig. 2(B)) by dividingit into data units in
synchronism with the block pulse signal 5BLK (Fig.
2(A)), and sub-band codes each blocked data to generate the coded data 5CODE1 (Fig. 2(C)) separated into
blocks, as shown in Figs. 2(A) to (C). The coded data

the operation of a memorycircuitin the encoder.
Fig. 5 is a blockdiagramshowing the configuration
of an audiosignal decoderaccording tothefirst embodiment.
Figs. 6(A)to (D) are schematic diagrams explaining
the operation of a memorycircuitin the decoder.
Figs. 7(A) to (D) are schematic diagramexplaining
the operation of the memorycircuit on coded data that
has been subjected to switching on the basis of the
framesof a videosignal.
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagramshowing how coded
blocks filled in one frame overlap original frames
according to the first embodiment.
Fig. 9 is a blockdiagramshowing the configuration
of an audio signal encoder according to a second

5CODE1 is output aftera delaycorresponding to thetime
TLG required for coding.
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embodiment.
Figs. 10(A) to (D) are schematic diagram explaining
theoperation of a memorycircuit in the encoderaccording to the secondembodiment.
Fig. 11 is a blockdiagramshowing the configuration
of an audio signal decoder according to the second
embodiment.
Figs. 12(A) to (D) are schematic diagram explaining
theoperation of a memorycircuit in the decoderaccording to the secondembodiment.
Figs. 13(A) to (D) are schematic diagram explaining
the operation of the memory circuit according to the
second embodiment on coded data that has been subjected to switching onthe basisof the framesof a video
signal.
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Fig. 14 is a schematic diagramshowing how coded
blocks filled in one frame overlap original frames
according to the second embodiment.
Best Mode for CarryingOut the Invention

35

One embodiment of this invention is described
belowwithreference to the drawings.
(1) First Embodiment
In Fig. 1, 1 generally indicates an audio signal
encoderthat is provided in, for example, a soundsignal
recording section in a digital videotape recorder. Input
audio signals SAUD sampled at a frequency of 48 [kHz]
and block pulse signals 5BLK each comprising a pulse
signal that risesevery384Tof audioblocklength (T representsa sampling periodof 20.8 [ji sec] at a sampling
frequency of 48 [kHz]) are input to an MPEG codingcircuit 2.
The MPEG coding circuit 2 sub-band codes an
input audio signal 5AUD in blocks in synchronism with a
block pulse signal 5BLK based on the MPEG's sound
standard MPEG layer I. This allows one sub-band
coded block to be formed every 384 samples in input
audio data, and coded data 5CODE1 obtained is suppliedto a memorycircuit3.
The MPEG coding circuit 2 blocks the input audio
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The block pulse signal 5BLK is input to a phase
comparison circuit 4 togetherwith a frame pulse signal
5FLP The frame pulse signal 5FLP has a period that
allows the videosignal frame frequency of 29.97[Hz]to
be in synchronism with the input audio signal 5AUD
sampling frequency of 48 [kHz], and comprisesan array
of pulses that rise at a time interval of 1601Tor 1602T.
The phase comparison circuit 4 sets a window
period W witha widthof 384T(selected to have a length
corresponding to one cycle of the block pulse SBLK)
before and after a rising time position of a frame pulse
signal 5FLP (Fig. 3(A)), and detectsa blockpulsesignal
5BLK(Fig. 3(B))that riseswithinthe windowperiod Wto
detectthe blocknumberand amountof offsetTOFF of a
leading block BK1, as shown in Figs. 3(A) and (B).
The phase comparison circuit 4 compares the
phases of the block pulse signal 5BLK and the frame
pulse signal 5FLP to detect a coded block located at a
boundary between video frames, outputsto the memory
circuit3 a leading blockdetection signal S2 representing the block number of the detected block, and outputs
to an offset addition circuit5 an offset signal S3 including the amount ofoffset (aphasedifference) of the leading block BK1 fromthe frame boundary and information
on whether ornot the leading block BK1 is a duplicate of
the preceding codedblock.
Thus, by setting the width of the window period W
at the period 384Tequal to the blocklength, one block
pulse signal 5BLK is ensured to rise within the window
period W. The phasecomparison circuit4 can thus outputto the memorycircuit3 a leading blockdetection signal S2 representing the blockstartingat the blockpulse
5BLK(Fig.3(B)) that riseswithin thewindowperiod W.
According to this embodiment, the window period
W with a width of 384Tis setfrom -351 Tto +32Tusing
the rising position of the frame pulse 5FLP as the reference.

The memory circuit 3 sequentially stores input
codeddata 5CODE1 (Fig. 4(B)) from the MPEG coding
circuit 2 asynchronously with the phase of the frame
pulsesignal 5FLP (Fig. 4(A)), as shown in Figs. 4(A) to
(D). The memory circuit 3 starts reading the leading
block BK1 at the rising of a code frame pulse signal
5CFP (Fig. 4(C)) and reads coded data 5C0DE2 (Fig.
4(D)) at a high speed sufficient to fill an integral number
of codedblocksin oneframe in order to outputthe output coded data 5C0DE2 in synchronism with the code
frame pulse signal 5CFP (Fig. 4(C)). The code frame
pulsesignal 5CFP indicates the output phase of coded
audio data 5CODE3 output on the basis of frames, and
rises at an interval of 1601T or 1602T as in the frame

pulsesignalSFLP
The audiodata thus writtento the memorycircuit3
as the coded data SCODE1 asynchronously with the
videoframe is readout as the codeddata SCODE2synchronizing with the video frame and comprising audio
block data including the leading block and an integral
numberof subsequent blocks (for example, 5 blocks in
total)which are filled in one videoframe.
According to this embodiment, the memorycircuit3
reads the audio data at a high speed 5/(1601.6/384)
timesas high as the speed at which the data is written
in order to fill five blocks of audio data in one video
frame. The value of 1601.6 indicates the number of
audiodata samplesin one videoframe, and is the average obtained from generation probabilityof the numbers of video data samples (that is, 1601 and 1602
samples). In this case,a singleread of audiodata from
the memorycircuit3 may be insufficient to read audio
data ofas manysamples asthose in one videoframeas
output coding data SCODE2, so the memory circuit 3
also readsthe data in audio blocks corresponding to an
insufficient numberof samples(in this embodiment, the
data in the fifth audio blockfrom leading block BK1) at
the terminal of the one videoframe period in a duplicate
manner.
Whether or not audio blocks are read from the
memorycircuit3 in a duplicate manneris determined by
the phasecomparison circuit4 detecting whetheror not
the leading position of the fifth block fromthe detected
leading block BK1 is within the window period W. On
determining that the leading position of the fifth block
from the leading block BK1 is within the window period
W, the phasecomparison circuit4 controlsthe memory
circuit 3 so as to also read the fifth block based on a
leading block examination signal S2 in a duplicate manner. When, however, the leading position of the fifth
audio blockfromthe leading blockBK1 is notwithin the
windowperiodW, a duplicateread is not executed.
An offsetadditioncircuit 5 adds an offset signal S3
tothebeginning of eachframe (or the beginning ofeach
codedblock) as header information to formfinal coded
audio data SCODE3, which is transmitted to the recording section of the digital VTR and recorded on the
recording medium.
The coded audio data SCODE3, reproduced from
the recording medium by the reproduction section of the
digital VTR, is decoded by an audio signal decoder10
as shown in Fig. 5. The audio signal decoder 10
coded
sequentially storesin the memorycircuit
audio data SCODE3 transmitted from the reproduction
sectionof the digitalVTR, and also inputs it to an offset
extraction circuit 12.
The offset extraction circuit 12 extractsthe offset
signal S3 added to the beginningof each frame (or the

The phase calculation circuit 13 receives the offset
signal S3 and the frame pulse signal SFLP in synchronism with the frames of the video signals, uses the
frame pulse signal SFLP as the reference to calculate a
leading blockphasesignalS4 representing the phase of
the leading block, and outputsthe signalS4to the mem-
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of each coded block) based on the block
pulsesignalSBLK or code frame pulse signal SCFR and
outputsthe offsetsignalS3to aphasecalculation circuit

ory circuit ii.
As shown in Figs. 6(A)to (D), on loading the coded
audio data SCODE3 (Fig. 6(B)) in synchronism with the
code frame pulse signal SCFP (Fig. 6(A)), the memory
circuit reads each coded block, which has been offset during coding in synchronism with the frame pulse
signal SFLP (Fig. 6(C)), so as to offset it an offset
amount TOFF to return itto itsoriginal position, basedon
the leading blockphase signalS4 supplied bythe phase
calculation circuit 13. The memorycircuit
then outputsthe coded blockas coded audiodata SCODE4(Fig.
6(D)). At this point, only one of the duplicateblocks is
read from the memory circuit
as the coded block
the
offset
based
on duplicateinforspecified by
signal,
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The audio signal decoder 10 enables the obtainmentof thecodedaudiodata SCODE4comprising coded
block data obtained by recovering, during a read from
the memorycircuit
the original block phases of the
coded blocks converted so as to synchronize with the
frame pulsesignal SFLP by the memorycircuit 3 of the
audio signal encoder 1. The audio signal decoder 10
uses the MPEG decoding circuit 14 to decode the
codedaudio data SCODE4, delays it a specified amount
of time to allow it to synchronise with the video signal,
and outputs it as a decoded audio signal S5.
With the above constitution, the input audio signal
SAUD sampled at 48 [kHz] is blockcoded by the MPEG
codingcircuit2 ofthe audiosignalencoder1 every384
samples according to the MPEG's sound standard
MPEGlayer I.
The coded blocksare stored in the memorycircuit
and
the timing with which and the speed at which
3,
data is readfrom the memorycircuit3 are controlled so
as tofill an integral numberofaudio blocks in onevideo
frame period,thereby forming the coded data 5C0DE2 in
synchronism with the frames of the video signal. The
coded audio data 5CODE3 formed in this manner is
directly, on the basisof framesof the video signal, subjected to switching suchas editionand thendecoded by
the audio signal decoder10.
Thus, the codedaudio data 5CODE3 obtained from
the audio signal coding circuit 1 comprises an integral
numberof coded blocksfilled in the period of time corresponding to each videoframe, thereby preventing the
coded blockfrom extending across videoframes. As a
result, even if switching is carried out on the basis of
frames, each coded block is prevented from beingseparated at a switching point, and audio data can be
decoded without causing decoded data to be missing
nearthe switching point.
Information required to decode each coded block

ii,
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(that is, header, bit allocation, or scale factor information) is added to the beginning of each coded block.
Thus, if switching causes this information to be separated fromthe coded information, no codedinformation
for the coded audio block can be decoded. Consequently, even if the coded audio data SCODE3 is subjected to switching on the basis of frames, the audio
signal encoder1 can avoid separating the information
required to decodeeach coded block from the coded
information in order to significantly reducethe missing
of decoded data compared to the prior art.
After controllingthe read from the memorycircuit
11 according to the offset signal S3 soas to recover the
original phases of the coded blocks which have been
offset during coding, the audio signal decoder10 uses
the MPEG decoding circuit14to decodethe audiodata.
If the coded audiodata SCODE3is input tothe audio
signal decoder 10 in the same array as coded by the
audio signal encoder 1, offset information, duplicate
block information, and audio data can be writtento the
memorycircuit 11 for all the codedaudioblocks, and all
theblockcodesare decoded withoutthe missing ofdata
as shown in Figs. 6(A)to (D).
As shown in Figs. 7(A)to (D), however, if editing is
carriedoutin suchawaythat the blockdata "1, "2', "3",
"4", and "5" will be switched to the block data "A", "B,
"C
from the switching point SP, the coded audio
data SCODE3(Fig. 7(B))comprising the audiodata "1" to
"5" located immediately before the switching point SP
followed by the audio data "A" to "D" inserted immediately after the switching point SP is input to the audio
signal decoder10. As a result, offset processing is executed according to the offset information decoded for
the audiodata "A" to "D, so the leading block "A"of the
following audio data "A" to "D" overlaps partof the trailing block"5" ofthe preceding audioblock "1" to "5" (that
is, the leadingblock "A" cannotcontinuously follow the
trailing block "5"). In this case, despite a sufficient
amount of information for decoding, the period of time
for the trailingblock"5" is shorterthan 384T, so the data
in the trailingblock "5" is partly missing.
The period of time in which data is missing, however, is only 383T, which meansthat the missing of data
can be substantially reducedcompared to the conventional technique in which the entiredata in the blocksof
766 samplesand relevant 256 samples located before
and after these samplescannot be decoded because
information cannot be obtained for decoding the audio

5

managed more easily during decoding because that
amount of the offset of the coded block from a frame
boundary which has been used duringcodingwhenthe
phase of the coded block has been aligned with the
phase of the frame is added to the coded audio data
and because this amount of offset is referenced to
recover the original phaserelationship during decoding.

(2) Second Embodiment
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In Fig. 9 in which the samecomponents as in Fig. 1
have the same reference numerals, 20 indicates an
audio signal encoder according to a second embodiment. A memorycircuit 21 forms coded data 5C0DE2
comprising coded blocks in synchronism with the
frames of the video signal by filling six coded audio
blocks in the periodof timecorresponding to one frame
of the video signal, thereby forming the coded data
5CODE2" as shown in Fig. 10(D).
As in the first embodiment, the audio signal
encoder20 sets a windowperiodW of a lengthequalto
the width of one coded block including the frame pulse
signal 5FLR and using as the leading block BK1 the
coded block occurring within the window period W to
align the audio block boundary position of the leading
blockBK1 withthecorresponding videoframe boundary
position. The audiosignalencoder20 then arranges the
coded blocks in such a manner that six audio blocks
including the leading block BK1 are filled in the period of
timecorresponding to one videoframe.
The audio signal encoder20 also writesthe output
of the MPEG coding circuit 2 to a memorycircuit 21,
and readsaudiodata for sixblocksbased on the leading
blockdetection signal S2 from the phasecomparator 4,
as shown in Figs. 10(A) to (D). In this case, when the
fifth audioblockfromthe leading blockiswithin the window period W, it is read in a duplicatemanner, whereas
when it is not within the windowperiod W, it is not read
in a duplicate manner. The sixth block BK2, however, is
always readin a duplicate manner.
The audio signal encoder 20 can reliablytransmit
audio data corresponding to each video block without
the missing ofdata even iftransmitted audiodata is subjected to switching such as edition on the basisof video
blocks.

In Fig. 11 in which the same components as in Fig.
5 have the same reference numerals, 30 indicates an
audio signaldecoderaccording to the second embodi-

data.
According to the above configuration, an integral
numberof coded blocksare filled and transmitted in the
period of time corresponding to one frame of the video
signal. This prevents the coded audio block from
extending beyond a frame boundaryin the video signal,
and also prevents audiodatafrom being missing during
decoding even if switching is carried out on the basis of
videoframes.
According to this configuration, the phase can be
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ment which temporarily stores in a memorycircuit 31
coded audio data 5C0DE3 formed by the audio signal
encoder20, and which controlsthe read from memory
circuit 31 based on the leading block phase signal S4
output from the phase calculation circuit 13 to output
from the memorycircuit 31 coded audio data 5C0DE4
with its original phase relationship withthe videosignal
as shown in Figs. 12(A)to (D).
In Figs. 12(A)to (D), the coded audiodata 5C0DE3
is inputto the audiosignal decoder30 in thesamearray
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as coded by the audio signal encoder20, so the audio
data in all the blocks is completelydecoded as in the
first embodiment.
As shown in Figs. 13(A) to (D), however, if the
coded audio data SCODE3' is input to the audio signal
decoder30 after edition with switching processing at a
switching point SP, for offset procedure, the audio data
"A" located immediately after the switching point SP
overlaps the trailingpart of the audiodata "10" and "11"
located immediately before the switching point SP. Consequently, data read from the memorycircuit 31 is not
continuous, and incomplete coded blocks result in the
preceding data "11" and "10" of outputSCODE4'.
In the coded audio data SCODE3' formed by the
audio signal encoder20, coded blocks each extending
beyond a videoframe boundary to overlapa plurality of
videoframesare assigned so as tobefilled in the period
of time corresponding to one videoframe, as shown in
Fig. 14. Thus, by providing two audio signal decoders
30 describedabove, all the coded blocks in the frame
can be decoded even if the codedaudio data SCODE3'
subjected to switching as shown in Fig. 13(B) is
received. Even with a single decoder, almost all the
codedblocks in the frame can be decoded by enabling
all six blocks to be decoded within the period of time
corresponding to one videoframe of 1601Tor 1602T.
In this embodiment, six coded blocks are filled in
one frame whereas five in the first embodiment. Data is
further prevented from being missing during decoding
afterswitching, due to the increased amountofoverlapping coded blocks.
With the above configuration, the audio signal
encoder20 fills in one video frame of the video signal
six blocksof coded audio data which completelycover
each videoframe in the period of time corresponding to
one video frame in order to form coded audio data
SCODE3' in which one or moreaudio blocksare read in
a duplicate manner before and after the code frame
pulseSCFP
As a result, even if during insert edition, the audio
block data is subjected to switching on the basis of
videoframes, one of the duplicate audioblockdata can
be decoded to reduce audio blocks that cannot be
decoded, therebyenabling reliable decoding.
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(3) OtherEmbodiments
(3-1) Although the audiosignalencoder20 according to the above second embodiment fills all six
blocksof codedaudiodata inthe period of timecorresponding to one video frame, similar effects can
be obtained by avoiding the coding of the last part
ofthe sixth blockdata in thetrailingpart in the audio
data corresponding to each videoframe to improve
codingefficiency.
According to the MPEG's sound standard
MPEG layer I, the total number of bits per block is
3072 at a bit rate of 384 [kbps] and a sampling fre-
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quencyof 48 [kHz]. These3072bits include 32 bits
of header information, 128 bits of bit allocation
information, a maximum of 192 bits of scale factor
information, and the remaining bits of sub-band
data in this order.
For the sub-band data, however, the lowpass
signalpart is recorded first. Sinceone cannotlisten
to highpass signalswell, highpass signals recorded
in the latterpart ofthe bit streamdo notsignificantly
affect the sound quality. Thus, according to this
embodiment, all the data in the sixth block is not
recorded and the data in the latter part of the bit
stream is not recorded in the memory circuit 21.
That is, the total numberof recorded bits may be
1,024 if 352 bits required to record header, bit allocation, and scale factor information as well as, for
example, 672 bits of sub-band data are used. The
numberofbits then becomes one-third ofthat ofthe
original bit stream, thereby enabling coding efficiencyto be improved.
Thus, this embodiment transmits only the
former part of the bit stream in the sixth coded
block. As a result, during the formation of coded
blocks in synchronism with video frames, reduced
transmission serves to improve coding efficiency,
and the sound quality can be maintained without
degradation.
(3-2) Although in the above embodiments, this
invention has been described in conjunction with
applications to coded data formed on the basis of
the MPEG's sound standard MPEG layer I, it is not
limited to this aspect but is widely applicable to
audio coding methods for forming coded data in
blocks. Specifically, effects similar to those of the
above embodiments can be obtained by applying
this invention when the length of the frame of the
videosignal is not an integral multiple of the length
of the coded block of the audio signal. In addition,
by applying this invention to, for example, a coding
method that completesboth coding and decoding
within one block, the audiosignal corresponding to
each video frame can be almost completely
decoded even after its coded data has been subjected to switching.
(3-3) If this invention is applied to a coding method
for forming coded blocks of a block length other
than 384T, effects similar to those of the embodiments can be obtained by selecting a range of the
window period W which matches the length of the
codedblock.
(3-4) According to the first embodiment, in the

coded data formed by the audio signal decoder 1,
coded block data (384Tj5) of a length extending
beyond the boundary between videoframes 1601T
or 1602T in length to overlap a plurality of video
framesis assigned so as to befilled in the period of
timecorresponding to one videoframe, as shown in
Fig. 8. Thus, by providing two audio signal decod-
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ers 10 describedabove, the period of time in which
the coded audio data SCODE3 cannot be decoded
can be further reduced even if coded data subjected to switching is received as shown in Figs.
7(A) to (D). Application of sound quality improvement such as crossfading enablesdecoded audio
signals of a much higher sound quality to be

numberof said coded blocks are filled in the
period of time corresponding to one frame or
field of said videosignal.
5

2.

The audio signal coding method according to claim
1 comprising the stepsof:

obtained.

(3-5) Although the above embodiments have been
described in conjunction with the case in which an
integral number of coded blocks are filled in the
period of time corresponding to one frame of the
videosignal, similareffectscan be obtained by filling an integral number of coded blocksin theperiod
of timecorresponding to onefield.
(3-6) Although the above embodiments have set
thewindowperiodWfrom -351 Tto+32T, this range
can be set at differentvalues, for example, from -

blocking and coding said input audio signal in
specified data unitsto form said coded blocks
separated into blocks and writing the coded
blocks to said memorymeans; and
aligning the leading position of one of said
coded blocks with a corresponding frame or
field boundary in said videosignal, and forming
said arrayof coded blocksin synchronism with
the frames or fields of said video signal by
arranging those coded blockswhich follow the
coded blockthe leading position of which has
been aligned with the corresponding frame or
field boundary in such a way that an integral
numberof said coded blocks are filled in the
period of time corresponding to one frame or
field, thereby reading the data from said memory means.
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l92Tto +192T.
20

Industrial Applicability

This invention is applicable to videosignalprocessing apparatuses that transmit (record, reproduce, and
send through a transmission path) video signals and
audio signals corresponding to the video signals

25

3.

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

said video signal has 525 scanning lines per
frame and a field frequency of 59.94 [Hz],
wherein:

35

said input audio signal is sampled at 48
[kHz], and wherein:
said coded block is obtained by coding
said input audio signal on the basis of the
data unit of 384 samples.
4.

information representing the phase difference
between said frame or field boundary position
and said coded block not subjected to alignment of its block leading position with said
frame or field boundary position is added to
said codedaudiodata.

said coded audiodata is sequentially writtento
memorymeanswhilesaid writtencoded audio
data is readat a higher readspeed than awrite
speed and in synchronism with one frame or
field of said video signal in order to form an
array of coded blocks in which an integral

5.
50

The audio signal coding method according to claim

2 wherein

40

45

An audio signal coding method for coding an input
audiosignal corresponding to a video signal on the
basis of specified data units to form coded audio
data separated into codedblocks, wherein:

wherein:

30

Claims
1.

The audio signal coding method according to claim
1

together.

1 ... AUDIO SIGNAL ENCODER, 2 ... MPEG CODING
CIRCUIT, 3, 11 ... MEMORY CIRCUIT, 4 ... PHASE
COMPARATOR,5 ... OFFSET ADDITION CIRCUIT, 10
AUDIO SIGNAL ENCODER, 12 ... OFFSET
EXTRACTION CIRCUIT, 13 ... PHASE CALCULATION
CIRCUIT, 14 ... MPEGDECODING CIRCUIT, 5AUDD
INPUT AUDIO SIGNAL, 5CFP CODE FRAME PULSE
SIGNAL, 5BLK
BLOCK PULSE SIGNAL, 5FLP
FRAME PULSE SIGNAL, S2 ... LEADING BLOCK
DETECTION SIGNAL, S3 ... OFFSET SIGNAL, S4
LEADING BLOCK PHASE SIGNAL, S5, S6
DECODED AUDIO SIGNAL, 5CODE1' 5CODE2' 5CODE3'
5CODE4' 5CODE2' 5CODE3' 5CODE4' ... CODEDDATA,
W ... WINDOW PERIOD.

14

The audio signal coding method according to claim

2 wherein:
said video signal has 525 scanning lines per
frame and a field frequency of 59.94 [Hz],
wherein:

55

said input audio signal is sampled at 48
[kHz], wherein:
said coded block is obtained by coding

8
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15

said input audio signal on the basis of the
data unit of 384 samples, and wherein:
five coded blocks are filled in the periodof
time corresponding to said one frame or

period
field.

of time corresponding to one frame or

9. The audio signal encoder according to Claim 8
including phasedifference addition means for adding the phase difference detected by said detection
means to said coded blockin synchronism withthe
frame or field which is output from said memory

field.
6.

16

The audio signal coding method according to claim

2 wherein:

means.

said video signal has 525 scanning lines per
frame and a field frequency of 59.94 [Hz],

10

10. The audio signal encoder according
wherein:

wherein:

said input audio signal is sampled at 48
[kHz], wherein:
said coded block is obtained

15

20

frame orfield.
7.

The audio signal coding method according to claim

6 wherein

said video signal has 525 scanning lines per
frame and a field frequency of 59.94 [Hz],
wherein:

by coding

said input audio signal on the basis of the
data unit of 384 samples, and wherein:

sixcodedblocks are filled in the period
of time corresponding to said one

to claim 8

25

for at leastone of the coded blocksto be filled
in said one frame or field, only part of the bit
streamthereinis filled.

said input audio signal is sampled at 48
[kHz], and wherein:
said coded block is formed by coding said
input audio signal on the basis of the data
unit of 384 samples.
11. The audio signal encoder according
wherein:

to claim 8

said video signal has 525 scanning lines per
frame and a field frequency of 59.94 [Hz],
wherein:
30

8.

said input audio signal is sampled at 48

An audio signal encoderfor coding an input audio
signalcorresponding to a video signal on the basis
of specified data units to form coded audio data

[kHz], wherein:

separated into coded blocks, comprising:
35

coding means for blocking and coding said
input audiosignal in specified data unitsto form
codedblocks separated into blocksand outputting the codedblocksas audiodata;
detection means for determining the phasedifference between the frame or field boundaries
in said video signal and said coded blocks in
said audiodatato detectthe codedblockcorresponding to a particularframeorfield boundary
basedon the phasedifference; and
memorymeansoperative afterthe writeof said
audiodata fromsaid codingmeans for aligning,
basedon the resultsof detection bysaiddetection means, the block leading position of the
codedblockwith a corresponding frame or field
boundary, and outputting an array of coded
blocksin synchronism with the framesorfields
ofthe videosignal by reading said writtenaudio
data to arrange those coded blocks which follow the coded block the leading position of
which has beenaligned with the corresponding
frame or field boundary in such a waythat an
integral numberof codedblocks are filled in the

said coded block is formed by coding said
input audio signal on the basis of the data
unit of 384 samples, and wherein:
five coded blocks are filled by said
memory means in the period of time
corresponding to said one frame or

40

field.
12. The audio signal encoder according
wherein:

45

to claim 8

said video signal has 525 scanning lines per
frame and a field frequency of 59.94 [Hz],
wherein:

said input audio signal is sampled at 48
50

[kHz], wherein:

said coded block is formed by coding said
input audio signal on the basis of the data
unit of 384 samples, and wherein:
ss

9

six coded blocks are filled by said
memory means in the period of time
corresponding to said one frame or
field to be arranged for outputting.

17
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13. The audio signal encoder according to claim 12
wherein

for at least one of the coded blocks to befilled
in the period of time corresponding to said one
frame orfield, only part ofthe bit stream therein
isfilled.

5

14. An audiosignalcodingand decoding method comprising

10

audio signal coding steps including the steps
of:
blocking and coding an input audio signal corresponding to a video signal in specified data
units to form coded blocks separated into
blocks and writing the coded blocks to a first
memorymeans;
aligning the leading position of one of said
coded blocks with a corresponding frame or
field boundary in said videosignal, and forming
coded audio data in synchronism with the
framesor fields of said video signal by reading
data from said first memory means so as to
arrange those coded blocks which follow the
coded blockthe leading position of which has
been aligned with said frame or field boundary
in such a way that an integral number of said
coded blocks are filled in the period of timecorresponding to one frame or field; and
adding to said coded audio data, information
representing the phase difference betweenthe
frame orfield boundary in said videosignal and
the coded block not subjected to alignment of
the blockleading position withthe frame or field
boundary, and
coded audiodata decoding stepsincluding the
stepsof:
writing said coded audio data to a second
memorymeans;
detecting relevant phase difference information from the coded audio data including said information on the phase
difference; and
reading data from said second memory
means basedon thedetected phasedifference information to recover the original
phase relationship between said coded
blockand said videosignal.

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

15. An audio signal encoder and decodercomprising
an audio signal coding sectionincluding:

codingmeans for blocking and coding an input
audiosignalcorresponding to a videosignal on
the basis of specified data units to form coded
blocks separated into blocksand outputting the

55

10

18

codedblocks as audiodata;
detection means for determining the phasedifference betweenthe frame or field boundaries
in said video signal and said coded blocks of
said audiodata todetectthe coded blockcorresponding to a particularframeorfield boundary
basedon the phase difference;
firstmemorymeansoperative afterthe write of
said audio data from said coding means for
aligning, based on the results of detection by
said detection means, the block leading position of the coded block with a corresponding
frame orfield boundary, and outputting anarray
of coded audio blocks as coded audio data in
synchronism with the frames or fields of the
videosignalby reading said writtenaudio data
to arrange those codedblocks which follow the
coded blockthe leading position of which has
been aligned with the corresponding frame or
field boundary in such a way that an integral
numberof coded blocks are filled in the period
oftime corresponding tooneframe orfield;and
phasedifference additionmeans for adding the
phase difference detected by said detection
means to said codedblock in said coded data
output from said first memorymeans which is
in synchronism with the frame orfield, and
a codedaudiodatadecoding sectionincluding:
phase difference information detection
means for detecting said phasedifference
information from the coded audio data
from said audio signalcodingsection; and
second memorymeans operative after the
write of the coded audio data from said
audio signal coding section for reading the
written coded audio data based on the
phase difference information detected by
said phase difference information detection means in order to recover the original
phase relationship between said coded
blockand said video signal.
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Description
Domaine technique
La présenteinvention a pour objet un patin de vol
a plot central arrière en dépassement. Elle trouve une

5

application dans lenregistrementmagnétique dinformationssur un support (disque par exemple).

Etat de Ia technique antérieure
Le patin de vol de linvention est du type a "pseudocontact. Le principedu vol a pseudocontact consiste a faire en sorte que Ia partiedu patin qui comporte
Ia tête ne touche le disque que sur des protubérances
de Ia surface du disque. Pour que le pseudocontact
fonctionne bien, il convient que Ia force dappui exercé
sur le disquepar Ia partiedu patin qui est Ia plus proche
du disque et qui contientIa tête décriture et/de lecture,
soittrèsfaible,afin que lenergie dissipée lors du contact
ne détériore ni Ia tête, nile disque.
La solution generalement utilisée, avec quelques
variantes, est représentée sur les figures 1 et 2 annexées.
La figure 1 montre, en vue de dessus, un patin 10
comportant deux reliefs 12, 14 (ou rails, ou skis) disposés le long des bords latéraux du patin, ces reliefs présentantun chanfrein 16, 18 sur leur bordavant. Ces reliefs sontplus courtsque Ia longueur totale du patin,ce
qui produita larrièredeux zones 20, 22 de depression.
A lextrémité avant des reliefs, une surpression apparalt, qui crée une force portantesopposanta Ia charge
Fl dun ressort(de quelques grammes) commele montre Ia figure2 en vue de côté.
A larrière du patin de vol et dans laxe mediande
celui-ci se trouve un plot 24 supportantune tête de lecture et/ou décriture 26.
Les formes et les surfaces des deux reliefs latéraux
sont calculées pourque le patin vole au-dessus du disque 20 avec un angle dattaque a appelé souvent
pitch. La depression créée a larrière des deux reliefs
tend a plaquerlarrière du patin contre le disque, cesta-dire a mettre Ia tête 26 réalisée dans le plot central
arrière 24 très près du disque. Un equilibre stable sétablit entre Ia force appliquee et Ia force de sustentation.
Cet equilibre présente une certaine raideur. Par contre,
le patin peut legerement pivoter, autour du point oü Ia
force verticale Fl est appliquee, ce qui va modifier légèrementlangle a, lorsqueIa tête rencontre une bosse
sur le disque. La force nécessaire a cette rotation est
très faible, de lordre dune centaine de milligrammes,
contre quelques grammes pourIa raideur du vol des patins. Cest Ia base du fonctionnement des patins dit en

pseudocontact.
II faut noter que le plot centralarrière24 ne contribue pas au vol du patin. En effet, sa surface est trop
petite pourcréer une surpression notable. Seulsles reliefs 12, 14 contribuent a ce vol. La surfacede vol de

10
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ces skis est réaliséepar des techniques de polissage.
Ainsi, le plot central 24 comprenantIa tête 26 a sa surface alignee par rapport a celle des deux reliefs.
Cettesurfacedéfinit le plande vol du patin oü, plus
generalement, Ia surfacede vol, car Ia surfacedes reliefsnestpas nécessairement plane. Sur Ia figure3, on
voit ainsi, en vue de côté, un patin devol dont les reliefs
14 ont un profil 15 bombé.
Un patin de vol avec plot central arrière est décrit,
par exemple, dans les documents US-A-5,223,998 et
EP-A-518 566.
Un patin de vol avec profil bombé est décrit, par
exemple, dans le documentUS-A-4,420,780.
Les patins de vol a profil bombénécessitent un angle dattaque beaucoup plus important que celui dun
patin normal. Langle est deux a trois fois supérieur a
celui dun patin normal. La raison en est que si langle
était egal a celui des patins normaux, alors, le point le
plus bas de lensemble pourrait ne pas être Ia tête de
lecture-écriture, selon les ondulations présentes a Ia
surfacedu disque. Pour être bien certain que Iatête est
toujours au point le plus bas, on est oblige davoir un
angle dattaqueélevé. Or Ihommedu métier sait que Ia
stabilitéde vol dun patin est très difficilea obtenirlorsque langle dattaque est élevé. Cest une premiere difficulté avec les patins connus.
Une deuxième difficulté vientencorede ce que Iangle dattaque est élevé, car on constate que langle
fuyant du plot central suse rapidement au contact du
disque. Cest ce que montre lafigure4 oü Ion voit le plot
arrièrecentral 24 et son anglefuyant 30 use par le contact répété avec le disque28.
La présenteinvention a justementpour but de remédiera ces inconvénients.

35

Exposé de linvention
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A cettefin, linvention propose un patin de vol dont
le plot central est en léger dépassement par rapport a
Ia surfacede vol des reliefs. Par léger dépassement,
on entend un dépassement allantdenviron 10 nm (100
A) a environ 100 nm (1000 A).
Selon une autre caractéristique de linvention, le
plot central arrière présente une surface plane qui est
sensiblement parallèle au support denregistrement
lorsque le patin est en position de vol au-dessus de ce
support.
La présente invention a également pour objet un
procédéde réalisation dun tel patin. Selon ce procédé,
on commence par réaliser, par les operations habituelles, un patin de vol avecdeux reliefs latérauxet un plot
central arrière et Ion met a niveau ces reliefs et ce plot
central. Puis, selon une caractéristique de linvention,
on gravesélectivement les deux reliefs pouren abaisser
Ia surface afin quelle se situe sous Ia surfacedu plot
central.

3
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Breve description des dessins
-

Iafigure 1, déjàdécrite, montre, en vue de dessus,
un patin de vol selon létat de Ia technique;
Ia figure 2, déjà décrite, montre ce même patin en
vue de côté;
Ia figure 3, déjà décrite, montre un patin de vol a
surfacede vol bombée;
Ia figure 4, déjà décrite, montre lusure de langle
fuyantdu plot central
Ia figure 5 montre, en coupe, un patin de vol selon

dans le procédéclassique.
Revendications
5
1.

Patin de vol comportant deux reliefs latéraux (12,
14) dont Ia surface définit une surfacede vol par
rapport a un support denregistrement(54), et un
plot central (24) situéa larrièredu patin,ceplotcentral arrière (24) étant solidairedu patin et comprenant une tête décriture et/oude lecture (26), ce patin de vol étantcaractérisé en ce que le plot central
arrière (50)est en dépassement (h) par rapporta Ia
surfacede vol (43) définie par les reliefs (42).

2.

Patin de vol selon Ia revendication 1, dans lequel le
dépassement (h) est compris entre environ 10 et
100 nm.

3.

Patin de vol selon Ia revendication 1, dans lequel
les reliefs latéraux (42) présentent une surfacede
vol bombée (43).

4.

Patin de vol selon Ia revendication 3, dans lequel le
plot central arrière (50) présente une surfaceplane
(51) qul est sensiblement parallèleau support denregistrement (54) lorsque lepatin esten position audessusdudit support (54).

10

linvention
-

4

Iafigure6 montre, en coupe, une variantedexécution a profil bombé.
15

Exposé détailléde modes de réalisation
On volt, sur Iafigure5, un patin de vol 40 vu de côté
avec un relief 42 pourvu, a son extrémité avant, dun
décrochement 44 (II pourraittout aussi bien être muni
dun chanfrein), et, a son extrémité arrière, dun décrochement 46. Un autre relief est naturellement situé le
longde lautre bordlateral, invisible sur lafigure(unevue
de dessus de ces reliefs serait conforme a celle de Ia
figure 1). Le relief 42 présente un plande vol 43. A larrière du patin se trouve un plot central 50, dont Ia particularitéest de presenterune surface51 qul est en leger
dépassement par rapportau plan de vol 43 des reliefs.
Cedépassement est note h sur Iafigures. II estcompris
entreenviron10 nm (100A) et 100 nm (1000 A). Le plot
central 50 supporte une tête magnetique décriture et/
ou de lecture 52. Cette tête peut être detout typeconnu,
notamment a couches minces avec deux pièces polalres séparéespar un entrefer amagnetique. Le patin 40
vole au-dessus dun support denregistrement54, qul
peut être un disque.
Dans un mode de réalisation avantageux, les reliefs
présentent un profil bombé, commeillustré sur Ia figure
6. Surcette figure, le relief 42 esttoujoursle seul visible.
II présente unesurface43 bombée, enforme,par exempIe, de cylindre parabolique ou circulaire, ou de tout
autreforme. Le plot centralarrière 50 présente, lul, une
surface51 qul est plane et conçue pour être disposée
parallèlement au support 54 lorsque le patin est en positionde vol, comme cest le cas sur Iafigure6. On évite
ainsi lusure du bordarrière.Danscette variante, leprofil
du patin est donc mixte : bombé pourles reliefs latéraux,
plan pour le plot arrière.
Le procédé de fabrication du patin de linvention
commence par Ia réalisation dun patin traditionnel,
avec deux reliefs latéraux et un plot centralarrière. On
planarise le tout par rapporta Ia surfacedes reliefs. On
realise ensuite un niveau de masquage qul protegele
plotcentral,et Ion effectue une gravure des reliefs dune
profondeur egale au dépassement souhaitépour le plot
central arrière. Les technologies actuelles permettent
un contrôle très précis de cette profondeur de gravure.
On depose enfin une couche de protection, comme
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Procédé de réalisation dun patin de vol conforme
1, dans lequel on realise deux
reliefs latéraux(12, 14) et un plot central (24) situé
a larrièredu patinet une tête magnétique décriture
et!ou de lecture (26)a Ia surfacede ce plot central
(24), caractérisépar lefait que Ion met a niveau les
reliefs et le plot central, puis on gravesélectivement
les reliefs pour en abaisser Ia surface(43) sous Ia
surface(51)du plot arrièrecentral (50).

a Ia revendication
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Thisinvention isrelatedto apolypeptide exhibiting calpaininhibition activity, more particularly tosuch a polypeptide
to which cell adhesive activityhas beenintroduced.
Withthe recent advances in molecular biology, the mechanisms bywhich cells and the extracellular matrixadhere
are comingto be understood on the molecular level. Of the extracellular matrixproteins, Fibronectin (FN)was the first
found to contain an essential sequence for cell adhesion. Thusthe Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser sequence (RGDS) in the cell-binding domainof FN has beenfoundto be essential for cell adhesion by Ruoslahti et al. (Nature, 309, 30-33, 1984). The
RGD partofthis sequence is needed for cell adhesion and substitution withotheraminoacids cannot bedone without
lossof cell adhesive activity, but theserine can be replaced by, for example, threonine, alanine, cysteine, or valinewithout lossof activity. However, if substitution is withprolineor lysine, the activityis lost. Proteins otherthan FN which contain the sequence RGD include thrombin, vitronectin, von Willebrand factor, fibrinogen, collagen, discoidin I, X-phage
receptor, and others. It has thus been suggested that the RGD sequence is closely related to proteinfunctions(Ruoslahtiet al., Proc. NatI. Acad. Sci. USA, 81, 5985-5988, 1984). However, it is not certain whetherthe RGD sequencein
these molecules confers cell adhesive activity. For example, although fibrinogen has the RGDS sequence, it does not
have cell adhesive effects onfibroblasts.
Anotherexample of cell adhesive protein in additionto those named above is laminin. Laminin is a glycoprotein of
high molecular weightfoundin the basement membrane, and it has cell adhesive activitytoward a varietyof cellsin the
epithelium. It has been reported (Grafet al., Cell, 48, 989-996, 1987) that the smallest sequencerelatedto cell adhesion is Tyr-lle-Gly-Ser-Arg (YIGSR). Laminin also has the RGD sequence, but it is not known if the sequence is related
to the cell adhesive activity.
In addition, it is known that the Glu-lle-Leu-Asp-Val (EILDV) sequence in the IIICS domainof FN is related to the
adhesion of lymph cells and melanoma cells.
A techniqueby which a synthetic polypeptide can be bound to a polypeptide originating from FN at the N-terminal
of tumor necrosisfactor (TNF) has been disclosed (Japanese Laid-Open Patent Application No. 297399/88). The
polypeptide bound withTNF is a portionofthe sequenceof the cell-binding domainof FN, and it contains the sequence
RGDS. The synthetic polypeptide obtained asa resultofthe use ofthetechniquehas strongeractivity in causing tumor
necrosisthan TNF. However, in this technique, two functional polypeptides are bound by the use of gene engineering,
and the results do not showthat the RGDS sequencehas the cell adhesive activitywithin the TNF molecule.
If itwere possible to confer cell adhesive activityonpolypeptide exhibiting calpain inhibiting activity, itwouldbe possibleto increase the affinity between cells and the polypeptide. If this is possible, the techniquewouldbe veryuseful in
the development of new drug deliverysystems, sustained-release drugs, and so on.
The object of this invention is to providea technique by which cell adhesive activitycan be conferred on polypeptides exhibiting calpain inhibition activitywithout changing their original function.
The present invention relates to an artificial polypeptide exhibiting calpain inhibition activity, to the molecule of
which has beenintroduced a peptidewhich has cell adhesive activity. Thisinvention also relates to a techniquebased
on gene engineering for the introduction of DNA which codes for a peptidewhich has cell adhesive activity to DNA
which codesfor the polypeptide, and the use of a plasmid vectorwhich carriessaid DNAto transform hostcells sothat
theythen expressthe polypeptide.
The inventors of this invention have accomplished this invention by the introduction of a peptidewhich has cell
adhesive activityinto an appropriate region of thepolypeptide whichdoes not have cell adhesive activity, thusproducing

a functional polypeptide having cell adhesive activity.
45

50

ss

The inventors inserted the sequenceRGDS into the activefragment of calpastatin asfollows.
The DNAsequencewhich corresponds to RGDS was inserted so as to match the reading frame into the coding
region of a plasmid which expresses a fragment which includes domainI of human calpastatin, and the resulting DNA
was introduced into çij. The biological activityof the polypeptide expressed by the recombinants was evaluated.
Both calpastatin activityand cell adhesive activitywere found. Calpastatin is an endogenous protease inhibitorwhich
specifically inhibits calpain (EC 3.4.22.17), a Ca-dependent neutral protease. Calpastatin may be useful in the treatmentof a varietyof disorderscausedbyexcess calpainactivityor decreased calpastatin activity, such as hypertension,
muscular dystrophy, cataracts, etc. If cell adhesive activityis conferred on calpastatin, its pharmacological effectsmay
be enhanced.
The above example of the insertionof the sequenceRGDS into the polypeptide shows that it is now possible to
producethe functional polypeptides which has both the calpaininhibition functionofthe polypeptide beforemodification
and cell adhesive activityas well.
This invention will be explained in detailas follows.
It is preferable that the sequenceto be inserted into the polypeptide contains, at the least, the sequence RGD. The
aminoacid immediately to the C-terminal side ofthe RGDsequencecan be any aminoacid otherthan lysine (K), proline (P), or hydroxyproline (HyP). Thereseems to be no one-letter code name. There is no particular restriction as to
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the aminoacid immediately to the N-terminal side ofthe sequenceRGD. The insertion site can be any site preferred in
the polypeptide, but it is bestthat the site be one at which such insertion does notcause lossofthe original calpaininhibitionfunctionof the polypeptide. Also, it is preferred that the sequence RGD be inserted in a site at which thetertiary
structurecan be readilyrecognised by cell receptors. It is necessarythat the gene for the polypeptide into which the
sequence RGD is to be inserted is carried by a plasmid which can be expressed when introduced into the host. The
DNAsequencecorresponding tothesequenceRGD is inserted intothe codingregion ofthe plasmid sothat the reading
frame matches, and by the expression of the polypeptide by the host, the polypeptide which contains the RGD
sequence can be produced.
The insertionof the sequence RGD into calpastatin will be explained in moredetail.
Calpastatin is a single-chain protein that contains four domains, l-IV, consisting of 120 to 140 amino acids each,
and a domainL atthe N-terminal side. Domains l-IV each independently inhibits calpain, butdomainL is inactive. The
cDNAof human calpastatin wascloned, and variousfragments were inserted into expression vectors; then, an expression system was established in E. coh. In this invention, expression plasmid pHCSd42, which expresses a peptide
which consisted of 133 amino acids(called HCSd42 here)containing most of domainI of human calpastatin and a part
of domain L on its N-terminal side, and expression plasmid pHCSd421, which expressed a peptide(HCSd421) that
consisted of 96 aminoacids, being withoutthe C-terminal 37 aminoacidsof HCSd42, were used as examples. These
plasmids were constructed bythe stepsdescribedbelowand in JapaneseLaid-Open Patent ApplicationNo. 283300/89
and JapanesePatent Application No. 126648/89.
First, two cDNAclonesof humancalpastatin, Xcsl3l and Xcsl9, were linked to yield a cDNAthat codes for most
of domainL andthe entire region ofdomainsl-IV. The cDNAobtained was then used to construct an expression plasmid pHCS121 bylinkageatthe
site of an expression vector, pUC1 1 9N. Cellsofthe straincarrying this plas•
were
mid,
JM1O9/pHCS121,
deposited at the Fermentation Research Institute of the Agency of Industrial
Science and Technology as FERM P-9989 (Japanese Laid-Open ApplicationNo. 283300/90).
Atranscription terminatorwas inserted in the EcoRl-Sall site of this plasmid pHCS121, and the region correspondto
ing domainsll-IVwas deletedwith the use of
giving plasmid pHCS82. Restriction sites AvallI and Cal
were introduced into the region corresponding to domainL, giving pHCS83. Thenstopcodonwas inserted into the site
corresponding to donain I at the C-terminal, giving pHCS84. The Pialll-SaHfragment of pHCS84 was linkedwith the
site of pTV1 19N, and a largeportionof the 5-end of the region corresponding to domainLwas removed with
the use of nuclease. The plasmid obtained was closed again at the Ncol site, giving pHCSd42. Cells of
• 545
HR/pHCSd42, which carry this plasmid,weredepositedat the Fermentation Research Institute of the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology as FERM P-10649. Anotherstop codon was inserted upstream of the stop codon of
pHCSd42, givingpHCSd42l (Japanese Patent Application No. 126648/89).
The amino acid sequenceand the DNA sequence of HCSd42 are shown in Figure 1 and those of HCSd421 are
shown in Figure 2. The site of the insertion of the RGD sequenceshould be near the surface of the molecule, and
should be in a site not essential to the expression of calpastatin activity. When the three-dimensional structure of the
molecule is not known, models suchas, for example, the Chou-Fasman model for the prediction of secondary structure
fromthe primarystructure should be considered. Based onthese considerations, appropriate sitesfor insertioncan be
chosen. Site-directed mutagenesis is an effective procedure for usein the insertion. Because pHCSd42 and pHCSd42l
are from pTV1 19N as a vector, which can producesingle-stranded DNAit is easyfor single-stranded DNAfor use as a
template to be prepared. That is, a plasmid is caused to replicatein the presence of deoxyuridine (dU) in a hostthat
cannot decompose dU, and by infection with helper phage, single-stranded DNA that incorporated dU is produced,
which is purifiedand usedas a template. Separately, DNAthat contains the complementary DNAsequence tothe base
sequences at the insertion sites to the 5' end and the 3' end of the DNA sequence which corresponds to the RGD
sequence (the complementary sequences are each 8-10bases long)is synthesized and used as primerin the synthesis of double-stranded DNA in the presence of DNA polymerase. This DNAis used to transform host cellswhich can
decompose dU. Thenthe desiredclone is selected from the transformants obtained; so that selection will be easy, the
primer should be designed in the appropriate way so that a restriction site will be generated by of the insertion of the
DNA sequence that corresponds to RGD, and so that alreadyexisting sites will disappear.
Thetransformants obtained in this wayare cultured, and the expression ofthe desiredpolypeptide is induced. Next,
the bacterial cells are disrupted, and the disruptedcells are heatedat 100°C for about10 minutes, afterwhich the suspensionis centrifuged and the supernatant is tested for calpastatin activity. The assay of calpastatin can be by the
method of Murakami et al. (J. Biochem., 90, 1809-1816, 1981). If expression ofthe polypeptide with calpastatin activity
is found, the desiredproductcan be readilypurifiedby the treatmentof the supernatant by chromatography, such as,
for example, DEAE ion-exchange chromatography. The cell adhesive activityofthe polypeptide obtained can be evaluated bythe method described above. By this procedure, it is possible to obtaina new polypeptide with both calpastatin
activityand cell adhesive activity.
The insertion of the RGDsequencewhich has cell adhesive activityinto a polypeptide has been explained. However, it is also possible for the same method to be used for the insertionof a sequence other than the RGD sequence
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into a polypeptide, by which the multifunctional polypeptide of this invention can be obtained.
This invention will be further explained by reference to examples, butthis invention is not to be taken to be limited
to these examples.
5

Example 1
Preparation of a calpastatin-like polypeptide, HCSd342, containing the RGDS sequence:
(1-1). Construction of the plasmid.

10

Single-stranded DNAin which some ofthe thymidines were replaced bydU wasprepared From plasmid pHCSd42,
which expresses HCSd42, by the use of a commercially available kit for mutagenesis, Mutan K (Takara Shuzo). The
procedure recommended bythe manufacturer wasfollowed. Then, pHCSd42wasused totransform co• BW31 3 (duf
ung), andthe transformed cells werecultured for about5 hourson 2 x YT medium. Then 1% inoculation was made
of new medium (5 ml x 10 tubes). At the same time, the cellswere infected with helper phageM13K07, andleftfor 30
minutesat 37°C. Thenculture wascontinued overnightin the presence of 70 jig/mI kanamycin. Tothe culture supernatant, a one-fourth volumeof 20%PEGcontaining 2.5 M NaCI was added and mixed with agitation, afterwhichthe mixturewas leftfor 30 minutesat 4°C, and the precipitate obtained. Theprecipitate wasdissolved in 1 ml ofTE, and treated
with phenol. Ethanol precipitation was done twice, and the precipitate was dissolved in 30 jil of water. The yield was
about90 jig. Separately, thefollowing DNAsequence (of 33 bases) wassynthesized for use as a primerto inducemutagenesis for the insertionof the RGD sequence between the K8° and the P81 of the aminoacid sequence of HCSd42.
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Here, the sequences [I] and [Ill] correspond to the + chain of pHCSd42, and the sequence[II] is that sequence
which codes for the RGDSG sequence. The G on the C-terminal sideof RGDSG wasadded so that the mutantplasmid
Ill site.
could be readilyselected, and it is possible to recognize the desiredcloneby the construction of a unique
The primerwassynthesized on a DNAsynthesizer (Applied Biosystems), and then purifiedby HPLC. Then 0.2 jig (20
pmol) of the 5' end of the DNAwas made into a primer for use in mutagenesis by phosphorylation in the presenceof
polynucleotide kinase and ATP. As template, 0.04-1 pmol (4 jil) ofthe single-stranded DNAwhich contains dU prepared
beforewas used;this was annealed with 4 pmol (4 jil) ofprimer in an annealing buffer. Then 2 jil of the annealed product was mixed with 25 jil of extension buffer, 1 jil of DNAligasefrom E. coh, and 1 jil of T4DNApolymerase, and the
mixturewasincubated for 2 hoursat 25°C, to allowsynthesis ofdouble-stranded chains. After3 jil of 0.2 M EDTA was
added to the reaction mixture, the reaction wasstopped by heatingof the reaction mixturefor 5 minutesat 65°C, and 3
jil of the reaction mixture was usedto transform E. F BMH71-1 8mutS. The transformants obtained (12 clones) were
cultured on LB broth, and their plasmid DNAwasextracted and cleaved with
and then with AccIll, givingone clone
that had fragmentsof 3.38 kb and 1.24 kb. This plasmid was namedpHCSd342, and the base sequenceof the DNA
inserted into it wasanalyzed and found to be the desiredmutation.

il

50

(1-2). Production by E.

ss

• of a calpastatin-like polypeptide in which the RGDSG sequence was inserted.

TheplasmidpHCSd342 obtained in section(1-1)was used totransform cellsof E. • JM109 inthe usualway. The
transformants were named E. cohJMlO9/pHCSd342, and deposited as FERMBP-2719 atthe Fermentation Research
Institute of the Agencyof Industrial Science and Technology.
Transformants were cultured with shaking at 37°C in 11 of L-medium; when growth reachedthe logarithmic stage,
IPTG was added to the final concentration of 2 mM, and culturewas continued for the next15 hours. Afterculture, the
cellswere cooled to 0°C, and NaN3 was added to the final concentration of 0.02% and mixed in beforethe cellswere

4
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harvested. The supernatant wasdiscarded and the cells were washed with 40 ml of N buffer (20 mM MES(2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (pH 5.5)),containing 1 mM EDTA, 4 jiM PMSF, and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol) and centrifuged. The cell pellet was suspended in 40 ml of N buffer, to which suspension was added lysozyme to the final
concentration of 0.5 mg/mI, and the suspension wasincubated at 0°Cfor 10 minutes. Next, the cellsweredisruptedwith
ultrasonic waves, and the suspension was centrifuged for 20 minutes at 16,000 x g. The supernatant was heated at
90°Cfor 10 minutes. The supernatant wascentrifuged for 20 minutesat 12,000 xg, and this supernatant collected. This
heat-treated supernatant was put througha eighty milliliters of DEAE-Toyopearl 650M column (Tosoh Corp.) equilibrated with 50 mM NaCI buffer, pH 5.5, that contained 20 mM MBS, 1 mM EDTA, and 4 jiM PMSF.
The column wasfirstwashedwith350 ml ofthe above buffer, and then elution was donewith 1000ml of the same
buffer containing NaCI in a linear concentration gradient of 50 to 200 mM. The calpastatin activity of the fractions
obtained was measured by measurement oftheir inhibition of calpain (Kitahara et at., J. Biochem. 95, 1759, 1984). The
sample was mixed with 2 jil (0.4 U) of calpain, 40 jil of 2% casein, and 6 mg/mI cysteine, and waterwasaddedto bring
thevolumeto 180 jil. The mixturewasheatedat 30°Cfor 20 minutes. Then20 jil of 50 mM calciumchloridewasadded,
and the mixture was incubated For 20 minutesat 30°C. Next, 200 jil of 5% TCA was added to stop the reaction, and
the reaction mixturewas centrifuged for 10 minutes at 10,000 x g. The supernatant was collected and its absorbance
at 280 nm was measured. From this result, the inhibition of calpainwas calculated. The fractionsthat inhibited calpain
were analyzed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and purifiedfractionswere dialyzed against water and
lyophilized. In this way, about 1 mg of productwas obtained. Thisproductwas a calpastatin-like polypeptide that had
the RGDSG sequence insertedbetween the K8° and P81 of the HCSd42 polypeptide. It wasnamed HCSd342.

20

Example 2

25

Production ofa calpastatin-like polypeptide HCSd421Ointo which the RGDS sequence was inserted:
To insertthe RGDS sequence between the G35 and the P36 of the calpastatin-like polypeptide HCSd42 that was
encoded by pHCSd42, the following DNAwas synthesized for use in the induction of mutation.
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The underlinedportion is the DNAwhich corresponds to the RGDS sequence to be inserted. The bases marked with
asterisks form a NotI site, so although the plasmid sequence of the original plasmid is changed, the corresponding
aminoacids are not changed.
The samemethods as in Example 1 were used to obtain a mutantplasmid pHCSd421Othat expressed HCSd421O
withthe NotI site as the index. Next, E. • JM1O9/pHCSd421O,which carriedthis plasmid, was cultured, and the calpastatin-like polypeptide HCSd421Othat contained the RGDS sequence was obtained.
Example 3
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Production ofthe calpastatin-like polypeptide HCSd427 into which the RGDS sequencehad been inserted:
To insertthe RGDS sequence between the S120 and the A121 of the calpastatin-like polypeptide HCSd42 coded for
by pHCSd42, the following DNAwas synthesized for use in the induction of mutation.
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The underlinedportion is the DNAwhich corresponds to the RGDS sequence to be inserted. The bases marked with
asterisks forman Nrul site, so although the sequence of the original plasmid is changed, the corresponding amino acid
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is not changed.
The same methods as in Example 1 were used to obtain a mutantplasmid pHCSd427 that expressed HCSd427
withthe Nrul site as the index. Next E. coil JM1O9/pHCSd427, which carried this plasmid,was cultured, and the calpastatin-like polypeptide HCSd427 that contained the RGDS sequence was obtaiend.
5
Example 4
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Production of the calpastatin-like polypeptide HCSd4211 into which the RGDSG sequencehad been inserted:
Starting with pHCSd42, the deletionmutant pHCSd42l was produced. The method of preparation was disclosed
in Japanese Patent Application No. 126648/89. pHCSd42l codes for the calpastatin-like polypeptide coded for by
pHCSd42, with the 37 aminoacids on the C-terminal side omitted, leaving 96 amino acids in the polypeptide. Singlestranded DNAwasprepared frompHCSd42l bythe method used in Example 1. Next, primerwiththe sane sequence
as the primer used in mutagenesis in Example I was usedto insertthe RGDSG sequencebetween K8° and P81. The
procedure wasexactly the sameas in Example 1. Plasmid pHCSd42l1, which expressed the calpastatin-like polypeptide HCSd421 1 into which the RGDSG sequence had been inserted, was obtained. This plasmid pHCSd42l1 was
usedto transform cellsoff. ijJM1O9 inthe usualway. Thetransformed cellswere named cllJM1O9/pHCSd4211,
and deposited as FERMBP-2720 at the Fermentation Research Institute of the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology. The transformants wereculturedbythe methods of Example 1, and froma cell extract, HCSd4211 waspurified.

.

Example5
Measurement of cell adhesive activityofthe calpastatin-like polypeptides.
The cell adhesive activityof the polypeptides which contained the RGDS sequence obtained in Example 1-4 was
measured with the use of BHK cells.

25
1. Preparation

30

of samples.

The sampleswere dissolved in 0.1 M NaHCO3, and 400 jil of the dissolved sample was put into each well of a 24well flat-bottomed plate (Terumo) and left overnightat 4°C to adsorb. The wellswere washed with PBS, and then 500
jil of PBS containing1% BSAwasadded to each well.The platewasincubated at roomtemperature for3-4 hours, and
the wellswere washed with PBS before being used in the assayof cell adhesive activity.
2. Preparation of cell suspensions.

35

40

Subcultures of BHK cellswere treated with PBSwhich contained 0.25%trypsinand 0.02%EDTA at 37°Cfor 2 minutes to detach the cells fromthe plate, and the cellswere suspended in 10 ml of a 1:1 mixture of ice-cold Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's (DME) medium and HEPES physiological saline (137 mM NaCI and 3 mM KCI in 20 mM HEPES
buffer, pH 7.1). The suspension was centrifuged and the supernatant was discarded. The cells were suspended in 10
ml of an ice-cold mixture of DME medium and HEPES physiological saline containing 1 mg of soybean trypsininhibitor
(STI). The suspension was centrifuged and the precipitate was washed in an ice-cold mixture of DME and HEPES
physiological salinewhich did not contain STI. These cellswere suspended in the same mixture at the concentration of

5x 10 to lx 106/ml.

3. Assayof cell adhesive activity.
45

In each well of the plate to which samples had beencaused to adhere, 300 jil of the cell suspension was added,
and the plate was incubated at37°Cfor 1 hour. Thenthe wellswerewashed threetimeswith a mixtureof DMEmedium
and HEPES at 37°C, and the non-adhering cellswere removed. The remaining cellswerefixedwith a 4% formalin solution in PBS, and the shapes of the cellswere examined by microscopy. The resultsare shown in Table 1.
50
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Table 1
Sample (5 pgIml)
5

10

Cell adhesive activity

Calpastatin activity

HCSd42

-

+

HCSd421

-

+

HCSd342

++

+

HCSd421O

++

+

HCSd427

++

+

HCSd4211

++

+

15

[Effects of the invention]
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As described above, this invention provides a method by which cell adhesive activitycan be conferred to apolypeptide exhibiting calpain inhibition activity. Withthis invention, it is possibleto enhance the affinity between the cells and
the polypeptide, thereby enhancing the effectofdrugs.
Claims
1.

25

An artificialpolypeptide which,prior to modification, exhibitscalpain inhibition activityand which,following intramolecular modification, exhibits both the original activity exhibited prior to modification and, in additionthereto, cell
adhesive activity.

2.

An artificialpolypeptide according to Claim 1 which has an amino acid sequencerepresented by the general followingformula:

30

KSLAPALPVESKPDKPSGKSGMDAALDDL
IDTLGGPEETEEENTTYTGPE
VSDPMSSTYIEELGKREVTI
PPKYRELLAKRGDSGPIGPDDAIDALSSDF

T(CGSPTAAGKKTEKEESTEVLKAQSAGTVRSAAPPQEK)a

35

whereina is either1 or zero.
3.

Geneticmaterial, suchas DNA, codingfor a multifunctional polypeptide according to any preceding claim.

4.

Amethod forthe preparation by genetic engineering ofa multifunctional polypeptide in which DNAcoding for a pep-

40

tide having cell adhesiveactivityis introduced into DNAcoding for a peptidehavingcalpain inhibition activityand a
plasmid vectorwhich carriesthe combined DNAis used to transform host cells so that they express a multifunctional polypeptide according to any preceding claim.
45

according to claim 4 in which the DNA coding for a peptidehaving cell adhesive activity comprises a
nucleotide sequencecodingfor the aminoacid sequence RGD.

5.

A method

6.

A method according to claim5 in which the said nucleotide sequence comprises CGTGGTGAT.

7.

A method according to claim4, 5 or 6 in which the said nucleotide sequence comprises CGTGGTGATAGC.
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This invention relates, in part, to newly identified polynucleotides and polypeptides; variants and derivatives of
thesepolynucleotides and polypeptides; processes formakingthese polynucleotides and thesepolypeptides, andtheir
variantsandderivatives; agonists and antagonists ofthe polypeptides; and usesof thesepolynucleotides, polypeptides,
variants, derivatives, agonists and antagonists. This invention also relates to inhibiting the biosynthesis or action of
such polynucleotides or polypeptides and to the use of such inhibitors in therapy In particular, in these and in other
regards, the invention relates to polynucleotides and polypeptides of Novel saliva BF, hereinafterreferredto as Novel
saliva BP".
The Streptococci make up a medically important genera of microbes known to cause several types of disease in
humans, including otitis media, pneumonia and meningitis. Since its isolation morethan 100years ago, Streptococcus
pneumoniaehas been one of the more intensivelystudied microbes. For example, much of our early understanding
that DNA is, in fact, the genetic material was predicated on the work of Griffith and of Avery, Macleod and McCarty
usingthis microbe. Despitethe vast amountof research with S. pneumoniae, manyquestions concerningthevirulence
of this microbe remain.
Whilecertain Streptococcal factorsassociatedwith pathogenicity have been identified, e.g., capsule polysaccharides, peptidoglycans, pneumolysins, PspAComplement factor H binding component, autolysin, neuraminidase, peptide permeases, hydrogen peroxide, IgAl protease, the list is certainlynot complete. Furthervery little is known concerningthe temporalexpression of such genes during infection and disease progression in a mammalian host. Discoveringthe sets of genesthe bacterium is likelyto be expressing at the differentstages of infection, particularlywhen
an infection is established, provides critical information for the screening and characterization of novel antibacterials
which can interrupt pathogenesis. In addition to providing a fuller understanding of known proteins, such an approach
will identify previously unrecognised targets.
The ssaB gene from Streptococcus sanguis 12 encodes a saliva-binding lipoprotein on the cell surfaceof that
organism which is thoughtto be resposible for its ability to colonisethe oral cavity (Ganeshkumar, N., Hannam, P.M.,
Kolenbrander, P.E. and McBride B.C. Infect. Immun. 59:1099 (1991).)
This invention provides a saliva binding protein from Streptococcus pneumoniae, strain 0100993that is homologous to the ssaB protein from Streptococcus sanguis 12. This invention comprisesthe polypeptide sequence given
herein, and polypeptide fragments, analogues or derivatives thereof homologous at the amino acid level to saliva
bindingproteinfrom Streptococcus pneumoniae, strain 0100993.
Clearly, there is a needfor factors that may be used to screen compoundsfor antibacterial activityand which may
also be used to determine their roles in pathogenesis of infection, dysfunction and disease. There is a need, therefore,
for identification and characterization of such factors which can play a role in preventing, ameliorating or correcting
infections, dysfunctions or diseases.
The polypeptide of the present invention has amino acid sequence homologyto a known Streptococcus sanguis
12 saliva binding protein, ssb.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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Toward these ends,and others, it is an object of the present invention to provide polypeptides, inter a/ia, that have
been identified as novel Novel saliva BP by homology between the aminoacid sequence set out in Figure2 and known
aminoacid sequences of other proteins suchas Streptococcus sanguis 12 saliva binding protein, ssb.
It is a furtherobject ofthe invention, moreover, to providepolynucleotides that encodeNovel saliva BF, particularly
polynucleotides that encode the polypeptide herein designated Novel saliva BR
In a particularly preferred embodiment of this aspect of the invention the polynucleotide comprises the region
encoding Novel saliva BP in the sequence set out in Figure 1.
In anotherparticularly preferred embodiment of the present invention there is a novel cell surfaceprotein from
Streptococcus pneumoniae comprising the aminoacid sequence of SEQID NO:2, ora fragment, analogue orderivative
thereof.
Inaccordance withthis aspectof the present invention thereis provided an isolated nucleic acid moleculeencoding
a mature polypeptide expressible by the Streptococcus pneumoniae polynucleotide contained in NCIMB Deposit No.
40794.
In accordance with this aspectof the invention there are provided isolated nucleicacid molecules encoding Novel
saliva BP, particularly Streptococcus Novel saliva BP, including mRNAs, cDNAs, genomic DNAsand, in further embodiments of this aspectof the invention, biologically, diagnostically, clinicallyortherapeuticallyuseful variants, analogs
or derivatives thereof, or fragments thereof, including fragmentsof the variants, analogsand derivatives.
Amongthe particularly preferred embodiments of this aspectof the invention are naturallyoccurringallelic variants
of Novel saliva BP.
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In accordance with this aspect of the invention there are provided novel polypeptides of Streptococcus origin
referredto herein as Novel saliva BP as well as biologically, diagnostically or therapeutically useful fragments, variants
and derivatives thereof, variantsand derivatives of the fragments, and analogsof the foregoing.
It also is an object of the invention to provide Novel saliva BP polypeptides, particularly Novel saliva BP polypeptides, that maybe employed for therapeutic purposes, for example, to treat disease, including treatmentby conferring
host immunityagainstinfections, such as bacterial infections and particularly streptococcal infections, such as those

of Streptococcus pneumoniae.
In accordance withyet a furtheraspectof the present invention, there is provided the use of a polypeptide of the
invention for therapeutic or prophylactic purposes, for example, as an antibacterial agent or a vaccine.
In accordance with anotheraspect of the present invention, there is provided the use of a polynucleotide of the
invention for therapeutic or prophylactic purposes, in particulargenetic immunization.
Among the particularly preferred embodiments of this aspect of the invention are variants of Novel saliva BP
polypeptide encoded by naturally occurring allelesof the Novel saliva BP gene.
It isanotherobject of the invention to provideaprocessfor producing the aforementioned polypeptides, polypeptide
fragments, variantsand derivatives, fragmentsof the variantsand derivatives, and analogsof the foregoing.
In a preferred embodiment of this aspectof the invention thereare provided methods for producing the aforementioned Novel saliva BP polypeptides comprising culturinghost cells havingexpressibly incorporated therein an exogenously-derived Novel saliva BP-encoding polynucleotide under conditions for expression of Novel saliva BP in the
host and then recovering the expressed polypeptide.
Inaccordance withanotherobjectthe invention thereare provided products, compositions, processes and methods
that utilize the aforementioned polypeptides and polynucleotides, inter a/ia for research, biological, clinical and thera-

peutic purposes.
In accordance withyet anotheraspectofthe present invention, thereare provided inhibitors to such polypeptides,
useful as antibacterial agents. In particular, thereare provided antibodies against such polypeptides.
In accordance with certain preferred embodiments of this aspect of the invention, there are provided products,
compositions and methods, inter a/ia: assessingNovel saliva BP expression in cells by detecting Novel saliva BP
polypeptides or Novel saliva BP-encoding mRNA; totreat bacterial infections, suchas streptococcal infections, in vitro,
ex vivoor in vivo by exposing cellsto Novel saliva BP polypeptides or polynucleotides as disclosed herein; assaying
geneticvariationand aberrations, such as defects, in Novel saliva BP genes; and administering a Novel saliva BP
polypeptide or polynucleotide to an organismto raise an immunological response against a bacteria, especially a
Streptococcus.
In accordance with certain preferred embodiments of this and otheraspectsof the invention there are probesthat
hybridizeto Novel saliva BP sequences.
In certainadditionalpreferred embodiments of this aspect of the invention thereare provided antibodies against
Novel saliva BP polypeptides. In certain particularly preferred embodiments in this regard, the antibodiesare highly
selectivefor Novel saliva BP.
In accordance with anotheraspectof the present invention, thereare provided Novel saliva BP agonists. Among
preferred agonists are molecules that mimicNovel saliva BF, that bindto Novel saliva BP-binding molecules, and that
elicit or augmentNovel saliva BP-induced responses. Also among preferred agonists are molecules that interactwith
Novel saliva BP or Novel saliva BP polypeptides, or with other modulators of Novel saliva BP activities, and thereby
potentiate or augmentan effectof Novel saliva BP or morethan one effectof Novel saliva BP and are which are also
preferablybacteriostatic or bacteriocidal.
In accordance with yet anotheraspectof the present invention, there are provided Novel saliva BP antagonists.
Amongpreferred antagonists arethosewhich mimic Novel saliva BP soasto bindtoNovel saliva BP-binding molecules
but not elicit a Novel saliva BP-induced response or morethan one Novel saliva BP-induced response. Also among
preferred antagonists are molecules that bindtoor interact with Novel saliva BP soas to inhibitan effect of Novel saliva
BP or more than one effectof Novel saliva BP or which preventexpression of Novel saliva BR
In a further aspectof the invention there are provided compositions comprising a Novel saliva BP polynucleotide
or a Novel saliva BP polypeptide for administration tocellsin vitro, to cellsex vivoand tocells in vivo, orto a multicellular
organism. In certain preferred embodiments of this aspectof the invention, the compositions comprise a Novel saliva
BP polynucleotide for expression of a Novel saliva BP polypeptide in a host organism to raise an immunological response, preferably to raise immunityin such hostagainstStreptococcus or relatedorganisms.
Other objects, features, advantages and aspects of the present invention will become apparent to those of skill
fromthe following description. It shouldbe understood, however, that the followingdescription and the specific exampIes, while indicatingpreferred embodiments of the invention, are given by way of illustration only Variouschanges
and modifications within the spirit and scope of the disclosed invention will become readily apparent to those skilled
in the art from reading the followingdescription and from reading the other partsof the present disclosure.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The followingdrawings depict certainembodiments
invention otherwise disclosed herein.
5

of the invention. Theyare illustrative only anddo not limit the

Figure 1 showsthe polynucleotide sequenceof Streptococcus Novel saliva BP [SEQID NO:1].
Figure 2 shows the amino acid sequence of Novel saliva BP [SEQ ID NO:2] deduced from the polynucleotide
sequenceof Figure 1.
GLOSSARY
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The followingillustrativeexplanations are provided to facilitate understanding of certain terms used frequently
herein, particularlyin the Examples. The explanations are provided as a convenienceand are not limitative of the
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invention.
Novel saliva BP-BINDING MOLECULE, as used herein, refers to molecules or ions which bindor interactspecifically with Novel saliva BP polypeptides or polynucleotides of the present invention, including, for example enzyme
substrates, cell membrane components and classicalreceptors. Binding between polypeptides of the invention and
suchmolecules, including binding orbindingor interaction molecules maybe exclusive to polypeptides of the invention,
which is preferred, or it may be highlyspecificfor polypeptides of the invention, which is also preferred, or it may be
highlyspecific to a group of proteins that includes polypeptides of the invention, which is preferred, or it maybe specific
to several groups of proteins at least one of which includes a polypeptide of the invention. Binding molecules also
includeantibodiesand antibody-derived reagentsthat bind specifically to polypeptidesof the invention.
DIGESTION of DNA refers to cleavage of DNA, for example, with a restriction enzymethat acts only at certain
sequences in the DNA. Thevariousrestriction enzymes referred to herein are commercially available and their reaction
conditions, cofactors and other requirements for use are well known and routine to the skilled artisan. For analytical
purposes, typically, 1 jig of plasmidor DNAfragment is digestedwith about 2 units of enzymein about20 microliter
of reaction buffer. For the purposeof isolating DNAfragmentsfor plasmid construction, typically5 to 50 microgram of
DNA are digestedwith20 to250 units of enzyme in proportionately larger volumes. Appropriate buffers and substrate
amounts for particularrestriction enzymes are describedin standard laboratory manuals, such as those referenced
below, and they are specified by commercial suppliers. Incubation times of about 1 hour at 37°C are ordinarily used,
but conditions mayvary in accordance with standard procedures, the suppliers instructions and the particulars of the
reaction. After digestion, reactions may be analyzed, and fragmentsmay be purified by electrophoresis throughan
agaroseor polyacrylamide gel, using well known methods that are routine for those skilled in the art.
GENETIC ELEMENT generally means a polynucleotide comprisinga region that encodes a polypeptide or a polynucleotideregion that regulates replication, transcription or translation or otherprocessesimportant to expression of
the polypeptide in a host cell, or a polynucleotide comprising both a region that encodes a polypeptide and a region
operably linked thereto that regulates expression. Genetic elements maybe comprised within a vectorthat replicates
as an episomal element; thatis, asa molecule physically independent of the hostcell genome. They maybecomprised
within plasmids. Genetic elements also may be comprised within a host cell genome; not in their natural state but,
rather, followingmanipulation such as isolation, cloning and introduction into a hostcell in the formof purified DNAor
in a vector, among others.
HOST CELL is a cell which has been transformed or transfected, or is capableof transformation or transfection

by an exogenous polyncleotide sequence.
IDENTITY or SIMILARITY, as known in the art, are relationships between two polypeptide sequences or two polynucleotidesequences, as determined by comparing the sequences. In the art, identityalso means the degreeof sequencerelatedness between two polypeptide or two polynucleotide sequences as determined by the match between
two stringsof suchsequences. Both identity and similaritycan be readilycalculated (Computational MolecularBiology
Lesk, A.M., ed., Oxford University Press, NewYork, 1988; Biocomputing: Informatics and Genome Projects, Smith, D.
W., ed., Academic Press, New York, 1993; ComputerAnalysisof Sequence Data, Part I, Griffin, A.M., and Griffin, H.
G., eds., HumanaPress, NewJersey, 1994; SequenceAnalysisinMolecularBiology, von Heinje, G., Academic Press,
1987; and Sequence AnalysisPrimer, Gribskov, M. and Devereux, J., eds., M Stockton Press, NewYork, 1991). While
there exist a numberof methods to measure identity and similarity between two polynucleotide or two polypeptide
sequences, both terms are well known to skilled artisans (Sequence Analysisin MolecularBiology, von Heinje, G.,
Academic Press, 1987; Sequence AnalysisPrimer, Gribskov, M. and Devereux, J., eds., M Stockton Press, NewYork,
1991; and Carillo, H., and Lipman, D., SIAM J. Applied Math., 48:1073(1988). Methods commonly employed to determine identity or similaritybetween two sequences include, but are not limited to those disclosed in Carillo, H., and
Lipman, D., SIAM J. AppliedMath., 48:1073(1988). Preferred methods to determineidentity are designed to give the
largestmatch between the two sequences tested. Methods to determine identityand similarityare codified in computer
programs. Preferred computer programmethods to determine identityand similaritybetweentwo sequences include,
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but are not limited to, GCG program package (Devereux, J., et al., NucleicAcidsResearch 12(1):387 (1984)), BLASTP,
BLASTN, and FASTA (Atschul, S.F. et al., J. Molec. Biol. 215: 403 (1990)).
ISOLATED means altered by the handof man from its natural state; i.e., that, if it occurs in nature, it has been
changed or removed from its original environment, or both. For example, a naturallyoccurringpolynucleotide or a
polypeptide naturally present in a living organism in its natural state is not isolated, but the same polynucleotide or
polypeptide separatedfrom the coexistingmaterials of its natural state is isolated, as the term is employed herein.
For example, with respect to polynucleotides, the term isolated means that it is separatedfrom the chromosome and
cell in which it naturallyoccurs. As part of or followingisolation, such polynucleotides can be joined to other polynucleotides, such as DNAs, for mutagenesis, to form fusion proteins, and for propagation or expression in a host, for
instance. The isolated polynucleotides, alone or joined to other polynucleotides such as vectors, can be introduced
into hostcells, in culture or in wholeorganisms. Introduced into hostcells in culture or in whole organisms, such DNAs
still would be isolated, as the term is used herein, because they would not be in their naturally occurringform or
environment. Similarly, the polynucleotides and polypeptides mayoccurin acomposition, suchasa mediaformulations,
solutions for introduction of polynucleotides or polypeptides, for example, into cells, compositions orsolutions for chemical or enzymatic reactions, for instance, which are not naturallyoccurring compositions, and, therein remain isolated
polynucleotides or polypeptides within the meaning of that term as it is employed herein.
LIGATION refers to the processof forming phosphodiester bonds between two or more polynucleotides, which
most often are double strandedDNAs. Techniques for ligation are well known to the art and protocols for ligation are
describedin standard laboratory manuals and references, suchas, for instance, Sambrook et al., MOLECULAR CLONING, A LABORATORY MANUAL, 2nd Ed.;Cold Spring Harbor LaboratoryPress, Cold Spring Harbor, NewYork (1989)
and Maniatiset al., pg. 146, as cited below.
OLIGONUCLEOTIDE(S) refers to short polynucleotides. Often the term refers to single-stranded deoxyribonucleotides, but it can refer as well to single-ordouble-stranded ribonucleotides, RNA:DNA hybrids and double-stranded
DNAs, among others. Oligonucleotides, such as single-stranded DNAprobe oligonucleotides, often are synthesized
by chemical methods, such as those implemented on automated oligonucleotide synthesizers. However, oligonucleotides can be made by a variety of other methods, including in vitro recombinantDNA-mediated techniques and by
expression of DNAs in cells and organisms. Initially, chemicallysynthesized DNAs typically are obtained without a 5
phosphate. The 5 ends of such oligonucleotides are not substrates for phosphodiester bond formation by ligation
reactions that employ DNA ligases typically used to form recombinant DNA molecules. Where ligation of such oligonucleotides is desired, a phosphate can be added by standardtechniques, such as those that employa kinase and
ATP. The 3 end of a chemicallysynthesized oligonucleotide generally has a free hydroxylgroup and, in the presence
of a ligase, such as T4 DNAligase, readilywill form a phosphodiester bondwith a 5 phosphate of anotherpolynucleotide, suchas anotheroligonucleotide. As is well known, this reaction can be preventedselectively, where desired, by
removing the 5 phosphates of the otherpolynucleotide(s) prior to ligation.
PLASMIDS generally are designated herein by a lowercase p preceded and/orfollowed by capital lettersand/or
numbers, in accordance withstandardnaming conventions that are familiarto thoseof skill in the art. Startingplasmids
disclosed herein are eithercommerciallyavailable, publicly available, or can be constructed from available plasmids
by routine applicationof well known, published procedures. Many plasmids andother cloningand expression vectors
that can be used in accordancewith the present invention are well known and readilyavailable to those of skill in the
art. Moreover, those of skill readilymayconstructany numberof other plasmids suitablefor use in the invention. The
properties, construction and use of such plasmids, as well as other vectors, in the present invention will be readily
apparent to those of skill from the present disclosure.
POLYNUCLEOTIDE(S) generally refers to any polyribonucleotide or polydeoxribonucleotide, which may be unmodified RNAor DNAor modifiedRNAor DNA. Thus, for instance, polynucleotides as used herein refers to, among
others, single-and double-stranded DNA, DNA that is a mixtureof single- and double-stranded regionsor single-,
double-and triple-stranded regions, single-and double-stranded RNA, and RNAthat is mixtureof single-and doublestrandedregions, hybridmolecules comprising DNAand RNAthat maybe single-stranded or, more typically, doublestranded, or triple-stranded, or a mixture of single-and double-stranded regions. In addition, polynucleotide as used
herein refers to triple-stranded regionscomprising RNA or DNA or both RNAand DNA. The strandsin such regions
maybefromthe samemolecule orfromdifferent molecules. The regions mayinclude allof oneormoreofthe molecules,
but moretypically involve only a region of some of the molecules. Oneof the molecules of a triple-helical region often
is an oligonucleotide. As used herein,the termpolynucleotide includes DNAs or RNAs as described abovethatcontain
one or more modified bases. Thus, DNAs or RNAs with backbones modified for stability or for other reasons are
polynucleotides asthat term is intended herein.Moreover, DNAs orRNAscomprisingunusual bases, suchas inosine,
or modifiedbases, such as tritylatedbases, to namejust two examples, are polynucleotides as the term is used herein.
It will be appreciated that a greatvariety of modifications have been madeto DNA and RNA that serve many useful
purposes known tothose of skill in the art. The termpolynucleotide as it is employed herein embraces suchchemically
enzymatically or metabolically modified forms of polynucleotides, as well as the chemical forms of DNA and RNA
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characteristic of viruses and cells, including simple and complexcells, inter a/ia.
POLYPEPTIDES, as used herein, includes all polypeptides as described below. The basicstructure of polypeptides
is well known and has been described in innumerable textbooks and otherpublications in the art. In this context, the
term is used herein to refer to any peptideor protein comprising two or more aminoacids joined to each other in a
linear chain by peptidebonds. As used herein, the term refers to both shortchains, which also commonlyare referred
to in the art as peptides, oligopeptides and oligomers, for example, andto longerchains, which generally are referred
to in the art as proteins, of which there are manytypes. It will be appreciated that polypeptides often contain amino
acids other than the 20 aminoacids commonlyreferred to as the 20 naturally occurring amino acids, and that many
aminoacids, including the terminal aminoacids, may be modified in a given polypeptide, eitherby natural processes,
suchas processing and otherpost-translational modifications, but also bychemical modification techniques which are
well known to the art. Even the common modifications that occur naturally in polypeptides are too numerous to list
exhaustively here, but they are well described in basic textsand in more detailedmonographs, as well as in a voluminous research literature, and they are well known to those of skill in the art. Among the known modifications which
may be present in polypeptides of the present are, to namean illustrativefew, acetylation, acylation, ADP-ribosylation,
amidation, covalent attachmentof flavin, covalent attachment of a heme moiety, covalent attachment of a nucleotide
or nucleotide derivative, covalent attachment of a lipidor lipidderivative, covalent attachment of phosphotidylinositol,
cross-linking, cyclization, disulfide bondformation, demethylation, formation of covalent cross-links, formationof cystine, formation of pyroglutamate, formylation, gamma-carboxylation, glycosylation, GPI anchor formation, hydroxylation, iodination, methylation, myristoylation, oxidation, proteolyticprocessing, phosphorylation, prenylation, racemization, selenoylation, sulfation, transfer-RNAmediated addition of amino acids to proteins such as arginylation, and
ubiquitination. Suchmodifications are well known tothoseof skill and have beendescribed in great detailin thescientific
literature. Several particularly common modifications, glycosylation, lipidattachment, sulfation, gamma-carboxylation
of glutamicacid residues, hydroxylation and ADP-ribosylation, for instance, are describedin most basic texts, such
as, for instance PROTEINS - STRUCTURE AND MOLECULAR PROPERTIES, 2nd Ed., T. E. Creighton, W. H. Freeman and Company, NewYork (1993). Manydetailedreviewsare available on this subject, such as, for example, those
provided by Wold, F., Posttranslational Protein Modifications: Perspectives and Prospects, pgs. 1-12 in POSTYRANSLATIONAL COVALENTMODIFICATION OFPROTEINS, B. C. Johnson, Ed., Academic Press, NewYork (1983); Seifter
et al., Meth. Enzymo/. 182:626-646 (1990) and Rattan et al., ProteinSynthesis: Posttrans/ationa/ Modifications and
Aging,Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 663: 48-62 (1992). It will be appreciated, as is well known and as noted above, that polypeptides are not always entirely linear. For instance, polypeptides may be branched as a resultof ubiquitination, and they
may be circular, with or without branching, generally as a resultof posttranslation events, including natural processing
eventand events brought aboutby human manipulation which do not occur naturally. Circular, branched and branched
circular polypeptides may be synthesized by non-translation natural processand by entirely synthetic methods, as
well. Modifications can occur anywhere in a polypeptide, including the peptide backbone, the aminoacid side-chains
and the amino or carboxyltermini. In fact, blockageof the amino or carboxylgroup in a polypeptide, or both, by a
covalent modification, is common in naturallyoccurring and synthetic polypeptides and such modifications may be
presentin polypeptides ofthe presentinvention, as well. For instance, the aminoterminalresidue of polypeptides made
in E. co/ior othercells, priorto proteolytic processing, almost invariably will be N-formylmethionine. During post-translationalmodification of the peptide, a methionine residue at the NH2-terminus may be deleted. Accordingly, this invention contemplates the use of both the methionine-containing and the methionineless amino terminal variants of the
protein of the invention. The modifications that occur in a polypeptide often will be a functionof how it is made. For
polypeptides madeby expressing a cloned gene in a host, for instance, the nature and extent of the modifications in
largepartwill be determined bythe hostcell posttranslational modification capacityand the modification signals present
in the polypeptide aminoacid sequence. For instance, as is well known, glycosylation often does not occur in bacterial
hostssuch as, for example, E. co/i. Accordingly, when glycosylation is desired, a polypeptide should be expressed in
a glycosylating host, generally a eukaryoticcell. Insect cell often carry out the same posttranslational glycosylations
as mammalian cells and, for this reason, insect cell expression systems have been developed to expressefficiently
mammalian proteins having native patterns of glycosylation, inter a/ia. Similarconsiderations applyto othermodifications. It will be appreciated that the sametype of modification maybe presentin the sameorvaryingdegree at several
sites in a given polypeptide. Also, a given polypeptide may contain many types of modifications. In general, as used
herein, the term polypeptide encompasses all such modifications, particularlythose that are present in polypeptides
synthesized by expressing a polynucleotide in a host cell.
TRANSFORMATION is the processby which a cell is transformed by exogenous DNA when such exogenous
DNA has been introduced insidethe cell membrane. Exogenous DNAmayormay not be integrated (covalentlylinked)
into chromosomal DNAmaking up the genome of thecell. In prokaryotes and yeasts, for example, the exogenous DNA
may be maintainedon an episomal element, suchas a plasmid. With respect to eukaryotic cells, a stablytransformed
or transfected cell is one in -which the exogenous DNA has become integrated into the chromosome so that it is
inherited bydaughter cellsthroughchromosome replication. Thisstabilityisdemonstrated bythe ability of the eukaryotic
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cell to establish cell lines or clones comprised of a population of daughter cell containing the exogenousDNA.
VARIANT(S) of polynucleotides or polypeptides, as the term is used herein, are polynucleotides or polypeptides
that differfroma reference polynucleotide or polypeptide, respectively. Variants in this sense are describedbelowand
elsewherein the present disclosure in greater detail. (1) A polynucleotide that differs in nucleotidesequence from
another, reference polynucleotide. Generally, differencesare limited sothat the nucleotide sequences of the reference
and the variantare closely similar overalland, in many regions, identical. As noted below, changesin the nucleotide
sequenceof the variant may be silent. That is, they may not alter the amino acids encoded by the polynucleotide.
Where alterations are limited to silent changes of this type a variant will encodea polypeptide with the same amino
acid sequenceas the reference. Also as noted below, changesin the nucleotidesequenceof the variantmay alterthe
aminoacid sequenceof a polypeptide encoded by the reference polynucleotide. Such nucleotide changes may result
in aminoacid substitutions, additions, deletions, fusions and truncationsin the polypeptide encoded bythe reference
sequence, as discussedbelow. (2) A polypeptide that differsin aminoacid sequence from another, reference polypeptide. Generally, differencesare limited so that the sequences ofthe reference and thevariantare closelysimilaroverall
and, in many region, identical. A variantand reference polypeptide maydifferin amino acid sequence by one or more
substitutions, additions, deletions, fusionsand truncations, which maybe present in any combination.
DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
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The present invention relates to novel Novel saliva BP polypeptides and polynucleotides, amongotherthings, as
describedin greater detail below. In particular, the invention relates to polypeptides and polynucleotides of a novel
Novel saliva BP gene of Streptococcus pneumoniae, which is related by amino acid sequencehomology to streptococcal Novel saliva BP polypeptides. The invention relates especially to Novel saliva BP having the nucleotide and
aminoacid sequencesset out in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively, and tothe Novel saliva BP nucleotide and amino
acid sequences of the DNA in NCIMB Deposit No. 40794, which is herein referred to as the deposited clone or as
the DNAofthe depositedclone. It will be appreciated that the nucleotide and aminoacidsequences setout in Figures
1 [SEQ ID NO:1] and 2 [SEQ ID NO:2] were obtained by sequencing the DNA of the deposited clone. Hence, the
sequenceof the depositedclone is controlling as to any discrepancies between it (andthe sequenceit encodes) and
the sequences of Figure 1 [SEQ ID NO:1] and Figure2 [SEQID NO:2].
Recently techniqueshave become available to evaluate temporalgene expression in bacteria, particularly as it
appliesto viabilityunder laboratory and host infection conditions. A numberof methods can be used to identify genes
which are essential to survivalperse, or essential to the establishment/maintenance of an infection. Identification of
expression of a sequenceby one of these methods yields additional information about its functionand permitsthe
selection of such sequence for further development as a screeningtarget. Briefly, these approaches include:
1) Signature Tagged Mutagenesis (STM):

This techniqueis described by Hensel et al., Science 269: 400403(1995), the contents of which is incorporated
reference
for background purposes. Signature tagged mutagenesis identifies genes necessary for the establishby
ment/maintenance of infection in a given infection model.
The basis of the techniqueis the random mutagenesis of target organismby various means (e.g., transposons)
such that unique DNA sequencetags are inserted in close proximity to the site of mutation. The tags from a mixed
population of bacterialmutantsand bacteria recovered from an infected hostsare detected by amplification, radiolabeling and hybridisation analysis. Mutants attenuated in virulenceare revealed by absence of the tag from the pool of
bacteria recovered from infectedhosts.
In Streptococcus pneumoniae, because the transposon system is less well developed, a more efficient way of
creating the tagged mutants is to use the insertion-duplication mutagenesis techniqueas described by Morrison et al.,
J. Bacteriol. 159:870 (1 984)the contents of which is incorporated by reference for background purposes.
2) In Vivo Expression Technology (IVET):

50

55

This techniqueis described by Camilli et al., Proc . NaVL Acad. ScL USA. 91:2634-2638 (1994), the contents of
which is incorporated by reference for background purposes. IVETidentifies genes up-regulated during infection when
comparedto laboratory cultivation, implying an important role in infection. Sequences identified by this techniqueare
impliedto have a significant role in infection establishment/maintenance.
In this technique random chromosomal fragmentsof target organism are cloned upstream of a promoter-less
recombinase gene in a plasmid vector. This construct is introduced into the target organism which carries an antibacterial resistance geneflankedby resolvase sites. Growth in the presence of the antibacterial removes from the populationthosefragmentsclonedinto the plasmid vectorcapableof supporting transcription of the recombinase geneand
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thereforehave causedlossof antibacterial resistance. The resistant pool is introducedinto a hostand at varioustimes
after infection bacteria maybe recovered and assessed for the presence of antibacterial resistance. The chromosomal
fragment carriedby each antibacterial sensitive bacterium should carry a promoteror portion of a gene normallyupregulated during infection. Sequencing upstream of the recombinase gene allows identification of the up regulated
5

gene.

3) Differential display:
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This technique is describedby Chuangetal., J. Bacteriol. 175:2026-2036 (1993), the contents of which is incorporatedbyreferencefor background purposes. This method identifies thosegeneswhich are expressed in an organism
by identifying mRNApresent using randomly-primed RT-PCR. Bycomparingpre-infection and post infection profiles,
genes up and down regulated during infection can be identified and the RT-PCR product sequencedand matched to
library sequences.
4) Generation of conditionallethal mutants by transposon mutagenesis.
Thistechnique, described byde Lorenzo, V, et aL, Gene 123:17-24 (1 993); Neuwald, A. F. etaL, Gene 125:69-73
(1993); and Takiff, H. E. et al., J. Bacteriol. 174:1544-1553(1992), the contents of which is incorporated by reference
for background purposes, identifies genes whose expression are essential for cell viability
In this techniquetransposons carrying controllable promoters, which provide transcription outwardfromthe transposon in one or both directions, are generated. Random insertion of these transposons into target organisms and
subsequent isolation of insertion mutants in the presence of inducerof promoter activity ensures that insertions which
separatepromoterfrom coding region of a gene whose expression is essential for cell viability will be recovered.
Subsequent replica plating in the absence of induceridentifies such insertions, since they fail to survive. Sequencing
ofthe flankingregions of thetransposon allows identification of site of insertion and identification ofthe genedisrupted.
Close monitoring of the changesin cellular processes/morphology during growth in the absenceof induceryields
information on likely functionof the gene. Such monitoringcould include flow cytometry (cell division, lysis, redox
potential, DNA replication), incorporation of radiochemically labeled precursors into DNA, RNA, protein, lipid, peptidoglycan, monitoring reporterenzymegenefusions which respond to known cellularstresses.
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5) Generation of conditionallethal mutants by chemical mutagenesis:
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This technique is describedby Beckwith, J., Methods in Enzymoloqy 204: 3-18(1991), the contents of which are
incorporated herein by reference for background purposes. In this techniquerandom chemical mutagenesis of target
organism, growth at temperature otherthan physiological temperature (permissive temperature) and subsequent replica plating and growth at differenttemperature (e.g. 42°C to identifyts, 25°C to identify cs) are used to identifythose
isolateswhich now fail to grow (conditional mutants). As above close monitoring of the changesupon growth at the
non-permissive temperatureyields information on the functionof the mutatedgene. Complementation of conditional
lethal mutation by library from target organismand sequencing of complementing geneallows matching with library
sequences.
Each of these techniques may have advantages or disadvantage dependingon the particular application. The
skilled artisan wouldchoosethe approach that is the most relevant with the particular end use in mind. For example,
some genes mightbe recognisedas essential for infection but in reality are only necessaryforthe initiation of infection
and so their products would represent relatively unattractive targetsfor antibacterials developed to cure established
and chronic infections.

6) RT-PCR:
50

55

Streptococcus pneumoniaemessenger RNA is isolated from bacterial infectedtissue e.g. 48 hour murine lung
infections, and the amount of each mRNAspeciesassessedby reverse transcription of the RNAsample primedwith
random hexanucleotides followed by PCR with gene specific primer pairs. The determination of the presence and
amountof a particular mRNAspeciesby quantification of the resultant PCR product provides information on the bacterial genes which are transcribedin the infected tissue. Analysisof genetranscription can be carriedout at different
times of infection to gain a detailed knowledge of gene regulation in bacterial pathogenesis allowing for a clearer
understanding of which gene products represent targets for screensfor novel antibacterials. Because of the gene
specific nature of the PCR primers employed it should be understood that the bacterial mRNA preparation need not
be free of mammalian RNA. Thisallowsthe investigator to carryout asimpleand quick RNApreparation from infected
tissueto obtainbacterial mRNAspecieswhich are veryshort lived in the bacterium (in the orderof 2 minute halflives).
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Optimally the bacterial mRNA is prepared from infected murine lungtissue by mechanical disruption in the presence
of TRIzole (GIBCO-BRL) for very short periodsof time, subsequent processing according to the manufacturers of
TRIzole reagentand DNAase treatmentto remove contaminating DNA. Preferably the process is optimised by finding
thoseconditions whichgiveamaximum amount ofS.pneumoniae 16S ribosomal RNAasdetectedbyprobingNortherns
withasuitablylabelled sequence specificoligonucleotide probe. Typically a5 dye labelled primeris used in each PCR
primerpair in a PCRreaction which is terminated optimally between 8and 25 cycles. The PCRproducts are separated
on 6% polyacrylamide gels with detection and quantification using GeneScanner (manufactured by ABI).
Use of the of thesetechnologieswhenappliedto the sequences of the present invention enables identification of
bacterial proteinsexpressed during infection, inhibitors of which would have utility in anti-bacterial therapy.
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In accordance with one aspectofthe present invention, thereare provided isolated polynucleotides which encode
the Novel saliva BP polypeptide having the deduced aminoacid sequenceof Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2].
Using the information provided herein, such as the polynucleotide sequence set out in Figure 1 [SEQ ID NO: 1],
a polynucleotide of the present invention encoding Novel saliva BP polypeptide maybeobtained usingstandardcloning
and screening procedures, suchas thosefor cloningandsequencing chromosomal DNAfragmentsfrom Streptococcus
pneumoniae0100993cells as starting material, followed by obtaining a full length clone. For example, to obtain a
polynucleotide of the invention sequence, such as that sequencegiven in Figure 1) [SEQ ID NO:1]typicallya library
of clones of chromosomal DNAof Streptococcus pneumoniae0100993in E.colior some othersuitable hostis probed
with a radiolabelled oligonucleotide, preferably a l7mer or longer, derived from a partial sequence. Clones carrying
DNA identical to that of the probe can then bedistinguishedusing highstringencywashes. By sequencing the individual
clones thus identified with sequencing primers designed from the original sequence it is then possible to extend the
sequencein both directions to determine the full gene sequence. Conveniently suchsequencing is performedusing
denatured double strandedDNA prepared from a plasmid clone. Suitabletechniques are describedby Maniatis, T,
Fritsch, E.F. and Sambrooket al., MOLECULAR CLONING, A LABORATORY MANUAL, 2nd Ed.; Cold Spring Harbor
LaboratoryPress, Cold Spring Harbor, New York (1989). (see Screening By Hybridization 1 .90 and Sequencing DenaturedDouble-Stranded DNATemplates 13.70). Illustrative of the invention, the polynucleotide set out in Figure 1
[SEQ ID NO:1]was discovered in a DNA libraryderivedfrom Streptococcus pneumoniaeoloo993.
Novel saliva BP of the invention is structurally relatedto other streptococcal Novel saliva BPs, as shown by the
results of sequencing the cDNA encoding Novel saliva BP in the depositedclone. The DNA sequence thus obtained
is setout in Figure 1 [SEQ ID NO: 1]. It contains an open reading frame encoding a protein of about 282amino acid
residus. The proteinexhibitsgreatesthomology to Streptococcus sanguis 12 ssb among known proteins. Novel saliva
BP of Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2] has about 30% identity and about 74% similaritywith the amino acid sequence of
Streptococcus sanguissaliva binding protein (SSAB_STRSA).
Polynucleotides ofthe present invention maybe in theformof RNA, suchas mRNA, or in theformof DNA, including,
for instance, cDNAand genomicDNAobtained by cloning or produced by chemical synthetic techniques or by a combinationthereof. The DNAmaybe double-stranded orsingle-stranded. Single-stranded DNAmaybe the coding strand,
also known as the sense strand, or it maybe the non-coding strand, also referred to as the anti-sense strand.
Thecodingsequence which encodes the polypeptide maybe identical tothe codingsequenceof thepolynucleotide
shown in Figure 1 [SEQ ID NO: 1]. It also maybe a polynucleotide with a different sequence, which, as a resultof the
redundancy (degeneracy) of the genetic code, encodes the polypeptide of the DNAof Figure 1 [SEQ ID NO:1].
Polynucleotides of the present invention which encode the polypeptide of Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2] may include,
but are not limited to the coding sequencefor the mature polypeptide, by itself; the coding sequence for the mature
polypeptide and additional codingsequences, suchasthose encoding a leader or secretorysequence, such as a pre-,
or pro-orprepro- proteinsequence; the codingsequence ofthe mature polypeptide, withor withoutthe aforementioned
additional coding sequences, togetherwith additional, non-coding sequences, including for example, but not limited
to non-coding 5 and3 sequences, such as the transcribed, non-translated sequences that play a rolein transcription
(including termination signals, for example), ribosome binding, mRNA stability elements, and additional coding sequencewhich encodeadditional aminoacids, suchasthose which provideadditional functionalities. Thus, for instance,
the polypeptide may be fused to a marker sequence, such as a peptide, which facilitates purification of the fused
polypeptide. In certain embodiments of this aspectof the invention, the marker sequenceis a hexa-histidine peptide,
such as the tag provided in the pQE vector (Qiagen, Inc.), among others, manyof which are commercially available.
As describedin Gentz et al, Proc. Nati Acad. Sd., USA 86:821-824 (1989), for instance, hexa-histidine provides for
convenient purification of the fusion protein. The HAtag may also be used to create fusion proteins and corresponds
toan epitope derivedof influenza hemagglutinin protein, which has beendescribed byWilson eta!., Cell37:767 (1984),
for instance.
In accordance with the foregoing, the term polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide as used herein encompasses
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polynucleotides which includea sequence encoding a polypeptide of the present invention, particularlybacterial, and
more particularly streptococcal Novel saliva BP havingthe amino acid sequenceset out in Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2].
The termencompasses polynucleotides that includea singlecontinuous region or discontinuous regionsencoding the
polypeptide (for example, interrupted by integrated phage or insertion sequence or editing) together with additional
regions, that also may contain codingand/ornon-coding sequences.
The present invention further relates to variantsof the herein above described polynucleotides which encode for
fragments, analogsand derivatives of the polypeptide having the deduced amino acid sequence of Figure 2 [SEQ ID
NO:2]. A variant of the polynucleotide maybe a naturally occurringvariantsuchas a naturallyoccurring allelic variant,
or it may be a variantthat is not known to occur naturally. Such non-naturally occurringvariantsof the polynucleotide
may be made by mutagenesis techniques, including those appliedto polynucleotides, cells or organisms.
Amongvariantsin this regard are variantsthat differ fromthe aforementioned polynucleotides by nucleotide substitutions, deletions or additions. The substitutions, deletionsor additionsmay involve one or more nucleotides. The
variantsmay be altered in codingor non-coding regionsor both. Alterations in the coding regions may produceconservativeor non-conservative aminoacid substitutions, deletions or additions.
Amongthe particularly preferred embodiments ofthe invention inthis regard are polynucleotides encoding polypeptides havingthe amino acid sequence of Novel saliva BP set out in Figure2 [SEQ ID NO:2]; variants, analogs, derivativesand fragmentsthereof, and fragmentsof the variants,analogsand derivatives.
Further particularlypreferred in this regard are polynucleotides encoding Novel saliva BP variants,analogs, derivativesand fragments, and variants, analogsand derivativesof the fragments, which have the aminoacid sequence
of Novel saliva BP polypeptide of Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2] in which several,a few, 5 to 10, 1 to 5, 1 to 3, 2, 1 or no
aminoacid residues are substituted, deletedoradded,in any combination. Especially preferred amongtheseare silent
substitutions, additionsand deletions, which do not alterthe properties and activities of Novel saliva BR Also especially
preferred inthis regard are conservative substitutions. Mosthighlypreferred are polynucleotides encoding polypeptides
havingthe aminoacid sequenceof Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2], withoutsubstitutions.
Further preferred embodiments of the invention are polynucleotides that are at least70% identical to a polynucleotide encoding Novel saliva BP polypeptide havingthe aminoacid sequence set out in Figure2 [SEQ ID NO:2], and
polynucleotides which are complementary to such polynucleotides. Alternatively, most highlypreferred are polynucleotides that comprise a region that is at least 80% identical to a polynucleotide encoding Novel saliva BP polypeptide
of the Streptococcus pneumoniaeDNA of the deposited clone and polynucleotides complementary thereto. In this
regard, polynucleotides at least 90% identical to the same are particularly preferred, and amongthese particularly
preferred polynucleotides, those with at least95% are especially preferred. Furthermore, those with at least 97%are
highly preferred amongthose with at least 95%, and among these those with at least 98% and at least 99%are particularlyhighlypreferred, with at least 99% beingthe more preferred.
Particularly preferred embodiments in this respect, moreover, are polynucleotides which encode polypeptides
which retain substantiallythe same biological functionor activity as the mature polypeptide encoded by the DNA of
Figure 1 [SEQ ID NO:1].
The present invention further relates to polynucleotides that hybridize to the herein above-described sequences.
In this regard, the present invention especially relates to polynucleotides which hybridizeunderstringent conditions to
the herein above-described polynucleotides. As herein used, the term stringent conditions means hybridization will
occur only if there is at least 95%and preferablyat least97% identity between the sequences.
As discussed additionally herein regarding polynucleotide assays of the invention, for instance, polynucleotides
ofthe invention as discussedabove, maybe used asa hybridization probe for RNA, cDNAandgenomic DNAto isolate
full-length cDNAs and genomicclones encoding Novel saliva BP and to isolate cDNA and genomic clones of other
genesthat have a high sequence similarity to the Novel saliva BP gene. Such probes generally will comprise at least
15 bases. Preferably, such probeswill have at least30 bases and mayhave at least 50 bases. Particularly preferred
probeswill have at least 30 bases and will have 50 bases or less.
For example, the coding region of the Novel saliva BP genemay be isolated by screening usingthe known DNA
sequenceto synthesize an oligonucleotide probe. A labeled oligonucleotide havinga sequence complementary to that
of a geneof the present invention is then used to screen a library of cDNA, genomicDNAor mRNAtodeterminewhich
members of the librarythe probe hybridizes to.
The polynucleotides and polypeptides of the present invention may be employed as research reagents and materials for discovery of treatments of and diagnostics for disease, particularly human disease, as further discussed
herein relatingto polynucleotide assays,inter a/ia.
The polynucleotides of the invention that are oligonucleotides, including sequences that may be used as PCR
primers in the processherein describedto determine whether or not the Streptococcus pneumoniae genes identified
herein in whole or in part are transcribed in infected tissue. It is recognized that such sequences will also have utility
in diagnosis of the stage of infection and type of infection the pathogen has attained.
The polynucleotides may encode a polypeptide which is the mature protein plus additional amino or carboxyl-
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terminal amino acids, or amino acids interiorto the mature polypeptide (when the mature form has more than one
polypeptide chain, for instance). Such sequences may playa role in processing ofa protein from precursor to a mature
form, mayallow protein transport, may lengthen or shorten protein half-life or may facilitate manipulation of a protein
for assayor production, amongotherthings. As generally is the case in vivo, the additional aminoacids may be processed awayfrom the mature protein by cellular enzymes.
A precursorprotein, having the mature form of the polypeptide fused to one or more prosequences may be an
inactiveform of the polypeptide. When prosequences are removed such inactive precursors generally are activated.
Someor all ofthe prosequences maybe removed beforeactivation. Generally, such precursors are calledproproteins.
In sum, a polynucleotide of the present invention may encode a mature protein, a mature protein plus a leader
sequence(which maybe referredtoas a preprotein), a precursorof a mature protein havingone or more prosequences
which are not the leader sequences of a preprotein, or a preproprotein, which is a precursor to a proprotein, havinga
leadersequence and one or more prosequences, which generally are removed duringprocessing steps that produce
activeand matureformsof the polypeptide.

Deposited materials
The deposited materialis a clonedStreptococcus pneumoniae, strain0100993has beendepositedat the National
Collection of Industrial and Marine Bacteria Ltd. (NCIMB), Aberdeen, Scotland under numberNCIMB 40794 on 11
April 1996. Also as noted above, the Streptococcus pneumoniaedeposit and polynucleotides derivedtherefrom using
methods known in the art or descibed herein are referredto herein as the depositedclone or as the DNA of the
depositedclone.
The deposit has been made under thetermsof the Budapest Treaty onthe International Recognition ofthe Deposit
of Micro-organisms for Purposes of Patent Procedure. Thestrain will be irrevocably andwithoutrestriction or condition
released to the public uponthe issuance of a patent. The deposit is provided merely as convenience to those of skill
in the art and is not an admission that a deposit is required forenablement, suchas that requiredunder 35 U.S.C. §112.
The sequenceof the polynucleotides contained in the deposited material, as well as the aminoacid sequence of
the polypeptide encoded thereby, are controllingin the eventof any conflictwith any description of sequences herein.
A license may be required to make, use or sell the deposited materials, and no such license is hereby granted.
Polypeptides
The present invention further relates to a prokaryotic Novel saliva BP polypeptide which has the deduced amino
acid sequenceof Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2].
The invention also relates to fragments, analogsand derivatives of these polypeptides. The terms fragment,
derivative and analog when referringto the polypeptide of Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2], means a polypeptide which
retains essentiallythe same biological functionor activity as such polypeptide. Thus, an analog includes a proprotein
which can be activated by cleavage of the proprotein portion to produce an active mature polypeptide.
The polypeptide of the present invention may be a recombinant polypeptide, a natural polypeptide or a synthetic
polypeptide. In certain preferred embodiments it is a recombinant polypeptide.
The fragment, derivative or analog of the polypeptide of Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2] may be (i) one in which one or
moreof the amino acid residues are substituted with a conserved or non-conserved aminoacid residue (preferablya
conserved aminoacid residue) and suchsubstituted aminoacid residue mayor maynot be one encoded bythe genetic
code, or (ii) one in which one or more of the aminoacid residuesincludes a substituent group, or (iii) one in which the
mature polypeptide is fused with anothercompound, suchas a compoundto increase the half-life of the polypeptide
(for example, polyethylene glycol), or (iv) one in which the additional aminoacids are fused tothe mature polypeptide,
such as a leader or secretorysequence or a sequencewhich is employed for purification of the mature polypeptide or
a proprotein sequence. Such fragments, derivatives and analogsare deemedto be within the scope of those skilled
in the art from the teachings herein.
Amongthe particularlypreferred embodiments of the invention in this regard are polypeptides having the amino
acid sequenceof Novel saliva BP set out in Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2], variants, analogs, derivativesand fragments
thereof,and variants, analogs and derivatives of the fragments. Alternatively, particularly preferred embodiments of
the invention in this regard are polypeptides havingthe aminoacid sequenceof the Novel saliva BP, variants, analogs,
derivativesand fragments thereof, and variants, analogsand derivativesof the fragments.
Among preferred variantsare those that vary from a reference by conservative amino acid substitutions. Such
substitutions are thosethat substitute a given aminoacid in a polypeptide by anotheraminoacid of like characteristics.
Typically seen as conservativesubstitutions are the replacements, one for another, amongthe aliphaticamino acids
Ala, Val, Leu and lie; interchange of the hydroxyl residues Ser and Thr, exchange of the acidic residues Asp and Glu,
substitution between the amide residues Asn and GIn, exchange of the basic residues Lys and Arg and replacements
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amongthe aromatic residues Phe, Tyr.
Further particularly preferred in this regard are variants, analogs, derivativesand fragments, and variants, analogs
and derivativesofthe fragments, havingthe aminoacid sequenceof the Novel saliva BP polypeptide of Figure2 [SEQ
ID NO:2], in which several, a few, 5 to 10,
5, 1 to 3, 2, 1 or no amino acid residues are substituted, deletedor
added, in any combination. Especially preferred among these are silent substitutions, additions and deletions, which
do not alterthe propertiesand activities ofthe Novel saliva BR Also especially preferred in this regard are conservative
substitutions. Most highly preferred are polypeptides havingthe aminoacidsequenceof Figure2 [SEQID NO:2] without
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substitutions.
The polypeptides and polynucleotides of the present invention are preferablyprovided in an isolated form, and
preferablyare purifiedto homogeneity.
The polypeptides of the present invention include the polypeptide of Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2] (in particular the
mature polypeptide) as well as polypeptides which have at least 80% identityto the polypeptide of Figure 2 [SEQ ID
NO:2]and more preferably at least 90%similarity(more preferably at least 90% identity) to the polypeptide of Figure
2 [SEQ ID NO:2] and still more preferablyat least 95% similarity (still more preferably at least 95% identity)to the
polypeptide of Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2] and also includeportions of such polypeptides with suchportionofthe polypeptide generally containing at least 30 amino acids and more preferably at least 50 amino acids.
Fragments or portions ofthe polypeptides ofthe present invention maybe employed for producing the corresponding full-length polypeptide by peptidesynthesis; therefore, the fragmentsmay be employedas intermediates for producingthe full-length polypeptides. Fragments or portions ofthe polynucleotides of the present invention may be used
to synthesize full-length polynucleotides of the present invention.

Fragments
Also amongpreferred embodiments of this aspectof the presentinvention are polypeptides comprising fragments
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of Novel saliva BP, most particularly fragmentsof Novel saliva BP having the aminoacid set out in Figure 2 [SEQ ID
NO:2], and fragments of variantsand derivativesof the Novel saliva BP of Figure2 [SEQ ID NO:2].
In this regard afragmentis a polypeptide havingan aminoacid sequence that entirely is the same as part but not
all of the aminoacid sequenceofthe aforementioned Novel saliva BP polypeptides and variantsor derivatives thereof.
Such fragments maybe free-standing, i.e., not part of or fusedto otheraminoacidsor polypeptides, orthey may
be comprisedwithin a larger polypeptide of which theyform a part or region. When comprised within a larger polypeptide,the presently discussedfragments most preferablyform a singlecontinuous region. However, several fragments
may be comprised within a single larger polypeptide. For instance, certain preferred embodiments relateto afragment
of a Novel saliva BP polypeptide of the present comprised within a precursorpolypeptide designed for expression in
a host and having heterologous pre and pro-polypeptide regionsfused to the aminoterminusof the Novel saliva BP
fragment and an additional region fusedto the carboxylterminus of the fragment. Therefore, fragmentsin one aspect
of the meaning intended herein, refers to the portionor portions of a fusionpolypeptide orfusion protein derivedfrom
Novel saliva BP.
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As representative examples of polypeptide fragments ofthe invention, theremay be mentioned those which have
from about 5-15, 10-20, 15-40, 30-55, 41-75, 41-80, 41-90, 50-100, 75-100, 90-115, and 100-125 amino acids long.
Particularexamples of polypetide fragmentsof the inventions that maybe mentionedinclude fragmentsfrom amino
acid number 1-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, 81-100, and 101-120, 121-140, 141-160, 161-180, and 180-282, and any
combination of these 20merfragments.
In this context about includes the particularlyrecited range and ranges largeror smallerby several, a few, 5, 4, 3,
2 or 1 aminoacid at either extreme or at both extremes. For instance, about40-90 aminoacids in this contextmeans
a polypeptide fragmentof 40 plus or minus several, a few, 5, 4, 3, 2 or 1 aminoacids to 90 plus or minus several a
few, 5, 4, 3, 2 or 1 aminoacid residues, i.e., ranges as broad as 40 minus several aminoacidsto 90 plus several amino
acids to as narrow as 40 plus several aminoacids to 90 minus severalaminoacids.
Highly preferred in this regard are the recited ranges plus or minus as many as 5 amino acids at eitheror at both
extremes. Particularly highlypreferred are the recited ranges plus or minus as many as 3 aminoacids at eitheror at
both the recited extremes. Especially particularly highly preferred are rangesplus or minus 1 aminoacid at eitheror
at both extremes or the recited ranges with no additions or deletions. Most highly preferred of all in this regard are
fragmentsfromabout 5-15, 10-20, 15-40, 30-55, 41-75,41-80, 41-90, 50-100, 75-100, 90-115, 100-125, and 110-200
aminoacids long.
Amongespeciallypreferred fragmentsof the invention are truncationmutantsof Novel saliva BR Truncation mutants include Novel saliva BP polypeptides havingthe aminoacid sequence of Figure 2, or of variantsor derivatives
thereof,exceptfordeletionof a continuous series of residues (that is, acontinuous region, part or portion)that includes
the aminoterminus, or a continuous series of residues that includes the carboxylterminus or, as in double truncation
mutants, deletion of two continuous series of residues, one including the aminoterminusand one including thecarboxyl
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terminus. Fragments havingthe size ranges set out about also are preferred embodiments of truncation fragments,
which are especially preferred amongfragmentsgenerally. Degradation forms of the polypeptides of the invention in
a hostcell, particularly a mammal, and especially a human, are also preferred. Also preferred is a fragment of polypeptide expressed from the polynucleotide construct used for during genetic immunization, for example, small peptide
fragmentsformed by during secretion and presentation on the MHComplex.
Also preferred in this aspect of the invention are fragmentscharacterized by structural or functionalattributesof
Novel saliva BP. Preferred embodiments of the invention in this regard include fragmentsthat comprise alpha-helix
and alpha-helixforming regions (alpha-regions), beta-sheet and beta-sheet-forming regions (beta-regions), turn
and turn-forming regions (turn-regions), coiland coil-forming regions("coil-regions"), hydrophilic regions, hydrophobic
regions, alpha amphipathic regions, beta amphipathic regions, flexible regions, surface-forming regionsand high antigenic index regions of Novel saliva BR
Amonghighly preferred fragments in this regard are thosethat comprise regions of Novel saliva BP that combine
several structuralfeatures, such as several of the featuresset out above. In this regard, the regions definedby the
residuesabout 10 to about 20, about 40 to about 50, about 70 to about 90 and about 100 to about 282 of Figure 2
[SEQID NO:2], which all are characterized byaminoacidcompositionshighly characteristic of turn-regions, hydrophilic
regions, flexible-regions, surface-forming regions, and high antigenicindex-regions, are especially highly preferred
regions. Such regionsmay be comprised within a larger polypeptide or may be bythemselvesa preferred fragmentof
the present invention, as discussedabove. It will be appreciated that the term about as used in this paragraph has
the meaning set out above regarding fragmentsin general.
Further preferred regions are those that mediate activities of Novel saliva BR Most highlypreferred in this regard
are fragmentsthat have a chemical, biological or otheractivityof Novel saliva BP, including those witha similar activity
or an improved activity, or with a decreased undesirable activity. Highly preferred in this regard are fragmentsthat
contain regions that are homologs in sequence, or in position, or in both sequence and to active regionsof related
polypeptides, such as the related polypeptides set out in Figure 2 [SEQ ID NO:2], which includestreptococcal Novel
saliva BP. Amongparticularly preferred fragmentsinthese regards are truncation mutants, as discussed above. Further
prepferred polynucelotide fragments are thosethat are antigenicor immunogenic in an animal, especially in a human.
It will beappreciated that the invention also relates to, amongothers, polynucleotides encoding the aforementioned
fragments, polynucleotides that hybridize to polynucleotides encoding the fragments, particularly those that hybridize
under stringent conditions, and polynucleotides, such as PCRprimers,for amplifying polynucleotides that encode the
fragments. In these regards, preferred polynucleotides are those that correspondent to the preferred fragments, as
discussedabove.

Vectors, host cells, expression
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The present invention also relates to vectors which comprise a polynucleotide or polynucleotides of the present
invention, hostcells which are genetically engineered withvectorsof the invention and the production of polypeptides
of the invention by recombinant techniques.
Host cells can be genetically engineered to incorporate polynucleotides and express polypeptides of the present
invention. For instance, polynucleotides may be introduced into host cells usingwell known techniques of infection,
transduction, transfection, transvection and transformation. The polynucleotides maybe introduced aloneorwith other
polynucleotides. Such otherpolynucleotides may be introduced independently, co-introducedor introduced joined to
the polynucleotides of the invention.
Thus, for instance, polynucleotides of the invention may be transfected into host cells with another, separate,
polynucleotide encoding a selectable marker, using standard techniquesfor co-transfection and selection in, for instance, mammalian cells. In this casethe polynucleotides generally will be stablyincorporated into the hostcell genome.
Alternatively, the polynucleotides may be joined to a vector containinga selectable markerfor propagation in a
host. The vectorconstruct may be introduced into hostcells by the aforementioned techniques. Generally, a plasmid
vector is introduced as DNAin a precipitate, such as a calciumphosphate precipitate, or in a complexwith a charged
lipid. Electroporation also may be used to introduce polynucleotides into a host. If the vector is a virus, it may be
packagedin vitro or introduced into a packagingcell and the packaged virus may be transducedinto cells. A wide
variety of techniquessuitablefor makingpolynucleotides and for introducing polynucleotides into cells in accordance
with this aspectof the invention are well known and routine to those of skill in the art. Suchtechniquesare reviewed
at length in et al. cited above, which is illustrative of the many laboratorymanuals that detail these techniques. In
accordance with this aspect of the invention the vector may be, for example, a plasmid vector, a single or doublestrandedphage vector, a single or double-stranded RNAor DNA viral vector. Such vectors may be introduced into
cells as polynucleotides, preferably DNA, by well known techniques for introducing DNAand RNAinto cells. The vectors, in the case of phage and viral vectors also may be and preferably are introduced into cells as packaged or encapsidated virus by well known techniques for infection and transduction. Viral vectors may be replication competent
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or replication defective. In the latter caseviral propagation generally will occur only in complementing host cells.
Preferred amongvectors,in certain respects, are thosefor expression of polynucleotides and polypeptides of the
presentinvention. Generally, suchvectorscomprise cis-acting control regions effective for expression in a host operatively linkedto the polynucleotide to be expressed. Appropriate trans-acting factors eitherare supplied by the host,
supplied by a complementing vector or supplied by the vector itself upon introduction intothe host.
In certain preferred embodiments in this regard, the vectorsprovidefor specific expression. Such specificexpression may be inducible expression or expression only in certain typesof cells or both inducible and cell-specific. Particularlypreferred among inducible vectors are vectors that can be inducedfor expression by environmental factors
that are easyto manipulate, such as temperature and nutrient additives. A varietyof vectors suitable to this aspect of
the invention, including constitutive and inducible expression vectors for use in prokaryoticand eukaryotichosts, are
well known and employed routinelyby those of skill in the art.
The engineered hostcells can be cultured in conventional nutrientmedia, which may be modifiedas appropriate
inter
for,
a/ia,activatingpromoters, selecting transformants or amplifying genes. Culture conditions, such as temperature, pH andthe like, previously used withthe hostcell selected for expression generally will be suitable for expression
of polypeptides of the present invention as will be apparent to those of skill in the art.
A great variety of expression vectorscan be used to express a polypeptide of the invention. Such vectors include,
amongothers, chromosomal, episomal and virus-derived vectors, e.g., vectorsderivedfrom bacterial plasmids, from
bacteriophage, fromtransposons, from yeastepisomes, from insertion elements, fromyeast chromosomal elements,
fromviruses such as baculoviruses, papovaviruses, such as 5V40, vacciniaviruses, adenoviruses, fowl pox viruses,
pseudorabies viruses and retroviruses, and vectors derivedfrom combinations thereof, such as those derivedfrom
plasmid and bacteriophage genetic elements, such as cosmids and phagemids, all may be used for expression in
accordance with this aspect of the present invention. Generally, any vector suitable to maintain, propagate or express
polynucleotides to expressa polypeptide in a host may be used for expression in this regard.
The appropriate DNA sequence may be inserted into the vector by any of a variety of well-known and routine
techniques. In general, a DNAsequence for expression is joined toan expression vector by cleaving the DNAsequence
and theexpression vectorwithone or more restriction endonucleases andthenjoiningthe restriction fragments together
usingT4 DNA ligase. Procedures for restriction and ligationthat can be used to this end are well known and routine
tothoseofskill. Suitableprocedures in this regard, andfor constructing expression vectors usingalternative techniques,
which also are well known and routine to those skill, are set forth in great detail in Sambrooket al., MOLECULAR
CLONING, A LABORATORY MANUAL, 2nd Ed.; Cold Spring HarborLaboratoryPress, Cold Spring Harbor, NewYork
(1989).
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The DNAsequencein the expression vector is operativelylinkedto appropriateexpression control sequence(s),
including, for instance, a promoter to directmRNAtranscription. Representatives of suchpromoters include the phage
lambdaPL promoter, the E. co/ilac,trp andtac promoters, the 5V40 earlyand late promoters and promoters of retroviral
LTRs, to name just a few of the well-known promoters. It will be understood that numerous promoters not mentioned
are suitable for use in this aspectof the invention are well known and readilymay be employed by those of skill in the
mannerillustrated by the discussionand the examples herein.
In general, expression constructs willcontain sites for transcription initiation andtermination, and, in thetranscribed
region, a ribosome bindingsitefor translation. The codingportionof the mature transcripts expressed bythe constructs
will include a translation initiating AUG at the beginning and a termination codon appropriately positioned at the end
of the polypeptide to be translated.
In addition, the constructsmay contain control regions that regulateas well as engenderexpression. Generally
in accordance with manycommonlypracticed procedures, such regionswill operateby controllingtranscription, such
as transcription factors,repressorbinding sites and termination, amongothers.
Vectorsfor propagation and expression generally will include selectable markers. Such markers also maybe suitable for amplification or the vectors may contain additional markersfor this purpose. In this regard, the expression
vectorspreferablycontain one or more selectable markergenesto provide a phenotypic trait for selection of transformed
host cells. Preferred markers include dihydrofolate reductase or neomycin resistance for eukaryotic cell culture,and
tetracycline or ampicillinresistance genes for culturing E. co/i and otherprokaryotes.
The vector containingthe appropriate DNA sequence as described elsewhere herein, as well as an appropriate
promoter, and otherappropriate control sequences, may be introducedinto an appropriate host using avariety of well
known techniquessuitable to expression therein of a desired polypeptide. Representative examples of appropriate
hosts include bacterial cells, such as streptocooi, staphylococci, E. co/i, streptomyces and Sa/mone//a typhimurium
cells; fungalcells, such as yeast cells and Aspergil/us cells; insect cells such as Drosophila S2 and Spodoptera Sf9
cells; animal cells such as CHO, COS and Bowes melanomacells; and plant cells. Hosts for of a great variety of
expression constructs are well known, and those of skill will be enabled by the present disclosure readilyto selecta
host for expressing a polypeptides in accordancewith this aspectof the present invention.
More particularly, the present invention also includes recombinant constructs, suchas expression constructs, com-
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prising one or more of the sequences described above. The constructscomprise a vector, suchas a plasmid or viral
vector, into which such a sequence of the invention has been inserted. The sequence may be inserted in a forwardor
reverse orientation. In certain preferred embodiments in this regard, the constructfurther comprisesregulatorysequences, including, for example, a promoter, operably linked to the sequence. Large numbers of suitablevectorsand
promoters are known tothose of skill in the art, and thereare manycommerciallyavailable vectorssuitablefor use in
the present invention.
Thefollowingvectors, which arecommerciallyavailable, are provided by wayof example. Among vectorspreferred
for use in bacteria are pQE7O, pQE6Oand pQE-9, available fromQiagen;pBSvectors,Phagescript vectors,Bluescript
vectors, pNH8A, pNHl6a, pNH18A, pNH46A, available from Stratagene; and ptrc99a, pKK223-3, pKK233-3, pDR54O,
pRIT5 available from Pharmacia. Among preferred eukaryotic vectors are pWLNEO, pSV2CAT, pOG44, pXT1 and
pSG available from Stratagene; and pSVK3,pBPV, pMSG and pSVL available from Pharmacia. These vectors are
listedsolely bywayof illustration ofthe manycommerciallyavailable and well known vectorsthat are available tothose
of skill in the art for use in accordancewith this aspectof the present invention. It will be appreciated that any other
plasmid or vectorsuitablefor, for example, introduction, maintenance, propagation or expression of a polynucleotide
or polypeptide of the invention in a host maybe used in this aspect of the invention.
Promoter regions can be selected from any desiredgene using vectorsthat contain a reportertranscription unit
lacking a promoterregion, such as a chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) transcription unit, downstream of
restriction site or sites for introducing a candidatepromoterfragment;i.e., afragment that may contain a promoter. As
is well known, introduction into the vector of a promoter-containing fragment at the restriction site upstream of the cat
gene engenders production of CAT activity, which can be detected by standard CATassays.Vectors suitable to this
end are well known and readilyavailable. Two such vectors are pKK232-8 and pCM7. Thus, promoters for expression
of polynucleotides of the presentinvention include not only well known and readilyavailable promoters, but also promotersthat readily maybe obtained by the foregoingtechnique, usinga reportergene.
Among known prokaryotic promoters suitable for expression of polynucleotides and polypeptides in accordance
withthe present invention are the E. co/i lad and lacZ and promoters, the T3 and T7 promoters, the gptpromoter, the
lambdaPR, PL promoters and the trp promoter.
Among known eukaryotic promoters suitable in this regard are the CMV immediate early promoter, the HSVthymidine kinase promoter, the early and late SV4O promoters, the promoters of retroviral LTRs, such as those of the
Rous sarcoma virus (RSV), and metallothionein promoters, such as the mouse metallothionein-l promoter.
Selection of appropriate vectors and promoters for expression in a host cell is a well known procedure and the
requisitetechniques for expression vectorconstruction, introduction of the vector into the hostand expression in the
host are routine skills in the art.
The present invention also relates to hostcells containing the above-described constructs discussedabove. The
host cell can be a higher eukaryotic cell, such as a mammalian cell, or a lowereukaryotic cell, suchas a yeast cell, or
the hostcell can be a prokaryotic cell, suchas a bacterial cell.
Introduction of the construct into the hostcell can be affected by calciumphosphate transfection, DEAE-dextran
mediated transfection, microinjection, cationiclipid-mediated transfection, electroporation, transduction, scrape loading, ballistic introduction, infection orothermethods. Such methods are describedin manystandard laboratory manuals,
suchas Davis etal., BASICMETHODS INMOLECULAR BIOLOGY, (1986) and Sambrooketal., MOLECULAR CLONING:ALABORATORY MANUAL, 2nd Ed., Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. (1989).
Constructsin host cells can be used in a conventional mannerto producethe gene product encoded by the recombinant sequence. Alternatively, the polypeptides of the invention can be synthetically produced by conventional
peptidesynthesizers.
Mature proteins can be expressed in mammalian cells, yeast, bacteria, or other cells under the control of appropriate promoters. Cell-freetranslation systems can also be employed to producesuch proteins using RNAsderived
fromthe DNAconstructs ofthe present invention. Appropriate cloningand expression vectors for use with prokaryotic
and eukaryotichosts are describedby Sambrook et al., MOLECULAR CLONING: A LABORATORY MANUAL, 2nd
Ed., Cold SpringHarbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. (1989).
Generally, recombinant expression vectors will include origins of replication, a promoterderivedfrom a highlyexpressed genetodirecttranscription ofadownstream structuralsequence, andaselectablemarker to permit isolation
of vectorcontainingcells after exposure to the vector. Amongsuitable promoters are those derivedfrom the genes
that encodeglycolytic enzymes such as 3-phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK), a-factor, acid phosphatase, and heat
shock proteins, amongothers. Selectable markersinclude the ampicillin resistance gene of E. co/iand the trpl gene
of S. cerevisiae.
Transcription ofthe DNAencoding the polypeptides ofthe present invention by higher eukaryotes maybe increased
by inserting an enhancer sequence into the vector. Enhancers are cis-acting elements of DNA, usually aboutfrom 10
to 300 bp that act to increase transcriptional activity of a promoter in a given host cell-type. Examples of enhancers
includethe 5V40 enhancer, which is located on the late side of the replication origin at bp 100 to 270, the cytomega-
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Polynucleotides of the invention, encoding the heterologous structural sequence of a polypeptide of the invention
generally will be inserted into the vector using standard techniques so that it is operably linked to the promoterfor
expression. The polynucleotide will be positioned so that the transcription start site is located appropriately 5 to a
ribosome binding site. The ribosome bindingsite will be 5 tothe AUG that initiates translation of the polypeptide to be
expressed. Generally, there will be no otheropen reading framesthat beginwith an initiation codon, usually AUG, and
lie between the ribosome binding site and the initiation codon. Also, generally, there will be a translation stop codon
at the endof the polypeptide and therewill be a polyadenylation signal in constructsfor use in eukaryotic hosts. Transcriptiontermination signal appropriately disposed at the 3 end of the transcribedregion may also be included in the
polynucleotide construct.
For secretion of the translated protein into the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum, into the periplasmic space or
into the extracellularenvironment, appropriate secretion signals maybe incorporated into the expressed polypeptide.
These signals may be endogenous to the polypeptide or they may be heterologous signals.
The polypeptide maybe expressed in a modified form, suchas afusion protein, and may include not onlysecretion
signals but also additional heterologous functional regions. Thus, for instance, a region of additional amino acids,
particularly chargedaminoacids, maybeadded tothe N-terminus ofthe polypeptide to improve stability and persistence
in the host cell, duringpurification or duringsubsequent handling and storage.Also, region also maybe added to the
polypeptide to facilitate purification. Such regionsmay be removed prior to final preparation of the polypeptide. The
addition of peptidemoietiesto polypeptides to engendersecretion or excretion, to improve stability or to facilitate
purification, among others, are familiarand routine techniques in the art. A preferred fusion protein comprises a heterologous region from immunolglobulin that is useful to solubilize or purify polypeptides. For example, EP-A-O 464
533 (Canadian counterpart 2045869) discloses fusion proteins comprisingvarious portions of constantregion of immunoglobin molecules togetherwith anotherhuman protein orpart thereof. In manycases, the Fc part in fusion protein
isthoroughlyadvantageous for use in therapyanddiagnosis andthusresults, forexample, in improved pharmacokinetic
properties(see EP-A 0232 262). On the other hand, for some uses it would be desirable to be able to deletethe Fc
part after the fusion protein has been expressed, detected and purified in the advantageous mannerdescribed. This
is the case when Fc portion proves to be a hindrance to use in assays,therapyor diagnosis, for example when the
fusion protein is to be used as antigen for immunizations. In drug discovery, for example, human proteins, such as,
shlL5- has beenfused with Fc portions for the purposeof high-throughput screening assaysto identify antagonists of
hlL-5. See, D. Bennett etal., JournalofMolecularRecognition,Vol. 852-58 (1995) and K. Johansonetal., TheJournal
of BiologicalChemistry Vol. 270, No. 16, pp 9459-9471 (1995).
Suitable prokaryotic hosts for propagation, maintenance or expression of polynucleotides and polypeptides in
accordance with the invention include streptococci, Escherichia coIl, Bacillus subtilis and Salmonella typhimurium.
Various speciesof Pseudomonas, Streptomyces, and Staphylococcus are also suitablehosts in this regard. Moreover,
many otherhostsalso known to those of skill may be employed in this regard.
As a representative butnon-limiting example, useful expression vectors for bacterial usecan comprise aselectable
markerand bacterial origin of replication derivedfrom commerciallyavailable plasmids comprising genetic elements
of the well known cloningvector pBR322 (ATCC 37017). Such commercial vectors include, for example, pKK223-3
(Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Uppsala, Sweden) and GEM1 (Promega Biotec, Madison, WI, USA). These pBR322
backbone sectionsare combinedwith an appropriate promoterand the structural sequenceto be expressed.
Following transformation ofasuitablehoststrainand growth of the hoststrainto an appropriate cell density where
the selected promoter is inducible it is inducedby appropriate means (e.g., temperature shift or exposure to chemical
inducer)and cells are cultured for an additionalperiod.
Cells typically then are harvested by centrifugation, disruptedby physical or chemical means,and the resulting
crude extract retained for furtherpurification.
Microbial cells employed in expression of proteins can be disruptedby any convenientmethod, including freezethaw cycling, sonication, mechanical disruption, or use of cell lysing agents, such methods are well know to those
skilled in the art.
Various mammalian cell culture systems can be employed for expression, as well. Examples of mammalian expression systemsinclude the COS-7 lines of monkeykidney fibroblast,described in Gluzman etal., Ce1123: 175(1981).
Other cell lines capableof expressing a compatible vector includefor example, the C127, 3T3, CHO, HeLa, human
kidney293 and BHK cell lines.
Mammalian expression vectorsmaycomprise an originof replication, a suitable promoterand enhancer, and also
any necessaryribosome binding sites, polyadenylation sites, splice donor and acceptor sites, transcriptional termination sequences, and 5 flanking non-transcribed sequences that are necessary for expression. In certain preferred
embodiments in this regard DNAsequences derived from the 5V40 splice sites, and the 5V40 polyadenylation sites
are used for required non-transcribed genetic elements of these types.
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Novel saliva BP polypeptide can be recovered and purifiedfrom recombinant cell culturesby well-known methods
including ammonium sulfateor ethanol precipitation, acid extraction, anion or cation exchange chromatography, phosphoceIIulose chromatography, hydrophobic interaction chromatography, affinity chromatography, hydroxylapatite chromatography and lectin chromatography. Most preferably, high performance liquid chromatography ("HPLC") is employedfor purification. Well known techniques for refolding protein may be employed to regenerate activeconformation
whenthe polypeptide is denatured during isolation and or purification.
Polypeptides of the present invention include naturallypurifiedproducts, products of chemical synthetic procedures, and products produced by recombinant techniques froma prokaryotic or eukaryotic host, including, for example,
bacterial, yeast, higher plant, insect and mammalian cells. Depending uponthe host employed in a recombinant production procedure, the polypeptides of the present invention may be glycosylated or may be non-glycosylated. In
addition, polypeptides of the invention may also include an initial modified methionine residue, in some cases as a
result of host-mediated processes.
Novel saliva BP polynucleotides and polypeptides may be used in accordance with the present invention for a
variety of applications, particularly those that make use of the chemical and biological propertiesof Novel saliva BR
Additional applications relate to diagnosis and to treatment of disorders of cells, tissuesand organisms. These aspects
of the invention are illustrated further by the followingdiscussion.

Polynucleotide assays
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This invention is also relatedto the use of the Novel saliva BP polynucleotides to detect complementary polynucleotides such as, for example, as a diagnosticreagent. Detection of Novel saliva BP in a eukaryote, particularlya
mammal, and especially a human, will provide a diagnostic method that can add to, defineor allow a diagnosis of a
disease. Eukaryotes (herein also individual(s)),particularly mammals, and especially humans, carrying a Novel saliva
BP genemaybe detected at the DNA level by a varietyoftechniques. For example, individuals carrying a Novel saliva
BP gene may be detected at the DNA level by a variety of techniques. Nucleicacids for diagnosis may be obtained
from an individuals cells and tissues, such as bone, blood, muscle, cartilage, and skin. Tissue biopsy and autopsy
material is also preferred for samples from an individual to use in a diagnostic assay Genomic DNA may be used
directlyfor detection or may be amplified enzymatically by using PCRprior to analysis. PCR(Saiki et al., Nature,324:
163-166(1986)). RNAor cDNA mayalso be used in the sameways. As an example, PCR primers complementary to
the nucleic acid encoding Novel saliva BPcan be used to identifyand analyze Novel saliva BPpresence and expression.
Using PCR, characterization of the strain of prokaryote presentin a eukaryote, particularly a mammal, and especially
a human, maybe made by an analysisof the genotypeof the prokaryote gene. For example, deletions and insertions
can be detected by a change in size of the amplifiedproduct in comparison to the genotypeof a reference sequence.
Point mutations can be identified by hybridizing amplified DNAto radiolabeled Novel saliva BP RNA or alternatively,
radiolabeled Novel saliva BP antisense DNA sequences. Perfectly matched sequences can be distinguished from
mismatched duplexes by RNaseA digestion or by differences in melting temperatures.
Sequence differences between a reference geneand genes having mutationsalso may be revealed by direct DNA
sequencing. In addition, cloned DNAsegmentsmay be employed as probesto detect specific DNA segments. The
sensitivityof such methods can be greatlyenhanced by appropriate use of PCR or anotheramplification method. For
example, a sequencing primer is used with double-stranded PCR product or a single-stranded template molecule
generated bya modified PCR. The sequence determination is performed byconventional procedures withradiolabeled
nucleotideor by automatic sequencing procedures with fluorescent-tags.
Genetictesting based on DNAsequencedifferences may be achieved by detection of alterationin electrophoretic
mobilityof DNAfragments in gels, withor withoutdenaturing agents.Small sequence deletionsand insertions can be
visualized by high resolution gel electrophoresis. DNAfragmentsof different sequences may be distinguished on denaturingformamide gradientgels in which the mobilities of differentDNAfragments are retarded in the gel at different
positions accordingtotheir specificmelting or partial melting temperatures (see,e.g., Myers et al., Science, 230:1242
(1985)).
Sequence changesat specificlocations also may be revealed by nucleaseprotection assays, suchas RNase and
51 protection of the chemical cleavagemethod (e.g., Cotton et al., Proc. Nati Acad. Sci., USA, 85:4397-4401(1985)).
Thus, the detection of a specific DNAsequencemay be achievedby methods such as hybridization, RNaseprotection, chemical cleavage, direct DNAsequencing or the use of restriction enzymes, (e.g., restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFLP) and Southern blotting of genomic DNA.
In additionto moreconventional gel-electrophoresis and DNAsequencing, mutations also can be detected by in
situ analysis.
A mutation may be ascertained for example, by a DNAsequencing assay. Samplesare processed by methods
known in the art to capture the RNA. First strandcDNA is synthesized fromthe RNAsamplesby adding an oligonucleotide primerconsistingof sequences which hybridize to a region on the mRNA. Reverse transcriptaseand deoxy-
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nucleotides are addedto allow synthesis of the first strand cDNA. Primersequences are synthesized based on the
DNA sequence of the Novel saliva BP protein of the invention. The primersequenceis generally comprised of at least
15 consecutive bases, and maycontain at least30 or even 50 consecutive bases.
The genomic DNA may be used directly for detection or may be amplifiedenzymatically by using PCR (Saiki et
a!., Nature, 324:163-166 (1986)) prior to analysis. RT-PCR can also be used to detect mutations. It is particularly
preferred to used RT-PCR in conjunction with automated detection systems, such as, for example, GeneScan. RNA
or cDNAmay also be used for the same purpose, PCRor RT-PCR. As an example, PCR primers complementary to
the nucleic acid encoding Novel saliva BP can be used to identifyand analyzemutations. Examples of representative
primersare shown belowin Table 1. For example, deletions and insertions can be detected by a changein size of the
amplifiedproduct in comparison to the normal genotype. Point mutations can be identified by hybridizingamplified
DNAto radiolabeled RNAor alternatively, radiolabeled antisense DNAsequences. Perfectly matched sequences can
be distinguished from mismatched duplexes by RNaseA digestion or by differences in melting temperatures.
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Table 1

Primers used for detectionof Novel saliva BP gene
S
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5' TTCTCCAGCC ITGGTGTCCT3'

The above primers may be used for amplifyingNovel saliva BP DNA isolated from a sample derivedfrom an
individual. The invention also provides the primers of Table 1) with 1, 2, 3 or 4 nucleotides removed from the 5 and!
or the 3 end. The primers maybe used to amplifythe gene isolated from the individual such that the gene maythen
be subject to various techniques for elucidationof the DNA sequence. In this way, mutations in the DNA sequence
may be diagnosed.
Sequence differencesbetween the reference gene and genes having mutationsmay be revealed by the direct
DNA sequencing method. In addition, cloned DNA segmentsmay be employed as probes to detect specific DNA
segments. The sensitivityof this method is greatlyenhanced whencombinedwith PCR. For example, a sequencing
primer is used with double-stranded PCR product or a single-stranded template molecule generated by a modified
PCR. The sequence determination is performed by conventional procedures with radiolabeled nucleotide or by automaticsequencing procedures with fluorescent-tags.
Genetictesting based on DNAsequencedifferences may be achieved by detection of alterationin electrophoretic
mobilityof DNAfragmentsin gels with or without denaturing agents.Small sequence deletions and insertions can be
visualized by high resolution gel electrophoresis. DNAfragmentsof different sequences may be distinguished on denaturingformamide gradientgels in which the mobilities of differentDNAfragments are retarded in the gel at different
positions accordingto their specific melting or partial melting temperatures (see, e.g., Myers etal, Science,230:1242
(1985)).
Sequence changesat specificlocations mayalso be revealed by nucleaseprotection assays, suchas RNase and
51 protection or the chemical cleavage method (e.g., Cotton eta!., PNAS, USA, 85:4397-4401 (1985)).
Thus, the detection of a specific DNAsequence and/orquantitation of the level of the sequence may be achieved
by methods suchas hybridization, RNase protection, chemical cleavage, directDNAsequencing orthe use of restriction
enzymes, (e.g., Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLP)) and Southern blotting of genomic DNA. The
invention provides a process for diagnosing, disease, particularly otitis media, conjunctivitis, pneumonia, bacteremia,
meningitis, sinusitis, pleural empyema and endocarditis, and most particularlymeningitis, suchasforexampleinfection
of cerebrospinal fluid, comprising determining fromasamplederivedfrom an individual a increased level of expression
of polynucleotide having the sequence of Figure 1 [SEQ ID NO: 1]. Increased expression of polynucleotide can be
measuredusing anyon ofthe methods well known in the art forthe quantationof polynucleotides, suchas, for example,
PCR, RT-PCR, RNase protection, Northern blotting and other hybridization methods.
In additionto moreconventional gel-electrophoresis and DNAsequencing, mutations can also be detected by in
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The present invention also relates toa diagnostic assays suchas quantitative and diagnostic assays for detecting
levels of Novel saliva BP protein in cells and tissues,including determination of normaland abnormal levels. Thus, for
instance, a diagnostic assay in accordance withthe invention for detecting over-expression of Novel saliva BP protein
comparedto normalcontroltissuesamplesmay be used to detect the presence of a tumor, for example. Assaytechniquesthat can be used to determinelevels of a protein, such as an Novel saliva BP proteinof the present invention,
in a samplederivedfrom a hostare well-known to those of skill in the art. Such assay methods include radioimmunoassays, competitive-binding assays, Western Blot analysisand ELISAassays. Among these ELISAs frequently are
preferred. An ELI SAassayinitially comprises preparing an antibody specific toNovel saliva BP, preferably a monoclonal
antibody. In addition a reporterantibodygenerally is prepared which bindsto the monoclonal antibodyThe reporter
antibodyis attached a detectable reagentsuchas radioactive, fluorescentor enzymatic reagent, in this example horseradish peroxidase enzyme.
To carryout an ELISAa sample is removed from a hostand incubated on a solid support, e.g., a polystyrene dish,
that bindsthe proteins in the sample. Any free protein binding sites on the dish are then covered by incubating witha
non-specific protein suchas bovine serum albumin. Next, the monoclonal antibodyis incubated in the dish during which
time the monoclonal antibodies attach to any Novel saliva BP proteins attached to the polystyrene dish. Unbound
monoclonal antibodyis washedout with buffer. The reporterantibodylinked to horseradish peroxidase is placed in the
dish resulting in binding of the reporterantibodyto any monoclonal antibodybound to Novel saliva BR Unattached
reporter antibody is then washed out. Reagents for peroxidaseactivity, including a colorimetric substrate are then
added to the dish. Immobilized peroxidase, linked to Novel saliva BP throughthe primaryand secondary antibodies,
produces a colored reaction product. The amount of color developed in a giventime period indicates the amount of
Novel saliva BP protein present in the sample.Quantitative results typicallyare obtained by reference to a standard
curve.
A competition assaymay be employed wherein antibodiesspecific to Novel saliva BP attached to a solid support
and labeled Novel saliva BP and a sample derivedfromthe hostare passed over the solid support and the amountof
label detected attached to the solid support can be correlatedto a quantityof Novel saliva BP in the sample.
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The polypeptides, their fragmentsor other derivatives, or analogsthereof,or cells expressing them can be used
as an immunogen to produce antibodies thereto. These antibodies can be, for example, polyclonalor monoclonal
antibodies. The present invention also includes chimeric, single chain, and humanized antibodies, as well as Fab
fragments, or the product of an Fab expression library. Various procedures known in the art may be used for the
production of such antibodiesand fragments.
Antibodiesgenerated against the polypeptides corresponding to a sequenceof the present invention can be obtainedbydirect injection of the polypeptides into an animalorbyadministeringthe polypeptides to an animal, preferably
a nonhuman. The antibodyso obtained will then bindthe polypeptides itself.In this manner, even a sequence encoding
only a fragment of the polypeptides can be used to generate antibodiesbinding the whole native polypeptides. Such
antibodiescan then be used to isolate the polypeptide fromtissue expressing that polypeptide.
For preparation of monoclonal antibodies, any techniquewhich provides antibodies produced by continuous cell

line culturescan be used. Examples include the hybridoma technique(Kohler, G. and Milstein, C., Nature256:495-497
(1975), the triomatechnique, the human B-cell hybridoma technique(Kozboret a!., ImmunologyToday 4: 72 (1983)
and the EBV-hybridoma techniqueto producehuman monoclonal antibodies (Cole et al., pg. 77-96 in MONOCLONAL
ANTIBODIESAND CANCERTHERAPY Alan R. Liss, Inc. (1985).
Techniques described for the production of single chain antibodies(U.S. Patent No. 4,946,778)can be adapted
to produce single chain antibodies to immunogenic polypeptide products of this invention. Also, transgenicmice, or
otherorganisms such as othermammals, maybe used to expresshumanizedantibodiesto immunogenic polypeptide
products of this invention.
The above-described antibodies may be employed to isolate or to identify clones expressing the polypeptide or
purify the polypeptide of the present invention by attachment of the antibodyto a solid support for isolation and/or
purification by affinity chromatography.
Thus, amongothers, antibodies againstNovel saliva BP maybe employed to inhibitortreat infections, particularly
bacterial infections and especially otitis media, conjunctivitis, pneumonia, bacteremia, meningitis, sinusitis, pleural
empyema and endocarditis.
The polypeptide may be used as an antigen for vaccination of a hostto producespecificantibodies which protect
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against invasion of bacteria, for example by blocking adherence of bacteria to damaged tissue. Examples of tissue
damageincludewounds in skin or connective tissue caused e.g. by mechanical, chemical or thermal damageor by
implantation of indwelling devices, orwoundsin the mucousmembranes, suchas the mouth, mammaryglands, urethra
or vagina.
The polypeptides or cells expressing them can be used as an immunogen to produce antibodiesthereto.These
antibodiescan be, for example, polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies. Thetermantibodiesalso includes chimeric, single
chain, and humanized antibodies, as well as Fab fragments, or the productof an Fab expression library. Various procedures known in the art may be used forthe production of such antibodies and fragments.
Antibodiesgenerated against the polypeptides of the present invention can be obtained by direct injection of the
polypeptides into an animal or by administering the polypeptides to an animal, preferablya nonhuman. The antibody
so obtained will then bind the polypeptides itself. In this manner, even a sequence encoding only a fragment of the
polypeptides can be used to generate antibodies binding the wholenative polypeptides. Such antibodiescan then be
used to isolate the polypeptide fromtissue expressing that polypeptide.
Polypeptide derivativesinclude antigenically or immunologically equivalent derivatives which form a particular
aspect of this invention.
The term antigenicallyequivalentderivative as used herein encompasses a polypeptide or its equivalent which
will be specifically recognised by certain antibodies which, when raised to the protein or polypeptide accordingto the
presentinvention, interfere withthe immediate physicalinteraction between pathogen and mammalian host.
The term immunologically equivalentderivative as used herein encompasses a peptide or its equivalentwhich
whenused in asuitable formulation to raise antibodiesin avertebrate,the antibodies act to interfere withthe immediate
physicalinteraction between pathogen and mammalian host.
The polypeptide, such as an antigenicallyor immunologically equivalentderivative or a fusion protein thereof is
used as an antigen to immunize a mouse or otheranimal such as a rat or chicken. The fusion protein may provide
stabilitytothe polypeptide. The antigenmaybe associated, for example by conjugation,withan immunogenic carrier
proteinfor example bovineserum albumin(BSA) or keyhole limpet haemocyanin (KLH). Alternatively a multiple antigenicpeptidecomprising multiple copies ofthe the protein or polypeptide, or an antigenically or immunologically equivalent polypeptide thereof maybe sufficientlyantigenic to improve immunogenicity so as to obviate the use of a carrier.
For preparation of monoclonal antibodies, any techniquewhich provides antibodies produced by continuous cell
line culturescan be used. Examples includethehybridomatechnique (KohlerandMilstein, 1975, Nature, 256:495-497),
the triomatechnique, the human B-cell hybridoma technique(Kozboret al., 1983, Immunology Today 4:72), and the
EBV-hybridoma techniqueto producehumanmonoclonal antibodies (Cole, et al., 1985, in Monoclonal Antibodiesand
CancerTherapy, Alan A. Liss, Inc., pp. 77-96).
Techniques describedfor the production of single chain antibodies (U.S. Patent 4,946,778)can be adaptedto
producesingle chain antibodiesto immunogenic polypeptide products of this invention.
Using the procedure of Kohler and Milstein (1975 Nature 256, 495497), antibody-containing cellsfromthe immunised mammal are fused with myeloma cells to create hybridoma cells secreting monoclonal antibodies.
The hybridomas are screened to selecta cell line with highbindingaffinity and favorablecross reaction withother
streptococcal speciesusing one or moreof the originalpolypeptide and/orthe fusion protein. The selected cell line is
cultured to obtainthe desiredMab.
Hybridoma cell lines secreting the monoclonal antibodyare anotheraspectof this invention.
Alternatively phage displaytechnology could be utilised to select antibodygenes with binding activities towards
the polypeptide eitherfrom repertoires of PCR amplified v-genes of lymphocytes fromhumans screened for possessing
anti-Fbporfromnaivelibraries(McCafferty, J. etal., (1990), Nature 348, 552-554; Marks, J. etal., (1992) Biotechnology
10, 779-783). The affinity ofthese antibodies can also be improved by chain shuffling (Clackson, T. etal., (1991) Nature
352, 624-628).

The antibodyshould be screenedagain for high affinity to the polypeptide and/orfusion protein.
As mentionedabove, a fragment of the final antibody may be prepared.
The antibodymay be either intact antibody of Mrapprox 150,000or a derivative of it, for example a Fab fragment
or a Fv fragment as described in Skerra, A and Pluckthun, A (1988) Science 240 1038-1040. If two antigen binding
domainsare present each domainmay be directed against a differentepitope- termed bispecific antibodies.
The antibodyof the invention may be prepared by conventional means for example by established monoclonal
antibodytechnology(Kohler, G. and Milstein, C. (1975), Nature, 256, 495497)or using recombinant means e.g. combinatorial libraries, for example as described in Huse, W.D. etal., (1989) Science 246,1275-1281.
Preferably the antibody is prepared by expression of a DNA polymer encoding said antibodyin an appropriate
expression system such as described abovefor the expression of polypeptides of the invention. The choice of vector
for the expression system will be determined in part by the host, which may be a prokaryotic cell, such as E. co/i
(preferablystrain B) or Streptomyces sp. or a eukaryotic cell, such as a mouse C127, mousemyeloma, human HeLa,
Chinese hamsterovary, filamentous or unicellular fungi or insect cell. The host mayalso be a transgenic animalor a
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transgenic plant (forexampleas describedin Hiatt,A et al. (1 989) Nature 34, 76-78). Suitablevectorsincludeplasmids,
bacteriophages, cosmidsand recombinant viruses, derived from, for example, baculoviruses and vaccinia.
The Fab fragment may also be preparedfrom its parentmonoclonal antibodyby enzyme treatment, for example
using papain to cleavethe Fab portion from the Fc portion.
Preferably the antibody orderivative thereof is modified to makeit lessimmunogenic in the individual. For example,
if the individual is human the antibodymay most preferablybe humanised; wherethe complimentarity determining
region(s) of the hybridoma-derived antibodyhas been transplantedinto a human monoclonal antibody, for example
as describedin Jones, P. et al. (1986), Nature 321, 522-525 or Tempest et al.,(1 991) Biotechnology 9, 266-273.
The modification neednot be restricted to one of humanisation ; otherprimate sequences (for example Newman,
A. et al., 1992, Biotechnology, 10, 1455-1460) mayalso be used.
The humanised monoclonal antibody, or its fragment having binding activity, form a particularaspectofthis invention.
This invention provides a method of screeningdrugsto identify those which interfere with the interaction of the
cell surfaceprotein or active fragmentto mammalian cells, the method comprising incubating a mammalian cell or
membrane preparation with labeled polypeptide in the presence of the drug and measuring the ability of the drug to
block this interaction.
The use of a polynucleotide ofthe invention in DNAimmunisation will preferably employa suitable delivery method
suchas direct injection of plasmid DNAinto muscles (Wolff et al., Hum Mol Genet 1992, 1:363, Manthorpe et al., Hum.
Gene Ther. 1963:4, 419), delivery of DNA complexed with specific protein carriers ( Wu et al., J Biol Chem 1989:
264,16985), coprecipitation of DNAwithcalciumphosphate (Benvenisty & Reshef, PNAS,1986:83,9551), encapsulation of DNA in various forms of liposomes (Kaneda et al., Science 1989:243,375), particle bombardment (Tang et al.,
Nature 1992, 356:152, Eisenbraun et al., DNA Cell Biol 1993, 12:791) and in vivo infection using cloned retroviral
vectors(Seeger et al., PNAS1984:81,5849). Suitable promoters for muscle transfection includeCMV, RSV, SRa,actin,
MCK, alpha globin, adenovirus and dihydrofolatereductase.
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This invention also provides a method for identification of molecules, such as binding molecules, that bind Novel
saliva BP. Genesencoding proteinsthat bind Novel saliva BP, such as binding proteins, can be identified by numerous
methods known to those of skill in the art, for example, ligand panning and FACS sorting.Such methods are described
in many laboratorymanuals such as, for instance, Coliganet al., Current Protocols in Immunology1(2): Chapter 5
(1991).
For instance, expression cloning may be employed for this purpose. To this end polyadenylated RNAis prepared
from a cell responsive to Novel saliva BP, a cDNA library is createdfromthis RNA, the libraryis divided into poolsand
the pools are transfectedindividually into cells that are not responsive to Novel saliva BR The transfectedcells then
are exposed to labeled Novel saliva BP. Novel saliva BPcan be labeled by a varietyof well-known techniques including
standardmethods of radioiodination or inclusion of a recognition site for a site-specific protein kinase.) Following exposure, the cells are fixed and binding of Novel saliva BP is determined. These procedures conveniently are carried
out on glass slides.
Pools are identified of cDNA that produced Novel saliva BP-binding cells. Sub-pools are preparedfrom these
positives, transfected into hostcells and screened asdescribedabove. Using an iterativesub-pooling and re-screening
process, one or more single clones that encodethe putativebinding molecule, such as a binding molecule, can be
isolated.
Alternatively a labeled ligand can be photoaffinity linked to a cell extract, such as a membrane or a membrane
extract, prepared from cells that expressa molecule that it binds, such as a binding molecule. Cross-linked material
is resolved by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)andexposedto X-rayfilm. The labeled complexcontaining
the ligand-binding can be excised, resolved into peptidefragments, and subjected to protein microsequencing. The
amino acid sequence obtained from microsequencing can be used to design unique or degenerate oligonucleotide
probesto screen cDNAlibrariesto identifygenesencoding the putativebindingmolecule.
Polypeptides of the invention also can be used to assess Novel saliva BP binding capacityof Novel saliva BP
bindingmolecules, such as binding molecules, in cellsor in cell-free preparations.
Polypeptides of the invention mayalso be used to assessthe binding or small moleculesubstrates and ligands
for
in,
example, cells, cell-free preparations, chemical libraries, and natural product mixtures. These substrates and
ligands maybe naturalsubstrates and ligandsor may be strucural or functional mimetics.

Antagonists and Agonists- assays and molecules
The invention also providesa method of screening compounds to identify those which enhance or blockthe action
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Novel saliva BP-binding molecules. An antagonist is a compound which decreases the natural biological functionsof
Novel saliva BP. An agonist is a compoundwhich increases the natural biological functionsof Novel saliva BR
For example, to screen for agonists or antagoists, a synthetic reaction mix, a cellular compartment, such as a
membrane, cell envelope or cell wall, or a preparation of any thereof,may be preparedfrom a cell that expressesa
moleculethat binds Novel saliva BR The preparation is incubated with labeled Novel saliva BP in the absence or the
presence of a candidate molecule which may be a Novel saliva BP agonistor antagonist. The ability of the candidate
moleculeto bind the binding moleculeis reflected in decreased binding of the labeled ligand. Molecules which bind
gratuitously, i.e., without inducing the effectsof Novel saliva BP on binding the Novel saliva BP binding molecule, are
most likelyto be good antagonists. Molecules that bindwell and elicit effects that are the same as or closely related
to Novel saliva BP are agonists.
Novel saliva BP-like effectsof potentialagonists and antagonists mayby measured, for instance, by determining
activityof a reportersystem following interaction of the candidatemolecule with a cell or appropriate cell preparation,
and comparingthe effect with that of Novel saliva BP or molecules that elicit the same effects as Novel saliva BR
Reportersystemsthat maybe useful inthis regard include butare not limited to colorimetric labeled substrateconverted
into product, a reportergene that is responsive to changes in Novel saliva BP activity, and binding assays known in
the art.
Anotherexample of an assayfor Novel saliva BP antagonists is a competitiveassaythat combines Novel saliva
BP and a potential antagonist with membrane-bound Novel saliva BP bindingmolecules, recombinant Novel saliva BP
binding molecules, naturalsubstrates or ligands, or substrate or ligand mimetics, under appropriate conditions for a
competitive inhibition assay. Novel saliva BP can be labeled, such as by radioactivity oracolorimetric compound, such
that the numberof Novel saliva BP molecules bound to a binding molecule or converted to product can be determined
accuratelyto assessthe effectiveness of the potentialantagonist.
Potential antagonists include small organic molecules, peptides, polypeptides and antibodies that bind to a
polypeptide of the invention andtherebyinhibitorextinguish its activity Potential antagonists alsomaybe smallorganic
molecules, a peptide, a polypeptide suchas a closelyrelatedprotein or antibody that bindsthe samesites on a binding
molecule, such as a binding molecule, without inducing Novel saliva BP-induced activities, thereby preventing the
action of Novel saliva BP by excluding Novel saliva BP from binding.
Potential antagonists include a small moleculewhich binds to and occupies the binding site of the polypeptide
therebypreventingbinding to cellularbinding molecules, suchas binding molecules, suchthat normalbiological activity
is prevented. Examples of small molecules includebut are not limited to small organicmolecules, peptides or peptidelike molecules.
Other potential antagonists include antisense molecules. Antisense technologycan be used to control gene expression through antisense DNA or RNA or throughdouble- or triple-helixformation. Antisense techniques are discussed, for example, in - Okano, J. Neurochem. 56: 560 (1991); OL/GODEOXYNUCLEOT/DES AS ANT/SENSE /NHIB/TORSOF GENEEXPRESS/ON, CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL (1988). Triple helix formation is discussed in, for
instance Lee et al., NucleicAcids Research 6: 3073 (1979); Cooney et al., Science241: 456 (1988); and Dervan et
al., Science251: 1360(1991). The methods are based on binding of a polynucleotide to a complementary DNA or
RNA. For example, the 5 coding portion of a polynucleotide that encodesthe mature polypeptide of the present invention may be used to design an antisenseRNA oligonucleotide of from about 10 to 40 base pairs in length. A DNA
oligonucleotide is designed to be complementary to a region of the gene involved in transcription thereby preventing
transcription and the production of Novel saliva BR The antisense RNAoligonucleotide hybridizes to the mRNAin vivo
and blocks translation of the mRNAmolecule into Novel saliva BP polypeptide. The oligonucleotides described above
can also be delivered to cells such that the antisense RNA or DNA may be expressed in vivo to inhibit production of
Novel saliva BP.
In a particular aspectthe invention providesthe use of the polypeptide, polynucleotide or inhibitorof the invention
to interfere withthe immediate physicalinteraction between a pathogen andmammalian host responsible for sequelae
of infection. In particular the molecules of the invention may be used: i) in the prevention of adhesion of bacteria, in
particulargrampositivebacteria, to mammalian extracellular matrix proteins on in-dwelling devicesorto extracellular
matrixproteinsin wounds; ii) to blockcell surfaceprotein mediated mammalian cell invasion by, for example, initiating
phosphorylation of mammalian tyrosinekinases(Rosenshine etal, /nfect. /mmun. 60:2211 (1992) iii) toblock bacterial
adhesion between mammalian extracellularmatrixproteins and bacterial cell surfaceproteins which mediatetissue
damage; iv) to blockthe normalprogression of pathogenesis in infectionsinitiated otherthan by the implantation of indwellingdevicesor by othersurgical techniques.
Each of the DNAsequences provided herein maybe used in the discovery and development of antibacterial compounds. The encoded protein upon expression can be used as a target for the screening of antibacterial drugs. Additionally, the DNAsequences encoding the aminoterminal regionsof the encoded protein or Shine-Delgarno or other
translation facilitatingsequences of the respective mRNAcan be used toconstruct antisense sequences tocontrolthe
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expression of the codingsequenceof interest.
The antagonists and agonists of the invention may be employed in a composition witha pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, e.g., as hereinafterdescribed.
The antagonists and agonists may be employed for instance to inhibitbaterialinfection, particularlystreptococcal
infection and more particularly Streptococcus pneumoniaeinfection, such as, conjunctivitis, sinusitis, adherence to
and initiation of infection in the respiratory tract..

Vaccines
10

15

Anotheraspect of the invention relates to a method for inducing an immunological response in an individual, particularlya mammal which comprisesinoculating the individual with Novel saliva BP, or a fragment or variant thereof,
adequate to produceantibodyto protectsaid individual from infection, particularly bacterial infection and most particularlystreptococcal infection, suchas Streptococcus pneumoniae infections. Yet anotheraspectof the invention relates
to a method of inducing immunological response in an individual which comprises, throughgene therapy, delivering
gene encoding Novel saliva BP, or a fragment or a variant thereof,for expressing Novel saliva BP, or a fragment or a
variantthereofin vivoin order to induce an immunological response to produceantibodyto protectsaid individual from
disease.
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A further aspect of the invention relates to an immunological composition which, when introduced into a host
capableor havinginducedwithin it an immunological response, induces an immunological response in such hostto a
Novel saliva BP or protein coded therefrom,whereinthe composition comprises a recombinant Novel saliva BP or
proteincodedtherefrom comprising DNAwhich codes for and expresses an antigenof said Novel saliva BP or protein
codedtherefrom.
The Novel saliva BP or afragment thereofmaybefused with co-protein which maynot by itself produce antibodies,
but is capableof stabilizing the first protein and producing afused proteinwhich will have immunogenic and protective
properties. Thusfused recombinant protein, preferablyfurthercomprises an antigenicco-protein, such as GlutathioneS-transferase (GST) or beta-galactosidase, relatively large co-proteins which solubilise the protein and facilitate production and purification thereof. Moreover, the co-protein mayact as an adjuvant in thesenseof providing ageneralized
stimulation of the immune system. The co-proteinmay be attached to either the amino or carboxyterminus of the first
protein.
Provided by this invention are methods using the described polynucleotide or particularfragments thereof that
have been shown to encode non-variable regionsof bacterial cell surfaceproteins. Also provided are DNAconstructs
comprising suchfragmentsthat are useful in suchgenetic immunization experiments in animalmodelsof infection with
S. pneumoniae. Such experiments will be particularly useful for identifying protein epitopes ableto provoke a prophylactic or therapeutic immune response. It is believed that this approach will allow for the subsequent preparation of
monoclonal antibodiesof particularvalue from the requisite organ of the animal successfully resistingor clearinginfectionfor the development of prophylactic agentsor therapeutic treatments of S. pneumoniae infection in mammals,
particularly humans.
The present invention also includes a vaccineformulation which comprises the immunogenic recombinant protein
togetherwith a suitable carrier. Sincethe protein may be broken down in the stomach, it is preferably administered
parenterally, including, for example, administration that is subcutaneous, intramuscular, intravenous, or intradermal.
Formulations suitable for parenteral administration includeaqueous and non-aqueous sterile injection solutions which
maycontainanti-oxidants, buffers, bacteriostats and soluteswhich render the formulation instonicwiththe bodilyfluid,
preferablythe blood, ofthe individual; and aqueous and non-aqueous sterile suspensions which mayincludesuspending agentsorthickening agents. Theformulations maybe presented in unit-dose or multi-dose containers, for example,
sealedampoules and vialsand maybe storedin a freeze-dried condition requiring only the addition of the sterile liquid
carrier immediately prior to use. The vaccineformulationmay also includeadjuvantsystems for enhancing the immunogenicity of theformulation, suchas oil-inwatersystemsand othersystems known in the art. The dosagewill depend
on the specific activityof the vaccineand can be readilydetermined by routine experimentation.
Whilstthe invention has been described with reference to certain Novel saliva BP, it is to be understood that this
coversfragmentsof the naturally occurringprotein and similarproteins with additions, deletionsor substitutions which
do not substantiallyaffectthe immunogenic propertiesof the recombinant protein.

Compositions
55

The invention also relates to compositions comprising the polynucleotide or the polypeptides discussedaboveor
the agonists or antagonists. Thus, the polypeptides of the present invention may be employed in combination with a
non-sterileorsterile carrierorcarriersfor usewithcells, tissues ororganisms, suchas a pharmaceutical carriersuitable
for administration to asubject. Such compositions comprise, forinstance, a media additive ora therapeutically effective
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amountof a polypeptide of the invention and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier or excipient. Such carriers may
include, but are not limited to, saline, buffered saline, dextrose, water, glycerol, ethanoland combinations thereof.The
formulation should suit the modeof administration.
5

10

Kits
The invention furtherrelates to diagnostic and pharmaceutical packs and kits comprising one or morecontainers
filled with one or moreof the ingredients of the aforementioned compositions of the invention. Associated with such
container(s) can be a notice in the form prescribed by a governmental agencyregulating the manufacture, use or sale
of pharmaceuticals or biological products, reflecting approval by the agency of the manufacture, use or sale of the
productfor human administration.
Administration
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Polypeptides and othercompounds of the present invention may be employed alone or in conjunction with other
compounds, such as therapeutic compounds.
The pharmaceutical compositions maybe administered in any effective, convenientmannerincluding, for instance,
administration by topical, oral, anal, vaginal, intravenous, intraperitoneal, intramuscular, subcutaneous, intranasal or
intradermal routes amongothers.
The pharmaceutical compositions generally are administered in an amount effective for treatmentor prophylaxis
of a specific indication or indications. In general,the compositionsare administered in an amountof at leastabout 10
jig/kg body weight. In most casesthey will be administered in an amountnot in excess of about8 mg/kg body weight
per day. Preferably, in mostcases, dose is fromabout10jig/kg to about 1 mg/kgbody weight, daily. Itwill beappreciated
that optimum dosagewill be determined by standardmethods for each treatmentmodalityand indication, taking into
accountthe indication, its severity, routeof administration, complicating conditions and the like.
Intherapyor as a prophylactic, the active agentmaybe administered to an individual as an injectable composition,
for exampleas a sterile aqueous dispersion, preferablyisotonic.
Alternatively the composition maybe formulated for topicalapplication for example intheformof ointments, creams,
lotions, eye ointments, eye drops, ear drops, mouthwash, impregnated dressingsand suturesand aerosols, and may
contain appropriate conventionaladditives, including, for example, preservatives, solvents to assist drugpenetration,
and emollients in ointments and creams. Suchtopical formulations mayalsocontaincompatible conventional carriers,
for example creamor ointment bases, and ethanol or oleyl alcoholfor lotions. Suchcarriers mayconstitute from about
1% to about 98% by weight of the formulation; more usually they will constitute up to about 80% by weight of the
formulation.
For administration to mammals, and particularly humans, it is expected that the daily dosagelevel of the active
agent will be from 0.01 mg/kg to 10 mg/kg, typically around 1 mg/kg. The physician in any event will determine the
actual dosagewhich will be most suitable for an individual and will vary with the age, weight and response of the
particularindividual. The above dosages are exemplary of the averagecase. There can, of course, be individual instances wherehigheror lowerdosageranges are merited, and suchare within the scope of this invention.
In-dwelling devicesinclude surgical implants, prosthetic devicesand catheters, i.e., devicesthat are introduced
to the bodyof an individual and remain in position for an extended time. Such devicesinclude, for example, artificial
joints, heart valves, pacemakers, vascular grafts, vascularcatheters, cerebrospinal fluid shunts, urinary catheters,
continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis(CAPD) catheters, etc.
The composition of the invention may be administered by injection to achieve a systemic effectagainst relevant
bacteriashortlybeforeinsertion of an in-dwelling device. Treatment maybe continuedaftersurgeryduring the in-body
time of the device. In addition, the composition could also be used to broaden perioperative cover for any surgical
techniqueto prevent streptococcal wound infections.
Many orthopaedic surgeons considerthat humans with prostheticjoints should be consideredfor antibacterial
prophylaxis before dental treatmentthat could producea bacteraemia. Late deep infection is a serious complication
sometimes leading to loss of the prosthetic joint and is accompanied by significantmorbidity and mortality It may
thereforebe possible to extend the use of the active agent as a replacement for prophylactic antibacterials in this
situation.
In additionto the therapy described above, the compositions of this invention may be used generally as a wound
treatmentagentto preventadhesion of bacteriato matrixproteins exposed in woundtissue and for prophylactic use
in dental treatmentas an alternative to, or in conjunction with, antibacterial prophylaxis.
Alternatively, the composition of the invention may be used to bathe an indwelling device immediately before insertion. The activeagent will preferablybe presentat a concentration of ljig/ml to 10mg/mi for bathingof wounds or
indwelling devices.
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A vaccinecomposition is conveniently in injectable form. Conventional adjuvants may be employed to enhance
the immune response.
A suitable unit dosefor vaccination is O.5-5jig/kg of antigen, and such dose is preferably administered 1-3 times
and withan interval of 1-3 weeks.
Withthe indicated dose range, no adverse toxicological effects will be observed withthe compounds ofthe invention
which wouldpreclude their administration to suitable individuals.
The antibodiesdescribed above may also be used as diagnostic reagents to detectthe presenceof bacteriacontainingthe cell surfaceprotein.
In orderto facilitateunderstanding of the followingexample certainfrequently occurringmethods and/or termswill
be described.
Gene therapy

15

The Novel saliva BP polynucleotides, polypeptides, agonists and antagonists that are polypeptides may be employed in accordance with the present invention by expression of such polypeptides in vivo, in treatmentmodalities
often referredto as gene therapy. The compounds of the inventions may be used as gene immunotherapies, to
engenderan immune resoponse in an individual againstthe organism from which suchcompoundwasderivedas well
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Thus, for example, cells from a individual may be engineered with a polynucleotide, such as a DNA or RNA,
encoding a polypeptide ex vivo, and the engineered cellsthen can be provided to an individual to be treated withthe
polypeptide. For example, cells may be engineered ex vivoby the use of a retroviral plasmid vector containing RNA
encoding a polypeptide of the present invention. Such methods are well-known in the art and their use in the present
invention will be apparent from the teachingsherein.
Similarly, cells may be engineered in vivofor expression of a polypeptide in vivoby procedures known in the art.
For example, a polynucleotide of the invention may be engineered for expression in a replication defective retroviral
vector, as discussedabove. The retroviral expression construct then maybe isolated and introduced into a packaging
cell is transduced with a retroviral plasmid vectorcontaining RNAencoding a polypeptide ofthe presentinvention such
that the packaging cell now produces infectious viral particlescontainingthe gene of interest. These producer cells
may be administered to an individual for engineering cellsin vivoand expression ofthe polypeptide in vivo. Theseand
other methods for administering a polypeptide of the present invention by such method should be apparent to those
skilled in the art from the teachings of the present invention.
Retroviruses from which the retroviral plasmidvectors herein above mentionedmay be derivedinclude, but are
not limitedto,MoloneyMurineLeukemia Virus, spleennecrosis virus, retroviruses suchas RousSarcoma Virus, Harvey
SarcomaVirus, avian leukosis virus, gibbon ape leukemia virus, human immunodeficiency virus, adenovirus, Myeloproliferative SarcomaVirus, and mammary tumor virus. In one embodiment, the retroviral plasmid vector is derived
from Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus.
Such vectors well include one or more promoters for expressing the polypeptide. Suitablepromoters which may
be employedinclude, but are not limited to, the retroviral LTR; the 5V40 promoter; and the human cytomegalovirus
(CMV) promoterdescribedin Milleret al., Biotechniques 7: 980-990 (1989), or any other promoter(e.g., cellular promoterssuchas eukaryoticcellularpromoters including, but not limited to, the histone, RNApolymerase Ill, and 3-actin
promoters). Otherviral promoters which maybe employed include, but are not limited to, adenovirus promoters, thymidine kinase (TK) promoters, and Bi 9 parvovirus promoters. The selection of a suitable promoter will be apparent to
those skilled in the art fromthe teachingscontainedherein.
The nucleic acid sequence encoding the polypeptide of the present invention will be placed under the control of a
suitable promoter. Suitablepromoters which may be employed include, but are not limited to, adenoviral promoters,
suchas the adenoviral majorlate promoter; or heterologous promoters, such as the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter;
the RSV promoter; inducible promoters, suchasthe MMT promoter, the metallothionein promoter; heat shockpromoters; the albumin promoter; the ApoAl promoter; human globin promoters; viral thymidine kinase promoters, such as
the Herpes Simplex thymidine kinase promoter; retroviral LTRs (including the modified retroviral LTRs herein above
described); the 3-actin promoter; and humangrowth hormone promoters. Thepromoteralso maybethe native promoter
which controlsthe gene encoding the polypeptide.
The retroviral plasmidvector is employed to transduce packaging cell lines to form producer cell lines. Examples
of packaging cells which may be transfected include, but are not limited to, the PE5O1, PA317, Y-2, Y-AM, PA12,
Ti 9-i 4X, VT-i 9-i7-H2,YCRE,YCRI F, GP+E-86, GP+envAmi2, and DANcell lines as described in Miller, A., Human
Gene Therapy 1:5-14 (1990). The vector may be transduced into the packagingcellsthroughany means known in
the art. Such means include, but are not limited to, electroporation, the use of liposomes, and CaPO4 precipitation. In
one alternative,the retroviral plasmid vector may be encapsulated into a liposome, or coupled to a lipid, and then
administered to a host.
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5

The producer cell line will generate infectious retroviral vectorparticles, which include the nucleic acid sequence
(s) encoding the polypeptides. Such retroviral vector particlesthen may be employedto transduce eukaryoticcells,
eitherin vitroorinvivo. Thetransduced eukaryoticcellswill expressthe nucleic acid sequence(s) encoding the polypeptide. Eukaryotic cellswhich may be transduced include, but are not limited to, embryonic stem cells, embryonic carcinomacells, as well as hematopoietic stem cells, hepatocytes, fibroblasts, myoblasts, keratinocytes, endothelial cells,
and bronchial epithelial cells.
EXAMPLES
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The present invention isfurtherdescribed bythe followingexamples. The examples are provided solely to illustrate
the invention by reference to specific embodiments. These exemplifications, whileillustrating certainspecific aspects
of the invention, do not portraythe limitations or circumscribe the scope of the disclosed invention.
Certain terms used herein are explained in the foregoingglossary
All examples were carriedout usingstandardtechniques, which are well known and routineto those of skill in the
art, except where otherwise described in detail. Routine molecularbiologytechniquesof the following examples can
be carried out as described in standard laboratory manuals, such as Sambrook et al., MOLECULAR CLONING: A
LABORATORY MANUAL, 2nd Ed.; Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. (1989).
All parts or amounts set out in the followingexamples are by weight, unless otherwise specified.
Unless otherwise statedsize separation offragmentsin the examples belowwascarried out using standardtechniques of agaroseand polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) in Sambrook et al., MOLECULAR CLONING: A
LABORATORY MANUAL, 2nd Ed., Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. (1989) and numerous other references such as, for instance, by Goeddel et al., NucleicAcids Res. 8: 4057 (1980).
Unless describedotherwise, ligations were accomplished using standardbuffers, incubation temperatures and
times, approximately equimolar amounts of the DNA fragments to be ligated and approximately 10 units of T4 DNA
ligase ("ligase") per 0.5 jig of DNA.
The polynucleotide havingthe DNAsequencegiven in SEQID NO:1 wasobtainedfromthe sequencing of a library
of clones of chromosomal DNA of Streptococcus pneumoniae0100993 in E.coli. It has been demonstrated by the
processherein described that it is transcribed in vivoin an established infection of Streptococcus pneumoniae0100993
in a mouse modelof infection.
To obtain the polynucleotide encoding the cell surfaceprotein usingthe DNA sequence given in SEQ ID NO:1
typicallya libraryof clones of chromosomal DNAofStreptococcus pneumoniae0100993 in E.coliorsomeothersuitable
host is probed with a radiolabelled oligonucleotide, preferably a l7mer or longer, derivedfrom the partial sequence.
Clones carrying DNA identical to that of the probe can then be distinguishedusing high stringencywashes. By sequencing the individual clones thus identified with sequencing primers designed from the original sequenceit is then
possible to extend the sequence in both directions to determine thefull genesequence. Conveniently suchsequencing
is performed using denatured double stranded DNApreparedfrom a plasmid clone. Suitabletechniquesare described
by Maniatis, T., Fritsch, E.F. andSambrooket al., MOLECULAR CLONING, A LABORATORYMANUAL, 2ndEd.; Cold
Spring Harbor LaboratoryPress, Cold Spring Harbor, New York (1989). (see Screening By Hybridization 1.90 and
Sequencing Denatured Double-Stranded DNA Templates 13.70).
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Example 1 Isolation of DNA codingfor Novel Novel saliva BP from S. pneumoniae
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The polynucleotide having the DNA sequencegiven in SEQ ID NO:1 was obtained from a library of clones of
chromosomal DNA of Streptococcus pneumoniaein E. coli. In some cases the sequencing data from two or more
clones containing overlapping Streptococcus pneumoniaeDNAwas used to construct the contiguous DNAsequence
in SEQ ID NO:1. Libraries may be preparedLibraries may be prepared by routie methods, for example:
Methods

50

1

and 2 below.

Total cellular DNA is isolated from Streptococcus pneumoniaestrain 0100993accordingto standardprocedures
and size-fractionated by either of two methods.

Method 1
55

Total cellular DNAis mechanically shearedby passage througha needle in orderto size-fractionate accordingto
standardprocedures. DNA fragments of up to 11 kbp in size are rendered blunt by treatmentwith exonuclease and
DNA polymerase, and EcoRl linkers added. Fragments are ligated into the vectorLambdaZaplIthat has beencut with
EcoRl, the librarypackagedby standardprocedures and E.coli infectedwith the packaged library. The library is am-
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plified by standard procedures.
Method 2
5

Total cellular DNA is partially hydrolyzed with a combination of four restriction enzymes (Rsal, Pall, Alul and
Bsh12351) and size-fractionated according to standardprocedures. EcoRl linkers are ligated tothe DNAand the fragments then ligated into the vector LambdaZaplI that have been cut with EcoRl, the library packaged by standard
procedures, and E.co/iinfected withthe packaged library. The library is amplified by standard procedures.
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Example 2 Gene immunotherapeutic expression of S. pneumoniae Novel saliva BP
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Fibroblasts are obtained from a subjectbyskin biopsy. The resulting tissue is placedin tissue-culture medium and
separatedinto small pieces. Small chunks of the tissue are placed on a wet surface of a tissue culture flask, approximatelyten pieces are placed in each flask. The flask is turned upsidedown, closed tight and left at roomtemperature
overnight. After 24 hoursat room temperature, the flask is inverted - the chunksof tissue remain fixedto the bottom
of theflask - andfresh media is added (e.g., Hams F12 media, with 10% FBS, penicillin andstreptomycin). The tissue
is then incubated at 37°C for approximately oneweek. At this time, fresh media is addedand subsequently changed
every several days. After an additional two weeks in culture, a monolayer of fibroblastsemerges. The monolayer is
trypsinizedand scaled into larger flasks.
Avectorforgenetherapyis digested with restriction enzymes forcloninga fragment tobe expressed. The digested
vector is treated with calf intestinal phosphatase to prevent self-ligation. The dephosphorylated, linear vector is fractionated on an agarosegel and purified.
Novel saliva BP DNA or a fragment thereof capable of expressing active Novel saliva BP or a fragmentthereof,
is isolated. The endsofthe fragment are modified, if necessary, forcloninginto the vector. For instance, 5 overhanging
may be treatedwith DNA polymerase to create blunt ends. 3 overhanging ends may be removed using 51 nuclease.
Linkersmay be ligated to blunt ends with T4 DNA ligase.
Equal quantities of the Moloney murine leukemiavirus linear backbone and the Novel saliva BP fragment are
mixed togetherand joined using T4 DNA ligase. The ligation mixtureis used to transform E. co/land the bacteria are
then plated onto agar-containing kanamycin. Kanamycin phenotype and restriction analysisconfirmthat the vector
has the properlyinserted gene.
Packaging cells are grown in tissue cultureto confluent density in Dulbeccos Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM)
with 10% calf serum (CS), penicillin and streptomycin. The vector containingthe Novel saliva BP gene is introduced
into the packagingcells by standard techniques. Infectious viral particlescontaining the Novel saliva BP gene are
collected from the packaging cells, which now are calledproducer cells.
Fresh media is addedto the producer cells, and after an appropriate incubation period media is harvested from
the plates of confluent producercells.The media, containing the infectious viral particles, is filteredthrougha Millipore
filter to remove detachedproducer cells. The filtered media then is used to infect fibroblast cells. Media is removed
from a sub-confluent plate of fibroblastsand quickly replaced with the filtered media. Polybrene (Aldrich) maybe included in the mediato facilitate transduction. After appropriate incubation, the media is removed and replaced with
fresh media. If the titer of virus is high, then virtuallyall fibroblasts will be infected and no selection is required. If the
titer is low, then it is necessary to use a retroviral vectorthat has a selectable marker, such as neo or his, to selectout
transduced cellsfor expansion.
Engineered fibroblaststhen may be injected into rats, either alone or after having been grown to confluence on
microcarrierbeads, suchas cytodex 3 beads. The injected fibroblastsproduceNovel saliva BP product, and the biological actions of the protein, most particularly the induction of an immune response, are conveyed to the host.
It will be clear that the invention may be practiced otherwisethan as particularly described in the foregoing de-

scriptionand examples.
Numerous modifications and variations of the present invention are possible in light of the above teachings and,
therefore, are within the scope of the appended claims.
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(A) TELEPHONE: +44 127 964 4395
(5) TELEFAX:

5

+44 181 975 6294

(C) TELEX:

(2)

INFORNATION FOR SEQ ID NO:1:

10

(i)

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
LENGTH: 876 base pairs

(A)
(B)

TYPE: nucleic acid

STRANDEDNESS: single
(D) TOPOLOGY: linear
(C)

15

(xi)

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:1:

20
GTGAAAAAAA

TTAGCTTATT ACTACCOAGT CTATGTGCCT TGTTTTTAGT

GGCTTGTTCC
60
AATCAAAAAC AGGCAGATGG TAAACTCAAT ATCGTGACAA CCTTTTACCC
25

TGTCTATGAA

120

TTTACCAACC AAGTCGCAGC AGATACGGCT AATGTAGAAC TCCTAATCGG
TGCTGGGACA
180
GAACCTCATG AATACGAACC ATCTCCCAAG GCAGTTGCCA AAATCCAAGA
30

TGCAGATACC

240

TTCGTTTATG AAAATGAAAA CATGGAAACA TGGGTACCTA AATTGCTAGA
TACCTTGGAT

300

AAGAAAAAA@ TGAAAACCAT CAAGGCGACA GGCGATATGT TGCTCTTGCC
35

AGGT0000AC

GAAGAAGAGG GAGACCATGA CCATGGAGAA GAAGGTCATC ACCATGAGTT
TGACCCCCAT
420
GTTTGGTTAT CACCAGTPCG TGCCATTAAA CTAGTAGAGC ACATCCGCGA

CACCTTCTOA
40

360

GCAGATTATC

TATCGAAAAA

480

CTGATAAAAA AGAGACCTTT GAGAAGAATG CAGCTGCCTA
540

TTGCAATCCT TGGATAAGGC TTACGCAGAA GGCTTGTCTC AAGCAAAACA
AAAGAGCTTT
45

GTGACTCAAC
ACAAGTCGCA

600
ACGCAGCCTT

TAACTAICTT GCCTTGGACT ATGGACTCAA

660

ATCTCAGGCC TTTCTCCAGA TGCAGAGCCA TCAGCTGCTC GCTTGGCAGA
ATTGACAGAG
720

TATGTCAAGA AAAATAAAAT CGCCPATATC TATTTTGAAC AAAATGCCTC
ACAAGCCCTT

780

GCTAACACAC TTTCAAAAGA AGCAGGTGTC AAAACTGATO TCCTCAATCC
TTTAGAAAGT

840

CTGACAGAAG AGCACACCAA GGCTGGAGAA AACTAC
876
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(2) INFORMATION FOR SEQ ID NO:2:
(1)

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
LENGTH: 292 amino acids

(A)
(B)

TYPE: amino acid

(C)

STRANDEDNESS: double

(D)

TOPOLOGY: linear

10

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION:

(xi)

15

TJO:2:

val Lys Lys lie Ser Leu Leu Leu Ala Ser Leu CyS Ala Leu Phe Leo
5

1

val

10

15

Ala Cys Ser Asn Gln Lys Gin Ala Asp Gly Lys Leu Asn Ile Val
20

20

SEQ ID

25

Thr Thr Phe Tyr Pro Val Tyr Glu
35

30

Phe Tht Lys Gin Val Ala Gly Asp

40

45

dy

25

Thr Ala Asn Val Glu Leo Leu lie Gly Ala
50
55
Tyr Glu Pro Ser Ala Lys Ala Val Ala Lys lie
65
70
75
Phe Val Tyr Glu Asn Glu Asn Met Gb Thr Trp
85

30

Thr Clu Pro His Glu
60
Gin Asp Ala Asp Thr

80
Val Pro Lys Leu Leo

90

95

Asp Thr Leo Asp Lys Lys Lys Val Lys Thr lie LyS Ala Thr Gly Asp
100

110

los

Met Leo Leu Leu Pro Gly Gly Glu Glu Glu Glu Gly Asp His Asp His
115

Gly Gb

Giu

120

125

Gly His His His Glu Phe Asp Pro His Val

130

135

¶Prp

Leu Her

140

Pro Val Arg Ala lie Lys Leu Val Glu His lie Arg Asp Ser Leo Ser

150

145

Ala

Gb

160

Thr Phe Ole Lys Asn Ala Ala Ala

Ser

165
170
175
lie Glu Lys Leu Gin Ser Leu Asp Lys Ala Tyr Ala Glu Gly Leo
180
185
190
Gln Ala Lys Gin Lys Her Phe Val Thr Gin His Ala Ala Phe Asn

Tyr

Leo Ala Leu Asp Tyr Giy Leu Lys Gin Val Ala lie

40

Tyr

200

195

45

205

Ser

Gly Leo

215

220
Ser Pro Asp Ala Glu Pro Ser Ala Ala Arg Leu Ala Glu Leu Thr Glu
225
230
235
240
210

50

155

Asp Tyr Pro Asp Lys Lys

Tyr Val Lys Lys Asn Lys lie Ala Tyr lie Tyr Phe Glu Glu Asn Ala
245

250

Her Gin Ala Leo Ala Asn Thr Lee Her Lys

255

Ala Gly Val Lys Thr
260
265
270
Asp Val Leu ASn Pro Leu Glu Ser Leo Thr Die Gu Asp Thr Lys Ala

30

Gb
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275

Gly

280

285

Glu ASn Tyr
290

(2)

10

INFORMATION FOR SEQ ID NO:3:

(1) SEQUENCECHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 20 base pairs
(B) TYPE: nucleic acid
(C) STRANDEDNESS: single
(D) TOPOLOGY: linear

15

(xi)

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:3:

20

ACTAGCCAGT CTATCTGCCT

20
25

(2) INFORMATION FOR SEQ ID

NO:4:

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 20 base pairs
(B) TYPE: nucleic acid
(C) STRANDEDNESS: single
(D) TOPOLOGY: linear

(i)

30

35

(xi)

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:4:

TTCTCCAGCC TTGGTGTCCT
20

40

Claims
45
1.

(a) a polynucleotide having at least a 70% identity to a polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide comprising
aminoacids 1 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:2;
(b) a polynucleotide which is complementary to the polynucleotide of (a); and
(c) a polynucleotide comprising at least 15 bases of the polynucleotide of (a) or (b).

50

55

An isolated polynucleotide comprising a member selected fromthe group consisting of:

2.

The polynucleotide of Claim

1

wherein the polynucleotide is DNA.

3.

The polynucleotide of Claim

1

wherein the polynucleotide is RNA.

4.

The polynucleotide of Claim 2 comprising nucleotide1 to 876 set forth in SEQ ID NO:1.
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5.

The polynucleotide of Claim 2 comprising a sequence encoding the aminoacid sequence of SEQID NO:2 as set
forth in SEQ ID NO: 1.

6.

The polynucleotide of Claim 2 which encodes a polypeptide comprising aminoacid ito 282 of SEQ ID NO:2.

7.

An isolated polynucleotide comprising a member selected fromthe group consisting of:

5

(a) a polynucleotide having at leasta 70% identityto a polynucleotide encoding the samematurepolypeptide
expressed by a polynucleotide isolated from NCIMB DepositNo. 40794;
(b) a polynucleotide complementary to the polynucleotide of (a); and
(c) a polynucleotide comprising at least i5 bases of the polynucleotide of (a) or (b).

10

15

8.

Avector comprising the DNA of Claim 2.

9.

A hostcell comprising the vector of Claim 8.

10.

Aprocessfor producing a polypeptide comprising: expressing fromthe hostcell of Claim 9 a polypeptide encoded
by said DNA.

20

11.

A process for producing a cell which expressesa polypeptide comprising transforming or transfecting the cell with
the vector of Claim 8 such that the cell expressesthe polypeptide encoded by the cDNA contained in the vector.

12.

A polypeptide comprising an amino acid sequence which is at least 70% identical to aminoacid i to 282 of SEQ
ID NO:2.

25

13.

A polypeptide comprising an animoacid sequenceas set forth in SEQ ID NO:2.

14. An antibodyagainst the polypeptide
30

of Claim i2.

15. An antagonist which inhibits the activity of the polypeptide
16.

of Claim i2.

A method for the treatmentof an individual having need of Novel saliva BP comprising: administering to the individuala therapeutically effective amount of the polypeptide of Claim

35

i 2.

17. The method of Claim i6 whereinsaid therapeuticallyeffective amountof the polypeptide is administered
vidingto the individual DNAencoding said polypeptide and expressing said polypeptide in vivo.
18.

by pro-

A method for the treatmentof an individual having needto inhibit Novel saliva BP polypeptide comprising: administering to the individual a therapeuticallyeffective amount

of the antagonist of Claim i5.

40

19.

A processfor diagnosing a disease related to expression of the polypeptide of Claim i2 comprising:
determining

20.

A diagnostic process comprising:
analyzingfor the presence of the polypeptide of Claim

45

21.

i2 in a sample derivedfrom a host.

Amethod for identifying compounds which bindtoand inhibitan activityof the polypeptide of Claim i 2 comprising:
contactingacell expressing on the surface thereofa binding forthe polypeptide, said binding beingassociated
with a secondcomponent capable of providing a detectable signal in response to the binding of a compound
to said binding, with a compoundto be screened under conditions to permit binding to the binding; and
determining whether the compoundbindsto and activates or inhibits the binding by detecting the presence
or absence of a signal generated from the interaction of the compoundwith the binding.
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a nucleic acid sequence encoding said polypeptide.

in a mammal which comprises inoculating the mammal with
Novel saliva BP, ora fragment orvariantthereof,adequate to produce antibodyto protectsaid animalfromdisease.

22.

A method for inducing an immunological response

23.

A method of inducing immunological response

in a mammal which comprises, throughgene therapy, delivering
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gene encoding Noel saliva BP fragment or a variant thereof, for expressing Novel saliva BF, or a fragment or a
variantthereof in vivo in order to induce an immunological response to produceantibodyto protect said animal
from disease.
5

24. An immunological composition which, when introduced into a mammalian host, induces an immunological response in that mammal to a given Novel saliva BP polynucleotide or proteincoded therefrom, whereinthe composition comprises a recombinant Novel saliva BP polynucleotide or protein coded therefrom comprising DNA
which codes for and expresses an antigenof said Novel saliva BP polynucleotide or proteincodedtherefrom.
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FIGURE 1.
1

Novel saliva BP cDNA Sequence [SEQ ID NO:1]
GTGAAAAAAA TTAGCTTATT ACTAGCCAGT CTATGTGCCT TGTTTTTAGT

51

GGCTTGTTCC AATCAAAAAC AGGCAGATGG TAAACTCAAT ATCGTGACAA

101

CCTTTTACCC TGTCTATGAA TTTACCAAGC AAGTCGCAGG AGATACGGCT

151

?TGTAG?C TCCTTCGG TGCTGGGACA GCCTCATG

201

ATCTGCCAAG GCAGTTGCCA

251

AAAATGAAAA CATGGAAACA TGGGTACCTA AATTGCTAGA TACCTTGGAT

301

AAGAAAAAAG TGAAAACCAT CAAGGCGACA GGCGATATGT TGCTCTTGCC

351

AGGTGGCGAG GAAGAAGAGG GAGACCATGA CCATGGAGAA GAAGGTCATC

401

ACCATGAGTT TGACCCCCAT GTTTGGTTAT CACCAGTTCG TGCCATTAkA

451

CTAGTAGAGC ACATCCGCGA CAGCTTGTCA GCAGATTATC CTGATAAkk.A

501

AGAGACCTTT GAGAAGAATG CAGCTGCCTA TATCGAAAAA TTGCAATCCT

551

TGGATAGGC TTACGCAGAA GGCTTGTCTC AAGCAAAACA AAAGAGCTTT

601

GTGACTCAAC

651

ACAAGTCGCA ATCTCAGGCC TTTCTCCAGA TGCAGAGCCA TCAGCTGCTC

701

GCTTGGCAGA ATTGACAGAG TATGTCAAGA AAAATAAAAT CGCCTATATC

751

TATTTTGAAG AAAATGCCTC ACAAGCCCTT GCTAACACAC TTTCAAAAGA

801

AGCAGGTGTC AAAACTGATG TCCTCAATCC TTTAGAAAGT CTGACAGAAG

851

AGGACACCAA

TACGCC

AATCCAAGA TGCAGATACC TTCGTTTATG

ACGCAGCCTT TAACTATCTT GCCTTGGACT ATGGACTCAA

GGCTGGAGAA AACTAC
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FIGURE 2.
1

51

Novel saliva BP predicted amino acid sequence [SEQ ID NO:2]

MKKISLLLAS LCALFLVACS NQKQADGKLN IVTTFYPVYE FTKQVAGDTA
NVELLIGAGT EPHEYEPSAK AVAKIQDADT FVYENENMET WVPKLLDTLD
GDMLLLPGGE EEEGDHDHGE EGHHHEFDPH VWLSPVRAIK

101

KKKVXTIKAT

151

LVEHIRDSLS ADYPDKKETF EKNAkAYIEK LQSLDKAYAE GLSQAKQKSF

201

VTQHAAFNYL ALDYGLKQVA ISGLSPDAEP SAARLAELTE YVKKNKIAYI

251

YFEENASQAL ANTLSKEAGV KTDVLNPLES LTEEDTKAGE NY
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The presentinvention relatesto a thermostable enzymewhich is a DNA polymerase obtainable from Carboxydothermushydrogenoformans.
Furthermore, thepresentinvention relates to the field of molecular biologyand provides improved methods for the replication and amplification of deoxyribonucleic (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) sequences. In a preferred embodiment,
the invention provides a method for synthesizing a complementary DNAcopyfroman RNAtemplate with a thermoreactive DNApolymerase. In anotheraspect, the invention providesmethods for amplifying a DNAsegment from an RNA
or DNAtemplate usinga thermostable DNApolymerase (RT-PCRor PCR).
Heat stable DNApolymerases (EC 2.7.7.7. DNA nucleotidyltransferase, DNA-directed) have been isolated from
numerous thermophilicorganisms (for example: Kaledin et al. (1980), Biokimiya 44, 644-651; Kaledin et al. (1981)
Biokimiya 46, 1247-1254; Kaledin et al. (1982) Biokimiya 47, 1515-1521; Ruttimann et al. (1985) Eur. J. Biochem. 149,
41-46; Neuneret al. (1990) Arch. Microbiol. 153, 205-207).
For some organisms, the polymerase gene has beencloned and expressed (Lawyer et al. (1989) J. Biol. Chem. 264,
6427-6437; Engelke et al. (1990) Anal. Biochem. 191, 396-400; Lundberg et al. (1991) Gene 108, 1-6; Perler et al.
(1992) Proc. NatI. Acad. Sci. USA 89, 5577).
Thermophilic DNApolymerases are increasingly becomingimportanttoolsfor use in molecular biologyand there
is growing interestin finding new polymerases which have more suitablepropertiesandactivities for use in diagnostic
detection of RNA and DNA, genecloningand DNAsequencing. At present, thethermophilicDNApolymerases mostly
used for these purposes are from Thermus specieslike Taq polymerase from T. aquaticus (Brock et al. (1969) J. Bacteriol. 98, 289-297)
Reverse transcription is commonly performed withviral reverse transcriptases likethe enzymesisolated from Avian
myeloblastosis virus or Moloney murine leukemia virus, which are activein the presenceof Magnesium ions but have
thedisadvantages to possess RNase H-activity, whichdestroysthe template RNAduringthe reverse transcription reaction and have a temperature optimum at at 42°C or 37°C, respectively.
Alternative methodes are described using the reverse transcriptase activityof DNApolymerases of thermophilic
organisms which are active at higher temperatures. Reverse transcription at highertemperatures is of advantage to
overcome secondarystructures of the RNA template which could result in premature termination of products. Thermostable DNApolymerases with reverse transcriptase activities are commonlyisolated from Thermus species. These
DNA polymerases however, show reverse transcriptase activityonly in the presence of Manganese ions. Thesereaction conditions are suboptimal, becausein the presenceof Manganese ions the polymerase copies the template RNA
with low fidelity.
Anotherfeature of the commonlyused reverse transcriptases is that theydo not contain 3'-5'exonuclease activity.
Therefore, misincorporated nucleotides cannot be removed and thusthecDNAcopies fromthe template RNAmaycontam
a significantdegree of mutations.
Therefore, it is desirable to developa reverse transcriptase
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which acts at higher temperatures to overcome secondary structures in the template to
avoid prematuretermination of the reaction and to assurethe production of cDNAwithoutdeletions
which isactivein thepresenceof Magnesium ions in ordertopreparecDNAfrom RNA templates withhigherfidelity
and
which has 3'-5'-exonuclease in orderto remove misincorporated nucleotides before continuation of DNAsynthesis
and to producea product with a low mutation frequency.

The present invention adresses these needsand provides a heat stable DNApolymerase active at highertemperatures which has reverse transcriptase activityin thepresenceofmagnesium ions and andwhich has3'-5 'exonuclease
activity.
It is an object of this invention to providea polymerase enzyme (EC 2.7.7.7.), characterised in that it has reverse
transcriptase activity in the presence of magnesium ions as well as in the presence of manganese ions. In another
aspect the invention comprises a DNA polymerase isolated from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans (Deutsche
Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH, Mascheroder Weg lb, D-38124 Braunschweig, DSM No.
8979). In a furtheraspectthe invention comprisesa DNApolymerase having reverse transcriptase activityin the presence of magnesiums ions and in the substantial absenceof manganese ions. In a further aspectthe invention comprises a DNApolymerase havinga molecular massof about 100 to 105 kDa as determined by in situ PAGE analysis.
In a furtheraspectthe invention comprisesa reverse transcriptase which isthermostable. In a furtheraspectthe invention comprisesa DNA polymerase having 3'-S'-exonuclease activity. In a further aspect the invention comprises a
recombinant DNAsequencethat encodesDNApolymerase activityof the microorganism Carboxidothermus hydrogenoformans. In a relatedaspect, the DNAsequence is depicted as SEQ ID No. 7. In a second relatedaspectthe inven-
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tion comprises a recombinant DNAsequence that encodes essentiallyaminoacid residues ito831. In a further aspect
the invention comprises a recombinant DNA plasmid that comprisesthe DNAsequenceof the invention inserted into
plasmid vectors and which can be used todrive the expression of thethermostable DNApolymerase of Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans in a hostcell transformed withthe plasmid. In a furtheraspectthe invention includes a recombinantstrain comprising the vectorpDS56 carrying the Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans DNApolymerase gene
and designated pAR 4. The E.colistrain(BL21 (DE3)pUBS52O)carryingthe plasmid pAR4wasdepositedon the Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH, Mascheroder Weg ib, D-38124 Braunschweig DSM
No. 11179) and is designated AR96
In referring to a peptide chainas beingcomprised of a series of amino acids "substantially or effectively" in accordance with a list offering no alternatives within itself, we includewithin that reference any versionsofthe peptidechain
bearing substitutions madeto one or moreamino acidsin such a waythat the overallstructure and the overall function
of the protein composed of that peptidechain is substantially the same as - or undetectably differentto - that of the
unsubstituted version. For example it is generally possible to exchange alanine and valinewithoutgreatlychanging the
propertiesof the protein, especially if the changed site or sites are at positions not critical to the morphology of the
folded protein.

The DNApolymerase is "thermostable" meaning that it is stable to heat and preferentially activeat highertemperatures, especially the hightemperatures used for denaturation of DNAstrands. Moreparticularly, thethermostable DNA
polymerases are not substantially inactivated at the high temperatures used in polymerase chain reactions.
The term "reverse transcriptase" describes a class of polymerases characterized as RNA-dependent DNA
polymerases. All known reverse transcriptases requirea primerto synthesize a DNAtranscript from an RNAtemplate.
Historically, reverse transcriptase has been used primarilyto transcribe mRNA into cDNAwhich can then be cloned into
a vectorfor furthermanipulation.
Otherdefinitions are used in a manner consistent withthe art.
Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans was isolated from a hot spring in Kamchatka by V. Svetlichny. A sample of
C. hydrogenoformans wasdeposited on the Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH (DSM)
underthe termsofthe Budapest Treaty and received Accession Number DSM 8979.Thethermostable polymerase isolated from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans has a molecular weightof 100 to 105 KDa and retainsmorethan 60
% of its initial activity after heatingto 95°C for 30 minutes.The thermostable enzyme possesses a 5 '-3' polymerase
activity, a 3 '-5 '-exonuclease activityand a reverse transcriptase-activity which is Mg-dependent.The thermostable
enzymemaybe native or recombinant and maybe used for first- and second-strand cDNA synthesis, in cDNAcloning,
DNA sequencing, DNAlabeling and DNAamplification.
For recovering the native protein C.hydrogenoformans may be grown using any suitable technique, such as the
technique described by Svetlichny et al. (1991) System. AppI. Microbiol., 14, 205-208. After cell growth one preferred
method for isolation and purification of the enzyme is accomplished usingthe multi-step processas follows:
The cellsare thawed, suspendedin buffer A (40 mM Tris-HCI, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 7mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.4
M NaCI, 10 mM Pefabloc) and lysed by twofold passage througha Gaulinhomogenizer. The raw extract is clearedby
centrifugation, the supernatant dialyzedagainst buffer B (40 mM Tris-HCI, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 7 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 % Glycerol) and broughtonto a column filled with Heparin-Sepharose (Pharmacia). In each casethe columns
are equilibrated withthe startingsolvent and afterthe application of the sample washed with thethreefold of its volume
withthis solvent. Elution of the firstcolumn is performed with a lineargradientof 0 to 0.5 M NaCI in Buffer B. The fractions showing polymerase activityare pooled and ammonium sulfate is added to a final concentration of 20 %. This
solution is applied to a hydrophobic column containing Butyl-TSK-Toyopearl (TosoHaas). Thistime thecolumnis eluted
withafallinggradientof 20 to 0 % ammonium sulfate. The pool containing the activityisdialysedand againtransferred
to a column, this timewith DEAE-Sepharose (Pharmacia), and eluted witha lineargradientof 0-0.5 M NaCI in buffer B.
The fourth column contains Tris-Acryl-Blue (Biosepra) and is elutedasin the preceding case. Finally theactivefractions
are dialyzed against buffer C (20 mM Tris-HCI, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA, 7.0 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 100 mM NaCI, 50%
Glycerol.
Isolation of recombinant DNApolymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans maybe performed withthe
sameprotocol or with othercommonlyused procedures.
DNApolymerase activitywasmeasured by incorporation ofdigoxigenin-labeled dUTP intothe sythesized DNAand
detection andquantification ofthe incorporated digoxigenin essentially according to the method described in HOltke, H.J.; Sagner, G; Kessler, C. and Schmitz, G. (1992) Biotechniques 12, 104-113.
Determination of reverse transcriptaseactivity is performed essentiallyas described for determination of DNA
polymerase activityexceptthat the reaction mixtureconsistsof the components as describedby example 3.
In situ PAGE analysisof polymerase activityand reverse transcriptase activitywasperformed essentially according to
the method described by SpanosA. and Hubscher U. ((1983) Methods in Enzymology 91, 263-277). Someminor, but
essential modifications to the original method are, that the renaturation of the SDS-denatured polypeptides is performed in the presence of magnesium ions (3 mM) and dATP (0.5-i jiM) to assist refolding.
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3-5' exonuclease activity is commonly referred as "proofreading" or "editing" activityof DNA polymerases. It is
located in the small domainof the large fragment of Type A polymerases. This activityremoves mispaired nucleotides
from the 3' end of the primer terminus of DNA in the absence of nucleoside triphosphates (Kornberg A. and Baker
T.A.(1992) DNA Replication W. H. Freeman & Company, New York). Thisnuclease action is suppressed bydeoxynucleosidetriphosphates ifthey match to the template and can be incorporated into the polymer.
The 3'- 5' exonuclease activityof the claimed DNApolymerase can be measured as degradation or shorteningof
a 5'-digoxygenin-labeled oligonucleotide annealed totemplate DNAin the absence or presenceof deoxyribonucleoside
triphosphates or on DNAfragments in the absence or presence of deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates.
Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans DNA polymerase is the first DNA polymerase isolated from thermophilic
eubacteria with a higher activityin the presence of magnesium ions than in the presenceof manganese ions as shown
in figure 1. Compaired to the DNApolymerase activitythe reverse transcriptase activityin the presence of magnesium
is relatively high. This is shown - in comparison with DNApolymerases from T.filiformis, A.thermophilum and the most
commonly used DNApolymerase for reverse transcription T.thermophilus in figure6. The reverse transcriptase activity
in dependence of magnesium is of advantage since the DNApolymerases synthesize DNAwith higher fidelity in the
presence of magnesium than in the presenceof manganese (Beckmann R. A. et al. (1985) Biochemistry 24, 58105817; Ricchetti M. and Buc H. (1993) EMBO J. 12, 387-396). LowfidelityDNAsynthesis is likelyto leadto mutated copies of the original template. In addition, Mn2 ions have beenimplicated in an increased rate of RNAdegradation, particularlyat higher temperatures and this can cause the synthesis of shortened products in the reverse transcription
reaction.
The DNAsequence(SEQ ID No.: 7) of Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans polymerase and the derivedamino
acid sequence of the enzyme are shown in figure 5. The molecular weightdeduced from the sequence is 94 348 Da,
in SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis however the Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans polymerase has an
electrophoretic mobilityhigher than E.coli poll (109kDa) and a lower mobilitythan Taq polymerase (94 kDa) and KIenow fragment (76 kDa) as shown in figure2. Comparing the migration propertiesof Taq and E.coli DNA polymerases
withthoseof Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans polymerase a molecular weightof 100 to 105 kDacan bededuced.
Since the Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans polymerase isolated from the native strain has the same migration
propertiesas the recombinant enzymethe slower" migration during SDS gel electrophoresis must ratherbe a property
of the enzymethan a cloningartefact. A possible explanation for this phenomenon could be that this enzyme which is
derived from a thermophilic organismhas a verystable structure which is not completelyunfolded under the standard
denaturation conditions used.
The production of a recombinant form of Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans DNA polymerase generally
includes the following steps: chromosomal DNAfrom Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans is isolated bytreatingthe
cellswithdetergente.g. SDS and a proteinasee.g. Proteinase K. The solution is extracted withphenol and chloroform
and the DNApurifiedbyprecipitation withethanol. The DNAis dissolved in Tris/EDTA buffer and the gene encoding the
DNA polymerase is specifically amplified by the PCR technique using two mixed oligonucleotides (primer 1 and 2).
These oligonucleotides, describedby SEQ ID No.: 1 and SEQ ID No.: 2, were designed on the basis of conserved
regionsof familyA DNA polymerases as published by Braithwaite D. K. and Ito J., 1993, NucI. Acids Res. Vol. 21, p.
787 - 802. The specifically amplified fragment is ligated into an vector, preferably the pCRTMIIvector(Invitrogen) and the
sequence is determined by cycle-sequencing. Complete isolation of the coding region and the flanking sequences of
the DNApolymerase genecan be performed by restriction fragmentation of the Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans
DNA with anotherrestriction enzyme as in the first round of screening and by inverse PCR (Innis et al., (1990) PCR
Protocols; Academic Press, Inc., p. 219-227). This can be accomplished with synthesized oligonucleotide primersbinding at the outerDNAsequences of thegene part but in opposite orientation. Theseoligonucleotides describedby SEQ
ID Nos. 3 and 4 , were designed on the basisof the sequences which were determined bysequencing ofthe first PCR
product describedabove. As template Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans DNAis used which is cleaved by restriction digestion and circularized by contacting with T4 DNA ligase. To isolate the coding region of the wholepolymerase
gene, anotherPCRis performed using primersas shown in SEQ ID Nos. Sand 6 to amplifythe complete DNApolymerase genedirectlyfrom genomic DNAand introducing ends compatible withthe linearized expression vector.
SEQIDNo.1:
Primer 1:5'-CCN AAYYTN CARAAYATH-3'
SEQ ID No. 2:
Primer2: S'-YTCRTC RTG NACYTG-3'

55

SEQ ID No. 3:
Primer3: S'-GGG CGAAGA CGCTAT ATT CCT GAG C-3'
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SEQ ID NO. 4:
Primer 4: 5'-GAAGCCTTAAU CAA TCT GGG AAT AAT C-3'

5

SEQ ID NO. 5:
Primer 5: 5'-CGAATTCAA TCC ATG GGA AAA GTA GTCCTG GTG GAT-3'
SEQ ID NO. 6:
Primer 6: 5'-CGAATTCAA GGATCC TTA CTT CGCTTC ATA CCAGTT-3'
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The gene is operably linked to appropriate control sequences for expression in either prokaryotic or eucaryotic
host/vector systems. Thevectorpreferably encodes all functionsrequired for transformation and maintenance in a suitable host, and may encode selectable markersand/or control sequences for polymerase expression. Active recombinantthermostable polymerase can be produced bytransformed hostcultureseithercontinuously or afterinduction of
expression. Activethermostable polymerase can berecovered eitherfrom hostcellsorfromthe culturemediaifthe protein is secreted throughthe cell membrane.
It is also preferable that Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans thermostable polymerase expression is tightlycontrolledin E.coli duringcloningand expression. Vectorsuseful in practicing the present invention shouldprovidevarying
degreesof controlled expression of Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans polymerase by providing some or all of the
following control features: (1) promoters or sites of initiation of transcription, eitherdirectly adjacent to the start of the
polymerase gene or as fusion proteins, (2) operators which could be used to turngene expression on or off, (3) ribosome binding sites for improved translation, and (4) transcription or translation termination sites for improved stability.
Appropriate vectorsused in cloningand expression of Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans polymerase include, for
example, phage and plasmids. Example of phage include lambda gtll (Promega), lambdaDash (Stratagene) lambda
ZaplI (Stratagene). Examples of plasmids includepBR322, pBTac2 (Boehringer Mannheim), pBluescript (Stratagene),
pSP73 (Promega), pET3A(Rosenberg, supra, (1987) Gene56:125-135), pASK75(Biometra), pDS56(Stuber, D., Matile, H. and Garotta G. (1990) Immunological Methods, Letkovcs, I. and Pernis, B., eds.) and pET11C (Studier, F. W.
(1990) Methods in Enzymology, 185:60-89). According to the presentinvention the use of a plasmid has shown to be
advantageously, particularlypDS56. The Plasmid pDS56 carrying the Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans DNA
polymerase Gen is then designatedpAR4.
Standard protocols exist for transformation, phage infection and cell culture(Maniatis, etal. (1982) MolecularCloning: A LaboratoryManual, Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory Press). Of the numerousE.coli strains which can be used
for plasmidtransformation, the preferred strainsincludeJM11O (ATCC 47013), LE392 pUBS 520 (Maniatis etal. supra;
Brinkmann et al., (1989) Gene85:109-114;), JM1O1 (ATCC No. 33876),XL1 (Stratagene), and RR1 (ATCC no. 31343),
BL21 (DE3) pUBS52O (Brinkmann, U. et al. (1989) Gene 85, 109-114) and BL21 (DE3) plysS (Studier, F. W. et al.,
(1990) Methods in Enzymology, supra). According to the present invention the use of the E. coli strain BL21 (DE3)
pUBS52O has shown to be advantageously. The E. coli strainBL21 (DE3) pUBS52O transformed withthe plasmid pAR4
is then designatedAR96(DSM No. 11179). E.coli strains XL1-Blue (Stratagene), and ER1458 (Raleigh, E. A. et al.,
(1988) NucleicAcids Research 16:1563-1575) are amongthe strains that can be used for lambda phage, and Y1089
can be used for lambda gtl 1 lysogeny. Thetransformed cellsare preferably grown at 37°Cand expression ofthe cloned
gene is induced with IPTG.
Isolation of the recombinant DNApolymerase can be performed by standard techniques. Separation and purification ofthe DNApolymerase from the E.coliextract can be performed by standard methods. These methods include, for
example, methods utilizing solubility suchas salt precipitation and solventprecipitation, methods utilizing thedifference
in molecularweightsuch as dialysis, ultra-filtration, gel-filtration, and SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, methods
utilizing a difference in electriccharge suchas ion-exchange column chromatography, methods utilizing specific interaction such as affinity chromatography, methods utilizing a difference in hydrophobicity such as reversed-phase high
performance liquid chromatography and methods utilizing a difference in isoelectricpoint suchas isoelectric focussing
electrophoresis.
The present invention providesimproved methods for efficiently transcribing RNA and amplifying RNA or DNA.
These improvements are achieved by the discoveryand application of previously unknown propertiesof thermoactive

DNA polymerases.
The thermostable enzymeof this invention maybe used for any purposein which such enzymeactivity is necessary or desired. In a particularlypreferred embodiment, the enzymecatalyzes the nucleicacid amplification reaction
known as PCR. This process for amplifying nucleic acid sequences is disclosed and claimed in U.S. Patent No.
4,683,202. The PCRnucleic acid amplification method involves amplifying at leastone specific nucleic acid sequence
contained in a nucleic acid or a mixture of nucleic acids and produces double-stranded DNA. Any nucleic acid
sequence, in purifiedor nonpurified form, can be utilized as the startingnucleic acid(s),provided it contains or is suspected to contain the specific nucleic acid sequence desired. The nucleic acidto be amplified can beobtained fromany
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source, for example, from plasmids such as pBR322, from cloned DNA or RNA, from natural DNA or RNAfrom any
source, including bacteria, yeast, viruses, organelles, and higher organisms such as plants and animals, or from preparations of nucleicacidsmadein vitro.
DNA or RNA maybe extracted from blood, tissue material such as chorionicvilli, or amnioticcells by a varietyof
techniques. See, e.g., Maniatis et al., 1982, Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual (Cold Spring HarborLaboratory,
Cold Spring Harbor, NewYork) pp. 280-281. Thusthe process mayemploy, for example, DNAor RNA, including messenger RNA, which DNA or RNAmay be single-stranded or double-stranded. In addition, a DNA-RNA hybrid which
contains one strand of each maybe utilized.
The amplification of target sequences in DNAor from RNAmaybe performed to proofthe presence of a particular
sequence in the sample of nucleic acid to be analyzed or to clone a specificgene. DNA polymerase from Carboxydothermushydrogenoformans is very useful for these processes. Due to its 3'-5' exonuclease activityit is ableto synthesizeproducts with higher accuracyas the reverse transcriptases of the state of the art.
DNA polymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans mayalso be used to simplifyand improve methods
for detection of RNAtarget molecules in a sample. In thesemethods DNApolymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans maycatalyze: (a) reverse transcription, (b) second strand cDNAsynthesis, and, ifdesired, (c) amplification
by PCR. The use of DNA polymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans in the describedmethods would
eliminate the previous requirement of two sets of incubation conditions which are necessary due to the use of different
enzymes for each step. The use of DNApolymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans maybe used to perform RNA reverse transcription and amplification of the resulting complementary DNA with enhanced specificityand
withfewerstepsthan previous RNAcloningand diagnosticmethods.

Brief description of the drawings
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Fig. 1 showsthe relative reverse transcriptase activity of DNApolymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans in dependence of magnesium and manganese salt.
Fig. 2 showsa photograph of a reverse transcriptase assay performed in situ. The reverse transcriptase activityof
DNApolymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans and reference polymerases is detected in situ. A fraction
of DNApolymerase fromC. hydrogenoformans wassubmitted to electrophoresis on a SDS-polyacrylamide gel containing polyNoligodT. Afterelectrophoresis the SDS was removed, the proteins were renatured and incubated at 65°C in
thepresenceofmagnesium salt, dNTP5 and digoxigenin labeled dUTPto allowsynthesis of thecomplementary strand.
The nucleic acid was blotted to a nylon membrane and the newlysynthesized DNAdetected by a chemiluminescence
reaction.
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Fig. 3 showsthe thermostabilityof DNApolymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans. Aliquots of the
DNApolymerase were incubated for 30 mm. at the temperatures indicated in thefigure, and subsequently the remaining enzyme activitywas determined.
Fig. 4 showsthe analysisfor 3'-5'-exonuclease activityof DNApolymerase fromCarboxydothermus hydrogenoformans in comparison with DNA polymerase from Thermus aquaticus and Pyrococcus woeseii. The analysis is performed in the presenceor absence of dNTP5. A 22merprimerlabeled withdigoxigenin at the 5'-end wasannealedto
a 34mer template DNA leaving a 12 bp S'overhang of template DNA. DNA polymerases from Carboxydothermus
hydrogenoformans, Thermus aquaticus and Pyrococcus woeseii were incubated with this substratein the presence of
magnesium with or withoutdNTP5. The products were separated on a sequencing gel, blotted to a nylon membrane
and detected by a chemiluminescence reaction.
Fig. 5 showsthe DNAsequence of the polymerase gene of Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans with SEQ ID
No.: 7 and the derivedpeptide sequenceof the DNA polymerase protein.
Fig. 6 showsa comparison of the reverse transcriptase activitythermostable DNApolymerases Carboxydothermus
hydrogenoformans, Anaerocellum thermophilum, Thermus filiformis (Pacific Enzymes) and Thermus thermophilus.
Similaramounts (units) ofthe DNApolymerases were analyzed. Each enzyme wastestedfor DNApolymerase activity,
for reverse tanscriptase activity in the presence of
(5 mM) and reverse transcriptaseactivity in the presenceof
(1 mM) under the reaction conditions optimal for the individual enzymes. DNAsynthesis was measured by incorporation of digoxigenin-labeled nucleotides. In orderto compare the ratio of DNA polymerase to reverse transcriptase
activity, the relative light units (RLU) measured in the DNA polymerase assaywas set to 100. The RLU5 measured in
the reverse transcriptase activitytestsare expressed as percent of the polymerase activity.
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Detection of endonuclease, exonuclease and ribonuclease activities:
Absence

of endonuclease activity: 1 jig of plasmid DNA is incubated for 4 hours with an excess of purifiedDNA
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polymerase in 50 p1 oftestbuffer with a paraffin oil overlay at 72°C.
Absence of nonspecific exonuclease activity: 1 jig of EcoRl/HindlIl-fragments of lambda DNA are incubated in 100 p1
of test buffer in the absence and presence of dNTP5 (1mM final concentration each) with an excess of purifiedDNA
polymerase for 4 hoursat 72°C.
Absence of ribonuclease activity: 3 jig of MS2 RNAare incubated with an excess of DNApolymerase in 20 p1 of test
buffer for 4 hoursat 72°C. The RNAissubsequently analyzed by electrophoresis in a MOPSgel (Maniatis et al. (1982)
Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, Cold Spring Harbor, NewYork).
Example 2
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of DNApolymerase activity

DNApolymerase activitywasmeasured by incorporation ofdigoxigenin-labeled dUTP intothe sythesized DNAand
detection andquantification ofthe incorporated digoxigenin essentially according to the method described in HOltke, H.J.; Sagner, G; Kessler, C. and Schmitz, G. (1992) Biotechniques 12, 104-113. The reaction is performed in a reaction
volume of 50 p1 containing 1 or 2 p1 ofdiluted (0.05 U -0.01 U) DNApolymerase and 50 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.5; 12.5 mM
(NH4)2504; 10mM KCI; 5mM MgCI2; 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol; 33 jiM dNTP5;200 jig/mI BSA;12 jig of DNAseI-activated DNAfromcalf thymus and 0.036 jiM digoxigenin-dUTP.
The samples are incubated for 30 mm. at 72°C, the reaction is stopped by addition of 2 p1 0.5 M EDTA, and the
tubesplaced on ice. After addition of 8 p1 5 M NaCI and 150 p1 of Ethanol (precooled to -20°C) the DNA is precipitated
by incubation for 15 mm. on ice andpelletedby centrifugation for 10 mm at 13000 x rpm and 4°C. The pelletis washed
with 100 p1 of 70% Ethanol (precooled to -20°C) and 0.2 M NaCI, centrifuged againand dried under vacuum.
The pellets are dissolved in 50 p1 Tris-EDTA (10 mM/0.1 mM; pH 7.5). 5 p1 of the sample are spotted into a well of
a nylon membrane bottomed white microwell plate (Pall Filtrationstechnik GmbH, Dreieich, FRG, product no:
SMO45BWP). The DNA is fixed to the membrane by baking for 10 mm. at 70°C. The DNAloaded wells are filled with
100 p1 of 0.45 jim-filtrated1 % blocking solution (100mM maleic acid, 150 mM NaCI, 1 % (wlv) casein, pH 7.5). All following incubation steps are done at room temperature. After incubation for 2 mm. the solution is suckedthroughthe
membrane with a suituable vacuummanifold at -0.4 bar. After repeating the washing step, the wellsare filled with 100
p1 of a 1:10 000-dilution ofAnti-digoxigenin-AP, Fab fragments (Boehringer Mannheim, FRG, no:1093274) dilutedin the
aboveblocking solution. After incubation for 2 mm. and sucking this step is repeated once. The wells are washed twice
under vacuumwith 200 p1 each time washing-buffer 1 (100 mM maleic-acid, 150 mM NaCI, 0.3 %(vlv) TweenTM 20
(Poly(oxyethylen)-Sorbitan-monolaurat), pH 7.5).Afterwashing anothertwotimes under vacuumwith 200 p1 eachtime
washing-buffer 2 (10 mM Tris-HCI, 100 mM NaCI, 50 mM MgCI2, pH 9.5) the wells are incubated for 5 mm. with 50 p1
of CSPDTM(Boehringer Mannheim, no: 1655884), diluted 1: 100 in washing-buffer 2, which servesas a chemiluminescentsubstratefor the alkalinephosphatase. Thesolution issuckedthrough the membrane and after 10 mm. incubation
the RLU/s (Relative Light Unit per second) are detected in a Luminometer e.g. MicroLumat LB 96 P (EG&G Berthold,
Wilbad, FRG).
With a serialdilutionof Taq DNApolymerase a reference curve is preparedfromwhich the linear range servesas
a standard for the activitydetermination of the DNApolymerase to be analyzed.
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Example 3
Determination

of reverse transcriptase activity
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The assayis performed essentially asdescribedfor determination of DNApolymerase activityexceptthat the reaction mixtureconsistsof the following components: 1 jig of polydA-(dT)15,33 jiM ofdTTP, 0.36 jiM of digoxigenin-dUTP,
200 mg/mi BSA, 10 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.5, 20 mM KCI, 5mM MgCI2, 10 mM DTE and various amounts of DNApolymerase The incubation temperature used is 50°C.
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Example 4
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of DNApolymerase activityin situ

In situ PAGE analysisof polymerase activityand reverse transcriptase activitywas performed essentially according
to the method describedby Spanos A. and Hubscher U. (1983) Methods in Enzymology 91, 263-277. Someminor, but
essential modifications to the original method are, that the renaturation of the SDS-denatured polypeptides is performed in the presence of magnesium ions (3 mM) and dATP (0.5-1 jiM) to assist refolding.
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In brief the method is as follows:
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Afterseparationof the polypeptides from either crude cell extracts or purified sampleson denaturing 8 % polyacrylamide gels (stacking gel 5% acrylamide) which contain150 jig activated calf thymus DNAper ml gel volume, the gels
are washed four times for 30 mm each at room temperature with moderate shakingin excess renaturation buffer (TrisHCI, 50 mM, pH 8.3; EDTA, 1 mM; 2-mercaptoethanol, 3 mM; KCI, 50 mM; glycerol, 5-10%) to remove SDS. Thenthe
gels are incubated overnight in the samebuffer, including 3 mM MgCI2 and 0.5-1 jiM dATP at 4°Cwithoutagitation. The
firstfourwashesare repeated the nextday with renaturation buffer.
Subsequent to the removal of SDS and renaturation of the proteins the gel is transferred into reaction mixture, consisting of Tris-HCI, 50 mM, pH 8.3; KCI, 50 mM; DTT, 3 mM; MgCI2, 7mM; 12 jiM of each dATP, dCTP, dGTP, 8 jiM dTTP
and 4 jiM Dig-dUTP; 10%(vol/vol) glycerol.Gels werefirstincubated under shakingat roomtemperature for one hour
and then warmedup stepwise to 37°C, 45°C,55°C, 65°Cand 72°C. Ateach incubation temperature DNAsynthesis was
allowed to proceed for 60 minutes.
After DNAsynthesis, the DNAistransferred eitherbycontactblotting or by capillary blotting (15x SSC, Maniatis et
al., supra)to nylon membranes (Boehringer Mannheim, GmbH) and crosslinked.
The detection of newly synthesized, digoxigenin-labeled DNAfollowed the procedure given in the previous section
(Determination of DNApolymerase activity).
For molecular weight determination marker polymerases of known molecular weight (e.g. Klenow-polymerase, Pol
I, Taq polymerase, Tth polymerase, HIV RT, M-MuLV RT) are applied onto the same gel, but different lanes.
The molecular weightof the claimed DNApolymerase according to this method is 100 to 105 kDa.
Example

S

Detection of 3'-S'exonuclease activity
25

30

35

3-5' exonuclease activity is commonly referred as "proofreading" or "editing" activityof DNA polymerases. It is
located in the smalldomainof the largefragment of Type A polymerases. This activityremoves nucleotides from the 3'
end of the primerterminusof DNAinthe absence of nucleoside triphosphates (Kornberg A. and Baker T.A.(1992) DNA
Replication W. H. Freemann & Company, NewYork). This nuclease action is suppressed by deoxynucleoside triphosphates if they match tothe template and can be incorporated into the polymer.
The 3-5' exonuclease activityof the claimed DNApolymerase can be measured as degradation or shorteningof a
5'-digoxygenin-labeled oligonucleotide annealed to template DNA in the absence or presence of deoxyribonucleoside
triphosphates or on DNAfragments in the absence or presence of deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates.
Degradation of digoxigenin labeled oligonucleotide: The reaction mixtureis essentiallythe sameas that for determination of DNApolymerase activity (50 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.4, 12.5 mM (NH4)2504; 10 mM KCI; 5 mM MgCI2 10 mM
2-mercaptoethanol, exceptthat the dNTP concentration was reduced to 12.5 jiM and activated calf thymusDNA was
replaced by 500 fMol primeror template/primer mixture.
The primersequence is:

40

SEQ ID NO. 8.:

45

50

ss

Dig-GCATGGATCCCACTGCCCAGGG(5' to 3'). Thisprimer is annealed with template molecules of various 12 bp
S primeoverhangs. DNA polymerase samplesof typically0.1 unitsare incubated in a total reaction volume of 10
jil for 30 mm at 72°C in a Perkin Elmerthermalcycler. Reactions are stopped by adding an equal volumeofformamide-buffer (98 % formamide; 10 mM EDTA; bromphenol blue and xylencyanol) and denatured by heatingfor 10
mm
at 95°C. Samplesare quicklychilled on ice andloaded on a 20 %denaturing polyacrylamide/urea sequencing
gel. Electrophoresis is performed at 60°Cand 2000 V for 2.5 hours.

Afterseparation DNAis transferred onto a positivelychargednylon membrane (Boehringer Mannheim) by contact
blotting for 30 mm. The DNA is crosslinked to the membrane by UV-irradiation with 120 mJoule (Stratalinker, Stratagene). The membrane is blocked with blocking solution (100 mM maleic-acid, 150 mM NaCI, 1 %(w/v) casein, pH is
adjusted to 7.5 with 1 M NaOH) at room temperature for at least 30 mi digoxigenin-labeled primer DNA is detected
with anti Digoxigenin-AP, Fab-fragments (Boehringer Mannheim, FRG, no 1093274) diluted 1:10000 in blocking solution (30 mm at room temperature). Excess unbound antibodyis removed bywashing3-4 times (10-is mm, each step)
withwashing buffer (100 mM maleic-acid, 150 mM NaCI, 0.3% (v/v) TweenTM20 (Poly(oxyethylen)-sorbitan-monolaurat), pH 7.S). The membrane is transferred into a buffer containing10 mM Tris-HCI, 100 mM NaCI, pH 9.S) and washed
twicefor additional 10-iS mm at room temperature. Finally the membrane is soaked with a 1:1000 diluted solution of
CDP-StarTM (Boehringer Mannheim). CDP-StarTM serves as a chemiluminiscent substrate for alkaline phosphatase.

8
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5

10

Then the membrane is transferred on filter paper (Whatman 3MM) to remove excess fluid, positioned betweentwo
sheets of transparent overhead foils and exposed to X-ray films (Chemiluminescent Detection Film, Boehringer Mannheim) for 5-10 mi 3-5' exonuclease activity is detected by degradation or shortening of the primer compared with a
control (no polymerase added). As negative and positive controlsDNApolymerases from Thermus aquaticus (no 3 'to
5'exonuclease activity)and from Pyrococcus woeseii (exhibiting 3'to 5'exonuclease activity)are included.
Degradation of DNAfragmentsin the presence or absence of deoxynucleoside triphosphates: Aseries of dilutions
of Chy polymerase was incubated for 2 hoursat 70°C with 1 jig of DNAmolecular weightmarker Ill (Boehringer Mannheim) in the presence and absence of dNTP5, 1 mM each, in 50 p1 ofthe following incuabation buffer:50 mM Tris-HCI,
pH 7.8; 10 mM MgCI2; 7 mM 2-mercaptoethanol with Paraffin overlay. The DNAfragments were separated on a 1 %
agarosegel containing ethidium bromide. In the absenceogf dNTP5a smear of DNAfragments or no DNAcould be
detected whilein the presence of dNTP5 the DNAfragmentsremained undegraded.
Example 6

15

20

Cloningof the Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans DNApolymerase gene.
Preparation of chromosomal DNAfrom Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans.
0.8 g biomassof Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans was suspended in 20 ml 1 M KCI and centrifuged. Then
the pelletwas resuspended in 4.8ml SET-buffer (150mM NaCI, 15 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 60 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.0, 50 jig/pi
RNaseA), afterwhich 1 ml 20 % SDS and 50 p1 of proteinase K (10 mg/mI) were added.The mixturewas keptat 37°C
for 45 minutes. After extraction withphenol and chloroform the DNAwasprecipitated withethanol anddissolved in H20.
Thus about 4.1 mg of DNAwere obtained.
Amplification of specific DNA by PCR.

25

30

For amplification of the gene encoding the DNApolymerase of Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans by the PCR
technique two mixed oligonucleotides (primer 1 and 2) were designed on the basis of conserved regions of family A
DNA polymerases as published by Braithwaite D.K. and Ito J. (1993) NucI. Acids Res. 21, 787-802.

SEQ ID No.: 1
Primer 1: 5'-CCN AAY YTN CARAAYATH-3'
SEQ ID No.: 2
Primer 2: 5 '-YTC RTC RTG NAC YTG-3'

35

40

45

The PCR amplification was performed in 100 p1 buffer containing 750 ng ofgenomicDNAfrom Carboxydothennus
hydrogenoformans, 10 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.8, 2.5 mM MgCI2, 50 mM KCI, 200 jiM dNTP5, 100 pmoles of each primer
and 2.5 unitsofTaq polymerase (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, FRG). The target sequence wasamplified byfirstdenaturing at 95°C for 2 mm. followed by 30 cyclesof 95°Cfor 0.5 mm, 47°C for 1 mm. and 72°Cfor 2 minutes. Thermal
cyclingwas performed in a Perkin Elmer GenAmp 9600 thermal cycler. Agarose gel electrophoresis showed, that a
fragment of approximately 600 base pairs was amplified specifically. This fragment was ligated into the pCRTMIIvector
(Invitrogen) and the sequence determined by cycle-sequencing. The amino acid sequence deduced from this nudeotide sequence wasvery similar tothat of otherknown DNApolymerases, sothat primer3 and 4 could be designed for
inverse PCR.
SEQ ID No.: 3
Primer 3: 5'-GGG CGA AGACGC TAT AU CCT GAG C-3'

SEQ ID No.: 4
Primer 4: 5'-GAAGCCTTAAU CAA TCT GGG AAT AAT C-3'
50

ss

Inverse PCR was performed essentially as described in Triglia T. et al. (1988) Nucleic Acids Res. 16, 8186. 5 jig
genomic DNAfromCarboxydothermus hydrogenoformans werecleaved by EcoRl according tosupplier's specifications
(Boehringer Mannheim GmbH) and treated with an equal volume of phenol/chloroform mixture. The aqueous phase
was removed, the DNAprecipitated with ethanoland collected by centrifugation.
For circularization the digested DNAwasdiluted to a concentration of 50 ng/pI in ligationbuffer (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, FRG). The ligation reaction was initiated by the addition of T4 DNA Ligase (Boehringer Mannheim
GmbH, FRG)to a concentration of 0.2 units/pI and the reaction was allowed to proceedfor 15 hrs at 15°C. The ligated
DNAwas then precipitated with ethanol and collected by centrifugation.

9
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The PCRwasperformed in 50 p1 buffer containing 50 mM Tris-CI, pH 9.2, 16mM (NH4)2S04, 2.25mM MgCI2,2%
(vlv) DMSO, 0.1 % (vlv) TweenTM 20, 700 ng of circularized DNA obtained as described above, 50 pmoles of each
dNTP and 0.75 p1 enzyme mix (Expand Long Template PCRSystem, BoehringerMannheim GmbH).
primer, 500
The cycleconditions were as follows:
1 x denaturation of template for 2 mm. at 92°C

M

5

denaturation at 92°C for 10 sec.
10 x

10

annealingat 64°C for 30 sec.
elongation at 68°C for 2 mm.

15

denaturation at 92°C for 10 sec.

20 x

annealing at 64°C for 30 sec.
elongation at 68°C for 2 mm.

20

25

30

+ cycle elongationof20 sec. for each cycle

Agarose gel electrophoresis revealed a specifically amplified DNAfragment 7,000 base pairs long. The DNAfragmentwas ligated into the pCRTMIIvector(Invitrogen) and sequenced. Deduced fromthis sequence primer5 and 6 coding for the 5'- and 3'-ends, respectively, ofthe polymerase region couldbedesigned. Primer5 contained a Ncolsite and
primer6 contained a BamHl site.
The PCRwas performed under the same conditions as describedabove (inverse PCR) using 750 ng genomicDNA
from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans as template.

SEQ ID No.: 5
Primer5: 5'-CGAATTCAA TCC ATG GGA AAA GTA GTC CTGGTG GAT-3'
35

SEQ ID No.: 6
Primer6: 5'-CGAATTCAA GGATCC TTA CTT CGCTTC ATA CCAGTT-3'
Cloning and expression.
40

The PCR product was purifiedby electrophoresis of 20 p1 of the PCRmixtureon a 0.8 % agarosegel. The 2.496
kbbandof thepolymerase codingregion waspurifiedfromthe agarose byphenol extraction. The DNAwasthentreated

45

50

ss

withchloroform and precipitated with ethanol. The pelletwas resuspended and digestedwith Ncoland BamHl according to supplier's specifications (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH) to give cohesive ends for directional cloning. The DNA
wasligated into the expression vectorpDS56(Stuber D., Matile H. and Garotta G. (1990) Immunological Methods, Letkovcs, I and Pernis, B., eds.) that had also been digested with Ncol and BamHl. The ligated products were introduced
into E.colistrainBL21(DE3) pUBS52O (Brinkmann U. et al. (1989) Gene85, 109-114) by transformation. Transformants
were grown on L-agar containing 100 jig/mI ampicillin and 50 jig/mIkanamycin to allowselection of recombinants. Colonieswere picked and grown in L-broth containing 100 jig/mIampicillinand 50 jig/mIkanamycin, and plasmid DNAwas
prepared by alkalinelysis. The plasmids were screened for insertions by digestionwith BamHl. Those recombinants
containing inserts were grown in L-broth containing ampicillin and kanamycin and tested for the expression of thermophilic DNApolymerase by induction of exponentially growing culture with 1 mM IPTG and assaying the heat-treated
extracts for DNApolymerase activityas describedabove (determination of DNA polymerase activity). A recombinant
expressing the DNApolymerase from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans wasobtained. The strainwasdesignated
E.coliAR96 (DSM No. 11179) and the plasmid pAR4.
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SEQUENCE LISTING

5

(1)

GENERAL INFORMATION:

(i)

APPLICANT:

10

15

(A)

NAME: Boehringer Mannheim GmbH

(B)

STREET: Sandhoferstr. 116

(C)

CITY: Mannheim

(E)

COUNTRY: DE

(F)

POSTAL CODE (ZIP)

(G)

TELEPHONE: 06217595482

(H)

TELEFAX: 06217594457

68305

:

20
(ii)

OF INVENTION: Thermostable DNA Polymerase from

TITLE

Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans
25

(iii)

(iv)
30

NUMBER OF SEQUENCES:

COMPUTER READABLE FORM:

(B)

MEDIUM TYPE: Floppy disk
COMPUTER: IBM PC compatible

(C)

OPERATING SYSTEM: PC-DOS/MS-DOS

(D)

SOFTWARE: Patentln Release #1.0, Version #1.30 (EPO)

(A)

35

(2)

S

INFORMATION FOR SEQ ID NO:

1:

40
(1)

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 18 base pairs
(B)

TYPE: nucleic acid

(C)

STRANDEDNESS: single
TOPOLOGY: linear

45

(D)

50

(ii)

MOLECULE TYPE: other nucleic acid
(A)

DESCRIPTION:

/desc =

55

11

"oligonucleotide"
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(xi)

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:

1:

18

CCNAYYTNC ARAAYATH
(2)

INFORMATION FOR SEQ ID NO:

2:

10

(i)

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 15 base pairs
(B)

15

(C)
(D)

20

(ii)

TYPE: nucleic acid
STRANDEDNESS: single
TOPOLOGY: linear

MOLECULE TYPE:
(A)

(xi)

other nucleic acid

DESCRIPTION:

/desc

= "oligonucleotide"

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:

2:

25

15

YTCRTCRTGN ACYTG

(2)

INFORMATION FOR SEQ ID NO:

3:

30
(i)

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 25 base pairs
(B) TYPE:

35

(C)
(D)

40

(ii)

STRANDEDNESS: single
TOPOLOGY: linear

MOLECULE TYPE: other nucleic acid
(A)

45

nucleic acid

(xi)

DESCRIPTION:

/desc

= "oligonucleotide"

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:

3:

25

GGGCGAAGAC GCTATATTCC TGAGC

50

55

12
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(2)

INFORMATION

(i)

4:

TYPE: nucleic acid

(C)

STRANDEDNESS: single
TOPOLOGY: linear

MOLECULE TYPE: other nucleic acid
/desc = "oligonucleotide"
(A) DESCRIPTION:
(xi)

20

NO:

(B)

(D)

15

SEQ ID

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 28 base pairs

10

(ii)

FOP.

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:

4:

GAAGCCTTAA TTCAATCTGG GAATAATC

(2)

INFORMATION

FOP.

SEQ ID NO:

28

5:

25
(i)

30

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 36 base pairs
(B)

TYPE: nucleic acid

(C)

STRANDEDNESS: single
TOPOLOGY: linear

(D)

(ii)

MOLECULE TYPE: other nucleic acid
(A) DESCRIPTION:
/desc = "oligonucleotide"
(xi)

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:

5:

40

CGAATTCAAT CCATGGGAAA AGTAGTCCTG GTGGAT

(2)

INFORMATION

FOP.

SEQ ID NO:

6:

45
(i)

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 36 base pairs
(B)

50
(C)
(D)

TYPE: nucleic acid

STRANDEDNESS: single
TOPOLOGY: linear

55

13

36
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(ii)

MOLECULE TYPE: other nucleic acid
(A)

DESCRIPTION:

/desc

5
(xi)

10

= "oligonucleotide"

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:

6:

CGAATTCAAG GATCCTTACT TCGCTTCATA CCAGTT

(2)

15

INFORMATION FOR SEQ ID NO:

(i)

20

36

7:

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 2496 base pairs
(B)

TYPE: nucleic acid

(C)

STRANDEDNESS: single
TOPOLOGY: linear

(D)

(ii)

MOLECULE TYPE: DNA (genomic)

(ix)

FEATURE:

25

30

(xi)

35

(A)

NAME/KEY: CDS

(B)

LOCATION:1. .2496

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO: 7:

ATG GGA AAA GTA GTC CTG GTG GAT GGA AAT AGT TTA TTA CAT AGA

45

Met Gly Lys Val Val Leu Val Asp Gly Asn Ser Leu Leu His Arg
1
40

5

10

15

GCG TTT TTT GCC CTT CCG CCC TTA AAA ACT ACT AAA GGA GAG CCT
Ala Phe Phe Ala Leu Pro Pro Leu Lys Thr Thr Lys Gly Glu Pro
25

20

90

30

45

ACC GGG GCG GTT TAC GGG TTT TTA ACG ATG CTT TTT CGG GTA ATA
Thr Gly Ala Val Tyr Gly Phe Leu Thr Met Leu Phe Arg Val Ile
35

40

50

55

14

45

135
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AAA GAT GAA AAA CCC GAA TAT TTA GCG GTA GCT TTT GAT ATT AGC
Lys Asp Glu Lys Pro Glu Tyr Leu Ala Val Ala Phe Asp lie Ser
50

10

55

15

70

CGG

85

225

75

CGC AAA GAA GCC CCG GAT GAG CTT GTA CCC CAG TTT GCC CTG GTG
Arg Lys Glu Ala Pro Asp Glu Leu Val Pro Gln Phe Ala Leu Val
80

20

60

CGG AAA ACT TTT CGT ACC GAG CAG TTT ACT GCA TAC AAA GGG CAC
Arg Lys Thr Phe Arg Thr Glu Gln Phe Thr Ala Tyr Lys Gly His
65

180

270

90

GAA GTA TTA AAG GTT TTA AAT GTT CCC TAT ATT GAA CTT GAC

315

Arg Glu Val Leu Lys Val Leu Asn Val Pro Tyr lie Glu Leu Asp
95

100

105

25

TAT GAG GCC GAT GAT ATT ATC GGC CAC CTA TCA AGG GCT TTT
Gly Tyr Glu Ala Asp Asp lie lie Gly His Leu Ser Arg Ala Phe
GGT

110

115

360

120

30

GGA CAA GGA CAT GAA GTG GTG ATT TAT ACC GCT GAC CGG GAC
Ala Gly Gin Gly His Glu Val Val lie Tyr Thr Ala Asp Arg Asp
GCG

125

130

405

135

35

ATG CTG CAA TTG GTA GAT GAA

AAA ACG GTG GTA TAC CTT ACC AAA

450

Met Leu Gin Leu Val Asp Glu Lys Thr Val Val Tyr Leu Thr Lys
140

40

145

150

GGC ATT ACC GAA CTG GTT AAA ATG GAT TTA GCT GCG ATT TTA
Lys Gly lie Thr Glu Leu Val Lys Met Asp Leu Ala Ala Ile Leu

AAPt
45

50

155

160

165

GAA AAC TAC GGC TTA AAG CCT AAA CAG CTT GTG GAT GTT AAA GGA
Glu Asn Tyr Gly Leu Lys Pro Lys Gin Leu Vai Asp Vai Lys Gly
170
175
180

55

15

495

540
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TTA ATG GGA GAT CCC TCG GAC AAC ATA CCC GGG GTT CCC GGG ATT
Leu Met Gly Asp Pro Ser Asp Asn lie Pro Gly Val Pro Gly lie
5

10

185

190

15

205

220

GAA AAG CTT GCC GAA CAC GAA AAT TTA GCA AAA ATA TCG

630

210

GAA GAA GTT TTG GCC CGT AAA GAT GAG TTA AAA CCT AAA TTA AGA
Glu Glu Val Leu Ala Arg Lys Asp Glu Leu Lys Pro Lys Leu Arg
215

20

195

GGG GAG AAA ACT GCT TTA GAT TTA ATT AAA ACT TAT GGC TCA GTG
Gly Giu Lys Thr Ala Leu Asp Leu lie Lys Thr Tyr Gly Ser Val
200

585

675

225

AkA CAA

720

Glu Lys Leu Ala Giu His Glu Asn Leu Ala Lys lie Ser Lys Gin
230
25

235

240

TTA 'GCT ACA ATC CTG CGG GAA ATA CCG TTA GAA ATC TCC CTG GAA

765

Leu Ala Thr lie Leu Arg Giu lie Pro Leu Glu lie Ser Leu Glu
245

250

255

30

GAT

TTA AAA GTT AAA GAA CCT AAT TAT GAA GAA GTT GCT AAA TTA

810

Asp Leu Lys Val Lys Giu Pro Asn Tyr Giu Glu Val Ala Lys Leu
260

265

270

35

TTT CTT CAC CTT GAG TTT AAA AGC TTT TTA AAA GAA ATA GAA CCA

40

855

Phe Leu His Leu Giu Phe Lys Ser Phe Leu Lys Glu lie Glu Pro
275
280
285

AAA

PiTA

AAG AAA GAA TAC CAG GAA GGT AAA GAT TTG GTG CAA

GTT

900

Lys lie Lys Lys Glu Tyr Gin Glu Gly Lys Asp Leu Val Gin Val
290
295
300

50

GAA ACT GTA GAA ACG GAA GGA CAG ATT GCA GTA GTT TTT AGT GAT
Giu Thr Vai Glu Thr Giu Gly Gin lie Ala Val Val Phe Ser Asp
305

310

55

16

315

945
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GGA TTT TAT GTT GAT GAC GGG GAA AAA ACA AAG TTT TAC TCT TTA
Gly Phe Tyr Val Asp Asp Gly Glu Lys Thr Lys Phe Tyr Ser Leu
320

10

330

GAC CGG CTG AAT GAA ATA GAG GAA ATA TTT AGG AAT AAA AAA ATT
Asp Arg Leu Asn Glu lie Giu Giu lie Phe Arg Asn Lys Lys lie
335

15

325

340

lie

355

1035

345

ATT ACC GAC GAT GCC AAA GGA ATT TAT CAT GTC TGT TTA GAA AAA
Thr Asp Asp Ala Lys Gly lie Tyr His Val Cys Leu Giu Lys
350

990

1080

360

GGT CTG ACT TTT CCC GAA GTT TGT TTT GAT GCG CGG ATT GCA GCT
Gly Leu Thr Phe Pro Glu Val Cys Phe Asp Ala Arg lie Ala Ala
365
370
375

1125

25

TAT GTT TTA AAC CCG GCC GAC CAA AAT CCC GGC CTC AAG GGG CTT
Tyr Val Leu Asn Pro Ala Asp Gin Asn Pro Gly Leu Lys Gly Leu
380
385
390

1170

30

TAT CTA AAG TAT GAC TTA CCG GTG TAT GAA GAT GTA TCT TTA AAC

1215

20

Tyr Leu Lys Tyr Asp Leu Pro Val Tyr Glu Asp Val Ser Leu Asn
395

400

405

35

ATT AGA GGGTTG TTT TAT TTA AAA AAA GAA ATG ATG AGA AAA ATC
lie Arg Gly Leu Phe Tyr Leu Lys Lys Glu Met Met Arg Lys lie
410

415

1260

420

40

TTT GAG CAG GAG CAA GAA AGG TTA TTT TAT GAA ATA GAA CTT CCT
Phe Glu Gin Glu Gin Glu Arg Leu Phe Tyr Glu lie Glu Leu Pro
425
430
435

1305

TTA ACT CCA GTT CTT GCT CAA ATG GAG CAT ACC GGC ATT CAG GTT
Leu Thr Pro Val Leu Ala Gin Met Glu His Thr Gly lie Gin Val
440
445
450

1350

45

50

55

17
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GAC CGG GAA GCT TTA AAA GAG ATG TCG TTA GAG CTG GGA GAG CAA
Asp Arg Glu Ala Leu Lys Giu Met Ser Leu Glu Leu Gly Glu Gin
5

10

455

APtC

475

480

TTA AAC TCG CCC AGG CAG CTG GGA GTT ATT CTT TTT GAA

1485

Phe Asn Leu Asn Ser Pro Arg Gin Leu Giy Vai lie Leu Phe Giu
485

490

495

GGG CTG CCG GTA ATT AAA AAG ACC AAA ACG GGC TAC TCT
Lys Leu Gly Leu Pro Val lie Lys Lys Thr Lys Thr Gly Tyr Ser
P.AA CTT

500
25

1440

lie

TTT

20

465

ATT GAA GAG TTA ATC CGG GAA ATT TAT GTG CTG GCG GGG GAA GAG
Giu Giu Leu lie Arg Glu lie Tyr Val Leu Ala Giy Giu Glu
470

15

460

1395

505

510

ACC GAT GCG GAG GTT TTG GAA GAG CTC TTG CCT TTC CAC GAA ATT
Thr Asp Ala Giu Vai Leu Glu Giu Leu Leu Pro Phe His Giu lie
515

520

1530

1575

525

30

ATC GGC AAA ATA TTG AAT TAC CGG CAG CTT ATG AAG TTA AAA
lie Gly Lys lie Leu Asn Tyr Arg Gin Leu Met Lys Leu Lys Ser

GGC

530

535

1620

540

35

ACT TAT ACT GAC TTA ATG CCT TTA ATA AAT GAG CGT ACC GGT
Thr Tyr Thr Asp Gly Leu Met Pro Leu lie Asn Giu Arg Thr Giy
TCC

545

550

1665

555

40

AAA CTT CAC ACT ACT TTT AAC CAG ACC GGT ACT TTA ACC GGA CGC

45

50

1710

Lys Leu His Thr Thr Phe Asn Gin Thr Giy Thr Leu Thr Giy Arg
560
565
570

CTG GCG TCT TCG GAG CCC AAT CTC CAA AAT ATT CCC ATC CGG TTG
Leu Ala Ser Ser Giu Pro Asn Leu Gin Asn lie Pro lie Arg Leu575

580

55

18

585

1755
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GAA CTC GGT CGG AAA TTA CGC AAG ATG TTT ATA CCT TCA CCG GGG
Glu Leu Gly Arg Lys Leu Arg Lys Met Phe lie Pro Ser Pro Gly
590

10

595

15

610

625

25

640

30

655

670

1980

660

AAG TCG GTG AAC TTC GGC ATT GTT TAT GGC ATT AGT GAT TTT GGT
Lys Ser Val Asn Phe Gly lie Val Tyr Gly lie Ser Asp Phe Giy
665

1935

645

GGT GTA TCT TTG GAA GAA GTT ACT CCC GAG ATG CGC GCT CAT GCC
Gly Val Ser Leu Glu Glu Val Thr Pro Giu Met Arg Ala His Ala
650

1890

630

CAA AAA GGG GAG GAT ATT CAC CGG AAA ACG GCC TCC GAG GTG TTC
Gin Lys Gly Glu Asp lie His Arg Lys Thr Ala Ser Giu Val Phe
635

1845

615

CTT CTT GCC CAT TTT TCC GAA GAG CCC AAG CTT ATT GAA GCT TAC
Leu Leu Ala His Phe Ser Glu Glu Pro Lys Leu lie Glu Ala Tyr
620

20

600

TAT GAT TAT ATT GTT TCG GCG GAT TAT TCC CAG ATT GAA TTA AGG
Tyr Asp Tyr lie Vai Ser Ala Asp Tyr Ser Gin lie Glu Leu Arg
605

1800

2025

675

35

TTA GGC AGA GAC TTA AAG ATT CCC CGG GAG GTT GCC GGT AAG TAC
Leu Gly Arg Asp Leu Lys lie Pro Arg Glu Vai Ala Gly Lys Tyr
680

685

2070

690

40

ATT AAA AAT TAT TTT GCC AAC TAT CCC AAA GTG CGG GAG TAT CTC
lie Lys Asn Tyr Phe Ala Asn Tyr Pro Lys Val Arg Giu Tyr Leu
45

695

700

705

GAT GAA CTT GTC CGT ACG GCA AGA GAA AAG GGA TAT GTG ACC ACT
Asp Giu Leu Val Arg Thr Ala Arg Glu Lys Gly Tyr Val Thr Thr
50

710

715

55

19

2115

720

2160
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TTA TTT GGG CGA AGA CGC TAT ATT CCT GAG CTA TCT TCA AAA AAC
Leu Phe Gly Arg Arg Arg Tyr lie Pro Glu Leu Ser Ser Lys Asn
725

730

735

CGC ACG GTT CAG GGT TTT GGC GAA AGG ACG GCC ATG AAT ACT CCC
10

745

750

CTT CAG GGC TCG GCT GCC GAT ATT ATT AAG CTT GCA ATG ATT AAT
760

765

GAA AAA GAA CTT AAA GCC CGT AAG CTT AAG TCC CGG CTC CTT
Val Glu Lys Glu Leu Lys Ala Arg Lys Leu Lys Ser Arg Leu Leu
GTA

770

25

2295

Leu Gin Gly Ser Ala Ala Asp lie Ile Lys Leu Ala Met lie Asn
755

20

2250

Arg Thr Val Gin Gly Phe Giy Glu Arg Thr Ala Met Asn Thr Pro
740

15

2205

775

780

TCG GTG CAC GAT GAG TTA GTT TTA GAA GTG CCG GCG GAA GAG
Leu Ser Val His Asp Giu Leu Vai Leu Glu Val Pro Ala Glu Glu
CTT

785

790

2340

2385

795

30

GAA GAG GTA AAA GCG CTG GTA AAA GGG GTT ATG GAG TCG GTG
Leu Glu Glu Val Lys Ala Leu Val Lys Gly Val Met Glu Ser Val
CTG

800

805

2430

810

35

GTT GAA CTG AAA GTG CCT TTA ATC GCT GAA GTT GGT GCA GGC AAA

Vai Glu Leu Lys Val Pro Leu Ile Ala Glu Val Giy Ala Gly Lys
815

820

40

TAT GAA GCG AAG TAA
Asn Trp Tyr Glu Ala Lys *
AAC TGG

45

830

50

55

20

825

2475
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(2)

5

INFORMATION FOR SEQ ID NO:

(1)

8:

SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS:
(A) LENGTH: 831 amino acids
(B)

TYPE: amino acid

(D)

TOPOLOGY: linear

10

15

(ii)

MOLECULE TYPE: protein

(xi)

SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION: SEQ ID NO:

8:

Met Gly Lys Val Val Leu Val Asp Gly Asn Ser Leu Leu His Arg
1

5

10

15

20

Ala Phe Phe Ala Leu Pro Pro Leu Lys Thr Thr Lys Gly Glu Pro
20
25

25

Thr Gly Ala Val Tyr Gly Phe Leu Thr Met Leu Phe Arg Val lie
35

30

30

40

45

Lys Asp Glu Lys Pro Glu Tyr Leu Ala Val Ala Phe Asp lie Ser
55

50

60

Arg Lys Thr Phe Arg Thr Glu Gln Phe Thr Ala Tyr Lys Gly His
65

70

75

Arg Lys Glu Ala Pro Asp Glu Leu Val Pro Gin Phe Ala Leu Vai
80

85

40

90

Arg Giu Val Leu Lys Val Leu Asn Vai Pro Tyr lie Glu Leu Asp
95

100

105

45

Gly Tyr Glu Ala Asp Asp lie lie Gly His Leu Ser Arg Ala Phe
110
115
120
50

Ala Gly Gin Gly His Glu Val Val lie Tyr Thr Ala Asp Arg Asp
125

130

55

21

135
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Met Leu Gin Leu Val Asp Glu Lys Thr Val Vai Tyr Leu Thr Lys
140

145

150

5

Lys Gly lie Thr Glu Leu Val Lys Met Asp Leu Aia Aia lie Leu
155
160
165
10

Glu Asn Tyr Gly Leu Lys Pro Lys Gin Leu Val Asp Vai Lys Gly
170
15

175

Leu Met Giy Asp Pro Ser Asp Asn lie Pro Gly Val Pro Giy lie
185

20

180

190

195

Gly Giu Lys Thr Ala Leu Asp Leu lie Lys Thr Tyr Giy Ser Vai
200

205

210

Giu Giu Vai Leu Ala Arg Lys Asp Glu Leu Lys Pro Lys Leu Arg
25

215

220

225

Glu Lys Leu Ala Glu His Giu Asn Leu Ala Lys lie Ser Lys Gin
30

230

235

240

Leu Ala Thr lie Leu Arg Giu lie Pro Leu Glu lie Ser Leu Giu
245

250

255

35

Asp Leu Lys Val Lys Giu Pro Asn Tyr Giu Glu Val Ala Lys Leu
260

265

270

40

Phe Leu His Leu Glu Phe Lys Ser Phe Leu Lys Giu lie Giu Pro
275
280
285
45

50

Lys lie Lys Lys Glu Tyr Gin Giu Gly Lys Asp Leu Vai Gin Vai
290
295
300

Glu Thr Vai Glu Thr Glu Giy Gin lie Ala Val Vai Phe Ser Asp
305

310

55

22

315
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Gly Phe Tyr Val Asp Asp Gly Giu Lys Thr Lys Phe Tyr Ser Leu
320

325

330

5

Asp Arg Leu Asn Giu lie Glu Glu lie Phe Arg Asn Lys Lys lie
335

340

345

10

Ile Thr Asp Asp Ala Lys Gly lie Tyr His Val Cys Leu Glu Lys
350
15

355

Gly Leu Thr Phe Pro Glu Val Cys Phe Asp Ala Arg Ile Ala Ala
365

20

360

370

375

Tyr Val Leu Asn Pro Ala Asp Gln Asn Pro Gly Leu Lys Giy Leu
380

385

390

Tyr Leu Lys Tyr Asp Leu Pro Val Tyr Glu Asp Vai Ser Leu Asn
25

395

400

405

lie Arg Gly Leu Phe Tyr Leu Lys Lys Giu Met Met Arg Lys lie
30

410

415

420

Phe Glu Gin Giu Gin Glu Arg Leu Phe Tyr Giu Ile Giu Leu Pro
425

430

435

35

Leu Thr Pro Val Leu Ala Gln Met Glu His Thr Gly lie Gln Val
440

445

450

40

Asp Arg Giu Ala Leu Lys Giu Met Ser Leu Glu Leu Gly Glu Gin
455

460

465

lie Glu Glu Leu lie Arg Giu lie Tyr Val Leu Aia Gly Giu Glu
470

50

475

480

Phe Asn Leu Asn Ser Pro Arg Gin Leu Giy Vai lie Leu Phe Giu
485

490

55

23

495
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Lys Leu Gly Leu Pro Val lie Lys Lys Thr Lys Thr Gly Tyr Ser
500

505

510

5

Thr Asp Ala Giu Val Leu Glu Glu Leu Leu Pro Phe His Glu lie
515

520

525

10

lie Giy Lys lie Leu Asn Tyr Arg Gin Leu Met Lys Leu Lys Ser
530
15

535

Thr Tyr Thr Asp Gly Leu Met Pro Leu lie Asn Glu Arg Thr Gly
545

20

540

550

555

Lys Leu His Thr Thr Phe Asn Gin Thr Gly Thr Leu Thr Gly Arg
560

565

570

Leu Aia Ser Ser Glu Pro Asn Leu Gin Asn lie Pro lie Arg Leu
25

580

585

Giu Leu Gly Arg Lys Leu Arg Lys Met Phe lie Pro Ser Pro Gly
30

590

595

600

Tyr Asp Tyr lie Vai Ser Ala Asp Tyr Ser Gin lie Giu Leu Arg
605

610

615

35

Leu Leu Aia His Phe Ser Glu Glu Pro Lys Leu lie Glu Ala Tyr
620

625

630

40

Gin Lys Giy Giu Asp lie His Arg Lys Thr Ala Ser Glu Vai Phe
635
45

640

Gly Val Ser Leu Giu Giu Val Thr Pro Giu Met Arg Aia His Ala
650

50

645

655

660

Lys Ser Vai Asn Phe Giy lie Val Tyr Gly lie Ser Asp Phe Giy
665

670

55

24

675
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Leu Gly Arg l\sp Leu Lys lie Pro Arg Glu Val Ala Gly Lys Tyr
680

5

685

690

lie Lys Asn Tyr Phe Ala Asn Tyr Pro Lys Val Arg Glu Tyr Leu
695
700
705
10

Asp Glu Leu Val Arg Thr Ala Arg Glu Lys Gly Tyr Val Thr Thr
710
715
720
15

Leu Phe Gly Arg Arg Arg Tyr lie Pro Glu Leu Ser Ser Lys Asn
725

730

735

20

Arg Thr Val Gin Gly Phe Gly Glu Arg Thr Ala Met Asn Thr Pro
740
745
750
25

Leu Gin Gly Ser Ala P1a Asp lie lie Lys Leu Ala Met lie Asn
755
30

Val Glu Lys Glu Leu Lys

760

765

Ala Arg Lys Leu Lys Ser Arg Leu Leu
775

770

780

Leu Ser Val His Asp Glu Leu Val Leu Glu Val Pro Ala Glu Glu
785
795
790

35

Leu Glu Glu Val Lys Ala Leu Val Lys Gly Val Met Glu Ser Val

40

800

805

810

Val Glu Leu Lys Val Pro Leu lie Ala Glu Val Gly Ala Gly Lys
45

815

Asn Trp Tyr Glu Ala Lys
50

820

*

830

55

Claims
1.

A purified thermostable DNApolymerase obtainable from Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans.

25

825
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2.

A purified thermostable DNApolymerase according to claim 1 that catalyses the template directed polymerisation
of DNA, posesses 3-5' exonuclease activityand has reverse transcriptase activityin the presenceof magnesiums
ions.

5

3.

A purifiedthermostable DNA polymerase as claimed in any of one claims 1-2 whereinsaid polymerase exhibit
reverse transcriptase activity in the presenceof magnesium ions and in the substantial absence of manganese
ions.

4.

The polymerase as claimed in any of claims1-3, wherein said polymerase exhibits a reverse transcriptase activity
which is Mn2 dependent.

5.

The polymerase as claimed in any of claims 1-4, wherein the magnesium ions dependentreverse transcriptase
activityof said polymerase is higher than the DNApolymerase activityof said polymerase.

6.

The polymerase as claimed in any of claims 1-5, wherein the magnesium ions dependentreverse transcriptase
activityofsaid polymerase is higher than the manganese dependent reverse transcriptase activityof said polymer-

10

15

ase.
7.

The polymerase as claimed in any of claims 1-6, wherein said polymerase has an apparent molecular weight
between about 100 to 105 kDaas determined by SDS polyacrylamide electrophoresis.

8.

The polymerase as claimed in any of claims 1-7, whereinsaid polymerase is obtainable from E. coli BL21 (DE3)
pUBS52O,the strain beingdesignated AR96.

9.

An isolated DNAsequence codingfor the polymerase as claimed in any one of claims1-8 obtainable from Carbox-

20

25

ydothermus hydrogenoformans.
10.

A recombinant DNA sequence capableof encoding polymerase activityof the microorganism Carboxydothermus
hydrogenoformans.

30

11. An isolated DNA sequence represented by the formulashown in SEQ ID No. 7.
12.
35

A vectorcontaining the isolated DNAsequence as claimed in any of claims9-11.

13. The vectoraccording to claim 12, whereinsuchvector is plasmid pDS56 carrying the Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformas DNApolymerase gene and is then designated pAR4.
14. The vectoraccording to claims 12 and 13 providing someor all of the following features:

(1) promotors or sites of initiation of transcription
(2) operatorswhich couldbe used to turn gene expression on or off
(3) ribosome binding sites for improved translation
(4) transcription or translation termination sites

40

45

15.

A microbial hosttransformed withthe vectorof claims 12-14.

16.

A microbial hostaccording to claim 15 whereinsaid transformant is from E. coli BL21 (DE3) pUBS52O,the strain
beingdesignatedAR96.

50

17.

A process for the preparation of DNApolymerase according to any of the claims 1-8 comprising the steps:
(a) culteringthe natural strain Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformas
(b) suspending the cellsof the natural strain in buffer
(c) disrupting the cells
(d) purifyingthe DNApolymerase by chromatographic stepsincluding the use of one or more Sepharose-col-

55

umns.
18.

A processforthepreparation of DNApolymerase according to any one ofclaims 1-8 comprising growing a recom-

26

EP 0 834 569 Al
binant E. coli strain transformed with a vector according to claims 12-14 and purifying and isolating the DNA
polymerase.

19.

A processof amplifying DNA, characterized in that a thermostable DNA polymerase as claimed in any one of
claims 1-8 is used.

5

20.

A processfor second cDNAcloningand DNA sequencing, characterized in that a thermostable DNApolymerase
as claimed in any one of claims 1-8 is used.

10

21.

Aprocessfor DNAlabeling, characterized in that a thermostable DNApolymerase as claimed in any oneof claims
1-8 is used.

22.

Aprocessfor reverse transcription, characterized in thatathermostable DNApolymerase as claimed in any oneof
claims 1-8 is used.

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

27
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Figure
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Figure 2:
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8
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Figure 3:
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Figure

5:

SEQ ID No.:

7

ATG GGA AAA GTA GTC CTG GTG GAT GGA AAT AGT TTA TTA CAT AGA GCG

M

G

K

V

V

L

V

D

N

G

TTT TTT GCC CTT CCG CCC TTA AAA ACT ACT

F

F

A

L

P

p

L

K

T

T

S

L

L

H

P.

A

AA GGA GAG CCT ACC GGG
K

G

E

P

T

G

GCG GTT TAC GGG TTT TTA ACG ATG CTT TTT CGG GTA ATA AAA GAT GAA

A

V

Y

G

F

L

T

M

L

F

R

V

I

K

D

E

AAA CCC GAA TAT TTA GCG GTA GCT TTT GAT ATT AGC CGG AAA ACT TTT
K

P

E

Y

L

A

V

A

F

D

I

S

CGT ACC GAG CAG TTT ACT GCA TAC AAA GGG CAC CGC

P.

T

E

Q

F

T

A

Y

G

K

H

R

R

AAP.

K

K

T

F

GAA GCC CCG
E

A

p

GAT GAG CTT GTA CCC CAG TTT GCC CTG GTG CGG GAA GTA TTA AAG GTT
D

E

L

V

P

Q

F

A

L

V

R

E

V

L

K

V

TTA AAT GTT CCC TAT ATT GAA CTT GAC GGT TAT GAG GCC GAT GAT ATT

L

N

V

P

Y

I

E

L

D

32

G

Y

E

A

D

D

I

48

16

96

32

144

48

192

64

240

80

288

96

336

112
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ATC GGC CAC CTA TCA AGG GCT TTT GCG GGA CAA GGA CAT GAA GTG GTG

I

G

H

L

S

R

A

F

A

G

Q

G

H

E

V

V

384
128

ATT TAT ACC GCT GAC CGG GAC ATG CTG CAA TTG GTA GAT GAA ATA ACG 432

I

Y

T

A

D

R

D

M

L

Q

L

V

D

E

K

T

GTG GTA TAC CTT ACC AAA AAA GGC ATT ACC GAA CTG GTT AAA ATG GAT

V

V

Y

L

T

K

K

G

T

I

E

L

V

K

M

D

TTA GCT GCG ATT TTA GAA AAC TAC GGC TTA AAG CCT AAA CAG CTT GTG

L

GAT

D

A

A

I

L

E

N

Y

G

L

K

P

K

Q

L

V

GTT AAA GGA TTA ATG GGA GAT CCC TCG GAC AAC ATA CCC GGG GTT

V

K

G

L

M

G

D

P

S

D

N

I

P

G

V

CCC GGG ATT GGG GAG AAA ACT GCT TTA GAT TTA ATT AAA ACT TAT GGC

P

G

I

G

E

K

T

A

D

L

L

I

K

T

Y

G

TCA GTG GAA GAA GTT TTG GCC CGT AAA GAT GAG TTA AAA CCT AAA TTA

S

V

E

E

V

L

A

R

K

D

E

L

K

P

K

AGA GAA AAG CTT GCC GAA CAC GIJ AAT TTA GCA AAA ATA TCG AAA
R

E

K

L

A

E

H

E

N

33

L

A

K

I

S

K

144

480

160

528

176
576

192

624

208

672

L

224

CAPL

720

Q

240
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TTA GCT ACA ATC CTG CGG GAA ATA CCG TTA GAA ATC TCC CTG GAA GAT
L

A

T

I

L

R

E

I

L

P

E

I

S

L

E

D

TTA AAA GTT AAA GAA CCT AAT TAT GAA GAA GTT OCT AAA TTA TTT CTT
L

K

V

K

E

P

N

Y

E

E

V

A

K

L

F

L

CAC CTT GAG TTT AAA AGC TTT TTA AAA GAA ATA GAA CCA AAA ATA AAG

H
AAA
K

L

E

F

Y

GAG

E

K

S

F

0

Q

F

G

K

L

K

E

I

E

P

K

I

K

0

E

Q

I

A

V

I

Y

H

272

864

288

V

304

D

V

1,

Q

E

T

V

F

V

F

S

D

0

F

Y

V

D

960
320

AAA ACA AAG TTT TAC TCT TTA GAC COG CTG AAT GAAATA 1008

K

T

K

F

Y

L

S

D

F

L

N

F

I

F

F

N

K

K

I

I

T

D

D

A

K

0

ATT TAT CAT GTC TOT TTA GAA AAA GOT CTG ACT TTT CCC GAA GTT TOT

I

816

912

GAA ATA TTT AGG AAT AAA AAA ATT ATT ACC GAC OAT 0CC AAA GGA
E

256

GAT TTG GTG CAA OTT GAA ACT GTA GAA

OGA CAG ATT OCA OTA OTT TTT AGT OAT OGA TTT TAT OTT OAT

GAC GGG GAA

D

F

GA TAC CAG GAA GOT AAA

ACO OAA

T

E

768

V

C

L

F

K

0

L

34

T

F

P

E

V

C

336

1056

352

1104

368
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TTT GAT GCG CGG ATT GCA GCT TAT GTT TTA AAC CCG GCC GAC CAA AAT

F

D

A

R

I

A

A

Y

V

L

N

P

A

D

Q

N

CCC GGC CTC AAG GGG CTT TAT CTA AAG TAT GAC TTA CCG GTG TAT GAA

P

G

L

K

G

L

Y

L

K

Y

D

L

P

V

Y

E

GAT GTA TCT TTA AAC ATT AGA GGG TTG TTT TAT TTA AAA AAA GAA ATG

D

V

S

L

N

I

P

G

L

F

Y

L

K

K

E

H

ATG AGA AAA ATC TTT GAG CAG GAG CAA GAA AGG TTA TTT TAT GAA ATA

H

P

K

I

F

E

Q

E

E

Q

P

L

F

Y

H

I

GAA CTT CCT TTA ACT CCA GTT CTT GCT CAA ATG GAG CAT ACC GGC ATT

H

L

P

L

T

P

V

L

A

Q

M

E

H

T

G

I

CAG GTT GAC CGG GAA GCT TTA AAA GAG ATG TCG TTA GAG CTG GGA GAG

Q

V

D

P

E

A

L

K

E

H

S

L

H

L

G

H

CAA ATT GAA GAG TTA ATC CGG GAA ATT TAT GTG CTG GCG GGG GAA GAG

o

i

E

H

L

I

P

E

Y

I

V

L

A

G

H

E

TTT AAC TTA AAC TCG CCC AGG CAG CTG GGA GTT ATT CTT TTT GAA AAA

F

N

L

N

S

P

P

Q

L

G

35

V

I

L

F

E

K

1152
384

1200
400

1248

416

1296

432

1344

448

1392

464

1440

480

1488
496
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CTT GGG CTG CCG GTA ATT AAA AAG ACC AAA ACG GGC TAC TCT ACC GAT

L

G

L

P

V

I

K

K

K

T

T

G

Y

S

T

D

GCG GAG GTT TTG GAA GAG CTC TTG CCT TTC CAC GAA ATT ATC GGC AAA

A

E

V

L

E

E

L

L

P

F

H

H

I

I

G

K

ATA TTG AAT TAC CGG CAG CTT ATG AAG TTA AAA TCC ACT TAT ACT GAC

I

L

N

Y

H

Q

L

M

L

K

K

S

T

Y

T

D

GGC TTA ATG CCT TTA ATA AAT GAG CGT ACC GGT AAA CTT CAC ACT ACT

G

L.

M

P

L

I

N

E

H

T

G

K

L

H

T

T

TTT AAC CAG ACC GGT ACT TTA ACC GGA CGC CTG GCG TCT TCG GAG CCC

F

N

Q

T

G

T

L

T

G

H

L

A

S

AAT CTC CAA AAT ATT CCC ATC CGG TTG GAA CTC GGT CGG

N

L

Q

N

I

P

I

H

L

H

1.

G

H

S

E

AM TTA
K

L

N

F

I

P

S

P

G

Y

D

Y

I

V

S

A

S

Q

I

H

L

H

L

L

A

36

H

F

S

H

E

1584

528

1632

544

1680

560

1728

576

CGC

1776

H

592

D

TAT TCC CAG ATT GAA TTA AGG CTT CTT GCC CAT TTT TCC GAA GAG CCC

Y

512

P

AAG ATG TTT ATA CCT TCA CCG GGG TAT GAT TAT ATT GTT TCG GCG GAT
K

1536

P

1824

608

1872

624
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AAG CTT

K

L

ATT GAA GCT TAC CAA AAA GGG GAG GAT ATT CAC CGG APA ACG

I

E

A

Y

Q

K

G

E

D

I

H

R

K

T

GCC TCC GAG GTG TTC GGT GTA TCT TTG GAA GAA GTT ACT CCC GAG ATG

A

S

E

V

F

G

V

S

E

L,

E

V

T

P

E

£4

CGC GCT CAT GCC AAG TCG GTG AAC TTC GGC ATT GTT TAT GGC ATT AGT

R

A

H

A

K

S

V

N

F

G

I

V

Y

G

I

S

GAT TTT GGT TTA GGC AGA GAC TTA AAG ATT CCC CGG GAG GTT GCC GGT
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Description
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field

of the Invention

The presentinvention relates to an amplifiercircuit
for amplifying internal signals or input/output signals of
electronic equipment and devicesor, in particular, to an
amplifier circuit constituting an outputstage of an operational amplifier usedforsignalprocessing in an analog

10

electronic circuit.

2

and thefirst current signal, and a current amplifier circuit
for amplifying the difference current. In the amplifier circuit according to the invention, the difference current
calculated in a current calculation circuit is amplified.
Even whenthe currentsflowing in the signal conversion
circuit and the current calculation circuit are small,
therefore, the dynamicrange of the output can be widened. Further, in the case wherethe amplifier circuitis
designed in sucha manner that the output currentis not
supplied under no load, a small steady current flows
only in the signal conversion circuit and the currentcalculation circuit under such a condition, thereby making
it possible to reduce the wholecurrentconsumption.

2. Description of the Related Art
15

In conventional class-A operational amplifier circuits,the no-load outputpotential is set to a point intermediate between a supplied voltage using a current of a
constant currentsource and a current supplied from a
current-conversion transistorfor converting the current
of the output voltage of a differential amplifier circuit.
The current of the current-conversion transistor and the
current of the constant current source determine the
drivingcapability of the output of the particular amplifier
circuit. The larger the magnitude of these currents,
therefore, the more the impedance can be reduced that
can drive the signal amplitude as a load. Under no load
or under a voltage load requiring no output current,
however, the currentsof a current-conversion transistor
flow directlyfrom the high potential side to the ground,
thereby increasing the currentconsumed by the circuit.
These currentsmust be reduced in orderto reducethe
powerconsumption oftheamplifiercircuit. The problem,
however, is that a reduced current leads to a reduced

drive capability.
Further, an attemptto increase the dynamicrange
(amplitude range) of the outputcurrentis accompanied
by the requirement of considerably changing the output
voltage of the differential amplifier circuit supplying a
gatevoltageto the current conversion transistor. For the
output voltageamplitudeof the differential amplifiercircuit to be increased, on the other hand, the offset voltage between two input signal terminals increases
unavoidably. As a result, an offsetalso occurs in the signal appliedthrough the circuit, therebyposing the problem of crossover distortion.

The present invention will be more clearly understoodfrom the description as set forth belowwith reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Accordingly, the object of the presentinvention is to
provide an amplifier circuit having a wide amplitude
range of the output signal with a low current consumption.
According to the present invention, there is provided an amplifier circuitcomprising a signal conversion
circuit for converting the input signal to a first current
signal, a current calculation circuitfor calculating the difference currentbetween a predetermined current value

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a circuitdiagramshowing a configuration of
a conventional amplifier circuit;
Figs. 2Ato2C are diagrams for explaining theoperation of a conventional amplifiercircuit;
Fig. 3 is a diagramfor explaining the basic configuration of the present invention;
Fig. 4 is a circuitdiagramshowing a configuration of
an amplifiercircuitaccording to afirstembodiment;
Figs. 5A and 5B are diagramsfor explaining the
operation of the amplifier circuit accordingto the
first embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing a configuration of a
modification of the amplifier circuit according to the
first embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a circuitdiagramshowing a configuration of
an amplifiercircuit according to a second embodimentof the invention;
Figs. BA and BB are diagramsfor explaining the
operation of the amplifier circuit accordingto the
second embodiment;
Figs. 9A and 9B are circuit diagrams showing a
configuration of modifications of the amplifier circuit
according to the second embodiment; and
Fig. 10 is a circuitdiagramshowing a configuration
of an amplifier circuit according to a third embodiment.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

50
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Before proceeding to a detaileddescription of the
preferred embodiments of the presentinvention, a prior
art amplifiercircuit will be describedwith reference to
the accompanying drawings relating thereto for a
clearer understanding of the differences between the
prior art and the presentinvention.
Fig. 1 is adiagramshowing a circuitconfiguration of
a conventional amplifier circuit relating to the present
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invention. This circuitrepresents a typical example of a
class-Aoperational amplifiercircuit. Characters IP designates a non-inverted input terminal, character IM an
inverted input terminal, characters VB an operation bias
an output terminal.
input terminal, and character
Transistors Ml to M5 constitute a differential amplifier
circuithaving a single-ended outputVx. A transistor M6
converts the outputvoltage Vx of the differential amplifier circuitVx into a drain current. A transistorM7 acts
as a constantcurrent source and functionsin such a
mannerthat the potential of the output0 under no load
is set to aboutthe intermediate level between the supplied voltage by the constant current supplied from the
transistor M7 and the current flowing in the transistor
M6.

0

10

15

Acapacitor Cl is a phase-compensating capacitive
element. The present invention has no relation to the
operation of the phase-compensating capacitive element, and therefore the capacitor Cl will be nether
explained nor illustrated in thedescription that follows.
Figs. 2A to2C are diagrams for explaining the operation of the amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2A
showsthe state producing no output, Fig. 2B the state
wherea current isflowedfrom the amplifiercircuit, and
Fig. 2C the state wherea current is absorbed into the
amplifier circuit. The transistor M7 acts as a constant
current source. The amplifiercircuit is required to be
designed to have an output potential substantially one
half of the supplied voltagein the casewherethe signal
input terminals IP and IM have the same potential. This
in turn requiresthat the currents16 and 17 flowing in the
transistor M6 and M7 are equalto each other. Thisstate
is shown in Fig. 2A, in which the current16 flowing in the
transistor M6 is supplied directlytothe transistor M7 as
a current17, andtherefore no output current appears. In
the case where a load is driven by flowing the current
from this amplifier circuit, the voltage applied to the
input terminal IP is increased or the voltage applied to
the inputterminal IM isdecreased so asto decrease the
voltage applied tothe control electrode gate of the transistorM6. As a result, as shown in Fig. 2B, 16 increases
and a current I equivalent to the difference between 16
and 17 flowsinto the load. In the case wherethe amplifier circuit absorbs the current from the load, on the
otherhand, the voltage applied to IP is decreased or the
voltage applied to IM is increased, thereby increasing
the voltage applied to the control electrode gate of the
transistor M6. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 2C, 16
decreases so that the current I equivalent to the difference between 17 and 16 flowsout the load.
In this way, the currents 16 and 17 determinethe
drive capability ofthe outputof this amplifier circuit. The
larger the currents16 and 17, the more is it possible to
decrease the impedance capableof driving the signal
amplitude as a load. Under no load or under a voltage
load requiring no output current, however, a current
equivalent to 16 (17) flowsfrom high potential side of the
powersupplydirectlyto theground. Withthe increase in
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16 and 17, therefore, a larger current is consumed bythe
circuit. In portable electronic equipment and devices,
the use of which has widelyspreadin recent years, the
LSI has been introduced to the circuits to reduce the
size and weight and a battery is used for a powersupply. The battery life is a crucial factor for the portable
electronic equipment and deviceswitha reduced power
consumption are desired. In view ofthis, it is necessary
to reducethe current consumption of each circuit. The
reduction in the currentconsumption ofthe amplifier circuit makes it necessary to reduce both the currents 16
and 17 describedabove. In spite of this, the reduction in
16 and 17 poses the problemof a lower drive capability.
Consider, for example, the case in which a current
is flowed from the amplifier circuitto drivea load. As far
as such a case is concerned, the output current I is
givenas 16 - 17, indicating that a larger 16 and a smaller
17 are desirable. An excessively large difference
between 16 and 17, however, undesirably increases the
difference of 16 between when the amplifier circuit is
under no loadwith 16 equal to 17 and whenthe output is
at maximum. In this way, an attempt to increase the
dynamicrange (amplitude range) of the outputcurrent I
requiresa large change in the output voltage of the differential amplifiercircuit Vx supplying the gate voltage
of the transistorM6. An attemptto increase the output
voltage amplitude of the differential amplifier circuit, on
the otherhand, unavoidably increases the offsetvoltage
between the two input signal terminals IP and IM. With
the increase in the offset voltage of the operational
amplifiercircuit, the signal passing through the circuit
also contains an offset, thereby causing crossover distortion.

The same is true in the case where a current is
35

40
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absorbed into the amplifier circuitfrom a load. As shown
in Fig. 2C, 16 can be minimized, for example, only to
about three tenths of the value thereof under steady
state (when 16 = 1). The dynamic range of the output
currentI thus is limited.
Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a basic configuration of
an amplifiercircuitaccording tothe invention. As shown
in Fig. 3, the amplifiercircuit according to the invention
comprises a signal conversion circuit 1 for converting
the input signalto a first currentsignal, a currentcalculation circuit 2 for calculating the difference current
between a predetermined current value and the first
currentsignal, and a currentamplifiercircuit3 for amplifying the difference current. The signal conversion circuit 1 includesatransistor, and an input signal is applied
to the control electrode of the transistor, whilethe first
currentsignal is outputfrom one of the controlled electrodes of the transistor. The current calculation circuit2
is a constantcurrent source for calculating the difference and producing a difference current between the
currentvalueofthe constantcurrentsourceand the first
currentsignal. The current amplifiercircuit3 includes a
currentmirror circuit. In the amplifier circuitaccording to
the invention, the difference current calculated by the

5
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current calculation circuit 2

is amplified. Even in the
casewhere the currentflowing in the signalconversion
circuit 1 and the current calculation circuit 2 is small,
therefore, the dynamicrange of the output can be widened. Further, with an amplifier circuitdesigned in such
a mannerthat no output current flows under no load, the
current flowing steadilyunder such a condition is the
small one flowing in the signal conversion circuit 1 and
the currentcalculation circuit2, thus making it possible
to reducethe current consumption.
Fig. 4 is adiagramshowing a circuitconfiguration of
thefirstembodiment. As shown in Fig. 4, the circuitportion including thetransistors Ml to M7 is identical to the
corresponding portion in Fig. 1. The connecting point
between the transistors M6 and M7 is connected with
an amplifier circuitconsisting of the transistors MB and
Mg. As described above, the transistors Ml to MS make
up a differential amplifier circuit having a single ended
output. The transistor M6 is the portion for converting
the output voltage of the differential amplifiercircuitto a
current and corresponds to the signal conversion circuit
1 in Fig. 3. The transistorM7, which operates as a constant currentsource for supplying a constantcurrent, is
the portion functioning to absorb the summation of the
constant current and the current of the transistor M6
from the transistorMB and corresponds to the current
calculation circuit 2 in Fig. 3. The portion S made up of
the transistors MB and Mg, on the other hand, constitutes a current amplifier circuit called the currentmirror
circuitfor determining the ratio of the current 19 flowing
out the transistor Mg with respectto the currentlBflowing out the transistorMB accordingto the size of the
transistor or the like. In the case under consideration,
the ratio is IB:19 = 1:m. The first embodiment involves
the valuem = 10, for example.
Figs. SA and SB are diagrams for explaining the
operation of the amplifiercircuit according to the first
embodiment. With reference to Figs. SA and SB, the
operation of the amplifiercircuit according to the first
embodiment shown in Fig. 4 will be explained. As
described above, the transistorM7 corresponds to the
current calculation circuit2 and operates as a constant
current source. The relation 17 = 16 + lB holds between
the current 17 flowing in the transistorM7 and the current lB. For facilitating the understanding in the circuits
of Figs. 1 and 4, all the transistors Ml to M7 are
assumed to be equal to each otherwith an equal bias
voltage VB. This relation leads to lB = 17 - 16 and
19 = mx lB = mx(17-16). As in the case of Fig. 1, the
conditions are set to assure that 16 = 17 when the
potential is equalbetweenIP and IM. Inthe casewhere
16 = 17, lB is zero, so that 19 is also zero as shown in
Fig. SA. No current output, therefore, is produced. In
otherwords, in the absence of output as in the case of
(1) in Fig. 5, 16 (17) is the only current which flows in the
circuitand is considered the sameasthe current flowing
in the circuitof Fig. 1.
As shown with reference to Fig. 2C, on the other
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hand, the reduction in the output current of M6 is limited
ifthe input offsetvoltageis to be within a predetermined
value. Assumethat the reduction is -A16. In Fig. 2C, A16
is given as 7/10 x 17. Similarly, the reduction A16 is
expressed as 7/10 x 17 in Fig. SB. In the case where 16
is given as 3/lOx 17 as shown in Fig. SB, lB is 7/10
x 17, and 19 is m x A16. The current I flowed
from the amplifier circuit can thus be expressed as
mxl7-mx(16-A16)=mxAl6 (here 17=16). In
other words, the dynamic range of the output is
increased by a factorof m. The absorption amplitude is
0.7 for the circuitof Fig.2C, and the flowed amplitude is
7 for the circuit of Fig. SB. In both cases, m is ten times
as large.
As describedabove, in the circuit according to the
first embodiment, the dynamicrange (amplitude range)
of the output current can be increased withoutincreasing the currentconsumption. With the circuit shown in
Fig. 4, the logic for controlling the output current I from
the differential amplifier circuitis reversed to that for the
circuitof Fig. 1, and so is the relation between the input
terminals IP and IM.
In the setting described with reference to Figs. SA
and SB, only the amount of the current flowed to the
loadfromthe amplifier circuitundergoes a change while
the current is notflowedfrom the load into the amplifier
circuit. Asimplemethod of solving this inconvenience is
to insert a currentsource between the VSS and output
o of the circuitshown in Fig. 4. An embodiment having
sucha configuration is shown in Fig. 6. A transistor M10
functions as such a currentsource.
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing a configuration of an
amplifier circuitaccordingto a second embodiment. The
circuitof thesecondembodiment includes, in addition to
the circuit components of the first embodiment, a current mirror circuit 6 configured of transistors M10 and
Ml 1 providing N-channel MOSFETs as a complementary configuration to the transistorsMB and Mg. This
current mirrorcircuit6 is equivalent to the current mirror
circuitS including thetransistors MB and M9 constituting
a P-channel MOSFET. This configuration makes up a
push-pull setup ofthe output stagewhich can operate to
supply the output current in the desiredone ofthe directionsfrom and into the amplifiercircuit.
In the amplifier circuit according to the second
embodiment, lB and 110 are both zero when 16 = 17.
are also zero. The current flowing
Hence, 19 and
under no load, therefore, is 16 (17) which is the sameas
in the case of the conventional circuit shown in Fig. 1.
This is an ideal case, and some currentflows actually
due to variations of characteristics between the transistors. In spite of this, such a current is normally minuscule.
Fig. BA shows the state of the amplifier circuit
according to the second embodiment which operatesin
such a mannerthat the output current flows into the
amplifier circuit. Fig. BB shows the state ofthe amplifier
circuitaccordingto the second embodiment which oper-
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ates in sucha manner that the output currentflowsout
of the amplifiercircuit. In this circuit, the relation holds
that 16+18=17+110. Assume that 18:19 = 110:111 =
1 :m. Thefactorm is set 20, for example, in Figs. BA and
BB. From these equations, the relation is established
that the output current I = 19 - Ill = -m(16 - 17). In this
circuit, the transistor M7 acts as a constant current
source. With the decrease in 16, therefore, 18 increases
while 110 decreases. Accordingly, 19 increases and Ill
decreases, with the resultthat a more output current I
flowsout from the amplifiercircuit. With the increase in
16, in contrast, lB decreases and 110 increases. At the
sametimetime, 19decreases and
increases, sothat
a morecurrent I flows into the amplifier circuit. Assuming that the input offsetvoltageis not morethan a predetermined value in the case wherethe changein the
output currentof the transistor M6 is ±A16, therefore, the
fluctuation of the output currentof the circuit is givenas
±m x A16. In the conventional amplifiercircuit shown in
Fig. 1, the fluctuation is ±A16 indicating that the change
of the output current is enlarged by a factorof m. In this
way, the amplifier circuit according to the second
embodiment permitsthe amplitude range of the output
currentto be increased in the two directions of flow-in
and flow-out of the amplifiercircuit without increasing
the currentconsumption. With the circuitof the second
embodiment, like that of the first embodiment, the logic
of controlling the output current I from the differential
amplifier circuit is reversed to that for the circuitof Fig.
1, and so is the relationbetween the input terminals IP
and IM.
In the circuit according to the second embodiment
shown in Fig. 7, thecurrentflowsfromthe high-potential
side VDD of the power supply through the transistors
MB and M10 to the low-potential side VSSof the power
supply, and there is no means available for controlling
this current.For this reason, a largecurrentflows inthis
routefor an increased current consumption, sometimes
resulting in a breakdown ofthe transistoror the likedue
to the heat generated. In order to obviatethis problem,
it is necessary to providea current bias regulation circuit for limiting the currentin this route. Figs. 9A and 9B
are diagramsshowing modifications of the amplifier circuit according to the second embodiment including a
current bias regulation circuit inserted in the abovementioned route. Fig. 9A showsan example in which a
resistoris inserted as a current bias regulation circuit,
and Fig. 9B an example in which transistors MB1 and
MB2 supplied with appropriate bias voltages VB1 and
VB2 are inserted as a current bias regulation circuit.
The current bias regulation circuit is not limited to these
examples, but maytakeany form that can limit the cur-
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rent.
Fig. 10 is a diagramshowing a configuration of an
amplifier circuit according to a third embodiment. The
differential amplifier circuitand the portionincluding the
transistors M6to M9 of this amplifiercircuit are identical
to the corresponding component parts of the first and
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second embodiments. The current mirror circuit6 consisting of the transistors M10 and Mu also have the
same functionas the corresponding circuit of the second embodiment. This embodiment is differentfromthe
first and second embodiments in that a signal conversion circuit and a current calculation circuit including
transistors M6' and M9' are inserted in additionto the
signal conversion circuitand the currentcalculation circuit including M6 and M7, respectively, so that the current mirrorcircuit5 including thetransistorsMB and M9
is supplied with an inputcurrentfrom the signalconversion circuitand the current calculation circuit including
M6 and M7, whilethe currentmirrorcircuit including the
transistors M10 and Mu is supplied with an input current from the signal conversion circuit and the current
calculation circuit including M6' and M7', respectively.
This configuration makes it possible for the two current
mirror circuits combined to perform a push-pull operation like the current mirror circuit of the first embodiment. Since the bias current value of each current
mirror circuitcan be determined uniquely, it is not necessary to provide the current bias regulation circuit
required in the circuit according to the second embodiment shown in Fig. 7. This is, however, at the expense
of a currentconsumption increased by the amount flowing in the routeformed by M6' and MT. But the current
consumption caused by M6' and MT is still much
smaller in the case that the dynamicrange is widened
by increasing 16 and 17 withthe circuit in Fig. 1.
It will thus be understood from the foregoing
description that according to the presentinvention there
is provided an amplifiercircuitwhich can increase the
variation range of the output currentas compared with
the conventional amplifier circuit. Consequently, a highperformance portable electronic equipment or device
consuming less power can be easily realized.

Claims
40

1. An amplifier circuitcomprising:

a signal conversion circuit (1) for converting an
input signalinto a firstcurrent signal;
a current calculation circuit (2) for calculating
45

the difference current between a predetermined current value and said first current signal; and

a currentamplifier circuit (3) for amplifying said
difference current.
50

55

2. An amplifier circuitaccording to claim 1,
wherein said signal conversion circuit (1)
includes a transistor (M6), said input signal is
applied to the control electrode of said transistor,
and said firstcurrentsignal (16) is output from one
of the controlled electrodes of said transistor(M6).
3. An amplifier circuitaccording to claim 1 or 2,

5

9
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wherein said currentcalculation circuit (2) is

a constant current source, and the difference
between the currentvalue (17) of said constant currentsourceand said first current signal (16) is calculated as said difference current.
4.

5

An amplifiercircuitaccording to any one of claims1

to 3,
wherein said current amplifier circuit (3)
includes a current mirror circuit (5).
5.

An amplifiercircuitaccording to claim 4,
wherein said current amplifier circuit (3)
includes a first current mirror circuit (5) having an
element of afirst polarity and a second current mirror circuit(6) having an element ofasecondpolarity
connected to each otherin complementary configu-

10
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ration.
6.

An amplifiercircuitaccording to claim 5,
wherein said current amplifier circuit
includes a current bias regulation circuitconnected
to the junctionbetweensaid first current mirrorcircuit (5) and said second current mirror circuit (6)
connected in complementary configuration and
supplied withsaid difference current.

7.

8.

An amplifiercircuitaccording to claim 6,
wherein said current bias regulation circuit
includes transistors (MB1, MB2) havingthe control
electrodes thereof provided with a bias signal.
An amplifier circuit according to claim 1, further
comprising a second set of a signalconversion circuit (M6') and a current calculation circuit (M7') in
additionto thefirstset of said signal conversion circuit (M6) and the current calculation circuit (M7),
wherein said current amplifier circuit (3)
includes a first current mirror circuit (5) having an
element of afirst polarity and a second current mirror circuit(6) having an elementof a second polar-
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ity;

said first current mirror circuit (5) and said
second current mirror circuit (6) have the input
stagesthereofconnected with the first and second
sets of said signal conversion circuitand said current calculation circuit (M6, M7; M6', M7'), respectively; and
said first current mirror circuit (5) and said
second current mirror circuit (6) have the output
stagesthereof connected to each othertherebyto

45

50

perform the push-pull operation.
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ABSTRACT

An improved process for spincasting contact lenses
with differentlyshaped concave lens surfacesfrom the

same mold design comprisesproviding molds with uniformly shapedconcave surfaces, and spincastingin the
molds a seriesofpolymerizablemixtures. Contact lenses
with differently shaped concave lens surfaces are obtained by varying the ratio of the monomers and an
organic diluent in the polymerizablemixtures.
14 Claims,No Drawings
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1
SPINCASTING PROCESS FOR PRODUCINGA
SERIES OFCONTACTLENSES HAVINGDESIRED
SHAPES

2
the concavelens surfacesof the produced lenses is varied by controlling factors such as volumes of the individual polymerizablemixturesorthe rotational speedof
the molds in which the individual mixtures are con-

5 tamed.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
While the described conventionalprocessesprovides
The present invention relates to an improved spin- the production of contact lenses having differently
lens surfacesfrom the same mold decasting processfor producing a seriesof contact lenses shaped concave
inventors
ofthepresent inventionrecognized
the
desired
sign,
having
shapes.
10 several drawbacks to such conventional methods.
Spincasting (also termed centrifugal casting) is
First, since the aforementionedfactors which deterknown in the art for curing polymerizablemixturesin
mine the shape ofthe concave lens surfaceare interrethe productionofcontact lenses.Forexample,spincastlated, when one ofthese factors is varied, such as voling methods are disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,660,545
umes of the individual polymerizablemixtures, it may
and 3,669,089. In conventional spincastingprocesses,a
15 be
is
via
mixture
charged,
generally
necessaryto compensatefor this variation by adjustliquid polymerizable
injection,to a mold having a concavemolding surface,
ing other factors, such as the rotational speed or the
extent and duration of exposureto polymerizingradiaand the mixture is polymerized while the mold is rcitated. The polymerizablemixture can be exposed to
tion. Otherwise, the polymerizationprocess may yield
polymerizing radiation, such as ultraviolet radiation, 20 an article which does not havea desiredshape or which
and/or heated during rotation ofthe mold to facilitate is not completely cured.
polymerization.The produced lens has a convex lens
Second, production-scale spincasting apparatus resurface shaped by the concave molding surface and a
quire that an operator preliminarilyset-up various operconcave lens surface shapedby centrifugalforce generating conditions of the apparatus before initiating the
ated by rotation of the mold and surface tension of the
For example, an operator will
25 spincasting operations.
mixture containedin the mold.
theapparatus basedon operatingconditionssuch
set-up
Polymerizablemixtures which maybe used to form
as the rotational speed of the molds, the injection volcontact lensesareknown to those ofordinaryskillinthe
ume for injection of the liquid polymerizablemixtures
art. The mixturescomprise monomersor prepolymers,
into themolds,or the intensityor duration ofultraviolet
such as vinyl-containingmonomers,which polymerize
exposure. Subsequently, a series of contact
to form a polymer having desired properties such as 30 radiation
lenses
can
be obtained by spincastingwithin theoperatoptical transparency, strength and biocompatibility.
parameters. Ifone wishes to change such operating
The mixtures may also include other components ing
the spincasting operation may have to be
conditions,
known in the art such as crosslinking agents or polyto
allow
for readjustmentof the apparatus.Acceased
merization initiators. Additionally, these mixtures may
conventional spincastingprothe
described
cordingly,
include a diluent or solvent, or the mixtures may be
duction
wherein
contact lenseshaving differprocesses,
provided in bulk, i.e., without a diluent or solvent.
are produced. often
concave
lens
surfaces
ently
shaped
It is recognized in the art that the shape of the lens
in order to
the
operation
require ceasing
spincasting
formedfrom the spincastingprocedure is dete-rmined by
the
the
conditions
of
apparatus.
change
operating
in
U.S.
Pat.
No.
various factors.As disclosed
4,534,916,
such factors include the size and the shape ofthe mold, 40
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
the amount and the nature of the components in the
Thepresent inventionprovides an improved spincastlens-formingmixture, the rotational speed of the mold
ing
process for producing a series of contact lenses
of
the
axis
of
and
the
position
during polymerization,
contact lenses with differently shaped conincluding
rotation ofthe mold relative to the direction ofgravity.
design. The
The shape of the convex lens surface is determined 45 cave lens surfaces from the same mold
molds
with uniimprovement
comprises
providing
primarilyby the mold design (and more particularly, by
formly shaped concave surfaces, and spincastingin the
the shape of the molding surfaceof the molds in which
molds a series of polymerizable mixtures, wherein
the polymerizablemixtures are contained during spincontact lenses with differently shaped concave lens
whereas
each
of
the
aforementioned
factors
casting),
surfaces are obtained by varying a ratio of the monoaffect
the
of
the
concave
lens
surface
formed
50
can
shape
mers and an organic diluent in the seriesof polymerizfrom rotation ofthe mold.
able mixtures.
lenses
it
is
desired
to
contact
Frequently,
produce
Surprisingly,it has been found that the ratio of the
with differently shaped concave lens surfaces. More
monomers
and the organic diluentcan be varied within
to
such
differit
is
often
desired
spincast
particularly,
ently shaped contact lenses from the same mold design 55 a relativelylarge range without modifyingother factors
affecting the spincasting operation. Additionally, the
(i.e., molds having uniformlyshaped concave molding
needto cease the spincastingoperationto readjust opersurfaces) in order to minimizethe need to employ a
of
different
mold
In
ating conditions of the spincastingapparatus is minispincasting
provariety
designs.
mized.
of
cesses, this can be achieved by controlling the shape
60
the concave lens surface.
DETAILEDDESCRIPTION OF THE
Conventionally,in spincastingprocesses for producINVENTION
ing contact lenseswith differentlyshaped concave lens
In
the
of
from
the
same
mold
the
same
surfaces
process this invention, a series of liquid
design,
polymerizablemixture is maintainedthroughout the process. In
polymerizablemixturesare spincast to form a series of
other words, the polymerizablemixture remains fixed 65 contact lenses.
Eachindividualmixture is charged to a mold, preferthroughout the process, i.e., the individual polymerizable mixturescontain the same components,present in
ably by injection, wherein the molds are of the same
the same relative amounts. Accordingly, the shape of mold design, i.e., the molds have uniformly shaped
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3
concave molding surfaces. The polymerizablemixtures
are spincast in the molds by conventional techniques.

During the spinning cycle, the individual molds which
contain the polymerizationmixtures can be grouped in
linear array or, alternately,the molds can be grouped in 5
carousel fashion and individually rotated. As used
herein, the term "series of contact lenses" includes a
plurality ofcontact lenses,which may be obtained after
one or more spinning cycles.
Contact lenses with differently shaped concave lens 10
surfacesare obtained by varying the ratio ofmonomers
and an organic diluent in the series of polymerizable
mixtures. For example, variations in this ratio result in
liquid polymerizablemixtureswhich have varying surface tensionsat the interface of the liquid contained in 15
the mold and the fluid above the liquid during spincasting. According to a preferred embodiment,the ratio of
the monomers to the organic diluent can be varied
within a range from 1.5 to 20.
It will be appreciated that the ratio ofthe monomers 20
and the organic diluent can be changed at any desired
point in the production of the series of contact lenses.
For example, the series ofcontact lenses can include a
first set of contact lenses, wherein each lens has a similarly shaped concave lens surface, and a second set of 25
contact lenses,wherein each lens has a similarlyshaped
concave lens surfacedifferentthanthat ofthefirst set of

The organic diluent includes organic compounds
which are substantiallynonreactive with the monomers
in the initial monomeric mixture. According to a preferred embodiment, the polymerizable mixtures comprise 0 to 50 parts by weight of the polymerizablemixture, and more preferably, 5 to 40 parts by weight.
Contemplated organic diluents include: monohydric
alcohols,with C6—Ciostraight-chainedaliphatic monohydric alcohols,such as n-hexanoland n-nonanol,being
especially preferred; diols, such as ethylene glycol;
polyols, such as glycerin; ethers, such as diethylene
glycol monoethyl ether; ketones, such as methyl ethyl
ketone; esters, such as methylenanthate; and hydrocarbons. Other suitablediluents will be apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the art.
Representative formulationsare listed below.

Component

FORMULATION A
Parts by Weight

TRIS.VC
NVP

55
30

V2D25
n.nonanol

(varied)

15

DAROCUR-I173

0.2

lenses.

Anypolymerizablemixtureknown in the art for producing contact lensesby spincastingmay be employed 30
in the process of this invention, as will be apparent to
one skilled in the art. The monomers present in the
polymerizable mixture from which a contact lens is
spincast may be monomers or prepolymers. Thus, it is
understood that the term "monomers" includes pre- 35
polymers. The polymerizable mixtures include those
known in the art which upon polymerizationform rigid
gas permeable contact lenses, silicone elastomer"soft"
contact lenses, and "soft" hydrogel contact lenses in40
cluding silicone hydrogel contact lenses.
Hydrogels representa preferred class of materialsfor
the production of contact lenses by spincasting.A hydrogel is a hydrated crosslinked polymeric system that
contains water in an equilibrium state. Conventional
hvdrogel lenses are prepared from polymerizable mo- 45
nomeric mixtures predominantly containing hydrophilic monomers. Suitable hydrophilic monomers include: unsaturatedcarboxylicacids, such asmethacrylic
and acrylic acids; acrylic substituted alcohols, such as
2-hydroxyethylmethacrylateand 2-hydroxyethylacry- 50
late; vinyl lactams, such as N-vinyl pyrrolidone; acrylamides, such as methacrylamide and N,N-dimethylacrylamide; the hydrophilic vinyl carbonate or vinyl
carbamate monomers disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos.
5,070,215; and the hydrophilic oxazolone monomers 55
disclosedin U.S. Pat. No. 4,910,277. Within the class of
hydrogel materials are silicone hydrogels (i.e., hydrogels containing silicone), which are prepared by polymerizing a mixturecontaining at least one silicone-containing monomer and at least one hydrophilic mono- 60
mer. Either the silicone-containing monomer or the
hydrophilic monomer may function as a crosslinking
agent (a crosslinkerbeing defined as a monomerhaving
multiple polymerizable functionalities) or a separate
crosslinkermay beemployed.Examplesofsilicone-con- 65
taming monomers may be found in U.S. Pat. Nos.
4,136,250: 4,153,641; 4,740,533; 5,034,461; and
5,070,215.

FORMULATION B
Parts by Weight
(or Weight Percent)
Component
IDS3H
Tris

35
35
39

DMA
MAA

I

n.hexanol

(varied)

0.I

TXN
MDEA

Component

0.2c

FORMULATIONC
Parts by Weight
(or Weight Percent)

IDS3H
Tris

30

NVP
DMA
VDMO

27

30
9

I
0.15

FIEMAvc
n-hexanol

(varied)

DAROCUR-I173

Component

0.5

FORMULATIOND
Parts by Weight
(or Weight Percent)

IDS3H
Tris

NVP
DMA
VDMO
HEMAvc
n.nonanol
DAROCUR.1173
tint agent

30
30
27
9
1

0.15

(varied)

0.5
0.03'

5,260,001
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FORMULATIONE
Parts by Weight
(Or Weight Percent)
Component

EXAMPLE 2
Thelens power ofthe seven lots oflenses obtained in
Example I was measured with a Nikon Vertaxo meter.
The measured lens power ofeach lot of lenses is listed
in Table 1 (with standard deviation listed parentheti-

IDS3H

5

35
35

Tnt
DMA
MAA
n-hexanol
TXN
MDEA

cally).

48
I

TABLE I

(varied)
0.1%
0.2%

10

Lot

Amount Nonanol
(Parts by Weight)

A-I
A-2
A.3

The followingmaterials are designatedabove.

Len Power

20

(diopter)
—6.99 (±0.54)
—7.79 (±0.39)
—7.86 (±0.19)

25
30
35
40

—8.25
—8.33 (0.l4)
—8.38 (±0.25)
—8.86 (0.2t)

10
15

DAROCUR 1173, a UV initiator
DMA
N,N-dimethylacrylamide
HEMAvc
methacryloxyethylvinyl carbonate
IDS3H
a urethane prepolymerderived from isophoronediisocyanate, diethylene
glycol and alpha, omega-bis(hvdroxybutyldimethylsilyl) polysiloxane and end(describedin U.S. Pat. No. 5,034.461)
capped with 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate
MAA
methacrylicacid
MDEA
methyl diethanolamine
NVP
N-vinylpyrrolidone
tint agent
l,4-bis[4-(2-methacrvloxvethvl)phenvlaminojanthraquinone
TRIS
tris(trimethylsiloxy)silylpropyl methacrylate
TRIS-VC
tris(trimethvlsiloxy)silylpropyl vinyl carbamate
thioxanthone
TXN
VDMO
2vinyl4.4.dimethyl-2-oxazoline-5-one
a silicone-containing vinyl carbonateprepolymerrepresentedby the formula
V2D,c
CH3

[CHS

1

CHCH—OCO(CH2)4—S1-—O——I- Si—O-4—Si—(CH2)40C0—-CH=CH2
II
I
I
I
II

0

CH

[CH3

JCH

0

The following examplesfurther illustrate preferred
embodimentsofthe present invention.
EXAMPLE I
40
Seven liquid polymerizablemixtures were prepared
by varying the ratio of the monomers and n-nonanolin
Formulation A. Each of the seven polymerizablemixtures (designated A-I through A-7 in Table I below)
contained: TR1S-VC, 55 parts by weight; NVP, 30 45
parts by weight V2D25, 15 parts by weight; and
DAROCUR-1173,0.2 parts by weight. The amount of
n-nonanolin mixturesA-i through A-7 is listed in Table
Under an inert nitrogen atmosphere, seven lots of 50
molds were prepared for spincastingby injecting 30-1.d
volumesofthe prepared mixturesonto clean open concave molds made of Ardel (a polyarylate resin). Each
lot containedseveral molds with the respectivemixture.
In a continuous operation, the molds were spun for 55
about 25minutes at 383 rpmin the presenceofUV light
(3—10 mW/cm2 as measured by Spectronic UV meter)
and exposedtoUV light for about 85 additionalminutes
to complete the cure.
The spincast lenseswere dried in an exhaust hood at 60
room temperature while still in the molds to remove
excess n-nonanol. The lenses were then knife edged.
Subsequently, the lenses were releasedfrom the molds
in an ethanol/water mixture, and the lenses were extracted in isopropanol at room temperature for a mini- 65
mum of 16 hours. The lenses were then extracted with
water at about 80 C.for four hours. Finally, the lenses
were hydrated in buffered saline.

A-4
A.5
A-6
A-7

0.4l)

The data demonstratethatlenseshaving different lens
powers. ranging from approximately —7.0 to —9.0
diopter, were obtained by varying the ratio of monomers and organic diluent in the initial polymerizable
mixtures. The variation in lens power is directly attributedto variation in shapes ofthe concave lens surfaces
of the spincast lenses.
While certain preferred embodimentshave been described, it is understood that the inventionis not limited
theretoand modificationsand variations would be evident to a person of ordinary skill in the art.
We claim:
1. In a spincastingprocess for producing a series of
contact lenses includingcontact lenses with differently
shaped concave lens surfaces, the improvement comprising:
providing molds with uniformly shaped concave
surfaces and spincasting in said molds a series of
polymerizablemixtures,
wherein the contact lenses with differently shaped
concave lens surfaces are obtained by varying a
ratio of monomers and an organic diluent in the
series of polymerizablemixtures.
2. The process according to claim 1, wherein said
contact lenses are hydrogel lenses.
3. The process according to claim 2, wherein said
contact lenses are silicone hydrogel lenses, said polymerizablemixturescomprisinga hydrophilicmonomer,
a silicone-containing monomer and the organic diluent.

5,260,001
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4. The processaccordingto claim 3, wherein thesilicone-containing monomer is selectedfrom the group
consisting of silicone-containing vinyl carbonate prepolymers and silicone-containing vinyl carbamate pre-

5

polymers.
5. The process according to claim 3, wherein the
silicone-containing monomer is a silicone-containing

urethane prepolymer.
6. The process according to claim 1, wherein the
organic diluent is a monohydricaliphatic alcohol.
7. The process according to claim 6, wherein the
organic diluentis selectedfrom the group consistingof
n-hexanoland n-nonanol.
8. The processaccording to claim1, wherein theratio
of the monomersto the organic diluent in said seriesof
polymerizablemixturesis varied within a range of1.5 to

8

The process according to claim 9, wherein the
amountof the organic diluentin said seriesof polymerizablemixturesis varied within a range of 5 to 40 parts
by weight.
11. The process accordirg to claim 9, wherein the
polymerizablemixtures in said series have a uniform
10.

volume.
12. The process according to claim 1, wherein the

polymerizablemixtures in said series have a uniform

10 volume.

13. The process according to claim 1, wherein the
polymerizablemixtures in said series are spincast at a
uniform rotational speed.
14. The process according to claim 1, wherein the
15 series of contact lenses comprises a first set of contact
lenses, wherein each contact lens in said first set has a
similarly shapedconcave lens surface, and a second set
of contact lenses, wherein each contact lens in said
20.
second set has a similarly shaped concave lens surface,
9. The process according to claim 1, wherein the 20 the concave lens surfaces of said first set of contact
amountof the organic diluent in said series of polymerlenses having a different shape than the concave lens
surfaces ofsaid second set ofcontact lenses.
izablemixturesis varied within a range of5 to 60 parts
* * * * *
by weight.
25

30

35

40

45

50
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ABSTRACF

Thepresent inventionrelatesto amethod and apparatus
for producing uniform polymeric spheres with controllable permeability. This invention may be useful for
encapsulatinglivingcells or tissue orchemicalsor medicines in uniform polymeric spheres. In particular, this
inventionrelates to polymeric microspheresmade from
polycation and polyanion polymer solutions. An apparatus includes airtight housing 1 having top 3 and bottom 25 chambers. Top chamber 3 includes pressure
regulator means 5, stationary polyanion reservoir tank
7, polycationreservoir tank 27, and feed line9 to adjustable tank 11. Tank 11 is associated with oscillator 13,
nozzle 14 and capacitance means 19. Nozzle 14 and
oscillator3 cooperateto form polyaniondroplets.Inthe
bottom chamber 25 annularnozzle 50 is used to form an
annular jet of polycation solution. The droplets and
polycationjet are mixedat minimal impact velocitiesto
form uniform polymeric sphere.
11 Claims,5 DrawingSheets
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Long Term Delivery System, Journal of Con-

trolled Release,2 (1985), 137—141.)
The technique developed by Sun for cell encapsulation has been regarded as one of the most successful
5 methodsfor microencapsulationofhuman cells.(A. M.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Sun and G. M. O'Shea, Microencapsulationof Living
Field ofthe Invention
Cells—ALongTerm Delivery System,Journal ofConThepresentinventionrelatesto amethod and appara- trollel Release, 2 (1985), 137—141.) (G. M. O'Shea and
tus for producing uniform polymeric spheres with
A. M. Sun, Encapsulation of Rat Islets ofLangerhans
membranepermeabilityvarying from semipermeableto 10 Prolongs Xenograft Survival in Diabetic Mice, Diabeimpermeable.This invention maybe used for encapsutes, Vol. 35, No. 8, August 1986, 943—946.) The materials used show good biocompatibilitywith living cells
lating living cells, or tissue,chemicals or medicines,in
these spheres.
and the process is simple. In general, the cells to be
encapsulated are suspended in 1.5% sodium alginate
Description of the Related Art
15 solution (polyanionic). Droplets of this solution are
formed by using a syringe pump with a syringe conSpheres havebeen produced for various medical and
nected toacontrolled airjetand areimpacted into 1.1%
biological applications.One of the most important research goals is the transplantation of microspheres calcium chloride solution to harden. The gel droplets
which encapsulate islet cells within a semipermeable
(i.e. calcium alginate)arethenimmersedintopolylysine
polymeric membrane to treat diabetes patients. The 20 solution (polycationic)to form the membrane.
porosity of the membrane is controlled such that the
Although successful results havebeenshown, there
membrane is permeable to nutrients and to insulin but
are some drawbackswith this method. One is the harmnot the antibody size molecules,i.e,. the membraneacts ful effectof calcium chloride (used toharden the dropas an immunoisolationsystem.This techniquefor diabelets),ontheislet cells which resultsinaloweryieldrate.
tes treatmenthasbeen sought as an alternativetoinsulin 25 The other is that the impact of the droplets into the
calcium chloride deforms the drops and decentralizes
injection and to whole-organ pancreas transplants.
Studies on rats have shown that the choice of proper
the islet cells due to the deceleration, the cells are
materials results in highly biocompatible membranes
pushed onto the boundary ofthe droplet, and usuallya
which maintain appropriate porosity. (A. M. Sun and
bump will form on the hardened droplet. The imperfect
G. M. O'Shea, Microencapsulationof Living Cells—A 30 surface ofthe droplet provides thechance forfibroblasLong Term Delivery System, Journal of Controlled tic growthtooccurat the point ofsurfacediscontinuity
and induces an inflammatory reaction. Another drawRelease, 2 (1985), 137—141.) (G. M. O'Shea and A. M.
back is the possibilityof limited lifetime of this memSun, Encapsulation of Rat Islets of Langerhans Probrane insideofabodydueto the fact that themembrane
longs Xenograft Survival in Diabetic Mice, Diabetes,
Vol. 35, No. 8, August 1986, 943—946.) As the methods 35 is biodegradable in time. It is obvious that these obstafor islet cell isolationbecome more efficientmore high
cles must be overcome before mass production can be
achieved.
yield means ofencapsulationmust be developed, (C. R.
To address the problem of toxic effect of calcium
Ricordi, E. H. Finke and P. E. Lacy, A Method for the
Mass Isolation of Islets From the AdultPig Pancreas,
chloride on the islet cells, Kendall, Chang and Wang
Diabetes, Vol. 35, June 1986, 649—653.) (C. R. Ricordi, 40 suggest that the intermediatestepof the gel hardening
P. E. Lacy and D. W. Scharp,Automated IsletIsolation process maybe omitted (J. M. Kendall, M. Chang and
T. G. Wang, Fluidand ChemicalDynamicsRelating to
FromHuman Pancreas,Diabetes,Vol 38, Suppl. 1, Jan.
1989, 140—142.)
Encapsulation Technology, AlP Proceedings 197,
Third Int'l Colloquiumon Dropsand Bubbles, MonteThis typeoftreatment may be asolutionfor hormone
deficient patients including insulin-dependentdiabetes 45 rey, Calif. 1988.) Instead of directing the droplets into
the calcium chloride solution, the droplets are intropatients. Other applications for semipermeablemicroduced into a chitosan solution. A polymer membrane
spheres are being developed for the controlled release
of drugs and chemicals.
forms when thedroplet penetratestheliquid surface.As
The commontechniquefor producing polymer memthe chitosan solution is not harmful to the living ceils,
branes isthrough the ionic interactionbetween polyca- 50 therewill be no damage done to the encapsulant.Howtion and polyanion polymers. By controlling the con- ever, further investigationreveals that new difficulties
centration ormolecularweight ofthe polymer solutions
arise when the proposed method is applied.First ofall,
and thenumber ofmembranelayers, the permeabilityof
theproperties of the calcium chloride solution are tothe resulting membrane can be altered. Currently, the
tally different from that of the chitosan solution. A
most widely used methods for forming the polymer 55 0.2% chitosan solution is about ten times as viscousas
thewater-likecalciumchloridesolution and the surface
microspheres may be described as follows: the liquid
tension may also be changed. The experiments show
droplets from one polyanion monomer solution are
formedby meansofadrop generator;these droplets are
that it is difficult for the submillimeter-sizedroplets to
then immersed either directly into another polycation penetrate the liquidsurfacewithout excessdeformation.
polymer solutionto produce thepolymer spheres(J. M. 60 Higher velocity is required and the penetration time is
increased. The high impact velocity results in highly
Kendall, M. Chang and T. G. Wang, Fluidand Chemidistorted microspheres,while the increasedpenetration
cal Dynamics Relating to Encapsulation Technology,
AlPProceedings197, Third Int'l Colloquiumon Drops time resultsin the collisionofthe seconddropleton the
and Bubbles, Monterey, Calif. 1988.) or first into some
penetrating one and the droplets stick together.
chemical solutionto harden the droplets, and the hard- 65 As such, a need exists in the industry to provide an
ened droplets thenreact with another polycationmonoapparatus and method toproduce uniformlyconcentric
mer solution to form the desiredmembrane(A. M. Sun
semipermeablemicrospheresthat can encapsulateliving
and G. M. O'Shea, MicroencapsulationofLiving Cellcells or tissue. More particularly a need exists in the
METHOD AND APPARATUSFOR PRODUCING
UNIFORM POLYMERICSPHERES
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industryto provide a method to encapsulateliving cells
• BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
and tissue wherein the tissue is encapsulated in a first
FIG. 1 shows a schematic side view ofthe apparatus
monomer prior to polymerization so that a broader
for
of
be
used.
producing uniform spheres.
range polymers may
5
FIG. 2 shows an exploded view of the nozzle for
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
producing the annularjet.
FIGS. 3 Aand B shows the effect ofpressure on the
Thepresent inventionprovides amethod and apparaannular jet flow.
tus for producing uniform spheres These spheres may
FIG. 4 is a photograph of sphere having impact
be microspheres (about 200 microns to about 500 mi10
deformation.
crons) or larger spheres (about 500 microns to a few
FIG. 5 is aphotograph ofa sphere made by matching
millimeters in diameter), these spheres maybe formed
vertical
velocities ofthe droplet and annularjet.
from polymericsolutions,and the resultingspheresmay
FIG. 6 is a photograph of spheres having impact
be semipermeableor impermeable to bodily constitu- deformation.
entssuch as immunoglobulins.
7 is a photograph of spheresmade by the presMore particularly, the present invention provides a 15 entFIG.
method.
method forproducing uniform polymeric spheres from
FIG. 8 is a photograph of spheres encapsulating a
polyanion and the polycation monomers In particular,
bead made by the present method.
this method involvesproviding droplets ofa polyanion
FIG. 9 shows a schematicview ofa tapered tube.
monomer solution; providing a stream of polycation 20
monomer solution;and mixingthe droplets ofapolyanDETAILEDDESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
ion solution and the stream of polycation solution at
minimalimpact velocities under polymerizationcondiNow referring to FIG. 1 a two-chamber-air-tight
tions to form uniform polymeric spheres.
housing 1 is provided. Top chamber 3 includes an air
This inventionalsoprovides amethod for encapsulat- 25 pressure regulator 5 to increase pressure in the top
ing living cells or tissue in uniform polymeric spheres.
chamber. Top chamber 3 also includesstationary polyThis method involves: selectingpolycation and polyananion solution reservoir 7 and feedline 9 to adjustable
ion monomersto form a membraneofthe desiredporostank 11. Tank 11 is associated with oscillator 13 and
nozzle 14. Nozzle 14 is used to produce ajet of polyanity; admixingapolyanionmonomersolutionandbiological material; generatingdroplets consistingofthe poly- 30 ion solution.The oscillator 13 is used to dispersethejet
anion monomer solution and the biological material
ofpolyanionliquid into droplets.The oscillatoris tuned
to a specific frequency for the solution in Tank 11 to
fallingat a certain vertical velocity;providing a stream
of polycation monomer solution wherein thestream of produce a narrow distribution of drops. A liquid column is unstable and will spontaneously break up into
polycation solution forms an annular jet; at approxi35
the
same
vertical
as
the
soludroplets due to the disturbance from eitherthejet itself
mately
velocity
polyanion
or external excitation.In general, a wide distributionof
tion; adustingthe radial collapsingvelocity ofthe polycation jet to minimizeimpact velocitiesand mixingthe
drop sizes usually appears when a liquid jet disrupts.
This tendency can be suppressed by perturbationofthe
droplets and polycationjet under polymerizationconditions for aset period oftime to form uniform spheresof jet at a single frequency near the most unstable fre40 quency of the jet. The height of the tank 11 can be
the desired porosity.
This inventionalsoprovides uniform polymericsemiadjusted to change the hydrostatic pressureofthe solution in the tank and thus,the flow rate of the drops.
material
microspheres
containing
biological
permeable.
Tank 11 has a 3 axis traverse 15 to adjust the stream
in substantiallythe center ofthe microsphere.The miof
droplets 17. Capacitanceplates 19 are used to deflect
are
between
about
200
to
500
microns
in
crospheres
polyanion
droplets 17 to a storage tank21 to adjust the
diameter. The biological material includes living cells
flow rate of droplet 23 into the bottom chamber 25 of
such as islets of Langerhans. These microspheres are
housing. The flow rate of polyanion
not permeable to substanceswith a molecular weight the two chamber
is
to obtain an optimum ratio ofpolydroplets
adjusted
than
about
Daltons.
150,000
greater
anion
to
polycation
droplets. This ratio is experimenThis inventionalsoprovides an apparatus for produc- 50
determinedbasedonthepolycation and polyanion
tally
uniform
The
includes
ing
polymeric spheres.
apparatus
used to form the sphere. For example, a more
an air-tight chamberhousing;afirstchamber containing solution
uniform spheremaybe obtainedbya flow rate of2 to 1
a
a reservoir for a biocompatible polyanion solution;
polyanion to polycation droplets. If the ratio is not
nozzle to produce ajet ofpolyanionsolution;an oscillaadjusted the sphere may not have a
tor to produce droplets; means for deflecting a certain experimentally
uniform coating ofpolymer.
number of droplets to obtainan optimumratio ofpolyTop chamber 3 also includes a second reservoir 27
anion droplets to polycation (e.g. 2 to 1, 3 to 1, 1 to 1)
containing
polycation solution.This reservoir rests on
to produce uniformspheres;a reservoir fora polycation adjustableplate
29. The height oftheadjustableplate 29
solution; and means to increase pressure in said first
allows for controllingthe flow through rate ofthepolychamber; a second chamber containinga nozzle to procation solution.
duce an annular jet of polycation solution at approxiThe droplet diameter produced by this method will
mately the same vertical velocity as said polyanion
be about 1.8 times that ofthenozzle diameter. By varydroplets; means to mix said polyanion droplets and
ing the nozzle diameter, jet velocity, excitation frepolycation solution at minimal impact velocities; an
quency and amplitude, the droplet size as well as the
oscillator to produce droplets; a tapered tube of suffi- 65 drop formation may be controlled. The rate of formacient length to allow droplets to polymerize prior to
tion is the same as the frequencyofthe excitation,typically betweem 1—4 kHz. The nozzle diameter found to
contacting wash solution;and means to wash said polymerized spheres.
be useful in producing microspheres was in the range
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from 100 to 700 microns.Theverticaljet velocity found
and controlling the collasping velocity of the liquid
tobe useful was intherange from 0.5 rn/sec to 5 rn/sec. sheet on to that ofthedrops impact may be minimized.
The excitation frequency found to be useful was in the
An oscillator 35 caused the polymer to disperse as a
range from 1 to 4 kHz, while a minimal amplitudedisdroplet 37. In a tapered tube 39 the falling droplet 37
placementofabout 10 micronswas observed. The drop- 5 polymerizesto form a microsphere.The tube39 is used
to allow droplets to completely polymerize prior to
lets' size was found to vary from about 200 microns to
2 milimeters,although droplets' size directly relates to contacting the wash solution. Additionally,thetube is
the monomers and biological material selected, and used to provide sphereswherein the biologicalmaterial
is in substantiallythe center ofthe sphere. It has been
length of polymerization.
A feed line 31 from reservoir 27 feeds polycation 10 observed by the inventor that when an encapsulating
solution has low viscosity the biological material may
solution from reservoir 27 to nozzle 33. Nozzle 50 prosink to the bottom or rise to the topofthesphere. Ifthis
vides for an annular jet of polycation solution. Now
occurs the microspheremaycontain a bump or protrureferring to FIG. 2 anozzle to produce an annularjet is
sion and notbe uniformlyconcentric. Theinventor has
shown
50.
The
nozzle
is
of
generally
by
comprised top
discovered that ifair is withdrawnat tube 40atthe rate
plate 52 which is the dividing plane between topchamber 3 and bottom chamber 25. Opening 54allows drop- of acceleration of the sphere, then no gravitational
lets 23 to enterthe nozzle 50. Funnel 56 conveys drop- forces will act on the sphere. The required air velocity
lets to nozzle tip 58. Solution from reservoir 27 enters dependsonthe configurationofthetubeand the viscosity ofthepolymerizationsolutionand thedensity ofthe
nozzle 50 at opening 60 and is conveyed to tip 58 by
annular space 62. The two solutionsflowingatapproxi- 20 encapsulated material.
In the present embodimenta tapered tube39 is used
mately the same relative velocities mix at substantially
to
reduce gravitational effects so that any contents of
58.
When
downward
from
tip
liquid emergesvertically
do not settle to the bottom or rise to the
microsphere
anannularjet, a conicalliquid sheet isformed due tothe
ofthemicrosphere while falling,Kendalletal.,U.S.
effects of surface tension, inertia and gravity, and the 25 top
Pat.No. 4,960,351. Thetapered tube 39 hasan air intake
pressure differentialbetween the inside and the outside
that is two feet by 8 inches wide. The tube 39 is 10
ofthesheet. Theoretical as well as experimentalstudies 44
feet
longand tapers tosquare 7.22inches wide on aside.
of the annular liquid jet may be found in references(C. A tube
42 to a servo-controlled exhaust fan draws air
P. Lee and T. G. Wang, Dynamics of Thin Liquid
thetapered tube39. It shouldbenoted that the
through
Sheet,AlP Proceedings197, Third Int'l Colloquiumon 30 tube may be
straight or tapered. Additionally, in an
Dropsand Bubbles, Monterey, Calif. 1988.) (P. D. Esser alternative embodimentwhere thepolymerizationsoluand S. I. Abdel-Khalik,Dynamics of Vertical Annular
tion has a high viscosity air is pumped into the bottom
Liquid Jets, ASME 3. Fluids Eng., Vol. 106, 1984, pp
ofthetapered tube39at pump40 toslowthe fall ofthe
45-5 1.) (M. A. Hoffman, R. K. Takahashi and R. D.
sphere and rotate the sphere to prevent settling ofany
Monson, Annular Liquid Jet Experiments, ASME J.
contents to one sideofthe microsphere.
Fluids Eng., Vol. 102, 1980, pp 344—349.) (J. M.
The porosity ofthe membranecan be experimentally
Kendall,Experimentson Annular Liquid Jet Instability
controlled from impermeableto semi-permeable. The
and on The Formation of Liquid Shells, Phys. Fluids,
factors
porosity are 1) selection ofthe monoVol. 29 1986, pp 2086—2094.) The differential pressure mers 2)affecting
of
length
polymerizationtime 3)and, monomer
between top and bottom 3 & 25 chambers causes the
molecularweight.
annular jet to collapse at a preset point different than
Gelatin is the most commonpolycation used for film
where it would havecollapsedifthe pressurewas equal
since is coacervates with many polyancomplexation
between top and bottom housing. The concept can be
ions. Alginate, polyphosphate, carageenan and mixed
more clearly understood byreferring toFIG. 3. InFIG.
have traditionally
ethylene-maleic acid
3Athepressurebetween bothchambersis equal.Conse- been employed for thecopolymers
polyanion. Crosslinkingcan be
quently, thejet collapsescausing turbulence.The polyenhanced by the addition of small molecules such as
anion droplet thenenters the polycationstream at more
aldehydes.The selection ofthe polyelectrolytesused is
thanminimalimpact velocities.Theseimpact velocities
critical in terms ofbiocompatibiity and nondegradabildeform the sphere and do not lead to uniform spheres.
ity. It is also important in the control of molecular
While in FIG. 3B the pressure in the top chamber is 50 weight since differentnaturally occurring polymerswill
increasedoverthebottom chamber to increasethepreshave afixedmolecular weight.Thepolyanionand polysure within the annular jet. The point ofcollapse concation selectionwill also influencethecomplex reaction
trolled by the radial collapsing velocity of the jet, is
time and thereby the pore size. This will facilitatethe
delayed until the jet envelopes the droplet. Then the
control ofthe membrane properties by choosing altersolution and drops are combined at minimal impact
nate systems should it not be possibleto synthesizeless
velocities.The collapseoccurs radially to form aspheriporous structures by varying the contact time between
cal product.
two polyions or molecular weight.
Additionally,in an alternative embodimenta surfac-

Polyelectrolyte complexes form through thereaction

tant such as TRITONcan be added to the mixture to
ofa polycationand a polyanion.The resultingcomplex
reducethe surface tensionofthe annularjet. The point 60 can either remain in solution, precipitate as a gel or
ofcollapsecan also be delayed in this mannerto reduce separate into two phases: dilute and a concentrated
or eliminate the impact velocities of the droplet and complex coacervate phase. Indeed a complex coacersolution.
vateis simplydefinedas a liquid phasecontainingahigh
The alternative method proposed here for producing concentration oftwo oppositely charged polyions.The
spheres is that, instead ofsubmergingthe droplets into a 65 primary forces ofattraction are electrostatic,however,
stationary liquid surface, the stream of droplets is dihydrogen bonding,ion-dipoleand hydrophobic interacrected into a collapsingannular liquid sheet. By matchtions can alsocontribute. The most suitable complexes
have been formed by the reaction of polyacids and
ing the speedofthe liquid sheet to that of the droplets,
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polybases with pK values below two. Since the ionic
content of the polyelectrolyte is strongly dependent of
the pH of the solution the microstructure ofthe resulting membraneis alsohighly pH sensitive. Salts, due to
their ion-shieldingability,also have alargeinfluenceon 5
the membraneformation kinetics and the final properties. Another important parameter is the ratio of cationic to anionic polymer. For virtually any polymer
chemistry the maximum in the water swelling ability
(related to permeability)is achieved at a ration 1:1. The 10
complex formation can be strengthened (tighter network) by increasingthe charge densityalong the lymericbackbone.This variable can be particularly well
adjusted if a synthetic polyelectrolyte is employed.
Various investigators have concluded that the stability 1
ofthe complex increaseswith thechain length, or molecular weight ofthepolyelectrolyte. Typical polymers
havechain lengths in the 500-3000 range.The thin film
polysalt complexeshave been reported to form either 20
"spontaneously"orin a "rapid and complete reaction".
This rapid formation occurs as long as the polyanion
and polycation exceed a critical concentration of approximately0.6% wt %. Because ofthe impermeability
of this filmto largemoleculessuch as the two polyions 25
thereaction stops after the initial formationofthe membrane. In terms ofthe network microstructurethe ionic
crosslinksare random with properties similar to other
hydrogels. Kamide has indicted that the polymer concentration has little effect on the pore structure or size
for phase inversion membranes(K. Kamide and S. -I. 30
Manabe, "MaterialsScience of SyntheticMembranes,"
American Chemical Society, Washington,D.C. 1985).
However, others have found very small polymer concentration dependenciesfor polymersmade from cellulose or polyamides(increasing the polymer concentration decreased the pore size and porosity).
The binding between the polyanionand polycationis
nearly athermal, with a typical heat of reaction of 1.9
kcal/mol. The driving force for the complex formation
is entropic and is governed by the releaseof microions
from the network domain to the bulk solution. Several
techniques have been employed in the investigationof
complex formation including nephelometry, conductance, potentiometry, electrophoresis, pH measurements, calórimitry, and metahromaticdyes.
The polymerized sphere enters bath 41 with filter
cloth43. Finally, the spheres are washed 45 and deposited in a storage buffer 47.
Suitable polymers for the formationsof polyelectro- 50
lyte complexeswould include threecategories ofmaterials: 1) those materials with prior NIH approval for
human implantation (Table 1), 2) natural polymers
(Table 2), and 3) synthetic materials (Table 3). We will
alsoconsidermembranesproduced from the condensation of nonionic homopolymer films, or the formation
of complexesbetween polymers and a second component which is a complexingsimple electolyte.

TABLE 1
Materials with NIH Approval for Implantation

I) Polyacids:

2) Polyesters:

3) Polyorthoesters:

Polyacrylates(e.g. sodium)
Polymethacrylates
Olefin-Maleic anhydride
copolymers
Poly glycolicacid
Poly lactic acid
Poly caprolactane
copolymersofthe abovespecies
Polydioxyalkyltetrahydrofuran

—

8
TABLE 1-continued
Materialswith NIH ApprovalforImplantation
Poly 3,9-bismethylene-2,
4,8,10 tetra aspiro 5,5

4) Hydrogels:

Polrides:
6) Poln,ei,tsdes:

undecane-co- 1,6 hexanediol
}Iydroxyethylmethacrylate
Polyethyleneglycol
monomethyacrylate
Gelatin croselinkedwith
formaldehyde
Cellulose
Dextran
Poly glut.amic acid
Glutamicacid leucine

copolymers
Polyansinotriazole
.Jkyleneaminotriazole

copolymers
Albuminbeads(Albumin
crosslinked with
glutaraldehyde

7) AiflinoAcid Polymers

Poly D- or L-lysineHCL
Poly D- or L-ornithineHCL
Poly D- or L-arginine

TABLE 2
Naturally occurring Water Soluble
Polymersand Polyelectrolytes
Polysaccharides(—): starch, gums,carrageenins, dextran,
xanthan
Sulfatedalgal Polysaccharide(—)
Alginate (—)
Hyaluromc acid films (—)
Heparin (—)
Chondroitin sulfates(—)
Polygalacturonic acid (—)
Alginic acid(—)
Sodium carboxymethylcellulose(—)
Sodium carboxymethylcellulose-diethylaminoethyldextran

()

copolymert
Agar
Hyaluronate(—)
Sulfated hyaluronicacid (—)
Sulfated deacetylatedhyaluronicacid (—)
Heparin (—)
Polyguluronate (normal oracetylated)(—)
Polymannuronate (—)
Chondroitin sulphate(—)
Ascopyllan (—)
Pectin (made of 1,4 polyglacteronicacid) (—)
Dextran sulfate(—)
Fucoidan (—)
Oxdized cellulose(—)
Polypeptides and Proteins(4types): I) hydrophobice.g.

polyphenylalanine2) polar e.g. serine 3) acidic (—) e.g.
asparatic acid, chondroitin.6-sulfate, heparin,human serum
albumin4) basic (-1-)e.g. lysine, l-argme,collagen
Polyneucleicacids (RNA,DNA) (nonionic)
Pullan (nomomc)
Cellulose(nomonic)
Algal Pectin
ModifiedCeluloses: Hydroxypropylcellulose(nonionic,forms a
thin film),Hydroxypropylcellulos.e (nonionic),
Carboxymethylcellulose (nonionic); forms a geVfilm
Diethylaminohydroxypropylcellulose
(+),
Diethylaminoethylcellulose (+)

Chitosan(+)2

'By varyingthe pH youcan adjust the copolymercomposition inthe membrane.
pH, therefore,may be an importanttool in the complexformation.
2chitonan is composed of 2.amino-2.deoxy.D.gluco,e(D.glucosamine)and 2.
acet.smido.2.deoxy-D-glucose (N-acetyl.D.glscosaminc) which are both common
substituentsin the human body. It is commercially aviilable from crabor shrimp
shells, to form chitin. which is then converted to Chitosan.ammonium salt. It is
thereforealogicalstartingpoint forthe potycomplenmembraneformation.

TABLE3

65

Synthetic Polymersfor film of
Polyelectrolytecomplex formation
Nonionic.

Polyacrylamide

9
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Synthetic Polymersforfilm of
Polyelectrolytecomplex formation
Anionic.

Polymethacrylamide
Polyvinylalcohol films.
Poly sodium acrylate
polystyrenesodium sulphate
Polyvinylsulphonicacid salts

5

!o!rrmy!benzoicacid salts

?olyvuiyloxypropanesulptsonic acid salts
Poly 4..vinylphenol salts
Polyvinylsucciniuznidum acid salts
Sodium-2-sulfoxyethyl methacrylate
Sodium.2-acrylamido-2-methylpropaite sulphate
Sodium-3-acrylainido-3-methyl butanoate
Catiotsics.

10

Dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate
Dimethylaminoethyl acrylate
Diethylaininoethylmethacrylate
Diallydimethylanamoniuin chloride
animonium sulfate
Metharylryloxyethyltrunethyl
aminoniumchloride
Metharylryloxyethyltrimethyl
3-methacrylansidepropyltrimethyl ammonium

chloride
Polyvinylpyridine (blood plasma substitude)
Quaternerizedpolyvinylpyridine
Polyethyleneimin,linear
Polymethylene.N,N.dimethylpiperdinium
Polyvinyl4-alkylpyridinium
Polyvinylbenzenetrimethyl ammonium chloride
2-acrylamido-2-methylpropanedimethylamxnonium

20

25

chloride

1,3 sulfopropyl.2-vinyl pyridinium

The present inventionmaybe used for encapsulating
living cells,or tissue,chemicalsor medicine,in uniform 30
spheres The materialso encapsulatedisreferred to asan
encapsulant. The encapsulant may be liquid or solid.
For example, if a nonpermeablesphere or microsphere
is formed a drug can be encapsulatedin the sphere or
microsphere for either timedreleaseorchemicalrelease 35
ofthedrug in the body. In the situation oftimedrelease
ofthe drug, the thicknessofthesphere or microsphere
wall can be adjusted, for example by increasing the
number ofmembranelayers to facilitatetimed delivery
ofthe drug. Additionally,certain organs or tissuescan 40
be targeted for specificrelease ofthedrug. The sphere
or microsphere wall can degrade in the presence of
certain chemicalsor heat. One good exampleofthis use
would be in localized chemotherapy.
EXAMPLE 1
Fresh.solution of polyanion, e.g. 1.4% sodium alginate and polycation solution, e.g. 0.2% chitosan solution were prepared. The viscosity of the polyanion
solution was determinedto be 54 cp. Plastic beadswith 50
density of 1.04 and sizes between 100 and 150 microns
wereused to simulatetheencapsulationprocessofislets
cells which has a densityofabout 1.05and size ofabout
150
The beads were admixed with the polyanion
solution.The polyanion-beadssolution was transferred 55
to thefirstreservoir. Air pressure was supplied to the
reservoir to force the liquid flow to the first nozzle
through a tube. The barrel diameter of the nozzle was
200 microns.The air pressure was adjusted to obtain a
hydrostatic pressure needed to have laminar flow ofthe 60
polyanionjet. The oscillatorconnected to the first nozzlewas thenturned on. The frequencyand amplitudeof
the oscillator were adjusted so that the polyanionjet
broke up into uniform size droplets. In this particular
experimentthe frequencyofthe oscillator was adjusted 65
to between 1—4 KHz. The droplet size selected was
between 300 to 400 microns. The microspheres were
observed to determineifeach sphere containeda bead.

m.
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Ifnot,the concentration ofbeadsin the sodiumalginate

TABLE3-continued

solutionofreservoir one was increased.Atthistime the
polyanionjet is turned off.
The polycation solution, 0.2% chitosan, was transferred toreservoir two. Air pressurewas suppliedtothe
reservoir to force the liquid flow to the annular nozzle
through a tube. The air pressure was adjusted toobtain
a hydrostatic pressure needed to have laminar flow of
the polycationannularjet. Thepolyanionjet along with
the oscillatorwere turned on. Thedirection ofthedroplet stream was adjusted such that the stream was falling
in the annular jet. The air pressures in the two reservoirs were adjusted such that the vertical speed ofthe
droplet and collapsingannularjet matching each other.
Deformationofthe spheres was avoided by minimizing the impact velocities. The droplet was submerged
into the liquid sheet at approximatelythe same relative
vertical velocity, i.e. they were falling almost at the
same rate. In this example the velocity of the droplet
and the annularjetwas about 2.2 rn/secand the polyanion droplet was placed slightly off the center of the
polycation stream to avoid turbulence.
This exampleshows using an annularjet to minimize
the impact deformationbymatching the vertical velocities ofdroplet and annularjet. In this case, therewas no
attempt to minimizethe radial velocity of the annular
jet caused by thecollapsing oftheliquid sheet. Photograph of uniformly concentric microspheres with encapsulated plastic beads are shown in FIG. 8. The size
of the spheres is about 700 ,.m.
EXAMPLE 2
This example illustrates the effect of impact on the
deformation of a sodium alginate droplet entering a
stationary calcium chloridesolution.Forthe purpose of
photography, larger sodium alginate droplets, i.e, size
of 2.8 mm, were used. In order to have similar fluid
dynamic responses,the Weber number, which is a ratio
ofkinetic energy and surfaceenergy,wasused toensure
that the larger droplet would haveabout the same impact responseas the smaller one.
According to the measurement done by Kendall,
Change and Wang (J. M. Kendall, M. Change, T. G.
Wang, Fluid and ChemicalDynamics Relating to Encapsulation Technology, AlP Proceedings 197, Third
Int'l Colloquium on Drops and Bubbles, Monterey,
Calif. 1988), the surfacetension ofthe alginate solution
isclose to that ofwater. Ingeneral,thedroplets used for
to
producing microspheresare in the range of 350
450
with an impact speed between 2 rn/sec and 4
rn/sec. Becauseofthesize differece,the impactspeed of
the 2.8 mm dropletswasreduced to 1 rn/sectokeepthe
ratio ofthe Weber number between the small droplets
and the larger ones in the range of 0.5 to 2.
The droplets were made of1.4%sodium alginate and
0.8% NaC1 solution with a viscosity of about 54 cp.
FIG. 4 shows the deformation of the droplet when
entering the CaC12 solution. The impact reduces the
velocity ofthe droplet toalmost zerowithin acouple of
milliseconds and the dimension of the droplet in the
direction of impact is flattened to less that half of the
droplet diameter. If the droplet contains a seed, the
decelerationdue to the impact will push the seed on to
the boundary ofthe droplet, hence a small bumpon the
outersurface will be produced.This nonperfectsurface
is then "frozen" by the chemical reaction of sodium
alginate and CaC12 solution.See FIG. 6.
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In addition to the nonsmooth surface, there are two
facts whichmay affect the survival ofthe encapsulant.

12

solution. The polyanion-cellsolutionwas transferred to

the first reservoir.A liquidjetflow from the firstnozzle
was observed. The barrel diameter of the first nozzle
First, the extremely high deceleration may cause irreversible damage to the encapsulant.Second, after the
was 0.2 inch. The height of the first tank 14 was adimpact the seed is very close to the boundary and is 5 justed to obtain a hydrostatic pressure needed to have
immobilizedby the effect of high liquid viscosity and
laminar flow ofthe polyanionjet, approximatelythree
feet above the initial position. Then the hydrostatic
subsequentlythe gelling process. As the CaCl2 is toxic
to theliving cells, the closer thecells are to the bound- pressure was adjusted to approximatelythe mid-range.
ary,the higher the chances for the cells to bedamaged The first oscillator was turned on. The first oscillator
10 frequencyand amplitudewere adjusted sothat the polyby the CaCl2 solution.
anion jet broke up into uniform size droplets. In this
EXAMPLE 3
particular experiment the frequency of the oscillator
This exampleillustratesthe impact process whenthe
was adjusted tobetween 1—4kilohertz.The droplet size
annularjet was used. The impact responsewas studied
selected was between about 300 to 400 microns. The
by using an annularnozzle of 1 cm size with the thick- 15 sphereswereobserved to determineifeach sphere contained a cell. If the spheres do not contain cells the
ness ofthe liquid sheet about 0.3 mm. The speedofthe
liquid sheet at the nozzle exit was measuredby volume
percent sodium alginate in reservoir one was reduced,
to increasethe concentration ofcells inthesolution.At
rate, which was controlled by feeding reservoir. The
this time the polyanionjet is turned off.
speed ofthe 2.8 mm single alginate droplet, which was
generated through a fme syringe needle, was adjusted 20 The polycation solution, CaCl was transferred to
by changing the location of the syringe needle tip to reservoir two. Theheight ofreservoir two wasadjusted
match that ofthe CaC12liquid sheet at the annular jet
to produce a laminarannular flow from thenozzle. The
exit. The resulting photo FIG. 5 shows the droplet
hydrostatic pressurewas set atonehalfofthe maximum
hydrostatic pressure to produce a laminar flow. The
entering the annular jet. The speed used in this study
was about 1.5 m/sec forboth the droplet and the annu- 25 internal pressure between top and bottom chamber of
larjet. The droplet was kept slightly offcenter to avoid
the housing was thenadjusted to slightly increasepresthe turbulence at the center of the collapsing sheet. sure within the top chamber. In the present apparatus
There is little distortion whenthe droplet is submerged about one psi of pressure is required to lengthen the
into the liquid sheet and the spherical shape was mainannularjetwithoutcausing the stream toblowout.The
tained through the whole process. In this example, no 30 pressure was set at two-thirds ofthe maximum pressure
level in this apparatus.The secondoscillatorwasturned
pressure difference was applied between the annular
on and the frequency was adjusted so that the annular
sheet and outsidepressure to minimizethe radial velocity component ofthe liquid sheet. This exampleshows polycationjet broke into uniform size droplets. In this
that theusing ofan annularjet does indeed eliminatethe
example the oscillator was set at 0.5—2 kilohertz. The
deformationdue to impact, even whenthe radial is not 35 polyanionjet was thenrestarted. The threeaxis position
and level adjuster was adjusted so that the polyanion
minimized.
and polycation jets met in the desired location on the
EXAMPLE 4
horizontal plane. The external pressure was adjusted so
This example illustrates the applicability of this inthat the polyaniondroplet entered the annularjet at the
vention to produce microspheresdirectly from polyan- 40 desired vertical position. See FIG. 1. A capacitor deion and polycationpolymers.The tested materials were
flector was used so that the number of polyaniondropchosen as alginate droplets and chitosan solution.The
lets matched the number ofpolycationdroplets per unit
size of the droplet was about 400 p.m. The size of the
time. Thecapacitor in the apparatushastwo plates with
annular jet is about 4.5 mm with the thickness of the
apulsatingvoltage ofapproximatelytwo kilovolts.The
liquid sheet about 0.15 mm. The free fall time of the 45 frequencywas between thefrequencyselectedforoscillators one and two. The rejected polyanion droplets
droplet in the chitosan liquid column is keptsuch that
the chemical reaction is completed before the liquid is
could be reused.
Deformation of the microsphere was avoided by
collected into a beaker. Note that the reaction between
the alginate droplet and thechitosan solutiononly takes
minimizingthe impact velocities.The inventor found
place on the surface of the droplet. The spheres are 50 that both vertical and radial impact velocitiesmust be
about 700 p.m. The forming ofa membraneon the surreduced. In particular the droplet was submerged into
face ofthe alginate droplet increasesthe drop size from
the liquidsheet atapproximatelythe samerelative verti400 p.m to 700 p.m. See FIG. 7.
cal velocity,i.e. they were falling at approximatelythe
In this particular example, a semipermeablesphere same rate. In this examplethe velocity of the droplet
not permeable to substanceswith a molecular weight 55 and annular jet was 1.5 rn/sec. Second, the polyanion
droplet was placed in the polycation stream to avoid
greater thanabout 150,000 Daltons was obtained.This
turbulence. The turbulence normally associated with
porosity was achieved by using 1.4% sodium alginate
the collapsing of a jet was avoided by increasing the
with an approximate molecular weight of 240,000
daltons enteringa0.2% citosansolutionwith anapproxpressure inside of the annular jet to adjust the radial
imate molecularweight of20,000 daltons.The length of 60 collapsing velocity of the jet. The radial collapsing
velocity is the inward (horizontal) radial componentof
polymerizationtime between sodium alginate and citosan is estimated to be seconds.
velocity which is perpendicularto the vertical velocity
component.
EXAMPLE 5
The air flow pump was then turned on to adjust the
Fresh solution of polyanion, e.g. 1.4% sodium algi- 65 rate so that the falling polycation droplets suffer minimum aerodynamic drag effects and remain spherical.
nate and 0.8% NaCl2 solution was prepared. The visThe filter clothbelt and wash solution are used to colcosity of the polyanion solution was determined to be
54cp. Whole blood cells were admixed to the polyanion
lect encapsulatedred blood cells.
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ADDITIONALMEMBRANE COMPOSITION
In additionto polymers,solutionscapableof forming
a solid mixture upon mixingcan be used in this inven-

tion. These solutions include inorganic membranesand 5
biological membranes.
BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES
Biological membranes can exist in three forms: as 10
monolayers, planar bilayers or as liposomes.All these
areliquid structures. A liposomeis simply any bilayer
structure that enclosesa volume, such as a micelle. The
most common exampleof this type of membrane is a
phospholipid, where multiple bilayers exist and form 15
concentric shells much like an onion. These typically
have diameters between 200 and 5000 A. the internal
structure of each bilayer vescicle includes a polar, or
hydrophilic, head attached toalong chain hydrocarbon
tail(s). If the tails contain unsaturated groups then the 20
bilayer can be post-polymerizedwith the addition of a
free radical initiator such as AIBN (azobisisobutrylnitrue). Undersuch conditions we would no longer speak
ofa liquid membrane.Membranelipids which are suitable for the formation of a bilayer are diverse and in- 25
clude the followingclassesof compounds:
phospholipids
lysophospholipids
glycosyl diacylglycerols
plasmalogens

30

sphingomyelins
gangliosides

sterols
The synthesisofthese biologicalmembranesinvolves 35
the synthesisand isolation of the individual proteins or
lipids and then the transportation ofthe lipids to their
eventual interfacial site. The interaction of small molecules with biornembranes has also been extensively
studied and a variety ofdiffusionand permeabilitydata 41J
are available. Permeability is however effected by a
classicalFickianlike diffusionprocesswithaconcentration gradient acting as the driving force for transport
across the membrane.
The formation ofa stable liposomerequires the tern- 45
perature to exceed the gel-to-liquid crystal-transition
temperature(Tc). This correspondsto the meltingpoint
oftheacyl chains.All phospholipidshavea Tc and this
depends on the natureof the hydrophilic headand the 50
degree of unsaturation on the hydrocarbon chain. The
membraneformation is strongly influencedby the synthesis conditions,primarily heat, light and pH.
The interior ofthe lipid bilayers can be probed with
a variety ofa standardtechniquesincludingRaman and
FTIR spectroscopy as well as proton NMR. Differential ScanningCalorimetry (DSC) is often used to obtain
informationon the thermodynamics ofmembrane formation.

The "multimellar" vesciles or lipid membranes are
very heterodispersewith respect to size. The particle
diameter is often lowered by exposing the vesicles to
ultransonication. The size is generally measured
through liquid chromatographictechniques.
The kinetics of the liposomes formation have not 65
been studied. All researchers merely reporta "spontaneous" formation when the amphipathic lipid is dispersed in an excess ofwater.
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SYNTHETIC POLYMERICMEMBRANCES
Thin film polymericmembranes
areadvantageousfor
many biological applications since the permeation of
solutesacross the membranein inversely related to the
thickness.These thin film porous membranesare typically produced byeithera "phase inversion" processor
a complex coacervation reaction. Both processes can
yield stable biocompatiblemicrospheresand it remains
to be resolved which process is superior. Phase inversion involves the synthesisof a membranefrom an initially homogeneouspolymersolution through the application of a temperaturefor composition change. Thermal inversionis more common and produced a fibrous
like membrane structure. Sefton shows some electron
micrographs of example capsules. He has also concluded that as the speed of precipitation increases the
porosity also rises. M. V. Sefton, "Blood, Guts and
Chemical Engineering," The Canadian J. of Chem.
Eng. 67:705 (1989). This is similar to the effects that
Wang reported for themembranesformed via complex
coacervation. LLoyd (Materials Science of Synthetic
Membranes)provides a comprehensivelist ofpolymers
used in the phase inversiontechnique. D. R. Lloyd, ed.
"Materials Science of Synthetic Membranes," Amer.
Chem. Soc. Washington,D.C. (1985).
Although the inventionhas been described primarily
in connection with specialand preferred embodiments,
it will be understood that it is capable of modification
without departingfrom thescope ofthe invention.The
following claims are intended to cover all variations,
uses, or adaptations ofthe invention, following,in general, the principles thereofand including such departures from the present disclosureascome within known
or customary practice in the field to which the invention pertains, or as are obvious to persons skilled in the
field.
I claim:
1. A method

for producing uniform polymeric
spheresfrom polyanionandpolycation monomerscomprising:

a) providing droplets of a polyanion solution;
b) providing a stream of polycation solution;and
c) mixingsaid droplets ofsaidpolyanion solutionand
said stream of said polycation solution at substantially equal velocitiesalong a commonaxistominimize impact forces therebetween and under polymerizationconditions to form uniformspheres.
2. The method of claim 1 wherein said stream of
polycation solution forms an annular jet.
3. The method of claim 1 wherein said droplets of
polyanion solution includes an encapsulant.
4. A method for producing uniform spheres from
polyanion and polycation monomers comprising:
a) providing droplets of a biocompatiblepolyanion
monomer solution at a certain vertical velocity;
b) providing a stream of polycation monomer solution wherein said stream of polycation forms an
annular jet at approximatelythe same vertical velocity as the polyanionsolution;
c) adjusting the radial collapsing velocity of said
annularjetto delay saidjet from radiallycollapsing
until said jet substantiallyenvelopes said droplets
and to minimizeimpact forces therebetween when
said droplets and said stream are mixed; and
d) mixingsaid droplets ofpolyanionsolutionand said
polycation jet under polymerizationconditions to
form uniform spheres.
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5. The method ofclaim 4 wherein the vertical veloc-

ity ofthe annularjet is adjusted by changing the hydrostatic pressure of the polycation solution.

6. The method ofclaim 4wherein said radialcollaps5
ing velocity ofthe polycationjet is adjustedby increasing the pressure insideof said jet.
7. The method of claim 4 wherein said droplets of
polyanionsolution include an encapsulant.
S. A methodfor encapsulatingbiologicalmaterialin a 10
uniform polymeric sphere having porosity varying
from semipermeableto impermeable from polyanion
and polycation monomerscomprising:
a) selecting polycation and polyanion monomers to 15
form a membrane of the desired porosity;
b) admixing said polycation monomer solution and
biological material;
c) generating droplets consistingofsaid biocompatible polyanion monomer solution and said biologi- 20
cal material falling at a certain vertical velocity;
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d) providing a stream of polycation monomer solution wherein said stream of polycation forms an
annular jet at approximatelythe same vertical yelocityas the polyanion solution;
e) adjusting the radial collapsing velocity of said

annularjettodelay saidjet from radially collapsing
intil said jet substantially envelopessaid droplets
and to minimizeimpact forces therebetween when
said droplets and said stream are mixed;and
mixingsaid droplets and polycationjet under polyznerizationconditions for a set period of time to
form uniformspheres ofthe desired porosity.
9. Themethod ofclaim 8 wherein thevertical velocity oftheannularjet is adjusted bychanging the hydrostatic pressure ofthe polycation solution.
10. The method of claim 8 wherein said radial collapsing velocity of the polycation jet is adjusted by
increasingthe pressure inside the annularjet.
11. The method of claim 8 wherein said biological
material is living cells or tissues.
* * * * *
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR MANUFACTURING
ULTRAFINEFIBRES FROM THERMOPLASTIC
POLYMERS

2
themelt throughput per orifice and thus the total spinflingcapacity ofthe installationwhen producing fibers

ofmean diametersof between 0.5 and 3 m.
According to the invention the above objects are
5 achieved by accelerating the rate offlow ofthe gas to

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
The invention is based on a process for producing
microfibresand non-wovenmicrofibrewebs from thermoplastic polymers by the melt-blowingtechnique in 10
which a polymer melt flows through at least one orifice
in a melt die and is separatedinto fibersby a gas which
impingeson the melt from both sidesimmediatelyafter
its exit from the orifices.The inventionalso relates to a
device for carrying out the process. The melt-blowing
process has been disclosed in numerous publications 15
(see e.g. U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,755,527, 3,978,185, 4,622,259
and 3,341,590), and German Patent No. 2,948,821. According to the melt-blowingtechniquea stream ofpolymer melt extrusion issuing from a melt orifice is separated into individual fibersand drawn out while attenu- 20
ated by means of an inert gas, in most cases air, which
has a temperaturehigher thanor equal to the temperature of the melt and is blown against the melt in the
direction of flow. One main object is to increase the
economic efficiency of the process by appropriately 25
regulating the melt viscosity. Thus the prior art discloses the use of polymers with an extremelylow viscosity and correspondinglyhigh extrusion flow rates,
since this enables relatively fine fibers to be produced
with a lower degree of energy consumption by reduc- 30
ing the temperatureofthe melt and the gas stream.The
followingparametersare known to have a crucialeffect
on the economicefficiencyofthe process:
a) The number of melt orifices (per unit oflength) and
the throughput ofthe melt per orifice.
b) the melt temperatureand viscosityof the melt,
c) the gas inlet pressure for obtaining a uniform gas
stream with high flow rate over the whole length of

supersonicspeedin Laval nozzlesarrangedmirror-symmetrically in relation to the melt orifices and reducing
the rate of flow of the gas in flow channels arranged
downstreamofthe Lavalnozzles,and having a constant
cross-section or a cross-sectiontaperingin the direction
offlow to a ratejust below sonic speedand by directing
the polymer melt into the gas stream issuing from the
flow channels. "Just below sonic speed" is understood
tobea range between 0.8 V, preferably 0.9 V5and 0.99
V5 (0.8 V5<V<0.99 V5, preferably 0.9 V5<V<0.99
V5). Whereas in the known melt-blowing process the
rate of flow of the gas stream at the exit to the slot
nozzles is considerably lower than sonic speed, the
solutionprovided by the inventionisbased on a gas exit
speedjust below sonic speed ("transonicspeed") which
is obtained in a particular manner. This solution is effected technicallywith the aid of Laval nozzles which
are oriented in the direction ofthe gas stream adjacent
to the tip of the melt die and are arranged at a small
distanceupstream of the melt orifices. Thusthe device
for carrying out the process is characterisedaccording
to the inventionin that the gas nozzlesare designed in
the form ofLaval nozzleswith flow channelsarranged
downstream thereof and having a convergent or constant cross-section, which are arranged in direct proximity to the wedge-shapeddie tip and terminate with a
sharp edge maximally3 mm above orbelow the level of
the melt orifices.
The Laval nozzles can eitherhave a squareor a circular cross-sectionwith anorifice diameterof0.3 to 2mm.
Preferably widened sections leading into the flow
channel are arranged downstreamofthe Laval nozzles.
The inlet cross-sectionof the flow channel should be I
the die,
to 2.5 timesthesumofthe widened cross-sectionsofthe
and
40
the
of
the
stream,
d) temperature
gas
Laval nozzles and the length of the flow channels
e) the mass flow rate of the gas.
should be 1 to 30 times the widened cross-section.
to
the
art
the
is
prior
gas
temperature
According
According to a further embodimenta gas smoothing
adjustedto a value higher than or equal to the temperachamber (tranquilizingchamber) is arranged upstream
ture of the melt. In all known processes the gas stream
issues from the die in direct proximity to the melt on- 45 ofthe Lavalnozzlesand several linearlyarranged Laval
nozzlesare assembled together with the corresponding
ficesand on either side thereof via exit slots arranged in
gas smoothingchambers in the form of individualunits
the longitudinal direction of the die. Complicated hyto form a modular gassupply element.
drodynamic brake means and air distributing systems
The gas supply elements, whose width is 25 mm to
have to be provided in the gas inlets to ensurea uniform
rate offlow over the entire slot length. PCT application so 500 mm and preferably 50 mm to 200 mm are advantageously connected in a gas-tight manner both to the
WO 87/04195describesappropriatetechnicalmeansfor
melt die and to each other.In a further advantageously
achieving optimumresults.
The use of relatively large gas exit slots (1 mm to 3
designed modificationthe gas supply elements can be
displacedparallel to the wedge-shapedcontour of the
mm) has also been disclosed. One disadvantageof this
method is the high quantity of gas required since high 55 melt die tip in order to allow the adjustment of the
distance between the Laval nozzles and the melt onrates offlow are necessaryin particular for the producfices.
tion of very fine fibers of an average diameter of <3
slot exit isusually0.5 to0.7
Compared to the previously known melt-blowing
m. The rate offlow at the
times the sonic speed of the gas (0.5 V5 to 0.7 V5;
processesa considerablyhigher space time yield (pro60 duction rate) is achievedunderstable and uniformoperV5=sonic speed).
ating conditions. Of considerable importance is the
SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION
reduction in the rate offlow ofthe gas streams which
issuefrom the Laval nozzles at supersonicspeed, in the
A principle object of the invention is to provide an
flow channels arranged downstream ofthe Laval nozadditional increase in the economic efficiency of the
melt-blowingprocess. In particular the object is to pro- 65 zles. The flow channelsare constructed in such a manvide higher economic efficiency in the production of ner that one side of each flow channel is formed by the
outer wall ofthe melt die tip. The Laval nozzlesand the
fibers of mean fibre diametersof <10 .tm, preferably
<5 j.m. An additionalobject is to considerablyincrease flow channels can be displaced parallel to the outer
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walls of the wedge-shapedmelt die so as to allow the
use of either position typically employed in the meltblowing technique, i.e. either the stick out or the set
back position. The following advantages are obtained

by the invention:
1. Due to the presence of the particularly uniform
transonic region of flow in the vicinity ofthe melt orificesthe drawrate ofthe melt from the orificesand thus
also the yield, is greatly increased without trading off
between productquality and yield.
2. It has been found that it is possibleto considerably
increase the melt throughput per hole for fibre thicknesses ofless than5
and in particular less than 3 m.
3. It has also been found that, compared with the
conventional processforthe production offibersofthe

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. I shows schematicallythe layout ofa complete

5

10

m

15

same fineness, considerablylower gas throughput quantities are required for identical melt throughput qualiti-

ties.
4. Static pressuresin the gas smoothing chamber of 20

less than 4 bar (abs.), and preferably less than 2.5 bar
(abs.) are sufficientfor obtaining a transonic region of

flow.
5. In the Laval nozzlesthe gas is distributedover the
length of the die in an absolutely uniform manner, so 25
that additionalmeans for ensuring uniformitywhich are
necessarily associated with a loss in pressure can be
dispensed with.
6. Compared to the conventional melt-blowingprobe reduced 30

cess the specificenergy consumptioncan
by
a factor of 2 for an identical fibre finenessin the range
d< 5 m, preferably <=3 m.
7. Due to the reduced quantity of gas required the
fiberscan be depositedmore uniformlyand without any 35
secondary entangling on to the fibre-collecting belt,
especially in the case of very fine fibers. Also flying
fibers are avoided in the production of very fine fibers
(<2 m) and low web densities.
8. Due to the increased rate of attenuation in the 40
transonic region of flow the gas temperature can be
considerablydecreasedin comparisonwith the conventional process for producing identical fibre thicknesses.
As a result of the reduced quantity of gas there is also
less compressionof the web materialas it is deposited 45
on to the fibre-collectingbelt; i.e. a web with reduced
densityis produced without adhesion ofthe fibers.
9. Due to the absolutely uniform distribution of gas
over the width of the die disadvantageousedge zone
50
effects can be avoided.
10. The process has proven particularly effectivefor
the productionoffibre webs with fibre finenesses ofless
and in particular less than 2 m.
than 3
U. The fibre webs produced by the process have 55
excellentfiltrationpropertiesas a result oftheir reduced
densityand homogeneousstructure. Compared to prior
art the followingsuperiorresultsofsuch filter webs are
predominant:

a. higher particle filtration efficiency at a reduced 60
flow resistance
b. a higher dust collecting capacity,
c. higher electrostaticcharge accumulatingcapacity,
for example if an electric corona discharge tech65
nique is used for charging the web.
In the following,working examplesof the invention
are explainedin more detail with referenceto the drawings.
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melt-blowinginstallation
FIG. 2 showsan embodimentofthe melt-blowingdie
according to the invention, including the gas supply
elements (lateral view)
FIG. 3shows a magnified section ofthe melt-blowing
die with circular Laval nozzles
FIG. 4shows a magnified section ofthe melt-blowing
die with slot-shapedLaval nozzles
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a melt-blowingdie
with air supply elements in modular form
FIG. 6 shows the specificenergy consumptionof the
process as a function of the average fibre diameter.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
Sheet fibre products, in particular fleece materialsor
fibre webs, manufacturedby the melt-blowingprocess
are of great economic importancein present-day technology. They are used for many applications and in
particular in cases where very fine fibresare required in
conjunction with high surface coverage. Virtually all
melt-extrudablethermoplastic polymers can be used as
starting materials.Possibleapplicationsare forexample:
Filtration media, hygienic filters, medical applications,
protective clothing, absorbentmedia,battery separating
media,insulatingclothing etc. Materialscombinedwith
other textiles or non-wovenwebs are also known. It is
thus highly important to improve the economic efficiency ofthe melt-blowingprocess. An increase in the
melt throughput rate and/or a reduction in the specific
air consumption is a necessaryrequirement for achieving an improvement in economic efficiency. It goes
without sayingthat product qualitymust not in any way
suffer as a result of such improvements;i.e. product
quality must at least remain constant. For the production of filtration media with a high degree of filtration
efficiencyand low flow resistancemicrofibremedia are
required having a lower density at identical or higher
fibre finenessthan that disclosed in the prior art. It is
also advantageousto be able to produce the sheet fibre
products at lower gas and melt temperatures than those
employed in the prior art. This permits a reduction in
the tendency of the fibres to adhere to each other on
being deposited on the fibre collectingbelt and simultaneouslydecreasesthe tendencyoftemperature-sensitive
polymers to undergothermal decompositionduring the
extrusion and spinning process and at the same time
increasesthe lifetimeofthespinningnozzles.Inorderto
obtain uniformand homogeneousproduct quality over
theentire width of the web an absolutely uniform and
constant distribution of air with regard to space and
time is required.
The production of a fibre web by the melt-blowing
processis first describedgenerally (i.e. according to the
prior art) with reference to FIG. 1. The extruder 1
driven by a motor2 is fed with a polymer via funnel 3.
The polymer melt is delivered tothemelt-blowingdie6
via melt filter 5 by means of a spinning pump 4. The
extruder,the spinningpump, the melt filter, the die and
the transition zones are heated in order to obtain the
required temperature and viscosity of the melt. The
melt-blowingnozzle 6 has inlets for the fibre-forming
gas 7 which is suppliedby meansofa compressorand is
heated to the required temperature by means of a heat
exchanger(not depicted)before it enters the melt-blow-
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ing die 6. The melt-blowingdie 6 hasat least one linear
rowoffine orificesfrom which the meltissuesby means
of an inlet pressure produced by the spinning pump 4
and is attenuated by means ofgas 7to form microfibres
which aredepositedon a mechanicallydriven fibre-col- 5
lecting belt 9to form the finished web 10. A portion of
the gas stream is removedbymeans ofa suctionbox 11
arranged beneath the fibre-collecting belt 9. FIG. 2
shows a cross-sectionthrough the embodimentof the
melt-blowingdie on which the inventionis based. The 10
polymer melt 12 flows into slot 14 via melt distributor
13 and then into the orifices 15 from which it issues
while being attenuated into microfibresby means of a
gas 16 (air) supplied from both sides at a high rate of
flow. The melt distributor 13 is arranged inside a die 15
block 17, below which the melt-blowingdie 18 is arranged in a melt-tightmanner. The die block 17 and the
melt-blowing die 18 are heated by means of electric
resistance wires 19 arranged within the surrounding
heating jacket 20. The wedge-shapeddie tip 21 of the 20
melt-blowingdie 18 has an angle of20° to 100°, preferably 40° to 80°. The melt exit holes 15 are arranged linearly(perpendicularlytothedrawing plane)and havea
diameterof0.1 to 0.6 mm,preferably0.1 to 0.4 mm, and
a channel length 2 to 10 times their diameter.
25
The fibre-forminggas 16 is fed from both sides via
openings22 into gas smoothing chambers 23 arranged
insidethe gas supplyelements24. Thesmoothingchambers 23lead into verysmall,linearly arranged gas openings 25, which are located in directproximityto the die 30
tip 21 and orientedin a direction parallel to the wedgeshaped contour ofthe die tip 21. The gas openings 25
are provided with widened sections 26 and represent
fluidically(withregard tothe flow configuration)widened Laval nozzles (25, 26). A flow channel 27 is ar- 35
ranged downstreamof each ofthe widenedsections 26
which is definedon the one side by the contourofthe
melt die tip 21 and on the other side by the bottom
plates 28, the bottom plates 28 terminatingwith a sharp
edge in the region of the apex ofthe die tip 21. The gas 40
supply elements 24 together with the smoothingchambers 23 and the Laval nozzles 25, 26 are arranged on
either side of the melt orifices 15 or die axis 29 and
mirror-symmetricallyin relation thereto.
The gas supply elements 24 are arranged adjacently 45
to thecontour of the wedge-shapeddie tip 21 in a gastight mannerand can be displacedin aparallel direction
to the wedge-shapedsurfaces. It is thus possibleto adjust the distancebetween the Laval nozzles25, 26 and
the melt orifices 15. Dependingon thepolymer specifi- 50
cations and the required physical web properties it is
therefore possible to displace the outlet of the melt
orifices in relation to the sharp-edged outlet of the
issuinggasjets to the required extent upwardsordownwardsinthe direction offlow. The bottom plates 28can 55
alsobe displacedtransversely to the die axis 29, thus
allowing the flow slot 30 or the flow channels27 to be
accurately adjusted.The gas openings25 of the Laval
nozzleshavea diameterof0.3 to 2.0 mm, preferably0.4
mm to 1 mm, and a length 0.3 to 5 times the diameter. 60
The widenedsection26 beneaththegasopenings25 has
a total angle of 5° to 30°, preferably 10° to 20°. The
widened section 26 is conically shaped, and is either
axiallysymmetricalto the axis ofthe gas opening25 or
is inclined at an angle in relation thereto (as shown in 65
FIG. 3). The latter embodimenthas the advantage that
the Laval nozzles25, 26 can bearranged in direct proximity to the die tip 21. The cross-sectionof the flow
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channels27 downstreamofthe Lavalnozzlesconverges
or remainsconstant in the direction offlow. The length
ofthe flow channels 27 is I to 30, preferably 3 to 20
times the largest diameter ofthe widened sections26 of
theLaval nozzles. The main purpose oftheflow channels is to form a homogeneousregion oftransonic flow
in the longitudinaldirectionoftheflow channels 27.
With theaid ofthe Laval nozzles25,26 and by establishingapressure ratio between the flow channel 27 and
the gas smoothing chamber 23 which corresponds at
least to the critical Laval pressureratio of0.53,a rate of
flow is formed inthe Laval orifice25, as a result ofthe
known flow parameters, which corresponds to sonic
speed at the given temperature. This parameter applies
to all Laval nozzles25 so that throughout the length of
the melt-blowingdie 18(perpendicularlytotheplane of
projection) an absolutely uniform stream of gas issues
from the flow slot 30. Inlet pressuresin the gas smoothing chambers 23 of 1.9 to 5 bar (abs.),preferably 1.9 to
2.5 bar (abs.) are sufficientfor obtainingsuch flow conditions. The widened section 26 of the Laval nozzles
servesto accelerate the flow to supersonicspeedand to
improve the cross-sectional homogeneity of the gas
stream as it enters flow channel 27. Due to the parallel
or convergent shape in flow channel 27 the ultrasonic
diffusioneffect causesthe rate offlow to be reduced to
transonic speed with optimum cross-sectionalhomogeneity in the proximity of the flow slot 30. "Transonic
speed" is understood to referto a flow rate of at most
20% (at maximum),and preferablyat most 10% below
sonicspeed. The inlet cross-sectionoftheflow channels
27 is 1.0 to 2.5 times thesum ofthe cross-sectionsofthe
widenedsections26 ofthe Lavalnozzlesand the outlet
cross-sectionis 0.8 to 2.5 times this sum. Such conditions provide a high degree offlow stability and homogeneity in the critical region ofthe orifices 15.
FIG. 3 shows the assembly of the gas smoothing
chamber 23, the Laval nozzle25, 26 and theflow channel 27 once again in magnifiedform.The wallthickness
ofthe portion of the gassupply element24 adjacent to
the outer wall of the die tip 21 at the level of the gas
openings 25 (Laval nozzles) is as small as technically
possible. The sharp-edgedoutletto the flow channel27
(referred to as the flow slot 30) is flush with the melt
orificeinthis embodiment.The gas smoothingchamber
23beginswitharelativelylargecross-sectionand tapers
continuouslytowards the Laval orifices25, thus helping
to minimiseflow resistance in thesubsonicregion. The
distancea, i.e.thelength ofthe flow channel27, isinthe
range from 1 mm to 50 mm, preferably 2.5 mm to 30
mm.

FIG. 4 shows an alternative slot-shapedembodiment
of the Laval nozzles. Both the Laval orifice arid the
widened section downstreamthereof are slot-shapedin
this embodiment. Thus the Laval nozzle consists of
Laval slot 31 and the slot-shaped widened shaft 32
downstream thereof. The slot-shaped cross-section of
the Laval nozzles 31, 32 extends over the whole width
of the die tip (perpendicularlyto the drawing plane).
Thewidened shaft hasatotal angle of5° to30°,preferably 10° to 15°. As in theembodimentaccording to FIG.
2 a flow channel 27 with a convergent or constant
cross-sectionwhich terminates with slot 30, is arranged
downstream of the widened shaft 32. In all ofthe embodiments shown in FIGS. 2 to 5 the fibre-forminggas
which produces the fibres and attenuates the melt
streams issuingfrom the melt orifices 15, is formed by
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gas streams directed on to the melt strands from both

sidesby means offlow channels 27.
FIG. 5 shows a particularly advantageous modular
construction in which a number of air supply elements
33a, 33b, 33c,33d. . . are arranged next to or behindone 5
another at the side of the melt-blowingdie 18 in the
form of an assembly of individual units. Each unit is
connected via pipe 34a, 34b. . . to adistributor pipe 35
which is suppliedwith the fibre-forminggas 16. Each
gas supplyelement comprisesa gas smoothingchamber 10
23 which suppliesseveral Laval nozzles 25, 26 with a
circular cross-sectionor one slot-shaped Laval nozzle
31, 32.
The gas supply elements 33a, 33b . . . are sealed at
their front ends, so that they represent individually 15
effectiveunits which arejuxtaposed to each other in a
gas-tight manner. As shown in FIG. 5 and in accordance with the basic embodimentaccording to FIG. 2
the gas supply elementsare arranged mirror-symmetrically (to thecentral plane ofthe melt-blowingdie 18)on 20
either side ofthe die tip 21.
The embodimentaccording to FIG. 5 has the following advantages especially for the production of fibre
webs oflargewidths:
1. The gas stream in slots 30 is absolutely uniformover 25
thewhole width, even where dies oflarge dimensions

are employed.

2. Provided the width ofthe individual units is not too
large, misalignmentof the Laval openings 25 or the
Laval slot 31 during the manufacture of the Laval

In the tables:

XfIF,Bis

themelt massthroughput per hole,

X istheair stream load(ratio ofthe massflow rate ofthe

fibres to the mass flow rate ofthe blowing air)
1/Xis the consumptionofblowingair in relation to the
quantity offibresproduced dFisthe mean fibre diam-

eter

30

nozzles can be avoided. Appropriate unit widths are
in the range from 25 to 500 mm, preferably 50 to 200

mm.
3. The unit assemblyallows the air supply elements to

be connected to the melt-blowingdie 18 in the best
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Table 1 showsthe results obtained in relation to fibre
load, fibrediameterand specificenergy consumption,
theapparatus was operated with the following process parameters:
Staticpressure ofthe air in the gas smoothingchamber
23: 3 bar (abs.),
Temperature of the air: 285' C.,
Melttemperature: 230' C.,
Inlet pressure of the melt upstream of the filter 5 (see
FIG. 1): 35 bar.
With the above process parameters a sonic speed of
about 440 m/s results in the Laval nozzlesand a rate
offlow ofabout 5%below sonic speed is obtained at
the flow slot 30. The distancebetween themelt-blowing nozzle 21 and the fibre-collectingbelt 9 was 0.3
m. Table 2 shows the results of a further series of
tests, in which the static pressure of the air in the
smoothing chambers 23 was decreased to 2.2 bar
(abs.) and the gas temperature was increased to 294'
C. No changeswere made in theremainingoperating
parameters.

EL/thFiSthe specific net energy consumptionnecessary
for compressing and heating the blowing air, based
on the quantityoffibresand atan inlet temperatureof
40' C. ofthe air into the electric air heater.

TABLE I

35

possiblemanner.

4. Websof differentwidths can be obtained in a simple
manner.

EXAMPLE
40
Polypropylene produced by Exxon, Type PD 3495
having a melt flow index of 800 g/lO mm was melted
according to FIG. 1 and deliveredto a melt-blowingdie
according to FIGS. 2 and 3 having the followingcharacteristic dimensions:
45
Diameter ofthe melt orifices 15: 0.3 mm
Channel length: 3.8 mm
Lateral distanceof melt orifices 15: 1.25mm
Apex angle ofthe melt die tip 21: 60'
50
Diameter ofthe Laval orifice 25: 0.6 mm
Length ofthe Laval orifice 25: 0.3 mm
Widened section 26 of the Laval nozzle: Total angle
15';
Enddiameter:0.7 mm
55
Lateral distanceof the gas openings25: 0.8 mm
Flow channel 27: initial width 0.8 mm; widthat exit (at
thelevel of the sharp-edgedoutlet): 0.7 mm;
Length: 2.3 mm
Unit width: 50 mm
60
Number ofunits: 2 on each side.
The sharp-edgedoutlet of the air exit slot (flow slot)
30 was flush with the die tip 21. Air was used as the
fibre-forminggas; it was compressed in a screw compressor and heated to the required temperature in an
electric heater arrangeddownstreamofthe compressor. 65
During web formation a portion of the volumetric
stream of the fibre-forming gas was removed with the
aid of the Suctionremoval means 11.

?'

rnFB

'iø—

1/X

dF

EL./mF

(glmin)

(kgF/kgL)

(kg11kgF)

(sm)

(kWh/kg)

297
165,6
114,8
88,8
61,7
47,3
30,4

1,25
1,68

2

36,6
20,4
14,2

2,3

11

0,089
0,16
0,23
0,3
0,43
0,56
0,87

3,37

6
8,7
11,3
16,2
21,1

32,9

2,6
2,95
3,25

7,6
5,8
3,7

EJJrnF
(kWh/kgF)

TABLE 2
A

Wmin)

*10-3
(kgF/kgL)

0,086
0,15
0,23
0,3
0,43
0,57

4,47
7,9
12
15,8
22,2
29,6

!flFB

1/A

dF

(kglJkgF)

(sm)

223,8
126,6

1,44

25,1

1,61

83

1,77
2,11
2,65

14,2
9,3

63,3
45,1
33,8

3,1

7,1
5,1

3,8

In both test series it was found that very fme fibres
can be obtainedwith veryefficientenergy consumption
values. In the second test series considerably lower
energy consumptionvalues were obtainedespeciallyfor
fibre finenessesof less than2.5 m.
The graph (FIG.6) showsa comparisonbetween the
two test seriesoperated with a transonic rateofgas flow
and the conventional melt-blowing process operated
with the same number ofmelt orifices 15 per cm ofdie
width. All of the average fibre diameters were measured by thesame aerodynamicmeasuringmethod. The
advantages ofa transonic rate ofgas flow, in particular
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10
mers by the melt-blowingtechnique,in which the mean
fibre diameters are 0.2
evident.
to 15
and in which a
As far as the physical properties of the fibre web polymer melt flows through at least one orifice in a
melt-blowingdie and is separated into fibres by a gas
products are concerned those produced by the process
according to the inventionare distinguished by a very 5 which impinges on the melt from both sides immedilow density and very soft handle. No adhesion of the
ately after its exit from the orifices,said device comprisfibres could be detected. Irrespective of the distance ing a melt-blowingnozzle with gas supply elementson
both sides and gas nozzles directed towards the melt
between the die and the fibre-collectingbelt 9 virtually
no flyingfibreswere detected even with very fine fibre orifice, the improvement wherein the gas nozzles are
10 designed in the form of Laval nozzleswith flow chandiametersof <2 .tm.
nels arranged downstream thereof which have a conThere has thus been shown and described a novel
method and device for manufacturing ultrafine fibres
vergent or substantially constant cross-section, and
which are arranged in direct proximity to the wedgefrom thermoplastic polymers which fulfills all the obshaped die tip and terminatewith a sharp edgeat most
jects and advantages sought therefor. Many changes,
modifications, variations and other uses and applica- 15 3 mm above or below the level ofthe melt orifice.
4. A device according to claim 3, wherein the Laval
tions of the subject invention will, however, become
nozzles(30, 31) havea slot-shaped cross-section.
apparent to those skilled in the art after consideringthis
5. A device according to claim 3, wherein the Laval
specification and the accompanying drawings which
nozzles(25, 26) each consistof a Lavalopening (25) of
disclose the preferred embodimentsthereof. All such
changes, modifications, variations and other uses and 20 an orifice diameter of0.3 to 2 mm.
6. A device according to claim 4, wherein widened
applications which do not depart from the spirit and
sections (26,32) which lead into the flow channel (27)
scope ofthe inventionare deemedto be covered by the
are arranged downstreamof the Laval nozzles (25, 26
invention, which is to be limited only by the claims
or 31,32) and in that the inlet cross-sectionof the flow
which follow.
25 channel (27) is 1.0 to 2.5 times the sum ofthe widened
What is claimed is:
cross-sectionsofthe Laval nozzles,the outlet cross-sec1. A process for the production of microfibresand
tion is 0.3 to 2.5 times this sum and the length of the
non-woven microfibre webs from thermoplastic polyflow channel(27) is 1 to 30 times thewidened cross-secmers by the melt-blowingtechnique,in which the aver0.2
to
15
and
in
tion.
diameter
of
the
fibres
are
m,
age
which a polymer melt is passed through at least one 30 7. A device according to claim 3, wherein a gas
orificein a melt-blowingdie and is separatedinto fibres
smoothingchamber (23) is arranged upstreamofseveral
linearly arranged Laval orifices (25, 26) or of one slotby a gas which impinges on the melt from both sides
shaped Laval nozzle (30,31) and the Laval nozzles(25,
immediately after its exit from the orifice, said process
26 or 30, 31) together with correspondinggas smoothcomprisingthe steps of:
a) conveyingthe gas through Laval nozzlesarranged 35 ingchamber (23)areintegratedin theform ofindividual
units toform a modular gas supply element(33ato 33d).
mirror-symmetricallyin relation to the melt orifice
8. A device according to claim 7, wherein the gas
and accelerating the gas in the Laval nozzles to
supply elements (33a. . . 33d) the widthof which is 25
supersonic speed:
mm to 500 mm, are arranged in a gas-tightmanner next
b) passing the gas through flow channels which are
arranged downstream of the Laval nozzles and 40 to each other and to the melt-blowingnozzle (18).
9. A device according to claim 8, wherein the gas
deceleratingthe gas flow from sonic speed tojust
below sonic speed in the flow channels, the flow
supply elements (33a . . 33d) are displaceableparallel
to the wedge-shapedcontour of the melt die tip (21), to
channelshaving a convergent or substantiallyconallow the adjustmentof the distancebetween the Laval
stant cross-section in the direction flow; and
c) directing the polymer melt streamissuingfrom the 45 nozzles (25,26 or 31, 32) and the melt orifices (15).
10. A device according to claim 8, wherein the gas
orifice into the gas stream which is discharged
from the flow channels.
supply elements(33a. . 33d) have a width of 50 mm to
200 mm.
2. The process according to claim 1, wherein the
11. A device according to claim 3, wherein the mean
mean fibre diametersare 0.5 .tm to 10 m.
to 10 m.
3. A device for the production of microfibres and 50 fiber diametersare 0.5
* * * * *
non-woven microfibre webs from thermoplastic polyfor averagefibrediametersofless than3
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ABSTRACT

Langmuir-Blodgettfilmshaving photo-electronicproperties and methods of making the same. The instant
filmsmaybe made,for example, by spreadinga mixture
of one or more types ofbiotinylated lipids and one or
more typesofelectrically-conductivelipids over a water-miscible liquid subphase. Conjugated molecules
comprisinga biotin-bindingcomponent made up ofan
avidin orstreptavidinmoleculeor afragmentor derivative thereof having biotin-bindingactivity and aphotodynamic proteinaceous component are then injected
into the subphase.Becauseofthe aftinitybetween biotin
and the biotin-bindingcomponent,the conjugatedmoleculesbind to the biotinylatedlipids. The air-subphase
interface is then compressed,causing the biotinylated
lipidsand electrically-conductivelipidstoform amonolayer thereat. In one embodiment, the biotin-binding
component has biotin-bindingsites available on its underside which maybe used to bind biotinylatedderivatives of one or more different speciesofphotodynainic
proteinaceouscomponents and/or to build up a multilayered complex ofbiotin-bindingmolecules and functional proteinaceous components using biotinylated
rigidor flexiblecouplers.
16 Claims,8 DrawingSheets
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streptavidin phycoerytlirin conjugates, in an aqueous

subphase, were found to interact preferentially with
biotinylatedlipid monolayerfilmswhile attheair-water
interface and how the films exposedtheir hydrophilic
5 biotin containing head groups to the fourbiotin binding
The invention described herein may be manufac- sites on avidinand streptavidinin the conjugatedproteins toform lipid-proteincomplexeshaving the effective
tured,used and licensedby or for the Government for
Governmental purposes without the payment to us of
stabilityof covalent bonds.
any royalty thereon.
SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION
10
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is directed to Langmuir-BlodThe present invention relates generally to the progett films having photo-electronic properties, which
duction of Langmuir-Blodgettfilms and more particumay be designed for usein creating biosensorand other
similardevices. According to the teachingsofthepreslarly to the production of Langmuir-Blodgett films
15
ent invention,thefilms aremade byspreadinga mixture
•having photo-electronicproperties.
The Langmuir-Blodgetttechniquehas been used for ofone or more typesofbiotinylatedlipid moleculesand
one ormore types ofelectrically-conductivelipid molemany years toform monolayerormonomolecularfilms.
cules overawater-miscibleliquidsubphase.Conjugated
Generally speaking,the Langmuir-Blodgetttechnique
involves filling an open basin with a liquid subphase molecules comprising a photodynamic proteinaceous
such as an
typically comprising a quantity of water and/or a Wa- 20 component and a biotin-bindingcomponent,
avidin orstreptavidinmoleculeor afragmentor derivater-misciblesolvent.Asmall number ofmolecules,each
tive thereof having biotin-binding activity, are then
moleculetypicallyhavingahydrophilichead group and
into the subphase. Because of the affinity bea hydrophobic tail, are then deposited at the air-sub- injectedbiotin
and the biotin-binding component, the
orient
themselves
at
the
tween
interface.
The
molecules
phase
air-subphase interface so that the hydrophilic head 25 conjugatedmoleculesbecomebound to thebiotinylated
lipids. The air-subphaseinterface is then compressed,
groups are in contact with the subphaseand the hydrocausing the biotinylatedlipids and electrically-conducphobic tails are projected into the air. Because only a
tive lipids to form a monolayerthereat.
small numberofmoleculesaretypicallyspread over the
In one embodimentofthe presentinvention,the phoair-subphaseinterface, the molecules are initially separated farapart relative to one another. A movable bar- 30 todynamic proteinaceous components of the conjugated molecules are derivatized with biotin and then
ncr in the basin is then used to compress the air-subbound to biotin-bindingsitesdisposedontheundersides
molecules
thereat
interface
until
the
disposed
phase
ofbiotin-bindingcomponents.As can readily be apprearrange themselves in an ordered, two-dimensional
lattice. This lattice, which takes the form of a mono- ciated, this biotin-mediatedbinding mechanismcan be
layer film, is thentypically removed from the basin by 35 extended to provide a "cassette" (i.e. modular) approach whereby varicrns different substancesare interdepositionon adesiredsubstrate.Frequently,more than
monoin
this
the
is
constructed
manner,
changeably bound to the biotin-bindingcomponent.In
one monolayer
this way, one can design a Langmuir-Blodgett film
layers being used to form a multi-layeredlaminate.
In "SpecificRecognitionand Formation ofTwo-Di- having the functional propertiesone desires.For exammensionalStreptavidinDomainsin Monolayers:Appli- 40 ple, two or more photodynainic proteinaceous substanceshaving differentexcitationspectra canbeincorcations to Molecular Devices," Thin SolidFilms, Vol.
porated into thefilm in the proportionsand/orlocations
180, pp. 93—99 (1989), which is incorporated hereinby
desired. In addition, multiple layers of biotin-binding
reference, M. Ahlers et al. describe the formation of a
molecules and photodynamic proteinaceous compobiotinlipid-streptavidinsystem, which is shown to bind
and self-organizespontaneouslyto givethin two-dimen- 45 nentsand/or other functional proteins maybe built up
using biotinylatedflexibleor rigidcouplers.
sional crystalline layers of functional proteins at lipidVarious objects,features and advantagesofthe preswater interfaces.Thestreptavidin used was statistically
ent
inventionwill be set forth in part in the description
of
fluorescein
with
two
molecules
isothiocyalabelled
nate per molecule of protein according to a standard which follows, and in part will be obvious from the
be learned bypractice ofthe invenlabellingprocedure. The authors propose that the two 50 descriptionor may
biotinbindingsitesontheundersideofeach streptavidin tion. The objects and advantages ofthe invention may
be realized and attained by means ofthe instrumentalimoleculecan be used tobuild up multilayeredcomplex
ties and combinationsparticularly pointed out in the
structures through binding to biotinylated functional
The
and
other
antibodies,
appended claims.
proteins.
groups, enzymes,
authors also propose that multilayers of streptavidin 55 BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
and multifunctional polymers can be formed via biThe accompanying drawings, which are hereby inotinylated rigid or flexiblecouplers.
In an abstract entitled "Oriented Fluorescent Strep- corporated into and constitute a part ofthis specificatavidin-PhycoerythrinConjugated Protein Monolayers tion, illustratethe preferred embodimentsof the invenon Biotin Lipid LB MonolayerFilms," which was dis- 60 tion and, together with the description,serve to explain
the principles of the invention. In these drawings
tributed to attendeesoftheExpandingFrontiersin PolyResearch
held
wherein like reference numerals represent like parts:
Protein
Structural
and
proceedings
peptide
on
Jul.
and
FIG. 1 is a schematic view ofa conventional LangBritish
Columbia
23,
1990,
in Whistler,
muir trough, whichmaybe used to practicethe techwhich is incorporated herein by reference, L. Samuelson et al. describe oriented monolayerfilms possessing 65 nique of the present invention;
FIGS. 2(a) through 2(c) are schematic representawell-behavedisotherms,which are formed from biotin
In
tions
ofone embodimentof processfor synthesizinga
techniques.
derivatizedlipids by Langmuir-Blodgett
Langmuir-Blodgettfilm having photo-electronicpropparticular, the authors discuss how both avidin and
PROCESSOF MAXINGLANGMUIR-BLODGETr

FILMS HAVINGPHOTO-ELECrRONIC
PROPERTIES

a

3
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erties in accordance with the teachings of the present

4

or streptavidin molecule or a fragment or derivative

thereofhaving biotin-bindingactivity, are injected into
the subphase. Soon after their introduction into the
subphase, the biotin-bindingcomponents bind to the
Example 1;
FIGS. 4 through 7 are the fluorescencespectra ob- 5 biotinylated lipid molecules at the air-subphaseinterface. However, because many of the biotin-binding
tamed in Example 2;
moleculeshavemultiple biotin binding sites, the conjuFIG. 8 is a composite of the isotherms obtained in
gated molecules tend to orient themselves relative to
3;
Example
invention;

FIG. 3 is a composite of the isotherms obtained in

thebiotinylatedlipids in a variety of ways, depending
FIGS. 9(a) and 9(b) are the fluorescencespectra ob10 on which of the binding sites is used to bind to the
tamed in Example 3; and
biotinylated lipids molecules. As seen in FIG. 2(c), as
FIG. 10 is the isotherm obtained in Example 4.
barrier iSisused tocompressthe air-subphaseinterface
cr,DTDmT(T
AlL
so as 0 forma mono1ayer 1erea, •.econjuga moIe'DODTh'ENTS
cules are forced to align themselvesuniformlyrelative
As discussedabove, the present inventionis directed 15 to the biotin-containingmonolayerso that, in the case
to Langmuir-Blodgettfilms possessing photo-electronic where the biotin-binding molecules have four biotin
binding sites, two binding sites are used to bind the
properties and to methods for making such films. The
biotinylatedlipid molecules and two binding sites are
Langmuir-Blodgettfilms ofthe present invention typileft available in the subphase.Withcompression corncally include a firstlayer which is disposed at the air20
which
a
mixture
of
interface
and
pleted, an ordered film containing both photodynamic
comprises
subphase
substances and electrically-conductive substances is
one or more typesofbiotinylated lipid molecules and
moleof
or
more
electrically-conductive
lipid
produced. This film may then be removed from the
one
types
subphase and processed into desired multilayers or ascules, a secondlayerwhich isdisposed in the subphase
sembliesfor use in creating biosensors,spatial modulaand which comprises biotin-bindingmoleculesmade of
avidin, streptavidin,or a fragment or derivative thereof 25 tors, solar collectors, color displays, camouflage systems, optoelectronicswitching devices and the like.
having biotin-bindingactivity, and a thirdlayerwhich
Notwithstanding the fact that, in the process decomprises photodynamic proteinaceous molecules
scribed above, the conjugated molecules are added to
which are bound to the undersidesofthe biotin-binding
the subphase before compression of the air-subphase
molecules. The first layer and the second layer are
bound together by the affinitybetween the biotinylated 30 interface is initiated, it should be understood that the
lipid moleculesof the firstlayerand the biotin-binding conjugated molecules also may be added to the subphase during or after compressionof the interface.
molecules ofthe second layer.
Examples of suitable electrically-conductive lipids
Referring now to FIG. 1, there is illustrated a confor use in the present invention include the polypyrventional Langmuir trough which maybe used to practice the technique of the present invention, the Lang- 35 roles, the polythiophenes, and the polyanilines. The
muir trough being represented generally by reference relative proportions of biotinylated lipids and electrinumeral 11.
cally conductive lipidsto thetotalnumber ofmolecules
in the monolayermaybevaried; however, itisbelieved
As can be seen, trough 11 includes abasin 13, which
The
that only about 10% ofthe monolayermust bemade up
hold
a
solvent
is used to
subphase (not shown).
solvent subphasetypicallyincludes water and/or a Wa- 40 ofbiotinylatedlipidsfor thereto be complete coverage
underneath the monolayerby theconjugated molecules
ter-miscible solution, the precise composition of the
on
the
nature
of
the
since the conjugated moleculesare considerablylarger
dependent
being
largely
subphase
11
also
includes
a
thanthe molecules ofthe monolayer.
added
thereto.
materials
Trough
pair
Examplesofphotodynamicproteinaceoussubstances
of barriers 15 and 17, which are disposed in basin 13.
to
a
motor
45
for
use in thepresent inventioninclude bacteriorhodopwhich
is
Barrier 15,
mechanicallycoupled
sin, rhodopsin, chemiluminescencesystems such as lu18, is used to compressthe air-subphaseinterfaceofthe
ciferase, and the phycobiliproteins. The phycobiisolvent againstbarrier17 so as to form a monolayerat
the interface. A pressure sensor 19, which is used to proteins areproteins which make up theantennae proteins for light harvesting microorganisms.These proteins
monitor pressure at the air-subphase interface, is
mounted on barrier 17. Trough 11 also includes a posi- 50 are highly fluorescent(20% more thanfluorescein)and
have quantum yields as high as0.9. Phycoerytbrin, the
tion encoder 21, which is used to monitor the location
ofbarrier15 as it moves towards barrier 17. The read- outer most phycobiliprotein, has an unusually large
Stoke's shift of 81 nm (495 nm excitation and 576 urn
ings obtainedby sensor 19 and positionencoder 21may
emission), which is more than2.7 times that offluoresbe used to generate an isotherm.
the
man55
cain. As can readily be appreciated, it maybedesirable
now
to
FIGS.
2(a)
through
2(c),
Referring
in certain applications to use combinationsof two or
ncr in which trough 11 may be used to make a
more different types of photodynamic proteins, the
film
having
photo-electronic
propLangmuir-Blodgett
erties in accordance with one embodimentof the presproteins differing, forexample,in theirexcitation specent inventionis shown schematically. First,a mixtureof tra.
one or more types of biotinylated lipid molecules BL 60 Atleast threedifferenttypesofconjugatedmolecules
areenvisionedbythepresent invention.Inthefirsttype
and one or more types of electrically-conductivelipid
of conjugated molecule, the photodynamic proteinmoleculesEL are spread over a water-misciblesolvent
can
be
the
molecules
aceous component is covalently bound to the biotinFIG.
As
seen,
2(a)).
subphase(see
binding component. In the second type of conjugated
orient themselves at the air-subphaseinterface so that
their hydrophobic tails are projected into theair. Next, 65 molecule,the biotin-bindingcomponent hasat least one
biotin-bindingsite onits undersidewhich is used to bind
as seeninFIG. 2(b),a pluralityofconjugatedmolecules
a biotinylatedderivative ofthephotodynamicproteina
proteinaceous
component
comprising photodynamic
Pand abiotin-bindingcomponentBB,such as an avidin aceous component. As discussed above, this type of
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5
binding mechanismcan be used to develop a cassette
approach wherein various substances are derivatized
withbiotin and thenallowed tobind interchangeablyto
biotin-bindingmolecules. Also as discussedabove, the
cassette approach could be used tobind successivelayers ofconjugated moleculesusing biotinylatedrigidor

6
are then introduced into the subphase whereby the
additional group ofone or more biotinylatedphoto-

5

dynamic proteinaceous molecules become bound to
the biotin-binding molecules through the second
group ofone or more biotin-bindingsites.
f)Lastly, theair-subphaseinterphaseisthencompressed
so as to form an ordered monolayer having photoelectronic properties thereat.
The method disclosed above may be modified by
introducing,after step (d) and before step(f), the stepof
introducing into the subphase an additional group of
one or more biotinylated coupler molecules,and then
repeating steps (d) and (e).
The following examplesfurther illustrate preferred
embodimentsof the present invention. The examples
should inno way be taken as limiting, butrather,should
be consideredtobeillustrativeofthevarious features of
thepresent invention.

flexiblecoupler molecules.
In a third type of conjugated molecule, the genes
which codefor the photodynamicproteinaceouscomponent and the biotin-bindingcomponent are recom- 10
bined and thenexpressedto produce a genetically-engineered fusion protein. Streptavidin-containingfusion
proteins are describedatpage516 in theAbstract Book
ofthe10thInternationalBiophysicsCongress,Vancouver,B.C. August 1990) and byT. Sanoetal.,Proc.Natl. 15
Acad. Sci. USA, Vol. 87, pp. 142—146 (1990), both of
which are incorporated herein by reference.
Additional mechanical stability may be imparted to
theLangmuir-Blodgettfilmsofthe presentinventionby
EXAMPLE 1
polymerizingall or a portion of the monolayer. This 20
To
establish
the
for
adsorption of avidin-phycoerythrin
may be achieved, example, by selectingbiotinylated
such
as
and
that
include
a
component,
streptavidin-phycoerythrin
conjugates to monopolymerizable
lipids
a diacetylene or vinyl group (which will polymerize layer films made up of the biotinylated phospholipid,
upon heating or irradiation),or byforming a monolayer N-(biotinoyl)dipalmitoyl-L-alphaphosphatidylethanolawhich includes polymerizableelements in addition to 25 mine, triethylammoniumsalt (B-DPPE), four pressurearea isotherm measurements were taken. These meabiotinylatedlipids.
One preferred method ofmakingtheLangmuir-Blod- surements were carried out on LaudaMGWFilmwaag
troughs with a surface area ofapproximately930 cm2.
gett film having photo-electronic properties comprises
The subphase used for the four experimentswas comthe followingsteps:
solution of 0.1 mM sodium phosa) A plurality of water-immisciblemolecules is spread 30 posed ofan aqueousin
over a water-misciblesolvent subphase having an
highly purified Milli-Q water
phate, 0.lM NaCl,
(MilliporeCo.Ltd.) atpH 6.8. In each ofthefourexperair-subphase interface, the water-immisciblemolecules comprisinga mixture of one or more types of
iments,a0.5 mM chloroform solutionofB-DPPE(Mo..
lecular Probes Co. of Eugene, Oreg.) was spread over
biotinylatedlipid moleculesand one ormore types of
35 the air-subphaseinterface. In addition, in three of the
electrically-conductivelipid molecules.
ofeitherphycoeryb) One or more types of biotin-bindingmolecules are four experiments,a 0.1 mg aliquot
thrin, avidin-phycoerythrin, or streptavidin-phycointroducedinto the subphase,each ofthe one ormore
types of biotin-bindingmolecules comprising a first erythrin (BiomedaCorporation ofFoster City, Calif.)in
5 ml of the buffered subphase was injected into the
groupof one or more biotin-bindingsitesadapted for
40
and left to incubate for 2 hours at 30 degrees
the
one
or
more
of
biotinylated
lipid
subphase
binding
types
C. In the fourth experiment, no protein was injected
molecules and a second group ofone or more biotinbinding sites adapted for binding either biotinylated into the subphase. Compression of the interface was
carriedout at aspeedofapproximately2mm2/minuntil
photodynarnic proteinaceous molecules or bithe
one
or
molecules,
collapse of the film was observed. The resulting isocoupler
whereby
otinylated
more types of biotin-binding molecules become 45 therms are shown in FIG. 3.
As canbeobserved from FIG. 3, all oftheisotherms
bound to the one or more types ofbiotinylatedlipid
molecules through the first group of one or more
displayed a relativelysteep slope after a pressure of 15
mN/m,which corresponds to an area per molecule of
biotin-bindingsites.
100 A2. However, the isothermscorrec) A mixtureofone or moretypesofbiotinylatedpho- 50 approximately
sponding to the avidin-phycoerythrin (Av-PE) and
todynainicproteinaceousmoleculesand one or more
streptavidin-phycoerythrin (Str-PE) experiments are
types of biotinylated coupler molecules are introduced into the subphase whereby the one or more
significantly differentintheexpandedstates. Moreover,
a significantincreasein surface pressure was observed
of
proteinaceous
types biotinylated photodynamic
with these experimentsat larger areas per molecule.
moleculesand the one or more types ofbiotinylated
to
the
biotin-bind55
This behavior suggeststhat the conjugated protein sysmolecules
become
bound
coupler
tems arein someway incorporatingthemselvesintothe
ing molecules through the second group of one or
morebiotin-bindingsites.
biotinylatedmonolayerin the expandedstate. Then, as
d) One or more types of biotin-bindingmolecules are compressioniscontinued,theprotein injected monolayers reach a stage where they actually overlap the pure
then introduced into the subphase,each ofthe one or
more types ofbiotin-bindingmoleculesin the second 60 B-DPPE isotherm. This overlappingmaybe explained
by the bulkiness-ofthephycoerythrin protein whichis
group comprisingafirstgroup ofone ormore biotinattached to the avidin and streptavidin tetramers. Phybinding sites adapted for binding the one or more
and
a
second
molecules
of
coerythrin isknown to be disc-shapedwith dimensions
biotinylated
coupler
types
ofapproximately60Aby 120 Aand a molecularweight
group ofone or more biotin-bindingsitesadapted for
binding either biotinylated photodynamic protein- 65 of240,000 daltons. This additionalsize and weight may
be sufficientto cause a "swingingdown"oftheconjuaceous moleculesor biotinylatedcoupler molecules.
of
one
or
more
of
biadditional
gated proteins into the aqueoussubphase during monoAn
types
group
e)
layer compression.If this "swinging down" is occurotinylated photodynamic proteinaceous molecules
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din based adsorption of the native phycoerythrin proring, one would expect to see an increase in surface
tein to the monolayer.
pressureintheexpandedstate and an overlappingofthe
A direct comparison of the fluorescence emissions
isotherm with the pure lipid uponfurther compression
from the B-DPPEmonolayers injected with Av-PE,
as the protein re-orients itself down in the subphase.
This behavior is evidence that the conjugated proteins 5 Str-PE, and PE can be made from FIGS. 5 and 6. As
can be seen, the emission of Av-PE is observed to be
are adsorbing by binding to biotin moietieson the BDPPE.
considerablystronger thanthat ofStr-PE. This difference in the emissions suggests both specific and nonIn contrast to the isotherms corresponding to the
Av-PE and Str-PE injected monolayers,the isotherm
specific binding in the case of Av-PE. There are two
correspondingto the unconjugatedphycoerythrin (PE) 10 possiblemechanismsfornon-specificavidin adsorption.
First,avidin is post translationallymodifiedby surface
injected monolayerdisplayedvery little change as comto
the
Bto
the
isothers
carbohydrate residues and will complex to the biotin
corresponding
pure
pared
DPPE monolayer. Since the phycoerythrin does not
lipid monolayerby both specificbinding sites and nonhaveany tetramer protein bound to it, this further sup- specific binding mechanisms(e.g. electrostatic mechaportsthat the biotinbinding sitesofthe avidinand strep- 15 nisms). Evidence that Av-PE binds by an electrostatic,
tavidin tetramer proteins areresponsiblefor adsorption.
non-specific mechanism was obtained by observing
how Av-PEcomplexed with the monolayer with and
EXAMPLE 2
without NaC1 in the aqueous subphase.The results of
To establishwhether adsorption occurs through an this experimentare shown in FIG. 7. As can be seen in
entirely specificmechanism(i.e.,biotin-avidinor biotin- 20 FIG. 7, the decrease in emission intensity at 576 mu for
thecomplexationrun in thesubphasewith NaCI isevistreptavidin) orthrough a combinationofboth specific
and non-specific binding mechanisms, the following dence that charge-charge interactions to the nonfluorescence measurementsof various LB films were
specific adsorption of avidin is occurring and may be
decreased by the addition ofNaCl.
taken. In these measurements, excitation of the films
was achieved with 496 nm light from an Argon Ion 25
EXAMPLE 3
laser; emission was measured in the range from 515 to
Streptavidin alone was absorbed onto a monolayer
670 nm. The LB film described below were obtained
consistingofbiotinylatedlipid. Then,biotinylatedphyessentiallyin the mannerdescribedabove in Example 1,
coerythrin was injected into the subphaseand allowed
except that the films were compressedto an annealing
surfacepressure ofapproximately15 mN/rn fordeposi- 30 to react withthebiotinylatedlipid-streptavidincomplex
tion. The films were then transferred onto glass solid
previously formed. FIG. 8 is a compositeof isotherms
obtained at various times during the above-described
supports for fluorescencespectroscopy.
FIG. 4 shows the fluorescence spectra for a Str-PE process. The continuous expansion of the monolayer
during the equilibrium indicates that the biotinylated
injected B-DPPE monolayerfilm and for two controls.
The controls were obtained by vertically passing glass 35 phycoerythrinis incorporatingitselfinto the monolayer
slides into the protein-containing subphase after reassemblyas expected.FIG. 9(a) is a fluorescencespectrumfor the above-describedmonolayer.The emission
moval ofthe monolayertherefrom. The controls demonstrate that the conjugated proteins do not spontanepeak at 576 mu is a signature of the bound phycoerythrinprotein.FIG. 9(b) compares the emissionfrom the
ously adsorb onto the bare, clean, glass surface. As
shown, the Str-PE injected B-DPPE monolayergives a 40 monolayerof FIG. 9(a) to a collapsed orbuckled film.
As can be seen, the buckled film gives a considerably
strong emission at approximately576 nm, which correstronger emission than the monolayer since there is
sponds to the emission of the native aqueousphycoerythrin conjugated protein. The two controls shown no more of the monolayer present in the buckled film.
Theseresults showthat the phycoerythrin is bound to
emission in this region, evincing that the Str-PE has
45 the monolayerand demonstratethe feasibility ofa casadsorbed to the biotinylatedmonolayerfilm.
This raised the question ofwhether the biotin-strep- sette approach.
tavidincomplexwas responsiblefor the protein adsorpEXAMPLE 4
tion. To addressthis issue, two additionalcontrols were
A
made
monolayer
up of polyoctyithiophene and
investigated.The first included injecting unconjugated
PE into the subphase of a B-DPPE monolayer. The 50 B-DPPE was formed as seen by the isotherm of FIG.
second control involved preparing an unbiotinylated 10. This isothermdemonstratesthe feasibilityofmaking
monolayers comprising a mixture of electrically conphospholipid monolayer (DPPE, which was obtained
from Avanti Polar Lipids of Peiham, Ala.) and then
ducting lipids and biotinylatedlipids.
below
it.
FIG.
5
The embodiments of the present invention recited
Str-PE
into
the
subphase
injecting
shows the fluorescencespectra for the Str-PEinjected 55 herein are intended to be merely exemplary and those
skilled in the art will be able to make numerous variaB-DPPE monolayer and the two controls described
above. As can be seen, the Str-PE exposedbiotinylated tions andmodificationsto it without departing from the
spirit ofthe present invention. All such variations and
monolayer exhibits the characteristic native phycoerymodificationsareintended to be within the scope ofthe
thrin emission at 576 sun whereasthetwo controls show
no fluorescence signal. These results strongly suggest 60 present invention as defmed by the claims appended
that both the streptavidin protein and the biotin func- hereto.
Whatis claimed is:
tionalities are required for binding of phycoerythrin to
1. A method for preparing a Langmuir-Blodgettfilm
the monolayerby complex formation.
Similar experimentswere performed with respect to
having photo-electronicpropertiescomprisingthe steps
the Av-PE conjugatedprotein system.As seen in FIG. 65 of:
a) spreading a plurality of water-immisciblemole6, the Av-PE injected monolayer film gives a strong
cules over a water-misciblesolvent subphase havemission at 576 nm whereas the two controls give no
This
indicates
biotin-aviemission.
ingan air-subphaseinterface,saidwater-immiscible
again
corresponding
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moleculesincludingamixtureofone ormore types

of biotinylated lipid molecules and one or more

having photo-electronicpropertiescomprisingthe steps

typesof electrically-conductivelipid molecules;
b) introducing into said subphase one or more types

of conjugated molecules,each of said conjugated

10

14.Amethod forpreparing a Langmuir-Blodgettfilm

of:
5

-

a) spreadinga plurality of water-immisciblemolecules over a water-misciblesolvent subphase having an air-subphaseinterface,said water-immiscible
molecules comprising a mixture of one or more
types of biotinylated lipid molecules and one or
more types of electrically-conductivelipid mole-

molecules comprising a photodynamic proteinaceous component and a biotin-binding component, whereby said biotin-bindingcomponents become bound to said one or more types of bi10
otinylated lipid molecules;and
cules;
c) compressing said air-subphase interface so as to
b) introducing into mid subphase one or more types
form an ordered monolayer having photo elecofconjugated molecules,each of said one or more
tronic properties thereat.
types of conjugated molecules comprisingone or
2. The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said
more typesof biotinylatedphotodynamicproteinaceous components and a biotin-binding compointroducing step is initiated during said compressing 15
step.
nent, said biotin-bindingcomponent comprising a
The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said
first group of one or more biotin-binding sites
introducing step is initiated before said compressing
adapted for binding said one or more types of biotinylated lipid molecules and a second g?oup of
step.
4. The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 20
one or more biotin-binding sites for binding said
one or more types of biotinylated photodynamic
introducingstep isinitiated after said compressingstep.
5. The method as claimed in claim I wherein said
proteinaceous components, whereby said biotinbiotin-bindingcomponentsare either identicalor differbinding componentsbecome bound to said one or
ent and are selectedfrom thegroup consistingofavidin,
more types ofbiotinylatedlipid moleculesthrough
said first group ofone or more biotin-bindingsites;
streptavidin,and a fragment or derivative ofavidin or 25
and
streptavidinhaving biotin-bindingactivity.
6. The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said
c) compressing mid air-subphase interface so as to
form an ordered monolayer having photo-elecphotodynamic proteinaceous components are either
identical or different and are selected from the group
tronic properties thereat.
consisting of bacteriorhodopsin,rhodopsin, luciferase, 30 15. Amethod forpreparingaLangmuir-Blodgettfilm
the phycobiliproteinsand a fragment or derivative of having photo-electronicpropertiescomprisingthesteps
of:
bacteriorhodopsin, rhodopsin, luciferase or the
phycobiliproteinshaving photodynamicactivity.
a) spreading a plurality of water-immisciblemole7. The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said
cules over a water-misciblesolvent subphase havphotodynamicproteinaceouscomponentsare phycoer- 35
ing anair-subphaseinterface,said water-immiscible
molecules comprising a mixture of one or more
ythrinmolecules.
8.The methodas claimed in claim 1 wherein said one
types of biotinylated lipid molecules and one or
more types of electrically-conductivelipid moleor more typesofelectrically-conductivelipid molecules
are either identical or different and are selected from
cules;
thegroup consistingofpolypyrrole,polythiophene,and 40 b) introducing into mid subphaseone or more types
of biotin-bindingmolecules, each of said one or
polyaniline.
9. The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein at least
more types ofbiotin-bindingmolecules comprising
a first group of one or more biotin-binding sites
a portion ofsaid one ormore types ofbiotinylatedlipid
molecules are polymerizablewith heat or irradiation,
adapted for binding said one or more types of bisaid method further comprising,after said compressing 45
otinylated lipid molecules and a second group of
one or more biotin-bindingsites adapted for bindstep, the step of heating or irradiating said polymerizable biotinylated lipid molecules so as to cause their
ing either biotinylated photodynamic proteinaceous molecules or biotinylated coupler molepolymerization.
10. The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein, in at
cules, whereby said one or more types of biotinleast a portion of said one or more typesofconjugated 50
binding molecules become bound to said one or
more typesofbiotinylatedlipid moleculesthrough
molecules, said photodynamic proteinaceous componentis covalently bound to said biotin-bindingcomposaid firstgroup ofone ormorebiotin-bindingsites;
nent.
c) introducinginto said subphaseamixture ofone or
11. The method as claimed in claim 10 wherein said
more types ofbiotinylatedphotodynamic proteinaceous molecules and one or more types of bibiotin-bindingcomponent is selected from the group 55
otinylatedcoupler molecules,whereby said one or
consistingof avidin, streptavidin,or a fragment or derivative thereof having biotin-binding activity and
more typesofbiotinylatedphotodynamic proteinaceous molecules and said one or more types of
wherein said photodynamic proteinaceous component
and said biotin-binding component together form a
biotinylated coupler molecules become bound to
mid biotin-bindingmolecules through saidsecond
fusionprotein made by a recombinantDNAtechnique. 60
12. The method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said
group of one or more biotin-bindingsites;
oneormore types ofbiotinylatedlipid moleculesconstid) introducing into mid subphaseone or more types
of biotin-bindingmolecules, each of said one or
tute about 10% of said plurality of water-immiscible
molecules.
more typesofbiotin-bindingmoleculesin said sec13. The method as claimed in claim 12 wherein mid 65
ond group comprisinga first group ofone or more
one or more types ofelectrically-conductivelipid molebiotin-bindingsites adapted for binding said oneor
cules constitute about 90% ofsaidplurality of watermore types ofbiotinylatedcoupler moleculesand a
immiscible molecules.
second group of one or more biotin-bindingsites

11
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adapted for binding either biotinylated photody-

namic proteinaceous molecules or biotinylated
coupler molecules;
e) introducinginto said subphasean additionalgroup
ofone or more types ofbiotinylatedphotodynamic
proteinaceous molecules, whereby said additional
group of one or more biotinylatedphotodynamic 10
proteinaceous molecules become bound to said
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40
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50

55
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65
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biotin-bindmg molecules through said second
group ofone or more biotin-bindingsites; and
t) compressing the air-subphase interface so as to

form an ordered monolayer having photo-electronic properties thereat.
16. The methodas claimed in claim 15 further comprising after step (d) and before step (f), the step of
introducing into said subphase an additional group of
one or more biotinylatedcoupler molecules, then repeating steps (d) and (e).
* * * * *
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ABSTRACI'

A processfor forming a container ofacrylonitrilepolymers by biaxial-orientationblow-moldinga preform.A
preform of thermoplastic resin, mainly acrylonitrile

polymers,is irradiated with an electron beam ora gamma-ray.Immediatelyafter the irradiation,thepreform is
heated at 40° C. or higher to reduce residual acrylonitrile monomer in the preform to 0.1 ppm or less. Then,
the preform is biaxial-orientationblowmolded to form
a container.
14 Claims,No Drawings
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According to the process of the present invention,
PROCESSFOR FORMING CONTAINEROF
there is provided a container having excellent sanitary
ACRYLONITRILEPOLYMERS BY
propertiesin which the residual acrylonitrilemonomer
in the blow-moldedcontainer is reduced to 0.1 ppm or
BIAXIAL-ORIENTATIONBLOW-MOLDING
5 less and the extracted amount of HCN by-product is
PREFORM
depressed to its detecting limit or less. The "detecting
This is a continuation of application Ser. No.
limit or less" of the extraction amount of the HCN
means that the extracted amount of HCN is 10 ppb or
07/616,808 filed Nov. 19, 1990, nowabandoned,which
in turn is a continuationof Ser. No. 07/322,220,now
less by a detecting method according to WATERSUP10 PLYLAW(Japaneselaw).
abandoned.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
1. Field ofthe Invention
In the process of the present invention, a preform of
This invention relates to a process offorming a container by biaxial-orientation blow-moldinga cylindrical 15 thermoplastic resin mainly comprising acrylonitrile
polymers to be blow-moldedhas a bottom and a cylinshaped preform ofthermoplastic resin mainly comprisdrical shape.The preformhas known structure which is
ing acrylonitrilepolymers and, more particularly, to a
similarto that of an ordinary preform used for biaxialof
a
container
in
which
0.1
or
less
forming
ppm
process
orientation blow-molding.The acrylonitrile polymers
of residualacrylonitrilemonomer is included.
20 normallyutilizedin the presentprocess contain 55 to 85
2. Related Art
A container obtained by biaxial-orientationblow- wt. % ofnitrile monomercalculatedas acrylonitrile.An
molding a cylindricalshaped preform ofthermoplastic average wall thicknessof the preform is preferably 1.0
to 8.0 mm.
resin mainly comprisingacrylonitrilepolymers has exIn the present invention, the residual acrylonitrile
cellent gas barrier properties, excellent permeability,
25 monomer in the preformis polymerizedand the content
light weight and excellent stabilityagainst a number of
of HCN by-product in the preform is minimized by
kinds ofsolvents.Accordingly, the container is widely
utilized as for, for example, filling food, medicines,
irradiating the preform with an electron beam or a gamma-ray. Accordingly, in order to reduce the content of
toiletries and the like.
HCN by-product as much as possible, an absorption
Acrylonitrile polymers contain trace amounts of residual acrylonitrile monomer.Trace amounts of resid- 30 dose, of the electron beam is a low value, for example,
ual acrylonitrilemonomer are also produced in stepsof 0.1 to 8.0 KGY (0.01 to 0.8 megarad), and a radiation
dose of the gamma-rayis a low value, for example, 0.1
moldingand heating the preform to form the container.
to 8.0 KGY(0.01 to0.8 megarad).In orderto accelerate
Accordingly, residual acrylonitrile monomer is conthe polymerizationof the residual acrylonitrile monotained in the blow-molded container.
35 mer in the
preform,immediatelyafter the irradiation of
Japanese Patent Publication No. 56-54321 and Japathe electron beam or the gamma-ray, the preform is
nese Patent Laid-openNo. 54-148059disclosea method
to 40° C. or higher to obtain a preform having
of reducing the amount ofresidual acrylonitrilemono- heated
0.1 ppm or less of the residual arylonitrile monomer.
mer in apreform ofthermoplasticresin mainlycomprisThe preform is heated, for example, by hot air, radio
ing acrylonitrile polymers by irradiating the preform
frequency, induction, far infrared ray or near infrared
with an electron beam.
The method of reducing he residual acrylonitrile ray, or two or more thereof in combination.The preform may be heated to 165° C. or lower.
monomer in the preform by irradiating the preform
When the preform is made of thermoplastic resin
with the electron beam has a disadvantagein that HCN
is a by-product of the electron beam irradiation.There- which contains formaldehydecompounds, the extractable amount of HCN in the blow-molded container is
fore, this method cannot provide a container made of
further reduced by the irradiation of low dose ofelecresin
excellent
acrylonitrile
having
sanitary properties.
tron beam or gamma-ray and the reaction with the
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
formaldehydecompounds.
The
contain dispersant and/or antioxiAccordingly, it is a main object ofthis invention to 50 dant. preform may
provide a process for forming a container of acrylonitrile polymersinwhich the content ofresidual acryloniEXAMPLES
true monomer and HCN by-product are minimizedin
EXAMPLE 1
the blow-moldedcontainer so as to provide a container
of acrylonitrile resin having excellent sanitary proper- 55 A mixture was injection molded to form a preform.
ties.
Themixture comprised 100 parts by weight ofacryloniIn ordertoachieve the above and otherobjects,there
trile-styrene copolymer (68.0 wt.% of acrylonitrile
is provided according to the presentinventiona process
monomer unit content), 0.15 part by weight ofcondenfor forming a container of acrylonitrile polymers by
sation of paratoluenesulfonylamideformaldehyde
(Sanbiaxial-orientation blow-moldinga preform comprising 60 tolite MHP, trade name ofMonsanto Company),0.125
the steps of; irradiatinga preformofthermoplasticresin
part by weight of 2,6-di-t-butyl-p-cresol (BHT, trade
name ofAshlandChemical Company),and 0.05 part by
mainlycomprisingacrylonitrilepolymers with an electron beam or a gamma-ray; heating the preform to 40° weight of dispersant (AldosperseTS-40, tradename of
C. or higher immediatelyafter the irradiation so as to
Glyco ChemicalsCompany). The preform had a botreduce residualacrylonitrilemonomerin the preformto 65 tom, cylindricalshape, a diameter ofapprox. 30 mm in
0.1 ppm or less; and then biaxial-orientationblow-mold- the neck, a length of approx. 160 mm and an average
wall thickness of approx. 4.5 mm. The neck had the
ing the preform to form the container of acrylonitrile
same construction as that ofa neck of a biaxial-orientapolymers.
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tion blow-moldedcontainer.Theamountofthe residual
acrylonitrile monomer in the preform was 9.0 ppm.
Then, while the preform was being rotated around its
axial direction,the preformwas irradiated with an electron beam of2.5 KYG by an electron accelerator of 3
MeV of acceleration voltage. Immediately after the
irradiation, the preform was heated by hot air of90° C.
for 30 mm.
Then, the preform was biaxial-orientation blowmolded at an orientation temperature of 140° C., to
obtain a container (i) having a volume of 600.

4

Subsequently, the preform was biaxial-orientation
blow-molded at an orientation temperature of 140° C.,
to obtain a container (iv) having a volume of 600 ml.

COMPARISON EXAMPLE 1
The same mixture as that of the EXAMPLE I was
injection molded to obtain a preform which had a bottom, cylindricalshape, a diameter ofapprox. 30 mm in
10 the neck, a length of approx. 160 mm and an average
wall thickness of approx. 4.5 mm. The neck had the
same structure as that ofaneck ofabiaxially-orientation
blow-molded container. The amount of the residual
EXAMPLE 2
acrylonitrile monomer in the preform was 3.2 ppm.
The same mixtureas that ofEXAMPLE 1 was injec- 15 Then, while thepreform was being rotated around its
tion molded to obtain a preform, which had a bottom,
axial direction,the preformwas irradiated with an electron beam of 1.5 KGY by an electron accelerator of 3
cylindrical shape, a diameter of approx. 30 mm in the
wall
160
mm
and
an
average
MeV of acceleration voltage. Then the preform was
neck, a length ofapprox.
thickness of approx. 4.5 mm. The neck had the same 20 biaxial-orientationblow-molded at an orientation temstructure as that ofa neck ofa biaxial-orientation blowperature of 140° C. to obtain a container (I) having a
molded container.The amountofthe residualacrylonivolume of 600 ml.
trilemonomer in the preform was 7.6 ppm.
COMPARISON EXAMPLE 2
Then, while the preform was being rotated around its
with
an
25
The same mixture as that of the EXAMPLE 1 was
axial direction, the preform was irradiated,
electron beam of2.0 KGY by an electron acceleratorof
injection molded to obtain a preform which had a bot3 MeV of acceleration voltage. Immediately after the
tom, cylindricalshape, a diameter of approx. 30 mm in
irradiation, the preform was heated by radio frequency
the neck, a length of approx. 160 mm and an average
heating and further with hot air of 1000 C. for 5 mm. 30 wall thickness of approx. 4.5 mm. The neck had the
same structure as that of a neck of a biaxially-oriented
Subsequently, the preform was biaxial-orientation
blow-molded at an orientation temperature of 140° C.,
blow-molded container. The amount of the residual
to obtain a container (ii) having a volume of 600 ml.
acrylonitrilemonomer in the preform was 13.2 ppm.
Then,while the preform was being rotated around its
EXAMPLE 3
35 axial direction, the preform was irradiated with an elecThe same mixture as that of the EXAMPLE 1 was
tron beam 1.0 KGY by an electron beam irradiating
injection molded to obtain a preform which had a botapparatus of 3 MeV of acceleration voltage. Immeditom, cylindricalshape, a diameter ofapprox. 30 mm in
ately after the irradiation, the preform was heated by
the neck, a length of approx. 160 mm and an average hot air of 90° C. for 30 mm.
wall thickness of approx. 4.5 mm. The neck had the
Subsequently, the heated preform was biaxial-oriensame structure as that of a neck of the container. The
blow-molded at an orientation temperature of
tation
amount of the residual acrylonitrile monomer in the
140° C., to obtain a container (II) having a volume of
preform was 6.4 ppm.
ml.
600
Then, while the preform was being rotated aroundits 45 Because the dose of the electron beam irradiated to
axial direction, the preform was irradiated with an electhe preform prior to the biaxial-orientationblow-moldtron beam of 2.0 KGYby an electron beam irradiating
ing was insufficient in this COMPARISON EXAMapparatus of 3 MeV of acceleration voltage. ImmediPLE 2, the amount of the residual acrylonitrilemonoately after the irradiation, the preform was heated by
mer remaining in the preform to be blow-molded did
hot air of 90° C. for 30 mm.
50 not
satisfythe conditionspecifiedby the present invenSubsequently, the preform was biaxial-orientation
tion.
blow-molded at an orientation temperature of 140° C.,
The table described below indicates the amounts of
to obtain a container (iii) having a volume of2500 ml.
theresidual acrylonitrilemonomer inthepreformsto be
EXAMPLE 4
blow-molded,theaverage wallthicknessesofthe blowmolded containers, 02 gas barrier (permeability)of the
The same mixture as that of the EXAMPLE 1 was
containers, the amounts of the residual acrylonitrile
had
a
botinjection molded to obtain a preform which
monomersin the blow-moldedcontainersand extracted
of
30
mm
in
a
diameter
tom, cylindricalshape,
approx.
the neck, a length of approx. 160 mm and an average amount of HCN from the containers in the EXAMPLES and the COMPARISON EXAMPLES.
wall thickness of approx. 4.5 mm. The neck had the
The amounts of HCN extracted from the containers
neck
of
the
biaxial-orientastructure
as
that
of
a
same
were obtained by heating solutions containing 20%
tion blow-moldedcontainer.Theamount oftheresidual
alcohol, to 60° C.; filling the solution at predetermined
acrylonitrile monomer in the preform was 7.6 ppm.
rotated
around
its
while
the
was
being
65 level positions ofthe respective containers;sealing the
Then,
preform
containers; and allowing the containers to stand in an
axial direction, the preform was irradiated with a gamma-ray of 1.5 KGY. Immediately after the irradiation, atmosphere at 60° C. for 30 mm. to then extract the
HCN.
the preform was heated by hot air of90° C. for 30 mm.
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ExampleNos.
Example
Residual
acrylonitrile

monomerinpreform
Type ofcontainer
Containers
Average wall
thickness(mm)
Oxygen
permeability

(cc/day)
Acrylonitrile
monomer (ppm
Extracted
}ICN (ppb)

Example

Example

Example

Comparison
Example I

Comparison

0.1>

0.75

1.60

Example2

1

2

0.1>

0.1>

3
0.1>

i
0.87

ii
0.86

in
1.08

0.87

0.006

0.006

0.013

0.006

0.1>

0.1>

0.1>

0.1>

1.40

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

11

1

0.89

0.006

0.006

ND: Detectinglimit (10 ppb)or less

20

c. after the heating period of step b, biaxial-orientation blow-moldingthe preform to form a container

having a residual acrylonitrilemonomer content of
As described above, in the process of the present
0.1 ppm or less and an extractablehydrogen cyainvention, the preform of thermoplastic resin mainly
nide content of 10 ppb or less.
irradiated
with
an
eleccomprisingacrylonitrileresin is
2. The process according to claim 1, wherein an abtronbeam or a gamma-ray;immediately after the irradiis from 0.1 to 8.0
ation, heated to 40° C. or higher to reduce the residual 25 sorption dose of said electron beam
KGY.
acrylonitrilemonomerin the preform to 0.1 ppm or less;
3. The process according to claim 1, wherein an aband then biaxial-orientationblow-molded to form the
is from 0.1 to 8.0

sorption dose of said gamma-ray
KGY.
the
dose
of
the
elecof
the
In the process
invention,
1, wherein said
tronbeam or the gamma-rayto irradiate the preform is 30 4. The process according to claim
to
85 wt. % ofnitrile
contain
55
of
HCN
polymers
the
formation
acrylonitrile
reduced to suppress
by-product.
monomer calculated as acrylonitrile.
The amount ofthe residual acrylonitrile monomer still
of
the
5. The processaccording to claim1, wherein an averto
the
in
the
due
suppression
remaining
preform
is 1.0 to 8.0 mm.
dose of the irradiated electron beam or the gamma-ray 35 age wall thicknessof said preform
6. The process according to claim 1, wherein said
is further reduced by heating the preform subsequentto
preform is heatedby hot air, radio frequency, induction,
the irradiation ofthe electron beam or the gamma-ray.
or more
Therefore,according to the process ofthe invention, far infrared ray or near infrared ray, orintwo
the
to
a
range of
thereof
in
combination
temperature
blow-molded
there is provided a biaxial-orientation
container.

40°-90° C.
container having excellent sanitary properties (the re1, wherein an
sidual acrylonitrilemonomer in the blow-molded con- 40 7. The process according to claimmonomer
in the
of
said
residual
amount
acrylonitrile
tainer is 0.1 ppmor less and the extracted amount ofthe
beam
or
the
the
electron
to
be
irradiated
in
by
HCN
is
less
than
the
limit)
preform
detecting
by-produced
is
30
or
less.
ppm
gamma-ray
addition to preferable properties of conventional con8. The process according to any of claim 1, wherein
tainers made ofacrylonitrile, such as excellentgas barcomrier properties, excellentpermeability,light weight and 45 said thermoplastic resin contains formaldehyde
Therea
number
of
solvents.
pounds.
excellentstability against
9. The process according to claim 4, wherein said
fore, the containerformed by the processofthe present
preform contains dispersant.
inventioncan be utilized for filling food, medicine,toi10. The process according to claim 4, wherein said
letries and the like.
50 preform contains antioxidant.
What is claimed is:
11. The processaccording to any ofclaim 1, wherein
1. A process for forming an acrylonitrile polymer
said
preform isirradiated with the electron beam or the
containerhaving a residual acrylonitrilemonomer conwhile the preform is rotated around its long
or
less
and
an
extractable
gamma-ray
tent of 0.1 ppm
hydrogen
axis
direction.
cyanide content of 10 ppb or less, comprisingthe steps 55 12. The
process according to claim 1, wherein said
of:
is
resin
compreform heated to a temperature in the range of 40°
a. irradiating a preform of thermoplastic
-90° C.
with
electron
beam
prising acrylonitrile polymer
13. A processaccording toclaim 1,wherein,instepb,
or gamma-rayradiation at a dose sufficientto rein the range of
duceby-produced HCN content and residual acry- the preform is heated at a temperature
of
time
from 5 to
60
90°
C.
for
a
40°
C.
to
ranging
in
the
period
lonitrile monomer content
preform;
30 minutes.
b. immediately heating the irradiated preform to a
14. A processaccording toclaim 1, wherein,in stepc,
temperature in the range of 40° C.—90° C. for a
at atemperature of140° C.
the preform is blow-molded
period of time sufficient to reduce the residual
* * * * *
or
and
monomer
to
0.1
ppm less;
acrylonitrile
65
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A method is provided

for automatically determining
characteristics
of organ images, especially
quantitative
echocardiographic images. A diagnostic image is obtained and then a center point for the approximately
curvilinear bounded organ is determined by repeatedly
filtering theimagewith a set ofcirculararc filters until
a maximum value for the filter set is obtained, whereuponparameters ofcardiac wallmotion, wall thickness
and area change fraction may be determined to detect
ischemic or other organ abnormality.
25 Claims,6 Drawing Sheets
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a

continuation of application Ser. No.
07/955,865 filed on Jan. 28, 1993, now abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 07/537,032
filed on Jun. 12, 1990, now abandoned.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
I. Field ofthe Invention
This invention relates to a method for quantitatively
analyzing digital images of approximately elliptical
body organs, and in particular, two-dimensional 15
echocardiographic images.
2. RelatedArt

2

sional echocardiograms is tedious and the borders are
highly subjective. Indeed, in most systematic studies,
substantial intraobserver and interobserver variability
has beenfoundin such observer-definedcardiac boundaries.

Manually defining such boundaries becomes increasingly labor intensive when the analysis of a complete
cardiac cycleis needed to provide a description of the
systolic and diastolic wall motion pattern, or when a
number of echocardiographic frames have to be processed in order to obtain a long period time-history of
cardiac function. Itis therefore desirableto automate as
much as possible the determination of boundaries of
echocardiographic images. Automated definition ofthe
boundaries would improvethe reliability ofthe quantitative analysis by eliminating the subjectivity ofmanual
tracing.
Finding boundaries in echocardiograms automatically by computers is often difficultbecause ofthepoor
quality of the echocardiographic images. The lack of
clear definition ofthe boundaries is due to the intrinsic
limitationsofechoimaging, such as low image intensity
contrast, signal dropouts in the image, and boundary
discontinuity in any given frame. ("Dropouts" occur
where sound waves are reflected from two different
levels in a Structure and the reflected waves arrive simultaneously at the face of the transducer but out of
phase, causing a cancellation oftheir amplitudes. Thus,
no return signal is perceived at that depth).
Thepoor quality ofechocardiograms isalso attributable to the reverberations of the initial sound pulse, and
"speckle" noise, caused by the back scattering of the
incident wave front after it hits the tissue microstructures (this phenomenon produces a very fine texture, a
"salt and pepper" pattern, that is superimposed on the
image). Anotherlimitation of echocardiographic imaging is that Sound reflection is not very pronounced
whentheanglebetween aboundary ofthe heartand the
ray along which the sound pulse is travelingis small.
Hence, the lateralwallboundaries of the heartare usually not very welldefined in echocardiographic images.
Thus, in imaging the left ventricle, typically only the
anterior and posterior cardiac walls are well-defined.
In the past several years, advances in computer data
processing technology haveallowed the application of
several different automatic boundary detection methods
to echocardiographic images. However, most researchers have had difficulties with image enhancement and
boundary detection with echocardiographic images
because of the low signal-to-noise ratio and large discontinuities in such images. Thus, automated border
detection has been reported in two-dimensional
echocardiographic images, but only when the images
are of good quality and certain smoothing techniques
are employed prior to edgedetection in orderto render
theendocardial edge more continuous. Anoverview of
thefield is set forthinChapter22 ofEchocardiographyin
Coronary Artery Disease, Kerber, RichardE., Ed., entitledApplications ofAutomaticEdge DetectionandImage
Enhancement Techniques to Two-Dimensional Echocardiographyand CoronaryDisease, by E. A. Geiser (Futura
Publishing Company, Mount Kisco, N.Y. 1988 ISBN

Two-dimensional ultrasonic imaging is used as an
important non-invasive technique in the comprehensive
characterization of a number ofbody organs. In ultra- 20
sonicimaging, a sound pulse is sentalong a ray from a
transducer towardsthe organthat is being imaged.The
pulseis attenuated and reflected when it hits a medium
with an acoustic impedance different from that of the
medium in which the pulse is traveling. The time the 25
soundpulse takes in transit is a measure of the distance
ofthe boundary from the transducer, andtheamount of
energythat is reflected isa measure ofthe difference of
the acoustic impedance across the boundary. (In practice, since the energy ofthe pulse diminishesas it trav- 30
els, post-processingOf the reflected signalincludes time
gain control that compensates the attenuation of the
signal over time). Assuming the pulse travelsat a single
speed in the body, and by taking different rays across
the plane, a two-dimensional record of the received 35
energy in spatial coordinates represents a cross-sectional view ofthe imaged organ.
Echocardiography is the application of ultrasonic
imaging to the heart. Echocardiography has experienced widespread acceptance in the evaluation of car- 40
diac disease and in characterizing the structure and
function of the heart. This acceptance is in large part
due to its non-invasive nature, and its real-time capability for observing both cardiac structure and motion.
Using echocardiography, a considerable amount of 45
quantitative information can be obtained concerning
cardiac anatomy, chamber diameter and volume, wall
thickness, valvular structure, and ejection fraction.
Thereal-time capability of echocardiography can be
usedto measure thevariation ofthe shape ofhead struc- 50
tures throughout the cardiac cycle. These analyses require the complete determination ofinner (endocardial)
and outer (epicardial)boundaries ofthe headwall, particularlyofthe left ventricle. Present evidence indicates
that sensitivedetection ofischemic diseasewith two-di- 55
mensional echocardiography requires knowledge ofthe
endocardial border on echocardiographic frames
throughoutthe cardiac cycle as well as at end-diastole
and end-systole.
Since both global and regional left ventricular func- 60
tion are major variables used to determine prognosis in
cardiac disease, there is considerable interest in the
abilityto quantitate function indexes from echocardiographic images. Presently, such indexes (e.g., left ven087993-325-9).
tricular chambervolume and left ventricular ejection 65 Consequently, there is a needfor a method for autofraction) are calculated from observer-defined cardiac
matically determining quantitative characteristics of
boundaries traced with eitheralight pen or a digitizing
ultrasonic images,especially echocardiographicimages.
tablet. Tracing of endocardial borders on two-dimenIn particular, there is a need for a method that can
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automatically determine the centerofan imaged structure and approximate the borders of such a structure.
With respect to echocardiographic images, there is a
need for an automated system that can determine the
canterof the left ventricle, approximate both the endo- 5
cardial and epicardial borders, and estimate cardiac
wall motion withoutthe necessity ofany user input. In
addition, it is alsodesirable to automatically detect the
presence of a flattened interventricular septum caused
by pressure or volume overload from the right ventri- 10
cle.
The present invention provides such a method. The
invention uses mathematicaltechniques implementedin
computer software which allows near real-time automatic quantitation ofcardiac wall motion, cardiac wall 15
thickness, and the area change fraction of two-dimensional short-axis echocardiographic image studies.
Some applications ofthis system would be in a hospital
at a patient's bedside, or in an echocardiography suite,
whereadetailed evaluation ofapatient's cardiac health 20
is required. Another application would be in an operating room, whereelderlypatients with significant coronary arterial diseaseare to undergo surgery. The invention provides a means for continuously and automatically monitoring a patient's heart for possibleischemic 25
changes during surgery. Thus, an attending physician
could be warned ofapotential danger without requiring
continuous physician monitoring of a patient, or invasivecatheterplacement.
30
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The inventive method in its preferred embodiment
uses circular arc filters of very large size to automatically identify the center-point of the left ventricle and
theareaenclosed by theepicardial border. Thecircular 35
arcfilters used to determine theapproximate epicardial
borderregion alongthe posterior wallofthe left ventricle can be thoughtofas an approximationofthe sum of
all nearbydirectional derivatives takenin the direction
of the center-point. The inventive method then uses a 40
pairofcirculararc filters toidentify the endocardial and
epicardial border regions along the anterior ventricle
wall at the same time. This technique helpsreduce the
possibility that the endocardial border will be mistakenly identified as the epicardial border, or vice versa. 45
After the automatic determination of the centerpoint, generation and analysis of circular sector first
derivative histograms determines the most probable
locations of the epicardial and endocardial borders. A
set of six elliptical arcs are then chosen to model the 50
endocardial and epicardial borders as the union of the
six elliptical arcs spliced together. Four of the six arcs
areused to model theentire epicardial border, while the
other two arcsmodel the endocardial borderalong the
anterior wall of the ventricle. The gap between the 55
best-fitpair ofsuch curves provides a measure ofwall
thickness along the anterior wall. The use ofpairedarcs
helpsprevent identificationoftheendocardial borderas
the epicardial border, or vice versa.
A number of one-dimensionalfirst derivative histo- 60
grams are then formed for each of a corresponding
number of sectors emanating from the determined center-point. Cross-correlation of the histograms between
the echocardiographic frame at end-diastole and the
echocardiographic frame atend-systole isused to detect 65
cardiac wallmotion ineachofthedifferent sectors. The
cross-correlation technique provides a dynamic
matched filter requiring only an imperfect estimate of
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the endocardial border. The inventive method thus
provides quantitation of regional wall motion in real-

timeornearreal-timewithoutperformingactualborder
detection. This process maximizesthe image information used in quantitation.
Theinvention alsoincludes a means for determining
thepresence ofa flattened septum causedbypressure or
volume overload from the right ventricle. A pairedset
of straight line filters are applied to the echocardiographic image ina manner similarto the pairedcircular
filters used to detect the anteriorepicardial and endocardial borders.
Theinvention also includes atest to detectthe lack of
signal ("dropout")across the septum ofthe left ventricle. This test consists ofa comparison ofthe minimum
average grey levelofa small image region in the cavity
of theheart with themaximum average grey level of a
similarly sized regionchosen along a line from the centeroftheventriclein thedirection ofthe septum. If the
ratio of grey levels in the maximum area to the minimum area is less thantwo, signal dropout is considered
to havebeen detected.
Theinvention further includes a method of performing blood pool classification on a pixel-by-pixelbasis,
starting from an automated determination ofthe center
of theventricle.
Thedetails ofthepreferred embodimentofthepresentinvention areset forth below. Oncethe details ofthe
invention are known, numerous additional innovations
and changes will become obvious to one skilled in the

art.
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 discloses a diagram of the left ventricle and
part ofthe right ventricle ofa heart imaged along the
shod axis ofthe heart.
FIG. 2a is a diagrammatic representation of the posterior circulararc filter used in the illustrated embodiment ofthe present invention.
FIG. 2b is a diagrammatic representation ofthe anterior paired circular arc filters used in the illustrated

embodiment ofthe present invention.
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic representation of the six
elliptical arcsused to model the epicardial and endocardial borders of an echocardiographic image in accordance with the present invention.
FIG. 4a is a photograph of an echocardiographic
image showing the center-point, endocardial border,
and epicardial borderat end-systole,as defined by the
automated method ofthe present invention.
FIG. 4b is a photograph of an echocardiographic
image showing the center-point, endocardial border,
and epicardial borderat end-diastole, as defined by the
automated method of the present invention.
FIG. 5 shows an example set of eight sector crosscorrelation power curves generated by the present invention for determining cardiac wall motion. The variable offset value in each sectorindicates the computed
estimate ofthe number ofradial units the endocardium
has moved in that sector.
FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of the comparison regions, andtheirorientation with respect to the
heart,used in the illustrated embodimentof the present
invention for determining signal loss across the interventricular septum.
Like numbers and designationsin the drawings refer
to like elements.
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Consequently, in the preferred embodiment, a single
DETAILED DESCRIPTIONOF THE
"circular arc" filter is used tocomputea region ofinterINVENTION
est for the posterior epicardial border 13 of the heart.
The process basically comprises computing for each
this
the
embodiThroughout
description,
preferred
mentand examplesshown shouldbe considered as ex- 5 pixel Xi,Yj the maximumof a set of numbers 52—Si,
S3—S2, . . . S8—S7, where each 5krepresents the sum of
emplars, rather than limitations on the method of the
pixelvalues on 33 radii uniformlydistributed along a set
present invention.
of semicircular arcs of radius 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60,
Overview
and 65 pixel lengths, respectively, in the illustrated
FIG. 1 discloses a diagram of the left ventricle and 10 embodiment.The angles associated with the pixel locations along thesemicircular arc range from 180° to 360°,
part of the right ventricle of a heart viewed along the
with each sector encompassing about 5.6° in the illusshort axis ofthe heart. Indicated for the left ventricle
are the anterior endocardial border 10, the anterior tratedembodiment.The circulararc filter used to deterepicardial border 11, the posterior endocardial border 15 mine the approximate posterior epicardial border 13
region canbethoughtofas an approximationofthe sum
12, and the posteriorepicardial border13. The regions
oftissue protruding into theleft ventricle nearthepos- of all nearby directional derivatives taken in thedirecterior endocardial border 12 are the papillary muscles tion ofthe center-point. FIG. 2a shows a diagrammatic
representation oftheposteriorcircular arc filter used in
14. The cross-section of the left ventricle is approxiillustrated embodiment of the present invention.
mately elliptical in cross-section for both the endocar- 20 the
Shown diagrammatically are an inner arc 20 and an
dial border and the epicardial border.
outer arc 21 ofpixel locations at two selected distances
Shown superimposed on the diagram of the left and
from xj,yj.
is
a
set
of
lines
that
are
used
commonly
right ventricles
forthe 33 radii, the intensity values ofthe pixels
toarbitrarily divide theleftventricular region into eight onThus,
the
radii
a pre-set distance from xj,yjare summedand
45° sectors. The sectors are commonly numbered in
subtracted from a similar sum for the next pre-set
order from 1 through 8, beginning with the sectoren- 25 then
distance. For example, if each radius is started at 30
compassing the anterior left ventricle free wall 1 and
pixel lengths from xj,yj, and increasedby five pixels for
counterclockwise
to
the
antero-lateral
left
proceeding
each arc computation, then the pixel intensitieson each
ventricular free wall 8. Sectors 2, 3, and 4 encompass
radius at 30 pixel lengths from xj,yjare summedto form
which
the
left
the interventricular septum 16,
separates
30 Si, then all of the pixel intensities on each radius at 35
ventricle from the right ventricle.
lengths are summed to form s2, etc.
Inthepreferred embodiment,theinventive method is pixel
An
advantage ofthe present invention is that it uses
implemented by means of a computer program on a
themaximum value from sevenfilters (in the illustrated
general purpose computer. Echocardiographic images
embodiment) each having 66 non-zero weights. Most
are obtained from an ultrasound system that acquires 35 edge-detection techniques
use such standard operators
frames at a rate ofapproximately 30 frames per second.
as the 3x 3 Sobel, Laplace, Prewitt, or Kirsh operators.
Suchultrasound systems arewell known in theart. The
Thus, the maximum number of non-zero weights in
frames are digitized and stored on any convenient storthese standard operators is nine. Even edge-detectors
age medium (such as a magnetic or optical disk drive).
a size larger than 3 3 are frequently simply
In thepreferred embodiment,digitization oftheframes 40 having
versions of these standard operators. The large
larger
is carried out using a 256X256 pixel matrix.Sampling filter size ofthe present inventive method maximizesthe
and digitizing such image data is wellknown in the art,
use of the image information used in quantitation.
and is commonly carried out by "frame grabber" cirApplication ofthis circulararc filter has the effect of
cuitry. Preferably, video frames for the entire cardiac
superimposing a series of seven semicircular regions
cycle to be studied are digitized.
45 having a "thickness" of five pixel lengths and centered
The firststepin the automated process ofthe present
on each pixel ofthe echocardiographic image. Identifyinvention is to determine the center-point of the left
ing the semicircular region that "covers" the largest
ventricle and a searchregion for borderdiscrimination. number of high-intensity pixels determines one pixel
Once the center-point and search regions are deterthat is designated xo,yo, afirsttentativecenter-point for
mined, the probable positions of the epicardial and en- 50 the left ventricle, and a radius whichapproximatesthe
docardial borders are more closely approximated by
distance to the posteriorepicardial border 13.
In a second embodiment ofthe invention, the above
generating histograms along each of a number of circular segments based on thecomputed center-point. The operation is refined to reduce computational requirements ofcomputing the filter values.The best-fit filter is
approximated epicardial and endocardial borders are
thencompared to a set ofpaired ellipticalarcsto model 55 computed in three passes rather than in one pass, in the
the borders ofthe left ventricle. The echocardiographic firstpass, the operatoris evaluated at every third x and
image maythen be displayed with the modeled border
y location in the image, and the actual operator comis
the maximum
of the sums:
superimposed on the image.
puted
where
each
(sk—sk—c)+(sk—sk—2c),
5k term is comDetermination of Center-Point and Search Regions
putedas described above, and c is a constant set to be 1
The most prominent features in a two-dimensional unit of increment in the preferred embodiment (in the
echocardiographic image are the high intensity values
preferred embodiment, c=5 pixels, which is approxirepresenting the pericardium behind the posteriorwall.
mately ofthe minimumwall thickness—about10 pixTherefore, the posterior epicardial border 13 is norels—expectedto appear in any image). In addition, the
mally reasonably well-defined. However, the presence 65 location in theimage midway along each "outer" circuofthe papillary muscles 14 and other internal structures lar arc (i.e., the pixel location closest to the bottom of
in thelower interior oftheheadobscure the bounds of theimage, as shown in FIG. 2a) is constrained to have
a pixel value greaterthan the highest expected value
the posterior endocardial border 12.
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in the image. This added condition ensures that only
posterior region, apairofcoupled circular arcfilters are
locations ofhigh intensity will be considered as possible concurrently computed. The inner circular arc filter
epicardial borderlocations.
approximates the location of the anterior endocardial
The extra term Sk—5k2cis added to allow for the border 10, while the outer circular arc filter approxifact that the epicardium maynot be perfectly circular. 5 mates the location of the anterior epicardial border11.
However,this addedfactor also tends to emphasizethe By using coupled circulararc filters, thepossibilitythat
high pixel values ofthe "speckle" noise usually present the epicardial border11 will be identified as the endocardial border 10, and vice versa, is reduced.
adjacentto the posteriorpericardium.
This first pass will not always provide an optimal
FIG. 2b is a diagrammaticrepresentation ofthe antecenter approximation xo,yo, but experience has shown 10 nor circular arc filter pairs used in the illustrated emthat the approximatedcenterdoes lie within the ventric- bodiment of the present invention, Shown is an inner
ular chamber.
pair ofarcs22a, 22b and an outer pair ofarcs24a, 24b of
In the second pass, the filter is computer at every pixel locations. The inner arcs22a, 22b form theendoother x and y in a band 41 pixels wide centered about cardial circular arc filter, while the outer arcs 24a, 24b
theyo column identifiedasabest-fit inthefirst pass(i.e., 15 form the epicardial circular arc filter. The number of
20 pixelson eitherside ofthe firstapproximated center, pixel units betweeneach ofthese pairs ofarcs is chosen
to be four in the preferred embodiment.
xo,yo). Once again, the operatorcomputed is the maximum of the sums: (5k—Sk—c)+(Sk—Sk--2c). Evaluation
For the anterior endocardial border 10, the process
of this operator again returns a best-fit center-point, basically comprises computing for each pixel xj,yj the
20 maximum of a set ofnumbers s—sj, 53—S2, . . . s—s7,
xo,yo.
In thethirdpass, thefilter is computed at every x and where each 5k represents thesum ofpixel values on 17
y in aband 11 pixelswide centered abouttheyocolumn radii uniformly distributed along a set of 90° arcs of
identified as a best-fit in the second pass(i.e., 5 pixelson
radius 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, and 48 pixel lengths,
eitherside ofthesecondapproximated center, xo,yo). In
respectively, in the illustrated embodiment. The angles
this pass, the extra term is not used, and the operator 25 associated with the pixel locations along the 90 arc
computed is themaximum ofthe sums:(Sk—5k.—c).Evalrange from 45° to 135°.
uation of this operator again returns a best-fit centerFor theanterior epicardial border 11, the process is
point, xo,yo. Dropping the extraterm Sk—5k2callows
slightly altered to createanasymmetric filter. The physfor improved precision in the estimate ofthe epicardial ical reason for the asymmetry on the righthand side of
30 theepicardial portion ofthe filter isthe factthat two-diborder.
This three pass technique reduces the computation mensional transthoracic echocardiographic images fretime for generating thebestfit approximationofxo,yoto
quently exhibit a shift from low intensity of returned
one-third of the time required for the firstembodiment
signalbetween theheadand transducer tohigh intensity
whenimplementationsofboth embodimentsare run on
intheportion representing lung. Therefore, thecircular
a particularcomputer.
35 arc filter for the anterior epicardial border 11 is
Other values may be selected for the radial increweighted by radial angle. For each pixelxj,yj, the maximents and the number of radii used in determining the
mum is determined for a set ofnumbers max (sk—sk+ 1,
semicircular arc that definesthe firsttentativeventricu2.sk—sk_1—sk±1)+tk—tk+1, where eachskis the sum
lar center-point and posteriorsearch region. Further,
of pixel values uniformly distributed on five radii from
rather thancomputing the set ofcirculararc filter val- 40 45° to 67, and tk is the sum ofpixel values uniformly
ues for every pixel in the echocardiographic image, a
distributed on twelve radii from 67° to 135°. In the
subset ofpixelsmaybe pre-selected.Forexample, pixels
illustrated embodiment, thecircular-section arcshavea
near the edgeof the image maybe skipped because the
radius in the range of 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, and 48
center of the left ventricle can be assumed to be in a
pixel lengths.
central region ofthe image rather thannearan edge. As 45 To avoid double counting of pixel intensities in the
another example, pixels that are within30 pixels ofthe
anterior region, in the illustrated embodiment the radii
bottom ofthe image maybe omitted, since the circular
associated with the epicardial filter is constrained to be
arcs in the illustrated embodiment have a minimum at least seven pixel lengths larger than the radii associradius of 30 pixel lengths. Moreover, the circular arc
ated with the endocardial filter.
filters need not be computed for every pixel, but only 50 The resulting pixellocation that givesa maximumfor
for pixels spaced a desired distance apart, in order to the paired circulararc filters is designatedxi,yi, which
decrease the number ofpotential center-point sites and
is a second tentative center-point for theleft ventricle.
reduce computational requirements. Other simplifying The two radii associated with the paired filters provide
assumptions may be made based on similar consider- estimates to the endocardial and epicardial borders 10,
55 11 along the anteriorwall. The difference between the
ations.
After the posteriorsearch region is computed, the two radii provides an estimate of the ventricular wall
anterior endocardial and epicardial borders 10, 11 are
thickness.
approximated simultaneously by a procedure basically
Testing of the inventive method on a variety of
similar to the posterior circular arc filtering method. A
echocardiographic images indicates that the calculated
set ofpixels nearxo,yoare selected as starting points for 60 tentativecenter-points xo,yo and xi,yi tend to be somegenerating circular arc filters. In the preferred embodi- what high. Experimentation has shown that the true
ment, the starting pixels havean x value within 10 pixel
center-point is closer to one-half of the distance between the anteriorand posterior epicardial borders 11,
lengths of (i.e., x—xoI <10), anda y value less than
20 pixel lengths greater than yo (i.e., y<yo+20). This
13 along the vertical axis defined by xo. The centerlimits the number of pixels for whichcirculararc pairs 65 point is thus determined to be located at xo,y2, where
must be computed.
y2=(yo+ro+yl—rl)/2 and the values rand ri are the
Fortheanterior region, becausetheendocardialbor- distances from the respective tentative centers to the
der 10 is generally more clearly defined than in the corresponding epicardial border.

x
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In an alternative embodiment, the method for detect-

ing the anterior epicardial and endocardial borders is
varied to include a weighting function that provides a
measure of the probability that a point y is in fact a
border point. The technique determines the probable 5
locationsofspecular targets inthe region ofthe anterior
wall. The purpose of the procedure is to reduce the
possibility fiats non-structure location in the image will
be identified as epicardium.
The alternative procedure selects a narrow band io
(preferably 21 pixels) about the yo value determined in
thestepsabove. A one-dimensionaldistribution D(y)is
formed by summing the pixel values at locations in the
band along circular arcscentered at the location xo,yo.
A value of 1 is then assigned to the epicardial weight 15
function epiW(y) at the location y if its distribution
value exceeds ofthe maximumfor the entiredistribution; otherwise the value of 0 is assigned. Since the
endocardium maynot be quiteas prominent as the epicardiumin the anterior region, a value of I was assigned 20
to the endocardial weight function endoW(y) at the
location y ifits distribution value exceeds ofthe maximum for the entiredistribution;otherwise the value of0
is assigned.
Since the search is for boundary points, a test was 25
devised to determine whether or not a particularlocation is in the cavity. The first aspect of the test is to
create a second one-dimensional distribution E(y) defined by the average (D(y—lO)+D(y—9)+
+D(y+9)+D(y+ 10)/21.Themaximumand minimum 30
values of the E(y) distribution are denoted Emax and
Emin, respectively. IfendoW(y)=1 and E(y— 10)<(2xEmin Emax)/3, thenendoW(y) isincreased invalue
from 1 to 2. This value indicates that the pixel values
immediately inside the y location should be within the
cavity. A similartest is used to increase epiW(y) from 1
to 2. Thus defined, endoW(y) and epiW(y) provide a
measure of the probability that location y is a border
point.
While it may seem that choosing a band to be 21
pixels wide is arbitrary, this choice was made because
theband needs tobe wide enoughtodetecttheendocardial and epicardial borderseven ifthe approximationof
the best-fit column yo from determined as described
aboveis somewhat tothe left orrightofthetruecenter.
The band must also be chosen narrow relative to the
diameter of the myocardium. The ration chosenin this
embodiment is between 20% and 25% ofthe expected
diameter.
Oncetheweighting functions endoW(y) and epiW(y)
are determined, a filter operatoris applied to simultaneously identify both the endocardial and epicardial
borders along the anterior wall. In this embodiment of
theinvention, ifQ(x,y) isthelocation ofa pixel nearthe
column containing xo,yo, then the value ofthe filter at
x,y is defined by:

+

V(zy,kk+c)=(SkSk±c) XepiW(yl)X(k—(k+c))X(sk±C—sk)xendoW(y2)

yi <y2, yi=y—k, y=y—(k+c), and c is a constant set
to be 1 unit ofincrementin the preferred embodiment. The factor 5k—Sk+
is a measure of the negative ofthe firstderivative. The
thickness factor k—(k+c) (i.e., the constant c) forces
where

Sk

is defined as above,

60

the estimates of the epicardium and endocardium bor- 65
ders apart. To avoid absurd estimates ofwallthickness,
this factor is restricted to only thosevalues between the
minimumand maximumexpected wallthickness in the
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anteriorregion. In thepreferred embodiment,this value
is selected to be 4 pixels.
The resulting pixel location that gives a maximumfor
thepairedcirculararc filters is designated xl,yl, which
is a second tentative center-point for the left ventricle.
As noted above, the center-point is determined to be
located at xo,y2, where y2=(yo+ro+y1—r)/2 and the
values ro and ri are the distances from the respective

tentative centers to the corresponding epicardial border.
Oncethe center-point is determined, the approximate
location of the lateral epicardial and endocardial borders can be determined using a pair ofcoupled circular
arcfilters. Because an approximate distance to the posterior epicardial border 13 is already known, and the
filters need only be calculated for a single pixel (i.e., the
center-point), the computational requirements are very
low. In the illustrated embodiment, for both the lateral
endocardial and epicardial borders, the process basically comprises computing for each pixel xj,yjthe maximum ofa set ofnumbers s2—si, S3—S, . . . where each
Sk represents the sum of pixel values on 17 radii uniformly distributed along a set of90° arcshaving aradius
equal to the posterior epicardial distance ±3 pixel
lengths. The angles associated with the pixel locations
along the 90° arc range from 315° to 45° for the right
lateral wall, and from 135° to 225° for the left lateral
wall.
Thus, the first stepofthe inventive method automatically determines the center-point of the left ventricle
and reasonable approximations of the location of the
epicardial border and the anterior and antero-lateral
endocardial border.
Determining Best-Fit of Elliptical Arc Model
Whilethe epicardial and endocardial borders are oval
in appearance, attempts to model these edges with a
true ellipsewillbe frustrated bythe factthat themotion
and surface ofthe head exhibitnumerous irregularities.
To avoid the instabilities encountered with such an
approach, in the present invention, the epicardial and
endocardial borders are modeled by curves formed as a
union ofsix elliptical arcs spliced together. Four ofthe
arcs are used to model the entire epicardial border,
while the other two arcsmodel theanterior endocardial
border10. The gap between thebest-fit pair ofinner and
outer arcs provides a measure of wall thickness along
the anterior wall. Theuse ofpairedinner and outer arcs
helps prevent the identificationofthe endocardial border as the epicardial border, or vice versa.
Using the xo,y2 center-point determined by the
method described above, the echocardiographic image
is divided into 32 equiangular sectors (i.e., 11.25° per
sector) in theillustrated embodiment. Foreachsector, a
one-dimensionalhistogram is generated that represents
the cumulative gray level (or intensity) distribution of
pixels from the center-point to a selected radial distance, versus the sum of the gray levels of the pixels at
a given distance across a narrow arcuate region centered on the center-point.
For example, if the radius is started at 20 pixel
lengths, and increasedby four pixelsfor each histogram
computation, then all of the pixel intensities laying on
each 11.25° arc at 20 pixel lengths are summed and
scaled to the cumulative intensity level ofall ofthe pixel
values in the wedge-shaped region from the centerpoint to 20 pixel lengths, thenall ofthe pixel intensities
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laying on each arc at 24 pixel lengths are summed and
scaledtothe cumulative intensity level ofall ofthe pixel
values in the wedge-shaped region from the centerpoint to 24 pixel lengths, etc.
This preferred method thus weights outer arcsmore 5
than inner arcs, since outer arcs contain more pixels
along the arc length. Such weighting has someadvantages in helping to distinguish the epicardial border
from the endocardial border. However, if desired, the
pixel counts maybe normalizedtogive equal weighting 10
regardless ofradius, or only thepixels laying on asingle
ray (e.g., the radius defining one of the two borders of
a sector) maybe summed in the histogram.
To further distinguish histogram counts that represent significantintensity differences,the firstderivative 15
is computed for each of the histograms. In the illustrated embodiment, a new array ofhistogram ofvalues
is computed by the equation H1'=H1—H1_ i. The
effectofcomputing the first derivative histogram is to
emphasize the magnitude of any differences between 20
pixel values. (In practice, in order to accommodate
signal dropoutin the echocardiographic image, agroup
of pixels may be treated as a "superpixel" for purposes
offorming theoriginal histogram before computing the
first derivative histogram).
25
After computing the first derivative histogram for
eachsector,the values ofeach histogram are scannedto
determine thetwo peakvalues (with the constraint that
the peaks be at least seven pixel lengths apart). In the
histograms representing angles of45° through 155° (the 30
approximate location of the interventricular septum),
thelocations ofthehighest two peaks ofthenegative of
the first derivative are also determined and saved.
The next step of the process is to choose a set of
spliced elliptical arcs whichbest-fit the epicardial bor- 35
der and anterior endocardial border. Since a single ellipse will not fit either border closely, the inventive
process selects a set of six best-fit elliptical arcs (each
comprising a quadrant of an ellipse) having the ends
"spliced" together, as shown in FIG. 3. The six ellipti- 40
cal arcs are labeled 31 through36.
The equation for a vertically-oriented ellipse centered at the origin is x2/b2+y2/a2=1, where a is the
length ofthe semi-major axis and b is the length ofthe
semi-minoraxis oftheellipse. A quadrant ofanellipse is 45
thereforedetermined by the same parameters a and b.
Thus, with respect to the echocardiographic image
under analysis, tentative elliptical arcs comprising a
quadrant of an ellipse are compared for a best-fit to the
firstderivative histogramsforacorresponding quadrant 50
of the epicardial or endocardial border.
Simplifying constraints reduce the computational
requirements in the preferred embodiment. The origin
for each elliptical arc is the center-point. It has been
found that thedistance computed from the center-point 55
to the posteriorepicardial border 13 determined by the
circulararc filter process is quite reliable. Therefore, in
the preferred embodiment of the invention, that distance is considered to be aconstant as the valuefor the
semi-major axis of elliptical arcs 33 and 34 in FIG. 3. 60
The distance from the center-point to the anterior epicardial border11 has been found to be notas reliable an
estimate as desired, so a small range of values (e.g.,
three to five) around the nominal computed value are
used as the possible lengths for the semi-major axis of 65
elliptical arcs31 and 32. The computed distances from
thecenter-point to each ofthe lateralepicardial borders
areused as the lengths forthesemi-minoraxis forellipti-
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cal arcs32 and 33, and 31 and 34, respectively. (Ifneed
be, a range ofvalues around the nominal lateralborder
distances maybe used). Similarly,initial values for the
semi-majorand semi-minoraxesofthe ellipticalarcs35,
36arechosen from the computed values forthe anterior
endocardial border 10 and the lateral endocardial border.
A further constraint requires that the lengths of the
semi-major and semi-minoraxes for the anterior epicardial and endocardial elliptical arcs differ by at least
seven pixel lengths (i.e., the minimum wallthickness is
seven pixels).Another constraint isthat parameter acan
be no more than double the size of parameter b. Thus,
theshape oftheepicardium is assumed to be relatively
round rather than oblong. Lastly, the inner elliptical
arcs35, 36are pairedwith theouter ellipticalarcs31—34
for purposes of determining a best-fit to the histogram
data.
Theseconstraints establish a set ofpossible arc pairs
resulting from the combinations of elliptical quadrants
that meet these constraints.
Within these constraints,the coordinates ofthe possible elliptical arc pairs (i.e., the inner arcs 35, 36 and
outer arcs31—34) are compared against the peakvalues
of the first derivative histograms, and a "figure of
merit" N is computed for each pair ofarcs. In theillustrated embodiment, N is computed in accordance with
four rules: (1) N is initially set to zero for each pair of
arcsbeing evaluated; (2) if a first derivative histogram
representing an angle between 0° and 180° has a peak
within threepixel lengths ofthe arcs35, 36representing
the endocardial border, N is increased by one; (3) if a
first derivative histogram representing an angle between 155° and 427°(i.e., from 155° counter-clockwise
aroundto 67° ) has apeakwithinthreepixel lengths of
thearcs 32, 33, 34, 31 representing the epicardial border, N is increased by one; (4) if the negative of a first
derivative histogramrepresenting an angle between 45°
and 155° has a peakwithinthreepixel lengths ofthe arcs
31, 32 representing the anterior epicardial border, N is
increased by one.
The parameters a and bare varied as described above
to definea range ofarcpairs. The pair of inner arcs35,
36 and outer arcs 31—34 with the largest value of N is
considered to be the bestfit to the histogram data, and
thus define an elliptical arc model for the epicardial
borderand anterior endocardial border.
Of the three end-systolic echocardiographic frames
analyzed, the one giving the highest value for N is
chosenas the optimal end-systolic frame.
The steps set forth above with respect to automatic
determination of a center-point, and modeling the epicardial and endocardial borders with joined elliptical
arcs, are repeated for sets .of three echocardiographic
image frames selected from mid-systole and end-diastole.
Theventricular center and theelliptical models thus
determined for end-systole, mid-systole, and end-diastole maythenbe superimposed over the corresponding
echocardiographic images on a display screen. FIG. 4a
isa photograph ofan echdcardiographicimage showing
the center-point 40, endocardial border41, and epicardial border42 at end-diastoledefined by the automated
method of the present invention. FIG. 4b is a photographof an echocardiographic image showing the center-point 40, endocardial border 41, and epicardial border 42 at end-systole defined by the automated method
ofthe present invention.
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the above process generates a model of the
endocardium, by using well-known mathematical formulae, the volume encompassedby the elliptical model
can be computed.
Since

5
Detection of Flattened Interventricular Septum
The invention also includes a means for determining
the presence of a flattened interventricular septum
caused by pressure or volume overload from the right
ventricle.
10
In general, a pairedset ofstraight line filters perpendicular to a radius from the center-point through the
septum areapplied to the echocardiographic image data
in amanner similar to thepairedcirculararcfilters used
to detect the anterior epicardial and endocardial borders. The use of paired inner and outer straight line
filters helps prevent the identification ofthe right ventricularside oftheseptum as the left ventricular side, or
vice versa. In a similar manner, a pair of circular arc
filters centered on the center-point and directed at an 20
angle of 900 through 1800 towardsthe septum are appliedto the echocardiographic image data. A comparison of the best-fit circular arc filters and the best-fit
straight line filters to the image datagivesan indication
ofwhether the septum is flattened.
25
In particular, ifthe septum is flattened, thenthe pair
of straight line filters will provide a better "fit" to the
data than will the pair of circular arc filters. Which of
the two pairs of filters is a better fit is determined by
finding the larger of two integers (a figure ofmerit 30
for the circulararc filters) and N5(a figure of meritfor
the straight line filters). is computedin exactly the
sameway as theintegerN computed in determining the
best-fit elliptical arc model described above, with the
exception that computation is limited to angles in the 35
quadrant between 90° and 180°.
N5is computed based upon a one-dimensionalhistogram generated in a band oriented along a radius from
the center-point through the septum. The histogram
represents the cumulative graylevel(orintensity)distri- 40
bution of pixels from the center-point to a selected radial distance along theband,versus the sum ofthe gray
levels of the pixels across a narrow region at a given
distance along the band. N5iscomputed tobethe sum of
N1 and N2.N1 is the number ofpeaks ofthe negative of
the first derivative of the histogram data within three
pixel units ofthe straight line drawnbetween apoint P1
representing the epicardial border at 180° and a point
Qi representing the epicardial border at 90° (these
points being known from determining the epicardial
borderasdescribed above).N2isthenumber ofpeaksof
the first derivative of the histogram data within three
pixelunits ofthe straight line drawnbetween a point P2
representing the endocardial borderat 180° and a point
Q2 representing the endocardial border at 90° (these
pointsbeing known from determining the endocardial
border as described above). If N5>N, the septum is
considered to be "flattened".

N

N

Determination ofWall Motion
60
An additional feature of the inventive method is to
extract motion information from a set of time varying
echocardiographic images. The basic motion of the
endocardial surface isradially oriented with respect to a
parasternal short-axis two-dimensional echocardio- 65
graphic image. In other words, motion of the endocardial surface is parallel to the radii emanating from the
center of the left ventricle, and the orientation of the
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endocardium is perpendicular to the radii during any
point in time.
Using the center-point determined in accordance
with the procedure set forth above, eight onedimensionalhistograms are formed for each ofeight45°
sectors emanating fromthe center-point.Thecross-correlation technique is used on each ofthese histograms
between the frame at end-diastole and the frame at
end-systole to detect the wall motion in each of the
different regions. A novel feature of this approach is
that cross-correlation of the histograms provides a dynamic matched filter requiring only an imperfect estimate of the endocardial border.
The histograms are formed in a manner basically the
same as set forth abovewith respect to the thirty-two
radial histograms used for determining the epicardial
and endocardial borders. In the same manner, the radial
first derivative ofeach of the histograms is generated,
andthecross-correlation technique is applied to the first
derivative histograms. By using the first derivative, ifa
significant peak is generated, the location of this peak
will appear as the location of maximum cross-correlation. Using the same method as described above for
modeling the epicardial and endocardial borders, an
estimate of the location ofthe epicardial and endocardial borders is derived by determining the two peak
values of each histogram.
Becausethe epicardial bordermoves at a rate ofonly
aboutone-half that ofthe endocardial border,the histogram values are truncated to zero beyond the point
midway between the estimate of the endocardial and
epicardial borders. By eliminatingthe damping effect of
the motion of the epicardium, this technique helps to
provide more accuratequantitation ofthe wall motion.
Thus, the inventive method provides quantitation of
regional wallmotion withoutperforming actual border
detection. This process maximizesthe use ofthe image
information used in quantitation.
The histogram values from one time period (e.g.,
end-diastole)are then shifted in a step-wise manner by
different radial distances and compared with the corresponding histogram from a second time period (e.g.,
end-systole).The amount of radial shift producing the
maximum cross-correlation (i.e., statistical correspondence of like-positionedhistogram values from the first
time period compared to the second time period) gives
an estimate oftheamount ofwallmotion in each sector
between the two time framesstudied. More specifically,
thecross-correlationfor each shiftposition ofthe histograms can be computed as the sum of the products
between corresponding histogram values from the first
time period and the second time period. The average
velocity of the shift can be calculated by dividing the
radial shift value by the time difference between the
two time frames studied.
The sums ofproductsforeach shift calculationcan be
displayed as a power curve. FIG. 5 shows an example
set of eight sector cross-correlation power curves generatedby the present invention for determining cardiac
wall motion. The variable offset value in each sector
indicates the computed estimate ofthe number ofradial
units the endocardium has moved in that sector. The
offset value is computed as the pixel shiftamount where
the power curve is maximized.This peak value is the
position of best correlation of the histogram comparison.
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the
alternative,
only
center-point
xo,yisused to apply a
DetectionofSignal LossAcrossthe Interventricular
blood pool classificationprocedure.
Septum
Using the center-point xo,y2, the left ventricle is diThe inventionalsoincludes a testtodetectthe lack of vided into a plurality (e.g., 32) of equiangular regions
signal ("dropout") across the interventricular septum 5 where subsets of the blood pool pixels can be deterbetweenthe left and right ventricles. The structure and
mined in order to estimate regional function. For each
contractile state ofthe septum is an important factor in
equiangular region, the intensity value of each pixel is
determining the condition ofthe heart. Dropoutacross
compared to an average value for all pixels in the rethe septum indicates that the echocardiographic image gion. If a pixel valueis greaterthan a percentage (e.g.,
may lack sufficient informational content to properly 10 65%) of the average value for a region, the pixel is
determine such structural and operational characterisconsidered to be structure; otherwise, the pixel is contics.
sidered to be blood. The average value can be deterThe septum signaldropouttest consists ofacomparimined simply by summing all of the pixel values in a
son of (1) the minimum average grey level of a small
region and dividing by the number of pixels in the reimage region in thecavityofthe heartaroundthedeter- 15 gion. If the adjusted elliptical arc model is used, the
mined center-point (which determines a background
boundary defined by the model limits the pixels to be
evaluated.
signal level), with (2) the maximumaverage grey level
of a set of similarly sized regions chosen along a line
In an alternative embodiment, a normalized radial
from the center-point ofthe ventricle in the direction of
distribution is computed by summingthepixel values in
theseptum (whichdetermines a peaksignallevel). Ifthe 20 arcuate areas in an equiangular region along a radius
maximum ratio of the peak level to the background
centeredatthe location xo,yo, andthendividing the sum
level for the series of comparisons is less than two,
bytheareaofeach arcuate areato giveequalweighting
to each area regardless of radius. Thenormalized sum
signal dropoutis considered to havebeendetected.
FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation ofthe com- foreacharcuate area maythenbecompared to athresh25
old value (e.g., a percentage ofthe average value for all
parison regions,and their orientation withrespect to the
used
in
the
illustrated
embodiment
of
the
heart,
present
pixels in the region) to determine whether the area
invention for determining dropout across the septum.
comprises structure or blood. This approach averages
Thefirstregion 60 is defined to be a rectangle that is 21 the pixels in an area to minimize isolated high pixel
pixels wide, centered on a line 61 running from the 30 values caused by noise.
Other methods of evaluating the pixels bounded by
center-point at an angleofabout l35 throughthe septum 16, and 10 pixels high. The second region 62 is
the adjusted elliptical arc model can be applied. For
similarly sized. The peak-to-background ratio is comexample, theimage processingtechnique ofdilation and
erosion can be applied to the pixels within a region,
puted for a first placement ofthe second region 62, and
then the second region 62is "slid" out along the line 61
using a circular or mildly elliptical structuring dement
by a predetermined amount (e.g., one pixel length) and to process each pixel, in known fashion. The eroded!theratioisrecomputed. Aseriesofsuch computationsis dilated pixels may then be compared to a threshold
valuefor determination ofinclusion or exclusion in the
performed until the second region 62 has been moved
out along the line 61 to a point that would necessarily blood pool.
have included the septum (e.g., about 60 or 70 pixel
Other techniques known in the art for classifying
bloodpool pixelscan be used in similar fashion in conlengths from the center-point).Ifthemaximum value of
the set of ratios is less than two, indicating that little junction with the computed center-point and/or comdifference exists between the background signal level
puted region of search generated by the present invenand the "peak" signal level in the direction of the sep- tion. For example, the center-point xo,y2 can be corntum, signal dropout acrossthe septum is considered to 45 puted,then a region ofsearch, expressed inrectangular
have been detected.
coordinates. Thereafter, the region of search can be
translated into the polar coordinate frame of reference
Blood Pool Classification
of theoriginal transducer scan data, in known fashion,
The invention furtherincludes a method ofperform- and used to limit the analysis of direct polar scan line
ing blood pool classificationon a pixel-by-pixelbasis, 50 data from a diagnostic imaging device (e.g., ultrastarting from an automated determination ofthe center
sound). One such device is described in Rational-Gain-

of theventricle.

Blood pool classification attempts to determine
whethera particular pixel in an image represents blood
or tissue.Using the present invention,thecenterxo,yof 55
theleftventricle can be determined,as wellasan elliptical arc model of the entireepicardial border, using the
techniques described above. In the preferred embodiment, the model parameters can thenbe adjusted by a
percentage (e.g., 80%) of the estimated wall thickness 60
of theorgan (determined from the elliptical arcmodel
of the anterior endocardial border) to define a new
elliptical arc model that represents a limited region of
searchforthe blood pooi. (Whilethe area ofthe elliptical model, accounting forwallthickness,can be used as 65
a crude estimate of thesize ifthe blood pool, the model
does not takeinto account internal structures within the
ventricle that reducethe size ofthe blood pool). In the

Compensation for Attenuationin Ultrasonic Cardiac Imaging, Melton, Jr., H. E. and Skorton, D. J., 1981 Ultra-

sonics Symposium,pp. 607—611 (IEEE).
Oncethe pixelswithin an image are classifiedasbeing
in the blood pool, a number of computations can be
performed. For example, the number of pixels in the
blood pool at end diastole (BPED) and the number of
pixels in the blood pool at end systole (BPES)canbe
used to compute the Area Change Fractionfor the left
ventricle:
ACFLV=lOO%X(BPED—BPES)/BPED

In asimilarmanner, the regional area change fraction
can be computed for any ofthe angular regions to look
for regional function defects suggestive of ischemic
disease.
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The area of the left ventricle can be detennined by
theareabounded bytheadjusted elliptical arc model, or
by the largest blood pooi computation sum. The long
axis ofthe heartcanbe assumedtobe a percentage (e.g.,
about 150% to about 160%) of the short axis length.
The volume of the left ventricle can thenbe calculated
using such models as the hemisphere-cylindermodel:

18
Accordingly,it is tobe understood that the invention
is not to be limited by the specific illustrated embodiment, but only by the scope ofthe appended claims.

We claim:

5

VLv= 5/6X AreaLVXLong Axis Length
10

SUMMARY COMMENTS
Theinvention hasgreatpractical potential in both the
clinical and operating roomsetting. An anesthesiologist
caring for an increasingly older patientlead and with 15
increasinglymore cardiovascular diseasewould benefit
from an automated, non-invasive echocardiographic
system which would monitor their patients for early
signs ofischemia. Sucha device would alert the physician ofthe need for alterations in anesthetic depth and 20
technique. Recent literature indicates that with current
technology, anesthesiologistscannot easily detect the
earlysigns of ischemia.
With the availability of a system which provides a
more rapid and more accurate analysis of two-dimen- 25
sional short-axis cardiac images, cardiologists would
havean increasedabilityto study patients over alonger
period of time and in more diverse situations. As preoperative ischemia and post-operative ischemia becomes more recognizedasasignificantindicatorofrisk, 30
such a system would allow automated monitoring of
patients both before and after surgery.
A number of embodiments of the present invention
have been described. Nevertheless, it will be understoodthat various modifications maybe madewithout 35
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
For example, while the invention has been described
principally in terms of rectangular coordinates, all of
the methods described maybe applied to echocardio40
graphic image data in polar coordinates.
As another example,thecenter-point andendocardial
and epicardial wallsearch regions determined using the
circulararc filters as described above might be used as
region-of-searchindicators for other already developed
edge-detection algorithms,such as the one described by 45
L. Zhang and E. A. Geiser, An Effective Algorithm for
Extracting Serial Endocardial Borders From 2-D
Echocardiograms, IEEE, Transactions Biomed. Eng.,
Vol. BME-31, pp. 441—447, 1984. Thus, edge-detection
algorithms that previously required extensiveoperator 50
input could now be made more convenient to use because ofthe automated center-point and region-of-interest determination method described above.
As yet another example, because the invention provides a means for detecting elliptical objects in a fully 55
automated fashion from ultrasound images, another
application would be in the aging offetal development.
This is currently donebymanual measurement ofdiameters, circumference, and area of the fetal headby obstetrical ultrasound studies. Thepresent inventioncould 60
accomplish these measurements in a fully automated
fashion in real-time or near real-time.
As still another example, the methods of the present
invention provides a means for detecting elliptical objects in a fully automated fashion from digital images 65
generated by means other thanultrasound, such as photographic, X-rays (planar and tomographic), and magnetic resonance imaging.

1. A method for quantitatively analyzing diagnostic
images of approximately curvilinear bounded organs,
including the steps of:
a. generating a diagnostic image ofan approximately
curvilinear bounded organ;
b. determining a center-point for the approximately
curvilinear bounded organdepicted in the diagnostic image by repeatedly filtering the diagnostic
image with a set of circular arc filters until a maximum valuefor the set of filters is obtained;
c. indicating theposition of thecenter-point in connection with the diagnostic image.
2. Themethod ofclaim 1, whereinthe stepoffiltering
thediagnostic image includes the step of:
computing for a selected set ofpixelsxj,yjofthe diagnostic image the maximum of a set of numbers
5k—5k—i, where5krepresents the sum ofpixel values on a selected set of radii uniformly distributed
along a semicircular arc of radius k.
3. The method of claim 1, furtherincluding the steps
of:

a. determining a best-fit elliptical arc model of a border of the approximately curvilinear bounded organ, the elliptical model being centered at the center-point;

b. indicating the position ofthe ellipticalarc model in
connection with the diagnostic image.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein the step of determining abest-fit ellipticalarc model includes the step of:

a. generating a one-dimensionalhistogram of radial
pixel values for each of a setofsectors centered on
thecenter-point.
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the step of determining a best-fit elliptical arc model includes the steps
of:

a. generating a first derivative histogram for each
sector from each corresponding one-dimensional
histogram of radial pixel values;
b. determining at least one peak value of the first
derivative histogram for each sector, representing
a probable location of the border of the approximately curvilinear boundedorgan within the sector.

6. A method for determining the motion ofa border
ofan approximately curvilinear bounded organ, including the stepsof:
a. generating afirstand second diagnosticimage ofan

approximately curvilinear bounded organ, the diagnostic images being generated at different times;
b. determining a center-point of the approximately
curvilinear bounded organfor each ofthe firstand
second diagnostic images by repeatedly filtering
each ofthe diagnostic images with a set ofcircular
arc filters until a maximum value for the corresponding set of filters is obtained;
c. generating a first and second one-dimensionalhistogram of radial pixel values for each of a set of
sectorscentered on the center-point ofeach ofthe
corresponding first and second diagnostic images;
d. generating a firstand second first derivative histogram for each sectorfrom each corresponding first
and second one-dimensional histograms of radial
pixel values;
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a. generating a diagnostic image of the heart;
firstand second first derivative histogramsforeach
b. determining a firsttentative center-point for and a
sector;
region ofsearchfor theposteriorepicardial border
f. indicating the maximum cross-correlation in each
of the heart depicted in the diagnostic image by
sector as a measure of the change in position in 5
repeatedly filtering the diagnostic image with a set
each sector of the border of the approximately
ofcircular arcfilters until a maximumvalue for the
curvilinear bounded organ between the first and
set offilters is obtained;
second diagnostic images.
c. determininga second tentative center-point forand
7. The method ofclaim 6, including the further steps
a region ofsearchfor the anterior endocardial and
of:
10
borders oftheheartdepicted inthediagepicardial
a. determining theaverage velocity of thechange of
nostic image by repeatedly filtering the diagnostic
position ofthe border for each sector, by dividing
image with a set ofcoupled circulararc filters until
the measure of changeofposition for each sector
a maximum value for the set of coupled filters is
by the time difference between the generation of
obtained;
thefirstand seconddiagnostic images;
15
d. determining a final center-point for the heart deb. indicating the average velocity so determined for
pictedin the diagnostic image as midway between
each sector.
the anterior epicardial border and the posterior
8. A method for determining the lack ofa sufficient
epicardial borderalong a line through the firstand
image signal across the interventricular septum of an
secondtentative center-points;
the
of:
20
echocardiogram, comprising
steps
e.
indicating the position ofthe final center-point in
a. generating a digital ultrasonic image ofa heart;
connection with the diagnostic image.
b. determining a center-point for the left ventricle of
11. The method ofclaim 10, wherein the stepoffilterthe heart depicted in the diagnostic image by rethe diagnostic image in determining the first tentaing
the
with
a
set
of
diagnostic image
peatedly filtering
circular arc filters until a maximum value for the 25 tive center-point includes the stepof:
a. computing for a selected set of pixels xj,yjof the
set offilters is obtained;
c. determining theminimumaverage grey level ofan
diagnostic image the maximumofa set ofnumbers
in
the
left
ventricle
of
the
heart
5k—Sk--i, whereskrepresents the sum ofpixel valimage region
posiues on a selected set ofradii uniformly distributed
tioned around the center-point, thereby determin30
along a semicircular arc of radius k.
ing a background signal level;
12. The method ofclaim 10, wherein the step offilterd. determiningthe maximum average grey level for a
set of image regions positioned along a line from
ing the diagnostic image in determining the second
thecenter-point of the leftventricle to at least the tentativecenter-point and theregion of search for the
interventricular septum, thereby determining a
anteriorendocardial borderincludes the stepof:
35
a. computing, for a selected set of pixels Xj,jofthe
peaksignal level;
e. comparing the background signal level to the peak
diagnostic image within a selected distance from
signal level;
the first tentative center-point, the maximum of a
f. ifthe maximum ratio ofthe peaksignal level to the
set of numbers 5k—5k—I, where 5k represents the
background signal level is lessthan about two, then
sum of pixel values on a selected set of radii uniindicating thatthe image signal across the interven- 40
formly distributed along an arc ofradius k.
tricular septum of the echocardiogram is insuffi13. The method ofclaim 10, wherein the stepoffiltercient.
the second
ing the diagnostic image in
9. A method for determining the occurrence of a tentativecenter-point and thedetermining
of search for the
region
flattened interventricular septum from a diagnostic anteriorepicardial borderincludes the
stepof:
45
image ofa heart, comprising the steps of:
a.
for a selected set of pixels xj,yjof the
computing,
a. generating a diagnostic image ofa heart;
diagnostic image within a selected distance from
b. determining a center-point for the left ventricle of
the first tentative center-point, the maximum of a
the heart depicted in the diagnostic image by reset
of
numbers
max
(sk—sk+1,
peatedly filteringthe diagnostic image with asetof
where each skis the
2.sk—sk_1—sk+1)+tk—tk+1,
circular arc filters until a maximum value for the 50
sum ofpixel values on a first set ofradii uniformly
set of filters is obtained;
distributed along an arc ofradius k, and each tkis
c. generating a best-fit to theendocardial and epicarthe sum of pixel values on a second set of radii
dial borders ofthe interventricular septum ofa pair
uniformly distributed along the arc of radius k.
of straight line filters oriented perpendicular to a
line from the center-point to at least the interven- 55 14. The method of claim 13, further including the
steps of:
tricularseptum;
a. determining a best-fit elliptical arc model of the
d. generating abest-fit to the endocardial and epicarepicardial and anterior endocardial borders of the
dial borders ofthe interventricular septum ofa pair
the elliptical model being centered at the
heart,
circular
arc
filters
centered
on
the
of
center-point
final center-point;
and encompassingat least the interventricular sep- 60
b. indicating the position oftheelliptical arcmodel in
turn;
connection with the diagnosticimage ofthe heart.
e. determining a figure of merit for the pair of
15. The method of claim 14, wherein the step of decircular arc filters and a figureof merit Nfor the
termining abest-fitelliptical arcmodel includesthe step
pair ofstraight line filters;
f. if is greater than N, then indicating that the 65 of:
a. generating a one-dimensionalhistogram of radial
interventricular septum is flattened.
10. A method for quantitatively analyzing diagnostic
pixel values for each ofa set ofsectorscentered on
thefinal center-point.
images of the heart, including the steps of:

e. determining themaximum cross-correlation ofthe

N

N
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16. The method of claim 15, wherein

5,360,006
the step of de-

termining a best-fit elliptical arc model includes the
stepsof:
a. generating a first derivative histogram for each
sector from each corresponding one-dimensional 5
histogram of radial pixel values;
b. determining at least two peak values of the first
derivative histogram for each sector, representing
theprobable locations of the epicardial and endocardial borders of the heart within the sector.
10
17. The method of claim 1, wherein the step offiltering the diagnostic image includes the stepsof:
a. fora selectedfirstset ofpixelsx,yofthe diagnostic
image, computingthemaximum ofaset ofnumbers
5k—5k— +sk—sk_2,where skrepresents the sum of 15
pixel values on a selected set of radii uniformly
distributed along a semicircular arc of radius k,
thereby determining a first approximation of the
center-point;
b. for a selected second set of pixelsXk,Yjofthe diag- 20
nostic image within a first distance from the first
approximated center-point, computing the maximum of a set of numbers sk—sk_1+sk—sk_2,
thereby determining asecond approximation ofthe
25
center-point;
c. for a selected third set of pixels xm,yn of the diagnostic image within a second distance from the
second approximated center-point, the second distance being less than the firstdistance, computing
themaximum ofa set ofnumbers Sk—8k—I, thereby 30
determining a third approximation of the centerpoint.
18.Themethod ofclaim 10, wherein thestepoffiltering the diagnostic image in determining the firsttentative center-point includes the stepof:
35
a. fora selectedfirstset ofpixelsx,yofthe diagnostic
image, computingthemaximumofasetofnumbers
5k—5k—i+sk—sk_2,whereskrepresents the sum of
pixel values on a selected set of radii uniformly
distributed along a semicircular arc of radius k, 40
thereby determining a first approximation of the
tentativecenter-point;
b. for a selected second set of pixelsxk,yjofthe diagnostic image within a first distance from the first
approximated center-point, computing the maxi- 45
mum of a set of numbers sk—sk_I+sk—sk_2,
thereby determining a secondapproximation ofthe
tentativecenter-point;
c. for a selected third set of pixels xm,yn of the diagnostic image within a second distance from the 50
secondapproximated center-point, the second distance being less than the first distance, computing
themaximumofaset ofnumbers Sk—sk—I, thereby
determining a third approximation of the tentative
55
center-point.
19. The method ofclaim 10, wherein the step offiltering the diagnostic image in determining the second
tentative center-point and the region of search for the
anterior epicardial borderincludes the stepsof:
a. for a selected set ofpixels of the diagnostic image 60
within a selected distance from the first tentative
center-point, computing a distribution D(y) as the
sum of the pixel values in a set of circular arcs
centered at the firsttentative center-point at a dis-

i

tance y;
b. for each value y in the distribution D(y), computing a firstweighting function epiW(y) as ameasure
of the probability that pixels at location y arepart

65
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ofthe epicardial border, and computing a second

weighting function endoW(y) as a measure of the
probability that pixels at location y are part of the
endocardial border;
c. for a selected set of pixels xk,yJ of the diagnostic
image within a selected distance from the firsttentative center-point, computing the maximum of a
set ofnumbers:
V(x,y,k,k+c)=(sk—sk±)xepiW
(yl)X(k—(k+c))X(sk+c—sk)XendoW(y2)

where5krepresents the sum ofpixel values ona selected
set of radii uniformly distributed along a semicircular
arcofradius k, Y1<y2, yi=y—k, y2=y—(k+c), and c
is a constant.
20. The method of claim 19, wherein the first and
second weighting functions are initially computed to
havevalues of0or 1, and further including thestepsof:
a. computing a seconddistribution E(y) as the average [D(y—n)+D(y—n—l) . . . D(y+n—1)+D(y-j--n)J/n,wherenis a selected distance from the
firsttentative center-point;
b. assigninga value of 2 to a weighting function at
location y if the weighting function is initially assigned a value of 1, and if:
E(y—n)<(2XEmi,,+Emax)/3

whereEmjnisthe minimumvalueofthe second distributionE(y), and Emaxis themaximum value ofthe second
distribution E(y).
21. A method for quantitative blood pool classification from diagnostic images of the heart, including the
steps of:
a. generating a diagnostic image of the heart;
b. determining a firsttentative center-point for and a
region ofsearchforthe posterior epicardial border
of the heart depicted in the diagnostic image by
repeatedly filtering the diagnostic image with a set
ofcircular arcfilters until amaximum value for the
set offilters is obtained;
c. determining a second tentative center-point for and
a region of search for theanterior endocardial and
epicardial borders ofthe heartdepicted in the diagnostic image by repeatedly filtering the diagnostic
image with a set ofcoupled circular arc filters until
a maximum value for the set of coupled filters is
obtained;
d. determining a final center-point for the heart depicted in the diagnostic image as midway between
the anterior epicardial border and the posterior
epicardial borderalong a line through the firstand
second tentative center-points;
e. determining a best-fit elliptical arc model of the
border ofthe heart, the elliptical arc model being
centered at the center-point;
f. classifying pixels within the elliptical arc model
whose values do not exceed a threshold value as
being part of the blood pool;
g. summing the pixels classifiedas being part of the
bloodpool to determine a bloodpooi value, BP.
22. The method ofclaim 21, wherein the stepof classifying pixels comprises the further steps of
a. determining a normalized radial distribution of a
plurality of sets of pixels, centered on the final
center-point;

23

5,360,006

24

24. The method of claim 22, wherein a plurality of
b. determiningan average value for the pixelsin the
within the elliptical arc model are defined as
of
sets
of
regions
plurality
pixels;
c. assigning each set of pixels having a normalized equiangular regions centered on thefinal center-point.
25. The method of claim 21, comprising the further
value less thanaselected percentage oftheaverage
5 steps of:
value as being part of the blood pooi.
a. determining theblood pool value at end diastole,
23. The method ofclaim 21, wherein the stepofclasBPED;
sifying pixels comprises the furthersteps of:
b. determining the blood pool value at end systole,
an
value
for
the
in
at
a. determining average
pixels
least one defined region within the elliptical arc 10 c. BPES;
computing the area change fraction ACF for the
model;
defined by the elliptical arc model as:
region
b. assigning each pixel within at least one defined
ACF=100%x(BFED—BPES)/BPED
region and having a valueless than a selected percentage of the average value as being part of the
* * * * *
blood pool of such at least one region.
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2

phase of the sonic wave (indicated by a broken line)

from the transducer element 2 are inverted. Therefore,
wave surfaces comprising sonic waves from n transThis application is a continuation of application Ser.
ducer elements are formed in a directionof 0 to a norNo. 07/858,083, filed Mar. 26, 1992now abandoned. 5 mal directionto the transducer element surface.
When driving the transducer elements by a drive
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
frequency f2 smaller than the drive frequency f1,
Thepresentinvention relates to anultrasonic apparathewave surfaces are formed in a different directus for transmitting ultrasonic wavesto an examination
tion from the directionof 0.
subject and receiving reflection waves from an exami- 10 Accordingly,the ultrasonic wavescanbe transmitted
nation subjectfor display and, more particularly, to the
in respective directions determined by the plural
diagnosisand operation of a blood vessel with a cathedrive frequencies. When a polarization inversion
ter in a two-dimensionalaspect ofan imagingtechnique,
pitchofthe transducers is expressedbyd, the drive
and to an imaging method and probes which enable
signal frequency is expressed by f, and its wavethree-dimensionalscanning forthree-dimensionalimag- 15
length is expressed by A, the radiation angle 0 can
ingorthe likein athree-dimensionalaspectofthe imagbe obtained from the following equation:
ULTRASONICAPPARATUS

ing technique.
In a conventional two-dimensional imaging techniques, an intravascular ultrasound imaging system or a
blood flow measuring apparatus of Doppler effect, can 20
be used as an ultrasonic apparatus in which ultrasonic
transducers areattachedto a catheter. In most kinds of
such intravascular ultrasound imaging system, transducers or ultrasonic reflectors are rotated to obtain a
two-dimensionaltomograrn image. In some apparatus, 25
transducers are arranged on the peripheryofa catheter.
Alaser is inserted in acatheterfor treatment ofathrombus adhered to the inner wall of a blood vessel, for
example, an atheroma. For the blood flow measuring
apparatus, a single plate is mounted on the catheter. 30
In order to scan abeam inthree dimensions,therehas
conventionally been a structure in which two-dimensionalarray probes juxtaposed in directions X and Y are
used, a signal line is led from each element, and delay
linesare providedon almost all the transducers to form 35
abeam eitherinthedirectionX orinthe direction Y, as
disclosed in Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication
No. 62-4988. As arepresentative two-dimensionalarray
probe, there is a probeofdivided PZT, as disclosed in,
for example, "Fundamental Experiment on Matrix- 40
Array Transducer" in a collection of lecturetheses of
Japanese JournalofMedical Ultrasonics Supplement II
(Proceeding of the 47th Meeting, November, 1985).
This isa probedivided in two dimensionsby grooves in
matrix forms.
45
The inventors of the present application previously
suggested a transmitter which transmits ultrasonic
waves ina direction corresponding toa drivefrequency
in order to simplify the phasing unit, as disclosed in
"High-Speed Ultrasonic Imaging System" in a collec- 50
tion of lecture theses of Japanese Journal of Medical
Ultrasonic SupplementII (proceeding ofthe 36thMeeting,November, 1971).
In this transmitter, as shown in FIG. 23A, polarization-inverted arraytransducers are drivenbyfrequency 55
sweepageso as to radiate ultrasonic wavesina direction
corresponding to the frequency signal. FIG. 23B illustratesa relation between an angle 0 ofradiationofultrasonic waves and a drive signal frequency f. In FIG.
23C, the numerals 1, 2, 3,.. . n denotetransducer ele- 60
ments formedin such a matterthat the axial directions
ofthepolarization thereofarealternately different from
each other.
When driving the transducer elements by a drive
frequencyf1, thesonic phases oftheadjacenttransducer 65
elements such as 1 and 2 are inverted relative to one
another. Thus, the phase of the sonic wave (indicated
by a solid line) from thetransducer element 1 and the

8=sin

1(X/2d)

Further,a far field directivity R(0) at the time canbe
obtained from the following equation:
R(O)=sin{n(—y)/2}/sin{(—7)/2}

7=(21Td/A)sin0

wherein
n denotes numberofelements in thearray
a phasedifference between sound wavesradiated from adjacentelements
This relationis utilized to scan the beam.
The above-mentioned catheter in the conventional
technique requires a rotational shaft for rotating the
transducers or ultrasonic reflectors to obtain two-dimensional tomogram images. However, torsionof this
shaft and non-uniformity in the rotations degradethe
quality of images, and further, there are safety problems. Moreover, in the catheterfor laseroperation, an
optical fiberis employed for monitoring the inside of a
blood vessel, and consequently, it is necessary to displacethe bloodwith physiological saline.The catheter
with arrayedtransducers has a problem that the diameter ofthecatheteris increased because signallines connected to the respective transducers are extended
withinthe catheter. In relation to the transmitter shown
in FIGS. 23A, 23B and 23C suggested by theinventors
of thepresent application, only thebasic matters in the
C-mode imaging are described, and no explanation has
beengiven to tomography and application to catheters.
Furthermore, in the conventional technique, when
two-dimensional arrays are used for scanning the beam
in three dimensions, for example, a number nXn of
signal lines are necessary inthecaseofnXn matrix, and
in accordance with an increase in the number of the
signal lines, the number of the phasing units are increased. Therefore, there is a problem that the scaleof
theapparatus is increased in actualconstruction. In the
conventional technique shown in FIG. 23A, two-dimensional arrangement ofthe transmitter, whichtransmitsultrasonic waves in a direction corresponding to a
drive signal frequency, has not been explained, and no
method of three-dimensional beam scanning has been
mentioned.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Takinginto accountthe small numberofsignal lines,
which is theoretically one, in an imaging and operation

3
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systemwith acatheterinparticular, itisanobjectofthe
present invention

to drive a transducer of ultrasonic

waveswhichisattachedtothe distal end ofthecatheter
and to scan a beam of ultrasonic waveselectrically, to
thereby enable the thin catheter to pick up images
withinablood vessel.
Anotherobject ofthe invention isto solvethe above-

5

described problems by providing an ultrasonic apparatus inwhichprobes arearranged to scanbeams ofultrasonic waves in three dimensions without using two-di- 10
mensional arrangement probes, so that the number of
signal lines of the probes can be lessened, and that a
phasing unit for beam forming of transmission and receptioncanbe simplified.Further,it is alsoanobjectto
provide a method of ultrasonic diagnosis in which 15
three-dimensionalimagingcan be conducted and threedimensionalimages can be easily obtained.
Theseobjects canbe attained by providing, ina catheter, a transducer whichtransmits ultrasonic wavesin a
directioncorresponding to a drive signal frequency. 20
With this structure,when using the transducer, such
as a polarization-inverted array, whichtransmits ultrasonic waves in a direction corresponding to a drive
signal frequency, sector scanning of ultrasonic beams
can be performed by frequency sweepage with one 25
signal line, and consequently, imaging within a blood
vessel can be electrically realized with thethin catheter.
Moreover, in order to attain the above-mentioned
objects, the ultrasonic apparatus of the invention is
characterized in that it comprises an ultrasonic probe 30
constituted ofarrayed transducers inanelongated shape
which transmit ultrasonic waves in a direction corresponding to a drivesignal frequency and receive reflection wavesfrom an examination subject, and means for
electronic scanning and focusing in a direction ofarray 35
of thetransducers in the elongated shape (transmission
pulsegenerators, transmission and reception delay circuitsand so forth), so that electronic scanning in a directionperpendicular to that direction is conducted by
40
changing the centerfrequency.
The ultrasonic probeis characterized in that it comprises means for acoustic matching with the examination subject whichare provided on the front surface of
thetransducers (an acoustic matching layer), means for
supporting the transducers from behind (a backing material), and means for absorbing ultrasonic waves in
directions except the intended direction(an ultrasonic
waveabsorber), and that the surfacesofthe transducers
areinclined in thedirectionperpendicular to thedirection ofarrayalofthetransducers in theelongated shape 50
with respect to the radiation plane ofultrasonic waves,
thetransducers comprisingequally spaced polarizationinverted array transducers.
Theultrasonic diagnosis method of the invention is
characterized in that images ofthe examinationsubject
are picked up from two directions by the abovedescribed ultrasonic probes for three-dimensionalscanning with ultrasonic beams, and that views of normal
vision obtained by the probes are shown on display
corresponding to these two directions.
Furthermore, the three-dimensional imaging apparatus ofthe invention is characterized in that it comprises
theabove-described probes, and that three-dimensional
data obtained in the above method are subjected to
software processing to thereby perform pictureelement 65
display and shadowdisplay.
With the above-described structureaccording to the
invention, the ultrasonic apparatus comprises the ultra-

4

sonic probes each ofwhichis constructed with an array
of transducers in the elongated shape which transmit
ultrasonic wavesin adirectioncorresponding to a drive
signal frequency and receive the reflection waves, and
the phasing means for sector scanning and focusing in
the directionof array of the transducers in the elongatedshape. Sectorscanning in the direction perpendicular to that direction is conducted by changing the
centerfrequency, and sweepage offrequencies into the
vicinity of the center frequency is alsoperformed.
As a result, the number of delay lines can be made
smaller than in the conventional technique. Moreover,
mixing of drive signals having phase information enables formation of the same beam as the transmission.
Furthermore, when displaying views of normal vision
from two directions, a three-dimensionalimage can be
easily obtained due to the parallax.
BRIEFDESCRIPTIONOF THE DRAWINGS
FIGS. 1A and lB are diagrams showing a first embodiment ofthe present invention;
FIGS. 2A and 2B are sectional views partially showing the embodiment of FIG. 1 in detail;
FIG. 3 is a sectional view showing a modification of
theembodiment of FIG. 2;
FIGS. 4A and 4B are sectional views partially showing a secondembodiment providedin a catheter;
FIG. 5 is a graphshowing one exampleofa relation
of a radiation angle with respect to a drive frequency;
FIG. 6 is a diagram showing one example ofa transmission/reception sequence;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a basic system;
FIG. 8 is a diagram schematically illustrating electronic focusing;
FIG. 9 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a
transducer according to the invention;
FIG. lOis adiagram showing another embodimentof
a transducer;
FIG. 11 is a diagram showing a still other embodimentofa transducer;
FIG. 12 is a structural diagram showing a transmission and reception processingunit ofanultrasonic apparatus in a third embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 13 is a perspective viewschematically showing
a probe according to thethird embodiment;
FIG. 14 is a structural diagram of the probein the
third embodiment;
FIG. 15 is a diagram for explaining beam scanning
directions in the thirdembodiment;
FIG. 16 is a diagram for explaining a transmission
pulse in a directionX in the third embodiment;
FIG. 17 is a structural diagram showing a transmission and reception processing unit in fourth embodimentofthe invention;
FIG. 18 is a structural diagram showing a transmission pulsegenerating section in the fourthembodiment;
FIG. 19 is a structural diagram showing a transmission pulse generator in the fourth embodiment;
FIG. 20is a structural diagram ofa reception processing unit in the fourth embodiment;
FIG. 21 is a timing chart illustrative of writing and
reading of storage elements at the time ofreception in
thefourth embodiment;
FIG. 22 is a diagram for explaining a three-dimensional imaging method in a fifth embodiment of the
invention; and
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FIGS.23A, 23Band 23C are diagrams for explaining from the front at a low frequency so as to increase the
the principle of a transmitter for a conventional ultradepth of a field of the front view, and that ultrasonic
sonicapparatus.
waves are transmitted to and received from side walls of
the
bloodvessel at ahigh frequency, therebyimproving
DETAILED DESCRIPTIONOF THE
5 the resolution ofthe scanned riart
INVENTION
When a distal portion of the catheter2 or the tip of
Embodiments ofthe present invention will be hereinthe fiber3 is arranged tobe movable, it is easier to aim
at a target with the laserbeam.
afterdescribed withreferencetothe attached drawings.
FIG. 5 illustrates a relationbetween the transducer
A firstembodiment is shown in FIG. 1. A catheter2
is providedwith transducers 1 for transmitting ultra- 10 drive signal frequency and the radiation angle. This
sonic waves in a direction corresponding to a drive
example is obtained in the case of a pitch d=0.05 mm
and a number of transducers n=10. FIG. 6 shows a
frequency and an opticalfiber3 for a laserbeam. This
transmissionsequence. The abscissaindicates time, and
catheter2 is insertedinto a blood vessel 5. Ultrasonic
the ordinate indicates a transmission frequency. First,
waves 4 are transmitted/scanned from the transducers
1. A B-mode tomogramimage ofthe blood vessel 5 is 15 n/2 waves are transmitted at a center frequency f01.
shown on a display or illustrated in FIG. lB. and a
After time not less than the time requiredfor a round
thrombus 6, e.g., an atheroma is also indicated. This
trip to the targetmaximum depth has elapsed, a second
thrombus 6 is crushed and vaporized by the laserbeam.
transmissionis conducted. The secondwaves are transmitted at a center frequency f02 so that the radiation
FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate in detail the particular
embodiment of FIG. 1 having the catheter2 with the 20 angle can be changed. Time between these transmistransducers 1 for transmitting ultrasonic waves in a
sions is a period of reception time.
direction corresponding to a drive signal frequency.
FIG. 7 is ablock diagram of a basic system. A signal
FIG. 2A is a front view of the embodiment, as viewed
from a drive circuit19 is passed through a transmission
in a direction indicated by an arrow in FIG. 2B, and and reception separating circuit20 in accordance with
FIG. 2B is asectional viewofthe same, taken along the 25 the above-described sequence, thereby driving the
B—Bline inFIG. 2A. Referring toFIG. 2B, the fiber3
transducer 1. By way ofthe transmission and reception
for laser operation is disposed in the center, and the
separating circuit 20, a reception signal is led into an
transducers 1 are providedon both sides ofthe fiber 3
amplifier 21 for amplification,and then, it is processed
and inclined todefinea V shape with the fiber 3. Transin a signal processing section 22, interpolated with 8 in
ducersupport members 26 serveto fix eachofthetrans- 30 a DSC (digital scan converter)23, and shown on the
ducers 1 securely on the catheter2 and the fiber 3. A
display 7. Abasic clock24 provides clocking signals to
lens 25 is providedin front oftransducers 1 to concenDSC23 and drive circuit 19.
trate beams ofultrasonic wavesfrom the transducers 1
FIG. 8 schematically shows electronic transmission
in a direction perpendicular tothedirection ofscanning focusing operation. Circles and filled dots indicate
thebeams or in a direction oftheminoraxis. Holder27 35 sound sources, and polarizationsofthecircles are opposerves to connect this head portion to the catheter2.
site to those ofthe filled dots. In the caseof n/2 wave
Absorber 8 absorbs ultrasonic wavesin the —6 directransmission,when sweepageisperformed from alower
tionwhichare radiated fromthetransducers 1, and also, frequency toahigherfrequency withrespectto acenter
frequency f01 corresponding to a radiation angle, the
theyareinclined at an angle to prevent reflection waves
fromreturning to thetransducers 1. Since two transduc- 40 wave surfaces form a concave surface, which focuses
ers are providedin this embodiment, two signal lines 9
onapoint P, asshowninFIG. 8. Inthesequenceshown
are necessary. Ofcourse, ground lines are also neces- in FIG. 6, thefocus isillustrated bythedrive frequency
oftransmission being swept from a lower frequency to
sary. Acoustic coupling fluid 10 is providedbetween
thelens 25 andthetransducers 1. Referring to FIG. 2A, a higher frequency with respecttothecenterfrequency
the absorbers 8 areinclined with respect to thetrans- 45 foi. The focaldistance is changed due to the rate ofthis
ducers 1. Ultrasonic wave absorbers 11 are inserted to
inclination.
the places perpendicular to the ultrasonic wave transFIG. 9 illustrates one example of a structure of the
transducer 1according totheinvention. Transducers 12
mitting plane so as to allow ultrasonic waves to enter
are arranged to have alternately reverse directions of
only through the front of the catheter 2 and thereby
shield against the undesired ultrasonic waves which 50 the polarizations, and filling members 13 are provided
mayenterfrom directions other thanthe predetermined betweenthe transducers l2soastopreventtheir lateral
coupling. Electrodes 14, 15 are provided, and acoustic
matching layers 16, 17 are formed on the ultrasonic
wavetransmission surface. An acoustic damping mate55 rial is provided on the opposite side. The matching
layers 16, 17 should preferably havea wavelength of
the maximum centerfrequency. However,they maybe
ment.
thinner because transmissionandreceptionarebasically
FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate a second embodiment in
performed obliquely. Alternatively, they mayhave the
whichthe fiber3 is locatedon a peripheral sideof the 60 center frequency in a directionregarded as important.
catheter2 and only one transducer 1 is provided.
Therefore, the thickness of the matching layers varies
In eithercase, the ultrasonic wave absorbers 11 are according to the purposes. Besides, the number of the
matching layersis not limited to two.
provided beside the transducer(s) 1. However, semiconductorpressure sensors or bloodflow velocitymeasurThis assembly is obtained by cutting an array strucing transducers of Doppler effect may be provided 65 ture. However, an array structure can be producedby
instead. Thetransducers I maybe inclined to define a V
crystalgrowthof athin piezoelectric layer(e.g., ZnO).
Also, with a material whose lateral influence is less,
shapewhichis turned upside down to that in FIG. 2B,
so that ultrasonic wavesare transmitted to and received
such as a polymeric piezoelectric material (e.g.,
direction.

FIG. 3 illustrates a modification ofthe firstembodimeat. The transducers 1 are providedin such a manner
as to have a cross shape when viewed from the front
whilethey are inclined to defineV shapes with the fiber
substantially in the same manner as the first embodi-
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PVDF), a composite piezoelectric material, and a lead

titanate (PbTiO3),a transducer of a structure shown in
FIG. 10 maybe constructedwithoutcuttingoperation.
FIG. 11 shows an example in whichreverse polariza5
tions are achieved by comb-type electrodes.
Although there has been described so far the invention applied to the cathetercombined with the laser, it
is not restricted to this. For example,the invention can
be applied to a catheter for balloon angioplasty. Further,itmaybe combined with aconventional ultrasonic 10
catheterfor picking up an image of the section perpendicularto the catheter. Also, piezoelectric transducers
for measuring blood pressures, piezoelectric transducers formeasuring bloodflow velocities,orthe like may
be incorporated. Although an equally spaced array has 15
beendescribed above as the transducer, the invention
can be modified into irregulararray arrangements of
various kinds, such as M-type array and barker-type
array.
A third embodiment of the present invention will 20
now be described.
FIG. 13 is a perspective view schematicallyshowing
aprobeaccording tothethirdembodimentoftheinvention; FIG. 14 is a structural diagram ofthis probe; and
FIG. 15 is a diagram for explaining beam scanning di- 25
rections in the third embodiment.
First, the structure of the probe for use in the third
embodiment ofultrasonic apparatus and thebeamscanning will be described.
In FIG. 13, referencenumeral 117 denotes an elon- 30
gatedtransducer; and 132 denotes a signal line. Arrows
in elements ofthe transducer 117 indicate polarization
directions. In FIG. 14, reference numeral 141 denotes a
probe; 142 denotes an ultrasonic wave absorber; 143
denotes a groundline; and 144denotesa backing mem- 35
ber.
The probe 141 of this embodiment comprises the
elongated transducers 117whicharejuxtaposed. Consequently, signal electrodes to which the signal lines 132
areconnected arecutinto similarly elongated portions,
and the other ends of the transducers are commonly
connected to the groundline 143. The uppersurface of
theprobe141isanultrasonic wavetransmitting surface,
and the transducers 117 are provided at an angle of45°
with respectto the radiation surface.
45
The transducers 117 are supported by the backing
member 144. The signal lines 132are guided by flexible
cables or the like, and the ground line 143 is guided
similarly. The ultrasonic wave absorber 142 serves to
absorb unnecessaryultrasonic waveswhich are radiated
in symmetry between the ultrasonic wave radiation
direction and a normal direction towardthe transducers

8

ofelectrodes in polymeric piezoelectric members. Further,ferroelectric films in the form ofarrayswhich can
be constructed by sputtering technique, and composite
piezoelectric materials can be employed.
With the above-described structure, a beam can be
scanned toward a desired point, as shown in FIG. 15.
This diagram shows a configuration ofbeam scanning,

in which reference numeral 151 denotes a scanning
surface. In thisembodiment, whenonetransducer 117 is
driven by pulse waveswhose wavenumber is plural at
adrivesignal
frequency f, ultrasonic wavesare radiated
at an angle in the direction Y corresponding to the
frequency. For instance, as shown in FIG. 14, the transducers 117 are inclined inthe direction Y at an angle of
450 with respect to the radiationsurface. In the case
where the probe is inserted into a medium having a
sound velocity of 1500 rn/s and the transducers 117
have a polarization inversion pitch of 0.43 mm, and a
drive frequency of 3.5 MHzto 2.0 MHz, the beam is
scanned from the surface oftheprobeforabout ±150 in
the direction Y. Moreover, by deviating thephases of
drive wavesbetween the elements, the beam scanning
in the direction X can be performed. Furthermore, by
delaying operations betweenthe elements in the directionXforthepurpose ofphase regulation,thebeamcan
be scanned for a desired anglein the direction X and

focused on a desired point.
Next, a transmission and reception processing unit
will be described.
FIG. 12is astructuraldiagram showing the transmission and reception processing unit of the ultrasonic
apparatus in thethird embodimentofthe invention; and
FIG. 16 is a diagram for explainingtransmissionpulses
in thedirectionX in the same embodiment.
Referring to FIG. 12, the transmission and reception
processing unit comprises a transmission pulsegenerator 111, transmission delay circuits 112, drive circuits
113, an adding circuit114, reception delaycircuits 115,
transmission and reception separating circuits 116, and
thetransducers 117.
In this embodiment, the transmissionpulse generator
111 outputs pulses whose wave number is plural at a
frequency which determines the scanning anglein the
direction Y; the transmission delay circuits 112 set the
properphasein the directionX; and the drive circuits
113 function to drivethetransducers 117 so asto radiate
ultrasonic waves. Then, reflection echoes from an examination subject are received by the same transducers
117, led to the reception delay circuits 115 for phase
regulation by way of the transmission and reception
separating circuits 116, addedby theadding circuit114,
and converted into a raster signal corresponding to one
117.
In this embodiment,theultrasonic absorber 142hasa particular scanning direction.
flatplane. However, there canbesuggested amethod of 55 Preamplifiers may be providedbefore the reception
delay circuits 115. A favorable image can be obtained
designingittohaveacurvedsurface inorder to prevent
whenbandcharacteristics ofa reception processingunit
ultrasonic wavesin unnecessary directions from enterthe
transducers
117.
The
installation
of
the
including transducers, in a range of the drive signal
angle
ing
transducers 117 is not limited to 45°. A plurality of
frequenciesin relationto all the raster signalsaredeteracoustic matching layersmaybe provided on the front 60 mined to obtain the same strengthin the direction ofthe
surface ofthe transducers 117.
subject.
FIG. 16 shows signals ofan arrangement inthe direcAs amethod ofmanufacturing the probe 141, thereis
tion X which are applied to the transducers 117 with
also a method of arranging piezoelectric members in
such a manner as to make the polarization directions
this structure. More specifically, a transmission pulse
different. Ifamaterial having highanisotropy (e.g., lead 65 161, which is delayed by the transmissiondelaycircuits
112,isapplied tothe transducers 117, sothatabeam can
titanate) is used, polarization inversion can be formed
by patterns of electrodes without cutting operation. be scanned and focused in a desired direction. This
transmission pulse 161 is a pulsewhose wave number is
Also, polarization inversion can be formed by patterns

ø
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plural (n/2), andby changing its frequency, scanning in
the direction Y is performed.
Otherthan a method of using the same pulseof the
specificfrequency, there is a method offocusing in the
direction Yby makingthispulseachirp signal. Withthe 5
pulsecompression technique, the S/N and the distance
resolution can be improved. This can be realized by
providing dispersed delay lines after the addition. In
additiontoa method inwhichanalogsignalsare used as
theyare forthe receptionprocessing, thereis a method 10
of A/D conversion and digital signal processing. Further, reception digital signals are subjected to digital
phase regulation and processed throughthe frequency
analysis.

Another embodiment ofatransmission and reception 15
processing unit in the ultrasonic apparatus will now be
described.A probeofthis embodimenthas substantially
thesame structure as in the third embodiment.
FIG. 17 is a structural diagram of the transmission
andreception processing unit inthe fourthembodiment 20
ofthe invention; FIG. 18 is a structural diagram of a
transmissionpulsegenerating section in the fourth embodiment; FIG. 19 is a structural diagram ofa transmission pulse generator in the fourth embodiment;FIG. 20 25
is astructural diagram ofa reception processing unit in
the fourth embodiment; and FIG. 21 is a timing chart
illustrative ofwriting and reading of memory elements
at the time of reception in thefourthembodiment.
In FIG. 17, reference numeral 171 denotes thetrans- 30
mission pulse generating section; 172 denotes a reference signal generating section;and 173 denotes amixer.
Inthisembodiment, thetransmissionpulsegenerating
section 171 outputs a transmission pulse, and the transducers 117 are drivenby the drive circuits 113 so as to
radiate ultrasonic waves. Then,echoes from an examination subject are led to the reception processing unit
by way of the transmission and reception separating
circuits 116, and mixed with reference signals from the
reference signal generating section 172 by means ofthe
mixers 173. These reference signals are obtained by
continuously repeating the transmission pulses which
have driven the respective transducers. Besides, the
reference signalsin each channel have a phase. Consequently, the phase regulation is performed along with
the frequency change, and a beam isformed onthe same
point as the transmission.
Referring to FIG. 18, the transmissionpulsegenerating section 171 comprises transmissionpulsegenerators
181 and a multiplexer 182. With this structure,pulses 50
which havebeenstored inadvance arereadin the transmission pulse generators 181, and the multiplexer 182
processes themin such a manner that desired transmission pulses are appliedto the respective transducers.
Referring now to FIG. 19, each of the transmission 55
pulse generators 181 comprises a storage element 191, a
D/A converter 192, filter 193 and a control section

a

194.

In this embodiment,in order to generate transmission
pulses, various kinds ofpatterns(including frequencies 60
and phases) of transmission pulses are stored in the
storage element 191, and a transmission pattern corresponding to a scanning directionof the beam and a
focus point is readin response to a command from the
control section 194. Then, an analog transmission pat- 65
ternis obtained throughthe D/A converter192 andthe
filter 193. Therefore, maximum diameter channels are
provided side by side. It is also possibleto usethestored
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for the transducers and to
switch to each channel by the multiplexer 182.
Thestructure ofthereception processing unit ofthis
embodimentis illustrated in detail in FIG. 20.
In FIG. 20, reference numeral 201 denotes an AiD
converter; and 202 denotesstorage elements.
In this embodiment, for example, whentransmission
signalsfor focusing in the directionY are chirp signals,
as shown in FIGS. 20 and 21, signals received by the
transducer 117 are led to a reception circuitby way of
the transmission and reception separating circuit 116,
turnedinto digital signalsin asampling periodTsbythe
AiD converter 201, and stored successivelyin thestorage elements 202. In this case, when the transmission
pulse width is set at mxT, a number m of storage
elements arenecessary. Whenreading timeis expressed
by TR, reading is conducted in TR=T/m, and analog
conversion is performed through the D/A converter
192 and the filter 193. On the other hand, transmission
signalsareuniformly compressedinto 1/rnby the referelement 191 commonly

ence signal generator 172 and repeated in the sampling
period. Thesesignals are mixedin the mixer 173 where
frequency change and phase regulation are performed.
It should be noted that Ts is also a data shift periodin
thestorage elements 202.
This flow of datawill be explained next. Reception
signals are subjected to sampling in T5, converted into
digital data,and storedin Address 1 of the storage element202. At the time of 2T, the data in Address 1 are
transferred to Address 2, and new data are stored in
Address 1. This operation is repeated successively, and
at the time of mx data are stored in Address 1 to
Address m. Then, the data are read from m to i in a
period of Ts/m, and after the data have been shifted,
new data at the time of (m+l)Ts are storedin Address
1. At this stage, signals as a result of compressing the
transmission signalsinto 1/rncan be obtained, and consequently, reference signals are also compressed into
1/rnand mixed. This operation is repeated.
In this embodiment, the storage elements are digital
elements, and mixing operation is performed with analog signals. However, the operation may be all conductedwith digital signals. Alternatively, it can be all
conducted with analogsignals. Moreover, an RAM or
the like maybe used as the storage element so that the
operation canbeperformed only by address designation
withoutshift scanning.
Furthermore, in this embodiment, the transmission
pulse generator 181 reads the stored pulses when it
generates transmission pulses. However,there may be
employed a method of generating transmission pulses
having phases in the transmission pulse generator 181.
Next will be described a three-dimensionalimaging
method in which the ultrasonic apparatus in the above
embodiment is used. In this method, after obtaining
three-dimensionaldataofan examination subject, software processingis performed for voxel display, shadow
display, wire frame display and so on.
FIG. 22 is a diagram for explaining the three-dimensional imaging method in a fifth embodiment of the
invention.
In FIG. 22, reference numerals 117a, 117b denote
transducers; 220 denotes an examination subject; 221a,
221b denote reception processing units; 222a, 222b denote display; and 223 denotes an operator. FIG. 22 is a
plan view as viewed along the direction Y of scanning
abeamofultrasonic wavesbyfrequency sweepage. The
transducers 117a, 117b and the reception processing

T,
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units 221a,221bhave substantially the same structures
as in the third or fourth embodiment.
In the fifth embodiment, the two transducers are
arranged in symmetry in such a manner that, by scanningtheexamination subject 220, images corresponding 5
to therespective probes areshown on thedisplay 222a,
222bwhile theirlateralrelationshipismaintained as itis.
Whenthe operator 223 watches the imageswith both of
his eyes, theyappearthree-dimensionalduetothe parallax. The directionY of the probe is indicated horizon- 10
tally and the direction X ofthe probe is indicated vertically on the display 222a,222b, to thereby obtain views
ofnormal vision.Valuesofintegrals ofresters areused
as data. Alternatively, ordinary tomogram images are
firstdisplayed, and ROl (Region Of Interest) are deter- 15
mined, and then, values of integrals of rasters between
the determined values areused as data. Thesurface of
the examination subject 220 may be detected and displayed.
20
Although the probes shown in FIGS. 13 and 14 are
used in this embodiment, the three-dimensionalimaging
can be realized with commonly used two-dimensional
array probes.
Moreover, this embodiment can be alsoapplied to a 25
diametrical transfer system. Although equally spaced
polarization-inverted arrays are employed in this embodiment, probes which are controlled by coded programs, such as M-type arrays, barkercodes and thelike,
may be used.
30
Furthermore, according to this embodiment, frequency sweepage is performed, and therefore, attenuation properties and so forth of the examination subject
in frequencies can be analyzed.
According to the present invention, as described
heretofore, tomogram images can be obtained by scanning ultrasonic waves electrically with a small number
of signal lines, so that the ultrasonic apparatus can be
attached to a thin catheterto be inserted into a blood
vessel or the like.
According to the invention, without changing the
beamscanning method ofan array ofthe conventional
electronic scanning type, beams canbe scanned in three
dimensionswiththe same number ofsignallines. Consequently, the invention takes effects in suppressing an
increaseinthe number of signallinesand anincrease in
the scale ofcircuits so astodrive two-dimensionalarray
transducers. Further, a three-dimensionalimage can be
easily obtained by showing views ofnormal vision from
two directions.
50
Whatis claimed is:
1. An ultrasonic apparatus fortransmitting ultrasonic
wavesand receiving reflection wavesfrom an examination subject for display comprising at least one transducer which transmits ultrasonic waves in respective 55
directions determined by eachofa plurality offrequencies of a transducer drive signaland receives reflection
waves from the examination subject, wherein tomogram images obtained by the transducer are displayed.
2. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 1, 60
wherein said transducer is providedin a catheter.
3. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 2,
wherein said transducer transmits ultrasonic waves
having a frequency of 10 MHz or more.
4. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 3, 65
wherein said transducer is made of an equally spaced
array arranged to havealternately reverse directions of
polarization.
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5. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 2,

wherein said transducer has plural polarizationinverted, equally spaced, elements to transmit and receive ultrasonic waves in respective directions determined by each of a plurality of frequencies of a transducer drive signal, wherein said elements are drivenby
pulse waveswhose wavenumber isplural; transmission
is repeated in a repetition period whichis equal to or
longer than the time required for a round trip of an
ultrasonic wavetoa desired depthfor display; thedrive
signal frequency ofsaid transmission is changedto perform sector scanning with respect to said transducer;
and echosignals received at the time of each transmission are displayed,to obtain B-mode tomogram images.
6. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 5,
wherein a frequency to determine a direction oftransmitting the ultrasonic waves is regarded as a center
frequency, and frequenciesare swept into thevicinity of
thecenterfrequency, so that anultrasonic beam will be
electronically focused.
7. An ultrasonic probe for an ultrasonic apparatus
according to claim 5, wherein said probe comprises
means for acoustic matching with the examinationsubject, provided on a front surface of said transducers,
means for supporting said transducers, means for absorbing ultrasonic waves in directions other than the
intended direction, the surface ofsaidtransducers being
inclined to a front surface ofsaidultrasonic probe.
8. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 2,
wherein said at least one transducer is oblique to a longitudinal axis ofthecatheterto obtain tomogram images
whichare in front of said catheter.
9. An ultrasonic probe for an ultrasonic apparatus
according to claim 1, whereinsaidtransducers are inan
elongated shape and are arrayed to enable three-dimensional scanning.
10. An ultrasonic probe for an ultrasonic apparatus
according to claim 9, wherein said probe comprises
plural transducers each ofwhichis made ofan equally
spaced array arranged tohavealternately reverse directions ofpolarization.
11. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein said at least one transducer has an acoustic
matching layerformed on a front surface thereof.
12. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein said at least onetransducer is made of one ofa
lead titanate (pbTiO3),a polymeric piezoelectric material, apiezoelectric thin film, and acomposite piezoelectric material.
13. An ultrasonic apparatus for transmitting ultrasonic waves and receiving reflection waves from an
examination subject for display, comprising an ultrasonic probehaving arrayed transducers in an elongated
shape which transmit ultrasonic waves in respective
directions determinedby each of a plurality offrequencies of a transducer drive signal and receive reflection
waves from the examination subject, and means for
electronic scanning and focusing in a directionofarray
ofthetransducers intheelongated shape, andelectronic
scanning in a direction perpendicular to said direction
ofarray is conducted by changingsaidtransducer drive
signal frequency.
14. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 13,
wherein an examinationsubject is imaged in a three-dimensional manner.
15. An ultrasonic apparatus according to claim 13,
wherein each of said arrayed transducers is madeofan
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equally spaced array arranged to have alternately reverse directions of polarization.
16. A three-dimensional imaging apparatus comprising ultrasonic probes each of whichhas arrayed transducers in an elongated shapewhichtransmit ultrasonic 5
waves in respective directions determined by each of a
plurality offrequencies ofa transducer drive signal and
receive reflection wavesfrom an examination subject.
17. Athree-dimensionalimagingapparatus according
to claim 16, wherein each ofsaid arrayed transducers is 10
madeofan equally spaced array arranged to havealternately reverse directions ofpolarization.
18. An ultrasonic diagnosis method which uses two
ultrasonic probes having an array oftransducers in an
elongated shape that are inclined to a front surface of 15
said ultrasonic probescomprising the steps oftransmitting ultrasonic wavesfrom saidtransducers in respective directions determined by each of a plurality of
frequencies of a transducer drive signal and receiving
reflection waves from an examination subject on said 20
transducers, wherein images ofthe examination subject
are picked up from two directions by said probes, so
that three-dimensionalviews of normal vision obtained
by saidprobes are shown on display corresponding to
said two directions.
25
19. An ultrasonic diagnosis method according to
claim 18, wherein each of said arrayed transducers is
30
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made ofanequally spaced array arranged to havealternately reverse directions ofpolarization.
20. A three-dimensionalimaging apparatus comprising two ultrasonic probeshaving an array oftransducers in an elongated shape, which transmit ultrasonic
wavesin respective directions determined by each of a
plurality offrequenciesofa transducer drive signal and
receive reflection waves from an examination subject,
wherein images of the examination subject are picked
up from two directions bysaidprobes, so that views of
normal vision obtained by said probes are shown on
display corresponding to saidtwo directions.
21. A three-dimensionalimagingapparatus according
to claim 20, wherein each ofsaidarrayed transducers is
made ofanequally spaced array arranged tohavealternately reverse directions of polarization.
22. An ultrasonic diagnosis method comprising the
steps of:
transmitting from a transducer, ultrasonic waves in
respective directions determined by each of a plurality offrequencies ofa transducer drive signal;
receiving reflection waves, from an examinationsubject, on saidtransducer; and
displaying tomogram images obtained by said transducer.
* * * * *
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ABSTRACT
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A respiratory monitor(apnea detector)utilizes the discovery that the magnetic permeability of a person's

body varies with the respiratory and cardiac cycles.
The respiratory and optionally cardiac monitor of the
invention includes an oscillator circuitwhichproduces
a signal, and a transmitter placed in close proximity of
thebodyofthe person(patient) whoserespiratory cycle
isto bemonitored. The transmitter directsand transmits

the signal originally generated in the oscillator circuit
towardthe trunkofthe patient. Areceiver-transducer is
located also in close proximity of the trunk of the patient, and receives the electromagnetic signals which
are modulated due to the varying permeability of the
body caused by the respiratory and cardiac cycles. A
signal generated in the receiver-transducer is indicative
of the respiratory and cardiac cycles and is amplified
and inputted into a detector circuit where the carrier
frequency of the transmitter is extinguished, or otherwise separated from the modulation whichis the result
ofthevaryingpermeability of thebody.
40 Claims, 6 DrawingSheets
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2

varying permeability ofthe body. A signal generated as
RESPIRATORYAND CARDIACMONITOR
the output of the detector circuit is separated into respective components due to modulation by the respiraBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
tory cycle and the cardiac cycle, and the separated
signals are displayed in a visual display. The displayed
1. Field ofthe Invention
Thepresent invention isdirectedto a respiratory and ordisplayablesignals canalsobe used totriggera warncardiac monitorfor humans and other mammals. More
ing signal in the event respiration (or cardiac activity)
to
a
stops for a predetermined periodof time. As still other
the
invention
is
directed
specifically, present
respialternatives, the signals which are respectively indicaratory and cardiac monitorwhich takes advantage of
tive ofthe respiratory and cardiac cyclescan be inputthe discovery that the electromagnetic permeability of
tedintoacomputer (microprocessor)wheretheycanbe
the human bodyvaries with the above-noted bodyfuncutilized in various programs for various purposes.
tions.
The features of the present invention can be best
2. Brief Description of the Prior Art
Respiratory monitors (apnea detectors) of the prior 15 understood together with further objects and advanart operate on the principle that impedance of the tages by reference to the following description, takenin
human body(primarily ofthetrunk)changes during the
connection with the accompanying drawings, wherein
like numerals indicate like parts.
respiratory cycle. A disadvantage of these prior art
apnea detectors is that one or more electrodes of the
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF THE DRAWINGS
monitor are attached to theskin. As iswellknowninthe
20
attached
electrodes
are
less
than
tolerated
art,
perfectly
FIG. 1 is a schematic and perspective view showing
by the humanbody,and can cause skin irritation, rash,
the preferred embodiments of the respiratory and careczema, and in someinstances evenskin ulcers. Dressdiac monitor(apnea detector) worn by a person;
ing and undressing of patients who have electrodes
FIG. 2 is a block-diagrammatic representation of the
attachedto the skin can alsobe a problem.
of thefirstpreferred embodiment;
circuitry
Another serious disadvantage of apnea detectors 25 FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram showing the power supwhich operate on the principle of detecting varying ply, oscillator circuit and transmitter-transducer of the
impedance ofthe human body is that their circuitry is
first and second preferred embodiments;
highly susceptible to noise, particularly noise repreFIG. 4is a circuitdiagram showing thecircuitryofa
sented by high frequency electromagnetic and electroreceiver
and detector filters and
static radiation. Accordingly, there exists in the prior 30 additionaltransducer, amplifiers
of
the
first preferred embodiment;
amplifiers
art a need for a respiratory monitor/apnea detector
FIG. 5 is a block-diagrammatic representation ofthe
which does not require the use of electrodes and is
of thesecond preferred embodiment;
circuitry
significantly less susceptible to noise. The present inFIG.
6
is acircuitdiagram showing thecircuitry ofa
vention provides such a respiratory monitor/apnea
receiver
transducer,
amplifiersanddetectoroftherespi35
detector.
ratory signal of the second preferred embodiment, and
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram showing the circuitryof
the
detector active filters and additional amplifiers of
It is an objectof thepresent invention to provide a
the
cardiac
signal ofthe secondpreferred embodiment.
not
detector
which
is
does
respiratory monitor/apnea
requireelectrodes to be attached to the skin and is oth- 40
DESCRIPTIONOF THE PREFERRED
erwise non-invasive to a patient's body.
EMBODIMENTS
It is another object of thepresent invention to proThe followingspecificationtakeninconjunction with
vide a respiratory monitor/apnea detector which can
the drawings sets forth the preferred embodiments of
also be adapted to function as cardiac monitor, without the use of electrodes.
45 the present invention. The embodiments of the invention disclosed herein are the best modes contemplated
The foregoing and other objects and advantages are
by the inventor for carrying outhisinvention, although
attained by a respiratory monitor (apnea detector)
it should be understood that various modifications can
which utilizes thediscovery that the magnetic permeabe accomplished withinthe parameters of the present
of
a
trunk
varies
with
the
and
bility person's
respiratory
cardiac cycles. The magnetic permeability ofthe limbs 50 invention.
It hasbeendiscovered inaccordancewith thepresent
also varies with the cardiac cycle. Accordingly, the
invention that the electromagnetic permeability of the
respiratory (and optionally cardiac) monitoroftheprestrunk portion of the human body changes as air is inent invention includes an oscillator circuit which produces signal and a transmit transducer placed in close haled and exhaled during the respiratory cycle. Simiproximity of the body of the person (patient) whose 55 larly, electromagnetic permeability of the body, and
primarily ofthe trunk but the limbs also, changes with
respiratory cycleis to bemonitored. Thetransmit transducer directsand transmits the signal originally gener- the cardiac cycle, presumably due to the fact'that the
volume and location of blood in the body varies with
ated in the oscillator circuit toward the trunk of the
the cardiac cycle. Accordingly, it has been discovered
patient. A receiver-transducer is located also in close
in accordance with the present invention that it is possiof
the
trunk
of
the
and
receives
the
60
proximity
patient,
ble to monitor the respiratory cycle, and the cardiac
electromagnetic signalswhichare modulated duetothe
of
the
caused
the
varyingpermeability
body
by respira- cycle as well, by directingan electromagnetic signal
towardsthe body, and by detecting modulation of that
tory and cardiac cycles. A signal generated by the receiver-transducer whichis indicative ofthe respiratory
signal in a receiver, the modulation being caused by
and cardiac cyclesis amplifiedasnecessary and is input- 65 varyingpermeability ofthebody during therespiratory
ted into a detector circuit wherethe carrier frequency and cardiac cycles. Preferred embodimentsofa respiraof the transmitter is extinguished, or otherwise sepa- tory monitor(apnea detector) and optionally cardiac
rated from the modulation which is the result of the
monitor which are constructed in accordance with the
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foregoing principles,are shown in the appended drawings.

The first preferred embodiment depicted in FIG. 1
includes console 20, whereelectronic components (to
bedescribed below) are mounted. Additionally, atrans- 5
mitter-transducer 22 is mounted in a suitable housing
which is disposed in close proximity to the patient's
body, and areceiver-transducer 24in a suitable housing
alsodisposedin close proximity to the patient's bodyat
a location different than that of the transmitter-trans- 10
ducer 22. In the ensuing description the person or individual whoserespiratory and cardiaccyclesare monitored in accordance with the present invention, is referred to as the patient 26, mainly because a contemplated important use ofthe device ofthe invention is as 15
an anti-respiration(apnea) monitor for individuals who
suffer from various sleep disorders and respiratory diseases, and for infants to guard against "crib death" and
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). Nevertheless, it
should be understood that themonitoring device ofthe 20
present invention may be used on individuals whose
respiratory and cardiac cycle is to be monitored for
reasons other than mentioned above, for example patients suffering, or suspected of suffering from diseases
other than thosementioned above, andhealthyindivid- 25
uals. The invention is therefore not limited by the purpose for which the invented monitor and process are
used; in fact the invention can be used to monitorthe
respiratory and cardiac cycleofcertainanimalsas well.
Returning nowto thedescription ofFIG. 1, the con- 30
sole 20 of the first and second preferred embodiments
includes anon-and-offswitch28, anindicatorlight30to
show whether the system is poweredto operate, and
lights 32and 34to visually indicate thepatient's respiration and pulse. A bundle of cables 36 connects the con- 35
sole with the transmitter-transducer 22 and receivertransducer 24 which are conveniently mounted on a
belt 38worn bythe patient 26. An important advantage
ofthepresent invention is that respiratory and cardiac
monitoring isperformed in non-invasivemanner. Asis 40
shownon the schematic view of FIG. 1, although the
transmitter-transducer 22 and receiver-transducer 24
arelocated close to thebody, they do not needto be in
direct contact with the skin ofthe patient26. The preferred embodiments shown in FIG. 1 receive their 45
power from a transformer-rectifier40 whichis plugged
into an ordinary 115 V AC wall outlet 42. As it is explained below inmoredetailin connection with FIG. 3,
the respiratory monitorof the present invention can
also be powered by rechargeable or non-rechargeable 50
batteries.
Referringnow to the block-diagrammatic view of
FIG. 2, the main electronic components of the first
preferredembodiment of the invention are shown. An
oscillator circuit 44 (to be described in more detail in 55
connectionwith FIG. 3) generates asymmetricalsquare
wave signal of suitable frequency, which is amplified
(the amplifier is shown on FIG. 3) and thereafter fed
throughthe cables to the transmitter-transducer 22. In
thetransmitter-transducer 22 thesquare wave signalof 60
theoscillator 44 is converted into a sinusoidal signalof
substantially constant frequency and amplitude and is
"transmitted", preferably by the use of a directional
antenna to the patient's body.
The electromagneticsignal, whichis modulated in its 65
amplitude by the varying permeability of the patient's
body, is received in the receiver-transducer 24, which
preferably includes a directional antenna. The received
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signal is amplified in an amplifier46 (preferably including several stages) and is fed into a detectorcircuit 48
which serves to separate the amplitude modulation
caused by the varying permeability of the body from
the constant carrier frequency generated in the transmitter-transducer 22. After the high frequency carrier
signal is extinguishedin the detector48, the signal having modulation indicative of the patient's respiration
and pulseis amplified further(the amplifiersare shown
on FIG. 4) and is passed through high and low pass
filters (shown on FIG. 4). In the herein described preferredembodimentsthetransmitter-transducer22transmitsat a 100 KHzfrequency, with an approximatepossible range for operational frequency of the monitor
being in the 20 KHzto 230 KHzrange. After the high
frequency of the carrier signal is extinguished in the
detectorcircuit48, themodulation correspondingtothe
respiratory cycle represents variation of less than approximately 3 cps, and is retained by the low passfilter
having approximately the same cut-off point. Modulation corresponding to the patient's pulse represents
variation in the signal ofgreater than approximately 4
cps frequency. Thismodulation is therefore retained by
the high passfilter of approximately 4 cps cut-off. Accordingly, a respiratory signal and a pulse signal are
obtained from the loss-passand high pass filters respectively. The outputsare digital signals. These signals are
in the
used to control the respective lights 32 and
console 20, and maybe utilized in various other manners, such as to be inputted into computer (microprocessor) to bestoredinmemory, to triggera warning
signal, or the like.
Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 4 for a detailed description of the electronic components of the firstpreferredembodiment,the topportionofFIG. 3shows the
power supply. The power supply includes a battery
back-up provision to provide the required voltages in
the event of a power line failure. As can be seen, the
power supply, Ti, Dl, D2, and Cl, feed the battery
chargermodule, U18, for recharging the rechargeable
Ni-Cad batteries during the time when line power is
present. Voltageregulator, Ui, delivers a regulated 5
v for most circuit operations. Other voltages required
are derived internally for the reference off-sets for the
operational amplifiers.
Referring now to the lowerpart ofFIG. 3 the transmitting portion of the monitoris shown. This includes
the oscillator circuit44 and the transmitter-transducer
22, and is used toincludeaconstantamplitudemagnetic
signal to the patient. The transmitting portion has a
switching oscillator, U2, operating at 100 KHz in this
embodiment. The symmetrical square wave generated
in theoscillator U2isamplified by thepush-pullemitter
followers, Qi and Q2. Fromthe emitter follower Q2 the
signal isfed tothe transmitter-transducer22. The transmitter-transducer 22 is a series resonant circuit comprised ofLi and C6, converting the square wavesignal
from the oscillator, U2, and the amplifiers,Qi and Q2,
into a sinusoidal magnetic waveform. An inductor, Li,
ishoused in aferritematerial cup-shaped magnetic core
providing a very high "Q" circuit and a directional
antenna inducing this constant amplitude magnetic signal into the patient's body.
Referring now to FIG. 4the receiving portionofthe
monitor of the first preferred embodiment is shown.
Thereceiving portion is used to detect themodulated
signal resulting from the changing electromagnetic permeability in the body tissues. A component of the re-
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ceiving portion is the receiver-transducer 24. This is a
parallel resonant circuit comprised of L2 and C7. An
inductor, L2, is housed in a ferritematerial cup-shaped
core alsoprovides a very high "Q" circuit anda directional antenna for the receiver-transducer 24. The re- 5
ceived signal has been modulated by the changein the
electromagnetic permeability ofthe bodytissues during
the cycles of respiration and cardiac activity. The received signal is amplified by the amplifiers,U3A,U3B,
and U3C, and fed to the diode detector, D3, C14, Ru, 10
R12, and C13. At this point, the high frequency magnetic signalis extinguished, and remaining modulation
ofboth respiration and pulse are fed through thecoupling capacitor, Cli, to amplifiers U4A and U4B. The
output of amplifier U4B is fed into parallel filters for 15
separation of the signals of pulse and respiration. The
low-pass filter, L6, L7, C18, and C19, extinguishesthe
pulsesignal, and feedsthe respiration signal to schmitt
trigger, U5C, for digitizing, further processing, and
indicating. The high-pass filter, L3, LA, L5, C16, and 20
C17, extinguishesthe respiration signal, and the pulse
signal is fed into schmitt trigger, U5A, for digitizing,
further processing, and indicating.
FIG. 5 is block diagrammatic representation of the
main electronic components of the second preferred 25
embodiment ofthe present invention. Theseare identicalor substantiallyidentical with theelectronic components ofthe firstpreferred embodiments, except that in
the second preferred embodiment processing of the
signal received by the receiver transducer is electroni- 30
cally different than in the first preferred embodiment.
Thus, still with particular reference to FIG. 5, the signal
received in the receiver-transducer is amplified in the
amplifier 46(preferably in several stages)and is thereafter inputted into two separate detectors, indicated on 35
theblock-diagram of FIG. 5 as "DETECTOR1" and
"DETECTOR 2", which are, respectively, detectors
for the respiratory signal 60, and detectors forthe pulse
signal 62. The outputofeach ofthese detectors 60 and
62 is the respiratory signal and the pulse signal, respec- 40
tively.
FIG. 6 illustrates in detail a portion of the receiving
circuit and the detectorcircuitfortherespiratory signal
of the second preferred embodiment. The part of this
circuit which is illustrated on the top portion of this 45
drawing figureis identical with the corresponding part
of the circuit of the first preferred embodiment, as is
shown onthe topportionofFIG. 4. Thus, theamplified
signal (output of operational amplifiers U3A, U3B and
U3C) is split, in the sense that it is inputted into two 50
separate detectorcircuits. The detector circuit for the
respiratory signal includes thediodeD3 (also present in
the circuit shown on FIG. 4) where the oscillator frequency is extinguished. From diode D3 the signal is
passed through capacitors ClOl and C102, which actas 55
low passfilters havingacut-offofapproximately3 cps.
From this low pass filter the signal is inputted into amplifiers U4A and U4B and from thereinto schmitt trigger digital amplifier U5A. The operational amplifiers
U4A and U4B and the schmitt trigger USA are shown 60
in the lower portion of FIG. 6. The outputofschmitt
trigger USA is the respiratory signal.
FIG. 7 illustratesthe details ofthe detector 62for the
pulse cycle. The input of this detector circuit is the
output of operational amplifier U3Cshown on FIG. 6. 65
Thus, as is shown on FIG. 7, the signal proceeds
through emitter follower Q201, through diode D210,
then throughhigh pass filter whichincludes capacitor
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C202. The cut-off of the high pass filter is approximately 3 cps. From the high pass filter the signal is
inputted into active filter which includes operational
amplifier U2O1A. In the active filter there is a gain of
the pulse signal, andthe filter cutsofffrequencies above
approximately20 cps. It was found in accordance with
the present invention that the use of a filter to cut off
spuriousfrequencies above20 cps is highlydesirable to
eliminateor minimizeinterferencebythe virtually ubiquitous 60 cps household currentsignal. After the active
filter the signal is processed throughamplifiers U2O1B,
U2O1C and U2O1D. Theoutputofoperational amplifier
U2O1D is processed throughmore stages of active filtering in devices U202A and U202B.Theseactivefilters
also havea cut off frequency of approximately 20 cps,
and they serveto furthereliminate any spurious signals
whichmay haveleaked through.The outputofthe last
active filter U202B is amplified further in operational
amplifiers U202C and U202D. The signal is thereafter
digitized in schmitt triggerU5B, and the output ofthis
schmitt trigger is the pulsesignal.
Itisbelieved that a person having ordinary skill inthe
electronic arts can readily construct the monitorofthe
invention from commercially available electronic components, based on the foregoing description and the
appended drawing figures.
Several modifications of the present invention may
alsobecome readilyapparent to those skilled in the art
in light of theforegoing disclosure. One readily apparent modification is an embodiment wherein only the
cardiac cycle is monitored. Because, the magnetic
permabiityofthe limbs ofthe bodyalso varieswiththe
cardiac cycle (as noted above), a cardiac cycle monitor
can be designed in such a manner in accordance with
theprinciples ofthepresent invention that thetrasmitter and receiver of the electromagnetic signals are
mounted to the limbs (for example an arm)rather than
to thetrunk of the body. In light ofthe foregoing, the
scope of the present invention should be interpreted
solelyfromthe followingclaims, as such claims are read
in light ofthe disclosure.
What is claimed is:
1. A respiratory monitorfor a human patient, the
monitor comprising:
first transmitter means adapted to be placedin close
proximity of the body of the patient for transmitting an electromagnetic carrier signal in the directionof thepatient's body;
transducer means adapted to be placed in close proximity of the body of the patient for receiving the
electromagnetic signal transmitted by the transmitter, the transducer means being in a location such
that the electromagnetic signal of the transmitter
means is transmitted to the transducer throughthe
patient's body, the electromagnetic signal being
modulated by the varying permeability of the patient'sbody caused by the patient's respiration, an
outputofthe transducer means reflecting saidmodulated electromagnetic signal, and
signal decoding means operatively connected to the
transducer means and receiving the output of the
transducer means, for decoding the modulated
electromagnetic signaland for producing a second
signal whichisindicative ofthe varying permeability ofthe patient's bodyand is therefore indicative
ofthepatient'srespiration.
2. The monitorof claim 1 further comprising oscillator means operatively connected to the transmitter
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means for generating the electromagnetic signal transmittedby the transmitter means.
3. The monitorof claim 1 wherein the transmitter
means transmits acarrier signalofsubstantiallyconstant
5
frequency.
4. The monitorof claim 3 wherein the transmitter
means transmits a sinusoidal carrier signal of substantially constantfrequency.
5. The monitor ofclaim 3 wherein the signal decoding means include detector means operatively con- 10
nectedto the transducer means for receiving outputof
the transducermeans and for separating the substantiallyconstantfrequency ofthe carriersignal from modulationwhich is indicative of the patient's respiration,
and for generating an amplitude modulated second sig- 15
nal indicative of said respiration.
6. The monitor ofclaim 5 wherein the signal decoding means furtherincludefirstamplifier means for amplifying the signal outputted by the transducer means. 20
7. The monitorofclaim 6 wherein the signal decoding means furthercomprise second amplifier means for
amplifying the signal outputted by the detectormeans.
8. The monitorof claim 5 wherein the transducer
means comprises a parallel resonance tuned circuit.
9. The monitor of claim 1 wherein the transmitter 25
means and the transducer means are mountedon a garmentworn by the patient.
10. Themonitorofclaim 1 furthercomprising display
means for displaying a visual symbol indicative of the 30
respiration ofthepatient, thedisplay means receiving as
inputthe second signalfrom-the signal decoding means.
11. Themonitorofclaim 10 further comprising warning means for activating an alarm when the second
signal received in the warning means from the signal
decoding means indicates absence ofrespiration for the
duration of a predetermined periodoftime.
12. A respiratory and cardiac monitorfor a human
patient, the monitor comprising:
transmitter means adapted tobe placed in close proximityofthe bodyofthepatientfor transmitting an
electromagnetic carrier signal at least in the direction of the patient's body;
transducer means adapted to be placedin close proximityof the body of the patient for receiving the
electromagnetic signal transmitted bythe transmitter, the transducer means being in a location such
that the electromagnetic signal of the transmitter
means is transmitted to the transducer throughthe
patient's body, the electromagnetic signal being 50
modulated by thevaryingelectromagnetic permeability of the patient's body reflecting respiration
and cardiacactivity of the patient,the transducer
means outputting a second signal whichis indicative ofthe modulated signal received by the trans- ss
ducer means;
signal decoding means connected to the transducer
means for receiving the output of the transducer
means and for decoding the secondsignal and for
producing a third signal which is indicative ofthe 60
patient's respiration and a fourth signal which is
indicative ofthe patient's cardiac activity, and
oscillator means operatively connected to the transmitter means for generating the electromagnetic
65
signal transmitted by the transmitter means.
13. Themonitordevice ofclaim 12whereinthe transmitter means transmits a carrier signal ofsubstantially
constantfrequency.
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14. The monitorofclaim 13 wherein the transmitter
means transmits a sinusoidal carrier signal of substantially constant frequency.
15. The monitorof claim 14 whereinthe signal decodingmeans include detectormeans for receiving the
output of the transducer means and for separating the
substantially constant frequency of the carrier signal
from modulation which is indicative of the patient's
respiration and cardiac activity, and for generating the
amplitude modulated third signal indicative of said respiration and the amplitude modulated fourth signal
indicative ofsaidcardiac activity.
16. The monitoring device of claim 15 wherein the
signal decoding means further include low pass filter
means for outputting a signal having a modulation ofa
frequency lowerthan approximately3 cps, saidoutputted signal lower than approximately 3 cps frequency
being thethirdsignalindicative oftherespiration ofthe
patient,and where the signal decoding means still further include high pass filter means for outputting a
signal having a modulation of a frequency higherthan
approximately 4 cps, said outputted signal of higher
than approximately 4 cps frequency being the fourth
signal indicative ofthe cardiac activity ofthe patient.
17. The monitorofclaim 16 further comprising first
display means fordisplaying afirstvisual symbol indicative of the respiration of the patient, the first display
means receiving as inputtheoutputofthelow passfilter
means, and a second display means for displaying a
secondvisual symbol indicative of the cardiac activity
of the patient, the second display means receiving as
input the output ofthe high pass filter means.
18. The monitorof claim 15 wherein the signal decoding means further include first amplifier means for
amplifying the second signal outputted by the transducer means.
19. The monitorof claim 18 wherein the signal decoding means include filter means having a cut off of
approximately 20 cps for eliminating spurious signal
components in saidthird and fourthsignals.
20. The monitorof claim 13 wherein the transducer
means comprises a parallel resonance tuned circuit.
21. The monitor of claim 12 wherein the transmitter
means and the transducer means are mounted ona garmentto be worn by the patient.
22. The monitor of claim 21 wherein the oscillator
means and the signal decoding means are mounted in a
console which is connected to the transmitter means
and transducer means by cables.
23. A respiratory and cardiac monitorfor a human
patient, the monitorcomprising:
oscillator means poweredby a directcurrentvoltage
for generating as its outputasquare wavesignal of
substantially constant frequency;
first amplifier means for receiving the output of the
oscillator means and for generating an amplified
square wave signal as its output;
transmitter means adapted to be placed incloseproxiniity of the body of the patient for receiving the
outputofthe firstamplifier means and for generating as its outputa sinusoidalelectromagnetic signal
of substantially constant amplitude and substantially ofthe same constant frequency as the square
wavegenerated inthe oscillator means,the outputtedelectromagneticsignal ofthetransmitter means
being directedtowardsthe patient's body;
receiver-transducer means adapted to be placed in
close proximity of the body of the patient for re-
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ceiving the electromagnetic signal transmitted by
the transmitter, the receiver-transducer means
being in a location such that the electromagnetic
signalofthe transmitter means istransmitted to the
receiver-transducer throughthe patient's body, the 5
electromagnetic signal being modulated by the
varying electromagnetic permeability of the patient's body reflecting respiration and cardiac activity ofthe patient,the receiver-transducer means
outputting an amplitude modulated second signal 10
which is indicative of the signal received by the
receiver-transducer means;
second amplifier means for receiving the output of
the receiver-transducer means and forproducing as
its outputan amplified amplitude modulated signal 15
which is indicative of the signal received by the
receiver-transducer means;
detectormeans for receiving the outputofthe second
amplifier means and for extinguishing the frequency corresponding to the sinusoidalsignal gen- 20
erated by the transmitter means and for generating
as its outputan amplitude modulated signal indicative of the varying permeability of the patient's
body caused by respiration and cardiac activity;
third amplifier means for receiving the outputof the 25
detectormeans and for generating as its outputan
amplified amplitude modulated signalindicative of
the varying permeability of the patient's body
caused by respiration and cardiac activity;
low pass filter means for receiving the outputof the 30
third amplifier means and for outputting a signal
having a modulation of a frequency lower than
approximately 3 cps, said outputted signal lower
than approximately 3 cps frequency being indica35
tive of the respiration ofthe patient;
high passfilter means forreceiving the output ofthe
third amplifier means and for outputting a signal
having a modulation of a frequency higher than
approximately 4 cps, said outputted signal of
higher than approximately 4 cps frequency being 40
indicative ofthe cardiac activity ofthe patient;
firstdisplay means fordisplaying afirstvisualsymbol
indicative of the respiration ofthe patient, the first
display means receiving as input the output ofthe
low passfilter means, and
45
a seconddisplay means fordisplaying a second visual
symbol indicative of the cardiac activity of the
patient,the seconddisplaymeans receiving as input
the outputofthe high pass filter means.
24. The monitor of claim 23 wherein the firstampli- 50
fiermeans comprise a push-pullemitter follower amplifier.

25. The monitor of claim 24 wherein the receivertransducer means comprise a parallel resonance timed
circuit.
55
26. The monitor of claim 23 furthercomprising analog to digital convertermeans for converting into respective digital signalstherespective outputs ofthelow
passand of the high pass filter means.
27. The monitorof claim 23 where the transmitter 60
means and the receiver-transducer means are mounted
on a garment to be worn by thepatient.
28. A method for monitoring the respiration of a
human, the method comprising:
transmitting from a source disposed in close proxini- 65
ity to thehuman's bodyan electromagneticcarrier
signal having a carrier frequency, in the direction
ofthehuman's body;
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receiving the signal in areceiver-transducer disposed
in close proximity to thehuman's body, the signal
being modulated by varying electromagnetic permeabilityofthe bodywhichis affected by respiration and cardiac activity of the human;
demodulating the signal received in the receiver to
separatethe carrierfrequency and to outputa modulated signal indicative ofthe respiration and cardiac activity ofthe human, and
displaying an audio-visual signal derived from said
modulated signal and indicative of the respiration
of the human.
29. Themethod ofclaim 28 wherein the stepoftransmitting comprises a step of transmitting a sinusoidal
carriersignal ofsubstantially constant frequency.
30. The method of claim 28 further comprising the
steps of separating the modulated signal into componentsindicative of the respiration and cardiac activity
of the human, and displaying a second audio-visual
signal derived from the component of the modulated
signal whichis indicative of the respiration of the human.
31. A cardiac monitorfor a human patient,the monitor comprising:
first transmitter means placed in close proximity of
thebodyofthepatient for transmitting an electromagnetic carrier signal in the directionof the patient'sbody;
transducer means adapted to be placed in close proximity of the body of the patient for receiving the
electromagnetic signal transmitted by the transmitter,the transducer means being in a location such
that the electromagnetic signal of the transmitter
means is transmitted to the transducer throughthe
patient's body, the electromagnetic signal being
modulated by the varying permeability of the patient'sbody caused by the patient's cardiac cycle,
an output of the transducer means reflecting said
modulated electromagnetic signal, and
signal decoding means operatively connected to the
transducer means and receiving the output of the
transducer means, for decoding the modulated
electromagnetic signal and for producing a second
signalwhichis indicative ofthevaryingpermeability ofthe patient's bodyand is thereforeindicative
of the patient's cardiac cycle.
32. Themonitorofclaim 31 furthercomprising oscillator means operatively connected to the transmitter
means for generating the electromagnetic signal transmitted by the transmitter means.
33. The monitorof claim 31 wherein the transmitter
means transmits a carrier signalofsubstantiallyconstant
frequency.
34. The monitorof claim 33 wherein the transmitter
means transmits a sinusoidal carrier signal of substantially constant frequency.
35. The monitorof claim 33 wherein the signal decoding means include detector means operatively connected to the transducer means for receiving outputof
the transducer means and for separating the substantially constant frequencyofthe carrier signalfrommodulationwhichisindicative ofthepatient's cardiac cycle,
and for generating an amplitude modulated secondsignal indicative of said cardiac cycle.
36. The monitorof claim 35 wherein the signal decoding means furtherinclude first amplifier means for
amplifying the signal outputted by the transducer
means.
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means and the transducer means are adapted to be
mounted to a limb of the patient.
means
further
second
means
coding
comprise
amplifier
40. The monitorof claim 31 further comprising disfor amplifying the signal outputted by the detector
means for displaying a visual symbol indicative of
play
means.
5 the cardiac cycle ofthe patient, the display means re38. The monitorofclaim 35 wherein the transducer
ceivmg as input the second signal from the signal demeans comprises a parallel resonance tuned circuit.
coding means.
* * * * *
39. The monitor of claim 31 wherein the transmitter
37. The monitor of claim 36 wherein

the signal de-
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testing. Aftertesting, the mouthpiece is disposed ofand
because of reduced zonesofthickness, the mouthpiece
is easily collapsed to its flat state by the weight ofother
waste to minimizedisposal space.
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Such pressure also easily collapses the mouthpiece on
SPIROMETERMOUTHPIECE
disposal. Utilizing the invention, a collapsible spirometer mouthpiece is provided which has sufficient
TECHNICALFIELD
strength for testing but is easily collapsiblefor minimiz5
ing
storage and disposal requirements.
This invention relates to a tube used as a disposable

spirometer mouthpiece and more particularly to a collapsible spirometer tube for improved storage efficiency.
BACKGROUND
10
is
a
device
used
to
an
indication
Aspirometer
provide
of lung capacity by measuring a complete exhaled
breath. Typically, the spirometer has a mouthpiece
connected viaahose tomeans to measure thevolume of
exhaled air. The person places his mouth over the
mouthpiece and exhales through the hose to obtain a
lung capacity measurement.
Typically, the mouthpiece is a separate disposable
tube, commonlymade of cardboard. The tubeis fairly
rigidto prevent collapseduring testing and also to assist 20
in obtaining a proper seal whenmated with a socket in
the spirometer hose. In U.S. Pat. No. 3,749,087, a disposable mouthpiece is shown which has a cylindrical
construction and has an enlarged portion insertable into
an interface chamber and a reduced diameter portion 25
usable as a mouthpiece. The mouthpiece is specialized
in that it is manufactured with an integral container
whichacts as abladder to acceptabreath and displace
air in a spirometer chamber to obtain the lung capacity
measurement.Such mouthpiece is costly to produce, 30
and is quite bulky to store.Additionally, since the tube
is fairly rigid, it consumes substantialspace on disposal.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is an object ofthe present invention to provide a 35
spirometer mouthpiece which is sturdy for testing but is
collapsibleinto aflat form when stored prior to use and

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a spirometer mouthpieceofthe present invention.
FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view of the spirometer
mouthpiece of FIG. 1 taken along line 2—2 of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 isaperspective view oftheinventive spirometer tubelocated in a package.
FIG. 4 is a cross sectionalview taken along line 4—4
of FIG. 3.
DETAILEDDESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

Referring to FIG. 1, a spirometermouthpiece 1 has a
cylindrical body2 with an outer surface 3 and an inner
surface 4. Thebody has a wallthickness definedby the
distance between the inner and outer surfaces. The
body 2 has a first end 5 which fits within a mating
socket 6 in a spirometerhose 7, shown partially in FIG.
1. The spirometer hose is connected to a spirometer
apparatus, not shown. Of course, any conventional
spirometer apparatus may be used with the present
invention. Also, asimple socket fitisshown for illustrative purposes. Additionally, other structures such as
enlarged or narrowed portions ora keyed end structure
may be incorporated into the mating end to adapt to
various spirometerdevices directly orto hoses,without
varying from the invention.
Preferably, the first end 5 fits snugly within the
socket to providean airtight fit. Sucha fit is necessary
to assure that all air passing through the tubeentersthe
spirometer apparatus and is not discharged through
when disposed.
It is a further objectto provide a spirometer mouth- leaks in theseal. When a socket fitisutilized, it is advanto assure that there is sufficient overlap bepiecewhichis easily packaged in flat form for assuring 40 tageous
tween
the
socket and first end to provide an interfersterility.
It is yet another object to provide a spirometer ence fit for retaining the mouthpiece in a cylindrical
shape substantially across its length.
mouthpiece which is easy to manufacture at low cost.
The cylindrical body 2 has a mouthpiece end 8,
These and other objects of the present invention are
achieved by providing a disposable spirometer mouth- 45 through which a person would exhale into the spirometer apparatus. It is not essential that the end retain a
piece for directing air into a lung capacity measuring
completely cylindricalshape, as somecontouring to the
apparatus, the mouthpiece comprising an elongated
natural shape of a persons' mouth is advantageous in
a
of
zones
cylinder having pair longitudinallyextending
of reduced thickness, the zones being approximately utilizing the mouthpiece without causing discomfort
180° apart. A first end ofthe mouthpiece is adapted for 50 and for assuring a tight seal. However, complete colattachment with a mating receptacle in a spirometer
lapse ofthe mouthpieceend should beavoided and thus
theend should havesufficientstrength to prevent such
hose. A second end is adapted for use as the mouthcollapse during testing.
piece. The zonesofreducedthickness,disposedat about
180° apart, allows the cylinder to collapse into a flat
Preferably, the spirometertubeis formed of a plastic
form in response to light pressure which reduces the 55 material such as polyethylene, polypropylene, nylon,
polyvinylchloride or another suitable plastic. A cardstorage and disposalvolume ofthe spirometer mouthboardor fiberboard typematerialmayalsobeused with
piece. Preferably, the zones comprise a pair ofgrooves
thepresent invention, though the resilience properties
formed in the side wall of the cylinder, each groove
ofthese materialsmake them somewhat lesssatisfactory
being at a depth of up to 80% of the wall thickness.
is
vacuum
60
thanamouthpiece made ofa resilientplastic. However,
each
tube
Preferably,
spirometer
individually
non-resilient materials maybe deformed by hand prespacked in a flat sterilizable shrink wrap package. This
sure to provideatubeshape which is maintainedby the
allows a plurality of spirometer tubes to be stored in a
flat form without consumingsubstantial storage space. spirometer socket. Some composite materials such as a
Whenused, the vacuum seal is broken, the container is
fiberboard/plastic hybrid material may also be used
open and the tube, preferably producedof a resilient 65 with the present invention.
The cylindrical body 2 has a pair of longitudinal
material, hassufficientresilientlytospring into itscylindricaltesting form. Lightpressure maybeapplied tothe
grooves9 and 10 whichare located at approximately
tube to assure a snug fit in the hose receiving socket.
180° apart. These grooves extend along substantiallythe
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entirelengthofthe interior surface ofthe tube. Preferably, the grooves extend into the wall thickness of the
cylindrical body from 10—80% and preferably from
30—65%. Such an extension into the wallthickness assures that the spirometer mouthpiece may collapse into 5
flat form across these weakening structures i.e., the
grooves in the side wall, such that the spirometer
mouthpiece maybe packaged in flat form.
Referring toFIG. 2, a cross sectional view ofthetube
of FIG. 1. is shown with the groovesentering approxi- 10
mately 50% of the wall thickness.For example, a spirometer tube having an outer diameter of approximately 1" and an inner diameter of approximately
has a wallthickness ofi". Thegrooves 9 and 10 havea
hemispherical shape and at a center axis of the hemi- 15
spherical grooves, the depth is about i". Eachgroove
has a width at the inner tube surface of about 3/16".
Whilesuch hemisphericalgrooves areshown, it will be
understood that square or triangular grooves could
additionally be used and the shape of the grooves is 20
unimportant so long as a pair of weakening zones are
createdon opposite sides ofthe mouthpiece,preferably
at 180° to each other, such that the mouthpieceis collapsible into a flat form.
Utilizing the inventive spirometer mouthpiece, mdi- 25
vidual packaging in flat form is facilitated.
Referring to FIG. 3, a spirometer mouthpiece 11,
havinga pairofgrooves 12 and 13 is shrinkwrapped by
film sheet 14, onto a cardboard backing 15, with the
shrink wrapping overcoming the resilience,if any, of 30
the mouthpiece, causing the mouthpiece to collapse
along the weakening zoneson opposite sidesofthe side
wallsuch that the mouthpiece is presented in flat form.
Suchpackaging allows a plurality ofindividuallypackagedmouthpieces to be placed in a box with minimum 35
open space.Additionally, after disposal,themouthpiece
is easily compressed during disposalby the weight of
other wasteinto its flat form to minimizethe volume it
occupies during disposal.
Referring to FIG. 4, the packaged mouthpiece is 40
shown in cross section. When the spirometer tube11 is
compressed, the groovesbeing weakening structures
adaptby relieving the compressive force and allowing
the tubeto collapse into a pair ofsubstantially parallel
walls, 16and 17. On releasefrom the package, the resil- 45
ience, ifany, ofthe mouthpiece returns it to its substantially cylindrical form for use. Ifanon-resilientmaterial
is used, light hand pressure easily deforms the mouthpieceinto the shape of a tube.
Utilizing theinventive spirometermouthpiecesimpli- 50
fies packaging for efficient storage utilization, at the
same time allowing for individual sterilization of the
mouthpieces prior to packaging. Manufacturing at low
costis easily undertaken as asimple cylinder can havea
pair of groovesformed during tube molding or extru- 55
sion or by machining after tube manufacturing.These
aresimple low cost operations.
While preferred embodimentsof the present invention have been shown and described, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes 60
and modificationscould be made withoutvarying from
the scope ofthepresent invention.
I claim:
1. A disposable spirometer mouthpiece for directing
air into a lung capacity measuring apparatus compris- 65
ing:
a tubular member having a longitudinal axis and a
cylindrical wall, the tubular member having an

a
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outersurfaceand an inner surface, the cylindrical
wall having a wall thickness defined by the distance between the inner and outer surfaces, said
cylindrical wall having first and second longitudinal zones of reduced thickness,
said first and second zones being substantially 180°
apart such that the tubular member is collapsible
alongthe first and second zonesto reducethe tubular memberto a flat state, the tubular memberhaving a first end adapted for mating with the lung
capacity measuringapparatus, in anairtight fit, and
a second end adapted for use as a mouthpiece, the
cylindrical wall having sufficientstrength to prevent collapse of the tubular member as air is directedtherethrough into the lungcapacity measuring apparatus,wherein the tubular member is composed ofa plastic material from the group consisting ofpolyethylene,polypropylene,polyvinylchloride and nylon.
2. The disposable spirometer mouthpiece of claim 1
wherein the first and second longitudinal zones havea
reduced thickness offrom 20 to 80% of the wallthickness.

3. The disposable spirometer mouthpiece of claim 1
wherein the first and second longitudinal zones are
about 50% ofthe thicknessofthe cylindricalwallthickness.

4. A disposablespirometer mouthpiece for directing
air into a lung capacity measuring apparatus comprising:

a tubular member having a longitudinal axis and a

cylindrical wall, the tubular member having an
outer surface and an inner surface, the cylindrical
wall having an outer surface and an inner surface,
thecylindricalwallhaving a wallthicknessdefined
by the distance between the inner and outer surfaces, said cylindrical wallhaving firstand second
longitudinalzones ofreduced thickness,
said first and second zones being substantially 180°
apart such that the tubular member is collapsible
along the firstand second zonesto reducethe tubular memberto a flat state, the tubular memberhaving first end adapted for mating with the lung
capacity measuringapparatus, in anairtight fit, and
a second end adapted for use as a mouthpiece, the
cylindrical wall having sufficientstrength to prevent collapse of the tubular member as air is directed therethrough into thelung capacity measuring apparatus, wherein the tubular member is composed of a material from the group consisting of
fiberboard, cardboard and fiberboard/plastic hydrids.
5. A packaged disposablespirometermouthpiece for
directing air into a lung capacity measuring apparatus
comprising:
a tubular member having a longitudinal axis and a
cylindrical wall, the tubular member having an
outer surface and an inner surface, the cylindrical
wall having a wall thickness defined by the distance between the inner and outer surfaces, said
cylindrical wall having first and second longitudinal zones ofreducedthickness,
said first and second zones being substantially 180°
apart such that the tubular member is collapsible
along thefirstand second zonesto reducethe tubular memberto a flat state, the tubular member having a first end adapted for mating with the lung
capacity measuring apparatus,inanairtight fit, and

a
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a second end adapted for use as a mouthpiece, the
mouthpiece with sufficient compressive force for
cylindrical wall having sufficient strength to prestorage of the tubular member in a flat form,
vent collapse of the tubular member as air is diwherein the packaging means comprise a film disrectedtherethrough into the lung capacity measurposed over the tubular member and a backing
member against whichthe tubular member is coming apparatus, wherein the tubular memberis corn- 5
posed of a plastic material, and,
pressed.
* * * * *
packaging means for individually packaging the
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VASCULARENTOPTOSCOPE
Research relating to the development of the present
invention was supported in part by grants from the 5
United States Department of Health and Human Services (NIH EY08005 and EY07638). The United States
government may have corresponding rights to the license and use ofany resulting patent.
This is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Ser. No. 10
07/518,065filed May 2, 1990.

GENERAL
The present application relates to a psychophysical
method and apparatus for entoptically evaluating and 15
mapping the human macala area vasculature with respect to the retinal point of fixation (RPF), as well as
low-cost, simpler devices (i.e., no automatic hard copy
provided) for self-visualizationof the retinal vasculatare or abnormalities thereof. Both mapping and sim- 20
plerinstrumentsincorporate similarprinciplesandtechniquesas describedhereintooptimizethe visualpercept
oftheretinalvasculature and vascular abnormalities.In
all embodiments of the Vascular Entoptoscope, light
from a short wavelength source enters the eye through 25
a small aperture, moving along a regular or irregular
path at an optimized velocity. The essential difference
between mapping and simpler instruments lies in the

requirement to establishand monitor precise eye-instrumentalignment and data display for accurate location 30
ofthe RPF macular area retinal vascular defects.
MEDICALAPPLICATIONS
Knowing the precise location ofthe RPF is essential
in modern ophthalmic surgery becausetheRPF canbe
inadvertently damaged during photocoagulation, resulting in marked vision loss. Unfortunately, the RPF is
not visibleon direct examinationofthe eye; its location
must be determined subjectively and then related to
observable landmarks.The present invention uses wellknown techniques of entoptic visualization in a novel
way to accomplish this goal.
A therapeutic trend in Ophthalmology is to
photocoagulate (treatby burning) retinal abnormalities
closerand closer to the retinal point offixation (RPF).
However, since treatment totheRPF canblind theeye,
protocols advocate avoiding direct treatment to the
RPF ifat all possible.Since an examinercannot visualize the exactlocation of the RPF, protocols advocate
using the centerofthe fovealavascular zone (FAZ)as 50
a guiding landmark for RPF localization.That is, treatment should avoid the center of the FAZ on the assumption that the RPF is located at the center of the
FAZ. Recent evidence using a mapping version of the
Vascular Entoptoscope revealed that the RPF is not 55
always centered within the FAZ (in fact not all eyes
even havea FAZ).As result, photocoagulation treatmentin the foveal area mayactually be causing blindnessby burning the RPF unintentionally in about 20%
ofthecaseswhere foveal area photocoagulation is the 60
treatment of choice. This specific application of the
Vascular Entoptoscope is discussedin detail in the section labelled "Alternative Methods and PriorArt" on
page 10.
An important use for both precise mapping and sim- 65
plerversionsofthe present inventionwill beinmonitoring and treatment of diabetic retinopathy. Diabetes is
the leading cause of blindness among working-age
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Americans, causing 8,000 new cases of blindness and
65,000new cases of proliferative eye diseaseeach year.
In 50% to 84% ofthecases, laser photocoagulation can
prevent (or markedly reduce) adverse consequencesof
theproliferative stage ofdiabetic retinopathy. Receiving proper and timely treatment not only saves vision
but reduces the socio-economiccost ofdiabetes-related
visual impairment,currently estimated at $75 billion per
year.
How is the Vascular Entoptoscope useful in the context ofthediabetic? Current recommendationsformedical care ofdiabetics include routine eye exams every 6
months to monitor the state of retinal vascular disease;
however, many diabetics do not comply. Ifpatients do
not actually experience adverse effects (generally a
visual acuity loss), many will assume nothingis wrong
and conclude that a routine eye exam is a waste oftime
and money; this attitude can and often does lead to
blindness. By the time a patient notices vision loss, significant damage has usually already occurred. Further,
evenforpatients receiving regular care,the diseasemay
progress undetected between appointments. Regular
retinal examinationsusing the Vascular Entoptoscope,
however, could alleviate these problems by allowing
both convenient self-examination and more accurate
and timely laserphotocoagulation.
Why are regular exams so important and diagnostically significantfor the diabetic patient and why is the
Vascular Entoptoscope significantimprovement over
current techniques? Regular eye exams are routinely
performed because diabetesis a vascular diseaseand eye
care specialists can monitor the vascular disease by
directlyobserving theeye'svascular supply. In noother
part ofthe body are working vessels so easily viewed
without invasive procedures. The Vascular Entoptoscope will allow patients to monitorhis or her own
vessels down to the smallest
capillaries as often as
they like. These capillaries are about the size ofthe
smallestvesselsan eye carespecialist can see by looking
into the eye with an ophthalmoscope. Yet they are
easily observed with the simpler embodiments of the
present invention; sophisticated eye alignment systems
arenotrequired. Inexpensive(simpler)Vascular Entoptoscopes can thus be used in screening clinics or as
take-home units, detecting the presence or absence of
retinalvascular abnormalities (includingchanges in the
size of the foveal avascular zone), which can then be
evaluated more completely by a professionalfollow-up
exam. If an abnormality is detected, the patient can
approximately locate the vascular abnormality and direct theexaminer'sattention to that area.Iftreatment is
warranted, the mappingVascular Entoptoscope may be
used to ensuremaximumprotection isgiven to theRPF.
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MUSEUM APPLICATION
While our laboratory work at firstfocused on medical applications, the firstpotential buyerofa Vascular
Entoptoscope was a museum. It was believed that seeing one'sownsmallest capillariesina noninvasive fashion would be an excellent hands-on display that museum patrons would enjoy. In view of this, simpler
versions of the device were designed as suitable for a
museum environment (e.g., they do not contain sophisticatedalignment and mapping systems). Sucha device
operates on the identical fundamentaldesign principles
ofthe more sophisticatedVascular Entoptoscope originally built.
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NOVELTY APPLICATION
In developing the medical and museumapplications
as well as working with museumstaffin developing the
display, it became clear that if an inexpensivesimple, 5
hand-held, take-home device could be developed, it
would not only have a significant medical market but
would also have significant appeal as a novelty item.
Therefore, we have attempted to reduce the physical
embodimentofthe fundamentaldesignprinciples ofthe 10
original vascular entoptoscope to simpler hand-held,
low cost, take-home devices suitable for personal use
and novelty markets.
DATA ON NORMAL PATIENTS
15
TheVascular Entoptoscope subsystemhasbeen used
to test normal and diabeticeyes. All subjects easily saw
thePurkinjeimage oftheirretinalcapifiaries.Tenofthe
14 normal subjects tested to date graphed details ofthe
shadow oftheir FAZ in both eyes, and 2 (due to per- 20
sonal timeconstraints),inonly one eye. Anothersubject
observed a traditional FAZin oneeye, butsaw capillaries running through what should have beenthe FAZin
the other; and one subject saw capillaries running
through the fixation point in both eyes. FIG. 19 (a.-d) 25
depicts a sample of the variety of FAZ tracings obtained. FIG. 19a displays the tracing of one of only 3
eyes with a retinal point of fixation located in the geographic center ofthe FAZ as classicallydescribed anatomically.FIG. 19b displaysatracingfrom aneye with 30
the retinal point of fixation located a typical distance
from the geographic center ofthe FAZ, whereas FIG.
19c displaysthe tracing ofthe subject with the largest
distance(l89)between the retinal point offixationand
the geographic centerof the FAZ. FIG. 19d displays 35
the tracing of one of 3 eyes with vessels in the retinal
area more commonly occupied by the FAZ. Even by
casual observation, it becomes clear that the FAZ
boundaries are not always concentric with the fixation
40
point (FIGS. 19b and 19c).
All 23 eyes with FAZs had retinal fixation points
located within the FAZ. However, only three eyes
from threedifferent subjects had their retinalpoints of
fixation located at the geographic center of the FAZ.
Vectors defining the distancefromthe geographic cen- 45
ter of the FAZ to the subject's fixation point and the
direction of deviation (with 00 being horizontal to the
right) were determined for each FAZ tracing. These
distances werethen converted to retinal distances using
theGullstrand reduced model eye with a nodal-pointto 50
retinadistance of 16.67 mm after compensating for the
optical magnification factor of the Maxwellian view
optical system and the gainofthe X-Y plotter. FIG. 20
shows use of polar coordinate systemto illustrate the
location of the retinalpoint of fixation relative to geo- 55
graphic center of the FAZ for each eye tested. Note
that while the data as a wholetendsto cluster nearthe
origin (i.e., the retinal point used for fixation tended to
be nearerthecenterofthe FAZasopposed to theedge
of the FAZ) the distribution of directions of deviation 60
appear random. The largest deviation of the retinal
point offixationfrom thegeographic center ofthe FAZ
was l89p. The average deviation from the geographic
centeracrossall subjects is 66.5O. There was no tendencyfor theeccentricity ofthe retinal point offixation 65
to increase with increasing FAZ diameter.
This data indicate that the retinal point of fixation
deviates from the geographic center of the FAZ by

a
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about 65JL (SD±50.i) with a range of0 to l90. These
fmdings suggest that laser burns centered on retinal
points less than300p. from thegeographic center ofthe
FAZ run a significantly higher risk than intended of
falling directly on or nearerto the retinalpoint offixation. Further, the risk ofburning the point offixation
can markedly increase asburns are placed closerto the
geographic center ofthe FAZ. The implicationsofthis
finding areprofound and findsupport in currentliterature.
To illustrate, assume that, as in recent clinical trials,
retinal lesions up to 200i from the FAZ center are
treated with burns which overlap the lesion by up to
100+. Further, thedata presented herein form a representative sample ofthe population for the location of
the retinal point of fixation with respect to the geographic centerofthe FAZ(datapoints, FIG. 20). With
these assumptions, 6 of 24 eyes (25%) have retinal
points of fixation which are potentially vulnerable to
being burned (FIG. 21, lightlyshaded area). However,
since photocoagulation treatment isgenerally limited to
or slightly overlaps the area of frank pathology (e.g.,
neovascular membrane,histo-spot,etc.), itis likely that
a seriesofburns will be placed onlywithinthesectorof
the macularareacontainingthe siteofthelesion (FIG.
21, darkly shadedcircles schematicallyshowboth a200
and l00t burn). Under these criteria and if the treatment sector of the macular area is limited to 900, it is
likely that for any one particular series ofburns, one or
two eyes out ofour sample of24(4to 8%) would have
their retinal point offixationadversely affectedbyphotocoagulation therapy.
The obvious question arisesas to whatpercentage of
treatment failures (loss of 6 lines of visual acuity or
moreat firstfollow-up)can be accounted for by variations inthe location ofthe point offixationwithrespect
to thegeographic centeroftheFAZ. While this question cannotbe definitivelyanswered with the data collected to date, it is interesting to note that with argon
laser treatment it has been reported that 9% of eyes
treated for neovascular maculopathy (13), 9% of the
eyestreatedfor macular area ocularhistoplasmosis(14),
and 10% of those eyes treated for macular area idiopathic neovascularization(15), lost 6 or more lines of
visual acuity at first follow-up despite "successful"
treatment ofthe pathology. Further,this order ofmagnitude of initial follow-up failure is notunique to argon
treatment.
Studiesusing kryptonlasertherapy forhistoplasmosis
have reported a similar percentage of patients (8%)
with a 6 line loss in visual acuity at firstfollow-up (16).
The argument is furtherfueled by the fact that the best
predictor ofvisualacuityloss despite adequate therapy
is treatment proximity to the center of the FAZ (17).
That is, when analysis is limited to eyes with lesions
within 375j of the FAZ center, between 8 and 33% of
theeyes successfullytreatedlost 6 lines ormore at first
follow-up depending onthe particular study. While this
could be accounted for by assumingthe lesions within
aremore likely to affect the retinal point of fixa375the
tion, data presented hereinsuggest another possibility. Given the uncertainties of thermal spread, dose
specification, actual spot size in the plane of the retina,
variation in pigment absorption and accuracyof bum
placement with respect to desired location,the speculative estimateof4 to 8% mayindeed beanunderestimate
ofthenumber of retinal fixationpoints at risk. Simply
ofuncertainty would raisethenumber
allowing for
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ofretinal fixation points at risk from 4 to 8%up to 16to
20%. To the extent this analysis is correct, it suggests

that therapeutic failuresatfirstvisit foreyes withretinal
lesions between 200 and 375 could be reduced by as
much as 20% by using theactualretinalpointoffixation 5
as a reference as opposed to the geographic center of
the FAZ.
In summary,thenormal patient data collected using
the Vascular Entoptoscope of the present invention
indicate the retinal point of fixation is not always cen- 10
tered within the FAZ. Further, the deviations of the
retinal point offixationfrom the centerofthe FAZ can
be large enough to jeopardize theretinalpoint of fixation during foveal area laserphotocoagulation therapy
which avoids the center of the FAZ as opposed to 15
locating and avoiding the retinal point offixation.
ALTERNATIVEMETHODS AND PRIORART
Techniques to study the retinal vasculature can be
classifiedinto 3 categories: anatomic, angiographic,and 20
psychophysical. Anatomic studies in human and other
primates include whole mountand flat mount following
trypsin digestion,andinjection with India ink, neoprene
latex and derivatives of methacrylic esters. While anatomicstudiesoftenprovideeloquent detail ofthe vascu- 25
laturesurrounding thefovealarea, they do notallow in
vivo monitoring ofchanges in the vasculature and may
be misleading.Forexample, latex injection underpressure may open anatomic connections which are not
30
operative undernormal physiologic conditions.
Fluorescein angiography, ontheother hand, isgenerally accepted as the standard procedure for in vivo
studyofthe human retinal vasculature,butit is invasive
and not generally repeated dailyor even weekly. Furthermore, to obtain the capillary detail necessary to 35
studythe FAZ and the vasculature near the fovea requires clear optical media and skilled photographic
personnel. And even if photographic conditions are
ideal, theangiographic detail ofthe foveal areavasculature may be variable in quality, depending on the den- 40
sity of the macular pigment and variations in normal
fundus pigmentation.
Nevertheless, fluorescein angiography as well as angiography with other dyes have beenused extensively
to study the retinal vasculature and FAZ in both 45
healthy and diseased eyes in vivo. Laatikainen and
Larinkari (1) reportedFAZ diameters around 0.57 mm
for 167 eyes of158 healthy patients (mean=0.572, range
0.23 mm to 0.83 mm). Bresmek et al. (2), in a studyof
theFAZ in diabetics,reportedFAZ diametersbetween 50
0.58 and 1.00 mm with a meanof0.73 mm for the normal control group (non-diabetic).Togetherthese findings are consistentwiththeanatomic findingsofBligard
et al. (3) wherepost-mortemhuman eye FAZdiameters
were reported to range from 0.12 to 1.2 mm (mean 0.65 55
mm)using trypsin-digest.In diseasedeyes, the FAZ has
beenreportedtobe smallerthannormal inpatients with
cicatricial retinopathy of prematurity and larger than
normal in vascular occlusive diseases such as diabetes,
sickle cell retinopathy, talc embolic retinopathy and 60
retinal branch vein occlusion. Taken together, all of
these data provide a basis for comparison with retinal
maps madepossible by the psychophysical techniques
of the present invention. Psychophysical procedures,
however, can provide data unobtainablewith angiogra- 65
phy.

For example, evenin thepresence ofcloudy ocular
media, viewing a bright uniform blue field (430 nm)
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allows the entoptic visualizationof leucocytes ("flying
corpuscles") in the retinal capillaries surrounding the
foveal area. Careful observation of the phenomenon
reveals an area apparently centered on the RPF where
noleucocytes are seen, presumablytheFAZ. Yap etal.
capitalized on this phenomenon to measure,in one eye
of22 normal subjects,FAZdiametersranging between
1.92 and 2.86 degrees (0.59 to 0.83 mm on the retina
assuming a secondary nodal point-to-retinadistance of
16.67 mm). Earlier estimates using the same entoptic
phenomena found the diameter of the FAZ to be approximately 1.5 degrees as measured in object space or
0.44 mm on the retina (Weale (4) quoted by Dartnall
and Thomson (5)). But, while entoptic visualization of
leucocytes provides a non-invasive method for making
inferences about the FAZ and the vasculature of the
foveal area, it does not provide a view of the retinal
vessels themselves.
Direct entoptic visualization of the retinal vasculature can be achieved byallowing light to enterthe eye
from unusual or constantly varying angles. This effect,
firstnoted by Purkinje in 1819 (6), is strikingly distinct
and often spontaneously reported by patients during
routineophthalmoscopy.BirdandWeals (7),using both
fluorescein angiography and entoptic visualization of
the retinal vasculature by scleral trans-illumination,
noted that not all normal individuals with excellent
visual acuity have FAZs which are truly avascular.
They point out that unless extreme care is takenduring
theentire photographic process, vascular details within
thePAZ maynot be imaged (or seen) with fluorescein
angiography but are visible entoptically.Thesefindings
corroboratethe earlier fluorescein angiographic work
ofYeung et al. (8) and emphasizethepotential sensitivity of entoptic viewing of the central retinal vasculature.
Clinically, entoptic visualizationhas long been used
to help evaluate the functional statusofthe retina behind obstructed media. More recently it has beenused
as aguide to train eccentric fixators to improve fixation,
and to study the normal variation in the size and shape
of the FAZ. To the best of the present inventors'
knowledge, only one studyhas used entoptic visualization to monitor an active disease state. Kiuxen and
Wilden (9) taught 136 insulin-dependentdiabetics how
to observe their retinal vasculature entoptically. In
patients with 1—S microaneurysms,as revealed by fluorescein angiography, 55% could entoptically detect
their ownpathology. Inpatients with 6—20microaneurysms the percentage increasedto 77%. In patients with
greater than 20 microaneurysms with severe background and proliferative retinopathy, 90% could reliablydetecttheir ownpathology and many could documentthe appearance ofnew and disappearance of old
microaneurysmsover time.
While entoptic visualizationoftheretinal vasculature
is impressive in its apparent detail, capturing this detail
in a quantifiablemanneris difficult.First,entoptic visualization is subjective by nature. Second, foveation of
the varietyofintricaciesofthe vascular detail is impossible because the entoptic image remains fixed with
respect to the retina (i.e., the location of the retinal
vasculature is fixed with respect tothe photoreceptors;
therefore, eye movements cannotfoveate the vessel of
interest). Togethertheseeffects havelimited the usefulness ofthis phenomenon. To minimizethese problems,
the present invention optimizesthe visualperceptofthe
retinal vasculature by carefully selecting stimulus pa-
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rameters. One way to present these optimized stimulus

parameters is touse theoptical principles ofMaxwellian
view. The use ofMaxwellian view for entoptic visualization ofthe retinal vasculature was firstalluded to by
Helmholtz (10) in his Treatise on Physiological Optics 5
where, in discussingentoptic visualizationofthe retinal
vasculature, he said:
The.. vascular figuremaybe seen also by looking
througha compound microscopewithnothing uponthe
stage,the background being the uniformlybrightcircu- 10
lar aperture ofthediaphragm. Whenthe eye moves to
and fro a little at the ocular, the slender retinal blood
vessels appear sharply delineated in the field, particularlythoserunning atrightangles to the direction ofthe
motion, whereas the othersvanish that are parallel to 15
this direction.
Helmholtz goes on topointout theimportance ofthe
size of the Maxwellianview exit pupil on shadow for-

.

mationby stating:
If the pupil is perfectlyfree, and the eye is turned 20
towards the bright sky, every point of the pupillary
plane may be considered as a source of light sending
rays in all directions to the fundus ofthe eye, just as if
the pupil itselfwere a luminous surface. The result is
that the blood vessels of the retinaproject broadhazy 25
shadows on the parts ofthe retinaimmediatelybehind
them,the length ofthe umbra being only about four or
five times the diameter ofthe bloodvessel. . . Hence it
maybe assumedthat the umbra ofthe vascular shadow
does not reachthe posterior surface ofthe retinaat all. 30
But when the light enters the eye through a narrow
aperture in front ofthe pupil, the shadow of the blood
vessel is necessarilysmaller and more sharply defmed,
and since the umbra is longer, parts ofthe retina that
were formerly partially shaded are now completely 35
shaded, while otheradjacentparts are not shaded at all.
Thus,

the principles of entoptic visualization have

been described, but prior to the present invention, no
device had been built or proposed to optimize the patient'sview oftheretinalvessel patternsurrounding the 40
RPF to detect retinal vascular defects and precisely
locate the RPF in relationto the macular area retinal
vasculature. The needfor this information,however, is
substantialand growing.
Forexample, as discussed above such data would be 45
particularly useful for eye surgeons who, during photocoagulation therapy, focus high power laserbeams on
theretinaby using theretinal vessels as landmarks.It is
most important for the surgeon to avoid burning the
retinal point of fixation (to avoid vision loss), but that 50
point is subjectively determined by the patient in all
cases and cannot reliably beassumedto lie atthe center
oftheFAZor the anatomicalfovea. Thus,thepresent
invention fills an important needandprovides a signifi-

cantsafety factor fortheincreasing number ofpatients 55
who could benefit from foveal area photocoagulation
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foveola, whichcontains the highest density of cones in
the retina (147,000 cones per square mm). The retinal
capillariesof the area of the fovea typically form concentrically arranged channels ending in a capillary loop
approximately0.5 mm across which outlines a capillary-free zone, the FAZ. The lateral displacement of
inner retinal structures, including the retinal vasculatare, presumably exists to leave an unobstructed light
pathtothesite ofphototransduction,therebyenhancing
image quality.
In a normal observer, visual performance is maximized at the subject's point of fixation. Thatis, when
askedto fixatea point in space, normal observers move
their eyes suchthat thepoint ofinterest is imaged onthe
retinal region providing the highest resolution. The
connection between fixation and optimal resolution,
together with the histological specializationof the retina, suggestthat a normal individual will move the eye
to placetheimage oftheRPFonthefoveola. Thusthe
RPF and the foveola are commonly assumed to be
coincident and reasonably centered in the FAZ. But,
experimentaluse of the present invention has brought
this assumption into sharp question for a significant
minority of patients. Using the methods and apparatus
taught herein, these patients maybe identifiedand their
treatment appropriatelymodified tomaximizepreservationofvision.The guideposts in this process are vascular shadows subjectively perceived by the patient and
their relationshipto the RPF.
Since the retinal vasculature lies anterior to the photoreceptors, shadows ofthe vasculature are cast in the
plane ofthe photoreceptors. Undernormal viewing and
lighting conditions the vascular shadows of all but the
largest vessels havelow contrastand all are effectively
stabilized with respect to the photoreceptors. Since
patterns which are stabilized in the plane of the receptors fade and become invisible, vascular shadows are
not perceivedundernormal lighting and viewing conditions.
Entoptic visualizationofthevascular shadows can be
achieved by increasing shadow contrastand breaking
shadow stabilization.Contrast can be increasedby placing a small light source in the eye's entrance pupil and
shadow stabilization can be broken by changing the
retinal angleofincident lightby constantly moving the
light source. There are at least four characteristics of
thevessel shadow pattern in theplane of theentrance
aperture of the photoreceptors which will affect
shadow visibility: 1) the widthofthe shadows; 2) the
contrastoftheshadows; 3) the spacing ofthe shadows;
and 4) the speedand path ofshadow movement. In the
present invention, the firstgoalwas todefine the stimulusparameters which optimize these characteristicsand
render the vascular bed surrounding the fovea easily
visible.

The present invention includes stationary orportable
(e.g.
hand-held)apparatuses forself-visualizationofthe
ORIGINOF THE ENTOPTICVISUAL PERCEPT
retinal vasculature (often referredto as a simpler deOF THE RETINALVASCULATURE
60 vice), as well as apparatuses and methods for entoptiWithin the portion of the retinaresting on the chocally perceiving and precisely mapping the foveal area
vasculature ofa human subject's retina (mapping apparoid (pars optica), several layerscan be distinguished;
FIG. 1 shows them schematically. At the posterior ratus). The precise mapping apparatus comprises a
means to establish and maintain the translational and
pole, the distributionofretinal components is altered to
form highly specialized structures which maximize vi- 65 rotational alignment of said eye with said apparatus
sual acuity, the anatomical fovea and foveola. In the
which would be necessary for accurate mapping,
centerofthe fovea,the inner retinal layers down tothe
whereasthesimplerdevices do notrequire an alignment
outer nuclear layer are displaced, forming a pit, the
means.

therapy.
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Alignment may be achieved by means of an affixed
bite bar, preferably of dental impression-typematerial,
for a subject to orally embrace, or a chinrest, an alignmentringandmonitoring system. Numerous eye tracking systems could also be modified and employed to 5
meet this instrumentation need. Both the precise mapping device andthe simplerdevices include a means for
directing light into the eye resulting in the angle of
illumination of said eye's retina changing with time.
Practically this is accomplished by directing short 10
wavelength light into the eye through a narrow aperturemoving inspace neartheeye atan optimizedvelocity in circular or irregular path.
The most practical way to meet these design objectivesin arealinstrumentisto constrain thelightto enter 15
the eye through a smallmoving exit pupil.
The precise mapping apparatus has a main light
source (preferably of variable intensity and shape)
which is imaged in or nearthe entrance pupil plane of
the eye (to form the small moving exit pupil of the 20
apparatus) andameans ofmoving said mainlightsource
orimage ofthe mainlight source alonga pathin space.
Themain light source has a peakwavelength of about
430 to 555 nm (preferably about 470nm)and ahalfband
passofapproximately±60nm.The exitpupil is prefer- 25
ablycircularand has a diameterofapproximately0.5 to
3 mm (preferably 1.0 mm or less). The exitpupil ofthe
device is imaged between or near said eye's entrance
pupil plane and anterior focal plane. The main light
source image is preferably of uniform intensity. This 30
mainlight path is preferably circular and 2 to 6 (more
preferably 4 mm) in diameter. The main light path is
retraced at a rate of 0.5 to 10 Hz (preferably 3.5 Hz).
There are several ways to image the main light source
to form the exitpupilofthedevice. Thiscan beaccom- 35
plished with lenses or mirrors or a combinationofboth.
Alsoin the apparatus are means toimage an aperture
at optical infmity or any other plane ofinterest (e.g., to
correctfor refraction error ofthe subject) as an optical
field stop for said apparatus. This can be accomplished 40
with lenses or mirrors or a combination of both. This
aperture maybe ofvariable size and shape and preferably is an iris diaphragm.
The apparatus additionally mayhave a luminous or
nonluminous fixation point (this is particularly impor- 45
tant in the precise mapping device but not necessarily
important in the simpler devices) and a means to form
an image of the fixation point on theretinaof theeye.
The fixation point retinal image is within (preferably
centered) thelimitsofthefield stop. Thiscanbe accom- 50
pushed with lenses,or it canbe done with mirrors, ora
combination ofboth.
Aluminousornonluminoustracking pointand means
to form an image of the tracking point on theretinaof
saideyemayalso bepart ofthe apparatus. Such atrack- 55
ing point is particularly important for the precise mapping device. When a tracking point retinal image is
used, a means of moving said tracking point retinal
image with respect tothefixationpointisrequired. This
canbe asimplemechanical means ofphysicallymoving 60
the point or, as in the precise mapping apparatus, a
device suchas ajoystickorsimilarx-y controller. Imaging the tracking point onto the retina can be accomplished with lenses ormirrors or acombinationofboth.
In addition, in some applications it may be advanta- 65
geous to havethe fixationand tracking pointsources be
dots on a CRT (computer screen). This would provide
several advantages in documentationas well as serving

a
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asa means for creating the comparator for bloodflow
measurements.

An important apparatus component of the precise
mappingapparatus is a means oftransducing movement
of the tracking point retinal image to yield coordinates
of its present location on retina with respect to the
location ofthefixationpointretinal image.Thelocation
can be kept trackofusing several different methods. In
principal,it is onlynecessaryto correctfor the opticsof
theeye and apparatus. This can be done using a computerormechanical and/oroptical methods. Thetracking point retinal image coordinates are calibrated in
units oflength measured on said retinalsurface or units
of angular subtense.
To achieve the desired results, the precise mapping
apparatus includes a means of compiling or displaying
coordinates of the tracking point retinal image movement. Depending on the user's desires, computer programs can be writtenby those skilled in the art to compile and display the tracking light location in any manner desired. This compilation or display comprises a
map ofthe tracking point retinal image positions with
respect to the fixation point retinal image.
The precise mapping apparatus also includes ameans
to detectand indicate magnitude and direction oftranslation of the eye with respect to the apparatus. There
are numerous eye tracking systems which could be
modified and employed to meet this instrumentation
need. This indication of magnitude and direction of
translation of the eye with respect to said apparatus is
visible orissensed byanexternal operatoror computer.
The precise mapping apparatus ofthe present invention for entoptically perceiving and mapping thefoveal
area vasculature in the retina ofa human subject's eye
mayalso bemodified for concomitantly studying white
blood cell circulation through the retinal vasculature.
In such modification, the apparatus also comprises a
blue-field light source and a means to illuminate the
retina with the blue-field light source. This blue-field
light source is preferably of variable intensity. For this
purpose, the modified apparatus further comprises a
speed-comparator light source forcasting an image and
ameans to form a retinal image ofthespeed-comparator
light on the retina. This speed-comparatorlight source
is preferably of variable intensity and the speed-comparatorlight source retinal image a size about equal to
entoptically perceived white bloodcells.
Additionally, such a modified apparatus includes a
means of causing said speed-comparator light retinal
image to move along a path having a variable length
and curvature on the retinaat a fixed velocity.
Lastly, the modified apparatus includes a means of
rotating and translating the speed-comparator light
retinal image on the retina. This, and the immediate
means are oftypescommonlyknownto thoseofskill in
this area.
The blue-fieldlight source has a characteristic wavelength ofabout 430 to 500nm,isdirectedcoaxially with
light from the fixation light source, comprises approximately 50% of total light, and is applied to said retina
constantly or intermittently at a frequency of about 50
to 60 Hz.
Theretinal path ofthespeed-comparatorlight image
is straight or curved to mimic the course of a retinal
vessel and has a length of about
to
m. The
velocity of the speed comparator can be adjusted to
mimic velocity of a white corpuscle passing through
vasculature.

1O
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The presentmethodfor entoptically perceiving andmapping the macular arearetinal vasculature ofthe
human eyeregardless ofapparatus embodimentmaybe
described as follows. The perception ofthe retinal vasculature is optimized by a short wavelength source of 5
light (430 to 555 urn) which is constrained to enterthe
eye through a small aperture (0.5 to 3 nm) moving in
space near(or optically in) the eye at an optimal velocity (30 to 60 mm/sec) in acircular(diameter 2 to 6 mm)
or irregular path (contained in a circle between 2 and 6 10
mm in diameter).
Thismethod for entopticallyperceiving andmapping
thefoveal area vasculature in the retina oftheeye ofa
human subject under examinationwith respect to the
retinal point of fixation may be modified to perceive 15
white bloodcirculation. The modifiedmethod includes
illuminatingthe retinaintermittently or constantly with
a blue-field light source of variable intensity and, if
intermittent, having aduty cycleofless than100%.The
subject reports perceived entoptic perception of said 20
white blood cell circulation within the capillaries. The
subject adjuststhe intensity ofthe lightsources forbest
entoptic perception.
The present invention embodies an apparatus for
entoptically perceiving the macular area retinal vascu- 25
lature of the human subject's eye under examination.
This apparatus comprises a light beam source and a
means ofdirecting a light beam from saidsource into a
subject's eye at angles such that the angle of illumination of said eye's retina with the light beam changes 30
with time. Thelightbeam from said sourceis variablein
intensity and shape. The light beam source may be a
light generator such as a bulb or a light field which has
been narrowed througha constraining aperture.
In another embodiment, the present invention in- 35
volves an apparatus forthe above purposes whichcomprises a means ofdirecting a light beam into a subject's
eye at angles such that the angle ofilluminationof said
eye'sretinabythe light beam changes with time. In one
preferred embodiment the light beam may be varied 40
intensity and shape. Additionally, a means to image an
aperture at optical infinity or other plane of interest as
an optical field stop for theapparatus is included. This
aperture maybeoffixed orvariable size andshape. The
aperture referred to aboveis preferably that ofan ad- 45
justable iris diaphragm.
In yetaslightly more complex embodiment,the present apparatus comprises a means for directing a light
beam into theeyeat angles such that theangleofillumination ofthe eye's retinachangeswith time; a means to 50
image an aperture at optical infinity or other plane of
interest as an optical field stop for the apparatus, the
aperture maybe offixed orvariable size andshape. The
optical field stop is movable and luminous or nonluniinous. Lastly with this embodiment, a luminous or non- 55
luminous fixation point with a means to image said
fixationpoint onthe retina ofthe eye is added. Thefield
stop is preferably sectionalizedto facilitate location of
vesselsand/or vesseldefects with respect to thefixation
60
point.
Inanyoftheembodimentsofthe present invention, a
means may be provided to correctfor refractive error
of the eye being examined. In one preferred embodiment, the lightbeam is directed in a circularpath 2 to 6
mm indiameter. A preferable diameter is about 3.5 mm 65
and is approximatelycentered in the eye's pupil. The
light beam mayadditionallybe directed in an irregular
path over an area having a dimension of about 2 to 6
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mm such that all angles of retinal illuminationobtainable with a circular path are present. The light beam
according tothisembodimentofthepresent inventionis
preferably to be tracedat the rate of 0.5 to 10 Hz. The
light beam may be directed in an irregular path as a
series ofrandomilluminationsinanareaofdimensionof
about 2to6mm. Substantiallyallangles ofretinal illumination obtainable with a circular path should also be
present with such a random or irregular light beam
pattern. The fixation point or the image ofthe fixation
point is generally centered within an area of retinal
illumination. Preferably the area ofretinal illumination
is a circle and the fixation point is centered approximately within saidcircle. The wavelength of the light
beam is preferably ofa wavelength between about 430
to 550 nm and hasahalfband passofOtol0Onm. The
light beam has a preferred peak wavelength of about
470 nm and a half band pass of about 60 nm. The
constraining aperture throughwhichthe light beamis
directed into the eye is preferably about 0.1 to 3 mm
diameter. The light beam is preferably directed to the
eye througha constraining aperture, this being the exit
pupil ofthe device. The constrainingaperture maybeof
irregularshape with a greatest dimension of 0.1 to 3
mm. A preferable limit for this constraining aperture is
about 1 mm. The constraining aperture is imaged betweenthe eye'sretinaandtheeye'santerior focal plane.
It is possiblethat the light beam itselfcould be abroad
light source or field whichis stationary and the constraining aperture is moving, for example, rotating, to
direct a beam at the differing angles into the eye. The
lightbeam ispreferably diffuseand ofuniform intensity.
The most sophisticated embodimentofan important
aspectofthepresent inventionis anapparatus forentoptically perceiving andmapping the macular retinal vasculature of a human subject's eye under examination.
This apparatus comprises: (a) a means to establish and
maintain translational and rotational alignment of said
eye with said apparatus; (b) a light source of variable
intensity illuminatingan aperture whichisimaged in or
nearthe eye's entrance pupil plane to form anexitpupil
oftheapparatus and a means ofmoving saidexit pupil
along a path in space; (c) means ofimaging saidexit
pupil into said eye's entrance pupil at angles such that
the angle ofilluminationofan illuminated area ofsaid
eye's retinachanges with time; (d) a means to image an
aperture stop atoptical infinity orother plane ofinterest
to correct for any refractive error as an optical field
stop for saidapparatus, said aperture being of variable
size and shape; (e) a luminous or nonluminousfixation
point and a means to image said fixation point on the
retinaofsaid eye; (1) a luminous or nonluminoustracking point and ameans to form an image ofthetracking
point on the retina of the eye; (g) a means of moving
said tracking point retinal image with respect to said
fixation point retinal image; (h) a means oftransducing
movement ofsaid tracking point retinal image to yield
coordinates of its location on said eye's retina with
respect tosaid fixationpointretinal image;(i) ameans of
compiling or displaying coordinates of said tracking
point retinal image movement,saidcompilation or display comprising a mapof tracking point retinal image
positions with respect to said fixation point retinal image; and (j) a means to detect and indicate magnitude
and direction oftranslation ofsaideye with respect to
said apparatus.
In this latter apparatus thetracking point may be a
light source. The means to establishand maintain rota-
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tional alignment is preferably a bite bar for the subject
to orally embrace or a chin and forehead rest. The
movement ofthe apparatus exitpupil is circular, preferably about 2 to 6 mm in diameter and approximately
centered intheeye's pupil. Amost preferred diameter is 5
about 4 mm. The path of the light beam is preferably
retracedin a circular pathat arateofabout 0.5 to 10 Hz.
A more preferred retracingrate is about 3.5 Hz. The
aperture stop in this apparatus is preferably an adjustable iris diaphragm. The light source has a peakwave- 10
length of about 430to 555 nm and a halfband passof0
to 100 nm,a preferred wavelength being about 470 nm
andpreferred halfband pass of ± about 60nm.The exit
pupil ofthe apparatusispreferably circularwith diam- 15
eter of0.1 to 3mm,more preferably 1.0mm or less. The
exit pupil of the apparatus is preferably imaged in or
near the eye's entrance pupil plane. An indication of
magnitude and direction oftranslation of the eye with
respect to the apparatus described in step(j) is prefera- 20
bly visible.This indication, also in step(j), ispreferably
sensed eitherby an external operatoror by a computer
monitored sensor. The tracking point retinal image
coordinates described in step(h) maybe correctedmanuallyfor retinal image translation caused by translation 25
of the eye with respect to the apparatus. The retinal
image coordinates ofstep(h) maybecorrectedby automatic computation for retinal image translation. The
coordinates describedin step(i)are generally calibrated
in units oflength measured on theretinalsurface or in 30
units of angular subtense. The means of moving the
tracking point retinalimage as described in step (h) is
preferably ajoy stickor similar x-y controller.
Additionally, white blood cell circulation through
theretinal vasculature maybe monitored, in addition to 35
mapping the vasculature, by utilization of the abovedescribed device along with a blue-field light source
with the means to illuminate the retinawith this bluefield light source. In conjunction with this, a luminous
or nonluminousspeed comparator in a means to form a 40
retinal imageof the speed comparator on the eye's retina may be included. This speed comparator retinal
image is of a size about equal to the entoptically perceived whitebloodcells. A means of causing the speed
comparator retinal image to move along afixed orvanable path on the eye's retinaand at a fixed or variable
velocity is also included. This coincides with a means
for rotating and translatingthe speedcomparator retinal
image. The blue-fieldlight is applied to the retina con- 50
stantly or intermittently in alternation with the light
source ofstep(a) at a rate which minimizes perceptual
flicker andhas aduty cyclevariable to optimizeperceptionofboth the retinal vesselsand the white bloodcells.
FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of the location of 55
vessels (solid ovals) within the various layers of the
retina. Inner limiting membrane (ILM), neural fiber
layer (NFL), ganglion cell layer (GCL), inner plexiform layer (IPL), outer plexiform layer (OPL), outer
nuclearlayer(ONL),outer limitingmembrane (OLM). 60
Direction of light entering the eye is from top of diagram to bottom.
FIG. 2is apoint source illuminationofa vesselc from
a distance d forming a shadow with a rectangular illuminanceprofile ofmaximalcontrastwith a widthw in 65
the plane of the photoreceptor's entrance aperture assumed to be the outer limiting membrane (OLM) a
distance s from the capillary.
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FIG. 3shows the location oftheentrance pupil ofthe
eye with respect tothe corneal apexand locationofexit
pupil of the eye.
FIG. 4a—4d shows schematicsillustrating the interaction of size of the constraining aperture (exit pupil of
device) and vessel location and size, on the illuminance
profile ofthevessel shadow in the plane ofthe entrance
aperture of the photoreceptors. "P" denotes the diameter of the constraining aperture in this case imaged in
the exit pupil of the eye, "w" represents the uniform
portion ofthe illuminanceprofile having maximalcontrast (umbra), "a" illustrates the penumbra portion of
theshadow (rampingilluminanceprofile) and w' represents the portion ofthe shadow with a uniform iluminance profile ofless thanmaximalcontrast. Parameters
c, d, s and w aredefined inFIG. 2. FIG. 4a is used as a
reference to illustrate the effects on the vessel shadow
intheplane ofthe photoreceptors ofdecreasingthe size
of the source P (FIG. 4b), increasing the distance s
(FIG. 4c) and decreasing the vessel size c (FIG. 4d).
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram purposely distorted to
illustrate the geometric relationships ofshadow formation whichdefme shadow width and the nature of the
iluminance profile. Parameters defmed in FIGS. 2 and
4.

FIGS. 6a—6cshows predictions oftheeffectofdiameter ofthe constrainingaperture (exit pupil ofdevice) on
shadow width(FIG. 6a), shadow contrast(panelb) and
retinal iluminance (FIG. 6c) for 7 micron capillaries
positioned at the ILM (300 microns distance)or at the
INL(80micron distance).
FIG. 7a—7b, FIG. 7a illustrates total shadow width
(solid squares)as wellas the widthofthe uniform(open
squares) and ramping (open circles) portions of the
shadow formed by a 7micron capillary as a function of
vessel location; FIG. 7b shows normalized shadow
contrastfor a 7 micron (solid squares) and 14 micron
(open squares) capillary as afunction ofvessel location.
Retinal layers OPL, INLand OLM referto the outer
plexiform layer, the inner nuclear layer and the outer
limiting membrane,respectively.
FIG. 8 shows the optical density of whole blood
(subject RAA) diluted 500 times through a pathlength
of 1 cm as a function ofwavelength.
FIGS. 9a—9b, panel a shows vessel shadow movementy induced by movementTofasmall source in the
plane of the eye's exit pupil; FIG. 9b exaggerates the
scale to illustrate the effect.
FIGS. lOa-d, illustratesmaximumshadow movement
perpendicular to the long axis ofthe vessel induced by
a small source rotating along a circular4 mm diameter
path in the planeof the eye's entrance pupil as a functionofvessel distance from the photoreceptor entrance
aperture.
FIG. 11 shows shadow velocity perpendicular to the
long axis ofthe vessel at theplaneoftheentrance aperture ofthe photoreceptors resulting from asmall source
rotating along a circular 4 mm diameter path in the
plane ofthe eye's pupil as a function ofsource location.
FIG. 12 isa schematic representation ofthe mapping
Instrument. S: source, a rotating 1 mm pinhole for the
Vascular Entoptoscope sub-componentand astationary
centered pinhole for the Blue Field Entoptoscope subcomponent; L1: collimating lens; A: variable iris diaphragm; B1: beam splitter; L2: Maxwellianview lens;
B2: beam splitter; VC: video camera; AR: alignment
ring; PSi&2: point sources.
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FIGS. 13 through 17 describe devices (termed simpler), whicharedesigned to optimizetheperceptofthe
macular arearetinal vasculature by usingthe same operatingprinciples described for the mapping instrument.
FIG. 13 illustrates schematically a simpler Vascular 5
Entoptoscope whichhas a small wobbling shortwavelength pointsource (WPS) whichisconstrainedtoenter
theeye througha small aperture by imagingthesource
nearthe pupil ofthe eye using two lenses (Li and L2).
The field of view over which vessels can be seen is 10
defined by the field stop (FS).
FIG. 14 illustrates schematically a device that is in
principle similar to the device illustrated in FIG. 13,
except that movement ofthe source image is induced by 15
a wobbling mirror(WM).
FIG. 15 illustrates schematically a second way the
fundamentaloperating principles ofthe simpler Vascular Entoptoscope canbeachieved. Hereauniform short
wavelength source (US) back illuminates a field stop 20
(ES) which definesthe field ofviewover whichvessels
can be seen. Here light is constrained to enter the eye
througha small wobbling limiting aperture (WLA).
FIG. 16 illustratesschematicallya device that is similar in principle to the device illustrated in FIG. 15 ex- 25
cept that no provision is made within the device for
seeing the borders of the field stop clearly.
FIG. 17 illustratesschematicallythe simplest configuration ofthe operating principles ofthe Vascular Entoptoscope. Here the user simply views a uniform 30
source preferably of short wavelength such as the sky
througha small wobbling limiting aperture (WLA).
FIG. 18 showsa simulationofentoptic perceptofthe
macular area retinal vasculature.
FIGS. 19a—19d describes four FAZ tracings. FIG.
9a: Classic FAZ tracing with centered fixation point;
FIG. 9b: FAZtracingshowing typical eccentric location fortheretinal point offixation;FIG. 9c: FAZ tracing showing a large eccentric distance between the
geographic center of the FAZ and the retinalpoint of
fixation;FIG. 9th Tracing showingno FAZ andretinal
capillariesnearthe retinal point offixation.* center of
fixation;
geographic centerof FAZ.
FIG. 20 illustrates location of the retinal point of
fixationfrom the geographic centerofthe FAZ tracing
for each eyetested in a study using the precise mapping
Vascular Entoptoscope. Left eyes, open circles; right
eyes, closed circles. Irregular circular pattern representsa typical FAZ border. Units: Angles in degrees,
distances in microns.
50
FIG. 21 demonstrateslocation ofthe retinal point of
fixation (solid dots) from the geographic centerof the
FAZ tracing for each eye tested. Lightly shaded area
represents the areaat riskofdamage from asingle 2O0
or l0Oj laser burn (darkly shaded circles) placed to
overlap a lesion 200p. from the center of the FAZ by
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MODELINGASSUMPTIONS
While a full treatment ofthe optical properties ofthe 60

retinal bloodvesselswould deal with absorption,focusing, and scattering by the blood vessel walls, the blood
plasma,and the individual red and white corpuscles, as
well as diffraction effects, an excellent description of
the entoptic perception ofthe macular area retinal yes- 65
selsmaybe provided using a model basedon absorption
and the geometric optics of shadow formation. Therefore, for the present model the optical consequencesof
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focusing, scattering and defraction are ignored infavor
ofa model based on absorption and geometric optics.
1. Shadow Width
Using geometricaloptics, shadow widthasseenatthe
photoreceptor entrance aperture, heredefinedto be the
outer liniitingmembrane (FIG.2), dependsonfour key
elements: 1) the width of the vessel, c; 2) the distance
from the vessel to theentrance aperture ofthe photoreceptor, s; 3) thedistance from the illuminationsource to
thevessel, d; and 4) the size of the source illuminating
thevessel, P.
1.1 Vessel Width.
Detailed histological data from human eyes provide
estimates of diameter for arteries (100 microns), veins
(180 microns), arterioles (21 microns), venules (23 microns), and capillaries (7 microns). Shimizu and Ujiie
(11) contend that capillaries may be slightly larger at
the border of the foveal avascular zone (10to 15 microns).
1.2 Distance from the Vessel to Photoreceptors.
In general, the major arteries, veins, arterioles and
venules liein thenerve fiber layer(NFL), andthe capillaries are distributed from the inner limiting membrane
(ILM) down into the inner nuclear layer (INL) (FIG.
1). However, theprecise distributionofthe capillariesis
controversial. It hasbeensuggestedthat theyare either
evenly distributedorthat they are concentrated in two
laminae. Despite the disagreement over the precise
distribution of the capillaries, collectively these reports
settherange ofthe distribution ofvessel location as the
ILM and outer plexiform layer (OPL) border. Therefore, aroundthe fovealregion, theretinal vesselswillbe
considered to lie between 300 and 80 microns from the
entrance aperture of the photoreceptors. Hereafter, for
readability the entrance aperture of the photoreceptors
will be referredto simply as the photoreceptors.
1.3 Constraining Aperture(exit pupil of instrument)
Distance.
The exactdistance from the constraining aperture or
image thereofto the vessels (d in FIG. 2) is not important in determining shadow size in cases where the
distance d is considerably larger than the distance s
fromthevessels to thephotoreceptors. Nevertheless,to
calculate accurately the widthof the vascular shadows
for a varietyofcapillary locations, thedistance d needs
to be defined for each capillary location. This can be
done by defining the location ofthe constraining aperture(exit pupil ofthedevice) and adopting theoptical
parameters ofa schematic eye. Ifthe eye is assumed to
be Gullstrand's simplified schematic eye and theeye's
iris (the aperture stop ofthe eye) is placed on the anterior surface of the crystalline lens, then the distance
from the eye's exit pupil to the photoreceptors is 20.49
mm (FIG. 3). Combining these assumptions with the
knowledge that distance from the capillaries to the
photoreceptors ranges from 80 and 300 microns, the
distance d varies from 20.410 mm for capillaries at the
[NL to 20.190 mm for capillaries in the ILM. Given
these parameters, and assumingthe constraining aperture is a point in the plane of the entrance pupil, the
retinal shadows of the vessels will have a rectangular
illuminationprofile and, attheouterlimiting membrane,
will be slightly wider(0.4—1.5%)thanthe vesselsthemselves.Alternatively, ifwe had placed the constraining
aperture at the anterior focalpoint ofthe eye, thenlight
after refraction bythe eye would be collimated and the
shadows cast would be the same width as the vessels.
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illuminance profile corresponds to the umbra portion of
By similartriangles in FIG. 2, the shadow width (w)in
thepoint-sourcecase is given by
the shadow moving anterior totheplaneofthephotoreceptors. At the point where the uniform portion of the
width ofshadow=w=(s+d)c/d
illuminanceprofile goes to zero and startsto increase,

5 maximum contrast of the shadow begins to decay.
These effects of exit pupil size on image contrast are
illustrated in FIG. 6b for a 7 micron capillary located
either 300 microns (closed circles) or 80 microns
(approximately 2 microns). Unfortunately, a point
(opened circles) in front ofthe photoreceptors. Exainisource considerably smaller than 7 microns is difficult 10 nation of FIG. 6b reveals that increasing
theexit pupil
to create. Ifthe sourceis large compared to thesize of size beyond 0.5 mm will reduce shadow contrast for
the
thevessel, which is so in any real apparatus, then the smallestcapillariesneartheILM (300 micron distance);
illuminanceprofile oftheshadow isno longerrectanguhowever, shadow contrastwill remain high for larger
lar.
vessels or for those
located nearest to the
1.4 Size of the Constraining Aperture (exit pupil of 15 photoreceptors until capillaries
the source diameter exceeds 1.75
device).
mm. FIG. 6c illustrates the typical limitation of most
When the constraining aperture has a finite diameter
systems.Thatis, foraconstant luminance,reductions in
P. thereis ingeneral an umbra, a region oftotal shadow constraining aperture area (i.e., a decrease inthe size of
(darkly shaded area in FIG. 4), and a penumbra, a rethe exit pupil of the optical system) produces proporgion in which the source is partly eclipsedbythe vessel 20 tionalreductions in retinal illuminance.For a circular
(lightly shaded). The illuminanceprofile in the shadow
exit pupil, retinal illuminancewill be inversely propormayor may notcontainanareaoftotal shadow(umbra) tional to r2. Thus a tradeoffexists. Decreases in the
in the plane of the photoreceptors (FIG. 4). When an beam constraining aperture will increase shadow conumbra is present in the plane of the photoreceptors,
trast but decrease retinal illuminance.The former will
(FIG. 4a and 4b iluniinanceis at a minimum over a 25 increase the contrastof the shadowand the latter will
central uniform area, thenincreases through the penumdecrease the retinal sensitivity to contrast.
bral regions.As Pors increases,orc orddecreases,the
Given these three considerations, shadow width,
widthofthe umbra in the planeof the photoreceptors
shadow contrastandretinal illuminance,combinedwith
can decrease to zero (FIG. 4C). As a furtherchange in
desire to keep the worst caseshadow contrastat least
this direction is made, by further increasing source di- 30 5 times threshold
(see shadow contrast below), the conaxneterP for instance, no photoreceptor will be hidden
diameter P was set at 1 mm formodstraining
aperture
from the entire source by the vessel.However, a region
elingpurposes.
of uniform illuminance will again appear (FIG. 4D).
FIG. 7aifiustratesthe widthof1)the uniformportion
This regionis less darkened than the actualumbra, and
(open squares), 2) the ramping portion (open circles),
its illurninancewill approach that ofthe background as
and 3) the total width (solidsquares) ofthe illuminance
Pcontinues toincrease. Usingsimilartriangles (FIG. 5), profile
in the plane of the photoreceptors as a function
thewidthoftheumbral region w in thecasewherethe of vessel distance
from the photoreceptors. There are
constraining aperture has real area and cannotbe modseveral important points illustrated bythis figure. First,
eled by considering the constraining aperture a point
notice the total shadow width (solid squares) of the 7
source is given by
micron capillary increases as the distance ofthe vessel
from the photoreceptor increases. Second, and more
w/t=c/(s+O=P/(d+s+t)
importantly, notice the width of the shadow having a
uniform ifiuminance profile (open squares) at first dew=(Fr)/(d+s+t)
creases to zero and then increases. Like FIG. 6a, the
decreasing portion ofthis function reflects the gradual
and the width of the penumbra on each side of the
movement of the umbra to a position anterior to the
central uniform area a is given by
photoreceptor. Further increases in vessel distances
(greater than approximately 140 microns) produce ina/s=p/d
creasesin thewidthofthecentral uniform sectionofthe
a=Fs/d
50 illuminanceprofile. As the widthofthe uniformsection
ofthe illuminanceprofile increases, theilluminance of
Small changes in the diameter of the constraining
thissection increases and lowers shadow contrast (FIG.
aperture P in the planeofthe pupil will havea marked
7b). The width of the ramping portion of the shadow
influenceon shadow width, shadow contrastand mean
(opencircles, FIG. 7a) at firstincreases as the uniform
retinal illuminance.FIG. 6ifiustratesthese threepoints. 55 portion decreases to zero and then remains essentially
FIG. 6a displaysthe variation in the total width ofthe
constant as thecapillary to photoreceptordistance conshadow (squares)and the width ofthe central uniform
tinues to increase. Although this analysis demonstrates
that total shadow width for the smallest capillary is
portion of the shadow (triangles) as a function of the
diameter ofthe constraining aperture (exit pupil) for a7
always considerably bigger(>10 microns) thana phomicron capillarylocated either 300(solidsymbols)or 80 60 toreceptor (2 microns), it does not indicate whetheror
microns (open symbols) from the receptors. Notice in
not thereis sufficienttotal contrast or ifthespacing of
FIG. 6a that while the total shadow width(squares) is
shadows is adequate for perception.
alwaysgreaterthanthe widthofafoveal cone(approxi- 2. Contrast ofthe Shadows
As illustrated in FIG. 7b, the relative shadow conmately 2 microns) and increases monotonically with
source diameter,the widthofthe uniformportion ofthe 65 trast is affected by vessel size and position. As can be
ifiuminanceprofile (triangles) first decreases and then
seen, the use of a small 1 mm diameter constraining
increases with constraining aperture diameter. The iniaperture (exit pupil) ensures a full contrast shadow for
tial decrease in the widthofthe uniform portion ofthe
all but the smallest vessels positioned near the ILM.

wherec is vesseldiameter. It is clear from this analysis
that the shadow from the smallest capillaries (7 microns) is larger thanthe diameter ofone photoreceptor
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Vessels larger than 15 microns will always havea portion of the umbra in the plane of the photoreceptors.
The lowest contrastexpected for 7 micron capillaries
positioned 300 microns from the entrance aperture of
thephotoreceptors (worstcasesituation) using a 1 mm 5
exit pupil is approximately50% of the maximum contrast achievable. Now the question becomes, is this
contrast reduction sufficient to render the shadow of
thesesmallcapillariesinvisible?To answer thisquestion
theactualcontrastof theshadow must be determined. 10
Bird and Weale (7) have discussed this issue and,
estimating hemoglobin absorption for white light in
small capillaries to be 40% (transmission 60%), they
calculate log SI/I to be —1.6 (or a contrast of 2.5%).
Using thesameestimate ofhemoglobintransmission,we 15
calculate a maximum shadow contrast of 40%
[(1—0.6)1(1)]. Thusa 7 micron capillary 300 microns in
frontofthephotoreceptor entrance aperture experiencing a 50% reduction in contrast should havea contrast 20
ofapproximately20%. Largerexit pupils (greater than
1 mm) will further decrease the shadow contrastofthe
small 7 micron vessels (FIG. 6b) and expand the range
of vessel widths affected with a contrastloss. Smaller
exitpupils (lessthan 1 mm)will increasethe contrastof 25
the smaller vessels and decrease the range of vessel
widthsaffected with a contrast loss. This analysishelps
to explain whytrans-scleral illuminationwith a source
such as a penlight or illuminator (which presumably
becomes evenlarger due to scatter within the sciera) 30
does not provide an easily visible entoptic view ofthe
foveal capillaries.
The contrast of the vascular shadows can be increased further for any sized exit pupil by limiting the
spectral outputofthe source of light to the absorption 35
peakfor blood and, in particular, hemoglobin. FIG. 8
illustrates the optical density for a 1 cm optical pathlength ofthe blood of one of the inventors (RAA) diluted500 times as a function ofwavelength. As can be
seen from this figure, blood has its maximum optical 40
density (absorption)in the visible spectrum at 415 mu
whichcorresponds with the maximum density for oxyhemoglobin. Given the wavelength of maximum absorption for deoxyhemoglobinis 430, limiting the spectral output of 1 mm diameter exit pupil to a band be- 45
tween415 and 430 will increase the shadowcontrastof
a 7 mm capillary from 20% toapproximately45% [i.e.,
1.47 (optical densityofwhole blood diluted 500times at
415 nanometers)+2.7(correction for 500 times blood
dilution)—3.15(correctionfor 1 cm measurement thick- 50
ness to 7 micron capillary thickness)= 1.02; as a result,
transmission through the capillary will be approximately 9.55% ofthe incident light creating contrastof
(l—0.0955)/(l)=90.45% in the umbra (which lies in
front of the photoreceptors in the caseof the 7 micron 55
capillary) and 45.23% in the plane of the photoreceptors].
While a short-wavelength narrow-band source (415
to 430 nm)theoretically provides the bestretinalcontrast, practically, as a result ofthe lower sensitivityof 60
the middle and long wavelength sensitiveconemechanisms to short wavelength light, the reduced spatial
resolutionofthe shortwavelength sensitiveconemechanism,the low outputoftungsten light sources at short
wavelengths and the loss of contrast sensitivity with 65
decreasing retinal illuminance,it is better to use fairly
broad spectrum source of slightly longer wavelength.
(After trialand error,ithas beenfound that a 3M color
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filterpart#47 with peaktransmittance at 470 mu half
band pass ±60mu worked well.)
3. Shadow Spacing

Periodic grating patterns having a contrastof 40%
are easily visible at photopic light levels for spatial
frequencies up to 30 cycles/degree. Detailed photographsoflatex-filledretinal vesselsaround thefovea (of
Macaque) show capillaries every 28 microns (or 5.7
minutes ofarc) or approximately 10 vesselsper degree.
Periodic grating patternsof 10 cycles/degree can be
detected with contrasts of approximately 1% at the
fovea but they become invisible at 5 degrees eccentric
to thefovea.To theextent grating data canbe generalized to theperiodic butirregularshadow patternofthe
retinalvasculature,the fmest detail ofthesmallestmacular capillaries should be easily visible. This is, of
course, assuming that image stabilization is appropriately broken.
4. Shadow Movement
Sharpe (12) carefully analyzed the parameters of
shadow movement necessary for entoptic perception.
He noted: 1) For perception of the fine capillaries, the
shadows must move smoothly from one photoreceptor
to the next; 2) Since the maximum movement of any
shadow is provided by moving the exit pupil of the

instrumentperpendiculartotheorientation ofthevessel
ofinterest, perception ofthewhole vascular bed is best
perceived by a random or circular motion oftheinstrumentsexitpupil; 3) Despite optimization,the percept of
theshadows fadewithin approximately60 secondspresumably due to adaptation ofpattern detectors.
Previous evidence suggests for longest duration of
the entoptic percept the vascular shadows should drift
at approximately 150 mm of arc/sec and drift over a
distance of approximately40 mm of arc. This fmding
was verified experimentallyby changing the diameter
ofthecircularpaththe exitpupil followed in 1 mm steps
and adjusting the velocity of the rotation for each path
diameter for optimal vessel perception. This verification process revealed that little, ifany, improvement in
perception was obtained with an exit pupil rotation
diameter greaterthan 4 mm and an associated rotation
frequency of 3.5 Hz. Interestingly, for vessels located
300 microns from the photoreceptor entrance aperture,
this stimulus configuration caused each point of the
vascular shadow to move in a circle over a distance of
approximately 38 mm of arc at a velocity of approximately 134 mm of arc/see, a fmding consistent with
Sharpe's originalwork (12). However, the distance and
velocity over which the vascular shadows move vary
with vessel location.
FIG. 9a illustrates the chiefray of the source as it
travels its circularpath at two different points in time
(ti and t2) 180 degrees apart. Notice that a vessel at a
distancesfrom theentrance aperture ofthephotoreceptors has a shadow which is displaced by a maximum
distance ofy whenthe device's exit pupil istravelling in
a circle of diameter T in the entrance pupil oftheeye.
Thegeometry ofthisconfigurationismore clearly illus-

trated in FIG. 9b.
FIG. 10 illustrates the maximum shadow movement
perpendicular to the vessel's long axis as a function of
thedistance ofthevesselfrom the photoreceptors.FIG.
11 displaysthe variation in shadow velocity perpendicular to thelongaxis ofthecapillary as a function ofexit
pupil location during one complete rotation of the
source in the eye's entrance pupil. Calculations for
FIGS. 10and 11were made using achiefray moving in
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a circular 4 mm diameter path in the plane ofthe eye's
entrance pupil. As can be seen in these figures, the
shadow ofa vessellocated in theONL moves adistance
perpendicular to the long axis of the capillary of approximately 59 microns with a velocity varying between 0 and 653 microns/second (0 and 134 mm of
arc/sec) while a vessel located at the ILM moves approximately 16 microns at a velocity varying between 0
and 171 microns/second (0 an35mm ofarc/sec).More
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digital sensoror antilog to digital convertersending its
signal to a computer for on-screen display maybe the
preferred readoutdevice.
Alignmentofthe subject's pupil to the optical axis of
5 the apparatus and stabilizationof the subject's head is
obtained with a chin and forehead rest (or bite bar)
mobile in three planes (not illustrated in FIG. 12). To
insure the subject is properly aligned to the apparatus, a
third channel provides a closed-circuit video view of
importantly, this stimulus configuration moves any 10 the pupil entry location of the rotating beam and the
corneal reflection of the alignment ringAR (a circle of
pointonthe shadow over approximately35 to 134 phoinfra-red LED's concentric with the optical axis of the
toreceptors per second depending on vessel location.
This experimentally determined rotation speed of the
apparatus). The video view ofthe rotating beam is obsource and resulting shadow driftrate isconsistent with
tained by deflecting some ofthe beam from source S at
data from image stabilization experiments that report 15 beamsplitter B2onto a front surface mirror(FSM, optioptimal driftvelocities of 15 mm of arc/sec for deteccally conjugate with the subject's entrance pupil) and
tion of a 10 cycle/degree grating.
back through beam splitter B2 into the video camera
The operating principles of the vascular entopto(VC). The video view ofalignmentringAR is obtained
scope, whichprovides a view oftheretinal vasculature,
by reflection offthesubject's corneabackinto the appacan be combined with the operating principles of the 20 ratus and reflection at beam splitter B2into the video
Blue Field Entoptoscope, (see U.S. Pat.Nos. 4,425,924
camera. By continually observing the information on
and 4,476,878 to Riva et al., incorporated by reference
themonitor, theexperimentercan maintainsubject/aphereinfor the methodand apparatus thereindisclosed) paratus alignmentby adjusting the position ofthe chin
whichprovides aview ofthe white bloodcells.Theend
rest.
product of such a combination will provide a view of 25
the white blood cells moving within the vasculature.
Example 2
This combined unit will,depending onwhichsubunitis
Combined Mapping System
turnedon, provideaviewof: 1) The retinal vasculature
Blue
Field
Entoptoscope Sub-System: To see the
by itself; 2) the movement of the white blood cells by
white
blood
cells
entoptically,as opposed to the vessels,
itself; or 3) the movement of the white blood cells 30 all that is
necessary isto stop the rotation ofthe rotating
withinthe retinal vasculature.
pinhole. The perception of the white bloodcells canbe
EXAMPLES
enhanced by shifting the wavelength of the source to
The following Examples are presented to describe shorterwavelengths (approximately435 am). U.S. Pat.
the best mode of the present invention and are not 35 Nos. 4,425,924 and 4,476,878 relate to blood velocity
measurements in retinal capillaries utilizing the bluemeant to limitthe invention numbers otherwise specifield entoptic phenomenon. However, given that the
fied in the claims appended hereto.
complete system is designed to allow the entoptic view
Example 1
ofthe vessels,theentoptic view ofthewhitebloodcells
Precise Mapping Vascular Entoptoscope: The corn- 40 or both the entoptic view ofthe vessels and the white
cells simultaneously,it is best to add a centered (nonponents of the Vascular Entoptoscope are illustratedin
FIG. 12.
rotating) source in the same plane as the source S of
FIG. 12. Thus, the centered source is on by itselfwhen
Source S, a 1 mm pinhole back-illuminatedby light
from a fiber-optic passing through a blue filter (peak
viewing the movement of the white blood cells alone
transmittance at 470 am with a 50 run band pass), 45 and the eccentric rotating source is on by itself when
rotatesataspeed of3.5 Hzinacircularpath2mm from,
viewing the retinal vasculature alone.
Combined viewing of both the movement of the
and concentric with, the optical axis ofthe instrument.
white blood cells andtheretinalvasculature isachieved
Light from S is first collimated by lens L1, and then
by having both the rotating source and the centered
imaged into the plane of the subject's pupil with unit
magnification by lens L2 to form the exit pupil of the 50 source on simultaneouslyand adjusting theintensitiesof
both for optimal perception ofboth entoptic effects.
device. An iris diaphragm (aperture A) imaged at optiWhile a working model of the instrument that comcal infmity by L2 serves as the field stop for the eye
both a Blue Field Entoptoscope (which provides
bines
apparatus system.
A second channel provides thesubject a view oftwo a view ofthe white blood cells as they move through
dim point sources (PS1 and PS2) optically conjugate 55 the macular area retinal capillaries) and a Vascular
with aperture A via beam splitterB1. Pointsource PS1
Entoptoscope is not yet available, the results to date
is attached to a motorized X-Y positioning plate and showthat both systemsindependentlywork extremely
well. Further, little if any difficulty is anticipated in
servesas a guidelight for marking positions of interest
within the field of view. Point source PS2 serves as a
combining the two units into one and providing the
stationary fixationpoint centered on the optical axis of 60 viewer one ofthree options:
the apparatus. The subject controls the position ofPSi
1) An entoptic view of their own retinal vasculature;
with ajoystick, and can thereby locate, with respect to
2) An entoptic view of the movement of their own
the point offixation, any point ontheretinal vasciilature
white blood cells; and
within the field of view that is of interest. A variable
3) A view of their own white blood cells as they
travelthroughthe retinal capillaries.
voltage signal reflecting thelocation of moveablepoint 65
source PSiis sentfromtheX-Y position plate toanX-Y
While each view has its own distinct benefits which
areimportantby themselves,thesimultaneousview has
plotter for hard-copy documentation of the border of
theFAZ. Depending on user preferences and goals, a several unique advantages which include:
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1)Allowing theviewer todetermine the rate ofblood

movement and path of movement are defmed by the

Simpler Device. Embodiment I
25
FIG. 13 illustratesschematicallyaVascular Entoptoscope which has a small wobbling short wavelength
point source (WPS) which is constrained to enter the
eye through a narrow aperture by imaging the source
near the pupil of the eye using two lenses (Li and L2). 30
The velocity ofmovementand pathofmovement ofthe
narrow aperture is defined by the movement of the
wobbling source. The field of view over which vessels
can be seen is definedbythe field stop (FS) which may
or may not include a fixation and/or movable tracing
point depending on the desireduse. While the clarity of
theentoptic percept oftheretinal vasculature is essentially independentof refractive error, the clarityof the
borders ofthe field stop and fixation and tracing point,
if present, are not. It is not necessarily important that 40
the optical plane of the field stop be seen clearly; however, if clarity of the borders of the field stop and fixation and tracing point is desired, one of two methods
can be used: 1) Clarity of the field stop plane can be
achieved by changing the location ofthe field stopwith
respect to lens 2 (L2) such that user's refractive error is
eliminated or minimized;or 2) clarityofthe field stop
plane canbe achieved by positioningthe field stop with
respect to lens 2 at optical infinity and having the user
wear an appropriate distance correction.
FIG. 14 illustrates schematically a device that is in
principle identical to the device illustrated in FIG. 13,
except that movementofthesource image is induced by
a wobbling mirror (WM) while the point source (PS)
remains stationary.
Example 4
Embodiment II
Device,
Simpler
FIG. 15 illustrates schematically a second way the
fundamental operating principles of the Vascular En- 60
toptoscope can be achieved. Here a uniform short
wavelength source (US) back illuminates a field stop
(FS) which definesthefield ofview over whichvessels
can be seen. As in the apparatusofFIG. 13thefield stop
may contain a fixation point and/or a tracing point, if 65
desired. The beam of light entering the eye is constrained to a narrow aperture by a wobbling limiting
aperture (WLA) placed nearthe eye. The velocity of

Example 5
Simpler Device, Embodiment III
FIG. 17 illustratesschematicallythe simplest configuration ofthe operating principles of the Vascular Entoptoscope. Here theusersimply views auniform short
wavelength source (e.g., the sky) through a wobbling
limiting aperture placed neartheeye. The beam oflight
entering the eye is constrained to a narrowaperture by
a wobbling limiting aperture (WLA) placed near the
eye. The velocity ofmovement and path of movement
is defined by the movement of thewobbling aperture.
Here thereis no variable aperture serving as afield stop
limiting the field of view. Instead the field of view is
limited bythesize and shapeoftheholeinthewobbling
limiting aperture and the size and shape of the eye's
pupil.
Thefollowing references in pertinent partare incorporated hereinfor the reasons cited above.

flow throughany capillary of interest;
2) Allowing the viewer to examine vascular irregularities (such as microaneurysms) and how they
alter bloodflow; and
3) Determining whether or not aparticular capillary
is patent.

movement of the wobbling aperture as opposed to an
image of the source as illustrated schematically in
FIGS. 13 and 14. Again, while the clarity ofthe entoptic perceptofthe retinalvasculature is essentiallyindependent ofrefractive error,the clarity oftheborders of
the field stop is not. As in the instrument designs of
FIG. 13 and 14, it is not necessarily important that the
Devices
Simpler
borders of the field stop be seen clearly; however, if
Examples of simpler instrument designs which em- 10
ofthe optical plane ofthefield stop is desired, it
pioythe fundamentaloperatingprinciples ofthe Vascu- clarity
can
be
achieved by eitherchanging the location of the
in
lare
illustrated
lar Entoptoscope described Example
in FIGS. 13 through 17. Each example device is de- field stop with respectto lens L such that user's refractive error is eliminated or minimized, or it can be
signed to optimizethe percept of the macular area retinal vasculature by using the fundamental operating 15 achieved byimagingthefield stopatoptical infinity and
having the user wear his/her distance correction.
principles describedinthe originalsubmissionofa short
FIG. 16 illustrates schematically a device that is in
wavelength (peak wavelength of340 to 555 nm) source
oflight which is constrained to entertheeye through a principle identical to thedevice illustrated in FIG. 15
narrowaperture (3 mm or less) moving inspace near(or
except that no provision is made withinthe device for
imaged into)the eye in a circular or irregular path (1.5 20 seeing the borders ofthe field stop clearly (i.e., the lens
to 5 mm diameter) atan optimizedvelocity (between 40 is eliminated).Ifit is desirable to see the borders ofthe
to 60 mm/sec).
field stop clearly, an appropriate correcting lens can be
placed in front ofthe eye.
3
Example
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The following claimsare directed to embodimentsof
the present invention but it is understood that those 30
skilled in the art may substitute equivalent means and
methods to accomplish the desired results.
We claim:
1. An apparatus for entoptically perceivingthemacular area retinal vasculature of a human subject's eye 35
underexamination,the apparatus comprising:
(a) a light beam source; and
(b) a means of continuously directing a light beam
from said source into a subject'seye, such that with
time the light beam illuminates a same retinalarea 40
from constantly varyingangles.
2. The apparatus of claim 1 whereinthe light beam
from said source is variable in intensity and shape.
3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the light beam
source is a light generator or a light field narrowed 45
through a constraining aperture.
4. An apparatus forentoptically perceiving the macular area retinal vasculature of a human subject's eye
underexamination,the apparatus comprising:
(a) a means ofdirectinga light beam into a subject's 50
eye, at angles suchthat the angleofilluminationof
said eye's retina by the light beam changes with
time; and
(b) a means to image an aperture offixed or variable
size and shape at optical infinity or other plane of 55
interest as an optical field stop for said apparatus.
5. The apparatus ofclaim 4 wherein the light beam is
of variable intensity and shape.
6. Anapparatus for entopticallyperceiving themacular area retinal vasculature of a human subject's eye 60
underexamination,the apparatus comprising:
(a) a means ofdirecting alight beam into saideye, at
angles such that the angle of illuminationof said
eye's retinachanges with time;
(b) a means to image an aperture of fixed or variable 65
size and shape at optical infinity or other planeof
interest as an optical field stop for said apparatus;
and

able size and shape; and

(c) a luminous or non-luminousfixation point with a
means to image saidfixation point on the retinaof
saideye.
11. Theapparatus ofclaim 10wherein saidlightbeam
is directed in a circularpath 2 to 6 mm in diameter.
12. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein said circular
path is 3.5 mm in diameter and about centered in said
eye's pupil.
13. Theapparatus ofclaim 11 wherein saidlightbeam
is directed in an irregular path of greatest dimension
about 2 to 6 mm such that all angles ofretinal illumination obtainable with a circular path are present.
14. Anapparatus forentoptically perceiving themacular area retinal vasculature of a human subject's eye
under examination,the apparatus comprising:
(a) a means ofdirecting saidlight beam into said eye
in a circularpath 2 to 6 mm in diameter and about
centered in the eye's pupil, said beam being retracedatthe rate ofabout 0.5 to 10 Hz, resulting in
an areaofretinalilluminationin which theangleof
illuminationofsaid eye's retinachanges with time;
(b) ameans to image an aperture at optical infmity or
other plane of interest as an optical field stop for
said apparatus, saidaperture being offixed or variable size and shape; and
(c) a luminous or non-luminousfixation point with a
means to image saidfixationpoint on the retina of

said eye.
15. The apparatus ofclaim 14 wherein saidlightbeam
is directed in an irregular path of greatest dimension
about 2 to 6 mm such that all angles ofretinalillumina.tion obtainable with a circular path are present.
16. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said circular
path is retraced at the rate of about 3.5 Hz.
17. Theapparatus ofclaim 14wherein saidaperture is
that ofan adjustable iris diaphragm.
18. The apparatus ofclaim 14wherein said eye's area
ofretinalillumination comprises a circle and said fixation point is centered within said circle.
19. An apparatus forentoptically perceiving themacular area retinal vasculature of a human subject's eye
under examination,the apparatus comprising:
(a) means of directing a light beam into said eye in
a circularpath 2 to 6 mm in diameter and about
centered in the eye's pupil, said beam being retraced at the rate of about 0.5 to 10 Hz, and said
light having a peak wavelength ofabout 430 to 555

a
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and a halfband pass of0 to 100 nm,resulting in
theangleofilluminationofsaid eye's retina changing with time;
(b)a means to image an aperture at optical infinity or
other plane of interest as an optical field stop for
said apparatus, saidaperture being offixed or vari-

28

lumination of an illuminated area of said eye's retina changes with time;
(d) ameans to image an aperture stop atoptical infmity or other plane of interest to correct for any
5
refractive error as an optical field stop for said
apparatus, said aperture being ofvariable size and
able size and shape; and
shape;
(c) a luminousor non-luminousfixationpoint with a
(e) a luminous or nonluminous fixation point and a
means to image said fixationpoint on the retina of
means to image saidfixation point on the retinaof
said eye.
10
saideye;
20. Theapparatus ofclaim 19 wherein said light beam
(f) a luminous or nonluminous tracking point and a
means to form animage ofthetracking point onthe
is directed in an irregularpath of greatest dimension
about 2 to 6 mm such that all angles ofretinal illuminaretinaofthe eye;
tion obtainable with a circularpath are present.
(g) a means of moving said tracking point retinal
21. Theapparatus ofclaim 19 wherein said light beam 15
image with respect to said fixation point retinal
has a peakwavelength ofabout 470 nmand ahalfband
image;
passof about 60 nm.
(h) ameans oftransducing movement ofsaidtracking
22. An apparatus for entopticallyperceiving themacpoint retinal image to yieldcoordinates ofits location on saideye'sretinawithrespectto saidfixation
ular area retinal vasculature of a human subject's eye
20
underexamination,the apparatus comprising:
point retinal image;
(a) a means of directinga light beam into said eye
(i) a means of compiling or displaying coordinates of
said tracking point retinal image movement, said
througha constraining aperture about 0.1 to 3 mm
diameter;
compilationor display comprising a mapof track(b) a means of directing a light beaminto saideye in
ing point retinal image positions with respect to
a circularpath 2 to 6 mm in diameter and about 25
said fixation point retinal image; and
centered in the eye's pupil, said beam being re(j) a means to detect and indicate magnitude and
traced at the rate of about 0.5 to 10 Hz, and said
direction oftranslation ofsaid eye with respect to
said apparatus.
lighthaving apeakwavelength ofabout 430to 555
30. Theapparatus ofclaim 29wherein the aperture in
nm and a half bandpassof0to 100 nm, resulting in
an angle ofilluminationofsaideye's retina chang- 30 step(b) is an entrance pupil ofthe apparatus.
31. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the tracking
ing with time;
(c)a means to image an aperture atoptical infinity or
point is a light source.
32. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the means to
other plane of interest as an optical field stop for
establishand maintain rotational alignmentis a bite bar
said apparatus,saidaperture being offixed or vari35 for the subject to orally embrace or achinand forehead
able size and shape; and
rest.
(d) a luminousor non-luminousfixation point with a
means to image saidfixation point on the retinaof
33. The apparatus ofclaim 29 wherein pathofmovementofthe apparatus exitpupil is circular, about 2 to 6
said eye.
23. The apparatus ofclaim 22 wherein the constrainmm in diameter and about centered in the eye's pupil.
40
34. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the path of
ing aperture is an exit pupil.
24. The apparatus ofclaim 22 wherein saidconstrainmovement ofthe apparatus exit pupil is circular, 4 mm
in diameter and about centered in theeye's pupil.
ing aperture is of irregularshape with greatest dimension about 0.1 to 3 mm.
35. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the path of
25. The apparatus ofclaim 22 wherein saidconstrainmovement of the apparatus exit pupil is circular, being
ing aperture is ofirregularshape with greatest dimen- 45 retracedat the rate of about 0.5 to 10 Hz.
sion about 1 mm.
36. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the path of
26. Theapparatus ofclaim 22 wherein saidconstrainmovement of the apparatus exit pupil is circular, being
retraced at the rate of about 3.5 Hz.
ingaperture isimaged between saideye'sretinaandsaid
anterior
focal
37. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein said aperture
eye's
plane.
27. The apparatus ofclaim 22 wherein said light beam 50 stop is that ofan adjustable iris diaphragm.
38. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the area of
enterssaid eyethrougharotating constraining aperture
retinal illumination is a circle and said fixation point
placed in front ofsaideye.
retinal image is within saidcircle.
28. Theapparatus ofclaim 22 wherein said lightbeam
39. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the area of
is diffuse and ofuniform intensity.
29. An apparatus for entoptically perceiving and 55 retinal illumination is a circle and said fixation point
retinal image is centered within said circle.
mapping the macular area retinal vasculature of a
human subject's eye under examination,the apparatus
40. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein said light
source has a peak wavelength of about 430 to 555 nm
comprising:
and a halfband pass of0 to 100 nm.
(a) ameans to establishand maintaintranslationaland
rotational alignment ofsaideye with said appara- 60 41. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein said light
source has a peak wavelength of about 470 nm and a
tus;
halfband passof about ±60nm.
(b) a light source ofvariable intensity illuminatingan
42. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the exit pupil
aperture whichis imaged in or near the eye's entrance pupil planetoform an exit pupil ofthe appaoftheapparatus is circular with adiameter ofabout 0.1
ratus and ameans ofmoving said exit pupil along a 65 to 3 mm.
43. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein the exit pupil
path in space;
(c) a means of imaging said exit pupil into said eye's ofthe apparatus is circular with a diameter ofabout 1.0
entrance pupil at angles such that the angle of iior less.
nm

±
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tion onsaideye'sretinawith respect to said fixation
oftheapparatus is imaged in or nearsaid eye'sentrance
point retinal image;
(i) a means of compiling or displaying said coordipupil plane.
45. The apparatus ofclaim 29 wherein the exit pupil
nates of said tracking point retinal image moveofthe apparatus is imaged between said eye's anterior 5
ment, saidcompilationordisplaycomprisingamap
focalplane and the saideye's retina.
of said tracking point retinal image positions with
46. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein said light
respect to said fixation point retinal image;
source is diffuseand ofuniform intensity.
U) a means to detect and indicate magnitude and
47. The apparatus ofclaim 29 where saidindication of
direction of translation ofsaid eye with respect to
said apparatus;
magnitude and direction oftranslation ofsaideye with 10
(k) ablue-fieldlight source ofvariableintensity and a
respect to saidapparatus in step U) is visible.
48. The apparatus ofclaim 29, wheresaidindication
means to illuminatesaideye's retina with saidblueof magnitude and directionof translation of said eye
field light source;
with respect to said apparatus in step (j) is sensed by an
(1) a luminousor nonluminousspeed-comparator and
15
external operator.
a means to form a retinal image ofsaid speed-com49. The apparatus ofclaim 29 where said indicationof
paratoron said eye's retina, saidspeed-comparator
retinal image being of a size about equal to said
magnitude and direction oftranslation ofsaideye with
respect to said apparatus in step U) is detected by a
entoptically perceived white blood cells;
sensor and monitored by a computer.
ameans ofcausing said speed-comparatorretinal
(m)
50. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein tracking point 20
image to move along a fixed or variable path on
retinal image coordinates ofstep (h) are correctedmansaid eye's retina at a fixed or variable velocity; and
uallyfor retinal image translation causedbyanytransla(n) a means of rotating and translating said speed
tion of said eye with respectto said apparatus.
comparator retinal image on said eye's retina.
51. The apparatus of claim 29whereintracking point 25 56. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein the exit pupil
retinal image coordinates of step (h) are correctedby
of the apparatus has a circular pathof movement about
2 to 6 mm in diameter and about centered in theeye's
automatic computation for retinal image translation
caused by translation of said eye with respect to said
pupil.
57. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein the exit pupil
apparatus.
52. The apparatus of claim 29whereintracking point 30 of the apparatus has a circular pathof movement 4 mm
retinal image coordinates in step (i) are calibrated in
in diameter and about centered in the eye's pupil.
units oflength measured on said retinal surface.
58. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein the exit pupil
53. The apparatus ofclaim 29whereintracking point
ofthe apparatus has acircularpathofmovement which
retinal image coordinates in step (i) are calibrated in
is retracedat therate of about 0.5 to 10 Hz.
units ofangular subtense.
59. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein the exit pupil
35
54. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein said means of
ofthe apparatus hasacircularpathofmovement which
is retracedat the rate of about 3.5 Hz.
moving saidtracking point retinal image ofstep(h) is a
60. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein said aperture
joystick or similar x-y controller.
55. An apparatus for entoptically perceiving and
stop is that of an adjustable iris diaphragm.
61. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein said eye's area
mapping white bloodcell circulation and macular retinalvasculature ofahuman subject's eyeunderexaminaofretinal illuminationis a circle and said fixationpoint
retinal image is within said circle.
tion, the apparatus comprising:
62. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein said eye's area
(a) a means to establish and maintain translational
of retinal illuminationcomprises a circle and said fixaalignment ofa subject's eye with the apparatus;
tion point retinal image is centered withinsaid circle.
(b) alight source ofvariable intensity illuminatingan
63. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said light
aperture whichis imaged in or near the eye's entrancepupil planetoformanexitpupil ofthe appasource has apeakwavelength ofabout 430 nm and 555
ratus, and a means of moving said exit pupil along
nmandahalfbandpassofotolOOnm.
a path in space;
64. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said light
(c) a means of imaging said device apparatus exit 50 source has a peak wavelength ofabout 470 nm and a
halfband pass ofabout ±60nm.
pupil into said eye's entrance pupil at angles such
that the angle of retinal illumination of said eye's
65. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein the exit pupil
oftheapparatus is circularwith adiameter ofabout 0.1
retina changes with time;
(d)a means to image an aperture stop at optical infm- to 3 mm.
ity or other plane ofinterest to correct for refrac- 55 66. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein the exit pupil
tive error as anoptical field stop forsaidapparatus, ofthe apparatus iscircularwith a diameter ofabout 1.0
said aperture being of variable size and shape;
mm or less.
67. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein the exit pupil
(e) a luminous or nonluminous fixation point and a
means to image saidfixation point on the retina of
oftheapparatus is imaged in ornearsaideye's entrance
said eye;
60 pupil plane.
68. The apparatus ofclaim 55 wherein the exit pupil
(f) a luminous or nonluminous tracking point and a
means to form animage ofthetracking point onthe
of the apparatus is imaged between said eye's anterior
retinaof the eye;
focalplane and saideye's retina.
69. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said light
(g) a means of moving said tracking point retinal
image with respect to said fixation point retinal 65 source is diffuse and ofuniform intensity.
70. The apparatus ofclaim55wheresaidindicationof
image;
(h) ameans oftransducing movement ofsaid tracking
magnitude and directionoftranslation ofsaid eye with
point retinal image to yield coordinates ofits loca- respectto said apparatus in step U) is visible.
44. The apparatus ofclaim 29 wherein the exit pupil
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71. The apparatus
ofclaim 55 wheresaid indicationof

magnitude and direction of translation of said eye with
respect to said apparatus in step(j) is sensed byanexternal operator.
72. The apparatus ofclaim55 wheresaid indicationof 5
magnitude and direction of translation of said eye with
respect to said apparatus in step (j) is detected by a
sensor and monitored by a computer.
73. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said tracking
pointretinal image coordinates ofstep(h) are corrected 10
manuallyfor retinal image translation causedbytranslation of said eye with respect to said apparatus.
74. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said tracking
pointretinal image coordinates ofstep(h) are corrected
by automatic computation for retinal image translation 15
caused by translation of said eye with respect to said
apparatus.
75. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said tracking
pointretinalimage coordinates in step (i) are calibrated
20
in units of length measured on said retinal surface.
76. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said tracking
pointretinalimage coordinates in step (i) are calibrated
in units ofangular subtense.
77. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said means of
moving said tracking point retinal image ofstep (h) is a 25
joystickor similarx-y controller.
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78. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said blue-field
light source has adominant wavelength ofabout 430 to
500 rim.
79. The apparatus ofclaim 55whereinlightfromsaid

blue-field light source is directed coaxially with the
instrument's optical axis.
80. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein saidblue-field
light source is about 50% oftotal light.
81. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein saidblue-field
light isapplied tosaidretinaconstantly orintermittently
in alternation with the light source of step (a) at a rate
whichminimizes perceptual flicker and having a duty
cycle variable to optimize perception of both retinal
vessels and white blood cells.
82. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said retinal
path of said speed-comparator light image is curvedto
mimic the course of a retinal vessel.
83. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said retinal
path of said speed-comparatorlight image is straight.
84. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said retinal
path of said speed-comparator retinal image is about
to
m in length.
85. The apparatus of claim 55 wherein said velocity
of thespeed comparator can be adjusted to mimic yelocityofa white corpuscle
passingthroughvasculature.
* * * * *
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ABSTRACT

of makingthe same are provided, the controldevice comprising a housing having a valve seat and a movablevalve
memberbeing adapted to open and close the valve seat,the
housinghaving a substantially straight angled edge and the
valve memberhavinganendedgethatisadaptedto pivoton
the angled edge, the end edgeof the valve membercomprising a pair of pivot parts respectively disposed at the
oppositeendsoftheend edge thereofinspacedapartrelation
and beingtheonly parts ofthe end edgethereofthat engage
the angled edgeof the housing to pivot thereon.
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1

For example, one embodiment ofthis inventionprovides
REFRIGERATOR SYSTEM,A CONTROL
DEVICE THIEREFORAND METHODS OF
a control device for a refrigeratorsystem having a frozen
MAKINGTHE SAME
food compartment and anonfrozen food compartment interconnected together by an air circulating means that is
5 adaptedto directan air flow from the frozen food compartment to the nonfrozen food compartment when a valve
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
memberofthecontroldeviceisinanopen condition thereof,
APPLICATIONS
the control device comprising a housing means having a
This application is a divisional patent application of its
valve seat means and having an inlet means for interconparent patent application, Ser. No. 122,681, filed Sep. 17, 10 nectingto the frozen food compartment and an outletmeans
1993, now U.S.Pat. No. 5,361,596.
forinterconnecting to the nonfrozen food compartment, the
valve seat means interconnecting the inlet means and the
BACKGROUND OF THE iNVENTION
outlet means together, a movable valve membercarried by
the housing means and being adapted to open and close the
1. Field of the Invention
means by being respectively moved to an open
This inventionrelates to a new control device and to a 15 valve seat
thereof
and a closed position thereof, and actuator
position
new refrigerator system utilizing the new controldevice as
means carried by the housingmeans and being operatively
well astoanewmethodofmakingsuchacontroldevice and
interconnected to the valve member to move the valve
to a new method of making such a refrigeratorsystem.
memberbetween the positionsthereof,the housing means
2. Prior Art Statement
20 havinga substantially straightangled edge means,the valve
Itis knownto providea control devicefor a refrigerator memberhavingan end edge means that is adaptedto pivot
on the angled edge means, the end edge means having
system havingafrozen food compartment and a nonfrozen
food compartment interconnected togetherby an air circuoppositeendmeans thereof,theend edgemeansofthe valve
membercomprising a pair of pivot parts respectively dislating means that is adapted to direct an air flow from the
frozen food compartment to the nonfrozen food compart- 25 posed at the oppositeend means thereof in spaced apart
ment when a valve memberof the control deviceis in an
relationand beingthe only partsofthe end edge means that
open condition thereof, the control device comprising a
engagethe angled edgemeans ofthehousingmeans topivot
thereon.
housing means having a valve seat means and having an
inletmeans for interconnecting tothe frozen food compartAccordingly, itis an object ofthis inventionto providea
ment and an outlet means for interconnecting to the non- 30 new control devicehavingone ormore ofthe novel
features
frozen food compartment, the valve seat means interconof this invention as set forth above or hereinaftershownor
necting the inlet means and the outlet means together, a
described.
movable valve member carried by the housing means and
Anotherobject of this invention is to provide a new
being adaptedto open and close the valve seat means by
method ofmaking such a control device, the methodofthis
beingrespectively movedto an open positionthereofand a 35 invention having one or more of the novel features of this
closed position thereof,and actuator means carried by the
invention as set forth above or hereinafter shown or
housingmeans and being operatively interconnected to the
described.
valve member to move the valve member between the
Anotherobject of this invention is to provide a new
positionsthereof,the housing means havinga substantially
refrigerator
system utilizing such a new controldevice,the
straight angled edgemeans, thevalve memberhaving an end 40
refrigerator
system ofthis invention having one or more of
means
that
is
to
on
the
edge
adapted pivot
angled edge
the novel features of this invention as set forth above or
means, the end edge means having opposite end means
hereinafter shown or described.
thereofandbeing substantially straight betweenthoseoppoAnother object of this invention is to provide a new
site end means. For example, see the Orner et al, U.S. Pat.
methodofmaking such arefrigeratorsystem,themethod of
No. 5,144,813.
this invention having one or more of the novel features of
this invention as set forth above or hereinaftershown or
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is one ofthe featuresofthis inventionto provide anew

described.

Other objects, uses and advantages of this invention are
hinging arrangement for thevalvememberthatpivotsonthe 50 apparentfrom a reading ofthis description whichproceeds
housing means ofa refrigeratorcontroldeviceorthelike to
withreferenceto the accompanying drawings forming apart
open and close a valve seat means of the housingmeans.
thereof and wherein:
In particular, it was found that the prior known hinging
arrangement had a substantially straight end edgemeans on
the valve member that provided a slidingpivot actionon a
BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
substantially straight angled edge means of the housing
FIG. 1 is a side view that is partially in cross section and
means that resultedin an adverserocking motiontherebeillustrates
the new control device of this inventionbeing
tween.
utilizedin arefrigerator systemofthis inventionthatis also
However,it was found according to the teachings ofthis
illustratdin FIG. 1.
invention thatthevalve membercanbe provided withapair 60 schematically
2
FIG.
is
a
cross-sectional viewtaken on line
fragmentary
of pivot parts respectively disposed at the opposite end
2—2 of FIG. 1.
means ofthe endedgemeansthereofin spacedapartrelation
FIG.3 is anenlarged fragmentary perspectiveviewofone
and be the only parts of the end edge means of the valve
ofthe end means ofthe valvememberof the control device
memberthat engagethe angled edge means ofthe housing
means to pivot thereonand therebyprovidefor a smoother 65 ofFIGS. 1 and 2.
FIG. 4is a view similartoFIG. 2 and illustrates thevalve
operating motion ofthe valve memberrelativeto the housmemberin the fully open position thereof.
ing means duringthe openingand closing thereof.
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FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary view of part of the
control device illustrated in FIG. 1 and illustratesthe valve
memberin its closed position.
FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. S and illustrates the
control device initially breaking loose the valve member 5
when the same had been initially frozen to the valve seat
means in its closed position.
FIG. 7 is aview similarto FIG. 5 and illustrates thevalve
member in its fully openedposition.

4

ously set forth.
The valve member29 comprises a generallyrectangular
configuration defined by opposedend edgemeans 43 and44
whichrespectively arejoined at the opposed end means 45,
46 and 47,48 withapair ofopposed side edge means 49and
50, the valve member29 havinga substantially fiat side 51
that engages the valve seat means 24 to seal closed against
the same around the opening 38 by having a peripheral
portion 52 of the surface 51 of the valve member 29
10 engaging the surface32 ofthewall 33asillustratedinFIGS.
1 and 5.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
The opposed end means45 and 46 ofthe end edgemeans
EMBODIMENT
43 of the valve member29 comprises apair of uniqueand
Whilethevariousfeaturesofthisinventionare hereinafter
like pivot parts 53 disposed in spaced apart relation and
illustrated and described as being particularly adapted to 15
being the only parts of the end edgemeans 43 that engage
providea controldevicefor arefrigeratorsystem,itis tobe
the angled edgemeans 37 ofthe housing means 21 to pivot
understood that the variousfeaturesofthis invention canbe
thereon in a manner hereinafterset forth.
utilized singlyorin variouscombinations thereofto provide
Each pivot part 53 of the valve member29 has a longia controldevicefor other types of systemsas desired.
tudinally disposed exterior surface 54 which is arcuate
20
Therefore, this inventionis not to be limitedto only the
throughout the longitudinal lengththereofand,in one workembodiment illustrated in the drawings, becausethe drawembodiment of the control device 20 of this invention,
ing
ings are merely utilizedto illustrate one of the wide variety
is semicircular in cross sectionand extends both inboard and
ofuses of this invention.
outboard ofits respective side edgemeans 49 or 50 of the
Referring now to FIGS. 1—7, anew control deviceofthis 25 valve member 29. Each pivot part 53 has a gusset-like
invention is generally indicated by the referencenumeral 20
section 55 that joins with its respective side edgemeans 49
and comprises ahousingmeans 21 havingan inletmeans 22
or 50 to providereinforcement for the respective pivot part
and an outletmeans 23 interconnected togetherby a valve
53, the respective pivot part 53 having a substantially fiat
seat means 24 of the housing means 21, the control device
end surface 56 for being engagable withits respective side
20 of this invention being illustrated in FIG. 1 as being 30 wall 41 or 42 of the housing means 21 so as to space its
disposed in a refrigeratorsystem of this inventionthat is
respective side edge49 or 50 from the respectiveside wall
generally indicated by the referencenumeral25 and commeans 41 or42to ensure thatthesides49and SO ofthevalve
prising a frozen food compartment 26 that is interconnected
member29 do not drag on the side walls41 and 42 during
to the inlet means 22 of the housing means 21 and a
theopening and closing movementofthe valve member 29.
nonfrozen foodcompartment27 thatis interconnected to the
The end edge means 43 ofthe valve member29 between
outlet means 23 whereby a structure 28 ofarefrigerator(not
the pivot parts 53 comprises a substantially straightpart 57
shown) utilizing the system 25 is adapted to circulate air
that is spaced from the angled edgemeans 37 ofthe housing
from the frozenfood compartment 26 to thenonfrozen food
means 21 in all pivotal positionsof the valve member 29
compartment 27 when a movable valve member29 of the
relative thereto as willbe apparenthereinafter so asto ensure
control device20ismovedtoanopenpositionrelative to the
that only the pivot parts 53 have the rounded surfaces 54
40
valve seat means 24 as illustratedin FIGS. 4 and 7 by an
thereofin engagement withthe angled edgemeans37to not
actuator means of the control device 20 that is generally
only provide a smooth operating motion for the valve
indicated by the reference numeral 30 and comprises a
member29, but also to provide a more stable two-point
movable plungerpin 31operatedin amannerwell knownin
contact withthe housing means 21 to reduce rockingof the
the art. For example, see the aforementioned Orner et al,
valvememberas provided by the substantially straight edge
U.S. Pat. No. 5,144,813 as well as the Sepso,U.S. Pat. No.
means of the prior known control device.
4,530,216 and the Sepso et al, U.S. Pat. No. 4,819,442
Asinthepriorknowncontroldevice, the surface 51 ofthe
whereby thesethreeU.S. patentsare beingincorporated into
valve member29 is providedwith a hook or projection 5i1
this disclosure by this referencethereto whereby a further
around whichone end 59 of a tension spring 60 is hooked
description ofthedetailsofand thereasons for arefrigerator 50 withits otherend 61
being fastened tothehousingmeans 21
controldevice as well as the operation thereof in a refrigso thatthe normal force ofthetensionspring 60is to pull the
erator system neednot be furtherset forth.
valvemember29to its closed position againstthe valve seat
The valve seat means 24 comprises a substantially fiat
means 24 in the manner illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 5.
surface 32 of a wall 33 of the housing means 21 and
However, the plunger 31 oftheactuator means 30 has its end
surrounds a substantially rectangular opening 34 formed
62 disposedwithin a recess 63 formed in the side 51 of the
through the wall 33 to interconnect the inlet 22 to the outlet
valve member 29 to engage againsta surface64 thereofso
23 when the valve member 29 is disposed in an open
that when the actuator pin 31 is axially moved in the
position.
direction ofthe arrow 65 inFIG.7, bytheactuatormeans 30,
The wall 33 ofthe housing21 joins withanotherwall 35
the valve member 29 pivots on its pivot parts 53 in oppoofthe housing means 21 and cooperates witha substantially 60 sitionto the force ofthe tensionspring 60 and moves to its
flatsurface36 ofthe wall 35 to define asubstantially straight
fully opened position as illustratedin FIG. 7. Of course,
angled edgemeans 37 ofthe housingmeans 21 that extends
whenthe actuator pin 31 is permitted to move axially to the
parallel to and spaced from an edge 38 of the opening 34
right in FIG. 7 by the actuator30, the force of the tension
throughout the length of the angled edge means 37 which
spring 60 causes the valve member29 to pivot in a clockhas opposed end means 39 and 40 that respectively termi- 65 wise direction as illustratedin the drawings so as to close
nate at upstanding wails41 and 42 ofthe housingmeans 21
against the valve seat means 24 all in a mannerwell known
and cooperatetherewithto define the inletmeans 22 previin the art.
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As in suchprior known control devices, the walls 41 and
42ofthe housingmeans 21respectively carry apair of like
stops 66 havingflat end surfaces 67 againstwhich the end
edge means of the valve memberis to engage ifthe valve
memberis initiallyfrozen to the valve seat means and the
actuator means is tending to open that valve member.
For example, it can be seenin FIG. 6 that the surface 67
ofthe stops 66 are so positioned relative to the valvemeans
29that anupper surface68 ofthe end edgemeans 43 ofthe
valve member29 is normally spaced therefrom when the 10
valve member29isinits closed position,suchspacingbeing
located inthe generalarea ofthe arrow69 ofFIG. 5. During
a normal opening of the valve member29 withoutafrozen
condition, the valve member 29 pivots on the rounded
surfaces 54 ofthe pivot parts 53ofthe valve member29 as 15
illustrated in FIG. 7.
However, when the valve member 29 is frozen in its
closed condition,the force 65ofthe actuator pin31initially
moving inthe direction illustrated in FIG. 6 causes thevalve
member 29 to break loose from the valve seat means 24 in 20
the areaofthe arrow70 inFIG.6 to engage againstthestops
67 and then pivot so as to break loose from the remaining
portion of the valve seat means 24 whereby the valve
member 29 is then permitted to pivot to the fully open
25
position in the manner illustrated in FIG. 7.
Therefore, it can be seen that the pivot parts 53 of the
valve member29 of this invention readily permitthe valve
member29 to pivot from its closed position to its open
position as well as from its open position to its closed 30
position as thearcuatesurfaces54rock orroll on the angled
edgemeans 37 ofthe housing means 21 withtheremaining
part 57 of the end edge means 43 ofthe valve member29
beingcompletely spacedfrom the endedgemeans 37 so that
a two-point contact is providedby the pivot parts 53 for a
more stable two-point contact operation so that the valve
member 29 of this invention operates with a smoother
motion than whenthe end edgemeans ofthe valve member
is a substantially straight flat surface that tends to engage
against the angled edge means 37 throughout the entire 40
length thereof as in the prior knowndevice.
While the control device 20 of this invention can be
formed ofany suitablematerial, in oneworking embodiment
ofthecontroldevice20, the housing means 21 is formed of
polystyrene and the valve member29 is formed of 144R
LEXAN which is a plastic material sold by the DuPont
Corporation ofWilmington,Del. The valve member29 in
such working embodimentis approximately 3.301 inches
between the side edge means 49 and 50 thereof and is
approximately 1.183 inches between the apexes of the
surfaces 54 ofthe pivot parts 53 and theend edgemeans 47
with the part 57 of theend edge means 53 being inwardly
offset approximately 0.015 ofan inch. The arcuatesurfaces
54 are defined by a full radiuswith the arcuate surfaces54
each being approximately 0.062 ofan inch thick at the full
diameter thereof.The length ofeach arcuate surface 54 is
approximately 0.150 of an inch and the end surface 56
thereofextends beyondtherespective end edgemeans 49 or
50 approximately 0.070 of an inch.
Therefore, it can be seen that this invention not only 60
provides a new control device and a new refrigeration
system utilizing suchacontroldevice, butalsothis invention
provides anew methodofmaking such a control deviceand
a newmethodof makingsuch a refrigeratorsystem.
While the forms and methods of this invention now 65
preferred havebeen illustratedand described asrequiredby
thePatentStatute,it is to be understood that otherformsand

6
method stepscan beutilizedand still fall within the scope of
the appended claimswherein each claim sets forth what is
believedtobe knownineach claim priorto this invention in
the portion of each claim that is disposed before the terms
"theimprovement" and sets forth what is believedto benew
in each claimaccording to this invention in the portion of
each claim that is disposed after the terms "the improvement" whereby it is believed that each claim sets forth a
novel,usefuland unobvious invention withinthe purview of
the PatentStatute.

What is claimedis:
1. In a controldevice for a refrigerator system having a
frozen food compartment and a nonfrozen food compartment interconnected togetherby an air circulating means
that is adapted to direct an air flow from said frozen food
compartment to said nonfrozen food compartment when a
valve memberofsaid control device is in anopen condition
thereof, said control device comprising a housing means
having a valve seat means and having an inlet means for
interconnecting to said frozen food compartment and an
outlet means for interconnecting to said nonfrozen food
compartment, said valve seat means interconnecting said
inletmeans andsaid outletmeans together, a movable valve
membercarried by said housing means andbeing adapted to
open and close said valve seat means by being respectively
moved to an open position thereof and a closed position
thereof,and actuator means carried by said housingmeans
and being operatively interconnected to said valve member
to move said valve memberbetween said positionsthereof,
said housing means having a substantially straight angled
edge means, said valve memberhavingan end edgemeans
that is adapted to pivot on saidangled edgemeans,saidend
edge means having opposite end means thereof, the
improvement wherein said end edge means of said valve
membercomprises a pair of pivot parts respectively disposed at said oppositeend means thereof in spaced apart
relationandbeingthe onlyparts ofsaidend edgemeans that
engage said angled edge means of said housing means to
pivot thereon, said valve memberhaving opposite spaced
apart and parallel side edge means respectively disposed
substantially perpendicular to said end edge means thereof,
saidpivotparts ofsaid valve member respectively extending
outboard oftheir respective side edgemeans.
2. A control deviceas set forth in claim 1 wherein each
saidpivot parthas a flatfree endwhereby said flat freeends
ofsaid pivot parts are spacedapartandparalleltoeachother
whilebeingrespectively disposed outboard ofsaidsideedge
means and parallel thereto.
3. A control deviceas set forth in claim 1 wherein each
saidpivot parthas a longitudinally disposedexterior surface
that is arcuate in transverse cross section throughout the
longitudinal lengththereof.
4. A control device as set forth in claim 1 whereineach
said pivot part has a gusset-like sectionthereof extending
alongits respective side edgemeans to reinforcethat said
pivot part.
5. Acontroldeviceas setforthin claim1 wherein said end
edgemeans ofsaid valve memberbetween said pivot parts
is substantially straightand spacedfrom said angled edge
means of said housing means in all operating positions of
said valve member.
6. In a refrigerator system having a frozen food compartment and a nonfrozen food compartment interconnected
togetherby an aircirculating means that has acontrol device
therein for controlling the opening of said air circulating
means between said compartments, said control device
comprising a housing means havinga valve seat means and
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having an inlet means interconnecting to said frozen food
compartmentand an outlet means interconnecting to said
nonfrozenfood compartment, said valve seat means interconnecting said inletmeans and said outletmeans together,
amovablevalvemembercarriedby saidhousingmeans and 5
being adaptedto open and close said valve seat means by
being respectively moved to an openpositionthereofand a
closed positionthereof, and actuator means carried by said
housingmeans and being operatively interconnected to said
valve member to move said valve memberbetween said 10
positionsthereof,saidhousingmeans havinga substantially
straight angled edge means, said valve memberhaving an
end edge means thatis adapted to pivot on said angled edge
means, said end edge means having opposite end means
thereof,the improvement wherein said end edge means of
said valve membercomprises a pair of pivot parts respectivelydisposedat saidoppositeendmeans thereofin spaced
apart relation and being the only parts of said end edge
means that engagesaid angled edge means of said housing
means to pivot thereon, said valve memberhavingopposite 20
spaced apart and parallel side edge means respectively
disposedsubstantially perpendicular to said end edgemeans

8
thereof,said pivot parts of said valve memberrespectively
extending outboard of their respectiveside edge means.
7. Asystem as setforthinclaim 6 whereineach said pivot
part has a flat free end whereby said flat free ends of said
pivot parts are spaced apartand parallel to each other while
being respectively disposed outboard of said side edge
means and parallel thereto.
8. Asystem as setforthin claim6 whereineach saidpivot
part has a longitudinally disposed exterior surface that is
arcuatein transverse cross section throughout the longitudinal length thereof.
9.A system as set forth in claim6 wherein each said pivot
part has a gusset-like section thereof extending along its
respective side edgemeans to reinforcethat said pivot part.
10. Asystem as setforthinclaim 6 wherein saidend edge
means of said valve member between said pivot parts is
substantially straight and spaced from said angled edge
means of said housing means in all operating positionsof
said valve member.
* *
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ABSTRACT

Cooling apparatus is disclosedwhich comprises a reservoir

forcompressed, preferably liquified, gas,thereservoirbeing
connected totubing 130 arrangedto bedisposedinanarticle
of clothing adjacent to the skin of auser. A solenoid 230 is
providedfor opening a valve 240 between thereservoir100
andthetubing 130toallowpressurizedgastoevaporate and
escape from the reservoir along tube 130. As the gas

it cools due to latent heat of evaporation thus
providinga cooling effectto the user due to heat transfer
throughthe wallsoftubing. A control device 200is provided
for regulating the output of cooling gas in dependence on
evaporates
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1
COOLINGAPPARATUS
BACKGROUND AND FIELD OF THE
INVENTION

This invention relates to cooling apparatus more specifically butnot exclusively, to apparatus to cooling articles of

5

clothing.

It is often necessary for the individual, particularly in a
hot climate, to employ external means to keep cool, for
example by using a portable fan. It is an object of the
inventionto providean improvedapparatus for cooling the
individual.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
15

According to the invention there is provided cooling
apparatus comprising a reservoirfor containing gas under
pressure,temperature controlled valve means for releasing
the gasfromthereservoir; and means connected to thevalve
means for conducting the released gas to a region to be
20
cooled thereby.
In the described embodiment as gas is releasedfrom the
reservoir,thegas will expandto ambientpressure and as the
gas expands it cools due to latent heat of evaporation thus
providinga cooling effect to the user due to heat transfer 25
throughthe conducting means.
Preferably the coolingapparatus ofthe invention is portable and is ofsufficiently small size to be concealed within
orattachedto theuser's clothing, withtheconducting means
preferably beingintheform ofaheat conductive tube which 30
may be appliedthe body, for example in the neck region or
may be threaded or otherwise engaged with clothing, for

examplein pockets formed in the materialof a shirt or
embedded on the inner surface of the sole of a shoe.
Preferably, the compressed gas is in liquified form such as
liquid nitrogen and means are provided for refilling the gas
reservoirfrom areplenishment canister insimilar manner to
the way a gas cigarettelighter is recharged with butane.
BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Anembodiment ofthe invention willnow bedescribed by

35

40

way ofexamplewithreferenceto the accompanying drawings in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic "transparent" perspective view
showingan embodiment ofthe invention.
FIG. 2Ais a side view in thedirectionofarrowAofFIG.
1 showinga valve open, and FIG. 2B is a view similar to
FIG. 2A showing the valve closed.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagramofthe temperature control
50
circuitryofthe embodiment ofFIGS. 1 and 2.
FIGS. 4a and 4b show front and back viewsrespectively
of an embodiment ofthe presentinventionmounted in an
articleof clothing.
FIGS.Sa—5c showside,top andperspectiveviewsrespectively of an embodiment of the invention mounted in an
articleof headgear.
FIGS.6a—6c showside,underneathand perspective views
respectively of an embodiment ofthe invention mountedin
an articleof footwear.
60
DETAiLED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

With referenceto the drawings an embodiment of the
inventionis shown which comprises a reservoir 100 for 65
containinga compressed, preferably liquifiedgas e.g. nitrogen, the reservoir 100 having a filling/refilling inlet 110

which includesa one-way inlet valve ofconventional construction and,an outlet120connected to atube 130 open at
its free end (not shown).
The reservoir 100 isconnected toacontrol unit 200which
houses a temperature and regulation circuit 210, a battery
power supply 220 and valve actuating solenoid 230. The
solenoid 230 is connected to a neoprene rubber valve
member 240 via an actuator 250 which in response to
actuation ofthe solenoid movesfrom the position shownin
FIG. 2A inwhichthevalve memberis distant from ahollow
bush 125 formingpart ofoutlet120 andwhichformsavalve
seat to a position shown in FIG. 2B in which the valve
member 240 effects a seal against bush 125. The actuator
250 passes through the wall of the reservoir 100 via a
neoprene seal 260 and actuator 250 is biased in the sealing
position shown in FIG. 2B by means of a spring 270
disposed betweenthe solenoid230 and a reaction member
275 connected to the actuator 250.
The temperature controlcircuit210 shown inmore detail
in FIG. 3. The circuit is connected to a temperature sensor,
for example athermos couple wire300whichmaybe wound
around apart oftube 130 as shownordisposedinsideoron
the surface of the control unit 200. A signal from the
temperature sensor 300 is fed to a temperature voltage
converter 310 and then to a comparator circuit 320. The
comparator circuit 320 is biased by resistors R1—R4 and
includes two variable resistors R2 and R3 which set upper
and lowertemperature thresholdlevels for the comparator
320 whichwill providea high, ON signal when the upper
thresholdtemperature is reached and provide a low OFF
signalwhen thelowerthresholdtemperature isreached.The
signal from the comparator is fed via a diode Dl to a
solenoiddriving transistorTi which when receiving the
high ON signal from the comparator 320 actuates the
solenoid230.
The circuit 210 includes a display 350 for displaying
current temperature or upper/lower thresholdtemperatures
and keys for 352—356 for switching the device on and off
and for adjusting the threshold temperatures.
The tube 130 may be initially ofheat insulating material
protectedby metalbraidleadingtoatubeofplastics material
such as PVC whichis positioned in an itemofclothingso
as to lie adjacent to the skin. For example, the tube may be
placed within the collar of a shirt, the lining of a jacket
adjacent theshoulders ortorso(see FIGS. 4a and 4b), in the
insidesole of a shoe at the surface (see FIGS.6a—6c) or in
articles ofunderwear.
The reservoir 100 and control unit 200 can be of a size
depending onthe application. For example they couldbethe
size ofa personalstereo/cassette playerand clippedto the
belt, connected to the tubes in the clothingby means of a
detachable connecter or, for applications for use infootwear
the reservoir and control circuit could be implantedin the
heel of a shoe. In someapplications, for examplein sports
clothing, in whichexcessheat is usually present, leadingto
problems such as athletes foot, the devicemay be arranged
to be permanently on once actuated thus eliminating the
need for temperature control circuitry. The invention is
equally applicable for use in headgear, (see FIGS. 5a—5c).
Preferably, the reservoirmay be replenished by use of a
master cylinder engaging with the reservoir through the
refilling nipple110, one-way valvebeingengageable by the
cylinder in a similar manner to the way in whichacigarette
lightermay be refilled withLPG from such a cylinder.
In use, when a temperatureabovethe uppertemperature
threshold is sensed by the temperature control circuitry, the
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solenoid230acts tomovethe valve member240 away from
means for contacting a user or an article of clothing
bush125 thus opening the valve. As the gas inthe reservoir
having a thermally conductive wall and connected to
is held in liquid form under pressure, this will expand
the valve means and into which gas is released, for
through the open valve and be transported through tubing
conducting the cooling effect of the released gas
300. As the gas expands, it givesoflatent heat of evapora- 5
through said wail to a region to be cooled.
tion cooling itselfconsiderably. As the cool gas circulates
2. Apparatus as claimedin claim 1 wherein the reservoir
through tube300, heat is transferred through the walls ofthe
is for containinga liquified gas.
tube to the user thus providing a cooling effect.
3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 2 wherein whcn the
The invention has described abovewith referenceto one
liquified
gas is nitrogen.
embodiment. However, this is not to be construed as limi- 10
4. Apparatus asclaimedinclaim1whereintheconducting
tative.For example, although the thermos couple and temmeans is adapted to be disposedin an article of clothing,
peraturecontrol circuit hasbeenshown,this maybeomitted
footwear or head gear.
in orderto reduce weightand cost, with the user switching
5. Cooling apparatus as claimed in claim 4 wherein the
the device on and off as required. Furthermore, although the
means is formed from tubing.
conducting
15
power supply has been shown as two cylindrical "pen lite"
6. Apparatusas claimedin claim1 whereinthe apparatus
batteries, otherpower supplies may be used and,in particuis disposedwithin an article of headgear.
lar, button-shaped nickel cadmium or lithiumbatteries may
7. Apparatusas claimedin claim1 whereinthe apparatus
be used.
is
disposed within an articleof footwear.
claim:
8. Apparatusas claimed in claim 1 whereinthe valve is
20
1. Cooling apparatus comprising:
closed once the temperature descends beyond a further
a portable reservoirfor containing a gasunder pressure; threshold lower than the predetermined threshold.
9. Apparatus as claimed in claim1 or claim8 wherein the
temperature controlled valve means forreleasingthe gas
from the reservoir, said temperaturecontrolled valve
temperature sensor comprises a thermistor,
means including a valve member adapted to seat
10.Apparatusas claimedin claim1 whereinthe tempera.
25
ture sensor is disposedadjacent to the conducting means.
againstan outlet of the reservoir and a solenoid connected to atemperaturecontroller including a tempera11. Apparatus as claimedinclaim1 whereintheapparatus
ture sensor for actuating the solenoid to open the valve
is portable.
once the sensed temperature increases beyond a predetermined threshold; and
* * * * *
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ABSTRACT

Arefrigerated,thin-walled shipping container(8) including
a horizontaldividing element(20) forming a compartment

(22) for holding CO2snow created by passingliquid CO2
through manifold(24) along at least one side of the compartment and spraying the CO2 snow against the opposite
wall. The charging of the cooling compartment generates
gas pressure,and the combination design of the charging
manifoldand pressurerelease vents allowsthe operationto
be performed without excessive stn.ictural damaging pressure buildup.
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REFRIGERATED SHIPPING CONTAINER

This application is a continuation-in-part application of
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/163,920 filed Dec. 7,
1993, whichis acontinuation-in-part applicationofSer. No.
08/042,891 filed Mar. 24, 1993, which is a file wrapper

5

continuation application of a continuation-in-part application, Ser. No. 800,881, filed Nov. 27, 1991 from original
U.S. patentapplication Ser.No.593,771,filedOct.5, 1990,
10
all abandoned.
TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention is directedto refrigerated shipping containers and,moreparticularly, to alightweight, thin-skinned
containerwhichiscapableofmaintaining frozenproducts in
a frozen state for several days through the use of carbon
dioxide snow and includes a particular apparatus and
methodfor charging thecontainerwithcarbondioxide snow
without blocking the vents and thus letting the flash gas

15

20

escape.
BACKGROUND ART
Carbon dioxide is utilized asarefrigerant inthis invention
rather than other cryogenic products such as nitrogen or 25
oxygenbecause,unlikeother cryogenic products that exist
in onlytwo states, liquidand gaseous, carbondioxide exists
in three forms—liquid, solid and gas. In the solid state,
carbon dioxide can be fixedlylocatedor contained to give 30
the cooling effectrequired. It wouldbevirtuallyimpossible
to contain cryogenic products in either liquid or gaseous
statesin a transportation vehicle.
Astudy conducted bytheAmerican FrozenFoodInstitute
to find an alternative to mechanical methodsofrefrigeration
which require extensive maintenance and labor intensive
monitorings concluded that cryogenics, and especially carbon dioxide, would be a suitable alternative. The Institute
created the first prototype railcar utilizing a series of CO2
tanks placed beneath the floor of the railcar. The carbon 40
dioxide was pipedto each end ofthe railcar and connected
to two orifices at each end wall near the ceiling.It was
theorized that with the addition of temperature-sensing
devices contained within the productenvironment, injection
nozzles triggeredby the rising temperature of the product 45
contained thereinwould be activated and thecarbondioxide
inthesolidform (snow) wouldbesprayedupontheproduct.
Because ofthe direct contactoftheCO2 snowtotheproduct,
the temperatures were not uniform and the products that
directlycontacted the solid CO2 had a verylow temperature 50
and thus certainproducts wouldbecomeverybrittle.There
was also the problem of freezerburn.
In ordertokeepthe solidcarbondioxidefromcoming into
contact with the products contained within thç shipping
enclosure, the design disclosedin Fink et al, U.S.Pat. No.
4,593,536, was developed. This patent utilizes a compartment along the top region of the railcar where the carbon
dioxideis deposited in the solid form (snow) and held in
reserve. The compartment is able to holdenoughofthesolid
carbondioxideto last many days. It was therefore possible 60
to charge the car with the amountof snow at the loading
location to complete a trip without needing an additional
charge,eliminating the needto carry an additional supply of
liquid carbondioxide in the railcar. Sublimation ventswere
providedalongoneside wall adjacent to the liquidmanifold 65
to allow the sublimation gasses to enter the compartment
below to providethe requiredrefrigeration. Thesevents in

the bunker compartment also provide a pressure relief for
the flash gasses which are created in the transition from
liquid to snow. The cold sublimated gasses theoretically
wouldflow out of these vents, down the side wall in fluted
panels that were provided, across the floor andupwardly in
the flutesofthe opposite side wall.Becausecarbondioxide
is heavierthanair,thecoldgassesdid noteffectively flow up
the oppositeside wall, but instead exited down the floor
areas to the ventsthat carriedthe gasses to the outside, this
unevenflow left areas in the compartment not effectively
cooled.
A design disclosed by Hill, U.S. Pat No. 4,704,874,
theorizedthat by having a center discharge manifold and
providing sublimation openingsin the bunker along both
side walls and along the end walls, the sublimated gasses
would completely envelope the product. The flow of these
sublimated gasses down all wallswas then channeled along
the floor of the compartment. These channels were created
by aluminum T-beams running the length of the rail car
which then collectedthe cold gasses and routed it to a
discharge duct to the exterior of the railcar.
Because of a basic knowledge that certain perishable
products could not be allowed to be contacted by carbon
dioxide vapors, and especially those products that require
oxygen to exist, an alteration to the previous designs was
suggested by Moe, U.S. Pat. No. 4,761,969. Moe disclosed

adesignthatwas ableto operatein apluralityofmodesfor
this purpose. This design was to createthe carbon dioxide
snow and storeit in a flexible bladderlocated in thebunker
compartment. The gasses produced were to be released
througha bladder vent and thereforekeeping these vapors
channeled through thecontainer, notcoming in contact with
the inner loaded compartment, thereforeacting in a manner

such as an ice bag.This designhas yet to be producedand
it is doubtfulthat any materialwhich couldbe madeinto a
bladderwouldbe abletowithstand the verylowtemperature
of solid carbondioxide.
Thomsen, U.S. Pat. No. 4,891,954, was designed to
alleviate the problems that have plagued all previous
approaches and to controlthe tremendous pressures that are
createdintheloading process wherebyliquidcarbondioxide
is being forced through a small orifice to create the solid
form (snow). The pressure at which liquid carbondioxide
exists in a standard storage vessel and is subsequently
transported into the manifold ofthe storage compartment is
approximately 300 p.s.i.g. For each 100 pounds of liquid
carbon dioxide thatis transformed from aliquidinto a solid,
only46.5% becomes the solid and the remainder becomes
flash gas. It is this flash gas atthe extremely highpressure
thatis generated duringtheloadingcycle thatmust be able
to exit the bunker compartment, to eliminatethe possibility
of exploding the bunker or destroyingthe integrity in the
metalin theroof ofthevehicle.By creating additional relief
ports directly below the center manifold, it was theorized
that the snowwouldbe blown toward each wall, therefore
allowingat areabelow the manifoldto relive this flash gas
pressure.

This design certainly did seem to alleviate the previous
problemsencountered in the design of the railcars because
oftheir integral strength, but utilizing this same procedure in
the manufacture of shipping containers failed drastically.
The presentinvention is directed toward the alleviation of
the problemsoftheflash gasbuild-upassociated withall the
previousinventions so that can be successfully utilized in
not only railcars but also in ocean shipping containers and
trailers.
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fabricated of 1.4 mm aluminum secured to 4.0 mm aluminum framework by aluminum rivets. The utilization of the
In accordance with the present invention, a carbon dioxtechnology as taughtbytheprior art simply didnot work and
ide cryogenic refrigeration material is utilized to maintain
ended in structuralfailure.
therequiredresultinkeepingthe stored products adequately S
As described
in the presentinvention, the manifoldwith
refrigerated. The present invention includes an insulated
the orifices to discharge the snowis locatedadjacentto one
lightweightcontainer, intermodal or trailerhavingafloor, a
sidewall and directlyabovethe apertures in the bunker. The
ceiling,side walls, end walls and loading doors. The side
orifices are thereforedirected to the oppositeside wall. The
walls determinethelengthofthe containerarid the end walls
snow bank is created at the opposite side wall building
being thewidth. Theloadingdoorscouldbelocatedineither 10 backwards towardthe manifold.
end wall, or in the side walls. A bunker is provided as a
It is an object of the present invention to provide a
separation of the lower main storage area and the storage
manifold and discharge orifice combination for charging
area for thesnowformedfromthecryogenic carbondioxide.
containers with CO2 snowsuch that the snow free-fallsand
This bunker is ameans ofsupporting thesupplyofsnowand
does not become
to provide release areas torelievethe sublimated gasses and 15 Another objectcompacted.
of the present invention is to provide a
the flash gas.Apluralityofapertures extending throughthis
bunker for supporting and storing CO2 snow wherein the
bunker adjacent to the side wallspermitthe flow of subliplacement of the charging orifices, the vents and the dismated gasses from the bunkerarea to the flutedside walls
charge is such that complete charging and uniform distriand also into channels inthefloorofthebunker. Eachbunker
bution of the cold gas is readily achieved.
panel has atleastone, and preferably two, apertures adjacent 20
Yet anotherobject ofthe present invention is to providea
each side wall to releasethose sublimated gasses and flash
shipping containerwhereinthe snow supporting bunker is
gasses. These apertures are covered with ¼ inch stainless
reinforced, greatly reducing the possibility of structural
steel wire mesh.
failure while segregating the snowstorage spaceto improve
the efficiency and reduce charging time.
In the previous designsthat have all been constructed to
be used withrailcars, it has neverbeenpossibleto see into 25 Yet anotherobject ofthe present invention is to providea
thebunkerareawhilecharging thecompartment withcarbon
thin-skinned intermodal containersuch that, knowing the
dimension ofthe container, the amount ofinsulation and by
dioxide, therefore it has not been possible to determine
controlling the sublimation,the containercan be chargedin
exactly the direction of flow or dispersement of the snow,
the correct amount of CO2 snow to maintain the desired
The construction of intermodal containers, using the same
center manifold as mentionedin the Hill, Moe, and the 30 temperature for the duration of the trip.
Still a further
ofthe present inventionis to provide
previousThomsen patents,generated the same problems as
a container forobject
existed with all previous units designed. The pressure crecontaining and shipping frozen goods
wherein the desiredtemperatureis maintainedthrough the
ated by the flash gas (up to 300 psi) tends to blow out the
controlled sublimation of CO2 snow.
bunkers and/or seriouslydistort the metal in the roof. Even
withthereliefportsas mentioned inthe Thomsenpatent, the 35
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
pressure created is not tolerable. With railcars being conFIG. 1 is an isometricview ofthe exterior of a container
structed withveryheavy gaugematerials, itisnot ascritical.
such as contemplatedin the presentinvention.
However, the shipping containers and trailers are conFIG. 2 is a vertical section through the end of a typical
structed witha maximum of 14-gauge materialand thus are
not able to withstand the pressure. The loading doors of a 40 container.
FIG. 3 is a plan view of a typical bunker section.
shipping container are locatedin the rear end wall, making
itpossibleto remove an end bunker compartment and allow
FIG. 4 is a vertical view of the bunker of FIG. 6.
visual inspection of the charging procedure. It was deterFIG. 5 is a vertical view of a typicalwall.
minedthat, with the center manifold having orifices on each
FIG. 6 is a end view ofthe wall of FIG. 8.
side, the snow was directedto each side wall and the snow 45
FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 depict a proposedventing system for a
in combination with the pressure created by the flash gas
container.
cargo
the
that
were
to
completely clogged
apertures
designed
FIG.
10 is a verticalsection through the containerillusrelieve this pressure, includingthose center reliefports as
trating a chargingand distribution systemincludinga strucdescribed in the Thomsen patent. In order for gasses to
penetrate the snow bank being formed above each relief 50 ture for segregating the snow-containing spaceand improving the structural integrityofthe unit.
aperture, the snowwould have to have a consistency ofno
FIG. 11 is analternativecharging manifoldconfiguration.
more than 30pounds percubic foot. The pressuregenerated
by the flash gas,up to 300 psi, however, forced the snow to
FIG. 12 is a vertical view disclosing the discharge plcthese points at substantially higher pressure than this and
num.
thereforerestricted the access of the flash gasses, creating 55
FIG. 13 is a planview of the snow distributing system.
enoughpressure toblow out thebunker and distortthe metal
FIG. 14 is an enlargedview of a gas diffuser.
roof.
FIG. 15 is an alternativeend wall configuration for use in
The prior artcited hereinare allwellknownto the present
the
inventivecontainer.
inventor and all disclose the system in conjunction with a
FIG. 16 is a vertical sectionthroughthe vent structure.
railcar.Witharailcar, weightis generally not a problem, and 60
therefore reinforcing structuremaybe introduced. The averBEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
age weight of a railcar is 1558 pounds per linear foot,
INVENTION
whereas the average weight of an ISO container, those
As seen in FIG. 1, an intermodal shipping containerg is
containers underconsideration here,is 230poundsperlinear
foot.The railcar isconstructedof½inch steelframework to 65 shown having a pair of front loading doors 18.
which is secured by welding and rivets /io inch steelside
Referenceis now had to FIG. 2 whichis a sectionalview
walls and ¼ inch roofs and floors. The ISO containeris
through the containerof FIG. 1. As seen in this view, the
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
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containeris fabricated ofaluminum beams whichsupport an
outwardly and upwardly, impinging the CO2 snow against
aluminum floor and an outside layer of aluminum panels,
the bather13.As seenin this view and as seenmore clearly
in FIG. 14, the nozzles 46 includea gas diffuser 48 whichis
preferably 1.4 millimeters in thickness and interior side
walls which may be of fiberglass or stainless steel for
inthe form ofatruncatedcone. The nozzle46hasavertical
sanitation reasons. The interiorofthe container8includesa 5 vent 50,
allowingsome ofthe flash gas to escape upwardly
fluted floor 10, preferably aluminum,fluted fiberglass side
and be diffusedrearwardly, whereas the CO2 snow exits
panels 14 and a fiberglass overhead bunker 20 forming a
through the end ofthenozzleas at52and is projectedacross
compartment 22 into which the CO2 snow may be blown.
the containerto impingeagainst barrier 13.
The upper surface of bunker 20 will be faced with a
FIG. 15 depictsanalternative end wall system,including
reflective material. The snow is forced into the bunker by 10
vertical
support members 54 intersected by angle support
means of a manifoldpipe 24 having a plurality of nozzle
members 56, which terminate adjacent theupper portionof
orifices 26whichdirectthe snowtoward the opposite side of
the container, giving additional strength and reserving a
thebunkerand slightly towardthe ceiling.Also seeninthis
view are the end panels 16, flash gas relief vent 23 as
placeforthe vent 58, which as explained hereinbeforeand
15 described ingreaterdetailhereinafter, allowsforthe venting
explained hereinafter, and drain members 15.
of gases duringthe sublimation and cooling of the product.
As seen in FIGS. 3 and 4, the fiberglass bunker 20
The warmgases from the floor moveup the interior side of
includes flanges27 for restingontopofthewalls14 andalso
thewall,and whenthepressure isgreatenoughtoreleasethe
includes vents25to allowthe cold airtomove downwardly
into the maincompartment. Sidewall 14, as seenin FIG. 5,
magnetic catch, exit to the atmosphere.
likewise includes outwardly projecting elements2 to hold 20
As seeninFIG. 16, vent58is closed by adoor 60having
the cargosomewhat spacedfrom the wall allowing circulainsulation 62 and a hinge64 at the upperportionthereof.In
tion ofthe cold air betweenrectangular spacedelements 2.
addition tothe sealinggaskets, the lowerportionofthe door
Because oftherequirements ofshipping containers, as set
includes a magnetic stripinteraction to keep it closeduntil
by the International Standards Organization (ISO),in that 25 sufficient internal pressure is reached.
thecontainers be ofprescribed dimensions, the vent, as seen
claim:
as 23 in FIG. 1, is also depicted as 23 in FIG. 8, which
1. A lightweightintermodal container in the form of a
includes the actual opening which is closed by door 30
rectangular hexahedronfabricated oflightweightaluminum
framework covered by lightweight aluminum panels of 14
havingan opening sothatgauges 17maybe viewedwiththe
door closed. It is to be noted that the door 30 also includes
gaugeor less, whereinsaid containerutilizesCO2snow to
a plug member34 for filling the opening 23. In order to 30 maintainthe desiredtemperature, saidCO2snowmaintained
outofcontactwiththeproductcontainedinthe containerby
charge the container, the gaseous CO2 is pumped into
a horizontal panel intermediate the bottom and the top of
openings36 and is carried by manifold 24 upwardly to be
released as snow in the cargo compartment. As will be
saidcontainer, saidpanel including apluralityofvents along
obvious, flash gas formed duringthechargingofthe bunker
one longitudinal edgeofthe horizontal panel, apluralityof
will be able to escape through opening 23, but once the
nozzles selectively connected to a source of liquid CO2
container is fully charged, then door 30 will be closed,
mountedabovethe vents, within theconfines formedby the
horizontal panel, the roof, side walls and ends of the
sealing opening 23. It is to be notedlaterthat one ofthe car
remains vented.
container, saidnozzlesconfigured to convertthe liquidCO2
FIG. 10 depicts theway that thesolidCO2snowwouldbe 40 to CO2snow and directed upwardlyand outwardly from the
formedinthe space abovethebunker 20, impingingagainst
vents, suchthat itimpinges upon an opposing wall, permitthe far wall, forming a moundof snow which wouldthen
ting the CO2 gas generated to escape downwardlythrough
the vents, preventing excessive pressurein the confines and
movebackwardly towardthe nozzle,keeping the vents 25
precooling the container.
open for the maximum amountof time, preventing undue
2. An intermodalcontaineras in claim 1, wherein the
pressure and reducing, if not limitingthe risk of damaging
the container.
empty weightof the containeris less than 250 pounds per
linearfoot.
FIG. 11 shows an alternativemethod of charging the
3. An intermodalcontaineras in claim 1, wherein the
container wherein nozzles 26 cause the snow to impinge
walls and floor are irregularin configuration to permit free
against divider 13 and then build backwardly toward the
circulation of the chilled air.
vents 25. Drains are shownat 15.
50
4. An intermodal container as in claim 1, wherein a
FIG. 12 depicts a verticalsection along the longitudinal
vertical panel extends longitudinally of the container
axis ofthe container showingan opening 21 at the bottom
betweenthe horizontal panel and the roof of the container,
corner leading to a vertical cavity behind wall 19 wherein
andnozzlesare located alongeachlongitudinal edge of said
the gas tobe discharged is collected and,when thepressure
panel.
is great enough, discharges outwardly through conduit 23
5. An intermodal containeras in claim1, whereina false
closed by spring biased door 25.
wall is placed along one end of the container forming a
FIG. 13 depicts a plan view of the inventivecontainer
plenum and a ventis located at the top ofthe plenum.
showinga vertical section of conduit 40 in communication
6. An intermodal container as in claim 5 whrein the vent
withtwo horizontally placed,outwardly extending conduits
is closed by ahingedcoverurgedtowardtheclosed position
42, whichin turnare connected withconduits44 extending
such that a predetermined pressure is requiredto vent the
the lengthof the container.
gases to the outside controlling the flow.
A plurality of nozzles 46 are distributed alongthe length
ofthe container which, as pointed out hereinabove, extend
* * * * *
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ing a compressor and heat exchangeras in the conventional
fashion. Wateris pumped into a freezing cavity containing
the augerthat is defined betweenthe innerperiphery of the
cooling cylinderand aconcentric inner cylinder. The auger
scrapesice from the innerperiphery ofthe cooling cylinder
and forces the flakes upwards toward an ejectorabove the
cooling cylinder. The improvement thereofcomprises the
inclusion of a second cooling cylinder wherein the first
augerscrapesice from thecorresponding peripheries ofboth
cylinders and the second auger scrapes in from the additionalice forming surface defined by the innerperiphery of

the second cylinder.
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ICE MAKING MACHINE

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONOF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

This application is a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 07/995,805, filed on Dec. 15, 1992, now aban-

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 3 of the drawings, the ice
making machine of the present invention comprises a
roughly cylindrical freezing unit 10 whichis normallyheld
in a vertical position, and a refrigerating system, shown
schematically in FIG. 3, connected therewith.
The refrigerating system includes a compressor 1, a
condenser 2,and areservoir3 and a dryer31 whichtogether
send andreceivea suitable, environmentally safe refrigerant
to and from the freezing unit. The refrigerant enters the
freezingunit 10 through a lower inlet 11 thereon via an
external expansion valve4 andreturns tothecompressorvia
an outlet12 projecting fromthe upper periphery oftheunit.
A water supply 5 supplies the freezing unit with water
through a lower ingress 13 via a control valve 51. The
specification of the refrigerating system, which is similar
withthoseemployed inmoreconventional ice makersofthis
type, can be readily accomplished by a person of average
skillin the relatedfield and as such nofurtherdetailsrelated
therewithwill be broughtforth herein.
Freezingunit 10, as shownin FIG. 1, is configuredfor a
first operational mode whereinice in chunkform is forced
through an upperegressduct 5a attached to an ejector6 on
the side ofthe freezingunit,as shown inFIG. 3. The ejector
can beofawormtype,whichhas arotating spiralpusher,as
employed in more conventional ice makers. The freezing
assembly contains a first cooling cylinder 14 of annular
cross-section which is separated from the outer peripheral
wall thereof by a space A which is filled with a suitable
insulator. A second cooling cylinder15ofannularsectionis
disposed concentrically within the first cylinder. A first
freezingchamberB is defined between the first and second
cylinders 14,15. A helical auger 21 having one or more
mutually spaced spiral blades is rotatingly positioned
between the first and second cylinders wherein the outer
peripheries ofthe blades circumscribe a cylindrical surface
of slightly lesser diameterthan the inner periphery of the
outer cylinder14, and the inner peripheries of the blades
circumscribe a cylindrical surface of slightly greater diameter than the outer periphery of the inner cylinder 15. A
second auger 22 having a shaft 221 and a helicalblade 222
therearound is rotatinglypositioned within theinner periphery of cylinder15 with blade 222 and the periphery ofthe
cylinderalso being separated by a comparable space. The
spacebetweenshaft221 and theinner periphery ofcylinder
15 defines a second freezingchamber C. Further, the inner
periphery of cylinder14 defines a first ice making surface
while theouter and inner peripheries ofcylinder15 definea
second andthirdicemaking surface, respectively. Ingress 13
branches at 131 to supply water to the lower portionsof
respective cavities B and C.
Both cylinders 14 and 15 have hollow cavities for the
passage oftherefrigerant. As withconventional ice makers,
the cooling cavities are provided with helical fins therein
which define spiralingducts for the flow of the refrigerant.
The inlet11isconnectedto acoiledtube disposedwithinthe
cavity ofcylinder15 whereby the refrigerant exits the tube
in the upper portion of the cylinderand flows downward
through the spiraled duct towards the base of the cylinder
assembly. There, a couplingplate 16 communicates the
refrigerantto the outer cylinder14. The refrigerant then
flows upwards thereintoexitthrough theupperoutlet12and
return to the compressor.
In operation, water intromited into cavities B and C
freezes on the peripheral ice forming surfaces of cylinders

doned.
BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT
INVENTION

The presentinventionrelates to animprovedstructureice
making machine, and more particularly to an ice making
machineof the type having a cooling cylinder of annular
section for forming ice onan innerperiphery thereof which
is scraped by an auger disposed therein, wherein the
improvement is characterized in having an additional concentric cooling cylinder so as to provide additional ice
forming surfaces and a second augerfor scrapingthe inner
periphery of the second cylinder.
More conventional ice makers of this generic type generally employ a single cooling cylinder, which is supplied
with a compressed refrigerant from an external cooling
system, and asingle helical augerwhichscrapesice from the
inner peripheral surface thereofand moves the ice flakes
upwardstowardsan ejector. The improved ice makerofthe
presentinventionwithits plurality of ice making surfaces
and augers thus can providea unit of greater capacity and

10

15

20

25

efficiency.

30
SUMMARY OF THE PRESENTINVENTION

An improved ice making machine inaccordancewiththe
present inventioncomprises an outer cooling cylinder of
annular section,an inner cooling cylinderdisposedconcentrically within the outer cylinder, a first motordriven auger
disposedtherebetween, and asecond auger disposedwithin
the inner cylinder. As in more conventional ice making
machines, acompressor andheat exchanger are provided for
supplying refrigerantto the outer and inner cooling cylin- 40
ders. The first auger scrapes ice from the corresponding
peripheral wallsofthe outerand inner cylinders as does the
second augerfrom the innerperiphery ofthe inner cylinder,
while moving the ice flakes towards an upper ejector for
expulsion from the ice makerin compactedchunks.Alternately, ice in the form of a slurry possibly mixed with
granular additives can be generated and expelled from a
loweregressby interchanging someofthe members in the
freezingunit.
Thusit is amainobjectofthepresentinventiontoprovide
an ice makingmachine having apluralityof cylindrical ice

50

forming surfaces therein so as to offer greaterefficiency and
ice making capacity relative to a conventional ice makerof
comparable size.
55

BRIEFDESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a sectional view of the ice makingassemblyof
the presentinvention adapted for a first mode of operation.
60
FIG. 2 is a sectional view ofthe ice making assembly of
the present inventionadapted for a secondmode of operation.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram ofthe refrigeratingunit of
the ice making machine.
65
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagramoftheupper portionofthe
ice making assembly ofthe present invention.
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14,15. The augers 21 and 22 which are coupled to an
claim:
1. An improved ice making machinecomprising:
externallyrotated shaft 30 scrape the ice from the cylinder
walls and move the ice flakes upwardsin their respective
an outercooling cylinderofhollow annular section and an
cavities. Shaft 30 has a lower end portion 301 which
inner cooling cylinderof hollow annular section disreceivesand couples the upperend portion ofauger22, with
posed concentrically within the bore of said outer
the periphery of medial portion 302 being coupled to the
cooling cylinder, said outer cooling cylinder and said
inner periphery of the upper end portion of auger 21 via
inner cooling cylinder defining an outer ice making
cooperating splines and keyedchannelssimilarto the coopchamber therebetween with an inner periphery ofsaid
erating splines 35 and keyed channels 38 on the inner
outer cooling cylinderdefining a first freezing surface
periphery ofan annularbreaker50 thereon, as seenin FIG.
4. The blade 222 has an enlarged upper portion abovethe
and an outer periphery of said inner cooling cylinder
opening of cylinder 15 which mixes the outflow therefrom
defining asecond freezingsurface, and the boreofsaid
with the ice from chamberB. The largely frozen slurry is
inner cooling cylinder defining an inner ice making
then forced upwards through an annularextruderplate 40
chamber thereinwith an inner periphery of said inner
having a plurality of slots 41 or predetermined section 15
cooling cylinder defining a third freezingsurface;
formed thereon. The compacted ice from the extruder plate
an outer helical auger havingat least one blade disposed
travels upward and impinges the annular breaker50 thereabove having a radially projecting upper rim 501. The
within said outer ice making chamber, an outerperiphbreaker 50 causesthe ice to fracture into chunksofdesired
ery of each said at least one blade of said outer helical
size which are removedby the action of the ejector via a
augerbeingsubstantially spacedfromsaidfirst freezing
ducted flange 5a. Ejector6 then expels the ice in a down- 20
surface, an inner periphery of each said at least one
ward direction towards a containerfor use.
blade of said outer helical auger being substantially
The ice making machine can also be configured for a
spacedfrom said second freezingsurface;
second mode of operation for making ice slurry form and
an inner helical auger havingat least one blade disposed
which is particularly well suitedfor the admixture of fla- 25
within said inner ice making chamber, an outer periphvorings or granular additives. Referring to FIG. 2, for this
eryofeach said at leastone bladeofinnerhelical auger
second modeof operation a number of members in the ice
being substantially spaced from said third freezing
making assembly are interchanged. Firstly,the flanged duct
surface;
5a is removed so that the shaft 30 and augers 21,22 are
an
30
externally rotatedshaft fixedly coupled withsaid outer
accessible. The shaft 30 and attached augers21,22 are then
helical
augerand saidinner helical augerso as torotate
extracted and the inner auger 22 replacedwith an auger22
therewith;
a
helical
blade
of
twist.
The extruder plate
having
opposite
a wateringress for intromitting a water mixture into said
40 is also replacedwithan annularobturator45 priorto the
outerice making chamberproximate a first end thereof;
reassembly of the augersand duct. In this arrangement, ice
formed within cavities B and C are moved in opposite
a conduitbetween the first end of said outer ice making
directions by the respective augers 21 and 22 wherein
chamber and an associatedfirst end of said inner ice
ice
from
chamber
B
is
redirected
upwardly moving
by
making chamber for the passage ofthe watermixture;
obturator 45 so as to enter chamber C which forces ice
a mixing chamber disposed adjacent associated second
thereindownward Aplug70, shownin FIG. 1, whichcloses 40
ends of said outer ice making chamber and said inner
the lowerend of chamber C isremovedand replacedwitha
ice making chamber, said mixing chamber being in
nozzle71 so thatice can be ejectedtherefrom. Additionally,
communication therewith;
inlet 13 is replacedwithavalve member90 whichobturates
an ice egress in communication with said mixing chamthe formeringress to the innerchamberC at 131, but which
ber;
maintainscommunication withcavityB. The valvemember
a
cooling
system for circulating arefrigerantthrough said
acts as asafetyrelease should excessive pressurebuildupin
outer
cooling
cylinderand said inner cooling cylinder;
the chamber. Water now enters chamber B via a larger
ice
formed
insaidinnerice making chamber and
whereby,
auxiliary inlet above member 90 which was closed by a
said outer ice making chamber is displaced by respeccover 60 in the prior mode. Optionally, a feeder80 can be 50
tive said inner helical auger and said outer auger
attached to the auxiliary inlet to facilitate the mixing of
towardssaid mixingchamberand expelledthrough said
granularadditivessuch as fruit pulp or flavorings.
ice egress.
Note that in this operational mode an ice mixture travels
2.
An
improved ice making machine according to claim 1,
through both chambers before exiting the assembly and
wherein
saidinnerhelicalaugeris releasably coupledto said
hence is cooledto a lowertemperature relativeto a mixture
and
said improved ice making machinefurthercomshaft,
processed by using the first mode. This suits the intended
prises;
usage as ice mixtures having considerable quantities of
an obturable, second ice egressdisposedadjacent the first
dissolvedsubstances orother additives have lowerfreezing
end ofsaid inner ice makingchamberin communica60
temperatures.
tion therewith;
Though many specificities were brought forth in the
an
obturater plate positionable between said mixing
above description, these should not be construedin a limichamber and said ice egress;
tative sense but rather as being exemplary of a preferred
a valvemeans disposable in said conduit for shutting off
embodiment thereof, withthe actualspirit and scope ofthe 65
the flow of water therethrough;
present invention being determined instead from the
a second inner helical auger interchangeable with said
appended claims and their legal equivalents.

5,460,014
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inner helical auger, said second inner helical auger
having an opposing helical twistwithrespectto that of
said inner helical auger;
whereby, with said secondinnerhelical augerdisposedin
said inner ice making chamber, said obturater plate
disposedbetween said mixing chamber and said ice
egress, said valve means disposed in said conduit, and

6
said secondice egress in an open position, a water
mixture and ice in said outer ice making chamber is
displaced into said mixing chamber, then displaced
through said inner ice making chamber, and expelled
throughsaid second ice egress.
*
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FREEZERWITH IMPERFORATE
CONVEYORBELT
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
The present invention pertainsto cooling devices employing conveyor beltsfor useinacontinuous cooling operation,
and in particular to freezers havinga tunnel enclosure.
2. Description of the RelatedArt
Continuous process freezers and coolers have been
employed for a variety of different products and are extensively employed in various food industries. For example,
freeze-dried coffee, processed fishand meat parts arechilled
or frozen in tunnel apparatus, using a variety of different
coolantmedia. Brine solutions havebeenemployed in these
applications for some time, but cryogenic coolants such as
liquid cryogen are becoming increasingly popular. Tunnel
enclosures offeradvantagesofeconomical spaceutilization,
and operational flexibility, sincedifferent cooling zones can
be installedwithin the apparatus, to provide a continuous
treatmentofproduct as it travels through the tunnelenclosure.

10

15

cooling and freezingapparatus of the abovetype which is
suitable for use in conventional tunnel enclosures.
A further object of the present invention is to provide
cooling and freezingapparatus suitable foruse withliquid,
friable, frangible and other types of products which are
unsuitable for use with perforateconveyorbelts.
These and other objects of the present invention, which
will become apparent from studying the appended description and drawings, are provided in a freezer, comprising:
an enclosure having an inlet end and an outletend;
a conveyorbelt having a substantially solid surface with
top and bottomruns and formedin an endless loop;
a coolantbath below sald top conveyor run; and
means for directing at least a portion of the bottom
conveyorrun throughthe coolantbath.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
20

FIG. 1 is an end view of freezerapparatus according to
principles of the present invention.
FIG. 2is a cross-sectional viewtaken alongthe line 2—2

of FIG.!.
Brinecoolants offersignificant disadvantages forprocessFIG.3is a cross-sectional viewtaken alongthe line 3—3
ing food products. For example, contactbetweenthe brine 25
of FIG. 2.
solutionand the food productmust usually be avoided, and
the viscosities of brine solutions changegreatly overtypical
FIG. 4is a cross-sectional viewtaken alongthe line 4—4
of FIG. 2.
operatingtemperatureranges, thus complicating the flow
handlingequipment neededto circulate the brine solution.
FIG. 5is a cross-sectional viewofan alternative embodiCryogen coolants such as liquid nitrogen spray and bath 30 ment of the freezerapparatus.
treatments do not suffer from these drawbacks, and consequentlyarereceivingwidespread acceptance throughout the
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
food industry. Cryogenic cooling can be carried out with
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
conventional, readily available equipmentand the viscosiFIGS. 1 and 2 show a freezer apparatus generally mdities and other physicalproperties of cryogenic coolants are
cated at 10, having a tunnel configuration. Althoughreferwell behavedover their typical operating ranges. Further,
ence is made to a "freezer" apparatus, it will be readily
cryogenic coolants such as carbon dioxide snow and liquid
appreciated by those skilled in the art that the present
nitrogen can be applied directly to food products without
invention could also be used for the cooling or chilling of
risk of contamination or deterioration oftheproductquality.
Thus,economical directcontact spray and bathtreatments of 40 products, rather than freezing, and such is intended.
food products are possiblewith cryogenic coolants.
Apparatus 10 includesa tunnelenclosure generallyindiIn cryogenic freezer tunnels and in other types ofenclocatedat 12, including aremovablecover14, anentranceend
wall 16, an exitend wall 18, a floor 20, and sidewalls22. A
sures employing cryogenic coolants,the atmosphere is circulated using a plurality of fans, and circulations within
product feeding device schematically indicated as a disenclosures are optimizedto achieve different objectives. A
penser24 feedsindividual products 26 into aninlet opening
28 formed betweenwall 16 oftheenclosure and avapordam
typicalpurposeofsuch enclosures is totreatproductcarried
17. The products arecarriedthrough thefreezerapparatus by
on an endless conveyorbelt whichoccupiesthe majority of
a conveyorgenerallyindicatedat 32, and pass through an
interior volume within an enclosure. In order to minimize
exit opening 34in wall 18 so astobe carried downstream by
disturbance of desirable flow currents set up within an
enclosure, so-called forarninous or perforate belting has 50 an external conveyor36, locatedoutside of the freezer.
been employedto convey products through an enclosure.
The conveyor32includes aconveyorbelt40formedinan
Significant improvements in cooling rates can be achieved
endless loop, so as to have upper and lower runs 50, 52,
forawide variety offood products usingperforateconveyor
respectively, as can be seen in FIG. 2. According to one
belts; however, there are a substantial number of food
aspect of the present invention, the conveyor belt 40 is
products which are unsuitablefor use with perforatecon- 55 preferably of nonforaminous or imperforate construction.
veyorbelts. Examples of suchproductsare chocolate, soup,
For example, the conveyorbelt 40 can be made of stainless
semi-liquid foods, coffee extract, doughproducts and very
steel or other metallicmaterials, as well as plasticmaterials
small size orcrumblyproteinfoods,such as processed meat
such as TEFLON, fabric materials, or compositeconstrucand fish. It is desirablethat such products be cooled using
tions which can successfully withstand cryogenic temperadirectcontact cryogenic techniques,and advances are being 60 tures, which are compatible with the products 26 being
sought in this field.
treated, and which is otherwisesuitable for the intended
application. In the mostpreferred embodiment, theconveyor
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
belt 40 is made of a solid sheet of stainlesssteel, or solid
It is an objectof the presentinventionto provideappasections of stainless steel which are hinged or otherwise
ratusfor continuously cooling and freezingawide variety of 65 secured togetherto form the endless loop, as shown.
products, including food products.
The belt loop has an inlet end wherebelt 40 passes over
Another object of the present invention is to provide
a roller 44, and an outlet end where belt 40 passes over a
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roller46.In the preferred embodiment illustrated inFIG. 2,
the rollers 44, 46 have horizontal tangentlines aligned in a
commonhorizontal plane,so thattheupperrun50 ofthe belt
loopis generallyhorizontal. As shown,the rollers 44,46are
of dissimilar size, although this is not essential topracticing 5
the presentinvention.The smallerroller 46 is employed at
the downstream end to provide a convenient mode of
transitioning the lower run 52 of the belt loop from an
elevated downstream end to a lowered or depressed
upstream end.
10
As can be seen in FIG. 2, the lower end of roller 44 is
located a substantial distancebelow the lower end of roller
46. The rollers 44, 46 are mountedfor rotation about their
respective axes, and as shownin FIG. 2, the roller surfaces
are closely spaced to their respective end walls 16, 18. If 15
desired, the rollers could be spaced a small amountfrom
their adjacent end walls, and could be biased by springs,
such as compression springs 56, 58, if desired, to provide
tensioning ofthe conveyorbelt, as well as a means for ready
removal and installationof a conveyorbelt in the freezer 20
apparatus. When employed, the compression springs 58, 60
bias the rollers 44, 46 in directions apart from one another
so as to increasebelt tension. The compression springs also
accommodate contraction oftheconveyorbeltdue to shrinkage causedby lowtemperatures withinthefreezerapparatus. 25
The lowerrun 52 ofthe belt loop follows a path defined,
inpart, by idlerrollers 64, 66. Ifdesired,the idlerrollers 64,
66 could be mounted in a fixed position, relying on the
tensioning force providedby springs 58, 60. However, it is
preferred that the idler rollers 64, 66 be spring-loaded by 30
springs 68, 70 to further increase belt tension.
If desired, the compression springs 58, 60 could be
replacedby nonresilient tensioning means such as threaded
shaftsfor adjustably positioning therotational axesofrollers
44, 46 so as to adjustably control the spacingbetweenthem. 35
According to an aspectofthepresentinvention,theupper
run 50 of the conveyor belt is cooled from below by
upwardly directedcoolantsprays. In the preferredembodiment, spraynozzles74 are fed from acommonmanifold76 40
to receivea suitable coolant, preferably liquidnitrogen. The
pressure and volume of the nozzles 74 is regulated by a
control unit 80 which receives liquid nitrogen through
supply line 82 connected to an external source of the
cryogen coolant. A control unit 80 preferably includes a
liquidlevel sensor 82, as willbediscussed herein.The liquid
nitrogen is sprayed againstthe undersideof the conveyor
belt, and excess coolantis collectedin a tank 84 located
belowthe nozzle74. According to one aspectofthe present
invention,the control unit 80 ensures an amount of over- 50
sprayfrom nozzle74 sufficientto maintainalevel intank84,
as sensed by level sensor 82.
The idler roller 66 is locatedbelow the lowerhorizontal
tangent line of roller 46 and cooperates with roller 44 to
definea depressed portionofbelttravelin thelowerrun52.
Preferably, the idler roller 66 is locatedwithin tank 84, and
thus the depressed portion of the bottom conveyorrun is
immersed in the liquid coolantwithin tank 84, to provide a
refrigerating bath for the conveyor belt. Preferably, the
refrigerating bath is located immediately upstream of the 60
freezerinlet28 in preparation toreceiveproductentering the
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for the conveyorbelt at the inlet end of the freezer. Alternatively, the roller 44 could be made of less massive
construction and couldevenbemade ofathermalinsulating
material, if desired. As a further alternative, the roller 44
could comprise the outer surface of a drum containing
suitable coolant, such as an additional quantity of liquid
nitrogen. In any event, the conveyorbelt is cooled immediately prior to its reception of product to be treated.
Preferably, the conveyorbelt and cryogen bath and tank 84
are selected so as to instantlyfreeze the bottom surface of
productbeing placedon the conveyorbelt, to accelerate the
freezing process,and to reducethe dwelltimenecessary for
freezing treatmentofawide variety ofcommercially important products. Heat transferadvantages havebeen provided
for product interfaces which are rapidly frozen so as to
provideathermalconductionpath towardthe productinterior.
Although not required,it is preferred that the conveyor
belt have a smooth outer surface in order to achieve a
numberofadvantages. Forexample, a smooth outer surface
withinstantaneous or veryrapid freezingupon contact with
the belt surface imparts a carefully controlled solidified
shape for amorphous food products such as coffee extract,
and pureed and ground foods, for example. Further, a
smooth outer belt surface eliminates problems associated
with belt marking. This is important for soft or delicate
products such as candy, cookies, dough products, for
example, which are being frozen. Belt marking is objectionalin a wide variety ofproducts and reducesthe product
value. Further, a smoothouter belt of the conveyorbelt 40
preservesthe appearance and productweightof highvalue
foods such an marinated meat and poultry, fish fillets,
waffles, and red meats.
A smooth outer surface, especially coupled with rapid
freezingupon contact withthe belt surface, helpsto ensure
a clean release of the productat the exit end of the freezer
apparatus, withoutplug-likeportions being ripped out of a
product surface, as might occur when so-called open or
perforateconveyorbelts are inappropriately used withdelicate products whichtend to mold aroundcorners and edges
ofthebeltlinks. Further, a solidconveyorbelt withasmooth
product-contacting surface preventsproduct from flowing
into cavities of the conveyorbelt, being wedged therein
when frozen.
As can be seen from the brief discussion here, food
products presentawidevarietyofdifferent delicate features,
each requiring different considerations when designing a
commercially efficient freezer apparatus. As a further
exampleofa delicate food product(i.e., delicate in different
ways from thatdiscussed above),wet marinatedpoultryhas
a relatively dense interior constitution which requires a
substantial amount ofcoolingtotreatthe coreportionsofthe
product. Whenthe wet,marinatedpoultry is maintained with
its outerskin, it hasbeenobservedthattheforcesholdingthe
skinontothefrozenpoultryarerelativelyweak, and thatthe
skin can be easily torn from the surface of the relatively
massive product, with a consequent reductionin product
value.

An overhead spray system is also incorporated in the
freezing apparatus of the preferred embodiment. FIG. 2
shows a series of spray heads 90 coupled to a common
freezer.
header 92, to receive coolant (preferably liquid nitrogen)
As shown inFIG. 2, itis generallypreferred thatroller 44
flow underthe regulation of a control unit 96. Control unit
also be located within tank 84 and the coolant bath therein.
96 receives liquid nitrogen from a supply connection 98
Ifdesired,the heatcapacity ofroller44 canbe controlled, as 65 coupling the control unit 96 to acoolant source. Preferably,
desired. For example, the roller 44 can be of relatively
the connections 82, 98 couple the respectivecontrol units
massive construction to provide additionalthermal inertia
80, 96 to a commonsource of liquid nitrogen, and thus,
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the same cooling mediais used aboveand below
the upper conveyorrun, although this is not necessary.
The control unit 96 includes a temperature sensor 102
which senses the interior temperature ofthe enclosure, at a
point downstream of the nozzles 90. A plenum 106 is 5
preferably provided to circulate the cooling atmosphere
abovethe conveyorbelt, and to providecryogencontrolat
the inlet and outlet openings28, 34 of the enclosure. The
plenum is preferably located in cover 14 and includes a
blower108 which circulates an atmosphere flow across the 10
upperconveyorbeltrun, in the same directionas that ofthe
conveyorbelttravel.Deflector shields 112, 114 are provided
at the outlet and inlet ends of plenum 106 to confine the
majorityof the atmospheric flow within enclosure 12. The
pressure and flow conditions set up by blower 108 within
15
plenum 106 can providean effective vaporlock at the inlet
and exit openings 28, 34, if desired. A small, controlled
amount of vapor flow is allowed to leave the entrance
opening 28 so as to form a vapor pooi 116 immediately
outside the enclosure entrance. This feature, however, is
optionaland couldbeomittedifdesired. Inasimilarmanner, 20
a small flow, indicatedby arrows 120, is allowedto escape
the exit opening 34 to form a vapor pool at the enclosure
exit. However, this vapor pool at the exit end of the
enclosure is also optional and could be omitted, ifdesired.
It is generallypreferredthat the lower control unit 80 25
receive input control signals from a liquid level sensor 82
and that the uppercontrolunit 96 (whenemployed) receive
control signals from a temperaturesensor 102. However,
other controlstrategiesfor the cryogenspray could also be 30
employed. For example, ifit is desiredto maintaina certain
liquidlevel in tank84, andtheoverspray orexcessdischarge
from nozzles 74 is undesirable, liquid nitrogen from supply
line 82 couldbedirectlypipedtotank84by control unit 80,
under control of the liquid level sensor 82, in a separate
piping run, separate from manifold 76. Accordingly, the
control unit 80 could incorporate a temperature sensor
within enclosure 12 (for example, immediately underneath
the upper conveyor run) to provide a control signal for
regulating the amount ofliquidnitrogen fed tomanifold76, 40
and thus controlofthe spray discharge from nozzle 74 and
of the liquid level in tank 84 could be separated, ifdesired.
In this alternative arrangement, the liquid nitrogen pumped
directly to tank 84 could be routed through roller 44 to
provide additional cooling for the roller, with the cryogen 45
flow beingallowedto run off into tank 84. Also, the level in
tank 84 couldbe maintained by allowingnozzles90 to emit
an overspray which is collectedand channeled to tank84,
past the sides of the conveyorbelt. For example, gutters
could be provided along the edges of the upper conveyor
50
run, with downspouts leading to the interior of tank 84.
If desired, collecting plates 78 could be installedunderneath the upperconveyorrun to collect overspray, directing
the overspray into tank84. The collectorplates 78 couldbe
arrangedto preventthe spray patternsfrom interfering with
one another, thereby optimizing the thermal efficiencies of
contact between the sprayed cryogen and the conveyorbelt.
If desired, the collectorplates 78 could be maderelatively
massive so as to increasethe thermal inertia in the vicinity
immediately adjacent the conveyorbelt.
60
Atunnel enclosure has beenused to describethe present
invention, although the present invention could also be
readily employed with tunnel enclosures havingother configurations, as well as enclosures ofdifferent types, such as
cabinet freezers and helical conveyorfreezers. FIG. 5, for 65
example, shows an alternative arrangement of a tunnel
freezer where a conveyor belt 101 passes outside of the
preferably,

6
insulatedenclosure, through an opening 112.
The drawings and the foregoing descriptions are not
intended to represent the only forms of the invention in
regard to the details of its construction and manner of
operation. Changes in formand intheproportionofparts,as
well as the substitution of equivalents, are contemplated as
circumstances may suggest or render expedient; and
although specific terms have been employed, they are
intendedin a genericand descriptive sense onlyand not for
the purposes oflimitation, the scope of the inventionbeing
delineated by the following claims.
What is claimedis:
1. A freezer for freezingarticles, comprising:
an enclosure having an inlet end and an outletend;
a conveyorbelt havinga substantially solid surface with
top and bottomruns and formed inan endless ioopwith
the articles carried only on the top run, between inlet
and outlet ends of the enclosure;
a coolant bath below said top conveyorrun; and
means for directing at least a portion of the bottom
conveyorrun through the coolant bath.
2. The freezerofclaim 1 furthercomprising aliquidlevel
sensor for sensing the level of coolantin the coolantbath,
and valve controllermeans responsive to the liquid level
sensor, for couplingthe coolantbath to acoolantsupply and
for controlling the amount ofcoolantsuppliedtothe coolant
bath.
3. The freezer of claim 2 further comprising means
couplingthe coolantspray to said valve controller.
4. The freezer of claim 2 wherein said conveyorbelt
comprises a metal sheet.
5. The freezerofclaim 1 furthercomprising an upwardly
directedcoolantspray directedagainstthe top conveyorrun.
6. The freezer ofclaimSfurthercomprising atanklocated
below said coolant spray, with a portion of said coolant

spray fallinginto said coolantbath toform atleast a part of
the coolant bath.
7. The freezer of claim 1 wherein said coolant bath is
locatedadjacentthe inlet end of said enclosUre.
8. The freezer of claim 7 further comprising a plenum
abovethe conveyorbelt extending alongatleast aportion of
the conveyorbelt.
9. The freezer ofclaim7 further comprising a fan in said
plenum and having a discharge directed opposite of the
directionof travel of the top conveyorrun.
10. The freezerofclaim1 furthercomprising an overhead
coolantspray downwardly directedagainst the top conveyor
run.
11. A freezer,comprising:
an enclosure having an inlet end and an outlet end;

a conveyor belt having

a substantially solid surface,
formedin an endlessioophavingtop and bottomruns;
an upwardly directed coolant spray directed against the
top conveyorrun;
acoolantbathbelow said coolantspraycollecting coolant
from the coolant spray;
directing means for directing at least a portion of the
bottom conveyorrun through the coolantbath.
12.The freezerofclaim11wherein saidconveyorbelthas
a substantially smoothsurface.
13. The freezerofclaim 11 wherein said directingmeans
is locatedadjacentthe inlet end of said enclosure.
14. The freezer of claim 11 wherein a portion of the
bottom conveyor run is depressed with respect to the
remainder of the bottom conveyor run by said directing
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a portionof the conveyorbelt; and
a fan in said plenum and having a discharge directed
opposite of the direction of travelofthe top conveyor

means.

15. The freezerofclaim 11 furthercomprising overhead
coolant sprays downwardly directed against the top conveyor run.
16. The freezer of claim 15 further comprising a fan
means in said plenum and having a discharge directed
oppositeof the direction oftravel of the top conveyorrun.
17. The freezer of claim 15 furthercomprising a plenum
abovethe conveyorbelt extending alongat leastaportion of
the conveyorbelt.

run.

5

enclosure.
10

18. A freezer, comprising:
an enclosure having an inlet end and an outlet end;

a conveyorbelt formedin an endlessloop, the conveyor
belt having top and bottom runs and a substantially

solid surface;
an upwardly directed coolant spray directed againstthe
top conveyor run;
acoolantbathbelow said coolantspray collecting coolant
from the coolantspray;
directing means for directing at least a portion of the
bottom conveyorrun through the coolantbath;
aplenumabovetheconveyorbeltextending alongatleast

of claim 18 wherein said portionof the
bottomconveyorrunislocatedadjacent the inletend ofsaid
19. The freezer

20. The freezer of claim 18 wherein a portion of the
bottom conveyor run is depressed with respect to the
remainder of the bottom conveyor run by said directing
means.

15

20

21. The freezerof claim 18 further comprising overhead
coolant sprays downwardly directed against the top conveyorrun.
22. The freezerof claim 18 further comprising a liquid
level sensor for sensing the level of coolant of the coolant
bath, and valve means for coupling an external coolant
supply to the coolantbath and for controlling the amountof
coolant supplied to the coolantbath.
23. The freezer of claim 22 further comprising means
couplingthe coolantspray to saidvalve means.
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ABSTRACT

A circuit and method in a computer system for generating a
power-up reset pulse is disclosed. A specially designed
flip-flop and a voltageshifter create a signal thatramps-up
with a risingvoltagefrom a newlyactivatedpower supply
until a desired voltagelevel is reached. The signal is then
deasserted and, in one embodiment, the circuit is reset so
that anotherreset signal can be generated should powerbe
removedand then reappliedin a short period of time. This
circuitisconfigured sothatnoDC current pathsfrompower

to ground exist within the
generation is complete.

circuit once the reset pulse
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ZERO STANDBY CURRENT POWER-UP
RESET CIRCUiT

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Anintegrated circuit that generates apower-up resetpulse
in responseto the rising voltage level of a power supply

Thisis a continuation ofapplicationSer.No.08/209,106,
filed Mar. 8, 1994, now abandoned.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field ofthe Invention
This invention relates generally to the operation of inte- 10
grated circuits. More particularly, itrelatestothe generation
ofapower-up resetpulsefor ensuring the orderly power-up
of an integratedcircuit.
2. Background of the Invention
15
When apowersupply is first activated, itasserts avoltage
level that rises from zero volts to a voltage level required
during normaloperation, for example3.3 volts. During this
"power-up" period, an integrated circuit coupled to the
power supply canbehavein an unknownand unpredictable 20
manner, possibly causingthe integratedcircuit to function
improperly once the power-up is complete. There are various causesfor this improper functioning, including residual
voltage on certainnodesintheintegratedcircuit,anddelays
in the distribution of the power supply signal that cause 25
voltage differentials on transistors and other devices within
the circuit. One method forpreventing these problems is the
application of a power-up reset pulse duringthe power-up
period to certain critical nodes and devices with the integrated circuit.
Apower-up resetpulsepreferably has avoltagelevel that
starts at zero volts, rises linearly until a certain predeterminedlevel is achieved, and then dropsback downto zero
volts. During the rising period, the voltage level of the
power-up resetpulseshould beasidenticalas possible tothe
rising voltage level asserted by the power supply. The reset
pulse is appliedto key nodes and devices throughout the
integrated circuit beingpowered up so that the voltage level
at these points is substantially predictablethroughout the
power-up period.Oncepower-up is complete,any circuitry
usedto generate thepower-up resetpulse becomes inactive.
Previous power-up reset circuits for generating a powerup reset pulse utilized resistive and capacitive elements
combined to create a desired ramp shape. These circuits
haveseveral shortcomings.The capacitive elementnormally
requires a certainamount oftime after the powersupply is
removedto discharge before another reset pulse can be
generated. However, a typicalmethodfor resettinga computer or other system using integratedcircuitsis to turnthe
system off and then backon again quickly. Accordingly, the
need to discharge the capacitor prior to reactivating the
system creates a delay and inconvenience for the user.
Additionally, the resistive element of previous power-up
reset circuit continues to cause the circuit to drain DC
currentevenafterthecircuit isno longeroperating.Withthe
advent to laptop computers which rely on batteries for
power, and the emergence of an environmentally friendly
computer market, the unnecessary current drain is another
shortcoming. Furthermore, both resistive and capacitive
elements in integrated circuits are extremely sensitive to
process and temperature parameters. Accordingly, the voltage level at whichthe reset pulse falls to zero deassertion
voltage of previous power-up reset circuits can vary considerably. Itis generally desirable to maintain predictability
within an integratedcircuit, and any sensitivity to process
and temperatureparameters may affectthe predictability of
the integrated circuit.
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signal is disclosed. In a first embodiment, the circuit is
comprised ofanintegrated circuitthatpowers-up in aknown
state and a voltage shifter. In a second embodiment, an
additional integrated circuit that resets the system is
included whichallowsapower-up resetpulseto beproperly
asserted evenifthepowersupply signalis removedand then
reapplied within a short interval of time. Each of the
preferred embodiments incorporates active logic to create
the power-up reset pulse so that the circuitsleak substantially no DC current once the power-up cycle has been
completed.
Inthefirst preferred embodiment, aflip-flop configuredto
power-up in aknownstateiscombined withavoltage shifter
circuit. The flip-flop provides the sourceof the resetpulse.
The voltage shifter causesavoltagedrop between two nodes
that delays the generation ofatoggle signal until the power
supply signal reaches a certain value. The toggle signal
causestheflip-flopto toggleand becausetheflip-flopisused
as the source of the reset pulse, terminates the power-up
reset pulse. The power-up reset pulse then remains terminated and the circuitryused to generated the pulseremains
inactiveas longas the powersupply signal remainsabovea
certainvoltagelevel.
In the second preferred embodiment a reset circuit is
added. The reset circuit is coupled between the voltage
shifter andtheflip-flop. Inthis embodiment thetogglesignal
of the voltage shifter is receivedby the reset circuit. The
reset circuit generates a reset signal when the toggle signal
is detected. The reset signalterminates the power-up reset
pulse and additionally causes any currenton critical nodes
within the flip-flop and the voltage shifter to be removed.
Removing current fromthe critical nodesplacesthe voltage
shifter and the flip-flop in condition to generate a new
power-up reset pulse even if power supply signal be
removedand reappliedin a shortperiod of time.
Additionally, in the second preferred embodiment, the
flip-flop and thereset circuit arecoupledina second manner
so that when the flip-flop is reset, a second reset signal is
generatedthat is transmitted back to the reset circuit. The
second reset signal causes excess current to be removed
from certain nodeswithin the reset circuit so that the reset
circuitwill also bereadytogenerateanother power-up reset
pulse should the power supply signal be removed and
reasserted in a short period of time. The flip-flop and the
reset circuit then form a feedback loop that keeps the
flip-flop and reset circuit in the reset state until the power
supply is removed.
The power-up reset circuit is preferably implemented
within a computer system having a microprocessor, a
memory, and input/output devices coupled togetherby a
system bus. Inthepreferredembodiment the power-up reset
circuit is located within the microprocessor. As power is
applied to the system, a reset pulse is applied to the
microprocessor ensuring that the microprocessor powers-up
in a known state.

BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a block diagramof a computersystemconfigured in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
65 invention.

FIG. 2 is a graph of a power-up reset pulse generation
circuit used in a first preferredembodiment oftheinvention.
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FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a power-up reset pulse
through p-channeltransistor150 to voltage shifter 100 at
node 125. The 1.2 V drop across voltageshifter 100 places
generation circuit used in the firstpreferredembodiment of
the invention.
node 130 at 1.0 V when node 125 is 2.2 V. This 1.0 toggle
FIG. 4 is a circuit diagramof the power-up reset pulse
signalat node 130is sufficienttocausetogglecircuit 200 to
toggleplacingnode 202 in a logiclow state. Becausenode
generation circuitusedinafirst preferredembodiment ofthe
202 is the source ofthereset pulse, placingnode 202 logic
invention.
low causesthe resetpulse to fallto zero volts. The resultis
FIG. 5 is a block diagramof the power-up reset pulse
reset pulse 75 shown in FIG. 2.
generation circuit used in the second preferredembodiment
ofthe invention.
Toggling toggle circuit 200 also causes node 204 to
FIG. 6 is a circuit diagramof the power-up reset pulse 10 become logic high. This logic high disconnects the power
supply from voltage shifter 100 by turning off p-channel
generation circuit usedin the second preferredembodiment
transistor150.Disconnecting thepowersupply from voltage
ofthe invention.
shifter100 eliminates anyDC currentpathsthrough voltage
DETMLEDDESCRIPTION OF THE
shifter100 that couldcausepower-up resetpulsegeneration
INVENTION
15 circuit 25 to leak DC current after generation of the reset
pulse is complete. Additionally, turning off p-channel tranFIG. 1 is a block diagramof a computersystemconfigsistor 150 causes the togglesignalfrom voltage shifter 100
ured in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
to deassertby removing the powersupply voltageat node
invention. The computer system includes a microprocessor
20, a system bus 30, memory 40, and various input/output 20 125. This deassertion is causedby device109.
FIG.4is acircuit diagramofa first preferred embodiment
devices 50. Apowersupply 60 provides powerto each ofa
ofthepower-up resetpulsegeneration circuit 25.The dashed
various components ofthe system includingmicroprocessor
boxes indicate the circuitry used to implement voltage
20 alongpowersupply lines 61. Within microprocessor 20,
shifter100andtogglecircuit200whicharecoupledtogether
the power supply is applied to a power-up reset pulse
as shown in FIG. 3.
generation circuit 25, as well as to remaining logiccircuitry
70. Whenthepowersupply is first activated, power-up reset 25
Toggle circuit 200is comprised of inverters 210 and 212,
pulsegeneration circuit 25 provides a power-up resetpulse
capacitors 214and 216, andn-channel transistor 220. Invertto logic circuitry 70 throughline 15.
ers 210 and 212 are configured to form a flip-flop with
FIG. 2 is a graph of a voltage level 75 associated with a
outputnodes202and 204.Capacitor216 is coupled between
powersupply beingactivatedand apreferredresetpulse80. 30 node 202 and node 201, and capacitor 214 is coupled
between node 204 and ground. N-channel transistor220 is
The vertical axis represents the voltagelevel of the power
coupledbetween node 202 and ground. As thevoltagelevel
supply, and the horizontal axis represents time in microsecfrom the power supply at node 201 rises, capacitor 216
onds("ps").As thepowersupply voltage75reaches 1.0 Volt
creates a capacitive coupling betweennode 202 and node
("V") at approximately 1.4 jis, circuitry within power-up
201 that forcesnode 202 to power-up logichigh. The logic
reset pulse generation circuit 25 turns on and the voltage
level ofthe reset pulse80 rises to 1.0 V. The voltagelevel
high at node 202 providesthe source ofthe power-up reset
of reset pulse 80 then continues to rise in a substantially
pulse. Capacitor 214 creates a capacitive coupling between
node 204 and ground. This capacitive coupling causesnode
identical mannertopowersupplyvoltagelevel 70 untilboth
204 to power-up logiclow. This logiclow turns on p-tranreach
2.2
V
at
4
The
reset
signals
approximately uls.
pulse
then deasserts falling back to zero as the voltagelevel ofthe 40 sistor 150 coupling the powersupply at node 101to voltage
shifter 100.
power supply continues to rise to 3.3 Volts, which is the
voltagelevel used duringnormal operation ofmicroprocesVoltage shifter 100 is comprised ofthree p-channel transor 20 in the representative embodiment. The time periods
sistors 103, 106 and 109. P-channel transistors 103 and 106
shown are demonstrative and will vary with the rate of
have source and drains coupled together at node 122. The
of
transistor103 and thesourceofp-channel
voltageincreasefor a particular power supply.
45 gate p-channel
transistor109 are also coupled to node 122. The gate and
FIG. 3 is a block diagramof power-up reset pulse gendrain of p-channel transistor 109, as well as the gate of
eration circuit 25. Toggle circuit 200 is configured topowertransistor 106, are coupled to ground. This configuration
in
a
known
state
with
node
202
in
a
and
node
up
logichigh
causes p-channel transistors 103 and 106 to create a
204 in a logic low. Additionally, toggle circuit 200 is
to
node
202
and
node
204
in
configured
keep
logically 50 p-threshold voltage drop from their sourceto their drains.
The risingvoltagelevelfrom thepower supply at node 125
opposite states. Voltage shifter 100 creates a voltage drop
is appliedto the sourceofp-channel transistor103.
from node 125 to node 130 of 1.2 V. Generation ofthereset

pulse begins when the rising voltage level from the power
supply asserted at nodes 101 and 102 reaches 1.0 volt.This
causes circuitry within toggle circuit 200 to turn on and for
node 202 and node204 to become logichigh and logiclow
respectively.The logichighonnode202 provides thesource
ofthe power-up resetpulseand is distributed to othernodes
within logiccircuitry7Osothatthey willbe inaknown state
duringpower-up. The pulse will have the desired linearly 60
risingshapebecauseits sourceis the voltagelevelfrom the
power supply which itselfhas the desired linearly rising
shape. The logic low on node 204 causes the risingvoltage
level at node 101 to be transmitted to node 125 by turning
on p-channel transistor 150.
65
Simultaneous with toggle circuit 200 powering up in a
knownstate,the risingvoltagelevel at node 101 is applied

As the voltage levelfrom the powersupply rises,p-channel transistor103 causes node 122 to followavoltagelevel
one 0.6 V p-threshold below that of node 125. P-channel
transistor106 causesa second 0.6 V p-threshold drop from
node 122to node 130.The resulting 1.2 V difference causes
a 1.0 Vtogglesignal tobeasserted fromnode130onlywhen
the voltagelevel atnode 125 reaches 2.2 V. This1.0Vtoggle
signalis sufficienttoturnon n-channel transistor 220which
causes the flip-flop comprised of invertors 210 and 212 to
toggleby coupling node 202 to ground. Since node 202 is
the source of the reset pulse, toggling the flip-flop and
placingnode 202 logic low terminates the reset pulse.
Toggling theflip-flop comprised ofinverters 210 and 212
also places node 204 logic high. This logic high to turns
p-channel transistor150off disconnecting thevoltageshifter
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100 fromthepowersupply. Disconnecting thepowersupply

600 to operate properlyshould the voltage level from the
power supply be removedand then reasserted in a short
period of time. After both are reset, togglecircuit 400 and
reset circuit 600 form a feedbackloop that keeps the two
circuits in the reset state until the power supply is deactivated.Delay circuit 500provides a sufficientdelay,between
the application of the toggle signal at node 622 when the
powersupply voltagelevel is 2.2 V and the removalofthe
togglepulsewhen voltage shifter300 is reset, so afeedback
loop between toggle circuit 400 and reset circuit 600 is

from voltageshifter 100 eliminates any DC currentleakage
through voltage supply conversion and driver circuit 25.
Additionally, turning off p-channel transistor150 deasserts
thetogglesignalatnode 130byremoving the powersupply
voltage from node 125 plus the operation of device 109.
Because the logic low and logic high on node 202 and 204
respectively are latched in by the flip-flop comprised of
inverters210 and 212, the circuit will remain in this state
until the power supply is deactivated.
P-channel transistor103 and 106 are configured, in cornbinationwith p-channel transistor 109, to counter-act the
effect of process and temperature parameter changes on
voltage shifter 100. P-channel transistors 103 and 106 are
configured with larger feature sizes which make themprocess insensitive. Ifthe manufacturing process for the circuit
is "faster"than normal,the voltage drop across transistors
103 and 106 will become smaller. P-transistor 109 is configured with smallerfeature sizes making it process sensitive, whichcausesit to counter-act thereducedvoltage drop
by increasing the amount of currentit removesfrom node
122 as the processing environment becomes faster. The
resultisthattheinput signalatnode 125 mustrisetoahigher
voltage level for a fast process circuit than a slow process
circuit. Thus, the voltage level across voltage shifter 100
remainsrelativelyconstant regardless of process and ternperatureparameters. This allowspower-up reset pulse generation circuit 25 to more consistently deassert the reset
pulseat 2.2volts,ratherthanat someotherunknownvoltage
level.
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FIG. 5 is a block diagramof power-up reset pulse gen- 30
eration circuit 25 incorporated in the second preferred
embodiment ofthe invention. Voltage shifter 300iscoupled
to node 402 of toggle circuit 400. Delay circuit 500 is
coupled to output node 330 of voltage shifter 300 and to
node 622 ofreset circuit600. Togglecircuit 400 is coupled
toresetcircuit600throughlines455and 456. Generation of
theresetpulsebeginswhen the risingvoltage level from the
powersupply is applied atnodes401, 501, and 601, as well
as to inverters641, 452, and 650. The rising voltagelevel
from the power supply powers-up toggle circuit 400 with
node 402logichigh. The logichighat node402provides the
source of the power-up reset pulse which, after being
transmitted throughinverters451 and 452, is asserted from
node 700. The voltagelevelsonnode 402 and node 700 are
substantially identical to that of the power supply signal
sincetogglecircuit 200and inverter452 are powered by the
rising voltagelevel of the powersupply.
Voltage shifter 300 senses the voltage level on node 402
and asserts atogglesignalof 1.0volt onnode330whenthat 50
voltage level reaches 2.2 volts. This toggle signal is transmitted by delaycircuit500to node622whereittogglesreset
circuit 600 placingnode 455 in alogic low state. The logic
low onnode455 causesinverter650toplace alogichighon
node470 whichresetstogglecircuit 400 and voltage shifter 55
300. Resetting togglecircuit400 causes node402tobecome
logic low which, after being transmitted through inverters
451 and 452, terminates the resetpulse at node 700. Resetting togglecircuit 400 and voltageshifter300 also removes
excess currentfrom within thetwo circuits sothattheevents 60
will be ready to generateanother reset pulse should the
voltage level from the power supply be removedand then
reappliedin ashortperiod oftime. Removmg excesscurrent
fromvoltageshifter 300 andtogglecircuit400 also removes
the toggle signalfrom node 330.
65
The logic high on node 456 created by the logic low on
node 402 resets reset circuit 600. This allows reset circuit

established.

FIG. 6 is a circuit diagramof the power-up reset pulse
generation circuit utilizedin the second preferred embodiment of the invention. The dashed boxes indicate the circuitryusedto implement togglecircuit 400, voltageshifter
300, delay circuit 500, and reset circuit 600. The coupling
shown between these circuitsis the same as that shown in
FIG. 5, although line 470 is shownpassing throughtoggle
circuit 400 for ease of drawing.
Toggle circuit 400 is implemented with substantially the
same circuitry as togglecircuit200 shownand described in
FIG. 4, except for the additionof p-channel transistor450
and n-channel transistor440. P-channel transistor 450 is
coupled between the power supply at node 401 and the
source ofp-channel transistor454. N-channel transistor440
is coupledto groundand to node 404. Transistors 440 and
450 addreset capability to togglecircuit 400 not presentin
togglecircuit 200 ofFIG. 4. Resetcircuit 600is identical to
toggle circuit 400 except for the addition of n-channel
transistor610 which is coupled between ground and node
602. Transistor 610 allows the toggle signal transmitted
throughdelay circuit 500to causeresetcircuit600totoggle.
Voltage shifter 300is identical to voltage shifter 100,except
fortheadditionofn-channel transistors 341 and342 coupled
betweennodes322 and 330 respectively and ground. These
transistors add reset capability to voltage shifter 300 not
presentinvoltageshifter 100ofFIG. 4. Delay circuit500 is
comprised of six invertersand its output is coupled to the
gates of n-channel transistor610.
The circuit shown in FIG. 6 begins to generate the
power-up resetpulsewhenthe risingvoltage level from the
power supply is applied to nodes 401 and 601, to inverters
451 and 452, and to the inverterswithin delay circuit 500.
Similarly to the mannerby which capacitor 216 operates
within toggle circuit 200 of FIG. 3, capacitor 416 forces
node402toalogichighastogglecircuit 400 is powered up.
The logichighonnode 402 provides the sourceof the reset
pulse at node 700 after being transmitted by inverters451
and 452. The pulse will have the desired linearly rising
voltage level becauseinverter452 is powered by the rising
voltage level ofthepowersupply whichitselfhasthedesired
linearly rising voltage level.
The rising voltagelevel from the power supply at node
402iscoupledby p-channel transistors 450and 454, as well
as by capacitor 416, to node 402 where the rising voltage
level is appliedto voltage shifter 300. As described above
withregard tovoltageshifter 100, voltage shifter 300creates
a 1.2 volt drop from node 402 to node 330 so that a toggle
signalof1 voltisassertedatnode330whenthe voltagelevel
at node 402reaches2.2 volts.The togglesignal is transmitted by delay circuit 500toreset circuit 600 wherethe toggle
signalcauses resetcircuit600 to togglebypullingnode 602
to a logiclow using transistor610. The logiclow on node
602 is then transmitted by inverter652 as a logic high on
node 470whereitturnsonn-channel transistor420.Turning
on n-channel transistor420 couples node 402 to ground
placing it in a logiclow state. Sincenode402 is the source
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oftheresetpulse,placingnode402in alow stateterminates

the reset pulse at node 700.
The logichighonnode470 alsocausestogglecircuit 400
and voltageshifter300toresetby turning ontransistors 440,
341 and 342. Turning on these transistors removes any
excesscurrent fromnodes404,322, and330respectively by
couplingthem to ground, placing voltage shifter 300 and
togglecircuit 400incondition tooperateproperlyshould the
power supply be removedand reappliedquickly. Coupling
node 330 to groundalso removesthe togglesignalon node
330. The logic high on node 470 also causes p-channel
transistor450 to be turned off decoupling therest oftoggle
circuit 400 and voltageshifter 300 from the power supply.
This prevents any DC current leakage from occurring
throughtogglecircuit 400.
The logiclow onnode 402, in addition to terminating the
resetpulse, resetsresetcircuit 600 byplacingalogichighon
node 456 and turning on n-channel transistors 640 and 620.
Turning onn-channel transistors 640 and 620, couples nodes
604 and 602 to ground removing any excesscurrent.This
places the resetcircuit600 in propercondition to power-up
properly should powerbe removedandreassertedin a short
period oftime.The logichighonnode456 also prevents any
DC current leakage through reset circuit by turning off
p-channel transistors 650 and decoupling reset circuit 600
from the powersupply.
Oncetoggle circuit 400 and reset circuit 600 have both
been reset a feedbackloop is formed through nodes 602,
470,402,and 456 thatkeepsthe two circuits resetevenafter
the togglesignalat node 622 is removed. Delaycircuit500
allows this feedbackloop to be established by transmitting
the signal atnode 330 through six inverters before applying
the signal tonode 622.The feedbackloopthenlocksthetwo
circuits in the reset state so that no DC current leakage
occurs within power-up resetpulsegeneration circuit25, the
power-up resetpulseat node700remainslogiclow untilthe
powersupply deactivated, and the circuit remainsready to
generate another reset pulse evenif the powerbe removed
and reapplied in a shortperiod of time.
Thus a second embodiment of a power-up reset circuit
generation circuit has been described. When incorporated
within a microprocessor, the circuit generates a power-up
reset pulsethat ensures the orderly power-up of the microprocessor. Both the first and second embodiments described
hereinleak substantially no DC current oncethe power-up
cycle has been completed and are designed to be less
sensitivetoprocess andenvironmental changes thanpowerup resetevents ofthe priorart. The second embodiment also
includes a reset function that allows it to functionproperly
even when the power supply is removed and reapplied
withina shortperiodoftime. Manyvariations maybe made
in the embodiments set forth above consistent with the
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principles ofthe invention.
What is claimed:
55
1. A power-up reset circuit comprising:
a togglecircuit formedby CMOS transistors, coupled to
apowersupply, assuming a first state in responseto an
activation of the power supply and outputting a first
voltageon afirstline;a voltage shifter circuit, coupled

to the first line, formed by a first P-channel transistor
thatoperates as afirstvoltagedroppingdiode,a second
P-channel transistor connected in series with the first
P-channel transistor, and a third P-channeltransistor
connected betweenthe first P-Channel transistor and
the second P-channel transistor that operates as a
current removing diode, the voltage shifter circuit
assuming thefirststateinresponsetoreceivingthefirst
voltage and dropping the first voltage to a second
voltageon a second line; and
a reset circuit comprising a flip-flop circuit formed by
CMOS transistors, coupledto the voltage shifter circuit
via adelay circuit to the second line, assuming thefirst
state and outputting a signal to reset the toggle circuit
and the voltage shifter circuit to a second state in
responsetothesecond voltage such that eachofthefirst
and second lines are driven to a reference voltage,
wherein thereferencevoltage at the first line also resets
the reset circuit to said second state.
2. A computersystem comprising:
(A) a power supply that supplies powerto the computer
system;
(B) a memory coupled to the powersupply;
(C) a microprocessor coupled to the power supply, the
microprocessor having
(1) apower-up reset circuit comprising atogglecircuit
formed by CMOStransistors, coupledto saidpower
supply, assuming a first state in response to an
activation ofthe powersupply and outputting a first
voltageon a first line,
(2) a voltage shifter circuit, coupledto said first line,
formed by afirstP-channel transistorthat operates as
a first voltage dropping diode, a second P-channel
transistorconnected in series withthefirstP-channel
transistor, and athird P-channel transistorconnected
betweenthe firstP-channel transistorand the second
P-channel transistorthat operates asacurrentremoving diode, the voltage shifter circuit assuming the
first state in responseto receivingthe first voltage
and dropping the first voltage to a second voltage on
a second line, and
(3) a reset circuit comprising a flip-flop circuit formed
by CMOS transistors, coupledto the voltageshifter
circuit viaa delay circuit to the second line, assuming the first state and outputting asignalto resetthe
toggle circuit and the voltage shifter circuit to a
second state in responseto the second voltage at the
second line such that each of the first and second
lines are driven to a reference voltage, whereinthe
referencevoltage at the firstline alsoresetsthe reset
circuit to the second state.
3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the toggle circuit
comprises a flip-flop circuit and a capacitor coupledto the
first line.
4. The computer system of claim 2, wherein the toggle
circuit comprises a flip-flop circuit and a capacitor coupled
to the first line.
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A memory device, with increased storage speed and
enhancedmemory utilization, canbe implemented byusing

multiplex clocking and efficientdevice designandenhanced
flip-flop utilization. Transit time through the circuit, and
hence circuit speed, can be controlled through multiplexed
clock signals, and is increased by using fewertransistors in
the signalpath and allowingdata to be transmitted directly
to the flip-flop output by bypassing the flip-flop'smaster
latch input.
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termsnormallyassociated withone macrocell to insteadbe
logically combined into the OR gate ofanothermacrocell.
This processis known as productterm expansion.
Xilinx,Inc.,the assignee ofthepresentinvention, manuThis application is a division of application Ser. No. 5 factures a PLDincorporating macrocells whichcan "share"
08/301,504, filed Sep. 6, 1994, now abandoned, which is a
up to twelve product terms by having a set of twelve
division ofapplication Ser.No. 08/010,378, filed on Jan.28,
undedicated"shared" product terms whichmay be used by
1993, now U.S.Pat. No. 5,357,153.
any macrocell withinthe samelogic block. Eachmacrocell
alsohas four privateproductterms whichcanbe steered by
BACKGROU1'D OF THE INVENTION
10
statically controlled multiplexers to functions within the
macrocell. Hence, a macrocell can be fedby anywhere from
This invention relates to the implementation of custom
one to sixteenproduct terms. However, logic that requires
logicfunctionsinanintegrated circuitlogicdeviceand more
more than sixteenproduct terms must be performed with
to
specifically cascading of productterms.
two or more passes through macrocell logic, adding an
15 associated time delay with each pass.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIORART
Advanced MicroDevices, Inc. manufactures aPLDincorThere is a need for flexibility and speed in integrated
porating macrocellswhich allow product term expansion
circuit design. In response, a class of integrated circuits
without additional passes through macrocell logic as dis(I.C.'s)knownasProgrammable LogicDevices (PLDs)was
closed in AMD's MACHTM Family Data Book. The
developed. PLDs enable the designerto custom program 20 MACHTM macrocell works by "stealing" all the product
arbitrary logical functions inan I.C. chip, according relative
terms of one or more neighboring macrocells, for up to 3
ease and flexibility in testing prototypes and making design
neighbors for a totalofup to 16 productterms. However, it
changes.
is also limited to 16 product terms, and the flip flop and
Xilinx, Inc. the assignee ofthe presentinvention, manuoutput driver associated with a macrocell whose product
factures PLDs,the architecture ofwhichis shownin FIG. 1 25 terms are stolen are thereby rendereduseless.
including an array of configurable logic blocks 1, 2, 3, 4
FIG. 3 shows a macrocell 17 disclosedin Pedersen U.S.
interconnected via auniversal interconnect matrix(UTM)5.
Pat. No. 5,121,006. The macrocell of FIG. 3 also "steals"
The input lines 6 into logic block 1 are programmably
producttermsofneighboring macrocells, but has extralogic
combined into a numberofAND gates 7 in the AND array
which "reclaims" (makes available) the flip flop in the
8. The outputlines 9 provideproductterms. Productterms 30 macrocell for whichthe productterms havebeen stolen. In
9 of each AND gate7 of the ANDarray 8 are providedto
macrocell 17, cascading is accomplished by programmable
one of a seriesofmacrocells 10 in each logicblock.
MUX 18. Settingthe configuration bit (to value 1) ofMUX
18 directs the outputline 19 of OR gate 20 into OR gate 21
Architecture ofa typical macrocell 10is shown in FIG.2.
of an adjacent macrocell 22. OR gate 33 from adjacent
Macrocell 10configures the outputsofAND array 8 ofFIG.
macrocell 34 is showncascadedinto OR gate 20 of mac1 and may perform additional logicon the output signals of
rocell17. By cascading aseries ofmacrocells in this way, an
AND array 8. Macrocell 10 contains an OR gate 11 fltO
arbitrary numberof product terms can be gated togetheras
whichproductterms are gated, and aflip flop 12for storing
needed.
the output signal of OR gate 11. Outputline 13 ofOR gate
InFIG. 3, macrocell 17preventsloss ofavailability ofthe
11 and the output lines 13a and 13b of flip flop 12 can be
40 flip flop by "stealing one or more productterms fromthe
the
configured programmably by setting
multiplexers
OR gate 20 inputforthis purposeby means of switches 23,
(MUXs) 14, 15 and 16 with configuration bits on their
24, 25, 26, 27 and the MUXs 28, 29, 30, 31. This is
control terminals, each specifying the output state of the
accomplished by programmably setting a switch23, 24, 25,
respective MUX.
26, 27 to divert the associated product term from an OR
The macrocell of FIG. 2 advantageously provides a relainput line so that a downstream MUX 28, 29, 30, 31 can
allocate the product term to a flip flop 32.
tively large count(eight) of productterms 11.1 per macrocell, but is inefficient in macrocell usage.The disadvantage
The circuitofPedersenundesirably increases complexity
is that a fixed productterm countis not flexible enoughto
and so compromises speed. Pedersenutilizes switches 23,
handle the productterm count variability that arises. User
24, 25, 26, 27 to directproducttermsfrom the OR gate for
product term requirements for a logic function can vary
use in reclaiming the flip flop; switches 23, 24 25, 26, 27
widely, anywhere fromonetosixteenproducttermsormore,
degradethe performance by adding unnecessary delays in
signaltransittime,regardless ofthe switch settings, thereby
depending on the complexity of the logic function. Single
slowing down the configured logic function. Additional
productterm functions are quite common. For logic functionsrequiring less thaneightproducttermsinthemacrocell
logic in the Pedersenmacrocell (i.e. elements 35, 36) also
ofFIG. 2, the unused productterms are wasted. For funcdelay signal transit times. Pedersen's flip flop 32 can be
made transparent(bypassed) by means ofmultiplexer 37.
tions requiring more than eight productterms, the function
must be split up into two or more subfunctions, each of
whichcan be implemented withthe availableeightproduct
terms of a macrocell. The results of the subfunction operaSUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
tionsmust makeadditional passesthroughtheAND arrayto 60
In accordance with the present invention a PLD has a
be recombined in other macrocells, thus incurring a signifimacrocell for implementing cascadeswith a faster signal
cant timedelayinthe execution ofcomplex logicfunctions,
transit time, while preserving use of the flip flop and
Fordesignofcomplex integrated circuitry, a more flexible
associatedoutput driverofthe cascadedmacrocell by realmacrocell architecture is needed. More recentPLDsfeature
locating adedicated productterm normally usedforflip flop
macrocells withtheability to directtheirOR gate orproduct 65 reset. The macrocell canbe
selectively clocked according to
term outputs into adjacent macrocell OR gate inputs, a
any one of a plurality of clock input signals, to provide
feature known as cascading. Cascading enables product
flexibility at the macrocell level.
MULTIPLEXEDBY-PASSABLE MEMORY
DEVICESWITH INCREASEDSPEED AND
IMPROVED FLIP-FLOP UTILIZATION
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BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF THE DRAWINGS

HG. 1 is a block diagramof prior art PLD architecture.
HG. 2 is a schematic diagramof a prior art macrocell

circuit.

HG. 3 is a schematic diagramof another prior art mac-

5

rocellcircuit.

HG. 4 is a schematic diagramofone embodiment ofthe
present invention.
HG. 5 is a schematic diagramillustrating the effect of
cascading the macrocell according to the embodiment of

10

flip flop.

15

HG. 4.
HG. 6 is a circuit diagramofa prior art multiplexer and
HG. 7a is a circuit diagram of a multiplexer in one

embodiment of the presentinvention.
HG. 7b is a diagramof a circuit to produce
signalfor the circuit ofHG. 7a.

a composite
20

DETAJLED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

In accordance withthe,present invention anew macrocell
provides fast product term cascade and allocation.As shown
in the macrocell 40 of HG. 4, a 5-input OR gate41 is fed
by productterm signal lines 43, 44, 45, 46 from a conventional AND array (not shown) and from OR gate 54 of
adjacent macrocell 55 viaMUX56. Product termsignal line
42 is a dedicated line from the AND array which can be
configured to provide a reset input to the flip flop 47 by
programming multiplexer 57 using a cascade configuration
bit CB1.
OR gate output line 49 is connected by line 50 to the
terminal 1 ofprogrannnable multiplexer 51, whose output
line DOUT cascades into an input terminal of the OR gate
52 ofan adjacent macrocell 53. The cascade signalfrom the
OR gate 54 of adjacent macrocell 55 can be input into the
OR gate 41 on the line DIN by programming a multiplexer
56 associated withthe adjacent macrocell 55 using configurationbit CB3.
The inputproducttermline 42isused as adedicated reset
linefor the flip flop (D-typeflip flop) 47 whenthemacrocell
40isinthe non-cascade mode(i.e.,cascade configuration bit
CB1 is not set).The input productline 42 connects, respectively, toinput terminals 0 and 1 ofmultiplexers 57 and48.
Multiplexer 57 directs the signaloninput producttermline
42 to the reset (R) input terminal of flip flop 47 when the
cascade configuration bitCB1 isnotset(has value0). When
the cascade configuration bit CB1 is set (to value 1),
indicating a cascade mode for the macrocell 40, the multiplexer57 will givetheflip flop 47resetinput line58 astatic
low signal. The various configuration bits CB1, CB2, CB3
are set conventionally via fuses, antifuses, memory cells,
EPROMs, EEPROMs, or the like.
Whenthe cascade controlbit CB1 is not set (i.e., noncascade mode), multiplexer 48 directs the signal from the
OR gate outputline 49 to the Dinput offlip flop 47. When
the cascade control bit CB1 is set to implement cascading,
multiplexer 48redirects thesignalfromproducttermline42
to the D input of flip flop 47 to provide the flip flop data
signaland therefore preservethe use of flip flop 47.
In accordance withone embodiment, the three programmable multiplexers 48, 51 and 57 are controlled by one
configuration bit CB1. In other embodiments, these multiplexers are independentiy controlled by separateconfigura-

25
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tion bits. Of course, when a multiplexer receives a constant
input signal,as provided in multiplexers 51 and 57 of HG.
4, it can be implemented by a logical equivalent such as a
2-input AND gate.
Setting the cascade bit CB1 causes multiplexer 51 to
directthe output signal 49 ofOR gate 41 alongthe DOUT
line which connects to the input line of OR gate 52 in
adjacent macrocell 53.Thus,the effect ofsetting the cascade
configuration bit CB1 is to enable the OR gate cascade
feature and reclalmflip flop 47 with the dedicated product
term signal ofline 42. Although the cascade modesacrifices
the reset capability of the flip flop 47, a known value is
enteredin the flip flop when the deviceis first powered up,
enabling the usertoloadthe flip flop inthe cascade modeby
a signal on the productterm line 42. There is provided a
conventional circuit (notshown)that forceseithera set or a
resetinto the flip flop duringone cycleofthe configuration
loading sequence upon powerup.
The effect of setting the cascade bitCB1 on the macrocell
40ofHG. 4isshowninthe equivalent circuitofHG.5. The
OR gate output line 49 of the cascaded macrocell 40
(macrocell 40 for which the cascade bit CB1 is set) is
cascadedinto theORgate 52ofanadjacentmacrocell 53 by
means of multiplexer 51 of HG. 4. Signals on dedicated
product term line 42 are directed from the flip flop reset
input by multiplexers 48 and 57 ofHG. 4, providing a data
signalto theflip flop D input.Thus, as shown inHG. 5, the
effectof cascading reclalms the flip flop 47 without"stealing" an OR gate productterm signal from lines43, 44, 45,
46.
By multiple cascading through adjacent macrocells, this
macrocell enables an arbitrary number of productterms to
be logically combined, thus providing the user with the
ability toprogramlogicalfunctionsof arbitrary complexity.
In someembodiments, the cascading circuitrymay provide
that eitherof two connected macrocells may be configured
to be downstream of the other. Such embodiments are not
shown in a figure. One additional input per OR gate gives
this option.
In another feature (see HG. 4), multiplexer 64 selects
betweentwo external clock input signals Global CLKO and
Global CLK1 to clock the flip flop 47. Multiplexer 64 is
controlled by the clock select controlbit CB2.The embodimentof HG. 4 shows a choiceoftwo globalclock signals.
Inanother embodiment one clocksignalcanbe derived from
a productterm output signal as was done in HG. 3. Implementing clock selection at the flip flop eliminates the delay
incurred by including multiplexers 30 or other circuit elements in the speed path ofproductterms, as in the prior art
HG. 3 macrocell.
Inone embodiment, theoutput signalQofthe flip flop47
on line 65 is invertedby a conventional inverter 66. The
inverted output signal frominverter66 is then directed to a
conventional chip pad output circuit (not shown) and the
universal interconnect matrix (UIM, not shownhere, see S
in HG. 1). In another embodiment, the inverted output
signal Q is usedasthechippadoutputsignal. Inversion of
the output signal allows fast active-low signals to be generated. This is consistent withmanysignals on other devices
such as chip enables that tendto be active-low.
At the transistor level, signal transit time is decreased
furtherby novelmultiplexer and flip flop circuits. HG. 6 is
acircuit diagramofaprior artmultiplexer 67 andassociated
flip flop 67.1.The control bit CB (invertedand non-inverted
respectively) controls the gates oftwo transistors 68 and69,
thereby selecting amongtwo input lines 70 and 71. Tran-
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72 is controlled by a master latch clock signal CKM
While the presentinvention is illustratedwith particular
allowing the selected signalto be storedby masterlatch 73.
embodiments, itincludesall variations and modifications of
Slaveclock signal CKS, controlling the gateoftransistor74,
the disclosedembodiments falling within the scope of the
allows the storedsignal topass through totheslavelatch 75.
appended clalms.Inparticular, theredirectable lineused for
the flip flop reset operationin the non-cascaded mode may
A novelmultiplexer and flip flop in accordance withone
instead serve as a flip flop set line, output enable line, or
embodiment of the present invention is shown in FIG. 7a
provide some signal other than those that feed OR gate 41
with most elements identical to the corresponding elements
of FIG. 4.
ofFIG. 6.The multiplexer 76isusedformultiplexers 48,51,
We claim:
57, 64 in FIG. 4. The flip flop 76.1 is used forthe flip flop
1. A multiplexed bypassable flip flop comprising:
47 of FIG. 4.In the multiplexer 76 composite signals 10
a first input terminal;
CB•CKM and CB.CKM, formed, for instance, by the logic
a second input terminal;
circuitofFIG. 7b using twoNORgates, (where. denotes the
a master latch having an input terminal and an output
logicalAND operation) controlthe gates of two transistors
terminal;
77 and 78, selecting between the two input lines79 and 80.
a slave latch having an input terminal;
Latches 81, 82and pass gate transistor 83 areidenticalto the 15
a first circuit connecting the first input terminal and the
corresponding elements (respectively 73, 75 and 74) of the
master latch input terminal when an associatedfirst
prior artcircuitofFIG. 6. Conventionally,the flip flop clock
clock signal is active;
signal is usedtogeneratea clock signal CKMforthe master
latch 81 and a clock signal CKS for the slave latch 82. By
a second circuit connecting the second inputterminaland
the master latch input terminal when an associated
using the composite signals CB•CKM and CB.CKM to 20
control the gates of transistors 77 and 78, multiplexer 76
second clock signalis active;
achieves the samefunctionas does the prior art multiplexer
a third circuit connecting the first input terminal and the
67 ofFIG. 6 withreducedsignal transit time, by eliminating
slave latch input terminal when an associatedthird
from thesignalpaththepass gate transistor72 ofFIG. 6. In
clock signal is active;
the embodiment of FIG. 4, static configuration bit CB of 25
a fourthcircuit connecting the second input terminal and
FIG. 7b is the cascade control bit CB1.
the slave latchinput terminal when anassociated fourth
Flip flop 47 of FIG. 4 (identical to flip flop 76.1 ofFIG.
clock signal is active; and
7a) may be put into transparent mode by bypassing the
a fifthcircuitconnecting the masterlatch outputterminal
master latch of flip flop 47 with a passgate. In transparent
and the slave latch input terminal when an associated
mode the flip flop simply passes the D input signal along as 30
fifth clock signal is active.
an output without storing it. As shown in FIG. 7a, to
2. A multiplexed bypassable flip flop as in claim 1,
implement the transparent mode, either transistor 86 or
wherein the first through fifth circuits each comprises a
transistor87 is turned on when configuration bit CBREG is
single transmission gate having no morethan one transistor.
not set. Thus configuration bit CBREG when set to "0"
3. A multiplexed bypassable flip flop as in claim 1,
preventsthe signal from master latch 81 from passing to
wherein the first through fifth clock signals each is a
slavelatch 82 when slave latch clocksignalCKS goes high.
composite oftwo signals, such that atmost one of the first
Otherwise, with CBREG set at "1", flip flop 76.1 is in the
and second clock signals and one of the third and fourth
storage modeandpasses theDinputsignalstoredinlatch81
clock signals is active at one time, and furtherwherein the
to latch 82 when clocksignalCKS goes high.
40 fifth clock signal is not active if eitherthe third or fourth
When CBREG is not set, transistor83 is turned off and
clock signalis active.
transistor86directs the signal oninputline79ofmultiplexer
4.Amultiplexed bypassable flipflopasinclaim 1, further
76throughaninverterto the input terminalofslave latch82,
comprising means for generating the first throughfifthclock
ortransistor87directs thesignal oninputline80 through an
signals such that at most one ofthe first and secondclock
inverter to the input terminal of slave latch 82. In the
signals andone ofthe thirdandfourthclocksignals is active
embodiment ofFIG. 4, this feature givesthe user the added
at one time, and furtherwherein the fifth clock signalis not
activeif either the third or fourthclock signal is active.
flexibility of not latching data into flip flop 47 during the
cascade mode,whileusingtheredirectable productterm line
42 to pass signals to output line 65.
* * * * *
sistor
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1

DETECTIONCIRCUITWiTH
DIFFERENTIALINPUTAN]) HYSTERESIS
PROPORTIONAL
TO THE PEAK INPUT
VOLTAGE

Thisis acontinuation ofapplication Ser.No.08/488,540,
filed Jun. 7, 1995, now abandoned.
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION
1. Field ofthe Invention
10
The present inventionrelatestocomparator circuits. More
particularly, it relates to a detection circuit capable of
receivingadifferential inputsignaland applyingahysteresis
proportional to the peak value of the input signal(DCPH).
The circuit operates on inputvoltages that rangefrom afew 15
hundred milli-volts to a few hundred volts.
2. The PriorArt
U.S.Pat. No.5,019,722 toHess et al., disclosesathreshold crossing detection with improved noise rejection. The
output signal froma sensor is integrated and compared with 20
two oppositeextreme referencelevels corresponding to the
amplitude ofthe integrated sensor signal. Binary signalsare
latchedto one ofthe two referencelevels(highorlow) when
the respective level is exceeded, and then the signal is
further processed to provide an output signalwithout mul25
tiple transitions ofnoise.
U.S. Pat. No. 4,117,757 to Akamatu, disclosesa rectangular waveform signal reproducing circuit for electronic
musicalinstruments whichreproduces a rectangular waveform from amonophonic signalhavingthesame fundamen30
tal period thereof.
U.S. Pat. No. 3,767,938 to Kueper, discloses azero sense
after peak detection circuit. The circuit provided is a discriminator circuit capableofstoring a rejectionlevel which
is apredetermined percentageof a validinput signal. Upon
exceeding the stored rejectionlevel by a succeeding input
signal, an indicatoris reset by the input signal whereby a
zero crossing detection circuit sets the indicators astheinput
signal passes through zero volts. A noise signal never
exceeds the predetermined rejection level and thus the
40
indicator is not reset.
U.S. Pat. No. 5,015,878 to Lasagna et al., discloses a
circuit for processing the signal generatedby a variablereluctance electromagnetic rotation sensor. The circuit
described shows theuse ofafirstthresholdcomparator with
45
hysteresis to provide a reference signal indicative of the
zero-crossing of the sensor signal.
Inthe automotive field, variable reluctancesensors(VRS)
are used for detecting the position of the pistons and for
measuring the rotation speed of the driveshaft. The VRS
consists of an inductivesensor and a toothed wheel that is
rotatedby the engine. Thus, the signal amplitude from the
VRS depends ontherotationspeed ofthetoothedwheel,and
can vary from a few hundredmillivolts to severalhundred
volts. Due to the harsh automotive environment, considerable interference is added to this signal. As a result, a
comparator circuit with a fixed hysteresis level is not
capable of accurately detecting the VRS signal.
The solutions tothis problem presented by Hess et al. and
Lasagna et al., are problematic in that the phase delay 60
associated with these methodsdistorts the critical timing
information needed to accurately determine the positionof
the wheel.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
65

The present invention provides a detection circuit capable
of receivinga differential input signal and applyinga hys-

to the peakinput voltagewithoutintroducing a phase delay. The circuit comprises a voltage-tocurrent converter connected to both the positive and
negativesidesofavariablereluctance sensor for converting
the input voltage to an input current.The input currents
generated at the converters is fed into a differential current
amplifier to produce a single linecurrentto thecircuit. Apair
of diodes are connected in parallel with the output of the
differential currentamplifier and ground.The input current
generates a log voltage output over the diodes which is
connected to the positive side of a first comparator and a
groundconnection is made to the negativeside of the first
comparator. Thus, the first comparator measuresthe zerocrossings in the voltageover the diodes.
A peak detector circuit is connected to the output ofthe
differential current amplifier and is disposedparallel with
the diode and first comparator configuration. The peak
detectordetermines the peak input voltage and outputs it
across an RC timer circuit and into a first terminal of a
voltagesubtractor. The second terminal ofthe voltagesubtractor receivesa referencevoltage. The voltagesubtractor
subtracts the reference voltage from the peak voltage and
outputs the result to the negative input of a second comparator. The positive input of the second comparator
receivesa signal directly from the output of the differential
current amplifier. The second comparator senses the log
voltageand compares ittothe peakvalueofthe inputsignal.
The outputs of the first and second comparators are connectedto an SR flip-flop to produce a digital output waveform free of noisefrom the input signal.
It is an object of the present invention to provide a
detection circuit with a hysteresis proportional to the peak
value of the input signal, where the circuit is capable of
handlingboth differential and single-ended input voltages.
It is anotherobjectofthe invention to providea detection
circuitwithahysteresis proportional tothepeakvalueofthe
input signal thatis afixedratioofthe peakvalueoftheinput
teresis proportional

voltage.
Yet another object ofthe invention is to providea detection circuit with ahysteresis proportional to the peakvalue
ofthe inputsignalsothat thereis no delay between theinput
and output signal.
It is afurtherobjectoftheinvention toprovideadetection
circuitwithahysteresis proportional tothepeakvalue ofthe
input signalthat operates independently ofthemagnitudeof
the supply voltageand the ambient temperature.
It is anotherobjectofthe invention toprovideadetection
circuitwithahysteresis proportional tothepeakvalue ofthe
input signal suitable for implementation in an Integrated
Circuit.

BRIEFDESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS
Other objects and features of the present invention will
become apparent from the following detailed description
consideredin connection withthe accompanying drawings
which disclose several embodiments of the present invention.Itshould beunderstood, however, thatthedrawings are
designedfor the purpose of illustration only and not as a
definition of the limits ofthe invention.
In the drawings, wherein similar reference characters
denote similarelements throughout the severalviews:
FIG. 1 is a block diagramof a logarithmic compression
circuit of the prior art;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the basic differential comparatorwith proportional hysteresis circuit according to the
invention;
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FIG. 3 is a graphical representation ofthe desired output
waveform generated by the circuit ofFIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagramof the differential voltageto-current converter and current amplifier of the circuit
5
shownin FIG. 2;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagramof the peak detector and
comparator circuit according to the invention;
FIG. 6 is ablockdiagramofafirstmodified embodiment
ofthe circuit ofFIG. 2;
10
FIG. 7 is ablockdiagramofasecondembodiment ofthe
circuit of FIG. 2;
FIG. 8 is a block diagramof a third embodiment ofthe
circuit of FIG. 2 according to the invention;
FIG.9is a schematic diagramofamodified peakdetector 15
with referencediode according to the invention; and
FIG. lOis a schematic diagramofafourthembodiment of
the circuit of FIG. 2 according to the invention.

ings, a hysteresis equal to a fraction orpercentage p ofthe
peakvalue takes place. In practice, p has a value of 10% to

40%. The principlecan be modified to show this hysteresis
at either the negative-swing zero crossing, or at both the
positiveand negative-swing zero crossings.
In FIG. 4 shows a detail circuit of VRS 11, the VI
converters 13 and 17, and differential current amplifier 19 of
FIG. 2. The VI converters 13 and 12consistoftwo external
resistors R2 andR3, respectively, whichare necessary ifthe
voltages fromthe VRS sensor greatly exceed thebreakdown
voltages of the components. The operational amplifiers
(op-amps) 33 and 35 each havetwo identical outputs. Thus,
the current flowing into or out of outputs 37a and 37b is
identical to the currentgoingin or out of outputs 39a and
39b, respectively. The right side of the resistors is kept at
groundpotential by the feedback loop around the op-amps.
With R equal to the value of the resistors R2 and R3, the
currenti— flowing through resistorR3 is:
(1)

—

DETAILED DESCRWTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 shows a well-known example of logarithmic
compression of an input signal, using bipolar diodes as
converting elements. The input signalis provided by aYRS
(variablereluctance sensor) 11, buttheprinciple is validfor
any input signal source. The input voltage is converted into
an input current by the voltage-to-current converter block
13. The output currentofVI converter13 generates the log
voltage when connected to diodes Dl and D2. The comparator 15 measures the zero crossingsin thevoltageat the
diodes.
Diodes Dl and D2, comparator15 and sometimes VI
converter13 can be implemented in an integrated circuit.
Thisis however, notessential tothe operation ofthe circuit.
The circuit of FIG. 1 is capable of handling the large
dynamic range of the input signal, but no hysteresis is
applied to the signal.Hysteresis helpsto improve the rejection of undesired noise added to the input signal. The
absolute value of these noise disturbances can be proportional to the value of the actual input signal. Therefore, a
hysteresis that is proportional to the peakvalue oftheinput
signal is desired.
Furthermore, the prior art converter'shown in FIG. 1 is a
single-ended circuit, so that one side ofVRS 11 needs to be
grounded. Thus, the circuit is sensitive to differences
betweenthe ground potentialofsensor11 andthat ofdiodes
Dl and D2. In addition, anunintentional shortcircuit ofthe
sensor output to ground will cause a malfunction of the
system. The circuitofthepresentinventionovercomes these
drawbacks.
The Circuit of FIG. 2 shows the basic principle of the
present invention. The VRS 11 is now followed by differentialvoltage-to-current converters 13 and 17, and a differential currentamplifier 19. The output currentfrom differentialcurrentamplifier 19generatesthelog voltage overthe
diodes Dl and D2 and the zero crossingsin this signal are
measured by comparator 21. In parallel to this path, a
comparator 23 senses the log voltage and compares it to a
voltagethat is proportional to the peak value of the input
signal. The two comparators drive a simple SR flip-flop 25
to generatethe desired digital output waveform V0€,shown
inFIG. 3.The outputis invertedrelative totheinputvoltage,
althoughanon-inverting output is alsoavailable. The output
voltage changes polarity at the negative-swing zero crossings oftheinput voltage. For the positive-swing zero cross-

20

where V—is the voltageon the negativepin of VRS 11.
Similarly, the currenti+ through resistorR2 is:
V+
R

•

25

(2)

Because the currents through bothoutputsofthe op-amps

I

areidentical, the current through thediodesisequal tothe
difference of i+ and i—:
30

1d

v+—v—

R

V
R

(3)

I

where V is the voltage overthe VRS.With equal to the
saturation currentofthediodesand VT the thermal voltage,
the voltage over the diodeis:

V

fId\

/

V1

R.*I

40

50

55

\

(4)

)

By using logarithmic current to voltage conversion, the
compression that is needed to handle the large dynamic
voltage range is achieved. Comparator 21 detects the negative-swingzero crossing of V by measuring Vd.This sets
flip-flop 25 and forces the output ofthe detector to go high.
Due to the differential designof the circuit, (unintentionally) grounding eitherterminal ofVRS 11 does not change
this result. For the circuit to operateproperly, the op-amps
needto operate withinthe largedynamic rangeofthe input
signal. Thus, they haveto accurately handle both largeand
small currents and, therefore, the output stages of the
op-amps 33 and 35 require a class-AB current control.
The peakdetector 27 showninFIG. 5 consists ofop-amp
45 and diode D3.The maximum voltageover the logarithmic diodesDl and D2 is storedon the capacitor Cl ofthe
peak detector, and it decays at the rate set by the RC-time
filter. The right-hand portion ofFIG. 5 shows a comparator
consisting of a differential input pair with scaled input
transistors Qi and Q2, followed by an amplifier gain stage
47. Due to the scalingof Q1 and Q2,this comparator has a
systematic input offset voltageequal to:
'V,=VT*I,/n)

60

(5)

The comparator output voltage Vcomp changes when:
Vj—V—V0,

(6)

is the maximum voltageonthe diodes,as itis
stored on capacitor Cl by the peak detector. If V11 is the
valueofthe inputvoltagefor whichtheoutput ofcomparator

65 where
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InFIG. 10 thecircuitsofFIG. 4and FIG. 9 are combined
to provide an embodiment ofthe DCPH with a differential

V,,

23 switchespolarity,and
is themaximum value ofthe
input voltage, corresponding to
substituting (4) and
(5) into (6) yields:
W*Ifl

I

v1
R1*I

)=

(

V

RiIs

) VTI (n)

amplifier. The op-amp 67 generates the internal reference
voltage yR. Op-amp 67 now operates from a single sided
(7) 5 supply voltageVR2, rather than froma symmetrical supply.
The output voltage of differential amplifier 61 is given by:

or:

(8)

=

-_

The second comparator 21, shown in FIG. 2, switches
when the VRS input voltageV12 has a value ofzero,if 1/n
is chosen equal to the fractionor percentage p, shown in
FIG. 3, the hysteresis voltage can be writtenas:

V=

V1 —V12=

P1•

Vd= (VdjJ+) —(Vdr)=k*VT*I,,

V1

( RIR

\

(10)

)

10 where IRis thereferencecurrent through diodeD4, and kis

the galn of the differential amplifier 61. The PTAT current
IPTAT of IRS can be writtenas:

(11)

IPTAT=

-j_-*J,,()

(9) 15 where Rp and m are parameters

The SR flip-flop 25 is set at the negative swing zero
crossing ofthe VRS voltage, and it is reset when the VRS
voltage becomesgreater than afractionorpercentage pofits
20
maximum value.
FIG. 6 shows a modifiedvariation of the invention as
shown in FIG. 2. The RC-time constant shownin FIG. 2 is
replacedwitha sample-and holdcircuitconsisting ofcapacitor Cl and discharge block51. This has the advantage that
a smaller(on-chip) capacitorCl canbe used. Forsuccessful 25
operation, theinput currents to theblocks that areconnected
to the capacitorCl should be small. Thus, this circuit is
especially suitedforimplementation in aBiCMOS process.
If CMOS input transistors are used in voltage subtractor
block 29, connected to capacitor Cl, the voltage on the 30
capacitor Cl ideallydoes not changeduring thecomparison
cycle and, therefore, more accurate measurements can be
obtained,
A second variation to theembodiment ofFIG. 2is shown
in FIG. 7. Diode Dl ofFIG. 2 has beenreplacedby Diodes
Dia and Dlb as shown. In this configuration, the voltage
signals on the diodes Dia, Dlb, and D2 and on the peak
capacitor Cl are doubled; Thus, if the capacitor Cl is
connected to anexternal ground,havingtwodiodesDiaand
Dib insteadofjust one, makes the circuit less sensitiveto
differences between the internal and external ground. To
maintaina hysteresis of p=lIn, the PTAT voltage (i.e., the
voltageproportional to absolute temperature) ofYPTATalso
needs to betwice as large. In the embodiment shown inFIG.
5, this translates to an area scaling of the comparatorinput
transistors Qi and Q2 ofn2.
To decreasethe circuit's sensitivity to grounddifferences
evenfurther,threeorfour diodes couldbe stackedin series,
However, depending on the value of the supply voltage of
the circuit, this approach becomesimpractical.
The circuit shown in FIG. 8 overcomes this problemby
using a differential amplifier 55 to sense the difference
between the voltage on the log diode Dl and that on
referencediode D4. Only this difference, multiplied by the
differential amplifier gaink, is stored on the capacitorCl.
The resultantsignalon thepeak capacitoris comparableto
that of k diodes in series. Ifthe scaling of the comparator
input transistorsis again used to obtainthe PTAT voltage,
the scaling factor must be n". For large values of k, this
factorisimpractically large, soadifferent approach toobtain
thePTAT voltagedifference attheinput ofcomparator23 is
shown in FIG. 9. A PTAT current source IRS generatesa
voltage difference over resistor R4. The PTAT voltage is
then addedto the positiveinput voltageof comparator 23,
rather than subtracted from the negativeinput voltage, and
thus allowsthePTAT currenttoflowintothelow impedance
output of differential amplifier 61.

35

ofthe PTAT currentsource
implementation. Rp is a resistor value and m is a scaling
factorof two ofthe transistors ofthe P1'ATcurrentsource.
The output voltageof comparator 23 changes when:
(12)

Va+IPTAT*RPTAT__Vd_

is the voltage storedon capacitor Cl, which
is equal to the maximum output voltage of differential
where

amplifier 61, corresponding to the maximum input voltage
'imac from VRS 11. If V11 equals the value of the input
voltage for which the output of comparator 23 switches
polarity, substitution of(10) and (11) into (12) yields:
___________

(

(13)

R,

'..

The input voltage V2 for which the secondcomparator
21, shown in FIG. 10, switches polarity, and alsohas avalue
of 0 V. If the first factor of the right-hand side of equation
(13) is chosen equal to the fraction or percentage p, the
hysteresis can now be writtenas:

V=V1-v2=

1

19

m't

(14)

\ *V=p*V

(
)
if, for instance, the resistor ratio RPTATIR is chosen

45

(15)

VaIIIIPTAT*RPTAT=O

60

i

equal to the differential amplifier gain k, which also setby
a resistor ratio, then the hysteresis percentage p is equal to
the PTAT scaling factor m. The hysteresis is, therefore, a
well-controlled parameter.
For small values ofthe inputvoltageV, the amplitude of
the signal noisedisturbances isnolongerproportional toV,
butratherhas a constant value. Forthese small inputsignals,
the hysteresis preferably has a minimumvalue, rather than
beingequalto a percentage ofthe peakvalue.The circuit of
FIG. 10 supplies a solution to this problem.The voltageon
capacitor Cl rises only if the current through diode Dl is
largerthan the reference current JR throughdiode D4.For
currents throughdiodeDl less thanthe valueIR, thevoltage
oncapacitorClis zero and thenegative inputofcomparator
23remains atthevalue ofVR,theinternal reference voltage.
For these small input voltages, when the voltage on Cl is
zero, the output ofcomparator 23 switches polarity when:

and the input voltageis equal to
Vi=

1

*JR*R.

(16)

( mt )
19

65

Comparator 21 continues switching polarity when the
input voltageV12is zero,and therefore, theminimumvalue
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ofthe hysteresis is equalto:

8

voltagesource,saidvoltagesubtractor producing at its
output the difference between thereferencevoltageand
1
(17)
—V2 =
the voltagefrom the RC timefilter circuit; and
=
V1
IR
*R
V,,, mo
=p*IR*Rj
( R,,
acomparator circuit havingafirstinputconnected to said
m'"1'
5
output of said differential current amplifier, a second
Further modifications of the circuit that are possible
input connected to said output of said voltage subtractorcircuit, and anoutputconnected tosaid second input
includescalingoftheinput andreferencediodes,connecting
ofthe SR flip-flop.
the filter to an external, instead of an internal ground, etc.
4.The detector circuit according to claim2, wherein said
Whileseveral embodiments ofthe present invention have
been shown and described, it is tobeunderstoodthat many 10 peak value comparator means comprises:
apeakdetector circuitfordetecting the maximum voltage
changes and modifications may be made thereunto without
across said diode means, said peak detector circuit
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as
having an output;
defined in the appended claims.
a
What is claimedis:
sample and hold circuit comprising a capacitor having
a first terminal connected to said output of said peak
1. A detection circuit with input and hysteresis propor- 15
detector and second opposite terminal connected to
tionalto thepeakvalue ofinput voltage havinga voltage to
current converter connected to each of the positive and
ground,and a discharge circuit having an input connected to the first end of said capacitor and an input
negativeterminals thereoffor producing positiveand negaconnected to the output of said SR flip-flop;
tive input currentsignals, the detection circuit comprising:
adifferential current amplifier having aninput connected 20 a reference voltage source having a first terminal connectedto ground and a second terminal for producing
to each of the positive and negative terminals for
a referencevoltage;
producing an output current equal to the difference
between the positive and negativeinput currents;
a voltagesubtractor circuit havinga firstinput connected
to said output of saidpeak detector and a second input
diode means having a first terminal connected to said 25
connected to said second terminal of the reference
output currentsignalofsaiddifferential amplifier and a
second terminal connected to ground, whereby the
voltagesource, said voltagesubtractor producing atits
output thedifference between thereferencevoltageand
output current from the differential current amplifier
the voltage from the peak detectorcircuit; and
generates a log voltagesignal acrosssaiddiodemeans;
acomparator circuit havingafirstinputconnected to said
first comparator means havinga first input connected to
• said first terminal of said diodemeans and its second
output of said differential current amplifier, a second
connected
to
said
first
means
input connected to said output of said voltage subtracinput
ground,
comparator
torcircuit, and anoutputconnected tosaid second input
producing a signal at its output inresponseto the zero
ofthe SR flip-flop.
in
the
across
said
diode
crossings
log voltage signal
5.The detectorcircuit accordingto claim2, wherein said
means;
apeakvalue comparator means connected totheoutputof peak valuecomparator means comprises:
a reference current source having a first terminal consaiddifferential currentamplifier, said peakvalue comnectedto ground and a second terminal for producing
paratormeans sensingthelog voltagesignal across said
a referencecurrent;
diodemeans and comparing itwithahysteresis voltage
a referencediode having a first terminal connected parproportional to the peak value ofthe input signalfrom 40
the input signal source; and
allel with said referencecurrentsourceand ground;
aset reset(SR) flip-flop having a first input connected to
a differential amplifier having a predetermined gain,with
saidoutputofsaid first comparatormeans,and a second
a first inputconnected tosaid output ofsaiddifferential
currentamplifier, and a second input connected to the
input connected to the output of said peak value comparatormeans, said flip-flop producing at its output a 45
parallel combination of said referencecurrent source
noisefree digital wavefonnsignal representative ofthe
and said reference diode, said differential amplifier
input signalwithouta phasedelay.
producing at its output the difference between the log
2. The detectorcircuit according to claim1, wherein said
voltage on said first diode and said reference diode
diode means comprises a first and second oppositely
multiplied by the gain;
directed diode connected in parallel with respect to each 50
a voltage adding circuithaving a first input connected to
other.
saidoutputof said differential amplifier, asecond input
3. The detectorcircuit according to claim2, wherein said
connected to a referencevoltage source, said voltage
peak value comparator means comprises:
adding circuit producing at its output a voltage reprea peakdetector circuitfor detecting themaximum voltage
sentative of the combination of the outputs of said
across said diode means, said peak detector circuit
differential amplifier and said log voltage across said
referencediode;
having an output;
an RC time filter coupled to said output of the peak
a peak detector circuit having an inputconnected to said
detector, said RC time filter storing the maximum
output of said differential amplifier and an output;
voltage across said diode means and decaying said 60
an RC time filter circuit coupledwith said output of said
voltageat a predetermined rate;
peak detector circuit, said RC time filter storing the
a reference voltage source having a first terminal convoltage difference determined by said differential
nectedto ground and a second terminal for producing
amplifier multiplied by said gain and decaying said
a referencevoltage;
voltage at a predetermined rate; and
a voltagesubtractor circuit havinga firstinput connected 65 a comparator circuit havinga firstinputconnected to said
to said output of saidRCtimefilter, and a second input
output of said voltage adding circuit, a second input
connected to said second terminal of the reference
connected to said output of said peak detector circuit,

.
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and an outputconnected to said second inputofthe SR
flip-flop.

6. The detectorcircuit according to claim 1, wherein said
diode means comprises a first and second equallydirected
diodes connected in series with each other and a third
oppositely directed diode disposed parallel withrespect to
said first and second diodes.
7. The detector circuit according to claim 6, wherein said
peak value comparator means comprises:
apeakdetectorcircuit fordetecting themaximumvoltage
across said diode means, said peak detector circuit

5

10

log voltage to afirstinputofacomparatorand grounding the
second input of the comparator, whereby the output ofthe
comparator is said output signal.
11. The method according to claim8, whereinsaid diode
circuit comprises a first and second oppositely directed
diodeconnected in parallel withrespectto each other.
12.The method according to claim8, whereinsaid step of
generating a hysteresis voltage proportional to the peak
value of the input signalfurther comprises the stepsof:

determining the peak value ofthe input signal;
applying thepeakvalue signal to an RC timefiltercircuit;
having an output;
a differential voltage by subtracting the peak
producing
an RC time filter coupled to said output of the peak
value from a referencevoltage level; and
said
RC
time
filter
the
maximum
detector,
storing
15
comparing the differential voltage to the log voltage
voltage across said diode means and decaying said
across the diode circuit.
at
a
voltage
predetermined rate;
The methodaccordingto claim8, whereinsaid step of
13.
a reference voltage source having a first terminal con- applying
the output signaland hysteresis voltage signal to a
nected to ground and a second terminal for producing
waveform
digital
generator is performed by a set reset
a reference voltage;
20 flip-flop.
avoltagesubtractor circuit havinga firstinput connected
14. The methodaccordingto claim8, wherein said diode
to said outputofsaidRCtimefilter, and asecond input
circuit comprises a first and second equally directed diodes
connected to said second terminal of the reference
connected in series with each other and a third oppositely
voltage source, said voltagesubtractor producing at its
directed diodedisposedparallel withrespectto said first and
output thedifference between thereferencevoltageand 25 second diodes.
the voltage from the RC time filter circuit; and
15. The method according to claim 8, wherein step of
acomparator circuit having afirstinputconnected to said generating a hysteresis
voltage proportional to the peak
output of said differential current amplifier, a second
value ofthe input signal further comprises the steps of:
input connected to said output ofsaid voltagesubtracthe
value of the input signal;
torcircuit, andanoutputconnected tosaidsecond input 30 determining peak
the
value
applying
peak
signal to a sample and hold
of the SR flip-flop.
circuit;
8. A method of detecting the rotational position of a
variable reluctance sensor (VRS)comprising the stepsof:
producing a differential voltageby subtracting the peak
value from a referencevoltagelevel; and
the
and
of
the
VRS
converting
positive negative voltages
35
to positiveand negativeinput currents;
comparing the differential voltage to the log voltage
acrossthe diodecircuit.
generating a differential current signal equal to the dif16.The methodaccordingto claim8, wherein saidstepof
ference between the positive and negativeinput curgenerating a hysteresis voltage proportional to the peak
rents;
value of the input signal furthercomprises the steps of:
applying thedifferential currentsignal to adiodecircuitto 40
providinga referencelog voltage signal by applying a
generate a log voltage signal across the diode circuit;
referencecurrentto a referencediode;
producing an output signal in response to the zero crossa differential voltage signal with a predetergenerating
ings in the log voltagesignalacrossthe diode circuit;
mined gain equal to the difference between the refergenerating ahysteresis voltagesignalproportional to the
ence log voltage signaland the log voltageacrossthe
45
peakvalue of the input signalfrom the VRS; and
diodecircuit;
applying the output signal andhysteresis voltage signalto
adding the differential voltagesignal to areferencevolta digital waveform generatorto produce a noise free
age signalto produce an output voltage signal;
digital waveform signal representative of the input
the peak value of the differential voltage
determining
signal withoutaphase delay.
signal;
9. The methodaccordingto claim8, whereinsaid step of 50
applying the peakvalue of the differential voltagesignal
generating a differential current signal is performed by a
to an RC timefilter circuit; and
differential current amplifier having inputs receiving the
positiveand negative input currents.
comparing the output voltage signal to the peak value
10. The methodaccording toclaim8, wherein said step of
through the RC time filter circuit.
producing an outputsignalin response to the zerocrossings 55
* * * * *
in the log voltagesignalincludes the stepsof applying the
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A system clock signal is deliveredto a plurality of load
devices by means ofacommonloopfilterand delayline and

a pluralityofphasedetectors and charge pumpseach associatedto a differentload.The delay line provides aplurality
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one inputofa conventional twoinput phase detector. Inthis
embodiment, theload effect onthe distributed clock signals
is averaged out.
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METHODAND APPARATUS FOR
AVERAGiNG CLOCK SKEWINGIN CLOCK
DISTRIBUTIONNETWORK
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION

5

Thisinvention relatesto clockdeskewing techniques used

in synchronous electronic systems. In a synchronous elec-

tronicsystem, amaster clock is normallyprovided whichis
used to synchronize the different components ofthe system
requiring timedoperation. Intypicalsystemsofthis type,the
master clock experiences delays along the distribution network, which resultsin loss of clock margin and potential
errors. In the past, thenormal solution employed to address
this variable delay problem has been to slow down the
masterclocktoaccommodate delay variations. Thissolutiàn
suffers from the disadvantage that the entiresystem operation is prolonged, whichslowsdownthe processing timeor
operational time of the associated system circuits.
In orderto attempt to providea more suitable solutionto
the problem of variable clock delays, several techniques
have beenemployed. One such technique employs a structured set of design rules inarranging thecircuitcomponents
andclockpathlengths to minimize delayvariations from the
clock sourceto the variousload destinations. Anothertechniqueemployed inthepastprovides apluralityofphaselock
loops or delay line loops in order to provide zero delay
buffers in the various clock distribution paths. In this
approach, the phase lock looporthe delay lineloop is used
to bufferthe clock in such a manner that the clock can be
used locally without undergoing any delay. Still another
technique employed in the past has been to use phaselock
loops or delay line loops having a programmable delay
output. Inthis approach, the system clockis provided as an
input to the phaselock loop or the delay line loop, and the
output ofthe clock bufferis a phase shiftedversionof the
input systemclock. The amountofthephase shiftprovided
by the loop is programmed by the user so that any clock
delay experience alongthe path can be pre-compensated.
The above known techniques for variable delay clock
compensation all sufferfrom the disadvantage of requiring
an accurate prediction of the amount of delay providedby
each clock distribution path. In addition, the solution
employing a structured set of design rules introduces a
constraint on the circuit layout which is not always compatible withotheroperational requirements ofasynchronous
electronic system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

10

15

20
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From an apparatus standpoint, the inventioncomprises a
clock deskewing circuitfor synchronizing a clock signalat
destination loads with a system clock by averaging delay
variations along a pluralityofclock distribution paths. The
circuitcomprises afirstinputterminalfor receiving asystem
clock signal,apluralityofclock signalconductor members
each havinga proximal end and adistal end for providing a
phase adjusted clOck signal to an associated load device, a
pluralityofphase error correction signalgenerating circuits
each coupledto the first inputterminaland to the proximal
end of a different one of the plurality of clock signal
conductormembers for generating a plurality of phaseerror
correction signals each corresponding to a given loaddevice
and each providing a phasecorrection for any delay associatedthereto,and averaging means coupled to theplurality
ofphaseerror correction signal generating circuits, the first
input terminal, and the pluralityof clock signal conductor
membersfor generating apluralityofsubstantially identical
phaseadjusted clock signals eachcoupledto a different one
ofthe pluralityofclocksignal conductormembers and each
incorporating the average of the plurality of phase error
correction signals.
The pluralityofphase error correction signalgenerating
circuits each includes a phasedetectorcircuithaving a first
input for receivingthe system clock signal,a second input
coupled to the corresponding clock signalconductor member for receiving a feedbacksignal representative of the
delay associated to the load device, and an output; and a
charge pump having an input coupled to the output of the
phase detector circuitand anoutput coupled tothe averaging
means.
The averaging means includes a loop filter having an
input coupledtothepluralityofphaseerrorcorrection signal
generatingcircuits, and an output;and adelay line havinga
first input coupled to the output of the loop filter, and a
second input coupled to the first input terminal, and a
pluralityof outputs each coupled to a different one of the
pluralityofsignalconducting members.
Inan alternate embodiment, each plurality ofclocksignal
conductormembers comprises apair ofconductorsjoined at
the distal end, each conductorhavinga proximal end. The
proximalend of one conductor in a givenpair is coupledto
the averaging means to receive one of the plurality of
substantially identical phase adjusted clock signals, and is
also coupled to the corresponding phase error correction
signal generating circuit to provide a proximal clock feedback signalthereto. The proximalendofthe other conductor
in a given pair is coupledto the corresponding one of the
pluralityof phase error correction signal generating circuits
to provide a distalclock feedbacksignalthereto. The path
length of each conductor in a given pair is substantially
equal. In this embodiment, each phase error correction
signalgenerating circuithasthe second inputcoupledtothe
one conductor ofthe corresponding clock signal conductor
memberand a thirdinput coupledto the other conductor of
the corresponding clock signalconductormember; and the
averaging means output corresponding to the one clock
signalconductor memberis coupledtothat same conductor.
The invention may be applied to implement on-chip
deskewing or chip-to-chip clock deskewing; and the only
additional design constraint imposed by the alternate
embodiment of the invention is that the path lengthof the
individual conductors ofagivenpair should be substantially

The invention comprises a method and apparatus for
averaging clock skewing in a clock distribution network
whichdoes notrequireeithera structured set ofdesignrules
or an estimate ofthe amount ofvariable delay introduced by
a plurality of clock distribution paths. The inventionaveragesthe delay variation experienced alongthe various clock
distribution branches, and producesan output such that the
clocks deliveredtothevariousload devices havea meanthat
is coincident withthe system clock input. The inventionis 60
adaptive and cancompensate for any timedependentvariations in delay which might incur due to environmental
changes, such as temperature changes, or load switching. In
addition, the inventioncan be readilyimplemented at low
costusing standard integrated circuit cells whichareusually 65 equal.
For afullerunderstanding ofthe natureand advantages of
readily available from alibrary ofsuch cells,such as charge
the invention, reference should be made to the ensuing
pump,loop filter and delay line circuits.
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feedback, is the feedbackclock signal

detailed descriptiontaken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a block diagramillustrating a first embodiment
ofthe invention;
FIG. 2 is a timing diagram showingthe phase relation-

shipsbetween thedelay lineoutput signal,theloopfeedback
10
signaland the input systemclock;
FIG. 3 is a logic diagramof an embodiment of phase
detector 11;
FIG. 4 is adiagramshowing thetransferfunctionofphase
detector 15 and charge pump17; and
FIG. 5is a blockdiagramof a second embodiment ofthe
invention employing outbound onlyclocksignalconductors.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

15

20

Turning now to the drawings, FIG. 1 illustratesa block
diagramofa first embodiment ofthe invention. As seen in
this figure, a pluralityof identical phasedetectorsare each
provided with a first input terminal 12 to which a system
clock signalis supplied alongcommon conductor 13. Each 25
phase detector 11 has the characteristics described below
withreferenceto FIGS. 2 and3. Eachphasedetector11 has
an associated charge pump 17. The outputs of each of the
charge pumps 17 are coupledto theinput ofa conventional
loopfilter 18.The outputofloopfilter 18 is coupledto afirst 30
input of a delay line 19. Systemclock input terminal12 is
also coupled to a second input ofdelay line19as areference
signal.

Delayline 19has a plurality ofoutput terminals 20, 20k,
20(flj). The uppermostoutput of delay line 19 is
coupled back along conductor 21 to a first feedbackinput
terminal designated with referenceletter A. Similarly, the
output20 ofdelayline 19is coupled backasafirstfeedback
signal along conductive path 21 to a first feedbackinput
terminal ofthe adjacent phasedetector11. Thus, each phase 40
detector 11 is provided witha first feedbacksignal from a
dedicated and corresponding output from delay line 19.
Each output of delay line 19 is coupled to the proximal
end A' of an outbound one of a pair of clock signal
conductors 23, 24. Each clock signal conductor 23 is
coupled at the distal end to a clock input terminal of an
associated load device requiringa system clock input.This
circuit connection point or node,designated with the reference letter B, is also coupled to the distal end of a corre- 50
sponding inboundconductor24. The proximalend C' of
each conductor 24 is connected via afeedbackconductor26
to a second feedbackinput terminal of the corresponding
phasedetector11, the secondfeedbackinput terminal being
designated with the referenceletter C.
Eachofconductors 23 and24 ofanindividual pair hasthe
same path lengthso thatthe signal delay along anoutbound
conductor23 is equal to the signal delay along an inbound
conductor 24. The signaldelay alongconductorpaths21,26
betweentheirconnection points tonodesA'and C' and input 60
terminalsA, C is considered negligible with respectto the
signal delay along conductors 23 and 24. Consequently,
these path lengths neednot be equal.
In use, the proximal end feedbacksignal from a given
node A' to the corresponding phase detector 11 comprises 65
one immediate output of the delay line 19. The feedback
input signalfrom a given node C', which is the distal end

after delivery to the
destination load atdevicenodeB.The onlyconstraint on the
clock deskewing circuit layoutin FIG. 1 is that the propagationdelay fromA' to B matches that fromB to C' for any
given pair of conductors 23, 24. However, the propagation
delay may vary frompair to pair; i.e.,thepropagationdelay
along conductors 23, 24 of the uppermostloop may be
different from thatalongconductors 23, 24 ofthe lowermost
loop. Thus, conductors 23, 24 of different lengths may be
used to couple the phase adjusted clock signals to the
individual load devicenodesB. This assumes that the delay
fromA'toA and C to C is negligible compared to the delay
fromA' toB or fromB to C whichisnormallythecaseThis
delay matching can bereadily accomplished inan integrated
circuitenvironment by implementing conductors 23, 24 asa
looptrace in whichthe pathlengthfromA to B is identical
to that from B to C'. One way of implementing this configuration is to providea singlemetaltrace having a width
approximately three times the minimum metal conductor
width, and forming a gap, e.g., by etching, in the single
metal trace in order to form the loop.
In use, each pair ofphasedetectors11 and charge pump
17 generates a phaseerror correction signal appropriate to
thedelay introduced by the associated loopand loaddevice.
Each of these error correction signals is then coupled via
commonloopfilter18 to delay line 19inordertocontrolthe
amount of delay in accordance withthe averageof all the
individual phase error correction signals. Delay line 19
producesessentially identical phase adjusted clock output
signals each incorporating the average of all of the delay
correction signals. In this way, the phase adjusted clock
signals deliveredto the various loaddevices alongconductors 23 haveamean thatiscoincident withthe system clock
input on conductor 13. FIG. 2 is a clock signal diagram
showing the relativepositionsof the clock signal on input
terminal12, the proximal feedback clock signal onnode A'
and the distal feedbackclock signal on nodeC for any one
of the loop circuits shown in FIG. 1 assuming identical
lengths for all loops. With reference to FIG. 2, phase
detector 11 functionsto provide correction signals to the
charge pump 17 such that, when the associated loop is in
lock, the clock input is centeredequallybetweenthe feedback signal inputsA and C. This is automatically done by
phasedetector11 by feeding theappropriate errorcorrection
signal tothe charge pump17. Sincethe clock signal at node
B is also centeredin phase between the clock signals on
nodesA' and C the clock signal atnode B will be synchronized with the input clock signal.
FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of phase detector 11
capableofproviding the error correction signals required to
achieve loop lock in the manner described above. With
reference to FIG. 3, four D-type flip-flops 30—33 are configured as shown. Thus, system clock input terminal 12 is
coupledto the D input of flip-flops 30 and 33, and to the
clock inputs of flip-flops 31, 32. Proximal clock signal
feedbackterminal Ais coupledtotheclockinput offlip-flop
30 and the D input of flip-flop 31. Distal clock signal
feedbackterminal C is coupledtothe D input offlip-flop 32
and the clock input of flip-flop 33. System clock input
terminal 12 is furthercoupled to the set inputofflip-flop 30
and the reset input of flip-flop 33. Proximal clock signal
feedbackterminal A is also coupled to the reset input of
flip-flop 31. Distal clock signal feedbackterminal C is also
coupledto the set input of flip-flop 32.
The output of flip-flop30 is coupledto a first input of
an inverting or gate 34. The Q output of flip-flop 33 is
coupledto the other input of gate 34. The output of gate 34
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is coupled to the input of an inverter 35. The output of
inverter35 is coupled to the input of a second inverter 36.
Similarly, the Q outputofflip-flop 31 is coupledto a first

input of an inverting orgate 37; and the output offlip-flop
32is coupledto the other input ofgate 37.The outputofgate 5
37 is coupledto the input ofan inverter38, and the output
ofinverter 38is coupled totheinput ofa second inverter 39.
Flip-flops 30,33provideerror steering signals designated
UP1, UP2, which are bufferedby gate 34 and inverters
36 to providetheerror correction signals UPand III, which 10
are coupled to charge pump 17 and introduce additional
delay in delay line 19 for the clock signals passing therethrough. Similarly, flip-flops 31, 32providethedown steering signals DN2, DN1, which are buffered by gate 37 and
inverters 38,39toprovidethe downsignals DN,
which 15
are coupled to charge pump17and reducethe delay in delay
line 19 for the clock signals passing therethrough.
FIG. 4illustrates thetransferfunction ofthe phasedetector 11 and associated charge pump17.In FIG. 4,theabscissa
20
represents the phaseerror, whilethe ordinaterepresents the
amount and direction of current associated to a particular
degree ofphaseerror. As can be seen, thefunction is linear
and ranges over one full cycle (3600).
FIG. 5 illustratesan alternate embodiment ofthe inven- 25
tion in which the feedbackconductors 24 from the device
nodes B are eliminated. In this embodiment, conventional
two input phasedetectors 41 are employed to generatethe
steering signals for each associated charge pump 17. Inthis
embodiment, any delay due to the propagation time along 30
the individual conductors does, not contribute to the error
correction signal; however, the delay due to the load effect
ofeachdevicedoes contribute to thephasecorrection signal
generatedby thecombination ofeachphasedetector 41 and
charge pump 17, and these error correction signals are
averaged by loop filter 18 and delay line 19.
As will now be apparent, the above invention can be
readily implemented using conventional integrated circuit
techniques and standard cell libraries in integrated circuits
requiringa synchronized clock. It should be noted that the 40
invention may be applied to implement on-chip clock
deskewing or chip-to-chip clock deskewing in which a
master clock chip employing the invention may be used to
distribute theclock signal toother chipsin the system. Inan
on-chip clock deskewing implementation, the phase detectors 11, 41, charge pumps 17, loop filter 18, delay line 19,
clock signal conductors 23, 24 and input terminal 12 are all
located on the sameintegrated circuit chip. In a chip-to-chip
implementation, thephasedetectors 11,41, charge pump 17,
loop filter 18, delay line 19, and input terminal 12 are all 50
located on a single integrated circuit chip, and at least
portionsofthe clock signal conductors 23, 24 extend from
this chip to the other chips in the system. If desired, the
master clock generator may also be incorporated onto the
singleintegrated circuit chip. The structure and function of 55
the individual elements 17, 18, 19, 31, 32 and 41 are
conventional and thus havenot been described in detailin
order to avoidprolixity,
The invention affords anumberofadvantages overknown
clock deskewing techniques. Firstly,the only constraint on 60
the path lengthand placement imposed by the invention is
that the path length of the outbound conductor 23 in the
feedbackloopembodiment ofFIG. 1 mustclosely matchthe
path length of the corresponding inboundconductor24.
Compliance with this constraint is relatively simple, for 65
example, by forminga given conductor pair 23, 24 from a
single trace in the manner noted above. Consequently, there

3,
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are no rigid design rules which must be adhered to in order
to ensurethe deliveryof averaged clocksignals to the load
devicenodesB. In addition, anyphasedelays introduced by
the individual load devices are automatically averaged by
virtue of the distal feedback clock signal from each load
device node B to the distal clock signal feedback input
terminal C in the FIG. 1 embodiment, and by virtueofthe
feedback clock signal from the proximal end A of each
individual trace 23 in the FIG. 5 embodiment. Lastly, the
invention is stable over a wide range of environmental
conditions, and thus provides adaptiveclock deskewing.
Whiletheaboveprovides afull and complete understanding of the natureand advantages of the invention, various
modifications, alternate constructions and equivalents may
be employed, as desired. For example, althoughthe invention has been described withreferenceto implementations
employing delay lockloops,the invention may beemployed
withphaselockloops havinga voltagecontrolled oscillator
instead of a delay line. Consequently, the aboveshould not
be construed as limitingthe invention,which is defined by
the appended claims.

What is claimedis:
1. A clock deskewing circuit for synchronizing a clock
signal at destination loads witha system clockby averaging
delayvariations alongapluralityofclock distribution paths,
said circuit comprising:
afirst input terminal forreceivinga system clocksignal;
a plurality of clock,signalconductor memberseach haying a proximal end and a distal end for providing a
phase adjusted clock signal to an associated load
device;

a plurality of phase error correction

signal generating
circuitseachcoupledto saidfirst inputterminaland to
the proximal ends of said plurality of clock signal
conductor members for generating a pluralityofphase
error correction signals each corresponding totheassociatedload device and each providinga phaseconection for any delay associatedthereto; and
averaging means coupledto said plurality of phaseerror
correction signal generator circuits, said first input
terminal and said pluralityof clock signal conductor
members for generating a plurality of substantially
identical phaseadjusted clock signals each coupled to
a different one ofsaidpluralityofclocksignalconductor members and each incorporating an average ofthe
pluralityof phaseerror correction signals.
2. Theinventionofclaim!wherein saidpluralityofphase
error correction signal generating circuits each includes a
phase detector circuit having a first input for receivingthe
system clock signal, a second input coupled to the corresponding clock signal conductormemberfor receiving a
feedback signalrepresentative ofthe delay associated tothe
load device, and an output; and a charge pump having an
inputcoupledto theoutputofsaidphasedetectorcircuitand
an output coupledto said averaging means.
3.The inventionofclaim 1 wherein said averaging means
includes a loop filter having an input coupled to said
plurality ofphaseerror correction signalgenerating circuits,
and an output; and a delay line having a first input coupled
to the output of said ioop filter, a second input coupled to
said first input terminal and a plurality of outputs each
coupledto a different one of said plurality of signal conducting members.

4.The inventionofclaim1whereinsaidpluralityofclock
signal conductor memberseachcomprises a pair ofconductors joined at the distal end with each conductorhaving a
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path length and a proximal end, the proximalend of one
conductor in a givenpair being coupledto said averaging
means to receive one of said plurality of substantially
identical phase adjusted clock signals, said proximalend
also beingcoupled tothecorresponding one ofsaidplurality 5
of phase error correction signal generating circuits to provide aproximalclock feedbacksignal thereto,the proximal
end ofthe other conductorin the givenpair being coupled
to the corresponding one of said pluralityof phase error
correction signal generating circuitstoprovideadistal clock 10
feedbacksignalthereto, the path lengths ofeach conductor
in the given pair being substantially equal.
5.The inventionofclaim4 wherein saidpluralityofphase
error correction signal generating circuits each includes a
phase detector circuit havinga first input for receivingthe 15
system clock signal, a second- input for receiving said
proximalclock feedback signal,a third input for receiving
said distal clockfeedbacksignal, and an output; and acharge
pump having an input coupledto the output of said phase
detector circuit and an output coupled to said averaging 20
means.

6. The invention ofclaim4 wherein said averaging means
a ioop filter having an input coupled to said
pluralityofphaseerror correction signal generating circuits,
and an output; and a delay line having a first input coupled 25
to theoutput of said loop filter, a second input coupled to
said first input terminal, and a plurality of outputs each
coupledto adifferent said one conductor of saidpluralityof
includes

8

a delayed clock signal to at least a first and second

loads, respectively, the first output of the delay line
coupled to the feedback terminal of the first phase
detector, the second output ofthedelay line coupled to
the feedbackterminal ofthe second phase detector for
providing to the first and second loads, respectively, a
phase delayed clock signal that is basedonan average
of at least the first and second phaseerror correction
signals.
10. Amethodfor providing a clock deskewing circuit for
substantially synchronizing a clock signal at destination
loads with a system clock by averaging delay variations
along a plurality of clock distribution paths, the method
comprising the steps of:
providing a first input terminal for receivinga system
clock signal;
providing a plurality ofclock signal conductor members
each having a proximal end and a distal end for
providingaphaseadjusted clock signal toanassociated
loaddevice;
providing a plurality of phase error correction signal
generating circuits each coupled to said first input

terminal and to the proximalends of said pluralityof
clock signalconductormembers for generating apluralityofphaseerrorcorrection signals eachcorresponding to the associated load device and each providing a
phase correction for any delay associated thereto; and
providing averaging means coupled to said plurality of
phase error correction signal generator circuits, said
first input terminal and said pluralityof clock signal
conductor members for generating a pluralityof substantially identical phase adjusted clock signals each
coupled to a different one of said pluralityof clock
signal conductormembers and each incorporating an
average of the pluralityof phase error correction sig-

signal conducting members.
7. The invention of claim 1 wherein said first input 30
terminal, said plurality of clock signal conductor members,
said plurality of phase error correction signal generating
circuitsand said averaging means are all locatedon a single
integratedcircuit chip to provideon-chip deskewing ofthe
35
system clock.
8.Theinvention ofclaim1 wherein saidpluralityofphase
nals.
error correction signal generating circuits and saidaveraging
11. A method for providing aclock deskewing circuitfor
means are all located on a master clock integratedcircuit
substantially synchronizing a clock signal at destination
chip; and wherein said pluralityof clock signalconductor
members include segments extending from said master 40 loads witha system clock signal,themethod comprising the
clock integrated circuit chipto otherintegrated circuitchips
steps of:
in order to provide chip-to-chip clock deskewing.
receiving the system clock signal on a conductor;
9. A clock deskewing circuit for substantially deskewing
generating at least a first and a second phase error
a clock signal, the apparatus comprising:
correction signal based on phase differences between
at least a first and a second phasedetectorseach having a
the system clock signal and atleast a first and asecond
clock terminal for receiving a clock signal and a
clock signal associated with the destination loads,
feedbackterminal;
respectively;
at least a first and a secondcharge pumps coupled to the
generating an averageof at least the first and the second
first and second phasedetectors, respectively, for prophase error correction signals;
50
viding at least a first and a second phase error correccoupling the average to adelay line for providing atleast
tion signals, respectively;
a first and a second substantially in phaseclock signals
adelaylinecoupledto atleast the firstand second charge
to at least the first and the second destination loads,
pumps, the delay line having a clock signal input
respectively.
configured for receivingthe clocksignal,thedelayline
* * * * *
havingat leastafirst and a second outputs for coupling
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ABSTRACT

tors have equal path lengths in order to provide equal
propagation delays. The clock signal fed backfrom the load
devicenode is coupledas a feedbackinput to a three input
phase detectorcircuit.The other two inputs are the clock
signal output fromthephasecorrection circuitdelaylineand
the system clock signal. Each phase correction circuit
includes a charge pumpcoupledto the output ofthe phase
detector circuit, and aloop filter coupledto the output ofthe
charge pump. The output ofthe loop filter is coupledto the
input of the delay line. Each phase correction circuit is
identically configured and the systemclock signal is commonly provided to both the input of the phasedetectorin
eachphasecorrection circuit and adelay lineclockreference
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1

From an apparatus standpoint, theinventioncomprises a
clock deskewing circuit for synchronizing a clock signal at
destination loads with a system clock independently of the
loads, the length of the connecting leads to the loads and
5
independently of environmental conditions. The circuit
comprises afirstinput terminal for receiving a system clock
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
signal, a pluralityof pairs of clock signalconductors each
Thisinvention relatesto clockdeskewing techniques used
having a proximal end and a distal end, and a pluralityof
in synchronous electronic systems.
phasecorrection circuitseachhavingafirstinput coupledto
In a synchronous electronic system, a master clock is 10 the firstinput terminal, and second andthird inputscoupled
to a different one of the plurality of pairs of clock signal
normallyprovided whichis usedto synchronize thedifferent
conductors. Each pair of clock signal conductors has indiof
the
timed
In
components
system requiring
operation.
vidual proximal ends and common distal ends, and both
typical systems of this type, the master clock experiences
conductors of a givenpair havesubstantially the same path
delays alongthe distribution network, whichresultsin loss
One conductor of each pair provides the system
length.
ofclockmargin and potentialerrors. In the past, the normal
clock signalto a load device, whilethe other conductorof
solution employed to address this variable delay problem
a given pair provides a distal clock feedbacksignal to the
has been to slow down the master clock to accommodate
associated phasecorrection circuit.
delay variations.This solution suffers fromthedisadvantage
Each phase correction circuit includes a phase detector
that the entire system operation is prolonged, whichslows
circuit, a charge pumpcircuit coupled to the phase detector
down the processing time or operational time of the asso- 20 circuit, a loopfilter coupledto the
charge pumpcircuit, and
ciated systemcircuits.
a delay line having a first input coupled to the charge pump
In orderto attempt to providea more suitable solutionto
circuit, a second inputcoupledtothe first inputterminal,and
the problem of variable clock delays, several techniques
anoutput coupled tothe proximal end ofthe associatedone
oftheclock signal conductors providing the system clockto
have been employed. One such technique employs a structured setofdesign rules in arranging the circuit components 25 the associatedload device. Each phase correction circuit
further includes a conductive lead coupled between the
andclockpathlengths to minimize delayvariations from the
clock sourceto the various load destinations. Anothertechproximalend of the distal feedback clock signal conductor
and one of the second and third inputs.
niqueemployed inthepastprovidesaplurality ofphaselock
Inanalternate embodiment, theinvention furtherincludes
or
lock
in
order
to provide zero delay
loops delay
ioops
a master phasecorrection circuit coupled to the first input
buffers in the various clock distribution paths. In this
terminaland to the pluralityofphasecorrection circuitsfor
approach, the phase lock looporthe delay lock loopis used
providinga master correctedversion of the system clock
to buffer the clock in such a mannerthat the clock can be
signal and a control referencesignal thereto. The master
used locally without undergoing any delay. Still another
phasecorrection circuitincludesa phase detector circuit; a
in
the
has
been
to
use
lock
techniqueemployed
past
phase
charge pumpcircuit coupledto thephasedetectorcircuit; a
loops or delay lock loops having a programmable delay
loop filter having an input coupledto the charge pump and
output. In this approach, the system clock is provided as an
anoutput;afirstdelayline having afirst inputcoupledtothe
input to the phaselock looporthe delay lock loop, and the
output of the loop filter, a second input for receivingthe
outputofthedelaylockloopisaphaseshiftedversionofthe
system clock signal,and an output; and a second delay line
input systemclock. The amountofthe phaseshiftprovided
a first input coupledto the output of the first delay
by the loop is programmed by the user so that any clock 40 having
a
second input coupledto the output ofthe loop filter,
line,
delay experienced along the path can be pre-compensated.
and anoutput. The outputofthe second delay lineis coupled
The above known techniques for variable delay clock
to one ofthe second and thirdinputsofthe phasecorrection
compensation all suffer from the disadvantage of requiring
circuit. The output oftheloopfilter andthe output ofthefirst
an accurate prediction ofthe amount ofdelay caused by each
delay line are coupled to the plurality ofphase correction
clock distribution path. In addition, the solution employing
circuits. In this embodiment, each of the plurality of phase
a structuredsetofdesignrules introduces aconstraint onthe
correction circuits is provided withadelaylinehavingafirst
•
circuit layout which is not always compatible with other
input,a second input, and anoutputcoupled to theproximal
operational requirements of a synchronous electronic sysend of the associated one of the clock signal conductors
tem.
50 providing the system clock signals to the associated load
device.Eachofthephasecorrection circuits furtherincludes
asummingjunctionhavingafirst inputcoupledto the output
SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION
of the phase correction circuit loop filter, a second input
coupledtothe output ofthe master phasecontrolcircuitloop
The invention comprises a method and apparatus for
filter, and an output coupled to the first input of the delay
clock
which
does
not
providing adaptive
deskewing
require
line. The second input of the delay line is coupled to the
eithera structured set of designrules or an estimate of the
output of the first delay line of the master phasecorrection
amount of variable delay introduced by pluralityof clock
circuit.
distribution paths. Further, the inventionprovides adaptive
The invention may beappliedtoimplement on-chipclock
clock deskewing independently of the load devices, and
deskewing or chip-to-chip clock deskewing; and the only
independently of the lengthof the connecting leads to the
loads. Still further, the invention is able to provideadaptive
designconstraint imposedby the invention is that the path
clock deskewing over a wide range of environmental conlengthofthe individual conductors ofa givenpair must be
substantially equal.
ditions, such as temperature changes or load switching. In
addition, the inventioncan be readilyimplemented at low
For a fuller understanding of the nature and the advancostusing standard integrated circuitcells whichareusually 65 tages of the invention, referenceshould be made to the
readily available from alibrary ofsuch cells,such as charge
ensuing detailed description taken in conjunction with the
pump,loop filter and delay line circuits.
accompanying drawings.

METHODAND APPARATUS FOR ADAPTiVE
CLOCK DESKEW1ING
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BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

matching can be readily accomplished in an integrated
circuitenvironment by implementing conductors 23, 24 as a
looptrace in whichthe pathlengthfromA to B is identical
to that from B to C. One way of implementing this configuration is to providea single metaltrace having a width
approximately three times the minimum metal conductor
width,andforming agap,e.g.by etching, inthe single metal
trace in order to form the loop.
FIG. 2 is a clock signal diagram showing the relative
positions of the clock signal on input terminal 12, the
proximate feedbackclock signalon nodeA', and the distal
feedbackclock signal on node C. With referenceto this
figure,the phase detector15 functionsto providecorrection
signals tothe charge pump17 such that, when theioopis in
lock, the clock input is centeredequally between the feedback signal inputs A and C. This is automatically done by
phasedetector 15 byfeeding the appropriate error correction
signaltothe charge pump17 untilsuchcondition is satisfied.
Since the clock signal at node B is also centeredin phase
between the clock signals on nodes A and C', the clock
signal at node B will be synchronized withthe input clock

FIG. 1 is a blockdiagramillustrating a first embodiment

ofthe invention;

FIG. 2 is a timingdiagramshowing the phasecorrection
circuit outputsreferencedto the input system clock;
FIG. 3 is a logic diagram of an embodiment of phase
detector 15;
FIG.4isadiagramshowing thetransferfunction ofphase
detector 15 and charge pump 17; and
FIG. 5 is a blockdiagramofa second embodiment ofthe
invention employing master and slave phase correction
circuits.

10

15

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
Turning now to the drawings, FIG. 1 illustrates a block
diagramof a first embodiment of the invention. As seenin
this figure, a pluralityof identically configured phase correctioncircuits10 is providedwitha first input terminal 12
to which a system clock signal is suppliedalong common
conductor13. Each phase correction circuit 10 includes a
phase detector 15 having the characteristics described
below, and apluralityof conventional components comprising a charge pump 17, a loopfilter 18, and a delay line 19.
System clock input terminal 12 is also coupled to an input
of delayline 19 as a referencesignal. The output of delay
line 19 is coupled back as a first feedbacksignal along
conductive path 21 to a first feedback input terminal designated withthereferenceletterA. The output ofdelay line 19
is also coupledto the proximalend A' of an outbound one
ofapair ofclocksignal conductors 23 and 24. Clocksignal
conductor23 is coupled at the distal end to a clock input
terminal of a load device requiring a system clock input.
This circuit connection point or node, designated with
reference letter B, is also coupled to the distal end of
inboundconductor 24. The proximal end C' ofconductor 24
is connectedto afeedbackconductor 26 whichis coupledat
the other end to a second feedbackinput terminal designated
with the referenceletter C.
Eachofconductors 23 and24 ofanindividual pairhas the
same pathlength so that the signal delay along outbound
conductor23is equal to the signal delay alongconductor 24.
The signaldelay along conductor paths 21 and 26 between
their connection points to nodes A and C' and input feedbackterminalsA, C is considered negligiblewithrespectto
the signaldelay alongconductors 23 and 24. Consequently,
these pathlengths need not be equal.
Inuse, the feedback signal fromnodeA, whichis the near
or proximalend feedback, comprises the immediate output
ofthe delayline 19. The feedback input signal from nodeC
whichis thedistalend feedback, is thefeedbackclocksignal
after deliveryto the destination load at devicenode B. The
onlyconstrainton the clock deskewing circuit layoutisthat
the propagationdelay fromA to B matches that from B to
C' for any given pair of conductors 23, 24. However, the
propagationdelay may vary from pair to pair: i.e., the
propagationdelay alongconductors 23, 24ofthe uppermost
phasecorrection circuit 10may be different fromthatalong
conductors 23, 24 ofthelowermostphasecorrection circuit
10. Thus, conductors 23,24ofdifferent lengths maybeused
to couple the phaseadjustedclocksignals to the individual
load devicenodesB. This assumes thatthe delay fromA to
A and C to Cisnegligiblecompared to the delay fromA' to
B or from B to C', which is normallythe case. This delay

20

signal.

25

30

35

40

'
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FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of phase detector 15
capableofproviding the errorcorrection signals requiredto
achieve loop lock in the manner described above. With
referenceto FIG. 3, four D-type flip-flops 30-33 are configured as shown. Thus, system clock input terminal 12 is
coupled to the D input of flip-flops 30 and 33, and to the
clock inputs of flip-flops 31, 32. Proximal clock signal
feedback terminal Ais coupled to the clockinput offlip-flop
30 and the D input of flip-flop 31. Distal clock signal
feedbackterminalCis coupled to the D inputofflip-flop 32
and the clock input of flip-flop 33. System clock input
terminal 12is furthercoupledto thesetinput offlip-flop 30
and the reset input of flip-flop 33. Proximal clock signal
feedbackterminal A is also coupled to the reset input of
flip-flop 31. Distalclock signalfeedbackterminal C is also
coupledto the set input of flip-flop 32.
The output offlip-flop 30 is coupled to a first input of
an inverting or gate 34. The Q output of flip-flop 33 is
coupledto the otherinput ofgate 34. The output of gate 34
is coupled to the input of an inverter 35. The output of
inverter35 is coupledto the input of a second inverter36.
Similarly, theQ output offlip-flop 31 is coupledto a first
input ofaninvertingorgate 37; andthe output offlip-flop
32is coupled totheotherinput ofgate37. The output ofgate
37 is coupled to the input ofan inverter38, and the output
ofinverter 38iscoupledtotheinput ofasecondinverter39.
Flip-flops 30,33 provideerror steering signals designated
UP1, UP2, whichare buffered by gate 34 and inverters35,
36to provide the error correction signals UPand
which
are coupled to charge pump 17 and introduce additional
delay in delay line 19 for the clock signals passing therethrough. Similarly, flip-flops 31, 32 providethe down steering signals DN2, DN1, which are buffered by gate 37 and
inverters38,39 to providethe downsignals DN,15N, which
arecoupledtocharge pump 17 and reduce thedelayin delay
line 19 for the clock signals passingtherethrough.
FIG. 4 illustrates the transferfunction ofthe phasedetector 15and associated charge pump17. InFIG.4, the abscissa
represents the phaseerror,whilethe ordinate represents the
amount and direction of current associated to a particular
degree of phase error. As can be seen, the function is linear
and rangesover one full cycle (3600).

U,

60

65

FIG.

5 illustrates an alternate embodiment of the inven-

tion in which a master phase correction circuit is used to
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provide coarsephasecorrection to other slave phasecorrecforming agivenconductorpair 23, 24 from a single trace in
tion circuitswhichprovidefine phasecorrection. As seenin
the manner noted above. Consequently, there are no rigid
this fig., the master phase correction circuit 40 is provided
designrules whichmust beadheredtoinorderto ensurethe
withaphasedetector 15, charge pump17, and loopfilter 18
deliveryofin-phaseclock signals to the loaddevice nodes
B. In addition, anyphasedelays introduced bytheindividual
substantially identical in function to those found in the
embodiment ofFIG. 1 for eachphase correction circuit 10.
load devices are automatically compensated for by virtueof
The singledelayline 19, however, isreplacedwitha pair of
the distal feedbackclock signal fromeach load devicenode
delay lines 41, 42 which provide coarse and fine delay,
B to the distal clock signal feedback input terminal C'.
respectively. Delay line41hasaclocksignalreferenceinput
Lastly, the invention is stable over a widerangeofenvironcoupled to common conductor 13, and a control input 10 mentalconditions, andthusprovides adaptiveclockdeskewcoupledto the output of loopfilter 18. Delay line 42 has a
ing.
clock signal reference input coupled to the clock signal
Whilethe aboveprovides a full and complete understandof
line
and
a
control
41,
output delay
input coupled to the
ing of the nature and advantages of the invention, various
outputof loop filter 18. Each slave phasecorrection circuit
modifications, alternateconstructions and equivalents may
50 is providedwith a phasedetector 15, charge pump 17,
employed, as desired. For example, althoughthe invenloop filter 18 and delay line 42. Elements15, 17 and 18 are 15 be
tion has been described with referenceto implementations
similar to the same numbered elements in the FIG. 1
employing delay lockloops,theinvention may beemployed
embodiment. Delayline42is similar to second delayline 42
withphaselock loops having avoltagecontrolled oscillator
of the master phase correction circuit 40. In addition, a
insteadofa delay line. Consequently,the aboveshould not
summing network51 isprovidedbetween loop filter 18 and
20
be construed as limitingthe invention, which is defined by
delay line 42 in each slave circuit 40. In additionto the
the appended claims.
outputfrom ioopfilter 18, summing network51 ofthe slave
What is claimedis:
phasecorrection circuits receivesthe output ofloopfilter18
1. A clock deskewing circuit for synchronizing a clock
from master phase correction circuit 40 as a first phase
signal atdestination loads with a system clock, said circuit
correction reference. The output ofsumming network51 is
coupledas an inputtodelay line42. A second inputtodelay 25 comprising:
a first input terminalforreceivinga system clocksignal;
line 42 ofeach slave circuit50 is providedfrom the output
of delay line 41 from master phasecorrection circuit 40.
a plurality of pairs of clock signal conductors, each
conductorhaving a path lengthand havingaproximal
In the embodiment ofFIG. 5,themasterphasecorrection
end and adistal end,the path lengthof each conductor
circuit 40 is used to coarse tune the other slave phase
30
of a given pair having substantially the same path
correction circuits 50 whichresultsin a simplificationofthe
slave phase correction circuits 50 thus saving integrated
length, one conductor of each said pluralityof pairs
circuit device area and power, and also improving perforproviding said system clock signalto a corresponding
destination load, the other conductorof each of said
manceby reducingthe programmability rangesrequiredfor
the slave delay lines 42. In a typical implementation, the
plurality of pairs providing a distal clock feedback
master phase correction circuit 40 provides approximately
signal; and
70% of the phase correction range for the system clock
apluralityofphase-correction circuits each having a first
signal, while the slave correction circuits 50 provide
input coupledto said first input terminal, and second
and thirdinputscoupledto acorresponding pair ofsaid
approximately 30% ofthe phasecorrection range.
As will now be apparent, the above invention can be
pluralityof pairs of clock signal conductors for centering said system clock signal to the corresponding
readily implemented using conventional integrated circuit
destination load.
techniques and standard cell libraries in integrated circuits
2.The inventionofclaim1 wherein saidpluralityofphase
requiring a synchronized clock. It should be noted that the
correction circuitseach includes a phasedetector circuit, a
invention may be applied to implement on chip clock
charge pumpcircuit coupled to saidphasedetector circuit,a
deskewing or chip-to-chip clock deskewing in which a
master clock chip employing the invention may be used to
loop filter coupledto said charge pump circuit, and a delay
line havingafirst input coupled to said loopfilter, a second
distribute theclock signal toother chipsin the system. Inan
input coupled to said first input terminal, and an output
on-chipclock deskewing implementation, the phasecorrection circuits10, 40, 50, clock signal conductors 23, 24 and
coupled to the proximalend of the associated one of said
input terminal 12 are all located on the same integrated 50 clock signalconductors providing said system clock to said
load device.
circuit chip. In a chip-to-chip implementation, the phase
3. The invention ofclaim2 wherein each ofsaidplurality
correction circuits 10, 40, 50 and the input terminalare all
of phase correction circuits further includes a conductive
located on a single integrated circuit chip, and at least
lead coupled between the proximal end of said other conportionsofthe clocksignalconductors extend fromthis chip
tothe other chipsin the system. Ifdesired, themasterclock ductor ofthe associated pair of clocksignal conductors and
one of said second and third inputs.
generatormay also be incorporated onto the single inte4. A clock deskewing circuit for synchronizing a clock
grated circuit chip. The structure and functionof the individualelements 17, 18, 19, 41, 42, and 51 are conventional
signal atdestination loads with a systemclock, said circuit
andthus havenot beendescribed in detailin orderto avoid
comprising:
a first input terminal forreceivinga system clocksignal;
prolixity.
The invention affords anumberofadvantages overknown
a plurality of pairs of clock signal conductors, each
clock deskewing techniques. Firstly, the only constraint on
conductorhaving a path length and havinga proximal
the path length and placementimposedby the invention is
end and a distal end,the path lengthofeach conductor
that the pathlengthofthe outbound conductor23 ofa given
of a given pair having substantially the same path
pair ofclock signal conductors mustcloselymatchthe path 65
length, one conductor of each said pluralityof pairs
length ofthe corresponding inboundconductor 24. Compliproviding said system clock signalto a corresponding
ance withthis constraint isrelatively simple, forexample, by
destination load, the other conductorof each of said
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plurality of pairs providing a distal clock feedback
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coupledto acorresponding conductor ofthefirstpair of
clock signal conductors for centering the system clock
signal;
a pluralityof phase..correctioncircuitseachhavinga first
signal to the first destination load.
10. The circuit of claim9, furthercomprising:
input coupled to said first input terminal, and second
a second pair ofclock signalconductors, each conductor
and thirdinputscoupled to a corresponding pair ofsaid 5
plurality of pairs of clock signal conductors for cenhaving a path length and having aproximalend and a
distal end, the path length of each conductor of the
tering said system clock signal to the corresponding
destination load; and
second pair having substantially the same path length,
one conductor ofthe second pair providing said system
amasterphasecorrection circuit coupledto said first input
clock signal to a second destination load, the other
terminal and to said pluralityofphase correction cir- 10
conductor of the second pair providinga distal clock
cuits for providing to the pluralityofphase correction
feedbacksignal; and
circuitsamastercorrectedversionofsaid system clock
a second phase-correction circuit having a first input
signalfor additional phase correction bythepluralityof
phasecorrection circuitsand a phasecorrection refercoupled to said first input terminal, and second and
ence signal for aninitialphasecorrection ofthe master 15
third inputs coupled to a corresponding conductorof
the second pair ofclocksignalconductors for centering
corrected versionof said system clock signal.
5. The invention of claim 4 wherein said master phase
the system clock signal tothe second destination load.
correction circuit includes a phase detectorcircuit, a charge
11. A method forproviding a circuit for synchronizing a
clock signal at a destination load with a system clock, the
pumpcircuit coupled to said phasedetectorcircuit, a loop
filter having an input coupled to said charge pump and an
method comprising the stepsof:
20
output, a first delay line havinga first input coupledto the
providing a first input terminal for receiving a system
outputof said ioop filter, a second input for receivingsaid
clock signal;
system clock signal and an output, and a second delay line
a first pair of clock signal conductors, each
providing
having an inputcoupledto theoutputofsaid first delay line
conductor havinga path lengthand havingaproximal
and an output, the output of said second delay line being
end and a distal end,thepath lengthof each conductor
coupled to said phase detector circuit, the output ofsaidloop 25
havingsubstantially the samepathlength,one conducfilterandsaidfirst delay line beingcoupledto said plurality
tor providing said system clock signalto a first destiof phasecorrection circuits.
nation load, the other conductorproviding a distal
6. The inventionofclaimSwherein each ofsaid plurality
clock feedback signal; and
ofphasecorrection circuitsincludes aphasedetectorcircuit;
a charge pump circuit coupledto saidphasedetector circuit; 30 providing a phase-correction circuit having a first input
aloopfiltercoupledtosaid charge pumpcircuit;adelay line
coupled to said first input terminal, and second and
having afirstinput,a second input,and an output coupledto
third inputs coupledto a corresponding conductor of
the proximalend of the associated one of said clock signal
the first pair of clock signal conductors for centering
conductors providing said system clock signal to the corresaid system clock signal to the first destination load.
sponding destination load; and a summing junctionhavinga
12. The method ofclaim 11,further comprising the steps
first input coupledto the output of saidloop filter, a second
of:
input coupledto the output of the loop filter ofsaid master
providinga second pair of clock signal conductors, each
phase correction circuit, and an output coupledto the first
conductorhaving a path lengthand having a proximal
of
said
said
second
of
said
line
input
delay line;
input
delay
end and adistal end,the pathlengthofeach conductor
of each of said plurality of phase correction circuitsbeing
40
to
the
of
said
first
line
of
said
master
havingsubstantially the same path length, one conduccoupled
output
delay
tor providing said system clock signal to a second
phase correction circuit.
destination load, the other conductor providing a distal
7. In the invention of claim 1 wherein said first input
clock feedbacksignal; and
terminal, said pluralityof pairs of clock signalconductors
and said plurality ofphasecorrection circuits are all located
providing a phase-correction circuit having a first input
on a single integrated circuit chip to provide on-chip
coupled to said first input terminal, and second and
third inputs coupled to a corresponding conductor of
deskewing ofthe systemclock.
8. The invention ofclaim1whereinsaidpluralityofphase
the second pair ofclock signal conductors for centering
correction circuits are all located on a master clock intesaidsystem clock signal to the second destination load.
13. A method for synchronizing a clock signal at a
grated circuit chip; and wherein said pluralityof pairs of 50
clock signal conductors include segments extending from
destination load with a system clock signal, the method
said master clockintegratedcircuit chip to other integrated
comprising the stepsof:
circuit chipsin orderto providechip-to-chip clock deskewreceiving the system clock signal along a first conductor;
ing.
centering the system clock signal betweenfeedbacksig9.Acircuit for synchronizing a clock signal at adestinanals from proximalends of a first pair of clock signal
tion loadwith a system clock, said circuit comprising:
conductors ofsubstantially equal length,the first pair of
a first input terminal forreceivinga system clock signal;
dock signal conductors coupledat its distal ends to a
a first pair of clock signal conductors, each conductor
first load.
14. The method of claim 13, further comprising the step
havingapath length and havingaproximalend and a
distalend, thepath lengthofeachconductorofthe first 60 of:
pair having substantially the same path length, one
centeringthe system clock signal betweenfeedbacksigconductor ofthe first pair providing said system clock
nalsfromproximalendsofasecondpairofclock signal
signalto afirstdestination load,the other conductorof
conductors of substantially equal length, the second
the first pair providing a distal dock feedbacksignal;
pair ofclocksignalconductors coupledatitsdistalends
and
65
to a second load.
afirstphase-correction circuit havingafirstinput coupled
* * * * *
to said first input terminal, and second and thirdinputs
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having an input coupled to the intermediate output of the
transistoramplifier receivesthe intermediateoutput signal
and supplies theoutputsignalwherein the detectorincludes
a rectifier comprising transistors having different effective
emitterareas.Atopology for a logarithmic amplifier is also
provided,including a first series-coupled chain of N gain
stageshaving a first input,a second series-coupled chain of
M gain stageshavinga second input, an attenuator coupled
betweenthe first input andthesecond input,aseries-coupled
chain of summers, each summer receivingan output signal
from arespective gain stage in the first series-coupled chain
and the second series-coupled chain and supplying a
summed signal. A circuit including an output amplifier
having an inverting input and a non-inverting input, the
inverting input receivingan output of the pluralityof gain
stages, the non-inverting input receivinga voltage having a
negative coefficient of temperature, the output amplifier
providing at an output thereof the output signal having a
temperature-stable log intercept.
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DEMODULATINGLOGARITHMIC
AMPLIFIER

effective emitter areas. The different emitter areas can be
formed by physical differences in emitter areas of the
rectifier transistors. Inanotherembodiment oftheinvention,
the effect of different emitter areas can be synthesized by
usingabiasvoltagebetweenabaseand anemitterofatleast
one transistorin the rectifier. Other embodiments of the
invention includemeans for extending theusable frequency
range by increasing a slew rate of the gain stage without
consuming additional power. The logarithmic amplifier gain
stage furtherincludes means for reducing a variation in a
phaseofthe output signal witha variation in a level ofthe
input signal.
The logarithmic amplifier gain stageofthe present invention isless complex and consumes less powerthan the prior
art, and requires power from only a single polarity power
supply. In the present invention, the gain stage has been
simplified and the full-wave detectorperforms the demodulating function and also drivesthe input of the succeeding
gain stage withDC level-shifting. The logarithmic amplifier
gain stage ofthepresentinventionis particularly well suited
tousein amultiplestage, logarithmic amplifier system. The
responseof each stage can be tailored so that the overall
logarithmic amplifier has a desiredresponse.
A topology for a logarithmic amplifier is also provided,
including afirstseries-coupled chain ofN gainstageshaving
a first input,a second series-coupled chain ofM gain stages
having a secondinput, an attenuatorcoupled between the
first input and the second input,and a series-coupled chain
ofsummers, eachsummer receivingan output signal from a
respective gain stagein the first series-coupled chainand the
second series-coupled chainand supplying asummedsignal.
Acircuit forstabilizing theloginterceptwithtemperature is
also provided. The circuit includes an output amplifier
having an inverting input and a non-inverting input, the
non-inverting inputreceivinganoutputofa plurality ofgain
stages, the invertinginput receiving a voltage that has a
negative coefficient of temperature, the output amplifier
providing at an output thereof the output signal having a
temperature-stable log intercept.
The features and advantages ofthepresent invention will
bemorereadilyunderstoodand apparent fromthefollowing
detaileddescription ofthe invention, whichshould be read
in conjunction withthe accompanying drawings, and from
the claims which are appended at the end of the detailed
description.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates generally to the field of
logarithmic amplifiers. More particularly, the presentinvention relatesto a high performance, low powerlogarithmic 10
amplifier cell for use in a multi-stage logarithmic amplifier
providing accurate logarithmic interceptand sloperesponse.
2. Discussion of the RelatedArt
Until recently, logarithmic amplifiers were practically 15
unavailable which are useful for both low frequency and
highfrequency applications, and whichareinherently freeof
sensitivity to temperature variations and productiontolerancesofthe devices comprising the activeelements so as to
provide high accuracy log-law performance over a wide 20
temperature range and in the presenceof largeproduction
variations.
U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,929,909 and 4,990,803 (hereafter "the
'909 patent" and "the'803 patent",respectively), assigned
to the same assigneeas the present inventionand incorpo- 25
rated herein by reference, describe a logarithmic amplifier
whichdoes not sufferfrom the above-noted limitations.

FIG. 1 is a block diagramof the logarithmic amplifier
disclosed in the '803 patent.The amplifier includes a plurality of amplifier/limiter/detector stages (hereinafter 30
referred to as "gain" stages or "logarithmic amplifier gain
stages")100-1 through 100-n, a gain bias generator102, a
scalebias generator104, and an offset generator 106, which
arecommontoall gain stages. All ofthegainstagesworking
togetherproducealogarithmic output signal corresponding
to the inputsignal.FIG. 2 is ablockdiagramfor each ofthe
gain stages 100-1 through 100-n. Each gain stage 100-i
includes anemitterfollower112-i, having adifferentialinput
and balanced output, a full-wave detector 114-i, and a
limiting amplifier 116-i. The emitter follower112-i introduces a slight gain loss of approximately 0.07 dB. The
limitingamplifier 116-i canbedesignedto providea gainof
10.07 dB, so thattheoverall stage gainis 10 dB. PAlthough
the logarithmic amplifier of the '909 and '803 patents
performs well, that demodulating logarithmic amplifier
requires relativelycomplicated gain stages having a relativelylargenumberof active components, bothpositiveand
negativepower supplies and requires approximately 300
milliwatts of powerfor a ten stage amplifier.
50

SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION

The present invention provides, in accordance with one
aspect thereof, a logarithmic amplifier gain stage for supplying, in response to an instantaneous input signal, an
output signal corresponding to a logarithmic value of the
input signal. Alternatively, in response to an alternating
input signal, the gain stage produces a demodulated output
signal corresponding to a logarithmic value of the input
signal. The logarithmic amplifier gain stage includes a
transistoramplifier having an input that receivesthe input
signal and an intermediateoutput that supplies an intermediate output signal; and afull-wave detector having an input
coupledto the intermediate output ofthe transistoramplifier
that receives the intermediateoutput signal, and an output
that supplies the output signal. The full-wave detector
includes a rectifier comprising transistors having different

BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
In the drawings, which are incorporated herein by reference and in which like elements have been given like
reference characters,

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a prior art logarithmic
amplifier illustrated in the '909 and '803 patents;
FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagram of each of the gain
stages 100-iillustratedin FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a simplified block diagramof a logarithmic
amplifier gain stage ofthe present invention which can be
used in the basic logarithmic amplifier designillustrated in
FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic circuit diagramof the
full-wave detectorand limitingamplifier illustrated in FIG.
3;
65

FIG. 4A illustrates anotherembodiment of the full-wave
detector showing how different emitterareas can be generated electrically;

5,570,055
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FIG. 4B illustrates slew ratelimitations inthedetectors of
detector. Transistors 234 and 236 form a first half-wave
detector and transistors 238 and 240 form a second halfFIGS. 4 and 4A;
wavedetectorso thatthe entireenvelope oftheinput signal
FIG. 4C illustrates amodification to the full-wave deteccan be demodulated. The demodulated logarithmic output
tors ofFIGS. 4and 4Awhichovercome slewrate limitations
s
appears as a current at node 252.
withoutconsuming additional power;
An additional benefit to the topology of the present
FIG. 5 is a detailed schematic circuit diagramfor an
inventionis the elimination ofthe cascode transistors 162
embodiment of the gain stage of the presentinvention;
and 164 usedin detector 114-iin the '803 patent. As will be
FIG. 6 is an overall block diagram of a logarithmic
explained in greater detail, the voltage at node 246 is
amplifier in accordance with one aspect of the present 10 independent of the signal. Consequently, there is no disinvention;
placement current due to base-collector capacitances of
FIG. 7 is a graph depicting the response of the two
transistors 236 and 238 that could disturb the output node
amplifier chains illustrated in FIG. 6;
252. As a result, cascode transistors 162 and 164 are not
FIG.7Aisagraphillustrating thetotaloutput signal ofthe
needed.
15
logarithmic amplifier ofFIG. 6;
Detectorcurrentgenerators 254 and 256 generatea temFIG. 8 is ablockdiagramofatypical bias circuit thatmay
in the manner
perature-stable detector bias current,
be used in a logarithmic amplifier in accordance with one
described in the '803 patent.
aspectofthe presentinvention;
Inthegainstageofthe'803 patent, thebias currents ofthe
FIG. 9 is a simplified block diagramofan output circuit
emitter follower circuit 112-i were made PTAT. By contrast,
that may be used in the logarithmic amplifier of the present 20 in the present invention, the bias current 'hd of emitter
invention; and FIG.
followers 234 and240, sincethey are now incorporated into
the full-wave detector and function as part of the detector
FIG. 10 is a detailed schematic circuit diagramfor an
circuit as well as emitter followers, correspond to the stable
embodiment of the output circuit ofFIG. 9.
currents of the '803 patent. resistors, Ra,
25 detector-scaling
which determines the gain A is equal
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Since the commonbase node 246 is biased by resistors
FIG. 2 illustrates the configuration of each of the gain
242 and 244, the effective value ofloadresistors,Ra, which
stages 100-iin the logarithmic amplifier ofthe '803 patent.
determines thegainAis equal to theparallelcombination of
Thereis a separate emitterfollowercircuit 112-i, afull-wave
the value of the collectorresistor226 or 228 in eachleg of
detectorcircuit 114-i, and a limiting amplifier116-i ineach 30 the
long tail pair and the value of the base resistors 242 or
stage.
244.Thus, the effective loadresistance, Ra, ofthe gain stage
Reference is now made to FIG. 3 whichshowsa simplimay be foundfrom the following equation:
fled blockdiagram ofthe logarithmic amplifier gainstageof
(1)
the present invention. Each of the gain stages200-iofFIG.
R R, Rb

I

3 replaces gain stages 100-i illustratedin FIG. 2 in an
amplifier ofthetype shownin FIG. 1. The gain stages200-i

where

each include a limiting amplifier 216-i and a full-wave
R=theresistance of eitherresistor242 or 244
detector214-i. The separateemitter followercircuit inFIG.
Rb=the resistance ofeitherresistor242 or 244
2 is not used; its function is incorporated into full-wave 40 This
topology is usefulbecausethevalues of and Rbcan
detector circuit 214-i. Thus, in the present invention, the
be
chosen overawiderangeaslongastheresultingeffective
gain stages have been simplified and the transistors in the
value Ra provides the desired gain. It does not matter if
full-wave detector performboth the demodulating function
resistances Rb are made low and resistances
are made
and provide power-gain and DC-level translation to the
high or vice versa.
of
the
input
succeeding gain stage.
45
The presenceofhighresistances in the basecircuithas no
Reference is now made to FIG. 4, which is a simplified
essential impacton the slew rate ofthe circuit, sincethebase
circuit schematic ofthe gain stage 200-iillustrated in FIG.
charge required to change the current in eithertransistor236
3. Although the present invention is illustrated as being
or 238 is provided by the oppositememberofthis pair,not
implemented usingbipolarNPNtransistors, PNPtransistors
by the currentin the baseresistors242 and 244. That is, if
can be used wherethe gain stage is powered by a negative 50 transistor238 isturning on, the basecharge isprovidedfrom
single polarity powersupply. Gainstage200-iispoweredby
transistor236, which at that time is turning off, due to the
a singlepolarity powersupply whichmay be, for example,
symmetry ofthe voltage drive at the respective emitters of
a +5 volt supply. Plus 5 volts is appliedto terminal 232.
transistors236 and 238.
Limitingamplifier 216-i includes a long tail pair 220 comInthe same manner, highvalues ofresistors 226 and 228
prisingtransistors 222and 224 andresistors 226 and228.An
allow the introduction of a DC voltage drop across the
input signal Vi,, is applied across nodes 221 and 223.
collector loads, whichcan be used to establisha preferred
Resistors 226 and 228 are equal valued resistors. A tail
bias levelat theamplifier outputnodes248 and 250, without
current generator230 generatesa tail current which is
adversely affecting the slew rateofthelogarithmic amplifier
essentially proportional toabsolutetemperature (PTAT).Tall
gain stage.
current generator 230 may operate in the manner described 60
An additional benefit ofthis flexibility in the partitioning
in the '909 and '803 patents for limitingamplifier 116-i.
of the net load between resistors Rb and allows the
The full-wave detector 214-i is composed of transistors
collector and base resistors to be fabricated as integer
234, 236, 238, and 240. Resistors 242 and 244 bias base
multiples ofsomeunit value, whichvalueis usedelsewhere
node 246 betweentransistors 236 and 238. Transistors 234
inthebiasing system for theoverall logarithmic amplifier, to
and 240 function as emitterfollowers supplying currentto 65 thereby insurevery accurate calibration even whenthe unit
drive a succeeding amplifier stage connected to nodes 248
value is considerably different fromthe targetvalue.As long
and 250, as well as functioning as part of the full-wave
as all ofthe unit values are the same,compensation can be

R

R

I

R

R
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provided for variations of the unit value from the target
approaches zero becausethe voltage output from limiting
value.That is, the relative values ofthe resistors are more
amplifier 216-i at nodes 258 and 260 cannot overcome a
importantthan the absolute values of the resistors.
built-in offset voltage, V0, due tothearearatio,betweenthe
Alternatively, the signal across nodes258 and 260 canbe
bases oftransistors 234,236 and 238,240. Thisoffsetvoltage
connected directlyto the next gain stage in the logarithmic
can be expressed as follows:
amplifier.However, extracompensation circuitryisrequired
to compensate for the sensitivity to the beta of transistors
(4)
222and 224, since the succeeding gain stage woulddirectly
load the preceding gain stage.
where:
A key feature of the full-wave detector 214-i of the 10
k=Boltzmann' s constant
present invention is that the effective emitterareas oftranT=absolute temperature
sistors 236 and 238 are smallerthan the effective emitter
areas of transistors 234 and 240. This emitter area ratio
q=theelectronic charge
between transistorpairs234,236and 238,240 is represented
Considerthe case whereA equals 100. Using equation 4,
by A, whereAisgreaterthan 1.That is, iftransistors 234 and 15 the effective offsetvoltage at T=300°0 K. wouldbe [25.85
238 had an emitterarea of"e," then transistors 234 and 240
milhivolts].[ln(100), or 119 millivolts. Ifthe gain of ampliwouldhave emitter arearatios of (A)(e). The term "effective
fier 216-i is 10 dB, the peak output voltage across the
emitterarea" is used because, as will be described hereincollectors oftransistors 222 and 224 is 163.5 millivolts (for
after, the difference in emitter area or area ratio can be
ideal transistors at 3000 K.); therefore, the peak differential
achieved by physical variations in emitterarea, or by dcc- 20
drive to eithertransistorpair 234,236 or238,240(duetothe
trical control of the detector transistors.
splitting ofthe collectorsignal by resistors 242 and 244) is
For zero-signal conditions, thereis essentially no voltage
81.75 millivolts. Since81.75 millivolts is less thantheoffset
difference between thebases oftransistors 234 through 240.
voltage of 119 millivolts, there is verylittle rectified output
The portion of the detectorbias currents is dividedin
voltage from the detector for such a high value of A.
to
the
emitter
areas
of
the
detector
proportion
respective
25
There is an "optimum" (as previously defined) value of
transistors as follows:
the detector offset voltage, V0, or equivalently,the emitter(2)
area ratio,A, for any givengain,A, ofthegain stage.Table
'C234'C240
'a
I illustrates examples of the optimumvalueof A for agiven
where:
value ofthe gain A.
30
I34=thecollectorcurrentoftransistor234
TABLE I
I40=thecollectorcurrentoftransistor240

I

IC236IC238'

Id

ft

(3)

512

73

35

where:

I35=thecollectorcurrentoftransistor236
138=the collectorcurrentoftransistor238
Transistors 238 and 240 respond to signals having one

polarity, while transistors 234 and 236 respond to signals 40
having an opposite polarity. Sincedetector214-i is a fullwavedetector, ifthe signal has onepolarity, transistors238
and 240 are conducting, whiletransistors 234 and 236 will
be cutoff. Conversely, ifthe signal has theoppositepolarity,
transistors 234 and236 areconducting, whiletransistors 238 45
and 240 are cutoff.
As illustratedby equations (2) and (3), the proportionof
the detectorbias current which reaches the output node
250is afunction oftheemitterarearatiosineachofthepairs
oftransistors(234,236 or238,240) inthe full-wave detector. 50
There is an "optimum" value of A, meaning the value of A
that resultsin the maximum changein the detectoroutput,
between zero signalandfull-limiting for any given value of
the bias current Optimizing the value ofA resultsin the
maximum detector "efficiency," which reduces power 55
requirements since the largest output signalis produced for
a given detector bias current. "Efficiency" in this context
means the relationship betweenthe quantityof output current for a given bias current. In addition, operating the
detector circuit at the optimum value of A reduces the 60
sensitivity ofthedetectorto smallerrorsinAthat mayoccur
duringthe circuit fabrication process.
One skilled in the art will appreciate that the detector
efficiency is zero when A equals 1 because there is no
even-ordernonlinearity in the detector stage and therefore 65
no rectification occurs at any signal level. At the other
extreme, when Ais verylarge, the detectorefficiency again

I

I.

11 4

Operation at the optimum value of A results in two
benefits: (1) small errorsin the value of A which occurred
due to production tolerances will not grossly alter the
efficiency of the full-wave detector and (2) the detector
output current variation betweenthe zero-signal and fullylimiting conditions is the largest possiblefraction of the
detectorbias current Consequently, the optimum value of
A results in the largest detector output signal at node 252
with the smallest consumption of power.
In the logarithmic amplifier gain stage of the present
invention, transistors 234 and 236 are used as part of
full-wave detector 214-ibut also function as emitterfollowers which supply the currentto drive the next succeeding
gain stage in amulti-stage logarithmic amplifier.Thisresults
in somesignalattenuation to thesucceeding gain stage. This
attenuation must be knownin orderto accurately determine
the overall stage gain between theinput nodes221,223and
the output nodes 248,250. Althoughthe operation of transistors 234 and 236 will be explained, the explanation
applies withequal force to the operation of transistors 238
and 240.
The voltage at node 246 is essentially fixed because the
output from amplifier stage 216-i is fullydifferential. Consequently, for small signals, an incremental voltageiV,30
is conveyed to output node 248 by an attenuator composed
of the dynamic emitter resistances of transistors 234 and
236,whichproduces asmalleroutputvoltage, V234.Since
the detector bias current splitsamong thedetector transistors
according to equations (2) and (3) the dynamic emitter
resistances of transistors 234 and 236 are:

I.
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VI

re234=

= 1+?
A

C234

(5)

d

where:

r234=the dynamic emitter resistance of transistor234

5

V=kT/q

I34=the collectorcurrent of transistor234
Id—the detectorbias current
V(
T235

1C236

=

1+?
Id

(6) 10
V,

where:
re236=the dynamic emitterresistance

oftransistor236
15

V=kT/q

I36=the collectorcurrent of transistor236
Id—the detectorbias current

Consequently, the dynamic emitter resistancesfor small
signals are in the ratio:
20

236

(7)

The dynamicemitterresistances areindependent ofeitherV
or The dynamicemitterresistances are in the sameratio
as theratioofthe emitterareas.As aresult, the signal iV,130 25
is attenuated by afactorAJ(l+X).Thislossis predictable and
compensation can readily be provided by using a slightly
highergainin amplifier 216-i. Thishigher gainis denoted as

'd

A and is:

30
A— IgRa

2(k?)/q

).

1+?

(8)

An importantperformanceadvantage of the topology of
the gain stage of the presentinvention arisesfrom the fact
that the voltage atnode 246 is essentially independent ofthe 35
signalbecauseoftheinherentsymmetry ofgain stage 216-i.
The signalvoltagesat the inputnodes221 and 223causethe

collectors of transistors 222 and 224 to change by exactly
equal increments, but with oppositepolarity. Consequently,
since the voltage at node 246 is essentially fixed, no displacement currentsdue to the input signal are generated by
the collector-base capacitances oftransistors 236 and 238.
This absence of capacitive coupling to the logarithmic
output is very important in high frequency logarithmic
amplifiers, since these displacement currents can seriously
degrade logarithmic accuracy at high frequencies. As
referredto earlier, this is the reasonwhy cascode transistors
162 and 164 can be eliminated.
Reference is now made to FIG. 4A which illustrates an
alternate embodiment of the logarithmic gain stage of the
present invention. The operation of thegain stageillustrated
in FIG. 4Ais exactly the same as that described in connection withthe embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4. However, in
FIG. 4A, transistors 234A, 236A, 238A, and 240A are
identical andhavethesame emitterareas. Thus, thephysical
ratio of emitterareas is 1. However, the effectof different
emitter areas can be achieved by adding or subtracting a
voltage to the BE of a transistor. Thus, in FIG. 4A, an
effective non-unity emitter area ratio between transistors
234A,236A and 238A,240A can be achieved by adding or
subtracting a voltageto node 246A. Lowering the voltage at
node 246Acausestransistors236Aand 238Ato behave as
if their emitterareas are physically smaller than the emitter
areas oftransistors 234Aand240A,respectively.Inthesame
manner, raising the voltageat node 246Acauses the transistors 236A and 238A to behave as if their emitter areas
theyarephysicallylargerthanthe emitter areas oftransistors

40

45

50

234A and 240A. This is referredto as "synthesizing" the
area ratio betweenthe transistors.
As illustrated in FIG. 4A, the addition of another current
source 270A that supplies a current 'b acts to lower the
voltage atnode246Aso thatthe emitters oftransistors 236A
and 238A conduct a smaller current than they normally
would for the given bias voltage at node 246A. Thus, the
emitters oftransistors 236Aand 238Abehaveas ifthey are
physically smaller than therespective emitters oftransistors
234Aand 240A. The current generated by current source
270A(i.e., Ib) must be PTAT so that the "synthesized area
ratio" between transistors 234A,236A and 238A,240A is
stableover temperature.
Synthesizing an area ratio by the use ofa voltage allows
thephysical sizeoftransistors 236Aand238Atobereduced,
thereby lowering their respective base-collector capacitances. Reducing the basecollectorcapacitances lowers the
capacitive loading on amplifier stage 216-i, resulting in
higher bandwidth. Furthermore, any area ratio can be synthesizedby changing the values ofresistors242Aand 244A
and/or the current The valuesofresistors 242Aand 244A
and the magnitude ofthe current'b can be combined in any
proportion to synthesize a desired area ratio. Additionally,
physical area ratios and synthesized area ratios can be
combined in any proportion to achieve adesiredoverall area
ratio.Thisparticular feature allowsfor flexibility in producing amonolithic integratedcircuit becausedifferent die sizes
andspaceconsiderations canbe accommodated bychoosing
the respective proportions of physical and synthesized area
ratio.
Thepresentinvention isdesignedtoprovidealogarithmic
amplifier gain stage that consumes only a small fractionof
the power of a comparable logarithmic gain stage, as
described, for example, inthe '803 patent. However, as the
powerconsumed by the logarithmic gain stage is lowered,
theavailabledynamic rangebeginsto decrease partlydue to
the parasiticcapacitances of the transistors. In the present
invention, the upper frequency at which accurate logarithmicperformance canbeobtainedislimitedbythefiniteslew
rateatnodes248Aand 250A(or 248and 250) asthedetector
currents are reducedto reduce powerconsumption. FIG.
4B illustrates this slew rate limitation in the circuit of FIG.
4A. (Although this slew rate limitation will be explained
with reference to the circuit of FIG. 4A, the explanation
applies with equal force to the circuit of FIG. 4.) Capacitances 280B and 282B represent the total output node
capacitance duetoparasiticeffects andinput capacitances of
succeeding circuits at nodes 248B and 250B,respectively.
When the base of one of the emitter followertransistors
2MB or 240B is abruptly switched negative, the voltageat
its emitter decreases at a rate determined by the node
For example, as
capacitance and the detector current
shown in FIG. 4B, a positive-going input signal 2MB is
applied tonode258B.Inthe same manner, anegative-going
signal 286B is applied to node 260B. The voltageat node
248B increases almostimmediately, as shownby waveform
290B, chargingnode capacitance 280B. By contrast, node
250B hasto decrease in voltageand is limitedby the rate at
whichnode capacitance 280B can be discharged. Thisdelay
is shownbywaveform 288B.Consequently, during thetime
interval when the voltage at node 250B is decreasing,
transistor238B remainsessentially nonconducting and cannot contribute to the net detectorand stage output at node
252B. The overall resultofthis phenomenon is adecreasein
the effective gain as the frequency of the input signal
increases, whichin turn limits the useful bandwidth of the
gain stage.Althoughprimarilydue to the low powercon-
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sumedby the gain stage, the situation is exacerbated in the
case where the logarithmic amplifier gain stage is powered
by a single polarity powersupply, since thereis no negative
supply voltagethat couldbe used to rapidlydischarge node

Slewrateenhancing capacitors 394and 396areconnected
andoperateinthemannerdescribed in connection withFIG.
4C to enhancethe highfrequency responseofthegain stage.
Transistors 398 and 404, resistors 400 and 406, and
capacitors 402 and 408 comprise the temperature-stable
current sources for the full-wave detector. A temperaturethe manner
compensated bias voltage, generated
described inthe '803 and '909 patents, isappliedtoterminal
410 and biases the bases of transistors 398 and 404 via

5
capacitance 280B.
Reference is now made to FIG. 4C, which illustrates a
full-wave detector circuit that overcomes the slew rate
limitationofthe circuit inFIG. 4B. In the detector circuit of
FIG. 4C, transistor300C and resistor302C embody current
source 254C while transistor 304C and resistor 306C 10
embody current source 256C.An appropriate temperaturestablebias voltageis appliedto terminal 299C.A capacitor
308C is connected between node 310C and 312C. A second
capacitor314Cisconnected betweennodes316Cand318C.
When signal 284C is applied to the base of transistor i5
234C (node 258C), a pulse of charge
equal to
(V310).(C282)appears atthecollcctoroftransistor234C.
The impedanceof capacitor 308C to the fast rising edgeof
signal 286C is much lower than the impedance of load
resistor318C, so almost all ofthe charge
is transmitted 20
to node312C.Node312Calso presentsa low impedance to
this current pulse. The voltage at node 312C decreases,
causing transistor304Cto conductan amount ofcurrent for
a sufficient time to convey charge Q. Thus, node capacitance280C is charged withoutdelay by currentfrom tran- 25
sistor 304C. The current provided to node 312C is exactly

Q

Q

the currentrequiredto move node 250C by the changein
voltage caused by signal 286C, while still leaving the
appropriate fractionofbias currentfor the detectorcell.
This topology allows the node capacitanceof the nega- 30
tive-going output terminal to be charged by a current from
the positive-going portion ofthe detector withoutrequiring
any additional power from the powersupply.
Reference is now made to FIG. 5, which is a detailed
schematic circuit diagramof one embodiment ofthe loga- 35
rithmic amplifier gain stage 200-i ofthe presentinvention,
The circuit ofFIG.5 is a verylowpowergainstagepowered
by a singlepolarity power supply and typically consuming
less thanone tenththepowerofone ofthe gainstagesin the
'803 patent. Stage 200-i includes limiting amplifier 216-i 40
and full-wave detector 214-i. The stage operates from a
single5-voltsupply, with+5 volts supplied to terminal 330
and a ground connected to terminal332. The logarithmic
input signal is applied between terminals334 and 336 and
the logarithmic output signal is availableat terminals338 45
and 340. Ademodulated output signalis available at termi-

nal 382.

Transistors 342 and 344, along with resistors 346, 348,
and 350 form the differential limiting amplifier stage 216-i.
Transistor 352, resistors 354 and 356, and capacitor358
form the PTAT currentsource forthe transistoramplifier.A
PTAT beta-compensated bias voltage, generated in the manner described in the '803 and '909 patents,is supplied at
terminal360.
Transistors 362, 364,366,and 368, along with resistors
370,372,374,376and capacitors 378 and 380 comprise the
full-wave detector stage. Resistors 346,348, 350,370, and
372 are all unit value resistors as described earlier. Terminal
382 may also be used to receive a currentfor adjusting the
intercept of the logarithmic amplifier gain stage. In the
embodiment illustrated in FIG. 5, transistors362, 364,366,
and 368 all have equal emitterareas. Transistor 384 along
withresistors386, 388, 390, and 392 is used to synthesize
an area ratio between transistors 362,364 and 366,368 at
node 365 in the maimerdescribed in connection withFIG.
4A.Transistor 368receivesthenecessary PTATbiasvoltage
from terminal 360 via resistor392.
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resistor412.
Diode-connectedtransistor414, pinch resistor 416 and
capacitor 418 are used to lower the DC level at output
terminals 338 and 340, further increasing the bias "headroom" for the detector transistors and providing power
supply-line decoupling at high frequencies. In particular,
pinchresistor416, being a 16 Kresistorand capacitor418,
being a 10 picofarad capacitor, provides a relatively very
long time constant to filter any disturbances on the power
supply line. Theuseoftransistor414havingitsbasecoupled
to resistor 416 allows the resistance of resistor 416 to be
smaller than would otherwise be required to provide the
relatively very long time constant. This filter has a corner
frequency of approximately 1 MHz and therefore higher
frequency disturbances on the order of 100 MHz or higher
are heavily attenuated and provide extra noise filtering for
the differentialamplifier.Becausethevalue ofpinchresistor
416 is multiplied by beta (NMx16K), the filter avoids the
use of large value capacitors that would otherwise be
requiredto provide filtering withchangesin temperature.
When the logarithmic amplifier gain stage is used in a
complete logarithmic amplifier system havingmultiplecascadedstages,itisnecessary to control thevariation ofphase
withchanges in the input signal level to maintainaccurate
performance. As is well-known, phaseerrors arisebecause
of the natural build up of phase lag that occurs in any
multi-pole system. However, the phase lag is much more
difficultto predict in anon-linearsystemsuch as alogarithmic amplifier. Feedback capacitors 420 and 422 minimize
the variationof phasewith variations in input signallevel.
In accordance with anotheraspectof the presentinvention, thelogarithmic amplifier gainstagemaybe particularly
advantageously used in a logarithmic amplifier comprising
two amplification chains. Although the disclosedlogarithmic amplifier gain stage may be used in this amplifier
organization, this is not a requirement. Other logarithmic
amplifier gain stages, such as those disclosedin the '803
patentmay be used as well.
FIG. 5 of the '803 patent illustrates a parallel array of
limiter elements driven viagain stages (the Kgain elements)
or attenuator stages (the J attenuators). The outputsofeach
of thelimiter stages are directly summedto provide the
logarithmic output signal. Thisparallel chain workswell for
inputsignals having alargeamplitude thatrequirenofurther
amplification. However, since the outputs ofthelimitercells
are immediately summed to providethe output signal and
provideno furtheramplification, the usefulness ofthis type
of circuit topology in the case of small amplitude input
signals is limited.
FIG. 6 of the '803 patent illustrates a series chain of
amplifier stages 32-n thatprovides an average output signal
by summing the outputofthe chain and the outputs ofeach
individual amplifier stage. This circuit topology provides
amplification for small signal inputs, but large amplitude
inputsignals willtypicallycauseallofthe stages inthechain
to go into limiting and therefore the overall circuit may not
provide a correctcorresponding output signal.
Althoughit wouldbe desirable to modify the gain stages
to extendthe dynamic range,whendesigning ahigh accu-
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racy logarithmic amplifier, noise considerations typically
preclude this modification of the gain stages because these
modifications tendtoincreasethe circuit noiselevel. Thisis
especially true with a multi-stage logarithmic amplifier in
whichthe stagesare DC coupled ratherthanAC coupledas 5
is conventional. Since the AC coupling is not available to
providebypassfiltering for the noise in a preceding amplifier stage,noise from each stage is transmitted through the
entire amplifier chain causing deterioration in available
10
dynamic range.
FIG. 6 illustrates alogarithmic amplifier circuit topology
that extendsthe dynamic rangeofthelogarithmic amplifier
in order to handle input signals having relatively large
amplitudes whileproviding amplification ofrelatively small
amplitude input signals and maintaining an adequate noise 15
marginto providehighperformance.The circuit500ofFIG.
6 provides two logarithmic amplifier chains 502, 504. Each
of the logarithmic amplifier chains 502, 504 includes a
number of logarithmic amplifier chain stages 506-i, 507-i.
Amplifier chain 502 has N stages whileamplifier chain 504 20
has M stages. N and M may be the same or different. The
output of each stage number 506-i, 507-i is applied,,to a
sunmier 508-i(for example, an analog summer). The output
ofeach summer is in turn supplied to a succeeding summer
until the last summer in the chain, 508-n, provides the 25
logarithmic output. The input signal V is supplieddirectly
to amplifier chain 502 and through an attenuator 510 to
amplifier chain 504. Thus, the magnitude of the signal
supplied to amplifier chain 504 will be smallerthan that
30
appliedto amplifier chain 502.
FIG. 7 illustrates the operation of amplifier chains 502,
504. Amplifier chain 502, since it receives the input signal
directly, provides an outputcorresponding to curve512. On
the other hand, amplifier chain 504 provides an output
corresponding to curve 514. The displacement between 35
curves 512 and 514 alongthe input signal axis is afunction
ofthe amount of attenuation A (in dB) providedby attenuator 510. As illustrated inFIG. 7, amplifier chain 504 does
not begin responding until a signal of sufficientmagnitude
has been applied to attenuator 510 and the input signal 40
reaches point 516. For smallerinputs, however, amplifier
chain 502 has been responding to input signal V and
provides anoutput corresponding tocurveportion 518.Atan
input signallevel largeenough to causeall stages in amplifier chain 502 to be in limiting, due to the increased 45
amplitude of input signal V, amplifier chain 504 begins
responding to the input signal V1 as indicated by curve
portion520.
FIG. 7Aillustrates the output provided at summer508-n.
Curve 522 is simply the sum ofcurves512 and 514. Thus, 50
the topology of FIB. 6 allows the logarithmic amplifier to
respond to small amplitude inputs signals and provide
amplification with minimum noise, while at the same time
extending the dynamic range to be able to accurately
55
respondto larger amplitude input signals.
As was notedinthe '803 patent, the logarithmic intercept
of the system described herein may be temperature-stabilized by either employing a PTAT attenuator ahead of the
complete amplification system or by introducing at the
output node (a current summing junction)a currentwhich 60
varieswith temperature in such a way as to offset intercept
movement which otherwise would be generated. In accordance with another aspectofthe present invention, the log
intercept is temperature-stabilized when the output is a
65
voltage.
The use of a long-tailedpair as the amplifier stage is
illustrated in FIG. 5 and includes transistors 342, 344, and
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resistors 346, 348, and 350. One consequence of the use of
the long-tailed pair is that the log interceptwill be proportionaltotemperature. Analysis indicates thatthe interceptof
the resultinglog functionincreases withtemperature by an
amount equivalent to approximately 0.0289dBI° C. at
approximately 27° C. Therefore, to ensure that the log
interceptis stableovertemperature, acorrection correspondingto—0.0289dB/°C. needs tobe addedattheoutput ofthe
logarithmic amplifier. Additionally, some applications may
requireamplificationofthe output signalin ordertoprovide
the proper range for successive circuits, such as CMOS
analog-to-digital converter. In addition, whenusingthis type
of circuitry, it is often desirable that the output of the
logarithmic amplifier be able to go downto ground (i.e.,"0"
volts) (particularly in the case where the amplifier is powered by a single polarity power supply). Finally, some
post-demodulation filtering of the output may be required
for certain applications.
FIG. 8 illustrates a bias circuit that may be used in
accordance withtheoutput amplifierofthe presentinvention
to be described ingreaterdetailhereinafter. Biascircuit600
is coupled to the supply voltage at terminal 602 and to
groundatterminal 604. Biascircuit600provides biaspower
at terminal606. One ofthe consequences of using such as
bias circuit is that the bias signalat terminal606 will have
aslightnegativetemperaturecoefficient becauseofthebase
emitter voltage of transistor608. This temperature coefficientis approximately —2 millivolts!0 C. The biasvoltageat
terminal 606, giventhe choiceof components illustrated, is
approximately1/4 ofthe supply voltageplus thebase-emitter
voltagethat includes this temperature coefficient.
FIG. 9 illustrates an output amplifier that provides ternperaturecompensation ofthe log intercept, post-demodulation filtering, any necessaiy gain,and allowsthe output of
the amplifier to go downto ground(0 volts).In circuit 700,
the output of the logarithmic amplifier gain stage at, for
example, terminal 338 or340 is appliedtoterminal 702 (the
non-inverting input of opamp 712). A Sallen-key filter, if
node 702 is currentdriven, forexampleby a currentmirror
disposed between the output of a gain stage and node 702,
is provided by resistors 704,706 andcapacitors 708,710 and
opamp712 to provide post-demodulation filtering capability. The gainofamplifier 712issetby thechoiceofresistors
714, 716, 718, and 720. Biaspoweris provided to terminal
722 from the bias circuit of FIG. 8.
The use of resistors coupled to the inverting input of
opamp 712 in conjunction with a bias voltage having a
negativetemperature coefficient provides avoltage havinga
well-defined negative coefficient of temperature that is
added tothelogarithmic voltageoutputprovided bythegain
stagesthat offsets the effect oftemperature onthe transistor
amplifier in the gainstages. The values ofthe resistors are
chosen to providethe propertemperature coefficient.However, resistors 714, 716, 718, 720 may additionally provide
other functions. In the illustrated embodiment, the resistances of resistors 714,716,718, and 720 are chosen to
simultaneously satisfythreeconditions, as willbe explained
in greaterdetail hereinafter. The values are chosen to first
provide the necessary log interceptcorrection to maintain
the log intercept stablewithtemperature. Second, the values
ofthe resistors are chosento set the gain of amplifier 712,
depending upon the specific application requirements.
Third, the values of the resistors are chosen to allow the
output node 724 to go downto zero volts.
Although a specific bias circuit and temperature compensationcircuit has been illustrated, it is tobe appreciated that
other circuit for supplying a voltage havinga well-defined
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negative coefficient oftemperature to the invertinginput of
opamp 712 may also be used. The overall concept is to
supply a voltage having a well-defined negativecoefficient
oftemperature to the inverting input of the output amplifier
(which may simply be a buffer amplifier) that purposely 5
compensates for the temperature coefficient of the longtailedpair in the gain stage (orstages) to a supply log output
havinga temperature-compensated log interceptat the output of the output amplifier,
A specific examplewill serve to illustrate.
10
FIG. 10 illustratesa specific exampleof a circuit that
satisfies the aboveconditions. Circuit 800inFIG. 10 allows
outputnode 802 tohavean output ofzero volts,provides an
amplification factor of2 and provides thenecessarycorrection voltageto stabilize the log interceptover temperature. 15
In circuit 800, terminal 804 is coupled to the supply voltage
and terminal 806 is coupled to ground. Terminal 811 provides a separate groundto enhancenoiseperformance. Bias
power from circuit 600 is applied to terminal 808. The
logarithmic signal from an amplifier stage is applied to 20
terminal810. In the manner described in connection with
FIG. 5, terminal 812 may be used to supply a currentfor
adjusting the interceptofalogarithmic amplifier gainstage.
One particular advantage of the circuit of FIG. 10 is that
operational amplifier 712 is composed of transistors QN1, 25
QN2, QN4, and QN3, a simple design that is easy to
implement. However, thiscircuithas the disadvantage ofnot
being able-to properlysupply a zero volt signalat terminal
810, since the base emittervoltage of QN4 will cause the
collector of transistor QN1 to become forward biased. 30
However, as will be explained, the choiceof the resistors in
thenegativefeedbackpathallowsthis simpleoutput amplifierto be used while still allowingoutput node 802toreach
zero volts,
The Sallen-key filter of FIG. 9 is providedin FIG. 10 by 35
capacitor CN1, capacitor CN2, resistor RN2, and resistors
RN1A, RN1B, and RN1C. Resistor 714 is provided by
resistorRN5andresistor716is provided byresistors RN6A
and RN6B. Resistor718isprovidedby resistors RN7Aand
RN7B. Resistor 720 is provided by resistors RN12A, 40
RN12B, RN12C, and RN12D. Transistor QN5, QN6, QN7
alongwithresistorRN4and capacitor CN4areused to drive
output node 802. ResistorRN4preventsdrive currentfrom
the QN4, QN3 current mirror from being diverted from
45
QN6.
At an input-related logarithmic slopeof 18.75 mv/dB, a
correction of +0.0289 x18.75 mv/° C. must be introduced
into the input of output amplifier to ensure that the log
interceptis stableovertemperature. Thiscorrection amounts
to—0.542 mv/° C. attheinvertinginput ofamplifier 712 (the 50
base of transistor QN2). The voltage at terminal 808 is
approximately 2V DC (the bias voltageplus 0.7 BE at 27°
C.) minus 1.67 my!0 C. (the temperature coefficient of the
baseemittervoltageoftransistor608 incircuit 600). Given
this value,the values of resistors RN12A, RN12B, RN12C,
RN12D, RN7A,RN7B, RNS, RN6A,andRN6B are chosen
to provide the necessary temperaturecompensation as well
as a gain of 2 for the output stage.
Thiscircuit advantageously also shifts theDC levelorthe
output at node 802 lowerby approximately 1.32 V, thus
allowingthe input voltage to the opamp to always beabove
ground by a high enough voltage to avoid common-mode
rangelimitations ofthis amplifier,whilestillallowingoutput
node 802 to have a minimum output of zero volts. This
output circuit allows introduction of correction factors into 65
the invertinginput of the output operational amplifier to
providetemperature-stabilization of the log intercept, con-
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trolthe gainofthe output amplifier, and provide a DClevel
shiftof the output amplifier node.
Althoughthe circuit has been described in conjunction
witha demodulating logarithmic amplifier, it is to be appreciated that the technique for temperature-stabilizing the log
intercept may also be applied to baseband logarithmic
amplifiers that respond to the instantaneous input in those
caseswhereonlythemagnitudeand notthesign oftheinput
signal varies.
Having thus described one particular embodiment of the
invention, various alterations, modifications, and improvements will readily occur to those skilled in the art. Such
alterations, modifications, and improvements areintendedto
bepart ofthis disclosure, though notexpressly statedherein,
and are intended to be within the spirit and scope of the
invention. Accordingly, the foregoing description is by way
ofexampleonlyis notintendedas limiting. The invention is
limitedonlyas defined in the followingclaims and equivalents thereto.

What is claimedis:

1. A logarithmic amplifier gain stage for supplying, in
responseto an instantaneous input signal,an output signal
corresponding to a logarithmic value of the instantaneous
input signal, comprising:
a transistor amplifier having an input that receives the
instantaneous input signal and an intermediateoutput
that suppliesan intermediate output signal;
a full-wave detector having an input coupled to the
intermediate output of the transistor amplifier that
receivesthe intermediate output signal and an output
that supplies theoutput signal,the detector including a
rectifier comprising rectifying transistors havingdifferent effectiveemitter areas for demodulating a signal
appliedto the input ofthe full-wave detector, wherein
eachrectifying transistorhas abaseand allbases ofthe
rectifying transistors are coupledtogetherby a single
bias line; and
anoise-filtering circuit including a beta-multiplied pinch
resistorand a capacitor coupledtothetransistoramplifier.

2. Alogarithmic amplifier circuit for supplying an ampli-

fier output signal corresponding to alogarithmic valueofan
input signal, comprising:
afirstseries-coupled chainofNgain stages, thefirstchain
having a first input which receivesthe input signal,
each respective gain stage supplying, in responseto a
respective instantaneous input signal at a respective
gain stage input,a respective gain stage output signal
corresponding to a logarithmic value ofthe respective
instantaneous input signal at the respective gain stage
input;

an attenuatorwhichreceivesthe input signaland outputs
an attenuated input signal;
a second series-coupled chain of M gain stages, the
second chainhavingasecondinput whichreceivesthe
attenuated input signal, each respective gain stage
supplying, in response to a respective instantaneous
input signalat a respective gain stage input,a respective gain stage output signalcorresponding to a logarithmic value of the respective instantaneous input
signal at the respective gain stage input;
whereN and M are each an integer greater thanor equal
to one; and
a series-coupled chain of summers, each summerreceiving at least one of a respective output signal from a
respective gain stage in the first series-coupled chain
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a respective output signal from a respective gain
stageinthe second series-coupled chainand said chain
ofsummers supplying asummedsignal astheamplifier
and

16
valueofthe instantaneous input signal atthe respective
input;
each gain stage including a transistor amplifier havingan
input that receivesthe respective instantaneous input
signal and an intermediate output that supplies an
intermediate output signal and full-wave detector having an input coupled to the intermediate output of the
transistoramplifier that receives the intermediate output signal and an output that supplies the respective
gain stage output signal,the detectorincluding a rectifier comprising transistors having different effective
emitterareas fordemodulating the intermediate output
signal appliedto the input of the full-wave detector;
and

output signal;
wherein eachgain stage in the chainofN gain stages and 5
each gainstagein thechainofMgainstagescomprises:
a transistoramplifier having an input that receivesthe
respective gain stage instantaneous input signal and
an intermediate output that supplies an intermediate
output signal;
to
a full-wave detector having an input coupledto the
intermediate output of the transistoramplifier that
receives the intermediate output signaland an output
that supplies therespective gain stage output signal,
the detectorincludingarectifiercomprising rectify- 15
an output amplifier having an inverting input and a
ingtransistors havingdifferent effective emitterareas
non-inverting input, the non-inverting input receiving
for demodulating the intermediate output signal
the respective gain stage output signal ofthe plurality
applied to the input of the full-wave detector,
of gain stages, the inverting input receiving a voltage
wherein each rectifying transistorhas a baseand all
havinganegativecoefficient oftemperature, the output
bases of the rectifying transistors are coupled 20
amplifier providing at an output thereof an output
togetherby a singlebias line.
signalhaving a temperature-stable log intercept.
3. The logarithmic amplifier circuit as recitedinclaim 2,
13. The logarithmic amplifier of claim 12, wherein the
eachsaidgainstagefurthercomprising means for increasing
voltage having a negative coefficient of temperature is
a slew rate of the gain stage withoutconsuming additional
providedby at least two resistors having a predetermined
powet
25 ratio of resistances.
4. The logarithmic amplifier circuit as recitedinclaim 3,
14. The logarithmic amplifier of claim 13, wherein the
wherein each full-wave detector comprises two half-wave
output amplifier furtherhas a gain determined by the prerectifiers that respectively respondto input signals having
determined ratio of resistances.
different polarities.
15. The logarithmic amplifier of claim 13, wherein the
5. The logarithmic amplifier circuit as recitedin claim4, 30 output amplifier is a long-tailed pair differential amplifier
wherein each means for increasing the slew rate comprise
poweredby a single polarity powersupply and the predecapacitors coupled betweenthe half-wave rectifiers.
terminedratio ofresistancesfurtherallows theoutput ofthe
6. The logarithmic amplifier circuit as recitedin claim2,
output amplifier to reach a ground voltagewithoutexceedeach said gain stage furthercomprising means for reducing
ing a common-mode range of the differential amplifier.
a variation in a phase ofthe amplifier output signal with a 35
16. A logarithmic amplifier circuit for supplying a logavariation in a level ofthe input signal.
rithmic signal corresponding to a logarithmic value of an
7. The logarithmic amplifier circuited as recitedin claim
input signal,comprising,:
6, wherein eachmeans forreducing avariation in aphaseof
a first gain stage which receives the input signal and
the output signal withavariation inalevel oftheinput signal
outputs a first intermediatelogarithmic output correcomprise at least one capacitor coupledbetweenthe input 40
sponding to a logarithmic value of the input signal;
and the output.
an
attenuatorwhichreceives theinput signal and outputs
8. The logarithmic amplifier circuitas recitedin claim2,
an
attenuated input signal;
wherein each said gain stage requires power from only a
a
second
gain stage whichreceivesthe attenuated input
singlepolarity power supply.
signal and outputs a second intermediate logarithmic
9. The logarithmic amplifier circuitas recitedin claim2,
wherein each said different emitter areas are formed by
output corresponding to a logarithmic value of the
attenuated input signal; and
physical differences in emitterareas ofeach ofthe rectifier
transistors.
a summer whichreceivesthefirst and second intermediate
10.The logarithmicamplifiercircuit as recitedinclaim2,
logarithmic outputsand outputs asummedsignalas the
wherein each gain stage furthercomprising means for con- 50
logarithmic signal;
trolling a voltage betweenabase and an emitterofat least
wherein each of said first and second gain stages comone transistor in the rectifier to synthesize the different
prises:
emitterareas.
a transistoramplifier having an input that receives a
11. The logarithmic amplifier gain stage of claim 1,
respective input signal and an intermediate output
wherein the full-wave detector includes at least two halfthat supplies anintermediate amplifier output signal;
waverectifiers, each half-wave rectifiercomprising apair of
and
transistors having different effective emitter areas and a
a full-wave detector having an input coupled to the
resistorcoupling abaseofeachtransistorinthe pairtogether
intermediate output of the transistoramplifier that
and wherein abase of one ofthe transistors in one ofthe at
receivestheintermediateoutput signal and an output
least two half-wave rectifiers is coupled to abase ofone of 60
that supplies the respective gain stage logarithmic
the transistors in another of the at least two half-wave
output signal, the detector including a rectifier
rectifiers.
including rectifying transistors having different
12. A logarithmic amplifier, comprising:
effectiveemitterareas for demodulating theintermea plurality of gain stages, each gain stage supplying, in
diate output signal applied to the input of the fullwavedetector, wherein eachrectifying transistor has
response to arespective instantaneous input signal at a 65
a base and all bases of the rectifying transistor are
respective input of said each gain stage, a respective
gainstage output signalcorresponding to alogarithmic
coupled together by a single bias line.
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17. A logarithmic amplifier circuit for supplying a logathe gain stage including a transistoramplifier having an
rithmic signal corresponding to a logarithmic value of an
inputthat receives theinput signaland an intermediate
input signal, comprising:
output thatsupplies anintermediate outputsignal and a
full-wave detector having an input coupled to the
a first gain stage which receives the input signal and
intermediate output of the transistor amplifier that
outputs a first intermediate logarithmic output corre- 5
receives the intermediate output signal and an output
to
value
of
the
sponding
logarithmic
input signal;
thatsuppliesthe output signal,the detectorincluding a
an attenuator whichreceivesthe input signal and outputs
rectifier comprising transistors having different effecan attenuated input signal;
tive emitter areas for demodulating the intermediate
second gain stage which receives the attenuated input
output signal applied to the input of the full-wave
10
signal and outputs a second intermediate logarithmic
detector; and
to
a
value
of
the
output corresponding
logarithmic
an
attenuated input signal; and
output amplifier having an inverting input and a
non-inverting input,the non-inverting input receiving
asummer whichreceives the first and secondintermediate
the output signal from the gain stage, the inverting
logarithmic outputs and outputsa summed signal asthe
15
inputreceivinga voltage having a negativecoefficient
logarithmic signal,
of temperature, the output amplifier providing at an
wherein the first gain stage comprises:
output thereof an output signalhaving a temperaturea transistoramplifier having an input that receivesthe
stablelog intercept.
input signal and an intermediate outputthat supplies
20.Alogarithmic amplifier circuit for supplying anamplian intermediate amplifier output signal; and
a full wave detector having an input coupled to the 20 fieroutput signalcorresponding toalogarithmic value ofan
intermediate amplifier outputofthe transistorampliinput signal, comprising:
fier that receivesthe intermediate amplifier output
afirst series-coupledchainofNgain stages, thefirstchain
signaland an output that supplies the first intermehaving a first input which receivesthe input signal,
diate logarithmic output, the detector including a
each respective gain stage supplying, in responseto a
rectifier including rectifyingtransistors having dif- 25
respective instantaneous input signal at a respective
ferenteffective emitterareas for a demodulating the
gain stage input, a respective gain stage output signal
intermediate amplifier output signal applied to the
corresponding to alogarithmic value of the respective
input of the full-wave detector, whereineach rectiinstantaneous input signal at the respective gain stage
fying transistor has a base and all bases of the
input;
rectifying transistors arecoupledtogetherby a single 30
an attenuatorwhichreceives the input signaland outputs
bias line.
an attenuated input signal;
18. A logarithmic amplifier circuit for supplying a logarithmic signal corresponding to a logarithmic value of an
a second series-coupled chain of M gain stages, the
second chain having asecondinput whichreceivesthe
input signal,comprising:
a first gain stage which receives the input signal and
attenuated input signal, each respective gain stage
outputs a first intermediate logarithmic output corresupplying, in responseto a respective instantaneous
sponding to a logarithmic value ofthe input signal;
input signalat a respective gain stage input, a respective gainstage output signalcorresponding to a logaan attenuator whichreceives the input signaland outputs
rithmic value of the respective instantaneous input
an attenuated input signal;
a second gain stage which receivesthe attenuated input 40
signal at the respective gain stage input;
and
a
second
intermediate
where
N and M are each anintegergreaterthan or equal
signal
outputs
logarithmic
to one; and
output corresponding to a logarithmic value of the
attenuated input signal; and
a summing means, coupledto the respective output sigasummer whichreceivesthefirstand second intermediate
nals from the respective gain stagesin the first serieslogarithmic outputs andoutputsasummedsignalas the
coupled chain and the respective output signals from
logarithmic signal;
the gain stagesin the second series-coupred chain,for
wherein the secondgain stage comprises:
summing said coupledsignals togetherand outputting
atransistoramplifier havinganinput that receivesthe
the amplifier output signal;
attenuated input signal and an intermediate output
whereineach gainstage in the chain ofNgain stagesand
thatsupplies an intermediate amplifier outputsignal; 50
eachgain stage inthe chain ofM gain stagescomprises:
and
a transistoramplifier having an input that receivesthe
a full wave detector having an input coupledto the
respective gain stageinstantaneous input signaland
intermediate amplifier output ofthetransistoramplian intermediate output that supplies an intermediate
fier that receivesthe intermediate amplifier output
output signal;
signal and an output that supplies the secondintera full-wave detector having an input coupled to the
mediate logarithmic output,the detectorincluding a
intermediate output of the transistor amplifier that
rectifier including rectifying transistors having difreceivestheintermediate output signaland anoutput
ferent effective emitter areas for demodulating the
that suppliesthe respective gain stage outputsignal,
intermediate amplifier output signal applied to the
the detector including a rectifier comprising rectifyinput of the full-wave detector, wherein each recti- gj
ingtransistors having different effective emitterareas
fying transistor has a base and all bases of the
for demodulating the intermediate output signal
rectifying transistors are coupledtogetherby asingle
applied to the input of the full-wave detector,
bias line.
whereineach rectifying transistorhas a base and all
19. Alogarithmic amplifier circuit comprising:
bases of the rectifying transistors are coupled
a gain stage supplying, in responseto aninput signal,an 65
togetherby a singlebias line.
output signal correspondingto a logarithmic value of
* * * * *
the input signal;
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ABSTRACT

The press sectionofapapermachinefor thin papershas the
followingcharacteristics: a pressing gap is formed by a
rotary. smooth surface (1) in contactwiththe paper and by
afeltedpressingroll(3); thesmoothsurface (1) transfers the
paper web downstreamofthepressinggap to aheatableroll
(4) withoutfree pullingofthe paper web. The inventionis
characterized in that the smooth surface (1) is the outer
surface of a tubularroll with dimensionally stiffroll sleeve.
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1
PRESS OF A PAPER MACHINE FOR THIN

PAPERS

2
roll forms,prior to the press nip, anotherprior press nip
(pre-press nip) with a further felted press roll. In this
connection it is also advantageous if separate, endless loop
felts are providedfor the two press nips. However, a single

5 felt for bothpress nips may alsobeadvantageous, depending
on the operatingconditions. It may be particularlyadvanThe presentinventionrelatestoa press section ofapaper
one-sided
or
tageous withrespecttothe dryingpowerifthe furtherfelted
machinefor thin papers. particularly
papers
press roll is also a shoe-press or long-nippress roll.
tissue,and inparticularto theremovalof the web from the
It may alsobe advantageous for the further feltedpress
last press unit.
roll having a suction zone which lies
Press sections in paper machines in which the water is 10 roll to be a suction
in
front
ofthe pre-press nip. In the embodipredominantly
dischargedto one side of the web have been known for a
it
also
be advantageous to developthe
ments
shown,
may
longtime. By way ofexample, referenceishad tothejournal
tubular
roll
as
a
smooth
sag-adjustment roll in order to
'Wochenblattfur Papierfabrikation 5 (1988)", pages 173 et
the
uniform
linear
obtain
pressuresand in this way improve
seq. In that case, the web is removedfrom the smoothroll 15 thetransfer ofthe web. Anotheradvantageous development
followingthe press nip in a free pathin order, for instance,
the press section is obtained if the heatable roll is a
to be fed to a smoothing press. a drying cylinder or a of
non-felted
tubularrollwhichconductstheweb andtransfers
multi-unitdrying section.
the web to a drying cylinder, a free paper path being
The disadvantage of these embodiments is that special
avoided. Inthis case, itmay alsobe advantageous
transfer elements for the web are necessary and that the 20 preferably
for the heatable roll to form a post-press nip with an
frequency of web tears is relativelygreat.
additional felted press roll.
Referenceis furthermorehad to GermanPatent ApplicaIn the embodiments shown, it may also be advantageous
tion DE 42 24 730 Cl, FIG. S ofwhich showsthe removal
for the nipbetweenthe smoothtubularroll and the heatable
ofthe web ofpaper from arollbyapress hose of a long-nip
roll, particularly of a drying cylinder, to be adapted to be
press 13.3.Herethere is the disadvantage that the life ofthe 25 opened; as indicatedby the arrow 40 in FIG. 1, so as to
facilitate startingwithoutpaper.
presshose is greatly reducedbycontactwiththe hot surface
of the followingcylinder20.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The inventionwill be furtherexplainedwith referenceto
The object of the presentinventionis to provide a press 30 the
drawings,in which:
section with whichsuch transferelements can be dispensed
FIGS.
1to7 showvariantembodiments ofthe transferof
of
the
web
of
with, so thatthe frequency ofthetearing
paper
web
between
the press sectionand the followingpaper
the
isreduced, and atthe same time,thereis asavingincost due
machine
section
with
smoothrolls.
to a reductionin the operating expenses.
This object is achieved by the features set forth in the
DEFAILED DESCRIVFION
following.In the press section of a paper machine, a first
FIG. 1 shows the last press section of a paper machine
press nip is defined between a smoothsurfaced, tubularroll
and afeltedpress roll. Afollowingheatable rollhas theweb
havinga smoothcentral roll 1 whichisa tubularroll and one
with a outer shell ofrigid shape. Together with another roll
to
it
from
the
smooth
surfaced
roll.
transferred
2, the roll, formsaprior press nip togetherwith a singlefelt
In accordance with the invention,it is proposed by the
is
removed
passingthroughthatnip. The roll2 can in this connection be
inventorsthat, insteadofafree path, the web
by
a suction roll or a blind-holeroll. The paper web then
a tubularpress roll, particularly a roll having a rigid shell,
remains
lying onthe smooth roll 1 andis fed to afinalpress
the
last
and
is
fed
to
the
next
from the smoothroll of
press
which
isformedbytheroll 1and along-nippress3.The
nip
machinegroup,for instancethe smoothing unit, smoothing
web
then continues tolieon the smooth roll and is led
section.
45
paper
or
a
multi-unit
drying
press, dryingcylinder,
out
in
accordance
with the invention to a large smoothing
In this way. the following advantages are obtained:
can
also be developed as atissuecylinder.
4.
which
cylinder
a
or
The heatable roll (for instance, drying
smoothing
FIG.
2
shows
an
arrangement whichis similarto FIG. 1,
cylinder) to which the paper is transferred from the
between the central roll 1, whichis also
but
the
last
contact
with
a
felt
or
press
nip
tubularpressroll does notcome into
as
a
tubular
roll, and the backingroll 3 is not
50 developed
with a "press hose" or "press shell".
as
a
long-nip
press, but instead as a so-called
a
developed
The felt need pass onlythrough single press nip.
smoothing press. In the same way as in FIG. 1, the paper
As aresult, thereis a longerlife both of the press shelland
web remains on the smoothcentralroll 1 after thelast press
of the felt.
nipand is thentransferredto. for instance, aheated cylinder
In accordance with the concept of the invention, the
4.
As an alternative, there is also the possibility here of
for
a
section
55
embodiments
result
press
following possible
transferring the paperweb directlyfrom the cylinder4 to a
for preferablythin papers,particularlyalso tissue papers:
following smoothing cylinder.
First, a press nip is provided which is formed by a
FIG. 3 shows a special embodiment of the transfer in
rotating.smooth paper-contacting surface and a feltedpress
accordance withtheinvention.Thisfigureshowsthestarting
roll.The smoothsurface transferstheweb ofpaper,avoiding
introduced
afree paper path,i.e. an open draw, after the press nip to a 60 end of a paper machinein which pulp slurry isrest
10
between
two
wires
6,
11
which
as
the
outer
via
a
headbox
against
the
smooth
surface
is
heatableroll,
developed
a breastroll. The paper web is transported further lying on
surface of a tubular roll having a dimensionally stiff roll
this first felt up to the last press nip, which in this case is
sleeve.
It is advantageous forthefeltedpressrolltobea long-nip formedby a long-nippress3 and the smoothtubularroll 12
65 ofthe invention.Possible devices betweenthe lastpress nip
or shoe press roll.
and theheadboxare not shownhere. Afterthe lastpress nip,
Furthermore, it is particularly advantageous if, with a
the
smooth
tubular
the web of paper passes in accordance with the invention
section
in
this
manner,
press
developed
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION
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4

over the smooth roil 12 directly to a followingcylinderS.
The roll 12 canpreferablybedevelopedas a sag-adjustment
roll so as to assureas uniformas possiblepressure,particularly on the followingcylinder5.

FIG. 4 showsa lastpress nip ofa
section.It shows
apress unit betweentwo cylinders 13press
and 14. The cylinder

14 represents the smooth cylinderwith its surface ofrigid

5

the press sectioncomprises:
a rotatable, smoothsurfaced, firsttubularroll having a
roll shellwhichisrigid and havinga smoothperipheral outer surface which contacts a paper web
directly. a felted second press roll, the first roll and
the second rollbeingpositionedtodefineafirstpress
nip between them through which the paper web
passes,the firstrollconstituting thelast andfinalroll
ofthe press section and the firstpress nip constituting the last and final press nip ofthe press section;
the press sectionbeing such that the paper web continuesto traverse, pastthe first press nip. anunfelted
portion of the first roll to the web transferregion;
the second portion comprises:
aleading,heatedunfelted dryingcylinderlocatedadjacenttheunfeltedportionofthefirst tubularrollofthe
press section;and
the web transfer arrangementbetweenthe first roll of
thefirstportionand the dryingcylinderofthe second
machineportion being such that the paper web is
transferreddirectly from the first roll of the press
sectionto the drying cylinderofthe secondmachine
portionwithoutopen draw, avoiding afree web path.
2. The paper machine section of claim 1, in which the
drying cylinder of the second portion is a tissue drying

shapein accordancewith the invention. The two cylinders
13 and 14 are here provided, in accordance with the
invention, on a movable lever arm 15 so that they can be 10
moved as a unit towards and awayfrom the followinglarge
cylinderwithoutthe press nip between the two cylinders 13
and 14 changing.
FIG. S showsanothervariant of the invention. A felt 17
bearinga paper web 16 comingfrom the left is shown. The
felt 17 conducts the web ofpaper from aboveto a cylinder
18 which forms apenultimatepress nip with the following
smooth tubular roll 19 of the invention. After the penultimatepress nip. the web ofpaper isconducteddirectlytothe
last press nip between the smooth tubular roll 19 and the
following roll 20. The felttravelsoveraconditioning device
21 and areversingroll 22whereitisseparatefrom thepaper
web backto the lastpress nipovertheroll 20 and the felt is
returnedfrom there, while the web ofpaper remainson the
smooth roll 19 and is transferreddirectlyto the following 25
drying cylinder7.
FIG. 6 shows a press unit of compactconstruction in
cylinder.
accordance with the invention.In this case, pulp slurry is
3. The paper machine section of claim 1, wherein the
introducedvia a headbox 10 between a felt and a smooth 30 second feltedroll comprises along nip rollpast whichafelt
tubularroll 24. Along-nippress 26 lies againstthe smooth
passes.
tubular roll 24. Following that, a next smoothroll 28 lies
4.The paper machinesection ofclaim3,whereinthelong
against the tubular roll 24 and transfers the paper to the
nip press roll comprisesa shoe press roll,
following paper machine.
5. The paper machinesection of claim 1, further comFIG. 7 shows the arrangementof the inventionon the
prisinga fourth. feltedpress roll in contactwith the smooth
exampleof a paper machine for the production of crepe
surface of the first roll for defining a secondpre-press nip
paper.There can be noted abelt 30, comingfrom the right.
lying in front ofthe first press nip in the pathof the web
on which the web of paper is conducted. The belt is
throughthe press section.
conductedtogetherwiththe web ofpaper overasuctionroll
6. The papermachinesectionofclaimS wherein separate
32, which transfers the web of paper to a profiledroll 34 40 respectivefelts areprovidedin and pass through each ofthe
having a shell of rigid shape. Whilethe belt 30 is returned
first and second press nips.
over a reversingroller, the web of paper remains on the
7. The paper machine section of claim 5, further comprofiled roll 34 and is fed to a press nip formed by the
prisingasinglecommonfeltpassingthroughbothofthefirst
profiledroll34and along-nippress 36. from wheretheweb
and the secondpre-pressnips.
continues toremainon the surface oftheprofiledroll and is
8. The paper machinesection of claim 5, wherein the
then transferredto a crepe cylinder38 which rests against
fourth felted press roll for the pre-press nip comprises a
the profiledroll 1.
suction roll having a suction zone around the fourth roll
We claim:
whichliespredominately upstream intheweb in frontofthe
1. A sectionofapaper machineincludinga firstmachine
pre-press nip.
portioncomprising atleast aportionofapress sectionofthe 50 9. The paper machinesectionofclaimS, whereinthefirst
papermaking machine, a secondmachineportion comprissmoothtubularroll is a sag adjustment roll.
ing at least a portionof a drying section directlyfollowing
10. The paper machinesection of claim 1, wherein the
thepress section,and aweb transferarrangement defining a
first smoothtubularroll is a sag adjustment roll.
web transferregionlocatedbetween the firstportionand the
second portionof the papermakingmachine, in which:
* * * * *
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Small,wet particulatematerialis effectively dried by adding
a hydrophobizing agent to coat the surfaces of the
particulates, and thenmechanically removingwaterdroplets
from the surfacesofthe particulates. Once on the surface of
the particulates. the hydrophobizing reagent makes theparticulates relatively more hydrophobic and increases the
watercontactangleontheparticulates. The moisturecontent
of the particulatematerial can easily be reduced to levels
below 20%, below 10%,and even below 5%. The process
can be used to dewater a wide variety of constituents
including coal particles, clays, sulfides, phosphorous
compounds. minerals,metals,wastesludge,etc.Particularly
preferred hydrophobizing reagents include mono unsaturated fatty estersand polysioxane polymers.
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1

filtration, centrifugation,etc. Whilethese techniques do not
PROCESS
expose the particulate matter to heat, they do require a
tremendousamountof energy input. Under these methods,
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
energyis requiredto overcome the force ofattraction ofthe
S watermoleculetotheparticulate matter. Currentmechanical
APPLICATIONS
dryingtechniques have notproven satisfactory in achieving
This patent application is a continuation-in-pail (CIP)
a suitable dryness in coal and minerals processing operaapplication of the patent application filed Apr. 17. 1995.
tions.In addition, these techniques aretime consuming, and
having U.S. Ser. No. 08/423.562, now abandonedand the
often involve tedious steps such as the separation of caked
complete contents ofthe application is hereinincorporated 10 particulates.
by reference.
Currently, small particlesofphosphates. coal, and other
mineralsand metals,are oftendiscarded due todifficulties in
DESCRIPTION
cleaningand drying the particles. This practiceis tremenBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
dously wastefuland has an adverseimpact on the environ15 ment. What is neededis an environmentally safe, effective,
1. Field ofthe Invention
and inexpensivemethodfor dewatering particles, that will
The invention is generallyrelatedtoremovingwaterfrom
allow the recoveryand use of materialwhichwouldothersmallparticlesusing chemical and mechanical mechanisms
wise be discarded.
insteadofwaterremovalby heating. More particularly, the
SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION
invention is related to a process which includesthe step of 20
altering the surface chemistry of a particle to increasethe
It
is
an
object ofthis inventiontoprovide alowcost, safe
water contact angle on the surface of the particle,and then
and effective technique for dewatering particles which
mechanically removingthe water droplets from theparticle
employschemicaland mechanicaltreatmentprocesses.
by gas pressure or the like.
It is another object ofthis inventionto provide a dewa25
2. Description ofthe Prior Art
teringprocesswhichemploysawatersolubleordispersable,
Minerals such as coal, clays,phosphates, suliudes,andthe
disposable, hydrophobizing agent.
like, and metals such as copper, tungsten, silver, and gold.
It is yet another object of this inventionto provide a
are often mixed with water to form an aqueousslurry for
dewatering
process for small particulate materials which
variousprocessingoperations. For example,U.S. Pat. Nos.
utilizes as ahydrophobizing agenta mono-unsaturated fatty
4,981,582.5,167,798.and 5397.001 toYoonet al. describe
acid esters havingthe generalstructural formulaR1—C(O)
microbubble floatation technology used to separate fine
—O—R2 where R1 is a mono-unsaturated aliphatic moiety
particlesof minerals or coal from non-valuable materials.
and is preferablyan oleate and R2 is an aliphatic moiety
Waste materials are also often combined with water in
(e.g.,C1.6 carbons, including moieties suchas methyl, ethyL
various sewagehandlingoperations.
propyl, butyl,etc.), or an alcohol (e.g., glycerol(C3H8O3).
While waterprovidesa convenient mediumfor performethylene glycol (CH2CH2OH). polyethylene glycol
ing a wide variety of operations, such as cleaning, material (CH2CH2OH),,.etc.).
transport.reaction chemistry, etc., problemsarise when the
It is yet anotherobjectofthis inventiontousepolysioxultimateproductdesiredis driedparticulatematerial. When
anepolymers,and particularly polymethylhydrosiloxane. as
water clings to the surfaces of valuablematerials such as
hydrophobizing agents in a dewatermg process for small
coal, clays,minerals,metals,etc., it adds non-useful weight
materials.
tothematerial. This weightincreases thecostofIransporting particulate
to the invention,the surfacesofparticlesare
According
the materialtruck or train.In addition,the watermay effect
altered
to
make
themmore hydrophobic. The water contact
the performance of the material. For example, coal burns
on the particle surfaceincreases as the hydrophobicity
angle
less efficiently.
oftheparticleincreases, and this changeinthecontactangle
The problem of surface water clingingto particulates is
reducesthetendencyofwaterdropletsto remain attachedto
most severe in smallerparticles, such asparticlesofless than
the surfaces of the particles.The surface chemistry of the
0.1 inches in diameter. l'his is due to the smaller particles
particlescan be changed whilethe particlesare ina mixture
having much higher surface to volumeratios.
or slurrytogetherwithwater simply by addinga hydrophoA wide variety of technologies have been developedto so bizing agent, such as a hydrophobic polymeror surfactant.
tothemixtureorslurry. The hydrophobizing agent will have
dry particulatematter.
a strongerattraction for the particle surface than water and
One method simplyinvolvesremovingwaterby heating
thematerial. Thermalheatingrequiresa significant amount
will be able to coat the particle surfaces. After the particles
of energyinput.The energymust be sufficientto overcome
havebeenrenderedmorehydrophobic. theycanbemechanithe attraction between the water molecules with each other
cally dewateredby application ofdirectairpressure. vacuum
and the particulatematerial, thereby vaporizing the water
filtration, cenlrifugation or the like.
and leavinga dry material. As apracticalmatter, thecost of
Particularlygooddewatering results canbe obtainedwith
theenergyrequiredto thermally dry the particulatematerial
mono-unsaturated fatty acid estershaving the generalstructural formula R1—C(O)—-O—-R2 where R1 is a monomay be more expensivethan the value of the particulate
material to be salvaged. In addition, the thermal drying 60 unsaturatedaliphatic moiety and is preferablyan oleate and
carbons, including
technique would be ineffective for particulate materials
R2 is an aliphatic moiety (e.g..
which liquefy or undergoa phase changebelow the temmoieties such as methyL ethyl, propyl, butyl, etc.). or an
alcohol (e.g., glycerol (C3H803), ethylene glycol
peraturerequiredfor waterremoval, and the thermaldrying
techniqueposesenvironmentalproblemsdue totherequire(CH2CH2OH), polyethylene glycol (CH2CH2OH). etc.).
ment oflarge amountsof air input and steameffluent.
65 For example, experiments withcoal particulate slurrieshave
demonstrated that small quantities (e.g., less than 5% by
Anothermethod involvesmechanically removing water
vacuum
filtration,
filtration,
weight of the slurry) of oleatecompounds such as methyl
by
pressure
hyperbaric
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3
DL-a-monoolein,and ethyleneglycol monooleate,
can be used to dry the particulateto a moisturecontentof
less than 10% by weight or lower (e.g.. less than 5% by
weight,lessthan 2% by weight.etc.).Thesecompounds are
so effective thatevenpartspermillion (ppm)quantities(less
than 1% by weight) can be used to cause a significant
decrease in moisturecontent of coal particulates. Experiments also demonstratethatthese compounds are effective
forreducingthe moisturecontentofother moistparticulates
includinglead and zinc sulfide concentrates.
In addition, particularly good dewatering results can be
obtained usinglow molecular weight(e.g..less than 100,000
MW) hydrophobic polymers,and particularly polysioxane
polymers,as hydrophobizing reagents.For example, small
quantitiesof polymethyihydrosioxane(MW<l00,000)are
effectivefor reducing the moisture content of particulate
slurries, and coal slurries specifically.
oleate.

6is
5

=

Eq. 3

In order for dewatering from a particle surface to be
spontaneous, dGd,JdAshould be less than zero. As is set
forth in Equation4. spontaneous dewateringof a particle
requires that the contact angle between the water 8 and
particle4 be greaterthan 90°

10

Ycos0.e
Eq. 4
This condition is expressly shown in FIG. 3.
Unfortunately. most particulatematerials are not hydrophobic enoughto aliow for spontaneous dewatering. Even
15 the most hydrophobic bituminouscoals have water contact
angles of less than65°, as measuredby the captive bubble
technique (See, Aplan, Advances in Coal and Mineral
Processing Using Flotation, SME, Littleton, Cob.,
95(1989)). FIG. 2 illustrates the situationwherethe contact
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
20 angle is less than90°.
The above explanation demonstrates that mechanical
The foregoing and other objects,aspectsand advantages
ofmostparticulatematerials,includingmaterials
dewatering
will be better understood from the following detailed
which
have
been generallyregardedas hydrophobic, withof
the
description
preferred embodiments of the invention
out
modification of the interfacial tensionsY12, Y13,
prior
with reference to the drawings,in which:
25 and
is not a themiodynamically favorableprocess,
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing the changes in
This inventioncontemplates altering the hydrophobicity
surface free energieswith the transferof a particleto from
of particle surfaces such that the thermodynamicsof
waterto air phase;
mechanical dewatering become more favorable. This is
FIG. 2 is a schematicdiagramshowingthe equilibrium 30 accomplished by addingawater soluble,disposable, hydrobetweeninterfacial energies at a threephase contact, where phobizing reagent to a mixture or slurry of particlesand
water. The hydrophobizing reagent will be selected to
Y12. Y13, and Y23 are the interfacial tensionsbetweenthe
change the surface chemistry of the particle such that the
particle and air, the particle and water, and water and air,
contactanglebetweenthe waterandparticleis increased and
and
respectively;
the wateris more easilyremovedfrom the particlesurface.
FIG. 3 is a schematicdiagramsimilar to that shown in 35 Preferably, the contact angle is increased to 80°—90° or
FIG. 2,butwhere ahydrophobizing agenthasbeenaddedto
more.As discussed above,when the contactangle isgreater
the surface ofthe particle.
than90°, dewateringwill be spontaneous.
The process willbeusefulin dewatering awide variety of
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OFTHE
particulate material including coals, clays, sulfides,
40 phosphates, metals, minerals,wastematerials,or otherparPREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE
ticles. The process can be used for dewateringsmall parINVENTION
ticles whichare typicallylessthan0.5—3 inchesin diameter.
FIGS. 1—3 illustrateone of the central principles ofthis
However,it has particular applicationin dewateringvery
invention. Specifically, withreferenceto FIG. 1, aparticle I
fine particles which are on the order of nanometers to
is shownto emergefrom waterphase 3toair orvaporphase 45 millimiters (1 nm—it) mm) in size. As discussed above,
2. The free energy per unit surface area of the particle is
removalofwater from veryfine particlesis a more difficult
taskbecausethese particleshave a much higher surface to
given by Equation1.
volumeratio.
SGJIs
1
The hydrophobizingreagent must be water soluble or
Eq.
12T13
M
50 water dispersable
(e.g., an emulsion)inorder to enable itto
be applied to the surfaces of the particlesbeing dewatered.
In Equation 1. Y12 is the interfacial tension between the
Solid and nonsoluble reagentswill not be distributable onto
particleand airand Y13 isthesame betweentheparticleand
the surfaces oftheparticlessimplyby additionto amixture
water.
of water and particles. What is needed is a disposable
FIGS. 2 and 3 showalternativeequilibriumdiagramsfor 55 reagent that can
be added directly to the water/particle
thethreeinterfacial tensions atthe three-phase contactofthe
mixture or slurry, and which will dissolveand distribute
particle4, air6, and water 8. The Young'sequation,derived
itself over the surfaces of the particles in the mixture or
from both FIGS. 2 and 3, can be used to expressY12 as a
slurry. Agitationof the water/particle mixtureor slurryafter
functionofwatercontactangle,0,and the interfacial tension
additionofthe hydrophobizing reagent can assist in distribbetween water and air.
Equation 2 sets forth the 60 uting the hydrophobizing reagent.
Young'sequation.
The mixture ofparticlesand waterinto which thehydrophobizingreagent will be deposited will generallyhave a
moisturecontent of 5%—99% by weight.The invention is
Y12=Y23cosO+Y13
Eq. 2
practicablewith mixtures having high solids content, such
65 as, for example, mixtures with a moisture content of
10—60%. If desired, all or a substantial portion of the free
By substituting Equation1 into Equation2, the relationwater can beremovedfromthe mixturebyfiltration, strainship set forth in Equation3 is obtained.

Y,

Y.
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ing or other means prior to adding the hydrophobizing
reagent. However, itis expectedthathavingsomefree water
present (5—99%) prior to addition of the hydrophobizing
reagent is beneficial since the free water can serve as a
vehiclefor distributing the hydrophobizing reagent on the
particlesurfaces.
One exampleof suitablehydrophobizing reagents within
the practice of this invention are low molecular weight
hydrophobic polymers or polymer blends. Preferably, the
hydrophobic polymerwifi have a molecular weightranging
from 5,000 to 20,000,000 Daltons. Most preferably, the
hydrophobic polymerwill have a molecular weightranging
from 500,000 to 5,000,000 Daltons. Higher molecular
weightpolymerstend to have muchlargerviscosity, and to
notbewatersoluble. Suitablehydrophobic polymers include

6
hydrophillic) sites on the particle surface. In this case, the
surfactantcanadsorb selectively on thehydrophillicsitesof
coal with the normal mode of orientation, i.e., with polar
heads in contactwith the surface and the hydrocarbontall
pointed toward the aqueousphase, thereby increasingthe
overallhydrophobicity ofthe particle.
The concentration ofthehydrophobizing reagentaddedto
the water/particlemixture or slurry need not be very high.
Optimumresults can be obtained when 1—40 lbs of hydroton of particles have utilized. For
10 phobizingreagent per
example, surfactants addedto slurryof coal havinga moisture contentof98% at aratio of2—8lbs/tonofcoal particles

were useful in allowingdewateringto amoisturecontentof
1—10%. One should not add a significant amount of the
hydrophobizing reagent to the water/particle mixture or
15 slurry, since,the objectiveis to dewaterthe particles, notto
polymethacrylates, polyacrylates, polysiloxanes, hydrophoadd the weight of the surfactant to the particles.
bicpolyacrylan3ides,polypropylene glycols.and hydrophoOnce the hydrophobizing agent has been combined with
bicemulsionpolymers. Particularly goodfine coal dewaterthe water/particle mixture,and alloweda sufficient time for
the hydrophobizing reagent to become distributed throughlag results can be achieved using low molecular weight
(MW<l00.000) polymethythydrosiloxane which has the 20 outthe mixtureonto the surfaces ofthe particles, the water
can be removedby mechanicalmeans. Suitablemechanical
chemicalformula: (CH3)3SiO[(CH3)HSiO]Si(CH3)3.
The hydrophile-lipophile (HLB) is an empiricalmethod
techniques include centrifugation, vacuum filtration, pressure filtrationand the like.The priorchemicaltreatmentwith
first developed by Griffin (see. Griffin, J. Soc. Cosmet.
thehydrophobizing reagent allows the waterto beremoved
Chem., 1949. vol.311) forquantifying the surface activity of
and inexpensivelywith the mechanicaltecha surfactant based on its molecularcomposition. The H.LB 25 more quickly
niques.In addition, results havedemonstrated that the water
value rangesfrom 0 to 20. Atthe high end of the scaleare
removalis considerably more effective afterprior alteration
hydrophilic surfactants whichpossesshigh watersolubility
oftheparticlehydrophobicity. Forexample, particle dryness
and generally act as solubilizing agents, detergents and
downtoamoisturecontentof20% was easilyachieved,and
stabilizers for oil-in-water emulsions; at the low end are
moisture contents as low as 12% were obtained.To be
surfactants with low solubility whichact as solubilizers of 30
commercially applicable, it is desirable to obtain diyness
waterin oils and are goodwater-in-oil emulsionstabilizers.
levels below 20%, and most preferablybelow 5—10%.
Another example of suitable hydrophobizing reagents
A simple proceduretoremovethewaterfrom themixture
may be surfactants such as fatty esters, ethoxylated fatty
isto place the particleson a ifitermedia or sieve, allow the
acids, ethoxylatedfatty esters and oils, short chain alkylfree watertobestrainedfromthemixture,and todirectagas
(e.g.,C6orless) andailcyl-aryl (e.g., C12 orless)surfactants,
such as air over the surfacesof the particles. Due to the
non-ionic surfactants of low HLBvalues (e.g.. 10 or less),
contact angle being altered prior to the air pressure
and mixturesthereof.In addition, combinations of surfactreatment, water will be removed from the surfaces
tants and hydrophobic polymersdescribed above couldbe
extremelyeasilyoreven spontaneously. Whenairis used as
themechanicalmechanismfor removing water, goodresults
employed. Particularlygood dewatering results have been
obtainedusing mono-unsaturated fatty esters,includingole- 40 have been obtained when the air is applied at pressures
ates such as methyl oleate (CH3(CH2)7CH:CH(CH2)7
rangingfrom 10 psi to 144) psi, The air or gas temperature
COOCH3) DL-a-monoolein (CH3(CH2)7CH:CH(CH2)7 can beat ambient(e.g., 20°—35° C.). Alternatively, theair or
gas can be heated slightly prior to directing it across the
C00C3H702) . and ethylene glycol monooleate (Cl3
surfacesof the particles(e.g.. up to 75° C.).
(CH2),CH:CH(CH2),COOCH2CH2OH). In view of the
An importantfeature of this inventionis thatheating the
results presented below in the Examples sections, it is
is generallyavoidedand is not required.Thus, the
particles
expectedthat moist particulatedewatering can be advantaallows obtaining very dry particles without the
process
additive
of
the
geously performed using
compounds
general
expense associatedwith thermaldrying procedures.
structuralformulaR1—C(O)——O-—R2where R1 is amonoEXAMPLE 1
unsaturated aliphatic moietyand is preferablyan oleateand
R2 is an aliphatic moiety (e.g.. C1 carbons, including 50 A run-of-mine coal from the Lower Kittaning (—100
moietiessuch as methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl. etc.), or an
mesh) seam was mixed with water to preparea coal slurry
alcohol(e.g., glycerol (C3H803). ethylene glycol
containing20% solids.A water-soluble hydrophobic poly(CH2CH2OH), polyethylene glycol (CH2CH2OH). etc.).
mer (j)olymethythydrosiloxane (MW<zlOO.000)) was added
The surfactants should be chosen to enhancedewatering
to the slurry in the amount of 13 lbs/ton of coal on a dry
by altering the hydrophobicity ofthe particles;rather than
basis. The slurry was agitated for one minute to ensure
enhancing thewettability oftheparticles, as isthe casewith
completedissolution ofthe reagentand subsequent adsorpmanysurfactants. Longchain surfactants havea tendency to
tion onthe coal surface, sothatthe coalparticlesinthe slurry
absorb on hydrophobic surfaces, such as coal, with inverse
become hydrophobic. The slurry was then subjected to
orientation. Underthis condition, the polar groups of survacuum filtration. In control tests in which no dewatering
factants point toward theaqueousphase,making the surface
aids were used, the moisturecontent was 26%. When the
more hydrophilhic. This situation can be avoided if shorter
dewateringaidwas used, the moisture was reducedto 11%.
chain surfactants are used. For example. optimumresults
Theseresultsdemonstrated thatthe hydrophobic dewatering
maybe achievedwhen thechain lengthis2 to20. Whenthe
aids can be used at high % solids.
chain lengthis properlycontrolled, the attractivehydrophoEXAMPLE 2
bic force between the hydrocarbon tail and the particle 65
surface can be made smaller than the attractive force
Adried cleancoal columnflotation product(lOOxO mesh)
between the polar group of surfactants and the polar (or
from Cape Breton.Nova Scotia, was dispersedin water to

5
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moisturecontentwas reduced to 7.9% after five minutesof
prepare a coal slurrycontaining2% solids. Abutanolsolution containing8% by weight ethyleneglycol monooleate
drying.Similartothose observedwiththe useofEGMO, the
filtrationrates obtainedinthese tests were about four times
(EGMO). a fatty ester, was added to the slurry in the
amounts of 0.25—3 lbs/ton (EGMO) on a dry basis. The
higher than those without using a dewateringaid.
slurry was then agitatedfor one minute to ensureadequate 5
EXAMPLE 4
dispersion and dissolution of the reagent and subsequent
A run-of-mine Lower Kittaning coal sample (lOOxO
adsorptionon the coal surface, so that the coal particlesin
the slurry become hydrophobic. The coal slurry was then
mesh) was subjected to dewateringtests using a Buchner
subjectedto vacuumfiltrationat 20 psi with a dryingtimeof
filteringfunnelwith a coarse glassfit(40—60 pm).The coal
one minute after liquid drainage. The filtrationexperiment io samplewas mixed with water to make a slurry containing
13.8% solids. A hydrophobic polymer.polymethylhydrosiwas conducted using a ceramic Buchnerfiltering funnel with
loxane (PMHS) was addedtothe slurryand then agitatedfor
mediumporosityfilter paper. The dewateredcoal samples
one minuteto ensurecomplete dispersion and dissolution of
were recovered from the funnel and analyzed for moisture
the polymer. The slurry was then filtered for different
content.
periods oftime. In baselinetests where no dewateringaids
15
Table1 presents theresultsobtained usingdifferent dewawere added, the moisture content was 30%. Using 4.6
aid
In
the
absence
of
aids
tering
dosages.
any dewatering
lbs/ton of PMHS, the moisture content was reduced to
(baseline test), the average moisture content was 34.8%.
17.4% after five minutes offiltration. At a higher dosage of
Using 0.25 lbs/ton of EGMO, the moisture content was
PMHS (13 lbs/ton), the moisture content was reduced to
reducedto 10.1%. The moisturecontentwas furtherreduced
to 1.4% when3 lbs/ton ofEGMOwas used.The use ofthe 20 8.9%.
dewateringaid also resultedin an increaseof the filtration
EXAMPLE 5
rate to as high as five times compared to that without
tests
were
conductedonactualflotation prodDewatering
dewateringaid.
ucts obtainedfrom different coal cleaningplants. In these
tests, the ethyleneglycol monooleate(8% by weight) in
TABLE 1
25 butanol solution
was added to the coal slurry sample and
EGMO Dosage (lbslton)
91 mnistuie
agitatedfor one minute. The samplewas then subjected toa
bottomfedfilterleaf test using astandardEIMCOfilter leaf
0
34.8
with apolypropylene filtermedia.The leafwas dippedinto
0.25
10.1
the slurryfor 15 seconds(cake-formation time) at a vacuum
0.65
5.7
30 pressureof20 psi and then removedand heldat an upright
3.0
14
positionin airfor one minute (dryingtime).Afterthe drying
time, thevacuumwas stoppedand the cake was discharged
bylifting witha spatula.Table 3 shows the resultsobtained
EXAMPLE 3
with different coal slurry samples with and without any
dewateringaids. In baselinetestsobtainedin the absenceof
A run-of-mine coal from the Lower Kittaning (lOOxO
dewateringaids, the average moisturecontent of a Middle
mesh) seam was dispersed in water at 13.8% solids. A
Fork column concentrate was 41.9%. Using 2.9 lbs of
butanol solution containing EGMO (8% by weight) was
EGMOperton ofcoal,themoisturecontentofthis flotation
addedto the slurry and agitatedfor one minute.The slurry
column concentrate was reduced to 23.7%. The filtration
was then subjected to vacuum filtration using a Buchner
rate
obtained with the use of EGMO was much higher as
funnel
with
a
coarse
tilt
Table
2
filtering
glass (40-60 pm).
indicatedby the thicker cake and larger volume of flitrate
showsthe resultsobtainedusing different dryingtimesafter
recovered.FortheMaple Meadowflotationconcentrate, the
drainage.In baselinetests where no dewateringaids were
moisturecontent was reduced from 35.8% (withoutdewathe
moisture
content
was
29%
after
one
minute
of
added,
tering aid added) to 14.5% with the additionof 3.9 lbs of
dryingand was reduced to 27.1% after ten minutesdrying.
EGMOperton ofdrycoal.The moisturecontentoftheLady
The moisturecontentis reduced significantly, to as low as
Dunncolumn concentrate wasreduced from44.7%(without
3.9% withthe use of the dewatering aid and longer drying
dewateringaid) to 28% using 3.9 lbs ofEGMO per ton of
time. It should be noted that even with a dryingtime of 10
dry coal. Again, the filtrationrates obtainedwith theuse of
minutes,the moisturecontentwas onlyreducedto27.1%in
EGMO were significantly higher than those without any
the absenceofthe dewatering aid.The filtrationrates were
dewatering aid added.
also increased four to five times higher when EGMO was
added.

TABLE 3

TABLE2
EGMO DOSAGE
(Lbs/ton)

0
1.5

3.0

1 nunDry
29.0
16.9
13.1

% Moisture

%Moisture
5 nunDry
28.0
13.3

8.8

10mm Dry

55

MiddleFork Column Conc.'
Maple Meadow FlotationCone.3
Lady DunnColumn Conc.5

27.1
11.5
3.9

Similar dewatering tests were also conducted on this
mn-of-mine Lower Kittaning coal slurry (13.8% solids,
lOOxO mesh) using other types of fatty esters without any
carrier solvent (i.e.. butanol) added. Using 1.4 lbs/ton of
DL-a-monoolein(rac-Glycerol1-monooleate). themoisture
contentwas reducedto 16.4% after one minuteofdrying.In
anothertestwhere37 lbs/tonof methyloleatewas used,the

CoalSample

W/O EGMO

W/EGMO

41.9
35.8
44.7

23.72
14.5k
28.0k

'Flotationcolumnconcentrate (15%solids, 100 x0(mesh)fromrefusepond
22.9 lbs/tonEGMO added
3Floatation concentrate (28% solids, 100 xcmesh)
439 lbs/tonEGMO added
5floatation columnconcentrate (8% solids, 100 x0mesh)
65

Similarbottomfedfilterleaftestswere also conductedon
Middle Fork flotation column concentrate using other
reagents as dewatering aids (i.e., polymethylhydrosioxane
(PMHS), DL-a-monoolein.and polyethylene glycol (400)

5,670,056
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monooleate).

In one test where 5 lbs/ton PMHSwas used,

the moisturecontentwas reduced to 23.7%. In anothertest

where 1.25 lbs/tonDL-a-monooleinwas added,a moisture
content of 28.2% was obtained.Tests conducted where 4
lbs/ton ofpolyethyleneglycol (400) monooleatewas used
resulted in a moisturecontent of29.9%.
EXAMPLE6
clean
coal
filter
feed samples from Consol Inc.
Actual
coal cleaningplantswere subjectedto bottomfed filter leaf
tests. The cleancoal samples (30% solids, 28x0mesh) used
were from PocahontasNo. 3 and Pittsburgh No. 8 seams.
Usingacake-formation timeof15 seconds and adryingtime
of one minute. the moisturecontents were determined for
samplesdewatered withand withoutthe additionofbutanol
solutionscontainingEGMO(8% by weight). For the PocahontasNo.3 sample, themoisturecontentwas reducedfrom
37.6%(withoutdewateringaid) to 163% with the addition
of1.6 lbsEGMOpertonofcoalon adrybasis. The moisture
content of the Pittsburgh No. 8 sample was reducedfrom
41.8% (withoutdewateringaid) to 23% when 2.8 lbs/ton
EGMO was added.
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betweenwateranda surface ofaparticlein said moist
particulatesolution;
agitatingsaidtreatedcombination todistributesaidmonounsaturated fatty ester on surfacesof said particulates
in said treated combination; and
mechanically removingwater from said surfaces of said
moist particulates to producedry particulates.
2.The methodofclaim 1 wherein said mono-unsaturated
fatty ester has a chemicalstructuredefinedas R1—C(O)—
O—R2 where R1 is an oleate and R2 is selected from the
group consisting of alkyl and alcoholmoieties.
3.The methodofclaim 2 wherein said mono-unsaturated
fatty ester is selectedfrom the group consisting of methyl
oleate, rac-glycerol monooleate, and ethylene glycol

15 monooleate.

4. The methodof claim 1 wherein said combining step
includes the step of selectingsaid particulatein said moist
particulate solution to have a diameterof less than three
inches.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein said particulateis
selectedto have a diameterof less than 10 mm.
6. The methodof claim 1 wherein said combining step
includes the step of selectingsaid particulatein said moist
particulatesolution tobe selected fromthe groupconsisting
EXAMPLE7
of coals, clays, sulfide minerals,phosphates, metal oxide
Leadand zinc sulfide concentrates (325x0mesh)obtained 25 minerals,metals, industrialminerals, and waste materials.
from batch laboratory flotation tests were subjected to
7. The method of claim 6 wherein said particulateis
selectedto be coal.
dewateringtests. These concentrateswere obtained from a
Red Dog ore,Alaska.The concentrate samplewas dispersed
8. The method of claim 1 wherein said step ofremoving
in waterat 10% solids. Abutanol solution containing EGMO 30 water includesthe step of directing a gaseousfluid across
surfacesof said particulates.
(8% byweight)was addedto themineralslurryand agitated
for one minute. The slurry was then subjected to vacuum
9.Amethodfordewateringmoistparticulates,comprising
filtrationat20psi using aBuchnerfiltering funnelwitha fine
the steps of:
filter paper (2.5 jim). A drying time of one minute after
combining polynsethylhydrosioxane having a chemical
drainagewas used forthese tests.Table4 showstheresults
formula of(CH3)3SiO((CH3)HSiO)Si(CH3)3, wheren
obtained with different amounts of EGMO added. In the
is a number such that the molecularweight of said
baselinetests(no dewateringaid added),the moistureconpolymethylhydroslloxane is less than 100.000, with a
tent obtainedwas 16.6% for the zinc concentrate and 17.6%
moist particulate solution comprised of 1—99% by
for the lead concentrate. When EGMOis added, the moisweightwaterand 1—99% byweightparticulateto form
ture contentis reducedto as lowas 9.9% and 9.13% for the
a treated combination, said polymethythydrosioxane
zinc and lead concentrates, respectively.
increasing a contact anglebetweenwaterand a surface
of a particlein saidmoist particulate solution;
TABLE4
agitatingsaidtreated combination to distributesaid polymethythydrosioxaneon surfaces of saidparticulates in
%Moisture
EGMO Dosage
said treated combination; and
Zinc Conc.
LeadConc.
(Lbs/ton)
mechanically removing water from said surfaces of said
moist particulates to producedry particulates.
0
16.6
17.6
10. The method of claim 9 wherein said combining step
0.14
14.1
14.7
0.6
13.3
12.5
includes the step of selectingsaid particulatein said moist
1.1
11.9
11.5
so particulate solution to have a diameter of less than three
2.8
4.3

10.7

9.9

10.0
9.1

20

inches.
11. The method

of claim 10 wherein said particulateis
selectedto have a diameterof less than 10 mm.
While the invention has been described in terms of its
12. The methodof claim 9 wherein said combining step
preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art will recog- ss includes the step of selecting said particulatein said moist
nize that the invention can be practicedwith modification
particulatesolution to be selectedfrom thegroupconsisting
within the spirit and scopeof the appended claims.
of coals, clays, sulfide minerals,phosphates,metal oxide
We claim:
minerals,metals, industrialminerals,and wastematerials.
1.Amethodfordewatenngmoistparticulates, comprising
13. The methodof claim 12 wherein said particulateis
the stepsof:
60 selectedto be coal.
14. The method ofclaim9 wherein said step ofremoving
combining a mono-unsaturated fatty ester with a carrier
water includes the step of directing a gaseous fluid across
solvent and a moist particulate solution comprised of
surfaces of saidparticulates.
1—99% by weightwater and 1—99%by weightparticu15. Amethodfordewateringmoistparticulates. comprislate to form a treated combination, said monounsaturated fatty ester comprising less than 10% by 65 ing the steps of:
weight of said treated combination, said monocombining a hydrophobizing reagent with a carrier solunsaturated fatty ester increasing a contact angle
vent and a moist particulate solution comprised of

5,670,056
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by weightwaterand 1—99% by weightparticulate toforma treatedcombination, saidhydrophobizing
agent beingafatty esterand comprising less than 10%
by weightof said treatedcombination;
agitating said treated combination to distribute said
hydrophobizing reagenton surfaces ofsaidparticulates
in said treated combination, said hydrophobizing
reagentincreasinga contact angle between waterand a
surface ofaparticleinsaidmoistparticulatesolution to
greaterthan 65°; and
removingwater from said surfaces of said moistparticulates to produce dryparticulates.
16.Themethodofclaim 15whereinsaidhydrophobizing
reagent has an HLB value of less than 10.
17.The methodof claim15 whereinsaidcontactangleis
greaterthan80°.
18. The methodof claim 15 wherein said removingstep
is performedby a mechanical process selected from the
groupconsisting ofcentrifugation. filtration, and application
of gas pressure.
19.The methodofclaim 15 furthercomprising thestepof
selecting said particulatein said moist particulatesolution
from the group consisting of coals and suffide minerals.
20. The methodof claim 15 whereinsaid removingstep
achievesamoisturecontentfor said dry paiticulatesof less
than 20%.
21. The methodof claim 15 whereinsaid removingstep
achievesamoisturecontentfor said dry particulates ofless
than 10%.

22. Amethodfor dewatering moist particulates. comprising the stepsof:
combining a hydrophobizing reagent having an HLB
value less than 10 that is a fatty ester with a moist
particulate solution comprised of 1—99% by weight
water and 1—99% by weight particulate to form a
treatedcombination, saidhydrophobizing reagentcomprising less than 10% by weight of said treated com-

1—99%

10

bination;
dispersing said hydrophobizing reagent throughout said
treatedcombination to coat surfaces ofsaidparticulates

in said treated combination, said hydrophobizing

20

25

reagentincreasing acontactangle betweenwaterand a
surface ofaparticlein saidmoistparticulatesolution to
greaterthan 65°; and
removingwater from said surfacesof said moistparticulates to produce dry particulates.
23, The method ofclaim22 wherein saidcontactangleis
greaterthan 80°.
24. The methodof claim 22 wherein said removingstep
achievesa moisturecontentfor said dry particulates of less
than 20%.
25. The methodof claim 22 wherein said removingstep
is performed by a mechanicalprocess selected from the
groupconsisting ofcentrifugation, filtration, and application
of gas pressure.
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ABSTRACT

There isdisclosedamethodand apparatus for automatically
conducting peritoneal equilibration testing. The method
involvesremoving a sample ofovernight dwellfluidfrom a
patient in an amount sufficient to determine the conceniration ofa metabolite in the drain fluid. The concentration of
the metabolite in the sample is then detected and the
overnight dwell fluid is drained and weighed. A known
weight of dialysate fluid is instilled into a patient and
thereafterthere are periodicallywithdrawn samples of the
dialysate fluidand the concentration of metabolltein each
sample is determined. The ratio ofmetaboilteconcentration
of each of the periodically drawn samples to metabollte
concentration for the overnight dwell fluid is determined.
The patientis then drained after apredetermined dwelltime
and the volume ofdraineddialysate is determined.Themass
transferarea coefficient ofthepatient'speritonealmembrane
is then obtained as a function of the measured variables.
Means are providedfor conducting the methodfor each of
thesteps described.
18 Claims,4 Drawing Sheets
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1
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR

2.5% glucosesolution. The testhasprovedto be veryuseful
for diagnostic. prognostic and dialysis-regimen-planning

AUTOMATICALLYPERFORMING
PERITONEAL EQUILIBRATIONTESTS

purposes.
Specifically, the standardized "peritoneal equilibration
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION
5 test"(PET) defines the peritonealmembraneclearanceand
ultrafiltration rates by measuring dialysate-to-plasma ratios
This inventionrelates to a method and apparatus for
ofcreatinine andglucoseunderspecific conditions. Oncethe
conductingautomated peritoneal equilibration tests to premembrane permeability is identified, clinicians can more
scribe a specific type of dialysis treatment for a patient.
More particularly, the inventionrelatesto an apparatus and 10 accurately select a peritonealdialysis regimento optimize
dialysis based upon other parameterssuch as volume (or
methodwhich employs the sensor systemdisclosed in U.S.
weight).fluidorfoodconsumption.and ureagenerationrate.
application Ser. No. 071959,922, filed Oct. 13, 1992 of
Theresultsfrom the PErclassifypatientsinto thefour basic
Applicant, reifiedMay 9. 1994 as U.S.application Set No.
groups as identified previously.
08/239,936,whichdisclosuresareincorporated byreference
herein. The sensor system of that applicationis used in an 15 A standard PET is typically performed manually. An
automatedmethodand apparatus to automatically assessthe
initial step involvesinfusingapatientwith a knownvolume
of exchangefluid. This volume is retainedovernight by the
diffusiveand hydraulictransportpropertiesoftheperitoneal
membraneof the patient.
patient and the overnight exchange is then drained, meaIn the field of dialysis, one form of dialysistreatmentis sured and a sample is taken. A known volume of fresh
known as peritoneal dialysis which can take different pre- 20 dialysateis then instilled into the peritonealcavity of the
patient. After installation, 200 ml of fluid are periodically
scribed forms depending on a patient'sclinicalcharacterisdrained (usually at 0, 120, and two-hundred forty minute
tics. Specifically. in peritonealdialysistoxinremovaloccurs
as a result of a diffusion gradient between the patient's intervals).A small sample of the fluid which is drained is
then taken and theremainingfluidis immediately reinstilled
bloodstreamand the fluidin their peritoneal cavity. The rate
into the peritoneal cavity. The urea. creatinine and glucose
their
"mass
of this removal is primarily dependentupon
25 concentrations ofthe
sample are measured. Attheend ofthe
transfer area coefficient" (M1'AC) ofthe given toxin.Fluid
the
timethedialysisfluidisretainedby
dwell.
"dwell"
difference
in
the
being
removalis osmotically inducedby a
gluthe patient (approximately two-hundred forty minutes), all
cose concentration between the peritonealcavity and the
fluidis drained andthequantityoffluiddrained ismeasured.
bloodstream.Because glucose diffuses into the body, this
A blood
is then taken at mid-dwell(at about onedecreases
so
that
the
net
ultrafihiragradient
iranscapillary
30 hundred sample
The urea, creatinine and glucose
twenty
minutes).
tion rate is maximal at the beginning of the exchange,
the
blood
concentrations
in
ultrafilsampleare measured.
with
time.
Transcapillary
decreasing exponentially
the
same
solution
is
the
solute
concentration
in the overnight exchange
tration duringexchanges using
From
dialysis
and thetime-zerosoluteconcentration, theresidual volume
dependent uponthe MTACs of the various solutes and the
is determined as
x C(J(C0N—Co). The "masstransfer
overall hydraulicconductivity (LPA) and lymphatic absorption rate (Q1).
area coefficient" (MTAC) is determined as the slope of the
A significant cause of patient dropout from peritoneal
regressionofln(l—C0/C)versus time, timesthenegativeof
the average interperitoneal volume. Thesubscript"D"refers
has
shown
that
an
is
dialysis inadequatedialysis. Experience
to thedialysateconcentration whilethe subscript "F' refers
appropriate regimenon one patientmay not be sufficient for
to the plasma water concentration. On the basis of this
another. The reason for this is that each patient'speritoneal
calculatedMTAC. it can be determined whetherthepatient
membranehasauniquemasstransferarea coefficient affectis a high. high-average, low-average, or low transporter.
Patients
with
both
clearance
and
ultraftitration.
high
ing
From the overnight exchangevolume and the PET drain
transportrates need short, frequent exchanges because of
volume, and the MTAC for glucose, the hydraulicconductheir tendency to reach equilibration much faster. Thus,
tivity and loss coefficient QL of the membranecan be
nightly peritoneal dialysis usually can accomplish the
determined.From these parameters, ultrafiltration can then
neededdialysisforthese types ofpatients.Alternatively, in
be predicted in a variety of therapies. Given these
be
some cases, daytime ambulatoryperitonealdialysismay
determinations, recommendations can then be made about
used.
the type of therapya patient should receive as well as the
Patients with high-average transport rates typically do
well on standard-dose peritonealdialysisin which7.5 to9.0 50 therapy prescription, i.e., number of exchanges, volume of
each exchange,etc. Estimations of the total weeklycreatiliters of dialysis solution is used per twenty-four hour
nine clearancecan alsothen be obtained.
rates
can
be
Patients
with
period.
low-averagetransport
As canbeappreciatedfrom the PET, the methodinvolved
maintainedon standardperitoneal dialysisifthey havesome
cumbersome manual manipulation of relatively large volresidual renal function. Larger sized patients having this
unies of fluid. In addition, invasioninto the body to obtain
type ofmembranepermeabilitymay require a higher dose
bloodsamplesisalsorequired,allofwhichtake timeand are
with
lowperitoneal dialysis regimen. Finally, patients
resource intensive. In accordance with the invention, the
transportratesmaytypicallydevelopsigns and symptoms of
PET is automated through the use of an existing sensor
inadequate dialysis if maintained on standard peritoneal
systemas disclosedin thepreviously referencedco-pending
dialysis. As a result, a variationon the treatmentemploying
itself
be
or
may
applicationto result in a highly efficient and reproducible
high-doseperitoneal dialysis hemodialysis
methodand apparatus for conductingperitonealequilibrarequired.
tion tests for the purposes of determining appropriate
it
has
become
common
to
meaSince 1983,
systemically
therapyfor a patient.
sure peritonealtransfer rates of urea. creatinine. glucose,

V1,,

L

protein, potassium and sodium as well as drained and
residual volumes. This is done in what is known as the
peritonealequilibration testwhich has beenperformed over
a four-hour dwell exchange.typically with 2 liters (L) of

65

SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION

In accordance with one aspectof the invention,amethod

ofautomatically conductingaperitonealequilibration testis
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provided. The method includes the step of removing a
sample ofpreviouslyinfused overnight dwell fluid from a
patientinan amountsufficient todeterminethe amountofa
metabolitetherein.The amountofmetabolitein the sample
is detected. The overnight dwell fluidis then drainedfrom
the patient and the weight of the drained overnight dwell
fluidis determined. Thereaftera knownweightofdialysate
fluidofaknownconcentration ofglucoseisinstilledinto the
patientSamples arethen periodicallydrawnfrom the dialysate fluid and the concentration of the metabolitein each
sampleis determined. The ratio of the metaboliteconcentration of the sample from the overnight dwell fluid to
metaboliteconcentration for each oftheperiodicallydrawn
samples of the dialysate fluidis determined, The patient is
thereafter drained of the instilled dialysate fluid after a
predetermined dwell time and the volume of the drained
dialysateis also determined. The mass transfer area coeffi-

4
FIG. 5 is a graph showingthe correlationof projected
plasma water urea nitrogen concentration to actualplasma
water urea nitrogen concentrations with ninety and twohundredforty minutes of data;
FIG. 6 is a graph showingthe correlation of projected
plasma water creatinine concentrations to actual plasma
water creatinine concentrations with ninety and twohundredforty minutes of data; and
FIG. 7 is agraph of the dialysate urea concentration as a
function oftimeduringatypicaltestexchange (left "y" axis)
and the natural log of one minus the dialysateurea concentrationdivided by theplasma/water concentration (right"y"
axis).
15

DETAILED DISCUSSION

One device for conducting themethodin accordance with
the inventionis generallyillustratedin FIG. 1 as reference
dent of the patient's peritoneal membrane can then be
numeral 10. The device 10 is essentially a module which
determined as a functionofthe known volume of dialysate
infused, knownvolumeof draineddialysateand the deter- 20 directs or redirects a number of different flows through
control of clamps 14 on tubing 16, 18 and 20 between a
minedratios of each of the periodicallydrawn samples.
In another aspect.theinventionis directed toan apparatus
patient,afresh dialysate source or bag 26 and drain dialysis
for automatically conductingperitonealequilibration tests. A
bag 28 as well as througha filter and sample port24 which
leads to a sensor for detecting components in samples. The
deviceisprovidedfor removinga sample ofovernight dwell
fluidfrom apatient for determiningthe amount ofmetabo- 25 system is controlled through an input device such as a
lite inthe sample.Adetectorservesto detectthe amountof
keypad12 and is programmedin a conventional mannerto
direct the variousflows. A connector 22 servesto connect
metabolitein the sample.There is also provideda devicefor
the various flows to and from a patient for conductingthe
all
dwell
fluid
from
the
and
for
draining
overnight
patient
methodin accordance with the invention.
instilling a known weight of dialysate fluid of known
concentration
into
FIG. 2 showsmore clearly a connecting arrangement of
the
A
scale
serves
to
glucose
patient.
the type preferredfor usein accordance withthe invention,
weigh the overnight dwell fluid drained from the patient.
The deviceforremovinga sampleof overnight dwellfluid
showingthevariouselements illustratedinFIG. 1 ingreater
is also adapted for periodicallydrawingsamples ofinstilled detail and showingat the end of tubing 16 which connects
to a fresh dialysate bag a dialysate bag connector 16a. It is
dialysate fluid. The detector for detecting the amount of
metabolite in the sample from the overnight dwell also
noted that in conductinga method of the invention,it is
serves to detectthe amount of metabolite in each periodiimportantto weighthevariousvolumesflowedinto and out
ofthe patient.Tothis end, while no scaleis shownrelative
caily drawnsample. Ameasuring deviceservesto determine
to fresh dialysate bag 26, in FIG. 2 the drain bag 28 is
the volume ofthe instilled dialysate after withdrawalfrom
the patient after a predetermined dwell time. A calculating
connected to a scale30 (FIG. 1)which serves to weigh the
device then serves to determine the mass transfer area
withdrawn fluid from a patient. Thus, the use of these
coefficient of the patient's peritonealmembraneas a funcvarious elements in conducting the method will become
tion of the determined volume of the dialysateinfused, the
better appreciated from the discussion which follows.
known volume ofthe draineddialysate and theratios ofthe
In FIG. 3 there is shown a block diagrammore clearly
determined metabolitein the sample ofovernightdwellfluid
illustratinghow the device for conducting the automatic
to the determined metabolitein the drawn samplefor each peritoneal equilibration test 10 is connected through a
periodically drawnsample.
sampleline 31, which connects to filter and sampleport24
to afluid sensor 32 (FIG.3) more clearlyifiustrated in FIG.
BRIEF DESCRIFFIONOFTHE DRAWINGS
4. Output from the fluid sensor 32 in terms of signals is
Having generallydescribed the invention,the same will
toa fluid signal analyzer36which then calculates
become betterunderstoodfrom the followingdetaileddis- so provided
and providesto thecliniciantheappropriatevalues obtained
cussion presented herein with reference to the appended
from conductingthe automated peritonealequilibration test.
drawingswherein:
Fluid signalanalyzercan bepartofmodule10 ofFIG. 1 as
FIG. 1 is a schematic illustrationof one embodiment of
part ofthe hardwareand programming thereof.In operation
thedevicefor conducting automatedperitonealequilibration
the sensor 32issimilartothesensordisclosedin co-pending
testing in accordance with the invention;
application Ser. No. 07/959,922, except that instead of
FIG. 2 is an enlarged view ofthe connecting arrangement
detectingcomponents inadialysateflow fromhemodialysis
employed in accordance with the inventionto connect a
machine after exchange of metabolite with blood in the
patient to the device for conducting automatic testing in
hemodialysis machine, the components are detected from
accordance withtheinventionand for connectingthepatient
samplestaken from the peritoneal cavity of a patient by a
to a fresh infusionof dialysate;
sensor/system 33 as generallyshownin FIG. 4.
FIG. 3 is a block diagramshowing the connection from
The sensor 32 is minimally aureasensor. In the preferred
the devicefor conducting automatic peritonealtesting to a
embodiment, however,both ureaand creatinine sensorswifi
fluid sensor and fluid signal analyzer for obtaining the
be includedin the device.There are various approaches to
results ofthe test;
urea and creatinine sensingand virtuallyany sensor can be
FIG. 4 is amore detailedview ofa typicalsensor system 65 used for this purpose. The invention, therefore, is not
of the type employed in the invention to conduct the
specific toany particular type ofsensor. However, urea and
peritonealequilibration testing;
creatinine are significant, identifiable metabolites whichcan

s
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At the beginningof the test with a patient, and periodibeusedas markersoftoxin removal. Otherconstituents are,
for example, uric acid, phosphate. calcium, sodium.
cally as desired, both a low-reference and ahigh-reference
standardarerunonthe system33to calibrate the system33.
potassium.glucose. and beta 2microglobulin, amongothers.
To
calibrate the system33 with the low standard, the valve
In use in the invention,the system33 is connected to a
48 remains closed and a valve 88 is opened to allow the
line
31
and
includes
the
urea
sensor
samplethroughsample
pump 74 todrawin the low-standard fluidfrom a source 84
32 describedpreviously.
through a line 86. The urea sensor 32 measures the low
In operation.the system 33can sampledialysate from the
standard, whichis compared to anexpectedrangeofvalues
to ensurethat the ureasensor 32 is calibratedcorrectly. The
peritonealcavitybyhavingclamps14 shut bothwithrespect
to the drainbag 28aswellas thefreshdialysate bag26(FIG. 10 low standardalso can be utilized to test the integrityofthe
1) and activating a self-occluding peristaltic orroller pump
system 33 duringtesting.
44 (FIG. 4). The system 33 taps into the sample line 31
A similar operationis performed with a high-reference
through ajunction40 of sampleport 38 connected to filter
standard. To run a high-standard test, all the valves are
and port24 (FIG. 1) throughline 31 which is itselfcoupled
closed, exceptfor ahigh-standardvalve 94. The open valve
to sampling line42 (FIGS.3and 4). The line 42 is coupled 15 94 allowsthepump74to drawahigh-standardfluidfrom a
to a junction 46 into a normally closed valve 48. The
source 90 through a line 92. The high-standard fluid is
junction 46 is also coupled to a line 50 which includes a
measured in the urea sensor32 andcompared to anexpected
storage coil 52. The storage coil 52 is first filledwith the
range of values to ensure that the urea sensor is also
dialysate sample. with excess dialysate effluent, if any,
operatingcorrectly at the high-standard range.
continuingthroughline 50to separator 58. The separator 58 20 At the endofthelow-standard cycletesting,the system 33
includes an air gap which preventsa backup of dialysate
closesthevalves 48,88and 94and opensan airvalve 98 for
sample effluent and alsopreventsan electricalshortthrough
aperiod oftime which allowsthe secondpump 80to draw
line 56.
airinto aline 96throughthevalve98, theurea sensor 32 and
Once storage coil 52 is filed, the pump 44 is stopped,
outthedischarge line56. The airsegmentbetweeneachfluid
which closes the line 42 from thejunction38. The valve 48 25 segmenthelpsensurethat the urea sensor32and thelines62
isthen openedallowingthe sample dialysate toflowthrough
and 72 are clean and empty of any substantial mount of
the valve 48 into a line 62 and then to and past the urea
residualfluid.
sensor 32. The sample dialysate is caused to flow by a
In accordance with themethodofthe invention,a patient
samplepump 74, which is coupledbetween the urea sensor
is instructed not to perform a peritoneal exchangepast
32 and the discharge separator58 by a line 72.
midnightthe day before being tested so that at least eight
Before the sample dialysateis pumpedthrough the urea
hours elapseprior to the automated peritoneal equilibration
sensor 32. a reference fluidfrom asource76is pumpedinto
test. The patientis also instructed to collect their urine for
the urea sensor 32 througha line 78 and second pump 80
twenty-fourhours, iftheyhaveany,and all oftheirdialysate.
through line 82. The second pump 80 preferably can be a
When the testis to be conducted, several patientinputs. as
second roller head on the pump 74, but could also be a
listed below, are requested by the device 10 which can be
second pump coupled to operate at the same time as the
input through the keyboard 12. The inputs are as follows:
pump 74.
As shownin more detail in U.S. Pat. No.4,686.479,the
ABBREVIATION
INPUT
ureasensor32 can bethetypewhichincludes an airdetector
66 todetermineifthe sampledialysateis present intheurea 40
H
a.
Height.
w
sensor 32. The sensor 32 employs an electrode 68 with a
b. . weight.
S
c.
Sex.
membrane(not illustrated) which is specffic to ammonium.
d.
Name&LD.#.
The electrode 68 senses "diatysate urea nitrogen" (DUN)
CGT
e.
% Dextrose for test.
which is comparedto a referenceelectrode70. The signal
f.
Amountoffluid to be
VT!
infused for test.
generatedbythesensor32thenis coupledtosignalanalyzer
CGN
% Dextrose for overnight
g.
36 (FIG. 3), which makes a number of calculations to
dwelL
the
results
of
the
test
as
will
peritoneal
equilibration
provide
VNI
h.
Amountoffluidinfused
be describedin more detail hereafter.
forovernightdweU.
Vii
i.
Urine volume over
Althoughnot shown, sensor 32 can have additionalsen24 teurs.
sors such as a creatimne sensorand aphosphate arrangedin 50
Number ofexchanges in
N,,
j.
series therewith.Alternatively, sensor 32 can itself be a
last 24 teurs.
creatinineorphosphate sensor insteadofa urea sensor.Thus,
Jr.
Sblumeinfused each exchange.
VL,
1blumedrainedeach exchange.
I.
VI),,
whilethe inventionis describedwithrespecttourea, as can
in.
Glucose concentration of
CG,,
be appreciated, it may be practiced by measuring other
exchange.
metabolites.The sensorsthemselves are preferably ion spe- ss
n.
Tune ofeach exchange.
T,,
ciflc sensorswhich have a high and low concentration
standard which is read by the sensor to generate a
As noted, the automatic peritonealequilibration testing
concentration-voltage curve. The unknownisthenmeasured
deviceincludesa keypad12 witha one-linedisplay so that
and its voltage isreadoff ofthis curve toyield its concenthe aboveinputs can be abbreviatedas noted.
tration. When more than one sensor is used, i.e., two, they
Prior to starting the test exchange and connecting the
areplacedinseries,andtheknownconcentration ofmetabolites are addedto the standardparticularto the respective
patient,theautomatic peritoneal equilibration testingdevice
sensor. Thus, inthe case oftwo sensors, there are only two
is allowed to sample some of the patient's urine through
filter and sampleport24 to the system 33. Asimilar amount
standards and all metabolites are measured simultaneously.
Alternative arrangements can involveparallel placementof 65 of dialysate from each of the bags collected during the
sensors, but thisrequiresreadingofmetabolites individually.
precedingtwenty-four hours is also collected. These yield
the values "CU" (the concentration of urea in the urine)and
and is not as efficient.

o
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"CDx" (theconcentration of urea in each exchange). From
representativesamplewashingout the dead space inthe line
this and input "i" which refers to the urine volume over
set and patient's catheter.
twenty-fourhours,the residual clearance can be calculated
CONis used as an estimate of the plasma/water concenas: KR=VUCJ(CON*1440)(CoNis determined as described
tration which is used subsequently in predicting the mass
hereafter and refers to ureaconcentration in a sample from s transfer area coefficient. It is conceivablethat CON maybe
the overnight dwell in a patient). In a similar fashion, the
in a range which is not easily measured, or some other
urea generation rate "g" can also be calculated as (VD,
difficulty mayinterfere with an accurate determination of
C0,)/1440(yieldinga valuein mg/mm.), as well as thetotal
CON(e.g., thepatient may be an extremelypoor transporter
clearance forthetwenty-fourhourperiod (V, CD,)/(COpJ
soCONis notfullyequilibratedwith the blood).Underthese
1000) yielding a value in liters.
circumstances an estimateofCONmay be determined from
io
After obtainingthe urea concentration in the urine, the
the transientdialysateconcentrations ("Di") as follows:
patient is then connected throughappropriatesterileproceUsing a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinearfitting method,
dures to the line set shownin FIG. 2.Apre-attachedempty
the function CDj=CJ+(P—C) I1—-e°] is fit
drain bag 28 is shown connected throughtubing 20 which
knowinga multiplicityof concentrations Cg at times
splitsinto two sets of tubes at a 'T" connection througha
"t".l'his is a two-parameter fit where
is taken to
small diametertube which is actuallythe filter and sample
be
the concentration CD at time "to" shortly after zero
port 24 which connectsto the device 10. Connector 22 is
time. Thus, only "y" and "P" are independentparamconnected to the patient and connector 16a is the spike
eters. "P" gives a reasonable approximation to the
connector for connection to a fresh dialysate bag 26. The
concentration. In FIG. 5, for eleven
plasma/water
filter of filter and sample port 24 is typically a 0.22 p or 20
patients, the correlation coefficient "r" was 0.922 for
0.471 sterilefilter which is changed for each patienttest.
ninety (90) minutes worth of data, and 0.986 for
The device 10 signals that draining from the patient
two-hundred forty (240) minutes worth ofdata. Since
shouldbegin and the nurse or clinician presses an appropri"P" is consistently below the true plasma/water
ate key on the keyboard12 to causethe drain bag clamp 14
concentration, a correction can be made so that:
connected to line 18 tobegin draining the patientby gravity 25
and presses a button on the keyboard 12 indicating that
Theeplasma/waterconce,Iralion=mP+b-C;
draining has started. After one minute the device10takes a
samplefromthe 'T"connectionshownin FIG.2asfilterand
where "in" and "b" are empiricallydetermined from a
sampleport 24. The ureaconcentration is measured in this
database of peritoneal equilibration test (PET) data
sample through the operation of the device, as described
which has been obtained from measurements conwith referenceto FIGS.3 and 4, to resultin a urea concenducted on randomly selected set of patients. As well
tration (CON) for the sample from the overnight dwell.
knowntothoseofordinaryskillin the art,ifthereisnot
an accuratecurve fit, the values "m" and "b" provide
Drainingcontinues for a period of twentyminutes or until
thepatientbeginstofeelit "pull."Abutton is pushedonthe
"correctionfactor" in a standardmanner as discussed
keyboard 12 of the device 10 indicatingthat draining has
hereafter.Forthe elevenpatientsinFIG. 5: m=0.62and
stopped. The drain time for the overnight dwell is then
b=9.5, when projecting from ninetyminutes worth of
calculated or determined by the device 10 and is identified
data, or m=0.98 and I4.4, when projecting with
as (TN). The amountofdrainfluid(VNO)istheweighedby
two-hundred forty minutes worth of data. It shouldbe
scale 30.
appreciatedthat more comprehensive data sets will
Infusion of fresh dialysate from fresh thalysate bag 26
provide similar but slightly different constants. CON
now beginsthrough line 16 and open clamp 14 corresponddeterminedin this way can provide a check on the
measured CON, or can be used in lieu of an actual
ing to line 16with clamp 14 corresponding toline 18 being
dosed. The nurse pushes a button operating the clamps 14
overnight concentration.
as described and another button on the keyboard 12 is
FIG. 6 shows a similar graph for creatinine. The "r"
pushed to indicatethe infusionhas started. After infusionis 45 values between the projectedandactualplasmawater values
are 0.80 using the 90 minutedata, and 0.97
finished,anotherbutton is pushed.Thisallowsthedevice10
the 240
to calculate the infusiontime (TI). Whilethe connections of minute data. Appropriate values for "in" andusing
"b" for creaHG. 2couldbeused alone witha separate inputmoduleand
tinineare 0.61 and 9.56,when using 90 minutes of data, or
manual opening and closingofclampsas illustratedinFIG.
1.0 and 4.4 when using 240 minutesof data. The resulting
2, and with weighingdone on an external scaleand values so projectedplasma water concentration can then be used in
lieu of CONin obtainingthe creatinine plasmawater conbeing entered manually by different keypads, in the preferredembodiment as showninFIG. 1. solenoidclamps14
centration as describedbelow.
areused to open and close linesto the drainbag 28 and fresh
In accordance with the values obtained, the residual
volume is then calculated as:
dialysate bag 26. Weighing is done preferablybyusing the
integratedscale 30 shown in FIG. 1.
55
Once the infusionis completed, this is taken to be the
RV= viic
(CON—CC)
"zero" or 'reference time." The device 10 then draws a
samplethrough its sampleportand filter24 into system33
andtheconcentration ofureainthis sample isdetermined by
If from this calculationRV is determined to be greater
system 33 and fluidsignalanalyzer36 ofmodule10as (C0). 60 than 0.333*VTIthen RV will be set at a value ofVA RId
which is typically260.
Samplesare then subsequently drawnat equallyspaced time
intervalsand the ureaconcentration is measured(CDI) until
Attheend ofthedwelltime, the
is drained into the
a preset dwell time is reached,typicallyabout ninetymin- drainbag 28whichisthenweighed.patient
The volumeofthe drain
utes. Each sampleincludingthe zero-time sample and the
bag is given as VTO.
overnightdwellsampleis ofa size oftypically20mloffluid 65 The mass transfer area coefficient for urea for the peritowhich is subsequently thrown away or discarded through
neal membrane is then calculated as follows:
waste line 56. This amountof fluidis requiredto obtain a
a. yln(l.O—C1fC0)x=t1 where i=0.n

C
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b. The slope and y interceptare determined by:
slope=

VD =

a

mtercept=

s_*sy -

w{

11

s=1 s,= z

=

x
=

i=1

10

r=1

3 xy,

a=

—

15

c. MTACU,=slope*VAv where VAv=(VTI+VTO)/2+RV
d. thefour hour CdCPis extrapolated from theMTAC as
Y24cFMTAC/VAV

* (240)+intercept so (CSC)2=-

(exp(Y2)—1.0)
The ratio is then displayed to the clinician. The patientis,
based on this ratio, classifiedas "high," "high-average."
"low-average" or "low" depending upon whetherthe twois greater than 1. between
hundredforty minute
1 and 12, between12 and l3 or less than 13. The messageis
then displayedto the clinician.Typical values obtained for
12 and 13 are respectively 0.911, 0.846 and 0.781. These
values represent the mean (C1JC)2 ratio (12), plus one
standarddeviation(1k) and minusone standarddeviation(13)
determined from across-section of CAPD patients. Whena
creatinine sensorisinstalledin the device,a process similar
to that described above is performed. The values for 11. 12
and 13 are then different, typically 0.75, 0.60 and 0.39,
respectively. From the mass transfer area coefficient for
urea,the mass transferarea coefficient for creatinine (when
acreatinine sensoris notincludedin thedevice)and glucose
can be respectively calculated from a molecular weight

(CdC)

20

25

l,

30
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as follows:

MTAC,W,.=MTAC

(60.06/113.l2)OJI3(6OO6)1
(113.12)"

i=1

Cij) (1 —eW)

+

}

e-QLIW

VI,=Infusionvolume plus residual volume in liters. One
value for each exchange.
VD=Drain volume plus residual volume in liters. One
value for each exchange.
CB=B1oOd concentration of urea, creatinine and glucose
in mniollliter. (Blood concentration of urea is the ON
dwellconcentration, blood concentration of creatinine
and/or glucose are user input and/or "standard." It is
assumed that for the most part, the patient's blood
concentration is constant. Standard creatinine and glucoseconcentrations can be taken to be 12.5 mg/dI. [It
is presumedthe bloodconcentrations are the same for
each exchange.]
CDX=Initial dialysate concentration in mmoluliter. (For
creatinine and urea these are zero.) Note that each
infusionmayhave a different glucose concentration.
t=Dwelltime for each exchange.
It should benotedthatthesum1=1 tomis overthe solutes
urea, creatinine and glucose. Thus, K uses the three-mass
transfer area concentration values for urea, creatinine and
glucosedeterminedearlier. The parameter y has values for
each of these three solutes close to 1.0.
Since the equation is nonlinear, the following routine is
usedto estimate the twoparameters. Thisprocedureuses the
infusion and drain volumes from each of the exchanges
during the twenty-fourhour collection period.The correct
will result in a minimum
pair of values of LPA and
difference betweenmeasured and calculated drain volume as
shown below in step "d":
a. Start with values of Q=0.1. With the drain volume,
timeperiod and concentration in the drainbag for each
exchange,calculate LpA for each exchange.
for the
b. Find the arithmetic average of the

Q

L'S

exchanges.

where

MTAC.,=MTAC

(601)61113.12)0333(60.06)2

where a1 and a2 are empirically determined constants
close to 0.5.
50
It can be appreciatedthat
and MTAC&i,,.,,e
can be determined from MTACU by formulae having a
variety of foci since the natureofthisrelationshipis primarilyempirical.Thosegivenhere areforillustrative purposes.
need not 55
Furthermore, it can be appreciated that
be explicitly calculated, but that since intercept,—1, a
relationship can bedevisedbetween slope,,
and slopegj,.,. Therefore, using theMTAC,or simplythe
slope value for creatinine and glucose. then the (C1JC)2.
ratios for creatinine and glucose can be determined as 60
determined abovefor urea. These ratios are then displayed
to the clinician.Thereafteran ultrafiltration calculation is
conducted.. In order to estimate typical fluidremovalfrom
thepatient,twoparameters knownas thehydraulicconducare calculatedfrom the data enteredfor 65
tivity LPA and
the twenty-fourhour collection period using the following

Q,

equations:

—

K,MTACr1.5QL

fl

then

relationship

m

where

where

S=

1 + 1.5LPA

c. Usingthe averageLPA and assumed QL. calculatethe
drain volumefor each exchange.
d. Calculatethe minimization functionas

I

M= lVt.,,,,,,.j-

Q

Q

until
e. Repeat "a" through"d" incrementing
by
QL=3.0and the minimum"M"is obtained.
f. Ifthe value ofLPA corresponding to theminimum"M"
is negativeor zero,then setQL=l.5andrecalculateLPA
using only the exchanges of short duration (less then
six hours) and indicate to the user that LPA may be
inaccurate.

While the invention has been described with specific
emphasison ureaand asecondemphasison creatinine asthe
metabolites measured, it will be appreciated that measurement ofa numberofdifferent metabolites. withappropriate
adjustmentof the calculations in a manner which will be
apparenttothose of ordinaryskill in the art, can be usedto
practicethe invention. For instance, aglucosesensor can be
usedin additionto theurea and creatinine sensor toconduct
a dual analysisof each dialysate sample.

5.670.057
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Having thus describedthe inventionin detail, the same
will become better understood from the appended claims
whichdefinethe inventionin a non-limiting manner.
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6. Amethodas in daim 1 whereinsaidratios of concentrationof metabolite in the overnight sample to concentration for any periodically drawn sampleof dialysate fluid is
What is claimedis:
usedto
theratio at giventimebasedonthe slope
1, A method of automatically conducting peritoneal 5 ofin project versus any
whichisassumedtobea straight
(l—Cj,/CON)
equilibration tests, comprising:
line, where is the time at which any sampleis withdrawn.
removinga sampleofovernight dwellfluidthrough aline
is the concentration ofmetabolitefor any periodically
from a patientin an amountsufficient to determinethe
drawn sampleof dialysate fluid, so that said ratio at time t
concentration of a metabolitetherein, said line being
is —(exp (f
wheref
is an

C

connected to controlmeans for controlling removalof
said sample;
detecting the concentration of at least one metabolitein
said sample of overnight dwell fluid with detecting
means for detecting said concentration, said detecting
means beingconnected tosaidline and associatedwith
said controlmeans;
draining all overnight dwell fluidfrom a patient through
said line under control of saidcontrolmeans to result
in adrainedovernight dwellfluid, and determining the
weight of said drained overnight dwell fluid with
weight means for weighing,associatedwith said control means;
instillinga knownweight ofdialysatefluidinto a patient
through said line undercontrol of said controlmeans;
periodically drawing samples of said dialysate fluid,
under controlof said control means, to result in periodically drawn samples of dialysate fluid, and determiningtheconcentration ofthe metabolite in each one
of said periodicallydrawn samplesof dialysatefluid,
with said detectingmeans;
determining the ratio of said metabolite concentration

(slope,)t+intercept)—l.O),

10 empirically derived functionof said slope.

[l-''],

C,

C

(slope)

7. A method as in claim 6 wherein said metabolite

measured is urea or creatinine.

8. Amethodas in claim 1 whereinthe mass transferarea

coefficient calculated is compared to a setofstandard values
15

todeterminethedegreeoftransportof a patient'speritoneal
membrane.

20

25

9. A method as in claim 1 wherein said plasma water
concentration is CON determined from said periodically
drawn samples ofdialysate fluidbyperformingacurvefitto

ie], C

a one minus exponential function of the form C+(P—
where
is a first plasma water conCD)[
centration ata time "t,3". "t" is the timeatwhichrespective
periodicallydrawn samples are drawn, "P" is a number
empirically correlated to the plasma water concentration,
and
is an independent parameter determined from a
nonlinearleast squares fitting method, so that C0,,=mP'i-b,
where "m" and "b" are determined from a database of

'"

peritonealequilibration test (PEF) data.
10. An apparatus for automatically conducting peritoneal
30

detected for each one of said periodically drawn
samples of dialysate fluid to the metaboliteconcentration detectedofsaid sampleofovernight dwell fluidor
other estimate of plasma water concentration, said
determination being done by said controlmeans;
drainingthepatientofsaidinstilleddialysate fluidafter a
predetermined dwell time undercontrolof saidcontrol
means, and determining the volume of said drained
dialysatefluid; and
4o
determining the mass transfer area coefficient of the
patient's peritonealmembrane as a function of said
known volume of dialysatefluid infused, known volume ofdrained dialysate fluidand the determined ratios
of said metabolite concentration for each of said pen- 45
odically drawn samples of dialysate fluid, to the
metaboliteconcentration of said sample of overnight
dwell fluidor other estimate of plasma water concentration.
2. A method as in claim 1 wherein said plasma water so
concentration is
determined from said periodically
drawn samplesofdialysate fluidbyperformingacurvefitto
aone minusexponential functionofthe form
+(P—C,,,,)
where
is a first plasmawater concentration
at a time"ta","t"isthetimeatwhichrespective periodically 55
drawn samples are drawn, "P" is a number empirically
correlatedto theplasma water concentration, and 'by" is an
of a Levenberg-Marguardt nonlinear
independent
parameter
fittingmethod, so that CON=mP+b.where "m" and "b" are
determined from a databaseofperitonealequilibration test 60
(PET) data.
3. A method as in claim 2 wherein said metabolite
measured furthercomprises one ofcreatinine andphosphate.
4. A methodas in claim 3 further comprising measuring
a pluralityof different metabolites.
65
5. A method as in claim 1 wherein said metabolite
measuredis urea or creatinine.

C,

t

t

equilibration tests, comprising:
means for removing a sample

of overnight dwell fluid
from apatientfor determiningthe amount ofametabolite in said sample;
means for detecting the concentration of metabolitein
said sample;
means for draining all overnight dwellfluidfromapatient
and for instillingaknownweightofdialysatefluidinto
said patient;
means for weighingsaid overnight dwell fluid drained
from said patient;
said means for removinga sampleofovernight dwellfluid
being also for periodicallydrawingsamples ofinstilled
dialysatefluid and said means for detecting being for
detectingtheamountofmetabolitein each periodically
drawn sample;
means fordetermining the volume of saidinstilleddialysate after withdrawal from said patient after a predetermineddwelltime; and
calculating means for determining the masstransfer area
coefficient of the patient's peritonealmembraneas a
functionofthedetermined volumeofdialysate infused,
knownvolumeof drained dialysateand theratiosofthe
determined metabolite for each periodically drawn
sampleto the determined metabolitein the sample of
overnightdwell fluid or other estimate of the plasma
water concentration.
11. An apparatus as in claim10 furthercomprisingmeans
for determining the plasma water concentration from periodically drawn samplesof dialysatefluid by performinga
curve fit to a one minus exponentialfunction of the form
where
is a firstplasmawater
CD0+(P-C) I
concentration attime "t,". "t"isthetimeatwhichrespective
periodically drawn samples are drawn. "P" is a number
empiricallycorrelatedto the plasma water concentration,
and "'f' is an independent parameter of a LevenbergMarguardt nonlinearfittingmethod,for havingCON=mP-t-b,

l-&"1,

C
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"in" and "b" are determined from a database of

peritonealequilibration test (PET) data.
12.An apparatus asin claim 11 furthercomprising means
for measuringat least one of creatinine and phosphate.
13. An apparatus as in claim 12 whereinsaid means for
measuring furthercomprises means for measuring aplural-

ity of different metabolites.
14. An apparatus as in claim 10 wherein said means for
detecting is for detecting the concentration of urea or

17. An apparatus as in claim 10 further comprising
comparing means for comparing the mass transfer area
coefficient calculatedto a set of stored standard values to
determine the degree of area and permeabilityofapatient's
pentoneal membrane.
18.Anapparatusas in claim 10 furthercomprising means
for determining the plasmawater concentration from peri-

odically drawn samples of dialysatefluid by performing a
creatinine.
10 curve fit to a one minus exponential function of the form
15.An apparatus as in claim 10 furthercomprising means
Cm,+(PCm,) [l.et0)l, whereCm,is a firstplasmawater
for projecting the ratio ofconcentration ofmetabolite inthe
concentration at time"t0". "t"isthetimeatwhichrespective
overnight sampletoconcentration ofany periodically drawn
at
time
based
on
a
calculation
of
in
periodicallydrawn samples are drawn. "P" is a number
sample any
(i—CD/CON)
versus t. whichis assumed to be a straightline, where is 15 empiricallycorrelatedto the plasma water concentration,
the time at which any sample is withdrawn,
is the and "y" is an independent parameterdeterminedfrom a
concentration of any referenced sample withdrawn at difnonlinearleast squares fittingmethod, so that C01=mP+b,
ferent times and CON is the overnight dwell sample
where "m" and "b" are determined from a database of
concentration.
16. An apparatus as in claim 15 wherein said means for 20 peritonealequilibration test (PET)data.
detecting is for detecting the concentration of urea or
* * * * *
creatinine.

C,

t
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1

METHODAND COMPOSITIONSFOR
TREATING RECIRCULATINGWATER
SYSTEMS

HOC1+H2O-*O2(Ag)+H-*Cr+H2o

Based on the preceding information,it wouldappearthat a
combination ofthese typesofcompounds wouldbe imnpractical.

This applicationis a division of application Ser. No.
081243,236,filed May 16. 1994, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,478,
482.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
This inventionrelates to methodsand compositions for
the treatmentofrecirculating water systems such as cooling
towers, evaporative condensers, air washers, swimming
pools,hottubs and spas.The invention particularlyrelatesto
controlling microbial growth,particularly algae and fungi
growth.

10

15

The separateadditionof chlorinecompounds and a peroxy compound asoxidizingagents is taughtin U.S.Pat. No.
3,702,298 issuedNovember1972to F J. Zsoldosetal. This
patent teachesthe additionofperoxycompounds to swimming pool water containingmultivalentmetals such as Ag
and Cu toraise thevalence ofthemetalsto alevel at which
themetalsprovideanoxidizingaction. Chlorinemayalsobe
presentas disinfectantin the watersystem.However, it has
not been suggested thatchlorinesourcematerialsbe physically combined withtheperoxycompounds in the same dry
composition.

BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION
In U.S. Pat. No.4,780.216,issuedOct. 25. 1988 to John
A.
Wojtowicz. there are disclosed calcium hypochlorite
Swimming pools.hot tubsandspas.as well asotherwater
sanitizing
compositions consisting essentiallyof a mixture
are
to
contamination
from
microbes,
e.g.,
systems.
subject
of
calcium
hypochlorite and a peroxydisulfate compound.
algae and fungus.causing unwanted discoloration and tur- 20
are indicated to be useful in sanitizing
The
compositions
in
the
water
that
will
grow
bidity
system.Typicalorganisms
waterwhilehelping to minimize theincreaseinthepHofthe
in the water in such systems include Chiorococcum.
Chioretla, Cledaphora. Microcystis. Oscilratoris, Spirosyra.
Olaothrisx. Vanetteria, and Aspergilles flavus. The prevention or inhibition of growth of these microorganisms in 25
water systems has been a problem.
It is customary to treat water systems with one or more
sanitizers and/or sanitizer/oxidizer combinations to control
the growth of microorganisms. The sanitizers most commonly used to control the growth of microorganisms are 30
chemicals thatgeneratehypochlorite orhypobromite species
when dissolved in water. There are many hypochiorite
generating chemicals, with the more commonones being
chlorine gas, alkali metal hypochlorites such as sodium
hypochlorite, alkaline earth metal hypochiorites such as
calciumhypochloriteand lithiumhypochiorite. halogenated
hydantoins and chlorinated isocyanuric acid derivatives
such as sodiumor potassiumdichloro-s-triazinetrione.
Although the foregoing halogen species are excellent
water treatment agents, it can be difficult to maintain an
efficient level of the halogens to control the growth of the
microorganisms. Thisisespeciallytrue for brominesystems
and unstabilizedchlorinesystems. Thus, itis necessary with
these systems to continuously replace the lost halogens.
With this type of treatmentprogram. there frequently are
periods of unnecessarily high halogen levels which are
wastefulof the chemicals,and of low to no halogenlevels
which invitethe growthofmicroorganisms.

Hydrogen peroxide and other inorganic peroxygen

compounds. in particular persulfates and persulfuric acids
and their salts, are known to be active oxygen containing
compounds which are also used for oxidation of water
systems. However,hypochlorite compounds and activeoxygencompounds generallyare notusedtogethertotreatwater
systems. In fact, the manufacturers of both chlorine compounds and peroxygencompounds. as well as other literature sources, have recommended against the blending of
these compounds due to their chemical incompatibilities
whichmaylead to explosions or fire.
Also, the Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology(KirkOthmer), volume17, page 1,reportsthathydrolysis toH202
followedby the disproportionation of H202is the mainpath
for decomposition of inorganic peroxide, e.g..
K2S2O+2 H2O—2 KHSO4+H202

Inorganic peroxidesneutralize chlorinein waterby acting as
dechiorinating agents:

water.

In U.S.Pat. No. 4,594.091,issuedJun. 10, 1986to John

W. Girvan,a methodof controlling algal and fungal growth
using sodium tetraborate or potassium tetraborate in water
systems isdisclosed. The Girvan patentteachesa method of
addingfrom 10 to 500ppmboronto water systems. Girvan
teaches the separate additionof the boronmaterial, particularly sodiumtetraborate, toa water system, whichmay also
includea sanitizer. The results achieved with this approach
vary greatly from one swimming pool to the next.
The use of calcium hypochlorite mixed with watersoluble,hydratedinorganicsalts to provide a composition
which is resistant to exothermic. self-propagating decomposition is disclosedin U.S. Pat. No. 3,793.216,issued to
Dychdala et al. on Feb. 19, 1974. The inorganic salts are
selected from various hydrated alkali metal and alkaline
earth metal phosphates, silicates. borates. carbonates and
sulfates.
It hasalso been knownin the prior art to combine boric
acid and lrichloro-s-triazinelrione. l'his combination has
been described by industry practice for the purpose of
increasing solubility and reducing overall raw material
costs.
The presentinventionis surprising in its divergence from
teachingsof the prior art. For example, the prior art has
included indications that boron materials would not be
efficacious at the levels utilizedherein. See. e.g.. Marshall
of Infectious Diseases, vol.61, p. 42
50 and Hrenoff, Journal
(1937).
The prior art systems for the treatment of water for
controlling growth of antimicrobials have generally had
difficulties with providingconsistently dependable results.
Theoreticalapproaches have had shortcomings in practice
because of the need for careful attentionto water chemistries. The best of systems are inadequateif they are too
difficult to be used in practice. The present system and
compositions address this problemby providinga simple.
reliable and consistentsystem for the treatment of water
systems.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
65

Briefly describing one aspect of the present invention,
thereis providedasystemforthe treatment ofwatersystems
to controlmicrobialgrowth.The system includesthe addition of boron to the level of at least about 20 ppm in the
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asolidform component to continually add both

water, use of

4
thepHof the water systems, e.g., neutralpH in the range
6—8,the boron will be presentin the water primarilyin the

halogen and boronto the water to helpmaintainthe desired
levels of both of these components in the water, and the
form of iriborate [B303(OH)4]-1and tetraborate [B4O5
periodic additionof a clarification treatmentwhich comThe boron source composition is added
(OH)41-2
bines a chlorinecompound. a non-halogen, oxidizingcom- 5 initially topolyions.
the watersystem.forexampleatthebeginningof
poundand a boronsourcematerial. The systemprovidesan
apool season,to bringtheboronlevel toatleast 20ppm(by
effective, reliable approach to the treatment of water. In
The term boron leveL as used herein, refers to
weight).
addition, the presentinventionincludes an erodible, boronmeasurement in terms of elementalboron. The preferred
containing, compressed sanitizer/algicide componentand an
boron level in the treated water ranges from about 20 to
oxidizing clarifier.
higherranges will work.The most
Itis an objectofthe presentinventiontoprovideamethod 10 about 50ppm, although
is
20—26
preferred
range
ppm.
and compositions for treating water in recirculating water
The
boron
source
material
to
achieve
may be any suitable compound
water
more
consissystems
improved
quality
ormixture. For example, this materialmay be selected from
tently.
Afurther objectofthe presentinvention is to providefor 15 the group consisting of boric acid, boric oxide (anhydrous
boric acid), and compounds having the formula MnBxOy.
the treatment ofwater in swimmingpools,hot tubs and spas
ZH2O, in whichM=any alkali earth or metal/non-metallic
which allows for quicker swimmerreentry in accordance
cation including but not limited to sodium, potassium.
with currentregulatory guidelines.
calcium, magnesiumand ammonium, n=1 to3,x=anywhole
It is another object of the present invention to provide
chemicals useful for water treatment which are safer to 20 numberfrom 2 to 10, y=3x/2+l, and z=0 to 14. The boron
compounds include, for example, dlisodium tetraborate
transportand use, and which have reduced decomposition
decahydrate, disodium tetraborate pentahydrate, disodium
and packagingdeterioration.
tetraboratetetrahydrate, disodium octaborate tetrahydrate,
Further objects and advantagesof the presentinvention
sodium pentaborate pentahydrate. sodium metaborate
will be apparent from the following descriptions and
tetrahydrate. sodiummetaboratebihydrate,dipotassium tetexamples.
25 raborate
tetrahydrate, potassium pentaborate tetrahydrate,
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
diammonium tetraborate tetrahydrate, and ammonium pentaboratetetrahydrate.
EMBODIMENT
It is generallydesirableto maintaina neutralpH in the
The presentinvention provides a comprehensivesystem
for the treatment of recirculating water systems utilizing 30 watersystemstreatedbythepresentinvention.Forexample,
specific compositions which provideimprovedefficacy and
swimmingpools are preferablymaintainedin the range of
pH 7—8.Atthis pH, theboron will appearas polyborate and
reliabilityfor the controlofalgaeand other microorganisms.
tetraborate polyions. The addition of certain species of
The compositions include (1) an initial boron contributor,
(2) a solid-form, compressed halogen/boron sanitizer/ boron, such as tetraborate,will raise the pH ofa neutral pH
system. For example, the additionof sodium tetraborate
algicideproduct, and (3) an oxidizingclarifiercomprising a
sufficienttoadd 20ppmofborontothewater,about1 pound
chlorine compound. a non-halogenoxidizer, and a boron
source. This system has beenshownto consistently provide
per 1000galwater,will typicallyraise aneutralpHto about
9.0—9.5. Ifa pH-raisingboron source materialis used, it is
significantly improved results overprior approaches. These
then requiredto add a compatible acid, for examplesodium
resultshave beenachieveddespiteteachingsinthe prior art
bisulfate or muriatic acid, to adjust the pH back to the
which have suggested away from the presentinvention.
desiredrange.
The present invention provides a system and compositions for the treatmentof a variety of recirculating water
In thealternative, apH neutral composition includingthe
boron sourcematerialmaybe used. In particular, boric acid
systems. For example, the invention is useful for the treatment of cooling towers, evaporative condensers, air maybeused incombination withanotherboron source, such
as the pH-raising boratespreviouslydescribed. Apreferred
washers,swimming pools, hot tubs and spas. The system
and compositions are readily adapted for use in these and
composition isacombination ofboricacid andatetraborate,
other environments.
particularly sodium tetraborate. In this embodiment, the
Noparticular mechanisms ofaction for the compositions
composition preferablycomprises 50—100 parts boric acid
and methodsofthe presentinventionare claimed. However,
and 0—50 parts tetraborate, most preferably90 parts boric
it has been observed that the present invention provides 50 acid and 10parts tetraborate, partsbeing by weight.Sodium
tetraborate (5 mol)isthepreferredcompoundinthis regard.
enhanced water quality on a more consistentbasis. One
explanation for this is a synergistic effect of the boron
The secondcomponentis a solidform material,hereafter
materials in the water in combination with, for example,
referred to as the "compressed sanitizer/algicide
adjunct clarifying materials.A second explanationis the
component", which includes bothahalogen-source compositionand a boron-source composition. These materials are
operation of the oxidizing clarifier to remove organic
blended and formed into a tablet, puck, stick or other solid
impurities, thereby enabling improvedcontrol of microorform that is conveniently erodedinto the systemwater in
ganisms by the primary, halogen-containing compressed
sanitizer/algicide component
conventionalfashion, such as by usein a skimmerbasket or
The present system includes the use of a boron source
floater. l'his compressed sanitizer/algicide component conmaterialfor establishinginitial boron levels in the treated
tinuallyadds bothhalogen and boron into the water, which
water, This is complemented by the subsequent, sustained
assistsin keepingthelevelofbothcomponents atthe desired
additionof a combination of halogen-source materialand
ranges.
boron-sourcematerial, Finally, a third composition,added
The halogen-source componentmay be selected from any
periodicallyduring the period of treatment, enhances the
compatiblehalogenmaterialuseful in solid form.The halooperation of the overallsystem.
65 gen is selected from either chlorineor bromine,and may
The novel method utilizes a boron source composition
comprise any solid-formmaterialwhich provides the halocomprising a source of solubilized boron for the water. At
gen in the form of hypohaiite ions, i.e. hypochlorite or
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hypobromiteions, or as hypohalousacid. For example, the
halogen-source component may include various chlorine
compounds including calcium hypochiorite, lithium
hypochiorite. sodium dichloro-s-triazinetrione, potassium
dischloro-s-triazinetrioneand trichloro-s-triazinetrione. 5
Suitablebromine compounds include brominatedhydantoins and brominatedglycoluril.
The boron-source composition is included to provide
unproved characteristics for the tablet and to assist in
maintainingthe boron level in the water at a desired leveL 10
The boron materialhas been found to enhancethe tablet
componentin severalrespects.The tabletsformulated with
theboron sourcematerialhavereducedoff-gassing of chlorine gas. Consequently. the product has less packaging
deterioration and reduced levels of noxious chlorineodor. 15
Also, the boronmaterialis preferablypresentin an amount
toprovidea significant supplementtothe boronin thewater.
The boronmaterialmaybe selected from any oftheboron
source compositions previouslyidentified.That is, theboron
source material is selected from the group consisting of 20
boric acid, boric oxide, and compounds havingthe formula
M,,BO.ZH2O. in whichM, n, x, y and Z are as previously

6
The present invention also contemplates the use of an
oxidizing clarifier whichprovides greatly enhancedremoval
of organic impurities. The clarifiercomponentcomprises a
uniquecomposition includinga chlorine sourcematerial, a
non-halogen, oxygen donor and a boron sourcecompound.
Thiscombination is usefulin itself as aclarifier, aside from
the system of the present invention.In addition,when used
inthe overall system describedherein,the clarifierprovides
asupplement forthe halogenand boronlevelsalready inthe
water. When used in the overallsystem,the oxidationand
clarification properties by the clarifier component enhance
the controlof microorganisms by the compressedsantizer/
algicidecomponent. Thisthird composition also constitutes
a surprisingly safe combination of these materials for use.
For the clarifiercomponent, the chlorine sourcematerial
is a hypochiorite donor selected from lithiumhypochiorite,

sodium

or potassium dichloro-s-triazinetrione, and

trichloro-s-lriazinetrione. Whenused inthe foregoingoverall system. however, the clarifier component would not
includethe trichloro-s-Iriazinelrione.
The non-halogen, oxygendonor is selected fromperoxydisulfates
and persulfuricacid salts. The peroxydisulfates
defined.
include
thosehavingthe formula: NWS2OS whereN is
may
The respective ranges of the halogen and boron source
alkali
metal
oralkalineearthmetalorammoniuni, and w
an
materials in this second component may therefore vary 25 is 1 or2. The alkali
metalmay includesodium, potassium or
considerably. The suitableranges can be readily determined
lithium.
The
alkaline
earth metal may include calcium or
by those in the art basedon the water system to be treated,
acid salts include such comThe
persulfuric
magnesium.
desired erosionrate and/or other physicalcharacteristics of
and
as
KHSO4,
K2S04
2KHSO5. An exampleof a
pounds
the solid-formcomponent, and other parameters. In one
of
acid salts is sold by
commercial
persulfuric
product
respect. the halogen is preferably present in an amount 30 DuPontunderthe name OXONE, which consistsessensufficient tomaintainthe desiredactivehalogenlevel inthe
tially of a combination of the compounds KHSO4, K2S04
water, for example0.5 to 3.0 ppmhypohaliteion in swimand 2KHSO5.
ming pool water. Also, it has been determined that at least
The boron source compound is selected from the group
certain boron materials will adversely affect the ability to
defined. Particularly preferred compounds are
previously
into
a
solid
form
the
overall
composition
having
compound
sodium
tetraborate
and its derivatives.
desirableerosioncharacteristics. Therefore, there may be a
the
clarifier
theconstituent materials may
For
on
the
amount
of
boron
material
which
component,
limitation
practical
be present over a broad range. Selection of appropriate
is compounded into the compressedsanitizer/algicide comranges can be accomplishedbythose in the art basedon the
ponent. In view of these considerations, the compressed
to
teachings herein and consideration of general principles
sanitizer/algicide componentpreferably comprises 50.0
known for the treatment of water. The hypochioritedonor
999 parts, morepreferably 80.0 to95.0parts,ofthehalogen
to
more
5.0
to
sourcematerial,and 0.1 50.0parts.
componentpreferably is presentin an amountfrom 1 to 99
preferably
20.0 parts. of the boron source material. As used herein,
parts, most preferably from 30 to 60 parts. by weight.The
non-halogen, oxygen donor component of the composition
"parts" refers to parts by weight.
present in an amountfrom 1 to 99parts, more
It hasalsobeen discoveredthatthe addition of glycoluril preferably is
from
5 to 50 parts, by weight. The boron conpreferably
will provide advantages both in the compounding of the
a
taining
component
preferablyis present in an amountfrom
and
boron
materials
into
solid
form
having
halogen
from 5 to 50parts, by weight.
1
to
75
more
the
parts,
preferably
controlled, consistent erosion rate, and in enhancing
In a preferredembodiment, the clarifier consists essentially
release and availability of halogen in the water. This is
of the three components, in which case the foregoing
particularly advantageous since the presence of a boron
amountsconstitute weight percentages in the overallcomsource material in the tablet will otherwises result in a
position.
increased
erosion
rate.
Combination
of
the
substantially
The clarifier component may additionaily include addiboron and halogen source materials otherwise provides a
tives
which
erodes
too
for
use
in
convensolid material
comprising algicides,clarifyingagents such as aluiniquickly
num sulfate, dispersants. flocculants and other chemicals
tional systems.
typicallyused for the treatmentofwatersystems. By way of
The term glycoluril. unlessindicatedotherwise, isused to
to
refer
to
unsubstituted
example, a preferred composition of the clarifier includes
generally
compounds including
60% sodium dichloro-s-triazinetrione, 20% sodium
glycoluril, alkyl-substituted glycoluril, phenyl-substituted
10% sodium tetraborate, and 10% aluminum
and
bromopersulfate,
chloro-substituted
glycoluril
glycoluril.
sulfate
additional
(an
clarifyingagent).
substituted glycoluril. The compressed sanitizer/algicide
clarifier
ofthe presentinvention may be
obtains
the
desired
erosion
characteristics
with
a
The
component
component
in
suitable
low
amount
of
The
tablet
produced any
dryform.For example, the clarifier
glycoluril.
component
surprisingly
could be in the form of granules. pellets, sticks or tablets.
may be suitably formulatedwith not more than 5.0 parts
The productispreferablycompounded in a formto provide
glycoluril. More preferably, the tabletcomponentincludes 1
to 3 parts glycoluril. For example, a particularlypreferred 65 relatively rapid dispersion, forexamplewithin afew hours.
This product is added on a periodic basis, for example
composition of the tablet componentconsists of 92.5 parts
TCCA, 5 parts sodiumtetraborate.and 2.5 parts glycoluril.
weekly, to provide the desired additions of the substituent
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materials, i.e.. hypochiorite. oxidant and boron. For
example,for application to swimming pool waterthe material is typically addedat the rate ofabout 1#/lO.000gallons
ofpool water. This clarifier product is designed to oxidize
organic and inorganic contaminants and to replace boron
that is lost through loss of pool water.
In addition to enhancing the removalofmicroorganisms
by the compressed santizer/algicide component, the novel
compositions of the presentinventionare safer to transport
and use.Thatis.the combination ofthree components yields 10
a safer composition than for certain of the individual
components. such as the chlorine source material. For
example, sodiumdichloro-s-triazinetrione is classified as an
oxidizerper DOT regulations. This classification indicates
certainlevels of safety risks and transportation constraints.
By contrast, clarifier products formulated based on this
disclosedinvention havebeenfound to benon-oxidizersby
DOTtest, whichcarry fewersafetyrisks and transportation
limitations.
The following examplesare presentedto illustratemore 20
fully the presentinvention:

8
EXAMPLE 3

The clarifiercompositions areformulatedby conventional
compoundingtechniques from the components previously
identified. Includedare hypochlorite donors selected from
lithium hypochiorite, sodium and potassium dichloro-striazinetrione, and trichloro-s-triazinetjione. Also provided
are the non-halogen oxidizers includingperoxydisulfates
and persuifuricacid saltspreviouslyidentified. Finally, the
boroncompounds are includedfrom the previouslist. Mixingofthesecomponents in amounts of1.30,60and 99parts
hypochlonte donor, 1, 5, 50 and 99 parts non-halogen
oxidizer, and 1, 5, 50 and 75 parts boron containingcompound provides an oxidizer composition which provides
unprovedclarity to the treatedwater.
EXAMPLE4
The Department of Transportation (DOT) manages and
regulatestransportation of hazardous materials.The DOT
oversees the classification, description, marking,labeling,
packaging,and condition ofhazardous materials transported
in the UnitedStates.The DOT regulationsfor the transportation of hazardous materialsare currently set forth in 49
EXAMPLE 1
C.F.R. parts 171—180. Guidelines for the classification,
The boron level in treated water is raised with various 25 packing group assignment and test methods for oxidizers
boron containing compounds. Addition of each of the fol(Division 5.1 materials) are set forth inAppendixF to Part
173, and provide atest methodto measure the potentialfor
lowingcompounds in appropriate amountsprovidesaboron
a solid substanceto increase the burning rate or burning
level in excess of 20 ppm in the water: boric acid, boric
oxide,disodiumtetraborate decahydrate, disodiunitetrabointensity of a combustible substance when the two are
rate pentahydrate, disodiumtetraborate tetrahydrate, diso- 30 thoroughlymixed.
dium octaborate tetrahydrate, sodium pentaborate
In practice, two tests are run in triplicate for each substance to be evaluated, one at a ito 1 ratio, bymass, ofthe
pentahydrate. sodium metaborate tetrahydrate, sodium
metaborate bihydrate. dipotassium tetraborate tetrahydrate,
sampleto sawdust,and one at a 4 to 1 ratio. Formaterials
classifiedinDivision5.1.the burning characteristics ofeach
potassium pentaboratetetrahydrate. diammoniwntetraborate tetrahydrate, and animoniumpentaborateteirahydrate.
mixtureare compared with a standardhaving a ito 1 ratio,
by mass, of potassium perchlorateand potassiumbromate.
Similarly, addition of appropriate amountsofthe foregoing
as appropriate, to sawdust Formaterialsclassified in Divicompounds providestypically desirableamounts of boron
levels in the water, forexample,20, 26, 30 and 50 ppm. As
sion 4.1, the packing group is determined using the same
method; with ammonium persulfate substituted for the
previouslyindicated,a preferredcompositionis acombination ofboric acid andapH-raising boroncompound. such as
potassium compound.
a tetraborate. Combination of these two components in
Potassiumperchlorate,potassium bromate and ammoamountsof 50, 90 and 100 parts boric acid, and 50, 10 and
nium persulfate therefore arereferencesubstances. For use
O parts sodium tetraborate, respectively, provide composiin testing, these substances shouldpass through asievemesh
tions which suitably add boron to the water and permit
size smaller than 03 mm and should not be ground.The
control ofthe water pH.
referencesubstances are dried at 65 degreesC. for 12 hours
and kept in a desiccator until required.The combustible
EXAMPLE 2
material for this test is softwoodsawdust It should pass
The compressed sanitizer/algicide is preparedfrom varithrough a sieve mesh sampler smaller than 1.6 mm and
should containless than5% of waterby weight.
ous combinations of halogenand boron sourcecompounds.
The halogen compounds include calcium hypochlorite, 50 A 30.0±0.1 g mixture of the reference substance and
lithium hypochlorite. sodium dichloro-s-triazinetrione. sawdust in a 1 to 1 ratio, by mass, is prepared. For
potassium dichloro-s-triazinetrione and trichloro-scomparison, two 30.0±0.1 g mixtures of the materialto be
triazinetrione. brominatedhydantoins and brominated glytested, in the particle size in which the materialis to be
coluril.The boron sourcecompounds include those identitransported,and the sawdust,are preparedin ratios of 1 to
fied inExample2.The foregoingcompounds areformulated ss 1 by mass, and 4 to 1 by mass. Each mixture is mixed
into compressed tabletsandthelikein conventional fashion.
mechanically as thoroughly as possible without excessive
The tablets are prepared with various amounts of the
stress.The test is conductedin a ventilated area underthe
components,for example50 and 99.9 parts halogen comfollowing ambient conditions: temperature—20 degrees
C.±5 degrees C.; humidity—SO percent.±10percent.
poundand 0.1 and 50parts boroncomposition,respectively,
and upon erosion of the tablets, etc. into water provide 60 Each of the mixturesis formedinto a conicalpile with
increased levels of halogen and boron in the water. In
dimensionsofapproximately 70 mm base diameterand 60
addition, tablets are compounded with up to about 5 parts
mm height on a cool, impervious, low-heat conducting
glycolurilof the various types previouslyindicated, and
surface.The pile is ignitedbymeans of awire of inertmetal
in the form ofa circularloop40mmin diameterpositioned
induding at levels of 2 and 3 parts glycoluril. Such solidforms of the sanitizer/algicide compositions are readily 65 inside the pile 1 mm above the test surface. The wire is
heatedelectricallyto 1000 degrees C. until the first sign of
compounded, erode at suitable rates, and providedesirable
amountsof halogen and boron to the water.
combustion is observed, or until it is clear that the pile
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cannot beignited.The electrical power usedtoheat thewire

is turned off as soon as there is combustion. The time is
recordedfrom thelirst observable sign ofcombustion tothe
end ofall reaction: smoke,flame,incandescence. The testis
repeatedthree limes for each of the two mixing ratios.
A substance is classified in Division 5.1 if. in either
concentration tested,the mean burningtimeof the sawdust.
established from three tests, is equal to or less than that of
theaverageofthethree testswith the ammoniumpersulfate

41% sodium dichlor—50% probability
18.5 inches.

5

I

mixture. Packing Group is assigned to any substance 10
which, in eithermixture ratio tested,exhibits aburningtime
less than potassiumbromate. Packing Group II is assigned
to any substance which, in either mixture ratio tested,
exhibitsa burningtime equal to or less than that ofpotassiumperchlorateand the criteriaforPackingGroup are not 15
met. PackingGroup ifi is assigned to any substance which,
in eithermixtureratio tested,exhibitsa burn timeequal to
or lessthan that ofammoniumpersulfate and the criteriafor
Packing Groups and II are not met
20
Samplesidentified inTable 1 were subjected to oxidizer
testing in accordance with the preceding test procedures.
Whenthe samples were subjected to the oxidizertesting, it
was anticipated thatthe compositions wouldat least remain
in the Division 5.1 oxidizer category. since that is the 25
classification for sodium dichloro-s-triazinetrione. However,
surprisingly, the tests indicated that all three samples were
classified asnon-oxidizers perDOT standards. Theseresults
arecontrarytowhat wouldbeexpected,particularly in view
of the fact that manufacturers of chlorine oxidizers and 30
oxygen based oxidizers strongly recommend that these
materialsnotbe blendedtogetherdue to incompatibilities.

I

I

TABLE 1
SAMPT

t

35

150A147A150B
Sodium dichlom-s-friazmetrione
Sodium persulfate
Sodium tetraborate 5 mol
Aluminum sultste
Oxone

60%
20%
10%
10%

—

60%
30%
10%

—
—

60%

—

10%
10%
20%

EXAMPLE5
The threecompositions fromExample1 were subjected to
additional hazard testingto determine any incompatibilities.
The tests performed were DTA, Dust Explosion severity.
impact sensitivity and self heatingtest. The test resultsare
summarized hereafter, in which DPS refersto sodiumpersulfate; "dichlor" refersto sodiumdichloro-s-triazinetrione,
ACL-60 refers to sodium dichloro-s-diazinetrione, borate
refers to sodium tetraborate, alum refers to aluminum
sulfate, glycoluril refers to unsubstituted glycoluril. and all
percentagesare by weight.

45

of initiation at

DUSTEXPLOSION SEVERiTY
60% ACL-60, 20% OXONE, 10% borate and 10%
alum—no trial produceda positive result.
60% ACL-60.30% DPS and 10% borate—notrialproduced a positive result
60%ACL-60,20% DPS, 10% borateand 10% alum—no
trial produceda positiveresult.
IMPACT SENSiTIViTY

60%ACL-60,30% DPS,and 10% borate—each material
was subjectedto the maximumdrop height of 36' withthe
2 kgmweightfor tentrialspermaterial,using afreshsample
each time. No positiveresult was obtained in any trial.
60%ACL-60.20% DPS,and 10% borate—each material
was subjectedto the maximumdrop height of36" withthe
2 kgmweightfor tentrialspermaterial, using afreshsample
each time. No positiveresult was obtained in any trial.
60% ACL-60, 20% OXONE, 10% borate and 10%
alum—each material was subjectedto the maximum drop
height of 36" with the 2 kgm weight for ten trials per
material, using a fresh sampleeach time. Nopositiveresult
was obtainedin any trial.
JANAFTHERMALSTABILITY (DTA)
60% AL-60,20% DPS, 10% borate and 10% alum—in
the initial thai with this material, exothermic behaviorwas
observedat about 111 degrees C. Sample temperaturerose
overabout 90 seconds to about 130 degrees C., held about
30 seconds, thenrose to about 140 degreesC. overabout30
seconds, where a sharp.catastrophicreactioncausedrupture
to the 3000 psig disc. A replicatetrial producedessentially
identical results.
60% ACL-60. 20% OXONE. 10% borate and 10%
alum—in the initial trial with this material. exothermic
behavior was observed at about 111 degrees C. Sample
temperature rose overabout60secondstoabout 124 degrees
C., pausedabout60seconds, then rose toabout 140degrees
C. over about 30 seconds, where a sharp, catastrophic
reaction caused identicalresults, exceptthat the transition
pointswere less sharplydefined.
JANAF THERMAL STABILITY

50

60% ACL-60,30% DPS and 10% borate—in the initial
trialwiththis material,exotherniic behaviorwas observedat
about 137 degrees C. About 60 seconds later, at about 152
degreesC., a shaip. catastrophic reaction causedrupture of
the 3000 psig disc. A replicate trial produced identical
results.

OXEDIZERTESTING

60% ACL-60,30% DPS and 10% borate—based on the
JANAFTHERMAL STABilITY
test results, it is recommended that the materialrepresented
100% sodium thchloro—slight exothermat 140 degrees
by this sampledoes not need to beclassifiedas an oxidizer,
C.; sharp, powerfulexothermat 147 degrees C.; (rupture 60 as defined by CFR49, section 173, Appendix F. Note that
while the averageburn time of the 4 to 1 ratio was shorter
disc) catastrophic decomposition, too quick to determine
than the reference, the materialwas not completely contemp/press; would be classified as flammable for transportation.

IMPACT SENSF1V1TY
49.5% sodiumdichior,49.5% sodium monopersulfate and
1% glycoluril—50% probability ofinitiationat 18.5 inches.

sumed.
60% ACL-60,20% DPS. 10% borate and 10% alum—
65 basedonthetestresults,itis recommended thatthematerial

representedby this sampledoes notneedto be classifiedas
an oxidizer, as defined by CFR49, section 173, Appendix F.
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Note that the average burn time of the 1 to 1 ratio mixture
burnedconsiderably longer than the reference. Also. while
the averageburn timeofthe 4to 1 ratio mixturewas shorter
than the reference, the materialwas not completely consumed.

60% ACL-60, 20% OXONE, 10% borate and 10%
alum—basedon thetest results,it is recommended that the
material represented by this sample does not need to be
classifiedas an oxidizer, as defined by CFR49, section173.
Appendix F. Note that the average burn time of the 1 to 1
ratio mixture burnedconsiderably longerthanthereference.
Also, whilethe average burn timeof the4 to 1 ratio mixture
was shorterthan the reference, the materialwas not completely consumed.
UN CLASS 4.1 PRELIMINARY SCREEN TEST
60% ACL-60, 20% OXONE, 10% borate and 10%
alum—thesample was formed into an unbroken strip about
250 mm long by 20 mm wide by 10 mm high on a cooL
impervious (steel) base plate. Ignition of the sample was
attempted atone endby agas burner. The sample wouldnot
sustain ignition after two minutes exposureto the flame.
Based on this result, the UN 4.1 Burn Rate Test is not
required.

12
siumiodide/water/ethanol.
The K!solution was titratedwith
sodium thiosulfate and the mg of chlorinegas was calculated. The results are summarized in Table2.
5

lEST SUBSTANCE/RESULTS

norrn #

SODIUM DICHLOROS-TRIAZINETRIONE

A
B
C

60%
60%
100%

10

OXONE

BORAX

Mg.C12

30%
40%

10%

0.71
1.20
1.10

—
—

—

The test resultsindicatethatthecompositions are stableand
do not produce excessive chlorine gas during storage at
elevatedtemperatures.
EXAMPLE 7
20

25

UN CLASS 4.2 PRELMINARYSCREEN TEST
60% ACL-60, 20% OXONE, 10% borate, and 10%
alum—1155.4 gramsofthe samplewereplacedinto a 10cc
wire mesh basket and covered with a larger wire mesh 30
basket.The sample was maintainedat 140degreesC. for24
hours, Startingatambienttemperature, the sampletemperature slowly climbed and matched the oven temperature
about ninehours after the start. The temperature continued
to rise, reachinga maximum temperatureof 149degreesC.
about 12 hours after start. The temperaturethen began to
fall, droppingto 146 degrees C., where itremainedfor the
rest ofthe24 hour testperiod.Afterthe test,the samplewas
allowedtocool,then reweighedand examined. The sample
experienced an 89.6 gram weight loss and did not exhibit
visible change.
Results/Discussion: The impact sensitivity testing for all
three compositions was negative, which indicates that the
compositionwill not explodeon impact.The key indicator
for compatibility is the results of the DTA testing. The
compositionsthatcontainednoalum exhibitedexotherms at
137 degrees C.. which is approximatelythe same for 100%
ACL-60(140 degrees C.). Thecomposition whichcontained
alum exhibitedexotherms around 111 degreesC. Although
these exotherms for the alum containing compositions 50
occurredat alowertemperature, these compositions are still
consideredas safe as calciumhypochiorite whichexotherms
at 111 degreesC. The overallresultsofthecombined hazard
testing indicatethat these blends will be stable and safe to
transport, store and use.
EXAMPLE6
Several compositions were tested for storage stability at
elevated temperatures. Two-hundred gram samples of the
compositionwere preparedand sealed in one quart plastic 60
bottles. The bottles were fitted with two stopcocks which
allow the removalofcollectedgases.The bottles were then
placedinto anoven at50 degrees C.for72hours.At the end
of 72 hours, the bottles were removed from the oven and
collectedgas was removedfromthe head spaceby blowing 65
dry air into the bottlewhich forced the collectedgas into a
gas collecting cylinderwhich contained a solution ofpotas-

s

In this example the oxidation performance of several
oxidizercompounds were evaluated. The oxidation performance was determined by measuring the destruction of
crystal violet dye.The followingprotocol was followed:
This protocol is designed to evaluate several oxidizer
compounds and combinations of oxidizer compound as
potentialshockproducts to be used in pools and spas.
REAGENTS: Crystal Violet Dye Solution
APPARATUS: pH Meter: equipped with platinum
electrode)HACH3000, Spectrophotometer
PROCEDURE:

1) Prepare the followingtest solutions:

TEST CMPD.
Lithium
hypochlorite

Oxoi
DPS
11202

COLUMNA
ppmACTIVE
gmIL DILUTION AMOUNT ATUSE DILUTIONS
2.86

8 mI/I

SppmCl2

1.00
1.00
3.70

11 mI/l
11mI/l
30mI/l

0.5 ppm 02
0.5 ppm 02
30ppm

2) Into 1500 ml beakers add 1000 mIs of distilled water.
1.64 gin ofphosphatebuffer (pH 7.2—7.6) and 15 dropsof
crystal violet dye solution. Mix until uniform.
3) Measure initial color number on the HACH 3000
spectrophotometer. Follow HACH method #16. Use distilled water as a blank.
4)Add dilution amountofoxidizerfromColumnAto the
1500 ml beaker. Allow to mix 5 mins.
5) Allow beakers to stir for 2 hours. Monitor color
number. Calculate percent color reduction.The results are
summarized in Table3.

TEST
COMPOUND
LiOCI/Oxone
LiOCIJDPS
LiOCI/H202
L1OC1

DPS

Oxom

C12/02 Ratio
(ppm)

Color #

8.0/0.5
8.0/0.5
8.0/30.0
8.0/0
0/0.5
0/0.5

244
292
296
288
252
257

DPS = SodiumPersulfate

Initial

2 Hour
Color #

% Color
Reduction

37

85%
91%

26
268
120
252
162

9.5%
58%

0
37%
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At the beginningof week 19. pool numbers

1—13

were

givena lithiumhypochlorite treatment on a weeklybasis at
the rate of 1 poundfor up to 30,000 gallonsof swimming
lEST
Initial
2 Hour % Color
C12/02 Ratio
pool water. Also at the beginning of week 19, pools 14—27
Color # Reduction
COMPOUND
Color #
(ppm)
5 were given the clarifierproduct that contained60% sodium
dichloro-s-Iriazinetrione. 20% potassium monopersulfate.
LIOCI= Lithium Hypochiorite
OxoucM= PotassiumMonopersulfate
10% sodiumtetraborate (5 mol) and 10% aluminum sulfate
on aweeklybasis atthe rate of l#forup to 30,000gallons
The results of this experiment indicatethat theoxidation
of swimming pool water. The testing was continued until
performance is greatly enhanced when the chlorineoxidizer io week number36. The numberofreported algaeincidences
and the oxygenoxidizerare combined. In fact, theDPS used
were reduced,but still constituted 52% ofthe pools.dences
alone showed nocolorreductionbutincombination withthe
to 52% ofthe pools.The resultsare summarized in Table5.
chlorineachieveda colorreductionof 85%.OXONE alone
reducedthe color only37%. Chlorinealone showeda color
reduction of 58%. H202 anotherpopular oxidizeractually 15
was antagonistic with chlorine. This experiment points out
that the DPS or Oxone in the combination with chlorine is
not antagonistic. but in fact it appears to enhance the
TABLE 3-continued

oxidation activity.

20

EXAMPLE 8

During the summer of 1993. a consumer field test was
conducted involving 48 swimming pools. As a control
group.27 pools were operatedby the consumer only on a
traditionalchlorine type programutilizing only a sanitizer 25
tablet in a chlorinator or floaterfor 18 weeks.The sanitizer
tablets contained 92.5% trichloro-s-triazinetrione. 5%
sodium telraborate (5 mol) and 2.5%unsubstituted glycolurilwhichaddeda verylow level ofboron,typicallyless
than 0.1 ppm boron for each pound of tablets added to 30
10.000gallons ofpool water. The consumers providedtheir
own shocktreatmentand shockedthe waterat their discretion. The pools were monitoredfor algaegrowth during the
test period. During the 18 weeks, 81.5% of the pools
experienced algae growth. The results are summarized in 35
Table 4.

TABLE 4
WK WK WK
No

1

2

3

WK WK
4
5

1

2
3
4

XX

9

XX
XX

10
12
13
14
15
16

7

XX

XX

WE

9

WE

WK

WE

10

11

12

WK
13

WE

WE

14

15

WK
16

XX

WE

WE

17

18

XX

XX
XX

XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX
,OC

XX

XX

XX
XX

XX

XX
XX

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX
)OC

XX

XX

XX

XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX

XX
XX

XX

XX
XX

XX
XX

17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

WE
8

30C

6

11

WK

6

XX

S

7
8

%I

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX
XX

XX
XX

The XX denotesalgas gmwth.

XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX

XX
XX
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TABLE5

WK
No

19

WK
20

WK
21

w
22

W

WX WK WK WK
23
24
25
26

27

29

28

w
30

WIC
31

WIl
32

WIl
33

34

35

WK

36

2
3

4

XX

70C

5

6

7

XX

S

)OC

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

XX
XX

XX

XX
XX
XX
XX

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

XX

x:x
XX

XX

XX

XX
XX

30C

XX

The XX derotes algaegrowth.
30

By comparison, 16 pools were initially operated on a
commercially available boron system with boron levels
maintainedatless than 20ppm.The same chlorinesanitizer
tabletused in thepreviouspools was alsoused toIreatthese
pools.The chlorine tabletswere addedto the pool through
a chlorinator or a floater.The consumers added their own
shocktreatmentat their discretion. During the 18 weektest
period.62% of these pools experienced algae growth.The
test results are summarized in Table6.

s

taming92.5%trichloro-s-iriazinetrione, 5% sodiumtetraborate 5 mol and2.5%unsubstituted glycolurilwere used to
providebothchlorineandboron on a continuous basis. The
pools were treated with blended clarifier componenton a
weeklybasis atthe rate of 1 pound for up to 30.000gallons
of pool water. During the 19 weeks, only three pools
(19.0%) reported algae growth. One pool reported algae
growthduringweek#23 dueto mechanical problemsresulting in an intemiption of the chlorine feed system and

TABLE 6
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XX
XX

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX

WK W1(
4
5

WK
6

WK WK
7
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86

86

87

XX

XX
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WX WIl
11

12
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14

15

16

WI(
17

WK
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86

87

87

87

87

87

86

86

85

XX

XX

27
28

29
30

XX

XX

31
32
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34
35

XX

36

37
38
39

XX
XX

40

XX
XX

70C

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

The XX denotesalgaegrowth.

At the beginningof weeks 17—19, these 16 pools were
converted tothemethodof thepresentinvention. The boron
levels were increased to 26—30 ppm. Sanitizertabletscon-

subsequent chlorinereadingsof 0 ppm. The test results are
summarized in Table7.
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The results of the 36 weekfield testclearly indicatethat
the method of the presentinventionreduces the growth of
algae.
EXAMPLE 9

Thetreatmentofvariousrecirculating systems isrepeated
in accordance with the presentinventionand the process of
Example 8 using the various products referenced in
Examples 1—3 and suitable results along the lines of
Example 8 are achieved.
EXAMPLE10

The loss of the boron componentin a water systemwas

demonstrated in a 22,000gallon swimming pool locatedin
North Atlanta, Georgia. Sodiumtetraborate was addedtothe
pool to achieve a concentration of 26 ppm of boron in the
pooL The pool continued to operate on a chlorinesanitizer
withweeklyshocktreatments. Sevenmonthslater, the pooi
water was rechecked. The boron level had droppedto 20
ppm, pointingout that the boron is depletedwith time and
must be continually replenished.
'What is claimedis:
1. A clarifier composition for use in the clarification of
recirculating water which comprises a combination of a
chlorinesourcematerialfor providinghypochionteions to
the water, a non-halogen, oxygen donor material, and a
boron source material, the chlorine source material being
selectedfrom the group consisting of lithiumhypochlorite,
sodiumorpotassiumdichloro-s-triazinelrione and trichioro-

s-triazinelrione.
2.The composition ofclaim 1 inwhich the non-halogen,
oxygendonor materialis selectedfromthe groupconsisting
of peroxydisulfates and persulfuricacid salts.
3.The composition ofclaim 1 inwhich theboron source
materialis selectedfrom the group consisting of boric acid,

boric oxide, and compounds having the formula

MBXOY.ZH2O.in which M=sodium, potassium,calcium,
magnesiumor ammonium. n=1 to 3. x=anywhole number

from 2 to 10. y=3x/2+l. and z=0 to 14.
4. The composition of claim 1 which comprises 1 to 99
parts chlorine source material, 1 to 99 parts non-halogen,
oxygen donor material, and 1 to 75 parts boron source
material
5. The composition of claim 4 which comprises 30to 60
parts chlorine source material. 5 to 50 parts non-halogen.
oxygen donor material, and 5 to 50 parts boron source
material.

6. A clarifier composition for use in the clarification of
recirculating water which consists essentially of chlorine
25 source materialforprovidinghypochiorite ions tothewater,
a non-halogen, oxygen donor material, and a boron source
material.
7. A method for clarifying recirculating water which
comprises addingto the water a clarifier compositioncornof a chlorine source material for
30 prising a combination
providinghypochlorite ions to the water, a non-halogen,
oxygen donor material, and a boron source material, said
chlorine source material being selected from the group
consisting of lithium hypochiorite. sodium or potassium
dichloro-s-triazinetrione and irichloro-s-triazinelrione.
8.The methodof claim 7 whichcomprises addingto the
water an amountoftheclarifiercomposition toprovidefrom
about ito about 3 ppm hypochlorite ion in the water.
9. A method for clarifying recirculating water which
comprises addingto the water a clarifiercomposition corn40 prising a combination of a chlorine source material for
providing hypochiorite ions to the water, a non-halogen.
oxygen donor material, and a boron source material, the
clarifier compositioncomprising a chlorinesource material
selectedfrom the groupconsistingoflithiumhypochiorite,
45 sodiumorpotassiumdichloro-s-triazinetrione and trichloros-triazinetrione, the non-halogen, oxygen source material
being selected fromthegroupconsistingofperoxydisulfates
and persulfuric acid salts, and the boron source material
being selected from the groupconsisting ofboric acid, boric
so oxide, and compounds havingthe formula MB,O.ZH2O.
in which M=sodium, potassium. calcium, magnesium or
ainmonium, n=1 to 3, x=any whole number from 2 to 10.
y=3x12+l. and z=0 to 14.
10. The methodof claim9 in which the clarifiercompo55 sitioncomprises 1 to99parts chlorinesource material, 1 to
99 parts non-halogen, oxygen donor material, and 1 to 75
parts boron sourcematerial.
11. The method of claim 10 in which the clarifier composition comprises 30 to 60 parts chlorinesourcematerial,
60 5 to 50 parts non-halogen, oxygendonor material,and 5 to
50 parts boron sourcematerial.
12. The methodof claim 11 in which the clarifier composition consists essentially of chlorine source material,
non-halogen, oxygen donor material, and boron source
65 material.
13. The clarifiercompositionof claim 1 which is in the
form of granules, pellets, sticks or tablets.
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14.The compositionofclaim1inwhichthenon-halogen.
oxygensourcematerialisselectedfromthegroupconsisting
of peroxydisulfates and persulfuricacid salts.
15.The composition ofclaim1 inwhich the boron source
materialis selected from the groupconsisting ofboric acid.

20
19. The composition of claim 18 whichcomprises 30to
60parts chlorinesourcematerial.5to 50 parts non-halogen,
oxygen donor material, and 5 to 50 parts boron source
material.

20. The methodof claim7 in which the clarifier composition is in the form of granules, pellets. sticks or tablets.
M,,B,O.ZH2. in which M=sodium, potassium, calcium.
21. The methodof claim7 in which the clarifiercompomagnesium or ammonium. n=1 to 3, x=anywhole number
sitioncomprises 1 to 99 parts chlorinesource material, 1 to
from 2 to 10, y=3x12-i-1, and z=0 to 14.
16. The compositionof claim 1 whichcomprises ito 99 10 99 parts non-halogen, oxygen donor material, and 1 to 75
parts boron sourcematerial.
parts chlorine source material. 1 to 99 parts non-halogen.
22. The methodof claim 21 in which the clarifiercomoxygen donor material, and 1 to 75 parts boron source
positioncomprises 30 to 60 parts chlorinesource material.
material.
5 to 50 parts non-halogen, oxygendonor material, and 5 to
17. The composition of claim 16 which comprises 30 to
parts boron sourcematerial.
60parts chlorinesourcematerial. 5 to 50parts non-halogen. 15
23. The methodof claim 22 in which the clarifier comoxygen donor material, and 5 to 50 parts boron source
position consists essentially of chlorine source material.
material.
18. The composition of claim6 which comprises 1 to 99
non-halogen, oxygen donor material, and boron source
material.
chlorine
source
1
to
99
parts
material.
parts non-halogen,
oxygen donor material, and 1 to 75 parts boron source 20
material.
* * * * *
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blood bankpersonnelmay prematurelystop the flow of the
platelet-containing fluid before it has been fully expressed.
The techniques described abovefor separationof whole
blood into components may also produce leukocyte conThis applicationis a 371 ofPCT/US93105516 ftled Jun. 5 taminatedcomponents. It is desirableto reduce the leuko9, 1993whichis a Continuation-In-Part applicationofU.S. cyte concentration of each of the blood components by at
least 70%, since the presenceof leukocytes may adversely
Ser.No. 08/009,867, flIedJan.27,1993. nowissued as U.S.
Pat. No. 5,472,621,which is a Continuation-In-Part appliaffectthe storage life ofthe fractions, and/or causeundesirable effects when thefractionsare transfusedinto a patient.
cation of U.S. Ser. No. 07/896,580, flIed Jun. 10, 1992,
10
which is now abandoned.
In view oftheseproblems,itmay be difficult to eliminate
red
cell and leukocyte contamination while maximizingthe
TECHNICAL FIELD
yield ofthe various bloodcomponents inthetransitionzone
Thepresentinventionconcerns a device and methodfor material or the buffy coat. For example. since it may be
difficult to easilyorefficiently separatethe platelets, plasma.
processing biological fluid.
and red blood cells, and leukocyte depletethem, the buffy
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION
coat may be partially or entirely discarded,resulting in
reducedyieldsofvaluablebloodcomponentssuchasplasma
Blood consists of a number ofcomponents havingdifferand platelets.
ent characteristics and uses.The separation of a single unit
of donatedwhole blood into its components is typically 20 The loss of platelets is especiallysignificant, since the
discardedportionmay include the most desirableplatelets,
accomplished by use of differential sedimentation. The
i.e., the newly formed platelets.These platelets are larger
principalcomponents thus recoveredare red cells, usually
and are generally believed to be more active. Since the
concentrated as packed red cells (PRC), a platelet
concentrated
as
concentrate
usually
platelet
younger platelets are larger, they tend to sediment faster
suspension,
duringcentiifugation, sotheymaybe concentrated as in one
(PC), and plasma.
25
of the described techniques in the bottomofthe PRPand in
There are two principalmethodsfor separationofwhole
thebuffy coat. Accordingly, since portionsof the plateletblood into components. In one method,the whole blood is
containing fluidmay be eitherprocessed as part ofthe red
centrifugedto produce a supernatant PRP fraction and a
cells, or discarded, this represents a significant loss of the
sediment PRC fraction, with a transitionzone material in
between,generallyknownas the buffy coat, which contains 30 more desirableplatelets.
For example, the buffy coat may be discarded after
leukocytes,as wellas platelets,red cells, and plasma.The
PRP fraction is separated from the buffy coat and the PRC
expression ofthe PRPand PRClayers,ormaybeprocessed
withthePRC. Similarly, after forming abuffy coat between
and centrifugedto produce a supernatant plasma fraction
PPPand PRClayers.thelowerportion ofthebullycoat may
and a sediment platelet-containing fraction. The two fracbe processed with the PRC, or the buffy coat may be
tions arethen separated, and theplatelet-containing fraction
is processedto form PC.
incompletely expressed topreventredcell contamination of
the platelets.Furthermore, the lowerportion of the superIn an alternative method,the whole blood is centrifuged
to produce a supernatant platelet-poor plasma (PPP) natant platelet-containing fraction may be incompletely
expressed to avoidredcell contaminationfromthe sediment
fraction,and a sedimentPRCfraction,withatransitionzone
the
fraction,and this may decrease the yieldofthe platelets.
the
therebetween,
which
contains
material, buffy coat,
These problemsare magnified when increasedvolumes
majority of platelets,as well as leukocytes, red cells, and
The
coat
is
from
the
separated
supernatant
(e.g., multiple units) of blood components are pooled or
plasma.
buffy
PPP and the sediment PRC and centrifuged to form a processed,sincesomeofthefluidmaybetrappedorretained
in the individual collection and processing assemblies.
supernatant platelet-containing fraction,and a sedimentred
cell containing fraction. The supernatant platelet-containing
Collectively, the small amount lost inanindividualassembly
fraction is then separated from the sediment fraction, and
represents a significant loss ifthe highly valuablefluid can
not be recovered.
processedto form PC.
include
the
for
Drawbacks of both techniques
Additionally, processing of bloodto provideblood compotential
contamination withredcellsand/orleukocytes. Withrespect
ponentsmay lead to the presenceof gas or air, in particular
to red cell contamination, thepresenceof red cells in some so oxygen,inthebloodcomponents orin the storage container.
This may lead to an impairment ofthe qualityof the blood
blood components (e.g., PC) is so undesirable that the
technician operating the bloodprocessingequipmentduring
components and may decrease their storage life.
Furthermore, the presence of air or gas in the sateffite bag
the separation ofcomponents typicallyconstantlymonitors
the process, and clamps the connectingtube between the
may presentarisk factorto apatient'sbeingtransfusedwith
a blood component.
bloodbags when,in his judgment,as much fluid has been
transferredas ispossible. withoutallowingredcells topass
Accordingly, the previouslydescribedmethodsreflect a
into the downstream sateffite bag. This is a labor intensive
generally unsatisfying compromise between the pressing
needtomaximize the yieldofthehistorically valuableblood
and time consuming operation.
Red cell contamination presentsan additionaldilemma.
componentssuch as PC, plasma,and red cells from whole
Sinceplateletsandplasmaarevaluable,bloodbank person- 60 blood samples, while minimizingthe effort and expense
involved.
nel may attempt to express more of the PRP or the supernatantplatelet-containing fractioninto the sateffite bag prior
Thus, there is a need for a method and system for
to stoppingthe flow from the collection bag. This is counalleviatingthe above-described problems while providing
maximum purityandahigheryieldofsuperiorqualityblood
terproductive in thatthe expressed fluidin the sateffite bag
maybecontaminated byredcells,sothattheexpressedfluid 65 components. There is also a needto minimizethe presence
of gas. In particular, there is a pressing need for an easily
may have to be discarded or recenirifuged, both of which
used system and methodforrecovery and treatment of the
increaseoperating costsand are labor intensive. As aresult,
METHOD FOR TREATINGA BIOLOGICAL
FLUID INCLUDINGTRANSITION ZONE
MATERIAL
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transitionzone material orthe buffy coat whichprovides for
interfacebetween supernatant and sedimentlayers encoma maximumyield and minimizes the presenceof gas while
passes alowerportionof the supernatant layer and an upper
delivering a greaterproportionofviable andphysiologically
portion of the sedimentlayer as well as the materialtherebetween.Typically, the transition zonematerialorthebuffy
activeplatelets.
coat includes leukocytes. Preferably, the transition zone
There is also apressingneedfor amethodand systemfor
materialorthebuffy coat may include a high proportion of
efficiently combining orpooling bloodcomponents, such as
younger, more activeplatelets.
thetransitionzonematerialorthebuffy coat, thatmaximizes
The transitionzone materialor the buffy coat may be
the amount offluid that can be recovered. There is further
formed by any method which separates components or
need for amethodand systemfor combining orpoolingand
fractions of blood; for example. the buffy coat may be
minimizingthe presenceofgas.
formed by separation techniques based on density and/or
Moreover, there is also a need for a method and system
molecularweight.e.g., sedimentation, more preferably.centhat reduces operatorinvolvement, e.g., by slowingor even
trifugation. The transitionzone materialor the buffy coat
stopping the processingof blood or blood components to
may be formedby any centrifugation technique,including
prevent or minimizecontaminationof the desired blood
or hard-spincentrifugation. It is intendedthat the
15 soft-spin
component.
present inventionis not to be limited by the process of
fonning the transition zonematerialor the buffy coat.
DISCLOSUREOF INVENTION
(C) Porous Medium:refersto atleastone
structure
Thepresentinventionrelatestoprocesses and systemsfor throughwhich a biological fluidpasses. Theporous
medium
porous
treating a biologicalfluid to separateat least one fraction
for use with biological fluids may be formed from any
from the biological fluid. The biological fluid may be
natural or syntheticfiber or from a porous or permeable
processedto form a supernatant layerand a sedimentlayer
membrane(or from other materials of similarsurfacearea
with atransitionzonematerialorabuffy coat therebetween.
and pore size orpore diameter) compatiblewith biological
The transition zone material or the bully coat may be
fluid(e.g., bloodor ablood component). The surface ofthe
processed to form a supernatant platelet-containing layer 25 fibersormembranemay be unmodified or may be modified
and a sedimentred cell-containing layer, and the platelettoachievea desired property. Forexample. the mediummay
containinglayer may separated from the red cell-containing
be subjectedtogas plasmatreatment,an exemplary purpose
layer. Gas maybe separated from a containerand/or a layer
for whichmaybe to reduce platelet adhesion.
or fraction.The processes and systemsof the instant invenAlthoughthe porousmediummay remainuntreated, the
tion may providefor the recovezy ofa greater proportionof
fibers ormembranearepreferablytreatedin orderto reduce
30
young, viable,physiologicallyactive platelets.
or eliminateplatelet adherence to the medium. Any treatThe processesand systems ofthe presentinventionalso
ment which reduces or eliminates platelet adhesion is
provide for combining multiple units of transition zone
included within the scope of the present invention. For
materialor buffy coat into a singlecontainer.
example, thefibers may be surface modifiedas disclosedin
In describing the present invention,the followingterms
U.S.Pat. Nos. 4,880,548; 5,100.564 and5,152,905,in order
are used as definedbelow.
to increasethe critical wettingsurface tension (CWST) of
the fibers and to be less adherent of platelets. Defined in
(A)BiologicalFluid:Biological fluidincludesany treated
terms of CWST, a preferred range of CWSTfor a porous
or untreatedfluidassociatedwithliving organisms,particumedium according to the invention is above about 70
larlyblood, including wholeblood,warmor coldblood,and
stored or fresh blood; treated blood, such as blood diluted
dynes/cin,typicallyfrom about 70 dynes/cmto about 115
with a physiologicalsolution,includingbut not limited to
dynes/cm. A more preferredrange is about90 to about 100
saline,nutrient,and/or anticoagulantsolutions; one or more
dynes/cmand a still more preferred range is about 93 to
about 97 dynes/cm.
blood components, such as platelet concentrate (PC),
Apreferredrangeforthezetapotential(at apH ofplasma
platelet-rich plasma (PRP), platelet-freeplasma, platelet-

poor plasma (PPP),plasma,packedred cells (PRC),transition zone material. buffy coat; analogous blood products
derived from blood or a blood componentor derivedfrom
bone marrow; red cells separatedfrom plasma and resuspendedin physiologicalfluid; and plateletsseparatedfrom
plasmaand resuspendedinphysiological fluid. Thebiological fluid may include leukocytes, or may be treated to
removeleukocytes.As used herein,biologicalfluidrefersto
the components described above,andto similarbloodproducts obtainedby other means and with similar properties.
A"unit"is the quantityofbiologicalfluidfrom adonoror
derivedfrom one unit ofwhole blood. It mayalsoreferto
the quantitydrawnduring a single donation. Typically, the
volumeofaunit varies,the amountdiffering from patientto
patient and donation to donation. Multiple units of some
bloodcomponents,particularlyplatelets,and transitionzone
materialorbuffy coat,may bepooledorcombined,typically
by combiningfour or more units.
(B) TransitionZone Materialor Buffy Coat: Transition
zone materialor buify coat comprises ared cell-containing
material spanning the interface between the supernatant
cell-poor fraction and the sediment cell-rich fraction of
separated biological fluid. As used herein, spanning the

(7.3)) is about—3 to about —30millivolts. more preferably
about —7 to about —20millivolts,and still more preferably,
about —10 to about —14 millivolts.
The porous mediummay be pre-formed,multi-layered,
and/or may be treated to modify the fiber surfaceseither
before or after forming the fibrous lay-up. The porous
mediummayincludeatleast one aprefliter elementorlayer
and/or a filter element or layer. The porous mediummay
additionallyincludeat least one elementor layertoprovide
support, better drainage, andfor improved flow
characteristics, such as moreuniformflow distribution. The
porous mediummay be configured in any suitable fashion,
such as a flat sheet,a composite of two or more layers, a
corrugatedsheet, a web, a fibrousmat, a depth filter,or a
membrane, althoughitis intendedthat theinventionshould
not be limited thereby. The porous mediummay be positioned in a housingto form a filter assembly.
(D) Voids volumeis the totalvolumeof all ofthe pores
within a porous medium. Voids volume is expressed hereinafteras a percentageoftheapparentvolumeoftheporous

65 medium.

(B) Conversion of density when using fibers other than
PET: In the following exposition the term density is used,
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and the density values quoted for the porous mediumare
based on the use ofPBT fibers. Otherfiberswhich differin
density from the PBT may be used providing that their
surfaceshave, or have been modifiedto have, the characteristics noted above. e.g., a CWST of greater than 70
dynes/cm. In accordance with the invention, to use an
alternate fiber of different density, the density of a porous
mediummadeusing an alternatefiber(i.e.,thePBT equivalent density)may be calculated as follows:
DenotingV as a percentage of the voids volumerelative
to the apparent volume of the PBT medium [i.e.,
V=(volume of voids/volume of medium)x1001. the
objective isto calculate the density of an alternate fiber
mediumwhich will have a relativevoids volume per-

BRIEFDESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is anembodiment of abiologicalfluid processing
system comprising a manifoldassembly according to the

centageequal to V.

If F is the density of the alternatefiber and 138 g/cc is
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invention.
FIG. 2 is an embodiment of a biologicalfluid processing
system according to the invention.
FIG. 3 is another embodiment of a biologicalfluid processingsystemaccording to the invention.
FIG. 4 is another embodiment of a biologicalfluid processingsystem including a gas collection and displacement
loop according to the invention.
MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention,a method for
treatinga biological fluidcomprises separating a transition
zone material from the biological fluid, processing the
transitionzone materialto form a supernatant layer which
20 includes platelets and a sedimentlayer which includes red
cells,and separating thesupernatant layerfromthesediment
V=(l—MF1.38)x10O
layer by passing the supernatant layer through a porous
and the density required for the medium made using the
medium. The process may also include increasedrecovery
alternatefiber is
of the younger, more desirableplatelets. The methodmay
25 also include separating gas by passing gas into a gas
M=F(1-W100).
collection and displacement loop.
The more preferredfiberdiameterrange for the practice
The present invention also provides a method for proFiber
diameter
be
ofthis inventionis about 2 to 3 pm.
may
cessing a transitionzonematerialcomprising pooling trandefinedin termsofsurface area, as described inU.S.Pat.No.
sition zone material, processing the pooled transitionzone
This
is
because
4,880,548and 5,100,564.
range preferred
30
toformasupernatant layerwhich includes platelets
material
much abovethis range,the dimensions oftheporous media
andasedimentlayerwhichincludes redcells,and separating
and consequentlythe liquid hold-up volumes of the filter
the supernatant layerfromthe sedimentlayerbypassingthe
assemblies become significantly larger; much below this
supernatant layerthrougha porous medium.
and
the
media
become
less
coherent
relatively
range, porous
According to theinvention,the supernatant layermay be
are more easily compressed.
fromthesedimentlayerbypassingthe supernatant
media
in
accordance
with
the
separated
Pore diameters of porous
layer through the porous medium until flow through the
invention can be determined using the modifiedOSU F2
mediumsignificantly slowsor even stops.
method as described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,925,572. It is
The present invention also provides a biologicalfluid
preferred that the pore diameternot exceed 15 pm. more
less
than
about
10
The
most
preferredpore
processing assembly comprising a red cell barrier filter
preferably,
pm.
diameterrange is less than about 6 pm.
assemblyincludingan upstreamend and a downstreamend.
the
a
useful
and agascollection anddisplacementloophavingafirstend
In
accordance
with
invention,
(F)
technique
influidcommunication withthe upstreamend oftheredcell
for the measurement of fiber surface area, for exampleby
is
the
"BE!"
measurement.
barrier filter assembly and a secondend in fluidcoinmuninitrogen gas adsorption, by
cationwith the downstream end ofthe red cell barrierfilter
Using PBT as an example, the surface area of melthlown
webs can be used to calculateaveragefiber diameter:
assembly. The biological fluid processing assembly may
also include at least one container, such as a containerin
(1)
fluid communication withthedownstreamend oftheredcell
cc
Totalvolumeoffiberin1 am=
barrier filter assembly.
=
The present invention also provides a method for pro1.38
fiber
of
PBI
density
g/cc)
50
(where
a transition zone materialcomprisingpassing trancessing
nd1L
1
sition
zone
material in a plurality of source containers
hence
=••j••
through a pooling assemblyto a receiving container, proAxea ofthefiber isirtiL=A1
(2)
cessing thepooledtransitionzonematerialto form a supernatant layer which includes platelets and a sedimentlayer
which
includes red cells, and separating the supernatant
Dividing (1)by(2),4- =
138%.
layer from the sedimentlayer by passing the supernatant
layer through a porousmedium.
andd=l3k =__,or(O.345A1)t
The present invention also provides a method for proso cessingtransitionzonematerialcomprising introducing gas
where
into a pluralityof source containers of a transitionzone
L=total lengthin m of 1 gram of fiber,
material, passing the transition zone material from the
sourcecontainers throughapoolingassemblyto areceiving
d=average fiber diameterin centimeters. and
surface
area
in
container, exhausting gas ahead of the transition zone
cm2/g.
A1=fiber
lithe unitsofdaremicrometers. theunits ofA1.becomem2/g 65 material, introducing gas behindthetransitionzonematerial
tomaximize the poolingand recoveryofthe transitionzone
(square meters/gram), which will be used hereinafter. For
material, processingthe pooled transitionzone materialto
fibers other than PBT,substitute the density for 1.38.
taken asthe density ofPBT fiber, and M1 is thedensity
ofthe PBT mediumand M2 is the density requiredfor
a medium with equivalent performance, then voids
volumeV of the PBT fibermediumis

..-
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form a supernatant layer which includes platelets and a
samplinga biological fluid.Inan embodiment, the collected
sedimentlayerwhich includesred cells, and separating the
gas may be used to recoveradditionalbiologicalfluid.
supernatant layer from the sedimentlayer by passing the
The gas collection and displacement loop 300 may presupernatantlayer through a porous medium.
ventcommingling or contactbetweentreatedand untreated
Thepresentinvention also involvesa system for process- 5 biological fluid. In those aspects of the gas collection and
mgbiologicalfluidcomprising apoolingassemblyand ared
displacementloop includinga liquid barrier medium 150,
cell barrier filter assemblyin fluidcommunication with the
the gas collection and displacement loop provides a safepooling assembly.
guardthatbiologicalfluidcontaminated withleukocytes will
be isolatedfrom leukocyte-depleted orprocessedbiological
Exemplary biologicalfluidprocessing systems, which are
preferably closed and/or sterile systems, are shown in the 10 fluid, since the contaminated fluidwill not pass throughthe
Figures.Asifiustrated inFIGS. 1 and 3, manifoldassembly liquid barrier medium.
200 may includecontainers 20, each suitable for holdingat
The gas collection and displacement loop 300 may be in
least one unit of a biologicalfluid such as transition zone
fluid communication with different components of the biomaterialor buffy coat, in fluidcommunication witha poollogical fluidprocessingsystem. Preferably. the ends of the
ingassembly21.Intheifiustrated embodiments, thepooling 15 gas collection and displacement loop are in fluid commuassembly21 includes a networkorpluralityof conduits40
nicationwith the upstreamand downstream, respectively, of
that converge into a singleconduit60 at outletor junction
at least one of a red cell barrier filter assembly. a red cell
50. Someoftheconduits40functionas inletstothepooling
barrier/leukocyte depletion filter assembly, and a leukocyte
assembly 21 from the source containers 20. Alternatively.
depletion filter assembly. For example, as illustrated in
pooling assembly 21 may include a housinghavingatleast 20 FIGS. 3 and 4. one end of the gas collection and displacetwo inlets and an outlet.
mentloop300 maybe connected toviajunction130conduit
The outletorjunction50 ofthe poolingassembly 21is in
100 upstreamofa redcell barrier filter assemblyincluding
fluid communication with areceivingor transfercontainer
a red cell barrier medium70 throughconduit160. and the
22. In the illustrated embodiments, fluid communication
other end ofthe loop 300 may be connectedto viajunction
with the receiving container22 ispreferablyestablishedby
140 conduit 100 downstreamof the red cell barrier filter
aconduit60. Interposed intheconduit60between the outlet assemblythroughconduit 170.
or junction SO and the container22 may be at least one
In another embodiment (not shown), the gas collection
deviceor assembly. Forexample,as shownintheillustrated
and displacement ioop may be interposed between the
embodiments, the manifoldassembly200 may includea gas
pooling assembly 21 and the transfer container 22. For
inlet 30, a drip chamber31, and a gas outlet33.
example. one end of the gas collection and displacement
The receivingor transfer container22 may be in fluid
loop may be connected to conduit 60 downstreamofoutlet
communication with an additional container 80. In the
50. and the other end may be connected to conduit 60
embodiments illustratedin FIGS. I and 3, fluidcommuniupstream of the transfer container22.
cation with the additional container80 is preferably estabEach of the components of the inventionwifi now be
lishedby a conduit 100.Interposedbetweenthereceivingor
describedin more detail below.
transfer container22 and the additionalcontainer80 is a
The containers which may be used in the biologicalfluid
porous medium such as a red cell barrier medium70.
processingassemblyand/or systemmaybe constructedof
In anotherembodiment of a biologicalfluidprocessing
any materialand shapecompatible withbiologicalfluid and
systemaccording to theinvention,a container 90 may be in 40 gas.Awide varietyofthesecontainersarealreadyknownin
fluid communication withanadditionalcontainer80. In the
theart. For example, bloodcollection and satellite bags are
embodiments illustratedin FIGS. 2 and 4, fluid comniunitypicallymade from plasticizedPVC, e.g. PVC plasticized
cationwiththe additional containerispreferably established
with dioctylphthalate, diethylliexylphthalate, or trioctyltt-iby a conduit 100. Interposed betweenthe container90 and
meffitate. The bags may also be formedfrom a polyolefin,
the additional container80isaporousmediumsuch as ared
polyurethane,polyester,or a polycarbonate.
cell barrier medium70.
As used herein,fluid communication may be established
Embodiments of the invention mayfurtherincludea gas
by any structurewhichallowsthebiologicalfluidand/orgas
collectionand displacementloop to separategas from the
to pass from one location to another, such asby at least one
biologicalfluidflow path.The gas collection and displaceconduitor tube.Aflow controldevice such as aclamp,seal,
mentloop maybe suitable forclosed and/or sterilesystems. 50 valve,transferlegclosure,orthelike, maybe located
within
Forexample,in the embodiment illustratedinFIGS.3 and
oron at least one of the conduitsand/or the containers.The
4. the biological fluidprocessing systemmay includea gas
conduitsusedinthe instantinventionmay be constructed of
collection and displacement loop 300, which preferably
any material compatible with biological fluid and gas.
includes at least one conduit. The gas collection and disPreferably, they may be composed of a flexible material,
placement loop 300 may also include a liquid barrier 55 such aspolyvinylchloride(PVC), or plasticized PVC, e.g.,
medium150. In the illustratedembodiments, aliquidbarrier
PVC plasticized with dioctylphthalate,
assemblyincluding the liquid barrier medium150 may be
diethylhexylphthalate, ortxioctyltrimellitate.Theremaybe a
interposed between the ends of the gas collection and
number of conduitsprovidingfluid communication to any
displacement loop 300, i.e., between conduits 160 and 170
individualcontainer, and the conduitsmay be positionedin
as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4.
60 the systemofthe instantinventionin avarietyofways. It is
The gas collection and displacement loop 300 may
intendedthatthepresentinvention is not to be limitedtothe
include agas collection and displacement bag 110 (FIG.4),
number and/or positioning of the conduits. For example,
theremay be at least one conduitat the side,top,orbottom
preferablyinterposed betweenthe ends oftheloop. In those
of the container, or combinations thereof. At least one
aspects wherein the gas collection and displacement loop
includesa gas collection and displacementbag 110, the gas 65 conduit may extend within the interior of the container. At
collectionand displacement bag according to the invention
least one conduitmay be in fluid communication with an
internal passagewayof a container. For example, a conduit
may be usedto collect gas,and optionally. may beused for
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maybe influidcommunication withtheinternalpassageway
of a containerformed by a longitudinal seal near to and
generallyparallel to one side of the container, wherein the
seal terminates near the lower portion of the container. In
one aspect, fluid may flow from the lowerportion of the
containerthrough theinternalpassagewaytoaconduitatthe
top ofthe container.
Ared cell barrier medium,in accordance withthe present
invention, comprises a porous medium that allows the
separation ofa non-red cellcontainingbiologicalfluid, such
as a suspension of platelets and plasma,from a red cell
containing biologicalfluid. The red cell barrier medium
preventsthe red cell containing biologicalfluidfrom entering a container such as a sateffite bag or a receiving
containerdownstream of the bathermedium. The red cell
barner mediummay allowthe non-red cell containingfluid
to pass therethrough but significantly slows or effectively
stops the flow ofbiologicalfluidas the red cell containing
fluid approaches the barrier medium. For example, the red
cell barrier mediummay allowaplatelet-containing fluidto
pass theretlirough, abruptly stopping flow when red blood
cells block the medium.
By slowingthe flow of the biological fluid, the barrier
mediumallows the operator to manually stop the flow to
preventtheredcell containing biologicalfluidfrom entering
a containersuch as a satellitebag or a receivingcontainer
downstream of the barrier medium, e.g., prior to red cells
passingthrough thebarriermedium. Thisembodiment ofthe
invention allows the operator more time to intervene and
stopthe flow.For example, asupernatant platelet-containing
fluid may flow through the red cell barrier mediumat an
initialrate ofabout 15 mI/mm,butthe flow maydecreaseto
about 5 mi/mm as a sedimentred cell containing fluid
approaches the medium. A reductionin flow, e.g., a 33%
reduction,may provide the operatorsufficient time to stop
theflow at the appropriate time. In somecircumstances, for
example, when platelet-containing fluidis expressedfrom a
pluralityof separate bags at approximately the some time.
thisreductioninflow allows theoperatortoprocessa greater
number of containers more efficiently.
A principalfunction of the red cell barrier mediumis to
separatea red cell containingfraction of a biologicalfluid
from a non-red cell containingfraction. The red cell barrier
mediummayact as anautomatic "valve"by slowingor even
stopping the flow ofaredcell-containing biologicalfluid. In
some embodiments, the automatic valve function may
quicklyorinstantlystop the flow of the red cell-containing
biologicalfluid, therebyobviating the needfor the operator
to monitorthis step.
The valve-like action is not well understood, but it is
believedthat flow is slowedor stopped due to aggregation

10
porousmedium.Itmay bethatotherfactors, such asthe zeta
potential, the CWST, and/or other characteristicsof the
fibers ortheporousmediummaycontributeto the valve-like
action.
This theory for the proposedmechanismis supported by
the existence of filterscapableofhighly efficient leukocyte
depletion of human red cell suspensions and which have
pore sizes as mall as 0.5 micrometers, through which red
cells pass freely and completely with no clogging, with

appliedpressuresofthe somemagnitudeasthatused in the
present invention. On the other hand, the filters of the
present invention, which typically have pore diameters
largerthan about0.5 micrometers, significantly slow or stop
the flow of red cells when the porousmediumis contacted
15 orpenetratedby the red cells.
In one embodiment oftheinvention,theleukocytedepletion efficiency of the red cell bather mediumis increased,
and so the red cell barrier mediummay also function as a
leukocyte depletion medium. Exemplaryred cell barrier
20 media and red cell barrier/leukocyte depletion media are
disclosedin U. S. Pat. Nos. 5,100,564 and 5,152,905 and
International PublicationNo. WO 91/04088.
Aredcellbathermediumsuitable forpassing theplatelets
in
about one unit of biologicalfluid preferablyhas a fiber
25
surface area ofabout 0.04 to about3.0M2, more preferably
about 0.06 to about 2.0M2. A preferredrange for the flow
area is about 3 to about 8 cm2, more preferablyabout4 to
about6 cm2.Apreferredrangefor the relativevoids volume
isabout71% toabout83% (corresponding forPBT fibers to
a density of about0.23 to about0.40 g/cc), more preferably
about 73% to about 80% (about 0.27 to about 037 g/CC).
Aredcellbarrier/leukocyte depletionmediumsuitable for
passing the platelets in about one unit of biologicalfluid
preferablyhas afibersurface areaoffrom about0.3 toabout
2.0M2, preferablyfrom 0.25 to about 1.0M2, more preferably from about 0.35 to about 0.6M2, e.g.. 0.3 to 0.7M2. A
preferredrange for the flow area is about 2.5 to about 10
cm2, preferably about 3 to about 7 cm2, more preferably
about3 to about6 cm2, e.g., 4 to 6 cm2. Apreferredrange
for the relative voids volume is about 71% to about 83%
(i.e.,ifPBT fiber is used, corresponding to a density of the
mediumin the range of about 0.23 to about 0.40 glcc),
preferablyabout 72 to about 83% (for PBT, about 0.23 to
about035 g/cc), more preferably about 75% toabout 80%,
e.g., 73—80% (for PBT, about 0.28 to about 0.35 g/cc.e.g.,
0.25 to 033 g/cc). The upperlimitsof the flow area reflect
the desire to accomplishthe filtration in a relativelyshort
period, and maybe increasedif longer filtrationtimes are
10

acceptable.
In accordance withtheinvention,theporousmediummay
be configuredto remove a desired amount of leukocytes.

in or on the medium of one or more constituentsin the
preferably greater than about 70%, more preferably. in
biological fluid. For example, at the present time, it is
excessofabout99.9to about99.99%, whichcorrespondsto
cell
fluid
believedthatas the non-red containingbiological
an average residualleukocytecontent per unit of less than
passes through the medium, leukocytes are depletedfrom
about 0.005xl0.
to
accumulate
in
or
on
the
this fluid. Theseleukocytes appear
Inother embodiments thatmay involvedifferentvolumes
medium, but the remainderof the non-red cell containing
once
red
of
fluidtypicallyflowsthrough themedium. However,
biological fluid, e.g., pooledtransitionzonematerial,the
red cell barrier and red cell barrier/leukocyte depletion
cells directlyor indirectly contact themedium, e.g., directly
contactthemediumorcontact the leukocytes which,inturn, 60 media as disclosedabove may be modified as necessary.
Thus, the fiber surface area, flow area, density, and voids
may directlycontactthemedium,flow through the medium
volume may be adjusted as necessary. For example, the
slows significantly, even stops. Without intending to be
abovelisted ranges for the fiber surface area and flow area
limited to any particularexplanation for the mechanismof
suitable for passing the platelets in about one unit of
this valve-likeaction,it is presentlybelievedthat the slowup, e.g., by a factor ofabout
ing or stoppage of flow may reflect aggregation of the red 65 biologicalfluid may be scaled
six for passingthe platelets from about six units of pooled
cells alone and/orin combination with leukocytes,forming
transitionzone materialor buffy coat.
a barrier whichpreventsor blocksfurtherflow throughthe
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the red cell barrier medium of the present

inventionmay havea substantially uniformdensity, another
embodiment of the presentinventionmay be ofa construction such that an upstream portion of the mediumis of
generally lower density than a downstreamportion. For 5
example, thedensity ofthered cell bathermediummayvary
in a continuous or stepwise manner while maintainingan
average density range suitable for separating a supernatant
layer which includes platelets from a sedimentlayerwhich
includes red cells. An exemplaryred cell barrier medium 10
may include a densityrange in the upstreamportion from
about 0.1 g/cc to about 0.23 g/cc,and a densityrangeinthe
downstreamportionfrom about0.23 g/cc to about0.40 glcc.
In anotherembodiment oftheinvention,the red cell barrier
medium may include two or more layers, preferably of 15
different orvaryingdensity.An exemplary zonedor layered
fibrous mediumusing PBT as the fiber may indude an
upstreamlayerhaving a densityrange from about 0.1 g/cc
to about02g/cc, amiddlelayerhavingadensityrange from
about 0.20 g/cc to about 0.25 g/cc, and a downstreamlayer 20
having a density range from about 0.23 g/cc to about 0.40
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element.Any housing of suitable shape to providean inlet
and an outlet may be employed. The housing may be
fabricated from any suitably rigid. impervious material,
includingany impervious the thermoplastic material, which
is compatible with the fluidbeing processed.The housing
may include an arrangementof one or more channels.
grooves,conduits, passages, ribs, orthe like, whichmay be
serpentine,parallel, curved,circular, or a variety of other
configurations.

Suitableexemplaryhousings are disclosed in U.S. Pat.
Nos. 5,100,564,5,152,905,4,923,620,4.880,548 and 4,925,
572. as well asInternational PublicationNo.WO 91/04088.
It is intendedthat the present inventionis not to be limited
by the type, shape, or construction ofthe housing.
Thegas collection anddisplacement loopaccording tothe
invention may include at least one conduit. It may also
include atleastone ofagas collection and displacement bag
and a liquid bather medium. The gas collection and displacementloop may include additional elements such as
flow controldevices,as well as conduits and/or connectors,
e.g., junctionsfor connection upstreamand downstreamof
gfcc.
a filter assembly.
Includedwithinthe scopeofthepresentinventionare the
AsillustratedinFIG, 3, a gas collection and displacement
use of other density values,in a particularzone or layer as
300 mayincludefirst and secondconduits160 and 170,
loop
25
well as throughout the red cell bather medium. These
with one end of each conduitin fluid communication with
alternativedensityrangesmaybechosenbasedonachieving
liquidbarriermedium150.Alternatively, agascollection
a desired result, in additionto separating a sedimentlayer the
and displacement loop may include fIrst and second
from asupernatant layer, e.g., the flow rate, thetypeoffiber
conduits, with one end of each conduitin fluid communiused, the amount of leukocytes removed., as well as other
cation withthe gas collection and displacement bag.The gas
30
considerations.
collection loop can include a pluralityof conduits. In the
The red cell barrier medium may be positioned in the
embodiment illustratedin FIG. 4, the gas collection and
systemoftheinstant invention in avarietyoflocations.For
displacementloop300includes afirstconduit 160, a second
example, as illustrated in FIG. 2, it may be inteiposed
conduit 170, and a third conduit 180, with liquid barrier
between two containers, such as first container 90 and
medium150 interposed betweenconduit 160 and 180, and
additionalcontainer80. As illustratedin FIG. 1, it maybe
gas collection bag and displacement bag 110 interposed
located downstreamof the receiving or transfer container,
betweenconduits180 and 170.
for example, interposed betweenreceivingor transfer conA preferred gas collection and displacement loop 300
tainer 22 and additionalcontainer80, in conduit 100.
according to the invention includes both a liquid barrier
A leukocyte depletionmedium which may be used in
medium150 and agascollection and displacement bag 110,
accordance with the present invention may comprise a
with conduits, e.g, 160, 170, and 180 providingfluid comporous mediumsuitable for depletingleukocytes from the
municationbetweenthem.
fluid passing through the leukocyte depletionmedium. A
A gas collection and displacement bag 110 is a container
leukocytedepletion medium suitable for passing the platesuitable for collecting and storing gas. The gas collection
letsinaboutone unitofbiologicalfluidpreferablyhasafiber
and displacementbag mayalsobesuitable forcollecting and
surface area of from about 0.08 to about 1.0M2, more
storingbiological fluid.The gas collection anddisplacement
preferablyfrom about0.1 to about0.7M2. Apreferredrange
bag may also be used to increasethe recoveryof biological
for the relative voids volumeis about 50% to about 89%,
fluid. Suitablegas collection and displacement bags include
more preferably about 60% to about 85%. As described
the biologicalfluid containers as described previously. In a
above with respect to the red cell barrier medium, these 50 preferred
embodiment itmay be a flexible bag that may be
rangesmaybe adjustedas necessaryforthoseembodiments
squeezed so that gas in the bag can be passed to a desired
involvingdifferent volumesofbiologicalfluid. Forexample,
destination.
the above listed ranges for the fiber surface area may be
The gas collection and displacementloop300 may also
scaled accordingly for passingthe plateletsfrom about six
a liquid bather medium 150 through which gas
units of pooled transition zone material or buffy coat. ss includebut
passes
biological fluid will not. The liquid barrier
Exemplaryleukocyte depletionmedia are disclosedin U.S.
mediummay beany ofavarietyofmeans and devices which
Pat. Nos. 5,100,564 and 4,880,548 as wellas International
are capable of separating gas that may be present in the
PublicationNo. WO 91/04088.
blood processing system from the biological fluid that is
Theleukocyte depletionmediummaybepositioned inthe
processedin the system.
system of the instant invention in a variety of locations, 60
A liquid barrier medium 150 comprises at least one
Preferably,it is located downstreamof the red cell barrier
liquophobic
porousmedium. The liquidbarriermediummay
medium 70, i.e., interposed between the red cell barrier
alsoinclude at least one liquophilic porous medium. Suitmedium70 and the additionalcontainer80.
able liquophobicporousmediaand liquophilicporousmedia
Aporousmediummay beusedina housingtoformafilter
include, but are not limitedto, those disclosed in Internaassembly. Preferably, the porous medium is preformed to 65 tional Publication No. WO 91/17809 and U.S. Pat. No.
controlled dimensions, density, and pore diameterprior to
5,126,054.The liquid barrier mediummay be included in a
assemblyin the housing toform an integral,self-contained
housingtoform aliquidbarrierassembly. Suitable housings
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include, but are not limited to, those disclosedin International Publication No. WO 91/17809 and U.S. Pat. No.
5,126,054.
The conduitse.g., 160, 170, and 180, used in the gas
collection and displacement loop may be as previously
described. A flow control device as previouslydescribed
may be located within or on at least one of the conduits
and/or the gas collection and displacement bag.
Typically, the gas collection and displacement loop is
connected via junctions to conduits upstream and downstream ofafilter assemblysuch as atleast one ofa red cell
barrier assembly, a red cell barrier/leukocyte depletion
assembly and a leukocytedepletion assembly. The filter
assemblyand gas collection and displacementloop may be
connectedto form a single device such as a biologicalfluid
processingassembly. and this devicemay be connectedto
containers as desired. For example. in the embodiment
illustratedinFIG.3,the conduit100downstreamofthefilter
assemblywhichincludesthered cell barrier medium70may
be influid communication with a containersuch as satellite
container 80. A container such as a receiving or transfer
container 22, which contains a platelet-containing layer,
may be in fluid communication with the conduit 100
upstream of the filter assembly.
The location of the liquid barrier medium 150 may be
selected to achievea desired result.Preferably, whenthe gas
collection and displacement loop is connected by ajunction
130 to conduit 100 upstream of a red cell bather filter

Alternatively, it may be composed of a flexible material,
such as polyvinyl chloride(PVC),or plasticized PVC, e.g.,

PVC

plasticized with dioctylphthalate,

diethythexylphthalate, or trioctyltrimellitate.
5
In accordance with another embodiment ofthe invention,
the biological fluid processing system may include a drip
chamber31. The drip chamber31 may be used to control
flowrate and/or preventgas from reaching a containersuch
10

as a receiving or transfer container22 downstreamof the
drip chamber, andformaximizing recoveryofthebiological
fluid.

The drip chamber which may be used in the systemmay

be constructed of any materialcompatible with biological

fluid and gas. The drip chamber may be squeezable.
the drip chamber may include at least one
element,
preferablya liquophobic porousmembrane,
porous
that allows gas into a biologicalfluid processing system
and/or allows gas to be separated from the biological fluid
being
processed. e.g.. allows gas out of the biologicalfluid
20
processing system, but resists or prevents the passage of
biologicalfluid.The porous elementwouldthenfunctionas
a gas inletand/or gas outletas later discussed. The porous
elementmay be positioned in a conduit, or more preferably,
it may be included in the housing of the drip chamber.
25 Further, the surface of the element may be oriented in a
variety of ways with respect to the flow of the biological
fluid. For example, twoporous elements may be placed at
oppositeends or sides of the drip chamber, or a single
elementmay be within the drip chamber.
a
a
red
cell
barrier
medium
70,
and
by
assemblyincluding
In another embodiment ofthe invention, a ventsuch as a
of
the
red
cell
junction 140 to conduit 100 downstream
batherfilter assembly, theliquidbarrier medium150is near
gasinletand/or agas outletmaybe usedinconjunction with
to thejunctionupstreamof thered cell barrierfilter assemany of the apparatuses notedaboveto maximize therecovthe
collection
and
In
those
embodiments
wherein
ery of biological fluid in receivingor transfercontainer22
gas
bly.
and/oradditional container 80. Exemplary gasinlets and gas
collection
and
disdisplacementloop also includes a gas
outlets and processes for using them are as disclosed in
is
located
the
shown),
bag
preferably
placementbag (not
International Publication No. WO 91/17809 and U.S. Pat.
cell
barrier
filter
near the junctiondownstreamof the red
No. 5,126,054.
a
collection
In
those
embodiments
including
gas
assembly.
The gas inlet 30 and the gas outlet 33 may be,
and displacementloop and red cell barner/leukocyte depletion filter assemblyora leukocytedepletionfilter assembly
respectively, upstreamand downstream ofthe drip chamber
31. More preferably, as exemplified in HG. 1, the gas inlet
(notshown),atleast one ofa liquidbarriermedium150and
agascollection and displacement bag 110 may be similarly 30 is downstreamof the outletofthe pooling assembly50
and upstreamofthe drip chamber 31, which is upstreamof
locatedwith respectto the junctions.
the gasoutlet33, and the gas outlet33isinterposedbetween
The pooling assembly of the instant inventionprovides
the drip chamber31 and the receivingor transfer container
source
containers
fluidcommunication betweenatleast two
22. Alternatively, a gas inlet and/or a gas outlet may be
and a receivingcontainer, preferablybetween atleast three
source containersand a receivingcontainer, preferablyby
positioned in or on a drip chamber, a conduit, a filter
As
flow
into
a
flow
assembly. or the receiving, source, and/or additional consingle
path.
channelingmultiple
paths
tainers.
21
illustratedin FIG. 1, the pooling assembly preferably
In other embodiments (not shown), the gas inlet 30 and
comprises apluralityofconduits40 and an outletorjunction
the gas outlet33 may be respectively locatedupstream and
50. Althoughthe conduitscan he configured ina numberof
downstream of at least one of a leukocyte depletion
ways,the poolingassemblypreferablycomprises a network
or tiered arrangementof conduits40, preferably including
assembly, a redcell barrier assemblyand a red cell barrier/
one ormore junctions,suchas one ormoreY-connectors. As
leukocyte depletionassembly.
used herein, the conduits provide fluid communication
The gas inlet and/or gas outlet may be positioned to
betweenthe sourceofthe biologicalfluid, such as separate
achieveadesiredresult, e.g.,recoveryofvaluablebiological
unit containers 20, and a multiple unit container, such as
fluid and/or removalof gas, as is explained in more detail
transferorreceivingcontainer22. Allowcontroldevicemay
below. Includedwithin the scopeof the inventionis the use
ofmore thanone gas inlet and/or gas outlet.
be located within or on at least one of the conduits.
21
include
at
The gas inlet is aporouselementwhichallowsgas into a
the
60
Alternatively,
pooling assembly
may
least one devicehavingmultipleinlets and a singleoutletin
biological fluidprocessing system. Thus, the gas inlet may
fluid communication withjunction50.
providefor increasing therecoveryofa valuablebiological
fluid (e.g., transition zone material) that mayotherwisebe
The pooling assembly used in the instant inventionmay
retained in various components of the system during probe constructedof any materialcompatiblewith a biological
fluid. For example, the poolingassemblymay becomposed 65 cessing and would otherwise be lost.
The gas outletis aporouselementwhich allowsgas that
of a non-flexible material, for example, acrylonitrilebutadiene styrene (ABS), polycarbonate. or stainless steel.
may bepresentinabiological fluidprocessing systemoutof
15 Furthermore,
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the system and/or permits gas to be separated from the
biologicalfluid beingprocessed. Thus, the gas outlet may
provide forminimizing the volume of gasesthatremainin,
or in contactwith, a biologicalfluidduringprocessing. The
gas outlet may also allow gas into the biological fluid
processingsystem.
The gas inlet and gas outletare preferablychosen so that
the sterffityofthe systemis not compromised.
The gas inlet and gas outleteach comprise at least one
porouselement designedto allow gas to pass therethrough.
A varietyof materials may be used, provided the requisite
propertiesofthe porous elementare achieved.Theseproperties include the necessary strength to handle the differential pressuresencounteredin use and the ability toprovide
the desiredfiltration capability while providingthe desired 15
penneabilitywithout the application of excessive pressure.
The porous elements of the gas inlet and the gas outlet
should alsopreferablyhave a pore diameterof about 0.2
micrometeror lessto precludebacteriaenteringthe system.
20
Preferably, thegas inlet andgas outletincludeatleast one
liquophobic porous element. Because the liquophobic
porous element is not wettable, or poorly wettable, by the
biologicalfluid being processed in the system, gas in the
system that contacts the liquophobicelement will pass 2
throughit, whilethe biologicalfluidwill not. The gas outlet
may also include at least one liquophilic porous element,
that allows gas to exit, but not enter, the system. In a
preferred embodiment of the invention, the gas outlet
includes both a liquophobicmembrane and a liquophilic
membrane. Additionally, the gas inlet and/orthe gas outlet
may be includedin a housing.which may include a cap or
closure.

As noted above,theplacementof the gas inletand/orthe
gas outletmaybe selectedto achieve a desired result. For
example, the gas inlet30 may be locatedas farupstreamof
the manifoldoutlet orjunction50 as is practicalin orderto
sufficiently maximize therecoveryof transition zone material from the manifoldassembly 200. Thus, gas inlets may
be located in each of the source containers 20 of the
transitionzone materialto be pooled.Alternatively, the gas
inlet30 may beplacedina conduit 40 ordownstreamofthe
outlet or junction50 ofthe pooling assembly21.
Also, it may be desirableto locatethe gas outlet33 in
conduit60 downstream ofthe outletorjunction50 and as
dose to receivingor transfer container22 as is possiblein
orderto maximize the volumeof gas that is removedfrom
themanifoldassembly 200.Alternatively, thegas outletmay
be located in the receiving or transfer container22 and/or
container80. The gas inlet or the gas outletmay be located 50
in the drip chamber 31. Inone embodiment oftheinvention,
a gasinletand/oragas outletmay beinterposed betweenthe
source containers 20 and the receiving container22. for
example,in conduit 60.
The processing of biologicalfluid in the context of the
presentinventionmaytake placeatany suitable time, which
may be soon afterdonation. Forexample, whenthebiological fluidis donatedwhole blood,itis typicallyprocessed as
soon as practicable in order to maximize the number of
components derived and to maximize blood component 60
viability and physiological activity. Early processing may
more effectively reduce or eliminate contaminating factors,
induding, but not limited to, leukocytes and microaggregates.In accordance withthe subjectinvention, the biologicalfluid may be processedwithin about20 hoursofcollec- 65
tion from the donor. The subjectinventionmayalso indude
processingbiologicalfluidin accordance with United States
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practice,whereintheprocessingofwholebloodisgenerally
within 8 hours ofcollectionfrom the donor.
Movementofthebiologicalfluidthrough the systemmay
be effected bymaintaininga pressure differential betweena
containersuch asa collection bag orasourcecontainer, and
thedestinationofthe biologicalfluid(e.g., acontainersuch
as a satellite bag ora receivingcontainer), to cause to fluid
to flow in a desireddirection. The pressuredifferential may
be automatically controlled. e.g., as part of an.automated
bloodprocessingsystem,orit may bemanuallycontrolled.
Exemplarymeans of establishingthis pressure differential
may be by gravityhead, applyingpressure to the collection
bag or drip chamber (e.g., by hand or with apressurecuff),
orbyplacingthesateffite bag in achamberwhichestablishes
a pressure differential between the satellite bag and the
collection bag (e.g., a vacuum chamber). Also included
within the scopeofthe inventionmaybe expressorswhich
generatesubstantiallyequal pressureoverthe entire collection bag. Itisintendedthatthepresentinventionis not to be
limitedby the means of creating the pressure differential,
In general,a unit of biologicalfluid(e.g., donor's whole
blood)maybe received directlyinto a containersuch as a
collection bag, and processedto form supernatant and sediment layers of the biological fluid, typically by
centrifugation. thus forminga first supernatant layer and a
first sediment
layer,with atransitionzonematerialspanning
the interfacebetween the supernatant and sedimentlayers.
The transitionzone materialmay be separated from thefirst
supernatantand first sedimentlayers and processed,typically by centrifugation, to form a second supernatant layer
and a second sedimentlayer. The second supernatant layer
may be separatedfrom the second sediment layer.
The processing stepsand conditionsmay beadjustedas is
knownto one of ordinaryskill in the art. Ifthe biological
fluid is separated into supernatant and sedimentlayers by
centrifugation, the centrifugation parmeters maybe selected
as is known to one of ordinary skill in the art. Typical
hard-spin cenirifugation may be about 2800x g to about
4800x g for about5 to about 10 minutes. Typical soft-spin
cenirifugationmay be about 280x g to about lSOOx g for
about 5 to about 15 minutes. It is intendedthat the present
inventionis not to be limited to the cenirifugation parameters.

In a preferred embodiment, biologicalfluid may be centrifugedatan elevatedGforce (hard-spincentrifugation) to
form the fIrst supernatantand first sedimentlayers, as well
as the transitionzone material. For example, whole blood
maybecentrifugedat high speed toformPPPand redblood
cell layers, with the bully coat spanning the interface
between those layers.
In another embodiment, biologicalfluid may be centrifuged at a decreased G force (soft-spin centrifugation) to
form the first supernatantand first sedimentlayers, as well
as the transitionzone material. For example, whole blood
may be centrifugedat a low speed to form PRP and red
bloodcell layers,withthe bully coat spanning the interface
between those layers.
Once the first supernatant and sedimentlayers, and the
transitionzonematerialhavebeen formed,thelayersand/or
the transitionzone materialmay be furtherprocessed.For
example,the variouslayersand zonemay be separated from
each other usingapressuredifferential tocausethemtoflow
in a desired direction,e.g., from the collection container
towarda satellite bag.Any methodmay beused toeffectthe
separation.

For example, selectively clampingthe collection bag may
increasethe efficiency of separation. In some embodiments,
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the containermay be clampedbetween thefirst supernatant
layer (e.g.. the PPP or the PRP) and the transition zone.
and/orclampedbetweenthe first sedimentlayer(e.g.. thered
cell layer)and the transition zone, and theindividual layer(s)
and/or zonemay flow toward separate satellite bags.
A similarresult may be achievedwith or withoutclamping of the container, e.g.. by selectively arranging the
conduits with respect to the collection containerand its
contentsand/orby utilizing acollection container including
an internal passageway. For example, at least one conduit 10
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assembly 21to combine orpoolthe transition zonematerial

inasinglecontainer,suchasareceivingortransfercontainer
22.

Forexample, in one embodiment, as ifiustrated in FIG. 1,
where the components are shown in a preferred vertical
arrangement, with the source containers 20 at the highest
point, the buffy coat in a plurality of containers 20 passes
through the conduitsof the pooling assembly21 through
outletorjunction50to receivingortransfercontainer22. As
the buffy coat flows, it may contact at least one device,
located
at
the
or
bottom
of
the
container
to
be
side,
may
top
assembly, or porous element. e.g.. a gas inlet 30, a drip
chamber 31. or a gas outlet 33. for preventinggas from
improvethe separation of at least one layer and/or a transition zone materialfrom the rest of the contents of the
reaching the receiving container, and for maximizing the
containerbypassagethrough theconduit.The container may
recoveryofthe huffy coat, whichis interposed between the
include atleast one internalpassageway, e.g..a passageway 15 source containers 20 and thereceivingor transfercontainer
22.
toward the bottom of the container, to providefluid communication with a conduit at the top of the containerand
Inordertomaximize recoveryoftransition zonematerial,
air or gas maybe introducedinto the source containers 20
improvethe separation. Conduits may belocatedat the top
and bottomofthe container, e.g.,for passingthe supernatant
throughthe gasinlet assembly 30or the gas outletassembly
and sedimentlayers from the top and bottom of the con- 20
preferably by using a syringe (not shown). As used
tainer. In some embodiments, at least one conduit may
herein, air or gas refers to any gaseous fluid, such as
extend within the interior of the containerto a layer or a
sterilized air, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and the like; it is
transition zone material and the layer and/or the zone
intendedthatthe invention not be limitedto thetypeof gas
materialmaybepassed through the conduit. Alayer and/or
used.While the introduced fluidis preferably ambientairor
atransitionzonematerialmaybepassedthrough theconduit 25 a or a sterile gas, some non-gaseous fluids may also be
towarda porousmedium, such as ared cell barrier medium.
suitable. Forexample,fluidthatislighterthanthe biological
The conduitsmay be selectively clampedto prevent or
fluid andis non-reactive withit is includedwithin the scope
of the presentinvention.
allow flow into a sateffite bag. For example. the operator
mayvisuallymonitorthebag and stop the flow by clamping 30 Introducing gas into the source containers 20 may be
the conduit when the individual layer or zone has been accomplishedby opening a flow path from the gas inlet 30
or the gas outlet33 to the appropriate sourcecontainer20,
sufficiently expressed. In other embodiments, an automated
blood processingsystem may be used to process the biowhile closing the flow path to the receiving or transfer
logical fluid. The automated bloodprocessing system may
container 22. For example. the clamps on the conduits
include a monitoring device.e.g.,a sensor orphotocell.that
leading to the receivingortransfer container22 and all but
monitorstheflowrate,pressure,and/or opticaldensityofthe
one container 20 may be closed, so that when gas is
fluidbeing expressed so that the flow may be stopped atthe
introducedinto the system. gas in the conduitwill enter the
appropriate time. The means for establishing the pressure
open container. In a preferred embodiment, the process
differential may be orientedto ensure that a desiredvolume
includes introducinggas sequentially into the source conoffluidis expressed. Itisintendedthatthepresentinvention
tainers 20. The flow path to each source containermay be
is not to be limitedto the mannerof monitoring the flow.
closed after gas has been introducedinto that container.
Thefirst supernatant and firstsedimentlayermay bothbe
The flow path from the gas inlet 30 or the gas outlet 33
expressed, leaving onlythe transition zone materialin the
maybeclosed.The flowpath tothefirstsourcecontainer20
container. In anotherembodiment, the transition zonemateis thenopened, and as the transitionzone materialpasses
rial maybe expressed to anothercontainer, preferablyafter
from the first source container20, and flows through the
expression ofthefirst supernatant layerorthe firstsediment
pooling assembly21 towardreceivingor transfercontainer
layer. Alternatively, the transition zone material may be
22, it displaces the gas that was ahead of the column of
expressed with a layer, e.g.,the first supernatant layer, and
flowingtransitionzonematerial; this gas may be exhausted
then separated.
or removedfrom the system. The gas maybe vented from
Itisintendedthatthepresentinvention is nottobelimited 50 thesystem through aporouselementin the drip chamberor
inthe conduit,orpreferably,throughan open gasoutlet33.
tothe mannerororderofseparation and/orexpression ofthe
Once the gas has been exhaustedfrom the system, the gas
and/or
transition
zone
material.
layers
outlet may be inactivated to prevent gas from enteringthe
Preferably.multiple units ofbiological fluidsuch aswhole
are
in
individual
containers
and
the
resultsystem. For example, the gas outletmaybe inactivatedby
blood processed
manuallyclosingthe outlet, e.g.. by capping or clamping.
antmultiple units of transition zonematerialare separated,
Preferably, the gas outlet includes a liquophobic element,
andthencombined. e.g.,pooledinat leastonecontainer.The
and more preferably, both a liquophobic element and a
multipleunits of transition zone materialmay be combined
liquophilic element, which inactivates the outlet
orpooledby anymethodthatprovidesfor combining atleast
automatically. upon wetting by thetransitionzonematerial.
two units of a biologicalfluid. For example, at least two
each
transition
zone
be
60
Once the gas ahead of the column of transition zone
containers,
material. may
including
materialhas been exhausted and the flow of transition zone
connected in series, e.g., vertically, so that transition zone
materialhas stopped, clamps adjacentto the other source
materialmaybe pooledin a downstream container, prefercontainersare opened,preferably, sequentially, sothattranably the most downstreamcontainer. Alternatively, two or
more containers oftransitionzonematerialmay be simulsition zone materialfrom the other containers 20 may pass
taneously or sequentially emptied directly into a single 65 through the pooling assembly 21 toward the receivingor
transfercontainer22. The clamp adjacent to thereceivingor
container. In another embodiment, the multiple units of
transfer container22 is opened so that the transitionzone
transitionzone materialmay be passed through a pooling
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materialcanflowinto thecontainer22. Preferably, theclamp
adjacentto the receivingor transfercontainer22 is opened
before the clamps adjacentto the other source containersare

20

a pressure differential and passing the platelet-containing

layer from the receiving or transfer container22 (FIGS. 1
and 3) or the container 90 (FIG. 2) through at least one
porousmediumcomprising at least one of a red cell barrier
opened.
medium, ared cell barrier/leukocyte depletionmedium,and
Initiating the flow of transition zone material from the
a leukocyte depletion medium (not shown). Preferably,
other sourcecontainers alsodisplaces gas aheadofthe other
processing the secondsupernatant layerincludes separating
units oftransition zonematerial.Preferably, this gas may be
the supernatant platelet-containing layer from the sediment
collectedin drip chamber31 interposed betweenthe outlet
red
cell containinglayer by passing the supernatant layer
or junction 50 and the receiving or transfer container22.
through a red cell barrier medium or a red cell barrier
the
transition
zone
material
a
chamber
Passing
through drip
medium/leukocyte depletionmediumuntil flow through the
31 mayincludecollecting gas and/or controlling the rate of
mediumslows orstops.In theembodiments illustratedin the
flow of the transition zone material.
Figures, the platelet-rich fluid may be recovered in an
Typically, drip chamber31 is inverteduntilthe bully coat
additionalcontainer80, such as a satellite bag.
fills the drip chamber,at which point the drip chamber is
Inother embodiments e.g..as illustrated inFIGS.3 and 4,
returnedto its normal orientation, and the buffy coat flows
a gas collection and displacement loop may beincorporated
towardthe receivingor transfer container22.
in the system and used to separategas from a container
Asthetransitionzonematerialpasses throughthe system,
and/or the platelet-containing fluid while maintaining a
the gas ahead of the transition zone material may be
closed, sterile system. For example, as described with refexhaustedthrough the gas outlet33as described previously.
erence to FIG. 3, a platelet-containing fluidmay be passed
Pooled transition zone material is then recovered in the 20 from acontainersuch
as a transfer orreceivingcontainer22
receivingor transfer container22 and, in accordance with
or container90 through at least one of a red cell barrier
theinvention,theintroductionofair orgasinto thereceiving assembly, a red cell barrier/leukocyte depletionassembly
containeris eliminatedor minimized, so the transitionzone
and a leukocytedepletion assembly and collectedinto a
materialis recovered withoutcollectingair.
sateffite container84) along with the gas displacedby the
25
In ordertomaximizerecoveryoftransitionzonematerial.
platelet-containing fluid. Gas may then be separated by
gas maybe introducedbehind the transitionzone material
expellingit from the sateffite container80 into a gas colretainedin the system. The gas that was initiallyintroduced
lection and displacementloop300.
intothe source containers20 through eitherthe gasinlet30
If desired, the collection and displacement bag in the
orthe gas outlet33 will followthe transitionzonematerial gascollectionandgas
displacement loop maybe heldabovethe
as itflowsthroughthe conduits.This increases therecovery 30 level of the satellite
bag 80 to drain the platelet-containing
of the transition zone material,since the gas followingthe
fluid into the sateffite bag 80. Once the fluid has been
transition zonematerial"chases"thefluidfromtheconduits.
drained, the gas collection and displacement bag may be
Furthermore, after the transitionzone materialhas passed
lowered.
throughthe poolingassemblyinto the receivingor transfer
The sateffitebag 80maybe squeezed to expel gasinto the
container 22 and the sourcecontainers20 have collapsed,
collection and displacement bag (hereinafter the gas
gas
gas maybe introduced behind the retained transition zone
of the gas collection and displacement loop 300. For
bag)
materialby opening gas inlet 30. Additional transitionzone
example, satellite bag 80 may be squeezed to pass gas into
materialmay then be recoveredin the receivingor transfer
the gas bag ofthe gas collection and displacement loopuntil
container22.
the platelet-containing fluid reaches the gas bag. Once the
Once recoveryof the transition zone materialhas been
gashas beenexpelledfrom thesatellite bag 80. theflowpath
completed, receivingor transfercontainer22maybe sealed
between the satellite bag 80 and the gas bag in the gas
and separatedfrom the system, without the introductionof
collection and displacementloop 300 is preferablyclosed.
air into the container. Preferably, receivingor transfer conIn another embodiment according to the invention, gas
taineris heat sealed, althoughother methodsofsealing are 45
be expelledanda desired amount ofplatelet-containing
may
also suitable.
fluid for sampling may be isolated from the plateletFluid, such as plasma, a storage solution,an additive
containingfluidin the sateffite container80 and collectedin
solution,or the like, may be added to the transition zone
the gas collection and displacement loop 300. In this
material, e.g., duringor after the passage of transition zone
embodiment of the invention,
may be expelled as
materialinto receivingor transfer container22. Individual 50 described above, along with gas
an amount of plateletunits oftransition zone material, ortransitionzone material
containingfluid, which maybe collectedin the gas bag of
that has beencombinedin a containerby anothermethod,
the gas collection and displacement loop.
may be similarly processed.
After the
amountof platelet-containing fluid for
Ifdesired,theindividualorpooled units oftransitionzone samplinghasdesired
been collectedin the gas bag, gas may be
materialmay be stored for a suitable length of time. The 55 separatedfrom the sample by squeezing the gas bag topass
transition zone material is separatedinto supernatant and
gas into another portion of the system, e.g., through the
sedimentlayers,typicallyby centrifugation, to form a secliquid barrier medium 150 of the gas collection and disond sedimentlayer and secondsupernatant layer.
placementloopinto receivingor transfercontainer22. In a
For example, in a preferredembodiment, pooled or indi- preferred embodiment, the gas collection and displacement
vidual units of buffy coat may be centrifuged to form 6o loop includes a flow control device located between the
supernatant and sedimentlayers as noted above. In amore
liquidbarrier medium150 and the connection oftheloop to
the conduitupstreamofthe filter assembly. The flow control
preferredembodiment, the bully coat may be centrifugedat
low G force (soft-spin centrifugation)to form a supernatant
device may be manually (e.g., with a clamp) or automatiplatelet-rich layer and a sedimentred cell layer.
cally (e.g.. with a check valve) controlled. The plateletAs described withreferencetothe Figures,processingthe 65 containing sample may be separated or isolated at any
second supernatant layer, typically a platelet-containing
suitable time. For example, the sample may be separated
layer, preferablya platelet-richlayer, may include creating
prior to storage,orlater, e.g., shortly before a ministration.

a
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In another aspect, the gas collection and displacement
loopmaybe used in connection with a leukocytedepletion
mediumto increasethe recoveryof the platelet-containing
layer. For example, aleukocytedepletionassembly maybe
interposed betweencontainers such as receivingortransfer
container22 and sateffite bag 80 and the gas may be passed
into the gas bag and throughthe liquid barrier mediumas
described previously. The gas may thenbe passed, either
after displacement into the receiving or transfer container

EXAMPLE 1.

or directly after passage through the liquid barrier
medium, into the conduit upstream of the filter assembly,
22,

which may displace or "chase" some of the plateletcontaining fluidretainedin the filter assemblyand/orin the
conduit downstreamof the filter assembly. This displaced
platelet-containing fluid may be recoveredin satellite container 80 without collecting gas, since the filter assembly 15
will not completely drain.
Further embodiments are encompassed by the present
invention. For example, with respect to the pooling
assembly, the gas outlet maybe used as a gas inlet, and,
conversely, the gas inlet may be used as a gas outlet, at 20
different stagesofprocessing ofthetransitionzonematerial.
For example. gas may be introducedand exhaustedusing a
gas inlet and a gas outlet as described above, and the
transition zone material is recovered in a receiving or
transfercontainer. Gas may thenbe introduced throughthe 25
gas outlet, so that the transitionzone materialremainingin
the containers and/or held up in the filter assembly or
assemblies may be collected. Of course, gas may also be
introducedthroughthe gas inletfor a similar effect.
In anotherembodiment, the manifoldassembly200 may 30
comprise all ofthe components showninFIG. 1, exceptfor
the gas inlet 30, and the gas outlet33. In this embodiment,
the drip chamber31 preferably includes a porous element
for venting gas.Additionally,another embodiment of this
inventionmay include only a singleporous elementinter- 35
posed betweentheoutletofthe poolingassembly50 and the
receivingor transfercontainer22, which allows gas toflow
therethrough. In each oftheseembodiments gas aheadofthe
flow of transition zone materialand gas pockets moving
alongthe conduitwith the flow of transition zone material 40
may be prevented from enteringthe receivingor transfer
container. Further, gas may beintroducedbehindtheflow of
transitionzone materialto maximize recoveryof the transition zone material.
In other embodiments, the manifold assembly200 may 45
comprise all ofthe components showninFIG. 1, exceptfor
eitherthe gasinlet 30 orthe gas outlet33, and the manifold
assembly200mayincludeagascollectionand displacement
loop forexample, in communication with conduit 60 downstreamofjunctionor outlet50and upstreamofreceivingor o
transfer container22. In these embodiments, gas may enter
the receiving or transfer container, and the gas may be
displacedfrom the receiving or transfer containerand collectedin the gas collectionand displacement 100p.
The instant invention may provide for a closed, sterile 55
environment. Preferably, the recovered fraction orfractions
should be viable and functional e.g.. circulate normally in
the patient's bloodstreamafter transfusion. Thus, once processinghas beencompleted, thedesiredfraction orfractions
of biologicalfluid may be recovered under conditions in 60
which an appropriatestorageenvironment is maintained, if
desired. Preferably, the fraction or fractions are in a containersuch as a satellitebag, and separatedfrom the system
afterthe containerhasbeen sealed, withoutthe introduction
of and/or contaminants, particularly bacteria, into the sys- 65
tem. Preferably,this containermaybeheat sealed,although
other methodsof sealingare also suitable.

Six units of buflr coat were prepared and pooled by
draining each unit into a bag of suitable size. The total
volume of the pooledbuffy coat was 345 ml.
The filtermediumandhousing(forming afilterassembly)
were producedin accordance with U. S. Pat. No. 5,100,564
and International Publication No. WO 91/04088. The filter
assemblyincluded a preformed red cell barrier/leukocyte
depletionmediumhaving a CWSTof 93—97 dynes/cm.a
diameterof about 6.4 cm, a flow area of about 32 cm2, a
thicknessof about 0.152 cm, and a density of about 0.31
gm/cc,producedfrom PBTfibershavingdiameters ofabout
2.1 micrometers. The inletofthe assemblywas connected to
the outlet of the satellite bag containing the pooled buffy
coats, and the outlet of the assemblywas connected to an
emptybag suitable for plateletcontactto form a system.
The system was centrifuged to form a sedimentlayer
including red cells and a supernatant layer of plateletcontainingfluid.
The systemwas carefully placedinaconventional expressor withoutdisturbing the settledlayer ofred cells,and the
assembly was primed and the supernatant layer was
expressed.

After six minuteshadpassed thered cell layer contacted
the filter medium and flow had essentiallystopped. The
resulting plateletfluid was found to be highly depletedof
leukocytes, i.e., less than 6.9xl04lunit, and rich inplatelets.
i.e.. 3.2x1011/unit.
EXAMPLE 2.

A pooling assemblyused to performthis examplemay
utilizesix units ofbuffy coat in individual 60ml single-unit
containers,a600ml transfercontainer, and a 600ml sateffite
container, set up in a manner that generallycorresponds to
that described for HG. 1. The manifoldassemblyshould be
arrangedgenerallyvertically, with the pooling assemblyand
theconduitto the transfercontainerhavingatotal lengthof
about 24 inches.
The gas inlet and gas outlet in accordance with InternationalPublicationNo. WO 91/17809.may be positioned as
in FIG. 1.
The filter assemblymay be as described in Example 1.
Clamps on the conduits adjacent to the six single-unit
containersofbuffy coat, aswell as the clampontheconduit
betweenthe transfercontainerand the gas outlet, should be
closed.

The gas outletshould be cappedand a60 cc syringemay
be used to introduce air throughthe gas inlet and into the
sourcecontainers. The plungerofthe syringemaybe drawn
back to the "60 cc" mark, and the gas inlet uncapped, and
then the syringe may be connected to the gas inlet. The
clamptothefirst single-unit container, whichcontainsaunit
of buffy coat, should be opened, and the plunger of the
syringepushed forwardabout5—10 cc, thus introducing air
into the first single-unit container. The clamp to that first
containershouldthenbe closed. The someprocedureshould
be followed with respect to the remaining five single-unit

containers.
The syringe should be removed, the gas inlet recapped,
and the gas outletuncapped. The clampto the firstcontainer
should be openedto allow the buffy coat to flow from the
first container, and the dripchambershould be invertedand
squeezed to fill the chamber with buffy coat. The drip
chambershould berewrnedtoitsnormalorientation, and the
buffy coat should flow through the drip chambertowardthe
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transfer container. Air should be exhausted through the
satellite bag shouldbe compressed until gas collects toward
the upperportion of the satellitebag. Clamp C should then
opened gas outlet, until the buify coat contactsthe liquobe opened whilecontinuingto compressthe satellite bag to
phobicmembranein the gas outlet.
At this point, flow should stop, and the clamp on the
expel gas from the satellitebag into the gas collection and
conduit leading to the transfer containershould be opened, 5 displacement bag. Oncethe gas has beenexpelled. clamp C
should be closed.
and buffy coat should flow into the transfer container.
The tubingfrom the outletsideofthefilter assemblymay
The above process may be repeated for each of the
then beclampedand heat sealed,and theplatelet-containing
remainingfive containers.The flow will stop when the six
containers of buffy coat have drained.
bag may be removed.
Atthis point,residualbuffycoat shouldremainin the drip 10 It is expected that greater than 90% of the plateletswill
chamber, and the conduitsdownstreamofthe gas inlet. To
pass through the porous medium, and that greater than
99.9% of the leukocyteswifi be removed.
recoversomeofthe retainedbuffy coat, the gas inlet should

be uncapped,and the buffy coat conduitswill drain into the

transfer container.
The tubing leading to the transfer container should be 15
clampedand heat sealed, and the transfer container separatedfrom thepooling assemblyfor furtherprocessing. The
transfercontainermay beplaced in a centrifuge bucket and
processed to form asedimentfraction ofredcells as well as 20
a supernatant fraction containingplatelets.
Afilter assemblymaybe connected to a sateffite bag,and
a gas collection and displacementioop may connected
upstream and downstreamof the filter assembly. The gas
collection and displacementloop may be connected using 25
Y-connectors upstreamand downstream ofthe ifiter assembly.The gas collection and displacementloopincludesa 100
cc gas collection and displacementbag and a housing
containing a liquid barrier medium. Thehousing and liquid
barriermediumformedaliquid barrier assembly. The liquid 30
barrier assemblyis located within the gas collection and
displacement loop in a conduit between the Y-connector
upstreamof the filter assembly and the gas collection and
displacement bag. The liquid barrier mediumincludes a
liquophobic membrane producedin accordancewith International PublicationNo. WO 91/17809. The liquid barrier
assemblywas alsoproduced in accordance with InternationalPublicationNo. WO 91/17809.
There may be a clamp on the conduit between the
upstream of the filter assembly and the connector
(hereinafterdamp A). as well as a clamp on the conduit
between the connector upstream of the filter assemblyand
the liquidbarrier medium(hereinafterclampB). There may
also be a clamp on the conduitbetween the gas collection
and displacement bag and the connector downstreamof the 45
filter assembly(hereinafterclampC), as well as aclamp on
the conduitbetweenthe downstreamof the filter assembly
andthe satellitebag.This damp (hereinafter clampD) may
be located downstreamof the connector that connects the
downstream ofthe filter assemblyto the gas collection and
displacementloop.
ClampsA, B, C and D may be closed, and the transfer
containermaybe connectedto the conduitupstreamofthe
filter assembly. The filter assemblymay be positionedvertically.ClampsAand D may be openedand the supernatant 55
platelet-containing fluid shouldbe expressed fromthe transfercontainerthroughthefilter assemblyinto the satellite bag
until the flow through the assembly automatically stops,
separating theplateletcontainingfractionfromthe sediment
red cell containing fraction.ClampA should be closed.
60
The gas collection and displacement bag may be raised
abovethe levelofthetransfer containerand clampC should
be opened. Raisingthe gas collection bag may allow additionalplatelet-containing fluidin the conduit downstreamof
the filter assemblyto drain into the satellite bag. Once the 65
fluid has drained, damp C may be closed and the gas
collection and displacementbag may be lowered. Then the

EXAIvIPLE3.

An assemblyincluding atransfercontainercontaining six
unitsofpooledbufycoat, afilter assembly, a gas collection
and displacement loop (with a gas collection and displacement bag and a liquid barrier assemblyincludinga liquid
barriermedium),and a satellite bag, maybe asconfiguredas
in Example2. ClampsA, B, C and D maybe locatedas in
that Example.The buffy coat may be centrifuged in the
transfer container and the supernatant platelet-containing
layer passed throughthe filter assembly, and the gas in the
satellite bag may be expelled as described in Example 2.
However, before expellingthegas fromthe satellite bag, the
bag shouldbe agitatedto mix theplatelets,and oncethe gas
has been expelledfrom the satellite bag, the satellite bag is
then compressed until plateletsenter the gas collection and
displacement bag.Once thegascollectionand displacement
bag contains an appropriate amount of platelets,the gas
collection and displacementbag may be raised until the
platelets drain back into the satellite bag. This transfer
between the satellite bag and the gas collection and displacementbag maybe repeatedtwo more times.Then the
sateffite bag maybe compressedto expel gas and adesired
amountofplateletsfor sampling into the gas collection and
displacement bag. Clamp D (downstream of the filter
assembly), and clamp C (on the conduit between the gas
collection and displacementbag and the satellite bag), may

be closed.

The gas collection and displacement bag may be compressed until gas collects toward the upperportion of the
bag, andclampB, whichislocatedon the gas collection and
displacement loop on the conduit between the connector
upstream of the ifiter assembly and the liquid barrier
medium, maythenbe opened,andair fromthegascollection
and displacement bag may be expelledfromthebag through
theliquidbarrier mediuminto the transfercontainer. Clamp
B may then beclosed,and thetubing from the outlet side of
the filter assembly, as wellas the conduit leading from the
gas collection and displacement bag and the transfer
container, maybe clampedand heat sealed, and the satellite
and gas collection and displacementbags, each containing
platelets,mayberemoved. Ifdesired, theplatelet-containing
fluid in the gas collection and displacementbag may be
sampledwithout compromising the sterilityof theplateletcontainingfluidin the satellite bag.
Whiletheinventionhas beendescribed in somedetailby
way ofillustrationand example,itshouldbe understood that
the invention is susceptible to various modifications and
alternative forms, and is not restricted to the specific
embodiments set forth. It should be understoodthat these
specific embodiments arenotintendedto limitthe invention
but, on the contrary, the intention is to cover all
modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within
the spirit and scopeof the invention.
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passing a biologicalfluidthrough a leukocytedepletion
zone
mateiial
filter assembly and into a containerdownstreamof the
for
a
transition
1. A method processing
filter assembly, wherein the biologicalfluid displaces
comprising:
gas into the downstreamcontainer; and
poolingthe transition zonematerialin an upstreamcontainer;
passingthegas from thedownstreamcontainerthrough a
zone
material
to
form
a
the
transition
liquidbarrier mediumin a gas collection and displaceprocessing pooled
ment loop.
supernatantlayer which includes platelets and a sedi8. The method of claim 7 wherein the gas collection and
ment layer which includesred blood cells;
loop includes a gas collection and displaceseparating the supernatant layerfrom the sedimentlayer 10 displacement
ment
bag.
by passing the supernatant layer through a porous
9.The methodofclaim8whereintheleukocytedepletion
mediumand into a downstream container, wherein the
filterassemblyis interposed between an upstreamcontainer
supernatant layer displaces gas into the downstream
and the downstreamcontainer, the methodfurther comprisand
container;
ing passing gas from the liquid ban-icr medium into the
passingthegas from the downstreamcontainerinto a gas 15 upstreamcontainer.
collectionand displacement loop and through a liquid
10. The methodof claim7 wherein thebiologicalfluidis
bathermediumin the gas collection and displacement
processed in a closed sterile system.
loop.
11. The methodof claim 7 wherein the leukocyte deple2. The method of claim 1 wherein separating the supertion
filter assembly is interposed between an upstream
natant layer from the sediment layer includes passing the 20 container
and the downstreamcontainer, the methodfurther
supernatant layer through the porous medium until flow
comprising
passinggas from the liquid bathermediuminto
through the mediumstops.
the
container.
upstream
3.The methodofclaim2wherein passingthe supernatant
12.
A
method for processing abiologicalfluidcomprising:
the
layer through the porous medium includes passing
fluidfrom afirst containerthrougha
supernatantlayer until redcells contactthe porousmedium 25 passingabiological filter
leukocyte
depletion
assemblyinto a second conand flow stops.
tainer
downstream
of
the
filter assembly, wherein the
4.The methodofclaim 1 wherein passingthe supernatant
fluid
into the secondcontainer;
biological
displaces
gas
the
flow
layerthroughtheporousmediumincludesslowing
of the supernatant layer through the porous medium.
passing the gas from the second container into a gas
collection and displacement loop includinga gas col5.The methodofclaim 1 wherein passinggasinto the gas y,
lection and displacementbag.
collection and displacementloopincludespassinggas into a
13. The method of claim 12 further comprisingpassing
gas collectionand displacement bag.
6. The methodofclaim 5 furthercomprising passinggas
gas from the gas collection and displacementloop into the
first container.
from the gas collection and displacement bag through a
bather
medium.
liquid
* * * * *
7.Amethodforprocessing abiologicalfluidcomprising:
We claim:
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ABSTRACT

The invention relatesto a chromatographic separation column whose filling materialspace comprises in the vertical
direction at least two zones between which no means that
would hinder vertical flow exist and which are dividedby
means of substantially verticalwalls into separate sections.
These zonesare so dimensioned that the upperedge of the
walls inthe uppermost zoneisbelowthe uppersurface ofthe
column filling material in the operatingconditions of the
column. The invention furtherrelatesto inner structuresfor
such a columnand to a chromatographic method for separating dissolvedconstituentsby means of said separation
column. In this method, a solution is fed alternately with an
eluent uniformly across the upper surface of the filling
materialin the separation column,the solution is allowed to
flow through the filling material bed, and the fractions
containing the desired products are collectedfrom the liquid
flow passed through the filling material.
14 Claims,
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CHROMATOGRAPHICSEPARATION
COLUMN,INNER STRUCTURESTHEREOF,
AND CHROMATOGRAPHICSEPARATION

2

By providing the columnwith plates which are permeable to the liquid flow but carry the filling material, the
filling material can be divided into several superimposed
layers,thus diminishing thepressuredifference overthetotal
This application is a continuation ofapplicationSer. No. 5 heightofthe fillingmaterial. For example BritishPatent No.
08/583,202, filed on Jan.4, 1996, which is a continuation of
1,203,439 (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals AB) discloses such a
construction for use in a gel filtrationcolumn,whereinthe
applicationSer. No. 08/184,615, filed Jan. 21, 1994, both
now abandoned.
fillingbed is divided by liquid-permeable plates into several
The presentinvention relatesto a chromatographic sepamutually separated superimposed sections. In thatcase howration column provided withinner structuresimproving the io ever the separation result is impaired,and the fillingof the
column withfillingmaterial, the backwashing ofsaid filling
efficiency of the column and the separation result. Such
inner structures, to which the invention also relates, are
material, and the removalof spent filling materialis considerably impaired. A solution ofthe same type is disclosed
particularly suitable for use in large columnsin which the
in U.S. Pat. No. 3,539,505 (Lauer, K. and Stoeck, G.;
diameteris in excessof about 1.5 m and the heightof the
fillingmaterialin the columnseveralmeters. The invention 15 assignors to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH); this solution is
also relates to a chromatographic separation method
stated to enable improvement of the separation result.
employing such a column.
Accordingtothis publication, the filling bed is divided inthe
When chromatographic separationmethodsare used on
longitudinal direction of the column into separation zones,
an industrialscale in large separation columns, a number of betweenwhich relativelyshallowmixing zones defined by
difficulties arise. Whenthe column is filledwith a slurryof 20 platespermeableto the liquid flow and containing no filling
materialare provided. In the mixing zones, a movement
fillingmaterialand the filling materialhas been allowed to
settle,thefillingis flushandits surface will assume acertain
diverging from the axial direction of the column is imparted
to the liquid. Whenthe liquidleavessuch a mixing zone, its
height. Wheneluent is subsequently conveyed through the
frontisinfact uniform. Yet the mixingzonedoes notcorrect
filling material, the surface of the filling material will
initiallylower intensely during a few hours, and thereafter 25 the non-uniformity and flattening out of the front, which
during the processingof the material to be separated, the
originated in the area of the preceding separation zone. This
surface of the fillingmaterialwill drop furtherduringa few
construction thus does not give a sufficiently good separation result either, and further has the drawback that column
days. The pressure difference over the height of the filling
bed increases sharply at the beginning of the process,
fillingand emptying and re-packing of the fillingmaterial is
whereafter theincreaseis sloweddown.Whenthe process is 30 difficult.
continued for several days in such a way that water and
Attempts have also been made to eliminate the disadmaterialtobe separated are alternately conveyed through the
vantages of large columnsby means of various walls disfilling material, the dry solids concentration of the product
posed in the column and havingthe direction ofthe vertical
fractions diminishes and their purity decreases; simultaaxis of the column. These walls divide the column into
neouslythe separation capacity of the column diminishes. 35 several parallel sections of a smaller cross-section, said
As the separation result and column capacity are no longer
sections extending continuously throughout the filling bed
or throughout almost the entirebed. Such constructions are
adequate, the processing must be discontinued, and
described in European Published Application 5708 (R6hm
re-packing of the filling material must be effected. The
fillingmaterialis backwashed, inwhich connection water is
GmbH), according to which the columncan be dividedby
conveyed therethrough frombottomto top at ahighvelocity. 40 means ofverticalconcentric cylindrical wallsinto sections,
Then the filling material bed is expanded and fluidized.
the centralsectionbeing circularand the encircling sections
Thereafter the filling material is allowed to settle, and
annular in cross-section. In another construction according
to this publication, the column is divided, by means of
subsequently the separation process can be restarted.
The compactingof the filling material during the sepavertical walls at right angles to each other, into sections
rationprocessisharmful, since it has an effect ofdecreasing 45 having a rectangular cross-section. These constructions are
the separation capacity. The non-uniform compacting of the
so configured that the upper ends of the walls remain
beneaththe uppersurface of the fillingmaterial, on account
filling material is detrimental, causing channeling of the
ofwhich the uppersurface ofthe fillingmaterialis substanliquid flow. In that case, the concentration profile of the
materialto be separated in the cross-section of the column,
tially uniform and flush. It is maintainedin the publication
in other wordsthe fronts, does not remain uniform,and the So that constructionsof this kind reduce compaction of the
separation result is impaired. Thisis manifested in the fact
column-filling material. There are, however, differences in
that the elution diagrams for the different components,
the passage rate of the front. On account of the different
whichin the ideal case are relatively steep Gaussian curves,
geometries ofthe different sections,different compacting of
flatten out and may become entirely irregular.
the sections is possible, and thus the combined product
The above drawbacks are enhanced as the column diam- 55 removed from the different sections is inadequate.
eter and bed height increase. The harmful effect of the
Also U.S. Pat. No. 5,124,133 (Wilmer Schoenrock) disincreasein diameter is manifested evenwith relatively small
closes columns in which constructions formed by plates
columns; for instance in a chromatographic column with a
verticallyextending continuously through the filling bed are
diameterof about 25 cm, the compacting is substantially
provided. These constructions are claimed to effect flow
slower than in a column with a diameterof 1 m. The same 60 straightening by preventing lateral flow, so that an uniform
effect continues when the diameterof the column is further
flow profile is produced. The plates can segregate the
column into different sections, so that a cylindrical section
increased, andthedifference isclearlyseenin the separation
of sucrose and betainefrom molasses in columnshaving a
is provided at the center of the column, and the space
diameterof 3.6 m and 2.76 m respectively.
betweensaid cylinderand the wall of the column is further
Various constructions to be fitted within columns are 65 divided into sectionsby means of radially orientedplates.
Also in thiscase,however, thepassageratesofthefront may
known,wherewith attempts havebeenmade to diminishthe
above drawbacks.
be different in different sections and hence the separation
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result may be poor. This publication also discloses a constructionin which two series of vertical plates extending
throughout the heightof the fillingbed are installedin the
column. One of said seriesis secured radially and equidistantlyto a vertical post provided at the centerofthe column,
and the plates of the other series are securedto the wall of
the columnand extend inwardly in the radialdirectionofthe
columnbetween the plates of the first series. The widthof
the plates in each series issomewhat greater than half ofthe
distance between the vertical post and the column wall.
Sincethis construction has relatively longunsupported plate
edgeswithin the fillingmaterialand the fillingmaterialcan
presentvery largelocal pressure differences, such constructions must be ratherheavy in order for the plates to remain
straight. Arrangingsuch a construction in a largecolumnis
thereforedifficult.
U.S. Pat. No. 3,298,527 discloses a chromatographic
separation column provided with a pluralityof fin members
mounted on the inner wall of the column and extending
inwardly and longitudinally therethrough. The column
according to said patent may also consist of identical segmentsin an end-to-endrelationship, each segment containing such fin members and being rotated relative to the
segments adjacent to it so that the fins in two adjacent
segmentsare not angularly aligned. If such a columnwere
scaledup for use in industrial separation processes,thesame
drawbacks as described above in connection with the constructionaccording to U.S.Pat. No.5,124,133 wouldappear.
It has now been found that the capacity and separation

the sections are naturally dependenton the diameterof the
column and are preferably from about0.25 to about 1.5 m,
most preferably from about0.5 to about 1 m.
Successive zones may contact one another, or spaces
5 withnowall structures maybe provided betweenthem. Such
a spacewith no wall structures must,however, be comparatively lowrelative to the height ofthe zone, atthe most about
10% of the height of the zone.
On account of the inner structure described above, the
10 fillingmaterial(stationary phase)will not be non-uniformly
compacted, and the packing of the column will remain
substantially uniform at different points of the column. The
inner structurewill maintainthe filling materialhomogeneousfor a longer time after backwashing, and compacting
15 is notas intense as without said inner structure.
The invention thus also relatesto an inner structureto be
arranged in aseparationcolumn, diminishing and/or balancing the compacting of the filling material, being characterized in that it formsat least two zones in the fillingmaterial
20 spaceofthe column in the vertical direction, betweenwhich
zones no means that would hinder vertical flow exist and
which are divided by means of substantially verticalwalls
into separate sections, the zonesbeing so dimensioned that
the upperedge of the walls in the uppermostzone is below
25 the upper surface of the column filling material in the
operating conditions of the column. The walls of two
superimposed zones are so arranged as to be offset from one

different from those knownpreviously. This inner structure
is light, self-supporting and easy to install in the column.
Accordingly, the present invention relates to a separation
column which is characterized in that its filling material
space comprises in the vertical direction at least two zones
between which no means that would hinder vertical flow
exist and which are divided by means of substantially
vertical walls into separate sections, the zones being so
dimensioned that the upper edge of the walls in the uppermost zone is below the uppersurfaceof the column filling
materialin the operating conditions of the column.
The walls of two superimposed zonesare so arranged as
to be offset from one another.
The walls form a cell structure in each zone. It is
importantthat the walls in the structure do not form angles
substantially smallerthan 900 withone another andwith the
columnwall, since in such corners the compacting of the
fillingmaterialand the liquidflowcould deviate from those
prevailing in the other regions of the section and thereby
impair the separation result.
Preferably the walls included in each zone form a cell
structurein which the walls adjoinone another at an angle
of 120° and the column wall in the radial direction of the
column. In such a preferred construction, each zone thus
comprises at least one section having a cross-section of a
substantially equilateral hexagon. In this case, the cell
structuresof two superimposed zones are so arranged that
the straightlines atwhich thewalls of a specific zone adjoin
one another are in the middle ofthe sections ofthe following
zone.
The structure according to the invention is particularly
suitable for use in columnshaving a diameter of from 1 to
5 m, preferablyfrom 2 to 4 m. The combined height of the
zonesis preferably about70—90% of the heightofthe filling
bed in the column, and each zone may be from 0.5 to 3 m
in height, preferably from 1 to 2 m. Suitablediametersfor

natelywith an eluentuniformlyacross the uppersurface of
the filling materialin a separation column provided with
inner structuresas disclosedaboveand packedwith a filling
35 materialsuitablefor the separation, the solution is conveyed
through the fillingmaterial bed, and the fractionscontaining
the desired products are collected from the liquid flow
passed through the filling material.
The column and method of the invention have been
40 employed with success in the separation of sucrose and
betaine from beet molassesin a columnwith a diameterof
3.6 m, employing a bed height of 6 m for the separation
resin. When an inner structureaccording to the invention
was installedin the column, the separation result improved
45 distinctly as compared with the result achieved with the
same column without the inner structures. In that
connection, the capacity ofsaid column was compared with
the capacity of a smallercolumn (diameter 2.76 m) withno
inner structures. Withoutthe inner structures, the operation
so of the large separation column was poorer than that of the
smaller column. The inner structures enabled the larger
column to operateat substantially the same feed capacity as
the smaller column. The feed capacity in this connection
means the feed quantity of dry solids in a time unit per
55 volume unit of filling material (kg ds/(hm3).

another.

The inventionalso relatesto a chromatographic method

of large separation columns can be markedly 30 for separating dissolved constituentsin a solution. This
method is characterized in that said solution is fed alterimproved by arranging in the column an inner structure
result
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Apreferredembodiment of the column of the invention
will now be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which
FIG. 1 is a longitudinal section through the axis of a

column,
FIG. 2 shows cross-sections of the column
65 planes A—A, A—A' and A—A",
FIG. 3 shows cross-sections of the column

planes B—B and B—B',

of FIG. 1 in
of FIG. 1 in

5,770,061
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FIG. 4 is a cross-section

6

of a conceivable different cell

and

structure,

FIG. 5 is a longitudinal section through the axis of a
columnof another kind,
FIG. 6 shows a cross-section of the column of FIG. 5 in
plane C—C,
FIG. 7 showscross-sections of the column of FIG. 5 in
planes D—D and D'—D', and
FIG. S shows a cross-section of the column of FIG. S in
plane E—E.
FIG. 9 shows the elution diagrams for sucrose obtained in
the examples.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

HETP=L/N

10

15

In the embodiment ofthe invention shown in FIG. 1, the

wherein
N=number of theoretical plates
V=eluting volume (liters) of a peak in the separation
diagram
W=bottomwidth of the peak (liters)
HETP=height of theoretical transferunit (mm)
L=height of resin bed
Analysesofthe feed solutions employed in the examples
are shown in Table 1.

Feed solutions employed in the examples

Example A
Example B
Example C
fillingmaterialspace2 in column 1 comprises five zones3,
3'. In succession, thefirst, thirdandfifthzoneand the second
test 1 test 2 test 3 test 4 test 5
test 6
and fourthzonerespectively havesimilar geometries. In this 20
60.88 60.08 59.57 59.73 58.56
55.52
sucrose,
embodiment, zones3, 3' are of equal height, and a spaceS
% of d.s.
with no walls 4 and having a height of about 5% of the
6.63
6.76
5.54
4.55
5.22
4.19
betaine,
% of d.s.
height of the zone is provided therebetween. The cell
monosac1.05
0.57
0.54
0.44
2.78
0.26
structuresof two superimposed zones 3, 3' are so arranged
that thestraightlines6 atwhichthewalls4ofa specific zone 25 charides,
% of d.s.
adjoinare inthe middle 7 of the sections 5 of the next zone.
3.01
2.47
2.58
2.69
1.86
2.97
raffinose,
% of d.s.
The embodiment of the invention shownin FIG. S differs
28.43 30.12 31.77 32.59 31.58
37.06
others,
from that shownin FIG. 1with respectto the cross-sections
% of d.s.
of different zones and, in addition, in that it contains four
conduc24.4
22.8
26.7
24.1
25.7
28.0
zones3, 3' and3". The first and thirdzonesfrom the bottom 30 tivity,
have similar geometries, and the second and fourth zones
mS/cm
8.7
8.5
8.7
8.7
8.5
8.9
pH
differin their geometry both from one anotherand from the
36.9
37.8
37.6
36.7
38.3
37.0
dry solids
first and third zones. The inner structuresshown in FIGS.S
content,
to S are suitable,for instance, for columnswith a diameter
% by weight
of about 3.9 m.
35
d.s. = drysolids
The walls included in the different zones are fixedly
attached to one another and to the column wall for instance
EXAMPLE A
by welding.The walls may be made from a 2 mm metal
for
instance.
To
avoid
excessive
sheet,
stresses,
Diameter of column 3.6 m, no inner structures
possible
structurespermitting resilience of the sheet, for example 40
Test 1
bellows-type structures, may be used in the wall plates.
The filling material employed was a stronglyacid cation
Above and beneath the fillingmaterialspace, the column
exchange resin havingthe followingresin analysis:
comprises known structures that are necessaryfor accomplishingthe separation process. Such structureshave been
described for instancein British Patent Specification No. 45
make
Duolite
1.58 equiv./l
capacity
1,403,382 and U.S. Pat. No. 4,604,199.
water retention capacity
0.95 g H20/g
The inventionand the advantages achieved therewith will
0.47 mm
average spherule size
be illustratedin further detail by means of the following
divinyl benzene
6.5%
cross-linking grade
examples, which are not intended to limit the invention.
Examples Aand C are reference examples,and the columns
employed in themdid not containthe inner structures ofthe
The test conditions were the following:

s

invention.

In allexamples,sucrose andbetainewere separated from
beet molasses. In termsof mathematical analysis, 88.0% on
dry solidswas selectedas the purityfor thesucrosefraction,
22.0% was selected as the sucrose content of the residual
fraction, and a betaine purity of 45.0% was selectedfor the

betaine fraction.
FIG. 9 shows the elution diagrams for sucrose obtained in
the examples.
The separationresults obtained inthe examples were also
evaluated bydetermining thefollowingcomputational quantities: number oftheoreticalplates,and heightof theoretical
transfer unit. These were determined by means of the
followingknownmathematical formulae:
N=16 (v/w)2

bed height

volumetric flow
temperature
feedvolume
dry solids content
feedinterval
60

65

6.0 m

9.0 m3/h
80© C.
4650 1

in feed

36.9—37.8%by weight
160 minutes

During the separationprocess, a given quantity (feed
volume)offeed solution was suppliedacrossthe surface of
theseparationresin atgivenintervals (feed intervals); during
the intervalsbetween the feeds, water as eluentwas passed
through the column.
Before the start of Test 1, the separation resin in the
column was backwashed, whereafter it was allowed to

5,770,061
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The feed devicewas adjusted to the surface of the
separation resin,and the run was started.After the processing according to the methodhad beencontinued for one day,
the feed device was readjusted as accurately as possibleto
the resin surface. The process was allowed to equalize, and
a first series of samples was collectedfrom the separation
and the elution diagrams plotted.
Test 2
The processing according to the methodstarted in Test 1
was continued with the same parameters for one week,
whereafter another series of samples was taken and the

8
The feed volumewas 4.65 m3, and the feed intervalwas
140 minutes. The processwas continued without interruption with no backwashing for more than one month, whereafter series of samples were taken.
The sucrose and betaine yields improved in comparison
with Test 4. Also the numberoftheoreticalplatesincreased
from 93 obtained in Test 4 to 117 obtainedin this test.
The test gave the best result witha column of a diameter

compact.

elution diagrams plotted.
In Test 2, the desired purity45% for thebetaine fraction
was not achieved, but the purity remainedat 43.0%.
Uponcomparison ofthe sucrose elution diagrams for Test
1 and Test 2 shown in FIG. 9, it is to be seen that the
posteriorslopeofthe peakhas flattened out and the bottom
of the peak has broadened.
In Test 2, the number of theoretical plates obtained was
P4=61, and HETPwas 98 mm.

10

of 3.6 m.

EXAMPLE C
Column diameter 2.76 m, no inner structures
Test 6
15

The resin analysis of the fillingmaterialwas the following:

EXAMPLE B
Column diameter3.6 m, inner structure according to the
invention
Test 3
After the test carried out in Example A, the column was
emptiedof separation resin. The cover of the column was
removed, and cell structuresaccording to FIGS. 1, 2 and 3
were installedinthe column, starting from thebottomofthe
column. Everysecond cell structurewas alike. The wallsof
the cell structurewere of 2 mm steel sheet, and they were
welded to the column wallin such away that thewallsofthe
cell structures were not alignedbut offset. The heightof the
walls in each cell structurewas 1 m. The lowermostcell
structurewas installed at a heightof 0.5 m from the bottom
surface of the fillingresin bed, and the cell structures were
spaced at 50 mm intervals.

The separation resinwas pumped backinto the separation
columnand backwashed. Processing with the same parameters as in Tests1 and 2 was started inthe column. The feed
intervalwas 150minutes. Aseriesofsamples was taken one
weekfrom thestart.On the basisofthe resultsofTests2 and
3, it appearedthat the separation result achieved using the
inner structures was improved (cf. the elution diagrams in
FIG. 9).The composition ofthefeed solutionsin Tests2 and
3 was virtuallysimilar.
Test 4
In Test 4, the feed volume was 4.8 m3.The other process
parameters were the same as in Test 3. The process was
allowed to equalize for two weeks before sampling.
The feedconcentration was 36.7% byweight.The sucrose
and betaineyieldswere lower, and the recyclingpercentage
was higher than in Test 3.
Test 4 provided a distinctimprovement in the concentration of the sucrose fraction, which increased from the value
20.2 g/100 ml in Test 3 to the value 24.6 g/100 ml. Upon
comparison of the shapeof the sucrose peak in Test 4 with
the shapeofthe sucrose peak in Test 2 (cf. FIG. 9), it is to
be seen that the peak is higher and has a narrowerbottom
when the column has an inner structure.
The number of theoreticalplates obtained in Test 4 was
P4=93 and HETP was 65 mm, which also indicates that
separation improved in relation to Test 2.
Test S

KorelaV09

make
capacity (H)
water retention
capacity (Na')
average spherule size (Na')
divinyl benzene
cross-linking grade

20

1.39 equiv./l
1.16 g H20/g

0.50 mm
5.5%

25

The test conditions were the following:
bed height

volumetric flow
temperature
feedvolume
dry solids content
feedinterval

30

6.0 m
5.5 m3/h
80© C.
2500 1
37.0% by weight

in feed

130 minutes

The concentration for the residualfraction was 7.4 g/100

mlwith a sucrose purityof 22% on dry solids. The concentration of the sucrose fraction was 19.7 g/100 ml with a
purity of 88.0%, and the number of theoretical plates was
40

P4=113.

The calculated comparative resultsof Tests 2, 5 and 6 are
shownin Table 2.
TABLE 2

45

Calculated comparative results

Test2

Test5

Test6

D=3.6m

D=3.6m

D=2.76m

(no inner

(inner
structure)

(no inner
structure)

structure)
feed
capac.,d.s.
kg/(m3h)

15.3

16.4

16.6

yield1
yieldbe,

63.6%
64.3%

concresid

5.9

86.7%
86.4%
5.9

88.3%
95.1%
7.4

23.2

19.7

g/100 ml

conc1

19.7

g/100 ml
concbC,

g/100 ml
theoretical
plates
HETP
feed
interval

60

d.s.
65

4.6

61

98mm
160 mm

5.5

5.4

117

113

51mm
140 mm

53mm
130 mm

= drysolids

The above yields for sucrose and betaine were determined
on the basis of the dry solids removedfrom the column.

5,770,061
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10

are not included in the yield. The yields were
calculated from the equation:

in which the walls adjoin one another at an angle
of 120° and the columnwall in the radialdirection of the
structure

Recycles

d.s. quantity of productinproductfraction
—
Yield—
d.s. quantityofproductremoved duringcycle

The tests carried out show that the separation result of a
large-scale chromatographicseparation column can be
improved by installing in the column an inner structure
according to the invention. The separationcapacity of the
column was markedlyimproved on account of the inner
structure. The inner structure enabled a column with a
diameterof 3.6 m to operate at afeed capacity of16.4 kg of
dry solids/(m3/h), that is, atnearlythe same feed capacity as
a column with a diameter of 2.76 3m, which had a feed
capacity of 16.6 kg of dry sohds/(m h).

10

column.
5. The chromatographic separation system as claimedin
claim 2 whereinsuccessive zonescontactone another.
6. The chromatographic separation system as claimedin
claim 1 wherein the angles formed by the, walls with one
another and with the columnwall are at least about 90°.
7. The chromatographic separation system as claimedin
claim1 wherein thewalls included in each zoneform a cell
structure in which the walls adjoin one another at an angle

of 120° and the columnwall in the radialdirection of the

column.
8. The chromatographic separation system as claimedin
claim
1 wherein the cell structuresof two superimposed
We claim:
zones are so arrangedthat the straight lines at which the
1. A chromatographic separationsystem comprising: an
walls of a specific zone adjoin one another are in the middle
outer chromatographic separation column and an inner
of the sectionsof the following zone.
structurefor chromatographic use arranged within the chro9. The chromatographic separation system as claimedin
matographicseparation column, the structurecomprising at 20
least two zones,which,duringoperation of the column,are
claim 1 wherein the combined heightof the zonesis about
substantially uniformly filledwitha columnfilling material,
70—90% of the height of the fillingmaterialin the column.
the zonesbeing locatedwithin the fillingmaterialspace of
10. The chromatographic separationsystem as claimed in
the column in the vertical direction, between which zones no
claim
1 wherein spaceswith no wall structures are provided
means that wouldhinder vertical flow exist and which are 2 between
the zones.
dividedby means ofsubstantially vertical walls intoseparate
11.
The
chromatographic separation systemas claimed in
sections,the zonesbeingsodimensioned that theupperedge
claim10 wherein eachofsaidspaceswithno wallstructures
ofthewallsin the uppermost zoneisbelowtheuppersurface
ofthe column fillingmaterialin the operating conditions of has a heightat the most about10% ofthe heightofthe zone.
the column, and the space between zonesbeing relatively 30
12. The chromatographic separationsystem as claimed in
low relative to the height of the zone.
claim 1 whereinthe diameterof the column is 1 to 5 m.
2. The chromatographic separationsystem as claimed in
13. The chromatographic separationsystem as claimed in
claim 1 wherein the walls in two successive zones are so
claim 12 wherein the diameters of the sections are 0.25 to
arrangedas to be offsetfrom one another.
1.5 m.
3. The chromatographic separationsystem as claimed in
14. The chromatographic separationsystem as claimed in
claim 2 wherein the angles formed by the walls with one
claim
13 whereinthe height of each zone is 0.5 to 3 m.
anotherand with the column wall are at least about900.
4. The chromatographic separationsystem as claimed in
* * * * *
claim2 whereinthe wallsincludedin each zone form a cell
15
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ABSTRACT

An apparatus is disclosed for rapidlyand efficiently dissolving gases in a liquid. Adiffuser, havinga closed top and an
opened bottom,preferablyin the form of a conical-shaped
frustum havinga pluralityof openings around the perimeter
neartheclosed top,is submerged in the liquid and rotated at
relatively highspeeds creating a centrifuge-pump. Whenthe
rotating diffuser is located near the surface of the liquid,no
additional gas is required in the dissolution processbecause
gas from the surface ofthe liquidisintroduced by cavitation.
When the device is submerged substantially below the
surface or if a gas other than oxygen is to be dissolved,
additional gas must be pumped into the bottom opening of
the rotating diffuser orvery near the highvelocity horizontal
liquidjets on the periphery of the diffuser. This device can
be used in the oxygenation of treated sewage water, the
removalof impurities from liquids,and the oxygenation of
horticultural pondsto increase production.
25 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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oxygen essentially stops. If the plant and animal
life in theponddeplete the dissolvedoxygenbelow acritical
value, someor all the living animals and plantsdie quickly.
This applicationis a continuation-in-part of application
Oxygen is introduced into commercial fish ponds by a
Ser. No. 08/315,086, filed Sep. 29, 1994, now abandoned 5 variety ofmechanisms wherethe natural air-to-water contact
which was a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
is insufficient to reach the desiredoxygen level.As previ08/056,859, filed May 3, 1993 now abandoned both entitled
ously stated,when wateris in contact with air, the maximum
"DEVICE FOR AIDING THE SOLUBILIZATION OF
concentration or saturation point ofoxygen in water at 32°
GASES IN LIQUIDS."
C. and one atmosphere of pressure is approximately 7.3
10 p.p.m. Typically, it is desirable to maintain the oxygen
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
concentration in the fish pondas close to saturation point as
1. Field of the Invention
possible to enhance production. The rate of solution
increases as wind and wave action increase because of
This invention pertains to the dissolution of gases in
increased air-to-water contact. However, even on windy
liquids and more specifically to a device for introducing
largenumbersof micro-bubbles of the gas into the liquid to 15 daysthe rate of solution is slow.
One source ofoxygenin the outdoorcommercial pondsis
greatly increase the gas/liquid contact, facilitating rapid
dissolution.
greenplants. Any greenplant that engages in photosynthesis
2. Description of the PriorArt
utilizes some of the dissolvedoxygen, but normallyproThe ability to rapidly and efficiently dissolvegases and 20 ducessignificantly more photosynthetic oxygenthan ituses.
However, in darkness no photosynthetic oxygen is
liquids is required in several different fields in several
different applications. Solublegases are relatively easilyand
produced, yet the plant organism is using some of the
dissolved oxygen. Therefore, typically in a fish pond the
rapidlydissolved in liquids,especially underthe application
dissolved oxygen decreases during the night to its lowest
ofelevated pressure. However, the less soluble the gasesthe
more difficult it is to dissolve them in liquid economically 25 value at daybreak, unless there is considerable night wave
action. On the other hand,many commercial fish pondsare
and efficiently.
inside,requiringphotosynthesis producing light sources.
Additional difficulties are encountered when attempting
to dissolve one gas of a gas mixture, such as dissolving
Many attempts have been made at trying to raise the
contentof the waterin commercial fish ponds.Most
in
water
from
an
air
mixture
that
is
oxygen
oxygen
approximately
20% oxygen and 80% nitrogen.It is wellknownthatthe rate 30 techniques are targeted at improving the gas-to-water
ofsolubility ofthe gasesinthe liquidis directlyproportional
contact, including: pumpingpond water over rockywaterto the concentration of the gases in the mixture. Thus,
falls; squirting water from fountains in the air; turning
wheels on surface ofthe ponds; and pumpingwater/
the
in
air
is
dissolved
at
a
rate
that
is
20%
paddle
initially oxygen
of the rate of dissolvingpure oxygen. As the oxygen is air mixtures at very high pressuresand velocities into the
pond surfaces at various angles. All of these techniques
dissolved, the percentage of oxygen decreases, as does the
rate of dissolution. However, many times it is desirableto
require large amounts of energy primarily because of the
dissolveoxygenin a liquid and typicallyair is the desired
largeamount ofenergy required to lift 8.3 lb/gallon ofwater
above the pond surface.
source of oxygendue to the availability.
it
is
desirable
to
dissolve
in
water.
Examples ofthese types of aeration devices are shownin
Frequently,
oxygen
Oxygen, however, is relatively insoluble in water. For 40 U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,576,316 ("Kaelin") and 2,783,088
("Butler"). Bothofthe disclosed devices arepremisedonthe
example, at 32° C. The solubility of oxygen in water in
factthat as liquidin a reservoirispumpedabove the surface
contactwith air at one atmosphere of pressure is only 7.3
it takes up air before it returns to the reservoir. Large
mg/liter or 7.3 parts per million (p.p.m). Solubility
amounts ofenergy are required to pumpthe liquidabove the
increases with the decrease in temperature-at 0° C. The
surface.
solubilityis approximately 14.6 p.p.m.
45
An alternate means of introducing more oxygeninto the
exist
that
the
dissolution
of
Many applications
require
water is the use of a simple stack of wire screensplacedin
large amountsof oxygeninto a largevolume of liquid. For
thewaterwith thescreenmeshfines decreasing from bottom
example, it is necessary to oxygenate commercial fishponds
to top. A stream of air is then pumped into the waterbelow
to enhanceproduction and to oxygenate treated sewage or
thescreenstack.Thistechniquerequireslittleenergy, butthe
water
from
industrial
and
mills
to
the
process
plants
purify
bubblescoming throughthe screensare still relatively large
liquid.
and at shallowdepths, the efficiency is very poor.
Oxygenation of commercial fish ponds is necessary for
the following reasons. For example, aquatic organisms,
Anotheroxygen introducing means is the use ofspinning
air nozzles beneath the water. The nozzles are somewhat
includingboth animals and plants require at least a minimum amount of dissolved oxygen in water to survive. The ss more efficient than the other schemes because they are
amountof required dissolved oxygenvariesbetweendiffercapable of producing small bubbles. However, the devices
ent aquatic organisms. For example, coldwater fish such as
are unsymmetrical and requireconsiderable energyto spin.
trout and salmon require muchmore dissolved oxygenthan
Venturi tubes and porous diffuser stones are also used,but
warm water organisms, such as catfish or crawfish.
are not efficient, particularly at shallow depths.
U.S. Pat. No. 3,709,470("Auler") discloses a floating
Currently, aquatic animals such as crawfish, shrimp, catfish, 60
trout, salmon, and abalone are being raisedin horticultural
surface aerator, which includes a complex floating structure
for suspending rotatingbladesorshovels.The rotation ofthe
ponds. In order to sustain maximum production in these
blades is intended to act as a centrifugal aerator to cause
ponds, a minimum amount of dissolved oxygenis required.
The more oxygendissolvedin the pondwater, the more will
liquid to flow outwardly at the surface. The complexity of
be the numberof animals that can be raised.
65 the structuremakes this device largeand expensive.Also, a
Adequate dissolved oxygen in a pond becomescritical at
greatdeal ofenergyis required to rotate the blades and to a
night and on very cloudy days when photosynthetically
significant degree, it also pumps liquid above the surface.
DEVICE FORAIDING THE
SOLUBILIZATIONOF GASES IN LIQUIDS
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Oxygen is also used in water treatment applications.

discharge liquid and gas from the interior of the atomizer
into the surrounding liquid. It isintendedthat agasbe drawn
Oxygen dissolved in water is required in very large quantities for water purification applications. Sewage treatment
into the device as it is rotated or that it be pumped in to the
device from an externalsource.The curvedvane discharge
plantsuse much oxygen to bring aboutbacterial decomposition of contaminating organic matter. After this step, 5 passages make the manufacturing of the device difficult.
Also, a great deal of energy is required to run the device,
government regulationsrequire that the effluent contain 5—6
becauseof the resistance caused bythejagged periphery and
p.p.m.ofdissolvedoxygentoprotectthe livingorganisms in
lakes and streamsinto which the effluent is dumped. Due to
the excessive drag producedby the curved vane discharge
this stringentrequirement 50—90% of the energyconsumed
passages. In addition, the structure will not cause a signifiin such plants is required simply to pump air. This air is 10 cant pumping actionfor the gas.
pumpedunderpressure throughmanyceramicdiffusersat8
U.S.Pat. No.2,183,071 ("Guthrie") is designed toremove
foot depths in typical sewage treatment plants and it is
impurities from a fluid by an extraction process and not to
commonknowledge that less than 25% of the added oxygen
dissolve a gaseous substance in a liquid phase. Some disdissolvesby the time the greater than micro size bubbles
solution occurs, however, but very inefficiently. Guthrie
leavethe watersurface. Thisdeviceaswellas other devices 15 teachesthe use ofa rotating bellfor combining two different
used in the sewage treatmentplantsare veryinefficient, very
types of fluids by drawingone liquid (internalphase) from
costly, and require a great deal of powerto run.
a stationary source out small holes in the bell to combine
with another liquid (external phase). Guthrie specifically
Oxygen can also be used to clean process water from
industrialplants, such as chemicalplants,paper mills, and
teaches that it is undesirable to allow the external phase
many other similar operations. However, again the dissolu- 20 liquidto mix withthe internalphase,becauseit wouldresult
tion process is very costly.
in a uselesspumping ofliquidthat wastes powerbecauseof
the undesirable swirling of the body of liquid. Although
Just as oxygenis used to remove undesirable productsin
somedissolution ofa gas mayoccurwhen usingthis device,
so
too
is
ozone.
Ozone
is
a
form
of
water,
oxygen having
the process is inefficient.
three oxygenatomsper molecule ratherthan two. Ozone is
amuchbetteroxidizingagent than oxygenbecauseozoneis 25 All of the devices described above are directed to some
a much more energetic molecule. The ozone is used for but not all of the scientific principles involving dissolving
soluble gasesin liquids. For example, onescientific law says
oxidatively destroying organic compounds in the liquid.
that the rate of solution of a gas in a liquid is directly
Organic destruction using ozone requires only seconds to
minutes, as opposed to the hoursto days required to destroy 30 proportional to the area of liquid-gas contact. Thus, the
the organic compound using oxygen. An aqueoussolutionof
smallerthe gas or liquidbubbles are that are in contactwith
ozone decomposes within about 25 minutes at 77° F. (25°
the other medium, the faster the gas will dissolve. This
C.), leaving no undesirable product. Ozone is very fast
principal was followed in the Butler patent, the Guthrie
acting at very low concentration which makes it invaluable
patent, the Kaelin patent,the Aulerpatent, and the Greenfor removing undesirable bacteria, viruses,and contaminatwaltpatent.
ing organic matter from drinking water, spas, swimming
The secondscientific principalis that a gas, being about
pool water, and industrial water. However, there are very
700—800 times less dense or of less mass than a liquid,
few efficient means for producing ozone.
requires much less energy to pump and to break into fine
The problemsof producing ozone from oxygen and the
bubbles than does a liquid. For this reason, it is much
inefficient methodscurrentlyavailable fordissolving itmake 40 cheaper and more efficient to pumpand subdivide a gas than
the ozonepurification ofwatermore expensive thanchlorine
a liquid. In addition, a gasor liquidin the same medium has
treatment. Even so, it is now being recognized as superior
no weight and requires no energy to move it, with the
because any excess ozone decomposes within about 25
exception of a small amount of friction that must be overminutesat 77° F. (25° C.), leaving no bad taste,bad odor or
come. Agallonofwater, inwater, weighsnothingbut raising
a gallonofwater above the surface of the waterrequires the
toxic products, as is true for chlorine. Chlorine does not
liftingof8.3 pounds(3.8kg) andrequirestheexpenditure of
destroy organic contaminants but does react with them to
substances
that
are
now
as
significant energy, depending on howhighthewaterislifted.
produce
recognized carcinogens.
In spite of the currentgreater cost of the ozonepurification
Lifting the same volume of gas in the same manner would
of water, the drinking water in at least one major United
require manytimes less energy. Thus, the choice is to move
States city is purified with ozone, as is virtually all the
gas rather than liquid and to not move it out of its own
water
in
The
water
in
all
Euromedium, ifpossible. Clearly, the Kaelin and Butler patents
drinking
Europe.
virtually
violate this principal.
pean swimming pools and spas and increasing number of
The thirdprincipal is that the gas-to-liquid contact must
pools and spas in the United Statesis purified with ozone.
Yet,the available methodsfor dissolving ozone in a liquid
be accomplished with the minimum expenditure of energy
are relatively inefficient.
for the amount of gas dissolved. This means devising a
mechanism that is simple, as symmetrical as possible with
The dissolution of gases in liquids is required in other
no sharp corners, flanges, paddles, etc. toproduceexcessive
areas as well.A gas-to-liquid reaction can be used in any
chemicalprocess whichrequires the dissolution ofa slightly
drag and with the smoothest surfaces that require a minimum ofenergy to overcome friction. Thisis clearlyviolated
soluble gas. For example, cleaningand disinfecting agents,
like bleachand relatedproducts,are producedby dissolving 60 by the Kaelin, Auler, and Greenwalt patents.
the slightly soluble chlorine gas in a water slurry of lime.
Finally, the mechanism should be of the simplest design
Carbonmonoxideis a valuable gas for reacting with many
so that it mightbe most easily constructed from cheap and
organic liquidsfor producing productsof greatvalue such as
readily available materials and at the lowest possiblecost.
different typesof polymersand pharmaceutical.
Only the Butler patent meets this criterion.
U.S. Pat. No. 1,526,696 ("Greenwalt") disclosesa rotary 65
Therefore, it is a feature of the present invention to
atomizerhaving severalcurvedvane discharge passagesthat
provide an improved apparatus and method for inexpenare terminated at approximately right angles and adapted to
sivelyand efficiently dissolving a gas in a liquid.
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FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a system used to dissolve
improved process for oxygenating horticulture ponds to
gases in a liquid in accordance with still another alternate
enhancethe productions of the ponds.
embodiment of this invention; and
FIGS. 8A—8E are elevational views of different embodiIt is yet another feature ofthepresentinventionto provide
5 ments and methodsof using this invention.
an improved mechanism for oxygenating sewage water.
It is another feature ofthe presentinventionto provide an
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
improved process for removing impurities from liquid.
EMBODIMENTS
SUMMARY
Nowreferringto the drawings and first to FIG. 1, a typical
These and other features and advantages are accom- 10 embodiment of the present invention is illustrated. Diffuser
plished by an apparatus including a hollow body having a
10 includes a hollow frustum 12 attached to hollowcylinclosed top and a bottomopening with the closed top being
dricalmember18. Frustum 12 includes bottom opening 14
largerthan the bottom opening. Apluralityof side openings
and top opening 16. Cylindrical member18 is of the same
are located around the circumference ofthe hollowbodyand
diameter as top opening 16 and has closed top 19 and a
preferably nearer to the closed top rather than the bottom
bottom opening21 that aligns withtop opening 16, such that
opening. In one embodiment, the hollowbody is rotated at
when frustum 12 and cylindrical member18 are attached,
sufficient speed, close enough to the surface, to create a
one homogeneous unit is created. Apluralityof side openpumping actionto drawwater up throughthe bottomopenings are spaced about the top of the perimeter or circuming and out through the plurality of openings causing
ference of cylindrical member 18. Rotating shaft 22 is
cavitation. When the hollow body is rotateda depth below 20 positioned in the middleof the closed top 19 of the cylinthe surface where little to no cavitation occurs, a gas is
dricalmember18 for rotating diffuser 10 when submerged
pumpedfrom an external source eitherinto the bottomofthe
in a liquid to create a centrifuge-pump.
device or into the stream of water exiting the pluralityof
Inone embodiment of this invention, the diffuser is made
openings.
fromaluminum in accordance withthe structureofFIG. 1A.
Preferably, the total surface area of the pluralityofopen- 25 The diameterofcylindrical member18 and top opening 16
ings is greater than 20% of the surface area of the bottom
is 2¾ inches. The overall verticaldimension of diffuser 10
opening and the hollow body is a frustum. The hollow
is 3/32 inches, with the vertical dimension of cylindrical
frustum is either conical or pyramidal.
memberbeing 2¾2 inches. The diameterofbottomopening
This apparatus can be used in the processes of oxygen14 is 1 inch, and internaldiffuser angle 24 is 147.5°. Frustum
ationofhorticultural ponds,wastewater treatment, impurity 30 12 is conical in shape,but this is notcritical.Inother words,
removalfrom water, and any other application that requires
the lowerportionof the diffuser need not necessarily be a
dissolution of a gas in a liquid.
frustum, but can be completely open as shownin FIG. 1B,
or can be a cylindrical member of reduced diameter as
BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
shown in FIG. 1C. Thus, internal angle 24 may be varied
So that the manner in which the above-cited features,
from 90° to 180°, and test data for various diffusers in
advantagesand objects of the invention, as well as others
accordance withthe presentinventionshowedno significant
which will become apparent, are obtained and can be
change in performance when angle 24 was variedbetween
understoodin detail, a more particular description of the
90° and 156°. Test data has also shown that the performance
inventionbeingsummarizedabove maybe had byreference
of diffuser 10 increases up to 50% when top surface 19 is
to the embodiments thereof that are illustrated in the 40
rounded, as seen in FIGS. lA—iC, over that of the flat top
drawings,whichdrawingsform a part of the specification. It
surface shown in FIG. 1.
is to be noted, however, that the impended drawingsillusFIG. 4 shows a diffuser, such as the one shown in FIGS.
trate only preferred embodiments of the invention and are,
1
or
1A, submerged in reservoir 28 containing liquid 30.
therefore, not to be consideredlimitingof its scopefor the
Diffuser 10 is suspended by rotating shaft 22 of motor 34.
invention may admit to other equally effective embodiMotor34spins rotating shaft 22, andthus diffuser 10 athigh
ments.
atwhich point the diffuser becomesa centrifugevelocities,
In the Drawings:
wherein liquid is drawnup throughbottomopening
pump,
FIG. 1 is an elevational view of a diffuser illustratingone
14, thrownin anupwarddirection and out through plurality
embodiment of the invention;
of openings20.
FIG. 1A is an elevational view of a diffuser illustratinga
Alternatively FIG. 2 showspump36 injectinga stream of
preferred embodiment of the invention;
gas
through tubing 38 into bottom opening 14, forming a
FIG. lB is an elevational view of a diffuser having only
liquid-gas-mixture that is drawn into the diffuser 10 and
an upper cap portion;
ejected through pluralityof openings20. The injections of
FIG. 1C is an elevational view of a diffuser having a
the gas into diffuser 10 is typically only required when
lower
cylindrical
portion;
diffuser 10 is submerged substantially below the surface of
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a systemused to dissolve
liquid30.
in
a
in
accordance
with
this
invention;
gases
liquid
When oxygenating a liquid, no separate gas injection is
FIG. 3 is an elevational view of a diffuser illustrating an
alternate embodiment of the invention;
required if diffuser 10 is submerged in liquid a relatively
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a systemused to dissolve 60 smalldistancebelowthe surface, such asthat shownin FIG.
4. Preliminary results have shown that the rate of oxygen
gases in aliquidin accordance withanalternate embodiment
dissolution into the liquidis much higher when diffuser 10
of this invention;
is located near the surface ofthe water withoutthe injection
FIG. 5 is an elevational view of a diffuser illustratingyet
of the gas, as opposed to the diffuser being located further
anotherembodiment of the invention;
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a systemused to dissolve 65 below the surface of the liquidwith the injectionof the gas.
When a diffuser of the dimensionsdescribed above is
gases in a liquid in accordance with another alternate
embodiment of this invention;
placed within three inches of the surface of the liquid

It is another feature ofthe presentinventionto provide an
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ofthe top row of side openings)

in a40gallonreservoir containing approximately 35 gallons
ofwater and rotated at approximately 3,450 revolutions per
minute (rpm),a violent surface action is createdgenerating
significant cavitation and a concentrated water-air-mixture. 5
The diffuser operatingunder these conditions produces a
greater rate of gas dissolution than when the diffuser is
placedwithin 12 inches of the surface (measured from the
middle of the top row of side openings) with air being
introduced into the bottom opening at rates from 200—2000 10
millilitersper minute, or just above or just below the high
velocitywaterjets coming from the pluralityof side openings at a rate of 12 liters per minute.
The lowerratesproduce highpercentage oxygensolution
(up to 80% at 12 inches depth), while the higher rates 15
produce poorer percentage oxygen solution, but achieve a
greater total rate of solution. At 12 inches depth with air
being introduced in the bottomof the device, the best result
showsoxygendissolvingat8.3%ofthe best rate at 3 inches
depth with over 30% of the oxygenin the air dissolvingat 20
an air flow rate of 2000 milliliters per minute. When air is
introduced on the outside and very near the high velocity
water jets at a rate of 12 liters of air per minute, oxygen
dissolvesat approximately 25% ofthe best rate at3 in. depth
25
with over 14% of the added oxygen dissolved.
The excellent3 inch results indicate that this device is
ideal for use in shallow ponds,and the results of the 12 inch
tests suggest most desirable alternate ways to dissolve a
slightly-soluble gas in a deep pool. The oxygen solution 30
resultsfrom depthsgreater than 1 foot will exceed the 3 inch
results as the air is introduced at greater depths, causing
much longer residence times of the microscopicbubbles in
the water. Thus, thisdeviceis easilyadaptable tovirtuallyall
conceivable conditions involving the dissolving of oxygen
and other gases in water and other liquids. The energy
required to accomplish the above results is 1000—1400
watts, and there is no detectable energy change up to
considerable depths.
Thesemore efficientbutslowersolution ratesare idealfor
dissolving gases like ozone, where gas concentrations of
1—4% are typicalfrom commercial generators. Largeozone
quantitiesare not required for most purification procedures.
For oxygenating a fish pond or sewage plant effluent, the
rotation of a diffuser near the surface without introducing
additional gases is a more efficient means of oxygenating,
primarily, because the energyrequired to pumpthe gases is
not required. Only the energynecessary to spin the diffuser
is required, which is substantially less than that required to
pump a gas up through the diffuser.
FIG. 5 showsanotherembodiment of the diffuser of this
invention. Diffuser 110 is constructed of PVC plastic water
pipe fittings, including two inch top cap 118 and two
inch-to-one inch reducing adapter 112 glued togetherwith
PVC cement. The diameterof cylindrical member118 is
21¾2 inches (i.e., larger than 2 inches). In like manner, the
upper inside diameter of the reducing adapter is slightly
larger than two inches. The overall vertical dimension of
diffuser 110 is 4½2 inches, with the vertical dimension of
cylindrical member118 being 12½2 inches. The diameter of
bottom opening 14 is 110/32 inches, and internal diffuser
angle 124 is 144°. This diffuser also includes vertical
extension 124 on bottom opening 114 of 1½ inches outer
diameter.
FIG. 6 shows the use of diffuser 110 in yet another
embodiment of this invention. Diffuser 110 is connected to
hollow shaft 122, which is constructed of one inch PVC
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hollow water pipe and is approximately 16.5 inches in
length, with PVC cement.A metal fitting is attached to the
top ofhollow shaft 122 to allowfor connection to motor34.
Four¾6 inch holes are drilledtwo inches below the top of
hollow shaft 122 as air holes. Forty /8 inch holes are drilled
into the top cap of diffuser 110.
Tests have shown that submerging diffuser 110 into reservoir 28 to a depth of 12/8 inches (measured from the
middle ofthetop row of side openings) belowthe surface of
thewater andturning the diffuser atapproximately 3500rpm
pulls air down into the hollow shaft and expels it at high
velocities into diffuser 110, producing violent gas-water
mixing. When diffuser 110 is rotated at high speed, it acts
like a centrifuge-pump and pumps water through the side
holes creating a vacuum inside the diffuser that pulls air
downthrough the hollow shaft.The air-water mixture inside
the spinning diffuser is thrownout through the side holes.
Thus, this embodiment of the invention pumps its own air
into the diffuser without requiring an external air or gas
source.
Tests have also shown that relatively large internal volumes are required for good results using this embodiment of
the invention, primarilybecause the water in the hollow
shaftmustbe displaced by airbefore the aircan mixwiththe
water inside the diffuser. The greater the heightofwater in
the hollow shaft,the greaterthevacuummust be to displace
thewater. For example, for the shaft length described above,
a diffuser of approximate volumeof 182 ml with twenty /16
inch holesinthe top cap is not capable ofpumpingairdown
the shaft. A larger volume inside the diffuser appears to
produce a greater vacuum for displacing the water in the
diffuser in the shaft. It also appearsthat ifthe total number
and/or size of holeson the parallelportionof the diffuser is
decreased, the solutionefficiency is reduced.
Tests run in the40gallonreservoir mentionedaboveshow
that when a diffuser attached to a hollow shaft, through
which airispumpedinside the diffuser by avacuumcreated
therein bythe spinningdiffuser, isrotatedat 12inchesbelow
the surface itperformsat aboutone-halfthe efficiency ofthe
rotating diffuser located at 3 inches below the surface.
However, test data also suggeststhat the deeper-submerged
diffuser will equal and even exceed the efficiency of the
diffuser at the 3 inch depth, when run at depths greater than
one foot.
Althoughthis embodiment showsthe use ofdiffuser 110,
any similar diffuser, such as that shown in FIGS. 1 or 1A,
can be used. Likewise the diffuser 110 can be usedwith the
solid shaft in the same manner that diffuser 10 can be used.
Many tests have confirmed that the high efficiency gas
dissolution is effected by the generationof micro-bubbles.
This can be accomplished not only by passing the gas
through therapidlyspinning diffuser, but alsobyblastingthe
large gas bubbles created near the diffuser into microbubbleswith the highvelocity liquidjets that are discharged
from the spinning side openings on the outside of the
diffuser.
Therefore, in another embodiment of this invention
(shown in FIG. 7), pump36 injectsa stream of gas through
tubing 38 into gas ring 260 whichispositioned to injectthe
gas into the fluidjets emerging from the pluralityof openings 20 on diffuser 10. Preliminary tests have shown that
placing gas ring 260 either just above or just below the
greatest diameter of diffuser 10, of the dimensionsgiven
above, when it is located at approximately 12 inches from
the surface of the liquid and injecting air at about 12 liters
perminute producesresultsthat are 25% as goodas the best
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with the same diffuser at three inches
6.72 ppm in 21 seconds, producing an average rate of
below the surface without air injection.
solution of 46.2 ml 02/min/galH20while consuming 1.37
kw.It is furtherbelievedthat the use of an increased number
The deeper the air or gas bubbles are micronized, the
of smaller holes, e.g., 48—O.375inch holes, wouldproduce
more efficiently the oxygenwill dissolve before the bubbles
reach the surface. Therefore, the diffuser/air ring combina- 5 even better performance for cap-onlydiffuser 10.
tion of FIG. 7 or the diffuser/tube combination of FIG. 2
By contrast, test results obtained from a model of the
could be lowered to reasonable depth where the resulting
Guthrie device under the same conditions produce a very
solution rate would be the same or better than the results
poor solutionrate of 2.62ml 02/min/galH20 when the total
obtainable near the surface withoutair orgas injection from
area of the side openingsare a small percentage, only 18.4
10 percent,of the bottomopeningarea.
an external source.
The injectionof the gas into diffuser 10 is typicallyonly
The second principle that has been observed by the
inventor is the preference that the area of any single side
required when diffuser 10 is submerged substantially below
the surface of liquid30. Testshave shown that gas injected
opening not exceed twentypercentofthe area ofthebottom.
near the diffuser when it is being rotated just below the
Test data obtained for a model of the conedescribed in the
surface does not significantly increase the amount of gas
Butler patent is poor in comparison to the data for a diffuser
in accordance with the present invention. The inventor's
being dissolved.
Butlermodelexhibitsside openingseach havingan area of
Variations of the parameters of the embodiments
21 percent of the bottom opening area, which is actually
described above produce verysimilar results withoutdeparting from the heart of the invention. For example, FIG. 3 20 quite conservative given that the side opening areas illustrated inthe Butler patent appear to be nearly100 percentof
showsanalternate embodiment of thediffuser in the formof
a single hollow frustum 100 with bottom opening 114 and thebottomopeningarea. Nevertheless, the inventor'sButler
diffuser produceda solutionrate of only 11.5 ml 02/min/gal
closed top 119 to which rotating shaft 22 is attached.
of
120
are
near
the
of
H20 at the same threeinch submerged depth,which is less
Plurality
openings
positioned
top
than one-fourth ofthe solution rate producible at this depth
frustum 100. Thus, cylindrical member18 ofFIG. 1 is not
25 with the
presentinvention.
necessary.
The relatively small side opening areas of the present
Asmoothdiffuser wall, while highly desirable to reduce
invention enable the productionof highvelocityliquidjets
frictionand preventan undesirable and wastefulincrease in
is
not
critical.
For
the
frusthrough theside openingsatrelativelylow rotational speeds.
energy consumption,
example,
tum portion ofthediffuser, ifso equipped, can be pyramidal. 30 Thismaybe contrasted, for example, with the Butlerdevice
whose large side openings would produce high velocity
Also, it is not critical that the diffuser be hollow. For
liquid streams at only extremely high rotational speeds.
example, deflecting flanges may be included, but they
Such great speeds are clearly not practical as they would
reduce the efficiency of the diffuser.
Other parameters, such as the size, shape, number, and
require a great deal of energy to achieve, and substantial
balancingto control the vibrations that woulddevelopfrom
location of openingsdo not appear to be critical. The test
rotational imbalances.
data producedwith this diffuser does reflect certain trends,
The test data obtained with the present invention at
but these trends are difficult to attribute to individual varivarious operating conditions strongly suggest that these
ables. In fact, the inventor's experiences lead him to condistinct structural limitations are at least partially responclude that several parameters influence the results, and as
such are difficult to quantify.
40 sible for achieving the superiorresults to the Butler and
Guthrie devices, as discussed above at the preferred three
However, two dimensional relationships have proved to
inchoperatingdepth. Moreover, the test results suggest that
be significant and it is believedthat these relationships are
such superior and unexpected results are obtainable at
readily identifiable factorsthat distinguish the presentinvention from those disclosedby the related art, such as the
virtually any practical operating depth, when compared
devicesdescribed by the Butler and Guthrie patents.
againstthe prior art devices undersimilarconditions.
Sinceitisthe ratio ofsideopeningarea to bottomopening
it
has
been
observed
that
the
best
results
for
First,
average
area that appearsto define influentialparameters,the number
rates of solution are obtainable when the total area of the
and size of the holes can vary. Good results have been
side openingsin the device exceeds twentypercent of the
achieved with both small and large openings, with the
area of the device's bottom opening, although this is not
numberofopeningsdepending on the size. For a diffuser of
to
results
that
are
to
required
produce
superior
currently
the dimensions described above,the maximum whole size
availablecommercial devices. Agoodoperablerangefor the
that will produce goodresults is in the range from V4 of an
area ratios appearsto be 20 to 450 percent, whether diffuser
inchto ½ an inch,although itis preferred that the hole sizes
lOis equipped asshownin FIG. 1, 1A,1B, 1C,or otherwise.
be
less than 20 percentarea ofthe bottomopening area. The
the
most
favorable
results
are
obtainable
when
the
However,
maximum whole size dimension thus varieswiththe size of
ratio of areas lies in the range of 100 to 400 percent. For
the diffuser.
example, a diffuser having the above-described dimensions
In the preferred embodiment of the invention, round
in accordance with the structureof FIG. 1A, and incorporating an area ratio of 375 percent, consistently produces
openingswereused. However, thereis no indication thatthe
solutionrates of 47.3 ml 02/min/galH20, or higher,when
opening must be limited to a round shape.
run at the threeinch submerged depth.
The locationofthe holes on the verticaldimension ofthe
60
diffuser is not critical. However, betterresults are obtained
Favorable results are also obtainable with the structure
when the openings are concentrated near the closed top.Also
represented by FIG. 1B, that is, a cap-only diffuser having
the direction that the holes are drilled into the diffuser
no lowerbody memberbut maintaining thetwo dimensional
influences the results, but only slightly.
relationships described herein.Thus, a cap-only diffuser 10
an
outer
diameter
of
2.8
inches
with
24
65
The selection of diffuser material is not critical. The
having
peripheral
holes of 0.5 inch diameterrotated at a depth of 3 inches
preferredmaterial isPVC plastic; however,any substantially
increasedthe dissolved oxygenin the test tank from 0.61 to
rigid materialcan be used, includingsuch as aluminum.
results obtainable
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Diffusersmade ofonly toughplasticare goodfor dissolving
shown
in
FIG.
SCat a 12inchdepth.However,
configuration
it is believedthat at a depthsubstantially below the surface
relativelyunreactive oxygen in water. For dissolving the
more reactive gases, such as ozone, the diffuser should be
of liquid, a configuration such as that shown in FIG. SD,
made of certain stainlesssteel alloys, unreactive plastics,
with the gasbeing injected by gas tube 38 and gas ring260,
metalsand metallic alloys thatare resistant to oxidation. The 5 will produce resultsthat equal or exceed those found in the
diffuser can also be made of two materials including plastic
configuration shown in FIG. SA. Gas ring 260 could be
and aluminum.
replaced by a tube extending down below diffuser 10 to
The exact rotational speedof the diffuser is not critical. It
inject air insidethe diffuser.
FIG. SE illustratesa particularly distinct embodiment of
is, however, a major factor in the efficiency with which the
gas is dissolved in the liquid.The higher the turning speed 10 the presentinventionwherein the structure shown in FIG.
of the diffuser, the higher the rate of dissolution. There is 1Ahas been essentially disassembled as upper cap 110 and
lowercone112, bothofwhich are mounted on stirring shaft
however a practical upper limit, above which additional
114. Excellent resultshavebeenobtained byplacingcap 110
speed requires disproportional power increases, thus
at a shallow depth,e.g., 3 incheswhile placingcone 112 at
decreasing the overall advantage of using the rotating difa deeper depth, e.g., 10 inches. In one embodiment tested,
fuser. In other words, above this practicalupper limit, the
increasein solubility rate resulting from the increasedrotacap 110 was 2.8 inches in outer diameterand contained
tionalspeedisnot sufficient to offset the necessary increase
24—½inch peripheral holes, whilecone 112 exhibiteda 1.6
ofenergyinput.Thesefactors must be balanced alongwith inchupper outer diameterwith 64—/32 inch holes aboutits
higher speed motoravailability, motorcosts, etc. Increasing
periphery. For this test, 1000ml air/mm was introduced into
motorspeedto 3450rpm has showna desirable increase in 20 the open bottom of cone 112 using a gas tube exposedto a
efficiency, and commercial grade motors that operateat this
gas supply above the surface of the liquid, and cap 110
speedare readilyavailable in manydifferent powerrequirepumpedits own air. The rapidly spinning diffuser creates a
ments and at reasonable costs. The size of the diffuser is
venturi effect that pulls the gas through the tube into the
cone. This gas flow may be monitored and controlled by
closely relatedto the motorsize required.
Adiffuser, such as that shown in FIGS. 1 and 5, rotated 25 placing a gas flow-meter and a small valve in the tube. In
at 1000 rpm does not produce as good of results as when
only 12 seconds, the dissolved oxygen in the test tank
increased from 0.44 to 5.56 ppm, resulting in 67.8 ml of
rotated at higher speeds. The speed of3450rpmwas chosen
dissolved oxygen/gal/mm. only 1.45 kw of energy was
to testthe diffuser becausegood results are obtained,and as
consumed by this test.
stated above,this speedmotoris commercially available in
30
Different combinationsof caps and cones are likely to
many different power requirements. Any type ofmotorthat
can rotate the diffuser at the desiredspeed can be selected
produceevensuperiorresults.As the lowerconeisplacedat
and usedbyone ofordinaryskillinthe art. Testshaveshown
increasing depthsin a body of liquid,the productionofgas
bubblesatthe greater depths will not requireany increase in
that a one horsepowermotorusing about 1200—1400 watts
energy, but will cause the bubblesto remainsubmerged for
producesgoodresultswiththe sizediffuser described above.
a greater period of time, thus increasing the overall gas
In order to treat waste water in a sewage plant, one of
dissolution. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
skill
in
the
art
can
determine
the
ordinary
easily
applicable
cap/cone combination is therefore capable of providing
size of diffuser for a given volume of waste water and a
better mixing at all depths in a body of liquid without an
desired efficiency rate. The same is true for determining the
size of the diffuser for removing contaminants from a liquid, 40 increase in energy cost. The test results suggest that such
advantages will be extremely beneficial on large scale,
oxygenating a horticultural pond, and oxygenating treated
commercial operations. Test data for this embodiment fursewagewater.
ther suggest that superior results are available from many
For a particular application, the size of the diffuser or
variations
of the presentinvention.
diffusers employed is ofimportance. Itisbelievedthatusing
the illustrated and described embodiments are
Although
larger diffusers will significantly increasethe efficiency of
to actual tested embodiments, operable embodiments ofthe
the device,becausewhen the insidediameteris doubled, the
invention can be made utilizing alternative materials, difspeed of the peripheral holes doubles at the same motor
ferent fabrication techniques, and different dimensions.
a
much
of
water
and
waterspeed,causing
greater pumping
From the foregoingit will be seen that this invention is
gas mixture and an increase in the dissolving rate. Doubling
one well adapted to attain all of the ends and objects
the diffuser dimensions increases its volume eight-fold,
hereinabove set forth,togetherwithother advantages which
which is believedto increase the gas-liquidpumping rate
are obvious and which are inherentto the apparatus.
five to six times, or more.
It will be understoodthat certain features and subcombiFIGS. SA—SE are intended to compare and demonstrate
nations
areofutilityand may beemployed withoutreference
the various uses of diffusers made in accordance with this
to otherfeaturesand subcombinations. Thisis contemplated
invention. (Only diffuser 10 will be referenced in the folby and is within the scope of the claims.
lowing discussion, but the discussion applies to any diffuser
As many possible embodiments may be made of the
made in accordance with this invention.)FIG. SA shows
invention without departing from the scope thereof,it is to
diffuser 10 located at threeinches belowthe surface wherein
be understoodthat all matter hereinset forth or shown inthe
no gas injectionfrom an externalsourceis required for the
dissolution of the gases aboveliquid30. FIG. SB showsthe 60 accompanying drawings is to be interpreted as illustrative
and not in a limitingsense.
additionof gas through injectortube 38 and gas ring 260
What is claimed:
while diffuser 10 is rotating at three inches below the
1. An apparatus for dissolving soluble gases above the
surface. The configuration shown in FIG. SB does not
surface of a liquid into the liquid, comprising:
providedetectably betterresultsthan thatshownin FIG. SA.
FIG. SC showsdiffuser 10 located at 12 inches below the 65
a hollow device havinga closed top and a bottomopening
surface of liquid30. Agas is injected by injectiontube 38
with the closed top being larger than the bottom
and gas ring 260. FIG. SAprovides better results than the
opening, and having a pluralityof side openingsaround
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the perimeterofsaid device,the side openingshaving
15. The apparatus ofclaim 13, wherein the side openings
a totalcumulativearea at least twenty percentas large having a totalcumulative area at least as large as the areaof
the bottom opening.
as the area of the bottomopening;and
16. The apparatus in accordance with claim 14, wherein
means connected to said device for rotating said device
said
hollowdeviceincludes:
5
sufficiently below the surface of the liquid at sufficient
a
lower
memberhavinga top opening ata firstend thereof
speed to create a pumping actionto draw the liquid up
and the bottomopening at a second end thereof,the top
said
bottom
and
out
the
through
opening
through
opening being larger than the bottom opening;and
pluralityof side openingsas a pluralityof liquidjets to
an
uppermemberhaving a bottom opening at a first end
interactwith gases above the surface of the liquid to
the closed top at a second end thereof,and a
thereof,
createcavitation, the side openings beingsized so as to 10
vertical wall extending between the first and second
define means for increasing the velocity of the liquid
ends of said uppermember, the first end of said upper
jets to enhance the dissolution of the gases into the
memberbeingconnected to the first end of said lower
liquid.
member.
2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the side openings
17. The apparatus ofclaim 13, wherein said rotating shaft
haveatotalcumulative area between 100 and 400 percentof
is a hollowshaft having holes therein and being connected
the area of the bottom opening.
to a motor for rotatingthe shaft.
3. The apparatus ofclaim1,whereinthe area ofthe largest
18. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising a gas
of the side openingsdoes not exceedtwentypercent of the
injectorpositioned to injectgas through thebottomopening.
19. The apparatus in accordance with claim 13, further
area of the bottom opening.
comprising a gas injector positioned to inject gas into the
4. The apparatus of claim 1, whereinsaid hollow device
20 liquid expelled out though said pluralityof side openings.
comprises:
20. Apparatusfor dissolving soluble gases in a liquid,
a bottom member having
comprising:
an upper edge defining a top opening; and
a hollow device having a closed top, a bottom opening,
a lower edge defining the bottom opening of said
and apluralityof side openingsaround the perimeter of
device,the top openingbeing largerthan the bottom 25
said device,the side openingshavingatotalcumulative
area at least twentypercent as large as the area of the
opening;and
bottom opening;and
at leastone substantially verticalwallextending upwardly
from the top opening of said bottom memberto the
a rotatingshaft connected to said device to rotatethe top
of said device below the surface of the liquid at
closed top of said device.
5. The apparatus ofclaim3, wherein said bottommember 30
sufficient speed to create a pumping action to draw a
is a hollowfrustum.
gas-liquid mixture up through the bottom opening
6. The apparatus ofclaim4, whereinsaid hollow frustum
thereofand out through the pluralityof side openings
thereofas apluralityofgas-liquidjets thatinteractwith
is conical.
7. The apparatus ofclaim4, whereinsaid hollow frustum
gases above the surface ofthe liquid,the side openings
is pyramidal.
being sized so as to define means for increasing the
8. The apparatus of claim1, whereinthe pluralityofside 35
velocity of the liquidjets to enhancethe dissolution of
the gases into the liquid.
openingsarelocatednearerto the closed top thanthe bottom
21. The apparatus of claim20, furthercomprising:
opening.
9. The apparatus of claim 1, whereinsaid rotatingmeans
a second hollow device having a closed top, a bottom
is a hollow shaft havingholes therein and being connected
opening, and a plurality of side openings about its
to a motor for rotating the shaft.
40
perimeter, said second hollow device being connected
10. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a gas
to said rotating shaft at a distance from said hollow
injectorpositioned to injectgasthrough the bottomopening.
device, whereby said secondhollow device is rotated
11. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a gas
below said hollow device atsufficient speedto create a
injector positioned to inject gas into the liquid jets dispumping action to draw a gas-liquid mixture up
chargedthroughthe pluralityof side openings.
through thebottomopening thereofand outthroughthe
45
12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said injected gas
pluralityof side openingsthereofas a secondplurality
is oxygen.
of gas-liquid jets that interactwith the liquid, the side
13. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said injected gas
openings being sized so asto define means for increasis ozone.
ing the velocity of the second liquid jets to further
14. An apparatus for dissolvingsoluble gases in a liquid,
enhance the dissolution ofthe gases into the liquid; and
50
means for delivering gas from above the surface of the
comprising:
a hollow device having a closed top and a bottom
liquid to interact with said second hollow device.
22. The apparatus in accordance with claim 20, wherein
opening, andhavingapluralityofsideopeningsaround
the perimeter ofsaid device,the side openingshaving
the side openingshaving a total cumulative area at least as
a totalcumulativearea at least twenty percentas large large as the area of the bottom opening.
as the area of the bottom opening with the area of the
23. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the area of the
largest of the side openingsdoes not exceedtwentypercent
largest of the side openings not exceeding twenty
of the area of the bottom opening.
percentof the area of the bottom opening; and
24. The apparatus of claim21, wherein;
a rotating shaft connected to said deviceto rotate the top
said hollowdevice is cylindrical in shape; and
of said device below the surface of the liquid at
said secondhollow deviceis conicalin shape.
sufficient speedto create a pumping actionto drawthe 60
25. The apparatus of claim 1 whereinsaid hollowdevice
liquidup through said bottomopening and out through
is rotated by said rotating means at a depth beneath the
said pluralityof side openingsas a pluralityof liquid
surface of90 to 115 percentofthe diameterofthe closed top
jets to interact with gases above the surface of the
of said device.
liquid, the side openingsbeing sized so as to define
means for increasing the velocity of the liquidjets to 65
* * * * *
enhance the dissolution of the gases into the liquid.
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A filter-plate assemblyhas a support plate having an out-

wardly directed face and formed with an annular groove
opening outward at theface andachamber plateconfronting
the face of the support plate, forming therewith an inlet
compartment, and formedwith an inlet-portcutoutopening
into the compartment. A flexible filter plate adjacent the
support platehas anouter peripheral frameset in the groove
and a generallyplanar central panel within the frame and
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turned away from the support plate and adapted to be
overlainby a filter cloth. A rigidretaining bar overlying the
frame extendsparallel to it at the cutout. Bolts or the like
secure the retaining bar relative to the supportplate against
the frameto holdthe frametightlyin place in the groove of
the support plate at the cutout.
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PLATE-RETAININGASSEMBLYFOR
of the filter-plate assembly. This inlet port typicallyruns at
FILTER PRESS
a corner of thechamberplate so that in this regionthe frame
is not actually compressed by the chamber plate into the
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
in the backingplate.As a result leakage is possible
The present invention relates to a filter press. More 5 groove
at this location.
particularly this invention concerns a retaining assemblyfor
a filter plate of such a press.
OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Itisthereforean objectofthe presentinvention to provide
A standardfilter press has a plurality of compartments 10 an improved retaining assembly for a plate of a filter press.
defined betweenfilter plates and each subdivided by a filter
Another object is the provision of such an improved
cloth or screen into an input compartment and an output
retaining assembly for a plate of a filter press which overcomes the above-given disadvantages, that is whichensures
compartment. Thefilterplateshaveridged andgroovedfront
surfacesturned toward the filter clothand forming drainage
a tight seal between the filter plate and the backingplate
channelsin the respective output compartments. The filtrate
even in the region of the inlet port.
is introduced into the input compartment and the liquid
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
phase is extracted along the channels from the output
compartment, with the solid phaseof the suspension left on
A
filter-plate assembly has according to the invention a
the filter cloth.
support plate havingan outwardly directedface and formed
As described in commonly owned U.S. Pat. No. 4,997, 20 with an annular
groove opening outward at the face and a
560, in order to clean such a filter the center panels of the
chamber plate confronting the face of the support plate,
filter plates are constituted as membranes that are suffiforming therewithan inletcompartment, and formed withan
ciently elastic or resilientthat the plates of each compartinlet-portcutout opening into the compartment. A flexible
ment canbe pushedforwardto press the solid phaseon the
filter
adjacent the supportplate has an outer peripheral
two filter clothinto a filter cake that can be back flushed or 25 frameplate
set in the groove and a generallyplanarcentralpanel
otherwise emptied from the machine. This forwarddeflecwithin the frame and having a backface turned toward and
tion to compressthe solidphaseis effected by pneumatically
forming a compartment with the face of the supportplate
or hydraulically pressurizinganother compartment formed
and a front face turned away from the support plate and
between the back face of the plate and a relatively rigid
adapted to be overlainby a filter cloth.Arigidretainingbar
backingplate located immediately behind each filter plate. 30 overlyingtheframe extends parallelto it atthe cutout.Bolts
The backing plates are alternated with chamber plates
or the like secure the retaining bar relative to the support
against whichthe membranes press the filter cake.
plate againstthe frameto holdthe frame tightlyin place in
PCT patent application PCT/EP91/01584 based on Gerthe groove of the support plate at the cutout.
man 4,118,620 filed 6 Jun. 1991 by H. Bonn describessuch
Thus with this system the filter plate is solidly held in
a system where each membrane plate has a thickened outer 35 place
at the critical location where the cutout is formed.
edge or frame that sits in a groove of the rigid backing or
Even when the compartment betweenthe support plate and
supportplate.An annular clip sits on each frame to retainit
thefilterplate ispressurizedto compactthefilterplateonthe
in placein the groove. Thisclip is a complextwo-partitem
filter cloth, thefilterplatewill remainsolidlyanchored inthe
that must be perfectly set in order for the filter to function,
in particular becausethe drain passagesin part pass through 40 support plate.
According to the inventionthe support plate and filterthe clip.
frame togetherform at the cutout an outwardly open
plate
Inmy earlier U.S. Pat. application No. 08/448,321 filed 23
recess
complementary to the retaining bar. The bar is
May 1995now U.S.Pat. No.5,601,709 issued11 Feb. 1997
recessed in the plates so it lies flush therewith.
I describe a filter-plate assembly having a backing wall
The cutout has a predetermined width and the bar has a
having an outwardly directed face and formed with an
lengthgreaterthan the widthso that the bar extendspastthe
annulargroove opening outwardat the face and of a precutout. Furthermore the bar is of generally rectangular
determined transverse width and a filter plate adjacent the
section and the support plate has two such faces directed in
wall and havingan outer peripheral frameset in the groove
opposite directions and each formed with a respective such
and ofawidthsubstantially less thanthe widthofthe groove
annular groove receivinga respective frameof a respective
so as to define therewithan outwardly open annular gap.A
filter plate with a respective retaining bar engaged overeach
generallyplanar central panel within the frame has a back
frame. The securingmeansextendsfrom thebaronone face
face turned toward and forming acompartment withthe wall
ofthe support plate to the baron the otherface ofthe support
and a front face turned awayfrom the wall and adapted to
plate. More particularly, the securingmeans is a pluralityof
be overlain by a filter cloth.Aretaining barissetin the space
bolts having heads bearing against one of the bars and a
and braced transversely between the frame of the element
shankthreaded into the other of the bars. The bar is made of
and the backingwall.
stainless steel, plastic, rubber-covered metal, or reinforced
Thus this simple retaining bar, which is a tight fit in a
plastic.
direction transverse to the direction the frame will have to
move to leave the groove, effectively holds the frame in
BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
place. Since the frameis a loosefit in the groove, itis a very 60
The
above and other objects,features, and advantages will
simple task to fit the plate to the rigidbacking wall, unlike
become more readily apparent from the following
the prior art wherethe framewas a very tight fit and, hence,
description, reference being made to the accompanying
very difficult to fit in place. Once the at least partially
elastomeric frameis in place, it is a simple matter to force
drawingin which:
in the retaining bar which is of much more rigid material. 65
FIG. 1 is a partly diagrammatic end view of a corner of
a filter-plate assemblyaccording to the invention;
The inletcompartment is typicallysupplieda suspension
to befiltered through an inletportthatextendsout atacorner
FIG. 2 is a sectiontaken along line Il—Il of FIG. 1;
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FIG. 3 is a large-scale view of a detail of FIG. 2; and
FIG. 4 is a section taken along line IV—IV of FIG. 1.
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a flexible filter plate ad]acentthe supportplate and having
an outer peripheral frameset in the annular groove and
having aportionextending across the cutoutgroove,
and
SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION
a generallyplanar and imperforate central panel surAsseenin FIGS. 1through4 afilterpress according to the
rounded by the outer peripheral frame and having a
inventioncomprises backingplates 1 and chamber plates 2
back face turned towardand forming a compartment
togetherdefining an inlet compartment to which a suspenwith the supportplate and a front face turned away
sion to be filtered is fed via a corner inletport 4 cut into the
from the support plate and adapted tobe overlainby
plate 2 and itself suppliedfrom a corner feed passage 5. A 10
a filter cloth;
synthetic-resin and fairlyflexible filterplate 7 overlies a face
a rigid retaining bar overlying the frameportion,extendofthe backinglate 1 and in turn is overlainby a filter mesh
ing across the cutoutgroove, holdingthe frameportion
or cloth6. The plate 7 has an outer face formedwithbumps
in the annular groove at the cutoutgroove,and extendS that holdoff the cloth6 and form aspacethat isconnected
ing parallelto the frame portion at the cutout groove;
to an unillustrated outletport connected in turn to the intake 15
and
of a pump. Thusthe suspension to be filtered is introduced
means
securing the retaining bar on the support plate
into the inletcompartment 3 via the passageS and port 4 SO
against the framePortion for holdingthe frameportion
that the liquid phase passes through the cloth 6 while the
tightly in place in the annular groove of the support
solid phaseremainson the surface ofthe cloth6, the filtrate
at the cutout groove.
being sucked out from betweenthe cloth6 and the outer or 20 2. plate
The
filter-plate
assembly defined inclaim1whereinthe
front face of the membrane 7. A back face of the plate 7
and
outer
support
plate
peripheral frametogetherform atthe
normally lies against the backing plate 1 but the space
cutout groove an outwardly open recess complementarily
between the filter plate 7 and backingplate 1 can be filled
receiving the retaining bar.
with a fluid to push out the filter plate 7 and compress the
solidphasethereon into a filter cake thatcanbe back-flushed 25 3. The filter-plate assembly defined inclaim1whereinthe
cutout has a predetermined width and the bar has a length
or otherwise removed from the system.
greater than the width, whereby the bar extends past the
Accordingto the invention the filter plate 7 has a thickcutout.
ened outer peripheral rim or frame 9 that is set in a groove
4. The filter-plate assembly defined inclaim1whereinthe
10 of the backing plate 1, bearing against a seal 15 and
bar is of generally rectangular section.
secured in place by retaining strips 16 as described in the 30
5. The filter-plate assembly defined inclaim1whereinthe
above-cited copending U.S.patentapplication. Inadditionat
support
plate has two such faces directedin oppositedirecthe corner of the inlet port 4 the plate 1 is formed with
tionsand each formed with a respective such annular groove
anothergroove 13 and the frame 9 is also cut out at 17 to
receiving a respective such frame of a respective such filter
accommodate a stiff rectangular section retaining bar 11
with a respective such retaining bar engaged overeach
plate
securedin placeby screws14 that extend through the plate
the securing meansextending from the bar onone of
frame,
1wherethey arethreaded into thebar 11 on the opposite face
the faces of the support plate to the bar on the other of the
of the plate 1. This bar extendspast edges12 of the port 4
faces of the support plate.
so that the frame 9 is solidlyretainedin this region, where
6. The filter-plate assembly defined inclaim5whereinthe
the plate 2 is not bearing against it.
means is a pluralityofbolts havingheadsbearing
securing
I claim:
40
one of the bars and a shank threadedinto the other
against
1. Afilter-plate assemblycomprising:
of the bars.
a support plate having an outwardly directed face and
7. The filter-plate assembly defined inclaim1whereinthe
formed with an annular groove opening outwardat the
bar is made of stainlesssteel,plastic,rubber-covered metal,
face;
or reinforcedplastic.
a chamber plate havinga face confronting the face of the
S. The filter-plate assembly defined inclaim1whereinthe
baris recessedin and flushwiththe faces ofthe support plate
supportplate, forming therewith an inletcompartment,
and formed with an inlet-portcutout groove crossing
and filter plate.
over the annular groove and opening into the compart* * * * *
ment and toward the support plate;
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Acombined holder and connector for a dialysis machinefor
operating and monitoring dialysing devices is disclosed,
including a holder pivotable about a holding axis and
extending from the dialysis machinefor handlingof fluid to
be processed insidethat dialysismachine, the holder including a connector to connect the holder to a fluidcouplerso
that the fluid can flow between the fluid coupler and the
dialysismachine, withthe connection axis ofthe connector
being transverse to the holder axis of the holder.
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be detrimentalto operation ofthe dialyser, since thepressure
COMBINEDHOLDERAND CONNECTOR
in thedialyserisnormallybelowatmospheric pressure. Such
FORA DIALYSER
leakage would let air into the dialysis compartment of the
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
dialyser, leading to blockage of the membrane and a
the present invention relates to a combined holder and 5 decreasein the efficiency ofthe dialyser. Moreover, thereis
a risk of introducing air into the patient's blood.
connector for a dialyser. More particularly, the present
Itisthereforean objectofthe presentinvention to provide
inventionrelatesto such a holder which is intended for use
acombined holder andconnector for a dialyserwhichavoids
in hemodialysis, hemodiafiltration or hemofiltration when
above-mentioned drawbacks of the prior art construcusing a dialysismachinesuch as the GAMBRO AK 100 and 10 the
tions.
duringuse of a dialyser, a hemofilter or the like.
It is anotherobject of the presentinvention to provide a
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
combined holder and connector for a dialyser in which the
and therefore the risk of tubes
Adialyseris generally used to cleanthe bloodof patients tube length is minimal,
and
loose is also minimal.
becoming
entangled
becoming
who have a reduced kidney function or endstage renal
It is anotherobject of the presentinvention to provide a
disease ESRD. The dialyserprincipally consists of a semiholder for a dialyser which is motor-driven so that the
permeable membrane, on one side of which passes blood
dialyser can be placed in at least two positions, namely a
and on the otherside of whichpasses a dialysissolution. By
priming
position and a handlingposition, withoutintervendesigning the composition of the dialysis solution in a
tion
from personnel.
an
of
across
the
specific manner,
exchange
electrolytes
20
semi-permeable membrane and reconditioning of the blood
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
can thus take place. A hemofilter is a dialyser in which a
In accordance with the presentinvention these and other
fraction of the blood, namely an ultrafiltrate, is separated,
objects have now been realised by the invention of a
and replacement fluid is supplieddirectlyto the blood.
holder and connector for a dialysis machinefor
The dialyser is operated and monitoredby means of a 25 combined and
operating
monitoringa dialysing device comprising a
dialysis machine,for example one having a construction as
member
holding
pivotableabouta holder axis and extending
described in European Patent No. B1-278,100. Such a
from
the
machineand adapted to handle afluidto be
dialysis
dialysismachine issold by Gambro AB underthe trademark
the
processed
by
dialysis machine, the holding member
GAMBRO AK 100.
a
connection memberfor connecting the holding
including
Beforeusing a dialyser, it must first be primed,i.e. filled 30 member to the fluidcouplingmemberwherebythe fluidcan
withsterile physiological common salt solutionwherebyall
flow between the fluid couplingmember and the dialysis
the air in the dialyser is forced out and any remaining
machine, the connection member having a connection axis
impurities are flushed out. This often occurs in a separate
for the connection betweenthe connection member and the
primingstage in a manner such that sterileprimingsolution
fluidcouplingmember, the connection axis of the connectis allowedto pass through the dialyserin the same manner 35 ing member being transverse to the holder axis of the
as the bloodis to laterpass,whileordinarily normaldialysis
holdingmember.
solutionis suppliedto the dialyser on the other side of the
In accordance with one embodiment of the combined
membrane. The priming step preferably occurs with the
holder and connector of the present invention, the fluid
dialyserupside downas compared to the treatment position,
membercomprises a couplingnipple for the dialin ordertobe more certainofhavingforced all ofthe airout 40 coupling
device.
ysing
of the dialyser.
In accordance with another embodiment of the combined
To thisend, the above-mentioned dialysismachineGAMholder and connector ofthe present invention,the dialysing
BRO AK 100, is provided with a holder for the dialyser
device isselectedfrom the groupconsisting ofadialyser, an
which allows placementof the dialyser in two positions,
ultrafilter, and a hemofilter.
namely, a primingposition and a treatmentposition. This is
In accordance with another embodiment of the combined
normallyeffected bytheholder gripping the dialyseraround
holder and connector of the present invention, the holder
the middle,and by the holder being rotatable 180° about a
axis is horizontal and the connector axis is perpendicular to
horizontal axis.
the holder axis.
The disadvantage with this procedure is that the priming so In accordance with a
preferred embodiment of the comstage has to be carried outmanually, which,in turn, requires
bined holder and connector of the present invention, the
the personnel'stime, whichthus costsmoney. Thismanoeuholding membercomprises a shaft extending horizontally
vringofthe dialyserbetweenthetwo positionscan also lead
from the dialysismachine. Preferably, the holding member
to tubes comingloose as a result of the humanfactor.
is pivotablebetween a first angular position comprising a
U.S. Pat. No. 4,191,351 describes a degassing means for ss normal treatmentposition and a second angular position
a fluid flow transfer apparatus, such as a hemodialyser. It comprising a primingposition, whereinthe first and second
mainly refers to plate dialysers, and includes rotatable
angular positionsare displaced 180° relative to each other.
mounts and locking means, but no connector.
Preferably the holdingmemberis also pivotable into a third
Furthermore, German Patent No. A1-3,642,671 discloses
position comprising a cleaningposition.
a fixed holder for a dialyser, whichincludesa quick release 60 angular
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the comcoupling for one of the connectors of the dialyser. The
bined holder and connector of the present invention, the
dialyser can be rotated 180 degrees around the axis of the
combined holder and connector includes a tube having a
connector to be primed in an invertedposition.
tube connector, the dialysis machineincludes a dialysate
However, the drawbackof these prior art dialyser holders
outlet, and the tube is connected to the dialysate outlet
is that the dialyser is rotated around a symmetry axis 65 whereby when the holding member is in the cleaning
comprising the couplingto the dialyser. Consequently, there
position,the tube connector is connected to the connecting
is a substantial risk of leakagein the coupling. This would
member.
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In accordance with another embodiment of the combined
holder and connector of the present invention, motormeans
are included for pivotablydrivingthe holding member.
In accordance with another embodiment of the combined
holder and connectorof the presentinvention,the connecting member includes guiding means for cooperatively
engaging the connecting member with the fluid coupling
member. In a preferred embodiment, the guiding means
comprises a support member remote from the connecting
means.

Accordingto the present invention there is provided a
combined holder and connector for a dialyser, a hemofilter
or the like, which is arrangedon a dialysis machine. The
holderispreferablypivotablearound a horizontal symmetry
axis and comprises a connector for cooperating with a
coupling arrangement of a dialyser for flowing a fluid to
and/or from the dialyser. The symmetryaxis of the connector differs from the symmetryaxis of the holder.
Accordingto one embodiment of the combined holder
and connector of the present invention, the connector and
coupling arrangement are intended for a dialysis solution
and/or ultrafiltrate. According to a preferred embodiment,
the symmetry axis of the connector is perpendicular to the

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Referringto the Figures, in which like numerals referto
like elements thereof, FIG. 1 shows the lower left-hand

10

s
20

portion of a prior art dialysismachine1, e.g. of the GAIVIBRO AK 100 type. On its front face, the dialysis machine
comprises a holder 2 for a dialyser3, such as a hollow-fiber
dialyser having a substantially circular cross-section. The
interiorspace of the hollowfibersare connected by means
of tubes 4 and 5, to the patient or, during priming, with a
source of sterile priming solution, such as physiological
common salt solution. The exteriorspaceoutside the hollow
fibers is enclosedby a cylindrical tube. This exterior space
is connected to couplingarrangements in the form of two
nipples, 6 and 7, for connection to the circuit within the
dialysismachinefor dialysissolution.
The holder 2 comprises an engagement device 8 which
cooperates with, and holds,the dialyserapproximately at its
middle. The engagement device 8 is providedwith a rod 9
which is insertedinto a horizontal hole 10 in a sleeve11 in
the side of the dialysis machine. The rod 9 is maintained
within the hole 10 with the aid of a screw 12.
The dialysis machine1 is providedwith a drain 13 for
dialysate solution and an inlet 14 for dialysate solution. The
outlet 13and the inlet14 are provided withtubes, 15 and 16,
which, in the stand-by position, are coupled to separate
bypass couplings, 17, 18 and 19, positioned on the front of
the dialysis machine. FIG. 1 shows the tube 15 from the
outlet13 coupledto the bypasscoupling17. The tube 16 is
showndisconnectedfrom the bypasscoupling18 and about
tobe attached tothelowernipple 7ofthedialyser, that lower
nipple functioning as an outletfrom thedialyser. The tube 15
is then disconnected from the coupling17 and attached to
the uppernipple6 ofthe dialyser. Tubes4 and 5 are coupled
to the sterileprimingsolution. The dialyseris then readyfor

horizontal symmetry axis.
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the com- 25
bined holder and connector of the present invention, the
holder comprises a shaft extending horizontally out of the
front of the dialysis machine. Preferably, the holder can be
arranged for assuming two different angular positions, 30
namely a normal treatment positionand a priming position
where the connector is displaced 1800 relative to the treatment position. In addition, the holder can be arranged to
assume a third angular position separate from the first two
angularpositions, whichthirdpositioncomprises acleaning
position. In that cleaningposition, the connector is conpriming.
nected to a dialysate outlet from the dialysis machine by
Forpriming, sterilephysiological commonsaltsolutionis
means of a tube and a connector.
fed through the dialyser from belowby meansofthe tube 5
In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the
combined holder and connector, the holder is motor-driven 40 and out through tube 4 so thatall ofthe air is forced out from
the spaceswithin the hollow fibers. At the same time,
between its various positions. In addition, it comprises a
dialysate solution issuppliedthrough inlet6 and outthrough
guiding arrangement for cooperation with the outer surface
the outlet7 in countercurrent flow.
ofthe dialyser. Sucha guidingarrangement may comprise a
Whenit has beenestablishedthat all ofthe air has passed
supportmembercooperating with the dialyser at a position
out through the outlettube 4, the dialyseris turned 180°so
remote from the holder and connector.
that the nipple 7 will be uppermost and the nipple 6
BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
lowermost. Atthe same time, the primingcontinues until the
The presentinvention can be more fullyappreciated with
entire space above the hollow fibers is emptied of air. The
referenceto the followingdetailed description, in which:
tubes 4 and 5 are then coupledto the patient for treatment.
FIG. 1 is a schematic, front,elevational view of adialyser
FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 show the same dialysis machine as in
50
holder in accordance with the prior art;
FIG. 1, but in this case modifiedin accordance with the
FIG. 2 is a schematic, front,elevational view of adialyser
present invention. Reference is first made to FIG. 4, which
holder according to the presentinvention;
shows the machinein the stand-by position. The machine
FIG. 3 is a schematic, front, elevational view of the
has been simplified according to the invention so that the
inlet 14, the tube 16 and the bypass coupling 18 havebeen
dialyser holder of FIG. 2 with the dialyser in a priming
omitted.
position;
FIG. 4 is a schematic, front, elevational view of the
The machineis provided with a dialysateoutlet23 and a
dialyser holder of FIG. 2 with the dialysis machine in a
dialysate tube 25, which has a dialysate connector 26 at its
end. In the stand-by position, the dialysate connector is
cleaningposition;
FIG. 5 is a front, side, perspective view of a dialyser 60 coupled to a connector arrangement 27, which will be
holder in accordance with the presentinvention;
explained in more detailbelow. In the stand-by position, the
FIG. 6 is atop, elevational, partially sectionalview ofthe
dialysate solution can thus circulate from the machine
through theoutlet23 and the tube 25 to the connector 26 and
dialyserholderaccording toFIG. 2taken alonglinesVI—VI
back into the machinethrough the connector arrangement
in FIG. 3; and
FIG. 7 is atop, elevational, partially sectionalview ofthe 65 27. No separate inner bypass conduit is therefore required.
The connector arrangement 27 consistsofa shaftjournal
dialyser holder shown in FIG. 2 connected with a different
28 or a cylindrical tube which extends horizontally outtype of dialyser.
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wardly from the front of the machine. In the lower side of
the journal there is a connection 29 which leads to the
connector 26.
The shaft journal 28 is rotatable into three different
positions, as is shown in FIG. 4, FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, and as
specifically indicatedby arrow30. In the positionaccording
to FIG. 4 the machine is in a stand-by position,which is
detected by a sensor (not shown) within the machine. The
sensor detects the threeangular positionsaccording to FIG.
4, FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. In the position according to FIG. 4 the
dialysis machine can perform different programmed steps,
such as rinsing,emptying,disinfection by means of heat or
chemicalmeans, etc.
From the positionin FIG. 4, the shaft journal 28 can be
rotated 900 clockwise tothepositionshownin FIG. 2, which
constitutes the treatmentposition. In this position, the connector 26 is detached (manually or automatically) and a
dialyser3 is placedwith its outletnipple 7 (see FIG. 1) in
the connector 29, whichisnowfacingsideways, ortowards
the left in FIG. 2. The connector 26 is connected to the
nipple 6 and the tubes 4 and 5 are connected as previously
discussed.
The shaft journal 28 is then rotated an additional180°
clockwise to the primingpositionas shownin FIG.3. Sterile
priming solution passes through the tube 5, upwardly
through the dialyser, and out through the tube 4, thereby
takingwithit air within the hollow fibers. Atthe same time,
dialysissolutionpasses throughtube 25 into the dialyserin
the spaceoutside thehollowfibers, aswell as outthrough the
shaft journal 28 and back to the machine.
After priming has been effected in this position, for a
period of 10 minutes, for example, the shaft journal 28 is
rotated 180° counterclockwise backto the positionshownin
FIG. 2, and priming is allowed to occur for an additional
amount of time, whereuponthe priming process is terminated and treatment can take place.
FIG. 5 showsthe shaftjournal 28 inperspective, and in a
positionwhich corresponds to FIG. 2. The connector 26 has
herebybeen detached from the connection 29, which is in a
positionfacing towardsthe left and is ready for receivinga
dialyser. The outletnipple7 ofthe dialyseris put into a hole
31 in the connector 29. The connector is provided with a
guidingsurface 32 which is formed so as to cooperate with
the dialyserinorderto guidesame so thatitremainsvertical,
as isdescribed in more detailin connection withFIGS. 7 and
8.
The shaftjournal28 is additionally providedwitha button
33 which is used for releasingthe dialyser after use. When
the nipple7 ofthe dialyseris putinto the hole 31, the button
33 springs upwardly and returns downwardlyin order to
engage around the nipple 7 and retainthe dialysersafelyin
the holder 28.
The connector 26 can be detached with the help of the
same button 33. Alternatively, the shaft journal 28 is provided withan arrangement whichreleasesthe connector 26
when the shaft journal moves from the position shown in
FIG. 4to the position shownin FIG. 2. Thisarrangement can
furthermore lock the connector 26 in the position shown in
FIG. 4 so that the connector cannot be detached bymistake.
In the same manner, theremay be an inner lock arrangementin the shaftjournal28 whichpreventsthe dialyserfrom
being able to be detachedin the positionaccording to FIG.
3 or that the shaft journal can be rotated to the position
according to FIG. 4 with the dialyserin place. In this way,
itcan be safelyensured that the dialysismachineoperates in
the intended manner in its different operating modes.

6
FIG. 6 shows the dialysis machine according to FIG. 3,
seenfrom above and taken alongthe line VI—VI in FIG. 3.

In this case, the shaftjournal 28 is shownfrom above,with
a dialyser3 of the hollow-fiber type,with a circular cross5 section, locatedin the connector 29. Asisclear from FIG. 6,
the connector 29 comprises a spring-biased plate 32 which
cooperates withthe outersurface ofthe dialyser3 around the
nipple 7so that thedialyser3 cannot rotate aroundthe nipple
7. In this manner, the dialyser 3 is maintained securely
10 grippedby the connector 29. Moreover, itis assured thatthe
dialysernipple does not rotate in the connector 29, which
could result in leakage problems.
FIG. 7 shows a corresponding arrangement for a plate
dialyser. The plate dialyser is provided with an encircling
15 flange 35 which cooperates with a separate guide36 in the
plate 32.
Theinventionhasbeendescribed aboveas asuccession of
steps from the position according to FIG. 4 to the position
according to FIG. 2, and furtherto the positionaccording to
20 FIG. 3forpriming, aswellasfinallyreturning totheposition
according to FIG. 2 for treatment. Other sequences can of
course be performed, for example from thepositionin FIG.
4 directlyto the position according to FIG. 3 and thereafter
to the position according to FIG. 2.
25
Additionally, it is also possible that other flow directions
than those described above can be used. For example, the
priming according to FIG. 3 can take place by a sterile
priming solution passing through tube 5 upwardlythrough
the dialyser to the tube 4, at the same time as dialysate
30
solution passes from the shaft journal 28 and upwardly
through the dialyser as well as out through tube 25, by the
direction of the dialysate solution within the machinebeing
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reversed.
With hemofiltration, the hemofilter is only provided with
one connection nipple 7, while the nipple 6 is not present.
The dialysis machine canthus beprovidedwitha connection
(not shown) for the coupling 26, whereby attachment ofthe
coupling 26 to this connector signals the dialysis machine
that hemofiltration shouldbe carried out. Priming occursin
that the sterile priming solution passes throughthe hollow
fibers to the outer space of the hemofilter, by using an
under-pressure by means of the holder 28. The operation is
otherwise clear for a skilled person.
The dialysernormally has connector nipples,6 and 7,but
it is of course also possibleto use other couplingarrangements on the dialyser, such as recesses, etc. The holder
according to thepresentinvention is coupledinto the circuit
for dialysis solution and/or ultrafiltrate.
It is also possibleto let the shaftjournal rotate forwardly
and backwardly over a small angular range(+/—10°) during
the primingstage in order to additionally facilitate priming.
Althoughthe invention herein has been described with
reference to particular embodiments, it is to be understood
that these embodiments are merelyillustrative of the principles and applications of the presentinvention. It is therefore to be understoodthat numerous modifications may be
made to the illustrative embodiments andthat other arrangementsmay be devisedwithoutdeparting from the spirit and
scope of the present inventionas defined by the appended
claims.
We claim:
1. Acombined holder and connector for use in connection
with a dialysis machine for operating and monitoring a
dialysercomprising a pivotable holding memberpivotably
extendable from saiddialysismachine aboutapivot axis and
adapted to handle a fluid to be processed by said dialysis

5,770,064
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said pivotableholding memberincluding a connection memberfor connecting said holding memberto a
fluid couplingmember of said dialyser whereby said fluid
can flow between said fluid coupling member and said
dialysismachine, said connection memberhaving aconnection axis for said connection betweensaid connection member and said fluidcouplingmember, said connection axis of
said connecting memberbeing transverse to said pivot axis
of said holdingmemberwherebyupon connection of said
connecting memberwithsaid fluidcoupling memberofsaid
dialyser, said dialyser can be pivoted together with said
holding member without any relative movement between
said connecting memberand said fluid coupling memberof
said dialyser.
2. The combined holderand connector ofclaim1 wherein
said fluidcouplingmembercomprises a couplingnipplefor
said dialyser.
3. The combined holderand connector ofclaim1 wherein
said dialysercomprises an ultrafilter or a hemofilter.
4. The combined holderand connector ofclaim1 wherein
said pivot axis is horizontal and wherein said connector axis
is perpendicular to said pivot axis.
5. The combined holderand connector ofclaim1 wherein
said holding membercomprises a shaft extending horizontally from said dialysis machine.

8
6. The combined holder and connector ofclaim5 wherein

machine,

10

20

said holding memberis pivotablebetween a first angular
position comprising a normal treatment position and a
second angular position comprising a priming position,
whereinsaid first and second angular positionsaredisplaced
1800 relative to each other.
7. The combined holder and connector ofclaim6 wherein
said holding member is pivotable into a third angular
position comprising a cleaningposition.
8. The combined holder and connector of claim7 including a tube having a tube connector, said dialysis machine
including a dialysate outletandsaid tube beingconnected to
said dialysate outlet,whereby when said holding member is
in said cleaning positionsaid tube connector is connected to
said connecting member.
9. The combined holder and connector of claim1 includingmotormeans for pivotably driving said holding member.
10. The combined holder and connector of claim 1
whereinsaid connecting memberincludesguidingmeansfor
cooperatively engaging said connecting memberwith said
fluidcouplingmember.
11. The combined holder and connector of claim 10
wherein said guiding means comprises a support member
remote from said connecting means.
* * * * *
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1
FUEL FILTER ASSEMBLY WITH

A further shortcoming of the prior art design is that the

REPLACEMENTELEMENT
This application is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/441,584, filed on May 15, 1995, now
abandoned, which was a continuation of U.S. patent applicationSer.No. 08/121,803, filed on Sep. 15, 1993, also now
abandoned.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to fluid filters. Specifically this
inventionrelates to a fuel filter assemblywith a replaceable
elementfor filtering fuel, such as diesel fuel,that is used to
power a self-propelled vehicle.
BACKGROUND ART

Many types of fuel filters are known in the prior art. A
popular type of fuel filter construction is one that has a
housing which encloses a replaceable filter element. Fuel
used to power a self-propelled vehicle, such as gasoline or
diesel fuel, is cleansed of impurities as it passes through
filter media of the filter element. The filter media captures
manyof the impurities that are removedfrom the fuel. Other
impurities collect on the surface of the media and fall
downward into a bottom area of the filter housing from
which they may be periodicallyremovedthrough a drain

10

s
20

25

valve.

Periodically the filter element must be replaced. Such
periodicreplacementensuresthat the filter elementwill not
become so loadedwithimpurities thatfuel flowisrestricted.
Replacing the element also ensures that impurities are
removedfrom fuel before itis delivered to other fuel system
components such as fuel injectionpumps and fuel injectors,
where such contaminants may cause severe damage.
Changing filter elements may pose problems however.
One common problem is that disturbance of the spent
elementduringreplacementmay causecollectedimpurities
to falloff the element. In somedesigns, these impurities may
travelinto the outlet of the filter housing. As a result these
contaminants may reach the components downstream in the
fuel system.
Anotherproblemwithcertainpriorart fuelfilterconstructions is thatchanging the elementmay requireamechanic to
have skin contact-with the fuel. It is desirable to minimize
such contact when changing a filter element.
To reduce these problems, the filter assemblyelement
shownin U.S.Pat. No. 4,836,923, owned by theAssignee of
the present invention, was developed. This filter assembly
includes a replaceable filter element that is attached to a
removable cover. This construction enables changing the
elementwhile avoiding skin contact with fuel.
Afurther advantage of this prior art design is that it has
an internal standpipe with an opening at the top. When the
element is removed from the housing, the fuel level in the
housingfallsbelowthe opening to thestandpipe. As a result,
the impurity-laden fuel left in the housing is less likely to
reach the outlet. Likewise when a new elementis installed
in the housing, only fuel that has been purified by passing
through the media of the element is enabled to reach the
openingand pass out of the assembly.
While thisprior design hasmany advantages, it has some
shortcomings. First, if the filter element is not removed
carefully, impurity-laden fuel in the housing or from the
outer surface ofthe elementmay fall into the openingin the
standpipe. If this happens, some impurities may reach the
downstream components of the fuel system.

30

cover is discarded with each spent element. This is undesirable from a conservation and solid wastestandpoint. It is
generally desirable to minimize the amount of material
discarded, particularly ifa discarded elementmustbe treated
as hazardous waste. The cover also represents a portion of
the cost of the replacementelement. As a resultthis design
adds cost to the replacementelement.
Sometimes individualswho donot care aboutmaintaining
the vehicle on which the prior art filter assemblyis used,
may separatethe element from the attached cover portion
and install the cover on the housing without the element.
Thiscausesthe vehicle tooperatewithoutfuel filtration until
the problemis discovered. If the vehicle is operated for an
extended period of time in this condition, damage to fuel
system components may occur.
Thus there exists a need for fuel filter assemblywith a
replaceable element that has increased reliability, reduces
waste, is lower in cost, and minimizes the risk of skin
contact during element changes.
DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION
It is an object of the present invention to provide a fuel
filter, assembly with a replaceable element that reliably
preventsimpurities from passing out of the assembly.
It is a furtherobjectofthe present inventionto provide a
fuel filter assembly with a replaceable element that requires
less materialto be discarded when an element is replaced.
It is a furtherobjectofthe present inventionto provide a
fuel filter assembly with a replaceable element that is lower
in cost.
It is a furtherobjectofthe present inventionto provide a
fuel filter assemblywith a replaceable element that minimizes the risk of skin contact during an element change.
It is a furtherobjectofthe present inventionto provide a
fuel filter assembly with a replaceable element that is
adapted foruse withelements thatuse eitheran outside-in or
inside-out flow.

Further objects of the present invention will be made
in the following Best Mode For Carrying Out
Invention and the appended claims.
The foregoing objectsare accomplished in the preferred
embodiment of the invention by a fuel filter assembly
including a housing. The housing encloses a cylindrical
internal chamber which has an opening at the top. The
housingalso has an inletport and an outletport. The outlet
port is connected to a standpipe which extends vertically
upward inside the chamber.
The chamber is adapted for receivinga replaceable dcment. The element includes a ring of media material for
removing impurities from fuel that passestherethrough. The
mediaextendsin surrounding relationof the standpipe. The
element has a lower end-cap which includes a central
opening for accepting the standpipe. Aseal extendsbetween
the surface ofthe standpipe andthe opening in the lowerend
cap to assurethat fuel mayonlyreach an area adjacent to the
standpipe by passing through the media.
The elementalsohas anupperend cap.The upperend cap
includes latching means for selectively latching the end cap
and the elementto acover. The coverissized for closingthe
opening at the top of the housing.
The upper end cap also includes a first projection that
extends into the interior area of the element. A recess
overliesthe projection on the end cap. A cover projection
thatextendsfrom the coveris acceptedinto therecessonthe
upper end cap when the cover and the element are latched
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together.
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The standpipeincludesa movable flow elementmounted
may be one of severaltypes of media material adapted for
therein. The flow element is biased outwardly by a spring
removing impurities from fuel that passes therethrough. In
the preferredform of the invention, fuel passes through the
toward a position wherein radially extending openings
media 26 in an outside-inflow pattern. However, in other
througha side wall ofthe standpipe are blockedbythe flow
embodiments of the invention an inside-out flow pattern
control element. The flow element is accessible through an
may be used.
actuatoropening in the top of the standpipe.
The fuel filter assembly further includes a cover 28
Whenthe latched elementand coverassembly isinstalled
adapted for closing the opening to chamber 18. Cover28 is
in the housing, the projections on the upperend cap engage
further adapted for selectively latchingthe cover and filter
and move the flow element to open flow through the
element24 togetheras later explained.
10
in
the
As
a
fuel
flow
result,
openings
standpipe.
may
through
The standpipe 22 includes an internal flow passage 30 in
the assembly. If the elementis partially removed, the profluid communication through the housing with outlet port
enables
the
flow
element
to
close
the
As
a
jection
openings.
16. The standpipe 22 includes a cylindrical wall32 which
result,whenever the elementis removed, such as during an
has a cylindrical interiorsurface 34 adjacent its upperend.
elementchange,contaminated fuel cannot pass throughthe
Apair ofradially extending openings36extend through wall
openings. In addition, becausethe openings in the standpipe
32 of the standpipe. The standpipe also includesan actuator
extend radially, impurities are less likelyto collect in them
opening 38 in its top end. Actuatoropening38 is bounded
during an element change.
by a guidering 40.
Once the element is removed from the housing, it may be
Aflow element42 ismountedfor longitudinal movement
readily unlatched from the cover, and a freshelement latched
in
standpipe 22. As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, flow element
in position. Skin contact with fuelisminimized. Because the 20 42 has a lower cylindrical portion 44 bounded by a cylincover is reused, the amount of discarded waste materialis
dricalelementwall 46. Element 42 further includes a head
reduced.
portion 48 which has a flat, solid, top portion50.
When the fresh element is installedin the chamber, the
Flow element42 furtherincludescross members52 that
end cap and coverengage the flowelementso thatitis again 25 bound flow cavities 54. Crossmembers52 extend through
moved to the open position, so that the filter will operate.
the elementto top portion 50. Wall 46 terminates atthe head
The cover projection is sized to prevent flow through the
portion, however, and enables fluid access to the flow
cavities54 betweenthe cross members. Cross members 52
assemblyif it is attempted to operate the unit without an
element in latched relation with the cover.
also includecut-outs 56 in the headportion to facilitatefluid
30 flow into flow cavities 54.
BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
Flow element42 is sized so that cylindrical wall 46 and
top
portion 50 are in close-fitting, movable relation with
FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view ofthe fuel filter assembly
interiorsurface 34 of standpipe 22. The flow element42 is
withremovable elementof afirstembodiment ofthe present
thereby made longitudinally movable inside the standpipe. A
invention.
spring58 mountedin standpipe 22 serves as biasing means
FIG. 2 is an isometricview of the cover of the assembly
for biasingthe flow elementin the outward directiontoward
and an upperend cap ofthe filter elementshownin FIG. 1.
actuator opening 38. Guidering 40 serves to preventflow
FIG. 3 is apartiallysectionedsideviewofthe flow control
element 42 from passing out of the standpipe through the
element.
actuator opening.
FIG. 4 is a bottom view of the flow control element.
Flowelement42, the standpipe, and the openings therein,
40
FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view of an alternative embodioperate togetheras valve means to control fluidcommuniment of a filter element and cover assembly.
cation between the chamber inside the housing and the
interiorof the standpipe. When headportion48 of the flow
FIG. 6 is an enlarged view of the latchingportionsof the
elementis adjacent openings36 of the standpipe as shown
filter element and covershown in FIG. 5.
in FIG. 1, the flow passages36, which enable fluid to be
FIG. 7 is an exploded isometricview of the filterelement
admitted to the standpipe, are open. Fuel flows into the
and cover shownin FIG. 5.
standpipe and passes through flow cavities 54 in the flow
FIG. 8 is a right side view of the filter element and cover
element, and eventually passes to the outlet port 16 of the
assemblyshown in FIG. 5.
assembly. However, when the flow element 42 is disposed
so upward from the positionshown in FIG. 1, the cylindrical
BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT
portion of the flow elementis disposedwith its cylindrical
INVENTION
elementwall adjacent and in blockingrelation to openings
36. As a result, flow between the standpipe and the surReferring now to the drawingsand particularly to FIG. 1,
there is shown therein a first embodiment of the fuel filter
rounding chamber is blocked.
assemblywithreplaceable elementofthe presentinvention, ss Filterelement24 includes a first imperforate end cap 60
generallyindicated 10. The assemblyincludes a generally
at its upperend, and a second imperforate end cap 62 at its
cylindrical housing 12. The housing12 includes aninletport
lowerend. The end caps60 and 62 are attached influidtight
14 and an outlet port 16.
relation to the ring of filter media 26 in a conventional
Inlet port 14 is in direct fluid communication with a
manner using potting compound or similar adhesive matechamber 18 in said housing. Chamber 18 is a generally 60 rial.The filter elementfurtherincludes a perforated tube 64
at the inner surface of the media. The perforated tube
cylindrical chamber having a circular opening (not separatelyshown)at its upperend 20. Outletport 16 is in direct
provides support for the media and aids in preventing
fluid communication with a standpipe 22. Standpipe 22 is
collapse due to pressure forces. The perforated tube 64
bounds an area 66 inside the element adjacent to the standgenerallycentered in chamber 18.
Areplaceable filter element 24 is removably mountedin 65 pipe.
chamber 18. Filter element24 includes a ring of media 26
Lowerend cap 62 includes a central opening (not sepain generally surrounding relationof standpipe 22. Media 26
rately shown) which accepts standpipe 22 therein. Aseal 68
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the opening to the outer surface of the
standpipe to seal area 66 against infiltration ofcontaminates.
An enlarged area 70 of the standpipe serves to hold a
disc-shaped heater plate 72 in positionbetween the standpipe and a nipple portion74 ofthe housing. Heater plate 72 5
is adapted for mounting electronic heatingelements such as
PTC heaters thereon. Suchheatersare usefulfor heatingfuel
in cold temperatures, particularly diesel fuel. The housing
also includes a temperature sensor 73 for sensingthe temperatureoffuel that is passing to the outletport. Sensor 73 10
enablesthe use of electrical control systems known in the
prior art for controlling the heatingelements.
Upper end cap 60 has a major cap portion includinga
centrallypositioned cylindrical wellarea 76. A first projection 78 extendslongitudinally inward from the bottomofthe 15
well area. As shown in FIG. 1, first projection 78 is adapted
for extending through actuator opening 38 to engage flow
element 42. In FIG. 1, the first projection is smaller in
transverse cross-section than the opening in the lower end
cap 62 from which the annular seal 68 radially inwardly 20
projects, and is longer than it is wide, such that the first
projection can fit within the actuator opening 38 in the end
of the standpipe 22 for actuating the flow element42.
Afirst recess80 ispositionedin overlying relationon the
upper surface of the end cap aboveprojection 78. A cover 25
projection82 is positioned centrallyon an interior covertop
wall 84 of cover 28 (see FIG. 2). Cover projection 82 is
adaptedto be accepted into recess 80 and servesas support
means for supporting projection 78. While coverprojection
82 is adapted for adding strengthto projection 78, it is of 30
insufficient lengthto engage flow element42.
Cover 28 also includesa circular centeringwall 86 which
extends in surrounding relation to cover projection 82.
Centering wall 86 is sized to be accepted into the well area
76 on first end cap 60.
First end cap 60 further includes a pair of laterally
extending projections 88. Projections 88 are adapted for
engagingT-shaped recesses90 in a longitudinally extending
cover wall 92 ofcover 28. As shown in FIG. 2, recesses90 40
have both a longitudinally extending portion and an arcuately extending portion. The arcuately extending portion
extends in both angular directions from the longitudinally
extending portion. As a result, projections88 and recesses
90 are enabled to serve as latching means for latching the
filter element24 by its end cap 60 to cover 28.
Cover 28 furtherincludes an outwardly threaded portion
94which is adapted for engaging inwardlythreaded portion
96 adjacent the opening to chamber 18. Cover 28 further
includes a radially extending flanged portion 98 which is
adaptedfor engaging a lip portion 100 of the housing. Lip
portion 100 includes a circumferentially extending recess
102 for housingaresilientseal 104. Seal104holds the cover
and the housing in fluid tight relation when the cover is
installedthereon. Cover28 also includes outwardextending
wingprojections106 whichfacilitatemanuallyholdingand
turning the cover.
Although not shownin FIG. 1, the fuel filter assembly of
the presentinvention also includesa drain valve of conventional construction which is adapted for enabling the 60
removalof contaminants that collect in a lower portion of
chamber 18. Suchdrain valves,which arewellknownin the
prior art, may be periodically opened to release collected
contaminants, which mostcommonly includewaterand dirt
extends across

s

particles.

In operation, fuel flows into inlet port 14 and enters
chamber 18. Fuel thenpasses throughmedia26 ofthe filter

65

element 24 and is cleansed of impurities. The clean fuel
travels to area 66 adjacent to the standpipe and passes
through openings36. The fuel then passes throughthe flow
cavities54 ofthe flow element42, through the flowpassage
30 of the standpipe and leaves the housingthrough outlet

port16.
An element change is accomplished by turning cover28
in a counter-clockwise direction sothat threaded portions94
and 96 of the cover and housing respectively, cause filter
element 24 to move upward. As the end cap 60 of filter
element24movesupward withthe cover, first projection 78

retracts out of actuator opening 38. This enables flow
element 42 to move upward, so that its cylindrical lower
portion44 is in blockingrelationwith openings36. Further
outwardmovementof flow element 42 is prevented by its
engagement with guide ring 40.
Theturningofcover28 also causes projections 88toenter
the arcuately extending portionsofrecesses102 and engage
the wall boundingthe recessesdue to the frictionalforce of
seal 68 acting on the standpipe. With the projections88
moved into the arcuate extending portionsofrecesses90, the
element 24 and the cover 28 are temporarily latched
together. The cover28 is turned until the threaded portionof
the coveris disengaged from the housingand the element is
removed from chamber 18 by moving the coverupward.
Removing the elementwith the cover, avoidsskin contact
with the fuel.Also, as dirt falls off the outside surface ofthe
element, it does not fall into openings36 because they are
closed by element 42 and because the openings extend
radially through the standpipe.
The cover 28 and the element24 are unlatchedoncethe
element has been removed from the housing by relative
movement ofthe element in the counter-clockwise direction.
Such movementenables projections 88 on the element to
passout ofthe arcuately extending portionsof the recesses
90 and into the longitudinally extending portions. Oncethe
projections88 are in the longitudinally extending portionsof
the recesses 90, the cover and element may be readily
separated.

Anewfilter elementis latched tothe cover28 by insertion
of the projections88 on the end cap 60 into the longitudi-

nally extending portionsof the recesses90. Thereafter the
elementis movedinwardin the recessesuntiltheprojections
88 are aligned with the arcuately extending portionsof the
recesses. Twisting the element in a rotational direction,
preferably clockwise, engages the projections 88 in the
arcuately extending portionsof the recesses.
The element is then installed in chamber 18 by inserting
standpipe 22 into the opening in the lowerend cap 62. The
elementis thenmoveddownward. Asthis is done,seal 68 on
the lowerend cap wipes awayimpurities from the standpipe
and keeps dirty fuel away from area 66 inside the element.
Furthermovementofelement24 into the chamber causes
first projection 78 toenteractuator opening 38. Projection78
engages and moves flow element 42 downward to again
openopenings36 as showninFIG. 1. Because projection 78
is reinforced bycoverprojection 82, it has sufficientstrength
to movethe flow element against the biasingforce ofspring
58 even though the end cap 60 is of relatively flexible
material, whichby itselfwouldnot have sufficient strength.
The cover28 is thenthreadibly engaged withthe housing
until theflangeportion98 on the coverabutslipportion100
ofthe housing. In this position, seal 104 maintains the cover
and housing in fluid tight relation.
An alternative cover and element assembly is shown in
FIGS. 5—8. The alternative coverand element is suitable for
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Afurther advantage of the invention is that the assembly

use with housing12 but includes alternative latchingmeans

for latching the element and cover in engaged relation.
cannot be readily operated withoutthe elementpresent.
As shown in FIG. 5 an alternative cover 108 includes
Thisis becausethe coverprojection is notlong enough to
manually engageable wing projections 110 on an upper
engage the flow element. The construction of the present
surface thereof. Cover108 includes a flange portion112 for 5 inventionfurther avoids confusion becausethe elementcan
engaginglip portion 100 ofthe housing. Cover108 includes
only be installedone way, and the means for latching the
a downward centeringprojection 114 from which a cover cover and element togetherare easy to use.
projection 116 extends.
Other embodiments of the fuel filter assembly with a
An alternative element 118 includes a first end cap 120
removalelementofthe presentinvention,may be used with
and a second end cap 122. Media 124 supported on a 10 filtersthat haveinside-out flow configurations. Thismay be
perforated tube 126 extends between the end caps in the
advantageous particularly when the inletport of the housing
manner of the previously described embodiment. Second
isunderpressure.Insuch applications, the flow element may
end cap 122 includes an opening and seal for accepting
be used topreventtheintroductionof additional fuelinto the
chamber during removal of the element which minimizes
standpipe 22 in the same manner as secondend cap 62.
First end cap 120 includes a projection 128 and an
spillage.
overlying access 130. Recess 130 acceptscover projection
Thus, the fuel filter assemblywith replaceable elementof
116 thereinand projection 128 engages flow element 42 is
the present invention achieves the above-stated objectives,
a mannersimilar to previously described embodiment.
eliminates difficulties encountered in the use of prior
First end cap 120 includes a pair of oppositely spaced
devices, solves problems, and attains the desirable results
latching fingers 132. As best shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, 20 described herein.
Inthe foregoing description certaintermshavebeen used
latchingfingers 132 extend axially and are disposedfrom the
outer surface of the filter media. Fingers 132 include a
for brevity, clarity, and understanding. However, no unnectapered outwardextending lockingportions 134 and arcuessarylimitations are to be impliedtherefrom because such
terms are for descriptive purposes and are intended to be
ately extending, manuallyengageable flats 136.
25
Cover 108 includes a downwardextending circularwall
broadly construed. Moreover, the descriptions and illustra138 whichbounds an interiorrecess into whichfirst end cap
tionsare by way ofexamples and the invention isnot limited
120 and the adjacent area of element 108 is accepted. The
to the detailsshown and described.
outer surface of wall 138 is threaded and engages the
Havingdescribed the features, discoveries and principles
threaded portion 96 of housing 12.
of
the invention, the manner in which it is constructed and
30
Wall 138 includesin cross section a tapered end portion
operated, and the advantages and usefulresultsattained; the
140. Tapered end portion 140 includes a pair of openings
new and useful structures, devices,elements, arrangements,
142 therethrough. Openings 142 are sized for accepting the
parts, combinations, systems, equipment, operations and
lockingportions134 of latchingfingers 132 therein.
relationships are set forth in the appended claims.
We claim:
The latching fingers 132 and openings142 provide for
1. A replaceable filter element removably positionable
engagement of cover 108 and element 118. To engage the
within a housing composed of mating parts forming an
element and cover, upperend cap is pushedinto the recess
interiorenclosure for the filter element, said filter element
bounded by wall 138 with the openings142 aligned with
comprising:
locking portions 134. As the element is pressed into the
a first imperforate end cap, said first end cap having a
recess, the fingers are deformed inward until the locking 40
portionssnap into placein the openings. The covermaythen
major cap portion, a first longitudinally extending
be used to install the element in the housing in the same
projection extending longitudinally from said major
manneras the previouslydescribed embodiment.
cap portion, and attachment structure directly fixedly
Removalofthe elementfromthe housingis accomplished
joining said first longitudinally extending projection to
said majorcapportionindependently ofthematingpart
by rotating cover 108 to disengage the threadsof the cover
of the housing that would be adjacent to said first
and the housing. The element is removedfrom the housing
with the cover. The cover and element are disengaged by
imperforate end cap;
inward
on
the
flats
136
of
132.
This
a
continuous
pressing radially
fingers
ring of filter media, said ring having an
deformsthe fingers and causesthe locking portionsto move
interior surface bounding an interior area, said ring
to disengage openings 142. This enables the cover to be
being adhesively bonded in fluid tight relation to said
separated from the element, and the spent elementcan be
majorcap portionofsaidfirstend cap, and said interior
held by the fingers until it is deposited in a receptacle for
areabeingclosed at an end thereofbysaid first end cap;
a second end cap longitudinally disposedfrom said first
disposal. Anew element is then snappedonto the cover.
The solid engagement ofthe cover and elementachieved
end cap and attached influidtight relationto saidmedia
by the latching fingers avoids accidental disengagement of ss
ring, said second end cap having a standpipe opening
the cover andelementduringinstallation and removal ofthe
therethrough axially aligned with said first longitudielementfrom the housing. However, thelatchingfingers also
nallyextending projection and throughwhich a standenablereadydisengagement of the elementand cover withpipe can be inserted longitudinally into said interior
out the need to contact the fuel.
area;
The preferred embodiments of the present invention 60 wherein said first longitudinally extending projection
enable use of the cover to remove and install the element
extends in said interior area and is radially disposed
even though it is not a permanentpart thereof.Thisreduces
inwardly from said interiorsurface, is smaller in transthe amount of materialthat must be discarded with a spent
verse cross-section than said opening in said second
element. Further, because the cover provides support for the
end cap and is longer thanitiswide,such that said first
first end cap ofthe element, the upperend cap maybe made 65
longitudinally extending projection can fit within an
of relatively thin flexible materialwhich further reduces
actuator opening in the end of the standpipe when
waste and cost.
inserted longitudinally through said opening in the
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end cap for actuating a valve flow element
mountedto the standpipe; and
said major cap portion including an annular portion to
which the filter media ring is bonded and a well area
radiallyinwardly ofsaid annular portion,saidwell area
extending longitudinally into said interior area and
including a radially extending bottom wall and an
annularside wall extending between said bottomwall
and annular portion, said bottom wall having a planar
extentextending substantially perpendicularly to a longitudinal axisofsaid filterelement, said longitudinally
extending projection having a base end supported by
said bottom wall radiallyinwardly of saidannularwall,
said longitudinally extending projection including a
tubular wall forming a portion of a recess that opens
away from said interior area to an axially outer side of
said bottom wall, and said longitudinally extending
projection terminating at a point closer to saidfirst end
cap than said second end cap.
2. The filter element according to claim 1, wherein said
firstend cap includes adeformablelatchingfingerextending
longitudinally and radially disposed outwardly from said
media ring for interconnecting withconnecting structure on
anothermember.
3. The filter element according to claim 2, and further
comprising a radiallyoutwardextending projection on said
latching finger intermediate of said first end cap and an
opposed end of said finger.
4. The filter element according to claim 1, wherein a
resilientseal circumferentially boundssaid opening in said
second end cap for sealingto the standpipe.
5. A filter assembly comprising a filter element and a
cover, said filter element comprising:
a first imperforate end cap, said first end cap having a
major cap portion and a first longitudinally extending
projection extending longitudinally from said major
cap portion;
a continuous ring of filter media, said ring having an
interior surface bounding an interior area, said ring
beingbondedin fluidtight relationto said first end cap,
and said interiorarea being closed at an end thereofby
said first end cap;
a secondend cap longitudinally disposedfrom said first
end capand attached in fluidtightrelationto said media
ring, said secondend cap having a standpipe opening
therethrough axially aligned with said first longitudinally extending projection and through which a standpipe can be inserted longitudinally into said interior

10
extentextending substantially perpendicularly to a longitudinal axis of saidfilter element, said longitudinally
extending projection having a base end supported by
said bottomwallradiallyinwardly ofsaid annular wall,
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area;
50
wherein said first longitudinally extending projection
extends in said interior area and is radially disposed
inwardly from said interiorsurface, is smallerin transverse cross-section than said opening in said second
end cap and is longerthan it is wide,such that said first ss
longitudinally extending projection can fit within an
actuator opening in the end of the standpipe when
inserted longitudinally through said opening in the
second end cap for actuating a valve flow element
mountedto the standpipe; and
60
said major cap portion including an annular portion to
which the filter media ring is bonded and a well area
radiallyinwardly ofsaid annular portion,saidwell area
extending longitudinally into said interior area and
including a radially extending bottom wall and an 65
annularside wall extending between said bottomwall
and annular portion, said bottom wall having a planar

said longitudinally extending projection including a
tubular wall forming a portion of a recess that opens
awayfrom said interiorarea to an axiallyouter side of
said bottom wall, and said longitudinally extending
projection terminating at a point closerto said first end
cap than said second end cap; and

said cover including a cover projection abuttingly
engaged in said recess of said first end cap.
6. The filter assemblyaccording to claim 5, wherein said
first end cap includes a deformable latching finger extending
longitudinally and disposed radially outward from said
mediaring, said latchingfinger releasably engageable with
connecting structureon said cover.
7. The filter assemblyaccording to claim 6, wherein said
first end cap comprises a pair of diametrically opposed
latching fingersreleasablyengageablewith said cover.
8. The filter assemblyaccording to claim 7, wherein said
latching fingers include radially outwardextending projections engageable in respective openingsin said cover.
9. The filter assemblyaccording to claim8, whereineach
of said latching fingers further comprises flats at an end
opposed of said first end cap.
10. A filter assembly comprising a replaceable filter
element and a standpipe, said filter element removably
positionablewithin a housing composed of mating parts
forming an interiorenclosure for the filter element, saidfilter
elementcomprising:
a first imperforate end cap, said first end cap having a
major cap portion, a first longitudinally extending
projection extending longitudinally from said major
cap portion, and attachment structure directly fixedly
joining said first longitudinally extending projection to
said majorcapportionindependently ofthematingpart
of the housing that would be adjacent to said first
imperforate end cap;
a continuous ring of filter media, said ring having an
interior surface bounding an interior area, said ring
being adhesively bonded in fluid tight relation to said
majorcap portionofsaidfirstend cap, and said interior
areabeingclosed at an end thereofbysaid first end cap;
a second end cap longitudinally disposedfrom said first
end cap and attached influidtight relationto saidmedia
ring, said second end cap having a standpipe opening
therethrough axially aligned with said first longitudinallyextending projection and throughwhich a standpipe can be inserted longitudinally into said interior
area;

wherein said first longitudinally extending projection
extends in said interior area and is radially disposed
inwardly from said interiorsurface, is smaller in transverse cross-section than said opening in said second
end cap and is longer thanitiswide,such that said first
longitudinally extending projection can fit within an
actuator opening in the end of said standpipe when
inserted longitudinally through said opening in the
second end cap for actuating a valve flow element
mounted to said standpipe; and
said standpipe extending longitudinally in said interior
area and having an actuator opening in a first longitudinal end of said standpipe, said first longitudinally
extending projection acceptedin said actuator opening,
and a valve flow elementmountedon said standpipe,
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said valve flow element in engagement with said first
projection, wherebysaid valve flow elementis held in
an open condition.
ii. The filter assemblyaccording to claim 10, wherein
said standpipe has an outer cylindrical surface of generally 5
constant diameter throughsaid interior area, and said standpipe extending through said opening in said second end cap
is in fluid tight relationwith said second end cap.
12. The filter elementaccording to claim 4, wherein said
firstend cap includes adeformablelatchingfingerextending 10
longitudinally toward said second end cap and radially
disposedoutward from said media ring for interconnecting
with connecting structure on another member.
13. The filter element according to claim 12, and further
comprising awell area insaid first endcap on aside opposed
ofsaid mediaring, whereinsaid well areais cylindrical and
coaxialwith said first longitudinally extending projection.
14. The filter element according to claim12, wherein said
first end cap includes a recesson a side of said first end cap
opposed ofsaid mediaring, saidrecesscoaxial withsaid first 20

12

extending projection having a base end supported by
said bottomwallradiallyinwardly ofsaid annular wall,
said longitudinally extending projection including a
tubular wall forming a portion of a recess that opens
awayfrom said interiorarea to an axiallyouter side of
said bottom wall, and said longitudinally extending
projection terminating at a point closerto said first end
cap than said second end cap.
16. The filter elementaccording to claim 15, comprising
an annular seal inwardly bounding said opening in said
second end cap.
17. The filter elementaccording to claim 15, comprising
an annular seal protruding radiallyinwardly of saidopening
in said second end cap, and said longitudinally extending
projection beingsmallerin transverse cross-section than an
opening boundedby said annular seal.
is. The filter elementaccording to claim 15,whereinsaid
bottom wall is in the form of a flat planardisc.
19. The filter elementaccording to claim 15,whereinsaid
well area is formed as a single unitary piece with said
annular portion.
20. The filter elementaccording to claim 15,whereinsaid
projection.
15. A replaceable filter element removably positionable
longitudinally extending projection includesa tubular wall
closed at one end.
within a housing composed of mating parts forming an
21. The filter elementaccording to claim 15,whereinsaid
interior enclosure for the filter element, said filter element
25
longitudinally
extendingprojectionis centrallylocated relacomprising:
tive to said opening.
aring of filter mediahavinga longitudinal axis, said filter
22. The filter elementaccording to claim 15,whereinsaid
media ring having an interior surface bounding an
longitudinally extending projection is formed as a single
interior area; and
unitarypiecewith saidwell area and annular portion of said
first and second end capsrespectively adhesively bonded
first end cap.
30
in fluid tight relation to opposite ends of said filter
23. A filter assembly comprising a replaceable filter
media ring;
elementand an external member, said filter elementremovsaid first end cap closing one end of said interior area
ablypositionable within ahousingcomposed ofmating parts
bounded by said filter media ring and having a major
forming an interiorenclosure for the filter element,
cap portion at which said first end cap is adhesively 35
said filter elementcomprising:
bondedin fluid tight relation to said filter media ring,
aring offilter mediahavinglongitudinal axis, saidfilter
a longitudinally extending projection extending longimedia ring having an interior surface boundingan
tudinally from said major cap portion, and attachment
interiorarea; and
structure directly fixedly joining said longitudinally
first and second end caps respectively adhesively
extending projection to said major cap portion mdc- 40
bondedinfluidtightrelationto oppositeends ofsaid
pendently of the matingpart ofthe housing that would
filter mediaring;
be adjacent to said first end cap;
said first end cap closing one end of said interior area
said second end cap having an opening therethrough
boundedby said filtermediaring and having amajor
axiallyalignedwithsaid projection and throughwhich
cap portion at which said first end cap is adhesively
an externalmembercan be insertedlongitudinally into 45
bondedin fluidtight relationtosaid filter mediaring,
said interior area;
a longitudinally extending projection extending lonsaid longitudinally extending projection (i) extending in
gitudinally from said majorcap portion,and attachsaid interior areaofsaid filter mediaring parallel tosaid
ment structure directly fixedly joining said longitulongitudinal axis, (ii) being disposed radiallyinwardly
dinally extending projection to said major cap
from said interiorsurface ofsaid filter mediaring, (iii) 50
portion independently of the mating part of the
being smaller in transverse cross-section than said
housing thatwouldbe adjacent to said first end cap;
openingin said second end cap and (iv) being longer
said second end cap having an opening therethrough
than it is wide, such that said longitudinally extending
axially aligned with said projection and through
projection can fitwithin an actuator opening in the end
which said external membercan be inserted longiof the external memberwhen insertedlongitudinally 55
tudinally into said interior area;
throughsaid opening in the second end cap for actusaid longitudinally extending projection (i) extending
ating a valve flow element mounted to the external
in said interior area of said filter mediaring parallel
member; and
to said longitudinal axis, (ii) being disposedradially
said major cap portion including an annular portion to
inwardly from said interior surface of said filter
which the filter media ring is bonded and a well area 60
media ring, (iii) being smaller in transverse crosssection than said opening in saidsecondend cap and
radiallyinwardly ofsaid annular portion,saidwell area
extending longitudinally into said interior area and
(iv) being longer than it is wide, such that said
including a radially extending bottom wall and an
longitudinally extending projection can fit within an
annularside wall extending between said bottomwall
actuator opening in the end ofsaid external member
and annular portion, said bottom wall having a planar 65
when insertedlongitudinally through saidopeningin
extentextending substantially perpendicularly to a lonthe second end cap for actuating a valve flow dcmentmountedto the external member; and
gitudinalaxis ofsaid filterelement, said longitudinally
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said externalmemberextendable longitudinally into said
interior area and including a flow passage and a valve
flow element mounted in said external member for
movementfrom a normallyclosed position to an open
use position, and said valve flow element being
engaged and moved by said longitudinally extending
projection from said normally closed position to said
open use position when said external member is
inserted into said interior area.
24. A replaceable filter element removably positionable
within a housing composed of mating parts forming an
interior chamber for the filter element, said filter element
comprising:
aring of filter mediahavinga longitudinal axis, said filter
media ring having an interior surface bounding an
interior area; and
first andsecond end capsrespectively adhesively bonded
in fluid tight relation to opposite ends of said filter
media ring, said first end cap closing one end of said
interiorarea bounded by said filter media; said second
end cap having an opening therethrough and through
which an external membercan be inserted longitudinally into said interior area; and there being provided
a longitudinally extending projection unitary with an
annularportionofthe first end cap whichis adhesively
bonded to the filter media ring, said longitudinally
extending projection being axially aligned with said
openingand extending in saidinteriorarea ofsaid filter
media ring parallelto said longitudinal axis, said lon-

gitudinally extending projection being disposed
radially, inwardly from said interior surface of said
filter mediaring, beingsmallerin transverse crosssection than said opening in said second end cap and
being longer than it is wide, such that said longitudinally extending projection can fit within an actuator
opening in the end of the external member when
inserted longitudinally through said opening in the
second end cap for actuating a valve flow element
mountedto the external member; and
said major cap portion includinga well area, said well
area extending longitudinally into saidinteriorarea and
including a radially extending bottom wall and an
annular side wall, said bottom wall having a planar
extent extending substantially perpendicular to said
longitudinal axis, said longitudinally extending projection having a base end supported by said bottomwall
radially inwardly of said annular wall, said longitudinally extending projection including a tubular wall
formingaportion of a recessthat opensawayfromsaid
interiorareato an axially outer sideofsaid bottomwall,
said longitudinally extending projection terminating at
apoint closerto said first end cap than said second end
cap, and saidtubularwall ofsaid longitudinally extending projection havingparallelwall surfacesextending
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provided

a longitudinally extending projection unitary with an
annular portion of the first end cap which is adhe-
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sively bonded to the filter mediaring, said longitudinally extending projection being axially aligned
with said opening and extending in said interior area
of said filter mediaring parallelto said longitudinal
axis, said longitudinally extending projection being
disposed radiallyinwardly from said interior surface
of said filter mediaring, being smallerin transverse
cross-section than said opening in said second end
cap and being longer than it is wide, such that said
longitudinally extending projection can fit within an
actuator opening in the end of the external member
when insertedlongitudinally through saidopeningin
the second end cap for actuating a valve flow elementmountedto the external member; and
said external memberextendablelongitudinally into said
interior area and includinga flow passageand a valve
flow element mounted in said external member for
movement from a normallyclosed positionto an open

use position, and said valve flow element being
engaged and moved by said longitudinally extending

40

projection from said normallyclosed position to said

open use position when said external member is
insertedinto said interior area.
30. A replaceable filter element removably positionable
within a housing composed of mating parts forming an
interior chamber for the filter element, said filter element
comprising:

a ringoffiltermediahavinga longitudinal axis, saidfilter
media ring having an interior surface bounding an

so

longitudinally.

25. The filter element according to claim24, comprising
an annular seal inwardly bounding said opening in said
second end cap.
26. The filter element according to claim24, comprising
an annular seal protrudingradiallyinwardly ofsaid opening
in said second end cap, and said longitudinally extending
projection being smallerin transverse cross-section than an
openingboundedby said annular seal.
27. The filter element according to claim24, wherein said
longitudinally extending projection includes a tubularwall
closed at one end.
28. The filter element according to claim24, wherein said
longitudinally extendingprojectioniscentrallylocatedrelative to said opening.

29. A filter assembly comprising a replaceable filter
elementand an external member, said filter elementremovablypositionable within ahousingcomposed ofmating parts
forming an interiorchamber for the filter element,
said filter elementcomprising:
a ring of filter media having a longitudinal axis, said
filter mediaring havingan interiorsurface bounding
an interior area; and
first and second end caps respectively adhesively
bondedinfluidtightrelationto oppositeends ofsaid
filter mediaring, said first end cap closing one end of
said interiorarea bounded by said filter media: said
second end cap having an openingtherethrough and
through which an external membercan be inserted
longitudinally into said interiorarea; and therebeing

55

60

65

interior area; and
first and second end caps respectively adhesively bonded
in fluid tight relation to opposite ends of said filter
media ring, said second end cap having an opening
therethrough and through which an end of an external
membercanbe insertedlongitudinally into said interior
area; and there being provided:
a longitudinally extending projection unitary with an
annular portion ofthe firstend cap which is adhesively
bonded to the filter media ring, said longitudinally
extending projection extending longitudinally in said
interior area of said filter media ring and disposed
radially inwardly from said interior surface ofsaidfilter
media ring, said longitudinally extending projection
having an end portion located in said interior area
radially inwardly of an imaginary longitudinal projection of said opening, whereby said longitudinally
extending projection can engage and actuate a valve
flow element associated with the end of the external
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and said longitudinally extending projection
terminating at a point closer to said first end cap than
said second end cap; and
an annular seal radially inwardly boundingsaid opening
in said secondend cap, said annular seal being fixed to
and thereby carried by said second end cap, and said
annularseal protruding radiallyinwardlyof said opening for sealing to the external memberwhen inserted
into said interior area.
31. The filter element according to claim30, wherein said
longitudinally extendingprojection includesa tubularwall.
32. The filter element according to claim30, wherein said
longitudinally extending projection iscentrallylocatedrelative to said opening.
33. The filter element according to claim30, wherein said

a longitudinally extendingprojectionextendinglongitudinally from said major cap portion and fixedly
joined to said major cap portion independently of the
mating part of the housing that would be adjacent to
said first imperforate end cap, said major cap portion
having an annular portionbondedinfluidtight relation
to an end of said ring of filter media;
a second end cap longitudinally disposedfrom said first
end cap and attached influidtight relationto saidmedia
ring, said second end cap having a standpipe opening
therethrough axially aligned with said first projection
and through which a standpipe can be inserted longitudinally into said interior area;
whereinsaid longitudinally extending projection extends
in said interior area and is radially disposed inwardly
from said interior surface, is smaller in transverse
cross-section than the opening in said second end cap
and is longer than it is wide,such that said longitudinally extending projection can fit within an actuator
opening in the end of the standpipe when inserted
longitudinally through said opening in the secondend
cap for actuating a valve flow element mounted to the
standpipe; and
said major cap portion further having a central portion
unitary with said annular portion, said centralportion
extending radially inwardly from said annular portion
so as to radially overlap in axially offset relation the
standpipe opening, and said longitudinally extending
projection being directlyjoined to said centralportion;
and
said central portion includes a radially extending wall
extending radially inwardly of said interior surface a
distance greater than the width of said longitudinally
extending projection, said longitudinally extending
projection havinga baseend supported by said radially
extending wallradiallyinwardlyofsaidinteriorsurface
ofsaidfiltermediaring, and said longitudinally extendingprojection includes atubularwallformingaportion
of a recess that opens to an axially outer side of said
radially extending wall.
36. The filter elementaccording to claim35, whereinsaid
majorcap portion, centralportionand longitudinally extending projection are formed as one piece.
37. The filter elementaccording to claim35, whereinsaid
central portionhas a well area.
38. The filter elementaccording to claim37, whereinsaid
wellarea is open to a side of said first end cap oppositethe
filter media ring.
39. The filter elementaccording to claim37, whereinsaid
wellarea extends axially in said interior area.
40. The filter elementaccording to claim37, whereinsaid
wellarea is cylindrical and coaxial with said longitudinally
extending projection.
41. The filter elementaccording to claim40, wherein said
tubular wall is closed at an axially inner end.
42. The filter elementaccording to claim41, whereinsaid
wellarea is open to a side of said first end cap oppositethe
filter media ring.
43. The filter elementaccording to claim37, whereinsaid
well area is disposed axially inwardly of said annular
portion.
44. The filter elementaccording to claim35, whereinsaid
tubular wall is closed at an axially inner end.
45. A replaceable filter element removably positionable
within a housing composed of mating parts forming an
interiorenclosure for the filter element, said filter element
comprising:

member,

longitudinally extending projection is formed as a single
unitary piecewith said first end cap.
34. A filter assembly comprising a replaceable filter
elementand an external member, said filter elementremovablypositionable withina housingcomposed ofmating parts
forming an interiorchamber for the filter element,
said filter element comprising:
a ring of filter media having a longitudinal axis, said
filter mediaring havingan interiorsurface bounding
an interiorarea; and
first and secondend capsrespectivelyadhesively
bondedin fluidtight relationto opposite ends ofsaid
filter media ring, said second end cap having an
opening therethrough and throughwhich an end of
an external membercan be inserted longitudinally
into said interior area; and there being provided:
a longitudinally extending projection unitarywith an
annular portion of the first end cap which is adhesivelybonded to the filter media ring, said longitudinally extending projection extending longitudinallyin saidinteriorarea ofsaidfiltermediaring and
disposedradiallyinwardlyfromsaid interiorsurface
ofsaid filter media ring, said longitudinally extending projection having an end portionlocated in said
interior area radially inwardly of an imaginary longitudinal projection of said opening whereby said
longitudinally extending projection can engage and
actuatea valve flow elementassociated with the end
of the external member, and
an annular seal radially inwardly bounding said opening in said secondend cap, said annular seal being
fixed to and thereby carried by said second end cap,
and said annular seal protrudingradiallyinwardly of
said opening for sealing to the external member
when inserted into said interior area; and
said externalmemberextendable longitudinally into said
interior area and including a flow passage and a valve
flow elementassociated withsaid external memberfor
movementfrom a normallyclosed position to an open
use position, and said valve flow element being
engaged and moved by said longitudinally extending
projection from said normally closed position to said
open use position when said external member is
inserted into said interior area.
35. A replaceable filter element removably positionable
within a housing composed of mating parts forming an
interior chamber for the filter element, said filter element
comprising:
a continuous ring of filter media, said ring having an
interior surface boundingan interior area;
a first imperforateend cap closing an end ofsaid interior
area, said first end cap havinga majorcap portionand
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a first imperforateend cap, said first end cap having a
major cap portion, a first longitudinally extending
projection extending longitudinally from said major
cap portion, and means for directly fixedlyjoiningsaid
longitudinally extending projection to said major cap 5
portion independentlyofthe mating part ofthehousing
thatwouldbe adjacent tosaid first imperforate end cap;
a continuous ring of filter media, said ring having an
interior surface bounding an interior area, said ring
being adhesively bonded in fluidtight relationto said 10
major capportionofsaid first end cap, and saidinterior
area beingclosed atan endthereofby said firstend cap;
a secondend cap longitudinally disposedfrom said first
end capand attached in fluidtightrelationto said media
ring, said secondend cap having a standpipe opening
therethrough axially aligned with said longitudinally
extending projection and through which a standpipe
can be inserted longitudinally into said interior area;
wherein said first longitudinally extending projection

s

extends in said interior area and is radially disposed 20
inwardly from said interiorsurface, is smallerin transversecross-section than saidopeningin the second end
cap and is longer than it is wide, such that said
longitudinally extending projection can fit within an
actuator opening in the end of the standpipe when 25
inserted longitudinally through said opening in said
second end cap for actuating a valve flow element
mountedto the standpipe; and
said major cap portion including an annular portion to
which the filter media ring is bonded and a well area 30
radially inwardly ofsaid annular portion,saidwell area
extending longitudinally into said interior area and
including a radially extending bottom wall and an
annularside wall extending between said bottomwall
and annular portion, said bottom wall having a planar
extentextending substantially perpendicularly to a longitudinalaxis ofsaid filterelement, said longitudinally
extending projection having a base end supported by
said bottom wall radiallyinwardly of saidannularwall,
said longitudinally extending projection including a 40
tubular wall forming a portion of a recess that opens
away from said interior area to an axially outer side of
said bottom wall, and said longitudinally extending
projection terminating at a point closer to saidfirst end
cap than said second end cap.
46. A replaceable filter element removably positionable
within a housing composed of mating parts forming an
interior enclosure for the filter element, said filter element

an external membercan be inserted longitudinally into
said interior area;
said longitudinally extending projection (i) extending in
said interiorarea ofsaid filter mediaringparallelto said
longitudinal axis, (ii) being disposedradiallyinwardly
from said interiorsurface of said filter media ring, (iii)
being smaller in transverse cross-section than said
opening in said second end cap and (iv) being longer
than it is wide,such that said longitudinally extending
projection can fit within an actuator opening in the end
of the external memberwhen inserted longitudinally
through said opening in the second end cap for actuating a valve flow element mounted to the external
member; and

said major cap portion including an annular portion to
which the filter media ring is bonded and a well area
radially inwardly ofsaid annular portion, said well area
extending longitudinally into said interior area and
including a radially extending bottom wall and an
annular side wall extending betweensaid bottom wall
and annular portion, said bottomwall having a planar
extentextending substantially perpendicularly to a longitudinal axis of saidfilter element, said longitudinally
extending projection having a base end supported by
said bottomwallradiallyinwardly ofsaid annular wall,

said longitudinally extending projection including a
tubular wall forming a portion of a recess that opens
awayfrom said interiorarea to an axiallyouter side of
said bottom wall, and said longitudinally extending
projection terminating at a point closerto said first end
cap than said second end cap.
47. The filter elementaccording to claim 46, comprising
an annular seal inwardly bounding said opening in said
second end cap.
48. The filter elementaccording to claim 46, comprising
an annularseal protruding radiallyinwardly of saidopening
in said second end cap, and said longitudinally extending
projection beingsmallerin transverse cross-section than an
opening boundedby said annular seal.
49. The filter elementaccording to claim46, whereinsaid
saidlongitudinallyextendingprojectionterminatesata point
closerto said first end cap than said second end cap.
50. The filter elementaccording to claim49, wherein well
area is formed as a single unitary piece with said annular
portion.
51. The filter elementaccording to claim46, whereinsaid
longitudinally extending projection includesa tubular wall
closed at one end.
52. The filter elementaccording to claim46, whereinsaid
comprising:
longitudinally extending projection is centrallylocated relaaring of filter mediahavinga longitudinal axis, said filter so tive to said opening.
media ring having an interior surface bounding an
53. The filter elementaccording to claim46, whereinsaid
interior area; and
longitudinally extending projection is formed as a single
first and second end capsrespectively adhesively bonded
unitarypiecewith saidwell area and annular portion of said
in fluid tight relation to opposite ends of said filter
first end cap.
media ring;
54. A filter assembly comprising a replaceable filter
ss
said first end cap closing one end of said interior area
elementand an external member, said filter elementremovbounded by said filter media ring and having a major
ablypositionable within ahousingcomposed ofmating parts
cap portion at which said first end cap is adhesively
forming an interiorenclosure for the filter element,
bondedin fluid tight relation to said filter media ring,
said filter elementcomprising:
a longitudinally extending projection extending longi- 60
a ring of filter media having a longitudinal axis, said
tudinally from said major cap portion, and means for
filter mediaring havingan interiorsurface bounding
an interior area; and
directly fixedly joining said longitudinally extending
first and second end caps respectively adhesively
projection to said major cap portion independently of
the mating part of the housing that wouldbe adjacent
bounded in fluid tight relation to opposite ends of
to said first end cap;
65
said filter media ring;
said secondend cap having an opening therethrough
said first end cap closing one end of said interior area
boundedby said filtermediaring and having amajor
axiallyalignedwithsaid projection and throughwhich

s

s
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cap portionat whichsaid first end cap is adhesively
bondedin fluid tightrelationto saidfiltermediaring,

a longitudinally extending projection extending lon-

gitudinally from said major cap portion, and means

for directly fixedly joining said longitudinally 5
extendingprojectionto said majorcap portion independently of the mating part of the housing that
wouldbe adjacent to said first end cap;
said second end cap having an opening therethrough
axially aligned with said projection and through 10
which an external membercan be insertedlongitudinallyinto said interior area;
said longitudinally extending projection (i) extending
in said interiorarea of said filter media ring parallel
to said longitudinal axis, (ii) being disposed radially is
inwardly from said interior surface of said filter
media ring, (iii) being smaller in transverse crosssectionthansaid opening in said second end cap and
(iv) being longer than it is wide, such that said
longitudinally extending projection can fit within an 20
actuator opening in the end of the external member
when inserted longitudinally throughsaid opening in
the second end cap for actuating a valve flow element mountedto the external member; and
said externalmemberextendable longitudinally into said 25
interior area and including a flow passage and a valve
flow element mounted in said external member for
movementfrom a normallyclosed position to an open
use position, and said valve flow element being
engaged and moved by said longitudinally extending 30
projection from said normally closed position to said
open use position when said external member is
inserted into said interior area.
55. A replaceable filter element removably positionable
within a housing composed of mating parts forming an
interior chamber for the filter element, said filter element
comprising:

a ringoffiltermediahavinga longitudinal axis, saidfilter
media ring having an interior surface bounding an
interior area; and
first and second end caps respectively adhesively bonded
in fluid tight relation to opposite ends of said filter
media ring, said second end cap having an opening
therethrough and through which an end of an external
membercanbe insertedlongitudinally into said interior
area, and said first end cap havinganannularportionto
whichthering offiltermediaisadhesively bonded; and
therebeing provided:
a longitudinally extending projection extending longitudinally in said interior area ofsaid filter mediaring and
disposed radiallyinwardly from said interiorsurface of
said filter media ring, said longitudinally extending
projection havingan endportionlocated in said interior
area radially inwardly of an imaginary longitudinal
projection ofsaid opening,wherebysaid longitudinally
extending projection can engage and actuate a valve
flow element associated with the end of the external
member, and said longitudinally extending projection
being directlyfixedly joinedto said annular portion by
attachment structureindependently of the mating part
of the housingthat wouldbe adjacent to said first end
cap; and

an annularseal radiallyinwardlybounding said opening

in said second end cap, said annularseal beingfixed to
and thereby carried by said secondend cap, and said
annular seal protrudingradiallyinwardly of said opening for sealing to the externalmemberwhen inserted
into said interior area; and
said longitudinally extending projection terminating at a
point closerto said first end cap than said secondend
cap.
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ABSTRACT

An apparatus for tensioning a subsurface float line and the
like duringdeployment of theline and thereafter includesa
capstanrotatablymountedand located in aliquid medium,
the capstan having a bore extendingfrom one end of the
capstanto the other end, the bore including a plurality of
pump blades for moving the liquid through the borewhen
the capstan is rotated, the capstan also including turbine
blades located aroundthe circumference ofthe capstan and
adjacent bothends ofthe capstan,thecapstan alsoincluding
a circularsurface interposedbetween the turbine blades for
communicating withthe line to betensioned. Thepump and
turbineblades do work when the capstanis rotatedthereby
creating a counterrotational (drag) force that tensionsthe
line duringand after deployment

S Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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1

water thus creating a counter rotational (drag) force. A
circular surface is located between the 2 sets of turbine
blades for communicating withalineto betensionedandthe
STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST
surfaceis tapered from a maximumdiameteradjacent one
The inventiondescribed hereinmay be manufacturedand s set of turbine blades to a minimumdiameter adjacent the
used by or for the Government of the United States of
other setofturbineblades. Aminimumdiameteris desirable
America for government purposes without the payment of
topreventdamage to thetensioned line and is dependent on
the characteristics ofthe linetobe tensioned. Whenrotated,
any royakies thereonand therefor.
the capstan does work thus creating a resistance (i.e. a
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION
10 counter rotationalmoment)to impede the rotation of the
capstan and thus cause the line to remain tensioned. The
The present invention relatesto capstansfor tensioning
are
capstan is rotatably mountedon a shaft
and holding the tension of subsurface float lines that
More
currents
and
the
like.
to
subject heavy seas, strong
BRIEFDESCRIFI'ION OF THE DRAWINGS
specifically, but withoutlimitation, the present invention
relates to a bladed pumpcapstanfor use in tensioningand 15 Other objects, features and advantages of the present
holding the tension of subsurface float lines, the capstan
inventionwill becomemorefullyapparentfrom thefollowhaving a bore through its centerwith pumpblades located
ing detaileddescriptionof the preferred embodiment, the
therein and alsohaving turbine blades located aroundthe
appendedclaimsand the accompanying drawings inwhich:
circumferenceof the capstan for providinga drag on the
HG. 1 is a perspectiveview ofthe presentinvention.
capstanwhen the capstan is operatedin a medium, such as, 20 HG. 2is an end view ofthe present invention.
water.
FIG. 3 is a cross sectionof the present inventiontaken
Itis often desirable andpreferable topositionandtension
section3—3 ofFIG. 2.
through
located
on
a
subsurfacefloat lines by means of a capstan
an
cable
This
operation
requires
package.
descendingbuoy
DEA1LED DESCRIPTION OF THE
apparatusthatcan provide a dragforce onthetensionedline
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
duringboth initialplacement ofthe lineand thereafter when
and
wind
forces.
One
the float is subjected to tide, current
The preferred embodiment of the present invention is
such apparatus utilizes a capstanwith one or more paddle
illustratedby way of example in FIGS. 1-3. As shownin
wheelspositionedand arranged aroundthecircwnference of
HG. 1, capstan 2 is submerged in the preferred water
the capstan. The capstan is operatedin a medium, such as, medium20andincludesapluralityofpumpblades 4located
water and the line is paid out viathe capstan. The rotating
aroundand depending inwardly from bore 6.Bore 6 extends

BLADEDPUMPCAPSTAN

paddle wheels thus do work to displace the watet This
rotationofthepaddle wheelsproducesatensionforce onthe
linethatassistsin deployment ofthefloatand inmaintaining
the position of the float after initial deployment.Although
successful,this apparatus has many shortcomings. First,the
paddlewheels mustbe verylargeand tension line entanglementisthereforeaproblem. Second,tocompensate forsize,
the capstan diameteris small thus requiringthe tensioned
linetopayoutoveratightcurvature. Whenusing preferred
line material, such as kevlar, the line easily becomes damageddue to excessive bending. Third, adisposableshieldis
used to protect the tensioned line from entanglement thus
requiring additionalmaintenance and comple
It is thus desirableto provide a capstanwith a sufficient
diameter to prevent damage to a tensioned line, such as
kevlar.It is alsodesirable to provide a capstan that utilizes
water friction as the means of tensioningthe line. It is also
necessarythatthe apparatus occupya minimumspaceand
be simple and easyto maintainand operate.

a

°

SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION

Accordingly, the preferred embodiment of the present
inventionincludesarotatable capstanhaving abore extend- 55
ing from one end of the capstan to the other end of the
capstan, the bore including a plurality of pump blades
positionedand arranged around the bore.Whenthe capstan
isrotatedwhile immersed inaliquid mediumsuch aswater,
the pump blades do work while causing the water to be 60
moved from one end ofthe capstanto the other end ofthe
capstan thus creatinga counter rotational (drag)force.The
capstan alsoincludes two sets of turbine blades positioned
and arrangedaroundthe circumference ofthe capstan, one
setlocatedadjacentone endofthe capstanand the other set 65
adjacenttheother end ofthe capstan.The turbineblades do
work when the capstan is rotated by moving through the

from end S to end 10. Note, that in the preferred
embodiment, the diameterofbore 6 atend S is greater than
thediameterofbore 6 atend 10. Accordingly, pumpblades
4arelargeratend Sandsmaller atend 10. Otherpumptypes
and blades maybesubstituted by those skilledinthe alt As
shown in HG. 2, capstan 2 is supported on shaft 16 via
bearing12 on one end and viabearing 14on theother end.
Bearings 12 and 14 are pressed into supports17 and 19
respectively. Nuts 15 secure capstan2in place on shaft 16.
It can thusbe seen(FIG.3) that as capstan2rotates,pump
blades 4 cause water 20 to enter bore 6 in the direction of
arrowsA and exit bore 6 in the directionof arrowsB thus

doing work and providing a counter rotational moment
(drag) aboutshaft 16. Otherliquidmediums and non-liquid
mediums,suchas gases maybe substitutedby those skilled
in the ait so that work may be done by therotatingpump
blades and turbineblades.
Capstan2includesapluralityofturbineblades 22firstset
locatedadjacentend S and a pluralityofturbine blades 24
secondset located adjacent end 10. FIG. 3 showsturbine
blades 22 evenly spacedaround the circumferenceofcapstan 2. Note thatturbineblades 22 and 24 are curvedwith
theopen portionfacingtowardsthedirectionofrotation. It
can thus beseenthatwhen capstan2rotates,tutbineblades
22 and 24 (andpumpblades4) provide a counter rotational
moment(drag)about shaft i6.
Circularsurface 26 is located between turbineblades 22
and 24 and tapers from a maximum diameter adjacent
turbine blades 22 to a minimumdiameter adjacent turbine
blades 24. It shouldbe notedthatthe minimumdiameterof
surface 26 mayvary according to the characteristics of the
line tobedeployedand the conditions under whichtheline
is to be operated. Under such operating parameters,the
diameterof surface 26 should be sized sothattheminimum
bend radiusofthe lineis not exceeded. Surface26 commu-
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nicateswith the line, the line coiled aroundsurface 26 one
end ofthe capstanto the other end ofsaid capstan, the bore
or more turns, for example.
includinga plurality of pump blades located around and
Obviously many modifications and variations of the
depending inwardlyfrom saidbore, said pump blades compresent invention are possible in light of the aboveteachmunicating with said fluid medium to cause said fluid
ings. It is therefore tobe understood that within the scope of 5 mediumtobemovedthroughsaidboreofsaidcapstan when
the appended claims,the invention maybe practiced othersaidcapstanisrotated, saidcapstanalsoincluding aplurality
wise than as specifically described.
of turbine blades located aroundthe circumference of said
What is claimedis:
capstan and adjacenteach end ofsaid capstan, said turbine
1. An apparatus for tensioninga line and holding theline
blades communicating with saidfluidmediumto causesaid
in tension during and after deploymentof said line, the fluidmediumtobemovedwhen said
capstan isrotated,said
apparatus located in afluidmedium, the apparatus comprisa
surfacebetween said pluralityof turbine
capstan
having
ing:
blades for communicating with said line, said apparatus
a) a rotatable capstan;
providinga counterrotationalmomentwhen saidapparatus
b) firstmeanslocatedinthe capstanfor movingthe fluid
is causedto be rotated by said line.
mediumwhen said capstan is rotated;
3. The apparatusdefinedin daim2, wherein said turbine
c) second means locatedaroundthe outer circumference blades arecurvedand haveanopenportion,the open portion
ofsaidcapstan formovingsaidfluidmediumwhensaid
facing the directionof rotation.
capstan is rotated;
4.The apparatusdefinedinclaim 3, wherein said bore in
d) third means located aroundthe outer circumference of 20 said capstanis larger at one end ofsaid capstan and smaller
said capstan for communicating with said line;
at the other end of said capstan.
wherein said first and said second means provide a
S.The apparatus definedin claim 4,wherein saidsurface
counter rotational force to said capstan and said line
betweensaid turbine blades tapersfrom a maximum diamwhen said capstan is rotatedby saidline.
eter adjacent said turbine blades at said one end of said
2.An apparatus fortensioning aline and holdingthe line 25 capstan toaminimumdiameteradjacent saidturbineblades
in tension duringand after deployment of saidlinewhenthe at the other end of said capstan.
apparatusis locatedin a fluidmedium,the apparatus comprisingarotatablecapstan havingaboreextending fromone
* * * * *
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rotor blades (48) and a plurality of cover plates (86a)
retainedin the blade attachmentslots (34) of a rotor disk
(30). Eachblade has a platform (46) with a trailing edge
(58),and each coverplate includes atleast one conduit(120,
126)fordrawingleakageair fromaplenum(102) infront of
the disk and impingingthat air againstthe platformtrailing
edges (58) to cool the tailing edges. In the preferred
embodiment, each conduit(120) is defined by therear face
of a blade root(40) and a groove(122)cast into the cover
plate.The inventionmakes productive useof leakageair by
using thatair to cool the platformtrailing edgesrather than
allowingit to flow unbeneficially into the engine gaspath
(24) in the vicinity of the platformleading edges (56).
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1
COOLEDROTORASSEMBLY FOR A

Accordingto theinvention,cooling air,which has leaked
out
of a coolingair flowpath and into a plenumboundedin
TURBINE ENGINE
out of the
part by the front face of a rotor disk, is drawnthe
turbine
the
of
and
edges
upon
trailing
impinged
TECHNICAL FIELD
plenum
5 bladeplatforms.
Thisinventionrelatesto gas turbineengines and particuIn one embodiment ofthe invention a pluralityofturbine
larlyto acooledrotor assemblyfor such an enginein which
blades
and rear cover plates are retained in the attachment
air
cooling air, which inevitably escapes from a cooling
slots
of
a turbine rotor disk. The cover plates abutthe rear
flowpath, isredirectedtocool asurface exposedtohot gases
faces of the turbine blade roots and include a series of
10 essentially radially orientedgrooves. The groovescooperate
flowing throughthe engine's main gaspath.
withtherearfaces ofthebladerootsto define conduitsinthe
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
coverplates. The conduitsencourage air which has leaked
of
a
into a plenum in front of the rotor disk to flow out of the
In modemgas turbine engines, quantity compressed
air is extractedfrom the engine's compressor section and plenum and rearward throughcooling air cavities radially
routedtotheengine'sturbinesectionwhereitis usedto cool 15 inward ofthe bladeroots.The leakageair enterstheconduits
and is impingedonto the tailing edgesof the turbine blade
those components, such as blades and vanes, which are
the
platforms.
exposed to hot combustion gases flowing through
The primaryadvantageoftheinvention isthatleakageair,
engine's main gaspath. The coolingof turbine components
enables the attainmentof higher gaspath temperaturesand
whichwould otherwiseflow unbeneficially into the gaspath
thereforeimprovesthepoweroutputofthe engine. However in the vicinity oftheplatformleading edges,is divertedto
the extraction ofairfrom the compressor alsointroducesan
the trailing edges where the need for cooling is greater.
recover
the
turbine
cannot
since
the
completely
Moreover the leakage air is forcibly impinged upon the
inefficiency
energy expended to compress the air. Itis, therefore,iinportrailing edge to maximizethe coolingeffectiveness. Thus,
the leakageair is used as productively andasbeneficiallyas
extracted.
that
air
which
is
to
utilize
compressor and fully
possible.
The cooling air is routed from the compressor to the
A secondadvantage of the invention is the reductionor
turbine by way of one or more cooling air flowpaths. A
eliminationoftheneedtocooltheplatform trailingedgesby
to
typical cooling air flowpath includes a numberof sealsand
flowing leakage air through minute passagesin the interior
minimize the leakageof coolingair fromthe flowpath
ofthetrailingedgesand discharging thatair asacoolingfilm
the accompanying efficiency penalty. Nevertheless,some
overthetrailingedgeexternalsurfaces.Anyreductioninthe
there
of
the
Since
leaks
out
air
flowpath.
inevitably
cooling
quantity ofthis internal andfilmcooling airimprovesengine
is
is anefficiency penaltyassociatedwithhavingextractedthis
efficiency. In the event that internal and film cooling
airfrom the compressor, itisdesirabletoputthis leakage air renderedcompletelyunnecessary, the internal coolingpasto the best possibleuse and to do so without introducing
sages need not be installed, thereby saving considerable
significantcomplexityinto theengine. Itis equallydesirable
expense in the manufactureof the blades.
toavoidany significant increaseinthecostofmanufacturing
The foregoingadvantagesand the featuresand operation
the engine.
of the inventionwill becomemore apparentin light of the
Forone specific modelof a turbine engine which suffers
following descriptionofthebestmode for carrying oat the
air
the
above
described
cooling
from
leakage problem,
invention and the accompanying drawings.
escapes from acoolingair flowpath and entersa plenumin
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS
frontofaturbinedisk The majorityofthis leakageair flows
out of the plenum, aroundthe leadingedges ofthe turbine
FIG.
cross sectional side view ofthe turbinesection
blade platforms and into the main gaspath. Althoughthis
of
a
turbine
engine illustrating the leakage of cooling
gas
leakage air may coolthe platformleading edges, it is far 45 intothe engine's main gaspath inthevicinityoftheleading
more essential to cool the trailingedges. Thus, the leakage
and trailingedges of a turbineblade platform.
air is not is used asproductivelyaspossible. Moreover,the
FIG. 2 is a view parallelto the engine axis taken essenleakageair flows into the gaspathwith a significantradial
tially along the line 2—2 of FIG. 1 showingtwo represenvelocity componentrather thanan axial velocity component
retainedin a rotor disk
which is required for the turbine to effectively recover 5° tativeturbine blades
view similar toFIG. 1 illustratinga
3
is
an
the
FIG.
enlarged
inefficiency
energy from the air (thereby minimi7ing
the
air
conduit
of
presentinvention formed by the
cooling
associated with having extracted the air from the
root
and
a groove intheabuttingsurface
rear
face
of
a
blade
air
also
of
the
seeps
leakage
compressor). A small portion
of
the
of
a
cover
plate.
into the gaspath in the vicinity ofthe trailingedges
FIG. 4 is a view parallelto the engine axis showingthe
blade platforms. However this walling edge leakage is
coverplate ofFIG. 3 inrelationtotheblade roots and rotor
ineffective forcoolingthetrailingedges sincethequantityof
air is small and its entry intothe gaspath is unmanaged.
disk.
FIG. is a sideview of an alternative embodiment ofan
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
aft coverplate having fully bounded air passages.
to
redirect
It is, therefore, an object of the invention
BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
turbine cooling air, which has leakedout of a cooling air
INVENTION
flowpath, andtouse theredirectedleakage air forcoolinga
turbine
the
Referring toFIGS. 1 and 2,theturbine10 ofa gas
component exposedto the hot gases flowingthrough
and a
12
a
stator
indudes
assembly
nonrotating
engine
engine's main gaspath.
about
a
central
14
rotatable
longitu65
cooled
rotor
to
the
assembly
of
the
invention
it is a further object
accomplish
dinalaxis16. Aerodynamically contouredvanes and blades
redirection and beneficial use of the leakage air while
such as representativevane20 and blade 22extend radially
cost
of
the
and
engine.
minimizing the complexity

lisa
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across a main gaspath24. The vanesand blades cooperate to

4

nent. The radial velocity component of this leading edge
recoverenergy from hightemperaturecombustionproducts
leakage airinterfereswiththerecoveryofenergytherefrom.
26flowingthroughthegaspath. Therecoveryofenergyfrom
The balanceoftheair fromtheouterplenumis trailing edge
the combustionproductsspins the rotor assemblyaboutthe
leakage air 114 which flows pastthe windage covers 84,
axis, and the rotary motionis conveyed to and powers a
rearward through cavity 74, and seeps radially outward
compressor,not shown.
along the interfacebetween the rear coverplate 86 and the
rear faces ofthe blade roots 40.
Examiningtherotor assemblyin more detail, a rotor disk
On average,the temperature ofthe combustion gases 26
30 has an outer rim 32 and a plurality of fir free shaped
is lower downstreamof the blades than upstream
attachmentslots 34extending from the outerrimtoaninner
of the
rim 36. Eachrotor blade 22 has a root 40 comprising a fir blades.The combustiongases also havearadialtemperature
tree shaped attachment42 and a neck 44. The fir free
gradient which changes, due to a radial componentof gas
flow,as thegases flow axially pastthe blades 22.As aresult,
attaclunent engages the attachment slots in the disk to
the gaspath temperatureis higher in the Vicinity of the
radially retain the blades. Each blade alsoincludes a platform 46fordefiningtheinner boundaryofthemain gaspath
platformtrailingedges58thaninthevicinityoftheplatform
and an airfoil 48 extending across the gaspath. Each plat- 15 leading edges 56. Therefore, althoughthe is leading edge
form has a leaning edge56, a trailing edge58, and lateral
leakage air 112 flowing around the platformleading edges
60
mayprovide somecoolingthereof,it is more importantto
edges
extending from the leading edge to the trailing
cool the trailing edges.The trailing edge leakage air 114
edge.
which seeps into the vicinityoftheplatform trailing edges
Wheninstalledinthedisk, theinnerextremity 66 ofeach
istooinsufficient inquantityand istooineffectively directed
blade root cooperates with the sidewalls 68 of the attachto cool the trailingedges.
ment slots and the inner rim 36 to define a chamber 70. In
ReferringnowtoFIGS.3-5 (andprimarilyto FIGS.3 and
the
outer rim32, blade necks44 and theplatforms
addition,
4), the cooled rotor assembly according to the present
46 of neighboring blades define a cavity 74 which may
invention includes a plurality of cover plates 86a each
contain a damper, not shown, for damping undesirable
25 having atleast one conduit 120for intentionally drawinga
vibrationofthe blades.
percentageofthe leakage air from outer
102
The rotor assembly also includes circumferentially large
and impingingit againstthe trailingedges58 plenum
of
the
blade
front
and
rear
extending
sideplates76,78whichbearagainst
platforms.In the preferredembodiment there are multiple
the blade roots to axiallyretaintheblades inthe attachment
conduitsforimpingingtheair againstthe trailingedgefrom
slots. Thefront sideplateincludes a cylindrical seal land 80
one lateraledgeoftheplatformtotheother andeach conduit
and apairofcircumferentially extendingwireseals 82 atthe
is formedby the rear face ofa bladeroot40 and a groove
inteiface between the sideplate and the front face of the
122(best seeninFIG.4)cast into abuttingsurface124ofthe
blade roots. A bush seal 90 is axially trapped between a
cover plate 86a. Alternatively, the conduitscould be fully
shoulder92onthe statorassemblyanda seal retainer94 so
bounded
passages 126 machined(for exampleby electrothat the seal bristles96engage the seal land80. Aplurality
ofnon-airtightwindagecovers84is securedtothefrontface dischargemachiningorlaserdrilling) through theinteriorof
thecoverplate as showninFIG. 5.This alternativeembodiof the disk. A pluralityofrear cover plates 86 each having
mentmayprovidesuperiorcoolingbutisconsiderably more
a fir tree shaped base88 are retained adjacenttothe blades
expensive to produce than a cover plate having the cast
inthediskattachmentslots and areaxially
trapped between
the bladesandtherear sideplate. The disk, sideplate76 and grooves ofthe preferredembodiment.
wire seals 82bound aninner plenum 100. The seal retainer 40 The cover plate 86 also preferablyincludesa manifold
128 cast intothe coverplate basefor placingthe intakeend
94, sideplate76,bladeplatforms 46and thefrontfacesofthe
130 ofeach conduit in flow communication with cavity74.
blade roots bound an annularouter plenum 102.
The manifold distributes the leakage air uniformlyamong
In order to attain the highest possible operating the conduitsand reducesthe
weight of the cover plate, an
temperatures,and thereforethe maximumpossibleengine
consideration if the engine is used to power an
important
it
is
power,
customary to cool those turbine components
aircraft. Additional weight savings is realized by casting a
directlyexposedtothehotcombustionproducts.Cooling air
weightreductioncavity 132into the base 136 of the cover
is extractedfrom the compressor,not shown,and delivered plate.
to the turbine blades and vanes by way of one or more
In
the conduits120 establishflow communicoolingair flowpaths. Oneofthese flowpaths isbounded,in 50 cationoperation,
between
cavities 74 and sub-gaspath region 134
part,by the brush seal 90 and includes a series of nozzles
radially inwardof the platformtrailing edges.Since thegas
104 whichinject cooling air inthe vicinity of apertures 106
islower near the platfonntrailingedges than near
in the front sideplate. The flowpath extends through the pressure
the
leading
edges, leakageair from outerplenum 102(FIG.
apertures, inner plenum 100, and chamber 70 so that the
is
1)
fromflowing radiallyoutwardand entering
discouraged
cooling air is fed into passages 108 in each blade. The ss the gaspath
in the vicinity of the platform
unbeneficially
extend
into
the
airfoils
and
passages
the blade platforms so
the
leading
edges.
Instead,
pressure difference encourages
that cooling air flowing through the passages cools the
mostoftheairtoflowrearward,throughcavities74and then
bladesand platforms. As is well known,thecoolingairmay
be dischargedthroughcoolingair holes, not shown,in the radially outwardthrough conduits 120. The leakage air is
forcibly impingedontheplatformtrailingedgestoaugment
airfoilsand platformsto form aprotectivecoolingfilmover
thecoolingprovidedby internalpassagesintheplatform.As
the blade and platformsurfaces.
a result,the platforminternalcooling flow may bereduced
Aportion of the air dischargedfrom nozzles 104 inevi- with
an accompanying improvement in engine efficiency.In
tablyleaks pastthebrushseal 90, and into outerplenum102.
thelimit, itmaybepossibletocompletelydispense
withthe
Most of the air from the outer plenum is leading edge
internal cooling passagestherebyconsiderably reducingthe
leakage air 112 which flows radially outward, around the 65 costofmanufacturing the bladesand more thancompensatleadingedges 56 of the bladeplatforms and dischargesinto
ingfortheminorexpense ofcastingthegroovesin the cover
the main gaspath with a significantradial velocitycompoplate.

s
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5
In summary,therotorassemblyaccording totheinvention
is characterized by arear coverplate havingconduitswhich
divert most of the leakage air from plenum 102, leaving
relativelylittle leakage air 112 to flow unproductively into
the vicinity of the platform leading edges. Moreover, the 5
conduits impingethe divertedleakageair againstthe blade
piatforms to improvethe coolingthereof,thereby using the
leakage air as beneficially as possible. By contrast, the
absenceofconduitsin a conventional rotor assemblycauses
thequantityofleadingedge leakageair 112 to vastlyexceed 10
the quantityoftrailingedgeleakageair 114.As aresult, the
majorityof the leakage air cools the leading edge of the
platform eventhoughthe trailingedgeistheregionexposed

to higher temperatures.

I claim:

1. A cooled rotor assembly for
including:

15

a gas turbine engine

a disk with an outer rim, an inner rim and a plurality of
blade attachmentslots extending fromthe outerrimto
the inner rim;
a pluralityofrotor blades, eachbladehaving arootand a
platformwith aleadingedge,atrailing edgeand lateral

edges extending from the leadingedge to the trailing
edge, the blades beingretainedin the attachmentslots
so that the outer rim, the blade roots and the blade
platforms define apluralityofcoolingaircavities; and

a plurality of coverplates retainedinthe blade slots,the
coverplates havingsurfaceswhich abutthe associated
blade roots, the rotor assemblycharacterized in that
each cover plate has at least one conduit for drawing
leakageair from a plenumin front ofthe disk and for
impinging the leakage air againstthe trailing edges of
the blade platforms.
2. The cooledrotor assemblyofclaim 1 characterized in
that each of the conduitsis definedby therear face of one
bladeroot and agroovein the abuttingsurface ofthe cover
plate.

3.The cooled rotor assemblyofclaim1 or2characterized
in that the cover plates include manifolds for placing the
conduitsin flow communication with the cavities.
* * * * *
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ABSTRACT

Devicefor cooling the external part ofaturbine disk (2) by
means of an external fresh air current (circuit II) without
mixing with the warmerventilation from the center of the
disk (circuitI). Apart(30) through which ducts(31,32)pass
that intersect withoutinterruption, prevents mixing of substantiallyperpendicularsireams in front ofapart (22) ofthe
disk (2) and a mixturewhichreduces the cooling efficiency.
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Britishpatents 2,135394 and 2,184,167describe devices
TURBINEDISK COOLINGDEVICE
similar to that shown in FIG. 1, in particular including a
DESR1PFION
doublecoolingcircuitbyair circulation, butwhichalsohave
Theinventionrelates to a turbinedisk coolingdevice.
differences: thus theair in circuitUis the hottest part,
In the gas turbinepart ofan existingmachineifiustrated 5 larger
and no longer cools the disk but instead cools parts of the
in FIG. 1. the high pressure turbine 1 starts at a disk 2
rotor and stator adjacentto chamber 16.
carryngafirstmobile blade stage 3 andfixed totherotor4.
The inventionconsistsofaddingpartswiththefunction of
This disk2 is located on the downstreamside of a combusflowsto prevent themfrom being mixed, so that
directing
tion chamberSformed in astator 6 surrounding rotor 4 and
which is itself located on the downstreamside of a high 10 the air in circuit U originating from the upperinjectors 36
reachesthe outer ring22 without goingpast obstacles; this
pressure compressor 7.
air in circuit Uis significantly cooler than the air in circuit
The gases resulting from the combustion of fuel in
I, sincethelabyrinthorbrush seal 17associatedwithitheats
chamber5 very strongly heat disk2, which then has to be
theair lessthanthe largerdiameterlabyrinthseal23, and the
to
it
is
cooled
maintain
the
material
of
which
efficiently
air in the first circuit I is centrifuged at the outlet from
composed to a temperature consistentwith maintaining its 15
labyrinth23, and thereforecompressedwhich also heats it.
mechanicalstrengthproperties. The methodused consists of
This increasedcooling due to secondcircuit air largely
two ventilation circuits I and U of cooler air: the first of
the loss of cooling followingthe temporary
illustrated
the
solid
uses
air
drawn
off
compensates
them, I,
by
arrows,
diversionofthe air streamfromthefirstflow, whichhas less
immediately aheadofthecombustionchamberSand which
action.
passes througha rear chamber 28 before leavingit through
orifices 8 to penetrateinto injectionchambers 9from which
Thereforein itsmost generalform,theinventionconsists
air exitsthroughhighpressureinjectors 10 whichaccelerate
of a cooling devicefor a turbine disk coveredby a flange
and force itout athigh speed towardsthe side 14 of disk2.
comprisinga first and a secondventilationcircuit using air
Someofthis airactuallyreachesaninnerring11 forming
originatingfrom astator and flowingout infrontofaninner
ring in the disk, and an outer ring radial to the flange,
part of side 14, afterpassingthrough orifices 12 in a flange
13 coveringthe disk2, and thenrotationofdisk 2 creates a
respectively, part ofthe first circuit forkingtoa seal placed
betweentheflangeand the stator,then in front ofthe flange
centrifugalforce onthe air flow that forces it outwards; air
isguidedbetween the surface oftheside14ofdisk2andthe and parallel to the flange, towards the flange outer ring,
characterizedin that it comprisesa part locatedin front of
flange13, finallycooling theperiphery ofdisk2by entering
the outer ring, crossedbyfirstducts approximately parallel
into the cavities 15 formedin it..
to a surface of the side of the flange and forming an
The second air flow IIIllustrated bythe arrowsin dashed
extension to the first ventilationcircuit, and second ducts
is
taken
off
after
the
7
lines,
just
high pressure compressor
forming an extension to the second ventilation circuit,
and passes throughachamber16 formedbetweenthe rotor
4 and the stator6,from which itleavesthrougha labyrinth intersectingbut not interruptingthe first ducts, and termior broth seal 17 placedbetweenthese parts and composed
tintingin front of the outer ring.
morepreciselyoflip seals 18, i.e. circularridges erected on
Otherfeaturesoftheinventionwill bemore easilyunderrotor 4 whichrub on a wearing material19fixed tostator6,
stoodbyreadingthefollowingdetaileddescription ofone of
ie. made of a soft materialin whichtheyform recessesas its implementations, withreferencetothefollowing Figures:
afunctionofdifferential expansions atthe variousmachine
FIG. 1 described above, illustrates a previouslyknown
speeds.The air pressure forces air outsidethe chamber16 40 design for gas turbinesto which the inventioncan also be
and into anannularand divergent guideduct20, contiguous
applied;
withpartofthebottomofthechamber28 overalargepart
FIGS. 2 and 3 illustratethe invention,
ofitslengthand fromwhichairexitsthroughupperinjectors
FIG. 3 being a section along line A—A in FIG. 2, and
36 which lead into an externalradialring22 of theturbine
FIG. is a cross-sectionalview of a turbine machine
disk 2, actually formingpart of the surface of side 29 of
an alternative embodiment according to the
attached
to
this
disk
including
13
flange rigidly
invention.
present
The airinthe second ventilation circuitsignificantly cools
The fundamentalelement of theinventionrepresented in
the externalring22, by coming into contactwith this area
FIG. 2 is a distributingring30 rigidly attached to stator6
dose to the combustion gases and thereforeheated to a
and located Immediately in front of outer ring 22 to be
higher temperature. The needto cool the entiredisk 2, and
cooled,at ashort distancefrom it and not separated from it
particularlyitsperiphery,justifiesthedoublingupofcooling
which
use
air
that
from
other
of
by any obstacle. Axial ducts32passthroughthedistributing
circuits,
may originate
parts
themachine.However,thedesignis suchthatpart oftheair ring30, and form an extension to the upperinjectors 36to
in the firstventilation circuit does notpassthroughorifices terminatein front of the outer ring 22, and ducts 32 are
separatedby substantially radialducts31 whichintersectbut
12, butinsteadbypasses flange13 onthe outside and passes
do
not interruptthe first ducts, as shown in the sectional
a
or
brush
seal
similar
to
the
through labyrinth
23, fairly
detail in FIG. 3.
previousseal 17and,likeit, composed oflipseals24erected
on the sideflange 13, and a layer of wearingmaterial25
The inside of the distribution ring 30 is laid out to
minimi7e pressure losses; thus the axial ducts 32 may be
weldedto a surface ofthe stator 6. The centrifugalforces
connected to slanting injectors 36, facing the direction of
exerted by the flange 13 on this portion of the first flow
motion of disk 2.
straighten it likethepreviousportion and force it alongthe
surface of side 29 until it finally intersects the flow in the
Ventilation air in the secondcircuit II travels along axial
secondventilation circuit in front of the outer ring22.
ducts32, and thereforeis notaffectedby the airin circuit I
The origin ofthe inventionis based on the observation
which passes through radial ducts 31; the mixture offlows
that this situation is notideal, since the airflow fromcircuit 65 onlytakes place attheperipheryofdisk2 beyondthe outer
I is significantly warmer than the air flow from circuit II ring22. To furtherreduce mixing opportunities, the flange
13 canbemade with a lip seal 33 on the side surface 14, in
(about 500 C.).
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otherwordsaridge thefreeend ofwhich34just comes into
contact with the distributing ring 30 and which has the
purpose of guidingair in stream along the surface of the

I

side 29 of flange 13 towards radial ducts 31, without
allowingit to slide as far as the outer ring 22. In the
embodiment shownin which part ofthe distributingring 30
in which ducts31 and 32 are formed extends in front of a
portion radially inside external ring 22. and a screen 35
parallelto the outerring22 can be addedto thedistributing
ring30, extending in frontoftheremainder ofthe outer ring,
to separate the streams in the two circuits by force, until
beyondthe outer ring 22. The intersection of circuits I and
II essential for cooling of disk 2 should be distinguished
fromtheirpreviousintersectionatthelocationoftheorifices
8, which obviously does not performthe same function. 15
Now referto FIG. 4, itcan be seenthat the efficiency of
the invention is further improved if the cooler air in the
secondcircuit II is cooled even more.The air in the first
circuitis used for this purpose,which is temporarilycooler
before it passes through the high pressureinjectors 10 and
thelabyrinthor brush seal 23 and aftertheair in the second 20
circuithaspassedits labyrinthorbrushseal 17. The streams
arepartly contiguous in this state, since they thencirculate
in the rear chamber28 and the divergent duct 20 which are
only separated by a fairly thin partition37 in the stator
casing6. Obstacles 38such asribs, bossings or comigations
on the two sides of this partition 37 can then be used to
improveheat exchangebetweenthe two streams.
The temperature oftheturbinedisk2isincreasedto above
6500 C. in the known machine. Use of the invention can
reduce this temperaturefor flange 13 by several tens of 30
degrees. This is amajor improvementconsideringthe high
quality already achieved with existingengines; it may be
implemented using less expensivematerials to make disk 2
and its flange 13, or by reducing cooling flows.
We claim:
1. Cooling devicefor a turbine disk comprising:
a first anda secondcoolingflowpathoriginatingfrom a
stator and leadinginfront ofan innerringin a turbine
diskand an outerringin a flange respectively, wherein
aportionof the firstpathis separatedand directedto a
seal placed along the first path, thenin front of the
flangeand paralleltothe flangetothe outer ringof the
flange;

4

a part located in front of the outer ring;
a plurality of first ducts which pass through said p
approximately parallel to a surface of a side of the

flange,saidfirstducts formingan extension to the first
cooling flow path;
a plurality of secondducts which pass through said part
forming an extension tothe second cooling flow path,
intersecting but not interrupting the first ducts, and
terminating in front of the outer ring.
2. Cooling device for a turbine disk in accordance with
claim 1, wherein the flangecomprises a guidepart configuredtoguideanair stream originating fromthefirst cooling
flowpathpassingalong the surfaceofthe sideoftheflange
to the first ducts.
3. Cooling device for a turbine disk in accordance with
claim2, wherein the guide part is a lippededge contacting
said part throughwhichthe ductspass, sad lipbeingrigidly
attached to the stator.
4. Cooling device for a turbinedisk in accordance with
claim 1, wherein said part through which the ducts pass
includes a screen parallel to the outer ring and located
between said outer ring and the first ducts.
5. Cooling device for a turbine disk in accordance with
claim4,whereinthefirstductsand the screen extend infront
ofradialportionsradially inside and outside the outer ring,
respectively.
6. Cooling device for a turbine diskin accordance with
claim 1, wherein the first cooling flow path indudes a
lahyrynth or brush seal and the second cooling flow path
includes a second labyrynthseal and wherein the first and
second cooling flow paths have contiguous portionson the
downstreamside ofthesecondlabyrinthcrbnish sealand on
the upstream side of the first labyrinth or brush seal, the
labyrinth seals being placed within the cooling paths
wherein obstacles are mountedwithin the contiguous portions to improve heat exchangebetweenthe cooling flow
paths.
*
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MDF CEMENT COMPOSITIONS

WITH IMPROVED IMPACT STRENGTH

The present invention

concerns a

cement material

containing polymers

showing an improved impact strength, meant as an increase in the breaking
total energy, by fibers addition.
5

The so called MDF (macro defect
defects, is

cement namely free from macroscopic

free)

a kind of cement well known in the art.

The American Patents US 4.070.199 and US 4.240.860 in fact describe an
hydraulic material having a high flexural strength prepared by kneading a

mixture of hydraulic cement, water and a soluble (or dispersable in
10

water) polymer using

a cylinder

mixer.

The product is then pressed and left to harden.
Subsequent Patents (EP 55035 and EP 21682) describe other polymeric
materials

which

can be used in

hydroxypropylmethylcellulose or
15

the

the

cement mixture such as

the

partially hydrolized polyvinyl

acetate.

The use of fibers in MDF cement matrices is well known in the art.
For instance in the Italian Patent No. 1.068.427 is reported the use of

20

or polymeric

fibers

inorganic mineral fibers (asbestos fibers),

organic

(polypropylene or

a Patent by an addition of

nylon). According to such

cut in 20 deniers pieces having a constant length equal to
proportional elastic limit of the hardened cement matrix is

nylon fibers

10

mm,

the

high,

and substiantially equal even when an increasing quantity of fibers

to 6%

by weight is present.

However it is necessary to emphasize that in the whole known art relating
25

to the MDF products the fibers addition to the cement matrix is never
considered in order to modify the fracture behaviour
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a typically

fibers

pseudo-ductile stress-strain

trend. The

addition of

instead described in order to increase the mechanical

is

resistance nevertheless preserving a breaking behaviour of fragile kind.

For instance, a way to improve the fracture energy of these materials has
5

been

reached

randomly

by the teaching of the Patent EP 114518 by the addition of

distributed fibers in the shape of a fibrous "mat" or in

cloth-shaped

a

oriented way

The achievement of cement materials of this kind even if efficacious in
order
10

to

produce

laminated materials however

prevents

from producing

materials having more complex geometrical shapes, and in any case,

it

does not modify the behavior of the composite material rather it only
increases its impact strength.
In the article "Thoughening of MDF Composites" by C.K. Park (Mat. Res.
Soc.
15

Proc.

Symp.

vol. 211,

1991)

are reported examples of the use of

short carbon, glass or cellulose fibers for particular MDF matrices
(comprising fly ashes and microsilica) in order to estimate the impact
strength of the materials resulting in the elastic field (Kic).
The problem
obtaining

that the present invention wants

to

solve is not that of

a composite material with increased mechanical resistance with

20 respect to the base matrix but the achievement of a composite cement
material able to support high loads at high strains even after the start

of the fracture propagation inside the composite itself. This means to
define the achievement of the impact strength of the composites of the
invention as the increase of the breaking total energy (the integral of
25

the stress-strain curve) with a modification of the breaking behavior of
the material from fragile to pseudo-ductile. Therefore we mean to
consider the whole stress-strain curve not limiting to just the part of
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load.

By "pseudo-ductile" material in the present description

arid

in the claims

is meant a material which stressed by a flexure load shows an improved
5

post fracture impact strength. To even better explain the problem which
the invention solves one has to bear in mind that, while a traditional

MDF cement matrix yields once stressed by a load having low strain
values, the products of the present invention are such that the fibers

contained into them preserve the capability to transfer the stress
10

through the fracture by bridge bonds formation and therefore undertake

pull out processes with consequent increase of absorbed energy.
By "pull out" we mean the mechanism by which a fiber subjected to

a

direct or indirect load, pulls out of the matrix in which it is inserted.

By the pull out an energy dissipation in the shape of detachment at the
15

fiber-matrix interface

(debonding)

and of friction due to the fiber

pulling out is obtained. It is known in the art that the use of fibers in
the

a change of the stress-strain curve

traditional cements involves

obtaining some composite materials showing improved strengths and/or high
strains.
20

Unlike

such composite materials

(fiber-reinforced cements), which

are

obtained by the classical cement preparation technologies, the MDF
cements

containing fibers,

object

of

the present invention, have the

peculiarity to be prepared by high shearing stress mixing technologies

(calendering for instance) which modify in a substantial way their
25

microstructure.

The introduction of fibers in MDF materials can not in any case be
inferred from the knowledge of fiber-reinforced cement materials without
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the problems caused

by the particular preparation technology

of these materials.
Moreover the characteristic of these materials which must be inacrodefects
free
5

a

prevents

simple

forecast

of

the

mechanical

physical

characteristics of the end product since the fibers may introduce
macroscopic defects in the material itself.
In the present invention the above defined pseudo-ductile behaviour is

obtained by making use of the pull out mechanism of fibers having
particular geometrical characteristics. Therefore object of the present
10

invention is
cement,

a

cement composition of MDF kind,

water,

a

comprising an hydraulic

soluble (or dispersable) in

discontinuous fibers,

3D randomized,

water polymer

alkali resistant

and

and other

additives such as for instance glycerol, said composition

being

characterized in that it is homogenized by high shearing stress mixing
15

techniques and

in that the discontinuous

fibers after the homogenization

preserve a L/Ed form ratio ranging from 50 to 700.
Another object of the present invention concerns a process to produce a
cement composition including 3D randomized discontinuous
resistant

having

fibers alkali

a L/Ed form ratio ranging from 50 to 700 comprising a

mixture homogenization able to produce the above defined composition by

20

the use of high shearing stress mixing techniques.

A

further object of the present invention concerns

a hardened MDF cement

composition characterized to have pseudo-ductile characteristics.

In the Figure 1 a stress (kN)-strain

(mm)

diagram is reported relating to

a specimen of composite MDF material of the invention including
25

polyvinylalcohol fibers. The fibers, which are one of the aspects
characterizing the invention, may change either
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geometry and thus influence the final characteristics

of the

product.

The fibers usable according to the present invention may be natural or
artificial,

inorganic or organic.

However it is necessary that the fibers are of "alkali resistant" kind.
5

By this expression we mean that the fibers exposed to an alkaline
environment (pH 12.8) at 80 °C for 3000 hours in

a cement slurry keep

at

least the 80% of their mechanical characteristics with reference to the

not exposed fibers.
The fibers preferred for the present invention are organic
10

fibers such as polyethylene

artificial

(FE), polypropylene (even fibrillated) (PP)

and polyvinylalcohol (PVA) fibers.

By "discontinuous fibers" we mean that the fibers are obtained by cutting
of continuous fibers defining as continuous fibers the fibers having an
infinite form ratio (L/Ed)
15

at their formation;

while by the expressions

"3D randomized" we mean that the fibers are uniformly

dispersed, all

together, inside the matrix. The estimation of the form ratio (L/Ed) is

an essential element for the present invention.
By this expression in the claims

and in the description we mean

a

dimensionless number obtained dividing the fiber length (L) by its
20 equivalent diameter (Ed).

particular by the term equivalent diameter we
when this has a circular section or the quantity
In

mean

the fiber diameter
where

A

is

the area of the fiber cross section when this is not circular.
In order that the fibers may be effectively used in the preparation of
25

the product of the invention it is indispensable that the form ratio vary

a result of the homogenization of the composite.

within certain limits as

The fibers after homogenization must preserve

a form ratio L/Ed ranging
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from 50 to 700, preferably from 50 to OO.
Particularly appreciated are the fibers maintaining a form ratio between
50 and

200.

With a ratio lower than 50 the fibers do not work in any way to increase
5

the material impact strength while, with values

greater than 700,

the

dispersability is so low that the material does not acquire particular
toughening properties. Moreover with

a so high form ratio it is extremely

difficult to obtain a sufficient dispersability. In order to have a
qualitative indication about how the form ratio and therefore the
10

dispersion influence the manufacture characteristics it is sufficient to
consider that lowering the form ratio the dispersion improves but the
reinforcing effect decreases. On the other hand,

if the form ratio is

increased the reinforcement properties increase until the homogenization

is reduced in such a way as to lower the reinforcement efficacy too.
15

The fibers to be used in the invention therefore must keep essentially
unalterated their
homogenization

form ratio

or

a form ratio lower than

at
50.

least

and

20

can

not

show

after

The carbon fibers for instance

after high shearing stress homogenization for
lower than 50

must

5 minutes show a form ratio

not therefore be used for the purposes of the

present invention.

The quantity of fibers to be used is not a binding characteristic of the
invention and in any case it depends on the fibers and matrix
characteristics;

from 0.5
25

to 20%

generally the fibers are added in a quantity ranging

by volume, preferably from 3

toughening terms have been obtained with 9%

to 12%

.

The

best results in

by volume percentages.

It is also possible to have composite systems having cement matrix
comprising two or more different kinds of discontinuous fibers. For
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polypropylene fibers are able to increase in a significant way the
fracture energy of the MDF composite.
A further aspect of the present invention concerns the introduction of
5

one or more kinds of discontinuous fibers in presence of polymeric nets
such as

polyvinyl alcohol or polypropylene nets. Such an introduction

does not modify the toughening characteristics and the fracture energy of

the MDF composite.
This fact is surprising enough as the introduction of nets necessarily
10

also involves the introduction of defects in the cement matrix.

Any kind of polymeric net known in the art can be used but particularly

by PVA Kuraray R VH1313 or VK0707
R
respectively 8x8 cm and 15x15 cm mashes and by PP Sochital

remarkable results have been obtained

nets having
nets having
15

14x5

cm meshes.

The nets are inserted between two layers of pulp comprising fiberreinforced MDF fiber.

For instance, after a first layer of MDF pulp having a thickness of 3 mm
have been inserted the nets that later have been covered by a serond
layer having
20

a thickness equal to 5 mm; in this case,

after pressure

forming for 10 minutes at a pressure equal to 100 bar and at 80 °C, has
been obtained a single MDF specimen fiber-reinforced by nets having a
thickness about equal to

5 mm. Any kind of hydraulic cement can be used

in the cement materials of the invention.
By the term "hydraulic cement" we mean any material setting and hardening
25

by water addition, and that consequently sets and hardens in presence of
water.

The hydraulic cement may be a silicate based cement (siliceous) for
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instance

Portland cement.

a calcium aluminate based cement, or a mixture

(aluminous), for instance
cement such as

Or it can be an aluminate based cement

a pozzolan.

It is also possible to use mixtures of two or more different hydraulic
5

cements. In a preferred realization of the invention aluminous kind
cements are used;

B
particularly alunjinous Secar
50 and 77 cement and

Ciment Fondu R (Lafarge). In a further preferred realization of the
invention Portland ITALCEMENTI

R

cement is used.

Any aggregate, the possibly fly ashes and the additives to prepare the
10

mixtures known in the art may be used in the cement material

of the

invention.
Practically every common cement reported in the Italian UNI ENV 197,1

standard and

commercially available

can be used

compositions of the invention as such. The
15

in

the

cement composition

cement
of'

the

invention must necessarily comprise an organic polymer soluble or
dispersable in water. The polymer is used in order to give the cement

mixture the necessary characteristic mouldability of this kind of cement
and to improve its mechanical characteristics.
As far as the present invention is concerned there is no limit to the
20

kind of soluble or dispersable in water polymers which can be used.
Examples of soluble or dispersable in water polymers which can be
suitably used are:
-

alkyl

and

hydroxyalkyl

hydroxyethylcellulose,
25

cellulose

methylhydroxy

ethers

(methylcellulose,
cellulose,

ethyl

propylcellulose,

ethylhydroxyethylcellulose,

hydroxypropylmethylcellulose, hydroxybutylmethylcellulose)

- acrylamide or polyacrylanide polymers

(polyacryla.mide,
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polymethacrylainide,

acrylamide/methacrylainidecopo-lyiner);

or even vinylacetate hydrolizable polymers or

copolyniers

particularly

polyvinylacetate; polyvinyl alcohol and its polymers or copolymers

or some more,
5

- polyalkylene oxide derivatives (polyalkylene glycols having molecular
weight above 10.000)
-

polyalkoxy-derivatives of

alcohols, phenols.

Every soluble or dispersable in H2 0 polymers reported in the European
Patent No. 280971 can
10

be

used in the present invention.

The particularly preferred polymer is the polyvinyl alcohol in particular
that having fine granulometry, for instance the Gohsenol

KH

17S.

Examples of cement matrices which can be used for the preparation of the

MDF pseudo tenacious manufactures of the

invention are those described

in the following European Patents:
15

332388,

21682,

158471,

1i4518, 115137, 55035, 38126, 30408 and 21681.

The polymeric content in the cement mixture may range from 0.1 to 20% by
weight with respect to the hydraulic cement amount, preferably from 0.3
and 10% by weight.

The water amount, even though it can change in

function of the different kind of polymer, is preferably not more than
20

30%

by weight on the hydraulic cement amount. Greater water amounts may

quickly

depress the mechanical characteristics of the final material.

The mixtures for the MDF cement preparation of the invention have been
done considering the additional water request necessary
able to process
25

in order to be

a mixture containing reasonable fiber volumes. In fact

after some preliminary tests to verify the mixtures workability it has

been observed how the fibers introduction implies a certain loss in
workability provided that the water amount is kept constant as from
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10

standard formulation.
Then we agreed to choose a formulation different from that normally used,
either for the MDF Portland cement or for the aluminous one, owing to the
fact that if it is true that an increase in the water
5

mixture

yields to the achievement of MDF

if' the

100 MPa

properties (flexural strength

cements having

amount

of

the

lower mechanical

aluminous matrix is used)

it is also true that this allows the process of mixtures of MDF cement
plus fibers with high volumes of the latter

(to

Therefore a compromise has been reached between

10

and the introduced fibers volume and

such

the 12% by volume).

the added water amount

factors have been kept constant

in order. to be able to compare among them the different mixtures
reinforced

by different fibers.

Such preparations with greater water additions have been done with a
principally exemplificative aim in order to magnify the differences among
15

the different kinds of fiber; from an industrial point of view it is
preferred

to

decrease

resistances (230 MPa)

the workability increasing
adopting water

the final mechanical

and polymer amounts as described

above.

It is essential, for the process of the invention, that the compositions
20

based on not hardened cement be homogeneous. When using the term
"homogeneous" we mean that the
essentially formed

by hydraulic

polymer, water and fibers,

ingredients

cement, soluble

the composition,

dispersable

in water

and possibly other additives, have been

subjected to dispersion processes such as to make
25

of

the

final material to

have a uniform density. Processes particularly suitable to produce such a
condition in the not hardened composition comprise extrusion and
calendering.

SUBS
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the ingredients are at first mixed and then subjected to a

first high shearing stress mixing phase and to deaeration processes, by
which

a rough heterogeneity is removed and a pulp is produced.

This material then undergoes
5

order

a second compaction and dispersion phase in

to obtain the homogenization requested in the not hardened cement

composition.

Preferably, this second phase comprises extrusion or calendering
processes.
The ingredients of the present invention, however, may be subjected to
10

whatever suitable condition producing a homogeneous composition provided

that the homogenization occurs by high shearing stress processing
techniques.

The not hardened, homogeneous, cement composition of the present
invention may be modelled in the shape of semimanufactured products and,
15

subsequently, can be

hardened and it can be dried to obtain the finished

articles. The forming operation may

be carried out during or immediately

after the homogenization, for instance

by extrusion or by calendering.

Here after some illustrative examples of the present invention are
reported which must not be considered limitative of the invention itself.
20

EXAMPLE

1

A mixture has been prepared with the following components:
1000 g of Secar 71 aluminous cement
140 g of water and glycerol mixture (0.12%)
70 g of polyvinylalcohol (PVA) Oohsenol
25

The components have been mixed in a Hobart crown wheel mixer for total 5
mm

The mixture obtained after the processing in the crown wheel mixer has
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been let for some minutes (2-3) through the rolls of a high shearing
stress mixer

(cylinder size:

diameter 150 mm x 300 mm, velocity of the

front roll 12 rpm, velocity of the rear roll 10 rpm), until the polymer,

the cement and the water become an homogeneous pulp.
5

Then 78 g of PVA RF 350 12 mm (9% vol on the matrix) discontinuous fibers
have been added homogenizing to a total dispersion

(5

mm). The PVA

fibers dispersed homogeneously in the cement matrix to the extent that
presences of lumps or little tufts of fibers capable in case of creating

some weakness points in the finished material were not noticed.
10

The fibers were not subjected to size variations after the insertion
phase

arid

then the form ratio was kept constant (L/Ed = 60).

At the end of the operation a "pulp" having a thickness about equal to 78 mm has been obtained in order to obtain

in the subsequent pressing

phase a desired thickness equal to 5 mm.
15

Acting in such conditions one is able to obtain a complete homogenization

of the fibers inside the cement mixture having performed a dispersion of
the fibers all together. The so obtained pulp
(80 °C)

for 10 mm

at

underwent hot pressing

a pressure equal to 100 bar (pulp sizes about 200 x

300 mm).
20

Some 5 mm pieces have been pressed in order that the final thickness of
the composite would be constant for any slab produced with the different
fibers.

The slabs coming out of the press were kept for 24 hours in a stove at a
constant temperature (80
25

°C)

in order to complete the hardening.

Once the slabs completed the curing cycle (press + stove), some specimens
having fixed sizes in order to subsequently submit them to the mechanical
tests have been obtained, by cuts with diamond blade circular saw.
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EXAMPLE 2

A mixture has been prepared with the following components:
1000 g of Secar 71 aluminous cement

g of water and glycerol

140

mixture (0.12%)

70 g of polyvinylalcohol (PVA) Gohsenol

5

The components have been mixed in a Hobart crown wheel mixer for total

5

mm.
The mixture obtained after the processing in the crown wheel mixer has
been let to pass for some minutes
10

through the rolls of

(2-3)

shearing stress mixer (cylinder size:

a high

diameter 150 mm x 300 mm),

obtaining an homogeneous pulp.
Then 55

g of fibrillated polypropylene Sochital

discontinuous fibers were added homogenizing to

matrix)

dispersion (8
15

10 mm (9% vol
a

on the
total

mm).

The fibers were not subjected to size changes after the insertion phase

and then the form ratio was kept constant (L/Ed = 160). The rolls spin
velocity in this case was equal to 20 rpm for the front roll and 16 rpm
for the rear one. After

3 minutes of processing the rolls spin velocities

were set to 12 and 10 rpm respectively.
20

The pulp so obtained underwent a processing substantially as described in
the Example
EXAMPLE

A

3

1.

(by comparison)

mixture has been prepared with the following components:

1000 g of Secar 71 aluminous cement
1140

25

g of water and

glycerol

mixture (0.12%)

70 g of polyvmnylalcohol (PVA) Gohsenol
The components have been mixed in a Hobart crown wheel mixer for total 5
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mm.
The mixture obtained after the processing in the crown wheel mixer has
been let to pass for some minutes

(2-3)

through the rolls of a high

shearing stress mixer as in the previous examples. 96 g of carbon
5

discontinuous fibers of RK 10 6mm kind

(9% by vol on the matrix) have

been added. The carbon fibers in all the used kinds of fibers have been
the ones which mixed best.
After the calendering phase however the fibers from the initial 6 mm in
length broke in many fragments having length equal to 100-200 fm (L/Ed

10

25).

=

The remaining operations were carried out analogously in the Example

1.

EXAMPLE

A

(by comparison)

mixture has been prepared following substantially what is described in

the Example 1 but only glass fibers CEM FIL 2 (6 mm) were added. After
15

the calendering phase the fibers form ratio (L/Ed) was equal to

i1L

EXAMPLE 5 (standard)
In order to compare the various

samples of the previous

examples

the

process described in the Example 1 has been repeated without addition of

any kind of fibers.
20

EXAMPLE

6

The specimens of

mechanical

the previous Examples were submitted to two kinds of

tests to estimate the impact strength, ductility and strength

characteristics of the hardened composites.

The cut specimens has been performed using a diamond blade. The sizes are
25

those reported according to the ASTM 399-83 standard, specification for

the determination of the metallic materials impact strength (there is no
specific standard for the MDF cement): length 60 mm, width
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thickness 5

15 -

mm.

The mechanical tests performed were of two kinds: flexural test and
impact tests.
The flexure was a so-called single-edge notched bending (SEN
5

(B))

test

with three points with specimen sizes fixed according to the before cited

ASTM 399-83 standard.

The test served for the determination of the

principal mechanical characteristics of the composite, modulus of
elasticity

(E),

impact strength (R), tenacity (o), fracture energy

(Err).

The machine used to carry out such measures was an Instron 4302, having a
10

10 KN load cell, with test velocity equal to 1 mm/mm

and a span equal to

50 mm.
The

impact test has been carried out

in

order

to

estimate

the main

resistance properties of such materials to a destructive collision:
estimation of the fracture total energy and of the material resilience.
15

The machine used to perform such kinds of tests was a Charpy pendulum

with a

14.3

kg striking hammer,

initially equal to

145% arid

with a pendulum inclination angle

with a pendulum velocity equal to 1.21

rn/s.

The characteristics measured by such a device have been mainly the
breaking total energy
20

arid

the material resilience.

The Table 1 reports the results of such tests.
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TABLE

Ex.

5

16 —

1

Impact Fracture
Charpy
modulus
res.
strength energy Resilience
a (mPa) E(GPa)
mJ/m3
kJ/m2
kJ/m2

Specimen Breaking Elast.

Standard

126

28

33

1.65

5.6

5.70

u.k

1

PVA

9k

25.5

2

Pp

61

22

72

8.56

3

Carbon

ilk

2k

32

1.60

LI

Glass

95

24

115

22

7.37
LI.7

3.7

1.11

As it is possible to notice from the Table, even if the materials
resistances lower with fibers with respect to the standard it is observed
that either the tenacity or the fracture energy remarkably increase for
the specimens with polyvinylalcohol (PVA) and polypropylene fibers while
5

for the comparison samples the resistance

loweringis not compensated by

an increase in the fracture energy.
Also from the impact

test

(Charpy pendulum)

the

same indications are

obtained.

The stress (KN) strain (mm) curve trend of the material of the Example
10

(PVA fibers) is reported in Figure

1

1.

EXAMPLE 7

A

mixture has been prepared as described

in the Example 1. Only 36 g of

PVA EF 350 12 mm (54% by vol on the matrix) discontinuous fibers and 24 g
of fibrillated PP 10 mm (45% by vol on the matrix) discontinuous fibers
15

have been added.
The fibers kept a constant L/Ed ratio after the insertion phase. The pulp
then has been treated as described in the Example 1.

The mechanical kind tests have been carried out according what is
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Example
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:1.7

The results have been reported in the Table

2.

TABLE 2
Specimen Elast.
Impact Fracture
Charpy
modulus strength energy Resilience
E(GPa)
mJ/m3
kJ/m2
kJ/m2
28

STD

33

1.65

5.6

194

9.70

6.9

(ex. 5)

PVA+PP

EXAMPLE

8

A mixture
5

22.6

has been prepared as described in the Example 1. 73

350 12 mm

(9%

Kuravay VH1313

by vol

on

the mixture)

(9x9 meshes)

discontinuous

g of PVA RF

fibers and 1 PVA

net having a weight equal to 78 g/m2 (2% by

vol on the mixture) have been added.

The net has been inserted between two layers of fiber reinforced material
before the pressing
10

and curing phase. The subsequent preparation

conditions are analogous to those of the Example
kind

tests have been carried out

according

while the mechanical

what is described in

Example 6.

The results are reported in the Table

1

3.
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TABLE 3
Fracture Resilience
Specimen Elast. Impact
modulus strength energy
Charpy
kJ/m2
kJ/m2
E(GPa)
mJ/m3

*

S

STD

33

1.65

5.6

25.5

115

5.70

11.4

26.0

86

14.31

11.6

28

(ex. 5)
PVA
(ex.

1)

PVA+net
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CLAIMS

Cement composition, of MDF kind, comprising an hydraulic cement,

1

1.

2

water,

3

discontinuous

4

that it is homogenized by high shearing

stress mixing techniques and

5

the

form ratio L/Ed ranging from 50

6

and 700.

1

2. Composition

2

polymeric nets.

1

3.

2

homogenization keep

1

)4

2

homogenization keep

1

5.

2

organic artificial fibers such as polyethylene, polypropylene, even

3

fibrillated, and polyvinylalcohol

1

6.

2

in an amount ranging from

1

7. Composition

2

cement is

3

standard or an aluminous kind cement.

1

8. Composition

2

dispersable in water polymer

is

3

cellulose

or polyacrylamide polymers, vinylacetate

4

hydrolizable polymers or copolymers, polyvinylalcohol and

5

and copolymers, polyalkylene oxide derivatives and polyalkoxy-derivatives

6

of alcohols, preferably polyvinylalcohol.

a soluble or dispersable in water polymer and one or more kinds

of

fibers, 3D randomized, alkali resistant, characterized in

fibers after homogenization keep

Composition

as claimed in claim

1

characterized in that it includes

and

2,

wherein said fibers after

a form racio ranging from 50 to 400.

Composition as claimed

in claims

1

and

2,

wherein said fibers after

a form ratio ranging from 50 to

Composition as claimed in

Composition

1,

in claims

as claimed

a

that

claims from 1 to

wherein said

fibers are

fibers.

as claimed in claims from

as claimed

4,

200.

1

to

5,

wherein

said fibers are

0.5 to 20% by volume,

preferably from

3

to

6, wherein said

hydraulic

in claims from 1

to 12%.

a cement selected from those indicated in the Italian UNI 197.1

as claimed in

ethers,

acrylamide

claims from

1

to 7, wherein said soluble or

selected from alkyl and

(RULE
SUSTTU SEE

2

hydroxylalkyl

its

polymers
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Composition

20

-

as claimed in claims from

wherein

to 8,

the content in

1

9.

2

polymer may range from 0.1 to 20% by weight with respect to the hydraulic

3

cement amount,

1

10. Composition as

2

nets

3

polypropylene nets.

1

11.

Composition as claimed in claims from

2

that,

once hardened, it has pseudo ductile characteristics.

1

12.

2

having pseudo-ductile characteristics, characterized

are.

1

by weight.

preferably from 0.3 to 10%

wherein

claimed in claims from 2 to 9,
from polyvinylalcohol

selected

1

nets

said polymeric

and

to 10,

fibrillated

characterized in

Process for the preparation of a cement composition, of MDF kind,
in that a mixture

3 comprising an hydraulic cement, water, a soluble or dispersable in water
14

polymer and

one

or more kinds of discontinuous

5

alkali

6

shearing

7

ratio ranging

8

optional

1

13.

2

composition of MDF kind,

resistant, is at first submitted to

a homogenizationphase by high

stress mixing techniques in which said fibers keep

a L/Ed form

from 50 to 700 and later to a hardening phase after

insertion of polymeric nets.

Use of one or more kinds of discontinuous

4

resistant and such
after homogenization

5

mixing

6

of pseudo-ductile

3

fibers, 3D randomized,

fibers in a cement

said fibers being 3D randomized, alkali

to keep

a L/Ed form ratio ranging form 50

to 700

of said cement composition by high shearing stress

techniques, and

optionally

of polymeric nets for the preparation

MDF cement materials.
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METhOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR

5

DETERMINING A RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC
This inventionrelates generally to a method of determininga response characteristic
of a microwave device, and to analogous apparatus. More particularly, the invention

10 relates to apparatuscomprising microwave resonators togetherwith precision timing
equipment and methods of using these for calibrating the amplitude response in
microwave equipment and components.

15

The requirement exists for calibrating the amplitude response of measurement
equipment and components for use in the microwave region of the electromagnetic
spectrum (i.e. preferably in the frequency range 1 to 300 or even 1000 0Hz). In such
equipmentand componentsthe output signal may be attenuated or amplifiedfrom an
input signal and the ratio of output to input (the gain or attenuation) needs to be
accurately known.

20
General methods of measuring attenuation are described by F.L. Warner in
"Microwave AttenuationMeasurement" (Published by Peter Peregrinus, London1977).

25

Precision microwave attenuationstandards are traditionallymade from resistanceratios
which arc carefully constructed to be frequency independent. At the highest level of
precision such ratios may be compared with the National Standard. A variety of
methods are used for National Standards for microwave attenuation and these are
reviewed by H. Bayer et al. "Attenuation and Ratio — National Standards",Proc. IEEE
42, page 46, 1986. The UK primary standard is currently based on a waveguide

30

35

beyond cut—off calibrator (See: R.W. Yell, "Development of a High Precision
Waveguide Beyond Cut—off Attenuator", CPEM Digest 1972 pp 108—110). In such
standards, the microwave frequency is often down—convertedin a linear mixer to a
lower intermcdiatc frequency (IF) and measurements made at the IF with high
precision mechanical apparatus. Such apparatus is capable of calibration to high
resolution, for example to 0.0002 dB in 100 dB, with an accuracy of 0.01 dB in 10
dB, but is complex and costly to construct. A common feature of known calibration

WO96/04563
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techniques is that they calibratethe steady—stateresponse of the device under test.

The invention described herein preferably uses high 0 microwave resonators, where

0 is defined by:
5

Where Q1 is the loaded Q of the resonator, f,, is the resonant frequencyof the resonator
and M is the bandwidthof the resonance at the half power (3dB) points. 'High' Q in

10

the context of this inventionis

>io, 10 or 106. As of 1995, Q's as high as lOll are

achievable practically. Typicalresonators known in the art includedielectricresonators

(See: D.G. Blair et al. "High Q Microwave Properties of a Sapphire Ring Resonator",
J. Phys. D: Applied Physics, Volume 15, Page 1651, 1982) and superconducting

15

resonators (See: V.B Braginskiiet al. "The Propertiesof Superconducting Resonators
on Sapphirc", IEEE Trans. on Magn. Volume 17, Page 955, 1981, and C.D. Langham
and J.C. Gallop, "High Stability Cryogenic Sapphire Dielectric Resonator", IEEE
Trans. Instruni. and Meas., 42, Page 96, 1993).

20

Superconducting resonators fabricated from low temperature superconducting(LTSC)
materials can demonstrate Q in the range 106 to 1011 but such devices must operate

at a low temperature, typically less than 4.2K

(—269°C), using liquid Helium as

coolant.

25

Development of high temperature superconducting (HTSC) oxide materials has
allowed fabrication of high resonators (Q>106 from these materials which can

0

operate at 77K (—196°C) using liquid Nitrogen coolant. Different designs of resonator
are known (See: S.J Fiedziusko et al. EuropeanPatent Application(EPA) 0496512A1,
K. Higaki et al EPA 05225 15A1 and EPA 0516145,and Z—Y Shen, PT Application
PCT/1JS92/09635) using different arrangementsto make best use of HTSC materials

30

properties.

It is an aim of the present invention to overcome the problems encountered with the

PCTIGB95/01864
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prior art, and more particularly to use the known decay of radiation in a high 0
microwave resonator together with precision timing apparatus to measure the
amplitude response of microwave equipment or components under test.
5

According to the present invention, there is provided a method of determining a
response characteristic of a microwave device comprising coupling a microwave
resonator to the device, loading the resonator with microwaveradiation, monitoring
the time decay of power from the resonator, and determining the response
characteristic of the device in dependence on the monitoredtime decay.

10
As used herein, the term "microwave device" connotes broadlyany type of microwave
equipment or component, such as microwave spectrum analysers, microwave
amplifiers, microwave signal generators, or more simple components such as resistors

15

and the like. The response characteristic of a resistor would typically be the voltage
drop across the resistor.
The resonator may be coupled to the device either before or after being loaded with
microwave radiation. If before, then both the resonator and the device would be

20

loaded with radiation prior to the monitoring step. It will be appreciated that this
would not usually affect the test in question, since the capacity of the device under

test to store microwave energy would invariably be negligible.
It will be understood from the foregoing that the present invention preferablyprovides
a method of measuringor calibrating the amplitude response of microwaveequipment

25

or componentsutilisingaccurate timing means to monitor the time decay of power in
a microwave resonator loaded or filled with microwave radiation when such radiation
has passed through the equipment or component under test and comparing the
observedtime decay with the known time decay of radiation in a microwave resonator
loaded with radiation.

30
The present invention also preferably provides a method of calibrating a response
characteristic of a microwave device comprising providing a microwave resonator

WO96/04563
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coupled to the device, filling the resonator with microwave radiation, monitoringthe
time decay of power from the resonator in the device or as indicated in the device,
and comparing the monitored time decay with the known time decay of radiation in
the microwave resonator, when filled with radiation but in the absence of the device.
5

A basic feature underlying the preferred embodimentsof the invention is to use the
known characteristic of the radiation in a microwave cavity, that the radiation decays
exponentially, to plot deviations from ideal of amplitude response in test equipment.
10

This is done by comparing the time decay of the radiation having passed through the
test equipment with the accurately known exponential decay of radiation in a bare
Hence, power, which is a difficult quantity to measure directly, is
effectively evaluated in terms of time, which is a considerably easier quantity to
resonator.

measure.

15

The decay of the radiation is advantageously sufficiently long for timing to sufficient
accuracy to be made. As timers are availablewhich can measure with an accuracy in
the nanosecond regime, this implies use of a high

20

0 resonator.

Preferably, the resonator is fabricated from superconducting material and operated at
a temperature below the superconductingtransitiontemperature.
Preferably, the superconductingmaterial has a transitiontemperature above 30 or 60K,
more preferably above 70 or cvcn 80K.

25

Preferably,the resonator is held at a temperature below the superconducting transition
temperature using a closed cycle refrigerator.
Preferably, the resonator comprises dielectric material. As used herein, the term
"comprises" connotes, inter alia, "includes" or "contains".

30
Preferably, a microwave source is provided for loading the resonator with microwave
radiation. Alternatively (or additionally), an amplifiermay be provided, coupled to
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the resonator,to amplify power in the resonator. The former case, using an "external"
microwave source, can be relatively simple but relative expensive to implement in
can
practice. The latter case, which may operate on the loop oscillator principle,
effectively utilise the resonator itself as the microwave source. This can be relatively
5

cheap but relatively complicated to implement.
The present invention extends to apparatus for determininga response characteristic
of a microwave device, comprising a microwave resonator, means for coupling the

10

resonator to the device, means for loading the resonator with microwave radiation,
means for monitoring the time decay of power from the resonator, and means for
determiningthe response characteristicof the device in dependence on the monitored
time decay.
Apparatusfeaturesanalogousto the aforementioned method featuresare also provided.

15
Hence, preferably, the resonator comprises superconductingmaterial and the apparatus
is adapted to operate the resonator at a temperature below the superconducting

transition temperature.

20

above 60K.
Preferably, the superconductingmaterial has a transition temperature
holding
Preferably, the apparatusfurther comprises a closed cycle refrigerator
resonator at a temperature below the superconducting transition temperature.
for

25

the

Preferably, the rcsonator comprises dielectric material.

the resonator with
Preferably, the apparatusincludes a microwave source for loading
microwave radiation.

30

Preferably, the apparatus includes an amplifier, coupled to the resonator, for
amplifyingpower in the resonator.
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With the present invention,preferably a resonator is first loaded up with microwave
electromagnetic energy (Frequencyrange 1 to 300 GHz) until a steady state is reached
where the inputpower is equal to the sum of the power dissipatedin and that radiated
5

from the resonator. The output port of the resonator is connected to the attenuator,
amplifieror other device to be calibrated. When a steady state is achieved for power
in the resonator an accurate trigger and clock generator opens a fast switch, cutting

off the input power to the resonator. As a result the stored energy U(t) and the
radiated power P(t) both decay in an accurately exponentialmanner with time:

10

P(t)

Equation 1

U(t) = U(O) exp (—2xtft)

where Af is the 3dB linewidth of the resonance at frequency f0 and is related to the
loaded 01 by the expression:

15

Q1

= f0/M

The higher the 0 the greater the accuracy of the microwave power scale P(t) since,
provided signal—to—noise considerations do not limit performance, it is the timing
accuracy ôt of the instant t at which a calibration is made which sets the limiting

20 resolution oP of the dcvicc. Thus:
OP

25

U(O) exp (—2tAft)Ot/2tM

Operation in the time domain is preferable to operation in the frequency domain
because time intervals can be readily measured to high precision. Thus use of a high
resonator, together with a precision timer, gives a device which can generate

o

microwave output power whose amplitude decays as an accurately exponential
function with time. Amplitude ratios, and hence attenuation or amplification ratioscan

then be derived from timing intervalratios.

30

In practice, the power decay from the isolated resonator can be measuredin the piece
of equipment under test as a function of time, using the external accurate timing
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circuit as a reference. Deviations from the exponential decay of resonator output
power amplitude willthen indicatenon—linearitiesin amplituderesponse or attenuation
ratio in the equipment or component under test.
5

It will be understood from the foregoing that one known characteristic of the time

a

microwave resonator, known without any experimental
determination but purely from theoretical considerations, is that the decay is
decay of radiation in

exponential. Comparison of the monitored time decay with an exponentialform can
indicate non—linearitiesin the response characteristics of the device under test.

10
Another known characteristic could be the time constant of the exponential decay.
This would usually need to be measured experimentally. Comparison of the
monitored time decay with this time constant can yield information concerning the
gain or attenuation of the device in question.
15
In a prototype apparatus, using a cavity resonator fabricated from lead containing
sapphire dielectric, operating at 4.2K (—269°C) a Q in excess of iO can be achieved.
In such a resonator, microwave power amplitude output, if operated as described

20

above, decays in a timcscaleof 1 to 10 milliseconds.Timing accuracy can be achieved
over such a period such that attenuation ratios of the order 0.01dB can be resolved,
say, in a 10, 20 or 30dB range. This is adequate for calibrating apparatus or devices
and has the advantage of being a direct measurement at the resonator frequency,
without requiringdown—conversion or precision mechanical apparatus.

25

Whilst the prototype apparatususes low temperature superconductor (LTSC) material,
it is known that high Q resonators can be fabricated of high temperature
excess
superconductor (HTSC) oxide material. Such resonators can demonstrate Q in
of iO below the superconductingtransition temperature of the material (90K or
—183C) and can operate in liquid Nitrogen coolant (Boiling point 77K or —196°C).

30
Fiedziusko et al. (European Patent Application0496512A1) have shown that such a

resonator can be made sufficientlysmall that operationis possible with a closed cycle
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cooler (for example a Stirling cycle cooler capable of cooling to 60K or —213°C) such
as are commcrcially available. Use of such a cooler has the practical advantagethat

no liquid cryogen is then necessary to cool the resonator to below the transition
5

temperature of the superconductor, giving a HTSC resonator having sufficiently high
Q to be used in this invention.

Preferred features of the present inventionare now describedby way of example with
reference to the accompanyingdrawings, in which:

10

Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram of one embodiment of this invention
arranged to measure the response of an attenuator, amplifieror detector in a piece of
equipmentunder test using an externalmicrowave source to load the resonator;
Figure 2 is a schematicblock diagram of another embodiment of this invention

15

arranged to measure the response of an attenuator,amplifieror detector in a piece of
equipment under test using a loop oscillator configuration;
Figure 3 is a schematic block diagram of a further embodiment of this
invention arranged to measure the response of a component under test using a loop
oscillator configuration;
Figure 4 is a graph representing the signal decay with time from the isolated

20

resonator, and the decay observed in the equipment or component under test;
Figure 5 is a schematic block diagram of a further embodiment of this
invention arranged to measure the response of an attenuator, amplifier or detector in

a piece of equipment under test using a loop oscillator configuration where the timing
means has been replaced by a counter counting oscillation cycles in the radiation
25

decaying in the resonator; and
Figure 6 is a graph representing the signal decay as a function of the number
of oscillation cycles of the radiation decaying in the isolated resonator, and the decay
observed in the equipment or component under test.

30 A first preferred

of the invention is illustrated in Figure 1 where a
inside a cooled enclosure 10. Examples of resonators which

embodiment

resonator 9 is arranged

may be used include cavity dielectric loaded resonators, stripline resonators and
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coaxial resonators. Coaxial resonatorsmay be used where measurementsat a number
of frequencies may be needed because such resonators may be tuned to a number of
resonant modes having equally spaced frequencies. The resonators may be formed
5

from low temperature superconductor (LTSC) material or high temperature
superconductor (HTSC) material, with or without dielectric loading, but would

preferentially be formed of dielectric material in a HTSC enclosure. The cooled
enclosure 10 may be a cryostat or refrigerator capable of operation below the
transition temperature of the material from which resonator 9 is fabricated.

10

15

A stable microwave source 1 is connected by a conductor, waveguideor similar means
2 to the input of directional coupler 5. Examples of microwave source 1 could include
signal generators and microwave oscillators. The first output of directional coupler 5
is connected to fast switch 4. Fast switch 4 may, for example, be a PIN diode switch,
but any switch capable of switching in less than the decay time for microwave
radiation in resonator 9 may be used. Fast switch 4 operates under the control of
timer/controller 13. The output of fast switch 4 passes to the input 7 of resonator 9.
The second output of directional coupler 5 is connected to a counter 6.

20

The output 8 of the resonator 9 is connected via a conductor, waveguide or similar
means 2, via an optional low noise amplifier 11 and an optional variable attenuator
12, to the input of equipment under test 14. Timer/controller 13 also providesaccurate
timing reference signals to the equipment under test 14.

It will be appreciatedthat the lines shown in Figure
25

1

from the timer/controller 13 to

the fast switch 4 and the equipment under test 14 signify paths for communicating
control and like signals.
Examples of equipment under test 14 would include microwave spectrum analysers,
microwave amplifiers, microwave signal generators and similar equipment. Such

30

equipment usually provides an output proportional to the input, the proportionality
being set by the internal attenuator or amplifier gain setting. The proportionality
relationship between input and output in such equipment may be calibrated by the
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present invention.

Finally, the results

5

10

of the calibrationtest are passed from the output of the equipment

14, via the timer/controller 13, to a determining and comparison means 40, for
9. The
comparison with the known time decay of radiation in the resonator
determiningand comparisonmeans would typically comprise a suitably programmed
desired to
digital computer. If, as would perhaps be particularly common, it were
determine the non—linearities in the gain or attenuation of the device under test by
comparison with the theoretically known exponential decay characteristic of the
microwave resonator, this could be achieved by programming the computer to
determine the logarithm of the monitoredtime decay, evaluate a linear least squares
fit, and evaluate from the departurefrom the exponentialbehaviour the non—linearities
of the device (hence effecting a comparison with the truly exponentialbehaviour of
the resonator itself). Such an evaluation would yield information concerning the

15

variation

of gain (or amplitude responsc) at different power levels.

In operation, the resonator 9 is held at a temperature below the critical temperature
of the resonator material by cooled enclosure 10. Fast switch 4 is held closed under

20

the control of timer/controller 13. The stable microwave source 1 generates power
which passes via directional coupler 5 and fast switch 4 to the input 7 of the resonator
9. The frequency of microwave source 1 is monitoredby counter 6 connected to the
second output of directional coupler 5. Energy storedin the resonator 9 increases until

25

power into the resonator via 7 is matched by power loss in the resonator and power
dissipatedthrough the resonator output 8. Power from output 8 passes to an amplifier
11 and then, via attenuator 12, to the equipmentunder test 14.
Low noise amplifier 11 and attenuator 12 are optional and may be omitted.

30

When a steady state of power in resonator 9 is achieved, fast switch 4 is openedunder
the control of timer/controller 13. The decay of microwave power in resonator 9,
passingvia amplifier 11 and attenuator 12 to the equipment under test 14 is accurately
timed by the tinier/controller 13. Deviations from the known exponential decay in
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—

then
power in resonator 9 appearing at the output of the equipment under test 14
indicate departure from linearity in the amplitude response of 14.

5

It will be understood that, as explained above, dependent upon the specific type of
calibration to be performed, the actual time constant of the known exponentialdecay

in power in the resonator need not be determinedexperimentally, although it could be
if desired; usually it suffices to know that the decay in power is exponentialin form.
If amplifier
10

11 and attenuator 12 are included,

a correction for any known

non—linearityof these componentsmay be applied.

The upper curve 23
Figure 4 shows a representation of the signal decay with time.
is
and is
represents the signal decay in the resonator after the fast switch opened
known to accuratelyfollow an exponential decay as defined in Equation 1. The time
15

20

for the signal to pass from one predeterminedlevel 24 to another 25 is measured by
the time interval 27 to 29. The lower curve 22 representsthe signal decay with time
in the equipment under test, although in practice this curve would have a more
in the
complex form than that shown. The time to pass from level 24 to level 25
27 to
equipment under test is represented by the interval 26 to 28. The time interval
29, which represents a known change in signal level can then be compared with the
interval 26 to 28 to derive the departurefrom theoreticalof the amplitude responseof
the equipment under test.

25

It will be understood that the time constants of the two curves shown in Figure 4
would be virtually identical. Differencesbetween the two curves represent the non—
linearities of the device under test. Such non—linearities would not usually be
expected to exceed 10% or so.

30

Whilst only two signal levels arc shown in Figure 4, in practice a plurality of signal
levels would be chosen and timing intervals between these for the equipment under
test would be compared with the known decay times for the resonator to give
attenuation or amplification ratios over a range of values.
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It will be appreciated that the measurements described above are made at a single
frequencyset by the high 0 resonator 9. If a multi—moderesonator, such as a coaxial
resonator is chosen, then the operating frequency of the microwave source 1 can be
adjusted to be at anotherresonant mode of the resonator, so that resonator 9 fills with
5

radiation at a second frequency, monitored by counter 6. Timing measurements as
described above can be repeated at this second frequency and subsequent frequencies

at which the resonator has resonant modes. Alternatively, to operate at different
frequencies, resonator 9 may be tuned to operate at a different frequencyor changed
for another resonator which resonates at a different frequency.
10
Figure 2 illustrates an alternativeembodiment, where the resonator is connectedas a
loop oscillator. In this arrangcment, the resonator 9 is held at a temperature belowthe
critical temperature of the material from which 9 is fabricated by cooled enclosure 10.
15

The resonator output 8 is connectedthrough a conductor, waveguide or similar means
2 to first directional coupler 15. One output of first directional coupler 15 is connected
to amplifier 11 whilst the second output of first directional coupler 15 is connected
to the equipment under test 14. The output of amplifier11 is connected via attenuator
12 to the fast switch 4, which operates under the control of the timer/controller13.
Timer/controller13 also supplies accurate timing reference signals to the equipment

20

under test 14. The output of switch 4 passes through phase shifter 3, to a second
directional coupler 5, the output of which is connected to the input 7 of resonator 9.
The second output of second directional coupler 5 is connected to counter 6.

25

In this configuration, thermal excitation within resonator 9 at its resonant frequency
is amplified in amplifier 11. Suitable adjustment of attenuator 12 and phase shifter 3
can make oscillation of resonator 9 self sustaining at one of its resonant modes, so
power inside resonator 9 builds to a steady level, at a frequency monitoredby counter
6.

30 The advantage of this configurationis that a stable microwave source is not needed.
Amplifier 11 can be fixed gain and its bandwidth is not critical because the self
excitation of high Q resonator 9 generates the required narrow frequency band.
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Alternatively, amplifier11 could incorporate a band—pass filter centred on the resonant
frequency of the selected oscillation mode.

As described above, power in the resonator 9 is allowed to build to a steady level.
5 Fast switch 4 is opened under control of timer/controller13, which also accurately
times decay of the power from resonator 9 through the equipment under test 14.

10

As also described above, and illustrated in Figure 4, the timing ratios of periods for
the signal to pass betweenpredeterminedlevels, as measured in equipmentunder test
to give
14, can be compared with the known decay of power in the resonator 9
measurement

of deviations in amplituderesponse in the equipment under test 14.

If operation of the loop oscillator configuration in Figure 2 is required at different
15

be chosen
frequencies then a multi—moderesonator, such as a coaxial resonator, may
for resonator 9. Amplifier 11 and attenuator12 must then be selectedto have adequate
over all of the resonant mode frequencies of resonator 9. As the loop oscillator
gain

20

25

mode
configuration is self exciting using thermal oscillations in the resonator 9,
selection is achieved by adjustment of phase shifter 3 to give a phase shift of an
selected resonant
integral of 2.,t at the resonator input 7, relative to its output 8 at the
the loop oscillator is
frequency of resonator 9. The new operating frequency of
monitored by counter 6.

to
Figure 3 represents another embodiment, using a loop oscillator configuration
measure the amplitude response of componentsunder test, or to compare components
under test. As noted above, microwave equipment usually has an output which is
some means is
proportional to the input. When testing components, however,
under test.
preferably included to quantify the signal emerging from the component

30

In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 3, the resonator 9 is held at a temperature
below the critical temperature of the material from which the resonator is constructed
connected by a conductor,
by cooled enclosure 10. The output 8 of resonator 9 is
of first
waveguidcor similar means 2 to first directional coupler 15. The first output

WO96/04563
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is connected via
attenuator 12 to first fast switch 4 which operates under the control of timer/controller
13. The output of first fast switch 4 connects via phase shifter 3 to second directional
coupler 5, the first output of which is connected to the input 7 of resonator 9 whilst
directional coupler 15 is connected to amplifier 11, which in turn

5

the second output of second directional coupler 5 is connected to counter 6.
As described above, with first fast switch 4 being held closed by timer controller 13,
the loop formed by components 9, 15, 11, 12, 4, 3 and 5 forms a loop oscillator,

10

where thermal oscillations in resonator 9 are amplified and fed back so that
microwave power at the resonant frequency of resonator 9 builds inside the resonator

to a steady level.
The second output of first directional coupler 15 is connected to the input of the
15

component under test 16 and to the second input 18 of sccond fast switch 19. The
output of component under test 16 is connected to the first input 17 of second fast

switch 19. In practice, the connection betweenthe second outputof directional coupler
15 and the second input 18 of second fast switch 19 would be chosen to be equal in
length to the connection from second output of directional coupler 15 through the
component under test 16 to first input 17 of second fast switch 19.

20
Second fast switch 19 operates as a change—overswitch, so that either the first input
17 or the second input 18 may be connected to the switch output under the control of
timer/controller 13. The output of second fast switch 19 passes through diode 20 to

25

fast indicator 21. Indicator 21 may be a fast analogue to digital converter (ADC) or
similar means for recording the output from fast switch 19. The output may, for
example, be recorded as a d.c. voltage signal. Indicator 21 also operates under the
control of timer/controller13 which also supplies accurate timing reference signals.

30

In operation, first fast switch 4 is held closed by timer/controller 13. Thermal
oscillations in resonator 9 are amplified and fed back into input 7 to form a self
excitingoscillator at the resonant frequencyof resonator 9, so that power in resonator
9 builds to a steady value at a frequency monitored by counter 6. Timer/controller13
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then connects the first input 17 of second fast switch 19 to the output of second fast

5

10

switch 19, which connects via diode 20 to indicator 21 and the steady reading on
indicator21 is recorded.This steady reading on indicator21 representsthe signal level
which has passed through device under test 16. The timer/controller 13 then opens
first fast switch 4, whilst switching the sccond input 18 of second fast switch 19 into
connectionwith the output. Power in resonator 9 then passes through output 8 to first
directional coupler 15 and then from the second output of first directional coupler 15
to the second input 18 of second fast switch 19 where it passes to the output of
second fast switch 19. The output of second fast switch 19 passes through diode 20
and the output of 20 is recorded by indicator 21. Accurate timing signals are passed
from timer/controller13 to indicator 21. In this way the decay in time of power in
resonator 9 is recorded in indicator 21.

15

20

As describedabove, with reference to Figure 4, timing intervalsbetween two or more
of the
preselected signal levels can be used to compare the amplitude response

In the apparatus
component under test with the known signal decay in the resonator.
in Figure 3, as described above, the decay in time is observed without the component
under test in the circuit and the time delay recorded for the signal level to decay to
the steady state signal level present at 21 when connected to the device under test 16.
In this way a single decay measurement can determine the attenuation in the device
under test 16 once the decay characteristic of the resonator has been determined. A
similar arrangementmay be used if component under test 16 is an active rather than
be measured.
passive component, in which case the component gain can

25

An alternative arrangementmight USC measurement of two decay responses with time,
using the well known series or parallel substitutionmethods

30

to compare components.

The technique for determiningthe amplitude response of the component using the
the exponential
determining and comparison means 40 is now described. Firstly,
absence of the component
decay characteristic of the resonator is determined,in the
under test. From this decay characteristic is known the rate of decay of power in the
resonator in dB's per second. This information is passed to the comparisonmeans 40.
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Secondly, the determining and comparison means converts the time delay observed

without the component under test in the Circuit to decay to the steady statesignal level
present when connected to the device under test, into a power value using the known
rate of decay of power in the resonator.

5
It will be appreciated that the comparisonwhich is effectedis between the monitored
time decay and a predeterminedrate of time decay for the resonator itself.

If measurements on components under test are required at different frequencies then
10

a multi—mode resonator, such as a coaxial resonator, may be chosen for resonator 9.
Amplifier 11 must then be selected to have adequate gain over all of the resonant
mode frequencies of resonator 9. As the ioop oscillator configurationis self exciting
using thermal oscillations in the resonator 9, mode selection is achievedby adjustment
of phase shifter 3 to give a phase shift of an integral of 2t at the resonator input 7,

15

relative to its output 8 at the selected resonant frequency of resonator 9. Timing
measurements as described above can be repeated at the second and subsequent
frequencies.

In the apparatus as described with reference to Figure 3, it will be understoodthat the

20

means for quantifying the signal emerging from the component under test comprises
the fast switch 19, the diode 20, and the indicator 21.

A further embodiment of the invention is shown in Figure 5. This embodimentdiffers
25

from those previously described in that no external precision timer is required. This
is possible because the high Q of the resonator implies a very narrow bandwidthfor

the radiation in the resonator at its resonant frequency. As the preferred form of the
resonator is a dielectric loaded superconductingresonator operating at a temperature
below the critical temperature of the superconductor, such a resonator can form a very

30

stable oscillator having a narrow bandwidth. Accordingly, instead of using external
timing means, oscillation cycles of radiation in the resonator can be counted, in a
suitable counter, to form the timebase for the radiation decay. As the resonant
frequency of the resonator is chosen to be >1 GHz, then each cycle of oscillationof
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radiation in the resonator lasts < 1 nanosecond.

5

As shown in Figure 5, the apparatus is again configured in a loop oscillator
arrangement. In this arrangement, the resonator 9 is held at a temperature below the
critical temperature of the material from which resonator 9 is fabricated by cooled
enclosure 10. The resonator output 8 is connectedthrough a conductor, waveguide or

similar means 2 to first directional coupler 15. One output of first directional coupler
15 is connected to amplifier 11 whilst the second output of first directional coupler
10

15 is connected to the equipment under test 14. The output of amplifier 11 is
connected via attenuator 12, through second directional coupler 5, to the fast switch
4, which operates under the control of the controller 30. The second output of second
directional coupler 5 is connected to counter 6. Controller 30 also supplies control
signals to counter 6 and to the equipmentunder test 14. The output of switch 4 passes

15

through phase shifter 3 to the input 7 of resonator 9. In this configuration,amplifier
11 does not require high linearity because only the number of oscillation cycles are

to be counted.

20

As described above, fast switch 4 is held closed under the control of controller 30 and
thermalexcitationwithin resonator9 at its resonant frequency is amplifiedin amplifier
11. Suitable adjustment of attenuator 12 and phase shifter 3 can make oscillationof
resonator 9 self sustaining at one of its resonant modes, so power inside resonator 9
builds to a steady level.
When power in the resonator has built to

25

a steady level, controller 30 opens fast

switch 4 and simultaneously resets counter 6 which begins to count oscillation cycles
in the resonator. The cumulative count in counter6 is used as the timebase to measure

the signal decay recorded in the equipment under test 14.

30

Figure 6 shows a representationof the signal decay against accumulated oscillation
cycles as measured by the counter 6 in Figure 5. The upper curve 32 represents the
signal decayin the resonator after the fast switch is opened and is known to accurately
follow an exponential decay as defined in Equation 1. The interval for the signal to
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33 to another 34 is measured by the number of

oscillationcycles between 36 and 38. The lower curve 31 represents the signal decay
in the equipment under test against accumulatedoscillation cycles measured by the
counter, although in practice this curve would have a more complex form than that
5

shown. The interval to pass from level 33 to level 34 in the equipment under test is
represented by the count range 35 to 37. The numberof oscillation cycles in the
interval 36 to 38 which represents a known change in signal level can then be
compared with the number of oscillation cycles in interval 35 to 37 to derive the
departure from theoretical of the amplitude response of the equipment under test.

10
Whilst the number of oscillation cycles may be measured from the time that fast
switch 4 in Figure 5 is openedandthecountdifferencebetween points 36 and 38 and
35 and 37 are taken, an alternativewould be to use preset signal level 33 to start the
15

count and signal level 34 to stop the count in the measurement of signal decay. This
might be readily achieved using signal comparatorcircuits, or similar means (such as
signal amplitude circuits, based on a detectordiode and a voltage comparator circuit,
which produce an output signal when the input voltage falls within a predetermined
range) set to levels 33 and 34 in Figure 6 which would then generate signals to start
and stop the counter. Multiple comparators may be used if measurementsare needed

20

25

at a number of signal levels or, alternatively, the form of the whole decay curves 31
and 32 in Figure 6 may be plotted against cumulative count.

It will be appreciated, in the lightof the disclosures above, that apparatusas described
in Figure 3 for the testing of components may be configured in a form similar to that
describedin Figure 5 so that oscillations of radiation in the resonator may be counted
in a Counteras an alternativeto usinga precision timer. Similarly, measurementsusing
apparatus described in Figure 5 may be made at a multiplicityof frequencies using
different resonant modes of the rcsonator as describedabove.

30

In the preferred embodiments, all of the components of the relevant embodiment,
including the cooling means for the cooled enclosure 10, are housed within a single
housing. In order to achievethis, the cooling means needs to be of a practicable size,
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and hence would usually be a closed cycle cooler.

It will be understood that the present invention has been described above purely by
way of example, and modifications of detail can be made within the scope of the
5

invention.

Each feature disclosed in the description, and (where appropriate) the claims and
drawings may be provided independently or in any appropriate combination.
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CLAIMS
1.

5

A method of determining a response characteristic of a microwave device

comprising coupling a microwaveresonator to the device, loading the resonator with
microwave radiation, monitoring the time decay of power from the resonator, and
determiningthe response characteristicof the device in dependence on the monitored

time decay.

A method according to Claim 1 wherein the determining step comprises the
step of comparing the monitored time decay with a known characteristic of the time
decay of radiation in the microwave resonator when loaded with radiation.
2.

10

A method according to Claim 1 or 2 wherein the resonator is fabricated from
superconductingmaterial and operated at a temperature below the superconducting
3.

15

transition temperature.
4.

A method according to Claim 3 wherein the superconductingmaterial has a

transition temperature above 60 K.

20

A method

according to Claim 3 or 4 wherein the resonator is held at a
temperature below the superconductingtransition temperature using a closed cycle
5.

refrigerator.
6.

25

A method according to any of the preceding claims wherein the resonator

comprises dielectric material.

A method according to any of the preceding claims wherein a microwave
source is provided for loading the resonator with microwave radiation.
7.

30

A method according to any of the preceding claims wherein an amplifieris
provided, coupled to the resonator, to amplify power in the resonator.
8.
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Apparatus for determininga response characteristic of a microwave device,
comprising a microwave resonator, means for coupling the resonator to the device,
9.

means for loading the resonator with microwave radiation, means for monitoring the
time decay of power from the resonator, and means for determining the response

5

characteristic

of the device in dependence on the monitored time decay.

Apparatus according to Claim 9 wherein the determining means comprises
means for comparing the monitored time decay with a known characteristic of the
10.

time decay of radiation in the microwave resonator when loaded with radiation.

10
11.

Apparatus according to Claim

9 or 10 wherein the resonator comprises

superconducting material and the apparatus is adapted to operate the resonator at a
temperature below the superconductingtransition temperature.

15

Apparatus according to Claim 11 wherein the superconductingmaterial has a
transition temperature above 60K.
12.

Apparatus according to Claim 11 or 12 further comprising a closed cycle
refrigerator for holding the resonator at a temperature below the superconducting
13.

20

transitiontemperature.
14.

Apparatus accordingto any of Claims 9 to 13 wherein the resonator comprises

dielectric material.

25

Apparatus according to any of Claims 9 to 14 including a microwave source
for loading the resonator with microwave radiation.
15.

Apparatusaccording to any of Claims 9 to 15 including an amplifier, coupled
to the resonator, for amplifyingpower in the resonator.
16.

30
17.

A method of determining a response characteristic of a microwave device

substantially as herein described.
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Apparatus for determininga response characteristic of a microwave device
substantiallyas herein described with reference to and as illustrated in Figure 1 or
Figure 2 or Figure 3 or Figure 4 or Figures 5 and 6 of the accompanyingdrawings.
18.
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The present invention relates generally to
magnetic resonance imaging, and more particularly to an in
vivo magnetic resonance imaging method and system for
detecting blood flow variations and abnormalities.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Blood flow variations and abnormalities are
often associated with serious and often life-threatening
conditions. Rapid identification and localization of such
abnormalities is highly desirable in order that the
approprate corrective action, be it therapeutic or
surgical, may be taken promptly. For instance, the
measurement of cerebral perfusion is an important element
in the study of both normal and impaired human brain
function. The connection between brain activity and
perfusion has been well established. Altered perfusion
has been observed in several diseases, including brain
infarction, tumors, and neurodegenerative disorders. In
the case of cerebral ischemia any delay in post-ischemic
recirculation and reoxygenation of brain tissue reduces
neuronal survivability. Similarly, arterial stenosis is
associated with stroke or cardial infarction which may be
averted by early detection and treatment.
Arterial stenosis is usually diagnosed using
direct monitoring of contrast agent passage. A catheter
is placed close to the suspected stenosis, contrast agent
is injected, and rapid images are detected by X-ray, CT,
fluoroscope, digital angiography. Similarly, in the
brain, perfusion has been measured using techniques such
as Doppler Ultrasound Imaging, PET, Xenon-CT, and SPECT.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has also been
used successfully to study blood flow in vivo. Among the
techniques that have been employed, many are the subject
matter of prior U.S. patents (e.g., U.S. Patent Nos.
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4,983,917,

4,993,414, 5,195,524, 5,243,283, 5,281,916, and
5,227,725), and are generally related to measuring blood
flow with or without the use of a bolus, some of these
techniques referred to in the art as MRI angiography.
Many such techniques are directed to measuring the signal
from moving moieties (e.g., the signal from arterial blood

in the vascular compartment, not from stationary
tissue. Thus, images are based directly on water flowing
in the arteries, for example.

water)
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In the brain, several researchers have studied
perfusion by dynamic MR imaging using an intravenous bolus
administration of a contrast agent in both humans and
animal models (See, A. Villringer et al, Macrn. Reson.
Med., Vol. 6 (1988), pp 164-174; B.R. Rosen et al, Macrn.
Reson. Med., Vol. 14 (1999), pp. 249-265; J.W. Belliveau
et al, Science, Vol. 254 (1990), page 716).
These methods

are based on the susceptibility induced signal losses upon
the passage of the contrast agent through the
microvasculature. Although these methods do not measure
perfusion (or cerebral blood flow, CBF) in classical
units, they allow for evaluation of the related variable
rCBV (relative cerebral blood volume) .
In U.S. Patent No.
5,190,744 to Rocklage, quantitative detection of blood
flow abnormalities is based on the rate, degree, duration,
and magnitude of signal intensity loss which takes place
for the region of interest following MR contrast agent
administration as measured in a rapid sequence of magnetic
resonance images.
It may be appreciated that blood volume
measurements in the brain based on tracking the passage of
a bolus of contrast agent require a time-resolution of the
order of ls per image due to the short transit time of
blood.
The requirement of rapid imaging is generally
associated with a sacrifice of signal-to-noise which
limits detection based on manipulation of actual
quantitative values. Also, spurious effects due to, for
example, colateral blood supply, may limit the amount of
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change measured from a local region that has an
actual blood deficit.
Therefore, although these techniques have
demonstrated their utility, there remains a need for
further improvements in MRI detection of blood flow
variations and abnormalities.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is, therefore, an object of the present
invention to provide an improved method for detecting
blood flow variations and abnormalities.
A related object of the present invention is to
provide an MRI method for detecting blood perfusion
variations and abnormalities in the brain or in any
vascular compartment.
Another object of the present invention is to
provide an MRI method for detecting blood perfusion
variations and abnormalities based on signals acquired
from stationary tissue.
A further object of the present invention is to
provide an MRI method for detecting blood perfusion
.
variations
and abnormalities based on the arrival time of
a bolus of MR contrast agent as determined from the
signals acquired from stationary tissue.
The present invention achieves these and other
objects, and overcomes limitations of the prior art, by
providing a method and system for detecting blood flow
abnormalities according to the time delay for the arrival
of a bolus of a MR contrast agent into localized regions
as observed in a temporal series magnetic resonance
signals or images obtained subsequent to bolus injection.
The present invention provides a method and system of
generating magnetic resonance imaging information for
detecting regions of abnormal blood flow in a body, which
includes the steps of:
(a) injecting a bolus of a
magnetic resonance imaging contrast agent into the
cardiovascular system of the body; (b) subjecting the body
.

.
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a magnetic resonance imaging pulse sequence for
obtaining a series of temporally spaced magnetic resonance
signals or images from localized regions in at least a
part of said body into which the contrast agent passes;
(c) and providing an arrival delay time from the signals
or images for the localized regions. Further, the method
provides arrival delay time maps for visual observation of
detected regions of abnormal blood flow.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Additional aspects, features, and advantages of
the invention will be understood and will become more
readily apparent when the invention is considered in the
light of the following description made in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings, wherein:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a magnetic
resonance (MR) system used in accordance with the present
invention;
FIG. 2 illustrates a 3D FS-BtJRST pulse sequence
as employed in accordance with an embodiment of the

20

25

present invention;
FIG. 3A schematically illustrates strip
selection according to a 3D FS-BURST pulse sequence;
FIG. 3B schematically illustrates shifting of
the strip location for adjacent voxels on successive
repetitions of a 3D FS-BtIRST pulse sequence;
FIG. 4 shows a typical time course data, signal
intensity as a function of time (solid line connecting
signal intensity points), together with a fitted timecurve (dashed line) and fit residuals (dotted line) from a
grey-matter pixel of normal brain, in accordance with the

30

present invention;
FIG. 5 shows calculated rCBV maps of 24 (out of
64) slices through the brain of a normal brain subject, in
accordance with practicing the present invention;
FIG. 6 illustrates the calculated baseline
intensity, rCBV, and arrival time maps in two slices out
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the dataset from FIG. 5;
FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B illustrate calculated rCBV
maps from 2D FLASH, and FS-BURST, respectively, obtained
from similar sections of normal brain;
FIG. 7C displays a normalized map of the sum of
squared differences between time-course data and fit
results;
FIG. 8A shows a T2-weighted MRI of sub-acute

10

brain infarction;
FIGS. BB-SD show a 3D FS-BtJRST perfusion
measurement of sub-acute brain infarction;
FIG. 9A shows the bolus arrival time data in
sub-acute stroke from a selected pixels inside the
infarct;
FIG. 9B and FIG. 9C show the bolus arrival time
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data in sub-acute stroke from respective pixels adjacent
to the infarct; and
FIG. 9D show the bolus arrival time data in subacute stroke from a pixel contralateral to the infarct.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
Before consideration in detail of the present
invention, a brief overview of a conventional MRI system
is in order.
In particular, FIG. 1 shows in block diagram
form an in vivo NMR imaging system which is capable of
receiving a patient 14. The system includes a magnet 12
for generating a large static magnetic field. The magnet
is sufficiently large to have a bore into which a
patient 14 can fit. The patient 14 is positioned and the
magnetic field is generated by a magnetic field generator
indicated at 13 by block B0. RF pulses are generated
utilizing RF generator 16, and the RF pulses are shaped
using modulator 17. The shape of a modulated pulse could
be any predetermined shape, and for example may be
Gaussian or Sinc (i.e., sin(bt)/bt, where b is a constant,
and t is time)
Shaped pulses are usually employed in
order to shape and limit the bandwidth of the pulse,
.
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thereby

restricting excitation by the RF pulse to spins
that have Larmor frequencies within the RF pulse
bandwidth. A RF pulse signal is transmitted to coils in
the magnet assembly which are not shown.
The coils may be
surface coils, body coils, limb coils or head coils, for
example. The duration and amplitude of the RF pulse
determine the amount which the net magnetization is
"tipped".

10

Gradient generators 25, 20, and 19, which
include respective gradient coils, produce the G, G, and
magnetic fields in the direction of the polarizing
magnetic field B0, but with gradients directed in the x,
The use of the G, G,
y, and z directions, respectively.
and
magnetic field gradients is well known in the art,

G
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including such uses as dephasing or rephasing excited
spins, spatial phase encoding or spatial gradient encoding
acquired signals, and spatial encoding of the Larmor
frequency of nuclei for slice selection.
Induced nuclear magnetic resonance signals are
detected by receiver coils in the magnet which are not
shown.
The receiver coils and the transmitter coils may
be the same, with a transmit/receive (T/R) switch being
used to select transmission or reception of radio
frequency signals to or from the coils, respectively. The
received signal is demodulated by demodulator 27, and the
.
.
demodulated signal is
amplified and processed
.

in the

analog-to-digital processing unit 28 to provide data as
indicated at 29. The entire process is monitored and
controlled by the processor means 31 which, according to
the functional block diagram of FIG. 1 and to components
found in known commercial or experimental systems that are
used to control and monitor the entire process, includes
components necessary to control the timing, amplitudes and
shapes of the control signals for the various elements of
the MRI system and typically includes programming,
computing, and interfacing means.
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accordance with the present invention, such a
conventional magnetic resonance imaging system is
controlled according to a rapid series of imaging pulse
sequences that acquires the time development of the signal
from localized regions within the imaged field of view of
a body placed in the imaging region. During the imaging
period, a bolus of a MR contrast agent is injected into
the cardiovascular system of the body. As the MR contrast
material circulates through the imaged region, the
associated field gradient which extends into the
surrounding tissue results in signal losses in the
acquired signal from these regions. The arrival time for
the bolus into a given localized region may be determined
from the acquired time data, and the relative arrival time
among regions in the imaged field of view indicates
whether there is decreased blood flow to certain areas.
Each of these steps, and preferred modes for practicing
them, is further described in the ensuing description.
As mentioned, tracking a bolus of MR contrast
agent as it passes through the cardiovascular system, and
into the field of view that is being imaged requires a
fast imaging sequence which provides a time resolution
sufficient to sample the time varying signal.
It is
understood that in accordance with the present invention,
the acquired signals originate from stationary tissue.
The information about blood flow is indirectly encoded in
the signal amplitude of stationary water in an area
nourished by the particular artery. Changes in signal
amplitude are brought about by the passage of MR contrast
material leading to field distortions in the regions of
the stationary water.

A preferred MR

imaging technique is the subject
of U.S. application Serial No. 08/205,434 (invented by one
of the inventors of the present invention), filed on March
4, 1994, and which is hereby incorporated by reference.
This technique, called Frequency Shifted (FS)-BURST,
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allows

for scanning of the whole brain within a few
seconds. For bolus tracking, the attractive feature of
this method is the fact that it has, unlike EPI (echo
planar imaging) and segmented FLASH (Fast Low Angle SHot),
equal T2 -weighting over all k-space lines.
Conventional BURST imaging is a class of ultra
fast imaging techniques initially proposed by Henning et
al. ("Fast Imaging Using BURST Excitation Pulses" in
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15

"Proceedings, 7th Annual Meeting, Society of Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine, 1988", p. 238), and successfully
implemented in a two-dimensional (2D) version by Lowe et
al. ("DANTE Ultrafast Imaging Sequence (DUFIS)", J. Magn.
Seson. B. 101, PP. 106-109 (1993)) on a small-bore animal
scanner. A version with improved signal to noise ratio
(SNR) has been proposed by Le Roux et al ("BURST
Ultrasfast Excitation Pulses" in "Proceedings, 7th Annual
Meeting, Society of Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, 1991",
p. 269)
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Conventional BURST excites a set of equally
spaced, narrow strips in an object, and creates an image
from a single slice, perpendicular to the direction of the
In order to average, to scan multiple slices, or
strips.
to perform three-dimensional (3D) imaging, repeated
excitation of the same strips is required. The FS-BURST
technique is directed to a method which overcomes the
problems associated with prior art BURST methods and
allows for 3D volumes to be scanned within a few seconds.
According to FS-BtJRST technique, a set of
equally spaced narrow strips of an object are excited
The BURST type RF pulse
utilizing a BURST type RF pulse.
includes a plurality of evenly spaced RF pulses which can
include, for example, 15 to 75, and more preferably about
25 to 50 pulses of equal strength. From the excited
strips, an image from a single slice, perpendicular to the
direction of the strips is obtained. In order to obtain a
3D image a series of imaged slices is collected. However,
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order to avoid repeated excitation of the same strips
and resulting saturation, according to the FS-BURST
method, on successive repetitions the location of the
excited strips are shifted. This shifting is performed by
adding incremental offsets to the RF-frequency of the
BURST type RF pulse.
FIG. 2 illustrates a three dimensional (3D) FSBURST pulse sequence. The excitation consists of a
Hamming-apodized BURST RF-pulse in combination with a
slice selection (SS) gadeint. Two echo trains (ECHO 1,
ECHO 2) are created by repeated gradient reversal. Both
echo trains are phase encoded in two directions by PE-l
and PE-2. A gradient crusher is shown applied after
collectio of the second echo. As discussed, successive
BURST RF-pulses are frequency shifted.
FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate strip selection and
shifting within a slab in a cylindrical object according
to a 3D FS-BURST pulse sequence. The strip shaped
regions, excited with the BURST RF pulse, run parallel to
phase encoding gradeints PE-1 and PE-2, and perpendicular
to the slice select (SS) gradient. As shown in FIG. 3B,
for each repetition time TR, a single strip is excited
within each imaging voxel. On successive repetitions
(e.g., rep. 1 and rep. 2 in FIG. 3B), the RF transmitter
frequency is shifted resulting in a shift of the strip
locations. FIG. 3B illustrates a single strip shift
protocol, although it may be understood that multiple
strip shift protocols may be employed.
As mentioned, in practice, 3D datasets on a
human brain can be collected within a few seconds
utilizing a standard clinical scanner at 1.5 Tesla. An
advantage of the FS-BURST technique over other fast
imaging techniques is that it is less demanding with
regard to gradient slew rates, even at very high imaging
The small number of gradient switchings in the
speeds.
BURST type RF excitation pulses lessens demand on gradient
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slew rates, and reduces eddy current effects.
In the FS-BURST imaging technique all echoes of
the second echo train have identifical T2* weighing. This
makes FS-BtJRST a preferable imaging pulse sequence for
5

suspectibility-based neuro-imaging experiments, and
particularly 3D bolus tracking imaging as employed in the
present invention for detecting abnormal blood flow based
on the arrival time delay of the bolus of MR contrast
agent.

10

is

It is understood, however, that although FS-

BURST
a preferred image acquisition sequence, many
other image acquisition techniques may be used in
accordance with the present invention including, for
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example, echo-planar imaging (EPI), FLASH, and echoshifted FLASH (ES-FLASH), each with its own advantages and
disadvantages.
As may be appreciated, images are preferably
acquired continuously before, during and after contrast
injection so that the entire time course of the contrast
agent passage through the imaged region may be acquired.
Further, image acquisition prior to bolus injection
assists assessment of an initial baseline signal. The
literature is replete with possible contrast agents, and
several examples of preferred contrast agents include
those containing paramagnetic lanthanide ions, especially
high spin lanthanides such as ions of Dy, Gd, Eu and Ho,
in particular Dy(III) . Also, many suitable paramagnetic
metal chelate MR contrast agents are known in the art, and
may be used as preferred contrast agents. Administration
of such contrast agents, including the appropriate dosage,
is well known to one skilled in the art, and the location
of administration into the cardiovascular system is
generally related to the region of the body that is being
For example, when imaging blood flow in regions
imaged.
of the brain, injection of a bolus of contrast agent may
occur in the antecubital vein.
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Preferably after the time series of images all
have been acquired, data manipulation is performed to
elucidate regions within the imaged field of view that are
associated with blood flow abnormalities or variations.
In accordance to the present invention, the arrival time
of the contrast agent is a parameter which is used for
detecting regions of abnormal blood flow. The arrival
time depends on bulk flow, flow velocity in the major
arteries, and perfusion in tissue, and thus carries the
IV
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information about blood flow abnormalities and variations,
and more particularly, about stenosis, blood flow
deficits, and associated pathologies (e.g., ischemia)
FIG. 4 generally illustrates the time
development of the signal intensity for a particular voxel
(or pixel). The solid line connects actual signal
.
intensity
points that are separated by the time interval
between successive image acquistions, which in this
example, which is further discussed hereinbelow, is about
2.13 seconds. As may be appreciated, there are many ways
to assess the arrival time based on such a signal. A
preferred method is to fit an analytical curve, shown by
the dashed curve, to the acquired signal using numerical
methods, and then use a definable point associated with
the fit to represent the arrival time. For instance, the
arrival time may be defined as the time that the maximum
signal loss occurs within the time interval during which
the contrast agent traverses the region within the voxel.
By performing this analysis for each voxel (or pixel)
within the field of view or an area of interest, as
.

.

described above, the arrival time of the bolus in a pixel
is indicative of blood flow abnormalities or variations.
As may be readily understood, the absolute value
of the arrival time for any given voxel (pixel) is an
arbitrary value that depends on what is defined as the
For convenience, the time of bolus
starting time.
injection or the time of the first imaging sequence
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may be defined as the starting time.

That is,
it may be understood that since detecting blood flow
abnormalities and variations according to the present
invention preferably compares the arrival time for a
plurality of pixels, the absolute value of the starting
reference time is not critical, provided the same starting
reference time is used for the all voxels (pixels) that
are analyzed.
Preferably, a method of identifying regions of
decreased blood flow involves generating an "arrival time
map" (also referred to as "arrival delay time map" and
"arrival delay map") . An arrival
time map is a
two-dimensional image in which each pixel (corresponding
to a localized region) of the image is assigned an
intensity or color value (or other visual characteristic)
according to its associated arrival delay time. For
example, for each pixel a gray scale level may be assigned
based on the arrival delay time value.
Regions of
abnormal blood flow, therefore, may be visually identified
in the arrival delay map.
The following example is presented to illustrate
features and characteristics of the present invention,
which is not to be construed as being limited thereto.
ExamD 1e
In this example, a 3D bolus tracking MR
technique for perfusion imaging of human brain was
practiced in accordance with the present invention for
detecting abnormalities and variations in blood flow based
on the delay in arrival of a bolus of MR contrast agent.
All experiments were performed on standard 1.5 T GE/SIGNA
clinical scanners.
Five normal volunteers, and one
patient with a sub-acute brain infarct were studied.
Modified (Frequency-Shifted: FS) BURST MRI was performed
during injection of a bolus of Gd-DTPA (0.13 mmol per kg
subject weight) in the antecubital vein. 3D datasets were
acquired with a time resolution of 2.2 s and an effective
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resolution of 4.3x4.3x6.4 mm. 3D maps of blood
volume and bolus arrival time were determined by fitting a
synthetic curve to the intensity time course on a voxel by
voxel basis.
experiments were performed on standard 1.5 T
GE/SIGNA clinical scanners (GE Medical Systems,
Milwaukee), equipped with 10 mT/rn, actively shielded whole
body gradients. A standard quadrature head RF coil was
used.
Five normal volunteers, and one patient with a
sub-acute brain infarct were studied. The subject with
acute infarction was diagnosed with a left middle cerebral
artery occlusion and was scanned 3 days post-ictus.
The MR method used for 3D bolus-tracking was
based on FS-BURST, which is described above. The
essentials of this method can be summarized as follows.
Excitation of magnetization is performed by a BURST-pulse,
which consists of a train of evenly spaced, low flip-angle
rf-pulses in combination with a slice select gradient.
Multiple trains of measurable echo signals can be
generated by repeated reversal of the selection gradient
(FIG. 1) .
By applying a second switched gradient (PE1 in
FIG. 1), a second dimension of spatial encoding is
incorporated in each echo train, allowing scanning of a
complete image plane within a single repetition of the
sequence. The addition of a third gradient (PE2), of

All

.
which

.

.

.

the amplitude is varied over subsequent repetitions
of the sequence, allows scanning of 3D volumes.
Saturation effects were avoided by applying a frequency
shift to the RF pulse on successive repetitions (i.e., FSBURST).

30

For 3D bolus tracking, the original sequence was
modified on the following points:
1.
Instead of acquiring two echo trains, for
3D bolus tracking only the second echo train was
collected. It has been shown that the second echo train
has an inherent uniform T2*weighting, this in contrast
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the first echo train.

This allows for
susceptibility-weighted scanning without image artifacts.
2.
For practical convenience, a reduction of
the scan time was established by reducing the number of
sample points and the size of the field of view.
3.
The effective echo time of the second echo
train was reduced to improve contrast-to-noise ratio.
Furthermore, a single-strip shift protocol was
chosen.
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The BURST RF pulse consisted of a train of 48
evenly spaced pulses. The pulse spacing was 288 js, the
total BURST pulse length 13.7 ms. The individual RF
pulses were 128 is long, and were apodized with a
combination of a sinc and a gaussian function. In
combination with selection gradients, applied
simultaneously in antero-posterior and superoinferior
directions, this resulted in selection of a 150 mm thick
slab with 45 angulation. The specific angle was used to
utilize the maximum effective gradient strength to achieve
optimum resolution. An echo train of 40 echoes was
acquired with an effective echo time of 28.8 ms. The
reason for acquiring less echoes than the number of BURST
RF pulses was to reduce the repetition time (TR) without
affecting the selection properties of the BURST pulse.
Each echo contained 36 data points. 48 phase encoded
repetitions were performed using TR = 45 ms. A 36 x 40 x
48 data matrix was collected using a 22 cm x 16 cm x 19.2
cm field of view (FOV). The measurement time was 2.16
seconds. 30 to 40 scans were recorded sequentially,
resulting in a total measurement time of 65 to 87 seconds.
The prolonged use of strong gradients did not result in
excessive heating of the gradient coils.
For comparison, and on the normal subjects only,
2D FLASH dynamic imaging was performed with TE/TR =

27/33.8 and
35

a 128 x 64 data matrix. This resulted in a
scan time of 2.16 seconds, equivalent to that of the 3D
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Between the 3D and 2D experiments, a delay of
at least 30 minutes was used.
Ten seconds after the start of each dynamic
imaging experiment, a bolus of Gd-DTPA solution was
administered at a rate of 6 cc/sec using a mechanical

experiment.

5

injector (Medrad Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) through a 18 gauge
catheter placed in the antecubital vein. A dose of 0.13
mmol per kg subject weight was used, resulting in
For the stroke
injection times of 3-5 seconds (typical)
patient, a 0.15 mmol per kg dose was hand injected within
.

10

6-10 seconds.

Data processing was performed off-line using
Sun-SPARC 10 workstations (Sun Microsystems, Mountainview
CA) using IDL processing software (Research Systems,
Boulder CO). Prior to 3D Fourier transformation, a 20
Hamming filter was applied over each echo, and over the
second phase encode dimension. Also before Fourier
transformation, the dataset was zero-filled to a 64 x 64 x
64 matrix. The effective resolution was 6.4 x 4.3 x 4.3
mm. Magnitude images were then used to calculate the rCBV
Also calculated were maps displaying the arrival
maps.
time of the bolus, i.e., "arrival time maps". The

25
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calculations were performed by least-squares fitting of a
synthetic curve to the time curve of each pixel inside the
Several types of synthetic curves, among which a
brain.
gamma-variate function were tested. The latter is a
4-parameter curve which, in cases of limited
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and time resolution, does not
result in reliable fitting. For the specific (SNR) and
time resolution of our data, a 3-parameter curve of the
form:

f(s)

=

(a—b)

with:
35

(e((t+c)/w)2015(7t

a
b

t
=
=

=

+ arctan(1.33(t+c)/w))—0.042(t+c-'-l))

time

pre-bolus
bolus

[-1. .

. .1]

signal level (variable),
intensity (variable),
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c

w

=
=

bolus

width

arrival time (variable),
of bolus-passage (fixed),

was used. The exponential term of the function describes
a gaussian time course of signal loss during the bolus
passage, whereas the arc-tangent and constant slope terms
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20

account for persistent signal loss after passage of the
bolus.
The function resulted in almost all (>95) of the
pixels in a convergent fit, and gave a fairly accurate
representation of the signal loss during and after the
The function was based on the
passage of the bolus.
following assumptions: a quasi-constant pre-bolus signal
level (a), a quasiconstant post-bolus signal loss related
to the bolus intensity proportional to bolus intensity
(b), and a variable bolus arrival time (c). Monte Carlo
simulations were performed to determine the propagation of
measurement noise into noise in the fitted parameters.
Furthermore, in order to check accuracy of the fitting
procedure with respect to systematic errors, maps of the
sum of squared differences between time-course data and
fit-results were created, and normalized to baseline
signal intensity (a)
After time-curve fitting, the rCBV maps were
calculated from: rCBV = in (b/a)
Arrival time maps were
calculated from c, and thresholded with parameter b
(pixels with a b value less than a fifth of the average
grey matter value were set to background intensity level).
An example of a typical fit in a grey matter
pixel of normal brain is shown in FIG. 4, which was
generally described hereinabove. The Monte Carlo
simulations resulted in estimated standard deviations for
baseline signal level, rCBV, and arrival time of l.5',
8.0%, and 0.45 seconds, respectively.
FIG. 5 shows an example of the calculated rCBV
maps from a normal subject, displayed are images from a
section of 24 slices, covering about two-thirds of the
brain.
Subsequent slices are displayed going from the
.
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anteroinferior

5

to postero-superior through the brain.

At

the bottom left, a sagittal image displays the brain slab
from which the data has been obtained, as well as the
angulation of the imaging slices. As expected, grey
matter areas appear bright in the images, indicating a
relatively high blood volume. Clearly identifiable are
also the ventricular system, the sylvian fissures, and the
As observed previously by numerous other
researchers, part of the ventricular system appears bright
on the rCBV maps. A possible explanation is the signal
loss due to macroscopic susceptibility effects during
bolus—passage through the larger veins bordering the
ventricles (eg. inferior sagittal sinus)
Two slices out of this data set are shown
enlarged in FIG. 6, together with corresponding baseline
signal and arrival time maps. The grey scale in the
arrival time maps runs from early (white) to late arrival
(black) and spans 4 seconds. In these arrival time maps,
note the early bolus arrival around the larger arteries
tentorium.

15

(anterior, middle and posterior cerebral arteries),
20

25

especially the middle cerebral arteries in slice 1
(insular arteries indicated with black arrows). Notice
the late signal shift in the ventricular system, as well
as the late arrival (delay about 2-4 seconds) of the
ventricular system, as well as-the late arrival in the
larger vessels, probably veins of the posterior brain
inferior and superior sagittal sinuses)
FIGS. 7A and 7B compare an rCBV map obtained
with FLLASH, and a slice out of the 3D FS-BtJRST rCBV
dataset, respectively. This shows the general similarity
for features observed by both methods. FIG. 7C shows a
map of the normalized sum of squared differences between
(e.g.

30

time data and fit of the FS-BtJRST data. The map is
relatively uniform, i.e. shows only faintly recognizable
structure, indicating minimal systematic fit errors. Most
of the remaining structure may be attributed to
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20

25

30

differences in baseline signal intensity which may be
reduced with additional data manipulation. It may be
understood that the data manipulation performed in this
example, including the use of the described fitting
function, is merely provided as an example of determining
the arrival time and generating arrival time maps. Many
additional or alternative analytical and numerical
techniques may be employed to provide the arrival time and
to minimize error.
The results of the measurements of sub-acute
brain infarction are shown in FIGS. 8A-8D and in FIGS. 9A9D. Five slices (every third slice from a 3D dataset) are
displayed going from infero-anterior to supero-posterior
Slice numbers are indicated at the top
through the brain.
of the figure.
Each of the rows shows: T2-weight data
(FIG. 8A), calculated baseline intensity (FIG. SB), rCBV
(FIG. 8C), and arrival time (FIG. SD).
The signal
baseline level, rCBV, and arrival time maps were
calculated from the FS-BURST data (i.e., FIGS. SB, 8C, and
SD). The location of the infarct is indicated with the
white arrow in FIG. 8A, whereas part of the region from
which time course data were examined is indicated with the
black arrow in FIG. SD. T2-weighted MRI (TE/TR=80/3000ms)
showed hyperintense regions in the infarcted hemisphere
The spread in arrival time in (FIG. SD) is 7-8
(FIG. SA).
s.
The base line images (FIG. SB) show hyperintensities
similar to those observed in the T2-weighted data. Some
signal loss is observed in the rCBV maps (FIG. SC) at the
site of the stroke, whereas some peripheral areas
(especially in slices 34 and 37) showed increased rCBV.
The most striking changes were seen in the arrival time
Regions surrounding the hyperintense areas in the
T2-weighted maps appear dark, indicating late arrival of
the bolus.
The latter finding is consistent with the
presence of "luxury perfusion" in the infarct penumbra.
Signal time course data from a pixel within the
maps.
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infarcted area (indicated with white arrow in T2-image of
slice 34 in FIG. 8A), from two pixels adjacent to the
infarct (black arrow in FIG. 8D) and from a contralateral
normal appearing area are shown in FIGS. 9A-9D. In each
graph, the arrival time of the bolus in the contralateral
pixel is indicated with a vertical line. Although most
pixels adjacent to the infarcted a region show an arrival
time delay of 5-7 seconds, significant area remains with a
normal or only a partially delayed bolus arrival time.
Note the virtual absence of perfusion within the infarcted
region (FIG. 9A), and the slightly (FIG. 9B) and the
substantially (FIG. 9C) delayed bolus arrival adjacent to
the infarct.
Thus, as illustrated through the preferred
embodiment and the foregoing example, and as understood by
15

further practicing the present invention, many advantages
and attendant advantages are provided by the present
invention, which provides a new modality for MRI detection
of blood flow variations and abnormalities. Rapid 3D
assessment of large regions may be performed. After, such

20

an assessment, a smaller field of view with increased
resolution may be selected to image observed pathological
regions. Moreover, it may be understood that prior art
MRI techniques that depend directly on quantitative
changes in signal intensity are generally more susceptible
to signal-to-noise limitations and spurious effects due to
collateral blood supply. Thus, the present invention may
detect blood flow abnormalities that are not detectable by
prior art methods. Also, in comparison to other
techniques not based on MRI, many of these advantages are
further highlighted. For instance, the present invention
may readily be employed in instances where Doppler
Ultrasound techniques may be ineffective, such as for
detecting blood flow variations near bone structure (e.g.,
cranium) or in regions other than large arteries.
Although the above description provides many
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these enabling details should not be
construed as limiting the scope of the invention, and it
will be readily understood by those persons skilled in the
art that the present invention is susceptible to many
modifications, adaptations, and equivalent implementations
without departing from this scope and without diminishing
its attendant advantages. It is therefore intended that
the present invention is not limited to the disclosed
embodiments but should be defined in accordance with the

specificities,

claims which follow.
10
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We

claim:

A method of

generating magnetic resonance
imaging information for detecting regions of abnormal
blood flow in a body, comprising the steps of:
injecting a bolus of a magnetic resonance
imaging contrast agent into the cardiovascular
1.

system of the body;
subjecting the body to a magnetic resonance
imaging pulse sequence for obtaining a series of
temporally spaced magnetic resonance signals or
images from localized regions in at least a part
of said body into which the contrast agent
passes; and
providing an arrival delay time from the
signals or images for the localized regions.

10

15

The method according to claim 1, further
comprising the step of generating an arrival time map for
a plurality of said localized regions, said arrival time
map having a plurality of pixels corresponding to a
respective plurality of said localized regions, with a
visual characteristic of each pixel assigned according to
the arrival delay time for the respective localized
2.

20

region.
25

The method according to claim
said visual characteristic is color.
3.

2,

wherein

The method according to claim 2, wherein
said visual characteristic is intensity.
4.

30

The method according to claim 2, wherein
said visual characteristic is a gray scale value.
5.

The method according to claim

wherein
said step of providing an arrival delay time includes the
6.

1,

WO96/04567
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step of fitting an analytical curve to the temporally
spaced magnetic resonance signals obtained for the
localized regions.
The method according to claim 1, wherein
said imaging pulse sequence is a frequency shifted BURST
imaging pulse sequence.
7.

5

10

The method according to claim 1, wherein
said imaging pulse sequence images a two dimensional slice
including a plurality of said localized regions, said
localized regions thereby referred to as pixels.

15

The method according to claim 1, wherein
said imaging pulse sequence images a three dimensional
volume including a plurality of said localized regions,
said localized regions thereby referred to as voxels.

8.

9.

20

A

magnetic resonance imaging system for
detecting regions of abnormal blood flow in a body, the
cardiovascular system of which is injected with a bolus of
magnetic resonance imaging contrast agent, said system
10.

comprising:

25

means for subjecting said body to a
magnetic resonance imaging pulse sequence which
induces a series of temporally spaced magnetic
resonance signals in localized regions in at
least a part of said body into which the
contrast agent passes;

30

35

means for obtaining said series of
temporally spaced magnetic resonance signals;
means for providing an arrival delay time
from the series of temporally spaced magnetic
resonance signals for the localized regions.
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EXAMI NI NG A DIAMOND

Background

to

the Invention

The present invention relates to a method of and
apparatus for examining a diamond.

For example,

invention may be used to test whether

a

the

diamond has had

a layer of synthetic diamond deposited thereon.

This is

of particular importance in detecting whether the

diamond comprises CVD diamond material and also in
locating such material if present.

Over the years, a number of methods of synthesising
diamond material have been developed. One of these
methods is the chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
technique, which is a low pressure technique involving
of synthetic diamond (referred to as CVD

deposition

diamond material in this specification) onto a substrate

from a gas.
The synthetic diamond material may be deposited on an
uncut or part-worked natural diamond which is then
worked, for example,

into a round brilliant cut.

the synthetic diamond coating may be
stone after
deposited onto a fully fashioned brilliant

Alternatively,
working

of the stone.

The

thickness of such a synthetic

WO96/07896
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it could

diamond material layer may be very thin the range from

1

m

to

0.

1

be in

mm.

The value of a diamond is in part dependent upon its
weight.

Accordingly, synthetic diamond material such as

CVD diamond material may be deposited onto natural gem
diamonds, before or after cutting of the diamond,
increase the weight of the finished product.

A

to

diamond

artificially enlarged by deposition of CVD diamond
material is referred to in this specification as a
"CVD/naturaJ. diamond doublet'.

However,

the value of a diamond also resides in its

qualities of authenticity and uniqueness and in the fact
that it is an entirely natural product.

Thus, a diamond

that has not been enlarged by deposition of synthetic
diamond material has a value over a CVD/natural diamond
doublet.

CVD diamond material may be deposited on
or diamond substrate.

a

In the latter case,

non—diamond
the CVD

diamond material can replicate the structure of the
diamond substrate (referred to "homoepitaxial growth").
The CVD/naturaJ. diamond doublet produced can be
identical in appearance, density and other common
physical properties to an entirely natural diamond and
there may be a problem in identifying such a CVD/natural
diamond doublet.
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It is an object of the present invention to provide a
method of and apparatus for testing whether a diamond
has had a layer of synthetic diamond deposited thereon.

It is desired that the apparatus should be simple and
inexpensive and may be put into operation by a person
with relatively little training.

The method and

apparatus should be capable of being operated reliably
and consistently by a practised jeweller who has no
training in laboratory gemological analysis.

The Invention

The present invention provides a method of and apparatus
for testing whether a diamond has had a layer of
synthetic diamond deposited thereon,
Claim

1,

7,

13

or

14.

as set forth in

Preferred and/or optional

features of the invention are set forth in Claims 2 to
and

8

to

6

12.

The present inventors have discovered that if there is a
difference between the surface area of the region of a
diamond that strongly absorbs radiation substantially of
wavelength substantially in the range 230nm to 320nm and
the total surface area, a synthetic layer is present.
Such radiation is substantially unabsorbed. by the
synthetic part and penetrates through it

to

the

WO96/07896
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underlying

natural material,

absorbed.

Synthetic diamond material, if present, will

where it will normally be

normally be deposited onto an area of a diamond and,
unless that area is a re-entrant in the surface of the
diamond, will tend to increase the surface area of the
As the layer may be very thin (depth of the

diamond.

order of microns) the net increase in surface area may
be very small, but is nevertheless detectable with
sufficiently sensitive equipment.

An integrating enclosure provides

a

particularly

effective way of measuring the surface area of the

of the diamond strongly absorbing the radiation
of interest. The interior of the integrating enclosure
region

is

irradiated such that the irradiating radiation

strikes

the surface of the enclosure before striking the

diamond,

the flux of the radiation of interest in

integrating enclosure being sensed to give
dependent upon the

a

as a

signal

surface area of the region of the

diamond that strongly absorbs such radiation.
suitable

the

radiation sensor or detector

Any

may be used, such

photomultiplier tube or any similar known device.

Suitably,

the integrating enclosure comprises an

integrating sphere 35mm in diameter.

The integrating

enclosure may be lined with Spectralon (TM), which has a
high reflectivity in the ultraviolet part of the
spectrum.
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It may be arranged that the irradiating radiation
strikes the walls of the integrating enclosure before

striking the diamond

by directing the irradiating

radiation onto the walls or onto baffles
the

reflect

radiation onto the walls or by any other suitable

means.

The diamond is thus irradiated diffusely with

ultraviolet

A

which

shelf

may be

light.

is substantially ultraviolet transparent
provided in the enclosure so that the diamond may
which

be supported in the enclosure, for example substantially
centrally. A suitable ultraviolet transparent material
is fused silica.

Ultraviolet light, generated for example by a xenon or

deuterium lamp or any other suitable known source of
ultraviolet

example by a

radiation,

may be

fed

to the

diamond,

for

fibre optic.

Means for detecting the radiant-flux density in the
enclosure may comprise a fibre optic whose tip projects
into the enclosure.

An ultraviolet reflective baffle

may be provided facing the tip of the fibre optic.

The

intensity of radiation passing down the fibre optic may
be sensed by a detector such as a photomultiplier tube
to give a signal dependent upon the radiant-flux density.
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Filter

means passing radiation of wavelength

substantially in the range 230nm to 320nm may be
provided between the means for detecting the
radiant-flux density and the integrating enclosure.

The

area that strongly absorbs radiation at the wavelength
of interest may be computed by any suitable known
computing means suitably programmed, or any suitable
electronic circuitry or by any suitable known meter or

other similar means for giving

a

readable indication of

the intensity of radiation transmitted, to allow the
operator to calculate the surface area accordingly

A signal dependent upon the surface area of the region
of the diamond which strongly absorbs the radiation of
interest may

be provided by

the radiant-flux density
diamond

in

first

finding the ratio
the enclosure when the

R

of

is in it to the radiant-flux density when there

is no diamond in the integrating enclosure.

The

quantity S is then calculated as follows:

S =

(1

—

1)

B.

The quantity

S is

proportional to the surface area of

the absorbing material of the diamond.

This quantity

can be compared to a quantity representative of the
total surface area of the diamond.
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The total surface area of the diamond may be measured,
calculated or known from earlier studies.

Preferably,

the total surface area of the diamond is measured by

measuring the surface area of the diamond which strongly
absorbs radiation of a wavelength which is known to be
Any suitable

strongly absorbed by all types of diamond.

known means for calculating the total surface area of

used, including the apparatus for
calculating the area that strongly absorbs radiation at
the first-mentioned wavelength. Preferably, the
integrating enclosure is irradiated with such radiation

the diamond may be

and

the value

S'

calculated as in the following equation:
=

where
such

the

R'

(1

—

1)

is the ratio of the radiant-flux density of

radiation in the enclosure

when

the

diamond

is in

integrating enclosure to the radiant-flux density

when there is no diamond in the integrating enclosure.

The

values of

S

and

S'

presence of a layer of
if the first area (and

may be

then compared.

synthetic diamond may be deduced
hence S) is 99. 8% or 99. 9% or

less of the total surface area,

For example,

The

represented by S'

the radiant-flux density of radiation

substantially of wavelength less than about 230 nm

WO96/07896
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preferably less than 225nm (far ultraviolet) may be
measured.

Preferably, the same integrating enclosure

and radiation source is used as for the measurements of
the first mentioned radiation.

In this case,

a

filter

passing radiation of wavelength less than about 230 nm

may be provided between the source and the integrating
enclosure and/or the detecting means for detecting the
flux density.

Preferably therefore, the filter comprises means for
mounting a filter passing radiation of wavelength less
than about 230 nm and a filter passing radiation of
wavelength substantially in the range 230nm to

32Onin,

the filter means allowing whichever filter is required
to be placed between the integrating enclosure and the
source and/or the detecting means.

The mounting means

may be any suitable structure in which filters can
mounted.

be.

For example, a filter wheel may be used.

It is also possible to use a wavelength of around 5,000
nnt

(in

the infrared).

However,

a

separate integrating

enclosure with a gold lining would have to be provided
for use with infrared radiation, because the
reflectivity of Spectralon (TM) in the infrared is poor.

The irradiating radiation must contain some radiation of
wavelength falling in the range substantially 230nm to
32Onxn.

Radiation of wavelength outside this range may

WO 96/078%
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accompany the irradiating radiation.

Preferably,

however, a filter passing radiation substantially in the
range 230nm to 320nm is provided between the diamond and
the detecting means.

A filter passing radiation of wavelength substantially

in the range 230nm to 320nm may be provided between the
source of radiation and the diamond.

If so, it is again

preferable to provide a filter between the diamond and
the detector, in order to prevent the intensity of
radiation generated by fluorescence being observed, as
this could also give incorrect results.

Similarly, where radiation of wavelength less than about

230nm is used to measure the total surface area of the
diamond, the diamond may be irradiated with radiation of

higher wavelengths, but it should be ensured that
radiation substantially of wavelength less than about
230nm is observed.

It will be tolerable to observe some radiation which is
not of wavelength substantially in the range 230nm to
320nm,

as long as the ratio of the intensity of such

radiation to the intensity of radiation falling within
the desired range is not substantial enough to make the
observations uninterpretable by swamping out the
contribution to the observed signal from the desired
range.

Similarly,

it will be tolerable to observe some

PCT/GB95/02093
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radiation of wavelength greater than 230

nm,

as long as

the ratio of the intensity of such radiation to the
intensity of radiation of wavelength less than 230 nm is
not too great.

It is preferred to calibrate the integrating enclosure
to allow for variation in reflectivity of the enclosure

with wavelength.

This may be achieved by using a

standard diamond of known quality and measuring the
radiant-flux density in the enclosure at known
wavelengths with the diamond of known quality.

The invention is particularly suitable for automation.
For example,

a

feeder may be provided for feeding the

diamond into and out of the integrating enclosure.

For

example, the diamond may be fed through the integrating
enclosure in free flight, means being provided to sense
when the diamond is in the enclosure.

Where fibre optics are used, they are preferably of
fused silica,

as

this transmits high energy UV radiation

well.

Alternatively, the diamond may be fed into and out of
the enclosure by hand, the required measurements of the
radiant-flux density in the enclosure being carried out
automatically by the machine.
provided

A processor may be

to calculate the values

S

and 5' automatically,

PCT/GB95/02093
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compare them and to output a signal indicating that

the diamond is a CVD/natura3. diamond doublet if the
difference or ratio of the values S and

preset value.

S'

is above a

Such apparatus may be operated by

unskilled operators with little previous training.

The invention will be further described by way of
example only with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

Brief Description of the Drawing

The figure is a schematic illustration of apparatus
according to the invention for examining a diamond.

Preferred Embodiment

The apparatus

1

comprises an integrating sphere 2 which

is lined with spectralon

(TM).

The top part

3

of the

sphere is made detatchable to permit a diamond 4 to be
placed in the sphere

2.

When in the sphere, the diamond is mounted on a shelf

5

made of fused silica, which is substantially transparent
to high energy ultra violet radiation.

The interior of the sphere

5

is irradiated with

ultraviolet radiation comprising radiation falling in

WO96/07896
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the

range

source

6,

230 nm to 320 nm by a system comprising a UV

in this case a xenon flash lamp, an optical

system 7 (comprising fused silica optical elements) and
a fused silica fibre optic

8.

The end

9

of the fibre

optic 8 projects into the sphere and is located opposite
an ultraviolet reflective baffle 10, which ensures that
the irradiating radiation strikes the walls of the
sphere 2 before striking the diamond

4.

The radiant-flux density in the sphere
a

5

is measured by

system comprising a further fibre optic 11 whose tip

12

extends into the sphere opposite a

TJV

reflective

baffle 13, an optical system 14 and a photomultiplier
tube

15.

The optical system 14 comprises a filter wheel and a
fused silica lens system 17, for directing radiation
through filters 18 and 19 in the filter wheel 16 and
onto the photomultiplier tube

15.

The filter wheel 14 may be rotated so that filter 18 or
19

intersects the radiation.

Filter 18 comprises a

dielectric filter transmitting radiation of wavelength
falling substantially in the range 230 nm to 290 nm.
Filter 19 comprises a dielectric filter transmitting
radiation of wavelength less than 225 nm.

from photomultiplier tube
20,

15 is

The signal

passed to an amplifier

whose output is connected to an analogue/digital

PCTIGB95/02093
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converter 21.

The output of the converter 21 is

connected to a processor

22.

The apparatus shown in the Figure is used as follows.

First,

the sphere is irradiatied with no diamond in the

sphere using source

6.

The signal output by

photomultiplier tube 15 at the wavelength passed by each
of filters 18 and 19 is then measured, to provide a
signal proportional to the radiant-flux density in the
sphere 2 at those wavelengths, and stored in processor
22.

Next a diamond
2.

4

is placed on the shelf 5 in the sphere

The sphere is then illuminated using source

6,

and

the signal output by photomultiplier tube 15 for each of
the wavelengths passed by the filters 18 and 19 is
measured, to provide a signal dependent upon the
radiant-flux density in the sphere 2 for each of those
wavelengths.

These signals are stored in microprocessor

22.

The signals stored in the processor 22 are then
manipulated as follows.

The ratio R between the signal

representative of the radiant-flux density at the
wavelength passed by the filter 18 when the stone is in
the sphere to the signal representative of the
radiant-flux density in the sphere when there is no

PCT/GB9S/02093
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in the sphere is calculated.

stone

The value

R'

,

being

the corresponding ratio for the wavelength passed by
19,

and

are calculated as set out above.

S'

is

then calculated.

Next, the quantities S

filter

Then the difference or ratio of the signals
calculated.

S

and

S'

is

If this ratio is lower than a preset figure

(for example o. 999 or 0. 998), the processor 22 outputs a

signal indicating that the stone probably comprises a
natural stone with a CVD

diamond

layer on it.

The present invention has been described above purely by
way of example,
invention.

and modifications can be made within the

The invention also consists in any

individual features described or implicit herein or

shown or implicit in the drawings or any combination of
such features or any generalisation of any such features
or combination.
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Claims

1.

A method of testing whether a diamond has had a

layer of synthetic diamond deposited thereon,

comprising:

irradiating the diamond with radiation including

radiation of wavelength substantially in the range 230nm
to 320nm;

comparing the surface area of the region of the
diamond that strongly absorbs radiation substantially of
wavelength substantially in the range 230 nm to 320 nm

with the total surface area of the diamond; and

deducing the presence of

a

layer of synthetic

diamond if the first mentioned area is different to the
total surface area.

2.

The method of Claim

1,

further comprising:

placing the diamond in an integrating enclosure;

irradiating the interior of the integrating
enclosure such that the radiation strikes the surface of
the integrating enclosure before striking the diamond;
and

WO96/07896
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the

sensing

flux

of the radiation substantially of

wavelength substantially in the range 230nm to 320nm in
the integrating enclosure, to give a signal dependent

upon the surface area of the region of the diamond that
strongly

3.

absorbs the

The method

irradiating

first

of Claim

2,

mentioned

radiation.

further comprising:

the interior of the integrating

enclosure with further radiation, which is substantially
of wavelength less than about 230nm;
sensing the flux in the integrating enclosure of

further radiation, to give a second signal
dependent upon the total surface area of the diamond; and
comparing the second signal and the first mentioned
said

i

S gnal.

4.

The method of Claim 2

combining

a

or

3,

further comprising

signal representative of the flux of

radiation substantially of wavelength substantially in
the range 230nm to 320nm in the integrating enclosure
when the diamond is in the integrating enclosure with

a

signal dependent upon the flux of the said radiation in
the integrating enclosure when no diamond is in the
integrating enclosure, to give the signal dependent upon
the surface area of the region of the diamond that

strongly absorbs the first mentioned radiation.

5.

The method of Claim

2,

3

or

4,

further comprising

PCT/GB95/02093
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combining

a

signal dependent upon the flux of the

further radiation in the integrating enclosure when the

diamond is in the integrating enclosure with a signal
dependent upon the flux of the further radiation in the
integrating enclosure when no diamond is in the
integrating enclosure to give the signal dependent upon
the total surface area of the diamond.

6.

The method of any of the preceding Claims, when

carried out automatically.

7.

Apparatus for testing whether a diamond has had a

layer of synthetic diamond deposited thereon,

comprising:

means for giving a signal dependent upon the surface
area of the region of the diamond that strongly absorbs

radiation substantially of wavelength 230nm to 320nm; and

means for allowing the sigial to be compared with
the total surface area of the diamond, to thereby detect
the presence of a layer of synthetic diamond which does
not

strongly absorb the

first

mentioned

radiation.

further comprising means
to which the first mentioned signal and a signal
representative of the area of the diamond are input, for
8.

The

giving

apparatus of Claim

7,

a signal indicative of

synthetic diamond is present.

whether a layer of

PCTIGB95/02093
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9.

The apparatus

of

Claim

or

7

8,

comprising:

an integrating enclosure, for enclosing the diamond;

means for irradiating the interior of the
integrating enclosure with ultra-violet radiation, the

radiation striking a surface of the integrating
enclosure before striking the diamond; and

means for sensing the flux of radiation
substantially of wavelength substantially in the range
230nm to 320nm in the integrating enclosure to give a
signal dependent upon the surface area of the region of
the

diamond

that strongly absorbs the first

mentioned

radiation.
10. The

for

apparatus of Claim

9,

further comprising

means

providing a further signal, which is representative

of the total surface area of the diamond, comprising
means for sensing the flux of radiation of wavelength
less than about 230 nm in the enclosure when the diamond
is in the enclosure, and means for comparing the first

mentioned signal and the further signal.

11.

The

giving

apparatus of Claim 10, wherein the means for
a signal representative of the flux of radiation

substantially of wavelength substantially in

the

range

PCT1GB95102093
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230nm to 320nm and at a wavelength less than about 230
run

comprises:

detector means for giving a signal representative of
and

the intensity of radiation incident upon it;

an alterable filter means for selectively
transmitting to the detector means radiation
substantially of wavelength substantially in the range
230nm to 320nm or of wavelength less than about 230 nm.

12.

The apparatus of any of Claims

7

to 11, when set up

to carry out the method of any of Claims

13.

1

to

6.

A method of testing whether a diamond has had a

layer of synthetic diamond deposited thereon,
the
substantially as herein described with reference to
accompanying drawings.

14.

had a
Apparatus for testing whether a diamond has

layer of synthetic diamond deposited thereon,
to the
substantially as herein described with reference
accompanying drawings.
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FERROMAGNETIC BULLET

This invention

relates generally to projectiles
and more particularly to a lead free, ferromagnetic

5

10

projectile.
Lead projectiles and lead shot expended at
shooting ranges pose a significant environmental
hazard. Disposal of the lead contaminated sand used
as a backstop in indoor ranges is expensive, since
lead is a hazardous material. Due to the low value
of lead metal, reclamation of the lead from the sand
is not economically feasible for most target ranges.
At outdoor ranges, the lead must be removed before
the range land can be used for other purposes.
and
Frequently, the entire top soil layer is removed

and costly
disposed elsewhere, a time consuming
15

20

25

30

operation.
Accordingly, there exists a need for an
effective lead free bullet that is easily separated
from range soil and sand.
of the same
Density differences between bullets
size result in differences in long range trajectory
and differences in firearm recoil. Such differences
The shooter needs to have a
are undesirable.
consistent trajectory and a recoil so the "feel" of
should be
shooting a lead free practice round
If
similar to that of shooting a lead service round.
there are differences in trajectory and recoil,
will
experience gained on the practice range
when firing a
degrade, rather than improve, accuracy
lead bullet in the field.
Various approaches have been used to produce
Nos.
shot pellets that are non toxic. U.S. Patent
to the assignee of
4,027,594 and 4,428,295 assigned
one
the present invention, disclose pellets made of
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or

more metal powders where one of the powders is

lead.
U.S. Patent Nos. 2,995,090 and 3,193,003

5

10

15

20

disclose frangible gallery bullets made of iron
powder, a small amount of lead powder, and a
thermoset resin. While substantially lead free, a
drawback of these bullets is a density significantly
less than that of a lead bullet.
U.S. Patent No. 4,881,465 discloses a shot
pellet made of lead and ferrotungsten, while U.S.
Patent Nos. 4,850,278 and 4,939,996 disclose a
projectile made of ceramic zirconium. U.S. Patent
No. 4,005,660 discloses a polyethylene matrix which
is filled with a metal powder such as bismuth,
tantalum, nickel, and copper. Yet another frangible
projectile is made of a polymeric material which is
filled with metal or metal oxide.
U.S. Patent No. 4,949,644 discloses shot made
of bismuth or a bismuth alloy. However, bismuth is
in short supply and considerably more expensive than
lead.
U.S. Patent No. 5,088,415 discloses a plastic

25

30

covered lead shot. However, this shot material
still contains lead, which upon backstop impact,
will be exposed to the environment. Plated lead
bullets and plastic coated lead bullets are also in
use, but they have the same drawback, on target
in
impact the lead is exposed creating difficulty
disposing of spent bullets.
None of the prior bullets noted above has
due to cost,
proved commercially viable, either
density differences, difficulty of mass production
or difficulty of disposal. Accordingly, there
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need for a projectile for target shooting
ranges or for hunting use which is substantially
to lead
lead free, performs ballistically similar
and facilitates reclamation of target backstops and

remains a

5

10

range soil.
invention
Accordingly, it is an object of the
to provide a projectile that is substantially lead
A second object of the invention is for the
free.
similar to
projectile to have ballistic performance
of the invention is for the
A third
lead.

object

from the shooting
projectile to be easily removed

15

20

range soils and backstops.
It is a feature of the invention that the
one or
projectile is a sintered composite having
from the
more, high density constituents selected
group consisting of tungsten carbide, tungsten,
carbide alloys and
ferrotungstefl, cemented tungsten
sintered alloy,
carboloy (a tungsten carbide-cobalt
to 13% by weight
typically containing from 3%
constituent
cobalt), and a second, lower density
as
selected to be a metallic matrix material such
and copper.
tin, zinc, iron, nickel, cobalt
Alternatively, the second constituent is a plastic

matrix material such as a phenolic, epoxy,
25

30

dialylphthalate, acrylic, polystyrene, polyethylene,
the
or polyurethane. It is another feature of
more
invention that an effective amount, typically
than 50% by weight, of the projectile constituents
are ferromagnetic. In addition, the composite
a filler metal such as iron
projectile may contain
The bullet of the invention
powder or zinc powder.
a density of at least
comprises a solid body having
that
about 9 grams per cubic centimeter (80 percent
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5

10

15

of pure lead) and a yield strength in compression
greater than about 31 NPa (4500 psi).
Other constituents may be added in small
amounts for special purposes such as enhancing
the
frangibility. If iron is one constituent,
addition of carbon results in a brittle
microstructure after a suitable heat treatment.
Lubricants or solvents can be added to enhance
and
powder flow properties, compaction properties
ease die release.
It is an advantage of the invention that
a density
ferrotungstefl is ferromagnetic and has
greater than that of lead. A ferrotungstefl
containing composite is economically feasible for
projectiles and, by metallurgical and ballistic
analysis, can be alloyed in proper amounts under
conditions to become useful for a lead free

proper

20

25

bullet.
The invention further stems from the
realization that ballistic performance can best be
measured by actual shooting experiences since the
extremes of acceleration, pressure, temperature,
frictional forces, centrifugal acceleration and
deceleration forces, impact forces both axially and
laterally, and performance against barriers typical
of bullet stops in current usage impose an extremely
bullet that make
complex set of requirements on a
accurate theoretical prediction virtually
impossible.

30

FIG. 1 is a bar graph of densities of powder

composites.
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FIG. 2 is a bar graph of the maximum

5

engineering stress attained under compression with
the powder composites.
FIG. 3 is a bar graph of the total energy
absorbed during compressive deformation to 20%
strain or fracture.
FIG. 4 is a bar graph showing the maximum

10

stress at 20% compressiVe deformation.
FIG. 5 is a bar graph showing the total energy
absorbed in 20% compressive deformation or fracture

20

of the bullets of FIG. 4.
There are at least six requirements for a
successful lead free bullet. First, the bullet must
closely approximate the recoil of a lead bullet when
fired so that the shooter feels as though he is
firing a standard lead bullet. Second, the bullet
must closely approximate the trajectory, i.e.
exterior ballistics, of a lead bullet of the same
caliber and weight so that the practice shooting is
directly relevant to shooting in the field with an

25

actual lead bullet. Third, the bullet must not
penetrate or damage the normal steel plate backstop
on the target range and must not ricochet
significantly. Fourth, the bullet must remain
intact during its travel through the gun barrel and

15

30

while in flight. Fifth, the bullet must not damage
the gun barrel. Sixth, the cost of the bullet must
be reasonably comparable to other alternatives.
In order to meet the first two requirements,
the lead free bullet must have approximately the
same density as lead. This means that the bullet
must have an overall density of at least 80% that of

lead or 9 grams per cubic centimeter.
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10

The third requirement, not penetrating or
damaging the steel backstops at target shooting
ranges, dictates that the bullet must either (1)
deform at stresses lower than that sufficient to
penetrate or severely damage the backstop, (2)
fracture into small pieces at low stresses or (3)
both deform and fracture at low stress.
As an example, a typical 158 grain lead (10.3
Special bullet has a muzzle
gin, 0.0226 lb.) .38
kinetic energy from a 10.2 cm (4 inch) barrel of 272
joules (200 foot pounds) and a density of 11.35
(0.41 pounds per cubic inch). This
corresponds to an energy density of 296 joules/cm3
(43,600 inch pounds per cubic inch). The deformable
lead free bullet in accordance with the invention
must absorb enough of this energy per unit volume as
strain energy (elastic plus plastic) without
imposing on the backstop stresses higher than the
yield strength of mild steel, about 310 !4Pa (about
45,000 psi) in order for the bullet to stop without
gin/cm3

15

20

25

penetrating or severely damaging the target
backstop. In the case of a frangible bullet or a
deformable frangible bullet, respectively, the
fracture stress of the bullet must be below the
stresses experienced by the bullet upon impact with
the target backstop and below the yield strength of

mild steel.

30

The requirements that the bullet remain intact
as it passes through the barrel and that the bullet
not cause excessive barrel erosion are more
difficult to quantify. Actual shooting tests are
normally required to determine this quality.
However, if needed, the bullet of the invention may
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10

15

20

be coated with metal or plastic or jacketed in a
conventional manner to protect the barrel.
The requirement that the projectile be
reclaimable from shooting range environments such as
sand traps and top soil is best satisfied by
including in the projectile a ferromagnetic
constituent. Ferromagnetic materials are those
metals, alloys and compounds of the transition (iron
group), rare—earth and actinide elements that, below
the Curie temperature, have atomic magnet moments
tending to line up in a common direction. These
materials are characterized by a strong attraction
to other magnetized materials.
The weight percent of the ferromagnetic
component is at least that effective to impart the
sintered fragments of a spent projectile with
ferromagnetic capability. The particles are then
separated from the sand or other environment using
magnetic separation techniques.
The reclaimed projectile fragments can be
further processed to separate the ferromagnetic
constituent from the projectile matrix and any
coating or jacket. For example, separation may
include mechanical crushing or grinding, or for

25

polymer matrix, burning or chemically dissolving the
matrix.
Suitable ferromagnetic constituents for the
high density first component include ferrotungsten
and cemented tungsten carbide alloys having a

30

ferromagnetic addition. FerrotUflgSten is generally
understood to be a tungsten base alloy that includes
iron having a tungsten content by weight of from
about 70% to about 85%. preferably, the carbon
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content
0.6%.

of the ferrotungsten is less than about
In this patent application, any tungsten base

alloy containing iron that exhibits ferromagnetism
is included.

5

In the projectile, the ferrotungsten is present
in a weight percent above about 50% and preferably
from about 70% to 90% is preferred.
When the second constituent of the projectile
is to provide the ferromagnetism, suitable

10

ferromagnetiC constituents for the lower density
second component include iron, nickel and cobalt.
Iron is most preferred due to its low cost.
Preferably, the iron is present in an amount of from

15

20

25

30

about 10% to about 30% by weight.
The metal matrix bullets in accordance with the
preferred embodiments of the present invention are
fabricated by powder metallurgical techniques. For
the more frangible materials, the powders of the
individual constituents are blended, compacted under
If the
pressure to near net shape, and siritered.
bullets are jacketed, compacting and sintering can
be done in the jacket or the bullets could be
compacted and sintered before insertion into the

would be
jackets. If the bullets are coated, they
coated after compacting and sintering.
The proportions of the several powders required
for a desired density is different than that
calculated by the rule of mixtures because of the
inability to eliminate all porosity. Porosity is
in the
compensated for by an appropriate increase
amount of the higher density constituent, typically
carbide
tungsten, ferrotungSten, carboloy, tungsten
or mixtures thereof. The optimum mixture is
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cost
determined by the tradeoff between raw material
and bullet performance.
For the more ductile matrix materials such as
the metals mentioned above, the bullets may be made
5

io

by the above process or alternatively, compacted
into rod or billet shapes using conventional
After
pressing or isostatic pressing techniques.
be extruded
sintering, the rod or billet could then
into wire for fabrication into bullets by forging
with conventional
using punches and dies as is done
lead bullets. Alternatively, if the materials are
too brittle for such fabrication, conventional
the
fabrication processes could be used to finish

15

20

bullet.
The frangibility of the composite bullet can be
enhanced through various processing steps. An
the matrix
optional heat treatment to embrittle
enhances frangibility after final shape forming.
For example, an iron matrix bullet having a carbon
addition could be eiubrittled by suitable heat
treatment.
embrittled by
controlled tempering at a temperature where partial
this
transformation to alpha tin occurs. Typically,
to about 575°C.
temperature is from about 375°C
of the
This method can provide precise control

A tin matrix bullet could be

25

30

degree of frangibility.
A third method to enhance embrittlement is by
bismuth in a
selecting impurity additions such as
fabrication, the
copper matrix composite. After
be heated to a temperature range where

bullet may

the impurity collects preferentiallY at grain
boundaries.
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In

5

10

addition, even without embrittling
additives, frangibility can be controlled by
suitably varying the sintering time and/or sintering
temperature.
When the composite projectile has a
thermoplastic or thermosetting plastic matrix, the
metallic powders and polymer powders are blended as
described considering mass and density requirements.
The mixture is then formed into the final part by
any conventional process used in of polymer
technology such as injection molding, transfer
molding.

15

20

25

30

In the case of jacketed plastic matrix bullets,
compacting under heat can be done with the composite
powder inside the jacket. Alternatively, the
powders can be compacted using pressure and heat to
form pellets for use in such processes.
To protect the gun barrel from damage during
firing, the composite bullets of the invention are
preferably jacketed or coated with a soft metallic
or plastic coating. The coatings is preferably tin,
zinc, copper, brass or plastic. One suitable
ferromagnetic jacket material is iron.
For plastic matrix bullets, plastic coatings
are preferred. In a most preferred embodiment, the
plastic matrix and the coating are the same polymer.
Plastic coatings may be applied by dipping,
spraying, fluidized bed or other conventional
plastic coating processes. The metallic coatings
may be applied by electroplating, hot dipping or
other conventional coating processes.
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The benefits of the composite bullets of the
invention will become more apparent from the
Examples that follow.
EXAMPLES
5

Plastic Matrix
were
Frangible plastic matrix composite bullets
made of tungsten powder with an average particle
size of 6 microns. Iron powder was added to the
A.

30

10

15

20

percent
tungsten powder at levels of 0, 15, and
two polymer
by weight. After blending with one of
or
powders, phenyl formaldehyde (Lucite)
which acted as
polymethylmethalCrY]ate (Bakelite)
the matrix, the mixtures were hot compacted at a
within the range of from about 149°C to
temperature
about 177°C (3000F_3500F) and a pressure of about
241 MPa — 276 MPa (35—40 ksi) into 3.18 cm (1.25
were then cut into
inch) diameter cylinders which

rectangular parallelepipeds for compression testing
and drop weight testing.
In all, six (6) samples were made as shown in
Table I below:

TABLE I

SAMPLEI
25

i
___________
2
3
4
5

30

6

COMPOSITION
Lucite - Tungsten
Lucite - 85% Tungsten - 15% Iron
Lucite - 70% Tungsten - 30% Iron
Bakelite - Tungsten
Bakelite - 85% Tungsten - 15% Iron
- 30% Iron
Bakelite - 70% Tungsten
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The

5

bullet materials so formed were very
frangible in the compression test. Their behavior
in the drop weight test was similarly highly
frangible. The densities relative to that of lead
for these samples ar shown in Table II below:
TABLE II

SAMPLE

DENSITY

STRESS

ENERGY
ABSORBED

1

81%

29.6MPa (4.3ksi)

0.34J/cin3
(49 in—lb/in3)

2

78%

23.4MPa (3.4ksi)

0.28J/cin3
(40 in—lb/in3)

10

3

75%

18.6MPa (2.7ksi)

0.15J/cm3
(21 in—lb/in3)

4

84%

32.4MPa (4.7ksi)

0.28J/cin3
(40 in—lb/in3)

5

80%

9.65MPa (1.4ksi)

0.069J/cm3
(10 in—lb/in3)

6

78%

13.1MPa (1.9ksi)

0.062J/cm3
(9

15

in—lb/in3)

The maximum stress in the compression test and
the energy absorbed in the compression test for
these materials is also recorded in Table II. The
maximum stress before fracture was below 34.5 MPa (5
ksi) which is well within the desired range to avoid
backstop damage.
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Metal

Matrix Composites
Figure 1 shows the densities attained with
metal matrix composites made of tungsten powder,
5

tungsten carbide powder or ferrotungsten powder
blended with powder of either tin, bismuth, zinc,
iron (with 3% carbon), aluminum, or copper. The
proportions were such that they would have the
density of lead if there was no porosity after
sintering. The powders were cold compacted into

10

12.7 mm (half—inch) diameter cylinders using
pressures of 690 MPa (100 ksi). They were then
sintered for two hours at appropriate temperatures,
having been sealed in stainless steel bags. The
sintering temperatures were (in degrees Celsius)

15

180, 251, 350, 900, 565, 900 respectively.

20

25

Figure 2 shows the maximum axial internal
stresses attained in the compression test. Figure 3
shows the energies absorbed up to 20 percent total
strain (except for the copper tungsten compact which
reached such high internal stresses that the test
was stopped before 20 percent strain was achieved).
All of the materials exhibited some plastic
deformation. The energy absorptions in the
compression test indicate the relative ductilities,
with the more energy absorbing materials being the

most ductile.
Even the most ductile samples such as the tin
and bismuth matrix composites showed some fracturing
and
during the compression test due to barreling
30

this.
secondary tensile stresses which result from
In the drop weight test using either 326 Joules (240
foot pounds) or 163 Joules (120 foot pounds), the
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was similar to but an exaggeration of that
observed in the compression test.

behavior

Control Examples
5

10

a lead slug,
Figure 4 shows, for comparison,
commercial
two standard 38 caliber bullets, and two
bullets tested in
plastic matrix composite
that maximum stresses
compression. Figure 4 shows
of the lead slug and lead bullets were significantly
less than those of the plastic bullets. However,
the
all were of the same order as those attained by
metal matrix samples in the iron free plastic matrix
for
samples. Figure 5 shows the energy absorption
materials. Values are generally less than

15

these
3
that of the metal matrix samples shown in Figure
and much higher than that of the frangible plastic

20

matrix samples.
All of these materials deformed significantly
test.
in the 326 Joules (240 ft.-lb.) drop weight
the
The lead samples did not fracture, whereas
plastic matrix bullets did.

25

30

jacketed Composite Bullet
As another example, 38 caliber metal—matrix
the
bullets and plastic-matrix bullets with
I were fabricated
compositions listed in Table
inside standard brass jackets (deep-drawn cups)
0.25 mm
which had a wall thickness varying from
mm (0.025 inch). The
(0.010 inch) to 0.64
or "Bakelite't listed as
plastic—matrix ("Lucite"
were
code 1 and code 2 in the Table) samples
described in the first
compacted at the temperature
3-11) were
example. The metal—matrix samples (Codes
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temperature and sintered as
described above while they were encased in the

compacted at room
jackets.
5

10

These bullets were fired into a box of sawdust
using a +P load of powder, exposing them to
pressures in excess of 138 MPa (20,000 pounds per
and
square inch) while in the barrel. Examination
weighing of the samples before and after firing
revealed that the iron-matrix, copper-matrix and
zinc—matrix bullets lost no weight and no material
from the end of the composite core that had been
exposed to the hot gases in the barrel.
Microstructural examination revealed that only the
after being
pure bismuth bullet had internal cracks

15

fired.

20

These bullets were also fired at a standard
steel plate backstop 5.1 mm (0.2 inch thick),
hardness of Brinell 327 at an incidence angle of 45
degrees and a distance typical of indoor pistol
or
ranges. None of the bullets damaged the backstop

25

ricocheted.
While the invention has been described in terms
of frangible projectiles, the ferromagnetic
materials of the invention also can find utility in
articles used to direct an explosive charge such as

30

shaped charge liners and cones in oil
While the invention has been described with
reference to preferred embodiments and specific
examples, it is apparent that many changes,
modifications and variations can be made without

well fields.

disclosed
departing from the inventive concept
of
herein. Accordingly, the spirit and broad scope
such
the appended claims is intended to embrace all

WO 96/12154
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changes, modifications and variations that may occur
to one of skill in the art upon a reading of the
disclosure.
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WHAT

IS

1.

CLAIMED IS:

A

substantiallY lead free projectile,

characterized by:
5

io

a compacted composite containing a
from the
ferromagnetic first constituent selected
group consisting of transition (iron group)
elements, rare—earth elements, actinide elements,
atomic magnet
alloys and compounds thereof having an
a
moment that lines up in a common direction at
said first
temperature below the Curie temperature,
constituent also having a density greater than lead;
and

15

a second constituent having a density less than
is
lead wherein the amount of said first constituent
effective to impart said projectile with a density
of at least 9 gm/cubic centimeter and
ferromagnetism.

The substantially lead free projectile of
claim i characterized in that said first constituent
of
is selected from the group consisting
carbide alloys
ferrotUflgSten and cemented tungsten
2.

20

having a ferromagnetic addition.
of
The substantially lead free projectile
said
either claim 1 or 2 characterized in that
second constituent is selected from the group
consisting of tin, zinc, aluminum, iron, copper,
thereof.
bismuth, nickel, cobalt and mixtures
3.

25
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4.

The substantially lead free projectile of
either claim 1 or 2 characterized in that said
second constituent is a polymer.
The substantially lead free projectile of
any one of claims 1—4 coated with a jacket selected
from the group consisting of tin, zinc, copper,
brass and plastic.
5.

5

6.

10

15

A

substantially lead free projectile,

comprising:
a compacted composite containing a first
constituent having a density greater than lead; and
from about 10% to about 30%, by weight, of a
ferromagnetic second constituent having a density
less than lead wherein the amount of said second
constituent is effective to impart said projectile

with ferromagnetism.
The substantially lead free projectile of
claim 6 characterized in that said second
constituent is selected from the group consisting of
iron, nickel, cobalt and alloys thereof.
7.

20

The substantially lead free projectile of
either claim 6 or 7 characterized in that said first
constituent is selected from the group consisting of
8.

25

tungsten, tungsten carbide, ferrotungsten, tungsten
carbide—cobalt composites and mixtures thereof.

The substantially lead free projectile of
any one of claims 6—8 coated with a jacket selected
from the group consisting of tin, zinc, copper,
brass and plastic.
9.
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10.

An article to direct an explosive charge,

5

characterized by:
a frangible composite compacted composite
containing:
a ferromagnetic first constituent selected from
the group consisting of transition (iron group)
elements, rare—earth elements, actinide elements,
alloys and compounds thereof having an atomic magnet

io

moment that lines up in a common direction at a
temperature below the Curie temperature, said first
constituent also having a density greater than lead,
and

15

a second constituent having a density less than
lead wherein the amount of said first constituent is
effective to impart said projectile with a density
of at least 9 gm/cubic centimeter and
ferromagnetiSfll.

The article of claim 10 characterized in
that said second constituent is selected from the
group consisting of tin, zinc, aluminum, iron,
thereof.
copper, bismuth, nickel cobalt and mixtures
11.

20

12.

An article to direct an explosive charge,

characterized by:
25

a frangible composite compacted composite
containing a first constituent having a density
greater than lead; and
from about 10% to about 30%, by weight, of a
ferromagnetic second constituent having a density
less than lead wherein the amount of said second

30

constituent is effective to impart said projectile

with ferromagnetism.
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13.

The article of claim 12 characterized in
that said second constituent is selected from the
group consisting of iron, nickel, cobalt and alloys
thereof.
5

10

The article of either claim 12 or 13
characterized in that said first constituent is
selected from the group consisting of tungsten,
tungsten carbide, ferrotungsten, tungsten carbidecobalt composites and mixtures thereof.
14.

The article of any one of claims 10-14
being a shaped charge liner.
15.
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EefestiguflgSelemeflt

für einen Kôrper in einer Wandung

15
Stand der Technik

20

25

für
Die Erfindung geht aus von einem BefeStigUflgSelemeflt
einen in eine Bohrung einer Wandung durchsteCkbarefl Kãrper
DE 38 12 182 Al
nach der Gattung des HauptanSPrUChs. Aus der
einetn zylinderfOrflhigefl
ist schon em UltraschallWalldler mit
durch eine Bohrung in
Kôrper bekannt, der zur Befestigung
wird
einer StoEstange eines KraftfahrZeUges durchgeSteCkt
em federndes Element gegen
u.nd von der Rückseite her durch
daZ em
das Herausfallen gesichert ist. Es hat sich gezeigt,

Einbauwiflkel
derartiges Element nur in einem eingeschrAnktefl
verschiedeflefl
zur wandung eingebaut werden kan.n. Die
sehr unterschiedliChe
FahrzeUgtYPefl kónnen jedoch
nach
aufweiserl, so daf NeigungSWiflkel zur Fahrbahll
verschiedene
Fahrzeugtyp - unter Umstãndefl
erforderlich sind. Die Fertigung

je

30

BefestigllrlgSelemeflte

erhôht jedoch die
urid sind daher unerwCmscht.
der AufbaU des

verschiedefler feStigUflgSeleTflte
FertigurigS-

35

und

LagerkoSten

Weiterhin ist ungünstig, da
recht schwierig und
efeStigUngSe1emantes mit dem Kôrper

ejtaufwendig sein kann.

WO 96/14512
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Erfindung

Das erfindungsgemãe Befestigungselement mit den
kenrizeichnenden Merkmalen des Hauptanspruchs hat
5

demgegenuber den Vorteil, da1 der Kôrper auch bei einem
groien Neigungswinkel der Wandung in einer vorgegebenen Lage
eingebaut werden kann. Besondere Werkzeuge oder Hilfsmittel

10

sind nicht erforderlich. Besonders vorteilhaft ist auch, da
der Ausbau des Kôrpers obrie besondere Werkzeuge oder
Hilfsmittel erfolgen kann, da durch einfachen Druck auf die
gro1e Halbachse der Ellipse die ineinandergreifenden
Rasthaken gelâst werden.

Durch die in den abhAngigen Ansprüchen aufgeführten
15

Mafnahmen sind vorteilhafte Weiterbildungen und

Verbesserungen des im Hauptanspruchangegebenen
Befestigungselementes tnOglich. Besonders vorteilhaft ist,
daZ durch die .Anordnung der Rasthaken vorzugsweise an zwei
20

gegenüberliegenden Seiten diese leicht entriegelt werden
kônnen, so da1 das Befestigungselement vom Kârper
heruntergenommen und

aus

der Bohrung herausgezogenwerden

kann.

Durch die
25

urid

den

elastische Ausbildung des Befestigungselementes
Hohiraum zwischen dem Befestigungselement und dem

KOrper kann

durch

einfachen Druck auf diese Stellen die
Verriegelung gelôst werden. Das ist besonders gQnstig an
engen Stellen, an denen beispielsweise eine Verschraubung
aus Raumgründen nur schwer durchfhrbar ist.
30

Eine besonders einf ache Ausbildung des Befestigungselementes
ergibt die elliptische Form, da an deren Langsseiten leicht
gedrückt werden kann
35

und dabei

der Durchmesser der

elliptischen ôffnurig an seiner Schmalseite vergrôert wird.
Werden an diesem Durchmesser die Rasthaken angeordnet, daim
heben diese sich beim Zusammendrücken von der Oberflàche des
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Vorgang kann leicht an schwer
oder eines
zuganglichen Stellen der stostange
Kôr'pers ab. Dieser

Karosserieteils durchgeführt werden.

5

Die Ausbildung des BefestigUflgSelemefltes mit zwei
verbunden
Druckfederfl, die mit einern keilfórmigen Anlegeteil
eine sichere Befestigung
sind, ergibt die Mog].ichkeit, daf&
zur
des KOrpers auch bei gro1en NeigungsWiflke].flrelativ
ist. Auch in diesen
Wandung eines KarosserieteilS mOglich
auf die
Fallen verteilt sich der Anprefdruck g1eichmâfig
beiden Spitzen des FormteilS.

wenn das
Eine besonders einfache HerstellUrig ergibt sich,
aus
BefestigungSeleTtleflt in einem Teil, beispielSWeiSe
KunstStOff, gespritzt wird.

zur
Das Befestiguflgselemeflt eignet sich besonders gut
an einem Karosserieteil
BefestigUrig eines UltraschallSeflSOrS
zur
eines KraftfahrZeUgS, da der UltraschallsenSOr
Vermeiduxig von stra1!enreflexiOflen einen vorgegebenen
einnehmen muJ.
NeigurigsWinkel zur Strafenoberf1AChe
Zeichnung

25

Em

ist in der Zeichnung
AusflhruflgSbeiSPiel der Erfindung
der nachfolgeildefl BeschreibUflg nAher

dargestel].t

und

in

in
erlàutert. Es zeigen Figur 1 em Ausfuhrungsbeispiel
und Figur 3
DraufSiCht, Figur 2 zeigt eine SeitenarisiCht,
zeigt einen QuersChllitt.
30
BeschreibUng des u5fhruz1gSbeiSpielS

etwa ellipsenfârmigeS BefestigUflgSelemeflt
6 den grofen
in DraufsiCht, bei dem die vertikale Achse
uxid die horizontale Achse den kleinen

Figur
5

35

a.

zeigt

em

EllipsendurChme$Ser

EllipsefldUrChTfleSser bildet.

An

der

kleinen EllipsenachSe

WO 96/14512
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zwei Druckpunkte 11 dargestelit, an
denen das Befestigungselement über einen Kôrper 3 mit etwa
sind rechts und

5

kreisfOrmigem Querschnitt geschoben wird. Im Bereich der
Druckpunkte 11 sind zwischen der Innenseite des
Befestigungselementes 5 und der Au1enseite des Kôrpers 3
Rasthaken 4 angeordriet, die im entlasteten Zustarid des
BefestigungselementeS 5 ineinandergreifen. Durch die
vorzugsweise elliptische Form entsteht an den Enden der
gro1en Ellipsenhalbachse 6 zwischen dem Befestigungselement

10

5 und dem Kârper

3

em

Hohiraum (elliptische Ôffnung 13).

Die Funktionsweise des Ausführurxgsbeispiels ist in der
Seitenansicht der Figur 2 verdeutlicht. Der KOrper 3 hat an
15

seinem linken vorderen Teil einen Konturausgleichsring 10,
mit dem der Neigungswinkel zu einer Wandung 12 vorgebbar ist
und der im eingebauten Zustand als Anschlag dient. Wie der
Figur 2 weiter entnehmbar ist, hat das Befestigurigselement 5
keilfOrmiges Formteil 9, das ilber zwei sich
gegenberstehende Druckfedern mit einem rechten Tell 5a des
em

20

Befestigungselementes 5 verbunden ist. Die Druckfedern

8

sind beispielsweise mAanderfórtnig ausgebildet und bringen
aufgrurid ihrer Materialbeschaffenheit und Forrngeburig einen
vorgegebenen Druck auf die Wandung 12 auf. Alternativ kônnen
die Druckfedern 8 auch als Schraubenfeder zwischen den
25

30

beiden Teilen 9, 5a angeordnet sein. Vorzugsweise unterhaib
der Druckfedern sind die Rastnasen 4 angeordnet, die in
entsprechende Rasturigen des Kôrpers 3 einrasten. Zwischen
dem keilfOrmigen Formteil 9 und dem unteren Teil 5a des
Befestigungselementes 5 ist em Abstand 2 vorgesehen, der
als Anschlag beim Festdrücken des Befestigungselementes 5
dient. Die beiden nebeneinanderliegenden Spitzen des
keilfOrmigen Formteils 9 sind zentriert, so daf sie in der

35

Hôhe der Mittelachse des KOrpers 3 auf die Rückseite der
Wandung 12 drücken. Der Keilwinkel ist dabei so ausgebildet,
dais der grOite gewnschte Einbauwinkel zwischen der Waridung
12 und dem KOrper 3 eingestellt werden kann und die Spitzen
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des Formteils 9 dabei die DruckubertragUflg auf die Wandurig
12 etwa

5

g1eichmãig ausüben.

Figur 3 zeigt einen Querschflitt des BefestigurlgSelemefltes
mit einem oder mehreren Rasthaken 4 an zwei
die in entsprechende
gegenuberliegenden Seiten 7,
Der Kôrper 3 kann
Vertiefungefl 4a des Kôrpers 3 einhaken.

5

Gehâuse eines UltraschallwafldlerS sein,
einern
der für EntfernungStfleSSungen in einer Stoistange oder

beispielsweiSe

em

KraftfahrZeUg_KarOSSeriete zur AbstandstflessUllgeingebaut
S
wird. Sowohi der Kôrper 3 als auch das BefestiguflgSeletflent
sind vorzugsweiSe aus einem Kunststoff gefertigt.
Beim Aufschiebefl des BefestigUllgselemeflteS 5 auf den
das BefestiguflgSelemeflt
rückwãrtigefl Teil des Kôrpers 3 wird
des Forrnteils
5 soweit aufgeschobefl, bis die beiden Spitzen
9 gegen die Rückseite der wandung drücken. Durch weiteres
Schieben an den Druckpunkten 11 wird der uritere Teil 5a des
5 gegen die Druckfederfl 8 geschoben,
bis der Anschlag 2 das keilformige Formteil 9 an der
Unterseite berQhrt. In dieser Stellung verrastet das
4 mit den
Befestiguflgselemeflt 5 über die Rasthaken
3. Durch den .Anschlag 2
entsprechenden Rastnasefl des KOrpers
kann somit aufgrund der FederhArte der Druckfedern 8 em
Druck zur Befestigung des Kôrpers 3 erzeugt
Befestigurlgselemefltes

25

vorgegebener
der
werden. Die GrOfe des Drucks h&ngt dabei von
dem Federweg ab, der
Federsteifigkeit der Druckfeder 8 u.nd

durch den Anschlag 2 vorgegeben wird.
30

den unteren
Zum Lôsen des- BefestigUflgSelementes 5 wird auf
der vertikalen
Teil des BefestigUflgSeleTflefltes 5 entlang
1) gedrückt.
gemâE den beiden PfeilspitZefl (Figur
4a des
Dadurch heben sich die Rasthaken 4 von den Rastnasen
5 nach hinten
KOrpers 3 ab, so dais das BefestigUflgSelement
kann der KOrper 3
abgezogen werden kann. Nach dem Abziehen
nach vorne herausgeflOrflTflefl werden.

Achse

35

6
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5

10

Ansprüche
für einen in eine Bohrung einer
Wandurig durchsteckbaren KOrper, mit zwischen dem
1.

15

Befestigungselement

Befestigungselement und dem Kôrper angeordrieten,
ineinandergreifenden Rasthaken, dadurch gekennzeichrxet,

daZ

das wenigstens eine Teil des Befestigungselementes (5)
elastisch urid derart verformbar ist, dai3 sich die
ineinandergreifenden Rasthaken (4) bei Verformung des
20

wenigstens einen Teils des Befestigungselementes (5)
voneinander lósen, so da1 das Befestigungselement vom Kôrper
(3) abnehmbar ist.
Befestigungselement nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daZ die Rasthaken (4) vorzugsweise an zwei
gegenüber].iegenden Seiten des Umfarigs des
2.

25

Befestigungselementes

angeordnet sind.

nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch
gekermzeichriet, daf das Befestigu.ngselement (5) eine etwa
elliptische ôffnung für die Aufnahme eines etwa
3.

30

(5)

BefestigurigseJ.ement

kreisfOrmigen KOrpers

(3)

aufweist.

nach Anspruch 3, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dais die Rasthaken (4) an den Enden des
kleineren Durchmessers der elliptischen ôffnung (13) des
4. Befestigungselement

35

BefestigungselemeflteS

(5)

angeordnet sind.
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der vorhergehenden
BefestigUngSelement nach einem
daf das
Ansprüchen, dadurch gekennzeiChflet
Formtei]. (9) aufweist, das über
BefestigUllgSelement (5) em
mit einem unteren Teil (5a)
wenigstefls zwei Druckfederfl (8)
5.

5

an sich gegentherliegefldefl Stellen verbunden ist.
6.

gekennzeiCbllet1
10

nach .Anspruch 5, dadurch
das Formteil (9) derart keilfôrmig

BefestigUflgSelemeflt
dais

beiden ineinander].iegeflden
ausgebildet ist, daf seine
(12) zeigen urid
KeilspitZeIl in Richtuflg auf die Wandung

da1

der Keilwinkel auf den maximal auftretenden Neigungswinkel
zur wandung (12) abgestimmt ist.

15

20

nach einem der vorhergehenden
da zwischen dem Forrnteil
nsprüche, dadurch gekennzeiCbflet
em BegrenzungSabStand
(9) und dem unteren Teil (5a)
des
vorgegeberi ist, der beim Aufschiebefl
den KOrper (3) als Anschlag
Befestigungselemefltes (5) auf
7. BefestiguflgSelemeflt

(2)

verwendbar ist.

nach einem der vorhergehenden
dais am unteren Teil
Ansprilche, dadurch gekennzeiChflets
sind.
wenigstenS zwei Druckpunkte (11) vorgesehen
8. BefestiguflgSelemeflt

(5a)

25
9.

nach einem der vorhergehenden
dadurch gekennzeiCbllets da1 das

BefestiguflgSelemeflt

Ansprüche,

BefestiguflgSelement einteilig und/oder vorzugsWeise

aus

Kuriststoff gefertigt ist.
30

BefestigUflgSelemeflt nach einem der vorhergehenden
da1 das
Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeiChllet1
eines
BefestigUflgSelemeflt (5) vorzugsWeise zur Befestigung
Ultraschallwandlers an einem KarOsserieteil (12) eines
10.

35

KraftfahrZeUgS verwendbar

ist.
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METEREDDOSE INHALER FOR
BECLOMEThASONEDIPROPIONATE
BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION
5
Drugs for treating respiratoryand nasal disorders are frequently administeredin
aerosol formulations through the mouth or nose. One widely used method for

10

dispensing such aerosol drug formulations involves making a suspension
formulation of the drug as a finely divided powder in a liquefied gas known as a
propellant. The suspension is stored in a sealed container capable of
withstanding the pressure required to maintain the propellant as a liquid. The
suspension is dispersed by activation of a dose metering valve affixed to the
container.

15

20

25

A metering valve may be designed to consistently release a fixed,

predetermined mass of the drug formulation upon each activation. As the
suspensionis forced from the container through the dose metering valve by the
high vapor pressure of the propellant,the propellant rapidly vaporizes leaving a
fast moving cloud of very fine particles of the drug formulation. This cloud of
particles is directed into the nose or mouth of the patient by a channelling
device such as a cylinder or open ended cone. Concurrentlywith the activation
of the aerosol dose metering valve, the patient inhales the drug particles into
the lungs or nasal cavity. Systemsof dispensing drugs in this way are known as
"metered dose inhalersN (MDI'S). See Peter Byron, Respiratory Drug Delivery,
CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL (1990) for a general background on this form of
therapy.

30

Patients often rely on medication delivered by MDI'S for rapid treatment of
respiratory disorders which are debilitating and in some cases, even life
threatening. Therefore, it is essential that the prescribed dose of aerosol
medication deliveredto the patient consistentlymeet the specificationsclaimed
by the manufacturer and comply with the requirements of the FDA and other
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regulatory authorities. That is, every dose in the can must be the same within
close tolerances.

5

Some aerosol drugs tend to adhere to the inner surfaces, i.e., walls of the can,
valves, and caps, of the MDI. This can lead to the patient getting significantly
less than the prescribed amount of drug upon each activation of the MDI. The
problem is particularly acute with hydrofluoroalkane (also known as simply
"fluorocarbon propellant systems, e.g., P134a and P227, under development in
recent years to replace chlorofluorocarbons such as P11, P114, and P12.

10

We have found that coating the interior can surfaces of MDI'S with a
fluorocarbonpolymer significantlyreduces or essentiallyeliminatesthe problem
of drug adhesion or deposition on the can walls and thus ensures consistent
deliveryof medicationin aerosolform from the MDI.
15

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

20

A metereddose inhaler having part or all of its internal metallic surfaces coated
with one or more fluorocarbon polymers, optionally in combinationwith one or
more non-fluorocarbonpolymers, for dispensing an inhalation drug formulation
comprising beclomethasone dipropionate or a physiologically acceptable
solvate thereof, and a fluorocarbon propellant, optionally in combination with
one or more other pharmacologically active agents or one or more excipients.

25

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

30

The term Nmetered dose inhalerN or NMDIN means a unit comprising a can, a
crimped cap covering the mouth of the can, and a drug metering valve situated
in the cap , while the term MMDI systemN also includes a suitable channelling
device. The terms MDI can means the container without the cap and valve.
The term drug metering valve' or 'MDI valve' refers to a valve and its
associated mechanisms which delivers a predetermined amount of drug
formulation from an MDI upon each activation. The channelling device may
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5

comprise, for example, an actuating device for the valve and a cylindrical or
cone-like passage through which medicamentmay be delivered from the filled
MDI can via the MDI valve to the nose or mouth of a patient, e.g. a mouthpiece
actuator. The relation of the parts of a typical MDI is illustrated in US Patent
5,261,538incorporatedherein by reference.
U.S. Patent No.3,312,590, incorporated herein by reference, teaches an
antiinflammatorysteroid compound know by the chemical name 9-chloro-1 1D,
17, 21 -trihydroxy-1 6fi-methylprergna-1 ,4-diene-3, 20-dione 17, 21 -dipropionate

10

and the generic name "beclomethasone dipropionateTM. Beclomethasone
dipropionate in aerosol form, has been accepted by the medical community as
useful in the treatment of asthma and is marketed under the trademarks
"Beclovenr, "BecotideTM, and "Beconase.

15

The term "drug formulationTM means beclomethasone dipropionate (or a
physiologicallyacceptable solvate thereof) optionally in combinationwith one or
more other pharmacologically active agents such as other antiinflammatory
agents, analgesic agents or other respiratory drugs and optionally containing
one or more excipients. The term "excipients as used herein mean chemical
agents having little or no pharmacologicalactivity (for the quantities used) but
which enhance the drug formulation or the performanceof the MDI system. For
example, excipients include but are not limited to surfactants, preservatives,
flavorings, antioxidants, antiaggregating agents, and cosolvents, e.g., ethanol
and diethyl ether.

20

25

30

Suitable surfactants are generally known in the art, for example, those
surfactants disclosed in European Patent Application No. 0327777. The amount
of surfactant employed is desirable in the range of 0.0001% to 50% weight to
weight ratio relativeto the drug, in particular, 0.05 to 5% weight to weight ratio. A
particularly useful- surfactant is 1 ,2-di[7-(F-hexyl) hexanoylj-glycero-3-phosphoN,N,N-trimethylethanolaminealso know as 3, 5, 9-trioxa-4-phosphadocosan-1aminium, 17, 17, 18,18,19, 19,20, 20, 21,21,22,22, 22-tridecafluoro-7-[(8, 8,9,
9,10, 10, 11, 11, 12, 12, 13, 13, 13-tridecafluoro-1-oxotridecyl)oxy]-4-hydroxy-N,
N, N-trimethyl-10-oxo-, inner salt,.4-oxide.
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A polar cosolvent such as

alcohols and

ethanol,

polyols eg
C26 aliphatic
isopropanol and propylene glycol, and preferablyethanol, may be included in the
drug formulation in the desired amount, either as the only excipient or in addition

5

10
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to other excipients such as surfactants. Suitably, the drug formulation may
contain 0.01 to 5% w/w based on the propellant of a polar cosolvent eg ethanol,
preferably 0.1 to 5% w/w e.g. 0.1 to 1% w/w.
It will be appreciatedby those skilled in the art that the drug formulationfor use in
the invention may, if desired, contain beclomethasone dipropionate (or a
physiologicallyacceptablesolvatethereof) in combinationwith one or more other
pharmacologicallyactive agents. Such medicaments may be selected from any
suitable drug useful in inhalation therapy. Appropriate medicaments may thus be
selected from, for example, analgesics, e.g. codeine, dihydromorphine,
ergotamine, fentanyl or morphine; anginal preparations, e.g. diltiazem;
antiallergics, e.g. cromoglycate, ketotifen or nedocromil; antiinfectives e.g.
cephalosporins, penicillins, streptomycin, sulphonamides, tetracyclines and
pentamidine; antihistamines, e.g. methapyrilene; anti-inflammatories, e.g.
fluticasone (e.g. the propionate), flunisolide, budesonide, tipredane or
triamcinolone acetonide; antitussives, e.g. noscapine; bronchodilators, e.g.
salbutamol, salmeterol, ephedrine, adrenaline, fenoterol,formoterol, isoprenaline,
metaproterenol, phenylephrine, phenylpropanolamine, pirbuterol, reproterol,
rimiterol, terbutaline, isoetharine, tulobuterol, orciprenaline, or (-)-4-amino-3,5dic h 10ro- a
ino]methyl]benzenemethaflOl;
diuretics, e.g. amiloride; anticholinergicse.g. ipratropium, atropine or oxitropium;
hormones, e.g. cortisone, hydrocortisone or prednisolone; xanthines e.g.
aminophylline, choline theophyllinate, lysine theophyllinate or theophylline; and
therapeutic proteins and peptides, e.g. insulin or glucagon. It will be clear to a
person skilled in the art that, where appropriate, the medicaments may be used in
the form of salts (e.g. as alkali metal or amine salts or as acid addition salts) or as
esters (e.g. lower alkyl esters) or as solvates (e.g. hydrates) to optimise the
activity and/or stability of the medicamentand/or to minimisethe solubility of the
medicament in the propellant.
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Particularly preferreddrug formulationscontain beclomethasonedipropionate (or
a physiologicallyacceptable solvate thereof) in combinationwith a bronchodilator
such as salbutamol (e.g. as the free base or the sulphate salt) or salmeterol (e.g.
as the xinafoatesalt).
5

10

UPropellantsused herein mean pharmacologicallyinert liquids with boiling points
from about room temperature (25°C) to about -25°C which singly or in
combinationexert a high vapor pressure at room temperature. Upon activationof
the MDI system, the high vapor pressure of the propellant in the MDI forces a
metered amount of drug formulation out through the metering valve then the
propellant very rapidly vaporizes dispersing the drug particles. The propellants
used in the present inventionare low boiling fluorocarbons; in particular, 1,1,1,2tetrafluoroethanealso known as "propellant 134aN or apl34aN and 1,1,1,2,3,3,3heptafluoropropane also know as "propellant227" or "P 227".

15

20

25
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Drug formulations for use in the invention may be free or substantially free of
formulation excipients e.g. surfactants and cosolvents etc. Such drug
formulations are advantageoussince they may be substantially taste and odour
free, less irritant and less toxic than excipient-containingformulations. Thus, a
preferred drug formulation consists essentially of beclomethasonedipropionate
(or a physiologically acceptable solvate thereof), optionally in combination with
one or more other pharmacologicallyactive agents particularly salbutamol (or a
physiologicallyacceptablesalt thereof), and a fluorocarbon propellant. Preferred
propellants are 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane,1,1,1 ,2,3,3,3-heptafluoro-n-propaneor
mixturesthereof, and especially 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane.
Most often the MDI can and cap are made of aluminum or an alloy of aluminum,
although other metals not affected by the drug formulation, such as stainless
steel, an alloy of copper, or tin plate, may be used. An MDI can may also be
fabricated from glass or plastic. Preferably, however, the MDI cans employed in
the present invention are made of aluminium or an alloy thereof.
Advantageously, strengthened aluminium or aluminum alloy MDI cans may be
employed. Such strengthenedMDI cans are capable of withstanding particularly
stressful coating and curing conditions, e.g. particularlyhigh temperatures,which
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5

MDI cans
may be required for certain fluorocarbon polymers. Strengthened
which have a reducedtendency to malform under high temperatures include MDI
MDI cans
cans comprising side walls and a base of increased thickness and
the angle between
comprising a substantially ellipsoidal base (which increases
of
the side walls and the base of the can), rather than the hemispherical base
the further
standard MDI cans. MDI cans having an ellipsoidal base offer
advantageof facilitatingthe coatingprocess.

The drug metering valve consists of parts usually made of stainless steel, a
10

such as acetal,
pharmacologically inert and propellant resistant polymer,
fluorocarbon polymer (e.g.,
polyamide (e.g., Nylon), polycarbonate, polyester,
of
Teflon) or a combinationof these materials. Additionally, seals and "0" rings
various materials (e.g., nitrile rubbers, polyurethane, acetyl resin, fluorocarbon
in and around the valve.
polymers),or otherelastomericmaterialsare employed

15

20

25

30

Fluorocarbon polymers for use in the invention include fluorocarbon polymers
units:
which are made of multiples of one or more of the following monomeric
tetrafluoroethylefle (PTFE), fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP),
perfluoroalkoxyalkane (PFA), ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE),
tetrafluoroethylene.
vinyldienefluoride (PVDF), and chlorinated ethylene
such
Fluorinated polymerswhich have a relatively high ratio of fluorine to carbon,
as perfluorocarbonpolymers e.g. PTFE, PFA, and FEP, are preferred.
as
The fluorinated polymer may be blended with non-fluorinatedpolymers such
sulfides and aminepolyamides, polyimides, polyethersulfOfleS, polyphenylene
adhesion of
formaldehydethermosettingresins. These added polymers improve
the polymer coating to the can walls. Preferred polymer blends are
and FEPPTFE/FEP/polyamideimide, PTFE/polyethersulPhOne (PES)
benzoguanamme.

FEP and blends of PTFE and
Particularly preferred coatings are pure PFA,
polyethersulphone(PES).
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5

Fluorocarbon polymers are marketed under trademarks such as TefIon, TefzeI,
Halar, Hostaflon®, Polyflon and Neoflon®. Grades of polymer include FEP
DuPont 856-200, PFA DuPont 857-200, PTFE-PES DuPont 3200-100, PTFEFEP-polyamideimide DuPont 856P23485, FEP powder DuPont 532 and PFA
Hoechst 6900n. The coating thickness is in the range of about 1 i.Lm to about
1mm. Suitably the coating thickness is in the range of about 1.tm to about
100pm, e.g. 1 Itm to 25p.m. Coatingsmay be applied in one or more coats.

10

Preferablythe fluorocarbonpolymersfor use in the inventionare coated onto MDI
cans made of metal, especiallyMDI cans made of aluminium or an alloy thereof.

15

The particle size of the particular (e.g., micronised) drug should be such as to
permit inhalation of substantially all the drug into the lungs upon administration
of the aerosol formulation and will thus be less than 100 microns, desirably less
than microns, and, in particular, in the range of 1-10 microns, e.g., 1-5 microns.
The final aerosol formulation desirably contains 0.005-10% weight to weight
ratio, in particular 0.005-5% weight to weight ratio, especially 0.01-1.0% weight
to weight ratio, of drug relativeto the total weight of the formulation.

20

A further aspect of the present invention is a metered dose inhaler having part or

25

all of its internal metallic surfaces coated with one or more fluorocarbon
polymers, optionally in combinationwith one or more fluorocarbonpolymers, for
dispersing an inhalation drug formulation comprising beclomethasone
dipropionateand a fluorocarbon propellant optionally in combinationwith one or
more other pharmacologically active agents and one or more excipients.

A particular formulation for use in the metered dose inhaler of the present
30

inventioncomprises:
beclomethasonedipropionate monohydrate, the particle size of
(a)
substantiallyall the monohydrate being less than 20 microns;
at least 0.01 5% by weight of the formulationof water in addition to
(b)
the water of crystallizationassociatedwith said monohydrate; and
a fluorocarbonpropellant.
(c)
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5

10

Such aerosol formulationsdesirablycontainat least 0.015% (e.g., 0.015 to
water of crystallization
0.1%) by weight of the formulationof water (excluding the
associated with the beclomethasone dipropionatemonohydrate), preferably at
least 0.02%, for example 0.025% by weight or more of added water. Preferred

formulationsaccordingto the invention contain at least 0.026%,for example
0.026 to 0.08% by weight of water, in addition to the water of crystallization

associated with the beclomethasone dipropionate monohydrate. Optionally, a
cosolventsuch as ethanol may be included in the formulationin the desired
amount. Suitably, the formulation may contain 0.05 to 3.0% w/w based on the
fluorocarbon
propellantof a polar cosolvent such as ethanol. Preferablythe
is 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane, 1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoro-fl-prOpafle or

propellant
mixturesthereof, and especially 1,1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane.

15

20

Further drug formulationsfor use in the invention are free or substantially free of
surfactants. Thus, a further formulationcomprises or consistsessentiallyof
beclomethasonedipropionate or a physiologically acceptablesolvatethereof,
active
optionally in combination with one or more other pharmacologically
the propellant
agents, a fluorocarbonpropellantand 0.01 to 0.05%w/w based on
of a polar cosolventsuch as ethanol, which formulation is free of surfactant.
Preferablythe propellantis 1,1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane or 1,1,1 ,2,3,3,3heptafluoro-n-propane, although mixtures thereof may also be used.

25

A particular aspect of the present invention is an MDI having part or essentially
all of its internal surfaces e.g. metallic surfaces coated with PFA or FEP, or
blended fluoropolymer resin systems such as PTFE-PES with or without a
a
proper coat of polyamideimide or polyethersulfone for dispersing drug
formulation as defined hereinabove. Preferably the MDI can is made of
aluminumor an alloy thereof.

30
The MDI can may be coated by the means known in the art of metal coating. For
as coil
example, a metal, such as aluminum or stainless steel, may be precoated
stock and cured before being stamped or drawn into the can shape. This method
is well is suited to high volume production for two reasons. First, the art of
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5

coating coil stock is well developedand several manufacturers can custom coat
metal coil stock to high standardsof uniformityand in a wide range of
thicknesses. Second, the precoated stock can be stampedor drawn at high
speeds and precisionby essentiallythe same methods used to draw or stamp
uncoated stock.

15

Other techniquesfor obtainingcoated cans is by electrostaticdry powdercoating
or by spraying preformed MDI cans inside with formulations of the coating
fluorinated polymer/polymer blend and then curing. The preformed MDI cans
may also be dipped in the fluorocarbon polymer/polymer blend coating
formulation and cured, thus becoming coated on the inside and out. The
fluorocarbon polymer/polymer blend formulation may also be poured inside the
MDI cans then drained out leaving the insides with the polymer coat.
Conveniently, for ease of manufacture, preformed MDI cans are spray-coated
with the fluorinatedpolymer/polymerblend.

20

The fluorocarbon polymer/polymerblend may also be formed in situ at the can
walls using plasma polymerizationof the fluorocarbon monomers. Fluorocarbon
polymer film may be blown inside the MDI cans to form bags. A variety of
fluorocarbon polymerssuch as ETFE, FEP, and PTFE are available as film stock.

10

25

30

The appropriate curing temperature is dependent on the fluorocarbon
polymer/polymerblend chosen for the coating and the coating method employed.
However, for coil coating and spray coatingtemperaturesin excess of the melting
point of the polymer are typically required, for example, about 50° C above the
melting point for up to about 20 minutes such as about 5 to 10 minutes eg about
8 minutes or as required. For the above named preferred and particularly
preferred fluorocarbon polymer/polymerblends curing temperatures in the range
of about 300°C to about 400°C, e.g. about 350°C to 380°C are suitable. For
plasma polymerizationtypically temperatures in the range of about 20°C to about
100°C may be employed.
The fluorocarbonpolymer may also be formed in situ at the can walls using
plasma polymerizationof the fluorocarbonmonomers. Fluorocarbon polymer film
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A
of fluorocarbon
may be blown inside the MDI cans to form bags. variety
as film stock.
polymers such as ETFE, FEP, and PTFE are available

5

10

15

20

The MDI'S taught herein may be prepared by methods of the art (e.g., see Byron,
above and U.S. patent 5,345,980)substitutingconventional cans for those
and
coated with a fluorinatedpolymer. That is, beclomethasone dipropionate
with a
other components of the formulation are filled into an aerosolcan coated
in
fluorinatedpolymer. The can is fitted with a cap assemblywhich is crimped
form
in
place. The suspensionof the drug in the fluorocarbon propellant liquid
in U.S. 5,345,980
as
may be introduced through the metering valve taught
incorporated herein by reference.
The MDI's with fluorocarboncoated interiors taught herein may be used in
medical practice in a similar manner as non-coated MDI'S now in clinical use.
Howeverthe MDI'S taught herein are particularlyuseful for containing and
fluorocarbon
dispensing inhaleddrug formulations with hydrofluoroalkafle
and which tend to
propellantssuch as 134a with little, or essentiallyno, excipient
MDI system. In certain case
deposit or cling to the interiorwalls and parts of the
it is advantageous to dispensean inhalation drug with essentiallyno excipient,
or the drug reacts with an
e.g., where the patient may be allergic to an excipient
excipient.

25

MDI'S containing the formulations described hereinabove, MDI systems and the
use of such MDI systems for the treatment of respiratory disorders e.g. asthma
comprisefurther aspectsof the present invention.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that modifications to the invention
described herein can readily be made without departing from the spirit of the
invention. Protection is sought for all the subject matter described herein
30

including any such modifications.
The following non-limitative Examplesserve to illustrate the invention.
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EXAMPLES

Example

5

10

1

Standard 12.5 mL MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary, NC) were spray-coated
(Livingstone Coatings, Charlotte, NC) with primer (DuPont 851-204) and cured
to the vendor's standard procedure, then further spray-coatedwith either FEP or
PFA (DuPont 856-200 and 857-200, respectively) and cured according to the
vendor's standard procedure. The thickness of the coating is approximately
lOiim to 501jm. These cans are then purged of air (see PCT application number
W094/22722(PCT/EP94/00921 )), the valves crimped in place, and a suspension
of about 24 mg beclomethasone dipropionate in about 18 gm P134a is filled
through the valve.

15

20

ExamDle 2

Standard 0.46 mm thick aluminum sheet (United Aluminum) was spray-coated
(DuPont, Wilmington, DE) with FEP (DuPont 856-200) and cured. This sheet
was then deep-drawn into cans (Presspart Inc., Cary, NC). The thickness of the
coating is approximately10pm to 50j.tm. These cans are then purged of air, the
valves crimped in place, and a suspension of about 60 mg beclomethasone
dipropionatein about 18 gm P134A is filled through the valve.
Example 3

25

30

Standard 12.5 ml MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coated with
PTFE-PES blend (DuPont) as a single coat and cured according to the vendor's
standard procedure. The thickness of the coating is between approximately1lIm
and approximately20j.tm. These cans are then purged of air, the valves crimped
in place, and a suspension of about 68mg micronised beclomethasone
dipropionate monohydratein about 6.1mg water and about 18.2g P134a is filled
through the valve.
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Example 4

5

Standard 12.5m1 MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coated with
PTFE-FEP-polyamideimide blend (DuPont) and cured according to the vendor's
standard procedure. The thicknessof the coating is between approximately 1 pm
and approximately20pm. These cans are then purged of air the valves crimped
in place, and a suspension of about 68mg micronised beclomethasone
dipropionate monohydrate in about 6.1mg water and about 18.2g P134a is filled
through the valve.

10

Example 5
15

Standard 12.5ml MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coatedwith FEP
powder (DuPont FEP 532) using an electrostatic gun. The thickness of the
coating is between approximately 1 pm and approximately 20pm. These cans are
then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and a suspension of about 68mg
micronisedbeclomethasonedipropionatemonohydrate in about 6.1mg water and

20

about 18.2g P134a is filled through the valve.
Example 6

25

30

Standard 0.46mm thick aluminium sheet is spray coated with FEPThese
Benzoguanamineand cured. This sheet is then deep-drawn into cans.
cans are then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and a suspension of
about 68mg micronised beclomethasone dipropionate monohydrate in about
6.1mg water and about 18.2g P134a is filled through the valve.
Example 7

Standard 12.5 ml MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coatedwith an
aqueous dispersion of PFA (Hoechst PFA-6900n) and cured. The thickness of
the coating is between approximately1pm and approximately 20pm. These cans
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are then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and a suspension of about
68mg micronised beclomethasone dipropionate monohydrate in about 6.1mg
water and about 18.2g P134a is filled through the valve.
5

10

Example 8
Standard 12.5 ml MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coated with
PTFE-PES blend (DuPont) as a single coat and cured according to the vendor's
standard procedure. The thickness of the coating is between approximately1.tm
and approximately2Oim. These cans are then purged of air, the valves crimped
in place, and about 68mg micronisedbeclomethasonedipropionate monohydrate
in about 182mg ethanol and about 1 8.2g P134a is filled through the valve.
Example 9

15

20

Standard 12.5m1 MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coated with
PTFE-FEP-polyamideimideblend (DuPont) and cured according to the vendor's
standard procedure. The thickness of the coating is between approximatelyljim
and approximately2Otm. These cans are then purged of air the valves crimped
in place, and about 68mg micronisedbeclomethasone dipropionatemonohydrate
in about 182mg ethanoland about 18.2g P134a is filled through the valve.
Example 10

25

30

Standard 12.5ml MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coatedwith FEP
powder (DuPont FEP 532) using an electrostatic gun. The thickness of the
coating is between approximately1ini and approximately20i.tm. These cans are
then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and about 68mg micronised
beclomethasone dipropionate monohydrate in about 182mg ethanol and about
18.2g P134a is filled through the valve.
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Example 11

5

FEPStandard 0.46mm thick aluminium sheet is spray coated with
into cans. These
Benzoguanamifle and cured. This sheet is then deep-drawn
cans are then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and about 68mg
micronised beclomethasonedipropionate monohydrate in about 182mg ethanol
and about 18.2g P134a is filled through the valve.
Example 12

10

15

an
Standard 12.5 ml MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coated with
cured. The thickness of
aqueous dispersion of PFA (Hoechst PFA-6900n) and
the coating is between approximatelyljim and approximately20p.m. These cans
are then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and about 68mg micronised
beclomethasofle dipropionate monohydrate in about 182mg ethanol and about
18.2g P134a is filled through the valve.
Example 13

20

25

with
Standard 12.5 ml MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coated
PTFE-PES blend (DuPont) as a single coat and cured according to the vendor's
1
standard procedure. The thicknessof the coating is between approximately im
and approximately20j.tm. These cans are then purged of air, the valves crimped
in place, and about 13.6mg micronised beclomethasonedipropionate in about
ethanoland about 21 .4g P227 is filled through the valve.
107mg

Example 14

30

with
Standard 12.5m1 MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coated
to the vendor's
PTFE-FEP-polyamideimide blend (DuPont) and cured according
1
standard procedure. The thicknessof the coating is between approximately p.m
and approximately20p.m. These cans are then purged of air the valves crimped
in place, and about 13.6mg micronised beclomethasonedipropionate in about
valve.
107mg ethanoland about 21 .4g P227 is filled through the
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Example 15

5

Standard 12.5m1 MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Gary NC) are spray-coated with FEP
powder (DuPont FEP 532) using an electrostatic gun. The thickness of the
coating is between approximately1pm and approximately20jtm. These cans are
then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and about 13.6mg micronised
beclomethasone dipropionate in about 107mg ethanol and about 21 .4g P227 is
filled through the valve.

10
Example 16

15

Standard 0.46mm thick aluminium sheet is spray coated with FEPBenzoguanamineand cured. This sheet is then deep-drawn into cans. These
cans are then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and about 13.6mg
micronised beclomethasone dipropionate in about 107mg ethanol and about
21 .4g P227 is filled through the valve.
Example 17

20

25

Standard 12.5 ml MDI cans (Presspart Inc., Cary NC) are spray-coated with an
aqueous dispersion of PFA (Hoechst PFA-6900n) and cured. The thickness of
the coating is between approximately1pm and approximately20p.m. These cans
are then purged of air, the valves crimped in place, and about 13.6mg micronised
beclomethasonedipropionate in about 107mg ethanol and about 21.4g P227 is
filled through the valve.
Examples 18-22

30

Examples 3 to 7 are repeated except that about 24mg salbutamol as the free
base or equivalent weight of salt e.g. sulphate with about 12mg beclomethasone
dipropionate monohydrate in about 364mg ethanol and about 18.2g P134a is
filled through the valve.
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Examples 23-42
MDI cans having a
Examples 3 to 22 are repeated except that modified 12.5m1
substantiallyellipsoidal base (Presspart Inc., Gary NC) are used.

5

Dose deliveryfrom the MDIs tested under simulated use conditions is found to
be constant, compared to control MDIs filled into uncoated cans which exhibit a
significantdecrease in dose delivered through use.

WO96/32345
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We claim:

1.

5

10

A metered dose Inhaler having part or all of its internal surfaces coated

with one or more fluorocarbon polymers, optionally in combination with one or
more non-fluorocarbonpolymers, for dispensing an inhalation drug formulation
comprisingbeclomethasonedipropionateor a physiologicallyacceptable solvate
thereof, and a fluorocarbon propellant, optionally in combination with one or
more other pharmacologically active agents or one or more excipients.
2.

An inhaler accordingto Claim

3.

An inhaler accordingto Claim 2 wherein said drug formulationfurther

1

containing said drug formulation.

comprisesa surfactant.
15

An inhaler accordingto Claim 2 or Claim 3 wherein said drug formulation
further comprises a polar cosolvent.
4.

An inhaler according to claim 2 wherein said drug formulation comprises
0.01 to 5 % w/w based on the weight of propellant of a polar cosolvent, which
formulation is substantiallyfree of surfactant.
5.

20

6.

An inhaler according to Claim 4 or Claim 5, wherein the polar cosolvent is

ethanol.
25

7.

An inhaler according to any one of Claims 2 to 6, wherein said drug

formulation comprises beclomethasone dipropionate or a physiologically
acceptable solvate thereof in combination with salmeterol or salbutamol or a
physiologicallyacceptablesalt thereof.
30

8.

An inhaler accordingto Claim 2, wherein said drug formulation comprises
(a) beclomethasone dipropionate monohydrate, the particle size of
substantially all the monohydrate being less than 20 microns;
(b) at least 0.15% by weight of the formulation of water in addition to the
water of crystallisationassociated with the monohydrate; and

PCTIUS96/05009
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(c)

a fluorocarbonpropellant.

An inhaler accordingto Claim 8, wherein the formulationfurther comprises
0.05 to 3% wlw based on the propellant of a polar cosolvent.
9.

5

10

15

10.

An inhaler according to Claim 9, wherein the polar cosolventis ethanol.

11.

An inhaler according to Claim 2, wherein said drug formulation consists

essentially of beclomethasone dipropionate or a physiologically acceptable
solvate thereof, optionally in combination with one or more other
pharmacologically active agents, a fluorocarbonpropellant and 0.01 to 5 % w/w
based on the propellant of a polar cosolvent, which formulation is substantially
free of surfactant.
An inhaler according to any one of Claims 2 to 11, wherein the
fluorocarbon propellant is 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane or 1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoron-propane or mixturesthereof.
12.

13.

20

An inhaler according to Claim 12, wherein the fluorocarbon propellant is

1,1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane.

An inhaler according to any one of claims 1 to 13 comprising a can made
of metal wherein part or all of the internal metallic surfacesare coated.
14.

25

15.

An inhaler according to Claim 14 wherein the metal is aluminium or an

alloy thereof.
An inhaler according to any one of Claims
fluorocarbonpolymer is a perfluorocarbon polymer.
16.

1

to 15, wherein said

30

An inhaler according to Claim 16 wherein said fluorocarbon polymer is
selected from PTFE, PFA, FEP and mixtures thereof.
17.

WO96/32345
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An inhaler according to any one of Claims 1 to 17, wherein said
fluorocarbonpolymer is in combination with a non-fluorocarbon polymer selected
from polyamideimide and polyethersulphone.
18.

5

An inhaler according to any one of aaims
substantiallyellipsoidal base.
19.

1

to 18 comprising a

A metered dose inhaler system comprising a metered dose inhaler
according to any one of Claim 1 to 19 fitted into suitable channellingdevice for
oral or nasal inhalation of the drug formulation.
20.

10

Use of a metered dose inhaler system according to Claim 20 for the
treatment of respiratory disorders.
21.

15
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(57)Abstract
The invention concerns a refuse-collection vehicleon which a replaceable
container(5) is detachablymountedby suitable means so that it can be moved
out to the rear. The actual discharge mechanism consists of two pillars (7),
each containinga vertically movingmotor-driven carriage on which a liftingand
tipping device is mounted. Mounted on each side of the vehicle chassis is a
first hinge (41) to which an essentially horizontal arm is attached so that it can
pivot, the other end of the arm carrying anotherhinge (44) to which the pillar
(7) is attached so that it can pivot. This designallows the pillars to pivot to an
extent such that the rear end ofthe vehicleis freed to permitthe exchange of the
container(5), without the need to remove any parts of the vehicle, or to permit
the vehicle to dock with a rubbish-discharge bunker if required for the type of
container(5) used. Dustbinsand refuse containersare loaded on to the vehicle
and tipped up automatically by means fitted to the lifting and tipping device,
these operations being controlledby a processorfitted insidethe vehicle.

(57) Zusammenfassung

______ ______

ur

Ii

,

Die vorliegende Erfindung betrifit em Mullsammelfahrzeug, auf welchem
JI
L
_J
em WechselbehAlter (5) mit geeigneten Mitteln lOsbar befestigt ist und nach
ruckwärts ausgefahren werden kann. Die eigentliche Schuttung bestehtaus zwei
Thrmen (7), in welchen je em mit motorischen Mittelnvertikal verfahrbarerWagenje eine Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung (8) tragt. Der Rahmen
des Milllsammelfahrzeuges tragt auf jeder Seite je em erstes Schamiergelenk (41), an welchem em im wesentlichen horizontalerArm
schwenkbarbefestigtist, welcher an seinem anderen Ende em weiteres Scharniergelenk (44) trAgt, an welchemder Turm (7) schwenkbar
angebracht ist. Daraus ergibt sich eine soiche Schwenkbarkeit der Turme, dass einerseitsdie Ruckseite des Mullsarnmelfahrzeuges frei
gemachtwerden kann filr den Austausch von Wechselbehältern (5), ohne dass irgendwelche Teile des Mullsammelfahrzeuges abgebaut
werden mUssen, anderseitsdas Mtlllsammelfahrzeug an einen Kehrichtbunker andocken kann, falls die Art des Wechselbehälters (5) diese
Verwendungsweise vorsieht. Das Aufladen und Kippen von Kehrichtbehältem und Grosskontainern geschieht Uber an der Hub-KippVorrichtung vorhandeneMittel und, gesteuertdurch einen im Mullsammelfahrzeug vorhandenen Rechner, automatisch.
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zum Sammein, Elniaden und Transportleren von Mull

Die vorliegende Erfindung betrifft eine Vorrichtung zum Sam—
mein, Entleeren und Transportieren von MUll nach dem Oberbegriff des Patentanspruches 1.
Vorrichtungen, die sich auf Wechselbehälter beziehen sind
einige bekannt, beispielsweise aus EP—A1—0 588 033, EP—Bl-0
836 und Prospekten der Firmen RIES Entsorgungsanlagen
GmbH, D7520 Bruchsal (Ries) und LOTUS International b.v., NL8250 AB Dronten (Lotus). Ihnen ist gemeinsam, dass das MullSammel- und Transportfahrzeug in Systemkomponenten zerlegt
wird, gemass den zwei Aufgaben, die erfUllt werden sollen:
Sammeln von Mull von Haus-zu-Haus einerseits, Transport des
gesammelten MUlls Uber grosse Distanzen zu Deponien oder
467

MUllverbrennungseinrichtungen anderseits.
Die technische Lehre des Wagens einerseits und des Aufbaus
der Vorrichtung wird beispielsweise durch folgende Druck—
schriften vermittelt:
EP 0 515 659 und EP 0 521 847 A2 hinsichtlich von Wägeeinrichtungen, DE 41 02064 Al hinsichtlich einer Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung, und DE 40 18520 Al hinsichtlich eines Systems zur
Erfassung und Verarbeitung von Daten, die beim Einsanuneln von

MUll erhoben werden.
Gemäss dem Stande der Technik ist em MUllsammel- und Trans- gegliedert in folgende
portfahrzeug - als System betrachtet

30

35

Sub—Systeme:
— Fahrzeug
— NUlltransportbehalter (Hauptteil des Autbaus),
— Kipp—Einheit, allenfalls kombiniert mit einer Wage—
Identifikationseinrichtung (sog. Schuttung),
— Mullverdichtungspresse.

und

Gemäss EP-A1—0 588 033 wird die SchUttung mit der Verdichtungspresse in eine Einheit zusaxnmengefasst. Wird diese vom
Fahrzeug abgekoppelt, was in EP-Al-0 588 033 vorgeschlagen
wird, so bleibt auf dem Fahrzeug der blosse Mulltransportbehalter, der entweder auf diesem Fahrzeug abtransportiert,
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zurn
anderes, allenfalls em SchienenfahrZeUg,
oder auf em
werden kann. Zudern
Transport Uber lange DistanZefl, urngeladen
und
wird vorgeschlagefl, die Einheit, umfassend Schuttung
auf em hydrauvorn Fahrzeug zu trennen und

11verdichtung,
5

lisch zu betatigefldeS Gestell abzusetzefl.
und MullIn Ries bleiben Schuttung, VerdichtUngsvOrrichtg
werden als Gesamteinheit vorn
transportbehalter gekoppelt und

FahrzeUg getrenrit.
- auf eine gezielte MuliverGemass Lotus wird die Schtittuflg
- nach hinten abgekippt, wodurch der
10 dichtung wird verzichtet
Stahibock abgeContainer VOIfl Fahrzeug nach hinten auf einen
schoben und zwischengelagert werden kann.
aus, dass
Bei EP—A1—0 588 033 und Lotus wirkt sich nachteilig
- einschliesSliCh der Vernach dem Entfernefl der Schuttung
- der MUlltransPOrtbehäiter eine offene
15 dichtungsvorriChtuflg
em Deckel
Ruckwand aufweist, auf welche nun erfindungsgemaSS
ftihrt nahezu zwangslaufig
aufgesetzt wird. Dieser Umstand
MUll herausfällt, der
dazu, dass beim Entfernefl der Schuttung
Bei beiden genanntefl
manuell wieder eingeladen werden muss.
der
dass
zudem
es
systemiininafleflti
20 Vorrichtungefl ist
Andock-ManoVer ausfUhren
em
WagenfUhrer rUckwärtsfahrefld
sei es, urn
muss, sei es, urn die Schuttung wieder anzukoppeln,
leeren Mulleinen, auf dem genanntefl Stahlbock liegenden,
das der WagenfUh
transportbehalter aufzunehmefl, em Manover,
nicht allein aus25 rer aus technischen oder jcherheitSgrUflden
der Schuttung sind
fuhren kann. Beim ganzlichen Abkoppeln
und elektrische) zu
zudem die Energie_LeitUngen (hydrauliSChe
trennen und beim Andocken wieder anzuschlieSsefl.
zusammen nit den
Bei Ries fällt nachteilig ins Gewicht, dass
— jnvestitioflSmassig
30 MUlltranspOrtbehalter auch die Schuttung
- abgeladen und
der gewichtigste Teil des Fahrzeug-AUfbaUS
ausser Betrieb
wahrend des anschlieSseflden FerfltraflSpOrteS

35

genommen wird.
behebt zwar eiDie aus EP-B1—0 467 836 bekannte Vorrichtung
entstehen neue Probleme
nige der genannten Mangel, hingegen
eine Seite weggedadurch, dass die ganze Schuttung auf
das Presswerk Teil
schwenkt wird, insbesondere dadurch, dass
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der SchUttung 1st, und diese daher gewichtig und welt ausladend wird.
Ferner sind die bekannten - SchUttung genannten - Hubkippoder Entleerungssysteme in aligemeinen eigentliche Einzwecklosungen, in den Sinne, dass fur em bestimmtes MUllsaininelfahrzeug, einen bestirninten Behaltertyp und eine bestimmte
eine
bestiitrate
EntleerungsvorrichtUflg
EntleerungsmethOde
geschaffen wird. Dies hat zwar den Vorteil, dass die so emgeengte Losung optimal ausgestaitet werden kann, gleichzeitig
aber den Nachteii, dass nur bedingt auf alie Vorkomrnnisse und
Anforderungen des MUll-Einsarnrnelns eingegangen wird.
Mull wird bereitgestellt in grossen Stahiblech- oder Kunststoff-Behältern von mehreren hundert Litern Inhalt, in kleinen Kunststoffbehältern, in Kehrichtsacken und in der Form
von Sperrgut. Keine der bisher bekannten Schuttungen eignet
sich für die Verarbeitung all der genannten Bereitstellungsformen von Mull, ohne dass allenfalls Urnbauten durchgefUhrt
werden mUssen. Ferner wird vermehrt der eingesanmelte Mull
gewogen, so dass Wageeinrichtungen vorhanden sein mUssen, fur
zumindest den in festen Behältern bereitgestellten Mull. Zu
einer Wageeinrichtung gehort nahezu unabdingbar em automatisches Identifikationssystem.
Unter den bekannten Vorrichtungen zuin Wàgen und Entleeren von
Mull und zur Identifikation des EigentUmers des MUllbehälters
1st keine, die alle Anforderungen hinsichtlich Flexibilität,
Effizienz und Zuverlassigkeit zu befriedigen vermag.
Die Aufgabe, die mit der vorliegenden Erfindung gelost werden
soil, ist die Schaffung einer MUllsaxnmel- und Transportvorrichtung mit austauschbarem Mülltransportbehalter, die die
genannten Nachteiie uberwindet, praktisch und robust in Betrieb ist und deren Kosten jene eines Mullsaxnmeifahrzeuges
ohne austauschbaren MUlltransportbehälter nicht oder nur
unwesentlich Uberschreitet. Eingeschlossen in diese Aufgabe
1st die Schaffung einer MflhlentleerungsvorrichtUflg, mit welcher aile Ublichen Bereitstellungsformen von MUll ohne Umbau
der Vorrichtung bewaltigt werden kbnnen, mit weicher die
Netto—Masse des Mtills in Behältern ermittelt werden kann und
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5

die geeignet 1st, mit verschiedenen IdentifikatioflSSYStemefl
zu arbeiten.
Die Losung der gesteliten Aufgabe ist wiedergegeben im kennihrer
zeichnenden Teil des Patentanspruches 1 hinsichtliCh
2 bis 20 hirisichtliCh
Hauptmerkmale1 in den Patentanspruchefl
weiterer vorteilhafter Ausbildungen.
näher
Die ErfindUng wird anhand der beigefugten Zeichnungen
erlautert. Es zeigen

10

Fig.

Em

1

erfindungsgelflaSSeS MUllsammelfahrZeUg

in Seiten—

ansicht,
Fig. 2

das in Fig. 1
hinten gesehen,

Fig. 3

em

Fig. 4

em

dargesteilte MUilsainmelfahrZeUg von

15

erfindungsgemasSeS MüiisammelfahrZeUg beim Leeren
eines KehrichtbehalterS im Seitenriss,
Leeren
erfindungsgelflaSSeS MUilsainmelfahrZeUg beim

eines GrosskofltaiflerS,

20
Fig. 5

em

erstes Ablaufdiagramm,

Fig. 6

em

zweites AblaufdiagramIn,

25
Fig. 7

Fig.

8

30
Fig. 9

das erfindungsgemaSSe MUi1saInie1fahrZeUgmit der weg—
geklappten Schuttung, von oben gesehen,
das erfindungsgemasSe M11samme1fahrZeUg mit der weggeklappten Schuttung, von hinten gesehen,
einen Langsschflitt durch einen Wechselbehälter,

Fig. 10 em
35

in PererfindungsgelttaSSeS Detail der Schtittung

spektive,
10 in ArbeitsStellUflg.
Fig. 11 den Gegenstand von Fig.
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In Fig. 1 ist em MUl1-Sanuuei— und —TransportfahrzeUg stark
schematisiert von der Seite, in Fig. 2 von hinten dargestelit
mit den wesentlichen erfindungsgemassefl Merkmalen. Mit der
Ziffer 1 ist das eigentliche Fahrzeug bezeichnet mit Rahmen
Rädern 3 und Fahrerkabine 4. Das Fahrzeug trägt einen
2,
Wechseibehäiter 5, der lösbar mit den Rahmen 2 verbunden ist.
Im hinteren Ende des Rahmens 2, der beiseitig je einen Anbau
aufweist, befindet sich die SchUttung 6
bestehend aus zwei TUrmen 7 und einer Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung 8
an jedem der TUrme 7.
Die beiden }iub_Kipp-Vorrichtungen 8 werden je von einem Wagen
12 getragen, weiche je in einen der Ttirme 7 vertikal verfahrbar sind. Die beiden Anbauten 9 des Rabmens tragen je einen
Teil eines Gelenkscharnieres 11; die anderen Teile der Gelenkscharniere 11 sind unten an den TUrmen 7 befestigt. Mit
9

10

15

20

25

30

nach

unten

der Ziffer 10 ist eine VerriegelungseinrichtUflg bezeichnet,
mit der je em Turm 7 mit den Wechselbehälter 5 verriegeit
werden kann mit Mitteln, die im Maschinenbau geiaufig sind.
Die Betatigung der Verriegelungseinrichtuflgefl 10 kann entweder mechanisch oder hydraulisch erfolgen. Auch hiezu sind die
Mittel an sich bekannt.
- abgesehen
Da die beiden genannten Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtungefl 8
von ihrer Spiegelbiidlichkeit - identisch ausgefuhrt sind,
kann sich die Beschreibung auf eine einzelne beschränken.
Die einzelne Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung 8 tragt beispielsweise drei
Zapfen 21, die in ihrer Gesantheit den Abhebekanun 22 bilden.
Die Zapfen 21 sind so angeordnet, dass damit die heute gängi- in Fig. 3 mit 14 begen und genormten Kehrichtbehälter
zeichnet - abgehoben werden konnen. Weiter besteht sie aus
einer Aufnahme- und Haltevorrichtung 13 für Grosskontainer
16, die an der Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung 8 schwenkbar angeordnet
—
ist und em Grosskontainer 16 entleert werden soil
ausgeklappt werden kann; der Grosskontainer 16 wird dann, wie
in Fig. 4 in Einzelnen gezeigt, zwischen die ausgeklappten
13
bei der Hub-KippAufnahmeund Haltevorrichtungen

falls

35

Vorrichtung 8 eingefahren und verriegeit.
1st em Kehrichtbehiter 14 Uber die Zapfen 21 eingehangt, so
senkt sich, entweder manueli oder automatisch veranlasst,
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5

EP 93920640.5 Uber
eine Haltekante 15, beispielSWeiSe nach
der Hub-Kipp-VOrriChden Rand des Kehrichtbeh1ter5 14. An
der einerseits
tung 8 ist ferner em Anschlag 17 befestigt,
14 sorgt, anfür die richtige stellung der Kehrichtbehalter
elektronisChe Identiderseits als RammsChUtZ dient für eine
ferner einen Sensor enthalt fur die Anfikationsafliage

10

15

18,

wesenheit eines Kehrichtbehä3ters 14.
des Einsatzes der erfindungs
Fig. 3 und 4 sind rste11ungefl
das Entleeren von normalen Kehrichtgemassefl Vorrichtuflg für
22 (Fig. 3) und von
behaltern 14 mittels des Abhebekarflms
HaltevorriChGrosskontainern 16 mittels der ausschweflkbarefl
tungen 13 (Fig. 4).
19 auf,
Jeder der zwei Wagen 12 weist eine WagevorrichtUflg
13 und die
auf weiche der lthhebekainla 22, die 1tevorrichtung
Haltekante 15 montiert
beispielSWeise hydrauliSCh betatigte
sind.

die VertikalDa soiche Wageeinrichtungefl grundstz1iCh nur
1st das Kehricht-Salrtmelfahr
komponeflte der Last ermittein,
23 ausgerUstet, das
zeug 1 mit einer eigungsmesseinriCht1g
die Neigung des FahrzeUg20 an geeigneter Stelle angebracht,
Das an sich
Aufbaus, und damit jene der Turme 7, ermittelt.
im selben - nicht
elektroniSCh ermittelte Gewicht wird dann
- urn die Angabe der Neigung in bekanndargesteilten Rechner
eines Kehter Weise korrigiert. Der Vorgang des Entleerens
16 kann anhand von
25 richtbehälterS 14 bzw. Grosskontaiflers
werden: Der Kehrichtbehalter 14 wird
Fig. 3, 4 und 6 verfolgt
1
auf semen elgenen Rädern an das rjcht_SaIflflLe1fahtug
17. Dieser 1st beiSPielSweise
herangefahrefl bis zurn Anschlag
vom Kehrichtbehalter 14
so ausgerustet, dass die Kraft, die
im Anschlag 17 eingebautefl
30 auf ihn ausgeUbt wird, einen
Sensor (nicht dargestelit) betatigt.
an - für den oder die
Auf beiden Seiten des Fahrzeuges sind
an zwei, beidBediener — geeignetefl Stellen beispielSWeiSe
Schranken 24
seitig der Hub_KippVOrriChtung 8, ausklapPbarefl
die mit AUF, AB, STOP be35 drei BetatigUflgStaStefl angebracht,
die nut in
schriftet sind. Abgesehen von fldemflSte11ungefl,
Rechner vorzunehmefl
der Fahrerkabifle 4 am dort eingebautefl
durch diese drei
sind, ist der ganze
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Tasten steuerbar. Mitwirkend am sonst automatischen Betrieb
sind mehrere Schalter, oder, weiter gefasst, Stellungs—Sensoren, die nachfolgend beschrieben werden:
5

10

15

20

— An jeder der Hub-Kipp—VorriChtUflgefl 8 em bereits genannter Arischlag 17 mit eingebautem Schalter zur Feststellung,
ob em Kehrichtbehàlter 14 vorhanden ist,
— em Endschalter an jeder der Schranken 24, zur Feststellung ihrer ausgeschwenkten, also im wesentlichen parallel
zur Fahrtrichtung des MUll-Samelfahrzeugs 1 verlaufenden
Stellung, der Arbeitsstellung,
— die STOP-Schalter, die, zusainmen mit den AUF- und AB-Tasten, beispielsweise an den genannten Schranken 24 angebracht sind, zur aktiven Unterbrechung eines fehierhaft
oder gefahrlich verlaufenden Vorgangs.
Alle die genannten Schalter oder Sensoren unterbrechen die
nachfolgend beschriebenen haib- oder vollautomatisch ablaufenden Vorgänge in jeder Situation, sofern - durch das System
nicht ordentlicher Betriebszustand
oder den Bediener - em
festgestellt wird.
Fig. 5 zeigt nun das Ablaufschema für den Leerungsvorgaflg
eines Kehrichtbehälters 14, der an eine der Hub—Kipp-VorriChtungen 8 angefahren wird; Fig. 6 dasjenige für Grosskontainer
16.

25

30

Jede der beiden SchUttungen 6 kann unabhangig von der anderen
arbeiten. Dies ist der Fall, wenn kleine Kehrichtbehalter 14
oder — wie spater gezeigt — Kehrichtsäcke geleert werden sollen. Sollen hingegen Grosskontainer 16 geleert werden, so
arbeiten beide SchUttungen 6 gekoppelt. Das in Fig. 5 gezeigte Ablaufschema bezieht sich daher auf beide, aber unabhängig
arbeitenden SchUttungen, jenes nach Fig. 6 auf die gekoppelten.

Nit der Ziffer 101 1st die Initialisierungsfunktion des Steu—
Die Hub-Kipp-VorrichtUflg 8 hat zwei
mogliche Anfangsstellungen: "hoch" und "tief", wobei die
Stellung "hoch" gleichzeitig die Fahrstellung für das Kehrichtfahrzeug 1 ist. Der Bediener stelit fest in in Entschei—
8 in Stellung
d.ungsfunktion fest, ob die Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung
errechners bezeichnet.

35
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Keh—
oder "tief" ist; ist sie "tief", so steilt er den
die Hub-Kipp-VOrrichtbehalter 14 an den Anschlag 17. 1st
wird sie mit der Taste AS
richtung 8 in Stellung "hoch", so
manuell abgesenkt.
an der Schranke 24 in die Stellung "tief"
so wird damit
5
Steht der Kehrichtbehälter 14 am Anschlag 17,
anderer Stel- nicht gezeichneter - Schalter oder em
em
103 Uberlungs-Sensor betatigt; eine EntscheidUflgSfUflktiofl
8 frei zum AufprUft dies und gibt die Hub_KippVOrriChtung
14
fahren bis zum sog. Wagefenster. 1st der Kehrichtbehälter
das System - Funktion
10 nicht richtig hingesteilt, so wartet
ist em
104 — auf eine Korrektur. Das genannte Wagefenster
die moglichst
Teil der Hubstrecke der Hub_KippVOrriChtuflg 8,
währenddem eine vorgegebene
gleichformig durchfahrefl wird,
Zahi von Wagungen durchgefUhrt werden, sofern Wägen voreinge8 fährt bis ans Wagef en15 steilt ist. Die Hub_Kipp-VOrriChtUflg
14 mittels der Haltekante
ster, worauf der Kehrichtbehälter
wird ermit15 verriegelt wird - Funktion 105. Durch Sensoren
hat oder ob der Kehtelt, ob die Verriegelung stattgefundefl
nicht orrichtbehalter 14 allenfalls schief oder sonstwie
106 dargestelite Ueber20 dentlich hangt. 1st diese in Funktion
12 an und muss anschlieS
prufung negativ, so halt der Wagen
"tief"
send durch die AB—Taste wieder in die AusgangsStellUng
hingegen paabgesenkt werden. 1st die genannte UeberprUfuflg
die ledigso mundet der blauf in eine Funktion 108,

"hoch"

sitiv,

lich den Ithschluss der Ladephase bezeichnet.
der Kehricht zu
1m Rechner kann voreingesteilt werden, ob
14 oder Grosskofltaifler
wägen sei und ob der Kehrichtbehalter
- Funk16 zu identifizieren sei. 1st Wagung nicht vorgesehen
rasch durchtion 107 - so wird anschliessend das Wagefenster
109 die
30 fahren (Funktion 110), da eine 5cheidUflgSfUnkt10n1 durch
Wird diese Frage
Frage "Wagen" negatiV beantwortet.
- positiv beantwortet, so wird in
die Funktion 107 bedingt
durchfahrefl, bis
einer Funktion 111 das Wagefenster langsam
koinzidiereflder
eine voreingesteilte, genugend grosse Zahi
nicht innerhaib des Wagefen35 Wagungen vorliegen. Gelingt dies
112 die
so beantwortet eine j5cheidungsfunkt1Ofl
sters,
12 halt an (FunktiOfl 113),
Frage "brutto" negatiV, der Wagen

25
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5

10

bis die Wagung erfoigt ist, worauf in einer Funktion 114 das
Bruttoresultat gespeichert wird.
1½m Rechner lässt sich ferner in einer Funktion 115 voreinstelien, ob die Kehrichtbehälter 14 identifiziert werden sollen. 1st dies nicht der Fall, so fUhrt der Instruktionspfad
am "Nein" einer Funktion 116 entlang direkt zurn Befehi
"kippen, entleeren" (Funktion 117); soil hingegen identifiziert werden, so fUhrt das "ja" der Funktion 116 zu einer
weiteren EntscheidungsfuflktiOfl 118, die feststeiit, ob der
Kehrichtbehälter 14 nun identifiert ist. Bei. negativer Feststeilung fährt der Wagen 12 mit dern nicht entleerten Kehdurch das Wagefenster ab
(Funktion 119), die Verriegelung wird geoffnet (Funktion
120), der Kehrichtbehälter 14 wird abgesteiit und der Wagen
ist wieder in der Ladestellung (Funktion 121) . Gleichzeitig
wird der Bruttowert in Funktion 114 geloscht.
1st die Identifikation hingegen erfoigreich, so wird die
richtbehalter

15

20

25

14

wieder

rasch

Adresse gespeichert (Funktion 122) und der Kehrichtbehäiter
14 kann gekippt werden (Funktion 117). Anschliessend wird in
einer Funktion 123 erneut geprüft, ob gewogen werden soil. Im
negativen Fall verzweigt sich der Ablauf über die Funktionen
119, 120, 121. Im positiven Fall wird das Wägefenster erneut
langsam durchfahren (Funktion 124) urn einen zuverlassigen
Tarawert zu erhalten. Gelingt dies nicht (Funktion 125), wird
analog zu Funktion 113 in einer Funktion 126 angehalten und
gewogen, wonach im Rechner in einer Funktion 127 der Differenzwert Netto = Brutto - Tara gebildet und in einer Funktion
Der weitere Ablauf geht Uber die Funktionen 120, 121, wonach die Vorrichtung zur Aufnahxne eines
neuen Kehrichtbehälters 14 bereit ist.
Fig. 6 zeigt den .Ablauf des Entleerens für Grosskontainer 16,
bei denen beide Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtungen 8 gekoppelt zum Emsatz konunen. Funktion 101 zeigt wieder die Initialisierung
des Steuerrechners. Sind die beiden Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtungen 8
in Ladestellung "tief", so mUssen sie durch Betatigen der
128 gespeichert wird.

30
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AUF-Taste zunachst in die Stellung "hoch"
(Entscheidungs-Funktion 130).

gefahren werden
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16 kbnnen sowohi in die ausgeschwenkten Halte—
22 zusanimen
vorrichtungefl 13, ais auch auf beide Abhebekärnme
13 zum Emeingehangt werden. Konurten die i-ialtevorrichtungen

Grosskontaifler

so bewirkt deren Ausschwenken uber Sensoren (z.B. EndSoil
schalter) das Zusajrimenschaiten beider Wagevorrichtungefl.
em Grosskofltaifler 16 hingegen von beiden Abhebekammen getra— beispielsweise
gen werden, so sorgen entsprechende Sensoren
- für diese Wir—
in den beiden Anschlagen 17 in KoinzidenZ
ist vom Bediener
kungsweise. Eine EntscheidungSfUflktiOfl 131
zu beantworten, entweder durch das Ausschwenken der Haltevor16 an
richtung 13 oder das Heranfahrefl des GrosskontaiflerS
beide Anschläge 17. Sowohi das Ausschweflkefl der HaltevorriCh
beide Anschlàge 17 tungen 13 als auch das Heranfahren an
oder entsprechende Sensoren - bewirkt in einer Funktion 133
ihrer
das Zusainmenschaltefl der Wgezellen baw. die Addition
Resultate, sowohi brutto als auch tara. Anschliessend muss
des
manuell die AUF—Taste gedruckt werden. Vor dem Erreichen
entweder
Wagefensters wird der Grosskontaifler 16 verriegelt,
15
in den HaltevorriChtUflg 13 oder Uber die Haltekanten
diese Verriege(Funktion 134) . Eine Funktion 135 uberpruft
Wagen
lung, wonach urn negativen Fall die zusaxnmengeschalteten
16 manuell
12 anhalten (Funktion 136), und der Grosskontainer
der Abheruntergefahrefl werden muss. Im positiven Fall geht
Ablauf
lauf zur Funktion 108 von Fig. 5. Der anschliessende
ist jenem von Fig. 5 gleich.
In Fig. 7 1st die erfindungsgemaSSe Vorrichtung im GrundriSS
des MUlldargesteilt, in Fig. B von hinten in FahrtrichtUflg
des in
sarnmelfahrZeugeS 1. Insbesondere ist die WirkungsweiSe
Vorder BeschreibUflg zu Fig. 3 Gelenkscharflier 11 genannten
11, das am
richtungsteileS zu erlautern. Das Gelenkscharflier
9 beAnbau 9 angeschlagen ist, besteht aus einem am Anbau
Arm
findlichen Scharniergelenk 41, weiches einen horizontalen
zweiten
42 tragt, dessen anderes Ende wiederung mit einem
den
Scharniergelenk 44 ausgerUstet ist. Dieses letztere tragt
Trittbrett 43.
Turin 7 mit I.Jub_Kipp-VOrriChtUflg 8 und einem
8 nicht
Das Trittbrett 43 ist hochklappbar und daher in Fig.
7 und der
sichtbar. Fig. 7 zeigt zwei Stellungen der TUrme
die
damit verbundenen Hub_Kipp-VOrrichtung 8, fest ausgezogen

satz,

5

10

15

20

25

30

35
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Arbeitsstellung,

gestrichelt die ausgeklappte. In der ausgeklappten Stellung 1st der Wechselbehälter 5 nach hinten frei.
und kann nach hinten ausgefahren werden, wie gestrichelt an-

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

gedeutet.
Die beiden TUrnie 7 sind im NUlisainnielbetrieb mit dem Rabmen 2
und/oder dem Wechselbehälter 5 verriegelt. Soil em voller
Wechselbehäiter 5 abgeladen - und beispielsweise durch einen
leeren ausgetauscht - werden, so werden die beiden Tune 7
entriegelt und, wie in Fig. 7 und 8 dargestelit, urn die Gelenkscharniere 11 seitlich ausgeschwenkt. Dantit 1st es moglich, den Wechselbehälter 5 entweder mit fahrzeugeigenen
Mittein oder von aussen betatigt, nach hinten auszufahren.
Der Wechselbehalter 5 weist an semen Unterseite Halterungen
27 auf, die mit beispielsweise nach ACTS-Norm gebauten Schie—
nen 28 mm Eingriff stehen. Mit bekannten - nicht gezeichneten
- Mittein kann der Wechselbehälter 5 auf den Schienen 28 verriegelt werden. Nach Losen dieser Verriegelung 1st der Wechselbehaiter 5 nach hinten ausfahrbar. Soil dieses mit fahrzeugeigenen Mittein geschehen, so weist das Fahrzeug 1 an
seinem Rahmen 2 einen beispielsweise hydraulisch betatigten
Kettenantnieb auf mit einer Kette 30, die langs unter dem
Wechselbehalter durchläuft. Die Kette 30 weist eine mitlaufende — nicht dargesteilte - Klinke auf, die mit dem Wechselbehälter 5 im Eingniff steht, womit dieser wahiweise nach
hinten oder nach vorne verschoben werden kann, wie an sich
bekannt 1st.
Soil das Auf- oder Abladen des Wechselbehalters 5 mit Fremdmittein erfolgen, so ist hinten am Wechselbehälter 5 em
Haken 31 angebracht, den zur Aufnahme sowohi von Zug- als
auch von Druckkräften geeignet 1st.
Besonders vorteilhaft ist bei den vorliegenden Erfindung,
dass als Wechselbehälter 5 soiche engesetzt werden können,
die auch ais stationäre MUllsainmeleinrichtUflgefl Verwendung
finden und von der Anmeldenin hergesteilt und angeboten werden. Es sind also keine teuren Sonderkosten erforderlich.
zur erfindungsgeniässefl Vorrichtung passenIn Fig. 9 ist em
der Wechselbehalter 5 un Sinne eines Beispiels dargesteilt
und zwar in einem vertikalen Langsschnitt. Er 1st gegliedert

PCTICH96/OO125
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-12Beladerauln
einen Stauraum 45 und einen Beladeraurn 46. Irn
nit zwei
46 ist eine Schaufel 47 verschiebbar gelagert, die
kann und damit den in
Hydraulik-ZYlindern 48 betatigt werden
den Stauraurn 45
den BeladeraUfli 46 eingekipptefl MUll in
Schaufel 47 sind
schiebt und ihn dabei verdichtet. Ueber der
mehrere in horizontalen Nuten gleitende und teleskopartig
miteinander im Eingriff stehende WinkelbieChe 49 angeordnet,
abdecken,
weiche den Raurn hinter der der Schaufel 47 dann
wenn sie ganz
wenn sie betatigt wird, ihn aber freigeben,

in

5

zurUckgezogen ist.
Tor 50 abgeNach vorne 1st der Wechselbehalter 5 durch em
51
schiossen, das beispie1SWeiSe oben urn zwei Lagerzapfen
schwenkbar und unten verriegelbar ist.
- automatisch oder
Im Nflhlsarnmelbetrieb wird die Schaufel 47
- periodisch hydraulisCh betätigt, urn den Be15 im Handbetrieb
befindlichen
laderaum 46 zu leeren und den mi Stauraum 45
die SchauMUll zu verdichten. un Transportbetrieb schliesst
Beladeraurn 46
fel 47 den Stauraum 45 dicht ab. Oben weist der
53 ver—
eine EjnwurfoffnUflg 52 auf, die mit einem Deckel
20 schiossen werden kann. Anstelle des gezeichnetefl, klappbarefl,
Schiebedeckel
Deckels 53 ist auch em horizontal verfahrbarer

10

25

30

35

moglich.
5
Anstelle des als Beispiel dargesteliten WechselbehalterS
sind auch anders geformte und ausgerustete Wechselbehalter
bestehen ledenkbar und moglich. Die wesentlichen Merkmale
52 und den Haldiglich aus der obenhiegenden EinwurfoffnUflg
- beispielSWeiSe genormten - Schienen 28
terungen 27, die mit
sind an
in losbarem Eingriff stehen. Soiche Wechselbehälter

sich bekannt.
insbesondere mit
Mit dieser erfmndungSgemSSen Vorrichtung,
5 geht einher,
der verwendung der genannten Wechselbehalter
des Aufnahme—
dass die sog. Ladekante, d.h. die hintere Kante
5 so hoch liegt,
behälters, hier also des WechselbehalterS
manuell
dass es ausgeschlossefl ist, einzelne KehrichtsäCke
6 erganzt
einzuladen bzw. -zuwerfen. Daher wird die Schuttung
wie in
durch eine FrdereiflriChtUflg 40 fUr KehrichtSaCke,
Fig. 10 und 11 gezeigt.
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10

15
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25

Unterhaib des durch die Zapfen 21 gebildeten Abhebekainms 22
ist em aufklappbarer, im wesentlich U—foriniger Bugel 32 an
zwei mit Ratschen 35 versehenen Gelenken 33 so angeschlagen,
dass er, gegen den Widerstand der Ratschen 35, von der senkrecht nach unten weisenden Stellung in die Horizontale geschwenkt werden kann. Dies setzt voraus, dass die Aufnahmeund Haltevorrichtung 13 fUr Grosscontainer 16 zuvor ausgeklappt wird. 1m beispielsweise aus Stahlrohr gefertigten BUgel 32 sind mehrere Bander 34 befestigt, dergestalt, dass die
beispielsweise aus textilarmiertem Kunststoff bestehenden
Bander 34 auch untereinander fixiert sind und dadurch elnen
Korb 36 bilden. Die RUckwand des so gebildeten Korbes 36 1st
die Hub—Kippvorrichtung 8. Anstelle des aus Bandern 34 bestehenden Korbes 36 kann auch em vorzugsweise aus textilarraiertem Kunststoff bestehender, leicht auf- und zuklappbarer,

beutelartiger Behälter treten, der ebenso wie die Bander 34
am Bugel 32 und an der Hub—Kipp-Vorrichtung 8 befestigt ist.
Mit der in Fig. 10 und 11 gezeichneten Zusatzausrustung ist
es moglich, auch bei der erfindungsgemäss hoch liegenden Ladekante, Kehrichtsäcke einzuladen, die nun anstatt direkt
eingeworfen zu werden, in den Korb 36 gelegt und darin hochgefahren und eingekippt werden.
Erfindungswesentlich an der anhand von Fig. 10 und 11 beschriebenen Vorrichtung 1st das Vorhandensein eines ausklappbaren Behälters an der Schuttung 6 zur Aufnahme von Kehrichtsacken, der jedoch, wenn eingeklappt, den Leerungsbetrieb von Kehrichtbehältern 14 oder Grosskontainern 16 nicht

bee intrachtigt.
30

Das Aufklappen der BUgel 32, das von - nicht dargesteilten Sensoren aufgenonimen wird, setzt beipielsweise die gemass
Fig. 5, 6 beschriebenen automatischen Abläufe ausser Betrieb.
Auffahren und Kippen der Körbe 36 geschieht daher beispielsweise manuell gesteuert Uber die AUF-Tasten.
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1.

Vorrichtuflg zum

Sammein, Entleeren und Transportieren von

bestehend aus einem Fahrzeug (1) mit Rahmen (2),
mit ihm losbar
einem auf dem Rahmen (2) aufliegenden und
Ladekante und
verbundenen Wechselbehalter (5) mit hoher
einer SchUttung(6), dadurch gekennzeiChflet1 dass
—
die Schüttung (6) besteht aus zwei voneinander unabhangig am Rahmen (2) des FahrzeugeS (1) befestigten,
wobei in je—
im wesentlichen vertikalen, TUrmen (7),
motorische
dem der TUrme (7) em Wagen (12) durch
eine
Mittel vertikal beweglich angeordnet ist und
unter anderem
Hub_Kipp_VOrriChtUflg (8) tragt, weiche
besteht aus mehreren, einen Abhebekalnln (22) bildenden
für Kehrichtbe
Zapfen (21), einer Haltekante (15)
halter (14), und je die eine Hâlfte einer Aufnahme-

MUll,

5

10

15

und HaltevorriChtUflg
—

der

Rabmen

(2)

aufweist,
beidseitig je einen Anbau (9) nach unten
welche Anbauten (9) je die eine Seite eines Gelenkder ge—
scharniers (11) tragen, die anderen Seiten
TUrme
nannten GelenksCharfliere (11) je an einem der
TUrme (7) je eine Ver(7) sich befinden, die beideri
mit Hilfe derer
riegelungseinriChtuflg (10) aufweisen,
werden
sie am Wechselbehalter (5) einzeln verriegelt

20

25

—
30

(11)
können, wobei die an den Gelenkscharflieren
Ruckschwenkbaren TUrme (7), wenn ausgeschwenkt, die
seite des FahrzeugeS (1) vollig freigeben,
Em—
jede der Hb_Kipp_VOrriChtUflgen (8) mit je elner
EinrichtUflg
richtung zum Wagen des MUlls und einer
und
zum Identifizieren der Kehrichtbehälter (14)

ausgerustet ist,
em
Rechner vorhanden ist zum Steuern und speichern
der Idender Wagungen, zum Verarbeiten und Speichern
des Betrie—
tifikationen und zuin Steuern der Ablufe
teilbes der SchUttungen, weiche damit mindestenS
weise automatisch ablaufen.

Grosskontaifler

—

35

des

fur Grosskontaifler (16),
FahrzeugeS (1) am hinterefl Ende
(13)

(16)
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2.

Vorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich—
net, dass die beiden Hub_Kipp-VorriChtUflgefl (8) zu.m Leeren von Grosskontaiflerfl (16) miteinander verriegelt wetden konnen.

5
3.

Vorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Verriegelung der beiden Hub-Kipp-VorriChtungen (8) dutch Kupplung der Hydraulik-Antriebe vorgenoinmen werden kann.

10
4.

vorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Verriegelung durch mechanische Mittel vorgenommen werden kann.

15

5.

Vorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich—
net, dass jedes der Gelenkscharniere (11) am Anbau (9)
besteht aus einem fahrzeugseitigefl ersten Scharniergelenk
(41) und einem turmseitigen zweiten Scharniergelenk (44),
dass ferner die zwei Scharniergelenke (41, 44) durch einen im wesentlichen horizontalen Arm (42) verbunden sind,
wodurch jeder der zwei TUrme (7), voneinander unabhangig,
je auf eine Seite des MullsarnmelfahrZeUgeS (1) ausgeschwenkt werden konnen, wodurch die Ruckseite des MUllsanmelfahrzeugs (1) frei ist einerseits für den Austausch
des Wechselbehalters (5) oder für das Andocken an einen

20

25

Kehrichtbunker.
6.

30

Vorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die motorischen Mittel, urn die Wagen (12) in
den TUrmen (7) vertikal zu bewegen, aus je einer urnlaufenden Kette bestehen, an weicher der Wagen (12) einseitig befestigt ist, und weiche Ketten je durch einen Hydraulik-Motor angetrieben werden.

35

7.

Vorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichin
net, dass die motorischen Mittel, urn die Wagen (12)
den TUrmen (7) vertikal zu bewegen, bestehen aus je einem
Hydraulik-TeleSkOPZYliflder in je einem Turin (7).

PCT/CI196100 125
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Vorrichtung nach PatentanspruCh 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
—
an geeigneter Stelle des FahrzeugaUfbaUS eine Neimit weicher
gungsmesseiflriChtUng (23) vorhanden ist,
im
die SchiefstellUflg des Fahrzeuges erfasst und

8.

5

Rechner zur
werden kann,

Korrektur

der

Wageresultate

verwendet

vorhanden sind für den automatischen Be-

-

Schaitmittel

—

trieb der Vorrichtung,
Steuermittel vorhanden sind für den manuellen Betrieb
und die Einleitung des automatischen Betriebes der

10

Vorrichtung.
15

9.

20

Vorrichtung nach patentanspruch 8, dadurch gekennzeich
einerseits aus je ei—
net, dass die Steuermittel bestehen
ner Taste AUF, AB, STOP, wobei die Taste AUF den Vorgang
in Richtung des ordentlichefl LeerungsablaUfs steuert, die
Taste AB den Vorgang in umgekehrter Richtung steuert und
die Taste STOP jede Bewegung der Hub_Kipp—VorriChtUflg (8)
Ansofort unterbricht, anderseits aus Sensoren in den
für Grossschlagen (17) und den HaltevorriChtUflgefl (13)
kontainer (16) und in seitlich des MüllsaiumelfahrZeUgeS
(1) angebrachten Schranken (24)

25
10.

30

Vorrichtung nach patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich
(1)
net, dass der Rahmen (2) des 1samJne1fahrZeugeS
mit am Wechselbe—
ausgerUstet ist mit Schienen (28), die
halter (5) angebrachten Halterungen (27) im Eingriff steund ferner Mittel
hen, und daran verriegelt werden konnen
Mitaufweist, urn den Wechselbehalter mit den motorischen
tein des M11saxrimelfahrZeUgeS (1) langs zu bewegen.

11. Vorrichtung nach patentanspruch 10,

35

dadurch gekennzeich

des MllsaInme1fahrZeUges (1) in
und hyseiner LangsachSe eine mit einer Klinke versehene
wobei die
draulisch angetriebefle Kette (30) aufweist,
mit dem Wechselbehalter (5) im Eingriff steht, der

net, dass der Rahmen (2)

Klinke

WO96/32346
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je

nach der Bewegungsrichtung der Kette (30) auf den
Schienen (28) nach hinten oder nach vorne verfahren, damit also ab- oder aufgeladen werden kann.
5

nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der im MUllsarnmelfahrzeug (1) vorhandene Rechner den Leerungsvorgang von Kehrichtbehälter (14) in folgender Weise regelt und steuert:
—
Jede Hub-Kipp—Vorrichtung 1st in bezug auf Steuerung

12. Vorrichtung

10

—

und Regelung unabhangig von der anderen,
das Heranfahren eines Kehrichtbehälters

(14)

an den

das Auffahren des entsprechenden
Wagens (12) und das anschliessende Verriegein des
Kehrichtbehälters (14) mittels der Haltekante (15)

Anschlag

15

lost

aus,

—

20

(17)

—

eine

erste Entscheidungsfunktion (106) Uberprtift die
Verriegelung, wonach un negativen Fall der Wagen (12)
stehen bleibt und manuell, durch DrUcken der AB-Taste, zuruckgeholt werden kann,
der Wagen (12) durchfährt das Wagefenster bis zum
oberen Ende des Turmes (7), der Kehrichtbeh1ter (14)
wird ausgekippt, anschliessend das Wagefenster erneut

im Abwartsweg durchfahren,
—

25

die

Verriegelung wird geöffnet und der Wagen (12)
fährt in die Ladestellung zuruck und steilt den Kehrichtbehälter (14) auf die Strasse ab.

13. Vorrichtung nach Patentanspruch 12,
net, dass beim Voreinstellen des
30

35

dadurch gekennzeichBefehles "Wagen" am

Rechner
—

das Wagefenster langsam durchfahren wird,

—

genugende Zahl von vergleichbaren Brutto—Wagungen
vorhanden ist,
der Rechner in einer Entscheidungsfunktion (112) dies
feststellt, wonach im
—
negativen Fall der Wagen (12) angehalten wird und
—

bis

eine

die Wägungen im Stillstand erganzt werden,
im positiven Fall der Wagen (12) ganz auffährt,

PCT/CH96/OO125
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das ägefenster erneut langsain durchfahren wird, bis eine gevorhan—
nugende Zahi von vergleichbarefl Tara-Wäguflgefl
den ist,
der Rechner in einer EntscheidungSfuflktiOfl (125) dies
feststellt, wonach un
—
negativen Fall der Wagen (12) angehalten wird und
die Wagungen im Stilistand ergänzt werden,
—
im positiVen Fall der Wagen (12) ganz abfährt,
der Rechner die DifferenZ Brutto-TaraNettO bildet

nach dem Leeren des KehrichtbehälterS

—

5

—

10

—

(14)

und das Resultat speichert.
14.

15

Verfahren nach patentansprUchen 12 und 13, dadurch geBefehis
des
Voreinstellen
beim
dass
kennzeichnet,
Identi"Identifizieren" der Rechner mit den vorhandenen
fizierungsmittelfl nach der Speicherung des Bruttoresulta
tes
—

20

—

25

—

in einer
Kehrichtbe
fltscheidUflgSfUflkt10n (118) prtift, ob der
halter (14) identifiziert ist,
im negativen Fall den ganzen EntleerungsVOrgaflg abbricht und den noch vollen und nicht identifizierten
Kehrichtbehälter (14) wieder absteilt und das gespel-

die

IdentifikatiOn vorniinmt,

anschliessefld

cherte BruttoreSUltat loscht,
und
im positiven Fall die IdentifikatlOn speichert
nach Bildung des Netto-ResUltateS diesein zuordnet.

nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeiCh
für Grosskontai
net, dass an den altevorriChtUflgefl (13)
die Haltevorner (16) Sensoren vorhanden sind, die, wenn
Uber den Rechner bewirrichtungefl (13) ausgeklapPt sind,
(8) hydrauken, dass die beiden Hub_Kipp_VorriChtUnger
lisch gekoppelt werden und die Resultate der Wageeinrichtungen (19) im Rechner sumxniert werden.

15. Vorrichtung
30

35

dadurch geMitkennzeichnet, dass die verriegelung durch geeignete
wird.
tel an den itevorrichtuflgefl (13) vorgenorflmefl

16. Vorrichtung

nach patentanspruch 12 bis

15,

WO96/32346
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17. Vorrichtung

5

nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die nit den Anschlagen (17) gekoppelten Sensoren durch koinzidentes Beaufschlagen durch einen Grosskontainer (16) Uber den Rechner bewirken, dass die beiden
Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtungen (8) hydraulisch gekoppelt
und die Resultate der Wageeinrichtungen (19) un
suinmiert werden.

10

18. Vorrichtung nach

15

19. Vorrichtung nach

werden

Rechner

Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung (8) unterhaib der den
Abhebekainm bildenden Zapfen (13) einen auf- und zuklappbaren Behälter aufweist zur Aufnahrne von Kehrichtsäcken.
Patentanspruch

1,

dadurch gekennzeich-

net, dass

—

20

der

auf- und zuklappbare Behälter daraus besteht,
dass die Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung (8) unterhaib der den
Abhebekainm bildenden Zapfen (13) zwei mit Ratschen
(35) versehene Gelenke (33) trägt, an weichen em
in
wesentlichen U-formig gebogener BUgel (32) angelenkt
1st,

—
25
—

30

—

der

BUgel (32) elnen leicht auf- und zuklappbaren,
beutelartigen Behälter tragt, weicher zusãtzlich an
der Hub—Kipp-Vorrichtung (8) befestigt 1st,
der BUgel (32) gegen den Widerstand der Ratschen (35)
nach unten in die Vertikale geklappt werden kann und
dann den Leerungsbetrieb von MUllbehaltern nicht behindert,
der BUgel (32) gegen den Widerstand der Ratschen (35)
nach oben in die Horizontale geklappt werden kann und
dann zuin Einwerfen von Kehrichtsäcken geeignet 1st.

nach Patentanspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der leicht auf— und zuklappbare beutelartige
Beh1ter aus Bandern (34) besteht, die miteinander mit
den Bügel (32) und der Hub-Kipp-Vorrichtung (8) verbunden
sind und so einen Korb (36) bilden.

20. Vorrichtung

35
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1.
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Field Of The Invention

The present invention generally relates to the art
of beltings and to methods of manufacture of beltings.
More particularly, the present invention relates to a
belting having over a majority of its width synthetic
polymeric weft or fill yarns that are associated with

warp yarns of a natural fiber.
The belting of the present invention begins as a
cloth having a broad width. Then a cutting means is used
to cut the cloth in the longitudinal direction. In one
embodiment, the cutting means itself further serves to
fuse the severed weft yarns.
The molten polymeric
material comprising the weft yarns then flows over and
around the adjacent wrap yarns and provides a sealed
lateral edge to the thusly manufactured belting by
fusing the warps and weft yarns together.
Alternatively, a separate melting means is provided to
perform the fusing function after the cloth has been cut
to the desired width.
It is further contemplated by the present invention
that the broad width cloth can be provided with a
relatively small width cutting band extending in the
longitudinal direction and having both synthetic
polymeric warp and weft yarns. In that respect,
meltable yarns are substituted for the natural warp
fibers along a portion of the broad width cloth to form
the cutting band that is cut and melted to fuse both the
warp and weft yarns together and thereby provide a fused
lateral edge to the resulting belting.
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Prior Art
Natural fiber beltings such as cotton beltings and the
like are typically manufactured of 100 cotton,
generally made to width having a "tucked" or woven
lateral edge. The tucked edge eliminates or retards
unravelling at the lateral edge during the belting's
useful life. However, weaving or knitting a tucked edge
is a time consuming and costly step. Further, a belting
made entirely of cotton often needs to have its width
tailored for a specific application. The belting of the
present invention overcomes these shortcomings inherent
in manufacturing conventional natural fiber beltings
while maintaining the "soft" feel characteristics of
this type of belting as well as maintaining edge
integrity.
SUNMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to a conveyor
belting, which comprises: a multiplicity of

20

25

30

35

substantially parallel warp yarns extending
longitudinally of the conveyor belting, the warp yarns
comprising natural fiber yarns extending across a
material
majority of a width of the belting and meltable
of the
yarns extending across at least one cutting band
remaining width of the belting; a plurality of meltable
weft yarns extending transversely of the width; and a
lateral edge of the cutting band characterized by fusing
of the meltable warp and weft yarns.
The present invention also relates to a conveyor
belting, which comprises: at least two generally planar
and parallel scrim means, each comprising a multiplicity
of substantially parallel warp yarns extending
longitudinally of the scrim means, the warp yarns
a
comprising natural fiber yarns extending across
material
majority of a width of the belting and meltable
of the
yarns extending across at least one cutting band
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width;

a plurality of meltable

weft yarns

comprising each of the scrim means, the weft yarns means
extending transversely of the warp yarns; a connecting
provided to connect the scrim means; and a lateral edge
characterized by fusing of the meltable warp and weft
yarns.
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The present invention further relates to a conveyor
belting, which comprises: a multiplicity of
substantially parallel warp yarns extending
longitudinally of the conveyor belting and comprised of
natural fiber yarns; and a plurality of meltable weft
yarns extending transversely of the warp yarn; and a
lateral edge characterized by fused ends of the weft
yarns.
Additionally, the present invention relates to a
conveyor belting, which comprises at least two generally
planar and parallel scrim means, each comprising a
multiplicity of substantially parallel warp yarns
extending longitudinally of the scrim means and
comprised of natural fiber yarns; a plurality of
meltable weft yarns comprising each of the scrim means,
the weft yarns extending transversely of the warp yarns;
a connecting means provided to connect the scrim means;
and a lateral edge characterized by fusing of the warp

and weft yarns.
The present invention also relates to a method of
manufacturing a conveyor belting, which comprises:
providing a multiplicity of substantially parallel warp
yarns extending longitudinally of the conveyor belting,
the warp yarns comprising natural fiber yarns extending
across a majority of a width of the belting and meltable
material yarns extending across at least one cutting
band of the remaining width of the belting;
incorporating a plurality of meltable weft yarns
extending transversely of the warp yarns to provide a
cloth; and cutting the cloth in the longitudinal
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cutting band with a heated
cutting means that serves to simultaneously sever and
melt the meltable warp and weft yarns and thereby
providing a lateral edge of the conveyor belting
characterized by fusing of the warp and weft yarns.
And, the present invention relates to a method of
manufacturing a conveyor belting, which comprises:

providing a multiplicity of substantially parallel warp
10

15

yarns extending longitudinally of the conveyor belting,
the warp yarns comprising natural fiber yarns extending
across a majority of a width of the belting and meltable
material yarns extending across at least one cutting
band of the remaining width of the belting;
incorporating a plurality of meltable weft yarns
extending transversely of the warp yarns to provide a
cloth; cutting the cloth in the longitudinal direction

and along the cutting band with a cutting means; and

20

melting a lateral edge of the severed cloth along the
cutting band with a fusing means, thereby providing the
lateral edge of the conveyor belting characterized by
fusing of the warp and weft yarns.
The present invention further relates to a method

of manufacturing a conveyor belting, which comprises
25

30

35

providing a multiplicity of substantially parallel warp
yarns extending longitudinally of the conveyor belting
and comprised of natural fiber yarns; incorporating a
plurality of meltable weft yarns extending transversely
of the warp yarns to provide a cloth; and cutting the
cloth in the longitudinal direction with a heated
and
cutting means that serves to simultaneously sever
melt the meltable weft yarns and thereby providing a
lateral edge of the conveyor belting characterized by
fusing of the warp and weft yarns.
Finally, the present invention relates to a method
of manufacturing a conveyor belting providing a
multiplicity of substantially parallel warp yarns
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extending longitudinally of the conveyor belting and
comprised of natural fiber yarns; incorporating a
plurality of meltable weft yarns extending transversely
of the warp yarns to provide a cloth; cutting the cloth
provide a lateral edge of the cloth and melting the in
the longitudinal direction with a cutting means to
lateral edge with a fusing means, thereby providing the
lateral edge of the conveyor belting characterized by
fusing of the warp and weft yarns.
These and other aspects of the present invention
will become increasingly more apparent by reference to
the following description and to the following drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Fig. 1 is a plan view of a cloth 10 useful with the
method of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken
along line 2-2 of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a side elevational view of the cloth 10
shown in Fig. 1 being run down a cutting device 32
having a heated knife blade 34.
Fig. 4 is an enlarged elevational view of the fused
edge of an exemplary belting 36 shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along line
5-5 of Fig. 4.
Fig. 6 is a side elevational view of the cloth 10
shown in Fig. 1 being run down a cutting device 52 used
to cut the cloth in the longitudinal direction and
showing hot air blowers 64 and 66 used to direct hot air
jets at the formed lateral edges of the resulting
belting portions 56 and 58.
Fig. 7 is a plan view of Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 is a side elevational view of the cloth 10

shown in Fig. 1 being run down a laser cutting device
35

80.
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-6of another embodiment of a
cloth 110 useful with the method of the present
invention.
Fig. 9 is
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a plan view

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
Referring now to the drawings, Figs. 1 and 2 show
an exemplary cloth 10 that is useful in the manufacture
of a belting according to the present invention. In an
exemplary cloth 10 that is useful in the manufacture of
a belting according to the present invention. In
particular, Fig. 2 shows an enlarged cross-sectional
view of a portion of the cloth 10 comprising a first
scrim 12 and a substantially parallel second scrim 14
connected by a plurality of binder warp yarns 16. While
the cloth 10 in Fig. 2 is shown comprising two scrims 12
and 14 as the strength members connected by the binder
yarns 16, it is contemplated by the scope of the present
invention that the cloth 10 can comprise a multiplicity
of substantially parallel scrims, each connected to its
adjacent scrims by binder yarns 16. In that respect,
the double scrim cloth 10 is for illustrative purposes
intended to be so
only, and the present invention is not
limited. If desired, an intermediate layer of staple
fibers (not shown) can be provided between the double
scrims 12 and 14 to build up the thickness of the cloth.
Such a belting is shown and described in U.S. Patent No.
4,156,335 to Burnett, which is assigned to the assignee
of the present invention and incorporated herein by
reference. Also, the cloth can consist of a single
scrim without departing from the scope of the present
invention.
The first scrim 12 includes longitudinally
extending or lengthwise warp yarns 18 and laterally
extending or crosswise weft yarns 20. The warp yarns 18
are preferably a natural fiber and the weft yarns 20 are
preferably of a synthetic polymeric material. The
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second scrim 14 is preferably similar to the first scrim
12, and likewise has lengthwise or longitudinally
extending warp yarns 22, which are preferably of a
natural material, and laterally extending or crosswise
weft yarns 24, which as in scrim 12, are of a similar
synthetic polymeric material. The synthetic polymeric
material comprising the weft yarns 20 and 24 are

10

15

20

preferably of polyamide, polyester, polyolefin, acrylic
and like fibers including blends thereof.
preferably of polyamide, polyester, polyolefin, acrylic
and like fibers including blends thereof.
The connecting binder yarns 16 extend from a
position overlaying a weft yarn 20 of scrim 12 to a
position underlaying an obliquely situated weft yarn.24
of scrim 14 and then to a position overlaying a second
obliquely situated weft yarn 20 of the first scrim 12.
This pattern is continued for the length of the cloth
10. As shown in Fig. 2, the cloth 10 includes a
multiplicity of connecting binder yarns 16 woven in this
alternating overlaying and underlaying pattern to
thereby fasten or tie the adjacent scrims 12 and 14
together. The binder yarns 16 are preferably comprised

25

30

a

natural fiber, similar to that comprising the warp
yarns 18 and 22 of the respective scrims 12 and 14.
It should be understood that the particular weave
pattern of the cloth 10 does not, in and of itself,
constitute a part of the invention separate from the
cloth having associated therewith synthetic polymeric
of

weft yarns 20 and 24, as just described. In that
regard, the cloth 10 may be a woven, felted or a knitted

it

may include non-woven fibers or batts.
Thus, that the cloth 10 is woven, felted or knitted is
not essential as long as the respective wrap yarns 18
cloth, or

35

and 20 and binder yarns 16 are of a natural material,
they are independent of each other, and for the most
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10

they do not cross over each other

indiscriminantly.
The various natural fiber warp yarns 16 to 20
should have a relatively high tensile breaking strength,
for example, on the order of at least about 8 lbs. per
than 700 lbs.
yarn, yielding a fabric strength greater
per inch. Advantageously, the natural fiber warp yarns
16 to 20 have low stretch properties, for example on the
order of at least about 2 percent to 6 percent (
load) to about 10 percent to 15 percent
nominal breaking
characteristics, i.e. warp yarns of a high degree of
shrinkability should not be mixed with warp yarns of a
It is also beneficial that the respective
warp yarns 16 to 20 exhibit uniformity in their shrink
low degree of shrinkability to minimize buckling or
cockling of the cloth 10. Further, it is important that
at break.

15

20

the warp yarns 16 to 20 be selected from a wide variety
of natural fibers such as cotton, jute, silk, wool and
the like, cotton being most preferred. These fibers
provide the resulting top and bottom major surfaces of
the resulting belting with a relatively "soft" natural
fiber finish that is desirable in certain applications,
for example, to prevent excess run noise as the belting
moves over a conveyor system (not shown) and to cushion

25

articles carried on the belting.
As schematically shown in Fig. 3, during the
manufacturing process of the present invention, the
loom
woven, felted or knitted cloth 10 is moved from a
or knitting machine 30 to a cutting device 32 having a

30

cutting means,

35

such as a heated knife blade 34
positioned generally normal to the plane of the cloth
10. The heated knife blade 34 severs and simultaneously
melts the synthetic polymeric material comprising the
weft yarns 20 and 24 to provide belting portions 34 and
38 that are then wound up on respective take-up reels 40
and 42. As the molten polymeric material coils and
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a fused edge forms that seals the respective
scrims 12 and 14 together at the respective lateral
edges of the belt portions 36 and 38. The natural fiber
yarns 18 and 22 comprising the scrims 12 and 14 and the
natural fiber binder yarns 16 provide the resulting
beltings with a soft, natural feel while their fused
lateral edges prevent them from fraying or otherwise.
unravelling at the edge during use.
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5 with respect to belting
36, the melted synthetic polymeric material then flows
over and around the newly formed edge areas proximate
the severed weft yarns 20 and 24. As the molten the
edge 44. In this manner, the fused synthetic polymeric
weft yarns 20 and 24 seal the severed edge 44 of the

polymeric material cools and hardens, a fused edge forms
that seals the respective scrims 12 and 14 together at
belting 36 to prevent this lateral edge from fraying or
otherwise unraveling during use. The natural fiber
yarns 18 and 22 comprising the scrims 12 and 14 and the
natural fiber binder yarns 16 provide the resulting
belting 36, cut to a desired width, with a soft, natural
feel.
Of course, a similar situation exists for the

other belting 38.
With the process of the present invention, the
cloth 10 can be woven, felted or knitted to the fullest
width allowable by the loom or knitting machine 30.
However, it is often necessary that beltings of various
widths are needed for a specific application. In that
respect, the cutting means is adjustable along the broad
width of the cloth 10 to provide the beltings 36 and 38
having requisite widths for a particular application.
The opposite laterals edge of the beltings 36 and 38 are
typically provided with a woven or tucked edge formed
during the weaving, felting or knitting process.
It should be readily apparent to those skilled in
the art that the beltings 36 and 38 can be provided
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of their lateral edges sealed with synthetic
polymeric material according to the present invention.
This requires that the beltings are twice run along the
cutting and fusing means or that two spaced cutting and
fusing means are used, one on each lateral edge of the
belting to provide the desired width.
of
Figs. 6 and 7 show another preferred embodiment

having both
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the manufacturing process of a belting according to the
present invention. In this embodiment, a bolt 46 of the
cloth 10 is moved for example, by rollers 48 and 50 to a
cutting device 52 having a cutting means, such as a
knife blade 54 positioned generally normal to the plane
of the cloth 10. The knife blade 54 severs the weft
yarns 20 and 24 to provide belting portions 56 and 58
blowers 64 and 66. The blowers are each provided with a
hot air nozzle 68 and 70 disposed to direct a jet of
that are separated over rollers 60 and 62 to direct the
belting portions 56,58 to respective high pressure high
pressure, high temperature air at the lateral edge of
the belting portions 56,58 to fuse the severed ends of
the polymeric material comprising the weft yarns 20 and
24. The belting portions 56,54 then travel over rollers
72 and 74 before they are wound up on respective take-up
reels 76 and 78.
The jet of air is typically at about 1,000°F, and
an exemplary high pressure blower useful with the
present invention is manufactured by Leister in
Switzerland.
of
Fig. 8 shows still another preferred embodiment
the manufacturing process of a belting according to the
is
present invention. In this embodiment, the cloth 10
moved from the loom or knitting machine 30 to a cutting
device 80 having a cutting means, such as a laser beam
82. The laser beam severs the weft yarns 20 and 24 to
provide belting portions 84 and 86 that are wound up on
caserespective take-up reels 88 and 90. As was the
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with

the heated knife blade 34, the laser beam 82
simultaneously severs the weft yarns 20 and 24 while it
melts them. The molten polymeric material then cools
5

10

and hardens, providing each belting portion 84 and 86
with a fused lateral edge that seals the respectively
scrims 12 and 14 together at the edge. The natural
fibers comprising the warp yarns 16 to 20 provide the
resulting top and bottom major surfaces of the beltings
84 and 86 with a relatively "soft" natural fiber finish
while the fused lateral edges prevents the beltings from
unraveling a fraying at the edge.
Fig. 9 shows a further embodiment of an exemplary
cloth 110 that is useful in the manufacturing of a

15

20

25

30

35

belting according to the present invention. Belting 110
includes a first portion 112 and a second portion 114
and an intermediate cutting band 116. The width of the
The cloth 110 comprising the first and second portions
112 and 114 and cutting bands 116 to 120 is similar to
first and second portions 112 and 114 are further
defined by respective lateral edge portions 116 and 118.
the cloth 10, and as before can comprise a multiplicity
of substantially parallel scrims, each connected to its
adjacent scrims by binder yarns or the cloth can consist
of a single scrim.
The portions 112 and 114 each include
longitudinally extending warp yarns of a natural fiber
and laterally extending weft yarns of a synthetic
polymeric material. The cutting bands 116 to 118 are
each formed by substituting a synthetic polymeric
material for the longitudinally extending warp yarns.
The weft yarns extending laterally across the broad
width of the belting 110 consisting of the first and
second portions 112 and 114 and the cutting bands 116 to
120 are of the synthetic polymeric material. This
construction provides the bands 116 to 120 woven or
knitted with warp and weft yarns that are both of
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polymeric material to enhance the sealing edge
when the belting is subsequently run down the heated
cutting means 34 (Fig. 3). The belting 110 can also
have its cutting bands 116 to 120 severed in the
lengthwise direction by the cutting machine 54 (Figs. 6
and 7) and the exposed edges then subjected to hot air
blowers 64 and 66 to fuse both the synthetic warp and
weft yarns at the edge. Typically, the cutting bands
116 to 120 have a width of between about 0.25 inches to

synthetic

5

10

2.0 inches, with about 1.0 inch being generally
preferred.
As in the previously described embodiments of the
present invention the natural fibers can comprise
cotton, jute, silk, wool and combinations thereof, and

15

20

25

30

35

the synthetic polymeric yarns can comprise a polyester,
polyamide, polyolef in and acrylic, and mixtures thereof.
Also, while Fig. 9 shows the belting 110 having two
portions 112 and 114 with natural warp yarns, it is
width of the belting 110, each portion separated from
its adjacent portions by a cutting band of both
contemplated by the scope of the present invention that
a greater number of such portions can extend across the
Further, both of the
synthetic warp and weft yarns.
later almost edges of an individual belting portion need
not necessarily be of synthetic material. As long as
the thusly formed belting has at least one edge
characterized by fusing of the weft yarns, such a
belting is within the scope of the present invention.
While various embodiments of the present invention

have been shown and described, it will be readily
apparent to those skilled in the art that in a broad
sense any cutting means such as compressed air or
compressed water and the like can be used to sever the
weft yarns to provide the belting edge. Then, any
device that is capable of melting the synthetic
polymeric material comprising the weft yarns can be used
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to

5

10

-

provide the fused edge to the present belting. For
example, an open flame can be used to melt the weft
yarns. Also, those skilled in the art will readily
realize that regardless of the means used to cut and
fuse the broad width cloths 10 and 110 to provide the
belting of the present invention having a fused lateral
edge, that the functions of cutting and fusing can occur
simultaneously or in a stepwise fashion.
It is intended that the foregoing description be
only illustrative of the present invention and that the
present invention be only limited by the hereinafter
appended claims.
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What

is

1.

A

5

-

claimed is:

conveyor belting, which comprises:
a multiplicity of substantially parallel warp
a)
yarns extending longitudinally of the conveyor
belting, the warp yarns comprising natural
fiber yarns extending across a majority of a
width of the belting and meltable material
yarns extending across at least one cutting

band of the remaining width of the belting;
and
b)

C)

15

a plurality of meltable weft

yarns extending
transversely of the width; and
a lateral edge of the cutting band
characterized by fusing of the meltable warp

and weft yarns.
The conveyor belting of claim 1 wherein the warp
and weft yarns are incorporated in a cloth.
2.

20

The conveyor belting of claim 1 wherein the natural
fiber warp yarns are selected from the group consisting
of cotton, jute, silk and wool, and mixtures thereof.
3.

25

The conveyor belting of claim 1 wherein the
meltable material warp and weft yarns are selected from
the group consisting of polyester, polyamide, polyolef in
and acrylic, and mixtures thereof.

30

5.

4.

The conveyor belting of claim 1 wherein the natural
fiber warp yarns comprise cotton and the meltable
material warp and weft yarns comprise polyester.
6.

35

A
a)

conveyor belting, which comprises:
at least two generally planar and parallel
scrim means, each comprising a multiplicity of
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substantially parallel

warp yarns extending
longitudinally of the scrim means, the warp
yarns comprising natural fiber yarns extending
across a majority of a width of the belting
and meltable material yarns extending across
at least one cutting band of the remaining

5

b)

c)

d)

width of the belting;
a plurality of meltable weft yarns comprising
each of the scrim means, the weft yarns
extending transversely of the warp yarns;
a connecting means provided to connect the
scrim means; and
a lateral edge characterized by fusing of the
meltable warp and weft yarns.

15

The conveyor belt of claim 6 wherein the connecting
means comprise binding warp yarns.
7.

The conveyor belting of claim 7 wherein the binding
warp yarns are of natural fibers.
8.

20

The conveyor belting of claim 6 wherein the natural
fiber warp yarns are selected from the group consisting
of cotton, jute, silk and wool, and mixtures thereof
9.

25
The conveyor belting of claim 6 wherein the
meltable material warp and weft yarns are selected from
the group consisting of polyester, polyamide, polyolef in
and acrylic, and mixtures thereof.
10.

30
The conveyor belting of claim 6 wherein the natural
fiber warp yarns comprise cotton and the meltable
material warp and weft yarns comprise polyester.
11.

35

12.

A

conveyor belting, which comprises:
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a)

5

b)

C)

-

a multiplicity of substantially parallel warp
yarns extending longitudinally of the conveyor
belting and comprising natural fiber yarns;
and
a plurality of meltable weft yarns extending
transversely of the warp yarn; and
a lateral edge characterized by fused ends of
the weft yarns.

10

The conveyor belting of claim 12 wherein the warp
and weft yarns are incorporated in a cloth.
13.

The conveyor belting of claim 12 wherein the
natural fiber warp yarns are selected from the group
consisting of cotton, jute, silk and wool, and mixtures
14.

15

thereof.
The conveyor belting of claim 12 wherein the weft
yarns are selected from the group consisting of
polyester, polyamide, polyolef in and acrylic, and
mixtures thereof.
15.

20

The conveyor belting of claim 12 wherein the
natural fiber warp yarns comprise cotton and the weft
16.

25

yarns comprise polyester.
17.

30

A

conveyor belting, which comprises:
at least two generally planar and parallel
a)
scrim means, each comprising a multiplicity of
substantially parallel warp yarns extending
longitudinally of the scrim means and
b)

35

comprised of natural fiber yarns;
a plurality of meltable weft yarns comprising
each of the scrim means, the weft yarns
extending transversely of the warp yarns;
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a

C)

connecting means provided to connect the
scrim means; and
a lateral edge characterized by fusing of the
warp and weft yarns.

d)

5

The conveyor belt of claim 17 wherein the
connecting means comprise binding warp yarns.
18.

10

The conveyor belting of claim 18 wherein the
binding warp yarns are of natural fibers.

15

The conveyor belting of claim 17 wherein the
natural fiber warp yarns are selected from the group
consisting of cotton, jute, silk and wool, and mixtures
thereof.

19.

20.

The conveyor belting of claim 17 wherein the weft
yarns are selected from the group consisting of
21.

20

polyester, polyamide, polyolef in and acrylic, and
mixtures thereof.
The conveyor belting of claim 17 wherein the
natural fiber warp yarns comprise cotton and the weft
22.

yarns comprise polyester.
25
23.

A method

of manufacturing a conveyor belting, which

comprises:
a)

30

35

providing a multiplicity of substantially
parallel warp yarns extending longitudinally
of the conveyor belting, the warp yarns
comprising natural fiber yarns extending
across a majority of a width of the belting
and meltable material yarns extending across
at least one cutting band of the remaining
width of the belting;
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b)

c)

5

-

incorporating a plurality of meltable weft
yarns extending transversely of the warp yarns
to provide a cloth; and
cutting the cloth in the longitudinal
direction and along the cutting band with a
heated cutting means that serves to
simultaneously sever and melt the meltable
warp and weft yarns and thereby providing a
lateral edge of the conveyor belting
characterized by fusing of the warp and weft

io

yarns.

The method of claim 23 including providing the
heated cutting means as a heated knife means.
24.

15

The method of claim 23 including providing the
heated cutting means as a laser cutting means.
25.

26.

20

A method

of manufacturing a conveyor belting, which

comprises:
a)

25

b)

30

providing a multiplicity of substantially
parallel warp yarns extending longitudinally
of the conveyor belting, the warp yarns
comprising natural fiber yarns extending
across a majority of a width of the belting
and meltable material yarns extending across
at least one cutting band of the remaining
width of the belting;
incorporating a plurality of meltable weft
yarns extending transversely of the warp yarns

to provide a cloth;
c)

35

d)

cutting the cloth in the longitudinal
direction and along the cutting band with a
cutting means; and
melting a lateral edge of the severed cloth
along the cutting band with a fusing means,
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thereby providing the

lateral edge of the
conveyor belting characterized by fusing of
the warp and weft yarns.
5

The method of claim 26 including providing the
cutting means as a knife means.

27.

28.

The method of claim 26 including providing the

fusing means as a jet of hot air.
10
29.

A method of

manufacturing a conveyor belting, which

comprises:
a)

providing a multiplicity of substantially
parallel warp yarns extending longitudinally
of the conveyor belting and comprised of
natural fiber yarns;

b)

incorporating a plurality of meltable weft
yarns extending transversely of the warp yarns
to provide a cloth; and
cutting the cloth in the longitudinal

15

20

C)

direction with a heated cutting means that
serves to simultaneously sever and melt the
meltable weft yarns and thereby providing a
lateral edge of the conveyor belting
characterized by fusing of the warp and weft

25

yarns.
The method of claim 29 including providing the
heated cutting means as a heated knife means.
30.

30

The method of claim 29 including providing the
heated cutting means as a laser cutting means.
31.

32.

35

A method of

comprises:

manufacturing a conveyor belting, which
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a)

5

b)

c)

providing a multiplicity of substantially
parallel warp yarns extending longitudinally
of the conveyor belting and comprised of
natural fiber yarns;
incorporating a plurality of meltable weft.
yarns extending transversely of the warp yarns

to provide a cloth;
cutting the cloth in the longitudinal
direction with a cutting means to provide a

lateral

io
d)

edge of the cloth; and
melting the lateral edge with a fusing means,
thereby providing the lateral edge of the
conveyor belting characterized by fusing of
the warp and weft yarns.

15

The method of claim 32 including providing the
cutting means as a knife means.
33.

The method of claim 32 including providing the
fusing means as a jet of hot air.

34.

20
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Method and apparatus for destacking and supplyingsheet members
from a stack to a processing apparatus
The present invention relates to a method for destacking and supplying sheet members

a stack to a processing apparatus, and of the type described in the introductory
part of claim 1.
from

5 For use in the paper and cartonage industry such methods and apparatuses for destacking and supplying sheet members to processing apparatuses are known, and where there
is worked with cardboard or paper sheets supplied in pre-adjusted stacks on a usually

custom-built pallet of tree. The height of the stack may be large, for instance until 1.5
meter and the thickness of the individual sheets may vary rather much from less than
10 0. 1 - 6 mm, that is that the weight of the stack may very rather much, as a stack
consisting of very thin paper sheets has a very heigher weight than that of a stack consisting of rather thick corrugated cardboard.

It means, that shift of stack will take place with shorter intervals, when it concerns a
15 stack with relatively few, thick sheets, than when it concers a stack with relative many,
thin sheets.

The feeding part of known apparatuses comprises normally a lifting device with a
lifting platform, via which a pallet with a stack of sheet members may be supplied. A
20 pallet with the stack is placed on the lifting platform of the processing apparatus, for
instance by means of a lift truck or fork lift. During destacking and supplying, respectively, the stack is moved on the lifting platform continuously up towards the top of the
feeding part, where a suction discs device one by one takes the sheet members and
successivelyfeed them into the processing apparatus.
25

In order to minimize the time of idle running of the processing apparatus during shift to
a new stack, the operator by means of an extra lifting device comprising a pair of
lifting bars may place a new stack under the almost emptied stack. The lifting bars are
placed in front of and behind said first lifting device. When the height of the first stack
30 is reduced to about 30 cm, that is when the bottom of the stack is raised about 1.2 m
the extra lifting device is started.

The operator inserts manually a number of spears, which may consist of round, flat or
profiled iron, through recesses in the wood pallet. These recesses may consist of spaces
35 between the boards uppermost of the pallet. The spears are
placed over the lifting bars
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of the extra lifting device. The latter is now moved upwards,

so that

it via the spears

supports and carries the last part of the first stack.

The lifting platform of said first lifting device is now moved downwards again, the
5 empty pallet is removed, and a new pallet with stack is inserted. By means of said first
lifting device the stack is moved upwards against the underside of the spears, so that the
new stack also carries the last part of the previous stack. The extra lifting device is
lowered and the spears are then retracted by the operator - one by one - of the total
stack, as the original or uppermost part of the stack is little (minor than 30 cm) and
10 therefore has low weight. The shift of stack is now ended.

This known method requires specially manufactured pallet, for instance wood pallets,
and a quick and careful operator.
15 The invention has for its purpose to reduce

or to eliminate entirely the times for shift

and to avoid the special wood pallets, which are expensive and which only can be used
for a certain type of apparatus. The purpose is also to reduce the number of working
stops and to avoid dangerous working situations arising because of the fact that the

shifting mechanism may be difficult to secure or to screen without reducing the
20 freedom of movement of the operator arid without increasing the shifting time. It is
furthermore the purpose to give the sheet members a gentle treatment, so that the waste
is minimized.
The method according to the invention is distinctive in that the pre-adjusted stacks of
25 sheet members by the preceding adjustment are placed in a predetermined position on
the carrying plate, preferably close to the front edge thereof, that the stack in the feeder
part of a first lifting device is moved upwardly for successive feeding of uppermost
sheet in the stack to the processing apparatus, that an extra lifting device takes over and
moves a last part of the stack up towards the top of the feeding part, as the stack in a
30 per se known manner is supported temporarily on the extra lifting deviceby means of a
number of carrying bars or spears, that a new stack is feeded to said first lifting device
in the feeding part and is lifted upwards to engagement under said last part of the

35

previous stack, and that the extra lifting device is moved downwards, before the
carrying bars or spears are retracted, so that the last part of the previous stack being
placed directly on the new stack of sheet members, etc.

of simple provisions it

hereby becomes possible to reduce or entirely to
eliminate the time shifts and to avoid the special wood pallets, which are expensive, and

By means
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5

which only can be used for a certain type of apparatuses. Furthermore the number of
working stops may be reduced, and dangerous working situations, which may arise as a
consequence of the fact that the shifting mechanism is difficult to secure or to screen,
without reducing the freedom of movement of the operator, are avoided. It is furthermore possible to ensure a gentle treatment of the sheet members, so that the waste
may
be minimizedcorrespondingly.

In order to avoid interruptions of operation of the feeding arrangement of the
proceswith
the said suction discs, it is possible in a simple manner during the
sing apparatus
10 shift of stacks to eliminate the occuring difference of
height - corresponding to the
total thickness of carrying bars or spears - by the fact that the front end first and then
the hindmost end of said first lifting device successively are lifted during the retraction
of the carrying bars or spears. And appropriately the carrying plates may consist of
simple rectangular plates of cheap, homogeneous material, such as oil-hardened
15 masonite, metal or plastic.
Alternatively the carrying plates may be provided with rows of preferably oval holes
being adapted to a special lifting device comprising upwards directed lifting fingers
adapted to be stuck upwards through said oval holes for lifting free a stack from the
20 carrying plates

- during

successivedestacking and feeding

of sheet members from the

stack, respectively.

25

The invention furthermore relates to an apparatus for use of said method and comprising a feeder part with a first lifting device, which apparatus is destinctive in that the
first lifting device comprises a conveyor with mutual separated, endless carrier belts or
straps being adapted to receive a pre-adjusted stack of sheet members on a carrying
plate via a feeding conveyor placed before the feeding part, that a feeding device being
placed just before the feeding part and comprising a horizontal carrying frame for an

aggregate, which carrying frame being height adjustable between vertical carrying
30 pillar, which aggregate between opposite
carrying side pieces of the carrying frame
may be moved forwards and backwards between a retracted position over the feeding
conveyor and an advanced position over the feeding part, said aggregate comprises a
number of carrying bars and spears being adapted to be placed under the carrying plate
for the last part of the stack, an extra lifting device being adapted for temporary
35 support of said carrying bars or spears and the last
part of the stack until a new stack
has been placed under the carrying bars or spears, and holding back means adapted to
maintain the position of the remaining stack and the new stack during the retraction of
the carrying bars or spears. Hereby a quick and precise shift from one stack to another
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is obtained.The quick shift may be obtained, because few light things (the flat, thin
carrying plates) may be retracted very precisely without the need of large strength or energy.

5 To avoid variations of height of the total new stack during the shift of stacks the
apparatus according to the invention advantageously may be such provided, that the belt
conveyor is such provided that the front end first and then the hindmost end thereof
successively are lifted during the retraction of the carrying bars or spears in order to
compensate the elsewise occuring difference in height of the total stack during the
10 shiftingof stacks.
An alternative apparatus for practicing the method according to the invention comprises
a feeder part with a primary lifting device and is distinctive in that the primary lifting
device comprises a lifting frame with a number of crossbeams being placed between a
15 stationary belt conveyor, and each of which being provided with a number of upwards
directed lifting fingers being adapted to be stuck upwards through holes of a carrying
plate, so that a stack of sheet members is lifted free from the carrying plate and is
directly supported on the lifting fingers, while the stack during destacking and

supplyingof sheet members, respectively successively is lifted upwardly to a seconda20 ry lifting device comprising carrying bars or spears being adapted to be placed under
the stack, that is above the carrying plate, and to take over the further lifting movement
of the remaining stack.

25

The alternative apparatus may furthermore be such provided that it in connection with
the primary lifting device comprises a device for removal of said carrying plates to a
magazine.

The invention is explained in more detail in the following with reference to the
drawing, in which:30

Fig.

1

shows a side view of an embodiment for an apparatus according to the invention,

Fig. 2

shows a partial view of the apparatuscf. Fig. I - as seen from the top

Fig. 3

shows first method step - insertion of a stack into the feeding part of the
apparatus,

35
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Fig. 4

shows next method step, where a shift of stack begins,

Fig. 5

shows the method step, where a new stack is inserted under the remaining

stack,
5

Fig. 6

shows the method step, where the flat, thin carrying plate is retracted,

Fig. 7

shows the method step, where the extra lifting device returns to its starting
position and is ready to take over the remaining stack from the first lifting
device,

10

Fig.

8

15 Fig. 9

Fig. 10
20 Fig. 11

shows an alternative embodiment for
method according to the invention,

a

carrying plate for use by the

shows an alternative embodiment for an apparatus according to the invention - as seen from the side,
shows the apparatus shown in Fig. 9 - as seen from the line X - X, and

shows the apparatus shown in Fig. 9 - as seen from the line XI - XI.

In Fig. 1 the apparatus according to the invention and connected transport system are
seen from the side. In the following it is described, how a stack 2 of sheet members 1
is handled before a processing apparatus 7.
25

Before a feeding device 3 a conveyor 15 is placed. From this a stack 2 via the feeding
device 3 is moved to a feeding part 5, in which the proper destacking takes place, as
the individual sheet members from the top of the stack 2 is transferred to a processing
apparatus 7. The latter may consist of different apparatuses, for instance an apparatus
30 for punching out box blanks or a printing apparatus.
Before the stack 2 arrives via the conveyor 15 an adjustment of the stack 2 is carried
out by means of a special apparatus to secure a entirely precise and straight stack of
sheet members 1, and during this operation the stack 2 is placed on a flat, thin carrying
35 plate 13 being adapted to the processing apparatus 7. The carrying plate 13 substitutes
the pallet or similar support surface, on which the sheet members are delivered, in
order to enable handling with fork lift and the like.
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For instance the stack 2 of sheet members 1 may consist of flat, punched out sheet
members to be printed in the processing apparatus 7 and possible to be folded or raised
to a carton. By the invention the wood pallet are substituted by flat, thin carrying plates
13 so-called "slip-sheets" consisting of a thin (2 - 6 mm) flat carrying plate 13, the
5 external shape and size of which is larger than the sheet members, as the carrying plate
is adapted to the actual processing apparatus 7. For instance the carrying plates 13 may
be manufactured from oil-hardenedmasonite, plastic or metal.

10

The feeding device 3, which in Fig. 2 is seen from the top, is mainly built up as an
aggregate 10 suspended in a portal rack with vertical supporting pillars 8, so that the

feeding device is movable both in horizontal direction and in vertical direction, as the
feeding device in vertical direction is supported by air cylinders - not shown, and in
horizontal direction is displaceable arranged on horizontal carrying side members 7' of
a carrying frame 17 suspendedbetween the supporting pillars 8.
15

In order to synchronize the vertical movement of the aggregate 10 the carrying frame
in front of the said air cylinders is mutually connected by means of equalizing chains
lead around upper turning axles. Or the carrying frame 17 for the aggregate 10 is at
opposite sides parallel guided by means of chain wheels engaging with vertical racks
20 being secured on the inner sides of the supporting pillars 8. By controlling the pressure
in the air cylinders the aggregate 10 may be raised, lowered or be placed in any
equilibrium, that is where the aggregate seems to be almost "weightless".

The aggregate 10 comprises carrying bars or spears 19, a holdingback arrangemnt 20,
25 22 and a pushing device 21. The spears 19, of which there are 10 pieces, are mounted
on a cross slide suspended between two trolleys running on the inner sides of the
carrying side members 7'. At the points of the carrying bars or spears 19, these are on

the top side provided with upwards directed hooks, which - when the carrying bars or
spears 19 are retracted from the stack 2 may bring along the flat carrying plate 13 to
30 the rear of the stack 2. The cross slide for the carrying bars or spears 19 is driven via
toothed belt of the gear motors with more speeds, as the carrying bars or spears 19 are
firmly mounted on the cross slide.
Aggregates 10 comprise as mentioned also a holding back arrangement with a
35 lowermost holding back means 22 and an uppermost holding back means 20, mounted
on a common cross slide suspended between two trolleys running external on the
carrying side members 7'. The uppermost holding means 20 is such adapted that it in

addition to the movement forwards and backwards furthermore may rock a front edge
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of a crossbeam up and down to avoid to hit the rear edge of the carrying plate 13, when
the holding back means 20 is moved forward. The holding back means 20 and 22 are
also driven via toothed belts by means of a gear motor with more speeds.
5

At each side of the cross slide for the holding back means 20 and 22 a pneumatic
braking device is placed adapted to grip around one of the flange of the carrying side
member, so that the holding back means 20 and 22 may be locked in any horizontal
position.

10

The pushing device 21 comprises an air cylinder without piston rod, also called a
shuttle cylinder. Its length of stroke is such adapted that it can push a carrying plate 13
entirely to the rear of the aggregate 10 to a magazine or possible to a conveyor leading
the carrying plates 13 back to said adjusting apparatus.

15

By the first method step (Fig. 3) a stack 2 has just been supplied to a first lifting device
in the feeding part 5, while next stack 2 stands ready under the feeding device 3, as
both the latter and the lifting device 9 are in initial position. The first lifting device 9,
shown in Fig. 2, is provided with a belt conveyor.

The feeding part 5 is in its lower initial position; and the beams 11 of an extra lifting
device are both lowered. First lifting device 9 has just received or is ready to receive a
stack 2 from the feeding device 3, where the aggregate 10 is lowered just over the
beams 11 of the extra lifting device. The carrying bars or spears 19 and the holding
back means 20 and 22 (Fig. 2) are in their retracted position. The pushing device 21
25 (Fig. 2) is in its initial position.
20

By change to next method step (Fig. 4) the following takes place. The first lifting
device 9 is moved upwards in step with destacking of sheet members 1 by a suction disc
device 24, which continues until the first lifting device 9 has reached the height of the
30 beams 11 of the extra lifting device, that is when the flat, thin
carrying plate 13 is
placed just over the beams of the extra lifting device 11.
Now the carrying bars or spears 19 of the feeding device 3 is moved forward between
the belts of the belt conveyor on the first lifting device 9, so that the spears 19 are
35 placed over the beams 11 of the extra lifting device 11, which now is moved
upwards.
The first lifting device 9 is lowered to its initial position, so that the remaining stack 2
now is supported on carrying bars or spears 19 and the extra lifting device 11, which
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both are moved upwards together, as the aggregate 10 of the feeding device now is in
any equilibriumor - cf. theabove-mentioned is almost siweightiessu.
Next method step is explained with reference to Fig. 5, where first lifting device 9 of
5 the feeding part 5 has received a new stack 2 and is moved upwards below the carrying
bars or spears 19 and takes over the weight from the remaining part of the previous
stack 2, so that the extra lifting device 11 is relieved.

The holding back means 20 and 22 of aggregate 10 is now moved forward, where the
10 upmost rockable holding back means 20 first is lifted up over the rear edge of the
carrying plate and lowered down onto said carrying plate, when the crossbeam is over
the carrying plate 13. When the holding back means 20 and 22 rest against the back of
the remaining stack 2 and the new stack 2, respectively, the holding back slide is locked
to the carrying side membersby means of said braking device.
15

The extra lifting device 11 of the feeding part 5 may now be lowered to its initial
position (Fig. 6), and the carrying bars or spears 19 of the feeding device 5 may be retracted of the entire stack 2, as first the front edge of the belt conveyor 9 and successively the rear edge of the belt conveyor 9 is raised during the retraction of the
20 carrying spears 19 to the rear of the stack 2 - to compensate for the elsewise occuring
difference in height between the front end and the rear end of the stack 2, which might
cause irregularities for the suction disc device of the processing apparatus on the top of
the stack. When the spears 19 are outside the stack 2 also the holding back means 20
and 22 are retracted to its initial position, Hereafter a new stack 2 may be moved in
25 position on the feeding device 3.

Last method step for the carrying out a shift of stacks is explained with reference to
Fig. 7. When the carrying bars or spears 19 and the holding back means 20 and 22 are
placed in the initial position, the aggregate 10 is raised up on level with the carrying
30 plate magazine or the carrying plate conveyor and the pushing device 21 (see Fig. 2)
the
pushes the carrying plate 13 from the spears 19 further to the rear. Hereafter
to the
pushing device 21 returns to its initial position, and the aggregate 10 is lowered
same level as that of the extra lifting device 11, and the feeding device 3 is now ready

to carry out a new shiftingoperation.
35

The method may within the scope of the invention be modified without differring
fromthe idea of the invention, as the invention may be used within other technical fields
than the cartonage industry, as high feeding speed within mechanical processing,
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handling of fragile items or manufacturing of information carriers is just as essential.
And the flat, thin carrying plate does not need to be completely flat, as it due to friction
reduced reasons either may have small projections, or there may be other holes or
discontinuities.
5

The alternative carrying plate 25 shown in Fig. 8, which for instance consists of
masonite, is provided with a large number of ovale holes 26, and which is adjusted to
an alternative apparatus cf. Fig. 9 - 11 with a special primary lifting device 27 with af
lifting frame 28 with a number of crossbeams 29 being placed between a stationary belt
10 conveyor 30, and each of which crossbeams 29 being provided with a number of
upwards directed lifting fingers 31 being adapted to be stuck upwards through the holes
26 of a carrying plate 25, so that a stack of sheet members is lifted free from the
carrying plate 25 and is directly supported on the lifting fingers 31, that is that the
carrying plate 25 is loosely placed between the lifting fingers 31 on top of the cross15 beams 29. Hereafter the stack - during destacking and feeding of sheet members,
respectively - successively is lifted upwardly to the secondary lifting device 11, where
the carrying bars or spears 19, which now may be inserted over the carrying plate 25,
take over the further lifting movementof the remaining stack; while the primary lifting
device 27 returns to its lowermost position between the individual belts of the belt
20 conveyor 30, whereafter the empty carrying 25 may be taken out to a magazine, before
a new stack is feeded in on the belt conveyor 30 respectively over the primary lifting
device 27, etc.

By the alternative embodiment of the apparatus according to the invention the carrying
25 bars or spears 19 and various holding back means may be provided more simply, as it
and it causes a considerable simplification, that the carrying plates 25 may be retracted
below in stead of above in connection with retraction of the carrying bars or spears 19.

30

35
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CLAIMS
1.

A method

for

destacking and supplying sheet members (1) from a stack to a

processing apparatus, and where the sheet members (1) are supplied via a feeder part
(5) in pre-adjusted stacks on carrying plates (13), c h a r a c t e r z e d in that the preadjusted stacks (2) of sheet members (1) by the preceding adjustment are placed in a
5 predetermined position on the carrying plate (13), preferably close to the front edge
thereof, that the stack (2) in the feeder part (5) of a first lifting device (9) is moved
upwardly for successive feeding of uppermost sheet in the stack (2) to the processing
(7), that an extra lifting device (11) takes over and moves a last part of the

i

apparatus
stack (2) up towards the top of the feeding part, as the stack (2) in a per se known
10 manner is supported temporarily on the extra lifting device (11) by means of a number
of carrying bars or spears (19), that a new stack (2) is feeded to said first lifting device
(9) in the feeding part (5) and is lifted upwards to engagementunder said last part of
the previous stack (2), and that the extra lifting device (11) is moved downwards,
before the carrying bars or spears (19) are retracted, so that the last part of the previous
15 stack (2) being placed directly on the new stack (2) of sheet members (1), etc.

ri

r

2. A method according to claim 1, c h a a c £ e z e d in, that the front end first and
then the hindmost end of said first lifting device (9) successively are lifted during the
retraction of the carrying bars or spears (19) in order to compensate the elsewise
20 occuring difference in height of the total stack (2) - during the shifting of stacks.

3. A method according to claims 1 and 2, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that the carrying
oil-hardened
plates (13) are simple rectangular plates of a homogene material such as
masonite, metal or plastic.
25

4. A method according to claims 1 - 3, c h a r a c t e r i z e d in that the carrying plates
(25) are provided with rows of preferably oval holes (26).
5. An apparatus for use of the method according to claim 1, and comprising a feeding
z e d in that the first lifting
30 part (5) with a first lifting device (9), c h a a c t e
device (9) comprises a conveyor (12) with mutual separated, endless carrier belts or
on a
straps being adapted to receive a pre-adjusted stack (2) of sheet members (1)
that a
carrying plate (13) via a feeding conveyor (15) placed before the feeding part (5),
a
feeding device (3) being placed just before the feeding part (5) and comprising
35 horizontal carrying frame for an aggregate (10), which carrying frame being height ad-

r

ri
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justable between vertical supporting pillars, which aggregate (10) between opposite
carrying side members of the carrying frame may be moved forwards and backwards
between a retracted position over the feeding conveyor (15) and an advanced position
over the feeding part (5), said aggregate (10) comprises a number of carrying bars and
5 spears (19) being adapted to be placed under the
carrying plate (13) for the last part of
the stack (2), an extra lifting device (11) being adapted for temporary support of said
carrying bars or spears (19) and the last part of the stack (2) until a new stack (2) has
been placed under the carrying bars or spears (19), and holding back means (20, 22)
adapted to maintain the position of the remaining stack (2) and the new stack (2) during
10 the retraction of the carrying bars or spears (19).

6. An apparatus according to claim 5, c h a r a c z e r i z e d in that the conveyor (12)
15

is such provided that the front end first and then the hindmost end thereof successively
are lifted during the retraction of the carrying bars or spears (19) in order to compensate the elsewise occuring difference in height of the total stack (2) - during the shifting

of stacks.

7. An apparatus for use of the method according to claim 1 and comprising a feeding
part with a primary lifting device (27), characterized in that the primary lifting

device (27) comprises a lifting frame (28) with a number of crossbeams (29) being
placed between a stationary belt conveyor (30), and each of which being provided with
a number of upwards directed lifting fingers (31) being adapted to be stuck upwards
through holes (26) of a carrying plate (25), so that a stack of sheet members is lifted
free from the carrying plate (25) and is directly supported on the lifting fingers (31),
25 while the stack - during
destackingand supplyingof sheet members, respectively- successively is lifted upwardly to a secondary lifting device (11) comprising carrying bars
or spears (19) being adapted to be placed under the stack, that is above the carrying
plate (25), and to take over the further lifting movement of the remaining stack.
20

30

35

r

r

8. An apparatus according to claim 7, c h a a c t e i z e d in that it - in connection
with the primary lifting device (27) - comprises a device for removal of said carrying
plates (25) to a magazine.
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"Re-reeling machine for rolls of band—shaped material,
with control of the introduction of the winding core"
DESCRIPTION
5

Technical field
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The
invention
relates
to
an
present
improvement to a peripheral re—reeling machine of the
type comprising a first winding roller, around which
the band-shaped material to be wound is guided, a
second winding roller defining, with the first winding
roller, a throat into which the winding cores are
introduced in succession, means for introducing the
cores into said throat and means of control for
bringing about, at the end of winding of a roll, a
variation
in
the winding
conditions
cyclical
for
control of the advance of the new core (if appropriate
with the first turns of material wound around it)
through the throat.
Re-reeling machines of this type, commonly
known as automatic peripheral re—reeling machines, are
used for example in the paper conversion industry to
form continuously logs or rolls of wound paper starting
from
bobbins
of
diameter.
The
are
large
logs
successively cut perpendicularly to their own axis to
produce small rolls of toilet paper, all-purpose towels
and similar products of desired height.
The invention also relates to an improvement
to a method for the production of logs of band-shaped

material wound on tubular cores comprising the phases
of: providing a first winding roller around which the
band—shaped material is guided; providing a second
winding roller, a throat being defined between the
first and the second winding roller for the passage of
the winding cores; at the end of the winding of a roll,
the conditions
of
varying
temporarily
introduce a new core through said throat.

winding
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Among the numerous patents relating to re—
no.
US
of
this
machines
patents
type,
reeling
4,327,877, 4,487,377, 4,723,724, 4,828,195, 5,248,106,
British patent no.
2,105,688,
European
5,249,756,
the
039
and
more
0
498
recently
no.
patent
international publication WO 94/21545 and the Italian
patent application M193A 1013 stand out, among others.
In peripheral re-reeling machines of this
type, the band-shaped material is fed continuously and
at an essentially constant speed of the order of 400700 rn/mm
and up to 1000 rn/mm in the most advanced
machines. There is inserted into the re-reeling machine
a tubular cardboard core, on which, in the span of time
of 1-3 seconds, the log or roll is formed. This has
then to be discharged from the winding zone to make
space for a new core on which a new log is being
formed. The operations of insertion of the core are
effected in various ways but typically with a temporary
variation of the winding conditions. In general terms,
the passage of the core through the throat defined by
the two winding rollers takes place by means of a
difference between the peripheral speeds of the two
rollers. The difference in speed can be
winding
different according to the methods of functioning of
the machine and can be due to a temporary variation,
comprised for example between 1% and 20% in relation to
the speed of advance of the band—shaped material. Once
the core has passed through the throat, or while it is
passing through it, the speed of rotation of the second
winding roller is gradually increased again to the
operating speed, close or equal to the speed of the
first winding roller. In this case, therefore, the
which is varied is the peripheral
speed of the winding roller.
The deceleration/re-acceleration cycle of the
second winding roller and that of the insertion of the
core in contact with the band—shaped material are

winding
35

condition

synchronized with one another. Thus the re—acceleration
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of the second winding roller starts when the core has

5

theoretically reached a given predetermined position in
relation to the winding rollers. This synchrony is
obtained by making reference to the angular position of
the first winding roller, or of another roller for
conveying the band—shaped material, which has a given
position in relation to the band-shaped material.
In some machines, the insertion of the core

10

takes place still by difference of speed between the
first and the second winding roller, but the condition
of winding which is varied is no longer the peripheral
speed of the second winding roller (which remains
constant) but rather the interdistance between said
first
and
said
second
roller.
the
Essentially,
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dimension of the throat is temporarily and cyclically
varied during the passage of the core through the
throat itself. The passage of the core is due to the
difference in peripheral speed between the two rollers
which is limited but constant in time.
When the core is inserted into the winding
zone and enters into contact with the band—shaped
material which is guided around the first winding
roller, or in any case with a member rotating at a
speed proportional to the speed of advance of the bandshaped material, it is suddenly accelerated angularly
until it assumes a peripheral speed equal to the speed
of advance of the band—shaped material. Contact can
take place simultaneously with the two winding rollers
defining the throat, or with the first winding roller
and a contrast surface. In any case, the core tends to
slide in relation to the band-shaped material and the
winding roller with which it comes into contact.
It has now been learned that this sliding is
not constant but can vary from core to core, with the
consequence that, even taking into account a typical
sliding in synchronization phase of the various members
of the machine,
it
will
be possible
in actual
functioning fro each core to slide by a greater or
lesser extent in relation to the sliding initially
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assumed as a reference. This means that the re—
acceleration phase of the second winding roller may be
early or late in relation to the position of the core
in the throat between the two winding rollers. If the
core slides more than expected when it enters into
contact with the winding roller, it is late in relation
to the gradient of re—acceleration of the second
winding roller, with the consequence that it has
difficulty in leaving the throat. If, on the other
hand, the sliding is less than expected, the core is
of
early in relation to the gradient of re—acceleration
the second winding roller and can pass through the
throat too rapidly with the risk of not being perfectly
controlled.
There is a similar disadvantage when the
peripheral speed of the second winding roller is kept
constant and the interdistance between the two rollers
is varied. In this case also, the uncertainty of the
extent
of the actual sliding of the core in the

20

insertion phase may involve a dephasing between actual
position of the core and opening—apart movement of the
two winding rollers. Consequently, the core which is
late in relation to the theoretical position can be too
compressed while earliness involves the risk of a loss

25

of control of the core.
The aim of the present invention is that of
eliminating the disadvantages illustrated above.
Summary of the invention
According to the invention, there is provided
the type
of
in a peripheral re-reeling machine
indicated above a sensor means associated with said
throat, which detects the passage of the core from a
the
predetermined position and emits a signal on
passage of said core. The means which bring about the
cyclical variation of the winding conditions are phased
with the signal emitted by said sensor and therefore
with the actual position of the core. That is to say
these bring about said variation at a moment which is

30
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determined according to the moment at which said signal
is generated.
which
is
condition
the
winding
temporarily varied is represented by the peripheral
velocity of the second winding roller, it is possible
to make provision for the signal to be synchronized
with the start point of the re-acceleration gradient of
the second winding roller. In this way, the reacceleration gradient of the second winding roller is
always correctly synchronized with the actual position
of the core in the machine and not with its theoretical
position. Whatever the extent of the sliding of the
core in the introduction phase, the start of the re—
acceleration of the second winding roller is determined
from time to time when the core is actually in the

When
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correct position.
On the other hand, it is also possible to
make provision for the re—acceleration gradient to
start at a fixed moment and for the time intervening
(or the quantity of band-shaped material which passes)
between said moment and the moment of emission of the
signal to bring about a successive adaptation of the
slope of the residual re—acceleration curve from the

moment of emission of the signal (or from a successive
25

moment) on until the operating speed is reached.
The advantages which can be obtained with a
control system of this type are particularly relevant
in a case in which the core undergoes two different and
successive angular accelerations (such as for example

30

in WO 94/21545).
When the core is inserted contemporaneously
with a variation of the axle distance between the first
and the second winding roller, the signal emitted by
the sensor can condition the relative movement between
the two rollers according to a similar concept.
It is clear that there may already be wound
on the core which is passing through the throat a more
or less plentiful quantity of band-shaped material,
according to how the start of the winding takes place.
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must also be understood in this
context as a core on which a certain quantity of band—
shaped material is possibly already wound.
The sensor means can be of various types.
currently preferred is a sensor of optical type, with
an emitter arranged on one side of the throat and a
receiver arranged on the opposite side, with the core
passing between emitter and receiver. In this manner,
there is a double obscuring signal since the core is a
hollow tube. Alternatively, it is possible to utilize
the first and second obscuring signal to condition the
procedure of variation of the winding conditions. Other
possibilities are not excluded, with both optical
sensors and sensors of other types. For example, it is
possible to arrange a sensor with emitter and receiver
accommodated in a groove of the second winding roller
in the region of the throat between the winding
rollers. In such a case, the light beam emitted by the
emitter is reflected by the surface of the first
winding roller or by the band-shaped material guided on
it. The receiver receives the reflected or diffused
light energy. The passage of the tubular core (normally
of dark colour and therefore absorbent) intercepts the
"core"

and obscures the receiver. Sensors of electromechanical or other type can also be used.
The position of the sensor in relation to the
throat of the re—reeling machine can advantageously be
adjustable. As an alternative to or in combination with
it is possible to provide for the means of
this,
control of the variation in speed of the second winding
roller being equipped with a programmable delay circuit
which makes it possible to delay the start of the rebeant

25

30

35

acceleration gradient by a predetermninable amount in
relation to the signal emitted by the sensor means. On
the other hand, adjustment of the position of the

sensor can be provided.
Further advantageous characteristics of the
machine and of the device according to the invention
are indicated in the attached claims.
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It is possible to apply the same concepts
explained above to leaving out of consideration how the
variation of peripheral speed of the winding roller is
obtained. This can, in fact, be due to a variation of
the angular speed or to a variation of the radius of
the winding roller, if appropriate in combination with
a variation of the axle distance between the winding
rollers, as described for example in M193A001768.
Brief description of the drawings
The invention will be better understood by
following the description and the attached drawing
which shows a non-limiting exemplary embodiment of the
invention itself. In the drawing,
Fig. 1 shows a lateral view of a peripheral
re-reeling machine in which the invention can be
applied;

20
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Figs 2 to 8 show the various phases of
functioning of the re—reeling machine in a winding
cycle;
Fig. 9 shows a diagram of the speed of the
second winding roller, according to the first method of
control, and
Fig. 10 shows a diagram of the speed of the
second winding roller in a different method of control.
Detailed description of an embodiment
The invention will be described below by
application to a re-reeling machine of the type
described in WO 94/21545, the content of which is
incorporated in the present description. However, it is
intended that the same principles can be applied to
other peripheral re—reeling machines which have a
second winding roller actuated at variable speed.
With initial reference to Fig. 1, feed and
guide rollers for the band—shaped material N are
indicated by 1 and 3. A perforator group is generally
indicated by 5. Arranged downstream of the perforator
group 5 is a first winding roller 15, around which the
band—shaped material is guided, and a second winding
roller 17, rotating in the same direction as the roller
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Defined between the two rollers 15 and 17 is a
throat 19 through which the band—shaped material N
borne by
passes. 2]. indicates a third winding roller,
an oscillating arm 23 to follow the growth of the roll
or log L being formed and to allow its discharge when

15.
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winding is completed.
Arranged upstream of the throat 19 is a
surface 33 for rolling of the core A inserted at the
start of each operating cycle. A rotating element 41
43 of
positioned below the surface 33 bears means
The form
interruption of the band-shaped material N.
and method of functioning of the means 43 are described
in WO 94/21545, to which reference can be made for
further details.
The cores A are introduced into the channel
and the
39 defined between the winding roller 15
surface 33 by a feeder 67 which takes them from a
a
conveyor 47 equipped with pushers 57 and with which
a
61 of
type known per se is
glue distributor
associated.
successive
8
show different
2
to
Figs
the
operating phases during a winding cycle. In Fig. 2,
roll L is virtually completely wound between the
rollers 15, 17, 21 and is on the point of being
67
discharged. A new core Al is inserted by the feeder
into the channel 39. In this phase, the core Al is
a zero
abruptly accelerated angularly and it goes from
angular speed to such an angular speed that the point
of contact with the roller 15 moves at the peripheral
rn/mm
speed of the roller 15 itself (typically 400-700
and above) and its centre advances at a speed equal to
half rolling on the surface 33. Notwithstanding the
limited inertia of the core, its angular and linear
acceleration inevitably involves an initial sliding of
the core itself in relation to the band—shaped material
and therefore a dephasing (not exactly estimatable) of
the position of the core in relation to the position of
the band-shaped material.
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The second winding roller 17 is decelerated
temporarily to remove the completed roil L from the

winding zone.

15

The operations of insertion of the core by
means of the feeder 67 and of deceleration of the
roller 17 are synchronized with the position of the
material
of
the band—shaped
lines of perforation
obtained by means of the perforator 5.
During the advance of the core Al along the
channel 39, the band-shaped material is torn or cut by
the means 43 in the manner described in WO 94/21545
(Fig. 3), and the band-shaped material starts to be
wound onto the new core Al (Fig. 4), while the
completed roll L is discharged through the action of
the difference in speed between the roller 21 and the

20

roller 17 which has been decelerated.
When the core Al enters into contact with the
lower winding roller (Fig. 5), it undergoes a new
abrupt variation in angular velocity. In fact, it has
to assume such a velocity that the point of contact

5

10

is still equal to the
feed speed of the band-shaped material, while the speed
of the point of contact with the second winding roller
17 has to pass from zero (speed which the point of
contact of the core with the fixed surface 33 had) to

with the first winding roller
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the peripheral speed of the second winding roller 17,
typically equal to approximately 10% less than the
peripheral speed of the first winding roller 15. This
abrupt variation in speed may again lead to a sliding
with consequent further loss of phase between the
position of the core and the angular position of the
winding rollers.
The passage of the core through the throat 19
takes place through the ection of the difference in
speed between the rollers 15 and 17. This difference in
until
it is
has to be reduced gradually
speed
eliminated or in any case brought to very limited
values to continue the winding of the roll between the
three rollers 15, 17, 21 (Figs 6 and 7) to avoid
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of the winding
between roll
rollers. The re-acceleration gradient of the second
a manner
winding roller 17 has to be delayed in such
that the core leaves the throat 19 at the correct
moment, that is to say when it can enter into contact

sliding

5

with the third winding roller 21.
To guarantee that the
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start of the re—
acceleration gradient of the second winding roller 17
is correctly synchronized with the position of the
core, a sensor is provided which is diagrammatically
indicated by 90. The sensor, comprising an emitter and
a receiver arranged on the two sides of the throat 19,
detects the passage of the core Al (Fig. 5) and emits a
corresponding signal. This is sent to a programmable
central control unit 92 which manages the functioning
of
cycle of the machine and which also orders the start
the re—acceleration gradient of the roller 17, if
appropriate after a given programmable delay. The same
central contol unit 92 is connected to an encoder
associated with the perforator 5 to synchronize the
start of the operations of insertion of the core and
deceleration of the roller 17 with the position of the
lines of perforation on the band-shaped material N, in
a manner known per Se.
When the winding of the roll on the core Al
has been completed, the cycle is repeated with the

insertion of a new core (Fig. 8).
Fig. 9 illustrates by way of indication

a

of banddiagram which shows on the x-axis the quantity
30

35

the
shaped material which passes and on the y-axis
difference in percentage between the peripheral speed
of the second winding roller 17 and the peripheral
speed of the first winding roller 15 and of the bandunit
shaped material N. At the moment ti, the central
starts the procedure of deceleration of the second
winding roller 17. The deceleration gradient Rd is
typically linear and ends at the moment t2. At a moment
t3, the core A, which has previously been inserted into
the channel 391 enters into contact with the second

WO 96/32350
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roller 17. The position of this moment along
the x-axis is uncertain because of the sliding of the
core in the phase of insertion into the channel 39. The
second winding roller 17 is kept at the lower speed of
rotation until a moment t4, at which point the reacceleration gradient Ra constituted by a practically
asymptotic curve starts. The moment t4 is determined
exactly according to the position of the core detected

winding

5

by the sensor 90.
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15

20

25

The signal emitted by the sensor 90 can be
utilized, instead of for determining the start of the
re—acceleration gradient of the second winding roller,
for modifying the shape of the re—acceleration curve.
Fig. 10 shows a similar diagram to Fig. 9, in which the
moment t4 is fixed, that is to say the re—acceleration
gradient Ra of the second winding roller starts after a
fixed quantity of band-shaped material has passed. The
moment t5 is the moment of emission of the signal by
the sensor 90. Until this moment, the portion of curve
Ra has a constant shape. From this point, the curve Ra
can have a more or less sloping shape according to the
necessity of re—accelerating the core more or less
rapidly to maintain good control of its movement. The
portion of curve Ral relates to a situation in which
the core is late in relation to the theoretical
and a
is therefore
position
longer deceleration
maintained to allow the correct advance of the core.
The portion Ra2 relates to a situation in which the
core is early and therefore has to be brought forward

30

35

with less promptness.
This does not exclude a combination of the
two methods of control, if appropriate with the use of
more than one sensor.
It is intended that the drawing shows only an
exemplification
given
only
by way of
practical
demonstration of the invention, it being possible for
this invention to vary in form and arrangement without,
however, leaving the scope of the concept which forms
the invention itself. Any presence of reference numbers
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in the attached claims has the purpose of facilitating
the description
reading of the claims with reference to
and to the drawing, and does not limit the scope of the
—

protection represented by the claims.
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Claims
1.

Peripheral re—reeling machine for the production
of rolls of wound band-shaped material, comprising:
—
a first winding roller (15) around which the
band-shaped material (N) tc be wound is guided;
—
a second winding roller (17), there being defined
said first and said second winding roller a throat (19)
into which the winding cores (A, Al, A2) are introduced in
succession;
—
feeder means (67) for introducing the cores
A2) into said throat,
-

and means of control

(A,

Al,

for bringing about, at the
end of winding of each roll, a variation in the winding
conditions for control of the advance of new core (A)
through said throat (19),
characterized by a sensor means (90) associated with said
(92)

throat (19), which detects the passage of the core at a
predetermined point and emits a signal on the passage of
said core, the cyclical variation
of
the
winding
conditions being phased according to said signal.
2.

machine
to
Claim
according
1,
characterized in
that
said
variation is
cyclical
constituted by
a
deceleration
and
a
successive
re—acceleration of the second winding roller (17).
3.
machine
to
Claim
Re-reeling
according
2,
characterized in that the shape of the re—acceleration
gradient (Ra) of the second winding roller is determined
by said signal.
4.
Re—reeling machine according to Claim 2 or 3,
characterized in that said signal determines the start of
the re—acceleration of said second winding roller (17).
5.
machine
Re—reeling
to
Claim
according
4,
characterized in that said means of control (92) order the
start of the re—acceleration of the second winding roller
with a delay which is predeterininable in relation to the
signal of said sensor means.
6.
machine
to
Claim
Re-reeling
according
1,
Re-reeling
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characterized
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in that said second winding roller

(17)

is

in relation to the first winding roller (15) to
vary the dimension of said throat during the passage of a
new core through the throat itself, and in that the
relative movement between said first and said second
roller is controlled according to said signal.
7.
Re—reeling machine according to one or more of
the preceding claims, characterized in that said sensor
means is an optical sensor, with an emitter and a receiver
arranged on opposite sides of said throat and aligned
transversely in relation to the direction of advance of
movable

the core.
Re—reeling machine according to one or more of
the preceding claims, characterized in that it comprises a
third winding roller (21) arranged downstream of said
throat (19), said third winding roller being movable to
allow the growth of the diameter of the roll being formed
8.

and the jection of the formed roll.
9.
Re—reeling machine according to one or more of
the preceding claims, characterized in that the position
of said sensor means (90) in relation to said throat is
adjustable.
of
Method for the production of rolls
(R)
10.
band—shaped material (N) wound on winding cores (A, Al,
A2), comprising the phases of:
providing a first winding roller (15) around which
the band-shaped material (N) is guided;
—
providing a second winding roller (17), a throat
(19)
being defined between the first and the second
winding roller for the passage of the winding cores (A);

at

the end of the winding of each roll, varying
temporarily the conditions of winding to control the
advance of a new winding core through said throat,
characterized in that the passage of said new core from a
predetermined position (19) is detected and the variation
of the winding conditions is phased according to said
—

signal.
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11.

Method according to Claim 10, characterized in
that the second winding roller is decelerated at the end
of the winding of each roll to allow the passage of the
core through said throat and said second winding roller is
then
re—accelerated
to
its
the
operating
speed,

re—acceleration being controlled according to said signal.
Method according to Claim 11, characterized in
that the slope of the re-acceleration curve (Ra, Ral, Ra2)
is modified according to said signal.
13.
Method
to
Claim
11
or
according
12,
characterized in that said re—acceleration (Ra) is started
according to said signal.
14.
Method according to Claim 13, characterized in
that the start of the re—acceleration of said second
winding roller (17) is delayed by a predeterminable period
of time in relation to the passage of said core from said
12.

position.
Method according to Claim 10, characterized in
that the dimension of said throat is modified cyclically
on the occasion of the passage of the core through said
throat, the relative movement between the first and the
second winding roller being phased with said signal.
16.
Method according to one or more of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the passage of the core from
15.

said position is detected optically.
17.

Method for peripheral winding of rolls (L) of
web material (N) on winding cores (A, Al, A2) in a winding
cradle (15, 17, 21), wherein a roll of web material is
wound on a core (A) in said winding cradle, the completed

roll (L) is discharged from the winding cradle and a new
core (Al) is inserted in the winding cradle by temporarily
varying at least a winding condition,
characterized by detecting the passage of said new core
from

a

and phasing the
predetermined
position
(19)
variation of said the winding condition according to said
passage.
18.
A peripheral winding machine,
a
including
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winding

cradle (15, 17, 21) in which rolls (L, Li) of web
material (N) are formed in succession on respective
winding cores (A, Al, A2), and including means (67) for
introducing said cores (A, Al, A2) in said cradle, the
winding conditions of the machine being cyclically and
temporarily varied for introducing a respective new core
into said cradle,
characterized by a sensor means (90), which detects the
passage of the core being inserted into said cradle at a
predetermined point and emits a signal on the passage of
said core,
the
of
the
cyclical variation
winding
conditions being phased according to said signal.
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MULTIPLE PAGERSTATUS SYNCHRONIZATIONSYSTEM AND
METHOD

Field of the Invention
5

This invention relates generally to the field of two-way
communication devices and, in particular, to informationmanaged

therein.
10

15
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Background of the Invention

As the acceptance of selective call communication devices, or pagers,
including two-way pagers, continues to grow, and as their affordability
continues to improve, some users are acquiring pagers which have a
same selective call address. Pagers come in different form factors or
colors to complement a user's attire. Thus, the user carries one pager at
one time with one apparel outfit and another pager at another time with
another outfit. For example, a neon colored belt worn pager is used for a
day at the beach, and a black and gold pen pager with a business suit is
used for an evening business meeting.
Reductions in battery power consumption technology have resulted
in substantial improvement in battery life of a pager. Thus, it is feasible
for a user to leave a pager on twenty-four hours per day to assure
continuous reception of paging messaging while also maintaining an
acceptablebatterylife.
However, a problem arises when the user has multiple pagers which

are left continuously on. For example, messages received by a pager

30

35

carried by a user are also received by the user's other pagers which are not
carried at that time. Disadvantageously, with known pagers, message
status changes made by the user on the carried pager are not made on the
user's other pagers. If a user reads, deletes, or protects a message on the
carried pager, the message remains as an unread message on the user's
other pagers. Thus, when the user changes attire and corresponding
pagers, the user is faced with a different pager having messages with an
unread status, which are identical to messages previously read, deleted or
protected on another pager. Thus, the user must again read and decide
the status of each message received on the other pager. This additional
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tedious task required after each change of a pager poses an inconvenience
to the user that could deter a user from acquiring a number of pagers in
different form factors and colors. Thus, what is needed is a way to have
message status changes made on any one of the user's pagers
automatically made on the user's other pagers.
A similar problem arises when the user has multiple pagers and the
user changes configuration information stored in one of the pagers, as,
for example, when the user changes, on the carried pager, the time of a
daily alarm, or the type of alert produced when a message from a certain
user or a message having a certain content is received. The latter
situation occurs when the user subscribes to an information service that
communicates many news items. For this kind of service, the user may
desire an audio alert when specific items of information are received.
Examples include changes in the value of a financial instrument or a key
word or phrase indicative of a popular news item. Typically,a user wants
the configuration of the interface on each of the user's pagers to be
substantially identical in order to maintain a familiarity with the
interface. However, the user of several pagers would be inconvenienced
with having to change the configuration information stored in each of
the pagers.
Thus, what is needed is a way to have status changes to a pager
configuration made on any one of a plurality of the user's pagers
automatically made on the other one or ones of the plurality of the user's
pagers.

25

Summary of the Invention

30
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One aspect of the present invention is a method of communicating
changes in a status of message information in a pager. The method
includes the steps of: receiving a first message from a source, the first
message having first information for a communication device and
having a status associated therewith; changing the status of the first
information responsive to an input to the device; and transmitting a
second message having second information indicative of the status of the
first information to the source responsive to the step of changing.
Another aspect of the invention is a method of synchronizing
message information among a plurality of transceivers that includes the
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steps of: transmitting, by a messaging infrastructure, a first message
having a first status; in one transceiver of the plurality of transceivers,
changing the first status of the first message to a second status responsive
to an input to the one transceiver, and transmitting a second message
indicative of the second status; in the infrastructure, transmitting a third
message indicative of the second status; and, in at least one other
transceiver of the plurality of transceivers, receiving the third message,
and in response to receiving the third message, changing the first status
of the first message to the second status.
Still another aspect of the invention is a method of synchronizing a
status category of a plurality of transceivers. The method includes the
steps of: in a first transceiver, changing the status of the first transceiver
from a first status to a second status, and transmitting a first message
indicative of the second status; and also including, in a messaging
infrastructure, the steps of: receiving the first message, and transmitting
a second message indicative of the second status; and further including,
in a second transceiver, the steps of: receiving the second message, and
changing a status of the second transceiver to the second status in
response thereto. Yet another aspect of the invention is a system for
synchronizing a status category of a plurality of devices communicating
with an infrastructure, in which each of the plurality of devices has at
least one status category, and in which each of the at least one status
category has a plurality of states. The system includes means for changing
a status category of the at least one of the plurality of devices to produce a
current state of the status category; means in the at least one of the
plurality of devices to produce a synchronizing signal for signaling to the
infrastructure the current state of the status category; means in the
infrastructure to produce a current state signal for signaling to an other of
the plurality of devices the current state of the status category of the one
of the plurality of devices in response to the synchronizing signal; and
means in the other of the plurality of devices for changing the current
state of the at least one status category of the other of the pluralityof
devices to the current state of the at least one of the plurality of devices in
response to the current state signal.
A further aspect of the invention is a system for synchronizing
messages among a multiplicity of selective call transceivers
communicating with a paging infrastructure. The paging infrastructure
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has a base transmitter and a controller. Each transceiver has a processor
and a transmitter. Each transceiver also has at least one status category,
and each of the at least one status category has a pluralityof states. The
system includes: a user interface on at least one of the transceivers for
changing a state of a status category of the at least one of the transceivers
to produce a synchronizing signal, the user interface being coupled to the
processor; a software element at the processor for controlling
transmission of a synchronizing signal by the transmitter after a change
of state of a status category; and another software element at the
controller for controlling transmission of a current state signal by the base
transmitter in response to the synchronizing signal.
Brief Description of the Drawings
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FIG. 1 is a flow diagram of a system and method for synchronizing

messages of multiple pagers operating in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a simplified signalling diagram of fields of a first message
shown symbolicallyin FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a simplified signalling diagram of fields of a second message
shown symbolicallyin FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a simplified signalling diagram of fields of a third message
shown symbolicallyin FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of a system and method for synchronizing
status of multiple pagers operating in accordancewith the preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a simplified signalling diagram of fields of a message,
shown symbolicallyin FIG. 5, transmitted by a pager, for changing status
of another pager in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 7 is a simplified signalling diagram of fields of a message,
shown symbolically in FIG. 5, transmitted by an infrastructure, for
changing status of the other pager in accordance with the preferred
embodiment of the present invention.
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Description of the Preferred Embodiment
FIG. 1 shows a flow diagram 100 of a system and method for
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synchronizing messages of multiple selective call transceivers, or twoway pagers, operating in accordance with the present invention. The
invention preferably operates with a two-way paging communication
system that allows communication both to and from pagers such as the
system described in U.S. Patent No. 5,168,493 entitled "Time Division
Multiplexed Selective Call System" issued December 1, 1992 to Nelson et
al., assigned to the assignee of the present invention, and which is hereby
incorporated by reference herein. The invention preferably operates with
the Motorola ReFlexTM two-way wireless paging system infrastructure
and protocol described in detail in the following U.S. patent applications
assigned to the assignee of the present invention: serial No. 08/131,243
entitled "Method and Apparatus for Identifying a Transmitter in a Radio
Communication System" filed October 4, 1993 by Simpson et al.; serial
No. 08/398,274 entitled "Method and Apparatus for Optimizing Receiver
Synchronization in a Radio Communication System" filed March 3, 1995
by Ayerst, et al.; serial No. 08/404,698 entitled "Method and Apparatus for
Improved Message Reception at a Fixed System Receiver" filed March 15,
1995 by Ayerst et al.; serial No. 08/498,212 entitled "Forward Channel
Protocol to Enable Reverse Channel Aloha Transmissions" filed July 5,
1995 by Ayerst et al.; and serial No. 08/502,399 entitled "A System and
Method for Allocating Frequency Channels in a Two-way Messaging
Network" filed July 14, 1995 by Wang et al., which are hereby
incorporated by reference herein. It should be appreciated that other twoway communication systems are also contemplated.
A communication system in accordance with the preferred
embodiment of the present invention comprises a fixed portion and a
portable portion. The fixed portion comprises a wireless messaging
infrastructure, or infrastructure, 110 that provides interfacing betweena
pager and typically a public switched telephone network (PSTN) for
communication of information with the pager. The operation of
infrastructure 110 is well known to those skilled in the art. Preferably,
infrastructure 110 is a Motorola ReFlexTM infrastructure modified to
perform the operations shown in dotted-line box 104. The fixed portion
includes at least one base station, for communicating with the portable
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portion, utilizing the ReF1exTM protocol and coupled by communication
links to a controller that controls the at least one base station. The
hardware of the controller preferably includes a Wireless Messaging
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Gateway (WMGTM) Administrator!TMpaging terminal, a RFConductor!TM
message distributor, and a RFUsher!TM multiplexer, manufactured by
Motorola, Inc. The controller has software elements and preferably runs
under a UNIX operating system. The hardware of the base station
preferably includes a Nucleus® Orchestra!TM transmitter and a RFAudience!TM receiver, manufactured by Motorola, Inc. A more detailed
description of the hardware of the system controller and of the base station
is described in "Introduction to the Wireless •Concert!TM", published by
Motorola, Inc., which is available for sale to the public as Part No.
6880491G01, from Motorola Paging Products Group, Fort Worth, Texas,
and which is hereby incorporated by reference herein. It will be
appreciated that other similar hardwarecan be utilized for the system
controller and base stations.
Each of the at least one base station transmits or receives radio
signals to or from the portable portion via antennas. The radio signals
comprise selective call addresses and message transactions between the
base stations and the pagers. The controller preferably is coupled by
conventional telephone links to PSTN for receiving selective call
messages, i.e., messages intended for one or more pagers. The selective
call messages comprise voice and data received from the PSTN using, for
example, a conventional telephonic-type device or a computer-type
device coupled to the PSTN in a manner well known in the art.
The portable portion comprises a plurality of paging transceivers
such as pager 130 and 150. Each paging transceiver includes a transmitter
and a receiver. The operation of a paging transceiver is well known in
the art and is described more fully in U.S. Patent No. 5,124,697entitled
"Acknowledge Back Pager" issued June 23, 1992 to Moore; U.S. Patent
No. 5,153,582 entitled "Method and Apparatus for Acknowledging and
Answering a Paging Signal" issued October 6, 1992 to Davis; and U.S.
Patent No. 4,875,038 entitled "Frequency Division Multiplexed
Acknowledge Back Paging System" issued October 17, 1989 to Siwiak et
al., which are assigned to the assignee of the present invention and
which are hereby incorporated by reference herein. The paging
transceiver, pager 130, is preferably a Motorola TangoTM pager and has a
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microprocessor, or processor, modified to perform the operations shown
in dotted-line box 106. The Motorola TangoTM pager is compatible with
the ReFlex protocol. The Tango pager is described more fully in the
Motorola Product Family 255 Service Manual published 1995 by
Motorola, Inc., and in the Motorola Product Family 255 Series Controller
Supplement, published 1995 by Motorola, Inc., which are available for
sale to the public from Motorola Paging Products Group, Boynton Beach,
Florida as part No. 6881024B80 and part No. 68881104B36, respectively,
and which are hereby incorporated by reference herein. Pager 150 is
alternatively a receive-only pager, the operation of each of which are well
known to those skilled in the art. A software element, residing in
memory, preferably read-only memory (ROM), of pagers 130 and 150 is
modified to operate the microprocessor,preferably a Motorola
M68HC11PH8, within the pager in accordance with the description of FIG.
1. A person skilled in the art of programming modifies the software
using a Motorola HC1I Reference Manual, published 1991 by Motorola,
Inc., and using a Motorola MC68HC11PH8 Technical Data, published 1995
by Motorola, Inc., Part No. M68HC11RM/AD and Part No.
MC68HC11PH8/D,respectively, which are available for sale to the public
from Motorola Literature Distribution, Phoenix, Arizona.
Referring to FIG. 1, dotted-line box 104 encloses a paging
infrastructure 110 and steps performed by the paging infrastructure 110;
dotted-line box 106 encloses a pager 130 worn by the user and steps
performed by pager 130; and dotted-line box 108 encloses at least one
pager 150 assigned to the user, but not wornby the user, and steps
performed by pager 150. In accordance with the invention, infrastructure
110 receives information intended for the user of pagers 130 and 150. In
step 200 a first message 205 having information is wirelessly transmitted
and is received by pagers 130 and 150 in steps 210 and 215, respectively.
The pagers assign a status to each message. Immediately after reception,
the status of the message in both pagers is "unread".
FIG. 2 shows an example of a first message, or message 205, which
includes an address 206 assigned to pagers 130 and 150 for selectively
identifying the pagers, a message number207 assigned by the
infrastructure 110 for identifying the message, and message information
208 for communicationto the user of pagers 130 and 150. Message 205 is
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a forward channel message transmitted by the infrastructure for reception
by one or more pagers.
Referring again to FIG. 1, in step 220, pager 130 receives an input
from the user: typically the user interacts with a user interface by
depressing a button on the pager indicating a desire to read the message.
The message is then displayed on a pager display so that the user is able to
read the message. The act of depressing the button causes the status of
message 205 to change from "unread" to "read" in pager 130. During a
delay 230, additional changes to message status can occur. The duration
of delay 230 is a predetermined time period such as a typical display time
out interval where the pager enters a low power mode when message
displaying is ended. Other status changes that can occur during the delay
230 include changes to protected or deleted status. After delay 230, the
status of the message received by pager 130 is transmitted in step 235 via a
second message, that is, message 240.
FIG. 3 shows an example of a second message, or message 240, that
includes an address 241, corresponding to address 206, assigned to both
pager 130 and pager 150 for selectively identifying the pagers; a message
number field 242 assigned by the infrastructure 110 for identifying the
number of the message; a status change information field 243 for
indicating the status change occurring in step 220 and in delay 230; and an
origin field 244 for uniquely identifying the pager 130 which is the source
of message 240. Message 240 is a synchronizingsignal in a forward
channel message transmitted by a pager for reception by the
infrastructure. The status change information field 243 comprises, in this
embodiment, a status change control signal indicating that status change
information (rather than some other type of information) follows, and
three bits of status change information: a read/unread bit, a protect bit,
and a delete bit. These three bits indicate the corresponding status of the
identified message. Alternatively, message 240 has a pluralityof
message
number field 242 and status change information field 243 for
communicating changes to multiple messages made during step 220 and
delay 230.
Infrastructure 110 receives message 240 at step 245. The message is
then submitted to a message queue of the infrastructure 110 for
transmission by the infrastructure. In step 250, the infrastructure
transmits the status of the first message via a third message, or message
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255. Message 255 is a forward channel message. FIG. 4 shows the content
of message 255 to be substantially identical to message 240. Message 255
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has an address field 256 and a message numberfield 257. Message 255 is
received by pager 130 in step 260 and ignored by pager 130 because it was
the source of the message. This determination is made by comparing the
origin field 259 of message 255 with thatassigned to the pager. Message
255 is also received by pager 150 in step 265. Pager 150 determines that
message 255 has status change information due to the status change
control signal included in status change field 258, and that, in this
example, the status change information applies to message 205 in
response to message 240. In response, pager 150 changes the status of the
first message 205 to correspond to the status set by the user placing inputs
to pager 130 at step 220 and delay 230.
Thus, the status of messages received by pagers 130 and by all pagers
150 will be identical after execution of step 275. Thus if a user reads and
deletes a message on pager 130, it will also be identified as being read and
deleted on pager 150. Consequently, when the user changes from pager
130 to 150 in response to changing attire, or otherwise, the status of
messages in both pagers will be substantially identical. This has the
advantage of alleviating the inconvenience of changing the status of
unread messages in pager 150.
Furthermore, delay 230 has the advantage of reducing the number
status change transmissions. For example, when a user receives a
message, the first action taken is to read the message. Without delay 230,
message 240 and message 255 would be transmitted indicating a change
from "unread status" to "read status". This status change would then
occur in pager 150. A short time after having read the message the user
may either protect or delete the message, and again, message 240 and
message 255 would be transmittedindicating a change from the "read"
status to the "protect" or "delete" status. When delay 230 is added and if
the second status change occurs within the delay interval of delay 230,
only a single set of messages consisting of message 240 and message 255 is
transmitted indicating a change in message status from "unread" to
"protect" or "delete". Thus, in this example, delay 230 reduces by 50% the
amount of messages communicated in the paging system in order to keep
the pager 130 and the pager 150 synchronized. This has the advantage of
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reducing the loading of the infrastructure caused by messages sent in
accordance with this invention.
FIG. 5 shows a flow diagram 500 of a system for
synchronizing status
of multiple pagers operating in accordance with the present invention.
5 As in FIG. 1, the system preferably operates with the Motorola ReF1exTM
two-way wireless paging system infrastructure that allows
communication both to and from the pager. It should be appreciated that
other two-way communication systems are also contemplated.
Referring
to FIG. 5, box 504 shows a paging infrastructure 510, box 506 shows a pager
10
530 worn by the user, and box 508 shows at least one pager 550
assigned to
the user but not worn by the user.
Infrastructure 510 is a paging infrastructure that provides interfacing
between a pager and typically a PSTN for communication of information
with the pager. The operation of infrastructure 510 is well known to
15
those familiar with the art. Preferably, infrastructure 510 is a Motorola
ReFlexTM infrastructure, the software of which is modified to
perform the
operations shown in dotted-line box 504. Pager 530 is a transceiver
capable of receiving and sending information and is preferably a
Motorola TangoTM pager modified to perform the operations shown in
20 dotted-line box 506. Pager 550 is alternatively a
receive-onlypager,
operation of which is well known to those skilled in the art. The
software of pagers 530 and 550 is modified to operate in accordancewith
the description of FIG. 3.
In accordancewith the invention, at step 620, pager 530 receives an
25
input from the user. Typically, the input occurs when the user depresses
a button on the pager indicating a desire to change the status of the pager.
The status of the pager is then changed in response to a sequence of
button depressions. A status change includes a change in
operating mode
or information content of the pager. Changes in operating mode include
30
changes in alert mode, such as changing a time of day alarm, changing
from silent to audio alert mode, or selecting a different alert melody.
Changes in operating mode also include changes in the status of a
message, such as "unread", "read", 'protect", and "delete" status of a
message. Changes in operating mode also include changes in alert
35 threshold information such as high or low values of a financial
instrument information, sports scores, or other information received via
an information paging service. Changes in operating mode also include
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changes in information content such as edits to received or stored
information, additional information such as additions to RolodexTM type
information or calendar appointments. Changes in operating mode also
include changes in key word search algorithms which search received
information for desired words and generate a response such as generating
an alert or storing the message having the key word. Implementation of
the aforesaid status changes is well known to those skilled in the art of
portable information managers such as pagers.
It is possible that during delay 630, additional changes to pager status
will occur. The duration of delay 630 is a typical display time out interval
where the pager enters a low power mode when displaying is ended.
Any multiple pager status changes that occurred during delay 630 are
transmitted in step 635 via a first message 640.
Status changes are stored as a reconfiguration of memory, preferably
random access memory (RAM), in pager 530. Message 640 communicates
the change in status by communicating a reconfiguration of memory in
pager 530. In a preferred embodiment, pagers 530 and 550 have a
common virtual memory structure, the virtual memory structure
facilitating communication of status change information by
communicating changes in pre-defined records in the common virtual
memory structures. The virtual memory structure allows the physical
memory structure to vary between pagers while maintaining a common
virtual structure. Thus, the change in status of pager 530 is able to be
communicated by identifying at least one record, and its contents, in its
virtual memory that has been modified by the status change or changes
occurring during step 620 and delay 630. For example, record one could
contain the alert mode of the pager, record two could contain a time of
day alarm, record three could contain a message number and its status,
record four through seven could contain the message associated with
record one, record eight could contain a key word search term, and record
nine could contain high and low search limits within a message. In
alternate embodiments, other techniques may be used to indicate changes
in the status of the pager.
FIG. 6 shows the structure of message 640, having an address field
641 for identifying pagers 530 and 550, a memory record identifier, or
virtual memory address, in field 642 for indicating which memory record
was affected by the status changes occurring during step 620 and delay 630,
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the contents of the changed memory record, 643, and an origin field 644
for uniquely identifying pager 530 as the source of message 640.
Alternatively, message 640 contains a plurality of field 642 and a plurality
of field 643 for indicating a plurality of status changes occurring during
step 620 and delay 630. Infrastructure 510 receives message 640 at step 645,
and in step 650 transmits the change of status of pager 530 via a second

message, message 655.
FIG. 7 shows the structure of message 655, having an address field
656 for identifying pagers 530 and 550, a memory record identifier 657 for
indicating which memory record was affected by the status changes
occurring at step 620 and delay 630, the contents of the changed memory
record, 658, and an origin field 659 for uniquely identifying pager 530 as
the source of the status change. The structure of message 640 shown in
FIG. 6 appears substantially identical to the structure of message 655
shown in FIG. 7; however, it should be understoodthat only the
information content conveyed by the messages 640 and 655 are
substantially identical, and that the encoding scheme and the manner of
inserting the message into the ReFlex protocol is preferably different for
transmissions made by a pager compared with transmissions made by the
infrastructure. Message 640 is transmitted by pager 130. Message655 is
transmitted by the infrastructure in response to receipt by the
infrastructure of message 640.
Referringnow to Fig. 5, message 655 is received by pager 530 is step
660 and ignored since it was the source of the message. Message 655 is
also received by pager 550 in step 665. In this step, pager 530 checks the
origin field 659, and after establishing itself as the pager that originated
the message 655, ignores the message 655. Similarly, pager 550, upon
checking the origin field 659 determines that it is not the origin of the
status change, and in response, pager 550 changes its status to correspond
to the status of pager 530 set by the userplacing inputs to pager 530 at step
620 and delay 630. This is done by replacing the status of virtual
memory
records in the memory of pager 550 with the contents of corresponding
one or more field 658, thereby effecting the status change.
Thus, the status of all of the user's pagers (in this example, pager 530
and pager 550) will be identical upon execution of step 675. Consequently,
when the user changes from pager 530 to pager 550 in response to
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changing attire, or otherwise, the status of both pagers will be
substantially identical.
Furthermore, similar to delay 230, delay 630 has the advantage of
reducing the number of status change transmissions. For example, when
a user enters or changes a financial instrument alert threshold, and the
user wants an alert when a certain stock reaches a certain value, it is
possible that the user changes the threshold several times during the
delay interval while deciding upon a final value. Delay 630 only allows
transmission of the value preferably after the display times out and
enters a battery saving mode. Thus, if the user changes the threshold
four times, only a signal indicative of the last threshold entered
corresponding to the financial instrument would be transmitted.
Consequently, only a single set of messages 640 and 655 is transmitted
indicating a status change. Thus, in this example, delay 630 reduces by
75% the amount of messages communicated in the paging system in
order to keep the status of pagers 530 and 550 synchronized.
Furthermore, since the user is monitoring pager 530 during delay 630, if a
financial instrument value is received that exceeds an interim threshold
value entered into pager 530, an alert will be generated by pager 530.
However, since the interim threshold value was not transmitted to pager
550, no alert would be generated by pager 550. This of no great
consequence because the user is monitoring pager 530, and not pager 550,
and therefore the user receives the desired alert. The user is thus able to
take a desired action, such as ordering the purchase or sale of the
financial instrument, based upon the alert. In any event, the user is able
to switch from using pager 530 to pager 550 knowing that the financial
instrument threshold in both pagers is identically set.
Similar examples of the advantages of the pause that occurs during
the delay 630 include entry of information in a calendar or "Rolodex"
information on acquaintances. Delay 630 allows the user to change the
entry of information during the delay without transmitting a signal
indicative of each iteration of the entered information. This reduces the
information loading of the infrastructure in communicating the changes
to the status of the user's pagers. Furthermore, since the pager's
transmitter is operated less frequently, delay 630 and delay 230 have the
advantage of reducing the power consumed by a batterypowering the
pagers 130 and 530, thereby improving the battery life of the pagers.
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The present invention includes a method of communicating
changes in a status of message information in a pager 130 including the
steps of: wirelessly receiving a first message from a base station, the first
message having first information for a user of the pager and having a
5
status associated therewith; changing the status of the first information
responsive to an input to the pager; and wirelessly transmitting a second
message having second information indicative of the status of the first
information to the base station responsive to the step of changing.
The invention also includes a method of synchronizing message
10
information among a plurality of transceivers, such as pager 130 and
pager 150, including the steps of: transmitting, in step 200, by a wireless
messaging infrastructure a first message having a first status; in one
transceiver, such as pager 130, of the plurality of transceivers, changing,
in step 220, the first status of the first message to a second status
15
responsive to an input to the one transceiver, and transmitting, in step
235, a second message indicative of the second status; in the wireless
messaging infrastructure, receiving, in step 245, the second message, and
responsive to receiving the second message, transmitting, in step 250, a
third message indicative of the second status; and, in at least one other
20
transceiver, such as pager 150, of the pluralityof transceivers, receiving,
in step 265, the third message, and responsive to receiving the third
message, changing, in step 275, the first status of the first message to the
second status.
The invention further includes a method of synchronizing a status a
25
pluralityof transceivers, such as pager 530 and pager 550, including the
steps, in a first transceiver, of: changing the status, in step 620, of the first
transceiver from a first status to a second status as a result of an
input
from a user, and transmitting, in step 635, a first message indicative of the
second status; and also comprising, in a wireless messaging
30
infrastructure, the steps of: receiving,in step 645, the first message, and
transmitting, in step 650, a second message indicative of the second
status; and further comprising, in a second transceiver, the steps of:
receiving, in step 665, the second message, and changing, in step 675, a
status of the second transceiver to the second status in response thereto,
35
wherein the first transceiver and the second transceiver have a
multiplicity of status categories that include received message status, time
of day alarm status, message key word status, or message threshold value
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status, each of the status categories having a plurality of states, and the
first message is a signal indicative of a state of a status category which has
changed in response to the input.
The microprocessor and the software that controls the
microprocessor in pager 530 comprise means in at least one
communication device of the plurality of communication devices for
changing a status category of the at least one communication device of
the plurality of communication devices to produce a current state of the
status category. The microprocessor, the software that controls the
microprocessor, and a transmitter in pager 530 comprise means in the at
least one communication device of the plurality of communication
devices to produce a synchronizing signal for signaling to the
infrastructure 510 the current state of the status category. The receiver,
the transmitter, the controller of the infrastructure 510, and the software
of the controller comprise means in the infrastructure 510 to produce a
current state signal for signaling to another communication device of the
plurality of communication devices the current state of the status
category of the at least one communication device of the plurality of
communication devices in response to the synchronizing signal. The
receiver, the microprocessor, and the software of the microprocessor of
pager 550 comprise means in the other communication device of the
plurality of communication devices for changing the current state of the
at least one status category of the other communication device of the
plurality of communication devices to the current state of the at least one
communication device of the plurality of communication devices
responsive to the current state signal.
Thus, it should be apparent by now that the present invention
provides a method of synchronizing the state of message information
among a pluralityof selective call transceivers, or pagers. In particular,
the method advantageously provides a method of communicating
changes in status category of message information, from among a
multiplicity of status categories, in a first transceiver to a second
transceiver. When a first status in a transceiver is changed to a
subsequent status as a result of a subsequent input to the first transceiver,
the invention provides a method of automatically changing the first
status in a second transceiver to the subsequent status.
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While a detailed description of a preferred embodiment of the
invention has been given, it should be appreciated that
many variations
can be made thereto without departing from the scope of the invention
as set forth in the appended claims. Further, the invention is not limited
to se'ectivecall transceivers,
or two-way pagers, but can be used with
other types of two-way communication devices, both fixed and
portable,
both wireless and wireline.
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Claims

A method of communicating changes in a status of message
information in a pager comprising the steps of:
wirelessly receiving a first message from a base station, the first
message having first information for a user of the pager and having a
status associated therewith;
changing the status of the first information responsive to an input to
the pager; and
1.

5

10

wirelessly transmitting a second message having second
information indicative of the status of the first information to the base
station responsive to the step of changing.
The method according to claim 1 further comprising the steps of:
wirelessly receiving a third message from the base station having
third information for indicating the status of the first information; and
setting the status of the first information responsive to the third
message.
2.

15

20

25

The method according to claim 1 further comprising the steps of:
wirelessly receiving a third message from the base station having
third information for indicating the status of the first information;
comparing the status indicated by the second information and the
third information; and
ignoring the third information responsive to said step of comparing.

3.

A method of synchronizing message information among a plurality
of transceivers comprising the steps of:
transmitting by a wireless messaging infrastructure a first message
having a first status;
in one transceiver of the plurality of transceivers, changing the first
status of the first message to a second status responsive to an input to the
one transceiver, and transmitting a second message indicative of the
4.

30

35

second status;
in the wireless messaging infrastructure, receiving the second
message, and responsive to receiving the second message, transmitting a
third message indicative of the second status; and
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in at least one other transceiver of the plurality of transceivers,
receiving the third message, and responsive to receiving the third
message, changing the first status of the first message to the second status.
5

The method according to claim 4 wherein the first status is an
unread status and the second status is includes read, deleted or protected
status.
5.

6.
10

The method according to claim 4 further comprising the steps of:
in the at least one other transceiver,
changing the first status of the first message to a third status
responsive to an input to the at least one other transceiver,

and
transmitting a fourth message indicative of the third status;
in the wireless messaging infrastructure,
receiving the fourth message, and
transmitting a fifth message indicative of the third status;

15

and
in the one transceiver,
receiving the fifth message, and
changing the first status of the first message to the third
status responsive to receiving the fifth message.

20

The method according to claim 4 wherein said step of transmitting
the second message indicative of the second status in the one transceiver
further comprises the steps of:
delaying transmission of the second message by a predetermined
time period after changing the first status of the first message;
changing the first status of the first message to a subsequent status in
response to a subsequent input to the one transceiver; and
transmitting the subsequent status as the second status if changing of
the first status to the subsequent status occurs within the predetermined
time period.
7.

25

30
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A method of synchronizing a status a plurality of transceivers
comprising the steps of:
8.

in a first transceiver,
changing the status of the first transceiver from a first status
to a second status as a result of an input from a user, and
transmitting a first message indicative of the second status;
in a wireless messaging infrastructure,
receiving the first message, and
transmitting a second message indicative of the second
status; and
in a second transceiver,
receiving the second message, and
changing a status of the second transceiver to the second
status in response thereto.

5

10

15
9.

20

The method according to claim 8 further comprising the steps of:
in the first transceiver,
receiving the second message; and
decoding the second message without further changing the
status of the first transceiver.

The method according to claim 8 wherein the first transceiver and
the second transceiver have a multiplicity of status categories, each of the
multiplicity of status categories having a state, and the first message is a
signal indicative of state of status category which has changed in response
to the input.
10.

25

The method according to claim 10 wherein the multiplicity of status
categories include received message status, time of day alarm status,
message key word status, or message threshold value status.
11.

30

The method according to claim 8 wherein said step transmitting the
first message indicative of the second status in the first transceiver
further comprises the steps of:
delaying transmission of the first message by a predetermined time
after changing the status of the first transceiver;
12.

35
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changing the status of the first transceiver to a subsequent status
responsive to a subsequent input to the first transceiver; and
transmitting the subsequent status as the second status if the
changing of the status to the subsequent status occurs within the
predetermined time.
A system for synchronizing a status category of a plurality of
communication devices communicating with an infrastructure, each of
the plurality of communication devices having at least one status
category, each of the at least one status category having a plurality of
states, comprising:
means in at least one communication device of the plurality of
communication devices for changing a status category of the at least one
communication device of the plurality of communication devices to
produce a current state of the status category;
means in the at least one communication device of the plurality of
communication devices to produce a synchronizing signal for signaling
to the infrastructure the current state of the status category;
means in the infrastructure to produce a current state signal for
signaling to an other communication device of the plurality of
communication devices the current state of the status category of the at
least one communication device of the plurality of communication
devices in response to the synchronizing signal; and
means in the other communication device of the plurality of
communication devices for changing the current state of the .at least one
status category of the other communication device of the pluralityof
communication devices to the current state of the at least one
communication device of the plurality of communication devices
responsive to the current state signal.
13.

10

15

20

25

30

A system for synchronizing messages among a multiplicity of
selective call transceivers communicating with a wireless paging
infrastructure, the wireless paging infrastructure having a base
transmitter and a controller, each of the multiplicity of selective call
transceivers having a processor and a transmitter, and at least one status
category,each of the at least one status category having a plurality of
states, the system comprising:
14.

35
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5

10

a user interface on at least one of the multiplicity of selective call
transceivers for changing a state of a status category of the at least one of
the multiplicity of selective call transceivers to produce a synchronizing
signal and coupled to the processor;
a software element at the processor for controlling transmission of a
synchronizing signal by the transmitter after a change of state of a status
category;and
another software element at the controller for controlling
transmission of a current state signal by the base transmitter responsive
to the synchronizing signal.
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ANTI-SNORING DEVICE

HAVING AN EXTERNAL SHIELD
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates to an anti-snoring device, and
more particularly, to an anti—snoring device having an
external oral shield which reduces air turbulence and
promotes nasal breathing while sleeping to prevent the act of
snoring.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Snoring or sleep apnea is caused by the condition where
the tongue relaxes and contributes to blocking of the air
passageway in the pharynx or lingual compartment. Further,
the loose tissue within the mouth cavity including the
tongue, the pharyngeal folds, the soft palate, the muscularis
uvulae and the palate-pharyngeal arch tend to vibrate as
tidal air flows past during sleep which also causes snoring.
Anti-snoring devices are effective when they protract
(pull or hold) the mandible (lower jaw) forward and upward
and elevate the tongue, so that the tongue does not occlude
the air passageway drifting inferiorly and posteriorly while
Most anti-snoring devices accomplish this
sleeping.
aforementioned task by holding the lower jaw forward against
a rigid dental component which is fixed to the upper teeth or
to the upper and lower teeth. These anti-snoring devices fix
the dental component from falling out of the mouth by
clasping or biting of the user's teeth into the dental
component and by close adaptation to the user's teeth. The
primary disadvantages in using the above prior art devices,
is that they require professional lab services for fitting of
the anti—snoring device to the user's mouth.
Such devices
could cause irreversible changes in the bite of the user or
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permanently alter the jaw position of the user unless the
anti-snoring device fitting is closely supervised by a
dentist.
There is a need for an anti-snoring device that does not
rigidly bind to the dental structures of the user's mouth and
does not require professional supervision or assistance in
its fabrication. In addition, the anti-snoring device should
not pit the lower jaw against the upper jaw and should not
alter the bite of the user. Further, an external oral shield
should be used to hold the lower jaw from drifting inferiorly
and posteriorly during sleep.
The oral shield would be
adjustable by the user, such that the device can be adjusted
to fit various jaw sizes and bite relationships. Also, the
device should include an intra oral dental overlay to support
the tongue against the palate and keep the palate of the
user's mouth from reverberating during mouth breathing.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART
Anti-snoring devices of various designs, appearances,
styles and materials of construction have been disclosed in
the prior art.
For example, U.S. Patent No. 2,178,128 to
Waite discloses an anti-snoring device having a shield worn
inside the mouth.
This device does not have a contacting
dental overlay.
U.S. Patent No. 4,169,473 to Samelson
discloses an anti—snoring device having an oral shield, upper
and lower dental overlays, and a tongue—receiving socket.
This device is structurally and functionally different from
the present invention.
The prior art patents do not teach or disclose the
structure of the present invention of an anti-snoring device
having an external, adjustable oral shield with breathing
holes being worn outside the mouth, and which is removably
connected by an anterior handle to a lower arch dental
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In addition, the prior art
for elevating
overlay
does not disclose an oral shield that is slidable relative to
the dental overlay along the length of the anterior handle.
Accordingly, the primary object of the present invention
is to provide an anti—snoring device having an external oral
shield and a dental overlay connected by an anterior handle
to reduce or eliminate nocturnal snoring.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
anti-snoring device that is easily self-adaptable and which
for
eliminates the need
professional and laboratory
assistance or clinical fabrication.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
anti-snoring device that is fabricated from a thermoplastic
material (elastomeric resin) which is moldable in shape to
the user's lower jaw and perioral structure.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
anti—snoring device which is moldable after immersion in
boiling water so that it can be adapted by the user to have

a comfortable and individualized fit.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
anti-snoring device that has an external oral shield
structure which reduces air turbulence within the user's
mouth and thus promotes nasal breathing to prevent the act of
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snoring.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
anti-snoring device that has an external oral shield
structure which acts a lip seal, such that the user is more
apt to breath through the nose instead of the mouth to
prevent the act of snoring.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
anti-snoring device that has an intra oral dental overlay
structure which supports the tongue against the user's palate
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to keep the palate from reverberating during mouth breathing
to prevent snoring by the user.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
anti-snoring device that includes an external oral shield in
combination with an intraoral dental overlay connected by an
anterior handle, such that the oral shield can be slidably
adjusted on the handle by the user and which reduces the
velocity of air flow through the mouth to reduce the
reverberation of the palate to prevent the act of snoring.
A further object of the present invention is to provide
an anti—snoring device which can be easily used, mass
produced in an automated and economical manner, and is
readily affordable by the user.
A still further object of the present invention is to
provide an adjustability of the oral shield along the handle
of the dental overlay, which will allow the device to
accommodate individual differences in the upper and lower jaw
The user is able to adjust the
relationships of users.
entire anti-snoring device comfortably without sophisticated
procedures and professional help.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In accordance with the present invention, there is
provided an new and improved anti-snoring device for
The anti-snoring device
controlling snoring during sleep.
includes a dental overlay member for covering the lower teeth
of the user and for maintaining the tongue in contact with
the palate to prevent air flow from causing the palate to
reverberate during mouth breathing;
an anterior handle member fixedly connected to the front of
the dental overlay; and a flexible oral shield having an
opening for slidably receiving the anterior handle member and
having at least one breathing hole. The flexible oral shield
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is worn outside the mouth and is conformable to the user's
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lips for preventing the lower jaw from drifting inferiorly
and posteriorly during sleep to prevent snoring. The antisnoring device may be made of thermoplastic or elastomeric
resin materials for moldability to the user's mouth.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Further objects, features, and advantages of the present
invention will become apparent upon consideration of the
detailed description of the presently-preferred embodiments,
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings
wherein:
Figure 1 is a perspective view of the preferred
embodiment of the present invention showing an anti-snoring
device having an external oral shield and an intraoral dental
overlay with an anterior handle attached thereto;
Figure 2 is a front perspective view of the present
invention showing the external oral shield having two
breathing hole openings and a center handle slot opening;
Figure 3 is a rear, bottom perspective view of the
present invention showing the intraoral dental overlay having
an integrally attached anterior handle for inserting into the
handle slot opening of the oral shield;
Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of the present
invention showing the anti-snoring device inserted in the
oral cavity of a user; and
Figure 5 is a cross—sectional view of the present
invention showing the anti-snoring device in an operational
mode and with the device inserted in the oral cavity having
the user's tongue elevated to prevent snoring by a user.
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The anti-snoring device 10 and its component parts of
the preferred embodiment of the present invention are
The antirepresented in detail by Figures 1 through 4.
snoring device 10 comprises an external, adjustable oral
shield 30 being substantially elliptical and convex in shape;
and an intraoral lower dental overlay 60 having an integrally
attached anterior handle 80, as shown in Figure 1. The oral
shield 30 and dental overlay 60 are made from a flexible
thermoplastic material (elastomeric resin) which are moldable
after immersion in boiling water; such that the user may mold
the oral shield 30 and dental overlay 60 to the shape of his
or her lower jaw 12, perioral area 26 and lip area 28. Such
moldable materials of construction may include ethyl vinyl
acetate, methyl vinyl acetate, methyl acrylate, or other
elastic resins which are softened and moldable in hot water
and return to a hardened and stable form upon cooling to room
The oral shield 30, dental overlay 60, and
temperature.
anterior handle 80 may be formed by an injection molding
process.
Oral shield 30, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, includes an
outer surface wall 32, and an inner surface wall 34 having
upper, lower and side perimeter edges 36, 38, 40, and 42. In
addition, oral shield 30 further includes two elliptical
shaped breathing hole openings 44 and 46 for mouth breathing
26; and elongated oval handle slot opening 48 for slidably
Handle
receiving anterior handle 80 of dental overlay 60.
slot opening 48 is centrally located within oral shield 30
and breathing hole openings 44 and 46 are in-line and
adjacent to each side 50 and 52 of handle slot opening 48.
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The intraoral dental overlay 60 has a housing 62 which
is substantially U-shaped in cross section and has an
integrally attached anterior handle 80 located at the bottomend of U—shaped housing 62, as shown in Figures 1 and 3.
Dental overlay 60 includes outer surface wall 64, and inner
surface wall 66 having an integrally attached outer perimeter
wall 72 with an outer perimeter edge 74 and an integrally
attached inner perimeter wall 76 with an inner upper and
lower perimeter edges 77 and 78. The inner surface wall 66
is molded into a plurality of spaced-apart tooth- receiving
areas 68 separated by occiusal ribs 70. The inner perimeter
wall 76 and the inner upper perimeter edge 77 acts as the
It is the
lingual shelf portion of the dental overlay 60.
lingual shelf portion which acts as a support for the tongue
The
16 against the palate 18 of the mouth 26 of the user.
lingual shelf portion helps to prevent the act of snoring.
The anterior handle 80 includes an elongated strip 88
formed of plastic having top and bottom surfaces 82 and 84
and a U-shaped perimeter edge 86. The oral shield 30 may be
slidably adjusted on strip section 88 of anterior handle 80
by the user.
In an alternate embodiment, an upper dental overlay
component can be attached to outer surface wall 66 of the
lower dental overlay component to form a unitary construction
The tongue is
for covering the upper and lower teeth.
received in the open space formed by the upper and lower
dental overlay components.
OPERATION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION
The anti-snoring device 10 of the present invention is
designed and fabricated to be molded by the user without any
assistance by a professional or a clinical laboratory. The
initial step begins with the user immersing the dental
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60 and oral shield 30 into a container of boiling
The dental overlay 60 and oral shield 30 are then

moldable after immersion in boiling water, such that the
aforementioned components 30 and 60 can be fitted by the user
to give a comfortable and individualized fit. The molding
act is performed by the user, simply inserting the dental
overlay 60 into the mouth 26, and placing the dental overlay
60 on the lower teeth 22 of lower jaw 12.
The user then
moves his/her jaw 12, lips 28, and tongue 16 around; and
bites with lower teeth 22 into the inner surface wall 66 of
the softened elastomeric material which forms the dental
overlay 60 to the individualized shape of the user's lower
jaw area 12.
The next molding step is then effected by immersing the
oral shield 30 in boiling water which allows this elastomeric
component to become softened. The oral shield 30 is then
taken out of the hot water and allowed to cool slightly
before the user presses the oral shield 30 against his/or her
lips 28 and perioral mouth tissues 26. The oral shield 30 is
thus individualized to the users lips 28 and mouth area 26
and the oral shield 30 is then fitted onto the anterior
handle 80 of the dental overlay 60 and slid along the handle
strip 88 via the handle slot opening 48 until the oral shield
30 meets the users lips 28.
The anti—snoring device 10 is
now ready for use to prevent snoring while sleeping.
When the user is ready to sleep the anti-snoring device
10 is kept fully assembled. The dental overlay 60 is then
inserted into the user's mouth 26 and placed on the lower
teeth 22. The final act of adjustment occurs when the user
slides the oral shield 30 towards the lips 28 and at the same
time the user postures the mandible (lower jaw) 12 forward.
In so doing the tongue 16 is also postured forward, as
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This posturing act
in Figure
5 of the drawings.
depicted
carries the tongue 16 forward and away from the posterior
wall 17 of the pharynx 19 which enables unobstructed
respiration. Furthermore, the oral shield 30 acts as a lip
seal so that the user is more apt to breath through the nasal
passages 20 instead of the mouth 26, as shown in Figures 4
and 5. Once the anti-snoring device 10 is properly in place
the user can sleep comfortably without any interference from
the device 10 while sleeping.
During sleep the dental
overlay 60 supports the tongue and keeps it in engagement
with the palate to reduce the reverberation of the palate

which causes snoring.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE PRESENT INVENTION
Accordingly, the featured advantage of the present
invention is that it provides for an anti-snoring device
having an external oral shield and a dental overlay connected
by an anterior handle to reduce or eliminate nocturnal
snoring.
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Another advantage of the present invention is that it
provides for an anti—snoring device that is easily self—
adaptable and which eliminates the need for professional and
laboratory assistance or clinical fabrication.
Another advantage of the present invention is that it
provides for an anti—snoring device that is fabricated from
a thermoplastic material (elastomeric resin)
which is
moldable in shape to the user's lower jaw and perioral
structure.
Another advantage of the present invention is that it
provides for an anti—snoring device which is moldable after
immersion in boiling water so that it can be adapted by the
user to have a comfortable and individualized fit.
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Another
of the present
invention
is that it
advantage
provides for an anti—snoring device that has an external oral
shield structure which reduces air turbulence within the
user's mouth and thus promotes nasal breathing to prevent the
act of snoring.
Another advantage of the present invention is that it
provides for an anti—snoring device that has an external oral
shield structure which acts a lip seal, such that the user is
more apt to breath through the nose instead of the mouth to
prevent the act of snoring.
Another advantage of the present invention is that it
provides for an anti—snoring device that has an intra oral
dental overlay structure which supports the tongue against
the user's palate to keep the palate from reverberating
during mouth breathing to prevent snoring by the user.
Another advantage of the present invention is that it
provides for an anti-snoring device that includes an external
oral shield in combination with an intraoral dental overlay
connected by an anterior handle, such that the oral shield
can be slidably adjusted on the handle by the user and which
reduces the velocity of air flow through the mouth to reduce
the reverberation of the palate to prevent the act of
snoring.
A further advantage of the present invention is that it
provides for an anti-snoring device which can be easily used,
mass produced in an automated and economical manner, and is
readily affordable by the user.
A still further advantage of the present invention is
that it provides for adjustability of the oral shield along
the handle of the dental overlay and allows the device to
accommodate individual differences in the upper and lower jaw
The user is able to adjust the
relationships of users.
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entire
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anti-snoring device comfortably without sophisticated
procedures and professional help.
A latitude of modification, change, and substitution is
intended in the foregoing disclosure, and in some instances,
some features of the invention will be employed without a
Accordingly, it is
corresponding use of other features.
appropriate that the appended claims be construed broadly and
in a manner consistent with the spirit and scope of the
invention herein.
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WHAT

IS CLAIMED IS:
An anti-snoring device comprising:
1.

a moldable dental overlay for covering only
the lower teeth of the user and for maintaining the tongue in
contact with the palate to prevent air flow from causing the
a)

5

10

15

palate to reverberate during mouth breathing; said dental
overlay having an inner wall forming a part of a lingual
shelf for supporting the tongue in contact with the palate;
a non-foldable extension member fixedly
b)
connected to the front of said dental overlay; and
a moldable oral shield having an opening for
C)
slidably receiving said extension member; said oral shield
being movable along said extension member to come in contact
with said dental overlay; said shield having at least one
breathing hole; said oral shield worn outside the mouth and
being conformable to the user's lips for preventing the lower
jaw from drifting interiorly and posteriorly during sleep.
2.

wherein
20

An anti-snoring device in accordance with claim
said

anti-snoring device is made
thermoplastic or elastomeric resin materials.

of

1,

moldable

An anti-snoring device in accordance with claim 2,
wherein said thermoplastic or elastomeric resin materials are
selected from the group consisting of ethyl vinyl acetate,
methyl vinyl acetate, or methyl acrylate.
3.

25

4.

An anti-snoring device in accordance with claim

1,

wherein said dental overlay has an inner wall thicker than
said outer wall, and said inner wall has a greater depth than
said outer wall, said inner wall forming a part of a lingual
shelf for supporting the tongue in contact with the palate.
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An anti-snoring device in accordance with claim
wherein said oral shield has two or more breathing holes.

1,

An anti-snoring device in accordance with claim

1,

5.

6.

said dental overlay has a plurality of
receiving areas separated by adjacent occiusal ribs.

wherein
5

teeth

An anti-snoring device in accordance with claim
wherein said dental overlay covers all lower teeth.
7.

1,

An anti-snoring device in accordance with claim 1,
wherein said extension member is a flexible strip of plastic.
8.
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FLY TRAP WITH TWO OR MORE DIRECTIONAL LIGHT PATTERNS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

5

The invention relates to an illuminated trap that
can attract flying insects and immobilize the insects
within a trap housing.

The trap uses a housing to

enclose an insect attractant light.
10

The housing and

cooperative internal reflecting surfaces form a
multidirectional pattern of light on a flat mounting
surface such as a wall or ceiling.

The pattern can

contain one, or two, three or more, overlapping or nonoverlapping, light displays positioned generally in
15 arbitrary directions. In a bidirectional trap, the
direction of the light from the displays on the flat
mounting surface are positioned at 180° apart.

Such a

In other
configuration can increase capture rates.
traps with three or more light displays the light
20 patterns can be positioned at regular intervals or

positioned arbitrarily.

The invention also relates to a

flying insect trap using illumination in a pattern
substantially surrounding the trap to attract flying
insects.
25

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
A number of flying insect traps using attractant
light sources have been proposed in the prior art.

The

Insect—O--Cutor fly traps made by 1-0-C use an exposed
30

bulb with

a

high voltage electrocuting systems.

Fickeris

and Thimijan disclose exposed UV-emitting light sources
and electrified grids for trapping and electrocuting
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flying insects.

Another trap system generally uses

frontally or horizontally exposed ultraviolet black
lights for attracting insects to the trap. In the trap
the insect lands on an electric grid in the rear of the
5

cabinet.

The grid provides a low voltage pulse that

causes the insect to fly down onto a nontoxic adhesive
trapping board.

The captured insect can then be

disposed with the removable adhesive sheet.

Similarly,

Grothaus et al., U.S. Pat. No. 4,696,126, discloses an
10 exposed bulb adhesive trap.
Pat. No. Des. 325,954,

Lazeroni, Sr. et al., U.S.

discloses a generally front

facing exposed bulb trap.

Aiello et al., U.S. Pat. No.

4,959,923, is related to Lazzeroni, Sr. et al., U.S.
Pat. No. Des. 325,954,

using ultraviolet light source

15 pulsed electricity to stun insects and an adhesive trap.

Similarly, Gilbert insect light traps use exposed bulbs
and generally front facing entry spaces for fly trapping

Such traps attract pests to the front of the
trap using light directed into a room away from the
purposes.

20 trap.

Hollingsworth and Hartstack,

Jr. disclose data

relating to the efficiency of a variety of components of
exposed bulb fly traps.
Larkin, U.S. Pat. No. 4,949,501, and the ARP Venus
FlyliteTM system disclose an attractant light source.

25 The light source and its housing are hinged on a wall
attachment means such that the unit can be used in
either a vertical mode wherein the light source is
parallel to the vertical surface and is placed at an
angle of 90° to the horizontal surface perpendicular to a
30 vertical surface.

In this so called invisible mode,

used during business hours, the trap is designed to
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maintain the operational components of the fly trap away

from the detection.

The fly trap can be placed in a

"turbo" mode wherein the light source and housing are
perpendicular to the vertical surface and horizontal to
5

the floor (or at an angle greater than 90° to the
vertical surface)

thus exposing the light directly to

view at the installation site which is asserted to
increase insect attraction.
White, U.S. Pat. No. 4,876,822,

discloses flying

10 insect unit comprising a rectangular housing enclosing a
light source and an adhesive trapping surface.

housing components are either parallel to or
perpendicular to the vertical mounting surface.
et al., U.S. Pat. No. 5,365,690,

The

Nelson

show a housing forming

15 a pattern of insect attractant light on a mounting

surface.

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE INVENTION
We have developed an improved flying insect trap
20 that utilizes an improved and surprisingly effective

display of radiated and reflected light directed in at
least two overlapping or non—overlapping directions.
The display can project two attractive light patterns on
a planar mounting surface such as a wall or a ceiling
25 which are directed in opposite directions from the trap.

Further, the invention can involve forming a display of
three light patterns on the planar surface. Each
pattern directed to form non-overlapping patterns at a
120° spacing.
30

Further,

the light trap of the invention

can contain four distinct patterns formed on the planar
surface at approximately 90° intervals around the
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housing.

Further,

such a trap can project five, six,

seven or more distinct patterns from a central housing
to form an attractive light pattern on a planar surface.

5

A further embodiment of the flying insect trap of this
invention is a trap that forms a continuous pattern of
light around and surrounding a central housing. The
shape of any light pattern from any of the embodiments
discussed can vary depending on the source of the insect

attracting light, the position of the trap and light
10 source, the size of the trap, the shape and reflectivity
of the internal components of the housing and the
geometry of the substantially planar mounting surface.
Based on the design attributes of the housing and any
reflecting surface within the housing,

the shape of the

15 insect attracting light pattern on the wall can be

configured to any arbitrarily selected pattern such as a
roughly rectangular pattern, a roughly "fan-shaped"
pattern, roughly oval or elliptical patterns, or in a
substantially circular pattern.

When using

a

housing

20 that forms a continuous pattern of light around the

housing, the housing can be circular,

oval, triangular,

square, pentagonal, hexagonal, etc., the continuous
pattern of light can be formed using a substantially
circular light source such as a circular fluorescent
25 tube or can be formed by multiple light sources that

form the substantially continuous display using
overlapping light patterns.
We have found that the light, to be attractive in
most areas and installation sites, must have an
30 illumination level that is at least about five
footcaridles within the attractive pattern formed on the
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wall.

We have found that the illumination obtained by

the fly traps of this invention involve a housing that
is configured to ensure that the bulk of the radiant

energy emitted by the source of attracting light falls
5 on the substantially planar mounting surface (generally
ceiling or wall surface) associated with the trap.
Close to the trap, the illumination can be quite high
a

from about 20 to about 50 footcandles of radiant light
energy or more with typical fluorescent tube sources.
10 As the distance between a measuring point and the fly
trap increases, the illumination decreases such that at
some point from the trap the illumination is less than
about 5 footcandles.

Generally, the patterns of

attractive light can be a regular shape such as a
15 circular pattern, a square pattern or can be an
arbitrary or roughly triangular, rectangular, oval,
ellipsoidal, fan—shaped or circular, etc. in their
geometry.

We have also found it important that the

insect immobilization surface be installed within the
20 housing and associated with the insect attractant light.
The insect pests tend to alight upon the vertical
mounting surface or fly directly into the trap. As the
insects either walk or fly into the trap, they tend to
fly to the insect attractant light and once in the trap,
25 by random flying or walking, movement will more than
likely be immobilized on the insect immobilization
surface. The internal reflecting surfaces of the
housing, freestanding or mounted, reflecting surfaces,
and other aspects of the trap add reflected light to
30 radiated light to form the attractive light patterns on
the substantially planar mounting surface.

We have
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found

that the open entryway for the core access to the

insect immobilization means within the trap adjacent to
the pattern of light improves catching rates.
The
flying insect traps of the invention are typically
5 mounted on a vertical planar such as a wall surface or a
substantially planar ceiling surface.

The flying insect

trap should be mounted such that the entirety or a
substantial portion of the reflected and radiated light
can fall on the mounting surface to form an attractive
10 light pattern.

For the purpose of this application, the term
"multidirectional" flying insect trap can include both
insect traps that have two, three, four or more discrete
non-overlapping flying insect trapping patterns. The
15 term "multidirectional" can also include flying insect
traps that have two, three, four or more discrete but
overlapping patterns.

As the number of patterns

increase, the patterns tend to fuse into overlapping
patterns and when the insect trap has a large number of
20 patterns, the patterns fuse into a substantially
continuous pattern that substantially surrounds the
trap.

For the purposes of this application, the term

"continuous" indicates that the light from the trap is
directed in a pattern that illuminates the planar

25 mounting surface (such as

a

ceiling or a wall) in a

pattern that substantially surrounds the trap.

Such a

substantially continuous pattern can include small
shadows arising from mounting brackets, light fixture,
wire or other electrical or mechanical aspects of the
30 housing, the mounting means,

the lighting support

brackets or any other aspect of the invention.

Further
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for the purpose of this application, the term
"substantially planar" indicates that the flying insect
trap of the invention can be successfully mounted on a
surface.

Such surfaces can have some curvature such as

5 a circular or ellipsoidal post or column.

However, as

long as the trap can be successfully mounted on such a
surface and can form the multidirectional light pattern,

such

a

surface can be considered substantially planar.

For the purpose of this application, when installed in
10 certain preferred orientations, the light inside the
trap cannot be viewed at a position normal to the trap.
The term "normal" indicates that the position of the
viewer is at a 900 angle with respect to the intersection
of two lines drawn on the mounting surface intersecting
15 at the trap at a 90° angle.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Figs.

1-7 are each an embodiment of the fly trap of

the invention.

In each figure, the geometry of the trap

20 forms two or more patterns of light or a continuous

pattern of light surrounding the trap for insect
attraction. The figures further show the installation
of a source of insect attractant light and various

placements of the insect immobilization surface.
25

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
The improved fly traps of the invention include a
housing, a source of insect attractant light and at
The housing can
least one fly immobilization means.
30

contain two, three, four or more reflecting surfaces
that ensure the majority of the radiant light from the

WO97/37532
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of insect attractant light is radiated and

reflected to form the attractive light pattern on the
substantially planar mounting surface.

The display of

light in an attractive pattern draws flies to the fly
5 trap. Flies tend to alight on the illuminated pattern,
the housing or other surfaces of the trap.

The insect

immobilization surface is positioned to ensure that the
flying insect pest is likely immobilized within the trap
after it is attracted to the trap.
We have found that a part of the light that

10

radiates from the light source reflects from the
internal surface of the housing and any other reflecting
surfaces placed within the housing and appears on the
planar mounting surface with directly radiated light.
15 The reflected and radiated light form an attractive
pattern of light on the associated planar surface.

The

housing either directs two or more distinct patterns of
light onto the reflecting surface or directs

a

pattern

of light that substantially surrounds the trap housing.
20 In a first mode of the trap of the invention, the
housing can contain one source of insect attractant
light and two reflecting surfaces that form opposed
(separated by 180° on the planar surface)

reflected and

radiated patterns of insect attractant light. When
25 using one light source, the easiest trap to configure is
a

trap having the directions of the attracting pattern

of light positioned in opposite directions, however, the
direction of the light in the pattern can be at any
arbitrary angle and can overlap or form separate
30 patterns. The angle can be as small as 10 or 15° or up to
180° in direction between the individual light path.

The
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selection of housing including internal reflecting
surfaces and a source of insect attracting light must be
selected to ensure that the attractive light patterns
formed have at least five footcandles of energy in a
5

pattern.

This surface light intensity or illumination

is important to maintain effective fly catch rates.

In

an alternative embodiment, the bidirectional light trap
having two attractive light patterns can utilize two or
more sources of insect attracting light to ensure that
10 the illumination in or surface intensity of the

attractive light patterns is sufficient for effective
catch rates.
The second embodiment of the invention can include
one or more sources of insect attractant light and a
15 housing that cooperates with the light to form three

distinct patterns of insect attracting light on the
planar mounting surface. The housing can be triangular
and can be configured with respect to the insect
attractant light source such that the light patterns are
20 formed on the wall in patterns that are separated around

the housing by an angle of about 120°.
between patterns can be less than 120°.

The angles
Further,

the

regular positioning of the light patterns around the
trap increases the surface area of the attractive light

25 patterns and also appears to increase or optimize
catching rates.
In a further embodiment of the invention, one or

more sources of insect attractant light, preferably four
sources,

are positioned within a housing such that four

30 patterns of insect attractant light formed from radiated
and reflected light are positioned around the housing.
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The patterns
of light are positioned at a 90° separation
of the direction of the patterns around the housing that
can take the form of a square or rectangle. The
geometry of this preferred housing embodiment of the
5

invention can provide two, three, four, five or more
distinct patterns of light arranged around a central
housing separated by a regular angle to create displays
of insect attractant light having an optimized area with

illumination greater than 5 footcandles of power.
10
As the number of areas of light increase, the
patterns in the display can fuse into a display of
insect attractant light arranged substantially
continuously around the housing.

As a result, one

important embodiment of this invention is a flying
15

insect trap held within a housing that comprises

a

circular, oval, ellipsoidal or other such housing that
cooperates with a source of insect attractant light that
forms an attractive pattern that surrounds the housing
with a pattern of insect attractant light.
Depending on
20 the housing geometry, the shape of the light pattern can

be arbitrarily selected by the ordinary skilled artisan.
However, we have found that the preferred shape of the
light pattern is circular, oval, ellipsoidal, etc. in a
regular geometric shape in which the light pattern has
25 an illumination greater than 5 footcandles.

The housing can be mounted on a vertical planar
surface such as a wall or on a horizontal planar surface
such as a ceiling.

The trap can be mounted such that a

portion of the insect attracting light falls on both a
30 wall and a ceiling surface or any other surface common

in the trapping environment.

The light source useful in
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11
insect attractant trap of the invention comprises at

least one source of ultraviolet light.

Such sources are

engineered to provide a substantial quantity of
ultraviolet light but also can have some portion of the
5

reflected and radiated light that falls within other
portions of the electromagnetic spectrum other than
within the ultraviolet portion. Such light sources are
commonly incandescent or fluorescent electrically
energized light sources that can emit a broad spectrum

10

of wavelengths but are primarily optimized to emit
ultraviolet light.

For the purposes of the invention,

ultraviolet light comprises electromagnetic radiation
having wavelengths between about 400 nm and

nm that

4

have been found attractive to flying insect pests.
15

The

light sources commonly provide from about 0.5 to about
100 watts of light output preferably the light provide

from about 0.5 to about 75 watts or more.

Preferred

light sources are fluorescent light sources having
sufficient wattage to form an attractive light pattern
20

having an illumination of greater than about 5
footcandles.

The trap can use a single source or two or

more sources horizontally vertically or diagonally
arranged in the housing.

The light source can be linear

or curvilinear (e.g.,circular or oval or ellipsoidal) in
25 shape or configuration and can also be the newer
fluorescent tubes that are screwed into a screw type
incandescent bulb type socket known as screw—in compact
fluorescent bulbs.

Such tubes can be used with housings

adapted for their particular bulb geometry.
30

The light source or sources are substantially
enclosed within

a

housing having an internal reflective
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surface.

In

the preferred housings, when the housing is

installed in a fly catching environment, the occupants
of the environment are typically not exposed to the
direct radiation of the light.
5

Accordingly, the housing

substantially surrounds the source of insect attractant
light preventing view from individuals in the
environment while optimizing the size of the attractive
light pattern on the planar mounting surface.

Further,

the housing while enclosing the source of insect
10 attractant light acts as a entryway for flying insect
pests.

Accordingly, the opening should have a

substantial area and not act as a barrier to the entry
of the insect pests or to keep such pests from becoming
immobilized on the insect immobilization surfaces within
15 the trap.

The housing can be configured with the light

pattern of the trap positioned at any arbitrary angle to
the vertical.

The housing can be positioned such that

the direction of a light pattern from a source onto a
planar surface has a vertical orientation, or any other
20 angle arbitrary selected during trap installation.
The light traps of this invention form two or more
insect attracting light patterns on the vertical
mounting surface.

While the patterns may be displayed

on the planar surface at regular intervals around the
25 trap,

the patterns can be formed on the mounting surface

at virtually any relative angle.

The light source is substantially enclosed within a
housing having an internal reflective surface.
The housing can take virtually any arbitrary shape
30 consistent with using the housing or reflecting surfaces

to reflect and radiate light onto the mounting surface
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to attract flying insects. The housing can be regular
shape including a triangle, a square, a rectangle, a
parallelogram, a circle, an oval, an ellipse, a teardrop
shape, a star shape, or can be an irregular or amorphous
5

shape.

The housing is commonly made from commonly
available structural materials including a filled or
unfilled thermoplastic such as polystyrene,
polyethylene, polypropylene, polyethylene terephthalate
10

(PET polyester), poly (acrylonitrile—butadiene—styrene),
etc.; metallic materials such as aluminum,

magnesium or

related alloys, steel, stainless steel or other related
ferrous alloys; wood or wood products; reinforced
thermoplastics or thermosetting materials; paperboard,
15 pressed paperboard, corrugated paperboard and virtually

any other material that can form

a

housing with

sufficient structural integrity such that the housing

can withstand installation, bulb maintenance,
installation and removal of the insect immobilization
20 surfaces, cleaning and other maintenance or attention.

The interior of the housing can be highly or at
least partially reflective.

The housing can be made

from a brilliant white, white or off—white material that
can reflect the incident radiation to form a pattern.
25 Such materials can be formed with internal pigments such
as titanium dioxide, calcium carbonate or other white

mineral that tends to reflect a major proportion of the
incident radiation.

Further,

the housing can be painted

or coated with reflective materials.

A

number of highly

30 reflective white paints can be used that reflect

substantially all the ultraviolet incident radiation.
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Further,

metallic

surfaces

can be introduced made from

thin sections of metal, metallized polyester, or any
other shiny metallic surface.
Specific examples of such
reflective layers are aluminum foil, metallized
5

polyester, bright—white reflective panels containing a
substantial proportion of titanium dioxide white
pigment, silvered glass mirrors or other related highly
reflective surfaces.

A
10

housing can also contain at least one insect

immobilization means.

For the purpose of this invention

the term "insect immobilization means" includes any
device or surface that can prevent flies from exiting
the fly trap after entry.
Such immobilization means can
include pesticides in the form of a pesticidal surface,
15 layer or trap,

active and passive mechanical traps,

liquid traps into which the flies become immersed,
adhesive layers to which the flies become adhered,
pressure sensitive adhesive layers, high or low voltage
electric grids or other such means that can trap
20

immobilized, kill or dismember the insect pests.

The

immobilization means can be installed on the housing,

the mounting surface or in any location adjacent to the
attractive light or light pattern.

A preferred insect immobilization means for purpose
25 of this invention comprises a pressure sensitive

adhesive surface.
a

The most preferred surface comprises

highly tacky pressure sensitive adhesive surface that

immobilizes the fly substantially if the fly comes into
contact with any portion of the surface.
30

The pressure

sensitive adhesive surface can be made from a variety of
known pressure sensitive adhesive materials that are
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highly tacky to the touch.

One such known adhesive is

the tangle trap adhesive made by The Tanglefoot Company.
The positioning of the insect immobilization means
within the housing is a design choice. The means can be
5 positioned at virtually any location within the trap
available to the flying insect pest. The pest can
either fly into the trap or alight on the vertical
mounting surface or on the housing and can then walk or
be carried into the insect immobilization means by the
10 operation of the trap.

The preferred pressure sensitive

adhesive trapping surface can be positioned within the
trap on the vertical mounting surface, on the housing,

on a trapping surface mounted directly adjacent to the
source of insect attracting light or at any other
15 position within the trap that is frequented by flying
insect pests attracted to the pattern formed on the

adjacent planar surface.

The traps of the invention can

include an insect attractant chemical.

Such chemicals

are typically organic materials that are at least

20 somewhat volatile and are products arising from typical
insect food sources or comprise a pheromone mixture
directed to specific insect pests known to populate the
trap environment.
The insect trap generally or the insect
25 immobilization surface specifically can also contain an
effective amount of an insecticide.

A

variety of non-

volatile insecticides in formulated compositions are
known to be effective against flying insects and most

can be used.

The preferred insecticide for use in the

30 invention is a non—volatile formulated insect

composition that is adapted to kill insect pests on
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contact.

Such non-volatile insect pest compositions are
not released into the trap environment. Such materials
can include pyrethroid and organophosphate insecticide
compositions.
5

Such materials can be blended or

formulated into the pressure sensitive adhesive on the
insect immobilization surface or can be separately
installed in a location within the trap.
The preferred mode of construction of the insect

trap of the invention involves a geometry of the
10 reflecting surface or surfaces in the trap that forms
two, three,

four,

five or more discrete areas of

attractant light, up to a housing that displays a
continuous light pattern around the housing. The
majority of the references in the prior art, however,
15

are designed to direct their attractant light into the
environment surrounding the light and not by radiating
and reflecting the light onto a planar mounting surface
adjacent to the trap.

Nelson et al., U.S. Patent No.

5,365,690 shows a trap that forms a single insect
20 attracting pattern on an adjacent wall surface.

We have proposed an improved geometry of a housing
over the prior art traps such that the attractancy of
the light pattern produces greater than expected catch
rates.

By positioning two, three, four, five or more

25 insect attractive light patterns around a housing up to

an insect attractive pattern that surrounds the housing
in its entirety, substantially improved catch rates can
be achieved.

The internal geometry of the housing, and

any internal reflective surface within the housing
30 either mounted on the housing surface or installed
adjacent to a source of light can be positioned with
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to the mounting surface at an angle normal to

respect

the surface to ensure that the pattern of light formed
by the housing contains a substantial amount of light.
The insect traps of the invention can include a
5 protective covering or grille over the opening to the
housing. Such grilles are configured from wire or
plastic meshes such that the flying insect pests can
enter the trap but the grille or mesh does not
substantially reduce the amount of light formed into the
10 attractive pattern on the wall. For the purpose of this
invention, grids or screens having

a

dimension

sufficiently large to permit entry of insects, but can
exclude larger objects while providing no substantial
barrier to the reflection or radiation of light from the
15 trap can be used.

from

Such screens or grids can be made

variety of materials including transparent,
translucent or opaque materials. Such materials include
a

metallic wires, synthetic or naturally occurring fiber
threads, thermoplastic grids, grilles, expanded metal,
20 wire screens,

etc.

The insect trap of the invention can be placed on a
horizontal substantially planar surface.

Such surface

can be adjacent to a second wall surface, adjacent to a
ceiling surface or any other internal surface of the fly
25 trap environment.

Placement of the fly trap such that

the trap can display a maximum area of light having
greater than

5

footcandles illumination can ensure

optimal catching rates.

Such light can be reflected and

radiated onto adjacent wall or ceiling surfaces without
30 substantial reduction in trapping rates.
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We have also found in our research and development
that a contrasting color or apparent edge effect where
the illumination abruptly terminates or falls on a dark

5

color can be attractive to flying insect pests.
Very
often the contrast from a bright to a relatively darker
portion at a distinctive edge can be recognized by
flying insect pests and can be an attractive feature.
Such contrast or edge effects can be produced by using
sharply contrasting colors or textures in formation of

10

the trap and for regions of trap installation.
When the flying insect trap of the invention is
installed in a use environment, the trap includes
mounting means that can be used to fix the flying insect
trap of the invention onto a planar surface such as a

15 wall or ceiling.

Such mounting means includes a

mechanical system that can support the weight of the
trap and can maintain the orientation of the trap and
ensure that the light forms useful attractive patterns
on the surface.

Such traps can be fixed in place using
20 a variety of mounting hardware such as screws, bolts,
flanges, etc. or can be temporarily placed
in the use environment using velcro fasteners, pressure

nails,

clips,

sensitive adhesive pads, epoxy or urethane construction
adhesives, etc.

An important characteristic of the

25 mounting means of the fly trap of the invention is a
selection of mounting means such that the trap is
securely mounted on the wall or ceiling surface to
receive the light from the trap to form an attractive
light pattern. Further, the wall can act to define the
30 opening of the fly trap.
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The illumination or source of attractant light can
be mounted directly in the housing or can be mounted to
the vertical walls or ceiling surface surrounded by the
Preferably, the light trap is a unitary device
5 having the light, the reflecting surfaces and the insect
housing.

immobilization means fixed within the housing.

However,

any portion of the attractant system can be mounted on
the vertical surface separate from the trap but
preferably within the housing.
10 unit,

If assembled in a single

the source of insect attracting light can be

placed in an optimal position with respect to the
housing and any optional additional reflecting surfaces

to maximize the area and illumination of the attractive
pattern.
15

Similarly, the immobilization surface can be

fixed in any location within the housing.

The

immobilization surface is preferably placed in location
within the housing where the immobilized insect pests
are hidden from view when viewed from the location of
individuals within the typical environment.

Preferably,

20 the immobilization surfaces placed directly opposite the
opening of the trap through which light travels to form
the attractive surface pattern. Walking or flying
insect pests when entering the trap from any arbitrary
direction can then alight on the illuminated pattern, on
25 the housing or any other internal or external surface.
The insect immobilization surface is placed within the
trap in such a fashion that the typical fly attracted by
the light pattern will at some point enter the trap and
become fixed on the immobilization surface.
30

The insect

trap housing comprises at least one reflecting surface
which can be associated with the internal surface of the
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housing. The reflecting surface can have a variety of
configurations with respect to the source of insect
attracting light.

The lights can be positioned

vertically with respect to the reflecting surface such
5 that the light is effectively radiated and reflected
from the trap onto the mounting surface.

The housing

designed for placement on a vertical or horizontal
surface can take a variety of shapes when viewed from
the exterior of the trap. The shape of the housing can
10 be arbitrarily selected while maintaining the internal
reflecting surfaces of the trap such that a
bidirectional, tridirectional, etc. light pattern can be
formed on the adjacent wall surface while maintaining an
arbitrary housing appearance that is generally circular,
15 oval, ellipsoidal, square, rectangular, triangular,
hexagonal, etc. The external surface or the internal
reflecting surfaces can be planar, curved, angled or can
be formed into any shape that does not prevent efficient
reflection of light onto the attractive pattern. The
20 location of the trap on the vertical (wall)

on the ceiling is arbitrarily selected.

surface or

The placement

can be in an area to which flies seem to be attracted in
the environmental area.

Accordingly, the trap can be

mounted adjacent to windows, doors or ceiling fixtures
25 having attractive light. Further, the traps can be
placed adjacent to organic materials, or heat sources
that also are known insect attracting materials.
Typically, the insect traps of the invention are placed
at or above eye level in the environmental space.
Such
30 placement is aesthetically appealing and does not

detract from capture rates.
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Experimental Section
Multiple Ultraviolet Light Pattern Experiment
Background and Objective
Ultraviolet light reflected and radiated onto a

5

wall,

forming a single "light pattern", above the top

opening of an insect trap containing the source of
ultraviolet light, is attractive to flying insects (U.S.
Patents 5,365,690 and 5,505,017).

This experiment

10 determines the effect multiple "light patterns" formed
through top, side and bottom openings has on attraction
of flying insects to an insect trap.

Method
15

1)

Four Stealth Decora Tm fly traps are arranged

in two arrays in a test "Flight Room" on a vertical
A first array
mounting surface (white painted wall)
.

has four traps,

jointed in a square arrangement, with

the light patterns at right angles to an adjacent trap.
20

The traps are placed with the light patterns directed
away from the center of the arrangement. A second array
at a similar right angle placement has all trap's light
patterns directed to the center of the array.
2)

Ultraviolet light source is one 9 watt lamp

25 (Osram Dulux S,

9W/78) in each Stealth Decora,

giving a

total of 32 watts for the trap arrangements used.
3)

A

single control trap include a single Stealth

Decora with four
4)

9

watt lamps (32 watts total)

House flies are released in the "Flight Room"

30 to provide a density of 0.1 fly per cubic foot and

allowed to acclimate for two hours, food provided.
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The above test arrangement and control settings
5)
are run in a randomized complete block design, one
setting on the wall at a time.
6)

5

Fly catch per half-hour is measured for each

setting, then the setting is changed to the next one as
called out in the randomized complete block design, and
fly catch per half-hour is measured for that setting,
etc.
7)

At least four blocks are run to obtain at least

10 four replicates for each setting.
8)

Mean and median fly catch per half—hour are

determined to evaluate setting performance.
Results
The first array is surprisingly effective in fly
15 catch when compared to the control.

DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE DRAWINGS
Figure 1 is a view of a bidirectional flying insect
trap of the invention as viewed when installed on a
20 substantially planar vertical wall surface.

shows a bidirectional trap 100.

Figure

1

The bidirectional trap

contains a housing portion 101 which encloses a lamp and
an immobilization strip.

The housing 101 and lOla
cooperates with the lamp to form two attractive non25 overlapping light patterns 102 and 102a on walls 105 and
105a.

Figure

2

is an internal view of the housing 101 and

lOla of Figure 1 in a horizontal installation.

drawing is shown a trap generally at 200.

In the

In the inside

30 of the trap is shown a source of ultraviolet insect

attractant light shown as a fluorescent tube 102 held
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within a housing 101.

An insect immobilization adhesive

strip 103 is shown inside the housing 101.

The lamp and

the housing and the reflective surface 104 on the inside
of the housing provide a display of reflected and
5

radiated light 106 on the adjacent wall surface 105.
Figure 3 shows a wall mounted trap having four
overlapping patterns of flying insect attractant light.
The trap
In Figure 3, the trap 300 is generally shown.

incorporates four fluorescent UV sources of insect
10 attractant light 301a, 3Olb, 301c, 301d. The lamps
cooperate with the housing 304 to produce the attractive
light patterns 302a, 302b, 302c, 302d.
Figure

4

is a side view of the flying insect trap

shown in Figure

3.

The trap 300 comprises a housing 304

15 which encloses lamps 301.

The lamp and the housing

cooperate to form the light pattern 302. The light
pattern is formed by light rays emitted by the
fluorescent bulb and concentrated on the substantially
The housing also conceals an
planar mounting surface.
20 adhesive flying insect immobilization strip 303.
Figure 5 is a view of a triangular flying insect
pest trap 400 mounted on a planar vertical surface
The trap housing 404 conceals the fluorescent
(wall) .
insect attractant light emitting lamp 404 that
25 cooperates with the trap housing 404 to form the
attractive light patterns 402a, 402b, 402c.

The trap

housing 404 also conceals an adhesive insect
immobilization surface 403 that uses a pressure
sensitive adhesive material to trap flying insect pests.
30
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6 is a

view of a circular flying insect trap
installed on a ceiling 606. The trap 600 comprises a
Figure

curved housing 603.

The curvature of the housing 603 is
generally away from the wall but can also be directed to
5

the wall.

On the reverse side of the curved housing 603
is an insect immobilization adhesive sheet 601.
The

housing 603 and electrical box 604 is attached to the
vertical mounting surface using a post not shown.

The

box 604 also supports fluorescent electrical apparatus
10 and the fluorescent tubes 602 which emit the insect
attractant light that forms a pattern on ceiling 606.
Figure 7 is a side view of the flying insect trap
of Figure 6. The flying insect trap is mounted on the
ceiling surface 606 using electrical box 604 to fix the
15 housing 603 in place.

On the reverse side of the

housing is the insect immobilization pressure sensitive
adhesive surface 601. Attached to the central
electrical box 604 are electrical fluorescent tube
driver equipment not shown and the fluorescent tubes
20 providing the insect attractant light 602.

The light

from the lamps are directed onto the horizontal mounting
surface (wall) to form the attractive light pattern 605.
The above specification, drawings and experiment

provide a complete description of the manufacture and
25 use of the apparatus of the invention.

Since many

embodiments of the invention can be made without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention,
the invention resides in the claims hereinafter

appended.
30
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WE CLAIM:

1.

A flying insect trap using

a

display of insect

attractant light, reflected and radiated onto a
5

substantially planar mounting surface, said trap
comprising:
(a)

means for mounting the flying insect trap

on the mounting surface;
(b)

10

at least one source of insect attractant

light;
(c)

at least one insect immobilization

surface; and
(d)

a

housing enclosing the source, said

housing comprising at least one internal reflecting
15

surface of the housing positioned such that light

from the source is directed in more than one
directional diffused insect attracting light
pattern, said pattern comprising an illumination of
at least 5 footcandles; and
20 wherein said trap forms two or more attractant light

patterns.

2.

The trap of claim 1 wherein the source of

insect attractant light comprises at least one source of
25 ultraviolet light.

3.

The trap of claim

1

wherein the reflecting

surface is a curved reflecting surface.
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4.

The trap of claim

wherein the source of

1

insect attractant light cannot be viewed when the viewer
is positioned on a line normal to the mounting surface.

5

The trap of claim
comprises two openings.

1

wherein the housing

The trap of claim

1

wherein the housing

5.

6.

comprises an open rectangular parallelepiped, said open,
10 rectangular parallelepiped having two parallel surfaces
comprising openings for the insect attractant light.

7.

The trap of claim

wherein the trap forms two

5

light patterns, which are directed by the trap onto the
15 mounting surface,

8.

separated by 1800.

The trap of claim

wherein the trap forms

1

three light patterns, which are directed by the trap

onto the mounting surface, separated by

120°.

20
9.

The trap of claim

wherein the trap forms four

1

light patterns, which are directed by the trap onto the
mounting surface, separated by 90°.

25

10.

The trap of claim

7

wherein the bidirectional

light patterns are non-overlapping.

11.

The trap of claim

a regular geometric pattern.
30

1

wherein the trap shape is
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12.

A flying insect trap that forms an insect

attractant pattern of light displayed on a substantially
planar mounting surface in a pattern that extends
substantially continuously around the housing,

said trap

5 comprising:
(a)

means for mounting a flying insect trap

on a substantially planar mounting surface;

10

source of insect attractant light;

(b)

a

(c)

an insect immobilization surface; and

(d)

a

housing comprising an internal

reflecting surface positioned with respect to the
insect attractant light such that light is directed
onto the substantially planar mounting surface,
forming a reflected and radiated,
15

diffused light

pattern directed in a substantially continuous
pattern of light on the mounting surface, wherein
the light pattern has an illumination of at least 5
footcandles in a display.

20

13.

The trap of claim 12 wherein the fluorescent

insect attractant light comprises at least one source of
ultraviolet light.

14.

The trap of claim 12 wherein the source in a

25 curved fluorescent tube that forms a substantially

circular pattern.

15.

The trap of claim 12 wherein the housing

comprises a planar surface having a circular periphery.
30
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The trap of claim 12 wherein the housing, with
respect to the mounting surface, comprises a concave
16.

surface having a substantially parabolic curvature.

5

17.

The trap of claim 12 wherein the light pattern

substantially forms an ellipsoidal pattern.

The trap of claim 12 wherein the light is in a
substantially annular pattern around a circular housing.
18.

10

The trap of claim 12 wherein the annular light
pattern is not concentric to the housing.
19.
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dimension across the arcuate,radially-innermost surface (20) on the

tip portion thereof.
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LOW TORQUE

RIPPLE SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MOTOR
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to electric machines
having a sttor and a rotor, wherein the shape of the poles in
radial cross-section are altered so as to improve the machine's
performance when operated as a switched reluctance motor, i.e.,
when its respective machine phases are consecutively and
sequentially energized to provide substantially con:inuous
rotation of the rotor within the stator.
BCKGROLTND OF THE INVENTION
machines, such as
switched reluctance motors, which operate on the basis of varying
reluctance in their several magnetic circuits. Typically, such

The prior

art

teaches

electric

machines are doubly salient, that is, each machine has pcies on
both its stator and its rotor. The stator poles are typically
encompassed by electric windings to form the phases of the
machine and, in a common configuration, the stator windings on
diametrically opposite poles are connected in series to form one
machine phase. The rotor's poles are likewise disposed about the
rotor's periphery in diametrical pairs.
When a machine phase is energized, the resulting
magnetic field tends to urge the nearest rotor pole pair toward
an aligned position with the poles of the energized phase,
thereby applying a torque to the rotor whose profile is itself
dependent upon several factors, including the shapes of the
stator and rotor poles and their relative rotational positions,
and the manner in which the machine phase is itself energized,
the current applied to the stator windings. By energizing
connecutive machine phases in succession, and in a cyclical
fas1ion, the rotor may be urged to rotate continuously by virtue
e.g.,

of the resulting overlapping torque profiles generated by the

individual machine phases.
Unfortunately, the nominal torque profile for each
machine phase is such that the overlapping torque
themselves combine to produce a varying overall torque output for

profiles
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the

In response, the prior
motor, also known as torque °ripple".
art teaches varying the amplitude of the electric current cpplied
to each stator winding as a function of the relative angular
position of the rotor (sometimes referred to as "current
thereby generating machine phase torque profiles
mappi'lg"),
which, when combined, provide a nearly constant machine torque
This prior art approach, however, requires additional
output.
electronic circuitry with which to sense the relative angular
position of the rotor and to modulate the applied current in
response thereto. Such additional circuitry greatly increases
the cost and complexity of the resulting machine.
Thus, there is a need to provide an electrical machine
that reduces or eliminates one or more problems as described
above.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In accordance with the present invention, an improved
switched reluctance motor comprises an annular stator defining
a plurality of radially—inwardly-extending poles, and a rotor
supported for rotation within the stator and defining a plurality
In accordance with the
of radially-outwardly-extendingpoles.
invention,

each stator pole defines a shape in radial

cross-

section characterized by a generally rectangular body portion
having parallel sides which extend from the inner periphery of
the stator, preferably in a direction generally parallel to a
radial line bisecting the respective pole; and a tapered tip
which the sides of the tip portion
portion, wherein the angle
taper is no greater than about 400, but most preferably at least

t

about 300, relative to the sides of the rectangular body portion;
and wherein the nominal width of each pole's rectangular body
portion is at least 1.3 times, but most preferably between about
1.3 times and about 1.45 times, the nominal (chordal) dimension
across the tip portion's radially-innermost surface (the latter
surface being slightly concave so as to define a nearly constant
air gap between opposed stator and rotor pole tips during

operation of the motor).
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The resulting switched reluctance motor features a
"flattened" torque profile for each energized machine phase. As
machine phases in
a
result, upon energizing consecutive
succession, a relatively constant output torque is obtained from
a motor which is otherwise simple and inexpensive, both in

construction and operation.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Referring to the drawings, wherein like reference
numerals are used to designate like elements in each of the
several figures,
FIG. 1 is a

longitudinal view in crosssection of a four-phase switched reluctance motor in accordance
schematic

with the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a view in cross-section of the motor along
line 2-2 of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is an enlarged partial sectional view of one of
the motor's stator poles; and
FIG. 4 is a representative plot of the torque profile
for a given machine phase of the motor of FIG. 1, further
annotated to show overlap with the torque profiles of other
phases.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT(S)
A four-phase switched reluctance motor 10 in accordance
with the present invention is shown schematically in FIG. 1 as
including a generally annular stator 12, and a rotor 14 which is
concentrically supported for rotation within the stator 1L as by
bearings 16 secured proximate to the respective longitudinal ends
of the stator 12. The stator 12 is formed as a laminated stack
(not shown) of a magnetically-permeablematerial such as iron.
As seen more clearly in FIG. 2, a plurality of
radizilly-inwardly-extending poles 18 are formed on the stator 12,
deplcyed about the stator's inner periphery in diametricallyopposed pairs. It will be appreciated that, while the stator 12
of the illustrated embodiment is provided with eight poles 18,
a greater or lesser number of poles 18 may be provided in any
-3-
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particular

machine configuration.
The radially-innermost
surface 20 of each stator pole 18 is preferably slightly concave
so as to define a nominal "bore" within which to receive the
rotor 14.

The

itself

includes a plurality of radiallyoutwardly-extendingpoles 22 are formed on the rotor assembly 14,
As noted with respect to the
also in diametrical pairs.
rotor 14

stator 12, the rotor 14 may be provided with a greater or lesser
number of poles 22 than the ten such poles 22 of the illustrated
embodiment, noting further that, for switched reluctance motors,

to provide

a different number of poles 22 on the
rotor 14 as is provided on the stator 12. The radially-outermost
surfaces 24 of each rotor pole 22 is preferably slightly convex
to define an effective outer rotor diameter adapted to be
received within, i.e.,
slightly smaller than the stator
it is well known

assembly's

"bore."

wound about each of the
stator poles 18 with the resulting stator windings 26 of
diametrically opposite stator poles 18 being connected in series

An electrical conductor

is

Each machine phase may be energized
individually and, when consecutive machine phases are energized
in sequence, provides for rotation of rotor 14 within the

to form one machine phase.

stator 12.
As seen in FIGS. 2 and 3, in accordance with the
present invention, each of the stator's poles 18 defines a shape
in radial cross-section characterized by a generally rectangular
the
body portion 30 having parallel sides 32 which extend from
inner periphery of the stator 12, preferably in a direction
generally parallel to a radial line 34 bisecting each respective
The rectangular body portion 30 conveniently
stator pole 18.
serves as a rectangular coil form about which to wind the
conductor forming the stator winding 26 or, alternatively, about
The
which to receive a mating wound bobbin (not shown)
rectangular body portion 30 may further ensure that the shape of
.

each stator pole 18 does not otherwise consume useful winding
space proximate to its base.
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In accordance with

the present invention, the shape
each stator pole 18 is further characterized by a tapered tip
at which the sides of the tip
portion 36, wherein the angle
portion 36 taper is no greater than about 400, but most
preferably at least about 30°, relative to the sides 32 of the
rectangular body portion 30. Still further, the nominal width D
of each pole's rectangular body portion 30 is at least 1.3 times,
but most preferably between about 1.3 times and about 1.45 times,
the nominal (chordal) dimension d across the tip portion's
radially-innermost surface 20 (the latter surface 24 cooperating
with the slightly convex opposing rotor surface 24 so as to
define a nearly constant air gap between opposed stator and rotor
pole tips during operation of the motor 10). The shape of each
stator pole 18 is preferably symmetrical relative to radial
line 26, with a radius 32 formed at the base of the rectangular
body portion 22 proximate the inner periphery of the stator's
annular body 34 to facilitate stator manufacture.
In accordance with another feature of the present
invention, the nominal chordal dimension d' across the arcuate,
radially-outermost surface 24 of each rotor pole 22 is preferably
slightly greater than the nominal dimension across the arcuate,
radially-outermost surface 20 of the tip portion 26 of each
stator pole 18.
single-phase torque profile generated by the
magnetic interaction of the poles 18,22 of the stator 12 and
rotor 14 is shown in FIG. 4, plotted as against electrical
degrees of the given machine phase (with zero electrical degrees
The

representing the unaligned position). When the stator poles 18
of a given machine phase are energized with a substantially
constant energizing current, as through use of a conventional
phase sequencer (not shown), the magnetic interaction between the
energized stator poles 18 and the rotor poles 22 positioned
within 180 electrical degrees thereof generates a torque as each
rotor pole 22 is urged toward an aligned position with its

respective energized stator pole 18.
Review of FIG. 4 confirms that the dual-section
motor 10 of the present invention provides a flatter torque
-5-
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38 without current mapping.
Specifically, the maximum
prescribed taper angle 13 of 400 and minimum prescribed body-to'width" ratio reduces the relative flux density within the

profile

tip
rectrngular body portiOn 30 of each energized stator pole 18 as
a given rotor pole 22 moves into alignment therewith. Arid, while
a tap'r angle 13 of greater than 400 provides too "soft" a torque
profile around the aligned position, a taper angle 13 of perhaps
about 30° is considered to provide a sufficient reduction in flux
density within the rectangular body portion 30 of the stator
pole 18 while not otherwise penalizing the resulting torque
FIG. 4 also shows the
profile around the alignment position.
of the
region of overlap extending between points 40,42
illustrated torque profile 38 with the torque profiles o.k: other
phases.
the preferred embodiment of the invention has
been disclosed, it should be appreciated that the invention is
susceptible of modification without departing from the spirit of
the invention or the scope of the subjoined claims. Thus, while
the invention was described and illustrated above in the context
While

it will be
four-phase switched reluctance motor 10,
with
appreciated that the invention may be used in conjunction

of

a

selected machine
any machine having at least two phases (i.e., a
and a nonselected machine
phase to be switched between modes,
to be operated only during a multi-phase mode), as well as
phase

in conjunction with other well-known electric machines and/or
structures.
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WE CLAIM:

switched reluctance motor comprising:
an annular stator defining a plurality of radially-inwardlyextending poles, each stator pole defining a first shape
in radial cross-section characterized by a generally
rectangular body portion having substantially parallel
sides, and a tapered tip portion with a radiallyinnermost arcuate surface, wherein the angle at which
the sides of the tip portion taper is no greater than
1.

A

about 4Q0 relative to the sides of the rectangular body
portion, and wherein the nominal dimension from side to
side of each pole's rectangular body portion is at least
1.3 times the nominal chordal dimension across the tip
portion's radially-innermost arcuate surface; and
a rotor, supported for rotation within said stator, defining

a plurality of radially-outwardly-extendingpoles, each
rotor pole defining

a second

shape

in radial

cross

section.

The motor of claim 3., wherein the first shape of
each stator pole is further characterized in that the sides of
the rectangular body portion extend generally parallel to a
2.

radial line bisecting the stator pole.
3.

The motor of claim 1,

wherein the first shape of

each stator pole is further characterized in that the radallyinnermost surface of the tip portion is centered about a :adial
line bisecting the stator pole.

The motor

of claim 2, wherein the first shape of
each stator pole is symmetrical about the radial line bisecting
the stator pole.
4.
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The motor of claim 1, wherein the nominal dimension
from side to side of each pole's rectangular body portion is in
the r.-inge between about 1.3 times and 1.45 times the nominal
chordnl dimension across the tip portions radially—inncrmost

5.

arcuate surface.

The motor of claim 1, wherein the angle at which the
sides of the tip portion taper is at least about 300 relative to
the sides of the rectangular body portion.
6.

7.

The motor of claim 1, wherein the second shape of

each rotor pole has an arcuate radially-outermost surface having
a nominal chordal dimension slightly greater than the nominal
chordal dimension across the radially-innermost arcuate surface
of the tip portion of each stator pole.
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METHOD FOR ABATING BlO-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS FOUND IN
COATINGS
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1.
5
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention

relates to a method for
encapsulating, with a impact and abrasion resistant
formulation, blo-hazardous particulate matter, such as
asbestos, lead, and metallic oxides.
2.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART
Many attempts have been embarked upon for reducing the
health hazards of particulate materials found in and
around building structures. Specifically, the presence
of asbestos, lead, and rust, to name a few, have been
found to be extremely dangerous to small children. The
small children generally do not realize the health and
bio-hazards associated with the ingestion or inhalation
of the particles of these materials. Most often, these
small children in an inquisitive mindset will eat flaking
asbestos, peeling paint and other items. The end results
are not favorable to the children, their parents, and
society as a whole. In recent years, a number of patents
have issued offering remedies to this problem affecting
For instance, U.S. Patent No. 3,870,550,
children.
issued March 11, 1975 to Mann, discloses a method of
preventing the ingestion of lead based paints by applying
a bitter tasting solution to the paint, so that the mere
taste will discourage children from eating at the
eventual paint chips. U.S. Patent No. 3,900,611, issued
August 19, 1975 to Corbett et al., discloses a applied
solution of a surfactant and a polymer for reducing dust
particulate matter from becoming airborne. U.S. Patent
No. 4,067,840, issued January 10, 1978 to Wolf, discloses
a chromogen in the form of microcapsules that upon
mastication or ingestion, will change colors signaling
that the chromogen has been masticated or ingested. U.S.
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Patent No. 4,112,191, issued September 5, 1978 to
Anderson discloses a digestible coating for lead based
paint coatings form of certain metallic salts the when
simultaneously ingested with the lead based paint, will
precipitate the lead in an insoluble and indigestible
form. U.S. Patent No. 4,748,051, issued May 31, 1988 to
Songer et al., discloses removing the bulk of hazardous
material for an area and subsequently coating with a
latex type material that produces a tacky films on
drying. U.S. Patent No. 5,466,489, issued November 14,
1985 to Stahl, discloses a method of coating in-situ lead
based paints and asbestos with an environmental
encasement. U.S. Patent No. 5,478,604, issued December
26,1995 to Leeper, discloses a coating for lead based
paint for reducing the digestion and absorption of lead
from the intestinal tract. Japan Patent Document No. 61162,567, published July 23, 1986 to Iwato, discloses a
multiple coating compositions for producing smooth
laminated finishes.
Japan Patent Document No. 62260,071, published November 12, 1987 to Suzuki et al.,
discloses a process for treating the surfaces of tin or
tin alloy plated materials.
None of the above inventions and patents, taken either
singly or in combination, is seen to describe the instant
invention as claimed.
More specifically, it is noted
that the aforementioned prior art references do not
provide any resistance to impact or abrasion, which would
prevent the particulate materials from becoming health
hazards.
ST.ThARY OF THE INVENTION
For many years, children have been victimized by the
use of cost effective materials for various purposes.
Specifically, school buildings and structures have been
fireproofed with asbestos; finishes have routinely used
lead based paints; and playground equipment has been
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with less than adequate rust protecting
The results are devastating; children are
coatings.
subjected to contracting tetanus, lead poisoning, blood
disorders, and even cancer from their environment because
constructed
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20

of the numerous bio-hazardous materials they come into
contact.
Accordingly, it is a principal object of the invention
to provide a method for abating bio—hazardous materials.
It is another object of the invention to provide a
method for abating bio-hazardous materials sealing the
pre-existing bio-hazardous materials before they loose to
the environment.
It is a further object of the invention to provide a
method for abating bio-hazardous materials sealing the
pre—existing bio-hazardous materials before they loose to
the environment by encapsulating the hazardous material.
Still another object of the invention is to provide a
method for abating bio-hazardous materials sealing the
pre—existing bio-hazardous materials before they loose to
the environment by encapsulating the hazardous material
composition of urethanes and metallics.
It is an object of the invention to provide improved
elements and arrangements thereof in an apparatus for the
purposes described which is inexpensive, dependable and
fully effective in accomplishing its intended purposes.
These and other objects of the present invention will
become readily apparent upon further review of the
using

25

30

35

following specification.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
The present invention is primarily focussed on the
abatement of asbestos. However, the general application
of this method is not solely limited to the abatement of
asbestos, rather to any material that potentially
presents a bio-hazard to the environment. Other biohazards abated by this method include, but are not

PCT/US96/11277
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limited
to, lead particles found in lead based paints,
and metallic oxides such as rust.
The present method uses a trade secret composition
containing urethanes and metallics, with additional trade
that
the
secret
additives
improve
encapsulating
properties. The composition is commercially available
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from Superior Products International II, Inc., 6459
Universal Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri 64120, under the
product name RUST GRIP, incorporated herein by reference:
see appendix "A". The resulting formulation provides an
impact and abrasive resistant finish over existing
coatings that contain hazardous materials.
The method of the present invention uses this
formulation of a combination of high performance
urethanes and additives in a single component unit to
give the formulation the ability to encapsulate, and seal
any surface. Unlike the prior art methods that require
the coated surfaces be prepped before applying any
The prior art methods
sealing or overlay material.
require a cleaning, scraping, removing, or the like, of

25

any excess, peeling, or flaking of the previous coating.
This procedure allows the hazardous materials, in
to contaminate the environment.
particulate form,
Additionally, this procedure requires further extensive
and expensive clean-up to insure environmental security

10

15

30

and safety.
The present method does not require the expensive,
extensive, and time consuming steps of preparing the
The present method applies the
coated surfaces.
formulation directly to the coated substrate surface.
The method applies the formulation in a manner consistent
with many other general purpose coatings, however, the
method is novel because it produces the new and
unexpected result of encircling, encapsulating and
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matter to the
bio-hazardous
particulate
bonding otherwise
substrate surface. The method of the present invention
involves providing the formulation set forth above. The
application of the formulation involves the simple
procedure of coating the surface of the coated substrate.
This is accomplished in various conventional manners,
As stated
such as, brushing, rolling, or spraying.
above, it. is not necessary to prepare the surface in any
extensive manner, however, the method requires that the
surface be completely dry. Additionally, a light dust
or vacuuming may enhance the effectiveness,
although not required.
The formulation once initially applied, is allowed
time to percolate through the coating and bond to the
substrate surface. The formulation percolates through
the pores of the coating on the substrate surface.
During the percolation, the formulation also expands
removal
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internally of the pores by absorbing atmospheric
moisture. The expansion also provides the vehicle with
which the formulation also attaches to the particulate
The attachment
matter that forms the bio-hazard.
virtually causes the formulation to encircle the
particulate matter and bond the particulate matter to the
substrate surface.
During the percolating of the formulation, the method
also allows the formulation to cure for a first period of
The formulation is retime not to exceed four hours.
applied, re-percolated, and re-cured at least for one
additional application after the initial application.
The formulation has a property that once it is allowed
to completely dry out, the ability to apply a second coat
The formulation is most effective when at least
two complete applications of the formulation are
administered. The second or subsequent application is
allowed to cure for a time period also not to exceed four

is lost.
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hours unless the seconds or subsequent application is the
final application.
The final application is allowed to completely cure or
Once the final
dry, generally six to eight hours.
application is completely cured, the formulation forms a
encapsulating seal around all particles of the hazardous
material, bonds to the substrate surface, and produces a
virtually impact resistant shell that maintains integrity
Further, this shell is
exceeding impacts of 200 psi.
also abrasion resistant on the order of 18 mg/kHz loss.
The standard protocol generally requires abrasion
resistance to be within the range limits of 100-150
mg/kHz, or less to be acceptable.
The bio-hazardous materials of the coating on a
substrate is abated and the surface is impact and
abrasion resistant. The particulate materials, such as
asbestos, is no longer a substantial threat to children,
or anyone, during the normal course of use of the
substrate. That is, the asbestos particles will not be
released as air borne contaminants using applicant's
method when the asbestos coated substrate is used in a
normal fashion.
Likewise, any other potentially biolead based paint>
when
hazardous coating
(e.g.,
encapsulated by the present method is rendered virtually
harmless to anyone, particularly children.
It is to be understood that the present invention is
not limited to the sole embodiment described above, but
encompasses any and all embodiments within the scope of
the following claims.
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CLAIMS

1.

5

bio-hazardous
method
of
encapsulating
particulate matter contained in the coating of a coated
substrate comprising the steps of:
A:
providing an encapsulating formulation having

A

solvent-based
B:

10

15

C:

D:

urethanes

and

metallics

composition;
applying the encapsulating formulation to the
coated substrate;
percolating the encapsulating formulation through
the
coating of the coated substrate, the
the
to
formulation
bonding
encapsulating
particles of the blo-hazardous particulate matter
and the substrate;
curing the formulation for a first predetermined

period of time;
repeating steps B and C; and
for
a
second
the
formulation
F:
re-curing
predetermined length of time;
whereby, upon re-curing, the encapsulating formulation,
bonded to the particulate matter and the substrate,
encapsulates and seals the particulate matter to the
E:

20

30

substrate;
whereby, the encapsulating formulation forming an impact
and abrasion resistant barrier on the coated substrate;
and
whereby the particulate matter is one of the group
consisting of asbestos of flame retarding coatings, lead
of lead based coatings, and metallic oxides.
2.
The method according to claim 1, said step of

35

applying is selected from the group consisting of
brushing, rolling, and spraying.
3.
The method according to claim 2, said step of
applying includes brushing the formulation onto the
coated substrate.

25
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4.

5

The method according to claim 2, said step of
applying includes rolling the formulation onto the coated
substrate.
5.
The method according to claim 2, said step of
applying includes spraying the formulation onto the
coated substrate.
6.
The method according to claim 1, said step of
percolating further comprising the steps of:
penetrating the pores of the coating and the

10

substrate;

15

expanding the encapsulating formulation in the
penetrated pores; and
encircling the particulate matter present in the
coating on the coated substrate.
7.
The method according to claim 6, said step of
applying is selected from the group consisting of
brushing, rolling, and spraying.
8.
The method according to claim 1, the first
predetermined time period is equal to or less than four

20

hours.

25

of
bio-hazardous
method
encapsulating
particulate asbestos matter contained in the coating of
a coated substrate comprising the steps of:
A:
providing an encapsulating formulation having
and
metallics
solvent-based
urethanes
9.

B:

C:

30

A

composition;
applying the encapsulating tormulation to the
coated substrate;
percolating the encapsulating formulation through
the coating of the coated substrate, the
encapsulating formulation bonding to the asbestos
of
the
bio-hazardous particulate
particles
asbestos matter and the substrate;
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D:

E:
F:
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curing the formulation for a first predetermined
period of time;
repeating steps B and C; and
a
second
for
the
formulation
re-curing

predetermined length of time;
the
re-curing,
encapsulating
whereby,
upon
formulation, bonded to the particulate asbestos matter
and the substrate, encapsulates and seals the particulate
asbestos matter to the substrate;
whereby, the encapsulating formulation forming an
impact and abrasion resistant barrier on the coated
substrate.
10. The method according to claim 1, said step of
applying is selected from the group consisting of
brushing, rolling, and spraying.
11. The method according to claim 10, said step of
applying includes brushing the formulation onto the
coated substrate.
12.
The method according to claim 10, said step of
applying includes rolling the formulation onto the coated
substrate.
13.
The method according to claim 10, said step of
applying includes spraying the formulation onto the
coated substrate.
The method according to claim 9, said step of
14.
percolating further comprising the steps of:
penetrating the pores of the coating and the
substrate;

30

expanding the encapsulating formulation in
penetrated pores; and
encircling the particulate matter present in
coating on the coated substrate.

the
the
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The method according to claim 14, said step of
applying is selected from the group consisting of
15.

5

brushing, rolling, and spraying.
16. The method according to claim 9, the first
predetermined time period is equal to or less than four
hours.
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Linvention a pour objet de nouveaux composes photochromiques,
plus particulièrement des composes photochromiques de Ia famille des
spirooxazines homoazaadamantane, leur utilisation dans le domaine de
loptique ophtalmique, en particulier dans etlou sur des lentilles
ophtalrniques, et des lentilles dappareils doptique.
Le photochromisme est un phénomène connu depuis de
nombreuses années. On dit qu'un compose est photochromique lorsque
ce compose, irradié par un faisceau lumineux, dont certaines longueurs
donde se situent dans Ic domaine de lultraviolet, change de couleur et
revient a sa couleur originelle des que lirradiation cesse.
Les applications de ce phénomène sont multiples, mais une des
applications connues plus particulièrement intéressante concerne le
domaine de l'optique ophtalmique.
De tels composes sont utilisables dans la fabrication de lentilles
ou verres pour lunettes, en vue de filtrer les rayonnements lumineux
en fonction de leur intensité.
Lincorporation des composes photochromiques dans un matériau
organique constituant une lentille ophtalmique, permet dobtenir un
verre dont le poids est considérablement réduit par rapport aux
lentilles classiques en verre mineral qui comportent des halogénures
dargent a titre d'agent photochrome. Leur incorporation dans des
matériaux organiques a toujours pose des difficultés techniques.
Toutefois, tout compose a propriété photochromique nest pas
forcément utilisable dans le domaine de loptique ophtalmique. En
effet, le compose photochrornique doit répondre a un certain nombre
de critères, dont entre autres
- une forte colorabilité qui est la mesure de la capacité pour un
compose photochromique de presenter une couleur intense après
isomérisation;
- une coloration après absorption de la lumière rendant apte le
compose photochromique, seul ou en combinaison avec d'autres
composes photochromiques, a être utilisé dans des verres ou lentilles
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ophtalmiques;
une absence de coloration ou très faible coloration sous la forme
initiale;
- une cinétique rapide de coloration ou de décoloration;
- un photochromisme se manifestant dans une plage de
temperature la plus large possible, et en particulier de préférence entre
o et 40°C.
Les composes photochromiques organiques connus et utilisés
actuellement présentent generalement un photochromisme décroissant
lorsque la temperature augmente, de sorte que le photochromisme est
particulièrement marqué a des temperatures proches de 0°C, alors qu'il
est beaucoup plus faible, voire inexistant, a des temperatures de
l'ordre de 40°C qui sont des temperatures que peuvent atteindre les
verres lors notamment de l'exposition au soleil.
Un autre problème rencontré pour les composes photochromiques
de l'état de la technique est leur durée de vie. On constate en effet
pour certains produits de I'état de Ia technique, une durée de vie
relativement réduite. En effet, après un certain nombre de cycles de
coloration et de décoloration, le compose photochromique subit une
degradation chimique et ne présente plus les propriétés photochromes
réversibles.
Le document EP-A-033 8660 décrit des composes photochromiques
de la famille des spiro[3H-1,4-oxazinesl comprenant un cycle du type
piperidine greffé sur le carbone spiranique. Ces composes présentent
des caractéristiques photochromiquessatisfaisantes avec en particulier
un déplacement hypsochromique de la longueur d'onde d'absorption
dans le visible par rapport a la série de référence spiro[indolinenaphtoxazinel classique. Par contre, la synthèse de composes du
document EP-A-033 660 s'avère difficile, notamment au niveau du
precurseur pipéridinique.
Ii serait souhaitable de réaliser des composes photochromiques
ayant des constantes spectrocinétiques supérieures et par consequent
de meilleures propriétés photochromiques et qui soient facilement
synthétisables.
La société demanderesse a découvert une nouvelle famille de
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des
présentant
propriétés
photochromiques
particulièrement intéressantes. Les composes conformes a l'invention
présentent en effet une forte colorabilité, en particulier dans Ic
domaine du rose ou du gris/vert particulièrement utile pour loptique
ophtalmique, ces composes pouvant alors être utilisés avec des
composes photochromiques donnant une couleur jaune ou rouge tels
que des chromènes, en vue dobtenir une coloration finale naturelle
lors de lexposition a la lumière.
Les composes conformes a l'invention présentent, par ailleurs, une
absence de coloration ou une très faible coloration a l'état initial et
une cinétique rapide de coloration et de décoloration dans une plage
de temperaturetrès large, comprise en particulier entre 0 et 40°C.
D'autre part, les composes conformes a linvention sont plus
facilement synthétisables que les composes du document EP-A0338660.
La demanderesse a également constaté que ces composes avaient
une durée de vie particulièrement longue.
Toutes ces propriétés font que ces nouveaux composes
photochromiques sont particulièrement intéressants dans leur
utilisation dans l'optique ophtalmique et en particulier pour leur
utilisation dans etlou sur des lentilles ophtalmiques et d'appareils
spirooxazines
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d'optique.
On appelle lentilles ophtalmiques au sens de l'invention, des
verres de lunettes, en particulier des verres solaires, des lentilles de
25

30
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contact.

Un objet de l'invention est donc constitué par les nouveaux
composes photochromiques.
Un autre objet de I'invention est constitué par leur utilisation dans
l'optique ophtalmique.
L'invention a également pour objet des compositions destinées a
être utilisées pour le revêtement de lentilles ophtalmiques ou leur
incorporation dans ces lentilles et les lentilles d'appareils d'optique.
D'autres objets de l'invention apparaiiront a la lecture de la
descriptionet des exemples qui suivent.
Les composes photochromiques, conformes a I'invention, sont
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essentiellement caractérisés par le fait qu'ils répondent

a la formule

générale

15

dans laquelle
R1 représente un groupe alkyle en C1-C16 éventuellement substitué
par un ou plusieurs substituants hydroxy, halogène, aryle, alkoxy,
acyloxy, acryloxy, méthacryloxy ou vinyle ; un groupe vinyle, allyle,
phényle, arylalkyle, phényle mono- ou disubstitué par des substituants
alkyle ou alcoxy en C1-C6 ou halogène, un groupe alicyclique
éventuellement substitué, ou un groupe hydrocarbure aliphatique
comportant dans sa chaIne un ou plusieurs hétéroatomes choisis parmi

20

O,NetS;
R2

25

30

et

R3 désignent, indépendamment l'un de Fautre, un atome

d'hydrogène; un groupement alkyle; un groupement aryle; un
groupement (CH2)mOR, -SR, -CUR ou -COOR, dans lesquels R
désigne un atome dhydrogene, un groupement alkyle ou un
groupementaryle et m est un entier de 0 a 10; un groupement amino de
formule NR4R5 dans lequel R4 et R5 désignent, indépendamment l'un
de l'autre, un atome d'hydrogène, un groupement alkyle, un
groupementcycloalkyle, un groupement aryle, R4 et R5 pouvant former
avec Fatome dazote, un hétérocycle comportant 4 a 7 chaInons et
pouvant contenir en plus un ou plusieurs hétéroatomes intracycliques
choisis parmi l'azote, Foxygène et le soufre; un atome d'halogène; un
groupement mono- ou polyhaloalkyle; un groupement -NO2, -CN,
-SCN, SO3R' oü R' désigne Fhydrogene ou un metal alcalin, SO2R" oh
R'T est un groupement phényle ou tolyle ; ou un groupement
polymérisable acrylique, methacrylique, vinylique ou allylique
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éventuellement a longue chaIne,

par exemple un groupement alkyle en

C1-C12, linéaire ou ramifié, éventuellement interrompu par un ou
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plusieurs atomes d'oxygène ou groupes carboxyles comportant au
moms un groupe acrylique, méthacrylique, vinylique ou allylique, de
préférence en bout de chalne; H est un cycle hydrocarboné aromatique
ou un hétérocycle aromatique ayant 4 a 7 chaInons Ct de préférence 5
ou 6 chaInons, l'hétérocyle comportant un ou plusieurs hétéroatomes
intracycliques choisis parmi l'azote, Voxygène et le soufre, ces cycles
et hétérocycles pouvant être substitués par un ou plusieurs
groupements tels que définis pour R2 et R3 ou condenses avec un noyau
aromatique ou cycloalkyle.
Dans la formule précitée, un groupement alkyle désigne de
préférence un groupement ayant 1 a 6 atomes de carbone, un
groupement cycloalkyle désigne de préférence un groupement ayant 3
a 7 atomes de carbone, le groupement aryle désigne de préférence un
groupement phényle, halogène designe de préférence chiore, brome,
fluor, le groupement polyhaloalkyle désigne de préférence le
groupement CF3.
Parmi les groupes alkyle représentés par R1, on peut citer les
groupes méthyle, éthyle, n-propyle, isopropyle et n-butyle.
Parmi les groupes arylalkyle, R1 représente de préférence le
groupe benzyle.
L'hétérocycle aromatique H est représenté plus particulièrement
par la formule (II)

/

(Y)

(X)
C—

R

(II)

(z)/
30

dans laquelle
X, Y et Z désignent, indépendamment les uns des autres, un

groupeCR6 dans lequel R6 représente l'hydrogène, un groupe alkyle en
C1-C6 ou un groupe phényle, l'atome de carbone étant relié a l'un des
atomes voisins par une double liaison ; un atome d'azote relié a l'un
des atomes voisins par une double liaison ; un atome d'oxygène ou de
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soufre ; n, p et q étant des entiers égaux a o ou

1

R7 designe l'hydrogène, un groupe alkyle en C1-C6, un groupe

5

10

15

20

phényle, ou R7 et X ou R7 et Z pouvant fonner conjointement un cycle
a 5 ou 6 chaInons aromatiques ou non, de préférence benzénique,
un noyau naphtalène, éventuellement substitué par un ou plusieurs
groupements (R8)r, R8 ayant Ia signification de Fun quelconque des
groupements R1, R2, R3, tel que défini ci-dessus et r ayant une valeur
entière de 1 a 4 Iorsquon a un cycle benzénique ou de 1 a 6 lorsqu'on
a un cycle naphtalénique ; X, Y, Z et CR7 étant choisis de manière a
assurer l'aromaticité de l'hétérocycle condense sur le noyau
naphtoxazine.
Les noyaux hétérocycliques particulièrement préférés sont choisis
parmi les groupements de formule (II), dans laquelle n est egal a 0, X
désigne 0, S ou N et Z désigne CR7 ou X désigne CR7 et Z désigne 0,
S ou N, R6 et R7 ayant les significations indiquées ci-dessus. X

désigne de préférence 0 ou S.
D'autres composes préférés sont ceux pour lesquels n + p + q = 3,
et au moms l'un des groupements X, Y ou Z désigne N.
Parmi les cycles aromatiques que peut représenter H, on peut citer
le benzène, les hydroxybenzènes, les alcoxybenzènes tels que Ic
mCthoxybenzène et les halogénobenzènes tels que le bromobenzène.
Parmi les hétérocycles aromatiques que peut représenter H, on peut
citer le thiophène, le benzothiophène,le naphtothiophène, le furane, le
Fisobenzofurane, le pyrrole, l'imidazole, le pyrazole,
lisothiazole, Fisoxazole, la pyridine, la pyrazine, la pyrimidine, la
pyridazine, l'isoindole, l'indole, l'indazole, Fisoquinolélne, la
quinoléine, la phtalazine, la quinoxaline, la quinazoline, la cinnaline,
ces cycles pouvant éventuellement comporter un ou plusieurs
pyranne,

25

30

substituants.
Les noyaux hétérocycliques H plus particulièrement préférés sont
choisis parmi les noyaux pyridinique, pyrimidinique, pyrazinique,
furane éventuellement condenses avec un noyau aromatique pour
former un cycle benzofurane, thiazole éventuellement substitué.
Des

35

composes

photochromiques

répondent aux formules:

préférés

selon

l'invention
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10
R1

(III)

A1

(IV)

5

A2
A3

10

(VI)

(V)

15

(VIII)

(VII)

A2

20

(IX)

25

A1

R2

R2
A3

(X)

(R8)

üü R1, R2, R3 et R8 ont la même signification que précédemrnent, R9
est un groupementtel que dfini pour R2 et R3, X1 représente -S- ou
-0-, r est un entier de o a 4, s est un entier de 0 a 3 et t est égal a 0, 1
30

ou 2.
Les nouveaux composes selon l'invention peuvent être aisément
20,
synthétisés en utilisant le procédé décrit dans J. Org. Chem.

4,

1978.
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Le schema réactionnelest indiqué ci-après.

OH C3H CH3 CH3
R11

1

(b)

(a)

=C

B

R1

(c)

86%

H2

10

(d)

15

80%

On fait réagir sur la base quaternaire c), en presence de
triéthylamine, ou sur la base méthylénique d), un nitrosonaphtol
substitué ou un aminonaphtol substitué selon le schema réactionnel cidessous.

20

NH2,HCI

Fl2

R3

CH3

25

I

A1

Jo

(c)

R3/
(d)

30
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Les composes photochromiques conformes a l'invention peuvent
être utilisés pour réaliser des lentilles ophtalmiques photochromiques.
Les composes conformes a l'invention peuvent être introduits dans
une composition destinée a être appliquCe sur ou être introduite dans
un matériau polymère organique transparent pour obtenir un article
transparent photochromique. us peuvent également être introduits dans
des compositions solides telles que films plastique, plaques et lentilles
pour réaliser des matériaux utilisables, notamment comme lentilles
ophtalmiques, lunettes de soleil, viseurs, optique de camera et filtres.
Les compositions liquides qui constituent un objet de l'invention
sont essentiellement caractérisées par le fait qu'elles contiennent sous
forme dissoute ou dispersée les composes conformes a l'invention dans
un milieu a base de solvants appropriés pour être appliqués ou
introduits dans un matériau polymère transparent.
Des solvants plus particulièrement utilisables sont des solvants
organiques choisis parmi le benzène, le toluène, le chioroforme,
I'acétate d'éthyle, la méthyléthylcétone, Facétone, l'alcool ethylique,
l'alcool méthylique, l'acCtonitrile, le tétrahydrofurane, le dioxane,
l'éther méthylique d'éthylèneglycol, le diméthylformamide, le
diméthylsulfoxyde, le méthylcellosolve, la morpholine, et l'éthylène

glycol.
Lorsque les composes conformes a Finvention sont disperses, le
milieu peut également contenir de l'eau.
Selon une autre forme de réalisation, les composes conforrnes a
l'invention peuvent être introduits et de préférence dissous dans des
solutions incolores ou transparentes préparées a partir de polymères,
de copolymères ou de mélanges de polymères transparents dans un
solvant organique approprié.
Les exemples de telles solutions sont entre autres des solutions de
nitrocellulose dans Facétonitrile, de polyvinylacétate dans l'acétone,
de chiorure de polyvinyle dans la méthyléthylcétone, de polyméthylméthacrylate dans l'acétone, d'acétate de cellulose dans le diméthylformamide, de polyvinylpyrrolidone dans de lacétonitrile, de
polystyrene dans le benzène, d'éthylcellulose clans du chiorure de
méthylène.

PCTIFR97/O1196
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peuvent être appliquées sur des supports
transparents tels qu'en térèphtalate de polyéthylèneglycol, de papier
borylé, de triacétate de cellulose et séchées pour obtenir un matériau
photochromique qui peut se colorer en presence dune radiation
ultraviolette, et qui retourne a l'état non coloré et transparent en
l'absence de la source de radiation.
Les composes photochromiques de la présente invention ou les
compositions les contenant définies ci-dessus peuvent être appliqués
ou incorporés dans un matériau organi4ue polymérisé transparent
solide approprié pour des éléments ophtalmiques tels que des lentilles
ophtalmiques ou des matériaux utiles pour être utilisés dans des
lunettes de soleil, des viseurs, des optiques de cameras et des filtres.
A titre de matériaux solides transparents qui peuvent être utilisés
pour réaliser des lentilles ophtalmiques conforrnes a linvention, on
peut citer les polymères de polyol(allylcarbonate), des polyacrylates,
des poly(alkylacrylate) tels que des polyméthylméthacrylates, lacétate
de cellulose, le triacétate de cellulose, le propionate acetate de
cellulose, le butyrate acetate de cellulose, le poly(vinylacétate), le
poly(vinylalcool), les polyuréthanes, les polycarbonates, les
polyéthylènetérèphtalates, les polystyrènes, les (polystyrène-méthylméthacrylate), les copolymères de styrène et dacrylonitrile, les
Ces compositions

5

10
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20
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polyvinylbutyrates.
Les copolymères transparents ou des mélanges de polymères
transparents sont également appropriés pour réaliser de tels matérlaux.
On peut citer a ce sujet les matériaux préparés a partir de
polycarbonates tels que le poly(4,4'-dioxydiphénol-2 ,2 propane), le
les polyol(allylcarbonate) tels qu'en
polyméthylméthacrylate,
particulier le diéthylèneglycol bis(allylcarbonate) et ses copolymères
tels que par exemple avec lacétate de vinyle. On peut citer en
particulier les copolymères de diéthylèneglycol bis(allylcarbonate) et
dacétate de vinyle (80-90/10-20) et encore le copolymére de
diéthylèneglycol bis(allylcarbonate) avec l'acétate de vinyle, Facétate
de cellulose et le propionate de cellulose, le butyrate de cellulose (8085/15-20).
Les polyols(allylcarbonate) sont préparés en utilisant des ally!
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dc polyols liquidcs aliphatiques ou aromatic]ucs. 1imaircs
ou ramifiés tels quc les glycols aliphatiques de his—allylcarhonate nu
les alkylène bis(allylcarbonatc). Parmi les polyols(allylcarhonate) qui
peuvent être utilisés pour prépai-er les matériaux transparents solkies
utilisables conformément a linvention, on peut citer Iéthylèneglycol
carbonates

5

1()

15

2()

25

bis(allylcarbonatc), le diéthylèneglycol bis(2-méthallylcarhonate), le
diéthylèneglycol bis(allylcarhonate), l'éthylèneglycol his(2-chloroallylcarbonate), le triéthylèneglycol his(allylcarhonate). Ic 1,3propanediol bis(allylcarbonate), le propylèneglycol his(2-éthylalIyIcarbonate), le 1,3-butanediol bis(allylcarhonate), le I,4-hutanedio]
bis(2-bromoallylcarbonate), Ic dipropylenegycol bis(allylcarhonate).
Ic trim&hylèneglycol bis(2-éthylallylcarhonate), le pentaméthylènc
glycol
bis(allylcarbonate), Iisopropylène bisphénol
bis(aIlyl
carbonate). Le produit le plus important est constitué par Ic diéthylène
glycol bis(allylcarbonate) encore connu sous la denomination CR39.
La quantite de composes photochromiques utiliser conformCment
linvention, soit dans Ia composition, soit au moment de SOfl
introduction dans Ic support solide. nest pas critique et depend
génCralement de lintensitC de Ia couleur que la composition peut
confCrer au matCriau après exposition aux radiations. Dune manière
gCnCrale, plus on ajoute de composes photochromiqucs, plus hi
coloration sous ilTadiation sera importante.
Conformément a linvention, on utilise une quantite suffisante
pour conférer an matCriau traitC la propriétC de changer de couleur au
moment de lexposition a la radiation. Cette quantité tic composes
en
photochromiques est gCnCralement comprise entre 0,01 ci
poids et de préférence entre 0,05 et 109 en poids par rapport au poids
total du matériau optique ou de Ia composition.
Les composés photochromiques conformes a linvention peuvent
Cgalernent ëtre introduits dans un support temporaire (tel cluun vernis
formant un revêtement sur un substrat) de transfert et être transférCs
ensuite thermiquement dans le substrat comme décrit en particulicidans Ic brevet US-4.286.957 ou US-4.880.667.
Ainsi, linvention concerne également un vernis de transfert qui
conticnt au moms un compose photochromique conforrne a linvention.
Ces composes peuvent être utilisés avec dautres composes
photochromiques, tels quc des composes photochromiques donnant

t
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a des

colorations différentes telles que jaune ou rouge, connus
dans l'état de la technique. C'est ainsi qu'on peut utiliser des
chromènes bien connus dans l'état de la technique.
Une fois appliqués sur des matériaux ophtalmiques ou introduits
dans de tels matériaux, on constate après exposition aux irradiations
UV, Fapparition d'une coloration et le retour a la couleur ou a la
transparence originelle lorsqu'on interrompt l'exposition aux radiations
lieu

5

Uv.
10

Les composes conformes a Uinvention présentent Vintérêt de
permettre ce changement de coloration un grand nombre de fois et ceci
a des temperatures très variables comprises entre 0 et 40°C.
Les exemples suivants sont destinés a illustrer l'invention sans
pour autant presenter un caractère limitatif.
EXEMPLE

1

15

Preparation du compose

20
OH3

25

A un mélange contenant 0,30 g (1 mmole) de compose c) pour
lequel R1=CH3, 0,22 g (1,1 mmole) de chiorhydrate d'aminonaphtol
NH2,HCI

30

0,4 g d'hydrogénocarbonate de sodium, 0,15 g (1,25 mmole) de diméthylsulfoxyde et 0,25 g (2,5 mmoles) de triéthylamine, on ajoute 10
ml de toluène et on laisse 5 heures a 50°C. On filtre, lave avec du
35

toluène chaud (5 ml) et on évapore le filtrat. Le produit est ensuite
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purifié par chromatographie flash (95 hexane/5 acetate d'éthyle).
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 108°C
avec un rendement de 26%.
EXEMPLE 2
5

Preparation du compose:

10

A un mélange de 0,17 g
15

20

25

(1 mmole) de composede formule (d)

dans laquelle R1=CH3, 0,22 g (1,1 mmole) de chiorhydrate d'aminonaphtol, 0,4 g dhydrogenocarbonatede sodium, 0,15 g (1,25 mmole)
de diméthylsulfoxyde, et 0,15 g (1,5 mmole) de triéthylamine, on
ajoute 10 ml de toluène et on laisse 5 heures a 50°C. On filtre, lave
avec du toluène chaud (5 ml) et on évapore le filtrat. Le produit est
ensuite puriflé par chromatographie flash (95 pentane/5 acetate
d'éthyle).
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 159°C
avec un rendement de 32%.
EXEMPLE 3
Preparation du compose:
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A un mélange de 0,30 g (1

5

mmole) de compose (c) dans lequel
R1=CH3, 0,19 g (1 mmole) de 1-nitroso-2,7-dihydroxynaphtalène, 0,12
g (1,2 mmole) de triéthylamine, on ajoute 15 ml d'éthanol et on
chauffe a reflux pendant 4 heures. On évapore le solvant. Le produit
est purifié par chromatographie flash (80 pentane/20 acetate déthyle).
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 188°C
avec un rendement de 29%.
EXEMPLE 4

10

Preparation du compose:

15

CH3

20

25

A un mélange de 0,17 g (1 mmole) de compose (d) pour lequel
R1=CH3, 0,17 g (1 mmole) de 6-hydroxy-5-nitrosoquinoléine, 0,12 g
(1,2 mrnole) de triéthylarriine, on ajoute 15 ml de trichloroéthylène et
on laisse a reflux pendant 3 heures. On évapore le solvant. Le produit
est ensuite purifié par chromatographie flash (90 dichiorométhane/lO
acetate d'ethyle).
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 101°C
avec un rendement de 24%.
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EXEMPLE 5
Preparation du compose
5

CH3
10

Ce compose est obtenu comme dans l'exemple 3, a partir du
compose (c) (R1=CH3) et de 3-hydroxy-4--nitrosodibenzofurane.
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 122°C
avec un rendement de 12%.

15

EXEMPLE 6
Preparation du compose

20

25

Ce compose est obtenu comme dans l'exemple 3, a partir du
compose (c) (R1=CH3) et de 5-hydroxy-4-nitroso-2,3-pentamethylène
benzofurane.
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 81°C
avec un rendementde 22%.
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EXEMPLE 7
Preparation du compose
5

H
10

15

Ce compose est obtenu comme dans l'exemple 3, a partir du
compose (c) (R1=CH3) et du 3-hydroxyméthyl-1-nitroso-2-naphtol.
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 128°C
avec un rendement de 28%.
EXEMPLE 8
Preparation du compose:

20

Me
MeO2C
25

30

Ce compose est obtenu comme dans lexemple 3, a partir du
compose (c) (R1 =CH3) et du 3-méthoxycarbonyl- 1-nitroso-2-naphtol.
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 92°C
avec un rendement de 16%.
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EXEMPLE 9

Preparation du compose:
5

10

15

Ce compose est obtenu comme dans l'exemple 3, a partir du
compose (c) (R1=CH3) Ct du 6-bromo- 1-nitroso-2-naphtol.
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 1 15°C
avec un rendement de 14%.
EXEMPLE 10
Preparation du compose:

20

25

Ce compose est obtenu comme dans l'exemple 3, a partir du
compose (c) (R1=nPr) et du 7-méthoxy-1-nitroso-2-naphtol.
On obtient le produit attendu ayant un point de fusion de 106°C
avec un rendementde 18%.
EXEMPLES COMPARATIFS 11 et 12

30

Les composes des exemples comparatifs 11 et 12 ont été
synthétisés suivant les références ci-dessous afin de les comparer avec
les produits de la présente invention.
Le schema réactionnel est le suivant
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cH3
CH3

HO.

5
10%

+

10

11

C H3

CH3

CH3
HO

CH3

15

25

30

ii

2%

est plus particulièrement décrite dans
La synthèse du compose
Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn, 63, 267-268, 1990 et celle du compose 12 dans
le brevet EP-A-0388660.
Les syntheses du produit A décrites dans les brevets EP-A0358774 et US-A-4287337 (R. Guglielmetti), témoignent de la
difficulté d'accès de ce compose.
Les paramètres spectrocinétiques des produits des exemples 1-10
et des produits de comparaison 11 et 12 (A0, K et 2max) (K désigne la
constante de vitesse de décoloration thermique et A0 la "colorabilité"
déterminée par la valeur de l'absorbance mesurée tout de suite après le
flash d'irradiation) ont été obtenues par photolyse a éclairs couplée a
un spectromètre rapide du type Warner et Swasey. Les conditions
expérimentales sont telles que décrites dans la demande de brevet WO96/04590, utilisant en particulier des concentrations de 2,5 x 10 M.1
en photochromesdans le toluène et une temperature de 25°C.
Les résultats sont indiqués dans le tableau I ci-dessous.
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5

10

K = 0,092

4N
!1e

15

20

25

OjOMe

K = 0,130

K=0,130

K=0,036

K=0,012

K=0,12
30

* Les valeurssoulignéescorrespondentaux bandes de plus grande intensité
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Produit

?cmax (m)
*

Constante cinétique de
décoloration
thermique

Colorabilité

Couleur

A0

K(s1)
5
Me

580
547

K = 0,037

0,80

Rose

Q
555

K 0,044

1,09

Rose

K = 0,043

0,66

Rose

54i

K=0,044

0,85

Rose

5

K = 5,400

0,44

Rose

575

K — 0,980

0,46

Rose

HOH2C

10

N

8

15

Me

546

9

20
10
Me
N

25

547

Me

NMe
Me

'd

'0

30

Me

542

* Les valeurssoulignéescorrespondentaux bandes de plus grande intensité
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Du fait de Ia colorabilité assez faible et de la vitesse de
décoloration rapide, le photochromisme des produits des exemples
comparatifs 11 et 12 est inobservable a temperature ambiante dans le

toluène.
EXEMPLE 13

10

15

20

25

On a testé les composes 1, 2, 11 et 12 en matrice polymère,
préparée de la façon suivante
On prepare une solution a 10% en poids de polyméthacrylate de
méthyle (PMMA) obtenu auprès de la Société ALDRICH et 3% en
poids en photochrome dans du chioroforme. La solution est déposée en
fine couche dans un cristallisoir. On laisse s'évaporer le solvant puis
on décolle le film plastique.
Le photochromisme des films ainsi obtenus a etC observe sous
irradiation UV (Flash).
Les produits 1 et 2 donnent une bonne coloration. Le produit 11
ne manifeste aucune coloration. Cependant, Ic produit 12 est
photochromedans ces conditions avec une colorabilité plus faible.
Ii ressort des exemples précédents que les valeurs de colorabilité
A0 des composes selon linvention sont supérieures a celles des
composes des exemples comparatifs 11 et 12 et les valeurs des
constantes cinétiques plus faibles.
En outre, la synthèse de la partie homoazaadamantane des
composes selon Finvention est beaucoup plus aisée que la synthèse de
la partie pipéridinique des exemples comparatifs 11 et 12 et la
formation des spirooxazines correspondantes de Finvention s'avère par
consequent plus efficace.
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REVENDICATIONS

Compose photochromique,caractérisé par Ic fait qu'il répond a
la formule générale
1.

5
(I)

A3

10

dans laquelle
un groupe alkyle en C1-C16 éventuellement
substitué par un ou plusieurs substituants hydroxy, halogène, aryle,
alkoxy, acyloxy, acryloxy, méthacryloxy, vinyle ; un groupe vinyle,
allyle, phényle, arylalkyle, phényle mono- ou disubstitué par des
substituants alkyle ou alcoxy en C1-C6 ou halogene, un groupe
alicyclique éventuellement substitué, ou un groupe hydrocarbure
aliphatique comportant dans sa chaIne un ou plusieurs hétéroatomes
R1 représente,

15

20

25

30

choisis parmi 0, N et S;
R2 et R3 désignent, indépendamment l'un de l'autre, un atome
d'hydrogène; un groupement alkyle; un groupement aryle; un
groupement (CH2)mOR, -SR, -COR ou -COOR, dans lesquels R
designe un atorne d'hydrogène, un groupement alkyle ou un
groupement aryle et m est un entier de 0 a 10; un groupement amino de
formule NR4R5 dans lequel R4 et R5 désignent, indépendamment l'un
de l'autre, un atome d'hydrogene, un groupement alkyle, un
groupement cycloalkyle, un groupement aryle, R4 et R5 pouvant former
avec Fatome d'azote, un hétérocycle comportant 4 a 7 chaInons et
pouvant contenir en plus un ou plusieurs hétéroatomes intracycliques
choisis parmi Vazote, l'oxygène et le soufre; un atome d'halogène; un
groupement mono- ou polyhaloallcyle; un groupement -NO2, -CN,
-SCN, SO3R' oü R' désigne l'hydrogène ou un metal alcalin, SO2R" oü
R" est un groupement phényle ou tolyle ; ou un groupement
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methacrylique, vinyliquc ou a]lyliquc
éventuellementa longue chalne; H est. cycle hydrocarboné aromatiquc
ou un un hétCrocycle aromatique ayant 4 a 7 chaInons et dc pré1rencc
5 ou 6 chaInons, IhétCrocycle comportant. un ou plusicurs
hCtéroatomes intracycliques choisis parmi i'azote, loxygène et Ic
polymérisabic

5

10

15

acryliclue,

soufre, ces cycles et hétérocycles pouvant ëtre suhstituCs par un ou
plusieurs groupements tels que dCfinis pour R2 et R3 condenses avec
un noyau aromatique ou cycloalkyle.
2. Compose scion la revendication 1, caractCrisé par Ic fail que le
cycle ou Ihétérocycle H est un cycle a 5 ou 6 chaInons.
3. Compose scion Ia revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé pal- le fail
que l'hCtérocycle aromaticlue répond a Ia formule gCnérale

/

(Y)11

(X)

/

C—

R7

(II)

dans laquelle
X, Y et Z designent, indépendamment les uns des autres, un
20

25

3()

35

groupeCR6 dans lequel R6 représente l'hydrogène, un groupe alkyle en
ou un groupe phCnyle, latome de carbone étant reliC 1,un des
atomes voisins par une double liaison ; un atome dazote reliC Fun
des atomes voisins par une double liaison ; un atome doxygène cm dc
soufre ; n, p et q Ctant des entiers égaux a 0 ou 1
R7 désigne 1hydrogène, tin groupe alkyle en C-C6, tin groupe
phCnyle, ou R7 et X ou R7 et Z pouvant former conjointement un cycle
a 5 ou 6 chaInons aromatique ou non, de préférence benzénique. ou
noyau naphtaiène, éventuellement substitué par un ou plusieurs

i

i

groupements (R8)r, R8 ayant Ia signification de Fun quelconque des
groupements R1, R2, R3, tel ciue défini ci-dessus et r ayant une valeur
entière de i a 4 lorsqu'on a un cycle henzénique ou de 1 6 iorsqu'on
a un cycle naphtalénique ; X, Y, Z et CR7 étant choisis dc manière ii
assurer l'aromaticitC de l'hétérocvcle condense sur Ic noyau
naphtoxazine.
4. Compose scion Ia revendication 3, caractCrisC par Ic fait quc

i
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dans

le groupement de formule (H), n est égal t 0, X désigne 0, S ou

N el. Z désigne CR7, Ou bien X désigne CR7 et Z désigne 0, S ou N, R(
et R7 ayant les significations indiquées dans Ia revendicauon 3.
5. Compose scion la revendication 3, caractérisC par le fait quc
n±p±q3 et au moms run des groupements X, Y, Z dCsigne N.
6. Compose selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 a 3.
caractCrisé par le fait que les composes photochromiques sont choisis
parmi les composes de formules

5

10

(UI)

Io

A1

(IV)

))ç__4R9)S

15

(VI)

(V)

20

ER9)

A2
R3

25

(VIII)

(VII)
A2

30
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(IX)

(X)

ont la même signification que dans les
revendications 1 et 2, R9 est un groupement tel que défini pour R2 et
R3, X1 représente -S- ou -0-, r est un entier de 0 a 4, s est un entier de
0 a 3 et t est égal a 0, 1 ou 2.
7. Compose selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé par le fait
qu'il est choisi parmi les composes de formule
oü R1, R2, R3 et

-OMe

20

I

25

30

OOH
JJ

CH3
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Utilisation du compose selon rune quelconque des
revendications 1 a 7, comme compose photochromique dans i'optique
ophtalmique.
9. Composition destinée a être appiiquée sur ou introduite dans un
matériau poiymère organique transparent, caractérisée par le fait
qu'elie contient au moms un compose photochromique tel que défini
dans Fune quelconque des revendications 1 a 7, dans des quantités
suffisantes pour permettre au matériau exposé a une radiation
ultraviolette de changer de couleur.
10. Composition scion la revendication 9, caractérisée par le fait
que la composition est sous forme liquide contenant sous forme
dissoute ou dispersée, les composes photochromiques selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 1 a 7, dans un milieu a base de solvants
appropriés pour être appliqués ou introduits dans un matériau
polymère transparent.
11. Composition destinée a être appliquée sur ou introduite dans
un matériau polymère organique transparent, caractérisée par le fait
qu'elle est constituée par une solution incolore ou transparente a base
de polymères, de copolymères ou de mélange de polymères
transparents dans un solvant organique approprié, contenant au moms
un compose photochromique tel que défini dans l'une quelconque des
revendications 1 a 7, dans des quantités suffisantes pour permettre au
8.

15
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matériau exposé a une radiation ultraviolette de changer de couleur.
12. Matériau solide transparent approprié pour réaliser des

5

10

15

lentilles ophtalmiques, caractérisé par le fait qu'il comporte sur la
surface et/ou a l'intérieur au moms un compose photochromique tel
que défini dans l'une quelconque des revendications 1 a 7, dans des
quantités suffisantes pour permettre au matériau exposé a une
radiation ultraviolette de changer de couleur.
13. Matériau solide transparent selon la revendication 12,
caractérisé par le fait qu'il contient 0,01 a 20% en poids de composes

photochromiques.
14. Composition ou matériau solide transparent, selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 8 a 12, caractérisée par le fait que le
compose photochromique tel que défini dans l'une quelconque des
revendications 1 a 7, est utilisé conjointement avec d'autres composes
photochromiques donnant lieu a des colorations différentes.
15. Vernis de transfert, caractérisé par le fait qu'il contient au
moms un compose tel que défini dans Fune quelconque des
revendications 1 a 7.
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Die Verwendungvon Halogen-Element-Säuren für die Herstellung von
beschichteten Metallrohren odervon beschichtetern Arrnierungsstahl
5

oder Spannstahl

Die vorliegende Erfindung betrifft die Verwendung von Halogen-ElementSauren für die Herstellung von mit einer odermehreren Schichten
10

beschichteten Metallrohren, Armierungsstählen oder Spannstahlen, em

Verfahrenzur Beschichtungdieser Substratesowie die beschichteten
Metallrohre, Armierungsstahle und Spannstahle.

15

Es sind zahireiche Verfahrenbekannt,Stahlrohre,insbesondere soiche, die im
Erdboden verlegt werden,mit einem dem Schutz gegen Korrosion dienenden
Uberzugaus einem thermoplastischen Kunststoff wie Polyethylen oder
Polypropylen zu versehen. Die Verhindung des Uberzugs mit dem Stahlrohr
erfo!gt meistensdurch Verkieben. Für das Uherziehen der Rohre kann der
Kunststoff bekanntlich in Form eines nahtlosen Schlauchs durch Extrudieren

20

unter Verwendung einer ringformigen Duse, durch die das Rohr

hindurchgeführt wird, aufgebracht werden, nachdemdie Rohroberflächemit
einem Kiebstoffbeschichtet worden ist. Es ist auch bekannt,den Kunststoff in
Form eines Folienbandes schraubenhinienformigurn das Rohrzu wickein.

25

Aus der DE-C-19 65 802 ist em Verfahren zum Ummanteineines Stahlrohres

bekannt,bei dem em gereinigtes Stahlrohrinduktiv auf 140 - 200 °C erwärmt
und mittels Spritzpistolen mit einer Epoxidharzschicht als Haftvermittler
beschichtet wird. Aufdie aushärtendeEpoxidharzschicht wird dann eine

WO98/07896

2

FCTIEP97/04400

extrudierte Foke aus einem Ethylencopolymerisat als Kleberschicht und

darüher eine ebenfalls extrudierte Folie aus Polyethylen alsäuBere
Mantelschicht aufgetragen.
5

Eine derartige im Prinzipaus drei Schichten bestehende
Ummantelung, deren
Einzelschichten selbstverständljch auch jeweils in mehrerenTeilschichten
aufgetragen werden kOnnen, weist ausgezeichnete, gegenuberdem damaligen

Stand der Technik verhesserteKorrosionsschutzeigenschaften auf. In
rnanchen Fallen werden jedoch inshesondere hinsichtlichder
10

Schälfestigkeit

unter Feuchtigkeitseinwirkungund erhöhterTemperatur (his So °C
Dauerlast)und hinsichtlich des Schutzes gegen Unterwanderung (cathodic
dishonding) sehr hohe Qualitätsanforderungen gestelit, die auch von diesem
Ummantelungssystem nicht immer hzw. nicht mit der gewünschten Sicherheit

ertüllt werden.
15

Aus der EP-PS 0198144 ist ferner em Verfahreri zur
Stahlrohrummantelung
hekannt,bei dem nach dem Reinigen der StahIrohroherflcheeine
Chromatschicht aufgebrachtwird. Nach dem Trocknen wird auf diese Schicht
mindestens eine Schicht aus Epoxidharz als Haftvcrmittler und darUher eine
20

innere Schicht aus Ethylencopolymerisat und eine äul3ere Polyethylenschicht
aufgebracht.

Aus der DE-A-43 10 525 ist em weiteresVerfahren dieser Art bekannt, hei
25

dem aufdem Metallrohrem Pulverprimer, enthaltendepoxidierte
Novo!akharze, phenolische Vernetzungsmittel sowie Füllstoffe, aufgetragen
wird.

WO 98/07896

Em

ähnliches Verfahren geht auch aus der DE-C-36 39 417 hervor, bei dem

em

Epoxy/Harter-Gemisch auf das Metalirohr aufgetragenwird, bevor eine

vollstãndige Umwandlung des Chromatierungsmittels in eine therrnisch

stabile Zwischenschichtstattgefundenhat. Durch diese Vorgehensweise soil
5

die Haftungzwischen der Beschichtung und dem Metallrohrverbessert
werden.

Mit dern in diesen Literaturstellenbeschriebenen Verfabrenzur
Chromatierung der Stahirohre lãf3t sich zwar die Langzeithaftung organischer
10

Beschichtungen verbessern. Doch sind die chromhaltigen Losungen giftig und

daher unter dem Gesichtspunkt des Umwelt- und Gesundheitsschutzes
problernatisch.
Urn diese schwerwiegenden Nachteile chromathaltiger Lösungen zu
15

umgehen, ist vorgeschlagen worden, Vorhehandlungsrnittel zu verwenden,
weiche neben den unterschiedlichsten organischen und anorganischen
Bestandteilen als wesentliche Komponente Halogen-Elernent-Sauren
enthalten. So geht geht aus der WO 95/14539em Vorbehandlungsmittel
hervor, das Hexafluortitansäure, -zirkonsäure, -hafniurnsäure, -kieselsäure, -

20

germaniurnsäureoder -zinnsäure oder Tetrafluorhorsäureenthält. Das in der

US-A-5 344 504 heschriebene Vorbehandlungsrnittel enthält
Tetrafluorborsäu re oder Hexafiuortitansäure, -zirkonsäure oder -kieselsäure.
In dem Verfahren der US-A-4 517028werden vorzugsweiseHexafluorti25

tansãure, -zirkonsäure oder -hafniumsäure angewandt. In der WO 85/05131
wird die Verwendung von Tetrafluorborsäureoder von Hexafluorkieselsäure,
-titansäureoder -zirkonsäure empfohlen.

WO98/07896
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Diese Vorbehandlungsmittel enthalten zwar kein sechswertiges Chrom mehr,
sie sollen dennoch das Metall ebensogut schützen können wie

chromathaltige

Vorbehandlungsmittel.

S

Es istjedoch nicht bekannt,ob die chromatfreien Vorbehandlungsmittel bei
hesonders stark belastetenGegenständeneine Alternative bieten. So sind
Metallrohre, insbesondere für Pipelines, Armierungsstahle oder Spannstahle
bei ihrer bestimmungsgemaBen Verwendung einer besondershohen

10

mcchanischen, thermischen und chemischen Dauerbelastung ausgesetzt.
Beispielsweise dürfen Pipelines selhst nach jahrelanger Lagerung im Boden
keinerlei Beschädigungen oder gar Lecks aufweisen. Armierungsstahle oder
Spannstähle dürfen durch saure oder alkalische Medienauch nach langer
Einwirkung nicht angegriffen werden.An die Langzeitstahilitth der
Beschichtungen und an ihre Korrosionsschutzwirkungwerden daher ganz

is

hesondershohe Anforderungen gesteilt. Diesen Anforderungenwaren
hislang

nur die chrornathaltigen Vorbehandlungsmittel gewachsen, weswegen sie
trotz aller toxikologischen Bedenken noch immerangewandt werden. Und
nach wie vor halten die Anwender im Hinblick auf die schwerwiegenden
20

Folgen des Versagens von Pipelines oderVOfl Armierungs- oder Spannstahlen
in Brücken oderBauwerken den Sicherheitsaufwand, der bei der
Vei-wendungder chromathaltigen Vorbehandlungsmittel getriehenwerden
mul3, für vertrethar, solange nicht feststeht, daB durch alternative

Vorbehandlungsmittel dasseihe Eigenschaftsprofil erreichtwird, wie durch
chromathaltige.
25

Aufgabe der vorliegenden Erfindung ist es demgemaI3,für die Herstellung
VOfl mit einer oder mehreren Schichten heschichteten Metallrohren,
Armierungsstählen oder Spannstahlen eine neue Vorbehandlurig
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bereitzustellen, weiche es gestattet, auf chromathaltige Vorbehandlungsmittel
zu verzichten und dennoch, insbesondere hinsichtlichder Haftungs- und
Korrosionseigenschaften, das gleichwertige Eigenschaftsprofil zu erzielen, wie

es mit den aus dem Stand der Technikbekannten Chromatierungsverfahren
5

erreichtwird.

wurdedie Aufgabe dadurch gelost, daB als
Erfindungsgemal3
Vorbehandlungsmittel Losungen verwendetwerden, weiche alswesentliche
Komponente Halogen-Element-Süuren enthalten.
10

Im folgenden wird diese neue Verwendung von Losungen, die HalogenElement-Säuren enthalten,der Kürze halber als .erfindungsgemäI3e
Verwendung" bezeichnet.

15

AuBerdem betrifft die vorliegende Erfindung em neues Verfahrenzur
Beschichtung von Metallrohren, vorzugsweise aus Stahl, Armieru ngsstahI

oder Spannstahl, bei dem
a) die Metalloberfläche gereinigt wird,
h) aufdie Metalloberfläche das erfindungsgemaBzu verwendende
20

Vorbehandlungsmittel appiiziert wird, vorzugsweisedurch Tauchen,
Streichen, GieBen, Rollen oder Spruhen,
c) das applizierteerfindungsgemai3zu verwendende Vorbehandi ungsmittel
getrocknetwird und

d) eine oder mehrereSchichten eines Uberzugsmittels aufgetragen und ggfs.
25

getrocknet werden.

Im folgenden wird dieses neue Verfahrender Kürze halber als
.erfindungsgemäBesVerfahren" bezeichnet.

WO98/07896
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Nicht zuletzt betrifft die vorliegende Erfindung die beschichteten Metallrohre,
Armierungsstähle und Spannstähle, weiche mit Hilfe des erfindungsgemüI3en
Verfahrenshergestelit worden sind.
5

Im folgenden werden diese neuen beschichteten Metallrohre,
Armierungsstähle und Spannstähleals .erfindungsgemaf3eGegenstände'
bezeichnet.

10

Uherraschenderweise wird durch die erfindungsgemaBe Verwendung und
das erfindunisgemüi3e Verfahren hei den erfindungsgemi13enGegenstanden

eine Haftungzwischen der Metalloherfläche und der Kunststoffummantclung
erzielt, die bislang nur mit den hekannten Chromatierungsverfahren

erreichbarwar.
15

ErfindungsgemäBfinden als Vorbehandlungsmittel Flussigkeiten,
insbesondere wäl3rige Zubereitungen, Verwendung, welche als wesentliche
Komponente Halogen-Element-Säuren enthalten.

20

Beispiele geeigneterHafogene für den Aufbau der Halogen-Element-Säureri
sind Fluor, Chior, Brom und Jod. ErfindungsgemaI3wird Fluor hesonders
bevorzugt verwendet.
Beispiele geeigneter Elemente für den Aufbau der Halogen-Element-Saiiren

25

sind Titan, Zirkonium, HafniumVanadium, Molybdän, Wolfram, Silicium,

Germanium. Zinn und Bor. ErfindungsgemaB werden Titan, Zirkonium,
Hafnium und Silicium bevorzugtund Titan hesonders bevorzugt verwendet.

PCTIEP97/04400
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Demgemal3handelt es sich bei den Halogen-Element-Sauren, weiche
erfindungsgemä3 mit Vorteilangewandt werden, urn Hexafluortitansäure,zirkonsäure, -hafniumsäure, -kieselsäure, -germaniumsäure oder -zinnsäure

5

oder Tetrafluorborsaure. Hiervonweisen Hexafluortitansäure, -zirkonsäure, hafniurnsäureund -kieselsäurebesondereVorteile auf, weswegen sic
bevorzugt verwendet werden. Ganz besonders bevorzugt wird indes
Hexafluortitansäure verwendet, well sie erfindungsgernäf3e Gegenstände mit
vorzOglicher Haftung zwischen der Metalloberfläche und der

10

Kunststoffummantelung und von besonders hoher Korrosionsheständigkeit
liefert.
Anstelle der Halogen-Element-Säuren kännen auch ihre Salze verwendet
werden, insbesondere die Ammonium- oder die Alkalimetalisaize.

15

AuI3er der vorstehend beschriebenenwesentlichen Komponenteenthalten

die erfindungsgemaBzu verwendendenVorbehandlungsmittel weitere
Bestandteile wie FluBsaure, Salzsäure, SchwefelsãureoderSalpetersaure oder

deren Saize, Metalisaize, Metalloxide oder -hydroxide,Silikate wie Wassergias
oder niedermolekulare oder hochmolekulare organische Verbindungenwie
20

Gluconsäure oder Polyacrylate. Beispiele geeigneter weitererBestandteile
sind aus den Patentschriften US-A-4 517028, US-A-5 344 504, WO 95/14539

oder WO 85/05131 bekannt.
Die Beschichtungtier Metallrohre,Armierungsstahle oderSpannstählewird
25

erfindungsgemaB

in folgenderWeisevorgenommen werden:

Die Metalloberfläche wird grundlich gereinigt. Dies kann beispielsweise durch
Strahien mit Stahldrahtkornerreicht werden. Das Stahlstrahlen wird

WO 98/07896
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vorzugsweise so durchgefuhrt, daB eine mittlere Rauhtiefe von 40 bis 100 tm
entsteht.

5

Die bei Raumtemperatur befindliche oder vorgewärmte Metalloberfläche
wird sodannmit den vorstehend beschriebenen erfindungsgemaB zu
verwendenden Vorbehandlungsmitteln durch UbergieBen benetzt. Das

Benetzenkann auch auf andere Weise, z.B. durchTauchen,Streichen,
Giel3en, Rollen oder Spruhenerfolgen.

10

ErfindungsgemäB lassen sich besonders gute Ergebnisse erzielen,wenn
mitteis des Vorhehandlungsmittels eine mindestens em Elemententhaltende
Schicht, beispielsweise eineTitan enthaltendeSchicht, mit einem
Flächengewicht von 1 bis 100 mg/rn2, vorzugsweise3 bis 30 mg/rn2, besonders
bevorzugt 5 his 15 mg/rn2 entsteht. Für eine gute Haftung ist es unerlässlich,

15

em

möglichst gleichmaBigeSchichtdicke anzustreben. Die Schichtdicke kann

durch die Konzentrationdes erfindungsgemiiBzu verwendenden
Vorbehandlungsmittets beeinfluBtwerden.
Nach dern Auftragen des erfindungsgemaBzu verwendenden
20

Vorbehandlungsrnittels wird die Metalloherfläche vollstandig getrocknet.Dies

kann in einern einstufigen oder zweistufigenVerfahren durchgefUhrtwerden.

s

In einer Variante des erfindungsgemaI3enVerfahrenswird in einer Stufe auf
100 bis 300 °C, vorzugsweise 180 bis 250 °C erhitzt. In einer zweistufigen
Variante des erfindungsgemäI3enVerfahrenserfolgt zunächsteine Trocknung

bei 30 bis 100 °C und sodannin einer zweiten Stufe eine Trocknung hei 100
bis 300 °C, vorzugsweise 180 bis 250 °C.

9
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Das Trocknenkann durch induktive Beheizung oder im Gasofen erfolgen.
Die crwärmte und getrockneteMetalloberfläche wird anschiiel3end
beschichtet. Die erfindungsgemaB vorbehanclelten Metalloberfliichen sind für
5

die Beschichtung
sowohimit einer als auch mit mehreren Schichten geeignet.
Eingesetzt werden können alle bekannten Beschichtungsmaterialien, d.h.
Pulverlacke,Pulverlackdispersionen oder Flüssiglacke. Erfindungsgemal'3
hcvorzugt ist die Beschichtung mit Pulverlacken auf Epoxidharzhasis.

10

Für die Beschichtung mit einer Schicht sind Pulveriacke geeignet, wekhe
Epoxidharze, Vernetzungsmittel, Katalysatoren, Füilstoffe sowie ggfs.
Hilfsmitteln und Additive enthalten.
Gecignete Epoxidharze sind alle festen Epoxidharze mit

15

Epoxidäquivalentgewichtenzwischen etwa 400 und 3000. Dahei handelt es

sich hauptsächlich urn Epoxidharze auf Basis von Bisphenol A und Bisphenol

F oder urn epoxidierte Novolakharze. Geeignetsind auch Mischungen VOfl
Bisphenol-A-bzw. Bisphenol-F-Harzen und Novolakharzen. Die
Epoxidharze auf Basis von Bisphenol A und Bisphenol F weisen im
20

allgemeinen eine Funktionalität
Funktionalität

<2, die epoxidierten Novolakharze eine

> 2 auf. Bei den epoxidierten Novolakharzen sind die

phenolischen Hydroxyigruppen mit Alkyl-, Aryl-oder ähnlichen Gruppen

verethert. Durch Umsetzung der phenolischen Hydroxyigruppen mit
25

Epichiorhydrinwerden Epoxidgruppen in das Molekül eingebaut. Ausgehend
von Novolaken hildet sich dabei der sogenannte Epoxid-Novolak. Die
epoxidierten Novolake sind strukturverwandt mitBisphenol A-Harzen.
Epoxidierte Novolakharze konnen hergestelit werden durch Epoxidierung
von Novolaken, die z.B. aus 3 his 4 Phenolkernen, weiche über

WO 98/07896
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Methylenbrucken miteinanderverhunden sind, bestehen. Als Novolakharze
kOnnenauch alkylsubstituierte Phenole, weiche mit Formaldehyd umgesetzt

werden,verwendetwerden.
5

GeeigneteEpoxidharze sind beispielsweise die unter folgenden Namen im
Handel erhältlichen Produkte:
Epikote® 154, 1001,1002, 1055, 1004, 1007, 1009, 2014, 3003-4F-1O der Firma
Shell-Chemie, XZ® 86795 und DER® 664, 667, 669, 662, 642U und 672U der
Firma Dow sowie Araldit® XB 4393, XB 4412, GT 7072, GT 7203, GT 7004,

10

GT 7304, GT 7097, GT 7220 und GT 7255 der Firma Ciba Geigy.
Zur Aushartung der Epoxidharzeenthält der Pulverlack Vernetzungsmittel.
Geeignete Vernetzungsmittel sind: Sogenannte beschleunigte
Dicyandiamide,substituierteDicyandiamide,Aminderivate, Anhydride,

is

Anhydridaddukte und phenolische Hydroxyigruppen aufweisende
Vernetzungsmittel. Bevorzugt sind beschleunigte Dicyandiamide und
Vernetzungsmittel, die phenolische Hydroxyigruppen aufweisen. Ms
Vernetzungsmittel, das phenolische Hydroxyigruppenaufweist, kann dabei
beispielsweisejedes beliebige Phenolharz verwendet werden, solange es die

20

für die Reaktivitüt erforderliche Methylol-Funktionalitat aufweist.
Bevorzugte Phenolharze sind unter alkalischen Bedingungen hergestelite
Reaktionsprodukte von Phenol, substituierten Phenolen und Bisphenol A mit
Formaldehyd. Unter derartigenBedingungen wird die Methyloigruppe
entweder ortho-oder parastandigmit dem aromatischen Ring verknupft.

25

Besonders bevorzugt werden gemiif3 der vorliegenden Erfindungals
phenolische Vernetzungsmittel hydroxyigruppenhaltigeBisphenol-A- oder
Bisphenol-F-Harze mit einem Hydroxyaquivalentgewichtim Bereich von 180
bis 600, besonders bevorzugt im Bereich von 180 his 300, eingesetzt. Derartige

WO 98/07896
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phenolische Vernetzungsmittel werden hergestelit durch Umsetzung von
Bisphenol-A oderBisphenol-F mit glycidyigruppenhaltigenKomponenten,

vie z. B. dem Diglycidylethervon Bisphenol-A. Derartigephenolische
Vernetzungsmittel sind beispielsweise erhältlich unter der
5

HandelsbezeichnungDEH® 81, DEH® 82 und DEH® 87 der Firma Dow,

DX 171 der Firma Shell-Chemie und XB® 3082 der Firma Ciba Geigy.
Die Epoxidharze und die phenolischen Vernetzungsmittel werden dahei in

einem derartigenVerhältnis eingesetzt, daB die Zahi der Epoxidgruppen zur
10

ZahI der phenolischen OH-Gruppenin etwa 1: 1 betragt.
Geeignete beschleunigte Dicyandiamidhärter sind z.B. Epikure® 143 FF (Fa.
Shell-Chemie) oder Grilonit® H 88071 (Fa. Ems-Chemie).

15

Die Pulverlacke enthalten einen oder mehrere gecignete Katalysatoren für
die Epoxidharz-Aushärtung. GeeigneteKatalysatoren sind
Phosphoniumsaize organischer oderanorganischer Säuren, Imidazol und
Imidazolderivate, quartareAmmoniumverbiridungen sowie Amine. Die
Katalysatoren werden im aligemeinen in Anteilen von 0,001 Gew.-% bis etwa

20

10 Gew.-%, bezogen aufdas Gesamtgewicht des Epoxidharzes und des

phenolischen Vernetzungsmittels, eingesetzt.
Beispiele für geeignete Phosphoniumsalz-Katalysatoren sind
Ethyltriphenyiphosphoniumiodid,Ethyltriphenyiphosphoniunichlorjcl,
25

Ethyltriphenyl-phosphoniumthiocyanat, Ethyltriphenyiphosphonjum-Acetat..

Essigsaurekomplex,Tetrabutyiphosphoniumiodid,
Tetrabutyiphosphoniumbromid und Tetrahutyiphosphonium-Acetat-

WO98/07896
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Essigsaurekomplex. Diese sowie weitere geeignete Phosphonium-Katalysatoren sind z.B. beschriebenin US-A-3 477 990 und US-A-3 341 580.

Geeignete Imidazol-Katalysatoren sind beispielsweise 2-Styrylimidazol, 15

Benzyl-2-methylimidazol, 2-Methylimidazolund 2-Butylimidazol. Diese sowie

weitereimidazol-Katalysatoren sind z. B. beschriebenin dem belgischen
Patent Nr. 756 693.
Zum Teil enthalten handelsübliche phenolische Vernetzungsmittel bereits
10

Katalysatoren für die Epoxidharzvernetzung.
Die Pulverlacke enthalten Füllstoffe. Diese Füllstoffe werden üblicherwejse in
einem Anteilvon 10 bis 50 Gew.-%, bezogenauf das Gesamtgewicht des
Pulverlackes, eingesetzt. In einigen Fallen sind auch Füllstoffanteile von mehr

15

als 50 Gew.-% moglich.
Als Füllstoffe konnen die Pulverlacke z.B. Titandioxid, Bariumsulfat, Kreide,
Talkum, Kaolin, Magnesium-Aluminiumsilikat,Kieselsäure-Modifikationerj
wie Quarz, Cristoblalit, Tridymit, Keatit, Stishovit, Melanophiogit, Coesitoder

20

faserige Kieselsäure oderMischungen dieser Füllstoffe enthalten.Es können
auch chemisch nachbehandelteFüllstoffe verwendetwerden. Bevorzugt
werden glycidylgruppen-funktionalisierteKieselsäuremodifikationen, wie z.B.
Silbond® 6000 EST (Fa. Quarzwerke) verwendet.

2.

Vortejlhaftei-wejseenthalten die Pulverlacke 10 bis 40 Gew.-%, bezogen auf

das Gesamtgewicht des Pulverlackes,an Füllstoffen. AuBerdem können die
Pulverlacke ggf. noch Hilfsmittel und Additive enthalten. Beispiele hierfür

WO98/07896
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sind Verlaufsmittel, Rieseihilfen und Entluftungsmittel, wie heispielsweise
Benzoin.

Die Herstellungder Pulverlacke erfolgt nach hekannten Methoden (vgl. z. B.
5

Produkt-Informationder Firma BASFLacke + Farben AG, "Pulverlacke",
1990) durch Homogenisieren und Dispergieren, beispielsweise mittels eines

Extruders, Schneckenkneters u.ä. Nach Herstellung der Pulverlacke werden
diese durch Vermahien und ggf. durch Sichten und Sieben auf die gewOnschte
Korngral3enverteilungeingestellt.
10

Die Pulverlacke werdenelektrostatisch oder triboelektrostatisch oder mittels
Fluidbett auf die zuvorerhitzte Metalloberfläche aufgebracht.
In einer weiteren Variante des erfindungsgemät3enVerfahrens kOnnen auf

is

die mit dem erfindungsgemäf3enVorhehandlungsmittel heschichteten
Metalloberflächen weitere Lagenaufgebracht werden.Diese bestehen in

einer bevorzugten Ausfuhrungsform der Erfindung aus
1.

einer Schicht Epoxidharzprimer, cler vorzugsweisein einer DickeVOfl 20
bis 600tm, insbesondere 50 his 200

20

2.

aufgetragen wird,

einer Kieberschicht, vorzugsweisein elner Dickevon 50 bis 400 j.m,

insbesondere180 bis 350p.m, und
3. einer als Schutz gegen mechanische Einwirkung dienenden Schicht aus
Polyolefinen.
25

Geeignete Epoxidharzprimer sind vorteilhafterweise pulverfOrmig.Sie

hestehen vorzugsweiseaus denselbenBestandteilen wie die vorstehendim
Detail beschriebenen Pulverlacke.

WO 98/07896
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Die pulverformigen Epoxidharzprimerwerden elektrostatisch oder
triboelektrostatjsch oder mittels Fluidbettauf die zuvor erhitzte
5

Metalloberfläche aufgebracht. Die Auftragsstarkeder
Epoxidharzprimer
liegt üblicherweiseim Bereichvon 30 bis 400 j.tm.

Als Kleberschicht werden vorteilhafterweise thermoplastische Hartkleher
verwendet. Sie werden entweder im Extrusionsverfahren als Schmelze oder
im Puiverauftragsverfahren auf die Pulverprimerschicht
aufgetragen.
10

Geeignete Kiebstoffe (Haftvermittler)sind Copolymere, Pfropfcopolymere
und Jonomere, weiche Carboxyl-oder
Anhydridgruppen oder Gruppen, die

zu Carboxyigruppen hydrolisierbar sind, aufweisen. Geeignete
sind herstelihar durch Copolymerisation von Ethylen oder

Copolymere

Propylen mit a,B-

ethylenisch ungesättigten Carborisäuren, wie z. B. Acrylsaure, Methacrylsa ure,
15

Itaconsäure, Crotonsäure,Isocrotonsäure, Maleinsäure und Fumarsäure, den

entsprechenden Anhydriden oderden entsprechenden Estern oder
Halbestern mit 1 bis 8 Kohlenstoffatomen im Alkohoirest. Ebenfalls
einsetzbar sind auch die entsprechendenSaize der aufgefUhrten
20

Carbonsäuren. GeeigneteKiebstoffe sind weiterhin Polymere, weiche
herstellbar sind durch Pfropfung von mindestens elnem Polymeren aus der

Gruppe der Polyolefine mit his zu 10 Gew.-%, hezogen auf das
Gesamtgewicht der Monomeren,mindestens eines Monomeren aus der

Gruppe der a,B-ethylenisch ungesättigten Carbonsäuren, deren Anhydriden,
deren Estern oder Saizen in Gegenwart oder Abwesenheitvon Peroxiden.
Bewährte thermoplastische Hartkleberfür die Metallbeschichtung sind
Copolymerisate aus Ethylen, (Meth)Acrylsuureestern und (Meth)Acrylsüure.
Derartige Kiebstoffe sind im Handel erhältlich unter der Bezeichnung
Lucalen® (Hersteller: BASF AG, Ludwigshafen). Beispiele für
geeignete
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Lucalen®-Typen sind Lucalen® A 291 0 M, Lucalen® A 291 0 M Q 47,
Lucalen® A 311 0 M und Lucalen® A 311 0 M Q 244. Die Auftragsstarke
des thermoplastischen Hartklebers liegtüblicherweise im Bereichvon 100 his
500 .tm, und die Substrattemperaturbei der Applikation des
s

thermoplastischen Hartklebers liegt im Bereich von 150 bis etwa 220°C. Es ist

daraufzu achten, daB zum Zeitpunkt der Applikation des Haftvermittlers der
Epoxidharzprimer noch nichtvollständig ausgehärtet ist, urn einen festen
Verbundherzustellen.
10

In erfindungsgemaBer Verfahrensweise wird als die dritte Schicht zum Schutz
gegen mechanische Einwirkung em Polyolefin-Beschichtungsmittelauf den
aufgeschmolzenen Kieber bei erhöhter Temperatur - üblicherweiseim
Extrusionsverfahren - aufgetragen. GeeignetePolyolefine sind Polyethylen

15

niedriger Dichte, mittlerer Dichte, hoher Dichte, Linear Low und Linear Very
Low Density Polyethylen sowie Polypropylene, deren Copolymere mit
Ethylen
und weiteren Monomeren sowie die Copolymeren des Ethylens und des
Propylens mit einem odermit mehreren Comonomeren aus der Gruppe der
Vinylester, Vinylalkylether und der ungesättigten Mono- und Dicarbonsiuren
und deren Saizen, Anhydriden und Estern. Besonders
bevorzugt wird als

20

Polyolefin-BcschichtungsmittelEthylen-Homopolymerisat eingesetzt.
GeeignetePolyethylene sind beispielsweise erhãltlich unter der
Handeisbezeichnung Lupolen®(Hersteller: BASF AG). Beispiele für
geeignete Lupolen®-Typen sind Lupolen®2441 D, Lupolen®2452 D, Lupolen® 3821 D und Lupolen® 3652 D (BASFAG).

25

Urn eine zusätzliche Warmeisolierung zu erreichen, kann zu der
beschriebenen dreilagigen Beschichtung noch eine vierte Schichte

hinzugefügt
wei-den. Als thermisch isolierendes Material kommen hierbei insbesondere

WO 98/07896
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Polyurethane oder Polypropylene in geschüumter Form in Betracht.Em

derartiger mechanisch und thermisch stabilerSchichtaufbau sieht demgemäB
wie fo!gt aus:

5

1.

Schicht aus einem Epoxidharzprimer,

2.

Kleberschicht,

3.

thermischisolierendeSchicht, und

4.

Schutzschicht.

Handelt es sich bei den erfindungsgemal3enGegenständenurn Stahlrohre,
10

können diese auch auf ihrer Innenseite mitden vorstehendim Detail
beschriebenenBeschichtungsmitteln beschichtet sein.
Die mit Hilfe des erfindungsgemäl3enVerfahrensunter Verwendung der
erfindungsgemaB zu verwendenden Vorbehandlungsmittel hergesteliten

15

erfindungsgemäfien Gegenstandeerweisen sich als besonders
korrosionsbestandig und stabil gegenubermechanischer Einwirkung. Sie sind
thermisch ausgesprochen stark belastbar und können deshaibauch haufige
extreme Temperaturschwankungen ohne Schaden Uherstehen.

20

Die beschriebenen erfindungsgemaBenVerfahren sind insbesondere für den
Aufbau von Schutzschichten von Stahlrohren,insbesondere von Stahlrohren,
wie sie für Pipelines verwendet werden,geeignet.

Hierbeiwird zunächst die Stahlrohroberfläche von Rost, Zunder, Fett, 01,
25

Staub usw.in üblicherund bekannter Weise gereinigt. Anschliel3enderfolgt

der Auftrag mit dem erfindungsgemiiBzu verwendenden
Vorbehandlungsmittel durchTauchen,Streichen, GieBen, Rollen oder

WO98/07896
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Sprühen. Vorteilhafterweise wird hierbei das Vorbehandlungsmittel gemiiI3
Beispiel 1.1 der WO 95/14539verwendet.
In der nichsten Stufe erfolgt die Erwärmung des beschichtetenRohres minels
5

der Induktionsspulenoder minels eines Gasofens.
In der nächstenStufe wird em üblicher und bekannter Epoxidharzprimer
mittels Elektrostatikpistolen auf die heil3e Stahlrohroberfläche aufgetragen.

10

In dem nächsten Schrittwird der thermoplastische Hartkleher im
Extrusionsverfahi-enals Schmelze ocler in Pulverform mittels
üblicher und bekannter Spruhvorrichtung auf die Primerschicht aufgetragen.
Bei dem Auftrag des thermoplastische Hartklebers ist daraufzu achten, daB

15

guter Verbundzwischen dem Epoxiharzprimer und dem Hartkleber nur
erreichtwerden kann, wenn das Epoxidharz zum Zeitpunkt der Hartkleherem

Applikation nichtvollständig ausgehärtet ist; vorzugsweise Iiegt der
Aushärtungsgrad zwischen etwa 25 und 75 %.
20

Auf die Kleberschicht wird schlieBlich em Polyethylenmantel im
Extrusionsverfahren aufgebracht. Bei kleineren Rohrdurchmessern kann
auch em RingdUsenverfahrenangewandt werden.Bei grOBeren
Rohrdurchmessern wird bekanntermaBen im Extrusionswickelverfahren mit

einer Breitschlitzdüse gearbeitet.

WO 98/07896
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Patentanspruche
1.

s

Verwendung von Halogen-Element-Sauren und/oderihren Saizen in
chromatfreien Vorbehandlungsrnitteln für Metalloberflächen bei der

Herstellungvon beschichteten Metallrohrenodervon beschichteten
Armierungsstahlen oder Spannstahlen.
2.
10

Die Verwendung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB als
Halogene Fluor, Chior, Brom und Jociverwendetwerden, insbeson(jere

aber Fluor.
3.

15

Die Verwendung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daB als ElementeTitan, Zirkonium, Hafnium,
Vanadium, Molybdan,
Wolfram, Silicium, Germanium,Zinn und/oderBor verwendetwerden.

4.

Die Verwendung nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB als
Elemente Titan, Zirkon,Hafnium und/oderSilicium verwendetwerderi,
insbesondereaber Titan.

5.

Die Verwendungnach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 4, dadurch

20

gekenn-

zeichnet, daB es sich bei den Halogen-Element-Sauren urn
Hexafluortitansaure, -zirkonsäure, -hafniumsäure, -kieselsäure, germaniumsaure oder -zinnsäure oder Tetrafluorborsäurehandelt.
25

6.

Die Verwendung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB
Hexafluortitansäure, -zirkonsäure, -hafniumsãure und/oder -kieselsäure
verwendet werden, insbesondere aber Hexafluortitansäure.

19
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Die Verwendungnach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB als Saize die Ammonium-und/oder die Alkalimetalisaize

verwendetwerden.
5
8.

Die Verwendung nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Vorbehandlungsmittel FlUssigkeiten, insbesondere
wal3rige Zubereitungen, sind.

10

9.

Die Verwendung nach einem der Anspruche 1 his 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dat3 die Vorbehandlungsmittel Fluf3säure, Salzsäure,
Schwefelsäure und/oderSalpetersäureund/oderihre Saize, sonstige
Metailsaize, Metalloxide und/oder-hydroxide, Silikate und/oder
niedermole kulare und/oder hochmolekulare organische Verbindungen
enthalten.

15

10.

Beschichtete Metallrohre, vorzugsweiseaus Stahl, Armierungsstähle

oder Spannstahle, wobei die Beschichtungherstelibarist, indem
20

a) die Metalloberfläche gereinigt wird,
b) aufdie Metalloberfläche em Vorbehandlungsmittel aufgetragen
wird, vorzugsweisedurch Tauchen, Streichen, GieI3en, Rollen oder
Spruhen,
c) das aufgetragene Vorbehandlungsmittel getrocknetwird, und
d) eine oder mehrere Schichten eines Uberzugsmittels aufgetragen
und ggfs. getrocknetwerden,

dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB e) das Vorbehandlungsmittel chromatfrei ist und Halogen-ElementSäuren und/oderihre Salze enthält.

WO98/07896

11.

PCTIEP97/04400

Die beschichtetenMetallrohre, Armierungsstahle oder Spannstahle
nach Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB

das

Vorbehandlungsmittel eine FlUssigkeit, vorzugsweiseeine wal3rige
5

Zubereitung, ist.

12.

Die beschichteten Metallrohre, Armierungsstahle oder Spannstahle
nach Anspruch 10 oder 11, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB das als
Halogene Fluor, Chior, Brom und Jod verwendet werden, insbesondere

aberFluor.

10

13.

Die beschichteten Metallrohre,Armierungsstãhle oder Spannstähle
nach einem der Anspruche 10 bis 12, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB
als Elemente Titan, Zirkonium, Hafnium, Vanadium, Molybdan,
Wolfram, Silicium, Germanium, Zinn und/oderBor verwendetwerden.

15

14.

Die beschichteten Metallrohre,Armierungsstahle oder Spannstähle
nach Anspruch 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB ElementeTitan,
Zirkon,Hafnium und/oderSilicium verwendet werden,insbesondere
aberTitan.

20

15.

Die beschichteten Metallrohre,Armierungsstahle oder Spannstahle
nach nach einem der Anspruche10 bis 14, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daB es sich bei den Halogen-Element-Säuren urn Hexafluortitansäure,-

25

zirkonsäure, -hafniumsäure, -kieselsäure, -germaniumsäure oder zinnsäure oder Tetrafluorborsäurehandelt.

WO98/07896

16.
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Die beschichteten Metallrohre,Armierungsstähle oder Spannstahle
nach Anspruch 15, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB Hexafluotitansäure,
-zirkonsäure, -hafniumsäure und/oder-kieselsäureverwendet werden,
insbesondere aber Hexafluortitansäure.

5
17.

Die beschichtetenMetalirobre,Armierungsstahle oderSpannstahle
nach einem der AnsprUche 10 bis 16, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB

als Saize die Ammonium-und/oder die Alkalimetailsaize verwendet
werden.
10

18.

Die beschichteten Metallrohre,Armierungsstahle oderSpannstahle
nach einem der Anspruche 10 bis 17, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB

das Vorbehandlungsmittel FluBsãure,Salzsäure, Schwefelsäure
und/oderSalpetersaure und/oderihre Saize, sonstige Metailsaize,
Metalloxide und/oder -hydroxide,Silikate und/oderniedermolekulare

15

und/oder hochmolekulare organische Verbindungen enthält.
19.

Die beschichteten Metallrohre, Armierungsstahle oder Spannstahle
nach einem der Anspruche 10 bis 18, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB

das Trocknenin einem einstufigen Verfahren bei 100 bis 300 °C,

20

vorzugsweise 180 bis 250 °C, durchgefuhrt wird.
20.

Die beschichteten Metallrohre, Armierungsstahle oder Spannstahle
nach einemder AnsprUche 10 his 18, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB

25

in einer ersten Stufe auf 30 bis 100°C und in einer zweiten Stufe auf 100

bis 300 °C, vorzugsweise 180 bis 250 °C getrocknetwird.

WO 98/07896

21.
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Beschichtete Metallrohre,beschichteter Armierungsstahl oder

Spannstahlnach einem der Anspruche 10 bis 20, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daB die Auftragsmenge des Vorbehand!ungsmittels so
gewahlt 1st, daB eine mindestens em Elemententhaltende Schicht,
insbesondereeine Titan enthaltende Schicht, mit einem Flachengewicht

5

zwischen 1 und 100 mg/rn2, vorzugsweise3 bis 30 mg/rn2, ganz besonders
bevorzugt zwischen 5 und 15 mg/rn2 entsteht.
22. Verfahrenzur Innen- und/oderAul3enbeschichtungvon Metallrohren,

Armierungsstahlen oder SpannstihIen, bei weichem

10

a) die Metalloberfläche gereinigt wird,
b) auf die Metalloberfläche em Vorhehandlungsmittel aufgetragen
wird, vorzugsweisedurchTauchen,Streichen, GieBen, Rollen oder
Spruhen, und
c) das aufgetragene Vorbehandlungsrnittel getrocknetwird und
d) eine oder mehrere Schichten eines Uberzugsmittels aufgetragen

15

und ggfs.getrocknetwerden,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB
e)

das Vorbehandlungsmittel chromatfrei ist und Halogen-ElementSäurenund/oder ihre Saize enthält.

20

23.

Das Verfahrennach Anspruch 22, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB als
Halogene Fluor, Chior, Brom und Jod verwendetwerden,inshesondere

aberFluor.
25

24.

Das Verfahrennach Anspruch 22 oder23, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daB als ElementeTitan, Zirkonium, Hafnium, Vanadium, Molybdän,
Wolfram, Silicium, Germanium, Zinn und/oderBor verwendetwerden.

WO 98/07896
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Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 24, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB als
Elemente Titan, Zirkon,Hafniumund/oderSilicium verwendetwerden,
insbesondereaberTitan.

5
26.

Das Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche22 bis 25, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB es sich bei den Halogen-Element-Säuren urn
Hexafluortitansäure, -zirkonsäure, -hafniumsäure, -kieselsäure, germaniumsaure

oder-zinnsäureoder Tetratluorborsãurehandelt.

10

27.

Das Verfahrennach Anspruch 26, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB
Hexafluortitansäure, -zirkonsäure, -hafniumsäure und/oder-kieselsäure
verwendet werden, insbesondereaher Hexafluortitansäure.

is

28.

Das Verfahren nach einem der Arispruche 22 bis 27, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB als Saize die Ammonium-und/oder die Alkalimetailsaize
verwendetwerden.

29. Das Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche22 bis 28, dadurch gekenn20

zeichnet, daB das Vorbehandlungsmittel FluBsäure,Salzsäure,
Schwefelsäure und/oderSalpetersaure und/oderihre Saize, sonstige
Metailsaize, Metalloxide und/oder -hydroxide, Silikate und/oder
niedermolekulare und/oder hochmolekulare organische Verbindungen
enthält.

25

30. Das Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 22 bis 29, dadurchgekenn-

zeichnet, daB das Trocknenin einem einstufigen Verfahrenbei 100 bis
300 °C, vorzugsweise180 bis 250 °C, durchgefuhrt wird.

WO98/07896

31.

24
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Das Verfahrennach einem der AnsprUche 22 bis 29, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB in einer ersten Stufe auf 30 bis 100 °C und in einer
zweiten Stufe auf 100 bis 300 °C, vorzugsweise 180 bis 250 °C getrocknet
wird.

S

32.

Das Verfahrennach einem der Anspruche22 bis 31, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Auftragsmengedes Vorbehandlungsmittels so

10

gewählt ist, daB eine mindestensem Element enthaltende Schicht,
insbesondere eine Titan enthaltende Schicht, mit einem Flachengewicht
zwischen 1 und 100 mg/rn2,vorzugsweise 3 bis 30 mg/rn2, ganz besonders
bevorzugt zwischen 5 und 15 mg/rn2 entsteht.
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:i

PREVENTION OF MARINE ENCRUSTATION ON BRONZE PROPELLERS.

This invention relates to a process for the prevention of
marine encrustation on bronze propellers, which include
5

tin bronze, aluminium bronze, silicon-aluminium bronze,
nickel-aluminium bronze and manganese bronze propellers.
As, in operation, water travels over the propeller blades
at high velocity, it is essential for the efficiency of
the propeller, that the surface be perfectly smooth, even

and true. From the time that they are immersed into

a

marine environment, bronze propellers are prone to attack

by marine organisms, such as barnacles, coral and algae,
which attach themselves to the bronze metallic surface,
creating lumps on the propeller, which adversely affect
is

its balance and cause impedance and vibration of the

propeller and its boat in the water. Various remedies have
been tried including anti-fr'uling paints. One of these
paints containing tributyl tin, was so toxic to other
economic marine life, such as oysters, that it had to be
20

discontinued. Its successor is so viscous, that its
application to the finely polished surface of the bronze
leaves brush marks in the furm of grooves, which adversely
affect the fine balance and vibration free performance of
the propeller from day

25

1.

Durability of the anti-fouling

paint on the propeller can be as short as 30 days in
active marine environments.
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Accordingly,

the inventive process seeks to provide

protection from marine encrustation for an extended period
of time. The process for the prevention of marine
encrustation on bronze surfaces, in particular those of
5

propellers, is characterised by the following steps:(a)

The cast propeller is first polished to the propeller
production standard.

(b)

The whole polished propeller is then cleansed, to
remove all traces of dirt and grease.

10

(c)

The cleansed propeller is then electroplated with
copper to a depth of at least 0.005 or 0.15

(d)

ram.

The electroplated propeller is then placed in a
suitable container and sprayed with a standard
solution of sodium hypochiorite.

15

(e)

The container is then sealed for at least twenty-sour
hours and preferably kept sealed until just prior to
launching.
Thereafter, only minimum maintenance is required,

when the vessel is slipped periodically, thus
20

providing a substantial reduction in maintenance
costs.

The first step in the preparation is polishing. Bronze
propellers and associated structure are typically sand
cast and require polishing to remove scale. Reference to
25

this procedure may be found in the article

Polishing

and Buffing

Mechanical

The recommended

Finishing

-

procedure

is 60# grit size at 3500 sfm for

".

"
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roughing, followed by l80# grit size at 5500 sfm for
finishing using grease as a polishing aid.
The second step in the procedure consists of surface

preparation or cleansing to remove all traces of dirt and
5

grease and may consist of one or more of alkaline cleaning

by dipping or electrolytic means, vapour degreasing and
solvent cleaning in the article

Selection

of Cleaning Process

".

2

Metal

"

-

This surface preparation

is also the subject of standard ASTM B28l
10

Cleaning

-

"

Preparation

of Copper and Copper Base Alloys for Electroplating." The
third step involves electroplating the cleansed propeller

with copper to a depth of at least 0.005" or 0.15 mm.
Various salts of copper may be used, but the most common
are those of the two alkaline (cyanide and pyrophosphate)
15

baths and the two acid (sulphate and fluoborate) baths.
These are variously described in

Mattie

F.

McFadden

and

"

Copper Plating

"

by

are the subject of two standards

ANS 2418 and MIL-C-14550 (Ord). As well as providing an
appropriate surface for subsequent processing,
20

electroplating with copper enhances the surface by
providing a substantial levelling effect ranging from 70
to 90 per cent for a minimum deposition of 0.005" in
thickness.
The fourth step in the process consists of placing the

25

electroplated propeller in a suitable container and
spraying the electroplated surface with sodium
hypochiorite solution. This solution is prepared by

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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4
chlorination

of sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) solution

2NaOH + Cl2 -> NaC1 + NaClO + H20

5

or, alternatively, by electrolysis of a sodium chloride

(common salt) solution and reacting the product of the
anode (chlorine) with the product of the cathode (sodium
hydroxide). Sodium hypochiorite is routinely marketed as a
5% equimolecular solution of sodium chloride and sodium

hypochiorite for the disinfection and sterilisation of

such places as dairies and milking sheds under various
trade names such as Eau de Javelle, Chlorox and Dazzle.
The reactions which take place with the copper surface are

believed to be
15

Cu + NaC1O -> CuO + NaC1
(black)

Cl

/

CuO + NaC1 + NaC1O + H20 -> Cu

+

2NaOH

0-Cl

20

(Llue-green)

A

first coating of black cupric oxide is formed, which

coating is then converted to a blue-green basic cupric
25

chloride. The basic cupric chloride forms a firmly
adherent coating, which resists the encroachment of marine
organisms.

A

life expectancy of five years of effective

protection against marine growth has been achieved,
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5
providing

ultimate

thrust

to manufacturers' standards,

together with precise balance and vibration-free
performance.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.
1,2,3
Metals Handbook, 8th Edit., Vol.2-" Heat Treating,
Cleaning and Finishing." (ASM, Metals Park, Ohio 1964).
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The claims defining the invention are as follow:-

1.

A

process for the prevention of marine encrustation on

bronze surfaces, in particular those of propellers, to
provide protection from marine activity for an extended

period of time, characterised by the following steps:5

(a)

the cast propeller is first polished to the propeller
production standard;

(b)

the whole polished propeller is then cleansed, to
remove all traces of dirt and grease;

(c)

the cleansed propeller is then electroplated with
copper to a depth of at least 0.005" or 0.15 mm;

15(d)

the electroplated prope±le

is then placed in a

suitable container and sprayed with a standard solution
of sodium hypochlorite;

(e)

the container is then sealed for at least twenty-

20

four hours.

2.

A

process according to Claim

1,

wherein the polishing

procedure is 60* grit size at 3500 sfm for roughing,
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7
followed

by 180# grit size at 5500 sfm for finishing
using grease as a polishing aid.

3.

A process

according to Claim 1, wherein the surface

cleansing consists of one or more of alkaline cleaning

by dipping or electrolytic means, vapour degreasing and
solvent cleaning.

4.

A

process according to Claim

1,

wherein the copper

electroplating baths are alkaline.

5.

A

process according to Claim 4, wherein the copper

electroplating bath is an alkaline cyanide bath.

6.

A

process according to Claim

4,

wherein the copper

electroplating bath is an alkline pyrophosphate bath.

7.

A

process according to Claim 1, wherein the copper

electroplating baths are acid.

8.

A

process according to Claim

7,

wherein the copper

electroplating bath is an acid sulphate bath.

9.

A

process according to Claim

7,

wherein the copper

electroplating bath is an acid fluoborate bath.
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10.

A process

according to Claim

1,

wherein the containsr

is kept sealed until just prior to launching.
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COMPOSITE DISPLAY SYSTEM
TECHNICAL FIELD
The present invention relates to composite display systems, and more particularly to
display or presentation means - normally in two-dimensional form - provided in
composite two-dimensional andthree-dimensional form. The invention especially relates

to display or presentation means such as greeting cards, calendars, books, photographs
and othervisual displays (e.g. desk, table or wall mounted) and the like.
BACKGROUNDART
Most known postcards or greetingcards are ofa solely two dimensionalnature,
depicting scenes, images and text in a two dimensionalrepresentation.
Some cards, attempting to createa three dimensionaleffect have done so by leaving
some portions ofthe card in two dimension and pressing otherportions ofthe card into
raised three dimensionalshapes.
Other existing cards attempt to createthree dimensionaleffects by a "pop-up" method;
cutting and folding the card so that when opened, portions ofthe card protrude out from

the surface.
These attempts at three dimensionalrepresentation have the disadvantages that they are

not suitable for photographic images ofthe card, in that the particular image or object
the card maker is seeking to make three dimensionalmust fit the raisedportion or popup section ofthe card exactly. Ifa different shaped image is used, the card maker has to
change the shape ofthe card, resulting in higher manufacturing costs. In addition, ifit is
the shape ofthe card which is made first, then the image depicted on the card must be
massaged to fit that shape. This is suitable for fictitious images, drawn, painted or
otherwise produced by an artist's hand, but not for photographic images of"real" scenes
and objects.
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In addition, these known methods of making three dimensionalcard images do not have
very natural or realistic three dimensional effects and look rather artificial and contrived.
DISCLOSUREOF THE INVENTION

It is one object ofthe present invention to overcome or substantiallyameliorate the
abovementioned disadvantages by providing display or presentation means, such as a
card, which produces more natural and realistic three dimensional effects in photographic
images.

The above and other objects of the invention will become more apparentfrom the
following descriptions and the drawings.
According to one aspect ofthe present invention, there is provided a composite display
system comprising a first portion bearing a two-dimensional image or scene, and a
second portion adapted to contain and to display one or more predetermined materials in
three-dimensions,wherein said second portion is so juxtaposed with the two-dimensional
image or scene ofthe said first portion that it lends or provides a three-dimensional
appearance to the image or scene and an association with a recognisable component of

the image or scene.
According to another aspect ofthe invention, there is provided a composite display ofan
image or scene in the form of a greeting care, calendar, framed photograph or illustration

or the like, comprising a first portionbearing a two-dimensional image or scene, and a
second portion adapted to contain and to display one or more predetermined materials
contained within a three-dimensionallydefined space (e.g. a clear or light-transmitting
envelope or sachet) on or within said second portion, wherein said second portionis so
juxtaposed with the two-dimensional image or scene ofthe said first portion that it lends

or provides a three-dimensional appearance to the image or scene and an association
with a recognisable component ofthe image or scene.
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The predetermined material could be any material having an association with the image
or scene, such as particulate or granular materials e.g. sand, rocks or pebbles, or liquids
e.g. water. In some cases synthetic materials may be used e.g. artificial snow for a snow
scene.

BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE ACCOMPANYINGDRAWINGS
The invention will now be described by way of example only andwith reference to the
accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIGURE 1:

is a plan view ofthe front ofa preferred embodiment ofthe invention, in
the form of a greeting card or postcard.

FIGURE 2:

is a plan view ofthe back or reverse side ofthe greeting card or postcard

ofFigure 1.
Referring to Figure 1 there is shown a plan view ofthe front side (7) ofthe card (1)
according to one embodiment ofthe invention. The card (1) shown in Figure 1
comprises a two dimensionalbody(2) made offairly rigid paper or cardboard material
with a photographic image (3) and border(4) printed onto the front side thereofand a
sachet (5) attachedthereto and covering or replacing a portion ofthe photographic
image (3). The sachet (5) is madeoftransparent plastics material and is adapted to
contain particulate matter (6) or othermaterial normally associated with the particular
image. In a further embodiment, not shown, the sachet may be sandwiched between
front and back apertured portions ofthe card.
Referring to Figure 2 there is shown a plan view ofthe back side(8) ofthe card (1)
according to one embodiment ofthe invention. From this aspect there can be seen said

body (2) having an aperture (9) throughwhich light may pass and throughwhich said
sachet (5) and said particular matter (6) may be seen.
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In an alternative embodiment the photographic image (3) may completely coverthe front
side (7) ofthe card, with no room for a border (4). As a further alternative, the border
(4) and other surrounds ofthe photographic image (3) and the sachet (5) on the front
and/or back surfaces ofthe card can be printed with two-dimensional images associated
with the photographic image e.g. a sandybeach or the like.

In a further alternative embodiment there may be no aperture (9) in the body (2) of the
card (1).
Naturally, further alternative embodiments may contain different scenes depicted in the
photographic image (3) and different text printed on the front side (7) and back side (8)

ofthe card (1).
It will be appreciated that the composite card according to the present invention is
suitable for promoting well-known tourist attractions e.g. the beaches at Bondi, Coogee,
Manly and Waikiki, as well as other locations, such as Uluru or Ayer's Rock, the
Simpson Desert, the Sahara desert, oasis scenes etc., to name a few, wherein distinctive
sands, rocks, pebbles or other particulate materials are incorporated into the sachet and
form an integral three-dimensional part ofthe depicted scene. Ideally, the particulate
material is free-flowing within the sachet.

In embodiments ofthe invention incorporating coarserparticulate materials, such as
pebbles or rocks, ideally such material is sandwiched between front and back apertured
sides ofthe card or otherdisplay means, with each aperture covered by a thin layer of
transparent plastics material, and with an apertured spacer member sandwiched between
the front and back aperturedsides ofthe card to provide a three-dimensional contained
space for the pebbles or rocks.

The composite greeting card ofthe present invention can be manufactured by techniques
and methods, known in the greeting card and printing arts, employing materials
commonly known and used therein, including various grades ofpaper and cardboard.

The sachet can be. fabricated from PVA, PVC or other suitable plastics materials. If
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necessary, for customs, health or quarantine purposes, the particulate material can be
sterilised or sanitised by ultraviolet, microwave or steam treatment or the like.
Although the invention has been described with particular reference to greeting cards or
postcards, it will be appreciated that the same inventive concept is readily adaptable to

otherdisplay means, such as desk or table mounted photographs, wall or refrigerator
mounted displays, promotional material e.g. travel agency displays, and the like, to name

but a few variations.

It will be recognised by persons skilled in the art that numerous variations and
modifications may be made to the invention broadly described herein withoutdeparting
from the overall spirit and scope of the invention.
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CLAIMS

1.

A composite display system comprising a first portion bearing a two-dimensional
image or scene, and a second portion adaptedto contain andto display one or
more predetermined materials in three-dimensions, wherein said second portionis
so juxtaposedwith the two-dimensional image or scene ofthe said first portion

that it lends or provides a three-dimensional appearance to the image or scene and
an association with a recognisable component ofthe image or scene.
2.

A composite display system according to Claim 1 in the form ofa greetingcard or

a postcard, comprising a firstportion bearing a two-dimensional image or scene,
and a second portion adapted to contain and to display one or more predetermined
materials contained within a three-dimensionallydefined space on or within said
second portion, wherein said second portion is so juxtaposedwith the twodimensionalimage or scene ofthe said first portionthat it provides a threedimensionalappearance to the image or scene and an association with a
recognisable component ofthe image or scene.
3.

A composite display system according to claim I or claim 2, having an aperture
extending through from one side to the opposite sidethereofin order to highlight
the display ofpredetermined material(s).

4.

A composite display system according to anyone ofthe preceding claims, wherein
the predetermined material(s) are contained within a light-transmitting envelope or
sachet.

5.

A composite display system according to any one ofthe claims 1, 3, and 4 in the
form of a calendar, photograph or illustration.

6.

A composite display system according to any one ofthe preceding claims, wherein
said predetermined material is contained within a space sandwiched between front
and back surfaces of said display system and surrounded around the perimeter of
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said space by a bordered spacermember sandwiched between said front andback
surfaces ofthe display system.

7.

A composite display system according to any one ofthe preceding claims, wherein
said predetermined material is ofgranular, particulate or liquid form.
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(57) Abstract
Disclosed is a stabilizer for the front or rear axle of a vehicle,
comprising a straight or arcuate anti—sway bar and, at both ends thereof,
a connecting head (2) resembling a partial ball. Said stabilizer is less
costly, especially in terms of manufacturing expense, than the well known
stabilizers from which the presentinvention is derived. This is due mainly
to the fact that said connecting heads (2) are linked through an integral
joint to both ends of the anti—sway bar (1).
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(57) Zusammenfassung
Dargestellt und beschrieben ist em Stabilisator für die Vorderachse
oder die Hinterachse eines Kraftfahrzeuges, mit einem — geraden oder
gebogenen — Stabilisatorstab (1) und mit an den beiden Enden des
Stabilisatorstabes (1) vorgesehenen, teilkugelformigen AnschluBkopfen(2).
Der erfindungsgemalle Stabilisator ist weniger aufwendig, insbesondere
weniger aufwendig in derHerstellungals die bekannten Stabilisatoren, von
denen die Erfindung ausgeht, und zwar dadurch, dalI die AbschluBkopfe
(2) stoffschlussig mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes (1) verbunden sind.
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'Stabilisator
Die Erfindung betrifft einen Stabilisator für die Vorderachse oder die Hinterachseeines Kraftfahrzeugs,mit einem - geraden oder gebogenen - Stabilisatorstab und mit an
den beiden Enden des Stabili satorstabes vorgesehenen, teilkugelformigenAnschluBkopfen. Dabei hat der Stabilisatorstab in der Regel einen kreisformigen Querschnitt
oder einen kreisringforrnigen Querschnitt.Es handelt sich also urn einen Volistabilisator oder urn einen Rohrstabilisator(mit einem rohrformigen Stabilisatorstab).

Im Stand der Technik, von dern die Erfindung ausgeht, sind die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes rnit einern Innengewindeund die Anschlufikopfe mit einem Einschraubbolzen versehen, wobei der Einschraubbolzen der Anschlul3köpfe em dern Innengewinde der Enden des Stabilisatorstabesentsprechendes AuBengewinde aufweist; die
AnschluBkopfe sind also in die Enden des Stabilisatorstabeseingeschraubt.Das ist
wegen der Notwendigkeit, mehrfach Gewinde schneiden zu rnUssen relativ aufwendig.Im ubrigen sind regelmafiig der Stabilisatorstabeinerseits und die Anschlufikopfe andererseits separate Bauteile, die haufig auch von unterschiedlichenFirmen
hergesteilt werden.
Der Erfindung liegt foiglich die Aufgabe zugrunde, einen Stabilisatorder in Rede stehenden Art anzugeben, der weniger aufwendig ist, insbesondere weniger aufwendig
in der Herstellung ist.

Der erfindungsgemaBe Stabilisator, bei dem die zuvor hergeleitete und aufgezeigte
Aufgabe gelost ist, ist in einer ersten Ausfuhrungsformzunächst und im wesentlichen
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die AnschluBköpfe stoffschlUssig mit den Enden des
Stabilisatorstabes verbunden sind. Diese stoffschlUssige Verbindung der Anschlufikopfe mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabeskann unterschiedlichrealisiert sein.

Eine erste Realisierungsmoglichkeitder stoffschlussigenVerbindung der AnschluBköpfe mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabesist dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB die AnschluBkopfe an die Enden des Stabilisatorstabesangedreht sind. Dabei kann es sich
empfehlen,die Enden des Stabilisatorstabesvor dem Andrehen der AnschluBkopfe zu
hämmern.
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-2Eine weitere Realisierungsmoglichkeit der stoffschlussigen Verbindung der Anschlul3kopfe mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes ist dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB
die AnschluBköpfe an die Enden des Stabilisatorstabesangestaucht sind.
Bei den beiden zuvor angesprochenenRealisierungsmoglichkeitender stoffschlUssigen Verbindung der AnschluBkopfe mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes wird von
einem Stabilisatorstabausgegangen, der, bei gleicher wirksamerLange, urn die Lange
der beiden AnschluBköpfe langer ist als der Stabilisatorstab des Stabilisators,von dem
die Erfindung ausgeht. Aus dem an den beiden Enden des Stabilisatorstabeszusätzlich vorhandenen Material entstehen die AnschluBkopfe.
Eine gegenUber den zuvor geschilderten Realisierungsmoglichkeiten andere Realisierungsmoglichkeitder stoffschlussigen Verbindung der AnschluBköpfe mit den Enden
des Stabilisatorstabesist dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die AnschluBkopfe an die Enden des StabilisatorstabesangeschweiBt sind. Vorzugsweisesind die AnschluBkopfe
durch ReibschweiBen oder durch MagnetarcschweiBen mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes verbunden.

Für die zuvor beschriebene erste Ausfuhrungsform des erfindungsgemäBen Stabilisators - in den geschildertenRealisierungsmoglichkeiten - gilt, daB die Herstellungweniger aufwendig ist als die Herstellung der im Stand der Technikbekannten Stabilisatoren, von denen die Erfindung ausgeht, weil insbesonderedas rnehrfache Gewindeschneiden entfällt, und daB für den Verwender des erfindungsgemäBen Stabilisators
nur em Bauteil vorliegt, Stabilisatorstab mit werkseitigdamit verbundenen AnschluBkopfen.
Das, was zuvor in bezug auf die erste AusfUhrungsform des erfindungsgemafien
Stabilisators gesagt worden ist, gilt auch für eine zweite AusfUhrungsforrn des erfindungsgernaBen Stabilisators, bei der der Stabilisatorstab rohrformigausgefuhrtist und
die zunächst und im wesentlichen dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, daB die AnschluBköpfe mit Einsteckenden versehen und mit ihren Einsteckenden in die Enden des
Stabilisatorstabes eingesteckt sind. Vorzugsweise sind die Einsteckenden der AnschluBkopfe zylindrisch, insbesonderekreiszylindrisch ausgeführt. Bei dieser AusfUhrungsform des erfindungsgemäBen Stabilisators können die Einsteckenden der An-
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-3schluBkopfe mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes verpreBt sein. Es besteht aber auch
die Moglichkeit, die Einsteckenden der AnschluBkopfe durch Rollen mit den Enden
des Stabilisatorstabeszu verbinden.

In der Regel ist der Durchmesserdes Stabilisatorstabes groBer als der Durchmesser der
teilkugelförmigen AnschluBkopfe an ihren den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes zugewandten AnschluBflächen. Foiglich empfiehltes sich, zwischen den Anschlufikopfen
und den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes jeweils einen konischen Ubergang zu verwirklichen.
SchlieBlich kann es bei den erfindungsgemaBen Stabilisatoren vorteilhaft sein, zwischen den AnschluBköpfen und den Enden des Stabilisatorstabesjeweils eine umlau-

fende Nut zu verwirklichen. Wozu eine soiche Nut dienen kann, wird weiter unten
noch erläutert.

Im folgenden werden die beiden weiter oben erläuterten AusfUhrungsformen erfindungsgemaBer Stabilisatoren und bevorzugte Ausfuhrungsbeispiele dieser erfindungsgemaBen Stabilisatorenin Verbindung mit der Zeichnungnochmalserläutert.In
der Zeichnung zeigt
Fig. 1

einen Endbereich eines ersten Ausfuhrungsbeispiels eines erfindungsgemäl3en Stabilisators,

Fig. 2

einen Endbereich eines zweiten Ausfuhrungsbeispiels eines erfindungsgemal3en Stabilisators,

Fig. 3

einen Endbereich eines dritten Ausfuhrungsbeispielseines erfindungsgemaBen Stabilisatorsund

Fig. 4

einen Endbereich eines vierten AusfUhrungsbeispiels eines erfindungsgemaBen Stabilisators.

In den Figuren ist - nur teilweise - dargestelit em Stabilisator, wie er für die Vorder-

achse oder die Hinterachsevon Kraftfahrzeugen verwendetwird. Zu dem Stabilisator
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-4gehoren em, in alien Figuren nur teilweise, nämiich nur mit einem Endbereich,dargesteliter, gerader oder gebogener Stabilisatorstab 1 und an den beiden Enden des Stabilisatorstabes I vorgesehene, teilkugelformige AnschluBköpfe 2. Der Stabilisator-

stab 1 hat irn Ausbiidungsbeispiel nach den Fig. 1, 2 und 4 einen kreisformigen Querschnitt; bei diesen Stabilisatoren handelt es sich also urn sog. Volistabilisatoren.Im
Ausfuhrungsbeispiei nach Fig. 3 hat der Stabilisatorstab 1 einen kreisringforrnigen
Querschnitt; es liegt also em rohrförrniger Stabilisatorstab 1 und foiglich em sog.
Rohrstabilisatorvor.
Wie ausgefuhrt, werden die in Rede stehenden Stabilisatoren für die Vorderachse
und/oder die Hinterachseeines Kraftfahrzeugs verwendet. Die Stabilisatorensind dabei über sog. Anbindungselementemit der Vorderachseund/oder der Hinterachseeines Kraftfahrzeugs verbunden.

Zu den Anbindungselementengehoren, was nur in Fig. 1 dargesteilt ist, jeweils, d. h.
auf beiden Seiten des Stabilisators, em Stabilisatorendenanbindungselement3, em
Achsanbindungselement4 und eine das Stabilisatorendenanbindungselement 3 und
das Achsanbindungseiement4 verbindende,aus Stahl oder aus Kunststoff gefertigte
Koppeistange 5.
Wie die Fig. 1 zeigt, gehoren zu dem Stabilisatorendenanbindungselement 3 em inneres Kunststofflager3a, em der Abdichtung zwischendem Stabilisatorende und dem
Kunststofflager 3a dienender Baig 3b und eine das Kunststofflager3a aufnehmende,
aus Stahl gefertigte, mit der Koppeistange 5 verbundene äuBere Lagerbuchse 3c. Der
Baig 3b ist beidseitig befestigt, und zwar im in Fig. 1 dargesteilten AusfUhrungsbeispiel am Stabilisatorende durch eine Federbandschelle3d und am inneren Kunst-

stofflager3a durch einen Federring 3e.
entnommen werden kann, gehoren zu dem Achsanbindungselement4 eine aus Stahl gefertigte, mit der Koppeistange 5 verbundene äufiere
Lagerbuchse 4a, em in der äuBeren Lagerbuchse 4a angeordnetes inneres Gummioder Kunststofflager 4b und em mit dem inneren Gummi- oder Kunststofflager 4b
verbundenes AchsanschluBelement 4c.

Wie wiederum der Fig.

1
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-5Der Fig. 1 kann schlief3lich entnommen werden, daB der AnschluBkopf 2 dem AnschiuB des Stabilisators an das Stabilisatorendenanbindungselement 3 dient, der Anschlufikopf 2 nämlich in dern inneren Kunststofflager3a des Stabilisatorendenanbindungselementes3 - ailseitig drehbar- gelagert ist.
Den Fig. 1, 2 und 4 ist gemeinsam, daB sic die erste Ausfuhrungsform des erfindungsgemaBen Stabilisators zeigen, die dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, daB die AnschluBköpfe 2 stoffschlussig mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes 1 verbundensind.
Für die in den Fig. 1 und 4 dargesteiltenAusfuhrungsbeispiele gilt, daB die AnschluBkopfe 2 an die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes I angedreht sind. Nicht zu entnehmen ist
den Fig. 1 und 4, daB die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes1 vor dem Andrehen der AnschluBkopfe 2 gehämmert sein können. Nicht dargesteilt ist auch, daB die AnschluBköpfe 2 an die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes1 angestaucht scm können.
Für das in Fig. 2 dargesteilte Ausführungsbeispielder ersten AusfUhrungsform des
erfindungsgemafienStabilisators gilt, daB die AnschluBkopfe 2 an die Enden des
Stabilisatorstabes 1 angeschweiBt sind. Im einzelnen können die AnschluBkopfe 2
durch ReibschweiBen oder durch MagnetarcschweiBen mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes 1 verbunden sein.

In Fig. 3 ist die zweite Ausfuhrungsform des erfindungsgemäBen Stabilisators darge-

stelit. Bei dieser AusfUhrungsform liegt em Stabilisatorstab 1 mit einem kreisringformigen Querschnitt vor. Die AnschluBköpfe 2 sind mit Einsteckenden 6 versehen und
mit ihren Einsteckenden 6 in die Enden des - rohrformigen- Stabilisatorstabes 1 emgesteckt. Wie die Fig. 3 zeigt, sind im dargesteliten Ausführungsbeispiel die Einsteckenden 6 der AnschluBköpfe 2 kreiszylindrisch ausgefUhrt.

Im Ubrigen können bei der zweiten AusfUhrungsform des erfindungsgemaBen Stabilisators die Einsteckenden der AnschluBkopfe mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes
verpreBt scm, was nicht dargesteilt ist. Vielmehrist in Fig. 3 em Ausfuhrungsbeispiel
dargesteilt, bei dem die Einsteckenden 6 der AnschluBkopfe 2 durch Rollen mit den
Enden des Stabilisatorstabes1 verbunden sind. Der Fig. 3 kann entnommen werden,
daB durch das Rollen das Ende des Stabilisatorstabes 1 eine Materialverdrangung 7
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-6erfahren hat und daB dadurch zwischen dem Ende des Stabilisatorstabes 1 und dem
Einsteckende6 des Anschlufikopfes 2 em FormschluB erreichtworden ist.
Für die in den Figuren dargesteilten Ausführungsbeispiele erfindungsgemaBer Stabilisatoren gilt, daB der Durchmesserdes Stabilisatorstabes 1 groBer ist als der Durchmesser der teilkugelformigen AnschluBkopfe 2 an ihren den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes
1 zugewandten AnschluBflächen. Deshaib ist in alien Ausführungsbeispieien zwischen den AnschluBköpfen 2 und den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes1 jeweils em konischer Ubergang 9 verwirklicht.

Die Fig. 4 zeigt schliefihichnoch insoweit em bevorzugtesAusführungsbeispieieines
erfindungsgemaBen Stabilisators, ais zwischen den AnschluBkopfen 2 und den Enden
des Stabilisatorstabes 1 jeweils eine umlaufende Nut 10 verwirklicht ist. Weiter oben
ist in Verbindungmit Fig. 1 erläutertworden, wie bei dem in Fig. I dargesteliten Ausfuhrungsbeispiel der Baig 3b am Stabilisatorstab 1 befestigt ist, nämlich mit Hilfe einer

Federbandschelie 3d, während der Baig 3b am inneren Kunststofflager3a mit einem
Federring 3e befestigt ist. Die im Ausfuhrungsbeispiel nach Fig. 4 vorgeseheneurnlaufende Nut 10 gibt nun die nicht dargestelite Moglichkeit,den Baig 3b in die urnlaufende Nut 10 eingreifen zu lassen und z. B. ebenfalls mit einem Federring ZU Sichern bzw. zu befestigen.
Selbstverständlichist, daB bei den erfindungsgemäBen Stabilisatoren die AnschluBkopfe 2 oberflachenmaBig so behandelt werden müssen, daB em einwandfreies Zusammenarbeitenjedes AnschluBkopfes 2 des Stabilisators mit dem inneren Kunststofflager 3a des zugeordneten Stabilisatorendenanbindungselemefltes 3 Uber viele
Jahre gewahrleistetist.
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-7Patentansprüche:
die Hinterachse eines Kraftfahrzeugs,mit einem - geraden oder gebogenen - Stabilisatorstab und mit an den beiden Enden des
Stabilisatorstabes vorgesehenen, teilkugelformigen AnschluBköpfen, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB die AnschluBkopfe (2) stoffschlUssig mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes (1) verbunden sind.
1 .Stabilisator für die Vorderachseoder

2. Stabilisator nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die AnschluBkopfe (2)
an die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes (1) angedrehtsind.
3. Stabilisatornach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes(1) vor dem Andrehender AnschluBkopfe (2) gehammert sind.

4. Stabilisator nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB die AnschluBköpfe (2) an die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes (1) angestaucht sind.
5. Stabilisator nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Anschlufikopfe (2)
an die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes (1) angeschweiBt sind.

6. Stabilisator nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet,daB die AnschluBkopfe (2)
durch ReibschweiBen oder durch MagnetarcschweiBen mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes (1) verbunden sind.

7. Stabilisator für die Vorderachseoder die Hinterachseeines Kraftfahrzeugs,mit einem - geraden oder gebogenen, rohrformigen - Stabilisatorstab und mit an den beiden
Enden des Stabilisatorstabes vorgesehenen teilkugelformigen AnschluBköpfen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die AnschluBköpfe (2) mit Einsteckenden(6) versehen
und mit ihren Einsteckenden (6) in die Enden des Stabilisatorstabes(1) eingesteckt
sind.

8. Stabilisator nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Einsteckenden (6)
der AnschluBkopfe (2) zylindrisch,vorzugsweise kreiszylindrisch ausgefUhrt sind.
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-89. Stabilisator nach Anspruch 7 oder 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Einsteckenden (6) der AnschluBkopfe (2) mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes(1) verpreBt sind.
10. Stabilisator nach Anspruch 7 oder 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Einsteck-

enden (6) der AnschluBkopfe (2) durch Rollen mit den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes (1) verbunden sind.
11. Stabilisatornach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB zwi-

schen den AnschluBköpfen (2) und den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes(1) jeweils em
konischer Ubergang (9) verwirklichtist.
12. Stabilisatornach einem der Anspruche

bis 11, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB zwischen den AnschluBkopfen (2) und den Enden des Stabilisatorstabes(1) jeweils eine
umlaufende Nut (10) verwirklicht ist.
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Radkonstruktion,

insbesondere für Automobile

TECHNISCHES GEBIET
Die vorliegende Erfindung betrifft eine Radkonstruktion,
insbesondere für Automobile, mit Nabe, Felge und Speichensystem,
wobei das

Speichensystem

mindestens em

Profilelement zur

Ubertragung der Kräfte zwischen Nabe und Felge aufweist.

Der Begriff Speichensystem soil hier im weitesten Sinne
verstanden werden und alle konstruktiven Mittel umfassen, weiche
zwischen Nabe und Felge angeordnet sind und zur Ubertragung der
Kräfte zwischen diesen dienen. Die Nabe ist im Zentrum der
Radkonstruktion angeornet und 1st das Verbindungsglied zur
Achskonstruktjon. Sie kann mit den Speichensystem im
wesentlichen fest und mit der Achskonstruktion zwecks
"Radwechsel" lösbar, oder umgekehrt, mit den Speichensystem
iösbar und mit der Achskonstruktion in wesentlichen fest

verbunden sein. Es können auch Teile der Nabe am Speichensystem
angeordnet und mit weiteren Nabenteilen an der Achskonstruktion
lösbar verbunden sein. Unter der Felge soil, sofern dieser
Begriff nachfolgend nicht In Anführungszeichen gesetzt 1st und
daim zuinindest das Speichensystem mit umfasst, lediglich der
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Aussenring

des Rades verstanden werden, weicher den Reifen bzw.

Pneu trägt.

Die auf Radkonstruktionen und ihre einzelnen Komponenten
einwirkenden Kräfte ergeben sich in radialer Richtung zwischen
Nabe und Felge durch das Fahrzeuggewicht sowie durch dynamische
Belastungen beim thDerfahren von Unebenheiten oder Schlaglöchern.
Beim Beschleunigen und Bremsen treten tangentiale Kräfte
zwischen Nabe und Felge auf. Beim Kurvenfahren kommen Kräfte
bzw. Drebmomente hinzu, weiche z.B. Nabe und Felge umlaufend aus
ihrer parallelen Lage zueinander herauszubiegen trachten. Zur
Ubertragung dieser Kräfte, insbesondere der radialen, bieten
sich Elemente wie Speichen, Staketen oder Scheiben (you oder
durchbrochen) an. Weitere Vorgaben wie Gewicht, Preis, Luftung
aber auch die Optik haben Konstrukteure und Designer zu den
unzähligsten Kombinationen dieser Elemente animiert.

SThND DER TECHNIK
Im Automobilbereich am meisten verbreitet ist die sogenannte
.flStahlfelgeH, da sie technisch funktionell und auch recht
kostengunstig herstelibar ist. Sie bietet optisch jedoch kein
besonders ansprechendes Erscheinungsbild. Das Speichensystem,
weiches bei "Stahifelgen" aus einem mit öffnungen bzw.
Durchbrechungen versehenen gezogenen Stahiblech besteht und auch
als RadschUssel oder Radscheibe bezeichnet wird, wird deshaib in
der Regel mit einer Radkappe abgedeckt. Eine Nabe als
funktionell eigenstandiges Teil weisen "Stahifelgen" nicht auf.
Als Nabe wird hier meist derjenige Teil der Achskonstruktion
bezeichnet, an weichem die Stahifelge angeschraubt wird.
In zunehmendem Masse werden die "Stahifelgen" Von sogenannten
"Leichtmetallfelgen" verdrängt, da diese materialbedingt
geringeres Gewicht haben, vor allem aber wohi deswegen, weil das
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Speichensystem

optisch ansprechender gestaltbar bzw. gestaltet
1st. Bei den "Leichtmetalifelgen° ist das Speichensystem, häuf±g
einstückig mit der Felge, als Formgussteii ausgebildet. Als
Designobjekt und durch das zu ihrer Herstellung erforderliche
Gusswerkzeug sind "Leichtmetailfelgen" teuerer als
"Stahifeigen". Für jeden "Felgentyp" sowie jede "Felgengrösse"
braucht es em anderes Werkzeug. Jede Form- bzw. Designänderung
bedingt ebenfalls jeweils em neues Werkzeug. Die
NarkteinfUhrungskosten eines neuen Feigentyps sind daher hoch.
Aus der FR 366.221 und der FR 2 676 397 Al sind
Radkonstruktionen mit einem Speichensys tern bekannt, weiches als
tragende Elemente eiastisch deforrnierbare, d.h. federnde Ringe
aufweist. Durch die Verformbarkeit der Ringe soil den Rädern
eine innere Elastizität bzw. Nachgiebigkeit verliehen werden.
Eine Radkonstruktion mit einem prinzipiell hnlichen
Speichensystem ist auch aus der US 3,465,304 bekannt.
DARSTELLUNG DER ERFINDUNG
.Durch die Erfindung, wie sie in den Patentanspruchen
gekennzeichnet ist, wird eine Radkonstruktion mit einem
Speichensystem geschaffen, weiches bei ausreichender Stabilität
mit geringem Gewicht und Materialaufwand einfach und
kostengünstig herzustelien 1st und sich zudem leicht und
vielfàltig variieren und dadurch aktuellen Modeströmungen
anpassen iàsst.

Das erfindungsgemàsse Speichensystern umfasst gemäss Anspruch 1
mindestens em Profilelement zur Ubertragung der Kräfte zwischen
Nabe und Felge, wobei die genannten Teile allerdings im
Unterschied zu den vorbekanriten zu einer in sich steifen
Struktur zusarnmengefügt oder, insbesondere wenn die Nabe oder
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Teile

der Nabe eher der Achskonstruktion zuzurechnen sind,

zusammenfügbar sind.
Unter "steif" soil hierbei verstanden werden, dass sich die
Radkonstruktion unter den auf sie einwirkenden Kräften und
Drebmomenten praktisch nicht deformiert, jedenfalls nicht rnehr
oder nicht wesentlich mehr, als dies bei den bekannten "Stahl-"
oder "Leichtmetallfelgen" derzeit der Fall ist. Im Gegensatz zu

den üblichen Federwegen heutiger Automobile, weiche im Bereich
der Radaufhangung urn die 10 cm betragen und irn Bereich des Pneu
immerhin auch noch urn die 3 cm, liegen die zulässigen
Deformationen damit allenfalls in der Grössenordnung von einigen
Millimetern.
Heutige Radkonstruktionen werden mannigfaltigen, zumeist
standardisierten PrUfungen unterworfen. Die wohl härteste dieser
PrUfungen ist die sogenannte UrnlaufbiegeprUfung. Bei dieser wird
das Rad auf einem Tisch festgespannt und an seiner Nabe eine Ca.
1 m lange Stange befestigt. Deren freies Ende wird dann unter
Anwendung elner definierten Kraft eine vorgegebene Zeit lang irn
Kreis ausgelenkt. Ohne die vorerwähnte Steifigkeit, ware dieser

Test gar nicht zu bestehen.
Die Profilelemente können mit Vorteil einfach von langen you-,
Haib- oder Hohlprofilstangen (sogenaimtes Halbzeug)
abgeschnitten werden, weiche bereits die gewflnschte
Quersclmittsform aufweisen. Durch moderne Trennmethoden, wie
z.B. durch Laserschneiden, ist dies so ausführbar, dass jegliche
entfällt. Als Querschnittsformen kommen hierbei
vor allem U-- bzw. V-Formen, Scheiben, aber auch Ringe, Vielecke,
Tropfen sowie Kornbinationen davon in Frage. Die Profilelemente
Nacithearbeitung

kännen andererseits auch aus Abschnitten von Flachprofilen oder
aus flachen Stanzteilen durch Rollen und/oder Biegen hergestellt
werden.
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weiterer Vorteil der Verwendung von Profilelementen liegt in
deren Materialeigenschaf ten. Bedingt durch die Art ihrer
Em

Herstellung im Strangguss- oder Strangpressverfahren sind die
Kristalle von Profilelementen gleichmàssig in ProfilLangsrichtung ausgerichtet. Gegenüber Formgussteilen, wie z.B.

den heutigen "Leichtmetallfelgen", für die eine weitgehend
ungeordnete Kristallstruktur typisch ist, sind Profilelemente
höher belastbar bzw. köimen bei gleicher Belastung ggf.
schianker ausgeführt werden.
Das oder die Profilelemente kann/können einfach mit der Nabe und
der Felge sowie ggf. benachbart-e Profilelemente untereinander
verschraubt werden. Sie könnten jedoch genaussogut mit Nabe
und/oder Felge und/oder untereinander vernietet oder
formschlüssig oder stoffschlüssig, letzteres insbesondere durch
Verschweissen, verbunden sein.
Die axialen Stirnflächen der Profilelemente können senkrecht
und/oder unter elnem schrägen Winkel gegenQber der Radachse
ausgerichtet sein. Sie können auch gegenüber dieser gekrümmt
verlaufen. Mit Vorteil kann vorgesehen sein, dass sich der
genannte Winkel bei der Radmontage unter Ausbildung einer
Vorspannung in der Radkonstruktion ändert. Eine Vorspannung in
der Radkonstruktion kann andererseits bereits während der
Herstellung auf prinzipiell gleiche Weise erzeugt und durch
geeignete Massnahrnen konserviert werden. Durch eine schräge oder
gekrürnmte Ausbildung lässt sich das Speichensystem auch an den

Platzbedarf der Bremsbacken von Scheibenbremsen anpassen.
Mehrere Profilelemente können axial gegeneinander versetzt in
mehreren Ebenen angeordnet sein. Die Ausdehnung der
Profilelernente in Axialrichtung ist vorzugweiSe urn em

Mehrfaches grosser als ihre Wandstärke in Radial- und/oder
Umfangsrichtung
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In

einer weiteren bevorzugten Ausführungsform ist die Nabe als
em auswechselbares Teil ausgebildet. Hierdurch lsst sich elne

Anpassung an unterschiedlich bemessene Mittenzentrierungen
verschiedener Hersteller oder Fahrzeugtypen und/oder eine
Verschiebung der sogenannten Einpresstiefe ohne Auswechslung des

Rades

als Ganzes erreichen, wodurch sich die Typenvielfalt an

Ràdern erheblich reduzieren lässt.
Als Material für die Profilelemente ist Stahl oder Leichtmetall
eine Leichtmetail-Legierung) geeignet.

(bzw.

KIJRZE ERLAUTERtJNG

DER FIGtJREN

Die Erfindung soil nachfolgend anhand von Ausführungsbeispielen
im Zusaxnmenhang mit der Zeichriung näher erläutert werden. Es
zeigen:
Fig. 1

unter a) eine Ansicht und unter b) einen Sclmitt I-I
einer ersten, bevorzugten Ausfuhrungsform einer AutoRadkonstruktion nach der Erfindung mit mehreren u—
förrnigen Profilelementen;

- d) Querschnitte durch verschiedene
Radkonstruktionen der Art von Fig. 1;

Fig. 2

unter

Fig. 3

unter

a)

eine Ausführungsform mit mehreren
ringförmigen Profilelementen und unter b) eine
a)

Ausführungsform, bei weicher die Profilelemente als
Zahnrä.der ausgebildet sind;
Fig. 4

unter

-

p)

schematisch Ausführungsformen
erfindungsgemàsser Radkonstruktionen mit
a)

Profilelementen, weiche von stangenförmigen Voll-,
Haib- oder Hohiprofilen direkt ablängbar sind;
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Fig.

5

unter

a)

und

b)

in perspektivischer Darstellung

stangenförmige Hohiprofile sowie unter c) - f)
Beispiele für Schnittlinieri zum Ablängen der
Hohipro file;

Fig. 6

unter

a)

-

e) in perspektivischer Darstellung

Beispiele für Profilelemente bzw. Teile davon, weiche
durch Rollen und/oder Biegen aus
Flachprofilabschnitten bzw. flachen Stanzteilen
hergesteilt sind;
Fig. 7

unter a)

-

e) schematisch Ausführungsformen

erfindungsgemAsser Radkonstrktionen, herstelibar
unter Verwendung von Profilelementen gemäss Fig.
Fig. 8

unter

a)

-

e) schematisch

erfindungsgemässer
unter Verwendung

weitere

6;

Ausführungsformen

Radkonstruktionen,
Profilen
von flachen

hergestelibar
oder

Stanzteilen;
Fig. 9

unter

a)

-

c) eine AusfUhrungsform, welche von

der

gemäss Fig. 7 b) abgeleitet ist und bei weicher sich
bei der Montage bzw. im montierten Zustand eine
Vorspannung in der Radkonstruktion ergibt;
Fig. 10

unter a) - d) eine weitere derartige AusfUhrungsform,
bei weicher eine Vorspannung auch im demontierten
Zustand vorhanden ist; und

Fig. 11

unter

eine Ansicht und unter b) einen Schnitt I-I
einer Ausführungsform, bei weicher die Nabe
für
auswechselbar ist und unter c) - e) Halteelemente
die Verbindung der Profilelemente mit der Nabe.
a)
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WEGE ZTJR AUSFUHRtJNG

DER ERFINDUNG

Bei der Radkonstruktion von Fig. 1 bezeiclmet 1 die Nabe, 2 das
Speichensystem und 3 die Felge. Der Reifen bzw. Pneu wurde

zwecks

Vereinfachung der Darstellung weggelassen. Das gilt
Ubrigens auch für alle weiteren Figuren. Mit 4 1st, etwas
seitlich versetzt, der Tell einer Achskonstruktion eines
Fahrzeugs bezeicimet, an welchem die Nabe 1 durch Anschrauben
befestigt wird. In einem ringflanschartig ausgebildeten Teil 1.1
1st die Nabe 1 hierzu mit einem Kranz von Montagelöchern
versehen, von denen eines mit 1.2 bezeichnet ist.
Das Speichensystem 2 umfasst, wie aus Fig. 1 a) ersichtlich,
sechs u-förmige Profilelemente, von denen eines mit 2.1
bezeichnet 1st. Die sechs u-formigen Profilelemente sind mit
ihren nach innen gerichteten Schenkein 2.1.1 und 2.1.2 zwischen
Nabe 1 und Felge 3 eingefügt, wobei ihr Verbindungssteg 2.1.3 an
der Felgeninnenseite flächig anliegt und die Schenkelenden mit
der Nabe 1 sowie ggf. jeweils benachbarte Enden miteinander in
Beruhrung sind. Zu ihrer gegenseitigen Befestigung sind die
vorgenannten Teile miteinander, die sich jeweils berührenden
Schenkelenden ggf. auch untereinander, verschweisst. Andere
Verbindungstechniken wären natürlich auch anwendbar. So könnte
insbesondere der Verbindungssteg 2.1.3 mit der Felge 3 auch
verschraubt sein. Die Breite b der u-f örmigen Profile, d.h. ihre
Ausdehnung in axialer Richtung, 1st vorzugsweise wesentlich
grosser als ihre Dicke d, z.B. urn einen Faktor 10:1. Bei Stahl
als Material für die Profilelemente 2.1 kOnnte die Breite b im
Bereich zwischen 20 und 50 mm und die Dicke
zwischen 3 und 6 mm gewählt werden.

d im

Bereich

Die gewünschte hohe Steifigkeit insbesondere gegenUber
umlaufenden Biegemomenten der eingangs erwhnten Art (Biegung
der Nabe 1 aus ihrer parallelen Lage zur Felge 3 heraus) erhält
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die Struktur von Fig. 1 unter anderem durch die in axialer
Richtung ausgedebrite (Breite b) Kontaktfiäche des
Verbindungssteges 2.1.3 der u-förmigen Profilelemente 2.1 mit
sowie den ebenf ails in axialer Richtung
ausgedehnten, eher linienförmigen Kontakt der Enden ihrer beiden
Schenkei 2.1.1 und 2.1.2 mit der Nabe 1, was in der

der Felge

3

geschnittenen Darstellung von Fig. 1 b) gut zu erkennen ist. Den
genannten Biegemomenten, insbesondere jedoch einer Biegung in
axialer Richtung setzen die u-förmigen Profilelemente 2.1 wegen
des bevorzugt grossen Verhältnisses ihrer Breite b zu ihrer
hohes Fiächenträgheitsmoment entgegen. Welter
versteifend wirkt auch noch die teilweise seitliche Anlage der
Dicke

d auch

em

Profileiemente an dem ringfianschartig ausgebildeten Teil 1.1
der Nabe 1, wobei bezUglich dieser Anlage, wie in einigen der
folgenden Beispiele der Fall, zusätzlich eine feste oder iösbare
Verbindung vorgesehen sein könnte.

Die

Schnitte von Fig. 2 a) - d) zeigen, dass die axialen
Stirnflächen der Profilelemente 2.1 nicht notwendigerweise
gerade (wie in Fig. 1 b)) sondern auch unter einem schragen
Winkel gegenüber der Radachse A ausgerichtet bzw. gegenUber
dieser sogar gekrurnmt verlaufen können. Die Schnitte iassen auch
verschiedene Möglichkeiten erkennen, wie und wo die
Profileiemente 2.1 mit Nabe 1 und Felge 3 verbunden sein können.
Die Verbindung der Profiieiemente 2.1 mit der Nabe 1 1st hier

unter Verwendung von Haiteelementen 8 iösbar ausgebildet. Dies
erlaubt z.B., die Nabe 1 gegen eine andere auszutauschen. Auf
den damit verbundenen Vorteil wird im Zusaromenhang mit Fig. 11
noch nàher eingegangen. In alien Beispielen von Fig. 2 ist auch
wieder Gebrauch gemacht von einem in axialer Richtung erheblich
ausgedehnten Kontakt der Profilelemente mit Nabe 1 und Felge 3,
urn

für die gesarnte Konstruktion die erwünscht hohe Steifigkeit

zu erreichen. Die Beispiele iassen auch erkennen, dass die
axiale Position der Nabe 1 relativ zur Felge 3 in weiten Grenzen
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variierbar ist und so den verschiedensten Anforderungen z.B. an
die sogenannte Einpresstiefe oder an den Platzbedarf der
Bremsbacken von Scheibenbremsen einfach Rechnung getragen werden
kann.

Bei der Radkonstruktion von Fig. 3 a) bezeichnet 1 wieder die
Nabe, 2 das Speichensystem und 3 die Felge. Das Speichensystem
umfasst hier fünf kreisringförmige Profilelemente, von denen

2

eines mit 2.2 bezeichnet ist und weiche zwischen Nabe 1 und
Felge 3 bUndig sowie mit gegenseitiger Berührung eingefUgt sind.
Die fUnf Profilelemente 2.2 sind jeweils mit der Nabe 1 und der
Felge 3 sowie auch untereinander mittels Schrauben verschraubt.
Eine der Schrauben ist mit 5 bezeichnet.

Bei der Struktur von Fig.

3 a)

werden Belastungen der

Radkonstruktion stets auf die gesamte Konstruktion übertragen
und von dieser aufgenommen. Wesentliche Deformationen,
Verschiebungen oder Drehungen einzelner Profilelemente 2.2 sind
nicht möglich, da insbesondere die jeweils benachbarten
Profilelemente 2.2 dem jeweils entgegenwirken. Bei zunehmender
radialer Belastung ergibt sich z.B. eine gegenseitige
Selbsthemmung der Profilelemente 2.2 und damit eine innere
Versteifung. Die Verbindungsstellen der Profilelemente 2.2
untereinander sowie mit der Nabe 1 und der Felge 3 sind vor
allem Druck- und Scherkräften ausgesetzt. Zur Aufname dieser
Kräfte können bereits relativ dünne

Schrauben

5

ausreichend

sein.

Das Beispiel von Fig. 3 a) zeigt, dass selbst Profilelemente wie
Kreisringe, weiche für sich betrachtet em eher ungUnstiges
Deformations- und Rotationsverhalten aufweisen und deshaib
bisher auch als Federelemente in Radkonstruktionefl eingesetzt
wurden, sich in einem geeigneten Verbund durchaus vorteilhaft im
Sinne der Erzielung einer gesamthaft steifen Struktur verhalten
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können. NatUrlich mUssen die Wandst.rken der Ringe dazu
ausreichend dick bemessen werden.
Anstelle der in Fig. 3 a) dargesteliten Verschraubung könnten
die Profilelemente 2.2 mit der Nabe 1 und der Felge 3 sowie
untereinander auch vernietet oder durch Verschweissen oder

Verkieben stoffschlüssig verbunden sein. Wegen der Belastung der
verbindungsstellen im wesentlichen nur auf Scherung kann sogar
einfacher Formschluss wie zwischen ineinandergreifenden
Zahnrädern genUgen. Fig. 3 b) zeigt eine Ausführungsform, bei
em

weicher die Profilelemente als ineinander sowie in Zahnkränze
1.3 bzw. 3.1 an Nabe 1 und Felge 3 eingreifende Zahnräder
ausgebildet sind. Eines der Zahnräder ist wieder mit 2.2
bezeichnet. Bei dieser Ausführungsform wird auch besonders
ersichtlich, dass die Struktur bezuglich Rotation seiner Teile
gegeneinander selbsthenimend ist.

sind unter

-

p)

weitere mogliche Ausfuhrungsformen
erfindungsgemässer Radkonstruktionen schematisch dargestelit,
bei weichen von den vorgenannten Konstruktionsprinzipien zwecks

In Fig.

4.

a)

Erzielung einer steifen Struktur Gebrauch gemacht ist.

Die AusfUhrungsform von Fig. 4 a) entspricht der von Fig. 3 a),
nur dass hier sechs statt fünf ringförmige Profilelemente 2.2
verwendet sind.
In Fig. 4 b) sind die Profilelemente 2.3 jeweils sechseckig.

sind ebenfalls sechseckige Profilelemente 2.3
verwendet, weiche allerdings hier mit ihren Ecken gegeneinander
sowie gegen Nabe 1 und Felge 3 ausgerichtet sind. Zur Verbindung
In Fig.

4 c)

der Profilelemente 2.3 untereinander kornmt insbesondere
Verschweissen in Frage. An Nabe 1 und Felge 3 körinten die Ecken
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der

Profilelemente 2.3 in Nuten bzw. Kerben formschlüssig

festgelegt sein.

Bei der Ausfuhrungsform von Fig.

4 d)

sind, wie bei Fig.

3

a),

fünf kreisringförmige Profilelemente 2.2 verwendet, weiche
jedoch im Durchmesser kleiner als die von Fig. 3 a) sind. Zum
Ausgleich sind zwischen den Profilelementen 2.1 und zwischen
diesen und Nabe 1 und Felge

kurze Distanzstücke eingesetzt.

3

Die fUnf Profilelemente 2.4 von Fig. 4 e) weisen eine
elliptische Form auf, wobei die Ellipsen-HauptaChse in radialer
Richtung angeordnet 1st.
Die Profilelemente 2.5 von Fig. 4 f) sind tropfenförmig, wobei
die Tropfenspitze zur Nabe 1 hin ausgerichtet 1st. EIne
umgekehrte Anordnung ware ebenf ails moglich.

Die Ausfuhrungsform von FIg.

4 e)

zeigt acht ovale

Profilelemente 2.6, weiche jeweils schräg liegend gegenuber der
Radialrlchtung zwlschen Nabe 1 und Feige 3 angeordnet sind.

Im Belspiel von Fig. 4 h) sind die acht Profllelemente 2.7
viereckig, wobei die Stabilltât durch Abweichung von der
quadratischen Form erhöht 1st.
Bei der AusfUhrungsform von Fig. 4 i) sind Profilelemente 2.2
und 2.8 mit zwei unterschiedlichen Durchmessern kornbiniert. Die
Profilelemente 2.2 mIt dem grösseren Durchrnesser sind ringförmig
und mit Nabe 1 und Feige 3 verbunden. Die Profilelemente 2.8 mit
dem kleineren Durchmesser sind kreisscheibenförmig und nur mit

der Felge

3

verbunden.

Das Beispiel von Fig. 4 j) zeigt eine Kombiriaton aus nabenseitig
in einem dichten Kranz angeordneten kreisscheibenförmigen
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Profilelementen

2.9 mit felgenseitig angeordneten u-förmigen
Halbprofilelementefl 2.10. Die kreisscheibenförmigefl
Profilelemente 2.9 sind hier nur mit der Nabe 1, die u-förmigen
Halbprofilelemeflte 2.10 nur mit der Felge 3 in Verbindung, wobei
diese Verbindung formschlUssig durch einen Eingriff in Kerben in
der Felge 3 gelöst sein kann. Erwähnenswert an dieser Anordnung
ist vor allem die indirekte Verbindung der einzelnen
Speichenelemente: Der radiale Druck eines Elements 2.9 nach
aussen bewirkt em "Wegquetschen" der u- bzw. bogenförmigen
Halbprofilelemente 2.10 und damit einen radialen Druck der
benachbarten Elemente 2.9 nach innen.
Anstelle der Vollscheiben 2.8 in Fig. 4 i) bzw. 2.9 in Fig. 4
konnten natürlich auch wieder ringformige Profilelemente

j)

verwendet sein.

Bei der AusfUhrungsformvon Fig. 4 k) sind acht kreisringförmige
Profilelemente 2.2 in zwei axial gegeneinander versetzten Ebenen
einander gegenseitig uberlappend angeordnet.
zeigt eine Auführungsform mit drei axial gegeneinander
versetzten, sich gegenseitig überlappenden sowie die Nabe 1
umschlingenden kreisringförrnigen Profilelementen 2.2.
Fig. 4 1)

Im Beispiel von Fig. 4 m) sind drei kreisringförmige
Profilelemente 2.1 bundig sowie in gegenseitiger Berühung
zwischen Nabe und Felge eingefügt. Schematisch ist hier weiter
angedeutet, dass die Wandstärke der Profilelemente Uber ihren
Umfang ungleichmässig und dort am stärksten gewhlt ist, wo die
grössten Belastungen zu erwarten sind. Von ungleichmässigen, an
die Belastungen angepassten Wandstärken könnte
selbstverstàndlich auch bei alien anderen Ausführungsformen
Gebrauch gemacht sein.
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Die AusfUhrungsform gemàss Fig. 4 n) ist unter Verwendung von
sechs kreisringförmigen Profilelementen 2.11 aufgebaut, weiche
jeweils in sich noch zusätzlich durch em sternförmiges Profii
ausgesteift sind. Andere, insbesondere optisch ansprechende
Aussteifungsprofile wären natürlich ebenfalls moglich.
Bei der Ausfuhrungsform von Fig. 4 o) ist die Verbindung
zwischen Nabe 1 und Felge 3 lediglich durch vier u—f örmige
Halbprofilelemente 2 .10 hergesteilt.
Beispiel, bei welchem em einzelnes, die
Nabe 1 umschliessendes, dreieckiges Profilelement verwendet ist.
Fig. 4 p) zeigt em

Die für die Ausfuhrungsformen von Fig. 1 - 4 verwendeten
Profilelemente können sämtlich unmittelbar von stangenförmigen
you-, Haib- oder Hohlprofilen abgelängt sein. Fig. 5 zeigt dies

unter a) oder b) am Beispiel zweier Hohiprofile 6 und 7, wobei
zur Erzeugung gerader, schräger und/oder gekrummter Stirnflächen
(vergl. Fig. 2) der Schnitt auf verschiedenste Weise ausgefuhrt

sein kann. In Fig.

5

sind unter

C)

- f)

vier Beispiele für

rnogliche Schnittlinien dargestelit.

Nit Ausnahme der Voliprofile wie der Scheiben 2.8 und 2.9 in
- 4
Fig. 4 k) und 4 1) könnten die Profilelemente von Fig. 1

auch

aus Flachprofilabschnitten oder flachen Stanzlingen durch
Rollen, Biegen und/oder Schmieden hergesteilt sein, wie dies
anhand eines ringförrnigen Profilelements in Fig. 6 a)
dargesteilt ist. Der in Fig. 6 a) noch of fen dargestelite Ring
2.2 kann z.B. durch Verschweissen seiner Enden geschlossen
werden, wobei dies mit Vorteil jedoch erst beim Einfügen
zwischen Nabe und Felge erfolgt. Speziell geformte und in
Längsrichtung ungleich breite Stanzlinge sind selbstverständlich
erforderlich, urn durch Rollen und/oder Biegen Profilelernente mit
schräg oder gebogen gegenüber der Achsrichtung verlaufenden
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axialen Stirnseiten herzustellen. Durch Rollen und/oder Biegen
lassen sich darüberhinaus aus Flachmaterial aber auch weitere
interessante Formen erzeugen, wie dies in den Figuren 6 b) — 6
e) beispielhaft veranschaulicht ist. Die Herstellung der uförmigen Profilelemente 2.1 von Fig. 1 auf diese Weise bietet
sich natürlich ebenfalls an.
zeigt neben Fig. 1 unter a) - e) Ausführungsforrflen
erfindungsgemässer Radkonstruktionen, weiche speziell (aber
nicht ausschliesslich) unter Verwendung von Profilelementen
Fig.

7

gemâss Fig. 6 herstelibar sind.
zunâchst eine Ausfuhrungsform mit
ringförmigen Profilelementen 2.2, weiche entweder jeweils
einzeln von einem Hohiprof ii mit kreisringförmigem Querschnitt
abgelängt oder gemäss Fig. 6 a) aus einem Flachmaterial gerolit
sein können. Speziell ist em àusserer Kranz von acht grösseren
So zeigt Fig.

Ringen und em

7

a)

innerer Kranz von acht kleineren Ringen

vorgesehen. Eine optisch praktisch gleiche Ausführungsform zeigt
in direkter GegenUberstellung Fig. 7 b), nur dass hier anstelle
der einzelnen Ringe em durchgängiges, quasi endloses, in
Schlaufen gebogenes Flachprofil 2.13 gemäss Fig. 6 b) verwendet
ist.

Bei der AusfUhrungsform von Fig. 7 c) sind vier Profilelemente
2.14 vorgesehen, weiche wiederum entweder von einem Hohiprofil
abgelängt oder aus einem Flacbmaterial hergesteilt sein können.
Eine optisch sehr àhnliche AusfUhrungsform unter Verwendung
eines durchgängigen, quasi endlosen, mehrfach in sich gebogenen
Flachmaterials 2.15 gemäss Fig. 6 C) zeigt Fig. 7 d).
zeigt em Beispiel, bei weichem das endlose
Flacbmaterial 2.15 von Fig. 7 d) in mehrere, jeweils offene
Profilelemente 2.16 gemäss Fig. 6 d) oder sogar in nur noch
Fig. 7 e)
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-

hakenformige Profilelemente 2.17 gemäss Fig. 6 e) unterteilt
ist.

sind unter a) - e) noch weitere Beispiele dargestelit,
bei weichen die vorstehend erläuterten Konstruktionsformen in
der einen oder anderen Weise abgewandelt sind, ohne dass hierbei
jedoch der Rahmen der vorliegenden Erfindung verlassen wird.
In Fig.

8

Fig. 9 zeigt unter a) - C)

eine

Ausfuhrungsform, welche von der
gemass Fig. 7 b) abgeleitet ist. Wie in Fig. 9 a) erkennbar, 1st
jedoch die in Fig. 7 b) ringförmige Nabe 1 durch Lochscheiben
1.2 ersetzt, welche in die inneren Schlaufen des Flachprofiles
2.18 eingeschweisst sind. Die Schlaufen bzw. die Lochscheiben
1.3 umrahmen kranzförmig eine zentrale öffnung 6.

In der Schnittdarstellung von Fig. 9 b) ist erkennbar, dass die
Stirnseiten des Flachprofils 2.18 unter einem (überzeichnet
dargesteilten) Winkel

a gegenUber der

Achsrichtung

A

verlaufen,

wobei die Lochscheiben 1.3 parallel zu den Stirnseiten
ausgerichtet sind. Mindestens an den Stellen, von denen eine mit
B bezeichnet ist, ist das Flachprofil 2.18 mit der Felge 3
verschweisst. An den gegenseitigen Beruhungsstellen benachbarter
Schlaufen des Flachprofils 2.18 kann, muss aber keine
zusätzliche Verbindung vorgesehen sein.

Wird die so ausgebildete Konstruktion mit einer Achskonstruktion
verschraubt, weiche, wie die in Fig. 9 b) und c) lediglich
schematisch sowie nur teilweise dargestelite Achskonstruktion 7,
gegenüber der Achsrichtung A senkrecht ausgerichtete
Anlageflächen 7.1 sowie einen zentralen Achszapfen 7.2 aufweist,
werden die Flachprofile 2.18 bezüglich der Ausrichtung ihrer
Stirnseiten in eine senkrechte Stellung zur Achsrichtung A
gedrUckt bzw. gezogen, wie dies Fig. 9 c) zeigt. In dieser
Stellung 1st die gesainte Konstruktion unter Druck vorgesparint.
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Unter Druck vorgespannt sind auch die Schweissverbindungen B,
was von besonderem Vorteil hinsichtlich der beim Fahren
auftretenden Wechselbeanspruchungen ist. Zudem bewirkt das
DrUcken der Flachprofile 2.18 in die Stellung gemäss Fig. 9 c)
eine Verengung der zentralen öffnung 6 nach Art eines
Spannfutters. Bei geeigneter Bemessung dieser öffnung 7 relativ
zum Durchmesser des zentralen Zapfens 7.2 der Achskonstruktion 7
karm diese Verengung zur Mitteizentrierung bezüglich der Achse A
ausgenutzt werden.
Bei der Ausfiihrungsform von Fig. 9 bildet sich die endgültige
Steifigkeit der gesamten Radkonstruktion erst im fahrbereit
montierten Zustand aus, wobei die Achskonstruktion 7 funktionell
zur Gesamtkonstruktion und Steifigkeit mit beitràgt. Die
Achskonstruktion

7

körinte hier als Nabe oder zumindest als ihr

achsseitiger Teil mit den Lochscheiben 1.3 als ihr radseitiger
Teil aufgefasst werden.

Bei der AusfUhrungsform von Fig. 10 sind neben den unter Druck
vorgespannten, aussenseitig angeordneten Schweissverbindungen B
•noch innenseitig angeordnete Schweissverbindungen vorgesehen,
von denen eine mit C bezeichnet ist. Auch diese
Schweissverbindungen C sind unter Druck vorgespannt. In einem
ersten Schritt wird nur die Schweissverbindung B im
spannungslosen Zustand der Flachprofile 2.18 gemãss Fig. 10 b)
angebracht, wobei die Stirnseiten der Flachprofile wieder unter
einem Winkel a gegenüber der Achsrichtung A schräg nach innen
ausgerichtet sind. Hiernach werden die Flachprofile 2.18 Uber
ihre spätere gewUnschte Montageposition hinaus nach aussen
gedrückt, wobei die Schweissverbindungen B unter Druck
vorgespannt werden. In dieser, in Fig. 10 C) gezeigten
überdrückten Stellung werden in einem zweiten Schritt die
Schweissverbindungen C angebracht. Beim Zurückfedern der
Flachprofile 2.18 nach axialer Entspannung werden auch die
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C unter Druck vorgespannt. Abhängig von der
Schweissverbiridungen
Vorspannung beider Schweissverbindungen B und C stellen sich die
Flachprofile 2.18 in einer GleichgewichtspositiOfl em, wie dies
Fig. 10 d) beispielhaft zeigt. Die Gleichsgewichtsposition kann,

muss aber nicht, der endgultigen, gewünschten Montageposition
entsprechen. Sind die Stirnflächen der Flachprofile in der
Gleichsgewichtsposition schräg gegeUber der Achsrichtung A
ausgerichtet, kann auch hier wieder der vorbeschriebene
Spannfutter— und Zentrierungseffekt ausgenutzt werden.

Die AusfUhrungsformvon Fig. 11 entspricht weitgehend der von
Fig. 1, nur dass hier die Nabe 1 als em auswechselbares Teil
ausgebildet ist und die u-förmigen Profile 2.1 mit dieser nicht
fest sondern lösbar verbunden sind. Der Grund für diese
Ausbildung liegt zum einen in der Zentrierung von
Automobilrädern auf der Mittenzentrierung 4.1 der
Achskonstruktion 4, deren Mass von Hersteller zu Hersteller
variiert. Em sonst gleiches Rad kann deshalb nicht einfach für
verschiedene Autotypen verwendet werden. Dies zwingt die
Hersteller von Ràdern zu einer erheblichen Typenvielfalt und die
Handler und Werkstätten zu elner umfangreichen Lagerhaltung. Bei
der Ausführungsformvon Fig. 11 braucht zur Anpassung an einen
bestimmten Autotyp bzw. an eine bestimmte Herstellernorm mit
Vorteil lediglich die Nabe 1 entsprechend ausgewahlt oder
ausgewechselt werden.
anderer Vorteil der Auswechselbarkeit der Nabe 1 liegt in
der Möglickeit, die sogenannte Einpresstiefe E des Rades zu
verändern. Die Einpresstiefe E ist mitbestirnmend für die
Em

Spurbreite des Fahrzeugs. Es versteht sich, dass sich die
Einpresstiefe E durch Variation der axialen Dicke der
auswechselbaren Nabe 1 verändern lässt.
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Zur iösbaren Verbindung der Enden der Schenkel 2.1.1 und 2.1.2
der u-förmigen Profilelemente 2.1 mit. der auswechseibaren Nabe 1
sowie genereli zur Lagefixierung dieser Schenkel sind, wie schon

bei den AusfUhrungsformen von Fig.

2,

Halteelemente

8

vorgesehen, weiche zwischen die Schenkelenenden eingepasst sind
oder diese von aussen umgreifen, wie dies in Fig. 11 unter c) e) im Schnitt dargesteilt ist. Die Haitelemente 8 können dabei
jeweils den Schenkein derselben u-Profiieiemente (Fig. 11 a)
unten) oder auch den Schenkein benachbarter Profilelemente (Fig.
ii

a)

oben)

zugeordnet sein.

Es soil an dieser Steiie nochmais hervorgehoben werden, dass bei
den vorbeschriebenen Ausfuhrungsformen die gewunschte hohe
Steifigkeit insbesondere gegenüber umiaufenden Biegemomenten
unter anderem durch in axiaier Richtung verhäitnismässig
ausgedehnte Kontaktflächen- oder -linien der Profileiemente mit

der Nabe 1 einerseits und der Felge 2 andererseits erreicht
wird. Die Profiieiemente sind dadurch zwischen Nabe 1 und Feige
3 quasi "eingespannt" und liegen in Radiairichtung sogar
teiiweise zusätzlich noch an Ausformungen dieser Eiemente an,
wie z.B. an dem ringflanschförmigen Teii 1.1 der Nabe 1 von Fig.
1. Auf diese Weise wird die Eigensteifigkeit von Nabe 1 und
Felge

3

in die Steifigkeit der gesamten Struktur optimal

einbezogen.
Genereil sind die vorstehenden Beispiele als nicht abschliessend
zu verstehen. Vieimehr sollen sie ledigiich verdeutlichen, dass

im Rabmen der erfindungsgemässen Idee auf einfache Weise eine
Vielzahi von Ausbildungen und Formen realisierbar sind. Die
vorbeschriebenen AusfUhrungsprinzipien sind natürlich auch
untereinander noch weiter kornbinierbar. Auch soilte ihre tberoder Unterordnung reiativ zueinander im Rabmen der vorstehenden
Beschreibung nicht ais zwingend angesehen werden, so dass
gewissen, ledigiich als untergeordriet dargesteilten
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Ausführungsformen durchaus

eine eigene erfinderische Qualität
zukornrnen köimte. Dies betrifft z.B. die AusfUhrungsformen von
Fig. 9 und 10 bezUglich der Vorspannung von Schweissverbindungen
oder der erwähnten Mitteizentrierung durch Verengung oder der
AusfUhrungsform mit einer auswechselbaren Nabe gemäss Fig. 11.
Die AusfuhrungsbeiSpiele von Fig. 9 - 11 sind auch nicht auf die
Verwendung von geroliten oder gebogenen Flachprofilen
beschrânkt.
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PATENTANSPRUCHE

Radkonstruktion mit Felge

und Speichensystem (2),
wobei das Speichensystem (2) mindestensein Profilelement (2.12.18) zur thDertragung der Kräfte zwischen Nabe (1) und Felge (3)
aufweist, dadurch gekenrizeichnet, dass die genannten Teile (2.12.18,3) zu einer in sich steifen Struktur zusammengefUgt oder
1.

(3)

zusarnmenfUgbar sind.

Radkonstruktion nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das mindestens eine Profilelement von einem
2.

Voll-, Haib- oder Hohiprofil (6,7) mit einem ihm entsprechenden

Querschnitt abgelängt 1st.
Radkonstruktion nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass da.s mindestens e±ne Profulelement durch
3.

Rollen und/oder Biegen und/oder Schmieden aus einem
Flachprofilabschnitt oder einem flachen Stanzteil hergestelit
1st.

Radkonstruktion nach einem der Ansprüche 1
3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das mindestens eine Profilelement
4.

mit der Nabe

und/oder der Feige (3) sowie ggf.
benachbarte Profilelemente vorzugsweise auch untereinander
(2.1-2.18)

(1)

verbunden oder in Eingriff sind.
Radkonstruktion nach Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das mindestens eine Profilelement (2.15.

2.18) mit der Nabe (1) und/oder mit der Felge (3) sowie ggf.

benachbarte Profilelemente untereinander verschraubt, vernietet
und/oder stoffschlUssig und/oder formschlQssig verbunden sind.
Radkonstruktion nach Anspruch einem der AnsprUche 1 dass die Profilelemente
5, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
wenigstens
6.

BERLCHTLGTES
BLATT (REGEL 91)
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teilweise

u-bzw. v-formig

scheibenförmig (2.8,2.9),

(2.1,

2.10),

ringförmig (2.1,2.4,2.6),

tropfenformig (2.5), vieleckig (2.3,

2.7) oder schlaufenförmig gebogen sind.

Radkonstruktion nach einem der Anspruche 1 - 4,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die axialen Stirnflächen zumindest
einzelner Profilelemente (2.1-2.18) unter einem schrägen Winkel
7.

gegenüber der Radachse (A) ausgerichtet sind oder gegenUber
dieser gekrummt verlaufen.
Radkonstruktion nach elnem der AnsprUche 1 bis
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Profilelemente (2.2) in
8.

7,

mehreren Ebenen hintereinander angeordnet sind.
Radkonstruktion nach einem der AnsprUche 1 bis 8,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das oder die Profilelemente (2.12.18) wenigstens teilweise aus Stahl, einem Leichtmetall oder
9.

einer Leichtmetall-Legierung bestehen.
10. Radkonstruktion nach einem der AnsprUche 1 bis 9,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Wandstärke des mindestens einen
Profilelernents nicht Uberall gleichmässig gewählt und an die zu
erwartenden Belastungen angepasst 1st.
11. Radkonstruktion nach einem der AnsprQche 4

-

10,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens eine der Verbindungen
zwischen verschiedenen Teilen, insbesondere die Verbindungen
(B,C) zwischen Speichensystern (2.18) und Felge (3), zumindest im
fahrbereit montierten Zustand, unter Druck vorgespannt ist/sind.
12. Radkonstruktion nach Anspruch 11, dadurch

gekennzeichnet, dass sie einen Tell (7,7.1,7.2) der
Achskonstruktion als achsseitiges Nabenteil umfasst und dass die
Vorspannung sowie die in sich steife Struktur durch Verspannen
BERICHTIGTESBLATT (REGEL 91)
ISA/ EP
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des Speichensystems

(2.18) und/oder eines radseitigen Naberiteils

mit den achsseitigen Nabenteil erzeugt wird.
13. Radkonstruktion nach Anspruch 12, dadurch

gekennzeichnet, dass sich bei den Verspannen des Speichsystems
(2.18) mit den genannten Tell der Achskonstruktion elne zentrale
Offnung im Speichensystem nach Art eines Spannfutters radial
verkleinert und dadurch Speichensystem und Felge auf einem
Achszapfen der Achskonstruktion mittenzentriert werden.
14. Radkonstruktion nach elnem der Ansprüche 1 bis 13,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Nabe (1) als em
auswechselbares Tell und mit dem Speichensystem (2) lösbar
verbunden 1st.
15. Speichensystem der Radkonstruktion nach einem der

Ansprüche 1 - 14.
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TITLE

A MODULAR WHEEL ASSEMBLY
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates to a wheel assembly and in particular relates
5

to a self-contained vehicle wheel assembly containing a drive motor, and an
energy storage system (for instance batteries) such that the wheel assembly is
self contained, self driven and can be under the control of a computer and its
associated software in the vehicle.
BACKGROUNDART

10

ground wheels are known, and with
improvements in battery technology and electric motor efficiency, electric
vehicles are becoming more common.
Electrically driven

To date, electric vehicles consist of a vehicle body, a number of
15

ground wheels (usually 4), electric motors to drive at least some of the ground
wheels, and batteries to powerthe vehicle.

It is known to have the front or rear wheels of a vehicle driven by
electric motors. In one known version, a single electric motor drives a
conventional propeller shaft through a differential to power the rear wheels. In
another known version, electric motors are positioned adjacent each rear wheel

20

and drivethe wheels through suitable mechanical couplings.
In both the above arrangements,the batteries are supported by the
vehicle chassis and in order to provide sufficient range, the battery weight is

quite considerable.
25

Attempts have been made to improve the vehicle wheel grip on the
road by using a computer-controlledsystem which varies the speed of rotation of

eachwheel.
For instance, European patent application 576947 discloses a
driving system for a 2 or 4 wheel drive electric motor vehicle. Each driving wheel
30

is coupled to its own motor which is a polyphasé asynchronous motor. The
motors of each driving wheel are connected to a central electric supply source
consisting of batteries mounted on the vehicle chassis.

The central electric
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supply source produces a polyphase current having a voltage and a frequency
which are variable by pulse width modulation under the control of an electronic
regulating device. This device receives as imputs, on the one hand, set-value
traction signals and set-value breaking signals, and on the other hand, a signal
5

representative of the polyphase supply current and a set of frequency signals
each of which comes from a respective sensor and represents the instantaneous
speed of the drive motor and of the wheel associated with the drive motor. The
device processes the input signals to deliver to a central supply to control signals
which define respectively the frequency and the amplitude and thus the effective

10

voltage of the common supplyof the motors.
When a vehicle turns a corner, one of the wheels rotates faster
than the other of the wheels and thus one of the frequency signals is selected by

a processing unit as a reference signal to be used for regulating by a control unit
15

whereas the other signal remains unused. The highest frequency signal is
selected so that regulation for all the drive motors (and therefore rotation of the
wheels) is effected by considering onlythe fastest rotating motor and wheel.
This arrangement provides a simple, reliable electric braking mode

and also minimises slipping of the wheels by detecting the differential rotation
speed and sending appropriate signals to the drive motors to speed up or slow

20

down.

Australian patent application 10185/97 improves on the European
patent application by providing further sensors and feedback devices to prevent
the driving wheels racing in the event of skidding in drive mode.

There are several disadvantages with the arrangements in known
25

electric vehicles. One disadvantage is the weight of the batteries or other power
sources. The batteries are located on the vehicle chassis, and therefore add to

the weight that must be carried by the suspension, thereby increasing the
possibility of skidding and losing control.

30

Another disadvantage with existing electric vehicles is that the
driven wheels are powered from a central power source. Thus the wheels are
not fully self contained and should a fault occur with the central power source,
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the vehicle stops.
Another disadvantage with existing electric vehicles is that to date
there has been no simple and effective alternative to the current steering
5

mechanism which requires a conventional type mechanical steering link to the
wheels. While these mechanical steering links are well known and reliable, the
mechanical link to the steering wheels restricts the turning range of the wheels

(for instance the wheels cannot turn 900), and mechanical steering links makes it
difficult or impossibleto steereachwheel at a unique angle.
10

Another disadvantage with electric vehicles is that the electric
motoris often positioned some distance away from the wheel and is connected to

the wheel by a drive shaft. This again presents limitations to the wheel and also
puts additional weightabovethe vehicles suspension system.

A further disadvantage with

15

existing electric vehicles relates to
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). It is a legal requirement in many countries
to maintain electromagnetic radiation emission levels as low as possible. Electric
devices and particularly motors and electric supply lines emit electromagnetic
radiation sometimes at unsafe levels.
OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the invention to provide a wheel assembly and
20

various components which can overcome some of the above mentioned
disadvantages or provide the public with a useful commercial choice.

It is a furtherobject of the invention to provide a method of steering

a vehicle without requiring a mechanical steering link.
It is a further object of the invention to provide a suspension
25

assembly to which the wheel assembly can be attached.
It is a further object of the invention toprovide a vehicle having at
least one said wheel assembly.
These and other objects will become apparent in the description of

the invention given hereunder.
30

In one form, the invention resides in a wheel assembly which has a
ground engageable wheel, a first drive means to rotate the wheel, a second drive
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means to steer the wheel, an energy storage device to at least partially supply
the drive means, and a attachment means to attach the wheel assembly to a
vehicle.

5

In another form, the wheel assembly is controlled by a computing
means, for instance, to control the speed and direction of the wheel.
In another form, the invention resides in a method for steering a
vehicle having one or more of the above wheel assemblies by controlling the

speed of rotation of the wheel assemblies, for instance using a computer means.
In a furtherform, the invention resides in a suspension assembly to
10

which the wheel assemblyas described above is attached.
In a further form, the invention resides in a vehicle having a least
one said wheel assembly and optionally the said suspension assembly and
steering method.

15

By having the wheel assembly in a self contained unit, or modular
system, the assembly can be removed from the vehicle should a fault occur, and
repaired, or replaced with a new wheel assembly. This makes maintenance of
electric vehicles having such a wheel assembly easier and quicker.

By having the wheel assembly containing, as a unit, the wheel
itself, the first drive means to drive the wheel, the second drive means to steer
20

the wheel, and a power supply (for instance batteries) to power the drive means,
much of the weight which otherwise would be above the vehicle suspension is

now below the vehicle suspension giving better traction and road handling
properties to the vehicle.
25

Further, by having the components close together in the wheel
assembly, the electromagnetic radiation levels are substantially reduced
compared to existing electric vehicles.
An electric vehicle having, for instance, four of the wheel
assemblies can continue to function should one of the wheel assemblies fail, as

the other wheel assemblies being independently powered will continue to drive
30

the vehicle.
By having a wheel assembly as described above, more versatility
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is possible with the suspension assembly and the steering arrangement. For
instance, as the wheel assembly need not have any mechanical drive links to the
vehicle, the suspension assembly can be used to increase or decrease vehicle

5

ground clearance in a simple yet reliable manner.
It is also possible for the wheel assembly to steer or pivot through

a larger range than hitherto possible with a mechanical steering

link.

For

instance, the second drive means can form part of the wheel assembly and can
steer or pivot the wheel possibly through 900, 1800 or even greater turning
angles. This in turn allows the vehicle to turn through tight corners and park in

10

narrow areas.

The wheel assembly can be used on a number of electric type
vehicles including cars, buses, trucks, road trains, lorries, military vehicles,
aircraft, helicopter and spaceship wheels, but also including one, two or three
wheeled vehicles, wheelchairs, self propelled devices and the like. The invention

15

is suited for vehicles requiring a large number of wheels which can be fitted in a
regular or irregular manner.
The wheel of the wheel assembly can be sized and shaped to suit
the particular vehicle on which the wheel assembly will be used. The wheel can

20

have a central hub and a peripheral tyre, for instance a pneumatic tyre. Solid
wheelsor composite wheels are also envisaged for other applications.
The wheel assembly can have more than one ground engageable
wheel and this may be required for extra grip or to support heavier loads.
However, it is preferred that the wheel assembly consists of a single ground
engageable wheel, and if heavier loads are to be supported, a greater number of

25

wheel assemblies can be fitted.

The power supply preferably forms part of the wheel assembly
which reduces electromagnetic radiation levels by having the power supply close
to the drive means and also removes weight from above the suspension to below
30

the suspension. The power supply can consist of one or more batteries or other
types of power supply devices. If necessary, these can be topped up or
supplemented from an external supply, for instance by solar cells on the vehicle,
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fuel cells, and the like.
The drive means is typically an electric motor although it is
envisaged that a hydraulic motor could also be used in some circumstances. A
gearbox or gear train or transmission of sorts can be provided to couple the
5

electric motor to the ground wheel.

The second drive means can also consist of an electric motor
which can be powered by the same power supply. The second drive means
functions to steeror pivot the wheel.
The wheel in the wheel assembly can be steered in a number of
10

ways. One preferred way is to have the wheel supported by

a first support or

frame, which can pivot relative to a second support or frame, with the second
support or frame attached to the vehicle (typically via the vehicles suspension).

The second drive means can cause the first support or frame to pivot relative to
the second support or frame.
15

More particularly, the ground wheel can be supported within an
inner ring that rotates within an outer ring. The outer ring is attachable to the
vehicle, for instance to the vehicle suspension. The second drive means rotates
the rings relative to each other which in turn pivots the ground wheel. With this

20

arrangement, the ground wheel can, in principle, pivot through 90°, 180° or even
through larger angles if desired (which is difficult or impossible with a mechanical
steering link).
In another form, the ground wheel forms part of an inner frame
which is pivotally attached to an outer frame, and where the second drive means

can pivot the inner frame relative to the outer frame, with the outer frame being
25

attached to the vehicle.

By having the wheel assemblies being individually steerable,
another form of the invention is a method for steering a vehicle containing at
least some of the wheel assemblies as described above.

30

The motion of a vehicle at any instance can be analyzed as
travelling an arc of a circle. When a vehicle travels along an arc of a circle the
inner wheel (that is the wheel closer to the center of the circle) rotates slightly
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slower than the outer wheel. Therefore, the wheels turn at a speed, which is
proportional to the distance of thatwheel fromthe center of the circle.
By using polyphase electric motors as the first drive means in the
wheel assembly, the rotation of the electric motor can be controlled by semi
5

conductive circuitry such that the speed of rotation of the electric motor is
controlled by a master control computer or other computer circuitry as may be
necessary.

For instance, the master control computer can vary the frequency
10

15

of the alternating current wave forms applied to each phase of the polyphase
electric motors which preferably form the first drive means of the wheel assembly
and that the speed of the multiphase motors is a function of the frequency.
In this manner, a central computer can accurately increase or
decrease the speed of rotation of the ground wheel of each wheel assembly and
this is a simple and reliable method to steer a vehicle without requiring a
mechanical steering link.

The vehicle wheels can be controlled such that each wheel is
tangential to a circle, the center of which is the same position as, the center of
the circle, of whichthe vehicle is traveling an arc.

A steering angle sensor can be used as part of a feedback loop to
20

achieve the desired steering accuracy.

The electric system used in the wheel assembly and the vehicle to
which the wheel assembly is attached can include wires, cables, conductors,
components such as fuses, circuit breakers, diodes, other semi conductor
devices, transformers, coils, capacitors, resistors, and other arrangements used
25

to distribute the electric supply.
It is preferred thata low voltage directcurrent is used, and a typical
voltage is from 12 volts up to 60 volts or more.
The electrical system supplies electric power to the various electric
and electronic components,

30

computers,

electric motors, sensors, electric

actuators, and various circuits which distributes the electric supply throughout the
vehicle, its modules, attachments,accessories and the like.
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Instead of a direct current, a low voltage alternating current system
may also be used. This has the advantage of being able to couple and transfer
electric energy into parts of the electric vehicle, its modules and attachments
without direct electrical or mechanical contact.
5

Alternating current could for

instance use inductive or capacitive coupling to transfer electric power to moving

or pivoting parts.
If an alternating current system is used, this may be single phase
or multi phase. It is preferred that an alternating current system is of relatively
10

low voltage having a root mean square of 32 volts or more. A typical frequency
of the alternating current would be between 400Hz to 1000Hz although other
frequencies are envisaged.

The first drive means and second drive means in the wheel
assembly suitably comprise electric motors. It is preferred that the electric
motors are low voltage, multiphase electric motors having a voltage typically up

15

to 60 volts or more.
The motors can be conventional polyphase induction motors
wound for low voltage operation. The motors could include polyphase stepper
motors, brushless DC motors or polyphase synchronous electric motors.

If polyphase induction motors are used (these being preferred), the
20

voltage and current wave forms to drive the phases of these motors are
produced by use of semi conductive devices and components in conjunction with
normal passive components such as resistors, capacitors and inductors. The
circuitry typically includes additional components to further facilitate the

25

regenerative braking capability of the circuitry of the associated low voltage
polyphase electric motors.

The circuitry can also contain micro processes or micro controllers
required to produce the variouswave forms such that the associated low voltage
polyphase electric motors perform as required.
The circuitry with its micro processes and micro controllers are

30

preferably mounted within or adjacent the electric motor (and preferably within a
metre from the electric motor). This allows the wheel assembly to be more or

WO 98/19875
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less a self-contained unit and also can reduce the electromagnetic radiation
emission levels.

The use of low voltage polyphase electric motors are preferred
because, as these motors can provide accurate speed control within close limits,
5

fewer battery cells are required to provide the voltage required by the motors, the

low voltage motors are safer to work with, and supplementary top up power
supplies such as solar power can be more easily used to provide a low voltage
top up to the battery.
10

The power supply preferably comprises one or more batteries.
These can be supplemented by additional power supplies such as solar cells,
fuel cells, booster batteries, connection to other electric vehicles, connection to
an external source of electric energy and the like.
In a further form of the invention, a master control computer is
provided to control the pivoting of the wheel in each wheel assembly and the

15

speed of rotation of the wheel in each wheel assembly. The master control
computer can process signals from various sensors to provide real time
specification of speed and direction of each wheel assembly. With the improved
suspension arrangement, the master control computer can also be used to vary
the heightof the vehicle above the road.
Another form of the invention is a suspension assembly, to which

20

the wheel assembly as described above, is attached.
In one form, the suspension assembly can be a controlled leading
trailing torsion arm arrangement. This arrangement can control the position of
the arm to alter the height of the suspension. It can control the position of the

25

arm (from trailing to leading and vice-versa) to alter the wheelbase of the vehicle.

It can control the position of the arm to allow the vehicle to climb obstacles.
When in either of its high of low height modes, it provides a relatively soft
suspension.

30

When in its highest position it provides a relatively harder

suspension relative to the lower mode. The arrangement allows a particular
wheel assembly to be lifted clear off the ground to allow the wheel assembly to

be inspected, serviced or replaced. It is envisaged that an emergency stop
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arrangement can be used where the height of the vehicle is reduced such that
some special baking device comes into contact with the road surface and assist

in the braking process.
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONSOF THE DRAWINGS
5

Figure 1 is a section view of a wheel assembly according to a first
embodiment of the invention.
Figures 2A — 2E illustrate various views of a wheel assembly
according to a second embodiment of the invention.

10

Figures 3A — 3E illustrate various views of a more robust wheel
assembly according to a third embodimentof the invention.
Figures 4A

—

4C illustrate a variable height suspension

arrangement according to a first embodimentof the invention.
Figures 5A — 5C illustrate a variable height suspension
arrangement according to a second embodimentof the invention.

15

Figures 6A and 6B illustrate a mechanical steering linkage with
selective overdrive.
Figure 7 illustrates, in plan, an electric vehicle having four wheel
assemblies.

20

Figure 8 is a side viewofthe vehicle of Figure 7.
Figure 9 is a front viewof the vehicle of Figure 7.
Figure 10 illustrates the connection of the wheel assemblies to the
master computer.
BEST METHOD OF PERFORMINGTHE INVENTION

25

Referring to the figures, and initially to Figure 1, there is illustrated,
in section, a wheel assembly 10 according to a first embodimentof the invention.
Wheel assembly 10 is self-contained unit, which can be bolted to and unbolted
from a vehicle suspension arrangement. Assembly 10 contains a peripheral
pneumatic tyre 11 attached to a metal rim 12, with rim 12 being bolted or
otherwise attached to a central metal hub 13. The arrangement provides an

30

internal cavity which has been used to house the various other components of
the wheel assembly. Thus within the cavity is provided a power supply in the
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form of one or more batteries 14 which provide power to a low voltage polyphase
motor 15. Immediately behind polyphase motor 15 is a polyphase inverter and
controller 16 which is connected to the power supply, and this arrangement is
5

cooled by a cooling fan 17 which also provides a positive pressure within the
entire cavity to minimise intake of dust and road debris. Polyphase motor 15 has

an output cog or pulley 18 about which is fitted a belt drive 19 which extends
about a second pulley or cog 20 which is attached to hub 13. In this manner,
motor 15 drives the vehicle wheel.

A disk

io

brake assembly is provided within the wheel assembly,

which consists of a circular disk plate 21, which can be gripped by a pair of
relatively moveable disk brake pads 22 as is known in the art. This provides a
mechanical braking of the wheel.
Referring to Figures 2A — 2D, there is illustrated a compact wheel
assembly 24 suited for general use across a wide variety of applications from

15

road, industrial, agricultural and military.
Assembly 24 is shown in side view in Figure 2A and in section
view in Figures 2B and 2D, and again consists of a ground engageable wheel 25
fitted to a hub 26. Better illustrated in figures 2B and 2D, a first drive means in

20

the form of a polyphase low voltage electric motor 27 is positioned at least
partially within the internal wheel cavity and is coupled to a gearbox or drive train
28. One or more batteries 29 powermotor 27 via the polyphase inverter 37 and
the speed of the motor is controlled by a control computer 30.
Wheel 25, motor 27, batteries 29, gearbox 28, inverter 37 and
computer 30 are supported together on an inner frame 31. Inner frame 31 is

25

pivotally coupled to an outer frame 32 better illustrated in Figure 2E. In turn,
outer frame 32 is attached to a vehicle suspension arrangement 33 through
attachment pins 34.

The wheel and the inner frame 31 can be pivoted and therefore
steered relative to outer frame 32 via a second drive means in the form of a

30

steering motor 35 which has an output cog 38 which engages with main cog 39
which in turn pivots frame 31 on bearing 36.
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Therefore, by controlling the speed of rotation of steering motor 35,
the wheel can be steered relative to the vehicle.
Figure 2C shows wheel assembly 24 mounted to a suspension
arrangement 33 via attachment pins 34. It can be seen that the wheel assembly
5

does not have a mechanical drive shaft to the vehicle (the drive being conducted
by electric motor 27 in the wheel), nor does wheel assembly 34 have a
mechanical steering link to the vehicle (the steering being achieved through
steering motor 35).

10

Figures 3A — 3C illustrate a more robust wheel assembly suited for
off road vehicles, aircraft, agriculture and military uses. Figures 3A and 3B show

side and end views of the wheel assembly and Figure 3D shows the wheel
assembly attached to a suspension arrangement. Figure 3C is a plan, partially
section view of Figure 3B, while Figure 3E is a plan, partially section view of
Figure 3D.

15

Wheel assembly 40 of the third embodiment illustrated in Figures
3A — 3E again consists of a ground wheel 41 which sits within a strong steel
outer support ring 42. Outer support ring 42 is attached to a suspension
arrangement 43 in a manner similar to that illustrated in Figures 2A — 2D and

20

again through attachment pins 44.
Figure 3C illustrates some of the internal components, which again
consist of a polyphase electric motor 45, and a larger number of batteries 46
(there being considerably more space available for batteries inside the rather

largeroutersupport ring 42). Motor 45 is connected to gear box or gear train 47
which drives wheel 41 in a manner similar to that illustrated in Figure 1 and
25

Figures2A—2D.
Inside outer support ring42 is also located the control computer 48

which has the advantage of making the wheel assembly more or less fully self
contained and modular.

30

Referring to Figure 3C, the wheel, electric motor 45, all the
batteries 46, the gearbox 47, and computer 48 are supported by an inner support
ring 49. Inner support ring 49 can rotate relative to outer support ring 42 thereby
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allowing the vehicle wheel to steer or pivot. The steering is achieved by a
electric steering motor 50 which is fixably mounted to outer support ring 42 and

which rotates inner support ring 49 relative to the outer support ring via a large
circular bearing 51 which sits between the two support rings.
5

Figures 4A — 4C illustrate the height adjustability of the vehicle
chassis relativeto the wheel assembly. Referring initially to Figure 4A, a wheel
assembly 52 identical to that described with reference to Figures 3A — 3E is
attathed through attachment pins 44 to a suspension arrangement 43.

10

Suspension arrangement 43 is a type of parallelogram type linkage arrangement
consisting of a pair of parallel suspension arms 53, 54 which are pivotally
coupled at one end to attachment pins44, and are pivotally coupled at the other
end at spaced positions against a suspension member 55 which is bolted to
vehicle chassis 56.

A ram 57 is attached at one end to member 55 and at the

other end to arm 54. Extension and retraction of the ram causes chassis 56 to
15

riseor fall relative to wheel assembly 52.
Referring sequentially from Figures 4A to 4C, it can be seen that
vehicle chassis 56, in the position of Figure 4A is extremely low, while in the
position in Figure 4C has been lifted quite high above the road. A computer in

the vehicle controls extension and retraction of ram 57.
20

Figures 5A — 5C illustrate a suspension arrangement according to
a second embodiment of the invention which can be used with the wheel
assembly illustrated in Figures 2A — 2D.
In this arrangement, various pulleys and ropes are used to achieve
the correctorientation of the wheel assembly relative to the vehicle chassis.

25

In particular, there is again illustrated a wheel assembly 60

consisting of a ground wheel 61. For the sake of clarity, the internal components
of wheel assembly 60 are not illustrated, but these include the electric motor,

30

gear box, batteries and the like. Wheel assembly 60 has a wheel support frame
62, and an upper frame 63 which pivots relative to frame 62 which in turn can
cause wheel 61 to steer (a steering motor is used to pivot the members but has
not been shown for reasons of clarity). Upper frame 63 is pivotally attached to a
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first arm member 64 which is itself pivotally attached through main pivot point 65
to a backing member 66 which can be bolted to the vehicle chassis. A fixed
pulley 67 is positioned behind main pivot point 65 and is rigidly mounted to a
backing plate 66.

5

A line member such as a wire rope or belting 68 extends about

fixed pulley 67 and a far pulley 69, this pulley being rigidly attached to a shaft
which is rigidly attached to upper frame 63. An electric or hydraulic motor 70
drives gears 71 —73 to rotate first arm member 64 about main pivot point65.
Figures 6A and 6B illustrate two versions of a mechanical steering
linkage with selective over ride which can over ride the computer controlled

10

steering.
Referring to Figures 6A and 6B, there is illustrated in side section

view a wheel assembly 90 where the steering of the wheel can be done
mechanically should for instance the steering motor fail. Referring to the figures,
wheel assembly 90 again has an internal drive motor (not shown) and an internal
15

battery pack (not shown). The ground wheel 92 of assembly 90 is rotatably
attached relative to a circular plate 91 which has an inverted T-shape
configuration such that cooling air 93 can pass into the interior of plate 91 for
cooling. Plate 91 is attached to the top portion 94 of wheel assembly 90 via main
bearings 95 which allows wheel 92 to turn or pivot. Top portion 94 is formed

20

from metal structural members which are attached to the vehicle suspension
arms 96. This is analogous to the way that the wheel assembly of Figures 2 and

25

3 are attached to the respective suspension arms.
Rigidly attached to the T-shaped portion of plate 91 is a bevel gear
97. Rotation of bevel gear 97 causes plate 91 to pivot which in turn steers wheel
92. Bevel gear 97 is rotated by a intermeshing smaller bevel gear 98. Bevel
gear 98 is attached to a shaft 99 which terminates in a large circular
circumferentiallytoothed gear 100. Gear 100 is rotated by an electric motor 101
which has an output cog 102 which meshes with the circumferential teeth on

gear 100.
30

Thus, activation of motor 101 to rotate its cog 102 will in turn rotate

gear 100 either clockwise or anticlockwise as is desired. Rotation of gear 100
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rotates shaft 99 which rotates bevel gear 98 which in turn rotates bevel gear 97
which, because of its rigid attachment to plate 91, causes plate 91 to turn which
in turn steers wheel 92.
5

The arrangement in Figures 6A and 6B have a mechanical
override whereby the wheels can be steered mechanically if desired. For
instance, should motor 101 fail, it may be necessary to have a mechanical
override. Alternatively, it is possible that many countries will insist upon some

form of direct mechanical steering.
In Figures 6A and 6B, this is achieved by a second shaft 103 one
10

end of which is attached to a pulley or like member 104 which forms part of the
mechanical steerage linkage further details of which are not illustrated. Shaft

103 terminates in a steel plate 105 which locates within large gear 100. Plate
105 has a cut-out section in it in which one end of pawl 106 can locate. The cutout section is widerthan the widthof pawl 106.
15

The movement of pawl 106 is controlled by a cam follower 107 as
it follows cam 108. Hence pawl 106 is controlled so as to selectively engage the
plate 105. That is the pawl engages plate 105 when the steering is within for
instance 20° of central.
Figures 7

20

—

10 illustrate an electric vehicle according to an

embodiment of the invention.
Referring initially to Figure 7, there is shown an electric vehicle in
plan. The vehicle has a central rotatable turret 110 which can rotate 180° (or
possibly 360°). Thus, instead of reversing vehicle, turret 110 can be simply
rotated 180° to always allow the vehicle to move in a "forward" direction. The

25

main master computer is located in a forward portion 111 of turret 110. The
vehicle has four wheel assemblies 112 each having its own batteries, drive
motor, steering motor and computer. Each wheel assembly is mounted to a
suspension 113. The vehicle contains space 114 for a fuel cell, fuel tank or an

30

auxiliary power supply for instance in the form of a small internal combustion
engine connected to an alternator. Figure 9 particularly illustrates the desired
suspension arrangement which can be pumped up or down by rams 116 to allow
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the vehicle ground clearance to be monitored and varied at will (this being much
more difficult with mechanical steerage links and the like).
Figure 10 illustrates how the various wheel assemblies 112 are
connected via conventional or fiber optic cable 117 to the master computer 118
5

mounted in the forward part of turret 110.

A master control computer located in the vehicle can control the
wheel assemblies. Typically all the wheel assemblies will have a unique address
and/or connection to the master control computer. The master control computer

will address or feed all these addresses or connections so that all the wheel
10

assemblies and other modules are under its control.

The master control

computer can interrogate the control panel computer and hence all of the
operator controls, for instance the position of the accelerator control, the position

of the steering control, the suspension height control and the like.
15

The master control computer will interrogate each of the wheel
assemblies to obtain their status and other data such as the temperature of the
motors, the angle of steering, the height of the suspension and the like. The
master control computer will also have access to information relating to the
energy systems including the status of batteries, solar cells, fuel cells and the
like.

20

The master control computer will also have access to navigational

information such as road maps, global positioning systems, compass bearings
and the like.

The wheel assemblies are steered by signals from the computer to
the steering motors in each wheel assembly.

25

This is in contrast with

conventional steering where the steered wheels are rigidly controlled through
solid mechanical linkages which offer very little in the optimum control of wheels
particularly in maneuvering in tight spaces.
In contrast, the wheel assemblies according to the invention offer

the flexibility and excellence in steering. For instance the wheel can be steered
and speed controlled regardless of the number of wheels on the vehicle. The
30

master control computer can steer and power each wheel many times a second

to ensure accurate and responsive control.
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For instance, when the vehicle travels in a straight line on a flat
horizontal surface, the speed and direction of each wheel is the same. However

when the vehicle travels around a curve, all the wheels may be required to turn at
5

different speeds (especially if the road surface also undulates). Additionally, all
the wheels may be required to point in different directions to allow the vehicle to
travel around the curve correctly with maximumtraction and minimum wheel skid.

The master control computer attends to this by sending the required signal and
individual commandsto each of the wheel assemblies.
The vehicle controls in the vehicle contain sensors and associated
10

circuitry which feed the sensor output to a control platform computer which is in
turn interrogated by the master control computer on a real time basis. The
accelerator and steering controls in the vehicle are continually being interrogated
by the master control computer via the control platform computer and this can
occur many times per second such that acceleration and steering is smooth and

15

responsive and also has tactile feedback such that the steering wheel feels like
that of a conventional vehicle. The vehicle itself can be fitted with a cabin or
The master control computer is
turret which can rotate through 3600.
programmed such that the turret can be rotated into any angle and the master
control computer is reoriented such that the direction in which the turret is now

20

facing becomes the forward position of all controls and the wheel assemblies are
reoriented accordingly. In this manner, the term "reverse" no longer becomes
applicable as the driver merely rotates the cabin to face in the direction of travel.
The drive motors in each wheel assembly produce the torque

25

and/or the linear actuation as specified by the vector in the vector control data
which is unique to the wheel assembly and receive from the master control
computer.

That is, the purpose of the electric motor is to cause the wheel
assembly to move at the speed specified by the vector in its vector control data
received from the master control computer located in the main structural frame of

30

the vehicle.

All wheel assemblies will each move at their individual speeds and
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directions as specified by their vector control data received from the master
control computer.

It is important to note that, for example, when the vehicle is
travelling around a curve, that all the wheels may be turning at different speeds.
5

Also all of the wheels may be pointing in different directions so as to cause the
vehicle to travel around the specified arc of the circle, with center of that circle at

the specified point.
This is arranged and controlled by the master control computer
which sends a unique block of vector control data to each wheel assembly. This
10

is a dynamic process with new data typically being sent and received by each
wheel assembly many times per second.
Typically the motors will be located within their wheel or
immediately adjacent to it. The motors may be directly connected to the
wheel/tracks. However more generally they will be coupled via a gear box and/or

15

belt and pulleyand/or socketand chain or combination of these.
Some wheel assemblies will have provision to control the ratio of
above as specified by their vector control data.
When fitted to a vehicle, all wheel assemblies will have identical

20

gear change ratios, the changing of gear ratios being controlled from the master
control computer, via the vector control data to each wheel assembly.
Each wheel assembly will contain one (or more, for redundancy)
steering motors typically consisting of a low voltage multiphase electric motor
and controller.

25

The steering motor or motors are under the control of the vector
control computer within this wheel assembly such as to cause it to move in the
direction specified by the vector control data which is unique to this wheel
assembly, and is received from the master control computer.
Typically each wheel assembly can point its wheel in any direction.
The preferred version is a vehicle with the fully optioned steering,

30

the wheel assembly can turn through a full 360°. This version includes slip rings
and brushes and/or othermeans for electrical powerand signals to be passed to
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the wheel assembly from the main structural frame via its suspension such that it
has unlimited steering freedom, i.e. steer through multiple revolutions.
i.e. the fully optioned steering allows

5

for the wheel assembly to

steer through multiple revolutions without any problems. Another steering option
is for more than 3600, but not able to steer through multiple revolutions
continuously, without a problem, with a programmed finite number of revolutions.
I.e. this option would use (at least some) cables, which would eventually cause a
warning to appear, before they became too tangled etc.
Hence on occasion it is possible that either the vector control

10

computer would act in such a way as to prevent a tangle developing in the
cables. Or alternatively a warning would be issued to the driver to take action to

effectively unwind the cables between the main structural frame and the vector
wheel module.
Another steering option is slightly more than 180°. While not quite
15

as versatile as the preferred option, it is a less expensive option. However since
the direction of the wheel can be changed so easily (even transparently by the
vector control computer), this can also offeran effective full 360° of steering.

The least complex and versatile steering option is for steering
angles, similarto thatof conventional vehicle.
20

Also note that either by the use of multiphase motors described
and the use of additional sensors to measure the angle of the wheel assembly,

and appropriate feedback circuitry and/or software/firmware, that the angle at
which the wheel points can be held to tight limits.
25

Also note that reliability increases, and the chance of serious
failures is reduced as the total number of phases increases (i.e. the number of
steering motors (per wheel assembly multiplied by the number of phases per
multiphase motor used).
Each wheel assembly contains one or more (for redunduncy)
vector control computers.

30

This vector control computer is the main computer within the wheel
assembly and its functions are as follows —
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Interface all signals (in both directions) with the main control
computer in the main structural frame of this vehicle. That is, receive and send
vector control data from/to the main control computer.
Interface with all the motors and other actuators contained within
5

this wheel assembly, (and any associated gear change arrangements (gearbox
and/or belt pulley) etc.
Interface with all sensors, that is speed, direction, angle,
temperature, pressure etc. and/or the computer/micro contained within or
associated with those sensors.

io

Control the overall action of the wheel assembly in accordance
with the vector control data which is unique to this vector wheel module, and is
received from the master control computer.
i.e. The main control computer sends vector control data to each of

the wheel assemblies.
15

The vector control computer in that wheel assembly use its vector
control data to control the vectoring of its wheel (both speed and direction) and
all otherfunctions.
Each wheel assembly (and hence its vector control computer) has
a unique address and/or connection to the signal from the main control computer.

20

The vector control data passing between the main control
computer and each wheel assembly can be conveyed via an electric cable
(typically 2 or more conductors), via fiber optic cable, via electro magnetic
radiation (including radio, microwave, infrared, etc.) or via acoustic waves or via
direct electrical inductive or capacitive coupling.

25

Each wheel assembly will contain a battery or other significant
energy storage device capable at least of powering that vector wheel module
when operating at full power for at least a few minutes and in most cases for a

few hours or longer.
Each wheel assembly containing a battery etc. gives this invention

30

a number of significant advantages —
Lower center of gravity for the vehicle hence better

handling,
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traction, etc. because most of the batteries and motor i.e. heavy items are
located in the wheel assemblies closeto the ground.
High peak electrical demands are supplied via short cable runs
between the batteries in this wheel assembly and the motors and other actuators
5

within this wheel assembly.
Hence this allows the vehicle to be more efficient, as for any cable
with a given cross sectional area there will be less resistance, (because the
cable is shorter) and hence less energy loss as the electrical current travels
through that cable.

10

It is particularly importantthat, the batteries are able to handle high
peak current levels. Typically the peak current capacity of these should at least
be equal to the maximum DC current drawn with the motor running at full power.
Less weight to be carried by the vehicle suspension hence more
comfort and better economy. With the vehicle, because there is less weight on

15

the suspension, it means that the suspension can be constructed with the
passengers, etc. in mind rather than having to construct it to carry all of batteries
and other heavy equipment.
Electromagnetic compliance regulation are easierto meet because
batteries are located in the wheel assemblies, hence the cables between the

20

motors (in particular the traction motor and its inverter) and the batteries are
short. Hence these short cables will typically radiate less electromagnetic
interference, so making it easier to comply with electro-magnetic regulations of
the countries or states in which the vehicle is sold or used.

25

Typically, in the first instance, all wiring and electronic and
electrical components etc. will be insulated from the outer shell of the wheel
assemblies. This outer shell (or enclosure) will typically be constructed from
metal, or other electrically conductive material or from materials such as plastic

or fibreglass etc., but to which has been applied a coating of conductive material
etc. so as to form a screen to electromagnetic radiation, and so prevent it
30

escaping from the wheel assemblies and the vehicle.
Typically some of the components within the wheel assembly will
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themselves have their own partial or full electrically conductive screen, i.e. the
external metal surface of the polyphase motor, in itself forms a screen.
The use of a number of electrically conductive screens, as
described above, each of which in the first instance are electrically insulated from
5

each other, allows for the selective bonding (electrical interconnection) of these
screens and components to each other, so as to ensure minimal leakage of
electromagneticradiation.

This is also particularly important for sales into certain markets, i.e.
military vehicles, also for vehicles used in cities and suburbs where there is wide
10

usages of the electro-magneticspectrum.
Typically the batteries used will have low electrical impedance,
particularly at the frequencies (and their harmonics) used by the motor drive
electronics/micros.

15

Typically each wheel assembly contains a device, (or alternatively
the suspension associated with it has a device) for raising or lowering the
vehicle.

This device is under the immediate control of the vector control

computer which is under the control of the master control computer, i.e. the
ground clearance of the vehicle can be changed simply by touching a button in

the main structural frame, or remotely or roboticly. No mechanical linkages are
20

used to transmit traction power to the wheel assembly. Typically there is only an
electrical connection between the main structural frame of the vehicle and its
wheel assemblies.
Some countries or states may insist that vehicles have a
mechanical steering linkage between the main structural frame and certain (or

25

all) of the wheel assemblies when a vehicle is used under certain prescribed
conditions, i.e. on public roads etc.
Becausetypically there is only an electric cable (which can be very
flexible etc. between the main structural frame and the wheel assemblies, it

30

means innovative and different suspensions can be used, i.e. a vehicle can be
constructed with a suspension such that the ground clearance under the vehicle

can be controlled by the operator (or remotely or roboticly) to vary from zero (i.e.
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to change a tyre etc.) to say a few hundred millimetres for good road holding and
highway useto a significant part of a metre (or more than a metre) should that be
required, i.e. for crossing streams etc.
Vehicles can be constructedto have all the low profile features etc.
5

or a quite city car, for car parking in confined spaces, yet at the touch of a button
it can be transformed into high ground clearance vehicle for country or outback
use.

Another feature of the invention is the flexibility, maintainability and
reliability of a vehicle with multiple wheel assemblies should one or more become

10

damaged or faulty. Then the damaged/faultyassembly can either be put into idle
mode or simply removed. Either a spare assembly is fitted or alternatively the
remaining good assemblies can be re-distributed around the vehicle to allow it to
proceed in the best manner possible (this is particularly applicable to vehicles
with 5 or more wheel assemblies) used in outback or military service etc. where

15

survival is critical.
Each wheel assembly on a vehicle is identical, hence any
remaining good ones can be fitted at any connection point (referred to here as a

vector connection point) and once plugged in there it will begin to perform exactly
the same as the damaged/faultyone which was removed.
20

Each wheel assembly module on a vehicle is typically the same,
and each one has a drive motor and at least one steering motor, i.e. on a
conventional vehicle there is only one or two steering mechanisms and losing it
means you cannot proceed. With the present system, because each wheel

25

assembly has its own steering motor system, it allows the mastervector profile to
be reconfigured such that once again the vehicle can be steered even though it
may have lost steering on one or more of its wheel assemblies (which can be
locked to a fixed setting, and the master control computer informed of it) thus

30

allowing the vehicle to proceed.
The main energy feed (electric cable) to each wheel assembly
passes via one or more circuit breakers and one or more reverse protection
devices (diode etc.) which acts to allow electrical energyto flow from the main
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structural frame of the vehicle out to each wheel assembly, but not the opposite,
i.e. should a fault develop on any wheel assembly or in the main structural frame,
then it cannot effect the batteries in each of the wheel assemblies hence

5

guaranteeing that the vehicle will remain operational. Again, features such as
these could be of particular value in outback or military service where survival is
critical.
Similarly the main control computer has its own battery and is
protected in a similar manner to the wheel assemblies. In addition, the main
control computer can be duplicate and triplicate for the ultimate in reliability.

io

In the case of a vehicle travelling around a curve, it is important
thatthe innermostwheels are at a different angle to that of the outermost wheels.

When the radius of the circle is large, then the error with a conventional vehicle
is relatively minor. However when the vehicle is turning in a tight circle then
there is considerable error and as a consequence tyre scrubbing and loss of

15

traction waste of energy and rubber.
The vector profile allows the master control computer to control
each of the wheel assemblies to point their wheel at exactly the right angle to
ensure that it is always tangential to the radius at that wheel. Also, the speed of

the innerwheels (smaller turning radius is also less than the outerwheels (larger
20

turning radius) and this is also exactly controlled by the vector profile.
Multi-wheel steering, i.e. since the direction and speed of each
wheel assembly is controlled by the vector profile it means that the vehicle will,
as a standard feature, have all wheel steering irrespective of the number of
wheels.

25

With irregular shaped multi-wheel vehicles and/or vehicles with
wheel assemblies underneath the vehicle and/or exterior to it, or in a mix of both,
the vector profile in the master control computer will output the correct vector
data to each wheel assembly to allow all of the wheels to be controlled exactly in
both speed and direction and so perform to their very best.

30

Another of the drawbacks of most vehicles (from a manufacturing,
spares and maintenance perspective) is that typically no two wheel assemblies
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on a vehicle are the same,

i.e. some are steered, some are not, some are

powered, some are not, some will onlyfit on one side and not the other.

5

The modular multi-function vehicle according to the invention
overcomes this by using exactly the same wheel assemblies in all positions.
Also, they can have "quick release" type mounting allowing a replacement to be

fitted in minutes.
From a maintenance perspective, it has additional advantages
since nowthere is onlyone type of module per vehicle. Hence, spares holding is
reduced. Also,

10

it makes for efficient repair of the wheel assemblies on a quasi

production line basis, rather than individual repair all over the country, i.e. a
reconditioned module is fitted, and the faulty module sent to a major repair
center, with all the computer diagnostic equipment to allow quick efficient low

cost repair.
With a conventional vehicle, should one wheel lose traction (due to
15

soft ground, oily surface etc.) then not only has traction been lost on one wheel,
but possible worse is that this has reduced the power going to the remaining
wheels that do have good traction. Certainly vehicles fitted with "differential lock"
will, after a short delay, lock and overcomethe problem. However thatwheel will
still spin for at least a fraction of a wheel rotation before the lock acts.

20

Alternatively, consider a conventional vehicle fitted with ABS
systems which act nearly instantaneously, but then tries to correct the problem

(of a spinning wheel) by applying a brake action to that wheel, hence wasting
energy and brake pad material, i.e. at best the "differential lock" and ABS
systemseither act too late, or waste energyand brake pads or both.

25

The present invention overcomes this problem with one simple
Here the speed of each wheel is precisely
controlled, and is forced to turn at the correct speed irrespective of whether it or
solution total vector control.

other wheels are slipping, it does not matter.

30

In the case of a conventional vehicle which is braking, i.e. with
negative acceleration travelling in a straight line. Here the kinetic energy of the
vehicle and of some of its rotating parts is being wasted, (some electric vehicles
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etc. part of the energy is stored) in an effort to reduce the speed of the vehicle.
Should one wheel lose traction (due to soft ground, oily surface
etc.), that wheel will tend to lock up and it will then depend on the skill of the
driver as to what happens, but at best it will almost certainly mean that the driver
5

will have to reduce the braking effect on all wheels in an effort to stop that wheel
from skidding or locking.
Alternatively, a conventional vehicle fitted with ABS systems which
acts nearly instantaneously will tend to correct the problem (of a skidding or

10

locking wheel) by reducing the braking action on that wheel, hence causing it to
stop skidding or unlock etc. However, it does not act till it senses that a particular
wheel is starting to skid (or at least, on the verge or it etc.), i.e. at best the ABS
systems acts later than desirable.

The present invention, with total vector control has the answer.
Here each wheel decreases its speed at exactly the correct rate so as to achieve
15

the desired deceleration due to the braking effect of the wheel motor which
converts the kinetic energyto electrical energy which is stored in the batteries.
Inherent in this is the conservation of a significant percentage of the kinetic
energywhich is stored back into batteries.
And should one (or more) wheels lose traction (due to soft ground,

20

oily surface etc.), it does not reduce the braking effect available to the remaining
wheels even for an instant.
The total vector controls the speed of each wheel instant by instant
so that it is forced to turn at the correct speed irrespective of whether it or other
wheels are slipping, its does not matter.

25

Consider the case of a conventional vehicle travelling around a
curve, i.e. the arc of a circle. Then the normal differential action allows the wheel
closer to the center of the circle to turn at a slower rate than the wheel further
from the center of the circle. This has sometimes been referred to as Passive
Differential action, i.e. what is easiest goes, the decision as to the relative speed

30

of the wheels, is passively left to the wheels to decide. However provided neither
wheel starts to slip, then it works efficiently andwell.
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However consider what happens should one wheel loses traction
(due to soft soil, oily surface etc.), then quite literally whichever of the wheels can
turn easiest, does in fact that, i.e. the wheel with poortraction starts to spin which
5

again means that not only have we lost traction on one wheel, but possible
worse, is that it reduces the power going to the remaining wheels with good
traction, i.e. in a conventional vehicle travelling around a curve the wheels are
typically not forced to turn at different speeds by anything in the vehicle, rather it

is the surface of the ground on which they run which controls their relative speed
10

of rotation. Hence, should one wheel hit soft soil or an oily surface (and the
torque applied to that wheel is sufficient), then it will start to spin. The normal
solution to this problem, in a conventional vehicle is to fit a limited slip
differential" which will "lock" and this may be a momentary help in getting through
this soft soil etc., but nowwe have a vehicle which is trying to turn through an arc

of a circle, yet 2 of its wheels (at different distances from the center of the circle)
15

are locked together and turning at the same speed. Hence the vehicle is
unstable, and will tend to flick around or control in some other unpredictable
manner until the differential unlocks.
In the present invention, the motor on each wheel applies the
correct torque to thatwheel, such that it is forced to rotate at the correct speed.

20

That speed depends on the distance of the wheel from the center of the circle.
The main structural frame may be specially constructed for use, as
part of this vehicle, or may be the structural frame of a building, the structural
frame of say a piece of mining equipment, of an aircraft, or train or farm
equipment, or other vehicles etc. which on a temporary or permanent basis, will

25

attach

the

wheel

assemblies and

the

associated

computers,

and

software/firmware,operator or other controls, computer data control network, and
sources of electrical energy etc. (Note in some cases some items may already
exist, i.e. a source of electrical energy). The invention is also applicable to use
with say seasonal equipment, i.e. a set of say 12 wheel assemblies, and

30

associated computers etc. may be fitted to say a cultivator for soil preparation,
then the set (or part of that set) may be fitted to combine harvester etc.
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Flexibility is one among many features of this invention. Consider
again the example above. During the major soil preparation, the cultivator may
have say 12 wheel assemblies fitted, then once it is only required for lighter work,
5

say 7 could be swapped to a harvester or other plant or equipment as required.
Manoeuverability is another among many features of this invention.
The wheel assemblies typically feature full 3600 of steering hence a car can
simply drive sideways (crab style) into a parking space, thus allowing expensive
city parking space to be more efficiently used, possibly by the concept of vehicle

10

only parking spaces, and or parking stations, i.e. crab onlyparking.
The vehicles use electric traction and other motors, thus another
feature of this invention is very low or zero pollution due to the use of solar cells,
and fuel cells as the preferred energy source. Another reason for vehicle only
parking.

15

The vehicle of this invention, features computer control of the
vectoring of each wheel (i.e. both in speed and direction). Both the speed and
direction of each wheel being individually controlled to within very close limits,
thus provides excellence in road holding, handling, traction and maneuverability,

it may be necessary for each wheel to point to a
different heading, and turn at a different speed, this is easy for the vehicle where
i.e. when turning sharply,

20

each wheel assembly is under the control of the master control computers.
Hence no more, or much reduced, squealing tyres and wasted rubber.
Reliability is another of the features of the vehicle described in this
invention. Here each wheel assembly contains (among other items) a traction
motor, one or more steering motors, batteries (or other energy storage devices).

25

Hence if say one traction motor failed, the vehicle can still proceed.
The invention relates to a vehicle constructed from a Main
Structural Frame (MSF) to which are attached a number of typically identical
wheel assembly modules referred to as Vector Wheel Modules (VWMs) which

30

are uniquely controlled from a Master Control Computer (MCC) and its
software/firmware including the vector control software/firmware in the Main
Structural Frame (MSF) in such a manner to allow the vehicle to move, turn,
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travel etc. as required.
Typically each VWM will be connected to the MSF by a electrical
linkage which can include a quick release mechanism and one or more electrical
cables and/or fiber optic cables which typically will have plugs/sockets or other

5

means to allow rapid disconnection and reconnection.
Each of the VWMs can be sent different vector data by the MCC.
Hence it is possible to force the wheel in each VWM to turn at a different speed
and steerat a different angle to that of any other VWM on that vehicle. Typically
the vectordata sent to each VWM is unique. The wheel speed specified and the

10

steering angle specified for that wheel, have been calculated by the vector
control software/firmwarewhich runs in the master control computer.

The polyphase traction motor used in each VWM can force that
VWM's wheel to quite accurately rotate at the specified speed in either direction
and over a considerable range of RPMs.
15

The steering motor used in each VWM can force that VWM's
wheel to accurately steer at the angle specified for thatVWM. Also, it can do this
through a full 360°, and that some implementationsallow for multiple revolutions.
Other implementations provide for typically more than 180°, but due to the speed
being controlled equally well in both clockwise and counter-clockwise this still

20

provides good flexibility.
Typically the vector control data from the MCC is fed via wire or
cables or fiber optic cables to each of the VMWs, all of which typically have a
unique address, i.e. the vector control system may be considered as a "steer by
wire" system.

25

By using a polyphase traction motor (typically a polyphase

induction motor) in each VWM, the wheel speed can be quite accurately
controlled by controlling the frequency of the alternating currents supplied to the
polyphase traction motor.
Each VWM, in the embodiment, has a polyphase inverter which

30

supplies the polyphase alternating current the required frequency to the
polyphase traction motor. The polyphase inverter is located immediately
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adjacent to the polyphase traction

motor, and can be mounted within the

polyphase traction motor.

5

Typically each VWM contains at least one significant energy
storage device/battery which is located immediately adjacent to the polyphase
inverter which supplies the polyphase current tot he polyphase traction motor.
storage devices/batteries have low internal
impedance, and are capable of powering the VWM for at least a few seconds but
The

energy

more commonly be able to power it for some minutes or hours. The majority of
the vehicles energy storage capability may be locatedwithin the VWM.

10

The length of the electrical conductors between the polyphase
traction motor and its polyphase inverter and the energystorage device/battery is
short and typically is a small fraction of the wave length of the frequency
component which if radiated, could constitute an EMC problem. Filters,

15

inductors, capacitors etc. can be inserted in the main DC buswhere it enters the
VWM. Fuses, circuit breakers and diodes can be fitted to the DC bus where it
enters the VWM so as to prevent short circuit or other failures in the MSF or
other VWMsfrom affecting the operation of the remaining good VWMs.
The

Vector

Control

Software/firmware treats

the

vehicle

movements as travelling an arc of a circle. The radius of the circle is specified by

20

the position of the steering transducer (i.e. the steering wheel, control lever, etc.)

which feeds information to the Master Control Computer (MCC) to specify the
radius of the circle, under the control of the operator.
The magnitude of the speed (and its sign) is specified by the speed
25

transducer (i.e. accelerator) which feeds information to the MCC to specify the
vehicle's speed, under the control of the operator. From the transducers as
described above the Vector Control Software/firmwarecauses the MCC/micro to
send the appropriate data control signals to each VWM to cause it to vector so
that the main structural frame of the vehicle moves as required. When the

30

vehicle is remotely or roboticly controlled then the transducers are not used,
instead an electronic signal is fed directly to the MCC.
Typically the vector control software/firmware causes each of the
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wheels to turn at a speed which is proportional to that VWM's distance from the

center of the circle as specified by the steering transducer (item 119 on Figure
10). The vector control software/firmwarecan cause each of the wheels to steer
at an angle such that its wheels are pointing along the tangent of the circle as
5

specified by the steering transducer etc.
The vehicle can use a number of difference sources of electrical

energy including solar, fuel cells, and IC engine driven alternators, and the
recharging of batteries from mains electricity or other supplies. The vehicle can
have solar cells mounted, in or on the roof, bonnet, boot and/or other locations

10

which receive sunlight. The electrical energy provided by the solar cells can be
fed in to the Electrical Bus System for distribution, storage, use, etc. The vehicle
may use arrays of solarcells, either fixed (i.e. on buildings or other structures) or
portable so as to allow them to be set up when and where and as desired.

15

The solar power can be provided by a detachable solar source
(DSS). The detachable solar source can consist of arrays of solar cells, mounted
on one, or more, special purpose built trailers, articulated trailers, caravans, etc.
which can be towed or otherwise controlled by, either the vehicle, or other
vehicles, such that they can move, and/or travel with that vehicle.
The vehicle can use regenerative braking and can have provision

20

for friction braking (typically disc or drum brakes); additionally it may have
mechanical wheel lock devices.
During regenerative braking, should a wheel start to slip or skid,
the speed of the wheel will only vary by a relatively small percentage from its
"synchronous speed". Because as the wheel speed goes below its synchronous

25

speed, the polyphase motor will start to feed energy into the wheel (i.e. the motor
will stop acting as an alternator and begin acting as a motor). Note the
synchronous speed of the wheel is the synchronous speed of the motor divided
by the reduction ratio of the transmission which exits between the motor and its
wheel.

30

The basic method of steering can be with the "Steer by Wire"
SBW, but the vehicle may also include a mechanical linkage based steering
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mechanism referred to here as mechanical override steering MOS such that if
the SBW failed, that the MOS system would be able to control the steering of
individual or all VWMs, sufficiently well to significantly reduce the risk of
accidents. When the vehicle is operating at say greater than 2OKPH, i.e. on a
5

public road etc. that the MOS system will not degrade the operation of the SBW
system but still provides a safety backup steering system. When operating at

slow speed and tight turns etc. the VWM5 are only controlled by the SBW, and
that this occurs automatically based on the angle of steer.
Due to the modular self-contained nature of the VWMs, and the
10

simplicity of their interconnection to the Main Structural Frame (MSF) (i.e. a few
cables/fiber optic connectors etc.), the use of innovative suspension systems is
possible. Also, because the energy storage devices/batteries and the traction
motors are located in the VWM and hence the suspension does not have to
support their weight, the suspension can be optimised to suit the task for which

15

the vehicle is intended. There is no need for drive shafts Constant Velocity
Joints etc. hence the VWM concept is very adaptable, for example to
suspensions which allow the height of the MSF above the road or ground to be
varied from zero to a meter or even higher should it be required. The height
control mechanism would be controllable by the operator in the MSF. This also

20

is of advantage during maintenance in that it will allow VWMs to be removed
without the need of lifting devices for the vehicle.
The vehicle can have a motor (item 120 of Figure 10) connected to
the steering wheel, and under the control of the Master Control Computer such

that the motor simulates some fraction of the average steering torque being
25

exerted by the steering motors. Hence the steering wheel will simulate the
feeling experienced in a conventional vehicle. Strain gauges (item 109 of Figure

6B) or similar devices can be fitted to each of the plates on which the steering
motors mount, so as to sense the torque exerted by each of the steering motors,
this data is fed back to the Master Control Computer so that it can drive the motor
30

on the steering column so as to provide the correct simulation to the operator.
Also at power up or as otherwise specified the Master Control Computer will
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typically contain software/firmwaresuch as to perform a self test on the steering
system so as to verify it is functional and also to measure the degree of slop in

the steering system. That also in a vehicle with the MOS option fitted it will also
5

check out the mechanical linkages etc. in the MOS system in addition to the
components of the steer by wire system.
It should be appreciated that various other changes and

modifications can be made to the embodiments described without departing from
the spirit and scope of the invention.
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CLAIMS:

1.

A wheel assembly which has a ground engageable wheel, a first

drive means to rotate the wheel, a second drive means to steer the wheel, an
5

energy storage device to at least partially supply the drive means, and a
attathmentmeans to attach the wheel assemblyto a vehicle.
2.

The assembly of claim 1, wherein the energy storage device

comprises at least one battery.
10

The assembly of claim 2, wherein the first drive means and the
second drive means are controlled by computing means.
3.

The assembly of claim 3, wherein the first drive means and the
second drive means are electric motors.
4.

15

5.

The assembly of claim 4, wherein the wheel, the first drive means,

and the energy storage device are supported on a first support which can pivot
relative to a second support, the second support being attachable to a vehicle,

20

the second drive means being a steering motor which functions to pivot the first
support relative to the second support.

25

6.

A vehicle having at least onewheel assembly of claim 1.

7.

The vehicle of claim 6, having a plurality of said wheel assemblies,

each wheel assembly having its first drive means and second drive means
controlled by a master control computer in the vehicle.
8.

30

The vehicle of claim 7, wherein each wheel assembly is attached

to a suspension, and each wheel is steered by control of the second drive means
in eachwheel assembly only and not by a mechanical steering link.
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9.

The vehicle of claim 7, wherein a mechanical steering override is

operatively associated with at least some of the wheel assemblies to allow
mechanical steering should the second drive means fail.
5

The assembly of claim 7 wherein the master control computer
controls the pivoting of the wheel in each wheel assembly and the speed of
10.

rotation of the wheel in each wheel assembly, the master control computer
processing signals from various sensors to provide real time specification of
10

speed and direction of eachwheel assembly
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1

a niveau

d'un chassis

ajusté d'un chassis d'un véhicule a suspension variable, un
véhicule comprenant un tel dispositif ainsi qu'un procédé de
maintien a un niveau ajusté d'un chassis d'un véhicule a
suspension variable.
Lors du chargement et du déchargement d'un véhicule
tel un camion, une remorque ou une semi-remorque, le niveau
du plateau de chargement de ce véhicule peut varier au fur et
a mesure que le plateau de chargement est rempli avec, ou
vidé de, Ia marchandise. Alors que cette variation du niveau
du plateau de chargement est sans importance lorsque le
chargement et le déchargement se font sans pénétration d'un
chariot ou analogue sur le plateau du véhicule, elle pose des
problémes importants lorsque le chargement et le
dechargement se font au moyen d'un véhicule de chargement
tel, par exemple, un chariot-élévateur, qui pénètre sur le
plateau du véhicule pour déposer ou enlever de Ia
ma rchan d ise.
En effet, lorsqu'un véhicule est mis a quai, le plateau
de chargement peut monter ou descendre, pendant le
chargement ou déchargement, par rapport au quai de
20 cm. Cette
chargement dune hauteur de l'ordre de 15
valeur approximative depend de Ia charge appliquee, des
conditions de chargement ou déchargement et de Ia rigidite
du véhicule. Une telle dénivellation peut constituer une
source d'accident, compte tenu du risque de basculement du
chariot de chargement lors du passage de cette dénivellation.
Pour le moms, cette dénivellation constitue un obstacle a
franchir
qui entraIne un ralentissement substantiel du
chargement et du dechargement du véhicule.
Le but de 'invention est de pallier cet inconvenient et
de proposer un dispositif capable de maintenir le plateau de
chargement d'un véhicule a un niveau qui a été ajusté avant
le chargement ou le dechargement de ce véhicule.
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L'invention atteint ce but par un dispositif de maintien
ajusté d'un chassis dun véhicule a suspension
variable dont le niveau a été ajusté au moyen d'éléments de
Ia suspension variable qui sont relies a une premiere source
d'un premier fluide et qui sont montés entre le chassis et au
moms un essieu du véhicule.
Conformément a l'invention, le dispositif de maintien a
un niveau ajusté comprend des moyens a déploiement
variable fixes par une de leurs extrémités sur le chassis, de
façon que l'autre de leurs extrémités prenne appui, au moms
a l'état déployé de ces moyens, sur l'essieu, des premiers
moyens de commande destinés a commander le déploiement
des moyens a déploiement variable, des deuxièmes moyens
de commande destinés a augmenter Ia pression du premier
fluide contenu dans les éléments de Ia suspension variable en
reaction a une augmentation d'une charge appliquée au
chassis, et des troisièmes moyens de commande destinés a
réduire a pression du premier fluide contenu dans les
éléments de Ia suspension variable en reaction a une
reduction de Ia charge a appliquer au chassis.
Dans le cadre de Ia présente invention, le terme
suspension variable comprend tous types de suspensions
conçues de façon a permettre de varier le niveau du plateau
de chargement d'un véhicule stationnaire par rapport au sol.
Ainsi, le dispositif de l'invention peut être appliqué a
des véhicules a suspension pneumatique, ce qui correspond a
Ia majorité des véhicules dont le niveau du plateau de
chargement peut être regle. Elle est applicable de maniére
analogue a des véhicules a suspension hydraulique et a
suspension mixte hydraulique/pneumatique.
De même, bien que l'invention soit décrite ci-apres en
référence a un véhicule ayant un seul essieu (cas d'une semiremorque) ou un seul essieu arriére (cas dun camion ou
d'une remorque), elle est aussi bien applicable a un véhicule
a un niveau
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ayant plusieurs essieux. Dans un tel Gas, le véhicule peut être
équipé d'un ou de piusieurs dispositifs selon l'invention.
Le dispositif de l'invention comprend des moyens a
déploiement variable, tels que par exemple un ou plusieurs
vérins ou Ufl ou plusieurs amortisseurs de suspension. En
fonction de Ia nature de ces moyens, ceux-ci sont montés
entre le chassis et I'essieu soit par une seule de leurs
extrémités, l'autre étant libre et prenant appui seulement
deux
extrémités
après déploiement, soit par les
respectivement sur le chassis et sur l'essieu. Dans le premier
cas, une fixation unilatérale des moyens a déploiement
variable est réalisée de préférence sur le chassis. Toutefois,
une fixation unilatérale sur l'essieu correspond également au
principe de Ia présente invention; l'extrémité libre prend alors
appui sur le chassis.
Le déploiement des moyens a déploiement variable,
lorsqu'ils sont constitués par un ou plusieurs vérins, consiste
a déployer Ia partie mobile du ou des vérins, a leur faire
prendre appui sur I'essieu, si Ia partie fixe est montée sur le
chassis, et a le ou les bloquer dans cette position d'appui.
Lorsque es moyens a déploiement variable sont
constitués par un ou plusieurs amortisseurs de suspension, te
déploiement de ces moyens consiste a augmenter ou a
réduire le volume ou Ia pression du fluide contenu dans le ou
les amortisseurs jusqu'a obtention du niveau souhaité du
plateau du véhicule et a bloquer une partie de l'amortisseur
par rapport a I'autre dans Ia position oü elle se trouve a Ia fin
de l'ajustage du niveau. Les moyens de commande destinés
respectivement a augmenter et a réduire Ia pression du fluide
dans ces éléments de Ia suspension variable
contenu
peuvent être, par exemple, des pressostats et des capteurs
de fin de course.
Le dispositif de maintien selon l'invention est
energétiquement autonome: Ia source d'energie est
avantageusement de lair comprimé provenant soit du
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système de freinage, soit du système de suspension
pneumatique. Ainsi, le dispositif de maintien peut fonctionner,
lorsqu'il est monte sur une remorque ou une semi-remorque,
tracteur attelé ou dételé. Compte tenu de lutilisation du
dispositif de maintien selon l'invention comme un moyen de
blocage de Ia suspension au niveau ajusté, ce dispositif est
utilisable dans Ia plage de débattement de Ia suspension.
L'invention concerne egalement les caractéristiques
ci-apres, considérées isolément ou selon toutes leurs
combinaisons techniquement possibles:

-

bisque les moyens a
dépboiement variable sont constitués par au moms un vérin,
Le

dispositif comprend,

un détecteur d'appui rellé aux premiers et aux troisièmes

moyens de commande, afin de pouvoir arrêter leurs actions
15

bisque le ou les vérins prennent appui sur l'essieu.
- Le détecteur d'appui est relié aux troisièmes moyens

20

25

30

35

de commande de façon a pouvoir déclencher leur action
bisque be ou les vérins ne sont pas en appui sur l'essieu.
- Le vérin est un vérin
hydraulique contenant un
deuxième fluide. Ce deuxième fluide qui est avantageusement
une huile hydraulique, peut ëtre contenu dans un circuit
separé des circuits de freinage et de suspension.
- Le premier fluide est de lair comprimé provenant
d'une premiere source d'air comprime. Cette premiere source
d'air comprimé peut être un reservoir a pression, tel be
reservoir du circuit pneumatique du système de freinage a air
comprime, ou un reservoir séparé a air comprime auquel est
rellé également un circuit monte et baisse nécessaire a
I'ajustement du niveau du plateau du véhicule. Le remplissage
du reservoir a pression peut être fait automatiquement ou par
commande manuelle.
- Les moyens a dépboiement variable comprennent au
moms un amortisseur de suspension hydraulique contenant
un troisième fluide hydraulique. Ce troisième fluide est
avantageusement une huile hydraulique spéciale pour
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l'amortisseur est relié, soit entièrement dans l'amortisseur qui
comporte une chambre d'expansion.
II est toutefois possible d'utiliser un fluide hydrauhque
tel une huile hydraulique identique au deuxième fluide ou un
liquide de freins provenant du reservoir de liquide de freins
dans le cas de véhicules pour lesquels Ia réglementation
n'exige pas de freinage a air comprime.
- Sur un véhicule a suspension pneumatique, les
moyens a dépioiement variable comprennent des coussins
d'air de a suspension pneumatique et sont relies a Ia
premiere source d'air comprime.
- Une seconde source d'air comprimé peut être prévue
pour des variantes du dispositif de l'invention qui
comprennent des vérins ou des amortisseurs commandés par
un gaz sous pression tel de l'air comprimé.
La conception du dispositif de maintien a un niveau
ajusté tel que décrit jusqu'ici est avantageusement simplifiée
lorsqu'il utilise comme source d'énergie, uniquement de lair
comprimé. Toutefois, comme II a été démontré plus haut, une
alimentation par de I'énergie électrique ou hydraulique en cas
d'application sur Un véhicule électrique ou sur un véhicule
muni d'une centrale hydraulique, est egalement concevable.
Le but de 'invention est egalement atteint par un
véhicule ayant un chassis et au moms un essieu relié au
chéssis par des éléments d'une suspension variable relies a
une premiere source d'un premier fluide, ce véhicule
comprenant un dispositif de maintien tel que défini plus haut.
Sur un tel véhicule, les moyens a déploiement
variable peuvent être relies a un accumulateur de transfert
contenant de lair comprimé provenant d'une premiere source

d'air comprimé.
Le véhicule selon l'invention peut être une semi-

remorque.
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Le but de l'invention est egalement atteint par un
procédé de maintien a un niveau ajusté dun chassis d'un

véhicule
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suspension variable. Ce procédé, qui peut
sappliquer indifféremment a des véhicules a suspension
pneumatique hydraulique ou mixte pneumatique/hydraulique
et a des véhicules ayant un ou plusieurs essieux , comprend
les étapes:
(a) mettre un plateau de chargement appartenant au
chassis du véhicule au même niveau qu'un quai de
chargement, en agissant sur des éléments de Ia suspension
variable qui permettent de monter et baisser le niveau du
chassis,
(b) bloquer le chassis au niveau ajusté en agissant
sur des moyens a déploiement variable fixes par une de leurs
extrémités sur le chassis, de facon que l'autre de leurs
extrémités prenne appui, au moms a l'état déployé de ces
moyens, sur un essieu du véhicule relié au chassis par les
éléments de Ia suspension variable,
(c) lorsqu'une charge est appliquée au chassis ayant
pour effet que a pression sur les moyens a déploiement
variable dépasse une premiere valeur limite, augmenter Ia
pression dun premier fluide contenu dans les éléments de Ia
suspension variable jusqu'a ce que Ia pression sur les
moyens a déploiement variable ne soit plus supérieure a Ia
premiere valeur limite,
(d) lorsque Ia charge appliquee au chassis est réduite,
ayant pour effet que les moyens a déploiement variable ne
soient plus en contact avec l'essieu, réduire Ia pression du
premier fluide des éléments de Ia suspension variable jusqu'a
ce que les moyens a déploiement variable soient a nouveau
en contact avec I'essieu,
(e) répéter es étapes (c) et (d) autant de fois qu'il
sera nécessaire pendant Ia durée d'un chargement ou d'un
déchargement du véhicule,
a
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(f) a Ia fin du chargement ou déchargement du
véhicule, débloquer le chassis en agissant sur les moyens a
déploiement variable.
Comme II a été exposé plus haut, les moyens a
déploiement variable peuvent être constitués par un ou
plusieurs vérins ou par un ou plusieurs amortisseurs de
suspension. Selon le type de moyens utilisés, l'étape
consistant a agir sur les moyens a déploiement variable,
comprend le déploiement ou le retrait en cas d'utilisation de
vérins, ou le blocage du déploiement actuel a Ia fin de
l'ajustage du niveau du plateau de chargement dans le cas
d'utilisation d'amortisseurs de suspension.
D'autres caractéristiques et avantages de l'invention
ressortiront de Ia description d'un exemple de réalisation d'un
dispositif de maintien selon l'invention faite ci-apres en
référence aux dessins dont:
La Figure 1 représente le schema d'un dispositif de
maintien a un niveau ajusté selon l'invention,
La Figure 2 représente une premiere variante du
dispositif de Ia Figure 1, et
La Figure 3 représente une seconde variante du
dispositif de Ia Figure 1.
Le dispositif de maintien selon l'invention, appelé par
Ia suite aussi < circuit de blocage >, est décrit en utilisant les
mémes numéros de référence pour des composantes
identiques. Ainsi, le circuit de blocage comprend deux vérins
hydrauliques 1 montés par une de leurs extrémités au chéssis
10 du véhicule, et orientés de manière telle que, Iorsque les
vérins sont déployés, leurs extrémités libres prennent appui
sur I'essieu 20.
Les vérins hydrauliques 1 sont relies par un circuit
hydraulique a un accumulateur de transfert 3. Entre les vérins
hydrauliques 1 et 'accumulateur de transfert 3 est inséré un
distributeur a clapet 4 a commande pneumatique normalement
fermé. De plus, es vérins sont relies par une ligne
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hydraulique

a un

pressostat de chargement

5 a commande

pneumatique.

5

La prise d'appui des vérins 1 sur I'essieu 20 aussi
bien que le détachement des vérins de I'essieu sont détectés
au moyen de deux commutateurs de fin de course 6 a
commande pneumatique relies a une cellule logique
pneumatique < ET 61 afin de ne signaler a prise d'appui
que Iorsque les deux vérins sont en appui sur I'essieu 20.
Le circuit de blocage est relié a un reservoir de
freinage 50 muni d'une valve de barrage 51 et a un circuit
60 et comprend, outre un filtre
monte et baisse
lubrificateur d'air de commande 7, une cellule logique
8 relié aux commutateurs 6, un
pneumatique INHIBITION
distributeur
clapet 9 a commande pneumatique pour le
gonflage et le dégonflage des coussins d'air 40 de Ia
>>

10

>>

<

15

suspension pneumatique, des cellules Iogiques pneumatiques
x OU
12 et
INHIBITION
13, ainsi qu'un
11, << ET
sélecteur a commande pneumatique a bouton tournant 14. Le
sélecteur 14 permet de choisir les regimes de fonctionnement
savoir Descente des vérins D,
du circuit de blocage,
< Remontée des vérins
<< Blocage de Ia suspension > B et
<<

>>

>

20

>>

>

<

>

R.

25

Le circuit de blocage comprend enfin un distributeur a
commande pneumatique 16 a rappel par ressort et dont Ie
centre est ouvert a I'échappement. Un voyant Iumineux
signaler I'arrivée en contact des
pneumatique 17 destine
vérins
avec I'essieu 20 ainsi qu'un circuit de verification
permettant de constater Ia presence de pression dans le
système de freinage complétent ce circuit de blocage.
Le circuit de verification est relié a un vase de frein 52
et a une ligne de service de freinage 53 et des cellules
logiques pneumatiques OU > 54 et < INHIBITION > 55.
Les différentes composantes du circuit de blocage
énoncées ci-avant sont reliées selon le schema reprèsenté
1

30

<<
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de facon a permettre le fonctionnement suivant
du dispositif de maintien a niveau.
Lorsque le véhicule est en position de marche, le
sélecteur a commande pneumatique a bouton tournant 14 est
en position Remontée des vérins et le distributeur 16 est
maintenu en position de Remontée des vérins >.
Lorsque le véhicule est en position de stationnement,
attelé ou non, le reservoir de freinage 50 est sous pression.
Le distributeur a clapet 4 est en position normalement fermée
et empêche es vérins 1 de se déployer.
Lorsque le véhicule est stationné le tong d'un quai de
chargement, on ajuste le niveau du plateau de chargement 30
du véhicule au moyen du circuit monte et baisse 60 du
véhicule, avec le quai. Le niveau ayant été ajusté, Ia
suspension est bloquée en tournant le bouton de commande
Descente des
de blocage de suspension 14 en position
vérins >>. Par cette commande, les vérins 1 sont déployés.
arrivent en contact avec I'essieu
Des que les vérins
20, signale par l'allumage du voyant 17, le bouton de
commande 14 est tourné dans a position Blocage de Ia
suspension >. Par cela, es vérins sont isolés du circuit de
blocage.
Le fonctionnement du dispositif de maintien a niveau
est alors different selon qu'il s'agisse du chargement du
véhicule ou du dechargement du véhicule.
En cas de chargement du véhicule, le fonctionnement
du dispositif est le suivant.
Lorsqu'un véhicule de chargement, tel un chariotélévateur, portant une charge utile monte sur le plateau 30 du
véhicule, les vérins 1 empêchent l'affaissement do Ia
suspension, ce qui augmente Ia pression << Pv > des vérins 1.
est superieure a une pression de
Si Ia pression <' Pv
déclenchement Po du pressostat 5, de l'air est envoyé
dans les coussins d'air 40 de Ia suspension jusqu'à ce que Ia

sur
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pression des vérins Pv soit inférleure a une pression de
réenclenchement Pr du pressostat 5.
Lorsque le chariot, aprés avoir déposé sa charge utile
sur le véhicule, quitte ce dernier, Ia nouvelle pression dans
les coussins d'air 40 est trop importante par rapport a Ia
charge. En consequence, le plateau 30 du véhicule se léve et
les vérins ne sont plus en contact avec l'essieu 20. Cette
perte d'appui est détectée par les commutateurs de fin de
course 6 dont a position commutée permet un échappement
de lair des coussins d'air 40 au moyen du distributeur a
clapet 9 jusqu'â ce que les vérins 1 prennent a nouveau appui
sur l'essieu 20.
Cette suite de gonflement et degonflement des
coussins d'air se répétera jusqu'à ce que le chargement soit
bouton
terminé. A Ia fin du chargement, le sélecteur
tournant 14 est mis dans Ia position Remontée des vérins >.
Les vérins 1 sont rétractés et sont bloques dans leur position
repliée. A Ia suite de cela, le véhicule peut être défreiné et
mis en position de marche.
Lors d'un déchargement d'un véhicule mis a quai, le
fonctionnement du dispositif de maintien est le suivant.
Lorsqu'un chariot vide pénètre sur le plateau 30 du
véhicule, les vérins 1 empéchent I'affaissement de Ia
suspension. En même temps, Ia pression du vérin < Pv
augmente, sans provoquer une augmentation de pression des
coussins d'air 40, puisque Ia pression des vérins Pv ne
du
dépasse pas Ia pression de déclenchement < Po
pressostat 5.
Lorsque le chariot, après avoir pris en charge une
charge utile, quitte le plateau 30 du véhicule, le plateau se
léve et les vérins 1 ne sont plus en contact avec I'essieu.
Cette perte d'appui est constatée au moyen des
commutateurs 6 qui déclenchent l'échappement de I'air des
coussins d'air 40 au moyen du distributeur a clapet 9 jusqu'a
>

<
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les vérins

1

viennent a nouveau en appui sur l'essieu

20.
La reduction de pression des coussins de suspension
est provoquée autant de fois que le chariot enlève de Ia
5

charge utile au véhicule.
Le dechargement fini, le bouton du sélecteur 14 est
les vérins sont
mis en position
Remontée des vérins
rétractés et bloqués dans Ia position repliée et le véhicule est
défreiné et mis en position de marche.
La Figure 2 représente, en variante du dispositif de
maintien décrit ci-avant, un dispositif de maintien a un niveau
ajusté selon l'invention dans lequel les moyens a déploiement
variable sont constitués par un seul vérin.
Selon cette variante, le circuit de blocage diffère de
celui décrit en référence a Ia Figure 1, en ce qu'il comprend
un seul vérin hydraulique 1 monte par une de ses extrémités
au chassis 10 du véhicule.
Ce vérin hydraulique 1 est relié a l'accumulateur de
transfert 3 et au pressostat de chargement 5 de manière
analogue a celle du circuit de blocage selon Ia Figure 1.
La prise d'appui du vérin 1 sur I'essieu 20 aussi bien
que le détachement du vérin de I'essieu est détecté par un
seul commutateur de fin de course 6 a commande
pneumatique. Ce commutateur 6 est relié directement au
voyant lumineux pneumatique 17 et aux cellules logiques
pneumatiques FT et < INHIBITION 13 commandant le
pressostat 5 et le distributeur a clapet 9.
Le fonctionnement du circuit de blocage selon cette
variante correspond a celui du circuit de blocage représenté
sur Ia Figure 1.
La Figure 3 represente, en seconde variante du
dispositif de maintien décrit en référence a Ia Figure 1, un
dispositif de maintien a un niveau ajusté selon I'invention
dans lequel les regimes de fonctionnement du circuit de
blocage, a savoir Ia descente des vérins, le blocage de Ia
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Ia remontée des vérins, sont commandés par

un distributeur a commande manuelie 116 dont le centre est
ouvert a I'échappement. Le distributeur 116 est verrouillable
par rappel par ressort au point milieu.
Le circuit de verification, qui est relié aux valves de
frein 52 et a Ia ligne de service de freinage 53, comprend un
distributeur pneumatique a commande pneumatique 180 et
13 a Ia place
une cellule logique pneumatique << inhibition
des cellules logiqueS 8, 54 et 55 décrites plus haut.
Par ailleurs, Ia variante représentée sur Ia Figure 3
comprend, a Ia place d'un distributeur unique 9 pour le
gonflage et le degonflage des coussins d'air 40 de Ia
suspension pneumatique, des distributeurs a clapets
individuels 91 et 92 pour chacun des coussins d'air 40 de Ia
suspension pneumatique.
Le fonctionnement du circuit de blocage selon cette
seconde variante correspond, a part Ia commande manuelle a
Ia place de Ia commande pneumatique, a celui du circuit de
blocage représenté sur Ia Figure 1.
aprés les
Les signes de référence insérés
dans
les
mentionnéeS
techniques
caracteristiqueS
revendicationS, ont pour seul but de faciliter Ia
comprehension de ces dernières, et n'en limitent aucunement
Ia portée.
>
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REVENDICATIONS
1. Dispositif de maintien a un niveau ajusté d'un
chassis (10) d'un véhicule a suspension variable, te niveau
ayant été ajusté au moyen d'éléments (40) de Ia suspension
variable relies a une premiere source (3) d'un premier fluide
et montés entre le chéssis (10) et un essieu (20) du véhicule,
caractérisé en ce qu'iI comprend:
- des moyens a déptoiement variable (14, 116) fixes
par une de leurs extrémités sur le chassis (10) de facon que
l'autre de leurs extrémités prenne appui, au moms a l'état

déployé de ces moyens, sur l'essieu (20),

- des premiers moyens de commande (9, 91, 92)

15

.20
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30

destinés a commander le déploiement des moyens a
deploiement variable,
- des deuxiémes moyens de commande (5, 9) destinés
a augmenter Ia pression du premier fluide contenu dans les
éléments (40) de Ia suspension variable en reaction a une
augmentation dune charge appliquee au chassis, et
- des troisièmes moyens de commande (9) destinés a
réduire Ia pression du premier fluide contenu dans les
éléments (40) de Ia suspension variable en reaction a une
reduction de Ia charge appliquee au chassis.
2. Dispositif selon a revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que les moyens a déploiement variable comprennent au
moms un vérin (1).
3. Dispositif selon Ia revendication 2, caractérisé en
ce qu'il comprend un détecteur d'appui (6) relié aux premiers
(14, 116) et aux troisièmes moyens (9) de commande et
destine a arrêter leur action lorsque le vérin prend appui sur
I'essieu (20).
4. Dispositif selon a revendication 3, caractérisé en
ce que le détecteur d'appui (6) est relié aux troisièmes
moyens de commande (9) de façon a pouvoir déctencher leur
action lorsque le vérin nest pas en appui sur l'essieu (20).
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l'une
des
quelconque
revendications 2 a 4, caractérisé en ce que le vérin (1) est un
vérin hydraulique contenant un deuxiéme fluide.
selon
6. Dispositif
l'une
des
quelconque
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que le premier
fluide est de l'air comprimé provenant d'une source d'air
comprimé (50) d'un circuit pneumatique du véhicule.
7. Dispositif selon Ia revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que les moyens a déploiement variable comprennent au
moms un amortisseur de suspension hydraulique contenant
un deuxième fluide et qui est fixé par une de ses extrémités
sur le chéssis (10) et par l'autre de ses extrémités sur
I'essieu (20) de façon a y prendre appui.
8. Véhicule ayant un chéssis (10) et au moms un
essieu (20) relié au chassis par des éléments (40) d'une
suspension relies a une premiere source (50) d'un premier
fluide, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend un dispositif de
maintien a un niveau ajusté selon l'une quelconque des
revendications 1 a 7.
9. Véhicule selon Ia revendication 8, caractérisé en ce
que les moyens a déploiement variable sont relies a un
accumutateur de transfert (3) contenant de l'air comprimé
provenant de Ia premiere source (50) d'un premier fluide qui
est de I'air comprimé.
10. Véhicule selon Ia revendication 8 ou 9, caractérisé
en ce qu'iI est une semi-remorque.
11. Procédé de maintien a un niveau ajusté d'un
chassis dun véhicule a suspension variable, comprenant les
étapes de:
a) mettre le chassis au même niveau qu'un quai de
chargement, en agissant sur des éléments de Ia suspension
variable qui permettent de monter et baisser le niveau du
chassis;
b) bloquer le chassis au niveau ajusté en agissant sur
des moyens a déploiement variable fixes par une de leurs
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extrémité sur le chassis de facon que l'autre de teurs
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extrémités prenne appui, au mains a I'état déployé de ces
moyens, sur un essieu du véhicule reiié au chéssis par les
éléments de Ia suspension variable;
c) torsqu'une charge est appliquee au chéssis ayant
pour effet que Ia pression sur Ies moyens a déploiement
variable dépasse une premiere valeur limite, faire augmenter
Ia pression d'un premier fluide contenu dans les éléments de
Ia suspension variable jusqu'à ce que Ia pression sur les
moyens a déploiement variable ne soit plus supérieure a Ia
premiere valeur limite;
d) lorsque a charge appliquée au chassis est réduite
ayant pour effet que sur les moyens a déploiement variable
ne soient plus en contact avec I'essieu, réduire Ia pression du
premier fluide contenu dans les éléments de Ia suspension
variable jusqu'â ce que les moyens a déploiement variable
soient a nouveau en contact avec l'essieu;
e) répéter les étapes c) et d) autant de fois qu'il sera
nécessaire pendant Ia durée d'un chargement ou
déchargement du vehicule;
f) a a fin du chargement ou dechargement du
véhicule, débloquer le chassis en agissant sur les moyens a
déploiement variable.
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Vorrichtung

zur

remotiven

Steuerung eines Werkzeugs

Bèschreibung
Die Erfindung betrifft eine Vorrichtung zur remotiven
Steuerung eines Werkzeugs. Die Erfindung betrif ft auBerdem
bevorzugte Verwendungen der erfindungsgemäBen Vorrichtung.

Aus

dern

Stand der Technik ist zur teilautomatischen

Durchfuhrung von Gehirnoperationen em

7-achsiges

Robotersystem mit der Bezeichnung "Minerva" bekannt. Unter der
Aufsicht eines Chirgurgen führt der Roboter komplette
stereotaktische Eingriffe durch. Uberwacht wird der Ablauf der
gesamten Operation durch einen computertoinograph. Die
Operation selbst besteht aus dent Einführen einer Sonde mit
bis 3 mm Durchmesser in das Gehirn des Patienten durch em

Loch in der Schäde].decke. Einsatzgebiete

sirtd u.a.

auch die

2
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Operation

von Hämatoxnen oder Abszessen im Gehirn oder die

Implantation einer Strahlungsquelle in tiefer liegende Tuinore.

Beim vollständigen Ersatz eines HUftgelenks durch em
Implantat, wird der HUftknochen vom Chirurgen so ausgehohlt,

dass das Implantat eine moglichst gute Passung erhàlt. Um

diese

Aufgabe pràziser als bei manueller Bearbeitung

durchzufUhren, wurde em

Robotersystem mit der Bezeichnung

"Robodoc" entwickelt, das den Hüftgelenksknochen passgenau
ausfràst. Die BewegungsfUhrung erfolgt Uber einen
Computertomograph, der die Relativlage zwischen Roboter und
Knochen anpeilt.

Unter der Bezeichnung "AESOP" (Automated Endoscopic System for
Optimal Positioning) ist em

Robotersystem bekannt geworden,

das wàhrend einer ininimal—invasiven Operation das Laparoskop
führen kann.

Ebenfalls für laparoskopische Operationen ist das System
"Arteinis" (Advanced Robot and Telemanipulator System for MIS)

entwickelt worden. Es besteht aus einem Bediensystem, einein
Arbeitssysteiu (chirurgische Endeffektoren und Endoskop) und

einem Steuerungssystem mit der Bezeichnung "KISMET".

Diese Vorrichtungen weisen allesamt den Nachteil auf, dass die
Bedienperson, insbesondere em

Chirurg, keine direkten

WO 98/23216

FCTIEP97/06468
3

SinneseindrUcke voin Werkzeug erfàhrt. Eine exakte Handhabung

des Werkzeugs ist daher nicht maglich.

Diese Aufgabe wird erfindungsgemàB mit einer Vorrichtung zur
remotiven Steuerung eines Werkzeugs gelast, weiche aufweist:
einen das Werkzeug aufnehmenden Werkzeughalter, einen den
Werkzeughalter tragenden ersten Hexapod, einen den ersten
Hexapod ansteuernden Steuerungsrechner, einen mit

dein

Steuerungsrechner verbundenen zweiten Hexapod, wobei der
zweite Hexapod einen Stuhi für einen Benutzer trägt, sowie em
Eingabegerat und eine Anzeigeeinrichtung, die ebenfalls mit
dem Steuerungsrechner verbunden sind.

Die Bedienperson gibt bei der erfindungsgemàl3en Vorrichtung

Uber das Eingabegeràt die Steuerbefehle em, wobei die
Steuerbefehle Uber den Steuerungsrechner dein ersten Hexapod
zugeleitet werden. Der erste Hexapod bewegt das Werkzeug in
die gewUnschte Position bzw. fUhrt das Werkzeug so, dass
dieses die gewUnschten Bewegungen ausführt. Diese Bewegungen,

weiche das Werkzeug ausfUhrt, werden Uber den
Steuerungsrechner auch dem zweiten Hexapod zugefuhrt, der den
Stuhi, auf dem die Bedienperson sitzt,

in Bewegung versetzt.

Die minimalen Bewegungen des Werkzeugs werden zeitgleich auf
den Stuhi Ubertragen. Auf diese Weise erhält die Bedienperson
em

aktives Feedback seiner Aktionen, die ihn über den in

alien Raumrichtungen beschieunigbaren Stuhi (vergleichbar mit
einem Fiugzeugsimulator) zuruckgegeben werden. Auf diese Weise

WO98/23216

PCT/EP97/06468
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wird die Bedienperson z.B. bei schnellen Bewegungen oder
starken Auslenkungen oder beiin Erreichen der Grenzen des
Arbeitsrauxnes oder bei Kollisionen gewarnt. Die Bedienperson

erhält also über die Bewegung des Stuhls eine durch den
eigenen Gleichgewichtssinn ubertragene RUckmeldung Uber die

Lage und Orientierung des Werkzeugs, so dass weitere Aktionen
koordiniert werden kännen.

Eine erfindungsgemaBe Verwendung der eingangs genannten
Vorrichtung wird im Bereich der Medizintechnik als
Operationsvorrichtung gesehen, insbesondere in der Chirurgie

ml

Subinillimeter—Bereich, wie der

Neurochirurgie, der

Ophthalmologie, der HNO-Chirurgie, der Orthopadie usw., wobei
das Werkzeug als Endoskop oder als em

anderes chirurgisches

Besteck ausgebildet ist. Insbesondere in eineni Miniatur—
Arbeitsrauin im Submilliineter—Bereichkännen die Grenzen des

Arbeitsbereiches, insbesondere bei der Stereotaxie leicht
Uberschritten werden, so dass Operationen sehr gefàhrlich
sind, da kleinste Strukturen wie Nerven oder BlutgefäBe

zerstärt werden kännen.

Die erfindungsgemaJ3e Vorrichtung weist auBerdein den
wesentlichen Vorteil auf, dass die Bedienperson taktile und
visuelle EindrUcke von der Operationsstelle erhàlt und
uninittelbar reagieren kann.

PCTIEP97/06468
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kännen, bedingt durch die grol3e Steifigkeit und der

verbundenen Genauigkeit der Hexapode, Aufgaben mit

häherexn Kraftaufwand präzise durchgefUhrt werden. Mägliche
Bearbeitungsvorgànge, wie das Bohren oder Fràsen von Knochen,

sind exakt durchfUhrbar. neben Operationen an der Wirbelsàule
sind gleichermaBen gut feinfUhlige Operationen am Innenohr
oder am Auge ausführbar.

Em

weiteres Anwendungsgebiet der erfindungsgenmäl3en

Vorrichtung in der Medizintechnik besteht darin, die
Vorrichtung als stabilen Träger und Fuhrungssystem z.B. für
em

Operationsmikroskop einzusetzen.

Bei einer bevorzugtenAusfUhrungsforiu ist vorgesehen, dass der
Steuerungsrechner eine Skaliereinheit zur Skalierung der über
das Eingabegerat eingegebenen Signale aufweist. Auf diese

Weise kännen kleinste, feindosierte Bewegungen

11mm

Submillimeter—Bereich ausgefuhrt werden, wobei der Tremor der
Bedienperson vollstandig ausgefiltert wird. Durch die
BewegungsUbersetzung sind mikroskopische Bewegungen
ausführbar, wobei auch die visuellen Signale entsprechend
skaliert werden, so dass die Bewegung des Werkzeugs exakt
verfolgt werden kann.

Bei Ausführungsbeispielen 1st vorgesehen, dass das
Eingabegerat zur Bewegungssteuerung em
Spacemaus, em

Joystick, eine

Datenhandschuh, eine Tastatur o.dgl. 1st. Auf

PCTIEP97/06468

WO 98/23216
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diese

Weise

kännen

die Befehie der Bedienperson präzise und

exakt übermittelt werden. Weitere Eingabegeràte betreffen die
Steuerung des Werkzeugs bzw. der Werkzeuge wie beispielsweise
Laser, HF—Schneidegeràte, Scheren u.dgl.

Bei AusfUhrungsformen ist die Anzeigeeinrichtung em
Bildschirm, eine 3-D—Brille oder em

3-D-

Virtual Reality-System

oder eine Uber der Bedienperson angeordnete sphàrische,
insbesondere halbkugelfariuige Projektionsleinwand. Zur
Ubermittlung der visuellen EindrUcke ist vorteilhaft

ani

Werkzeug eine Miniaturkamera, insbesondere eine 3—D—Kamera
vorgesehen. Auf diese Weise kännen direkt die Bewegungen des
Werkzeugs visuell nachvollzogen werden, wobei Uber das
Bedieninterface des zweiten Hexapods die Bewegungen auch in

Form von taktilen EindrUcken der Bedienperson vermittelt
werden.

AuBer der Lage des Werkzeugs kännen über am Werkzeug
vorgesehene Sensoren auch Kräfte und/oder Momente erfasst und
der Bedienperson z.B. durch taktile Eindrücke oder AudioVisuelle-Signale Ubermittelt werden.

Um die Arbeitsstelle auch direkt visuell zuganglich zu machen,
ist der Werkzeughalter durchsichtig ausgebildet, insbesondere
aus durchsichtigein Kunststoff oder Glas hergestelit. Auf diese
Weise kännen Hilfspersonen, z.B. OP—Schwestern usw. den
Eingriff direkt mitverfolgen.

PCTIEP97/06468
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Vorteilhaft

kann der Halter für den ersten Hexapod ringfärinig

ausgebildet sein, so dass

zurn

einen das Handhabungsgewicht der

gesamten Bearbeitungsvorrichtung verringert wird,

zuni

anderen

für das Werkzeug eine grol3ere Bewegungsfreiheit besteht.
Aul3erdein

erlaubt em

ringformiger Halter eine noch bessere

Einsicht der Operationsstelle. In diesein Bereich können z.B.
auch weitere Operationsinstruinenteoder eine Kainera angeordnet
sein.

Eine weitere VergräBerung des Arbeitsfeldes wird dadurch
geschaffen, dass das Werkzeug zusàtzlich in z—Achse (d.h. in
Werkzeuglangsachse) verfahrbar ist. Dies wird insbesondere
durch die erfindungsgeniai3e Anordnung der Hexapodantriebe
erleichert.

Vorzugsweise sind die Hexapodantriebe ringfärmig angeordnet.
Sie erstrecken sich dabei zwischen dem Werkzeughalter und dem
Halter für den Hexapod mi

Wesentlichen auf

einer Mantellinie

eines Zylinders oder eines Kegels. Dies hat den wesentlichen
Vorteil, dass das Werkzeug

voni

Werkzeughalter ungestart

gefuhrt werden kann und dadurch em

sehr groBer Arbeitsrauin

geschaffen wird.

Urn

das Einsatzgebiet der erfindungsgernaBen Vorrichtung zu

erhähen ist vorteilhaft eine Werkzeugwechseleinrichtung
vorgesehen. Dabei kann das Werkzeug über eine
Schnellwechselvorrichtung, insbesondere uber einen

PCTIEP97/06468
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Bajonettanschlul3 nut dm

Werkzeughalter verbunden sein. Auf

diese Weise kann bei Bedarf das Werkzeug entweder inanuell oder
automatisch ausgewechselt werden, so dass Operationen, bei
denen inehrere unterschiedliche Werkzeuge benotigt werden,
durchgefUhrt werden kännen. Bei eineni anderen
Ausfuhrungsbeispiel, weiches mit in den Schutzunmfang der
Erfindung fàllt, kann die Werkzeugwechseleinrichtung auch als
Werkzeugrevolver ausgestaltet sein. Em

Werkzeugwechsel bei

dieser AusfUhrungsform ist noch schneller

nmäglich.

Der geringe Platzbedarf und das geringe Gewicht der
erfindunggemnàBen Vorrichtung erlauben dessen Anbringung z.B.

an einen stereotaktischen Rahmen bzw. an einen

Rahmnen,

der mit

dem zu behandeinden Kärperteil des Patienten fest verbunden
1st.

Auf

diese Weise sind z.B. der Kopf des Patienten und die

erfindungsgeniài3e Vorrichtung zueinander fixiert. Bewegt sich

der Patient wàhrend der Operation, bleibt die Relativiage
zwischen Werkzeug und Kopf erhalten. Diese Kopplung von
Patient und Vorrichtung mainintiert das Risiko von Verletzungen
bei Bewegungen des Patienten. Durch den konmpakten Aufbau der
erfindungsgemnaBen Vorrichtung wird das Operationsumfeld nur
geringfUgig gestart. Der erste Hexapod kann auf Wunsch des
Chirurgen schnell vom Operationsfeld entfernt werden. Dadurch
1st der Ubergang von der vollautomnatischen zur klassischen
Operation jederzeit mnöglich.

PCT/EP97/06468
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Eine Vergräfierung des Arbeitsraums des Roboters wird dadurch
geschaffen, dass der erste Hexapod an einein horizontal
verschiebbar und/oder verschwenkbar gelagerten Träger
befestigt 1st. Dieser Träger kann z.B. mit deni OP—Tisch
gekoppelt sein. Aui3erdem kann der erste Hexapod über Schienen

mm Raum verfahrbar und/oder verschwenkbar sein. Diese Schienen
sind vorzugsweise als C—BUgel ausgefUhrt, so dass sie den
Patienten teilweise umgreifen und den ersten Hexapod an jeder
Operationsstelle halten kännen. Zusàtzlich kann der erste
Hexapod zusammen mit deni C—BUgel geschwenkt und arretiert
werden und/oder entlang des OP-Tisches in Lãngsrichtung
verfahren werden.

Dadurch, dass die Hexapode wasserhydraulisch antreibbar sind

und dass nichtnietallische Werkstoffe, wie beispielsweise
Faserverbundwerkstoffe verwendet werden, kann das System auch

in der Coniputertoinographie und der Kernspintomographie
eingesetzt werden. Auf diese Weise kann unter Sicht operiert

und navigiert werden.

Em

weiterer Vorteil der Erfindung besteht darin, dass das

Gesaintsystem dainpfsterilisierbar

ist und der erste Hexapod mit

einer Schlauchfolie überzogen werden kann.

Em

weiteres Einsatzgebiet der erfindungsgeinaBen Vorrichtung

wird darin gesehen, dass diese als Telemanipulator oder als
sich bewegender Roboter in unstrukturiertem, unbekanntein oder

WO98/23216
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gefährlicheni Gelände

vérwendet wird. So kännen z.E. sich

bewegende Roboter in Bereichen der Kernkraftwerkstechnik oder

von Wiederaufbereitungsanlagen für Kernbrennstàbe eingesetzt
werden.

Weitere Vorteile, Merkinale und Einzelheiten der Erfindung
ergeben sich aus den UnteransprUchen sowie der nachfolgenden
Beschreibung, in der unter Bezugnahme auf die Zeichnung em
besonders bevorzugtes AusfUhrungsbeispiel

jut

Einzelnen

dargesteilt ist. Dabei können die in der Zeichnung
dargesteilten und in den AnsprUchen und in der Beschreibung
erwähnten Merkutale jeweils einzeln für sich oder in beliebiger
Kombination erfindungswesentlich sein. Dabei zeigen:

Figur 1

eine Prinzipdarstellung der erfindungsgeiuaBen
Vorrichtung be! der Anwendung in der Medizintechnik;

Figur

2

eine perspektivische Ansicht eines ersten Hexapods
bei der Stereotaxie; und

Figur 3

em

weiteres Anwendungsbeispiel der

erfindungsgeina8en Vorrichtung bei einer dorsalen

Wirbelsaulenoperation.

In der Figur

1

ist der prinzipielle Aufbau der

erfindungsgemäBen Vorrichtung dargesteilt und mit dem
Bezugszeichen 1 em

Steuerungsrechner bezeichnet. An diesen

PCTIEP97/06468

WO98/23216
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Steuerungsrechner 1
mit

3

ist Uber eine Datenleitung 2 em

insgesaint

bezeichneter patientenfixer Operationsroboter

angeschlossen. Aul3erdeni 1st über Datenleitungen 4 und 5 em
insgesanit mit 6 bezeichneter Feedback—Operationsstuhl an den

Steuerungsrechner 1 angeschlossen. Der Operationsroboter 3 1st
Uber eine Roboterfuhrung

7,

die insbesondere von einer C-

färmigen Schiene 8 gebildet wird, an einer Halterung 9
befestigt. Diese Halterung 9 ist sowohi in Richtung des Pfeils
10 verschiebbar als auch verschwenkbar an einem OP—Tisch 11

festgelegt. Auf diesem OP-Tisch 11, der seinerseits an einer
Deckenhalterung 12 befestigt ist, befindet sich em
13. Am Kopf 14 des Patienten 13 1st em
Rahinen 15

Patient

stereotaktischer

befestigt. Uber diesen stereotaktischen Rahmen 15

sind der Operationsroboter 3 und der Kopf 14 des Patienten 13
zueinander fixiert. Bewegt sich der Patient 13 während der
Operation, bleibt die Relativlage zwischen dem
Operationsroboter 3 und dem Kopf 14 erhalten.

Der Operationsroboter 3 weist einen ringfarmigen Halter 16 für
einen ersten Hexapod 17 auf. Dieser Hexapod 17 besitzt
insgesamt sechs Hexapodantriebe 18, die ihrerseits an einem
Werkzeughalter 19, der insbesondere aus durchsichtigem
Kunststoff oder Glas hergesteilt 1st, festgelegt sind. An

diesem Werkzeughalter 19 1st em

Werkzeug 20, insbesondere em

Endoskop 21 festgelegt. Uber den ersten Hexapod 17 wird dieses
Endoskop 21 bewegt und insbesondere durch eine Schadeloffnung
22 an die zu operierende Stelle herangeführt. Die Signale zum

WO 98/23216
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Bewegen des Endoskops 21 werden voin Steuerungsrechner 1

ersten Hexapod 17 Uber die Datenleitung
Steuerungsrechner

1

2

dein

zugefUhrt. Der

erhält die Steuersignale

voni

Operationsstuhl 6, insbesondere von einein als Joystick
ausgebildeten Eingabegerat 23. Diese vom Eingabegerat 23
ausgehenden Steuersignale werden auBerdem Uber die
Datenleitung 5 eineni zweiten Hexapod 24 zugeleitet, der
ebenfalls sechs Hexapodantriebe 25 aufweist. An diesen
Hexapodantrieben 25 1st em

Sitz 26 befestigt, auf dem die

Bedienperson wáhrend der Bedienung der Vorrichtung Platz
nilmut. AuBerdein

em

befindet sich un

Blickfeld der

Bedienperson

3—D--Bildschirm 27, der mit deniSitz gekopplet 1st und

ebenfalls Uber die Datenleitung 4 mit Daten vom
Steuerungsrechner 1 gespeist wird.

Werden durch Manipulationen des Eingabegerats 23 Daten in den
Steuerungsrechner 1 eingegeben, dann werden diese Daten in
skalierter Form Uber die zweite Datenleitung an den ersten
Hexapod 7 übertragen, wodurch das Endoskop 21 bewegt wird. Die
Bedienperson erhàlt auBerdem vom Steuerungsrechner 1 über die
Datenleitung 5 em

aktives Feedback seiner Aktionen am

Eingabegerät 23 und somit der Bewegungen des Endoskops 21, die
ihn Uber den in alien Rauinrichtungen beschleunigbaren Sitz 26,

der vom zweiten Hexapod 24 angetrieben wird, in skalierter
Form zurückgegeben werden. Auf diese Weise wird die
Bedienperson bei zu schnelien Bewegungen oder zu starken
Ausienkungen oder beim Erreichen der Grenzen des Arbeitsraumes

FCTIEP97/06468
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bei Kollisionen gwarnt. Aufierdein bekoinint die

Bedienperson wie beini Flugzeugsimulator GefUhl der Bewegungen,
wodurch die Orientierung unterstützt und erleichtert wird. An

der Spitze des Endoskops 21 befindet sich eine 3-D-Kainera, die
Bilder

voin Operationsraunt aufnimint.

die Datenleitung

2

Diese Signale werden Uber

dem Steuerungsrechner zugefuhrt und

ant

3—D—

Bildschirm 27 in Form von Bildern dargesteilt. Aul3erdem ist

das Endoskop 21 mit Sensoren versehen, die Kräfte und Momnente
aufnehmen kännen. Diese Signale werden ebenfalls über die
Datenleitung 2 dent Steuerungsrechner 1 zugefuhrt und entweder
optisch am 3—D-Bildschirin 27, akustisch oder als taktiles
Signal an den zweiten Hexapod 24 weitergeleitet.

In der Figur 2 ist eine perspektivische Ansicht des
Operationsroboters 3 sowie des Patienten 13 dargestelit. Es

ist deutlich erkennbar, wie das Endoskop 21 den ersten Hexapod
17 durchdringt und von den mm

Wesentlichen

ringförnmig

angeordneten Hexapodantrieben 18 uingeben ist. Aui3erdemn ist der
durchsichtige Werkzeughalter 19 erkennbar, in weichein das

Werkzeug 20 insbesondere in einer Schnellwechselvorrichtung
gehaltert ist. Die Hexapodantriebe 18 sind am ringfôrmigen
Halter 16 abgestützt, der seinerseits an der schienenfarmnigen
Roboter-FUhrung 7 festgelegt 1st. Die FUhrung 7 ist ihrerseits

an der Halterung 9 befestigt, die
und schwenkbar abgestutzt 1st.

ant

OP-Tisch 11 verschiebbar

PCT/EP97/06468
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In

Figur 3 ist erkennbar, dass durch Verschiebung der

schienenformigen RoboterfUhrung

7

die Position des ersten

Hexapods 17 verànderbar ist. Die Halterung 9 weist hierfUr
eine Schiebelagerung 28 für die Schienen 8 auf. Schliel3lich
ist die Schwenklagerung 29 der Halterung 9 erkennbar. Die
Schiebelagerung 28 und die Schwenklagerung 29 erlauben em
sofortiges Entfernen des Operationsroboters 3, so dass bei
Bedarf die automatische Operation durch eine klassische
Operation fortgesetzt werden kann. Aus den Figuren

2

und

3

wird auBerdem deutlich, dass der gesanite Operationsroboter
mit Roboter—Fuhrung 7 mit

einer

3

Schlauchfolie uberzogen werden

kann.

Bei der erfindungsgemäBen Vorrichtung sind also zwei Hexapode
vorgesehen, wobei an einem Hexapod das Werkzeug befestigt und

am anderen Hexapod em

Sitz für die Bedienperson angeordnet

ist. Die Bedienperson steuert über em

Eingabegerat das

werkzeug, wobei die Bewegungen des Werkzeugs als Feedback an
den zweiten Hexapod zurUckgeleitet werden und dadurch der
Bedienperson SinneseindrUcke von der Bewegung des Werkzeugs
vermittelt werden.

Wejtere Modjfjkationen durch den Einsatz von mehreren ersten

Hexapoden zur Manipulation von mehreren Werkzeugen 1st ohne
weiteres denkbar.

PCTIEP97/06468
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Patentansprüche
1.

Vorrichtung zur remotiven Steuerung eines Werkzeugs (20)

mit einem das Werkzeug (20) aufnehmenden Werkzeughalter
(19), einern den Werkzeughalter (19) tragenden ersten

Hexapod (17), einem den ersten Hexapod (17) ansteuernden
Steuerungsrechner (1), einem mit dem Steuerungsrechner
(1)

verbundenen zweiten Hexapod (24), wobei der zweite

Hexapod (24) einen Sitz (26) für einen Benutzer trägt,
sowie mit einemn Eingabegeràt (23) und einer
Anzeigeeinrichtung (27), die ebenfalls mit dern
Steuerungsrechner

2.

(1)

verbunden sind.

Vorrichtung nach Anspruch

1,

der Steuerungsrechner

eine Skaliereinheit zur

(1)

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

Skalierung der über das Eingabegerat (23) eingegebenen
Signale aufweist.

3.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Eingabegeràt (23) em
Joystick, eine Spacemaus, em

Datenhandschuh, eine

Tastatur o.dgl. ist.

4.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden AnsprUche,
dadurch gekennzeichriet, dass die Anzeigeeinrichtung em

PCTIEP97/06468
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3-D-Bildschirin

(27),

eine 3-D-Brille oder em

Virtual-

Reality-System 1st.

5.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden AnsprUche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Werkzeug (20) mit Kràfte
und/oder Momente aufnehmenden Sensoren bestUckt ist.

6.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass am Werkzeug (20) eine
Miniatur—Kamera, insbesondere eine 3—D-Kamera vorgesehen
1st.

7.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Werkzeughalter (19)
durchsichtig 1st.

8.

Vorrichtung nach elnem der vorhergehenden AnsprUche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Halter (16) für den
ersten Hexapod (17) ringfärmig ausgebildet 1st.

9.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden AnsprUche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Hexapodantriebe (18)
ringfarmig, insbesondere in der Mantelebene eines
Zylinders oder Kegels angeordnet sind.

10.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden AnsprUche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass em

Werkzeugrevolver zur

PCTIEP97/06468
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Aufnahine mehrerer Werkzeuge oder eine

Werkzeugwechseleinrichtung vorgesehen ist.

11.

Vorrichtung nach eineni der vorhergehenden AnsprUche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Werkzeug (20) Uber eine
Schnellwechselvorrichtung, insbesondere über einen
Bajonettanschlul3 mit deni Werkzeughalter (19) verbunden
ist.

12.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden AnsprUche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der erste Hexapod (17) an
einein

horizontal verschiebbar und/oder verschwenkbar

gelagerten Tràger (9) befestigt ist.

13.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der erste Hexapod (17) Uber
Schienen (8) un Raum verfahrbar und/oder verschwenkbar
1st.

14.

Vorrichtung nach elneni der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Hexapode (17 und 24)

wasserhydraulisch antreibbar sind.

15.

Vorrichtung nach eineni der vorhergehenden AnsprUche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Werkzeug (20) in z—Achse
verfahrbar 1st.

WO 98/23216
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16.

Verwendung einer Vorrichtung nach eineni der
vorhergehenden AnsprUche, im Bereich der Medizintechnik
als Operationsroboter, insbesondere in der Chirurgie im
Submillimeter—Bereich, wie der Neurochirurgie, der
Ophthalmologie, der HNO-Chirurgie, der Orthopädie usw.,
wobei das Werkzeug (20) als Endoskop (21) oder als em
anderes chirurgisches Besteck ausgebildet ist.

17.

Verwendung einer Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 15, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der zu behandeinde Karperteil eines
Patienten (13) insbesondere mittels eines
stereotaktischen Rahuiens (15) mit dem ersten Hexapod (17)
verbunden ist.

18.

Verwendung einer Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 15 als Telemanipulator oder als sich bewegender
Roboter in unstrukturiertem, unbekanntem oder
gefährlichen Gelände.
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METHOD FOR TREATiNG ISCHEPvIIC BRAIN STROKE

Background ofthe Invention
Cross Reference to RelatedApplications
This applicationis a continuation-in-partofUnited StatesPatent Application
5

SerialNumber 08/757,303, filedNovember 27, 1996, by John G. Frazee, M.D, and
entitled, "Methodfor Treating Ischemic Brain Stroke.".
Field ofthe Invention
This invention relates to a method for treatingischemic brain stroke and/or

a methodfor hypothermic treatmentofthe brain.
10

Discussion ofthe Prior Art

Medical investigators have, for decades, unsuccessftilly sought an effective
earlytreatment for ischemicbrain stroke. The more quickly the ischemic brain tissue
receives arterial blood the greater the chance that permanent injury can be reduced

or prevented. With the exception ofthe recently announced improved outcomesfor
15

patients treatedwith intravenoustPA, there has been no effective treatmentfor acute
ischemic stroke.

In US Patent No. 5,011,468 there is disclosed a coronary sinus

retroperfusion and retroinfusion apparatus, system and method that may be used in
cerebralretroperifision The method discloses occludingbothjugular veins by balloon
catheters or, alternatively, occluding the drainage paths from higher up in the brain
20

ifdesired, and continuously pumping arterial bloodinto one or both ofthe cerebral
sinuses. The time ofballooninflationis disclosed as being adjustable so that a desired

cerebral sinus pressure can be achieved with a selected blood flow rate.
Notwithstandingthe teachingofa method for coronary sinus infusion, there hasbeen

great difficulty in the past in achieving good, reproducible results with cerebral
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retroperfusionin animals and there are no prior human investigations. There is
therefore a need for an improved method whichcan be safely utilized for instituting
clinically effective cerebral retroperfusion as well as retroinfusion for treating
ischemic brainstroke.
5

A further aspect of the invention can be

combined with the foregoing
treatment of ischemic brain stroke or alternatively used independently for the
hypothermic treatment of the brain. Cooling the brain is a well-recognized and
scientifically proven method
stroke or braintrauma.

10

of preserving braintissue in the presence of isehemic

It is wellknown,for example, that lowering the temperature

of brain tissue lowers brain tissue metabolism, inhibits the

release

of harmful

neurotransmittersand preventschangesin the blood brain barrier that can lead to cell
death. In spite ofthis knowledge, and the benefits ofthis treatment, applications of
various cooling methods have been generally unsuccessful.
15

Many of these cooling methods have suffered from a systemic approach
where the cooling ofthe brainis merely adjunct to the general lowering ofthe whole
bodytemperature. Systemiccoolingunfortunatelyhasmany undesirable side-effects.
For example, cardiac arrhythmia can resultwhen the temperature ofthe body drops
below 28 degrees centigrade. Whole body cooling also can produce a shivering
response which necessitates paralyzing and ventilating the patient. Some patients

20

alsorespond to systemic cooling with coagulopathy problems and an increased risk

ofinfection,
Although methods ofselectivehypothermic treatmentofthe brainhave been
proposed, the apparatusrelied upon has generally included external cooling devices
which must remove heatthrough the skull ofthe patient. Since the skull is relatively
25

thick, it tends to insulate the brain from these externalcooling devices. As a result,

these external devices are inherently less effective and require more time since the
cooling source is relative distant from the core ofthe brain.
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Summary ofthe Invention

In general, it is an object ofthe present invention to provide a method for
cerebral retroperfusion and retroinfusion which makes it possible to accomplish
clinically effective cerebralretroperfusion as well as retroinfusion proficiently and
5

safely for the treatmentofischemic brain stroke. Another object ofthe invention is

10

to provide a method for cerebral retroperfusion and retroinfusion of the above
character in which balloon cathetersare placed in the transverse venous sinuses, near
the torcular Herophili, to occlude the sinuses while permitting some antegrade flow
to preventexcessive pressure buildup in the sinuses.
Another object of the invention is to provide a method for cerebral
retroperfusion and retroinfusion ofthe above character in whichthe pressurein the
transversevenous sinus is measured and the degree ofballoon inflation is controlled

in accordance with measured pressure
15

Another object of the invention is to provide a method for cerebral
retroperfisionand retroinfusion ofthe abovecharacterin which the flow ofarterial
blood into the transversevenous sinus is controlled in accordance withthe measured
pressure.

Another object of the invention is to provide a method for cerebral
retroperfusion and retroinfusion ofthe above character in which the pressure in the
20

transversevenous sinus is measured andthereaftermaintained in a range from 10 to

20 mmHg by controllingthe degree ofballoon inflation and the flow ofarterialblood
into the transverse venous sinus in accordance with the measured pressure.

of the invention is to provide a method for cerebral
retroperfusionandretroinfusionofthe above characterinwhich antegradeblood flow
in the transverse venous sinus is at least 10 - 50% ofthe normal flow.
Another object ofthe invention is to provide a cerebral retroperfusion and
retroinfusion method of the above character in which the balloons of the balloon
Another object

25

catheter are inflated with volumes ranging from .1 to .4 cc.
Another object ofthe inventionis to provide a method ofthe above character
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inwhich a patient's arterialblood flow is introduced into the transverse venous sinus
at a flowrate between 50 cc/minute and 250 cc/minute.
Another object of the invention is to provide a method for cerebral
5

retroperfhsionandretroinuuisionofthe abovecharacter in whichthe distal extremities
ofthe balloon catheters are locatedmedial to the bilateral superiorpetrosal sinuses

and medial to the bilateral superior anastomotic veins (Labbe' s veins).
Another object ofthe invention is to providea method in whicha CAT scan

10

is obtained ofthe patient's brain prior to introducing the balloon cathetersinto the
vessels and to ensurethat there is no evidence ofcerebral hemorrhage.
Another object ofthe inventionis to provide a method ofthe above character
inwhich patients are selectedfor the method who have Toronto Stroke Scale scores

oftwo or greater andwho have experienced a stroke within at least one and less than
seven hours.
Another object ofthe inventionis to provide a method ofthe above character
15

whichcan be utilized for treatinga patientundergoing brain aneurysm clipping and
braintumor resectionrequiring arterial inflow occlusion.
Another object ofthe inventionis to provide a method ofthe above character
which can be utilized for treating a patient sustaining anon-hemorrhagic angiographic
injury in the brain.

20

Another object ofthe inventionis to provide for hypothermic treatmentofthe

brainwith or withoutthe treatmentofischemic brainstroke.
Another object ofthe inventionis to providefor direct retrograde infusion of

the brainwith cooled autologous blood.
Another object ofthe invention is to providefor direct retrogradeinfusion of
25

the brain with cool autologous blood whilemaintaining the normal body temperature

ofthe remaining body organs.
Another object ofthe inventionis to provide for hypothermictreatment ofthe
brainby introducing cooled blood into the venous system ofthe brain.
Additionalobjects andfeatures ofthe invention will appear from the following
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description in which the preferred methods are described in conjunction with an

apparatusand system ofthe type shown in the accompanying drawings.
Description ofthe Drawings
FIG. 1 is an isometricview ofa retroperfusion control apparatusand system
5

utilized in connection with the method
FIG. 2 is a sectional view

ofthe presentinvention.

of a cerebral retroperfusion triple lumen catheter

used with the apparatusshown in Figure 1 in performing the method ofthe present
invention.
FIG. 3 is a cross sectioned view taken along the line 3-3
10

FIG. 4 is a side elevation view in section

ofFigure2.

of the head of a human being

depictingthe neck and cerebral venousblood vessels and sinuses, including the vein
ofLabbe and the torcularHerophili, with a cerebral retroperfusion catheterpassed

viathe internaljugular vein into the transverse venous sinus withthe distal extremity
15

being disposed near the torcularHerophili.
FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view takenalongthe line 5-5 ofFigure4 depicting

the basilar venous sinuses as seen from above, including the transverse venous
sinuses, the superiorpetrosal sinuses and the torcular Herophili and also showing the

cerebralretroperflisioncatheter in place in the transversevenous sinus with the distal
extremity near the torcular Herophili and distal and medial to the superiorpetrosal
20

sinus and vein ofLabbe respectively.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram ofa similar system including a heat exchanger for

the hypothermic treatmentofthe brain.
Description ofthe PreferredEmbodiments and
BestMode ofthe Invention
25

ofthe presentinventionis utilizedfor treating a patient
sustaining an acute ischemic stroke in the brain, and having a reduced arterial blood
flow. The brain has a blood circulatory system which includes a torcular Herophili
Tn general, the method

andfirstandsecond venous vessels remote from the brain. The method uses first and
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second balloon cathetershavingproximal and distalextremities and having inflatable

balloons on the distal extremities The method comprises introducing the distal
extremityofthe first balloon catheterinto the first venousvessel and thenceinto the
firsttransversevenous sinus into close proximityto the torcular Herophili. The distal
5

extremity of the second balloon catheter is introduced into the second vessel and

thence into the second transverse venous sinus also into close proximity to the
torcular Herophili. The balloonsofthe first and second balloon catheters are inflated

10

to at least partially occlude the first and second transverse venous sinuses while
permitting antegrade flow from at least one of the transverse venous sinuses to
prevent excessive pressure buildup in the transverse venous sinuses. Arterial blood
from the patient is introducedinto at least one ofthe transverse venous sinuses distal
of the balloon positioned in said at least one transverse venous sinus to provide a
substantiallycontinuousretrograde blood flow into the venous side ofthe brainofthe
patient to overcome the lack of arterial blood flow andfor a period oftime until the

15

patient exhibits at least some resolution ofischemic brain symptoms.
More specifically, the method ofthe present invention may be practicedusing

a pumping apparatus and system 11, ofthe type shownin FIG. 1.

Alternatively, a
conventionalroller pump system may be used. The apparatus 11 consists ofa pump
console 12 with castered base 13 so that it can be moved from one location to
20

another. The console 12 includes a vertically disposed cabinet 16 releasably secured

to the base 12 by base release latches 17. The cabinet 16 is provided with a front
wall 18 and a sidewall 19.
A pump assembly21 is mounted on the sidewall 19 ofthe cabinet 16 ofthe
25

type disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 5,011,468. The pump assembly 21 includes a
removable pump cassette22 whichis formed ofsuitable material such as plastic so

of after a single use. Although the pump assembly 21
disclosedhas abladder-typepump using a reciprocating piston(not shown) it should
that it can be disposed

be appreciatedthat othertypes ofpumps can beutilized as for example a roller pump,

ifdesired.
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An electroluminescentdisplaytouchpanel 26 is mounted ontop ofthe cabinet

16 and is supportedtherebyin a positionso that it can be readily accessed by the
operator ofthe apparatus.
Controls are providedwithinthe cabinet 16 be ofthe type described in United
5

States Patent 5,011,468 and, as disclosedtherein, can include microprocessor-driven

steppermotor which drives bladderpump assembly 21. The stepper motor can be
controlledin a conventionalmanner from the electroluminescent display touchpanel
26. The cabinet 16 is also providedwith conventionalcontrols, as for example an onofTswitch31, a system on light 32, and an AC charging light 33.
10

The apparatus hereinbefore described is intended for use with a plurality of
catheters. Thus, as shownin Figure 1, the apparatus can be utilized with first and
second catheters 36 and 37 whichcan be ofthe type shownin Figures2 and 3. The
catheter 36 showninFigures2 and 3 consists ofa flexible elongate tubular member

38 having proximalanddistal extremities39 and 41. The catheters 36 and 37 can be
15

of a suitable size as for example 6 French, 7 French, 7.5 French when utilized for
performing neuroperfusion as hereinafter described. Thus the flexible elongate
tubular member 38 is provided with lumens42, 43 and44 to providea triple-lumen
catheter. For a 7-Frenchcatheter, the flexible elongate tubular member 38 would
have a suitablediameter, as for example0.090" to 0.96" The lumen 42 whichserves

20

as a guide wire or flow lumen can have a suitable diameter as for example 0.046"
whereas the lumens 43 and 44 can have a suitable diameter as for example 0.024"
with lumen 44 being utilized for sensing pressure andlumen 43 being utilized as a
balloon inflation and deflation lumen.

A flexibletube 46 is securedto the proximal

extremity39 ofthe flexible elongate tubular member 38 and is provided witha male
25

Luer fitting 47 which is in communication with the lumen 42. Similarly, a tube 48 is
mounted on the proximal extremity 39 and is in communication with the pressure
lumen 44 and also is provided with a male Luer fitting 49.

A balloon inflation tube

51 is also mounted on the proximal extremity 39 andis provided with a female Luer
fitting 52 which is in communicationwith the balloon inflationlumen 43. The tubes
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46, 48 and 51 are securely held in place on the proximal extremity of the flexible
elongate tubularmember 38 by suitable means such as shrink tubing 53.

A bladder 56 ofa suitable non-distensible material, such as ethylene vinyl
5

acetate, having a suitable length, as for example 0.0509', is securedto the distal
extremity41 ofthe flexibleelongate tubular member 38, The interior ofthe balloon

is in communication with a port 57 which is in communication with the balloon
inflation lumen 51. Another port 58 is provided in the distal extremity 41 distal of

10

the balloon 56 andis in communication with the pressure lumen 44. Theguidewire
lumen 42 opens through the distal extremity 41 and as shown can have a flexible
guidewire 60 ofa conventional type slidably mounted therein.
The apparatus 11 is alsoused with anotherconventional catheter 61 which

is providedforwithdrawingarterialblood fromthe patient to be treated in connection
with the present method. Such a catheter includes a flexible elongate member 62
which is providedwith a flowlumen(not shown) therein whichhas a distal extremity
15

63 that can be insertedinto a patient'sartery and a proximal extremity 64 adaptedto

be connected to the inlet ofthe pump assembly 21.
The apparatus 11 is also utilized with a tube assembly66 whichis connected
into the ballooninflation/deflationdevice controlled within the cabinet 16. The tube
assembly 66 includes legs 67 and 68 which are connected to the balloon inflation
20

tubes 51 ofthe catheters 36 and 37. A tube assembly 71 is also provided which is
connected to the outlet ofthe pump cassette 22 andwhich is providedwith legs 72

and 73 connected to the infusion tube 46 provided on the catheters 36 and 37.
Another tube assembly 76 is provided which is connected to
25

a source of

pressurized saline flush indicated by the container 75. The tube assembly 76 is
provided with first and second legs 77 and 78 whichare connected to the pressure
tubes 48 ofthe catheters 36 and 37. A pressure transducer 81 is mounted on each

ofthe legs77 and 78.

The pressure transducers 81 on legs 77 and 78 are connected

by cables 82 connected into sockets 83 provided on the front panel or wall ofthe
cabinet 16.
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Operation

of the

apparatus 11 along with the associated catheters

hereinbefore described can now be described in conjunction with the method ofthe
present inventionin performing neuroperfusion. Letit be assumed that a patient has

been selected, having a Toronto Stroke Scale score oftwo or greater, at least one
5

and less than seven hours after onset of stroke signs and symptoms, on whom it is
desired to utilize the method

of the present invention. After the patient has

undergone a CAT scan to exclude a hemorrhagicstroke, the apparatus11 is wheeled

to the patient or conversely, the patient is brought to the equipment where it is
A sterile pump cassette 22 is placed into the bladder pump 21 assembly.
The patient is conventionally prepared for an invasive procedurewith at least ECG,

located.
10

blood pressure, oxygen saturationmonitoring and intravenous access secured.

Ifthe

patient's ventilation is not being controlled, supplemental oxygen is administered,
Utilizing conventional aseptic techniques, each distal extremity 41 of two
speciallydesigned cerebral retroperfusion triple-lumen balloon catheters 36 and 37
15

may now be percutaneously introduced as follows. Internaljugular venous accessis
percutaneouslyobtained in a conventionalmanner with a conventional venous access

device (not shown). It should be appreciated that venous access may be similarly
obtained using the patient'sfemoral vein. A conventional guidewire 60 is passed an
20

appropriate distance through the access device into the vein and the access device
removed so that the guide wire 60 alone is extending outside the patient's body,
through skin and tissues, into the vein. Under fluoroscopy the guide wire 60 is
advanced into the transverse venous sinus 96. When guidewire 60 positionin the
transversevenous sinus 96 is confirmed, a conventional vein dilator-introducer (not

25

shown) is threaded over the guidewire, throughthe patient's skin and tissues and
into the vein, dilatingthe same. The dilator-introduceris then removed, again leaving
only the guide wire in place. Using the guidewire lumen 42, the distal extremity 41

ofthe triple-lumen ballooncatheter 36 is then threaded over the guide wire 60 into
the vein. The catheter 36 is advanced over said guide wire 60 until the distal
extremity 41 reaches the transverse venous sinus 96. Placement may be considered
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clinically optimalwhenthe balloon 56 on the catheter36 is located in the transverse

venous sinus 96, immediately lateral to the torcularHerophili 97 as depicted in FIG

4 and FIG 5. Alternatively, as illustrated in FIG 5, ideal balloon placement may be
considered to be in an area ofthe transverse venous sinus 96 medial to the superior
5

petrosal sinuses 98 and medial to the superior anastomotic veins 99, alsoknown as
Labbe's veins. Proper placement ofthe catheter 36 is confirmed under fluoroscopy.

As in FIG 1 and2, theproximal extremity39 ofcatheter36 is then connected

10

to the pumping system 11. The male Luer fitting 47 of flexible infusion tube 46 is
connected to the leg 72 ofthe tube assembly 71. Similarly,the male Luer fitting 49
offlexible pressuretube 48 is connected to the leg 77 oftube assembly 76. Using a
series ofstopcocks (notshown) in line with the tube assemblies, air is removed from

the flowlumen 42and pressurelumen 44. Thus, the lumens 42 and 44 are aspirated
with a syringeuntil the patient's blood is returningeasily and withoutair. Usingthe
in-linepressurizedsaline-flush 75, the pressurelumen 44 may then be irrigated. The
15

femaleLuer fitting 52 ofballoon inflationtube 51 is connected to the leg 67 oftube

assembly 66. The two pressure transducers 81 in the system 11 may now be
calibrated or zeroed by openingthem to air in a conventional manner.

The conventional arterial supply catheter63 may be placed in the patient's
femoral artery either subsequentto or before introduction ofthe triple lumen balloon
20

catheters 36 and 37 and connected to the pumping system 11 to obtain a supply of

arterial blood. Using conventional aseptic techniques the arterial catheter 63 is
percutaneouslyintroducedinto the patient'sfemoralartery in a conventional manner
utilizingan introducer and sheath(not shown) similar to those hereinbefore described
25

for percutaneous insertion oftriple lumen catheters 36 and 37. Proximal extremity
64 ofcatheter 63 is connected to the inlet ofthe pump assembly21. The pump may
then be primed ina conventional manner as disclosed in U.S. Patent No 5,011,468.
The pump system 11 may now be placed in operation. The power is turned
onby operation ofthe switch 31. The pump system console 12 may now be used to
setthe controlsto the desiredparameters. For example,the system 11 may be set for
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an initial blood flowrate of 10 cc/minute.
Initially, the triple-lumencatheter balloons 56 should be inflated with volumes

rangingfrom .1 to .4 cc. Inflation may be done manually or automatically. Arterial
blood flow may also be manually initiated slowly, at a rate of approximately 10
5

cc/minute. Preferably, utilizing functional (software) description

of a method to

operate the pump system 11 in a mannerto approximatecontinuous flowthrough the
venous sinus balloon catheter infusion lumen 43, arterial blood flow is initiated into

the transversevenous sinus96, distalto the balloon 56, at a rate of approximately 10
cc/minute. Utilizing functional (software) description of a method to operate the
10

balloon inflation/deflationdevice and pump flow with a pressurefeedbackbased on

venous sinus pressure input from the distal extremities 41 of the triple-lumen
catheters 36 and 37, the pressure lumen 44, disposable pressure transducer 81, and
cable 82, the transverse venous sinus pressure is monitored and the arterial blood
15

flow gradually increased to a rate of 99 - 201 cc/minute over a period of time
between 3 and 10 minutes. Throughout the procedure, transverse venous sinus
pressures should be maintained in

a range from 10 to 20 mm Hg. With sinus

pressuresbelow this range, arterial blood flow and balloon inflation volumes may be

manually or automatically increased if not above 201 cc/minute and .4 cc
respectively. Withtransversevenous sinus pressures above20 mm Hg, arterial blood
20

flowandballoon inflationvolumes may be manually or automatically decreaseduntil

the venous sinus pressurefalls to withinthe acceptable range.
Transverse venous sinus 96 occlusion should approximate twenty-five to
seventyper cent ofcompleteocclusion. This permits adequate antegradeblood flow

fromthe transversevenous sinus 96 suchthat appropriate transverse sinus pressures
25

are maintainedandbrain swelling (cerebraledema) avoided. A portion ofthe infused

arterial blood also traverses the capillary bed to oxygenate the ischemic tissues,
exitingvia the redundant venous system. The procedure is continued until the patient
exhibits resolution ofat least some ischemicbrain symptoms. At this time the source

ofthe ischemicsymptomsshould be investigated.Ifan arterial occlusion is found this
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should be treated by techniques designed to remove said occlusion, such as
thrombolytic drugs, angioplasty, thrombectomies, surgery or other means for
removing such obstruction. If no arterial occlusion is found the pump flow rate
should be reduced to determine ifthe patient's stroke symptoms return. Ifischemic
5

symptoms return then the flow rate should be increased to previouslevels and the
pumping maintained for up to 24 hours.

If after 24 hours there is still no

determinable source ofarterial occlusion the pump should be stopped to determine

the patient's status. After this, evaluation as to whether or not to discontinue
10

neuroperfusion should be undertaken. To terminate the procedure, the femoral
arterialsupply catheter 63 is then removed and pressure maintained on the insertion
site in a conventionalmannerto obtainhemostasis. The triple-lumen catheters 36 and

37 are similarlywithdrawn and the patient observed for any bleeding from insertion
sites of. the same. After termination ofthe procedurethe patient is monitoredfor an
appropriatelength oftime, to make certainthere is no recurrenceof stroke signs and
15

symptoms.

The method may be similarly applied and performed in selected patients
undergoing cerebral aneurysm clipping or brain tumor resection requiring arterial
inflowocclusionand selectedpatients sustaining non-hemorrhagic angiographic brain
injuries.

20

In conclusion, the method of this invention, which can be called
Neuroperfusion, makes it possible to accomplish clinically effective cerebral
retroperfhsion as well as retroinfuision moreproficiently and safely. Neuroperfusion

is a uniquetechniquewhich addresses the drawbacks ofother approachesto treating
acute ischemicstroke. This treatmentprovides a rapid delivery ofthe patient's own
25

arterialblood directlyto specific venous sinuses in the ischemic brain. By adjusting
flowrates, the degree ofballoon inflation, andthe resultanttransverse venous sinus
obstructionto maintainvenous sinuspressuresonly moderately abovenormalvenous
pressures, and well within acceptable limits, the necessary requirements are met to
safely deliver oxygenated blood to the ischemic tissues without inducing brain
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swelling (cerebral edema). This blood then traverses the capillary bed to exit through

the redundantvenous system.
The ability ofthe method ofthe present invention to completely reversethe
effects of prolonged ischemia has been demonstrated in baboon experiments and
5

more recentlyin earlyhuman clinical trials. Suchsuccess can only be attributed to
specific elementsofthe invention. Placing the distal extremity ofthe balloon catheter

in the transverse venous sinus, immediately lateral to the torcular Herophili, the
ability to utilize partialand variable balloon inflation with resultantpartial occlusion
10

ofthe transverse sinus and providing continuous supply of arterial blood into said
transverse sinus effects a clinicallyoptimal distribution ofretrograde perfusion and
antegradeblood flow. This results in a rescue ofischemic braintissue while avoiding
brain edema. Patients in whom this method has been used have demonstrated
remarkable, sudden and complete reversal ofsigns and symptoms ofacute ischemic

brain stroke whileundergoing the treatment, a phenomenon not anticipated in the
15

routine care of stroke patients. The invention has restored such patients to full
activity levelswithin days after Onset oftheir illnesses.

In additionto cerebral retroperfusion, the method ofthe presentinvention
permits effective, localized and regional cerebral retroinfusion. While cerebral
20

protective drugs are traditionally administered through conventional intravenous
routes, dueto the absenceofcerebralperfusionin stroke patientsthe agents are often
eliminated prior to reaching therapeutic levels wherethey would be most effective,

at ischemic cellular sites, As this unique method effects a direct perfusion ofthese
otherwise inaccessible, ischemic tissues, any agents infused with the arterial blood

The ability to infuse neuro-protective
pharmacologicalagents directlyinto areas ofthe brainthat are otherwise inaccessible
naturally reach the same target cells.

25

to suchdrugs has profound therapeutic implications. Onesuch benefit is that these
agents can be more potently and effectively utilized to help rescue ischemic brain
tissue.
Stroke is thethird leading cause ofdeath in the United States, affecting more
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than five hundredthousand people each year. It is the leading cause of disability,
withrehabilitationcosts reachingmore than thirtybillion dollars annually. Eighty per
cent of all strokes are ischemic strokes. The remarkable results of this inventive
5

treatmentportend real and significantindividual and societal benefits.
The method of the present invention is also a feasible technique for
temporizingand combatingthe deleterious neurological effects ofcerebral aneurysm

clipping and brain tumor resection requiring arterial occlusion, as well as such
sequelae ofa non-hemorrhagic cerebral angiographic injury.

In accordance with a further aspect ofthe invention, hypothermic treatment
10

of a selective organ of the body, such as the brain, is described with reference to
Figure 6.

A source ofautologous blood is designated by the reference numeral 100,

andcoupled to a catheter, suchas the flexible elongate member62 (Figure 1). The
autologousblood is pulled from the source 100 by a blood pump 102 and introduced

into a conduit such as the tube assembly 66 (Figure 1). The tube assembly 66 is
15

connectedthrough a heatexchanger 104 which lowers the temperature

ofautologous

blood by as much as 10 degrees centigrade, for example. From the heat exchanger
104, the cooled blood is introduced

as previously described through the first and

second catheters 36 and 37 as shown inFigures 2 and3. Alternatively, a dual balloon

catheter can be used ofthe type disclosed and claimed by applicant in U.S. Patent
20

Application Serial No. 08/900,967, filed on July 25, 1997 and entitled,
"Retroperfusion CatheterApparatus and Method,"whichis incorporatedhereinby
reference. These catheters will typically be introduced through the femoral vein

superior venacava 106, the jugularvein 108 and into the transversesinus 96, also
discussed with reference to Figure 5.
25

In a system such as that described with reference to Figure 1, the blood
source 100 would typicallybe the femoral artery ofthe patient, the blood pump 102
would be the pump assembly 21, and the heat exchanger 104 would be disposed in

the common line ofthe tube assembly 66.
Using this apparatus, the hypothermic treatment can be undertaken by
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withdrawingthe autologous blood from the patient and cooling the autologousblood

for delivery in retrogradefashion directly to the brainofthe patient.

In most cases, the blood from the femoral arterywill have a body temperature
of37degrees centigrade. In the heat exchanger104, this blood can be cooled from
5

1 to 10 degrees centigradeusing flowrates between 50 and 250 millilitersper minute.
The heatexchanger in this case can be ofthe type commonly used in cardiovascular
surgeryfor whole blood cardioplegia. The flow rates indicated for these devices are

more than sufficient to cool blood at the flow rates set forth above for a
neuroperftision. Theseheat exchangers are highly efficient as they rely upon chilled
10

water for theirheat exchange.

In accordancewith thisaspect ofthe invention, the brainis directly cooled by
lowering the temperature

ofautologous blood and infusing thisblood in retrograde

fashion directly into the brain. The method is direct and efficient, relying on the
extensive venous vasculature in the brainto address the particular tissue which can
15

benefit most from hypothermia. Previously unreportedanimal studies have shown

that blood delivered by retrograde transvenous approach reaches the entire brain
cortex in central brain tissues, and can even be found in the brain stem area. These
studies demonstrate the global neuroaccessibility possible by using a system of
20

retrograde transvenous delivery.
As an adjunct to the methods and apparatusfor hypothermic treatmentofa
single organ, such as the brain, heating pads or blankets may be used to maintain or

elevatethe temperature

ofthe remainder ofthe body.

Thus, systemic effects ofthe

hypothermictreatment can be minimized or avoided while achieving the desirable
effects associated with the hypothermic treatmentofthe specific organ.
25

Although the invention has been described with reference to specific
embodimentsofthe apparatus andspecificmethod steps, it should be clear that many
variations in these specific structures and methods will now be apparentto those
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skilled in the art. Accordingly, one is cautioned not to restrict the invention only to

the disclosed embodiments andmethod steps, but rather to rely solely on the scope
ofthe invention as setforth in the following claims.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED:

5

1

Amethod for treating a patient sustaining an acute ischemic stroke in

the brain, the brainhaving a blood circulatory system including a torcularHerophili
and first and second transverse venous sinuses adjoining the torcular Herophili, the
method comprisingat least partiallyoccluding the first and second transverse venous
sinusesin first andsecond locations respectively adjacent to the torcular Herophulito
10

15

partially obstruct venous blood drainage while permitting some antegrade venous
blood flowfrom at least oneofsaid transversevenous sinuses and introducing a flow

ofthe patient's arterialblood into at least one ofsaidtransversevenous sinuses distal
to said locations to providea substantiallycontinuous retrogradebloodflow into the
venous side ofthebrain ofthe patient to overcomethe lack ofarterial blood flow for
a period oftime until the patient exhibits at least some resolutionofischemic brain
symptoms.
2.

A method as in claim 1 whereinthe step ofpartiallyoccluding the first

and second transversevenous sinuses in said locations permits antegrade venous
bloodflow from saidfirst and second transverse venous sinuses.

A method as in claim 1 further comprising the step of measuring
pressure in at least one of the first and second transverse venous sinuses and
3.

controlling the degree ofsaid partially occluding ofsaid at least one ofthe first and

secondtransverse venous sinuses in accordance with the measuredpressure.
4.

A method as in claim 3 further comprising controlling the flow of

arterial blood into the transverse venous sinus in accordance with the measured
pressure.
5.

Amethod as in claim 3 further comprising maintaining said pressure
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in a range from 10 to 20 mm Hg.
6.

Amethod as in claim 1 whereinthe antegradeblood flow is controlled

so that it is within 10% to 50%ofnormal flow.
7.

A method as in claim 1 whereinthe patient's arterial bloodflowing

into the transversevenous sinus is controlled to flow at a rate between 50 cc/minute

and 250 cc/minute.
8.

A method as in claim 1 wherein the patient's arterial blood is caused

initially to flow into the transverse venous sinus at a rate of 10 cc/minuteand is
increasedto aflowof50 - 250 cc/minute over a period oftime rangingfrom 3 to 10
minutes.,

9.

Amethod as in claim 1 comprising the step of partially occluding the

first and secondtransverse venous sinuses from twenty-five per cent to seventy per

cent ofcomplete occlusion.
10.

A method as in claim 1 wherein the brain blood circulatory system

further includes first and second superior petrosal sinuses and first and second
superior anastomoticveins (Labbe's veins), saidmethodfurther comprising partially
occluding first and second locations that are medial to the first and second superior
5

petrosal sinusesrespectively and medial to the first and second superior anastomotic
veins (Labbe's veins) respectively.
11.

A method as in claim 1 wherein flow of arterial blood from

the

patient's femoral artery is introduced into at least one of the transverse venous
sinuses distalto said occluding locations.
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12.

Amethod as in claim 1 where by the use offirst and second balloon

catheters having proximal and distalextremities and having inflatable balloons on the

distal extremities and wherein said first and second transverse venous sinuses are
partiallyoccluded by introducingthe distal extremity ofthe first balloon catheterinto
5

said firstlocation,introducingthe distalextremity ofthe second balloon catheterinto

the second location and inflating the balloons of the first and second balloon
catheters.

13.

Amethod as in claim 12 whereinthe blood circulatory system further

includesfirst and second venous vesselsremotefrom the brain andwhereinthe distal
extremitiesofthefirst and second ballooncatheters are introduced into the first and

secondvenousvessels respectively andthence into saidfirst and second transverse
5

venous sinus locations respectively.
14.

Amethod as in claim 12 furthercomprising measuring at least one of

the transversevenous sinus's pressure and controlling the degree of inflation and
deflation ofthe balloons in accordance with the measured pressure.
15.

Amethod as in claim 1 further comprisingobtaining a CAT scan prior

to occluding said first and second transverse venous sinuses and aborting the
procedureifthe scan shows evidence ofcerebralhemorrhage.

A method as in claim 1 further comprising selecting patients with
Toronto Stroke scale scores oftwo or greater, at least one and less than seven hours
after onset of stroke symptoms and signs.
16.

17.

A method as in claim 1 further comprising introducing at least one

pharmacological agent into said at least one ofthe transverse venous sinuses distal

to said locations to provide an infusion of said at least one agent directly into
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otherwise inaccessible ischemic areas ofthe brain.

18.

A method for treatinga patient undergoing brainaneurysm clipping

andbraintumorresection requiringarterialinflow occlusion, the brain having a blood
circulatory system including a torcular Herophili and first and second transverse
venous sinuses adjoining the torcular Herophili, the method comprising at least
5

partially occludingthe first and second transverse venous sinuses in first and second

locationsrespectively,adjacent to the torcularHerophili to partially obstructvenous
blood drainagewhile permittingsome antegrade venous blood flow from at least one

10

ofsaidtransversevenous sinusesandintroducinga flowofthe patient's arterial blood
into at least one ofsaid transverse venous sinuses distal to said locations to provide
a substantially continuous retrogradeblood flowinto the venous side ofthe brain of
the patient to overcome the lack ofarterial bloodflow for a period oftime until the
arterial inflow occlusion is relieved.

19.

A method for treating a patient sustaining a non-hemorrhagic

angiographicinjuryin thebrain, the brainhaving a blood circulatory system including

a torcular Herophili and first and second transverse venous sinuses adjoining the
torcular Herophili, the method comprising at least partially occluding the first and
5

second transversevenous sinuses in first and second locations respectively, adjacent

to the torcular Herophilito partiallyobstructvenous blood drainage while permitting
some antegradevenous blood flowfrom at least one ofsaid transverse venous sinuses

and introducing a flow of the patient's arterial blood into at least one

of said

transversevenous sinusesdistal to said locations to provide a substantially continuous
10

retrograde blood flowinto the venous side ofthe brainofthe patientto overcomethe

lackofarterialblood flow for a period oftime untilthe patient exhibits at least some
resolution ofbrain injury symptoms.
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Amethod fortreating a patient sustaining an acute ischemic strokein

the brain, the brainhaving a blood circulatoiy system comprising a torcular Herophili,

first and second transverse venous sinuses adjoining the torcular Herophili, the
patient having first and secondvenousvessels remote from the brain, by the use of
5

firstand second balloon catheters having proximal and distal extremities and having
inflatable balloons on the distal extremities, the method comprising introducing the

distal extremity ofthe first balloon catheterinto the first vessel and thence into the

10

first transverse venous sinus into close proximity to the torcular Herophili,
introducingthe distal extremityofthe second balloon catheterinto the second vessel
and thence into the second transverse venous sinus into close proximity to the
torcular Herophili, inflating the balloons ofthe first and secondballoon catheters to

at least partially occlude the first and second transverse sinuses while permitting
antegrade flow from at least one of the transverse venous sinuses to prevent
excessivepressurebuildup in the transverse venous sinus, introducing a flow ofthe
15

patient'sarterialblood into at least one ofthe transverse venous sinuses distal to the
balloon positioned in that transverse venous sinus to provide a substantially
continuous retrogradeblood flow into the venous side ofthe brain ofthe patientto
overcome the lackofarterial blood flow, for a period oftime up to when the patient
exhibits resolution ofat least some ofthe ischemic brain symptoms.
21.

Amethod as in claim20 further comprising measuring at least one of

the transversevenous sinus's pressure and controlling the degree ofinflation and
deflation ofthe balloons in accordance with the measured pressure.
22.

A method as in claim 20 further comprising introducing at least one

pharmacological agent into said at least one ofthe transverse venous sinuses distal

to saidballoonpositioned in that transverse venous sinus to provide an infusion of
said at leastoneagentdirectlyinto otherwiseinaccessible ischemic areas ofthe brain.
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A methodfor the hypothermic treatmentofthe brain, including the

steps of:
providing a source ofblood;
pumping the blood from the source;
during the pumping step cooling the blood; and

5

introducing the cooled blood retrograde directly into the brain in order to

lower the temperature ofthe brain.
24.

The method recitedin Claim 23 whereinthe introducingstep including

the step ofinfusing the cooled blood directly into the venous system ofthe brain.
25.

The method set forth in Claim 24 whereinthe infusing step includes

the stepofdirecting the cooled bloodinto the venous system ofthe brain distally of
thejugular vein.
The method recited in Claim 23 further comprising the step of
maintaining the body temperature ofthe other organsofthe body.
26.

27.

An apparatus for the hypothermic treatmentof a body comprising:

a source ofautologousblood;
a blood pump drawingthe blood from the source and producing blood under
5

pressurefor delivery to the brain;
a heat exchanger for reducing the temperature ofthe blood under pressure;
and

a catheter for introducing the cooled blood under pressure into the venous
system ofthe brain,

28.

The apparatus recited in Claim 27 whereinthe blood pump provides

flow rates between 50 and 250 millilitersper minute.
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29.

The apparatusrecited in Claim27 whereinthe heatexchangerreduces

the temperature ofthe autologous blood in a range of 1 to 10 degrees centigrade.
30.

The apparatus recited in Claim 27 whereinthe catheterhas a distal

extremity operatively disposed in the transverse venous sinus ofthe brain.
31.

The apparatus of Claim 27 ftirther comprising a heating blanket for

maintaining the temperature

ofthe body portionsother than the brain.
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WATER SANITIZING SYSTEM AND PROCESS
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
This inventionrelates to methods and systems for the provision of sanitized water to
5

medical utilization devices such as dental units and the like and treatment of the internal
water contact surfaces with said sanitized water.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Thepresence of pathogens in the water to be used in medical applications is naturally
10

This is especially important in so-called invasive
procedures involving a surgical entry into tissues of the patient during various medical and
dental treatments. One potential source of serious and sometimes even life-threatening

to be avoided whenever possible.

infectionscan be found in instrument centers, commonly referredto as "dental units," which
provide the various instruments, such as drill motors, irrigators, and the like used in dental
15

treatments.

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has issued

recommendations in effect for the past four years which apply to water to be supplied to

dental units during invasive proceduresoften encountered in dental treatments. (Center for
Disease Control and Prevention: Recommended infection-control practices for dentistry,
1993. MMWR 42:No. RR-8:7, 1993.). According to B. G. Shearer in "Biofilm and the
20

dental office," Journal of the American Dental Association, Vol. 127, No. 2, 1996, the
American Dental Association has set forth goals for the year 2000 whereby all water
delivered to dental patients will have no more than 200 colony formingunits (CFU) of live
bacteria per cubic milliliter. These recommendations and their applicationto dentistry are

25

discussed in Waggoner, M.B., "The New CDC Surgical Water Recommendations: Why
They Should Be Implemented and What They Require," Compendium, Vol. 17, No. 6, June
1996. As discussed there, dental water line contamination hasbeen a longstanding problem.
Various studies have shown bacterialcolony-forming unit (CFU) levels in dental unit water
lines ranging from 10,000 to 100 X 106 CFU per milliliter. This is due to the accumulation

of bacterialcolonies lining the internaldentalunittubing and the associateddelivery tubing.
30

These colonies are known as bacterial biofilms and are relatively resistant to most known
biocidal agents. They act as the source for the majority of the bacterial contaminationin
dental unit water lines. Thus, even if sterile water, such as saline solutionsand the like, are
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supplied to dental units, the water can become contaminated, resulting in the risk of infection

to the patient.
Various procedures and treatments are known in the art for controlling various
bacterial disease agents in water used for human consumption and in various medical
5

procedures. Chlorinationof domestic drinking water has controlled pathogen levels and is,
of course, a well established procedure. Even with chlorination, however, a small but
acceptable numberof bacteria will survive. In severalindustries, water systemdesign allows
accumulation and growth of these few bacteria. This accumulation and growth is
exacerbated

10

if the chlorine, which is actually a gas, is allowed to escape from the water

while it is not actively flowing. This chlorine loss rapidly occurs through small bore tubing
made of plastic, as is commonly seen in dentistry.
Common alternative to chlorination include heavy metals like copper and silver,
iodine, ultraviolet light and ozone and ozone-producing products like peroxide. One
relatively unexplored approach is the utilization of high concentrations of citrus juice, such

15

as lemon juice or citric acid as discussed in D'Aquino, M., "Lemon Juice as a Natural
Biocide for Disinfecting DrinkingWater," Bulletinof PAHO 28(4), 1994. Thus, D'Aquino

et al discloses the use of organic acid substances mixed with previously untreated water
samples, the substances including natural lemon juice, bottledcommercial lemon concentrate,
and 7% citric acid solution. Different concentrations of lemon juice and the 7% citric acid
20

solution to natural underground water levels were tested. In general, samples inoculated
with the pathogen V-cholerae were not disinfected by 1 % lemonjuice concentrations in any
dilutions resulting in a Ph
concentrations

5-10 minutes.
25

of 3.9 or higher. As further disclosed by D'Aquino, higher

of 10-25 % lemon juice were found to disinfectthe water within a period of
Lower concentrations down to a minimum of 2% were found to require at

least 30 minutes to disinfect the contaminated water.
Various other bactericidal agents, employing both organic and inorganic acids which
are useful in forminganti-microbial formulations, are well known in the art. For example,

30

U.S. Patent No. 4,647,458 to Ueno et al discloses bactericidal agents incorporatingmixtures
of organic and inorganic acids in alcohol solutions disclosed as useful for bactericides for
food stuffs and food processing machinesand utensils. Disclosed in Ueno et al are various
formulations incorporating organic acids such as lactic acid, acetic acid, tartaric acid,
gluconic acid, citric acid, ascorbic acid, malic acid, succinic acid, fumaric acid and phytic
acid in combination with various inorganicacids such as phosphoric acid, nitric acid, sulfuric
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acid, and hydrochloric acid. The salts of such acids also may be employed. The acid or
acid salts can be employed in combination with an alcohol, such as ethyl alcohol, in aqueous
solutionshaving a Ph of about 4 or less. U.S. Patent No. 4,847,088 to Blank disclosesan
5

anti-microbial agent comprising a quaternary ammonium silane in combination with an
organic acid such as citric acid or maleic acid or an inorganic acid such as boric acid.
Various other acids disclosed for use in the Blank formulation include ascetic, adipic, anisic,

benzoic, boric, butyric, capric, citraconic, cresotinic, elaidic, formic, fumaric, gallic,
glutaric, glycolic, lactic, lauric, levulinic, malic, malonic, oleic, oxalic, palmitic, phthalic,
propionic, pyruvic, salicylic, stearic, succinic, tannic, and tartaric acids. The Blank
10

formulations can be used in various carriers to treat substrate surfaces such as carpet fabrics,

upholstering, furniture, and the like.
Another application of bactericides is in the treatment of water, such as chlorinated
city water and the like, which is applied for use in dental instruments. As discussed in the
aforementionedpaper by Waggoner, the bacteriumPseudomonas aeruginosa is commonly
15

encounteredin water supplied to dentalunits alongwith the various other microbes including
Burkolacea cepacia, Legionella species, Kiebsiella pneumoniae, Staphylococcus species,
Streptococcus species, and Escherichia coli. As noted in U.S. Patent No. 5,158,454 to
Viebahn, a singular disinfection and sterilization of the water is ineffective since the
infectious microbes are resuppliedin the course of the dental operation from the city water

20

or from the patient. In the Viebahn system, a strong oxidant or ozone is incorporatedinto
water in several water reservoirs and passed from there to suitable water supply lines such
as those used by a dentist or a dental assistant in the operation of the various dental
instruments of a dental unit. The ozone level is maintained initially high to provide the
desired disinfectantaction in the water while at the same time providing an ozone level

25

which is zero or near zero for the water at the various discharge points where the patient is
contacted, such as a syringe or a drill. An ozone detector can be used to sense the ozone
level when applied to various end point devices with a signal representative of ozone
concentrationapplied to a control unitwhich then providesfeedbacksignal for control of the
ozone level in a ozone-producing device. Thus, the ozone level is maintained sufficiently

30

high when supplied to one or more water reservoirs to provide for effective control of
undesirable microbes and then reduced, if necessary, through the addition of ozone
converters as the water is supplied to the various end point devices.
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Another system desired to control the presence of infectious microbes in water
supplied to dental units is disclosed is U.S. Patent No. 5,230,624 to Wolf et al. Here, an
in-line filter is provided in a supply line leading to a dental instrument, such as a drill or the

a polyiodide purificationresin. The resin functions to neutralize and kill
bacteria by the release of iodine from the resin surface to the bacteria through a demand
like, and contains

5

release process involving electrostaticattraction. The resin is positively charged such that
the negatively-charged microorganisms are attracted to the resin to the point where iodine

10

is released directly into the microorganism.
Yet another system for delivering treated water to dental handpieces and the like is
disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 5,199,604 to Palmer. In Palmer, a plurality of solution
reservoirs are connected through a valved manifold to the inlet side of a peristaltic pump
whichsuppliessuitable handpieces, such as an irrigator, for treatmentof periodontaldisease.
By way of example, the various reservoirs may contain colored-coded solutions, such an
orange color for a bacteriostatic rinse solution and another color for a hydrogen peroxide

15

solutionand various other colors for additional solutions used for irrigation purposes. The
peristaltic pump can be employed to deliver the particular irrigating solution selected at a
substantially constant pressure and a substantially constant flow rate.
Methodsutilizedto eliminate bacterial biofilms in industry include steampurging and

20

hyperchlorination "shock treatments." In dentistry, hyperchlorination "shock treatments"
have been used, but the "shocktreatments" must be repeatedevery week because the biofilm

begins to regrow in that period of time. This type of system also requires use of only sterile
water to slow down the biofilm formation. According to J. F. Williams, et al, in "Microbial
Contamination of Dental Unit Waterlines:
" The Journal

25

Prevalence, Intensity and Microbiological

ofthe American Dental Association, Vol.

124, No. 10, 1993,

mature biofilms are notoriously resistant to chemical disinfection including these "shock
treatments." Thus, if a practitionerdoes not treat his system for several weeks, the biofilm
will become resistant to this method. According to Vess et al in "The colonizationof solid
PVC surfaces and the acquisition of resistance to germicides by water micro-organisms,"

Journal ofAppliedBacteriology, Vol. 74, No. 2, 1993, most biocidal agents have not been
30

shown to destroy a mature biofilm.
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In accordancewiththe present invention, there is provideda system for incorporating
concurrent delivery of a bactericidal agent into water intended for supply to a dental unit.
5

The system of the present invention comprises a reservoir adapted to contain a liquid
bactericidalagent and a variablerate pump having an inlet line extendingfrom the reservoir

10

to the inlet of the pump. An outlet line extends from the pump outlet and provides a
bactericide supply line. The system further comprises a water supply line adapted to be
connected to a sourceof water under pressure which providesa flow path through the system
to a suitable outlet adapted to be connected to a dental unit or the like. A mixing junction
interconnects the water supply line and the bactericide supply line so that bactericide can be
mixed into the water supply line. The system further comprises a flow sensing unit which
is responsive to fluid flow in the water supply line and generates an output parameter
representative

15

20

of this flow rate. A flow control system responds to this measuredparameter

to vary the pumping rate of the pump.
In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the mixingjunction is upstream of the
sensing unit and the pump is a peristalticpump. The system further comprisesan enlarged
mixing chamber between the mixing junction and the water supply line outlet, and in this
embodiment the sensing unit preferably is interposed between the mixing chamber and the
mixing junction. A water filter, whichpreferably is at least a 50 micron filter, is interposed
between the water supply line between the inlet thereof and the mixing junction.

In yet a further aspect of the invention, the system comprises check valves in the
water supply line. One check valve is disposed in the line upstreamof the mixing junction.
A second check valve is disposed in the line downstream of the mixing junction. In this

of the inventionthe enlargedmixing chamberis preferably interposedbetween
the second check valve and the outletofthe supply line adapted to be connected to the dental
embodiment

25

unit.

30

In a further embodiment of the invention, there is provided a process for supplying
the relatively bacteria-freeaqueous mediumto a dental unit. In carrying out this process.
a stream of water is supplied to the dental unit and applied from the dental unit through a
suitable end device such as a drill irrigator or the like into the patient's mouth. A
hydroxycarboxylicacid is incorporatedinto the stream of water supplied to the dental unit.
In concentrations typically delivered to the dental drill and the ultrasonic scaler, this
acid/watermixture has been shown to reduce Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Escherichiacoli
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bacteria from

a

140,000,000 CFU per milliliter level to 0 CFU in 10 minutes.

Other

bacteria, Staphylococcus aureus, took greater than 10 minutes but less than 30 minutes to
see a reduction of 190,000,000 CFU per milliliter down to 0. The flow rate of water
5

supplied to the dental unit is sensed, and the rate of incorporationof the hydroxycarboxylic
acid into the water is adjusted in response to the sensed flow rate.

In another embodiment of the invention, there is provided a process for supplyinga
medium which is capable of eliminating a mature bacterial biofilm in a presently
contaminated system. In carrying out the process,
10

a hydroxycarboxylic acid is concurrently

incorporated into the water supplied for the dental unit. The continuous contact of the
acid/water medium to the biofilm has been shown to completely destroy a mature biofilm.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

is a schematic illustration of one embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration of an embodiment of the invention incorporating
sequential flow switches in order to monitor flow rate.
Fig. 3 is a side elevation with parts broken away showing an embodiment of the
inventionincorporated into a portable water sanitizing unitadapted for use in dental systems.
Fig. 4 is a plane view of the system shown in Fig. 3.
Fig.

15

20

1

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present inventionprovides for the treatment of water flowing in water supply
lines in a maimerto reduce bacterialcontaminationto a level suitable for human interaction
when performing standard dental procedures and the like. In the present invention a
bactericide is continuously supplied to a water supply system, such as in a dental unit water
25

line, in a concentration which is acceptable to providefor potable and palatable water, while
at the same time eliminating the formation of biofilm by bacteria which are commonly
encounteredin water sources such as municipalwater and bacteria from human sources. As
discussed in the aforementioned paper by Waggoner, bacterial contaminationin dental unit

water lines has been a long recognized problem. CFU levels up to 10 X 106 ml have been
30

observed. The contamination can stem from municipal water sources or other water supplied

to the system or, in the case of dentistry, from the patient because of backflow of patient
materials into the dental handpiece which can occur under a number of circumstances.
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Chroniccontaminationof dental unitwater lines and the like is due to the buildup of

a slime layer, commonly referred to as a bacterial biofilm, resulting most commonly

from

gram-negativebacteria typically found in municipal water sources. The biofilm itself, and
not the municipal water, is the major source of bacterial contamination. The biofilm acts
5

to provide a protective environment for the gram-negative bacteria or for any other
pathogenic organisms which can reside in the water being supplied to the unit or for bacteria
found in patient materials sucked back into the system.
This invention proceeds in a manner contrary to those prior art procedures discussed
Rather than attempting to suppress bacterial contamination through strong
disinfectants or antioxidants or by periodic application of bactericides to shock the system,
above.

10

15

the present inventionsuppliesa bactericidal agent in a more or less continuousfashion and
at a low concentrationwhich is not likely to cause damage to soft tissue or otherwise be
harmful to a patient. The present invention enables the use of bactericides, such as
hydroxycarboxylicacids, in low concentrations which are consistent with water to be used
in dental or hospital applications or in various regulated products, such as cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals,and the like, intendedfor human consumption or application to tissues.
As noted previously, mature biofilms are established bacterial colonies which are
much more difficultto treatthan water-bornfree bacteria. For example, as disclosed in the
aforementionedpaper by Vess et al, bactericides such as free chlorine in a concentration of

20

only

a few parts per million are well-known

bactericides which readily kill water-born

However, such bactericides are recognized to be ineffective in killing mature
biofilms. Mature biofilms can generally be characterized as relatively thick colonies of
bacteria.

bacterial cells and extracellularmaterial which usually have thicknesses within the range of
about 20-60 microns and more particularlywithin the range of about 30-50 microns. Such
25

mature biofilms and their characteristic resistanceto bactericidal attack are discussed in the
aforementionedpapers by Vess et a! and Williams et al and also in papers by Anderson et
a!, "Effect of Disinfectants on Pseudomonades Colonized on the Interior Surface of PVC
Pipes," American Journal ofPublic Health, Vol. 80, No. 1, pp. 17-21, and Costerton et al,
"Microbial Biofilms," Annual Review ofMicrobiology, Vol. 49, 1995, pp. 711-745. For

30

example, the paper by Anderson et al, in addressing research on mature biofilms resulting
from colonies of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Pseudomonas pickettii, discusses the survival

of biofilm colonies in the

presence

of various

disinfectants ranging from alcohols and

aldehydesto quaternary ammoniumcompounds and halogen-based antiseptics. As discussed
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there, survivabilityis attributedto the existence of extra-cellular glycocalyx-like structures
which function to protect the embedded bacteria from the action of the antiseptic material.
The paper by Costerton et a! characterizes mature biofilms as matrix-enclosedbacterial
populations which are adherent to each other and/or to surfaces or interfaces. They are
5

described in Costerton et al as being characterized by the production of extensivenetworks
of highly hydrated exopolysaccharides which are characterized as having substantially
enhanced resistanceto antimicrobial agents. As discussed in Costerton et a!, biofilms cells
can be characterized as being at least 500 times more resistant to antibacterial agents than

10

15

free planktoniccells. For a further description of mature biofilms and their characteristics,
reference is made to the aforementioned papers by Anderson et al, Vess et a!, Williams et
al, and Costerton et al, the entire disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference.
Thus, to the extent a mature biofilm in a system, such as a water delivery system to
a dental patient, can function as an ever replenishing reservoir of bacteria, the present
invention attacks not only the water-born bacteria but, more importantly, the biofilm
bacteria. It can be stated, as a general observation, that the ratio of biofilm bacteria to free
water-born bacteria is more than 10: 1. In many water delivery systems, the residence time

of the water as it flows through the system may range from only a few seconds up to about
one minute. If one employs the conventional approach of intermittently producing an

a water delivery system, there will remain the potential for
regrowth and replenishment of bacteria by the remaining biofilm bacteria because of their
antiseptic environment in

20

resistance to most biocides, resulting in an unacceptably high bacterial count in the water
delivered to the patient. By eliminating the mature biofilm through a constant supply of an
effective potable biocide, this major source of contamination is eliminated. By increasing
the contact time of the biocide through the use of a mixing chamber,newly introducedwater25

born and patient-originated bacteria are greatly reduced in number or eliminateddepending
upon the contact time.
The present invention provides a process by which mature biofilms, including
biofilms of the type produced by gram negative bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa,

30

are reduced to the point of elimination through the use of a hydroxycarboxylic acid in
relatively low concentrations so as not to be harmful to human tissue. As will be discussed
in greater detail below, the preferred bactericidal agents for use in the present inventionare
low molecularweight hydroxycarboxylic acid, such as glycolic acid, lactic acid, malic acid,
tartaric acid, and citric acid. Especially preferredare the hydroxypolycarboxylic acids, such
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as malic, tartaric and citric acids. Citric acid is particularly preferred because of its
availability, low cost, and confirmedgeneral safety. As indicated by the experimentaldata
presented hereinafter, citric acid at a low concentration, e.g. about 0.1 wt. %, is effective
not only in preventing the formationof bioflims, but in actually eliminating mature biofilms.
5

It is also, at this same low concentration, capable of rapidly killing both water and humanoriginatedpathogenic bacteria. While not required, much higher concentrations can be used
without harmful side effects.
While, as indicated by the experimental work described later, the present invention

10

15

is effective in the elimination of mature biofilms commonly encountered in water supply
systems regardless of their bacterial genesis, the bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a
highly ubiquitousbacterium, and this species will be used in broadlydescribingthe invention
as the standard for determining the activity of the preferred hydroxycarboxylic acid
bactericide. In carrying out the invention, water supplied to a dental patient is treated with
a hydroxycarboxylic acid bactericide in an amount sufficient to eliminate a mature biofilm
produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria. By using Pseudomonas aeruginosa as the
standard for treatment, effective biofilm elimination can be achieved regardless of the
particular bacterial species involved. The presence of the mature biofilm can be eliminated
to the point where the predominantbacteria content in the water is free water-born bacteria
as contrasted with biofilm bacteria. Stated otherwise, the replenishment mechanism noted

20

above is interdicted so that the bacterial content, if any, is mostly free bacteria.
Turning now to Fig. 1, there is illustrated a schematic illustration of one embodiment

of the present invention. The embodiment in Fig. 1 is specifically adapted for the supply
of water to a dental unit which may be of any type, such as will be well known to those
25

skilled in the art. Referring further to Fig. 1, there is illustrated a water supply line 10
which is adapted to be connected to any suitable source of water. For example, supply line

of city water, or it may be connected to a
The line 10 preferably is provided with a relatively fine filter 12 to

10 may be connected to a tap for the supply

special water source.
filter out suspended sediments. Preferably, the water filter is at least a 50-micron filter, i.e.
one that functions to filter out particulates having an average particle size of 50 microns or
30

more.

In a preferred application of the inventionfor use in dental units, the filter may take

the form of a 25-micron filter, that is, a filter permitting the passage only of particulates of

a size of 25 microns or smaller.
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In the case where municipal water and the like is involved, the water supply line is
provided with a pressure reducing valve 16 which functions to reduce the line pressure to
a desired value. For example, municipal water supplies typically involve line pressures
5

ranging from about 45 to 100 psi (absolute), whereas if, as is preferred, a peristaltic pump
is employedto incorporate bactericide into the water, it is desirableto providea substantially
lower pressure in order to provide for efficient operation of the pump. In this case, the
pressure-reducingvalve will function to reduce the line pressure to about 18 to 22 psia.

10

The output from the pressure-reducing valve is applied through a check valve 18 to
a mixing junction 20 which provides for the incorporation of the citric acid or other
bactericidalagent into the water supply line. A variablerate pump 22 is connected through

a pump inlet line 24 to a reservoir 23 which contains a suitable bactericidal agent, for
example a 15 wt. % aqueous solutionof citric acid. Calcium saccharin or sodium saccharin
can be added in a 1 wt. % quantity to the citric acid solution to make the final delivered
water mixture more palatable if the application is dental or other similar use. An outlet line
15

26 from the pump provides a bactericidesupply line to the mixing junction 20.
A flow sensing unit 28 is incorporated into the water supply line. Sensing unit 28
may incorporate a flow meter of any suitable type which generates an output signal
representativeof the sensed flow rate. The flow sensor produces an output signal which is
applied via channel 27 to a microprocessor 29 which controls the speed or the volumetric

20

pumping rate of the pump 22 by means of a control circuit 25. Preferably, the flow sensing
unit 28 is located downstreamof the mixing junction as shown. By locating the sensingunit

here, rather than at a point in the supply line prior to the supply ofbactericide, the tendency
of biofilm production in the flow sensing unit will be alleviated. This is because the
25

bactericide will also prevent biofilm formation on the flow sensor or flow switches. As
described later, the sensing unit preferably will take the form of two or more incremental
"flow switches." Preferably, these flow switches will be formed of 316 grade stainless steel
or FDA grade plastic or any other suitable material which is not adversely affected by the

30

presence of a relatively concentrated citric acid solution. A check valve 30 is located in the
water supply line downstream of the flow sensor, and it likewise should be formed of a
material such as is not adversely affected by a high citric acid environment. By way of
example, the fittings for the sensor and the check valve could be formed of nylon or

polypropylene. The check valve can take the form of a polypropylene ball having a crack
pressure of 1/2 psi and biased to the closed position by a high grade stainless steel spring.
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-11The fluid output from the sensing unit 28 is applied via check valve 30 and line 32
to an enlarged mixing chamber 34. The mixing chamber34 functions to ensure a properly
mixed treated water supply and to allow a volume of water to be treated over time to allow
5

the bactericideto work prior to being delivered. An outlet line 35 from the surge chamber
34 extendsto a suitable fitting 36 which is adapted to be connected to an endpointutilization
device. In the preferred embodiment

of the invention, as described below, the outlet line

35 is connected to a dental unit 37 which may be equipped with any suitable utensils for use
in dentistry. Suitable dental appliances which may be employed in conjunction with the
10

dental unit include drill turbines, drill motors, air/water syringes, irrigators, sonic and
ultrasonic scalers, endodontic ultrasonic and sonic filers, etc. The dental unit 37 comprises
one or more water delivery lines to which the dental appliances can be releasibly connected.
Water will be supplied to the various dental appliances at rates which can vary substantially
from one applicance to the next. In the embodiment of Figure 3, the dental unit 37 is shown
schematically to incorporate

15

a drill unit 37a and a syringe 37b. These hand pieces can be

attached to the end of a water delivery line 38 by means well known to those skilled in the
art. For a further discussion of dental units of the type whichmay employedin carrying out

the present invention, reference is made to U.S. Patent No. 5,360,338 to Waggoner and also
the aforementioned Patent No. 5,158,454 to Viebahn et al., the entire disclosures of which
20

25

are incorporated herein by reference. The flow sensing unit can be of any suitable type
which functions to produce either an analog or digital output signal representativeof flow
rate through the line. Preferably, the sensing unit comprises a plurality of series connected
flow-measuring devices which can have a variable signal output in relation to the measured
flow rate, an incremental output in response to the flow rate reaching a designated level or

a combination of such flow-measuring units, for example, having one incrementaloutput and
the other a variable output. Preferably, however, the sensing unit takes the form of a
plurality of series connected incremental flow switches, which are used in conjunctionwith
a peristaltic pump which is operatedby a variable speed DC motor.

30

A system incorporatingthis preferred embodiment of the invention is illustrated in
Fig. 2. Here, the flow sensing unit comprises a plurality of incremental flow switches
operating at differentflow rates. For example, in the embodiment illustratedin Fig. 2, two
flow switchesindicatedby reference numerals 40 and 42 are involved -- one operating at a
flow rate of 3 ml per minute and the other operating at a flow rate of 24 ml per minute.
Thus, the flow switches 40 and 42 may each take the form of an adjustable flow monitor
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-12availablefrom Chem. Tec under the model designated 125BP. These flow switches, which
are made of stainless steel, are characterized by a magnetic piston which is forced into
proximity to a reed switch to actuate the switch at a given flow rate. When the flow rate
falls below the designated set point, the piston moves out of proximity and the switch is
5

10

The microprocessor 29 operates to vary the pump speed and therefor the
pumping rate in response to the output from the flow switches 40 and 42. Thus, by way of
example, the pump motor 45 is energized from a 12-volt DC source 46 through a pump
motor controller 48 which controls the voltage applied to the motor, and thus the motor
deactivated.

speed. For example, at a first flow rate of 3 ml per minute, switch 40 is actuated to send
a signal via channel 41 to microprocessor 29. The microprocessorresponds to generate a

command signal via channel 50 to apply a low voltage, e.g. 1.4 VDC, to operate the motor

of the variable speed peristaltic pump to provide a pump rate of 0.2 ml of bactericide
solution. When the flow rate reaches 24 ml per minute, switch 42 is activated, sending a
15

signal via channel 43 to the microprocessor 29. The microprocessor responds by sending
a signal to motor control unit 48 to step up the voltage to increase the pump speed to pump

1.2 ml per minute of bactericide to the flow line at the mixing junction. A signal,
representativeof the speed of the pump, is applied via channel 52 to the microprocessor29
so that the feedback control is provided to maintain the pump at the designated speed. The
feedbackcontrol may be accomplished by any suitable means, such as a magneticpickup or
20

25

a photoelectric cell used to measure pump speed. For example, a slotted disk may be
mounted on the shaft of the pump and located between an electro-optic transducer and a
source of light so that the transduceroutput produces a signal directly representativeof the
speed of the pump. This signal is processed by the microprocessorand any adjustments
made as necessary to vary the voltage to the voltage variablemotor of the peristaltic pump
to ensure that the pump runs at the proper speed associated with the outputs from the flow
switches.

30

As indicatedpreviously, variableoutput sensing units can be employed. One or both
of the flow switches 40 and 42 may be replaced by a sensing unit operating over a
designated range to provide a variable output signal. Where one of the flow monitors
operates to produce a variable output proportional to flow rate, it usually will be preferred
to employ this unit in place of flow switch 42 to sense a variable flow rate over a relatively
high range; for example, a range of 10-20 milliliters per minute. Preferably the control
system is integratedso that the higher flow-rate monitor having a variable output functions
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only after the control system receives the incremental signal function representative of the
flow rate at a designated lower range. The signal appearing at channel 52 may also be
employedto provide a fail-safe feature which shuts down the pump in the event the pump
operates for more than a designated time period. For example, the microprocessorcan be
5

provided withan internalclock which is driven to a time-out function in response to a signal

appearing continuously on channel 52 indicating uninterrupted operation of the pump.
Should this signal be present for a period which would be beyond the operating time
expected during normal operation, e.g. one hour, the clock function will act to apply a signal
via channel 50 to open the circuit to voltage source 46 and thereby shut down the motor.
10

This also activates an alarm such as a buzzer or other audio or visual signal generatorswhich
would act to alert the operator. The system cannot thereafter be restarted without the
application of an external reset signal. For example, the microprocessor may be
programmed so that it cannot be restarted until power is completely removed from the unit

15

and thereafter applied. For example, where the system voltage is supplied by a 12-volt
transformer connected to a 120 or 220 AC voltage source, as is commonly employed for
office use, the system may be reset by simply unplugging the transformer.
From the foregoing description, it will be recognized that the present invention is
directed not only to sanitizing the supplied water but, more importantly, to destroying or

20

preventing the formation of bacterialbioflim on surfaces within the water supply unit. By
maintaining continuously an atmosphere whichis antagonistic to the formationofthe biofilm,
the overall bacterial contamination within the water can be kept at an acceptably low level.
Thus, the invention departs from the normal prior art approach to bacterial contamination
in that it is aimed not so much at destroying bacteria withinthe water, but instead destroying

25
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or reducing the biofilm from which bacteria may emanate. This important feature of the
inventionenables the water to have a very low level of bacteria through the use of relatively
mild bacterial agents, i.e. bactericidal agents which are not irritant to or destructive to tissue
and which can be tolerated, if necessary, under conditions involving relatively long
exposures and can be consumed, if necessary, without harm.
Althoughonly two flow switches are illustratedin the embodiment of Fig. 2, it will
be recognized that three or more flow switches can be provided in the event it is desired to
exercise closer control of the pump speed in relationto the amount of bactericideintroduced
into the supply line in response to the water supply flow rate. For example, three switches

could be employed, set to produce output signals at two ml per minute, 16 millimeters per
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minute, and 50 ml per minute. In either case, the peristaltic pump can be driven by a 12-

volt DC variable speed motor with the motor RPM's directly proportional to the voltage
amplitude supplied to the motor.
Also while an incremental mode of operation is provided by two or more constant
5

flow switcheshavingincremental set points is preferred, it is to be recognized that an analog
control scheme can be employed. For example, rather than step-wise operationof the pump
motor, the flow rate can be continuously monitored to a relatively close tolerance and the
motor speed varied to maintain the concentration of the citric acid or other bactericideat a
relativelyconstant level within the water supply line. This application is useful where large

10

water volume variations are required or closer tolerances are necessary. In a dental
application, a system incorporating the two or more flow switch approach is the preferred
configuration.

15

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate a water sanitizing unit adapted for use with dental units and
the like. Fig. 3 is a side elevationwith parts broken away of the sanitizing unit; Fig. 4 is
a top view of the system shown in Fig. 3. Turning first to Fig. 3, there is illustrateda side
elevationwith parts broken away of a water sanitizing unit adapted for use with dental units
and the like. More particularly and as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the sanitizing unit is mounted
within a container 54, having front and back walls 55 and 56 and side walls 58 and 59. A

20

transverseintermediatepartition 60 extends between the side walls and provides a mounting
surface for a peristaltic pump 62 and its drive motor 61 and a pair of variable speed
incremental flow switches 40 and 42.
As further shown in Fig. 3, a water inlet line 64 of clear polyurethanetubing extends

25

through an in-line 25-micron water filter 65 held in place by in-line compression fittings 66
and 67, respectively. Arrows (—') are used for line 64 and various other conduits shown in
Fig. 3 to indicate flow direction. The output line from the compression unit 67 is applied

30

to a brass elbow fitting 68 which leads into the bottom of a pressure-reducingvalve 70.
Valve 70 reducesthe water line pressureto a suitable value, e.g. 18 pounds per square inch.
The outlet line from valve 70 passes to an in-line polypropylene check valve 72 which has
a one-half psi crackingpressure. This valve is provided with buna-N rubber seals and a 316
grade stainless steel spring so that it is not subject to corrosive action by the citric acid or
other hydroxycarboxylic acid. The output line from the check valve 72 extends into a 1/8inch tubing "T" 74 provided with a side line having an ID of 1/16 inch. This, of course,
provides a mixing junction for a water solutionof bactericide supplied from a reservoir 76
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via peristaltic pump 62. The output line 80 from the mixingjunction74 extendsto an elbow
81 at the bottom of the first flow switch 40. The output from flow switch 40 is applied

5

through an exit elbow and an interconnecting flow line 82 through elbow 84 to the bottom
of the second flow switch 42. The output of flow switch 42 is applied through an exit elbow
and PVC flow line 86 to a one-waycheck valve 87, again having a crack pressure of 1/2psi,
to the bottom of a mixing chamber89, which preferably has a capacity within the range of
50-250 ml. Mixing chamber 89 preferably takes the form of a dome-shaped tank having a

10

flat bottom and a capacity of about 125 cc.
The reservoir 76 for the bactericide may take the form of a one-liter polypropylene
bottle which is removably contained within the enclosure 54. The bottle 76 is closed with
an airtight cap 91 which serves as a mount for a collectiontube 92 running to the bottom of
the bottle from a bulkheadnipple 93 and an air filter 94. The filter 94 may take the form

of a 0.2 micro hydrophobicsyringe filter which provides for venting of the reservoir 76 as
bactericide is withdrawn. The filter could be of a 0.45 micron configuration or larger as
15

long as it is hydrophobic in nature. The output end of the collector tube is connected to a
1/32-inchI.D. Norprene (Norton) tubing which runs to the inlet side of the peristaltic pump
62 and vents from the outlet side of the pump to the inlet of the mixing junction, "T" 74.
The pump motor and the switchoutlets are connected to a controller 98 board which

20

incorporatesan integralmotor control unit and microprocessor mounted on the back wall 56
of the container 54. Power may be supplied to the controllerby a wall mounted step-down
transformer having a 12-volt AC output which can then be rectified to DC voltage in the
controller board.

25

With the exception of the reservoir 76, which is removable, the other componentsof
the system are firmly mounted within the container 54 to provide an integral unit. The
reservoir can be removed in order to readily replenishthe bactericide when the supply has
been exhausted and to ensure the bactericide does not spill on essential components.

As noted previously, gram-negative bacteria are the most common source of slime
layer buildup within water supply lines leading to dental units and the like. The most
30

commonly encountered bacteria are Pseudomonas species. The effectiveness of citric acid
as a biocide for water-originated biofilms has been tested and established by the following

experimentalwork. Pseudomonas aeruginosa was chosen for the experimentalwork due to
its high prevalence and high resistance and the fact that it produces one of the heaviest
biofilms. The test used a 24-hour culture of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC 9027) grown
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in tryptic soy broth which was inoculated into 100 milliliter polyvinyichioride bottles
containing 50 milliliters of sterile water U.S.P. (Baxter). The inoculum was determinedto
produce a concentration of 1.88 x 106 per milliliter of Pseudomonas aeruginosa per bottle.

These bottles were stored at room temperature and agitated every 12 hours. After 10 weeks
5

a mature biofilm should have been produced. Twelve bottles were utilized for this aspect
of the study. Three were control bottles, and these had their volumes replaced with sterile
water U.S.P. (Baxter). The next three bottles were designated "A," and their volume was
replaced with a solution of citric acid in tap water at a concentration of 0.14 wt. %. The

10

third group of three bottles was designated "B," and their volume was replaced with a tap
water/citric acid concentration of 0. 117 wt. %. The fourth group of three bottles was
designated "C," and their volume was replacedwith a tap water/citric acid concentrationof
0.117 wt. %, plus 0.7 grams of Sweet-n-Low saccharine sweetener was added to a

concentrationof 0.0084 wt. % calcium saccharin. The saccharin was added to make the
water/citric acid mixture more palatable.
15

The three control bottles had about 20,000,000 CFU per milliliter for each of the
bottles at this 10-week timeframe. All twelve bottles were tested at 1 day, 3 days, and 7
days. At days 1, 3, and 7 all the treated bottles showed no growth. The three control
bottles showed an immediate growth, presumably from their biofilm, of 270,000-430,000
CFU per milliliter on day one, 410,000-510,000 CFU per milliliter on day three, and

20

270,000-490,000CFU per milliliter on day seven.
At the end of the seven days, all the bottles containing the citric acid mixture were
emptied completely and filled with 10% tryptic soy growth broth in sterile water U.S.P.
These were allowed to incubate at 37°C. for 48 hours and then were removed from the

25

incubator and incubated an additional 5 days at room temperature. After 7 days, samples
were taken from each of the bottles and plated on tryptic soy broth with lecithinand tween.
No growth was seen. This experimental work showed:
(1)

The presumed presence of a viable biofilm,

(2)

The rapid inactivation of the biofilm using a very dilute citric acid
solution in a very short period of time,

30

(3)

The total destruction of biofilm at the end of 7 days, and

(4)

That addition of calcium saccharin had no detrimental effects of the
citric acid's effectiveness.
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Another separate study was performedto determinethe rate and size of reduction of
pathogenic bacteria that two different citric acid concentrations were able to accomplish.
The three bacteria chosenhave all been observed in dental unit waterlines and are all ATCC
so they are assured of purity. Two are of human origin and one of water origin.
5

Two citric acid/tap water concentrations were prepared. Sample "A" contained a
0.467 wt. % concentration of citric acid and sample "B" had a citric acid concentrationof
0.233 wt. %. Both of these samples contained 0.24% calcium saccharin. Into sterile test
tubes containing either of these samples were placed either Escherichia coli in a

10

concentrationof 160,000,000 CFU per milliliter, Staphylococcus aureus in a concentration
of 190,000,000 CFU per milliliter, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa in a concentration of
140,000,000 CFU per milliliter. These samples were tested at 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 60
minutes, and 24 hours.

15

For the Escherichiacoli, sample A showed a complete kill at 10 minutes. For sample
B, a reductiondown to 6 CFU per milliliter was seen at 30 minutes. It took more than 60
minutes but less than 24 hours to completely eliminate the E. coli with sample B.
For the Staphylococcus aureus, sample A showeda completekill at 30 minutes. For
sample B, a reduction down to 2,000 CFU per milliliter was seen at 60 minutes and a
completekill was seen at 24 hours. For the Pseudomonas aeruginosa, sample A and sample
B showeda completekill at 10 minutes.

20

The effectiveness of the present invention can be considered in light of standards
recognized by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for delineating sterile
conditions. The FDA recognizes a 6 log (106) reduction of bacteria as a confirmationfor
reaching sterility. Against this background, it can be seen that the foregoing experimental
work establishes that a larger reductionof bacteria can be achieved at low concentrations of

25

citric acid standardlydelivered by the water sanitizing system of the present inventionduring
typical dental operations, such as drilling and utilization of an ultrasonic scaler. At least a

7 log reduction for E-coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa was observed at ten minutes with
concentrations

30

of citric acid as described above with reference to samples "A" and "B." A

6 log reduction of Staphylococcus aureus was established at the 0.467 wt. % concentration
at 30 minutes while a 5 log reductionwas observedat the lower concentration (0.233 wt. %)
at 60 minutes. A complete kill of all test bacteria was confirmedat 24 hours.

In view of

the 9 log reduction of both gram positive and gram negative bacteria at 24 hours, the
potentialfor newly-introduced bacteriato producea biofilm would appearto be very remote.
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In addition, the presence of saccharin, specifically calcium saccharin in the citric
solution did not appear to adversely affect the function of the bactericide.

acid

As indicated by the foregoing experimental work, the hydroxycarboxylic acid need
be supplied in only relatively low concentrations in order to eliminate the formation of
5

biofilm in the dental unit and the associated water supply lines and utilization devices. For
the preferred low molecular weight hydroxycarboxylic acids employed in the present
invention, a concentrationof 0. 1 wt. % is sufficient so long as the bactericide is supplied in
a concurrent fashion in accordance with the present invention. Thus the bactericide

10

concentration, as employed in the dental unit and the associated water supply lines, is
preferably within the range of 0.1-1.0 wt. %. While greater amounts can be used, they are

unnecessary and may offer objectionable bitterness to the patient. As a practical matter,
during the majority of dental procedures,the concentrationwill be within the range of about
0.2 to about 0.8 wt. %. This range is dictated by the ratio of the pump speed to the
delivered water flow rate relative to each of the flow switches' activation points.
15

This

concentrationrange is targetedbecause it offers both the ability to destroy bacterial biofilms
as well as the ability to rapidly destroy newly introduced bacteria, and it can do this at very
palatable concentrations. As discussed above, the water supply rates can vary widely from
The large mixing chamber allows higher and lower
concentrations to be mixed so that these concentrations can be averaged. This mixing
chamber also acts as a treatment holding tank so that the hydroxycarboxylicacid may act
one dental instrument to another.

20

upon the newly treated water prior to delivery. As a practicalmatter, the concentration of
citric acid, or other hydroxypolycarboxylic acid, usually will be near the upper end of the
aforementioned range only when extremelyhard water with substantial alkaline earth metal
25

compounds such as calcium and magnesium chlorides and carbonates are encountered. A
more preferred concentration will be within the range of about 0.2 to about 0.5 wt. % during

most of a cycle of operation. As noted previously, the water supply rates can vary widely
dependingupon the particular dental instrument used and low concentrations outside of the
aforementionedranges can be tolerated especially at low flow rates as long as there is some
compensationprovided by concentrations within the desired range. For example, if it is
30

desirable giving considerations

of water hardness and the like to maintain a bactericide

concentration of at least 0.2 wt. %, intermittent concentrations below this value can be
tolerated so long as overall the concentration is within the desired range of 0.2-0.5 wt. %.
An important consideration in this invention is that so long as the bactericideis supplied to
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5

the dental unit water in a concurrent fashion, i.e., continuously or nearly continuously with
only small interruptions, biofilm formation will be largely prevented and any biofilm that
does form, e.g., because of inactivity of the system, will be effectively eliminated.
Having described specificembodiments ofthe present invention, it will be understood
that modifications thereof may be suggested to those skilled in the art, and it is intendedto
cover all such modifications as fall within the scope of the appended claims.
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What is claimed:
1.

5

In a system for incorporating a bactericide into an aqueousmedium for supply

to a water distribution unit, the combination comprising:
a reservoir adapted to contain a liquid bactericidal agent;
(a)
a variable rate pump having an inlet line extending from said
(b)
reservoir to the inlet of said pump;
(c)

an outlet line extending from the outlet of said pump and

a bactericide supply line;
a water supply line adapted to be connected to a source of
(d)
water under pressure at a water inlet and providing a water supply flow path
through said system to an outlet of said water supply line adapted to be
connected to a utilizationunit;
a mixingjunctionfor saidwater supply line and saidbactericide
(e)
supply line to provide for mixing of a bactericide into said water supply line;
a flow-sensing unit responsive to fluid flow in said water supply
(f)
providing

10

15

line to generate an output parameter representative of the flow rate in said
water line; and
(g)

20

a flow control system for controllingthe pumping rate of said

pump in response to said measured parameter.
2.
The system of claim 1 further comprising an enlarged mixing chamber
between said mixing junction and said water supply line outlet.
3.

The combination of claim 2 wherein said mixing junction is upstreamof said

sensing unit.
25

4.

The combination of claim 2 wherein said pump is a positive displacement

5.

The combination of claim 4 wherein said positive displacementpump is a

pump.

peristaltic pump.
6.
30

The combination of claim 3 wherein said sensing unit is interposed between

said mixing chamber and said mixing junction.
7.

The combination of claim 1 wherein a check valve is located in said water

supply line upstream

of said mixing junction.
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The combination of claim 7 further comprising
supply line between said inlet and said mixing junction.
8.

9.

The combination

a water filter in said water

of claim 8 wherein said water filter is at least a 50-micron

filter.
5

The combination of claim 1 wherein said sensing unit comprises a plurality
of series connected flow monitors which operate to produce signal outputs representativeof
10.

different rates of flow.
The combination of claim 10 wherein one of said monitors comprises a flow
switch operative to producean incremental signalfunction in responseto a first flow rate and
11.

10

another of said monitors comprises

a variable flow sensor operative to produce a variable

signal function having a variable output proportional to a sensed variable flow rate.
The combination of claim 11 wherein said flow control system is enabled to
12.
control said pump in response to said variable signal function only after receiving said
15

incremental signal function.
13.
The combination

of claim 11 wherein said flow control system controls the

pumping rate at said pump in direct relationship to the supply water flow rate as determined
by the variable flow sensor.

The combination of claim 1 whereinsaid control system comprises a fail-safe
internalclock function whichacts to shutdown the pump in response to continuous operation
14.

20

of said pump in excess of a designated time limit.
15.
The combination of claim 14 wherein the control system comprises means
responsive to the shut down of said pump by activationof the fail-safe function, to generate
an audio alarm will sound to alert an operator that the water sanitizer is not functioning.
16.
The combination of claim 1 wherein said sensing unit comprises a plurality

25

of series-connected flow switches, a first of said flow switches being operative to produce
a signal function in response to a first flow rate and a second of said flow switches being
operative to produce a signal function in response to a secondflow rate greater than said first
flow rate.
17.
The combination of claim 16 whereinthe pump operates at first rate of speed

30

when the first flow switch is actuated and a higher rate of speed when the second flow
switches are actuated.
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The combination of claim

wherein said system is incorporated into a
portable self-contained unit capable of being moved from one location to another by hand
18.

1

and wherein said reservoir is removably contained within said unit.
19.

5

The combination of claim 1 further comprising first and second check valves

in said water supply line, said first check valve being disposed in said line upstream of said
mixing junction and said second check valve being disposed downstream of said mixing
junction, with said sensing unit being interposed between said mixing junction and said
second check valve.
20.

10

The combination of claim 19 further comprisingan enlargedmixing chamber

in said water supply line interposedbetween said second check valve and said outlet adapted
to be connected to a dental unit.
21.
The combination of claim 20 wherein said sensing unit comprises a plurality

of series-connected flow switches, a first of said flow switches being operative to produce
a signal function in response to a first flow rate and a second of said flow switches being
15

operativeto produce a signal function in response to a second flow rate greater than said first
flow rate.
22.

The combination of claim 21 wherein said pump is a positive displacement

23.

The combination of claim 22 wherein said positive displacement pump is a

pump.
20

peristaltic pump.
24.
In

a dental station for the treatment of dental patients, the

combination

comprising:
(a)

a dental systemhaving at least one dental applianceand at least

one water supply line for delivering water to a selectedone of said appliances;
25

(b)

a sanitizing unit comprising a reservoir adapted to contain a

liquid bactericidal agent and a variable rate pump having an inlet line
extending from said reservoir to the inlet of said pump and an outlet line
extending from the outlet of said pump providing a bactericidesupply line;
a water supply line adapted to be connected to a source of
(c)
30

water under pressure at a water inlet point and providing a water supply flow
path through said sanitizing unit to an outlet connected to said dental unit to
provide a supply of water to said dental unit;
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a mixingjunctionfor saidwater supply line and said bactericide
supply line to provide for mixing of a bactericide into said water supply line;
(d)

an enlarged mixing chamber in said water supply and
interposedbetween said mixing junction and said dental unit;
(e)

5

(f)

a flow-sensing unit responsive to fluid flow in said water supply

line to generate an output parameter representative of the flow rate of said
water supply line; and
(g)

a flow control system for controlling the pumping rate of said

pump in response to said measured parameter.
25.
The combination of claim 24 wherein said sensing unit is interposedbetween

10

said mixing chamberand said mixing junction.
26.

The combination of claim 25 wherein a check valve is located in said water

supply line upstreamof said mixing junction.
27.
The combination of claim 26 wherein said positive displacement pump is a
15

peristaltic pump.
28.

In a method for providing a sanitized aqueous medium to a dental unit, the

steps comprising:

a dental unit for use in dental treatment;

(a)

providing

(b)

delivering water to said dental unit from a water source; and

incorporating into said water a hydroxycarboxylic acid in a
bactericidally-effective amount sufficient to eliminate the presenceofa mature

20

(c)

biofilm produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria.
29.
The method of claim 28 wherethe hydroxycarboxylic acid is a polycarboxylic
acid.
25

The method of claim 29 wherein said acid is selected from the group
consisting of malic acid, tartaric acid, and citric acid.
30.

of claim 30 wherein said hydroxycarboxylic acid is citric acid.

31.

The method

32.

The method of claim 31 wherein said citric acid is mixed with a non-nutritive

sweetener.
30

33.

The method

of claim 31 wherein said citric acid is supplied to said water to

provide an average concentration in said water within the range of 0.1 - 1.0 wt. %.
In a method for providing a sanitized aqueous medium to a dental unit, the
34.
steps comprising:
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(a)

providing a dental unit for use in treatment applied within a

patient's mouth;
supplying a stream of water to said dental unit and applying
said water from said dental unit into the patient's mouth;
(b)

5

incorporating into said water supplied to said dental unit a
hydroxycarboxylic acid in a bactericidally-effective amount sufficient to
(c)

eliminate

a mature biofilm produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria

(d)

sensing the flow rate of water supplied to said dental unit; and

adjusting the rate of incorporation of said hydroxycarboxylic
acid into said water in response to said sensed flow rate.
(e)

10

35.

The method of claim 34 wherein said water is filtered to remove suspended

sedimentary material from said water prior to incorporationof said hydroxycarboxylicacid
into said water.
36.
15

The method of claim 35 wherein said water is filtered to remove sedimentary

material having an average particle size greater than 50 microns.
37.

The method of claim 36 wherein said water is filtered to remove suspended

sedimentary material in a particle size greater than 25 microns.
38.
The method of claim 34 wherein said hydroxycarboxylic acid is a
20

polycarboxylicacid.
The method of claim 38 wherein said acid is selected from the group
39.
consisting of malic acid, tartaric acid, and citric acid.
40.

of claim 40 wherein said citric acid is supplied to said water to
provide an average concentration in said water within the range of 0.1-1.0 wt. %.
42.
The method of claim 30 whereinsaid citric acid is mixed with a non-nutritive
41.

25

The method of claim 39 wherein said hydroxycarboxylic acid is citric acid.
The method

sweetener.
43.

30

The method ofclaim 34 further comprisingthe step ofsequentiallyemploying

a plurality of dental unit end devices and supplying said water to each of these said dental
units from a central sanitizing station.
44.
In a method for providingdental treatment the steps comprising:
(a)
providing a dental unit having a plurality of appliances
associatedtherewith and at least one water delivery line for deliveringwater

to said appliances;
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-25supplyingwater to said dental unit and through a water supply
line to a first selectedhand piece while concurrentlyincorporatinginto said
(b)

water supply to said dental unit a hydroxycarboxylic acid in a bactericidallyeffective amount sufficient to eliminate a mature biofilm produced by
5

Pseudomonasaeruginosa bacteria;
(c)
terminating the flow of water to said dental unit;
(d)

selecting

a second of said hand pieces and supplying water to

said dental unit and through a water supply line to said second hand piece at
a flow rate different from the flow rate of step (b) while concurrently
10

incorporatinginto said water supply to said dental unit a hydroxycarboxylic
acid in a bactericidally-effective amount sufficient to eliminate a mature
biofilm produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria;
(e)
adjusting the rate of incorporation of said hydroxycarboxylic
acid into said water to providea differentrate of incorporationduring step (d)

15

than the rate of incorporationduring step (b).
45.

The process of claim 44 whereinsaid hydroxycarboxylic acid is incorporated

into said water supply by mixing a concentrated solutionof said hydroxycarboxylic acid with
water flowing through said water supply line.
The process of claim 45 wherein said hydroxycarboxylic acid is a
polycarboxylicacid.
46.

20

The method of claim 46 wherein said hydroxycarboxylic acid is citric acid.
The method of claim 47 wherein citric acid is supplied to said water supply
48.
line to provide a concentrationin said water supply line with the range of 0.1-1.0 wt. %.
47.
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DENTAL BLEACHING COMPOSITION AND METHOD

Cross—Reference to

Related Applications
This application is a continuation-in—part of U.S.
Patent Application Serial No. 08/757,248, filed on November
5

27, 1996.

Field of the Invention
present invention relates to dental bleaching
compositions and methods, and more particularly to dental
bleaching compositions and methods utilizing a laser to
The
invention more
enhance
the bleaching action.
particularly relates to dental bleaching compositions and
methods with enhanced removal of both extrinsic and intrinsic
discolorants from the dentition and with reduced pain or
The

10

sensitivity associated with the bleaching process.
15

20

Background of the Invention
Discolorations of the dentition are traditionally
classified into two main categories, extrinsic and intrinsic.
Extrinsic discolorations, or stains, are on the outer surface
of the dentition and can be removed from the surface by
Intrinsic
dental instruments or polishing abrasives.
discolorations, or stains, located within the crystalline
matrix of the enamel and dentin and cannot be removed by the

use of dental instruments or polishing abrasives.
or stains are
Extrinsic
discolorations
25

30

35

usually
superficial stains of the tooth surface resulting from the
deposition of a film, pigments or calculus on the teeth.
Many agents can cause such extrinsic discolorations including
common substances such as coffee, tea, artificial food
colorations, grapes, berries, smoking or chewing of tobacco,
and the like.
Stain intensity, and consequently ease of
removal of the stains, are worsened by the penetration of the
stain into tooth surface irregularities such as pits, cracks,
grooves, exposed dentin, and bared root surfaces resulting
from recession. The degree of difficulty of removal of the
stain increases the deeper the penetration of the stain, with
some stains penetrating to such a depth that the removal is
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extremely difficult or virtually impossible using current
methods of stain removal.
Intrinsic discolorations can have many causes of either
an endogenous or exogenous origin and may occur during or
after odontogenesis. During the process of creation of the
teeth, referred to as odontogenesis, the teeth may become
discolored from changes in the quality or quantity of enamel
or dentin, or from incorporation of discoloring agents in the
hard tissues, and may be caused by many diseases and
such
as
medications,
tetracycline.
Post—eruption
discolorations occur when discoloring agents enter the dental
hard tissues from either the pulp cavity or tooth surface and
can be caused by trauma, aging, metals, dental materials, and
contact with or ingestion of certain foods and beverages.
A
for
commonly
practiced
technique
removing
discoloration is the practice of external bleaching, often
with hydrogen peroxide. However, known bleaching agents are
able only to remove discoloring agents located within five
to seven microns from the enamel surface due to the high
inorganic content and limited permeability of the enamel.
Thus intrinsic discolorations and deeply penetrating
extrinsic discolorations are left untouched.
Many attempts have been made over the years to find a
bleaching system capable of removing intrinsic and deeply
penetrating extrinsic stains. Chemical reagents that have
been tried include hydrogen peroxide, oxalic acid, pyrozone
(hydrogen peroxide and ethyl ether), muriatic acid, and
chlorine compositions, as well as bleaching agents such as
a 30% superoxol (30% hydrogen peroxide stabilized by reducing
the pH to 4.0-5.0) or a pyrozone (30% hydrogen peroxide and
ethyl ether) used in conjunction with heat from a light
source, such as a tungsten lamp, or a heated instrument or
The addition of heat to accelerate
bleaching paddle.
hydrogen peroxide's bleaching action has made such systems
capable of reacting fast enough for in—office use. However,
side effects due to the increased reactivity can be quite
painful and include inflamed or burned gingiva and lips, as
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well as significant post-bleaching tooth sensitivity.
In an effort to overcome these side effects, "cold
These systems used longer
bleaching" systems were developed.
room temperature reaction times instead of shorter heat
In these cold bleaching systems,
activated reaction times.
the hydrogen peroxide is thickened or gelled to allow the
hydrogen peroxide to form a coating capable of remaining in
contact with the teeth for extended period of time. Although
the cold bleaching systems eliminated the side effects of the
application of heat, a number of office visits were still
required to achieve satisfactory results and post—bleaching
sensitivity still occurred. Recently, as disclosed in U.S.
Patent No. 5,645,428 to Yarborough, lasers have been used in
a two—step dental bleaching process in which first an
admixture of a bleaching agent and a catalyst are applied to
the teeth and then exposed to an argon laser light to
activate the bleaching agent followed by a second application
of an admixture of a bleaching agent and a catalyst followed
by exposure to a CO2 laser. However, the use of the CO2 laser
adds considerable cost to the process as well as greatly
increasing the chances incurring damage to the enamel surface
on the teeth due to exposure to the CO2 laser.
Summary of the Invention
It has now been discovered that the dental bleaching
composition of the present invention can be used in
conjunction with a laser to provide enhanced effectiveness
of the bleaching action while reducing post-bleaching
sensitivity.
The dental bleaching composition comprises a bleaching
agent such as hydrogen peroxide, carbamine peroxide and the
like; an inert gelling compound such as a silicon dioxide
a pH modifier such as sodium hydroxide; and a
compound;
discrete inert particulate laser enhancing material such as
beads having a color complementary to the color of the laser
light. These materials are admixed to form a translucent or
transparent gel with a pH of about 9 to 11, more preferably
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10 to 10.5. The discrete particles are capable of absorbing
the light energy from the wavelength of light emitted from
5
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the laser and retransmitting it as thermal energy. These
discrete particles are dispersed throughout the bleaching
composition so that the laser beam can pass through to the
surface of the tooth while the particles absorb a portion of
the light energy from the laser and retransmit it as thermal
energy thus increasing the effectiveness of the bleaching
composition.
The dental bleaching composition of the present
invention is used in the process of the present invention by
placing it on the tooth surfaces to be bleached to coat the
area to be bleached. The coated tooth surfaces are exposed
to laser energy, and then the coating is removed from the
tooth surfaces, preferably by rinsing. The process is then
repeated for one or more cycles until the desired degree of
bleaching of the dental surface is achieved. Neutral sodium
fluoride is then applied to the bleached teeth for at least
10 minutes to reduce or eliminate post—bleaching sensitivity.
A kit containing the ingredients allows single dose
applications to be mixed immediately before use.

Detailed Description of the Invention
25

30

35

The present invention is directed to a novel dental
bleaching composition and its method of use which results in
enhanced bleaching action while reducing or eliminating postThe topical dental bleaching
bleaching sensitivity.
composition of the present invention comprises a gel formed
from admixing a bleaching agent with an inert gelling
The pH of the gel is modified or adjusted at least
compound.
9.0 to reduce post-bleeding sensitivity.
To enhance the
effectiveness of the bleaching composition, discrete inert
laser enhancing particles are dispersed throughout the
composition.
The bleaching agent may be any bleaching agent suitable
for use on dentition in living patients.
Preferably the
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bleaching agent hydrogen peroxide or carbamine peroxide.
Other suitable bleaching agents may include sodiuit perborate,
oxalic acid (for iron stains), chlorine (for silver and
copper stains), and ammonia (for iodine—containing stains).
In the most preferred embodiment of the present
invention, the bleaching agent is hydrogen peroxide in
concentrations ranging from about 5% to about 70% by volume,
more preferably from about 25% to about 60% by volume, and
most preferably from about 35% to about 50% by volume. The
amount of hydrogen peroxide present is about 90 to 95% by
weight of the total mixture.
Any suitable inert gelling compound may be used that is
capable of forming a gel or thickened mixture when admixed
Suitable compositions include
with the bleaching agent.
chain
sodium
and
silica
stearate,
long
compounds,
In
hydrocarbons such as CarbopolTM, TrolaminerM and PolyoxTM.
a preferred embodiment of the present invention, an inert
silica compound is used and suitable silica compounds include
silicon dioxide, fumed silica and the like. Preferably the
silica compound is in a finely divided form that enhances the
gelling reaction with the bleaching agent, such as hydrogen
The preferred concentration of the silica gelling
peroxide.
agent is approximately 5 to 10% by weight.
Bleaching agents, such as hydrogen peroxide, are
The higher the
concentration-dependant pulpal irritants.
concentration of bleaching agent placed on the surface of a
tooth, the more rapidly the concentration of the bleaching
agent rises within the enamel and dentin of the tooth. Even
at lower concentrations, bleaching agents can irritate the

pulp causing pulpitis and at higher concentrations, can cause
pulpal death.
One embodiment of the present invention is directed to
the discovery that even with very high concentrations of
hydrogen peroxide and other bleaching agents, post-bleaching
tooth and dental sensitivity can be significantly decreased
by maintaining hydration of the dental tissues during the

bleaching process and thus eliminating pulpitis and its
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attendant sensitivity.
It has been discovered that there is
a significant difference in pain both during and after
bleaching teeth with a hydrogen peroxide/silicon dioxide gel
and an argon laser when the teeth were rinsed with water
every 3 to 5 minutes during the bleaching procedure to keep
them hydrated.
In these tests, patients had a hydrogen
peroxide and silicon dioxide gel placed on six maxillary
anterior teeth, canine to canine. The teeth were exposed,
in turn, to 40 seconds of argon laser light per tooth.
on three teeth, the bleaching gel was wiped away with
a cotton gauze and on the other three teeth, the bleaching
gel was rinsed away and the teeth were bathed in water for
The bleaching gel was then
approximately 20 seconds.
replaced and the cycle was repeated for a total of six
cycles. Patients reported significantly less pain during and
after the bleaching procedure on the teeth that were
hydrated. When the sides were switched and the teeth that
had been bathed in water were wiped clean instead, while the
teeth that were wiped were hydrated, the patients reported
that the teeth that were sensitive had switched as well.
It has unexpectedly been discovered that adjusting or
modifying the pH of the bleaching composition to between 9.0
and 11.0, more preferably between 9.5 and 10.5, and most
preferably between 10.0 and 10.5, results in a significant
reduction in post-bleaching sensitivity. Any suitable pH
modifier can be used that does not adversely affect the
such
as
of
the
action
bleaching
agent
bleaching
In one
disassociation of a peroxide bleaching agent.
embodiment of the present invention, sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
or sodium polysilicate is used to adjust the pH.
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a
laser capable of increasing the bleaching action of a
bleaching agent on a tooth surface, such as an argon laser,
is used to enhance the bleaching action of the dental
of
the
invention.
present
composition
Theoretically, the laser light enhances the speed by which
enamel and dentin can be bleached by any or all of the
bleaching
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following mechanisms:
i) lowering the energy needed to break
down the stain molecules within the teeth, ii) pushing the
bleaching gel into the tooth more rapidly, and iii)
interacting with the bleaching gel to enhance its reactivity.
It has been discovered that teeth coated with a hydrogen
peroxide and fumed silica gel and exposed to argon laser
light bleach lighter than teeth of the same shade bleached
with the gel alone. This effect is dependent on the strength
of the argon laser, with a laser yielding a power density of
550-700 inilliwatts/cm2 bleaching the coated tooth surfaces
more effectively than a laser yielding a power density of
milliwatts/cm2 but at the cost of increased
sensitivity during and following the bleaching process. This
may be due to one or both of the following mechanisms. i)
The laser energy "pushes" the hydrogen peroxide into the
tooth more rapidly —— the concentration of hydrogen peroxide
at any distance from the surface of the tooth may be greater
when the tooth is bathed in argon laser light than in the
absence of the laser.
ii) The laser energy may contribute
directly to pulpal irritation.
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the
350-550
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bleaching action of the dental bleaching composition is
enhanced by the inclusion into the bleaching composition of
a discrete inert particulate material that absorbs the
In one embodiment
wavelength of light emitted by the laser.
of the present invention, the discrete inert particulate
matter is pigmented or colored in a color complement to the
laser light, thus resulting in efficient absorption of the
laser light wavelength.
For example, an argon laser utilizes
a blue light with a wavelength in the range of 470 nm to 520
nm.
The color complement to blue is orange, and thus an
orange or red—orange particulate material that reflects light
in the 600 nm to 650 nm range and absorbs at all other
wavelengths would enhance the action of the laser and would

be preferred since orange is the color complement to blue.
Other colors or compositions that absorb at the wavelength
that laser light is emitted are also suitable.

For example,
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a black particulate material would absorb all wavelengths of
Particulate material made from compositions
emitted light.
of matter that absorb emitted laser light in the desired
wavelength ranges are also suitable. For example, an inert
plastic material that absorbs light at a of 470 nm to 520
nm can be used as the discrete particulate material of the
present invention for use with an argon laser.
There are no studies that show hydrogen peroxide or
other bleaching agents are activated or made more reactive
directly by exposure to laser energy. However, it has been
discovered that the inclusion of an inert compound that
absorbs the emitted laser light in the form or 100-200 micron
particles makes hydrogen peroxide and other bleaching agents
more reactive when exposed to an intense light, such as that
given off by an argon laser. As discussed above, orange is
the color complement to blue, and as such, absorbs the energy
of the blue argon laser light in an efficient manner allowing
In the
it to be retransmitted as thermal energy.
micro—environment surrounding the orange particles, this
increase in thermal energy makes the hydrogen peroxide more
reactive

25

The discrete inert colored particulate material can be
made of any suitable material that will not react with the
hydrogen peroxide or other bleaching agent and that will not
leach its color into the tooth surface during the bleaching
include colored or coated
porcelain, ceramic, thermoplastic or polymeric resins such
as acrylic resins, cellulosic resins, ceramic fiber
process.

30

35

Suitable

materials

resins,
polyamide
resins,
fluoroplastic
compounds,
polycarbonate resins, phenolic resins, polyethelene resins,
polyester resins, polymethylpentene resins, polyoxymethylene
resins,
resins,
polypropylene
resins,
polyphenylene
polystryrene resins, polyvinyl resins, nitrile resins,
However,
terephthalic resins, or glass fiber compounds.
other types of plastics and polymeric materials known to
those in the art may be used provided that they do not react.
The particles can be coated or colored by any suitable means
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In an alternative embodiment of the present invention,
the discrete laser enhancing particles are made of a material
that absorbs the wavelength of the emitted laser light and
Suitable materials are
retransmits it as thermal energy0
known to those of ordinary skill in the art0
The size of the particles can vary and preferably range
from about 50 microns to about 400 microns, more preferably
microns to about 200 microns, and most
from about 75
125 microns0
preferably from about 90 microns to
The discrete particulate material enhances the lasers
action by increasing the thermal energy, and thus the
of
reactivity of the bleaching agent0 The amount or density
the particles in the bleaching gel is sufficient to allow the
laser to enhance the reactivity of the hydrogen peroxide0
not so great
However, the particulate density or amount is
of
that it blocks the laser light from reaching the surface
the tooth0 As described above, it is necessary for the laser

the bleaching
light to reach the tooth in order to enhance
the
action of the bleaching agent since this appears to be
more important part and thus the density of the particulate
matter needs to be adjusted accordingly.
In another embodiment of the present invention, post—
the application
bleaching sensitivity is further reduced by
of neutral sodium fluoride to the bleached teeth for at least
ten minutes. Fluoride has been used in dentistry to reduce
surface of
sensitivity for many years. Often, when the root
teeth are exposed to the oral cavity due to gingival
cold and
recession, these teeth become sensitive to hot,
Fluoride has been shown to reduce this
sometimes sweets.
structure of
sensitivity by combining with the crystalline
the tooth to form fluorapatite and by blocking dentinal
It has been discovered that the application of
tubuals.
neutral sodium fluoride for at least ten minutes following
fumed
bleaching teeth with a gel of 50% hydrogen peroxide,
to
silica and sodium hydroxide, in conjunction with exposure
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significantly reduces or eliminates
intense pain that other wise results. This post bleaching
and
pain usually has an onset of about 2 hours post—bleaching
is
lasts for 2 or more days. When neutral sodium fluoride

an argon
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laser,

the pain
applied to the teeth for 5 minutes post bleaching,
level is often diminished and lasts for only 8 to 12 hours.
When neutral sodium fluoride is applied to the bleached teeth
for a full 10 minutes after bleaching is completed,
eliminated.
post—bleaching sensitivity is almost completely
The dental bleaching composition of the present
the form
invention can be supplied to dental practitioners in
of a kit containing ingredients sufficient for either
can be
individual or multiple treatments. The ingredients
or vials, or can
supplied individually in separate containers
have multiple ingredients premixed so that the hydrogen
the dental
peroxide containing mixture can be admixed by
the point of use.
professional with the silicon compound at
In one embodiment, it is contemplated that the dental
kit containing the
professional will be supplied with a
of the
ingredients making up the bleaching composition
can be
present invention so that the bleaching composition
mixed "chairside" and immediately used. For example, the kit
one containing a
may contain 2 premeasured containers,
and
bleaching agent such as hydrogen peroxide with glycerin,
the other containing a pH modifier such as sodium hydroxide
or sodium polysilicate, with a premixed quantity of the inert
and the discrete
gelling agent such as silica or fumed silica
the
laser enhancing particulate matter. For an argon laser,
All items are
particulate matter is preferably orange.
safe and effective use of
packaged with a protocol by which
the materials can be achieved.
The present disclosure includes that contained in the
appended claims as well as that of the foregoing description.
in its preferred
Although this invention has been described
form with a certain degree of particularity, it is understood
that the present disclosure of the preferred form has been
in the
made only by way of example and that numerous changes
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of construction and the combination and arrangement
of parts may be resorted to without departing from the spirit
and scope of the invention.
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What is claimed:

A topical dental bleaching

5

composition for use with
a laser, said composition comprising
a bleaching agent
an inert gelling agent for forming a gel with said

6

bleaching agent,
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1.

a plurality of discrete laser enhancing particles, and
a pH modifier.
The dental bleaching composition of claim 1 wherein
said discrete inert laser enhancing particles absorb a
portion of the light energy emitted by the laser and
retransmit it as thermal energy.
2.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 2 wherein
laser light is absorbed by means of the color of the
the composition of the particles, or by
particles,
combinations thereof.
3.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 1 wherein
said discrete laser enhancing particles are a complementary
color to the color of the light emitted by the laser.
4.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 2 wherein
said particles have a size from about 50 to about 400
microns.
5.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 5 wherein
said particles have a size from about 75 to about 200
microns.
6.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 6 wherein
said particles have a size from about 90 to about 125
microns.
7.

8.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 3 wherein
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said particles are coated with the color.
9.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 3 wherein

the particles contain the color dispersed throughout
particles.

the

The dental bleaching composition of claim 1 for use
with a laser emitting a blue light, wherein said particles
10.

are orange glass beads having a diameter from about 90 to
about 125 microns.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 3 wherein
said particles are color coated beads having a diameter from
about 90 to about 125 microns.
11.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 2 wherein
the particles are made of a material selected from the group
of colored or coated porcelain,
consisting
ceramic,
12.

thermoplastic or polymeric resins such as acrylic resins,
cellulosic resins, ceramic fiber compounds, fluoroplastic
resins, polyamide resins, polycarbonate resins, phenolic
resins,
polyethelene
resins,
polyester
resins,
resins,
polyoxymethylene
resins,
polymethylpentene
polyphenylene resins, polypropylene resins, polystryrene
resins, polyvinyl resins, nitrile resins, terephthalic
resins, and glass fiber compounds.
The dental bleaching composition of claim 2 wherein
said particles are present in an amount sufficient to enhance
the activity of the bleaching agent.
13.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 2 wherein
said particles are present in an amount such that light from
the laser can penetrate the bleaching composition to reach
the surface of the tooth.
14.

15.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 1 wherein
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the bleaching agent is selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen peroxide, carbamine peroxide, sodium perborate,
oxaj.ic acid, chlorine, and ammonia.
The dental bleaching composition of claim 1 wherein
the bleaching agent is hydrogen peroxide.
16.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 16
wherein said hydrogen peroxide preferably has a concentration
from about 5% to about 70% by volume.
17.

18.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 17
wherein said hydrogen peroxide more preferably has a
concentration from about 25% to about 60% by volume.
19.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 18
wherein said hydrogen peroxide more preferably has a
concentration from about 35% to about 50% by volume.
The dental bleaching composition of claim 1 wherein
the pH is from about 9 to about 11.
20.

The dental bleaching composition of
wherein the pH is from about 9.5 to about 10.5.
21.

claim

20

The dental bleaching composition of claim 1 wherein
the pH is from about 10.0 to about 10.5.
22.

23.

The dental bleaching composition of claim 20
wherein the pH modifier is selected from the group consisting
of sodium hydroxide and sodium polysilicate.

1
2

14

24.

said

The dental bleaching composition of claim 1 wherein

inert

gelling agent is selected from the group
consisting of silica compounds, sodium stearate, and long
chain hydrocarbons such as CarbopolTM, TrolamineTM and
PolyoxTM
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dental bleaching composition of claim 24
inert gelling agent is a silicon dioxide

2

wherein

3

compound.

1
2

The dental bleaching agent of claim 25 wherein said
inert gelling agent is a mixture of silicon dioxide and

3

glycerin.

1

The dental bleaching agent of claim 21 wherein said
inert gelling agent is fumed silica.
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26.

27.

A

dental bleaching composition with reduced postbleaching sensitivity, said composition comprising:
hydrogen peroxide;
a thickening agent that forms a gel when mixed with said
hydrogen peroxide;
a pH modifier to adjust the pH of the composition to
about 9.5 to about 10.5.
28.

bleaching composition of claim 28
wherein said pH modifier is selected from the group
consisting of sodium hydroxide and sodium polysilicate.

1

29.

The dental

30.

A method

for bleaching teeth comprising the steps

2

of:

3

6

forming a bleaching gel by admixing a bleaching agent
with a thickening agent, a pH modifier and discrete inert
laser enhancing particles;
applying said bleaching gel to the surface of the teeth

7

to be bleached;

4
5

8
9

10

1
2

exposing the bleaching gel coated tooth surface to a
laser.

removing the bleaching gel from the tooth surface.
The method of claim 30 wherein the process is
repeated until the desired degree of bleaching of the teeth
31.
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is reached.
32.

The method of claim 31 further comprising the step

of applying sodium fluoride to the bleached teeth for at
least 10 minutes.
The method of claim 30 wherein said discrete inert
laser enhancing particles are complementary in color to the
color of said laser.
33.

The method of claim 33 wherein said particles have
a size from about 90 to 200 microns.
34.

The method of claim 33 wherein said laser is an
argon laser and said particles are orange.
35.

The method of claim 35 wherein said particles are
glass beads having a diameter from about 90 to 200 microns.
36.

2

The method of claim 35 wherein said particles are
orange color coated beads having a diameter from about 90 to

3

200 microns.

1

The method of claim 30 wherein said particles are
present in an amount sufficient to enhance the activity of
the hydrogen peroxide.
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37.

38.

The method of claim 30 wherein said particles are
present in an amount such that light from the laser can
penetrate the bleaching composition to reach the surface of
the tooth.
39.

of claim 30 wherein said hydrogen
peroxide has a concentration from about 5% to about 70% by
volume.
40.

The

method

41.

The

method

of claim

40 wherein

said

hydrogen
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peroxide has a concentration from about 35% to about 60% by

3

volume.
42.

1
2

1
2

1

9

to about
43.

The method of claim 30 wherein the pH is from about
11.

The method of claim 42 wherein the pH is from about

9.5 to about 10.5.
44.

The method of claim 30 wherein the pH is from about

2

10.0 to about 10.5.

1

The method of claim 42 wherein the pH modifier is
selected from the group consisting of sodium hydroxide and
sodium polysilicate.

2
3

1
2

1

45.

46.

The method of claim 30 wherein the laser is an

argon laser.
47.

The method of claim 46 wherein the power density

2

of said argon laser is from about 200 milliwatts/cm2 to about

3

700 milliwatts/cm2.

1

The method of claim 46 wherein tooth sensitivity
is further reduced by using a power density of about 200
milliwatts/cm2 to about 500 milliwatts/cm2.

2
3

1
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1
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48.

49.

The method of claim 46 wherein reactivity of the

hydrogen peroxide is increased by using a power density of
about 550 milljwatts/cm2 to about 700 milliwatts/cm2.
50,

The method of claim 30 with further reduced tooth

sensitivity, said method further comprising the step of
hydrating the tooth surface and surrounding dental tissue by
rinsing the tooth surface following or during the step of
removing the bleaching gel from the tooth surface.
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method for enhancing the reactivity of a hydrogen
peroxide containing dental bleaching composition comprising
the steps of:
mixing discrete inert laser enhancing particles with
dental
said
containing
bleaching
hydrogen
peroxide
51.

A

composition to form a laser enhanced bleaching mixture;
coating the tooth surface to be bleached with said
mixture;
exposing said coated tooth surface to laser light; and
removing said mixture from said tooth surface.

12

decreasing sensitivity during dental
bleaching, said method comprising the steps of:
forming a dental bleaching composition;
modifying the pH of said dental bleaching composition
to about 9.5 to about 10.5;
applying said pH modified dental bleaching composition
to the surface of the teeth;
allowing the bleaching composition to react with the
surface of the teeth to bleach the teeth;
removing said reacted bleaching composition from the
surface of the teeth;
hydrating the surface of the teeth and the surrounding

13

dental tissue; and

14

applying sodium fluoride to the surface of the teeth for
at least 10 minutes.
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52 A method for

53.

A dental bleaching system for use with a laser,

said system comprising:
a hydrogen peroxide solution having a concentration of
about 35% to 60% by volume;
a pH modifying agent selected from the group consisting
of sodium hydroxide and sodium polysilicate;
a gelling agent selected from the group consisting of
an inert silicon compound capable of forming a gel when
admixed with said hydrogen peroxide, fumed silica, a mixture
of a silicon dioxide compound and glycerin, and mixtures
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and
thereof;
discrete

inert
colored
particles
to
the
color
of
the
laser.
complementary
54.

in

a

color

The dental bleaching system of claim 53 for use

2

with an argon

3

material is orange.

1

kit for preparing a dental bleaching composition
for use with a laser, said kit comprising:
a hydrogen peroxide solution having a concentration of
about 35% to 60% by volume;
a pH modifying agent selected from the group consisting
of sodium hydroxide and sodium polysilicate;
an inert silica compound capable of forming a gel when
admixed with said hydrogen peroxide;
glycerin; and
discrete
inert
colored
in
a
color
particles
complementary to the color of the laser.
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55.

laser

wherein

said

discrete

particulate

A

The kit of claim 55 further comprising a first and
a second container wherein
said first container contains said hydrogen peroxide and
said glycerin and
56.

6

said second container contains said pH modifying agent,
said inert silica compound, and said discrete inert colored

7

particles.

1

The kit of claim 55 for use with an argon laser
wherein said discrete inert colored particles are orange.

5
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-1SINGLEDOSE DENTAL ADHESIVE DELIVERY SYSTEM
AND METHODAND ADHESIVE THEREFOR
This inventionrelatesto the deliveryofdental adhesivesto practitioner-usersfor the treatment ofdental
patients,and, more particularly,tothe combinationsofadhesivecontainersand dental adhesivesand to adhesive
packaging and deliverytechniques for adhesivesparticularlyuseful for affixing dental restorations to teeth.

Back2roundofthe Invention:
5

The applicationofdental restorations to the teeth ofpatients requires the use ofspecially formulated
dental adhesivesthatwill be effectiveto form a bond with asurface ofthe patient's dental anatomy. The more

ofthe adhesives currently having the most widespread use include resins that are applied to a tooth
surface, for example,and then cured with ultravioletorvisible light. With certainformulationsofsuch light cure
adhesives, a small amount ofsuch light is sufficientto startan adhesive curing reaction that will propagate
through the entiredose ofadhesive. Othertypes ofadhesivesrequire larger exposuresto such light forthe cure
of the entire body of the adhesive. Such adhesives are used for the bonding of more transparent or semitransparent restorations, such as direct restorations,veneers and other thin, small or in situ formed composite
effective

10

restorations.
The more effectiveofthe dental adhesivesfor the usesdiscussed above have beenprovided to dentists
15

20

25

in multiple parts. The various parts ofthese multi-part adhesive systems take advantage of the different
properties at different parts ofthe system at the different stages oftheir use. A firstpart ofthe system may
include, for example a primer, which is painted onto an area of the tooth to which the restoration is to be
attached. The primer dries the surfaceand penetrates to form a basis for an effective bond. A second part may
include a filledoran unfilledresin that is appliedover the first part to interact with it and form a bond. In some
forms,the second part is itselfsupplied in twoparts. In a superior form a subpart ofthe second part is aresin
and the other subpart is a fill material in the form ofminuteglassbeads. The fill, which is mixed to a content
ofabout 48% ofthe mixturewiththe resin, contributesstrength and shock absorbency to the bond. Multi-part
adhesives of this type are available in an alcohol base and marketed under the trademarks Optibond and
Optibond FL by Kerr Dental Materials Center ofOrange, California.
The applicationofeach part ofthe multi-partadhesivesystemby adentist calls for the coatingofa small
area ofa patient's tooth, for example, with a small quantityofeach partofthe adhesive system being applied.
The coating with each adhesivepart is followedby the placementoftherestoration,which maybe arestoration
formed in adental laboratoryona modelofthe patient'steeth that is transferred by the dentist onto the patient's
dental anatomy or maybe a restorationformed in situ by the dentist, usually from a compositematerial. The
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-2differentparts ofthe multi-partadhesive systems are traditionallypackaged in containers designed to hold a
quantity ofmaterial sufficient for bonding multiple restorations and which can be resealed after each use. In
a one part adhesive, a singlecontainer designed to hold a quantity ofmaterial sufficientfor bonding multiple
restorationsin the treatmentofmultiplepatientsand which can be resealed after each use is used. To use such
5

containers, the dentist or dental assistant is required to retrieve the containers for each part of the adhesive

systemfrom astorage area, open each container,dispensefrom each container into another container (typically
acontainerwhich constitutesan open well)the requiredamountofthe adhesivepart being dispensed,reseal each
container for each adhesive part and return the containersto the storage area.
10

Ifthe adhesive systembeingused has multiplesecond parts, the different parts aregenerally dispensed
into the same containerwell and mixedbefore applicationtothe tooth. Ifthe systemis a one partadhesive,only
one container must be opened.
After theadhesiveparts have been appliedto thetooth, the containersinto whichthe adhesiveparts were
dispensed is generally disposed of.
The handling and use ofmultiple part adhesives is regarded by many dentists as inconvenient. With

15

directrestorations particularly,the need to handle and mix separate parts ofthe adhesive is an inconvenience,
in part because the composite material of which the restoration is formed also must be handled and mixed.
While one part or premixedadhesivesare available,such adhesives do not include fills or fluoride release and
many are formulatedwith an acetonebase. Acetonebasedadhesivestendto degradeafter being opened as their
solventcomponentstend to evaporate,altering the adhesive composition,and are regardedas less desirable by

20

many dentists or patients.
One such acetonebased adhesiveis a one part adhesivecomprised predominantlyofan acetone solvent
and aPenta-P adhesionpromoter. The composition containsno fluoridereleasesystemorfillers. The adhesive

is characterized by high shrinkage. Another one partadhesive that is available is comprised predominantly of
an acetone solventand aBPDM adhesion promoter. The adhesive also contains no fluoride release system or
25

fillers.

It provides only a mediumbondstrength and alsois characterizedby high shrinkage.
U.S. PatentNo. 5,348,988disclosesa dentin bondingsystem which utilizes unsaturatedcarboxy esters

as bondingagents producedby the reactionofunsaturatedalcohols with cyclic acid dianhydrides,with BPDM
as part ofthe dentin bonding system. The systemalsocomprises a dentin conditioner which is the reaction
30

product ofa cyclicacid anhydride with an ethylenicallyunsaturatedalcohol, and atwo-part dentin primer, the
firstpart ofwhich comprises the reaction product ofanN-aiylglycine with glycidyl methacrylate. The second
part ofthe two-part dentin primer is selected from products such as BPDM. The patent alsodiscloses the use
ofa solventsuch as acetone. The compositionis applied in solution to an areato which abond is desired, and

35

the bond is completed by use of a self-curing initiator or a light cure system. Other materials such as
camphoquinone are disclosed as being useful. Premixedor one part adhesives that are water based are also
available. Thewater based adhesives, while more stable thanthe acetone or alcohol based adhesives, require

apredryingofthetooth area on which theadhesiveis beingapplied,becausemoistureon the surfaceofthetooth
can change the properties ofthe adhesive. Water based adhesiveshave alsobeen found to be less strong.
The adhesives ofthe prior art that are discussedabovepossess a common problem ofthe evaporation

oftheproduct. This is particularlyaproblemwith the one part organicsolvent based adhesives, but is alsotrue
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-3..
ofwater basedand other solventbased adhesives. Such adhesivespossessthe desiredcompositionupon the first
opening ofthe bottle or container in which they are delivered,but before a substantialportion ofthe adhesive
isused, evaporationofaportionofthe solventand other highvolatilitycomponentsoccurs, leaving thebalance
5

ofthe adhesive with increased compositionofthe other componentsand increasedviscosity. This change in
concentrationsadverselyaffects the applicationofthe adhesiveand the quality and resultingperformance ofthe
bond.

In addition,theuse ofbulkdeliverysystems for packagingone part adhesiveshas had severalundesirable
features. One such feature has beenthe multiple number oftimes that the container must be opened, handled
10

and resealed. Eachtime the container is opened and handled, a potential exists for contaminatingthe entire
contents ofthecontainer. For example, ifthe containeris sealedwith acap which must be removed to dispense

the adhesive,the cap may become contaminatedifplaced on a dental operatorytray or any other resting place
while the contentsofthe containerare being dispensed. When the cap is reset on the container to reseal it, the
contentsofthe containermay becomecontaminated.In addition,thedentist or dentalassistantwhose hands may
15

havehad contact with the mouth ofa patient being treated maycontaminatethe cap while holding it or may
contaminatetheopening inthe containerthrough which the contents are dispensed.
Anotherundesirablefeatureofthebulk deliverysystemis that the dentist or dental assistant is required,
each timethe adhesivesystemis used, to accuratelydispensethe correctamountofadhesivefrom the container.

Ifan insufficient amount is dispensed,the stepsinvolved in dispensingthe adhesive must be repeated. Ifan
excessive amount ofadhesive is dispensed, the excessiveadhesive is wasted.
20

A further undesirablefeatureofthe prior art systemsisthattheyincreasethe opportunityfor evaporation
ofportionsoftheadhesive. This can occurwhenthe containerholdingthe adhesiveis unsealed. Inthe unsealed
state,theadhesive is exposedto the atmosphere ofthe dentaloffice. Thiscan cause the portionsofthe adhesive
to evaporate which will affect the performance ofthat portion ofadhesiveremaining in the containerwhenit

25

is laterused. Ifthe containerremainsunsealedforan extended period oftime, an amount ofthe adhesive base
sufficientto affect the performanceofthe adhesive may evaporate.
As a resultofthe above,therehas beena demand for sometime by dentists foradhesives that are more
convenient,easier to use, and less susceptibleto degradationprior to their use and fora deliverysystem that will
preserve the purity ofthe adhesive, deliver a pre-measuredamount ofadhesive and reduce the likelihood of
evaporationoftheadhesivecontents. Notwithstandingthis demand, an effectivecombinationofadhesive and

30

containerfordeliverytothe dentist has not been found. Accordingly, aneedremains for an adhesive delivery
system, particularlyfor use in applyingdental restorations.

Summary ofthe Invention:
A primary objective ofthe present invention is to provide an improved method ofdelivering dental
adhesive that overcomes problems ofthe prior art.
35

A furtherobjective of the present invention is to provide a one part dental adhesive that is stable,
effective and amenableto delivery by an improved method for application by adentist.

It is a particular objectiveofthe presentinvention to provide acombination ofimproveddental adhesive
delivery system and improved dental adhesive particularly suitable for deliverythereby wherein the delivery
system is particularly suitable for deliveryofthe improved adhesive.
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-4According to the principles ofthe present invention,thereis provided a singledose dental adhesive
deliveiy systemthat is providedwith a singledose one part dental adhesiveand single dose adhesive container

thereforthat are useful for the bonding ofdental restorations to the dental anatomy of patients, and for the
applicationofdirect dental restorations. The dose is that required for treatmentofa single patient and maybe
5

only that for a single tooth or single restoration. The adhesive that is provided, particularly in the deliveiy
system ofthe invention, is a one part dental adhesive provided in vapor sealed single dose packaging that
maintains in a stable form an adhesivethat is particularlysuitable for single dose delivery.
Accordingto the preferred embodimentofthe invention,a two part container is preferably formed of
injectionmolded plastic,one part ofwhich an elongatedbody or container-likecup portion with atubularbore

10

therein having a singleopening at one end and defininga cavity within that is large enough to contain a single
dose ofdental adhesive. The otherpart ofthe container is a closure or cap configured to plug the opening to

seal the liquid adhesive into the cavity without leakage. A secondary or auxiliary seal is provided, either
between or at thejunction ofthe cap and the containerportionorpreferably by way a polyfoil pouch to contain
15

the adhesivefilledcontainer. The lowerend ortip ofthe cap portionofthe containerextends into the bore while
occupying aportionofthe volume ofthe bore to displaceair therein, but leavesa sufficientvolume to contain

a measured single tooth dose ofdental adhesive, for example in a preferred amount of about 0.1 milliliter,
although asinglepatient dose having avolumeoffrom about 0.05 ml to approximately 1 ml may be employed.
Further accordingtothe preferredembodimentofthe invention,thecontaineris loaded with an adhesive

that is formulated of an alcohol base and preferably alsowith a filler ofbetween 20% and 30% by weight.
20

Preferably,the adhesivefor usewiththe deliverysystem,in accordance with thepresent invention,is aonepart,
onestep, dental adhesiveand is avisible light curable, methacrylateresin-basedmixture ofmonomers capable

offorming both chemicaland mechanicaladhesivebondsto bothnaturaltooth structures and dental restorative
materials. The adhesive composition includes a fast evaporating organic solvent or other liquid carrier
25

component, preferablyethyl alcohol.
In its preferredform,each part ofthecontainerincludesstructurewhich,when the containeris positioned
with each oftheparts in an oppositeone ofthe dentist'shands,can be openedby a twistingaction. The opening
leaves the originalinterfacebetweenthe cup and thecap in tack, but breaks the cup along a weakweb adjacent

30

35

an annularscore line that encirclesthecap nearthe top. The containeris thusnon-reusable. Twist grip structure
is provided on each part in the form offins or projections. The container includes a handle part that can be
discarded alongwith the upperportionofthe cup, leavingabody part ofthe cup that holds the cavity filled with
the adhesive dose. The cavity is open at one end to allow for the removalofthe adhesive. Preferably, a kit is
provided thatincludes the container in combinationwith an elongatedapplicatorhaving a sponge-like tip that
can be dipped into the cavity, coated with adhesive, and thendirected by the dentist uponthe tooth or portion
of the patient's dental anatomy to which the restorationis to be bonded. Adhesive is transferred from the
applicator by swabbing the areawiththe tip ofthe applicator.
Thedeliverysystemofthe inventionprovidesfor a singlepart dental adhesive, which, uponan opening
ofthecontainer,is undegradedand ofthe intendedcompositionatthetimeoftheapplication ofthedose. The
onepartadhesivethatis providedis strongwhen appliedand stableup to the point ofuse. The system frees the
practitioneroftheneed to handle,mix orreseal the adhesivewhile performingtherestorative treatment on the
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-5patient. The systemretainsthe sterility ofthe adhesiveuntil its use and reduces the likelihood ofcontamination
ofthe supply prior to application oftheadhesiveto thepatient.
These and other objectivesand advantages ofthe present inventionwill be more readily apparent from
5

10

thefollowing detaileddescription oftheofthe preferredembodimentsofthe invention, in which:
Brief Descrintion ofthe Drawings:
Fig. I is aperspectiveview ofapreferredembodiment ofapackagedsingle dose dental adhesive ofthe
adhesive deliverysystem ofthe present invention.
Fig. 2 is a sideview, partially in cross-section,ofan open one dose adhesive container ofthe delivery
system ofFig. 1, as it appears at thetime it is filled with adhesive.
Fig. 3 is a view, similar to Fig. 2, illustratinga filledand closed container ofthe delivery system of
Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a view, similar to Fig. 2, illustrating the opening ofthe container ofthe delivery system of
Fig. 1.
15

Fig. 5 is asideview ofthereservoirportionofthe containerofFig. 4 illustratingthe open containerwith
theadhesive ready for use.
Detailed Description ofthe Preferred Embodiment:
Fig. 1 illustrates a singledose adhesivepackage10 in accordancewith the preferred embodimentofthe
dental adhesivedeliverysystemofthe presentinvention. The package10 includes a filled single dose adhesive

20

capsule 11 and an adhesive application wand 12 sealed in a plastic and foil pouch 13. The inclusion ofthe
wand 12 in the package 10 is optional. The filled capsule 11 includes a single dose container 14 in which is
contained a measured dose 15 ofadhesive(Fig.3), ofapproximately0.1 milliliter in volume. Thepouch 13
constitutesone preferredform ofan auxiliary or secondarycontainment volume or vaporseal which limitsthe

25

escape of evaporated organic carrier or solvent (e.g., alcohol) that might leak in vapor form from the
container 14. The pouch 13 has a limitedvolume so that solvent vapor thatescapes from the container 14 will
reach an equilibriumin the gaswithin the pouch 13, preventfurtherloss ofsolventfrom the adhesive 15 beyond

an insignificantand acceptable amount. The pouch 13 is preferably apolyfoil materialthat maybe formedof
a thin layer ofaluminum foil on each side ofwhich is laminateda layerofplastic. Such a polyfoilthat is in
accordancewith U.S. militaryspecificationMIL-B-131HType 1 Class H is preferred. Alternatively,a film of
30

completely plastic material with vaporbarrier properties, which could be transparent, maybe used,and this
transparenttypeis illustratedin Fig. 1 forthe convenienceofillustratingthe contents ofthe package 10. While
other means ofsecondary or auxiliary seal can be employed,as discussed below,the use ofsuch a pouch 13 fills

the need for additional packaging to enclose the package 10 and to carry labeling and product information.
The container 14 is illustratedin detail in Fig. 2. The preferredcontainer 14 is described and illustrated
in German Utility Model No. DE9202654. The container 14 is formed oftwo molded thermoplastic parts,
35

includingan elongatedcup 20 and acap 21, both ofarelativelyflexible plastic material ofatypethat will not
contaminateor be adverselyaffectedby the componentsofthe adhesive. The cup 20 has an elongatedcavity 22
therein, generallycylindricalin shapewith an outwardly flared upper end 23 that communicateswith a circular
opening 24 inthetop ofthe cup 20 that is surroundedby an annularupperrim 25. Spaced downwardlyfrom
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-6therim 25 at thetop ofthe flared passage or end 23 is an annular recess 27. The cup 20 has two integrally
formed and interconnected sections, including a reservoir section 30 at the bottom

of the cup 20 that

substantiallycontainsthe cavity 22 and a break-offneck section 31 that surrounds the upper flared passage 23.
Both ofthe sectionshave integrallyformedon oppositesidesofthe outsidethereofapair ofwings, 32 and 33,
5

respectively,thateach providetwist grip structurethat facilitatesthe gripping ofthe container 14 between two
fingers in each ofthe hands of the dentist to twist one of the sections 30,31 relative to the other. The two
sections 30,3 1 ofthe cup 20 arejoined by a narrow annular web 35 that forms aweak link between the two
sections 30,31. When one ofthe sections30,31 is twistedrelativeto the other, the web 35 fractures, separating

10

the two sections 30,31, as explained in connectionwith Fig. 4.
The cap 21 includes an elongated rod-like handle 40 at the top thereofwith a stepped stem 41 at the
bottom thereof that is in alignmentwith thehandle 40. Betweenthe handle 40 and the stem41 is adiscshaped
flange 42that servesasa lid to seat against the rim 25 to close the cavity whenthe stem 41 is inserted through
the opening24 into the passage23 and into the upperend ofthecavity 22. The stem41 includes an upperlength

44 that is ofthe same diameter as that ofthe cavity 22 to seal against the wallthereofto prevent the flow of
15

liquid adhesive 15 therefrom. The upper length44 ofthe stem41 overlapsonlya nominalamount ofabout one
millimeteron thewallofthe cavity22 sothatonly nominalcompressionofthe contents ofthe cavity 22 occurs

whenthe stem 41 ofthe cap 21 is inserted into the cup 20. The stem 41 alsoincludes a lower length 45 that
serves as a guide. The length 45 is ofa diameterthat is less than that ofthe cavity 22 so that it displaces only
a nominal amount ofthevolume ofthe cavity 22. A outwardly projecting annular snap ring46 encircles the
20

upper end ofthe stem44 at adistancespacedbelow the flange42 an amount equal to the spacing ofthe recess
27 belowtherim25. The ring46 snaps into the recess27 to lock the cap 21 tothe cup 20 when inserted therein.

The insertion ofthe cap 21 into the cup 20 is performed after the dose 15 ofadhesive is injected into the
cavity 22 by moving the cap 21 relative tothe cup 20 as illustratedby the arrow 48 in Fig. 2. The connection
that forms between the cap 21 and the cup 20 is essentiallyan irreversibleconnection. The filledand closed
25

container 14 is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Whenthe container 14 is filled and closed, the interface between the cap 21 and the cup 20 forms a
liquid-tight seal. However, with the snap fit connection alone, vapors ofthe volatile carrier can nonetheless
escape with time from betweenthe stem 44, ring46 and flange42 ofthe cap 21 and thewallofthe passage 23,
recess 27 and rim 25 ofthecup 20. This connectionisthussupplementedby the secondary seal,which maybe
30

provided inthe form ofthe foil pouch 13 described above, or alternativelyin the form ofother sealing structure.
For example,theflange 42 can be fusionweldedor ultrasonically weldedtothe rim 25, or an additional sealing
polymer bead 49, ofasubstancethat does not contaminatethe adhesive, can be applied between or around the
junction ofthe rim 25 and the flange 42.

35

Theseparationofthe sections 30 and 31 ofthe cup 20 is illustratedin Fig. 4, which shows that, by the
twisting ofthe sections30,31 relativeto each other by applying twisting force to by way ofthe wings 32,33, as
illustratedby the arrows 50, thesections30,31 separateat the web 35 as the web 35 breaks. When this occurs,

the guide 45 ofthe stem 41 keeps the stem 41 within the cavity 22 until thecap 21, along with theupper
section 31 ofthe cup 20, is removedfromthe lowerreservoirsection30 ofthe cup 20, by translating the cap 21
upwardlyrelativetothereservoirportion30 ofthe cup 20 as illustratedby arrow 54, whereuponthe cap 21 and
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-7uppercup section 31 can be discarded. The dentist, uponopening the capsule 11 in this manner, thenusesthe
swab 12 by dipping its poroustip applicatorend 55 into thecavity 22, in the direction ofthe arrow 57 ofFig. 5,

to pickup theadhesive dose 15 from the cavity 22.
The preferred adhesive embodyingprinciples ofthe present invention is a one part, one step, dental
5

adhesivewhich providesstrong, dependableadhesivebondsto varioustypesofdental restorative materials and
natural tooth structure. The adhesive is preferablya visible light curable,methacrylate resin-based mixture of
monomers capable of forming both chemicaland mechanical adhesivebonds to both natural tooth structures
(enamel and dentin)and to commonly used restorativematerials (compositeresins, porcelain and metals). The
adhesive composition includes a fast evaporatingorganic solvent or other carrier component,preferably ethyl

10

alcohol based, which allowsthe applicationofthe adhesiveto flow into micro-fissuresofthe substratesmoothly.

Whenthe adhesivecompositionis applied, the carrierevaporates leavingathin resin layer on the dental surface
to form a tight bondinginterface betweentooth and restorativematerial.
More particularly, the one part, one step dental adhesive is comprised of the materials set forth in
Table 1.
15

20

Weight %

Component
1) ethanol

20-25

ether
2) bisphenol-A-bis-(2-hydroxy-3-methacryloxypropyl)
3) 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate
4) glycerophosphatedimethacrylate
5) barium aluminoborosilicate
6) fumed silicon dioxide
7) sodium hexafluorosilicate

0.5-1.0

8) 2-(ethylhexyl)-4-(dimethylamino)benzoate

0.5-1.0

17-20
12-14
15-18
7-10

0.25-0.5

9) camphorquinone
25

17-20

0.01-0.02

10) 2,6-di (tert.-butyl)-4-hydroxytoluene

Table 1
The adhesive composition has a pH of2.5-3.0, and a refractive index of 1.45-1.46. The Brookfield
viscosity oftheadhesive is 162-175 cps. The compositionincludes particle or bead fill of22-28% by weight.
The barium aluminoborosilicate is preferably a treatedfill (TF) made from SP-345 glass groundto aparticle size
30

that averages approximately0.6 microns. The TF and the fumed silicon dioxide are preferablytreated with a
silane coupling agent such as A-174. The fumed silicon dioxide is preferably OX-50 of about 0.04 micron
particle size and the very fine TS-530.
Unlike the multipart Optibondadhesivesdiscussedabove, phthalic acid monomethacrylate(PAMA) is
omitted from thecomposition. Componentssuch as glycerol dimethacrylate(GDM), which is present in multi

35

part adhesives, is preferably omitted also. Further, BA-20 radiopaque barium glass fill of the multi part
Optibond adhesive is not included in the fill and the particle size ofthe included fill is substantially reduced
from that ofthe multi partadhesive composition.

Testshavedemonstratedthat theadhesivewithin the rangesset forth in Table 1 above satisfactorilyseals
a tooth so that there is no gap between the tooth surface and the restorative material. Further tests have
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-8demonstratedthat, whether applied to etched dentin orunetched dentin, leakage was 0% in the shoulder area

ofthe dentin,intheaxial areaofthe dentin, and in the enamel,even whenstress was applied. Thus, the bonding
agent appears to be quitestrong and undergoesno leakage evenwhen exposedto stress.
The adhesivecompositionalso incorporatesafluoride releasesystem such that six parts per million of
5

fluoride ions are releasedin a one-monthperiod. This is advantageousas compared totheother adhesiveswhich
contain nofluoride releasesystem. Further,the adhesivecompositionaccordingto this inventionincludesfillers
which are not included in the other one part adhesivecompositions.
The adhesiveofthe preferredembodiment ofthe inventionusesethanol as a carrier and solvent and the
GPDM as an adhesion promoter. The specific preferred compositionofthe adhesive is set forth in Table 2.

10

15

Component
ETOH ethanol

25

22.91

ether
BISGMA bis-phenol-A-bis-(2-hydroxy-3-methacryloxypropyl)
HEMA 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate

18.00

GPDM glycerophosphatedimethacrylate
TF
barium aluminoborosilicate(treated filler)

13.09

18.00

17.05

TSS3O fumed silicon dioxide

1.82

0X50 treated fumed silicon dioxide

7.12

Na2SiF6 sodium hexafluorosilicate

0.96

ODMAB 2-(ethylhexyl)-4-(dimethylamino)benzoate
20

% Weight

CQ
BHT

1,7,7-Trimethylbicyclo-[2.2.1]-hepa-2,3-dione

2,6-di (tert.-butyl)-4-methylphenol

0.751

0.327
0.0 1309

Table2
Those skilled in the artwill appreciatethat theapplicationofthe presentinventionherein arevaried, and
thatthe inventionis describedin preferredembodimentsAccordingly,additionsand modificationscan be made
without departing from the principles ofthe invention. Accordingly,the following is claimed:
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-91. A dental adhesive delivery system comprising:

a single dose container having acavity within;
the cavity containing dental adhesive for use with a single patient in an amount in the orderof0.05 to
1.0 milliliter in volume; and
5

a vapor seal containing adhesive carrier vaporsin orabout the container.
2. The dental adhesive deliverysystem ofclaim 1 wherein:
the vaporseal is a vapor imperviouspackage enclosingthe container.

3. The dental adhesive deliverysystem ofclaim 1 wherein:
the adhesive within the container is alcohol based.
10

4. The dental adhesivedelivery system ofclaim 1 wherein:
the adhesive within the container has a filler content ofbetween 22 and 28% by weight.

5. The dental adhesive delivery system ofclaim 1 wherein:
the adhesive within the containerhas a filler content ofapproximately26% by weight.
6. The dental adhesivedeliverysystemofclaim 1 whereinthe adhesivehasacompositionofapproximately
15

20-25%byweight ethanol,17-20%byweightbisphenol-A-bis-(2-hydroxy-3-methacryloxypropyl) ether, 17-20%
by weight 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate,12-14%by weightglycerophosphatedimethacrylate,15-18% by weight
barium aluminoborosilicate, 7-10% by weight fumed silicon dioxide, 0.5-1.0% by weight sodium
hexafluorosilicate, 0.5-1.0 % by weight 2-(ethylhexyl)-4-(dimethylamino)benzoate, 0.25-0.5 % by weight
camphorquinone and 0.01-0.02% by weight 2,6-di (tert.-butyl)-4-hydroxytoluene.

20

7. A dental adhesive hasa composition ofapproximately20-25%by weight ethanol, 17-20%by weight
bisphenol-A-bis-(2-hydroxy-3-methaciyloxypropyl) ether, 17-20% by weight 2-hydroxyethyl methaciylate, 12-

14% by weightglycerophosphatedimethacrylate, 15-18% by weight barium aluminoborosilicate,7-10% by

weight fumed silicon dioxide, 0.5-1.0% by weight sodium hexafluorosilicate, 0.5-1.0 % by weight 2(ethylhexyl)-4-(dimethylamino)benzoate, 0.25-0.5 % by weight camphorquinone and 0.01-0.02% by weight
25

2,6-di (tert.-butyl)-4-hydroxytoluene.

8. A methodofprovidingadental adhesiveforbonding a dental restorationto dental anatomy ofapatent,
themethod comprisingthesteps of:
providing a single dose container having:
an elongated body defined by a tubular wall surrounding a longitudinal bore accessible from an
30

opening in one end ofthe bodysurrounded by a rim, the bodyhaving fingertwist gripstructure on the
outside thereof, and
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- 10 a closurehavinganelongatedhandleat aproximateend thereof,atip ata remoteend thereof,atubular

plug section between the handle and the tip that is dimensionedto close the opening when the closure is
insertedtip first into the bore and aflange largerthanthe opening betweenthe handle and the plug section
form a liquid tight seal with the rim;
5

loading the bore with a single dose ofa one part dental adhesive;and

insertingthe plug sectionofthe closurethroughthe openingand into the bore until the flange forms the
seal against the rim.

9. A methodofprovidinga singledose dental adhesive application kit comprisingthe stepofprovidingat
least one container sealed and loaded accordingto the method ofclaim 8 and further comprisingthe stepof:
10

providing an elongated applicator having an applicatorend adapted to fit into the bore and coat with
adhesive from the cavity.
10. A method ofapplying a dental adhesive to the dental anatomy ofa patient comprising the steps of
providingasingle dose dental adhesivekit according tothe method ofclaim 9 and further comprisingthe steps
of:

15

grippingthe twist structureand handle respectivelywith the fingers ofopposite hands and twisting the
closure relative to the body to open the containerand thentranslatingthe closure out ofthe bore;
dipping the applicator end ofthe applicatorinto the bore to coat with adhesive;and
transferring adhesivewith the applicatoronto an area ofthe surface ofthe dental anatomy ofa patient

to coatthearea ofthe surfacewiththeadhesive.
20

11. A methodoffitting apatient witha dentalrestorationcomprisingthe steps ofapplyinga dental adhesive

to the dental anatomy according to the method ofclaim 10, the method further comprisingthe steps of:
affixinga dental restorationto the dental anatomy by contacting the adhesivecoated surface with the
restoration and setting the adhesive.
12. The method ofclaim 8 wherein the loadingstep further comprisesthe step of:
25

loading the bore with an alcohol basedadhesive.
13. The method ofclaim 8 wherein the loadingstep further comprisesthe step of:
loading the borewith avolatile organic carrier based adhesive;and
forming avaportight seal to contain vapors ofthe carrier in or about the container.
14. The methodofclaim 8 whereinthe loadingstepfurther comprises the step of:

30

loading the borewith an adhesivehaving a fiber fill ofbetween 22% and 28%.
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15. The method ofclaim 8 wherein the loading step further comprises the step of:

loading the bore with an alcohol based adhesive having afiber fill ofbetween 20% and 30%.
16. A singledose dental adhesive delivery systemmade according to the method ofclaim 8.
17. A singledose dental adhesive delivery systemmade according to the method ofclaim 13.
5

18.

A single dose dental adhesive delivery systemmade accordingto the method ofclaim 14.

19. A single dose dental adhesive deliverysystem made accordingto themethod ofclaim 15.
20. A single dose dental adhesive kit made according to the method ofclaim 9.
21. The delivery systemofclaim 16 wherein the containerthat is provided is non-resealable.
22. The delivery system ofclaim 16 wherein the adhesive amount is a single tooth dose ofapproximately
10

0.1 ml in volume.
23. Thedeliverysystemofclaim 16 whereintheadhesiveamountis a singlepatientdose ofavolume ofnot
more thanapproximatelyone milliliter.
24. A single patient dental adhesive deliverysystem comprising:

a non-reusablesealed container;
a singlepatient adhesivedose includingavolatileadhesivecarriercontainedwithinthe sealed container;

15

and

a vaporseal containingadhesive carriervapors in or about the container.
25. The delivery systemofclaim 24 wherein:

the adhesivedose containedin the sealedcontaineris adose in the approximaterange of0.05 to 1.0 ml.
20

26. The delivery systemofclaim 24 wherein:

theadhesive dose containedin the sealed container is a dose ofapproximately0.1 ml.
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METHODS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR PREVENTING AUTOIMMUNE

DISEASE

5

This invention relates to methods and compositions
for preventing the development of autoimmune disease in

More particularly, the invention
susceptible subjects.
relates to treatment with an agonist of CD28 to prevent
autoimmune disease development.
10

Background of the Invention
Insulin—dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) or
autoirrtmune diabetes is a polygenic, multifactorial,
autoirnmune disease heralded by T cell infiltration of the

15

pancreatic islets of Langerhans (insulitis) and the
progressive T cell—mediated destruction of insulin—
producing 13 cells (Bach, 1994; Atkinson and Maclaren,
1994; Tisch and McDevitt, 1996)
Non—obese diabetic (NOD) mice are susceptible to the
development of IDDM and are an accepted model for the

20

development of autoirnmune IDDM in humans.
CD4 T helper cells are required for the adoptive
transfer of IDDM into recipient neonatal NOD mice or
immunodeficient NOD.Scid mice (Bendelac et al., 1987,
Christianson et al., 1993; Rohane et al., 1995)

25

Cooperation between CD4 and CD8 T cells is required to
initiate IDDM, and islet

13

cell

destruction is

CD4

T

cell-dependent (Haskins and McDuffie, 1990; Wang et al.,
Current evidence suggests that the CD4 effector
1991) .
cells of IDDM in NOD mice at Thl cells which secrete IL—
30

2,

IFN—y and TNF—a and that the regulatory

CD4

cells are

Th2 cells which secrete IL-4, IL-5, IL—6, IL-b and IL—13
(Rabinovitch, 1994; Liblau et al., 1995; Katz et al.,
1995)

NOD mouse

35

cells show proliferative
hyporesponsiveness to T cell receptor (TCR) stimulation
T
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and

this hyporesponsiveness may be causal to the
development of IDDM.
It has been shown that, beginning at 3-5 weeks of
ligation in NOD mice induces
the proliferative hyporesponsiveness of NOD thymic and
peripheral T cells, which is mediated by reduced IL-2 and
age, T cell receptor (TCR)

5

IL—4 production

(Zipris et al., 1991; Rapoport et al.,

1993a; Jaramillo et al., 1994)

10

Decreased IL-4 production by human T cells from
patients with new onset IDDM has also been demonstrated
recently (Berman et al., 1996)

.

Whereas addition of IL—

Th2—type cytokine, potentiates 11—2 production and
completely restores NOD T cell proliferative
responsiveness, addition of IL—2, a Thl—type cytokine,
4,

15

a

even at high concentrations, only partially restores NOD
These findings suggest that Th2
T cell responsiveness.
cells may be compromised in function to a greater extent
than Thl cells in NOD mice, and raise the possibility
that Th2 cells require a higher threshold of activation

20

than Thl cells in these mice.

IL-4 not only restores NOD

cell responsiveness in vitro, but prevents insulitis
and IDDM when administered in vivo to prediabetic NOD
T

mice (Rapoport et al., 1993a) or when transgenically

25

expressed in pancreatic 13 cells (Mueller et al., 1996).
The proliferative hyporesponsiveness of regulatory
Th2 cells in NOD mice may favour a Thl cell—mediated

environment in the pancreas of these mice, and lead to a
loss of immunological tolerance to islet

30

13

cell

autoantigens. This is consistent with the notion that
restoration of the balance between Thi and Th2 cell
function may prevent IDDM (Rabinovitch,
al., 1995; Arreaza et al., 1996).

1994; Liblau et

Optimal T cell activation requires signalling
through the TCR and the T cell CD28 costimulatory
35

receptor (CD28)

(June et al., 1994; Bluestone, 1995;

WO 98/30232
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Thompson, 1995) . Crosslinking of the TCR/CIJ3 complex in
the absence of a C1J28—mediated costimulatory signal
induces a proliferative unresponsiveness that is mediated
cells to produce IL—2 (Jenkins et
CD28 costimulation prevents proliferative

by the inability of
5

al., 1991)

.

T

unresponsiveness in Thi cells by augmenting the
production of IL-2, which in turn promotes IL-4 secretion
by T cells (Seder et al., 1994) . The costimulatory
10

pathway of T cell activation involves the interaction of
CD28 with its ligands B7—1 and B7—2 on an antigen
presenting cell (APC), with B7-2 considered as the
primary ligand for CD28 (Linsley et al.,1990; Freeman et
al., 1993; Lenschow et al., 1993; Freeman et al., 1995)
When costimulation is blocked by either CTLA4-Ig or by

15

anti—B7—1 or anti—B7-2 monoclonal antibodies (ruAbs),
differential effects on the incidence of various
autoimmune diseases (e.g. IDDM) and on the development of
Thl and Th2 cells are observed (Kuchroo et al., 1995;
Lenschow et al., 1995) . Furthermore, in vivo studies

20

25

have demonstrated that the generation of Th2 cells is
more dependent upon the CD28-B7 pathway than the priming
of Thl cells, and suggest that the development of Th
subsets in vivo may be influenced by limited CD28-B7
costimulation (Corry et al., 1994; Lu et al., 1994)
Analyses of the development of human Th2 cells have
yielded results similar to those observed in the mouse
(King et al., 1995; Kalinski et al., 1995; Webb and
Interactions between CD28 and its B7—2
Feldman, 1995)
.

ligand are essential for the costimulation of an IL—4—
30

35

dependent CD4 T cell response, and IL—4 increases B7—1
and B7—2 surface expression on certain professional APCs
(eg. Langerhans cells) and B cells (Freeman et al., 1995;
Kawamura et al., 1995; Stack et al., 1994).
Thus,
failure to activate NOD thymocytes and peripheral T cells
sufficiently may be due to functional and/or

WO98/30232
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4
differentiation

defects

in NOD APCs, which remain able to

optimally activate islet 13 cell autoreactive CD4 effector
T cells, but not regulatory OD4 T cells (Serreze et al.,
1988; Serreze et al., 1993)
5

.

Functional

defects that

compromise antigen presentation by NOD APCs, such as
deficient CD28 costimulation, may lower their ability to
stimulate regulatory Th2 cells without compromising their
ability to stimulate autoreactive effector Thi cells.

10

Proliferative hyporesponsiveness of T cells has been
observed in other autoimmune diseases such as multiple
sclerosis and myasthenia gravis.
If proliferative hyporesponsiveness of T cells in
autoimmune disease could be overcome, it might be
possible

15

by that means to prevent the development of

autoiinmune diseases.

Summary of the Invention
It has been shown that administration of an agonist
of the T cell CD28 costimulatory receptor, referred to
20

25

herein as CD28, can protect a susceptible subject from
development of an autoirnmune disease.
The treatment appears to stimulate the production of
protective T cells in the treated subject.
The invention is illustrated by demonstration of the
prevention of the development of autoirnmune diabetes in
the NOD mouse, an accepted model for human autoirumune
diabetes.
In accordance with one embodiment of the invention,

30

a method is provided for preventing the development of an
autoimmune disease in a susceptible subject comprising
administering to the subject an effective amount of a T
cell CD28 costimulatory receptor (CD28) agonist.
In accordance with a further embodiment of the

35

invention, a method is provided for prolonging acceptance
of an engrafted tissue in a mammalian recipient of a
tissue transplant comprising administering to the

WO 98/30232
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mammalian recipient an effective acceptance—prolonging
amount of a CD28 agonist.
In accordance with a further embodiment of the

5

invention, a pharmaceutical composition is provided for
preventing the development of an autoimmune disease in a
susceptible subject comprising an effective amount of a
CD28 agonist.
In accordance with a further embodiment of the

10

invention, a pharmaceutical composition is provided for
prolonging acceptance of an engrafted tissue in a
mammalian recipient of a tissue transplant comprising an
effective amount of a CD28 agonist.

15

Summary of Drawings
Certain embodiments of the invention are described,
reference being made to the accompanying drawings,
wherein:
Figure 1A shows thymocyte proliferation, and Figure
lB shows splenic T cell proliferation, expressed as 3H

20

thymidine incorporation in cpm, in the presence (circles)
or absence (squares) of various concentrations of antiCD28 monoclonal antibody.
Solid symbols :
BALE/c mice
:
NOD mice
Open symbols
Figure 1C shows IL-2 production and Figure 1D shows

25

IL—4 production, expressed as 3H thymidine incorporation
into CTLL—2 and CT.4S cells respectively, by NOD (open

or BALB/c (solid symbols) thymocytes activated
by anti—CD3 in the presence (circles) or absence
symbols)

30

(squares) of 1 ig/ml anti—CD28 MZb.

Figure

2

shows insulitis scores in

8

week—old NOD

and 25 week—old NOD mice (Panel B) treated
with anti-CD28 antibody or hamster Ig (control)

mice

(Panel A)
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3A shows diabetes incidence

Figure

ages in NOD mice treated at age
CD28 antibody

Figure
5

various

to 4 weeks with anti—

(

)

or

(

•

ages in NOD mice treated at age 5 to 7 weeks with anti-

or

•

control hamster Ig
Figure 4, upper panel, shows IL—4 production (pg/ml)
by thymocytes, splenic T cells and islet infiltrating
cells isolated from anti—CD28 antibody-treated (solid
bars) or control (open bars) NOD mice (8 weeks or 25
weeks of age) in the presence or absence of 145—2011
anti-CD3c

15

at

control hamster Ig
33 shows diabetes incidence (%) at various

CD28 antibody

10

2

(%)

(

)

(

mlth.

Figure 4, lower panel, shows IFN-y production
by cells as described for Figure 4, upper panel.
Figure 5 shows proliferation (expressed as

(pg/ml)

incorporation of 3H-thymidine in cpm x l0) of
thymocytes, splenic T cells or islet infiltrating cells
from 8- or 25-week old, anti-CD28 antibody-treated NOD
mice,
20

in response to anti-CD3c antibody.
Stimulation indices (SI) were calculated as the

ratio of average cpm of anti-CD3 stimulated
cultures/average cpm of control cultures, and are shown
in parentheses. Values (mean cpm ± SD) shown are
representative of three separate experiments.
25

Figure 6A shows pancreatic level of IL-4 and IFN—y
(ng cytokine/mg tissue) in NOD mice treated with antiCD28 antibody (solid bars) or control hamster Ig (open
bars)

30

Figure 6B shows serum levels of IgGi and IgG2a
isotype anti-GAD67 antibodies in anti-CD28 antibodytreated NOD mice and controls.
Figure 7 shows the incidence of autoimmune diabetes

in NOC.Scid mice injected with splenic

T cells

from anti-

0D28 antibody-treated NOD mice (solid symbols)

or control

WO 98/30232

PCT/CA98/00015
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NOD mice (open symbols) at various times after injection
of splenic T cells.

(transfer)

5

Description of the Invention
The present invention provides a method for
preventing the development of an autoirnmune disease in a
susceptible subject by treating the subject with an
agonist of CD28.

10

Subjects susceptible to autoirnmune diseases
including autoimmune diabetes, multiple sclerosis,
myasthenia gravis, rheumatoid arthritis, Hashimoto's
thyroiditis, Sjogren syndrome and systemic lupus
erythematosus may be treated by the method of the
invention.

15

In accordance with a preferred embodiment, the

method of the invention may be used to prevent the
development of autoimmune diabetes in a susceptible human

20

subject.
Suitable CD28 agonists include anti—CD28 agonist
antibodies and E7-2 ligand protein extracellular domain
polypeptide or effective fragments thereof.
E7-2 ligand protein is a transmembrane protein
expressed on several types of haematopoietic cells,

25

including antigen preventing cells and macrophages. The
extracellular domain of B7-2 is involved in binding with
CD28 (Peach et al.,

(1994), J. Exp. Med., v.

180, pp.

a polypeptide
Human B7-2 protein,
corresponding to the extracellular domain of human B7-2,
or an effective fragment thereof, may be used as a CD28
2049—2058)

30

.

agonist in the method of the invention. An "effective
fragment" is a fragment which acts as a CD28 agonist.
Fragments may be screened for CD28 agonist activity,
for example, using the T cell proliferation assay
described in Example

1.

PCT/CA98/00015
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Alternatively,

B7-2 protein may be expressed
recombinantly as a soluble 37-2 irumunoglobulin fusion
protein. For example, a fusion protein comprising human
5

10

37-2 protein fused to the Fc domain of human IgGi may be
prepared. DNA encoding B7-2 protein may be cloned by
previously described methods (Linsley et al., (1993);
Peach et al., (1994))
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
invention, development of an autoimmune disease is
prevented by treating a susceptible subject with an antiCD28 agonist antibody.
As will be understood by those skilled in the art,
not all antibodies to CD28 may function as agonists to
activate CD28. An "anti—CD28 agonist antibody" is an

15

20

antibody which binds selectively to CD28 and whose
binding leads to activation of CD28.
Anti—CD28 agonist antibodies may be raised against
the full length CD28 protein or against portions of CD28
which contain epitopes involved in the binding of CD28.
For example, antibodies may be raised to the
complementarity determining region 1 (CDR1)- and CDR3portions of CD28 which mediate the 37 ligand binding of
CD28.
The binding of CD28 is described in Peach et al.
(supra), and Linsley et al.,

25

v.

pp. 191—212,

11,

(1993), Ann. Rev. Immunol.,

the contents of which are

incorporated herein by reference.
Anti—CD28 antibodies can readily be screened for
CD28 agonist activity by a T cell proliferation assay, as

described herein.
30

Human subjects susceptible to the development of
autoimmune diabetes may be identified by screening based

on a subject's HLA genetic make-up (Undlien et al.,
(1997) or based on detection of predictive serum
)

autoantibodies such as anti-insulin or anti-GAD
35

antibodies (Verge et al.,

(1996)).

WO 98/30232
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in accordance with the method of the

invention should be administered in the neonatal period,
from about 6 months to about 2 or 3 years of age. A
series of treatments may be required over the 6 month to
5

2

year period of life.
Human subjects susceptible to other autoimmune

diseases may be identified by screening tests appropriate
for each disease, as is understood by those skilled in
For example, susceptibility to multiple
sclerosis can be screened by MRI.
In accordance with a further embodiment, the
the art.
10

invention provides pharmaceutical compositions for
preventing the development of an autoimmune disease, the
compositions comprising an effective amount of an agonist
15

of CD28 and, optionally, a pharmaceutically acceptable
carrier.
In accordance with a further embodiment, the

20

invention provides a method for reducing the rejection
of, and prolonging the acceptance of, an engrafted tissue
in a mammal, by administering to the mammal an effective
amount of a CD28 agonist. As used herein "engrafted
tissue" includes allotranspiants and xenotransplants of

25

mammalian cells, tissues or organs. Transplantation of
tissues or organs in humans is becoming ever more common,
but there is always a need for control or suppression of
the transplant recipient's immune system. Potential
transplant recipients who may benefit from the method of
the invention include recipients of kidney transplants,
heart transplants, pancreas transplants, pancreatic islet

30

35

transplants and liver transplants.
Treatment with the CD28 agonist may be, for example,
by intravenous administration prior to, at the time of
and after transplantation. For example, a suitable
regime may be one treatment from one day to one week
prior to transplant, one treatment on the day of the

WO98/30232
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transplant and treatments at intervals of 2 to 4 days for
as long as required after the transplant.
Dosage would be adjusted as required, in the
judgment of the attending physician, but injections of 1
5

to 10 mg of agonist/kg body weight would be a suitable

range for initial trial.
Antibodies
Polyclonal Antibodies
In order to prepare polyclonal antibodies, human
10

15

20

CD28 co-receptor protein may be purified from T cells by

conventional methods. The purified protein, coupled to a
carrier protein if desired, is mixed with FreuncUs
adjuvant and injected into rabbits or other suitable
laboratory animals.
Alternatively, fusion proteins containing all or a
portion of the CD28 co-receptor protein can be
synthesised in a suitable host, such as a bacterium, by
expression of an appropriate DNA sequence inserted in a
suitable cloning vehicle. DNA encoding CD28 may be
cloned by previously described methods (Linsley et al.,
(1993), Ann. Rev. Immunol., v. 11, pp. 191-212; Peach et
al.,

25

30

35

(1994), J. Exp. Med., v. 180, pp. 2049-2058).

Two widely used expression systems for producing
recombinant fusion proteins in E. coli are glutathione-Stranferase or maltose binding protein fusions using the
pUR series of vectors and trpE fusions using the pATH
vectors. Human CD28 may also be produced from CHO cells
transfected with human CD28 cDNA.
The expressed CD28 protein can then be purified,
coupled to a carrier protein if desired, and mixed with
Freund's adjuvant (to help stimulate the antigenic
response of the animal) and injected into rabbits or
other appropriate laboratory animals. Alternatively, the
protein can be isolated from CD28-expressing cultured
cells.
Following booster injections at weekly intervals,
the rabbits or other laboratory animals are then bled and
the sera isolated. The sera can be used directly or

PCT/CA98/00015
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10

15

20

25

30

35

11
purified prior to use by various methods including
affinity chromatography employing Protein A-Sepharose,
antigen Sepharose or Anti-mouse-Ig-Sepharose.
Monoclonal antibodies
Monoclonal anti-CD28 antibodies may also be produced
by conventional methods after injecting into mice human
CD28 co-receptor protein purified from T cells or
produced by recombinant expression, or portions of CD28,
as described above.
The protein is injected into mice in Freund's
adjuvant, for example for nine times over a three week
period. The mice spleens are removed and resuspended in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) . The spleen cells serve
as a source of lymphocytes, some of which are producing
antibody of the appropriate specificity. These are then
fused with a permanently growing myeloma partner cell,
and the products of the fusion, hybridomas, are plated
into a number of tissue culture wells in the presence of
a selective agent such as HAT. The wells are then
screened by ELISA to identify those containing cells
making antibody specific for CD28. These cells are then
plated and after a period of growth, these wells are
again screened to identify antibody-producing cells.
Several cloning procedures are carried out until over 90
of the wells contain single clones which are positive for
antibody production. From this procedure a stable line
of clones which produce the antibody is established. The
monoclonal antibody can then be purified by affinity
chromatography using Protein A Sepharose or ion-exchange
chromatography, as well as variants and combinations of
these techniques.
Alternatively, mice may be injected with human T
cells, splenic lymphocytes are harvested and hybridomas
prepared, screened and cloned as described above, to
obtain hybridomas producing monoclonal antibodies
specific for human CD28.
For example, mice may receive an initial injection
of about l-l0xl0 T cells in complete Freund's adjuvant,
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followed at weekly intervals for about 4 to 6 weeks with
further injections of T cells in incomplete Freund's
adjuvant, until high anti—CD28 serum antibody titers are
detected.
Anti-CD28 antibodies with a binding affinity, Kd, of
at least 108 are preferred and antibodies with Kd

10

io

are especially preferred.
In view of the high degree of conservation of amino
acid sequence among mammalian CD28 proteins, anti-CD28
antibodies may also be raised against non-human CD28
(Linsley et al., supra; Peach et al., supra; June et al.,
(1994), Immunol. Today, v. 15, pp. 321-331).

15

Anti-CD28 antibodies are screened for CD28 agonist
activity as described above.
Techniques are available and well known to those in
the art to prepare humanised antibodies which have a
variable region, specific for the CD28 co-receptor,
synthesised in a non-human mammal, combined with a human
constant region. Such humanised antibodies may be

20

2.5

30

35

preferable for treatment of human subjects.
For example, the antibody may be genetically
engineered to be a hamster/human chimeric monoclonal
antibody of IgG1K isotype, the hamster constant regions
being replaced with human counterparts while
the hamster antigen binding regions specific
CD28, as described by Knight et al., (1993),
Immunol., v. 30, pp. 1443-1453. Portions of

retaining
for human
Mol.

the antigen

binding regions may also be genetically engineered to
express the human counterpart antigen binding (Fv)
regions.
Truncated versions of monoclonal antibodies may also
be produced by recombinant techniques in which plasmids
are generated which express the desired monoclonal
antibody fragment(s) in a suitable host. Antibodies
specific for mutagenic epitopes can also be generated.
Pharmaceutical Compositions

PCT/CA98/00015
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In a further embodiment, this invention provides
pharmaceutical compositions for the prevention of

5

10

15

20

25

autoimmune diseases in mammals.
Administration of a therapeutically active amount of
a pharmaceutical composition of the present invention
means an amount effective, at dosages and for periods of
time necessary to achieve the desired result. This may
also vary according to factors such as the autoimmune
disease involved, the age, sex, and weight of the
subject, and the ability of the CD28 agonist to elicit a
desired response in the subject. Dosage regima may be
adjusted to provide the optimum therapeutic response.
For example, several divided doses may be administered
daily or the dose may be proportionally reduced as
indicated by the exigencies of the therapeutic situation.
By pharmaceutically acceptable carrier as used
herein is meant one or more compatible solid or liquid
delivery systems. Some examples of pharmaceutically
acceptable carriers are sugars, starches, cellulose and
its derivatives, powdered tragacanth, malt, gelatin,
collagen, talc, stearic acids, magnesium stearate,
calcium sulfate, vegetable oils, polyols, agar, alginic
acids, pyrogen-free water, isotonic saline, phosphate
buffer, and other suitable non-toxic substances used in
pharmaceutical formulations. Other excipients such as
wetting agents and lubricants, tableting agents,
stabilizers, anti-oxidants and preservatives are also

30

35

contemplated.
The compositions described herein can be prepared by
known methods for the preparation of pharmaceutically
acceptable compositions which can be administered to
subjects, such that an effective quantity of the active
substance is combined in a mixture with a
Suitable carriers
pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.
and formulations adapted for particular modes of
administration are described, for example, in Remington's
Pharmaceutical Sciences (Remington's Pharmaceutical
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Sciences,

Mack Publishing

Company,

Easton, Pa., USA

1985)

5

10

15

The CD28 agonist antibodies and proteins described
herein may be sterilised by filtration and administered
to a subject in need of treatment in a sterile saline
solution.
The pharmaceutical compositions of the invention may
be administered therapeutically by various routes such as

by injection or by oral, nasal, buccal, rectal, vaginal,
transdermal or ocular routes in a variety of
formulations, as is known to those skilled in the art.
Administration by intravenous injection or infusion
is preferred.
Optimal T cell activation requires signalling
through both the TCR and the CD28 costimulatory receptors
of the T cell.

The T cells of NOD mice have been shown

to be hyporesponsive to T cell receptor—stimulation of

20

proliferation.
The present inventor has shown that this
hyporesponsiveness of NOD T cells is associated with
defective CD28 co-receptor costimulation.
It has been shown by the inventor that treatment of

NOD mice with a CD28 agonist prevented the development of
autoirnmune diabetes. Treatment of neonatal NOD mice with
25

an anti-CD28 antibody which gave CD28 costimulation
completely restored the proliferative responsiveness of
NOD thymocytes and peripheral T cells by augmenting their
levels of secretion of IL-2 and IL—4. The stimulated

30

increase in IL-4 secretion was predominant.
The antibody treatment effectively prevented the
development of destructive insulitis in NOD mice and
prevented the expected development of diabetes.
Treatment of neonatal NOD mice with anti-1L4
antibodies simultaneously with treatment with anti-CD28

35

antibodies abrogated the protective effect of the anti—
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CD28 antibodies

5

of

development

autoimmune

diabetes.
The 37.51 anti-CD2B
mAb used has been shown to block
CD28/B7-l interactions and thereby prevent tumour
immunity (Allison, J.P. et al., Curr. Opin. Iminunol, v.
682-686) . Thus, this anti-CD28 mAb normally
functions as an antagonist in animal model systems of
tumour immunity. By contrast, in the NOD mouse model of
IDDM, it has been demonstrated that the 37.51 anti-CD28
mAb acts as an agonist and activates rather than blocks
CD28 signalling.
It is postulated that the antigen presenting cell
7,

10

against

pp.

-derived costimulatory signal transduced by the CD28
co—receptor on NOD mouse T cells may be insufficient to
(APC)

15

20

stimulate optimum T cell activation and that such CD28signalled activation of IL-4-producing Th2 cells is
necessary for protection from IDDM. The work of the
inventor suggests that anti-CD28 antibody prevents IDDM
in NOD mice by activating the CD28 signalling pathway in
NOD T cells rather than by blocking the interaction
between CD28 and its ligand, B7.
Prevention of IDDM by CD28 costimulation may be
mediated by the activation of a subset of CD4 regulatory
This subset
T cells that confer protection against IDDN.

25

of CD4 regulatory T cells may be hyporesponsive in NOD
mice and may not receive a sufficient amount of the
CD28/B7 costimulatory signal required for clonal
expansion

and

effector function in

NOD

mice.

It

30

has been proposed that precursor CD4 Th2 cells
require a strong initial T—cell stimulation, and that the
amount of IL—4 produced is proportional to the magnitude
of the initial T cell stimulation. In the absence of
CD28 costimulation,
the production of IL—4 remains below
the threshold required for the optimal development of Th2

35

cells (Seder and Paul, 1994; Thompson, 1995; Bluestone,
1995)

.

It

is of interest that

B7—1

and

37—2

ligation of

WO 98/30232
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0D28 mediate

distinct

outcomes

in

CD4

T cells.

B7—2

costimulation signals naive T cells to become IL—4—
producing T cells, and thereby directs an immune response
5

towards ThO and Th2 cells (Freeman et al., 1995; Kuchroo
B7-1 costimulation seems to be a more
et al., 1995)
.

neutral differentiative signal, and initiates the
development of both Thl and ThO/Th2 cells. Presumably,
E7-2 plays a dominant role in the production of IL-4 due
10

to its early expression during T cell activation (Freeman
et al., 1995; Thompson, 1995). Thus, an insufficient or
inappropriate signal resulting from a CD28/37-2
interaction may be delivered to a subset of regulatory

CD4

cells in NOD mice, and this subset may not
differentiate properly into functional IL-4 producing Th2
15

T

cells.

The inventor has examined whether anti-CD28 m2b
treatment of NOD mice provides the costimulation required
for the expansion of and cytokine production by
20

regulatory IL—4 producing Th2—like cells.
Figure 4 shows
that anti—CD3 stimulated (in vitro) NOD thymocytes
peripheral splenic T cells obtained
weeks and 25 weeks and islet infiltrating T cells

obtained at
at

8

8

weeks,

examined at 25 weeks of age produce significantly higher
levels of IL—4 compared with the same subpopulations of
25

cells isolated from control mice treated with a hamster
1g. Shortly after termination of treatment with anti—CD28

thymic and splenic T cells showed a higher basal (no
stimulation) production of II—4 compared to cells
obtained from age—matched (8 week—old) control mice.
With the exception of higher splenic T cell basal
inAb,

30

responses in 8 week-old mice, no differences were
detected between the proliferative responses of
thymocytes, splenic T cells and islet infiltrating cells
from
35

8

and 25 week-old anti-CD28 treated NOD mice and

those of the age matched controls (Figure

5)

.

The
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proliferation and IL—4
production may reflect the preferential costimulation of
It has been
Th2 cells by anti-CD28 treatment in vivo.
increase

in basal

T cell

found that anti-CD28 treatment in vivo leads to an
5

increased production of IgGl

(which reflects increased

rather than IgG2a anti—GAD67
Moreover, the total number of

IL—4 production by T cells)

antibodies (Figure 6B) .
splenic lymphocytes was increased about 1.9-fold at 8
weeks of age and 1.7-fold at 25 weeks of age in anti—CD28
10

treated NOD mice relative to that of control treated mice
These findings support the idea that
(data not shown) .
anti—CD28 treatment elicits the expansion and survival of
IL-4 producing Th2 cells in NOD mice.
Anti—0D28 treatment did not significantly alter the

15

level of IFN—' secretion by T cells from 8 week—old NOD
mice compared with that observed in age—matched control
However, levels of IFN—y secretion by thymocytes
and splenic T cells from 25 week—old anti-CD28 treated
NOD mice were markedly reduced in comparison to those

mice.

20

25

levels detected in control mice. These data demonstrate
the long term down regulation of Thl cell function, which
may arise from the preferential activation of Th2 cells
induced by CD28 costimulation during the inductive phase
of the autoimmune process. The downregulation and/or
functional deviation of Thl cells towards a Th2 cell
phenotype by IL-4 is more effective than and dominant
over the inhibition of Th2 cell function by IL—12 (Perez
et al., 1995; Szabo et al., 1995; Murphy et al., 1996)

30

These results also agree with reports that IFN—y secreting
Thl cells potentiate the effector phase of insulitis,

cell

destruction (Pilstrom
et al., 1995; Rabinovitch et al., 1995; Herold et al.,
1996; Shimada et al., 1996) and the early differentiation
of naïve T cells into Th2 cells is dependent on CD28
IFN—y is directly involved in 1
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signalling (Webb and Feldman,

It

1995; Lenschow et al.,

is noteworthy that in human T cells, CD28
costimulation is a critical requirement for the
1996)

5

.

development of Th2—like cells but not Thl-like cells, and
Th2 cell function remains CD28—independent after the
initial costimulation (Webb and Feldman, 1995)
Although anti-CD28 mZb treatment protects from IDDM,
this treatment still allows for the development of a nondestructive insulitis.

10

Therefore,

this treatment does

not interfere with the migration of diabetogenic T cells
to the pancreatic islets.
Rather, anti—CD28 treatment
appears to induce regulatory T cells in the pancreas to
suppress islet 13 cell destruction and progression to
overt IDDM. Evidence in support of this is derived from

15

assays of secretion of IL—4 and IFN—y by infiltrating
cells from mice treated with anti—CD28 or control Ig
(Figure 4) and from analyses of the levels of expression
of these cytokines in the pancreas of anti-CD28 treated

NOD mice at 25 weeks of age (Figure
20

6A)

.

The intra-

of IL-4 was significantly higher in
expression
pancreatic
anti—CD28 m7b treated mice, whereas the expression of
IFN—y remained essentially unaltered in these mice.

Committed autoreactive cells, including Thl cells, may
accumulate in pancreatic islets but the functions of IL—4
25

predominate to inhibit IFN-y mediated 13 cell damage.
FACS analyses of the phenotype and surface
expression of various cell adhesion molecules in anti—
CD28 treated and control NOD mice at 8-25 weeks of age
also indicated that anti—CD28 mTb treatment did not

30

interfere with the migration of diabetogenic T cells to
of
pancreatic islets (data not shown) . The levels
of LFA—1, L-selectin and CD44 on the
surface
expression
surface of splenic T cells did not suffer significantly
between untreated and anti-CD28 treated NOD mice.
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the levels of surface expression of markers of
Similarly,
activation such as CD—69, ICAm—1 and B7-2 on B cells were
increased only slightly in anti-CD28 treated NOD mice.
5

The T (CD3) :B (CD19) and CD4:CD8 T cell ratios in NOD
mice were not altered by anti—CD28 treatment.
The activation of the CD4 Th2 cells may arise from
the ability of CD28 ligation to sustain the proliferative

10

response and enhance the longer term survival of T cells
by the delivery of a signal that protects from apoptosis
through the upregulation of survival factors such as DclXL.

EXAMPLES

15

The examples are described for the purposes of
illustration and are not intended to limit the scope of
the invention.
Methods of molecular genetics, protein and peptide
biochemistry and immunology referred to but not

20

explicitly described in this disclosure and examples are
reported in the scientific literature and are well known
to those skilled in the art.

Materials and Methods

Mice NOD/Del mouse colony was bred and maintained in
specific pathogen—free facility. Diabetes incidence
among females in NOD colony was 40-50% at 15 weeks of age
and 80—90% by 25 weeks. NOD-scid/scid mice generously
a

25

Shultz (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar
Harbor, ME) were bred in the colony and used as
recipients in T cell transfer experiments. The age—and
sex—matched BALB/c mice used as controls in the in vitro

provided by Dr.

30

T

L.

cell proliferation experiments were also bred in the

colony.

Anti-CD28 mAb Treatment

Either anti-CD28 mAb (50

tg), from supernatants from 37.51 hybridoma cells
35

(provided by Dr.

J.

Allison, University of California,
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Berkeley,
(Gross et

CA)

secreting hamster anti—murine CD28 mAbs

al., 1992), purified by protein G affinity

chromatography (Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden), or

5

control hamster Ig (50 g, Bio/Can Scientific,
Mississauga, ON) was administered i.p. every other day to
female NOD mice (n=20/group, randomized from 10 different
These mice were then
litters) from 2— to 4—weeks of age.
weeks of age. Other groups of NOD
mice (n=10/group, randomized from 5 different litters)
received the same treatment starting at 5 weeks of age.
boosted at

10

5,

7

and

8

Anti—CD28 monoclonal antibody is also available from
Pharmingen, Catal. No. 01671D. Blood glucose levels
(BGL) were measured weekly with a Glucometer Encore
(Miles/Bayer,
15

20

Animals with BGL

Toronto, ON) .

>11.1

mmol/L (200 mg/dl) during two consecutive weeks were
considered diabetic.
Histopathology Analysis Mice were harvested
periodically during the course of anti-CD28 or control Ig
treatment, and pancreatic tissue was removed, fixed with
10% buffered formalin, enibedded in paraffin and sectioned
at 5 im intervals. The incidence and severity of
insulitis was examined by hematoxylin and eosin staining
as well as insulin staining.

25

A minimum of

20 islets from

each mouse were observed, and the degree of mononuclear
cell infiltration was scored by two independent, blinded
observers using the following ranking:
0-normal, 1—peninsulitis (mononuclear cells surrounding islets and
ducts, but no infiltration of the islet architecture) ; 2-

30

moderate insulitis (mononuclear cells infiltrating <50%
of the islet architecture) ; and 3—severe insulitis (>50%
of the islet tissue infiltrated by lymphocytes and/or
loss of islet architecture)

.

The immunohistochemical

detection of insulin was performed using a porcine antiinsulin antibody (Dako Corp., Carpenteria, CA)
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Cell Proliferation and Cytokine Secretion
Splenocytes and thymocytes from NOD or control mice
were isolated as described in Rapoport et al., 1993.
Splenic T cells were isolated on T cell columns (R & D
5

10

Systems, Minneapolis, N) to a purity of 98%, as assayed
by FACS analysis of CD3 cell surface expression. Cells
(106/ml) were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented
with 10% heat-inactivated FCS, 10 mM Hepes buffer, 1mM
sodium pyruvate, 2mM L—glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin,
0.1 mg/rd streptomycin, and 0.05 mM 2—ME (all purchased

from Gibco Laboratories, Grand Island, NY) with platebound 145—2C11 anti—CD3E

(1/500 dilution of ascites;

rnAb

hybridoma kindly supplied by Dr. J. Bluestone, University
of Chicago, Chicago, IL) in the presence or absence of
15

various concentrations of the 37.51 anti-CD28 rab.

were harvested after either

48

cells) or 72 hr (thymocytes),

Cells

hr (splenocytes and T
and were then assayed for

the incorporation of [3H]thymidine (1 iCi/well; Amersham,
Oakville, ON) added during the last 18 hr of culture.
20

Islet infiltrating cells were purified after
isolation of pancreatic islets from collagenase P
(Boehringer Mannheim, Laval, QC) digestion and
centrifugation of the islets on a discontinuous Ficoll
gradient. Free islets were hand-picked under a

25

dissecting microscope to a purity of 95%, and purified
islets were cultured for 24 hr to allow the emigration of
lymphocytes from the islets. After culture harvest and
isolation of viable lymphocytes by density gradient
centrifugation on Lympholyte-M (Cedarlane Laboratories,

30

Hornby, ON), the cells were cultured for 48 hr with anti—

CD3

Culture supernatants were assayed for
IL-4 levels
their concentration of cytokines by ELISA.
were interpolated from a standard curve using recombinant
as above.

mouse

(rm)

IL-4 captured by the BVD4-1D11 mAb and
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detected by

the biotinylated BVD6—24G2 rnAb while IFN-y

concentrations were measured using rmIFN-y, the R4-6A2 m7b
and biotinylated XMG1.2 mAb (all obtained from
5

PharMingen, Mississauga, ON) . Standard curves were
linear in the range of 20—2000 pg/mi.
In some experiments, the relative levels of IL-2 and
IL—4 secreted were quantified in a bioassay using the IL-

dependent CTLL-2 T cell line (Gillis et al., 1977) and
IL—4 dependent CT.4S T cell line (Li et al., 1989)

2

10

(supplied by Dr. W. E. Paul, Laboratory of Immunology,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
Bethesda, MD)

15

.

Two fold serial dilutions of test

supernatants were added to CTLL—2 cells (1.5 x l0) and
Ct.45 cells (5 x 10), which were cultured for 24 h and 48
Cell
h, respectively, in flat-bottomed 96 well—plates.
proliferation was assessed by addition of [3H]—thymidine
for 8 h prior to termination of culture, and [3H]thymidine
incorporation was determined as above.
Intrapancreatic Cytokine Analysis

20

Intrapancreatic

IL-4 and IFN-y concentrations in tissue samples were

quantified, as described in Chensue et al., 1992; and
Lukacs et al, 1994. Briefly, pancreata were isolated
.

25

and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Upon analysis,
samples were homogenized and sonicated in protease
inhibitor buffered cocktail followed by filtration

the

through 1.2 im filters (Gelman Sciences, Mm

MI)

Arbor,

The filtrates were analyzed for IL-4 and IFN-y
concentrations by ELISA, and the ELISA results were
30

normalized relative to the total amount of protein per
pancreas and recorded as ng/mg tissue.
GAD Antibody ELISAs The presence of anti-GAD
antibodies in collected sera was determined by ELISA as
previously described (Elliott et al., 1994). Briefly,
sera samples were added at appropriate dilutions to
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Using APplates coated with murine GAD67 (10 ig/ml)
conjugated goat anti-mouse isotype (IgGl or IgG2a)
antibodies with p-nitrophenylphosphate disodium in
diethylamine buffer (substrate) the optical density was
.

5

read at 405

jtm

to determine the relative amount of the

individual anti-GAD isotype. All sera were titrated at
1:20, 1:40, 1:80, and 1:160 dilutions for anti—GAD67
antibodies.
10

Since no significant differences were found
between the IgGl and IgG2a ratio at the 1:20 dilution
between treated and untreated mice, all sera were tested
for the specific isotypes (IgGl and IgG2a) at the 1:20
dilutions.

Adoptive Cell Transfer

weeks of age were each injected i.p.
with splenic T cells (10) from pre-diabetic female NOD
mice previously treated with anti-CD28 rnAb or control 1g.
The recipients were followed for a maximum of 12 weeks
(n=5/group)

15

6

to

Female NOD.Scid mice

8

after transfer and blood glucose levels

(BGL)

were

monitored weekly.
20

Flow Cytometry Splenic T cells and thymocytes (10)
were suspended in 0.1% BSA and PBS/0.001% NaN3, and were
then incubated for 30 mm
conjugated rnAbs

against

at 4°C with various FITC- or PE-

different murine lymphocyte

siibpopulations and functional markers, including CD3E,

25

CD4, CD8, CD19, CD25, CD69, CD44, L—selectin, CD4O, LFA—

37-1 and 37-2 (PharMingen)
Isotype matched (Ig)
Cell
antibodies were used as negative controls.
fluorescence was analyzed using a FACScan and Lysis II
software (both from Becton-Dickinson, San Jose, CA)
1,

30

Example 1 -

.

Restoration of

NOD T cell proliferative

responsiveness by CD28 costimulation
—
Thymocytes and splenic T cells from 8 week—old NOD
and control BALE/c mice were activated by plate-bound
anti—CD3 in the absence or presence of varying dilutions

WO98/30232
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(2 ng/ml - 2 g/m1) of soluble anti-CD28

rn7\b.

Cell

proliferation was determined by [3Hjthymidine
incorporation. The results are shown in Figures 1A and
The results of triplicate cultures are expressed as
lB.
5

10

the mean values ± SD, and are representative of three
different experiments.
Figure 1A shows that CD28 costimulation provided by
anti-CD28 markedly enhanced the anti-CD3-induced
proliferative responses of NOD and BALB/c thymocytes,
yielding 19.5— and 5.6—fold increases (at the highest
concentration of anti—CD28) in these responses,
respectively.

Similar results were observed when an

anti-TCRcLI3 inAb

was substituted for anti—CD3 (data not

However, when quiescent NOD and BALE/c
thymocytes were stimulated by anti—CD28 in the absence of
shown)

15

.

anti—CD3 (or anti—TCRaJ3), a low level of proliferation
was observed which was equivalent to the basal

20

proliferative response detected in the absence of any
stimulus (data not shown)
Anti-CD28 inAb also significantly enhanced the NOD,
and to a lesser extent the BALB/c, anti-CD3-induced
splenic T cell proliferative response (Figure 13) . NOD
and BALE/c splenic T cells were less responsive to CD28

25

costimulation (in terms of fold increases) than
thymocytes from these mice, consistent with the notion
that primed and naive T cells have different requirements
for costimulation. Whereas primed splenic T cells
require only TCR engagement to proliferate and produce
IL—2, naive

30

thymocytes require at least one additional

costimulatory signal for optimal proliferation.
NOD and BALE/c thymocytes obtained from 8 week old
mice were activated by plate bound anti-CD3 in the
absence or presence of 1 g/ml soluble anti-CD28 mb
Culture supernatants were
(optimal concentration) .
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removed, diluted and assayed for their IL—2 and IL-4
content by stimulation of proliferation of the CTLL—2 and
CT.4S T cell lines, respectively. The results are shown
5

in Figure 1C and 1D. In Fig. 1C, the CTLL-2 cpm values of
[3H]thymidine incorporation for anti—CD3 activated NOD and
BALC/c T cells represented by the highest supernatant
dilution were 9,064 ± 1,246 and 3,715 ± 940,
respectively.

10

The results of triplicate cultures are

expressed as the mean values ± SD, and are representative
of four different experiments.
Figure 1C demonstrates that anti-CD3 plus anti-CD28
costimulation significantly increased IL—2 production by
both NOD (21.6—fold) and BALE/c (5.5—fold increase) but

This may be
not BALE/c thymocytes (Figure 1D)
attributable to the higher basal level of IL-4 production
.

15

by BALB/c T cells than NOD

T cells.

CD28 costimulation

augmented the proliferative responsiveness, as well as
IL-2 and IL-4 production, of NOD thymocytes to levels
comparable to those of EALB/c thymocytes. This may occur
20

by a CD28-mediated pathway that significantly enhances
the differentiation and ability of NOD thymocytes to
produce IL-4, which can subsequently stimulate T cell
proliferation in an autocrine and/or paracrine fashion.
The finding that IL—4 restores the proliferative

25

30

responsiveness of NOD thymocytes by increasing their
level of IL-2 production agrees closely with the reported
role for IL—4 in the stimulation of IL—2 production by
mouse T cells in response to plate-bound anti—CD3.
The data above suggest that the induction of NOD T
cell responsiveness is dependent largely on the ability
of IL—4 to increase IL-2 production and stimulate NOD T
cell proliferation. These results also suggest that both
NOD Thi and Th2 cell proliferative responsiveness can be
restored by CD28-mediated costimulation via a mechanism
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Lliat

is partially, if not primarily, dependent on the

enhancement of IL—2 and IL-4 production, respectively.
Example 2 5

8

Prevention of

Insulitis by anti-CD28 Antibody

week-old and 25 week-old NOD mice

(n

5

in each

group) were injected with either anti-CD28 rnAb or control

hamster 1g.
Following hematoxylin and eosin staining of
pancreata, a minimum of 20 islets from each NOD mouse
10

were observed and the degree of mononuclear cell
infiltration was graded independently by two observers as
follows:

0—normal; 1—peri—insulitis (mononuclear cells
surrounding islets and ducts but not infiltrating the
architecture) ; 2—moderate insulitis (mononuclear cells
15

infiltrating <50% of the islet architecture); 3—severe
insulitis (>50% of the islet tissue infiltrated by
lymphocytes and/or loss of islet architecture)
Scores are shown in graphical form in Figure 2.

20

Anti-CD28 treatment of NOD mice during the inductive
phase (2—4 weeks of age) of development of IDDM prevented
destructive insulitis. At 8 weeks of age, these anti—
CD28 treated NOD mice had 70% of healthy islets
(insulitis score=0)

as seen in Figure 2A.

At 25 weeks, in these anti—CD28 treated NOD mice
25

(Figure 2B), the percentage of islets displaying severe
insulitis (insulitis score=3) was considerably lower

than that observed in control treated mice (46%),
and anti—CD28 treated animals still possessed 22% of
normal healthy islets (insulitis score=0) while normal
(19%)

30

In
islets were not present in the control animals.
contrast, when anti-CD28 treatment was initiated after
the onset of insulitis at 5 weeks of age, significantly
less protection from insulitis was found (data not
shown)

35

Example 3 -

Prevention of

autoirnmUne diabetes in NOD mice

PCT/CA98/00015
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Twenty female NOD prediabetic mice (randomized from
five different litters) were injected three times weekly
from 2 to 4 weeks of age with 50 pg of either the 37.51
anti—CD28
5

6,

7

and

or control hamster Ig, and then boosted at
weeks of age. 1-\riother group of ten females

rrilAb

8

(randomized from three different litters) were similarly
treated from 5 to 7 weeks of age. Mice were screened

10

weekly for the presence of hyperglycemia (BGIJ >11.1
Diabetes was
rnmol/L) starting at 8 weeks of age.
diagnosed when mice were hyperglycemic for two
consecutive readings. The results are shown in Figure 3.
Treatment of pre—diabetic NOD mice with anti—CD28
antibody at 2 to 4 weeks of age completely prevented the

15

development of IDDM. At 28 weeks of age, 16 of 20
control mice had developed IDDM whereas none of 20

If

treated mice had developed IDDM (Figure 3A) .
CD28 antibody treatment was delayed until after

20

anti5

weeks

of age, significantly less protection against IDDM was
obtained (Figure 3B)
Anti-CD28 antibody treatment was unable to prevent
cyclophosphamide-induced IDDM in NOD mice, regardless of
whether cyclophosphamide was injected before or after
anti-CD28 antibody administration (data not shown)

25

This results indicates that cyclophosphamide—
sensitive regulatory T cells must be present and
stimulated by anti-CD28 rnAb in order to prevent IDDM by
antibody treatment. Thus, CD28 costimulation represents
a form of immunostimulation of NOD T cells which

30

effectively protects against IDDM, particularly when
anti—CD28 treatment is administered during the inductive
phase of the disease.
Example 4

35

-

Induction

of IL-4 production in vivo by
anti—CD28 antibody treatment

Thymocytes, splenic T cells and islet infiltrating
cells (106/ml) were pooled from at least 3 age—matched NOD

PCT/CA98/00015
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mice at various times after treatment at 2—4 weeks with
anti-CD28 mZ\.b or control Ig, and were then stimulated
with the 14.5-2011 anti—CD3E m7b (plate bound, 1/500
ascites dilution) . After either 72 hr (thyrnocytes) or 48
5

hr

(T

cells and islet infiltrating cells) of culture, the

concentration of IL-4 and IFN—y in cell supernatants from
The
triplicate cultures were determined by ELISA.
results are shown in Figure

4.

Values shown are the mean

± SEM of three separate experiments.
10

Example 5 -

Lack of enhancement of anti-CD3-stimulated
T cell proliferation by treatment with

anti-CD28 antibody
Thymocytes, splenic T cells and islet infiltrating
15

cells (2x105/well) from

8

and 25 week—old NOD mice (n3)

injected at 2 to 4 weeks with either anti-CD28 mAb or
control hamster Ig were cultured in triplicate wells in
the presence or absence of the plate—bound 145—2C11 anti—
CD3c m7b (1/1000 ascites) for 48 hr
20

(T

cells,

infiltrating cells) or 72 hr (thymocytes) . Cell
proliferation was determined by [3H]thymidine
incorporation.
Example 6 -

Results are shown in Figure 5.

Pancreatic

IL-4 and IFN-y enhancement by

anti-CD28 antibody treatment
NOD mice were treated with either anti-CD28

25

ruAb

or control hamster Ig (n=5) at 2-4 weeks. Mice
were sacrified at 25 weeks of age, and intrapancreatic
(n=7)

IL-4 and IFN-y concentrations were determined by ELISA.
30

Results are shown in Figure 6A. Values were expressed as
mean ng cytokine/mg tissue. Comparison between means was
performed by Student's t test, and a p value of <0.05 was
chosen as the level of significance (**p<O.O01)
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Serum samples were assayed for anti-GAD antibodies
as described above.

Example 7 5

Delay

Results are shown in Figure 6B.
of IDDM onset by T cell transfer

Splenic T cells (l0) from 25 week—old, pre-diabetic
female NOD mice previously untreated or treated at 2-4
weeks with anti—CD28 mZ\b were injected into 6—8 week-old
female NOD.Scid mice (n5/group) . The recipient
NOD.Scid
for a maximum of 12 weeks after
mice were followed

10

injection, and BGL were monitored weekly. Results are
shown in Figure 7.
When splenic T cells from non—diabetic NOD mice (25
weeks of age) were transferred into NOD.Scid recipients,
the transfer of IDDM was either prevented or

15

significantly delayed if recipient mice received T cells
from anti-CD28 treated donors rather than T cells from

All

control Ig treated mice (Figure 7) .
(5/5) of the
mice injected with T cells from control Ig treated mice
became diabetic between 35—40 days after transfer, while

only 2/5 of the mice injected with
20

25

T cells

from anti—CD28

treated animals developed diabetes by 90 days post
transfer.
The present invention is not limited to the features
of the embodiments described herein, but includes all
variations and modifications within the scope of the
claims.
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CLAIMS:

A method

for preventing the development of an
autoimmune disease in a susceptible subject comprising
1.

5

administering to the subject an effective amount of a T
cell CD28 costimulatory receptor (CD28) agonist.
The method of claim

wherein the autoimmune disease
is selected from the group consisting of autoirnmune
2.

10

1

diabetes, multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis,
rheumatoid arthritis, Hashimoto's thyroiditis, Sjogren
syndrome and systemic lupus erythematosus.

15

The method of claim

wherein the agonist is
selected from the group consisting of an anti—CD28
agonist antibody, human B7-2 protein and a B7-2
extracellular domain polypeptide or an effective fragment
3.

1

of said polypeptide.
20

The method of claim 3 wherein the agonist is an
anti-CD28 agonist antibody.
4.

5.

The method of claim 4 wherein the subject is a human

subject.
25

The method of claim 5 wherein the antibody is a
monoclonal antibody.
6.

7.

30

The method of claim

3

wherein the agonist is B7—2

5

wherein the autoimmune disease

protein.
8.

The method of claim

is autoiicmune diabetes.
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9.
The method of claim 8 wherein human subject is aged
from about 6 months to about 2 or 3 years.

5

A

method for prolonging acceptance of an engrafted
tissue in a mammalian recipient of a tissue transplant
comprising administering to the mammalian recipient an
10.

effective acceptance-prolonging amount of a CD28 agonist.
The method of claim 10 wherein the agonist is
selected from the group consisting of an anti—C]D28
11.
10

agonist antibody, human E7—2 protein and a B7—2
extracellular domain polypeptide or an effective fragment
of said polypeptide.
15

The method of claim 11 wherein the agonist is an
anti—CD28 agonist antibody.
12.

13.

The method of claim 12 wherein the mammalian

recipient is a human recipient.
20

The method of claim 13 wherein the tissue transplant
is selected from the group consisting of a kidney
transplant, a heart transplant, a pancreas transplant, a
14.

pancreatic islet transplant and a liver transplant.
25
The method of claim 13 wherein the antibody is a
monoclonal antibody.
15.

16.
30

The method of claim 11 wherein the agonist is B7—2

protein.

A pharmaceutical

composition for preventing the
development of an autoimmune disease in a susceptible
subject comprising an effective amount of a CD28 agonist.
17.

35
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18.

The pharmaceutical composition of claim 17 further
comprising a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.
The pharmaceutical composition of any of claims 17
or 18 wherein the CD28 agonist is selected from the group
19.

5

consisting of an anti-CD28 agonist antibody, human 37-2
protein and a 37-2 extracellular domain polypeptide or an
effective fragment of said polypeptide.
10

The pharmaceutical composition of any of claims 17
to 19 wherein the CD 28 agonist is an anti—CD28 agonist
20.

antibody.
The pharmaceutical composition of claim 20 wherein
the antibody is a monoclonal antibody.
21.
15

The pharmaceutical composition of claim 19 wherein
the agonist is 37—2 protein.
22.

20

The pharmaceutical composition of any of claims 17
to 22 wherein the autoinimune disease is selected from the
23.

group consisting of autoirnmune diabetes, multiple
sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, rheumatoid arthritis,
Hashimoto's thyroiditis, Sjogren syndrome and systemic
25

lupus erythematosus.
The pharmaceutical composition of claim 23 wherein
the autoirnmune disease is autoinimune diabetes.
24.

30

A

pharmaceutical composition for prolonging
acceptance of an engrafted tissue in a mammalian
recipient of a tissue transplant comprising an effective
25.

amount of a CD28 agonist.
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The pharmaceutical composition of claim 25 further
comprising a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.
26.

The pharmaceutical composition of any of claims 25
or 26 wherein the CD28 agonist is selected from the group
consisting of an anti—CD28 agonist antibody, human 57—2
27.

5

protein and a B7—2 extracellular domain polypeptide or an
effective fragment of said polypeptide.
10

The pharmaceutical composition of any of claims 25
to 27 wherein the agonist is an anti—C528 agonist
28.

antibody.
The pharmaceutical composition of claim 28 wherein
the antibody is a monoclonal antibody.
29.
15

The pharmaceutical composition of claim 27 wherein
the agonist is 57—2 protein.
30.

20

The pharmaceutical composition of any of claims 25
to 30 wherein the tissue transplant is selected from the
group consisting of a kidney transplant, a heart
31.

transplant, a pancreas transplant,
transplant and a liver transplant.

a pancreatic islet
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PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONSFOR THE TREATMENT

OF THE EYE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention concerns pharmaceutical compositions for
the treatment ofthe eyes and more specifically for the treatmentof disorders of

the anterior segment ofthe eye.
5

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
The protective structures of the anterior surface of the eye include

the eyelids, conjunctiva, and the cornea. The posterior surfaces of the lids are
covered with a mucous membrane and the palpebral conjunctiva which reflects
10

onto the eye to become the bulbar conjunctiva.

The bulbar conjunctival
epithelium is continuous with the cornea! epithelium which accounts for about
10% of the anterior surface of the eye and is where most of the stationary
refraction occurs.

The corneal epithelium is 4-5 cells thick and the superficial cells
15

contain many microvilli. These aid in maintaining the moisture of the epithelial
surface by promoting the adhesion

of the tear film to the surface. This film

lubricates the anterior surface of the eye to decrease the frictional forces arising
from the persistent blinking movements

of the eyelids, foreign particles on the

surface of the eye, and the rotational movements of the eyeball. The tear film
20

also transfers oxygen from ambient air to the cornea.

WO 98/30233
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-2The anterior surface of the eye is vulnerable to damages inflicted
by various causes including mechanical abrasion of the cornea; contact lens
wearing; spontaneous peeling ofthe epithelium; damaged epithelium and strorna
following photo-refractive keratectomy;
5

chemical bums;

over exposure to

ultraviolet light including sunlight; systemic diseases such as Sjogren syndrome,
Steven-Johnson syndrome, Cicatricial pemphigoid syndrome; chronic edema of

cornea with recurrent erosion of epithelium; impaired tear film formation, and
conditions following damage ofepithelia due to radial keratotomy.
10

Aging often causes disorders resulting from slow regeneration of
the epithelium. The impaired regeneration and abnormality of the cells causes
thinning ofthe epithelial layer and its impaired adherence to the basal lamina thus
decreasing the ability

of the cornea to

retain the tear film leading to further

epithelial damage.
15

Following injury to the corneal epithelium, nearby cells retract
slightly, round up and begin an ameboid migration from the basal layeracross the

exposed basement membrane to cover the defect with a new monolayer of cells.
These cells then take on the characteristics of a new basal layer and undergo
mitosis to gradually fill in the defect with the full complement of four to five
layers of cells. Present treatment for corneal wounds involves applying eye drops
20

to the surface in order to protect the delicate healing process from erosion due to
blinking and the other sources of friction. There are no currently used
medicaments that promote the healing process itself Attempts to administer
fibronectin

in order to promote healing of persistent defects of the comeal

epithelium failed (Fukuda et al., Am
25

I Ophthalmol., 119(3):281-287,(1995)).

It would have been highly desirable to provide an ophthalmic
composition capable

of protecting the

comeal epithelium and enhancing its

healing and regeneration.
The rate ofcell proliferation in many cell types has been correlated
with the rate of cholesterol synthesis, and more specifically with the biosynthesis

WO 98/30233
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-3of various intermediates

in the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway and their

by-products such as famesylated proteins and others. Thus, inhibition of an early
enzyme in the biosynthesis of cholesterol inhibits cell growth in cultured
fibroblasts (McGuire et al., J. Biol. Chem., 268:22227-22230, (1993)). Factors
5

which cause cholesterol efflux from cells (e.g. high density lipoproteins, H1DL)
alleviate the negative feedback inhibition of cholesterol synthesis and enhance
growth

of M1DCK

cells in vitro (Gospodarowicz et al.,

J

Cell. Physiol.,

117:76-90, (1983)).

10

The cornea is an avascular organ obtaining nutrition from the
vasculature of the limbus by diffusion. At the outer surface of the cornea, the
epithelium is essentially isolated from the plasma's large complexes such as HDL
which hardly diffuse through the cornea. Thus, HDL which performs the
"reverse cholesteroltransport"from peripheral organs to the liver (Glomset, J.A.,

I Lipid Res., 9:155-167, 1968) is unable to perform this task in the corneal
15

epithelium.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is based on the surprising finding that high
density lipoprotein (HDL), or a combination
20

of

its non-cholesterol lipid

constituents (phospholipids, and other lipids such as triglycerides and glycerol),

which are capable of forming reconstituted HDL, promotes normal healing and
regeneration of damaged eye epithelium.

to initiate the
process of healing, to increase its rate, and to promote reversion of the damaged
epithelium of the eye to the normal state, i.e. where the damaged area is covered
Both

25

HIDL and said lipid constituents were able

again by layers ofepithelial cells.
Thus, the present invention concerns a pharmaceutical composition

for the treatment ofdisorders ofthe anterior segment ofthe eye comprising, as an

WO98/30233
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-4active ingredient, at least one agent capable ofcausing a net efflux of cholesterol
from cells, togetherwith an opthalgestically acceptable carrier.

The term "treatment" refers to curing of the disorder of the eye, to

of some of the undesired symptomes of various eye disorders, and/or
to preventionofvarious eye disordersbefore they are manifested.
alleviation

5

The term "anterior segment of the eye" refers to the comeal and
conjunctival epithelium and includes the epithelial cells, as well as the glands
presentin the epithelium.
The term "disorders of the anterior segment of the eye" refers to
10

disorders which cause physical damage to the corneal or conjunctival epithelium,

to disorders which decrease the rate of regeneration of cells making up this
epithelium, or to disorders causing diminished secretions from glands present in
the conjunctival epithelium, or to a combination ofsome ofthesedisorders.
15

Typical disorders of the anterior segment of the eye caused by
physical or chemical damage are: mechanical abrasion of the cornea, corneal
epithelial defects created by wearing contact lenses, cornea! epithelial defects
created by spontaneous peeling

of the epithelium, corneal damage following

photo-reactive keratectomy, injuries caused by chemical substances, damage
caused by exposure to ultraviolet light, systemic diseases creating damage to the
20

corneal epithelium and

conjunctiva, for example,

Sjorgren-Syndrome,

Steven-Johnson Syndrome, Cicatricial Pemphigoid Syndrome, chronic edema of
the cornea with recurrent erosion ofepithelium and the like.
Typical disorders of the anterior segment of the eye caused by a
decrease in the rate of generation of cells include deterioration of the eye due to
25

old age or an anti-proliferativetreatment.
Typical disorders of the anterior segment of the eye caused by
diminished secretion are dry eye and tear film dysfunction due to old age, various
diseases or as side effects ofsystemic medication.
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-5The pharmaceutical composition of the present invention may be
administered to persons suffering from disorders which cause damage to the
corneal or conjunctival epithelia, or in conjunction with treatments which are

known to cause such damage, for example, laser or radial keratectomy or
5

administration ofvarious systemic or topical medications.

The pharmaceutical compounds of the invention, due to their
amphoteric nature, are also capable of substituting for the natural tear film and
may serve as lubricants, and thus, beyond their effect in the promotion ofhealing
10

ofthe damaged eye epithelium, are also capable of relieving the symptoms of dry
eye. Dry eye symptomes may be the cause of the physical damage of the
epithelium or the result of it, or may be the sole disorder affecting the person's
eye. Where the pharmaceutical composition is intended, inter alia, to treat dry

eye, it should also include water/saline and a viscous substance such as an
ophthalmologically acceptable polysaccharide in order to mimic as closely as
15

possiblethe constituants ofnatural tears.
The active agents of the invention are those capable of causing a
net efflux of cholesterol from cells. Locating candidate agents capable of
generating a net cholesterol efflux, may be carried out, for example, by
determining the net efflux

20

of labeled cholesterol from cells according to the

method described in Naphtali Savion and Shiomo Kotev-Emeth, Eur.

I

Biochem., 183:363-370 (1989). Briefly, confluent endothelial or smooth muscle
cultures are allowed to incorporate H3-cholesterol. The candidate to be tested as

an effector of cholesterol efflux is then added to the cell culture and the

of radioactivity remaining in the cells afler 24 hrs. is determined.
Candidates whichare able to significantly lower the amount of labeled cholesterol
in these cells, are those which are capable of serving as active agents in the
pharmaceutical compositions ofthe invention.

percentage
25

Preferably, the present invention concerns a pharmaceutical
composition for the treatment of disorders of the anterior segment of the eye
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-6comprising as an active agent at least one compound selected from the group
consisting of:
i.

high density lipoprotein (HDL);

ii.

phospholipids andlor spingolipids;

iii.

a composition of matter comprising phospholipids and
at least one other lipid component of HIDL other than
cholesterol and cholesteryl-ester; and

iv.

10

at leastone HDL Apolipoprotein.

The term "high density lzpoprotein" refers to lipoproteins which
may be isolated from humans or other mammalian sources (e.g. bovine plasma),
for example, as specified in Denis Gospodarowicz "Methods for Preparation of
Media, Supplements, and Substratafor Serum-Free Animal Cell Culture ", pp.
69-86, 1984, Alan R. Liss, Inc., New York, New York or other isolation methods
based on the density ofthe HDL.

The term 'phosphol4ids", refers to phospholipids which naturally

15

occur

in HDL

such

as

phosphatidyicholine, phosphatidylserine and

phosphatidylinositol. An example of 'phingoliids"issphingomyelin.

The term "and at least one other lipid component ofHDL other
20

than cholesterol and cholesteiyl-ester" refers to glycerides, glycerol and
triglycerides. In accordance withthe invention glycerides and triglycerides which

are not present naturally in HDL, but have an analogous function to glycerides
and triglycerides present in HDL may also be used. The composition of matter
comprising the non-cholesterol and the non-cholesteryl-ester lipid components of
25

HDL (generally phospholipids, triglycerides and glycerides) is termed
"reconstituted HDL" (Gillote et al.,
Biol. Chem., 271:23792-23798, 1996).

I

This term refers to a complex comprising phospholipids, triglycerides and
glycerides, which differs from natural HIDL by the absence of cholesterol,
cholesteryl-esters, and apolipoproteins.
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-7Reconstituted HDL particles are prepared
dispersion/Bio-Bead removal technique (Sparks et at.,

by the chelate

I

Biol.

Chem.

267:25830-25838, 1992). Typically, compounds which are used in intravenous
nutrition as a source of essential fatty acids, are suitable for serving as the lipid
5

components

of HDL. Example being Intralipid, (Pharmacia AB, Sweden),

LipofundinTM (Braun Melsungen AG, Germany) and others.

The term "HDL apolipoproteins" refers typically to apolipoprotein
A-I, A-IV and E-apolipo-proteins or a combination thereof, either isolated from a
human or mammalian source (Savion and Gamliel, Arteriosclerosis, 8:178-186,
10

1988). Apolipoprotein-E is purified according to Wernette-Hammond et at.,

I

The HDL apolipoproteins may also be
prepared by various genetic engineering methods described in Breslow, et at.,
For example: Human
Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci., 79:6861-6865, 1982.
Biot. Chem., 264:9094-9101, 1989.

15

Apolipoprotein A-I gene can be prepared according to the method of
Karathanasis et at., Proc. Natt. Acad. Sci., 80:6147-6151, 1983; Human
Apolipoprotein A-TV gene according to Elshourbagy, et al.,

I

Biol. Chem.,

262:7973-7981, 1987; and Human Apolipoprotein E gene according to Das, et
at., Blot. Chem., 260: 6240-6247, 1985; Paik, et at., Proc. Natt. Acad. Sd.,

I

82:3445-3449, 1985.

The composition of the present invention may further comprise

20
albumin.

Albumin is the most abundant plasma protein and serves as the

plasmacarrier offree fatty acids. Each albumin molecule has 27 binding sites for
fatty acids. Albumin may thus serve as a scavenger for toxic free fatty acids
25

releasedby damaged anterior chamber tissueincluded in reconstituted HDL.
The pharmaceutical compositions of the invention may further
comprise other ingredients having ophthalgesicaffects, especially those which are
known to facilitate healing and regeneration of cornea and conjunctiva such as
growth factors, for example, keratinocyte growth factor (KGF/FGF7), or

WO 98/30233
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-8epidermal growth factor (EGF) and other growth factors

of the EGF family

known in the art; various attachment factors such as laminin or fibronectin, and
extracellular matrix components such as collagen, heparan sulfate proteoglycans
and others.
The pharmaceutical compositions ofthe invention may also include

5

agents capable of providing ultraviolet light protection, such as oxybenzone 3%,
and other suchpreparations knownin the art.
The pharmaceutical compositions of the invention should be
administered in the form ofeye drops or eye salves togetherwith opthalgestically
10

The composition may be in the form of an emulsion,
micelles liposomes, etc. The concentration of the active ingredients in the
composition should be in the range of 0.1-20%, preferably 0.2-10%, most
acceptable carriers.

preferably 0.2-2%.
Some disorders
15

of the

eye that are to be treated by the

pharmaceutical compositions ofthe invention include diminished liquid clearance
from the eye causing water retention which eventually leads to the rupture ofthe

eye membranes. In such cases, it is preferable that the compositions of the
invention be presented in a hyperosmotic formulation which can serve to draw
excess liquid from the eye. Such hyperosmotic formulation may be formed, for
20

example, by the addition ofNaCl to the composition.
By another aspect, the invention comprises

a method for the

of disorders of the anterior segment of the eye comprising
administering to a subject in need ofsuch treatment at least one agent capable of
causing a net efflux ofcholesterol from cells.
By another aspect, the invention comprises use of at least one agent
capable of causing a net efflux of cholesterol from cells for the preparation of a
medicament for the treatment ofdisorders ofthe anterior segment ofthe eye.
By yet another aspect, the present invention concerns a storage
treatment

25

preparation for storing and maintaining isolated corneas, for example, in an eye
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ofthe eye, it is preferable to add to the storage medium an effective
amount of at least one agent capable of causing a net efflux of cholesterol from
endothelium

cells, as explained above.
5

The invention now will be illustrated with reference to some
non-limiting drawings and examples.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Fig. 1 shows fluorescein staining ofuntreated damaged eye cornea 5 days
10

after surgery (x 16);
Fig. 2 shows fluorescein staining of untreated damaged eye cornea

12

days after surgery (x 16);

15

Fig. 3A shows the histological appearance ofnormal cornea;
Fig. 3B shows the histological appearance of untreated damaged eye
cornea 12 days aftersurgery;
Fig. 4 shows fluorescein staining

of damaged eye cornea following

IntralipidTMtreatment;

Fig. 5 shows the histological appearance ofdamaged eye cornea following
LyteersTMtreatment;

20

Fig. 6 shows fluorescein staining of damaged eye cornea after 3 days of
treatment with HDL;
Fig. 7 shows fluorescein staining of damaged eye cornea at the end of
treatment with HDL;
Fig. 8 shows the the histological appearance of damaged eye cornea after

25

HDL treatment;
Fig. 9 shows the histological appearance ofdamaged eye cornea following
7 days oftreatment with LipofundinTM;and
Fig. 10 shows the histological appearance
following 7 days oftreatment withLyeteersTM.

of damaged eye cornea
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I.
A.

Experimental Procedures
Animal model of corneal epithelium and conjunctival epithelium

damage
5

A rabbit model for keratoconjunctivitis (Gilbard et

al.,

I

mv.

Ophthal. Vis. Sci., :225-228 (1987)) was used with slight modification. Surgery
performed on anesthetized rabbits using a surgical microscope (Inami, Japan)
involved excision ofthe plical fold over the eye, occlusion of the lacrimal duct,
10

and peeling of the palpebral and bulbar conjunctiva. This surgery was done on
one eye of 20 rabbits of average age 3 months

of both sexes. Surgery and all

subsequent treatments were done in accordance with ARVO rules for animal care
in research. Tear film osmolarity is elevated by postoperative day 1. Cornea!
15

epithelial glycogen levels decline progressively, and conjunctival goblet cell
density decreases. These pathologies lead to corneal epithelium damage covering

the entire corneal surface by the fifth postoperative day, and it was at this time
that treatmentofthe eyes commenced.
B.

HIDL preparation

HDL was prepared from human plasma by differential ultracen-

20

trifugation flotation (Havel et aL, "Distribution and chemical composition of
Clin. Invest., 34:1345-53,
ultracentrifugally lipoproteins in human serum",

I

(1995)).
25

C.

Evaluation ofRabbit Cornea
Lesions in fluorescein stained corneas were clinically evaluated by

a slit lamp (Haag Streit, Switzerland) with cobalt filter
illumination. Photography of the fluorescein staining was taken with a slit lamp
mounted camera(Topcon, Japan). At the end ofeach experiment,the rabbits were

biomicroscopy using

WO98/30233
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sacrificed and the corneawere excised, fixed in paraformaldehyde and examined

for epithelial lesions.
D.

Histological examination

At the end of the treatment, the rabbits were sacrificed by a lethal

5

dose

of intravenously injected pentobarbitone. The eyes were enuclated and the

corneas fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. Comeas were embedded in paraffin
blocks, sectioned, and with hematoxylin-eosine for light microscope examination.
10

IL
Treatment of cornea! epithelium damage caused by conjunctival
epithelium damage
Example 1
Rabbits with cornea damage induced as above were treated as

15

follows: Five rabbits were treated with commercially available artificial tears

five rabbits were treated with HDL (1mg protein/ml) in phosphate
buffered saline, five rabbits were treated with a commercially available lipid
(LyteersTM),

mixture (10% IntralipidTM: 10% soybean oil, 1.2% egg phospholipids, 2.2%
glycerol), and two rabbits were left untreated. Treatment consisted of applying
20

two drops to the eye 3 times a day for seven consecutive days. The eyes were
evaluated clinically during the experiment and pictures were taken every other
day ofthe fluorescein stained corneas.
Fluorescein staining of damaged eyes
surgery is shown in Figs.

25

1

5

and 12 days following

and 2, respectively. As can be seen, the surface ofthe

untreated eye becameprogressively more scratched and opaque withtime leading
eventually to blurred vision.
Histological staining of damaged eye is shown in Fig. 3B and is
compared to histological staining of normal eye 3A. As can be seen, in the
damaged eye there has been complete erosion of the exposed epithelium due to
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as severe keratitis and

vascularization ofthe cornea.
Animal eyes that were treated with IntralipidTM show complete
reversal to normal morphological structure as indicated by fluorescein staining
5

(Fig. 4). However, animal eyes treated with

LyteerTM,

(Fig. 5) (commercially

available artifical tears composed mainly of water and a viscous substance) did
not return to normal. In contrast to normal eyes, the damaged area did not
become covered again with normal layers of cuboidal epithelial cells and a single
top layer of wing cells, but was covered instead by only a single layer of wing
10

cells. These results indicate that artificial tears such as Lyteercannotpromote
regeneration ofnormaleye epithelium.
In contrast to this, animal eyes treated with HDL showed
essentially a complete return to normal morphological structure as indicated by

15

fluorescein staining taken on the third day (Fig. 6) and at the end of treatment
(Fig. 7) as well as by histological staining (Fig. 8). Histological staining shows

a complete return to normal of the eye epithelium characterized by
formation ofseveral layers ofcuboidal cells and a single top layer ofwing cells.
essentially

These results clearly indicate that both }iDL and IntralipidTM are
able to promotehealing and regeneration of damaged eye epithelium and returnto
20

normalepithelium.
Example 2
Three rabbits underwent central corneal peeling of the epithelium in both
eyes. The area ofpeeling, 8 mm in diameter, was first demarcated with trephine,

25

and the epithelium excised with a scalpel. The right eye of each rabbit was
treated with two drops of LipofundinTM 10% three times a day, while the left eye
was treated with the same dose of LyeteersTM. The cornea were stained with
fluorescein and photographed immediately after epithelium removal and on the
third and fifth day afterwards. On the seventh day, the rabbits were sacrificed by
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microscopy.

The denuded area

in the fluorescein and fixed comeas was

determined, and the extent of remaining damage calculated as the remaining
denuded area divided by the initial denuded area. The results appear in Table 1
5

below which gives the fraction of initial damage remaining 0, 3, 5, and 7 days
after peeling the epithelium. The results show that the rate of healing was faster

in the LipofundinTM treated eyes. Figs. 9 andlO show the epithelium of a
LipofundinTM treated eye and a treated eye, respectively, after 7 days oftreatment.
10

Whereas the LipofundinTM appears close to, in the LyeteersTM treated eye the
epithelium still appears thin, immature, and containing only flat and wing cells
which have migrated to the denuded area.

Table 1
Treatment
Time

LipofundinTM

LyeteersTM

(Days)
0
3

1.00

1.00

.304

.378

5

.036

.107

7

0

0

15

III.

Clinical study on the effect ofLipofundinTMon dry eye

Experimental
20

Eight female patients suffering from dry eye and presenting less than 10
mm of wet strip in a Shirmer test, were included in this study. The patients
ranged in age from 62 to 74 years.
Each patient received a bottle of LipofundinTM 5% and was instructed to
instill two drops in one eye three times a day for one week, while continuing the
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previous treatment in the other eye. Each patient was asked to fill out a
questionnaire before and after the week oftreatment in which she was to rank the
following parameters on a scale of 0 (no complaint) to 4 (very severe): itching,

a sensation of "sand" under the upper eyelid, and photophobia. The
appearance of the anterior segments of the eyes was evaluated clinically for

tearing,
5

redness, inflammation, and discharge from the conjunctival sac.
Results

The results ofthe clinical studies are given in Table 2. All ofthe patients
10

reported

a

general improvement in their symptoms and asked to continue

treatment with LipofundinTM for a longer period

of time. Seven of the eight

patients had no complaints aboutthe treatment. One patient, presenting the most
severe case of dry eye at the beginning of the study, complained of a burning
sensation lasting about two minutes following the instillation
15

during the first two days

of treatment.

of LipofundinTM

LipofundinTMwas thus well tolerated by

the patients and ameliorates symptoms in people suffering form dry eye.

5

Symptom
Itching
Tearing
Sand
Photophobia

Degree

0

1

1

1

1

3
4
3

2
3

2.25 ± 0.71
3.25 ± 0.71

3.00±0.92

Before Treatment
2
3
4
Average
± SD
3
3
1
2.50 ± 0.93
4
5
6
5

0

Table 2

2
2

3

4

1

After Treatment____________
2
3
4
Average
p
value
± SD
0.50 ± 0.53 0.000057
0.37±0.51 0.000031
0.25 ± 0.46 0.00005 1
1
0.50 ± 0.76 0.0000 14

H

I
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CLAIMS:
1.

A pharmaceutical composition for the treatment of disorders ofthe

anterior segment ofthe eye comprising, as an active ingredient, at least one agent
5

capable

of causing a net efflux of cholesterol from cells, together with an

ophthagestically acceptable carrier.
2.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim

1, wherein the

anterior segment ofthe eye is the corneal epithelium, stromal conjunctiva, and the
10

glands present in both.
3.
A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 1, wherein the
disorders are manifested by physical and chemical damage to the conjunctival
and corneal epithelia.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 3, wherein the
disorders are selected from the group consisting of: mechanical abrasion of the
4.

15

cornea; comeal epithelial defects created by contact lens wearing; corneal
epithelial defects created by spontaneous peeling of the epithelium; corneal
damage following photo-refractive keratectomy; injuries caused by chemical
substances; injuries caused by ultraviolet light exposure; systemic diseases
causing damage to the comeal epithelium and conjunctiva; chronic edema of

20

cornea with recurrent erosion of epithelium; and conditions following damage of
epithelia due to radial keratotomy.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 1, wherein the
disorders include a decrease in secretion from glands located in the conjunctiva.
5.

6.

25

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 5, wherein the

disorders are selected from the group consisting of: dry eye and tear film
disfunction caused by medication.
7.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 1, wherein the

disorders are manifested by
segment ofthe eye.

a slow rate of regeneration of cells of the anterior

WO98/30233
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A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 7, wherein the

8.

slow rate

of regeneration is

caused by old age, or by administration

of

anti-proliferative substances.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claims 1 to 8, wherein
said agent is one or more ofthe group consisting of:
9.

5

i.
ii.

high density lipoprotein (BIDL);

phospholipids andlor sphingolipids;

a composition of matter comprising phospholipids and at least
one other lipid component of HDL other than cholesterol and
iii.

10

cholestry1-ester; and
iv.
at least one HDL Apolipoprotein.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claims 1 to 8 wherein

10.

said agent is LipofundinTM

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claims 1 to 8 wherein

11.
15

said agent is IntralipidTM
12.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claims 9-11, further comprising

albumin.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 9, wherein the
HIDL is humanor bovine HDL.
13.

20

14.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 9, wherein the

phospholipids are selected from the group consisting of: phosphatidylcholine,
phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylserine, and phosphatidylinosital.
15.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 9, wherein the

sphingolipids are sphingomyelins.
25

16.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 9, wherein the

other lipid components ofHDL are triglycerides andlor glycerol.
17.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 9, wherein the

apolipoprotein is selected from the group consisting of: Apolipoprotein A-I,
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-18Apolipoprotein A-TV and Apolipoprotein E or a combination of one or more
apolipoproteins.
18.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claims 1 to 17, further

comprising a growthfactor, an attachment factor or an extracellular component.
5

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 18, wherein the
growth factor is selected from the group consisting of: Keratinocyte Growth
19.

Factor (KGF/FGF7), Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) and other growth factors of
the FGF family.
20.
10

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 18, wherein the

attachment factor is selected from the group consisting of: laminin and
fibronectin.
21.

A pharmaceutical composition according to Claim 18, wherein the

extracellular matrix components are selected from the group consisting of:
collagen and heparan sulfate proteoglycans.
15

22.

A pharmaceutical composition according to any one of Claims 1 to

21 further comprising

an agent capable of providing protection from U.V.

radiation.

A phannaceutical composition according to Claim 22, wherein the
agent capable ofproviding protection from U.V. radiation is oxybenzone.
23.

20

A method for the treatment of disorders of the anterior segment of
the eye comprising administering to a subject in need of such treatment at least
24.

one agent capable ofcausing a net efflux ofcholesterol from cells.
25.

A method according to Claim 24, wherein the anterior segment of

the eye is the corneal epithelium, stromal conjunctiva, and the glands present in
25

both.
26.

A method according to Claim

24, wherein the disorders are

manifested by physical and chemical damage to the conjunctival and corneal
epithelia.
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A method according to Claim 26, wherein the disorders are selected

27.

from the group consisting of: mechanical abrasion

of the cornea; corneal

epithelial defects created by contact lens wearing; corneal epithelial defects
created by spontaneous peeling of the epithelium; corneal damage following
5

photo-refractive keratectomy; injuries caused by chemical substances; injuries
caused by ultraviolet light exposure; systemic diseases causing damage to the
cornea! epithelium and conjunctiva; chronic edema of cornea with recurrent
erosion of epithelium; and conditions following damage ofepithelia due to radial
keratotomy.

10

A method according to Claim 24, wherein the disorders include a

28.

decrease in secretion from glands located in the conjunctiva.

A method according to Claim 28, wherein the disorders are selected

29.

from the group consisting of: dry eye and tear film disfunction caused by
medication.
15

A method according to Claim 24, wherein the disorders are
manifested by a slow rate of regeneration of cells of the anterior segment of the
30.

eye.

A method according to Claim

31.
20

30, wherein the slow rate

regeneration is caused by old age, or by administration
substances.

of anti-proliferative

A method according to Claims 24 to 31, wherein said agent is one

32.

or more ofthe group consisting of:

25

of

i.

high density lipoprotein (HDL);

ii.

phospholipids and/or sphingolipids;

iii.

a composition of matter comprising phospholipids and
at least one other lipid component of ITIIDL other than
cholesterol and cholestryl-ester;and

iv.

at least one HDL Apolipoprotein.
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A method according to Claims 24 to

33.

31 wherein said agent is

LipofundinTM

A method according to Claims 24 to 31 wherein said agent

34.

is

IntralipidTM
5

A method according to Claims 32-34, further comprising

35.

administering albumin.

A method according to Claim 32, wherein the HDL is human or

36.

bovine HIDL..
37.
10

selected

A method according to Claim 32, wherein the phospholipids are
from

the

group

consisting

of:

phosphatidylcholine,

phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylserine, and phosphatidylinosital.
A method according to Claim 32, wherein the sphingolipids are
38.
sphingomyelins.
39.
15

A method according to Claim 32, wherein the other lipid

components ofHIDL are triglycerides andlor glycerol.
A method according to Claim 32, wherein the apolipoprotein is
40.
selected from the group consisting of: Apolipoprotein A-I, Apolipoprotein A-IV

and Apolipoprotein E or a combination ofone or more apolipoproteins.
41.
20

A method

according to Claims 24

to 40, further comprising a

growthfactor, an attachment factor or an extracellular component.
42.
A method according to Claim 41, wherein the growth factor is
selected from the group consisting of: Keratinocyte Growth Factor (KGF/FGF7),
EpidermalGrowth Factor (EGF) and other growthfactors ofthe FGF family.
A method according to Claim 41, wherein the attachment factor is
43.

25

selected from the group consisting of: laminin and fibronectin.
44.

A method according to Claim 41, wherein the extracellular matrix

components are selected from the group consisting of: collagen and heparan
sulfate proteoglycans.
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A method according to any one of Claims

comprising administering an agent capable

24 to 44 further

of providing protection from U.V.

radiation.

A method according to Claim 45, wherein the agent capable of
providingprotectionfrom U.V. radiationis oxybenzone.
Use of at least one agent capable of causing a net efflux of
47.
46.

5

cholesterol from cells for the preparation of a medicament for the treatment of
disorders ofthe anterior segment ofthe eye.
48.
10

A use according to Claim 47, wherein the anterior segment of the

eye is the comeal epithelium, stromal conjunctiva, and the glands presentin both.
49.
A use according to Claim 47, wherein the disorders are manifested
by physical and chemical damage to the conjunctival and corneal epithelia.
50.
A use according to Claim 49, wherein the disorders are selected

15

from the group consisting of: mechanical abrasion of the cornea; comeal
epithelial defects created by contact lens wearing; comeal epithelial defects
created by spontaneous peeling of the epithelium; corneal damage following
photo-refractive keratectomy; injuries caused by chemical substances; injuries
caused by ultraviolet light exposure; systemic diseases causing damage to the
corneal epithelium and conjunctiva; chronic edema of cornea with recurrent

20

erosion ofepithelium; and conditions following damage of epithelia due to radial
keratotomy.
51.

A use according to Claim 47, wherein the disorders include a

decrease in secretion from glands located in the conjunctiva.
52.
25

A use according to Claim 51, wherein the disorders are selected

from the group consisting of: dry eye and tear film disfunction caused by
medication.

A use according to Claim 47, wherein the disorders are manifested
by a slow rate ofregeneration ofcells ofthe anterior segment ofthe eye.
53.
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A use according to Claim 53, wherein the slow rate ofregeneration

54.

is caused by old age, or by administration ofanti-proliferative substances.

A use according to Claims 47 to 54, wherein saidagentis one or

55.

more ofthe group consisting of:
5

i.

high density lipoprotein (HDL);

ii.

phospholipids and/or sphingolipids;
a composition of matter comprising phospholipids and

iii.

at least one other lipid component of HDL other than
cholesterol and cholestryl-ester;and

at least one HDLApolipoprotein.

iv.

10

A use according to Claims

56.

47 to 54 wherein said agent is

LipofundinTM
57.

A use according to Claims 47 to 54 wherein said agent is

IntralipidTM
15

58.

A use according to Claim 54, wherein the BDL is human or bovine

HDL.
59.
selected

A use according to Claim 54, wherein the phospholipids are
from

the

group

consisting

of:

phosphatidylcholine,

phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylserine, and phosphatidylinosital.
20

60.

A use according to Claim 54, wherein the sphingolipids are

sphingomyelins.
61.

A use according to Claim 54, wherein the other lipid components

ofI{DL are triglycerides and/or glycerol.
62.

25

A use according to Claim 54, wherein the apolipoprotein is selected

from the group consisting of: Apolipoprotein A-I, Apolipoprotein A-IV and
Apolipoprotein E or a combination ofone or more apolipoproteins.

A storage medium for the preservation of isolated cornea
comprising at least one agent capable of causing net efflux of cholesterol from
63.

cells.
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A

64.

capable

storage medium according

to Claim

63, wherein the agent

of causing a net efflux of cholesterol from cells is one or more of the

group consisting of:
5

i.

high density lipoprotein (HDL);

ii.

phospholipids andlor sphingolipids;

iii.

a composition of matter comprising phospholipids and
at least one other lipid component of HDL other than
cholesterol and cholestryl-ester;and

iv.
10

65.
capable

at least one HDLApolipoprotein.
A storage medium according to Claim 63, wherein the agent

of causing a net efflux of cholesterol from cells is one or more of the

group consisting of:

15

i.

LipofundinTM

ii.

IntralipidTM

66.

A storage medium according to Claims 64 and

65, further

comprising albumin.
67.

A storage medium according to Claim 64, wherein the HDL is

human or bovine HDL.
A storage medium according to Claim 64, wherein the
phospho-lipids are selected from the group consisting of: phosphatidyicholine,
68.

20

phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylinosital.
69.
A storage medium according to Claim 64, wherein the
sphingolipids are sphingomyelin.
70.

25

A storage medium according to Claim 64, wherein the other lipid

components ofHDL are triglycerides andlor glycerol.
A storage medium according to Claim 64, wherein the
71.
apolipoprotein is selected from the group consisting of Apolipoprotein A-I,
Apolipoprotein A-IV and Apolipoprotein E or a combination of one or more
apolipoproteins.
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DESCRIPTION
Compositionsfor Osteogenesis and Chondrogenesis
Field of the Invention
The present invention concerns a drug composition characterized by containing a
bone morphogenesis factor; and specifically, concerns a composition for osteogenesis and
chondrogenesis.

Background of the Invention
Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP) are members of the TGF- superfamily of
proteins which are known to have activity in the growth and differentiation of cells and
tissue. Many BMPs are active protein that cause undifferentiated mesenchymal cells of
subcutaneoustissue or muscular tissue to differentiate into chondroblasts or osteoblasts,
thereby stimulating osteogenesisor chondrogenesis. The genes that code for various BMPs

have been isolated,including the genes encoding BMPs 1 through 18, GDFs 1-14, MP52,
BIP, andHP269. Seealso: Science 242, 1528-1534 (1988); Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 87,
2220-2224 (1990); Progress in Growth Factor Research 1, 267-280 (1989); National
Publication [Tokuhyo] No. Hei 2[1990]-500241, National Publication [Tokuhyo} No.
3[1991]-503649, National Publication [Tokuhyo No. Hei 3[1991]-505098, WO 91/18098,

WO92/05 199 andWO 93/09229;BiochemicalandBiophysical Research Communications
204(2), 646-652 (1994); and The Bone 9(3), 5 1-63 (1995)). The above disclosures of all

of the above applications are hereby incorporated by reference..
Investigations have been carried out concerning methods for using the
aforementioned BMPs in the treatment of loss or insufficient formation of bone and
cartilage, but a rigorous method for clinical application has not yet been established.

The hedgehog ("HH") family is a group of proteins that has receivedattention as
critical factors in morphogenesis. At present, thereat least fourtypes of hedgehog that are
present among vertebrates,the sonic hedgehog(Shh), the desert hedgehog (Dhh), the Indian
hedgehog (Ihh) and the tiggy-winklehedgehog (twhh). Shh protein is ofparticular interest
among vertebratesin terms of its function as a neural tube and somite ventralizing factor,
and as a factor in determining the antero-posterioraxis of limb buds. A functional analysis

of this substance has been carried out (Yodosha, Experimental Medicine Supplement
BioScience Terms Library, Development- Nerves,edited by Toshi-ichiNakamura, p.38-39).
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The participation of Shh and Ihh proteins in the regulation of skeletogenesis has also been
documented(Dev. Biol. 172, 126-138(1995), Nature 383,407-413 (1996)). Disclosures of

all of the above are hereby incorporated by reference. However, there is no knowledge
concerning the osteogenesis or chondrogenesis action of hedgehog proteins.
Objects of the Invention
Bone and cartilage tissues are formed via a continuous process wherein bone and
cartilageprecursor cells or bone andcartilage invades into the region in which formation is
to occur, followed by the growth and differentiationof the bone or cartilageprecursor cells

or bone and cartilage cells, along with the synthesis of bone and cartilage matrix. This
• process depends on the size of the region to be generated, but in general, a lengthy period
of a few weeks to a few months is required. Consequently, the discovery of a drug that
facilitates osteogenesis and chondrogenesis andcan rapidly induce the formation of bone
and cartilage tissue is strongly desired in order to aid in the recovery of personsneeding
repair or induction of bone and cartilage tissue.

Summary of the Invention
As a result of research concerning the effect of hedgehog protein, the inventors of
the present invention et a!. discovered that abnormal ossification was induced in nude mice
when the mice were implanted with fibroblastcells into which the N-terminus domain (ShhN) containing the active site of Shh had been introduced. This result showedthat it was
possible to use hedgehog protein in clinical applications as a novel factor for inducing or
repairing hard tissues.
In addition, uponcarrying out investigationsinto the action ofhedgehogprotein with
respect to osteogenesis and chondrogenesis, the surprising discovery was made that
osteogenesisandchondrogenesis performance is greatly improved when hedgehog protein

is used in conjunction with BMP that has a bone morphogenesis effect. The present
invention was perfected on the basis of this discovery.
Specifically, the present invention comprises a drug composition, characterized by
containingBMP andhedgehog protein; andspecifically,comprises a drugcomposition used

for osteogenesis and chondrogenesis. This composition exhibits much higher levels of
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osteogenesis and chondrogenesis performance in comparison to conventional drugs for
osteogenesis and chondrogenesis containing BMP alone.

BriefDescription of the Figures
Figure 1 is a diagram showing the effect ofthe introductionof Shh-N and BMP-2/-4 genes
into osteoblasts and the effect of the products of the introduced genes on osteoblast
differentiation based on APase activity in Example 1.

Figure 2 is a diagram showing the effect of Shh-N-CM and BMP-2/-4 on osteoblast
inductionbased on APase activity in Example 2.
Figure 3 is a diagram showing the effect of Shh-N-CM and rhBMP-2 on osteoblast
differentiation based on APase activity in Example 3. Figure 3A represents the change over
time, Figure 3B represents the Shh-N concentration dependence and Figure 3C represents

the rhBMP-2concentration dependence.

Figure4 is a diagram showing the effect (concentrationdependence) ofrecombinant murine
("mi') Shh-N and rhBMP-2 on osteoblast differentiation based on APase activity in
Example 4.

Figure 5 is a diagram showing the effect of Shh-N-CM and BMP-2/-4-CM on the
differentiation of RMD- 1 cells into chondrocytes in Example 5 using the amount of 35Ssulfuric acidincorporated into proteoglycan as an indicator.

Figure 6 is a diagram showing the influence of the Shh-N-CM treatment time on the
differentiation of RMD-l cells into chondrocytes in Example 6 using the amount of 35Ssulfuric acid incorporated into proteoglycan as an indicator.

Figure 7 is a diagram showing the effect of rmShh-N and rhBMP-2on the differentiation
ofRMD-1 cells into chondrocytes in Example 7 (concentration dependence of rmShh-N),
using the amount of35S-sulfuric acid incorporated into proteoglycan as an indicator.
Detailed Descriptionof the Invention
A. Bone Morphogenetic Proteins
With regard to the bone morphogenesis proteins (BMPs) that can be used in the
present invention, any substance can be usedwithoutparticular restrictions, provided that
it is a protein that acts on undifferentiated mesenchymal cells, causing these cells to
3
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differentiateinto chondrocytes and osteoblasts. However, human BMP manufactured by
recombinant DNA technologies is desirable from the standpoint of producing large
quantities of goodquaiity material that is clinically safefrom an immunological standpoint,
etc. Specifically, a transformant (cells or microorganism) containing recombinant DNA
including the base sequence coding for the human bone morphogenesis protein is cultured,

and the recombinanthumanbone morphogenesis protein produced by thesetransformants

is isolated and purified to prepare the recombinanthuman bone morphogenesis protein
(rhBMP). Examples of these human bone morphogenesis proteins (rhBMPs) that can be
cited are rhBMP-2, rhBMP-3, rhBMP-4 (also referred to as rhBMP-2B), rhBMP-5, rhBMP6, rhBMP-7(rhOP-1), rhBMP-8, rhBMP-9, rhBMP-12, rhBMP-13, rhBMP-15, rhBMP-16,
.rhBMP-17, rhBMP-l8, rhGDF-l, rhGDF-3, rhGDF-5, rhGDF-6, rhGDF-7, rhGDF-8,
rhGDF-9, rhGDF-10, rhGDF-1 1, rhGDF-12, rhGDF-14. For example, BMP-2, BMP-3,

BMP-4, BMP-5, BMP-6 and BMP-7, disclosed in United States Patents 5,108,922;
5,013,649; 5,116,738; 5,106,748; 5,187,076; and 5,141,905; BMP-8, disclosed in PCT
publication W091/18098; andBMP-9, disclosed in PCT publication W093/00432,BMP10, disclosed in UnitedStates Patent 5,637,480; BMP-11, disclosed in United States Patent
5,639,638, or BMP-12 or BMP-13, disclosed in UnitedStates Patent 5,658,882, BMP-15,
disclosed United States Patent 5,635,372 and BMP-16, disclosed in co-pending patent
application serialnumber 08/7 15,202. Other compositions which may alsobe useful include
Vgr-2, and anyof the growth and differentiation factors [GDFs}, includingthose described
in PCT applications WO94/15965; WO94/15949; WO95/01801; W095/01802;
W094/21681; W094/15966; W095/10539;W096/01845; WO96/02559 and others. Also
useful in the presentinvention may be BIP, disclosed in W094/01557; HP00269,disclosed

in JP Publication number: 7-250688; andMP52, disclosed in PCTapplication W093/16099.
The disclosures of all of these applications are hereby incorporated herein by reference.
Also usefulin the present invention are heterodimers ofthe above andmodifiedproteins or
partial deletionproducts thereof. Theseproteins can be used individually or in mixtures of
two or more, and rhBMP-2 is preferred.

The BMP proteinsthat are used are preferably expressed by mammalian cells (for
example, CHO cells), bacteria (for example, E. coli), and yeast cells. Although rhBMP-2

is an example of an rhBMP protein for which large-scale production and purification
methods have been established, the other rhBMP proteins can also be used after
4
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manufacturing andpurif'ing themin the same manner (Progress in Growth Factor Research
1, 267-280 (1989)).

The knownpurified rhBMP-2 is a dimericprotein with a molecular weight of about
30,000. Eachofthe monomers has a high-mannose sugarchain at residue Asn56 (Abstract
Sixth Interactive Symposium of the Protein Society, San Diego CA (1992)).
The amount ofBMP in the bone andcartilage formingcompositions of the present
invention can be any concentration at which bone andcartilage induction is manifested, but
preferably, whenrhBMP-2 is used, the amountis preferably 0.1 jig/mL or more, with 1-1000
jig./mLbeing more preferred and 1-300 jig/mL being additionally desirable.

B. Hedgehog Proteins
It has been documented heretoforethat Ihh and Shh have similar biological activities
in terms oftheir capacity for double limb induction (Science 273, 613-622 (1996)), andthat
the activity ofShh resides entirelyin the N-terminus domain (Shh-N) ((Curr. Biol. 5, 791-

796 (1995), Cell 81, 313-316 (1995)). Thus, Shh, Ihh, or the N-tei-minus domain Shh-N,
which is the active region of Shh, can be used as the hedgehog protein in the present
invention.

The hedgehog proteins that have been manufactured by recombinant DNA
technologies are preferred from the standpointof obtaining large quantities ofgood quality
raw material. Specifically, a transformant containing recombinantDNAthat includes the
base sequenceencoding the hedgehog protein is cultured,and the recombinant hedgehog

protein produced by these transformants is isolated and purified to prepare a crude
recombinant hedgehog protein. Methods whereby physiologically active recombinant
hedgehog protein is produced in large quantities using E. coli have been documented by
numerous researchers (Curr. Biol. 5, 791-796 (1995), Nature 375,322-25 (1995)). The Shh
and Ihh genes are highly conserved across all speciesranging from chickens to humans (Cell

75, 1401-1416 (1993), Science 273,613-622 (1996), Cell 75, 1417-1430(1993),Gene Bank
Accession Numbers L38517 and L38518), and so the animal types are unlimited for
hedgehog proteins. In addition, the molecular weight of the protein is small in comparison

to Shh and Ihh, and thus the active N-terminus domain Shh-N of Shh, which is that has
similarphysiological activity, is preferred.

5
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The amount of hedgehog protein contained in the compositions of the present
invention can be anyconcentration at which bone and cartilage induction is manifested, but
when Shh-N is used,the amount is preferably2 ng/mL or greater, with 5 ng/mL-500 .tg/mL

being more preferred, and 10 ng/mL to 10 pg/mLbeing additionally desirable.
C. Administration
The bone and cartilage forming composition of the present invention can be
administeredsystemicallyor locally as a solutionthat contains BMP andHH, or the proteins
can be held on an appropriate support, and can be administered to the regions where
osteogenesis or chondrogenesisis desired. The cartilage forming composition of the present
.invention can contain components otherthan those indicated above. Specific examples of
these optional components include bio-absorbable supports, stabilizers, preservatives,
solubilizers, pH adjusters and thickeners. In addition, supplements that are effective in
osteogenesis and chondrogenesis can also be included, examples of which include
fibronectin and osteonectin. These optional components can be added by appropriate
methods at an appropriate stage during preparation of the composition
invention.

of the present

In order to repairvarious types ofbone andcartilage loss, or in order to add bone or

cartilage, the bone and cartilage forming composition of the present invention is
administeredby anymethod to the area at which osteogenesisor chondrogenesis is needed.
When in the form of a liquid, the compositioncan be administeredby injection, when in the

form of a paste or clay, the composition can be administered by implanting, or when held
on an appropriate support, the composition can be administered by hardening and molding
the material into the desired shape, and then implanting the material as a solid.
The therapeutic method includes administering the composition topically,
systemically, or locally as an implant or device. When administered, the therapeutic
composition for use in this invention is,

of course, in a pyrogen-free, physiologically

acceptable form. Further, the composition may desirably be encapsulated or injected in a
viscous form for deliveryto the site of bone, cartilage or otherconnective tissue or other
tissue damage. Topical administration may be suitable forwoundhealing and tissue repair.
Therapeutically useful agents other than the compositions which may also optionally be
included in the composition as described above, may alternatively or additionally, be
6
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administered simultaneously or sequentially with the composition in the methods of the
invention. The compositions may be administered using a carrier or matrix which may

provide slow release of BMP and/or HH protein, as well as proper presentation and
appropriateenvironmentfor cellular infiltration. Such matrices may be formed of materials
presently in use for other implanted medical applications.
The choice of carrier or matrix material is based on biocompatibility,
biodegradability,mechanicalproperties,cosmetic appearance andinterface properties. The
particular application ofthe compositions will definethe appropriateformulation. Potential
matricesfor the compositionsmay be biodegradable andchemicallydefined calcium sulfate,
tricalcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite,polylactic acidand polyanhydrides. Other potential
•materials are biodegradableandbiologically well defined, suchas bone or dermal collagen.

Further matrices are comprised of pure proteins or extracellular matrix components. Other
potential matrices are nonbiodegradable and chemically defined, such as sintered
hydroxyapatite, bioglass, aluminates, or other ceramics. For injectable formulations, the
carrier is preferably a viscous gel, suchas a collagen or polymer. Carriers and matrices may

be comprised of combinations of any of the above mentioned types of material, such as
polylactic acid andhydroxyapatiteor collagen and tricalcium phosphate. The bioceramics
may be altered in composition, suchas in calcium-aluminate-phosphate and processing to
alter pore size, particle size, particle shape, and biodegradability.

The bone andcartilage forming composition ofthe present inventioncan be used in
organisms following methods known in the relevant fields, andto this end, appropriate use
can be madedepending on the application,region to be treated, and condition of the patient.

The bone and cartilage forming compositions of the presentinventiondo not have
to be used individually, and these substances can also be used in combination with other
known implants. For example, the composition can be used in combination with a collagen
film, or a polylactic acid filmor Goretex filmemploying the GTRmethod. These materials
are biocompatible films used for localization and immobilization ofthe composition.
Alternatively, the proteins of the present invention may be delivered through the use

of appropriate vectors in gene therapy applications. In such use, the vectors encoding both
BMP and HH may be transfected into the cells of a patient ex vivo, and the cells may be
reintroduced into a patient. Alternatively, the vectors may be introduced into a patient in
vivo throughtargetedtransfection.
7
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The efficacy of the drug composition of the present invention with respect to
osteogenesis and chondrogenesiscan be confirmed in the manner described below.
D. Assays for Activity
The activity with respect to osteogenesis can be evaluated 1) by investigating the
degree of osteoblastdifferentiation and propagation in C3H1OT1/2cells (Growth Factors
9, 57-71 (1993)), an undifferentiated mesenchymal cell line that has been reported to have

a capacity for differentiationinto osteoblasts, and2) by investigating the differentiation and
manifestation of functionality in primary cultured osteoblasts isolated from the skulls of
chicken embryos. In both cases, variation in alkaline phosphatase activity (APase)of the
•cells is

a markerfor differentiation, and is used as an indicator.

Activity with respect to chondrogenesis can be evaluated by investigating
chondrocyte differentiation in RMD cells, a undifferentiated rat mesenchymal cell line
having a capacityfor differentiation into chondrocytes (J. Bone Miner. Res. 11, 544-553
(1996). The degree

of differentiation into

chondrocytes can be measured using the
incorporation of 35S-sulfuric acid into the extracellular matrix via the synthesis of
cartilaginousmacromolecularproteoglycan(GAG) (J. Bone Miner. Res. 11, 544-553 (1996).

In addition, accumulation of cartilaginous macromolecular proteoglycan can be easily
determined by staining the cells with Alcian blue at pH 1.0.
The dosage regimen will be determined by the attending physician considering
various factors whichmodifythe action of the composition, e.g. amount of bone or other
tissue weightdesired to be formed, the site ofbone or tissue damage, the condition of the
damaged bone tissue, the size of a wound, type of damaged tissue, the patient's age, sex, and

diet, the severity of any infection, time of administration and other clinical factors. The
dosage may vary with the type of matrix used in the reconstitution and the types of BMP
proteins in the composition. Generally, systemic or injectable administration will be
initiated at a dose which is minimally effective, and the dose will be increased over a
preselected time course until a positive effect is observed. Subsequently, incremental
increases in dosage will be made limiting such incremental increases to such levels that
produce acorresponding increase in effect, whiletaking into account any adverse affects that
may appear. The addition of other known growth factors, such as IGF I (insulinlike growth

factorI), to the final composition, may alsoeffect the dosage.
8
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Progress can be monitoredby periodic assessment of bone or tissue growth andlor
The progress can be monitored, for example, x-rays, histomorphometric
repair.
determinations and tetracycline labeling.

Examples
Practical examples that demonstrate the bone and cartilage forming effects of the
drug composition

of the present invention are shown below. The present invention is not

in any way limited by the practicalexamples presented below.

The method for producing Hedgehog and BMP proteins used in the practical
examples is described below.
Preparation of chicken Shh-N recombinant virus and chicken Shh-N proteins

-

Shh cDNA was recovered by the RT-PCR methodfrom the total RNA of stage 25

chicken embryos. Next, the region coding for the 200 amino acids at the N-terminus was

amplifiedby PCR while inserting a stop codon at the 200th residue. The resulting DNA
fragment was subjected to terminal blunting, andafterligating a Cla I adaptor, the fragment
was subcloned into the chicken retrovirus vector RCAS (A) (J. Virol. 61, 3004-3012
(1987)).
This viral DNAwas then transfectedusingcalciumphosphate into chicken embryo
fibroblast (CEF) cells that were prepared from 11-day virus-free eggs (M egg line,
Nisseiken, Yamanashi) (Mol.Cell.Biol. 7, 2745-2752 (1987)). The CEFcells were cultured

in medium 199 (GIBCO, Gaithersburg MD, USA) containing 10% fetal bovine calf serum
(FBS; Cell Culture Laboratories OH, USA).

The culture supematant from the CEFcells transfected with the viral DNA contained
Shh-N recombinant virus and chicken Shh-N protein. The viral particles present in the
culture supernatant that was collectedwere concentrated by ultracentrifugation according

to the method ofCepko et al. (Mol. Cell. Biol. 13, 2604-2613 (1993)), and were subjected
to infectivityexperiments. The culture supematant containing the chicken N-Shh protein
(Shh-N-CM) was then used in

a virus-free mouse or rat cell culture system.

Culture

supernatant from CEF cells containing the viral vector alone (RCAS-CM) was used as a
control.
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Preparation of mouserecombinant N-Shh (rmShh-N)

Mouse Shh cDNA containing the entire length ofthe codingsequence was obtained
by RT-PCRfrom the total RNA of 10-daymouse embryos. Next, the 73-651 base sequence
region ofthe mouse Shh cDNA sequence based on the recording ofMacMahon (Gene Bank
Accession NumberX76290, Cell 75, 1417-1430(1993)) was amplified using a primer pair
containing the Sac I site. At this time, a stop codon was inserted after the base 851 of the
sequence. The resulting DNA fragment was then digested with Sac I, andwas subcloned

into the pQE3O plasmid using the QIA Express Kit (QJA Express Kit, Qiagen, GmbH,
Germany). The plasmid was then transformedinto E. coli by a routinemethod, andmouse
recombinant N-Shh with a histidinetag attached to the N-terminus was synthesized. This

.protein was then purified using a nickel-chelate resin column (Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci 88,
8972-8976 (1991)). Theexperimental methods were all carried out according to theprotocol
included in the kit (The QIA Expressionist).
Preparation

of human BMP-2 recombinant virus and human BMP-2 protein (hBM1.2j

Human BMP-2 cDNAcontaining the entire coding sequence was cloned from the
total RNA of human osteosarcoma cells using the RT-PCR method. This DNAfragment
was sub-cloned into sub-group A andB RCAS vectors (RCAS(A), RCAS(B)) (J. Virol. 61,
3004-3012, (1987)) usingthe samemethod that was used in constructing the chicken N-Shh

recombinant virus as describedabove.

Next, culture supernatant from CEF cells that had been transfected with the viral
DNA was concentrated, and was used in infectivity experiments. The culture supernatant
containingthe hBMP-2protein (hBMP-2-CM) was then usedin a virus-free mouse or rat
cell culture system.
Preparation

of mouseBMP-4 recombinant virus andmouse BMP-4protein (mBMP-4)

MouseBMP-4 cDNA containing the entire coding sequence was cloned out ofthe
total RNA of 16-day mouse embryos using the RT-PCR method. This DNAfragment was

used, and was subclonedinto subgroup A and B RCAS vectors (RCAS(A), RCAS(B)) (J.
Virol. 61, 3004-3012, (1987)) using the same method that was used in constructing the
chicken N-Shh recombinantvirus as described above. The culture supernatant from CEF
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cells transfected with the viral DNA was then concentrated and was used in infectivity
testing. Culture supernatantcontaining mBMP-4 protein (mBMP-4-CM) was then used in
a virus-free mouse or rat cell culture system.

Cell Culturing
Chicken embryo undifferentiated fibroblast (CEF) cells were isolatedfrom 11-day
virus-free embryos, and were cultured in Medium 199 (GIBCO, Gaithersburg MD)
containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, CellCulture Laboratories,OH USA). The mouse
fibroblast cell strain C3H1OT1/2 Clone 8 was received from the Riken CellBank, and was
subculturedwith Eagle's Minimal Essential Medium (MEM, Nissui,Tokyo) containing 10%
FBS). The rat undifferentiated fibroblast strain RMD-l was subcultured in Ham's F-l2

mediumcontaining 10% FBS. The chondrocyte differentiation tests for the RMD-1 cells
were carried outby culturing in Ham F-12 containing 5% FBS.
Example

1

The Shh-N and BMP genes were introduced into osteoblast cells using the
recombinant viruses, andthe effects of the products of the introduced genes on osteoblast
differentiation were investigated. Primary culture osteoblast cells were isolated from the
skulls of 18-dayvirus-freechickens according to the method of Gerstenfeldet al. (Dev. Biol.
122, 49-60(1987)). Culturingwas carried out with alphaMEM [sic] containing 10% FBS.
The cellswere introduced into culture plates, and after 2 h, chicken Shh-N recombinantvirus
(Shh-N-RCAS(A)),human BMP-2 recombinantvirus (BMP-2-RCAS(B))andmouse BMP-

4 recombinant virus (BMP-4-RCAS(B)were added to the media.

Cells were infectedwith

individualviruses, or were double-infectedwith the different subcloned Shh virus and BMP
virus. Controls were producedthat consisted of a group that was left uninfected (none) and

a groupsthat were infectedwith vectoralone (RCAS(A),RCAS(B)). After 6 days, the cells
were harvested using trypsin. Some ofthe cells were subjected to immunocolorimetry with
AMV-3C2 anti-virus antibody (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Baltimore, MD)

andviral infection was confirmed in 95% or more of the cells. The remainder of the cells
were introduced into 48-wellplates (Corning NY, USA) at 30,000 cells/well, and culturing

was continued for 7 days. The culture medium (CM) was changed every 3 days.
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After completion of culturing, the APase activity was measured according to the
method of Pacifici et al. (Exp. Cell Res. 195, 38-46 (1991)). Specifically, cells were lysed
by sonication in 0.2% Triton X-l00 and 0.9% NaCl, and colorimetric determination was
carried out based on the paranitrophenol produced when the supernatant was added to a
reaction liquid containingparanitrophenol-2-phosphoricacid as the substrate. The amount

of DNA from the cells was measured by a fluorescent dye method (Anal. Biochem. 122,
338-344, Exp. Cell Res. 195, 38-46 (1991)).

The APase activity is expressed in the figures with 1 unit representing the activity

i

that generates 1 nmole ofparanitrophenolin 1 mm from 1 g DNA. Theresultsare shown
in Figure 1. Only 1 unit/Jig DNA or less of APase activity was detected in the None,
RCAS(A) and RCAS(B) groups. The cells that had been infectedwith Shh-N-RCAS(A),
BMP-2-RCAS(B) or BMP-4-RCAS (B) showed an increasein APaseactivity of 2-3 times

in comparison to the control groups. Moreover, APase activity that was 8-1 lx the activity
of the control groups was detected in the cells that were double-infected with Shh-NRCAS(A) and BMP-2-RCAS(B) or BMP-4-RCAS(B). These results suggest that Shh-N
andBMP-2/-4 act synergisticallyto promote the differentiationofosteoblasts, andthat these
compounds have goodosteogenesis effects.
Example 2

The effects of Shh-N-CM and BMP-2/-4-CM on the induction of osteoblasts
(undifferentiatedmesenchymal cells) were investigated. C3H1OT1/2 cells were introduced
into 48-well plates (Corning, NY USA) at 30,000 cells per well, and after 24 h, Shh-N-CM,
hBMP-2-CM and mBMP-4-CM were added to a concentration

of 25%.

Culturing was

carried out for 7 days. The culture liquid and CM were changed every 3 days, and after
culturing, the APase activity was measured following the same method as in Example 1.
The results are shown in Figure 2. In spite ofthe addition ofthe culture supernatant
from the CEFcells into which the control virus vector had been inserted (RCAS-CM), the
C3H1OT1/2 cells exhibited no APase activity, which was used as a marker of osteoblast
cells. However, Shh-N-CM, hBMP-2-CM and m-BMP-4-CM each individually showed
induction ofAPase activity in C3H1OT1/2 cells, although the effect was weak. In addition

whenShh-N-CM andhBMP-2-CMor mBMP-4-CMwere addedsimultaneouslyhigh APase
activity was synergistically induced in the C3H1OT1/2cells.
12
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The results of thisexperiment suggest that Shh-N and BMP-2/-4 act synergistically
to promote the differentiation of undifferentiated mesenchymal cells into osteoblasts, and
that these compounds have good osteogenesis effects.
Example 3

The concentrationdependence andtemporal effects of Shh-N-CM and rhBMP-2 on
the differentiation of osteoblasts was investigated in C3H1OT1/2 cells. C3H1OT1/2cells
were introduced into 48-well plates (Corning NY, USA) at 30,000 cells per well, and after

24h, Shh-N-CM was added at a concentrationof25%, recombinant human BMP-2 (rhBMP2, obtained from Yamanouchi Seiyaku) was added in the amount of 1 jig/mL, or both were

added, and culturing was carried out for 7 days. The APase activity was measured by the
same method as in Practical Example 1 on the 2nd, 4th and 7th days of culturing. The
results are shown in Figure 3A. In addition, various concentrations of Shh-N-CM were
added to the culture medium in the presence and absence of 1 jigImL of rhBMP-2, and the

APase activity was measured on the 7th day. The results are shown in Figure 3B. In
addition, various concentrations

of rhBMP-2 were

added to the culture medium in the

presence and absence ofShh-N-CM at a concentration of25%, and the APase activity was
measured on the 7th day. The results are shown in Figure3C.

The effects of Shh-N-CM and rhBMP-2 on the stimulation of APase activity in
C3H1OT1/2 cells was apparent on the 2nd and 4th day of culturing respectively, and the
effects increased overtime. In addition, a synergisticincrease in the manifestation of APase
activity was seen when both substances were added at the same time (Figure 3A). The
effects of Shh-N-CM and rhBMP-2, as well as the synergistic action of both substances,
increased in accordancewith concentration (Figures 3B and3C). The optimal concentration

for Shh-N-CM was 25% (Figure 3B). The optimalconcentration for rhBMP-2 was 1 jig/mL
(Figure 3C).
Example 4
The concentration dependence ofthe effects ofrmShh-N andrhBMP-2 on osteoblast
differentiationof C3HlOT1/2 cells was investigated. C3HlOT1/2 cells were introduced into

a 48 well plate (Corning, NY USA) at 30,000 cells per well, and after24 h, rmShh-N was
added in concentrations rangingfrom 10 ng/mL to 10 .tg/mLin the presence andabsence
13
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of 1 g/rnL of rhBMP-2, and culturingwas carried out for 7 days. After completion of
culturing, the APase activity was measured by the samemethod as in Example 1.
The effect ofShh-N on APase activity in 1OT1/2 cells is shown in Figure 4. Shh-N
stimulated APase activity in accordance with concentration in the same manner as Shh-N-

CM, and clear synergistic effects were seen in the presence ofBMP-2.
Example 5

The effect ofShh-N-CM and BMP-2/-4-CM on the differentiation of RMD- 1 cells
into cartilage cellswas investigated. RMD- 1 cells were introduced at 400,000 cells/well into
24-well plates (Iwaki Garasu, Chiba) coated with type I collagen, and HAM F-12 medium

.containing5% FBS was added. After 24 h, Shh-N-CM, hBMP-2-CM and mBMP-4-CM
were added individually or in conjunction to a concentration of 25%, and culturing was
carried out. The medium was changed after48 h, andculturing was then continued without
adding CM. After 6 days, the amount of proteoglycan synthesis, whichis an indication of
chondrocyte differentiation,was measured by the incorporation of 35S-sulfuric acidinto the

cetyl pyrimidine chloride [sic; probable error for "cetyl pyridinium chloride"] precipitate
fraction (J. Bone Miner. Res. 11, 544-553, (1996)). Specifically, 1.5 .tCi of35S-sulfuric acid
was addedper well, and labeling was carried outby incubation for 6 h. The amount of 35Ssulfuric acidincorporated into the proteoglycan of the cell layerand the amount contained

in the culture supernatant were then measured.
The results are shown in Figure 5. RMD- 1 cells exhibited almostno differentiation
into chondrocytes, although culture supernatant was added from CEF cells into which the
control vectorhad been introduced (RCAS-CM). However, Shh-N-CM, hBMP-2-CM and

mBMP-4-CM all stimulated chondrocyte differentiation of RMD-1 cells when used
individually. In addition, high synergistic levels of activity in terms of stimulating
chondrocyte differentiationwere seen when Shh-N-CM andhBMP-2-CM or mBMP-4-CM
were added simultaneously. This experiment demonstrates that chondrocyte differentiation

of RMD-1 cells is synergistically stimulated by Shh-N and BMP, and indicates that these
substances have good chondrogenesis effects.
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Example 6
The influence ofShh-N-CM treatment time on the differentiation of RMD- 1-cells
into chondrocytes was investigated. RMD- 1 cells were introduced at 400,000 cells/well into
24-well plates (Iwaki Garasu, Chiba) coated with type I collagen, and HAM F-12 medium

containing5% FBS was added. After 24 h, culturing was carried out while treating with
25% Shh-N-CMfor 2 days, 4 days or 6 days in the presence and absence of 200 ng/mL of
The synthesis of proteoglycan, which is an indicator of chondrocyte
differentiation, was measured by the incorporation of 35S-sulfuric acid into the cetyl
rhBMP-2.

pyridinium chloride precipitate fraction.

This experiment demonstrates that the induction of differentiation of RMD-l cells
into chondrocytes is greatly acceleratedwhen Shh-N is present for the initial 2 days, andthat
good synergistic effects can be obtained when this substance is used in conjunction with
BMP-2.

Example 7

The effect of rmShh-N concentration on the differentiation of RMD- 1 cells into
chondrocytes was investigated. RMD-l cells were introduced at 400,000 cells/well into 24-

well plates (Iwaki Garasu, Chiba) coated with type I collagen, and HAM F- 12 medium
containing 5% FBS was added. After 24 h, concentrations of rmShh-N rangingfrom 10
ng/mL to 10 .tg/mLwere added in the presence or absence of 200 ng/mL ofrhBMP-2, and
culturing was carried out. After48 h, the culture medium was changed, whereupon culturing
was continuedfor an additional 7 days without adding recombinant protein. The synthesis
ofproteoglycan, which is an indication ofchondrocyte differentiation, was measured based

on the incorporationof 35S-sulfuric acid into the cetyl pyridinium chloride precipitate
fraction. rmShh-N increased proteoglycan synthesis in accordance with increasing
concentration, and remarkably high levels of proteoglycan synthesis were seen in the
presence of BMP-2. (Figure 5)

The results described above demonstrate that the drug composition of the present
invention has good osteogenesis and chondrogenesis effects due to its capacity for
dramaticallystimulating the differentiation of bone and cartilage precursor cells into bone
and cartilagecells, and for promoting the differentiation of osteoblast cells themselves.
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Effect of the Invention
The implants of the present invention can rapidly induce osteogenesis and
chondrogenesisin vivo, and can form (regenerate)bone andcartilage tissue. Consequently,
the compositions can be used in patients in accordancewith methods known in the relevant
fields in orderto repair various types of bone andcartilage loss resulting from injury, illness

or congenital condition.
The transplant of the present invention can be used in a number of fields, for
example, for repairing areas deficient in bone or cartilage resulting from accident, disease,
congenitalcondition orvarious types ofsurgery,for accelerating the healing ofvarious types

of bone fractures, for forming bone around implants such as artificial teeth roots, for
•accelerating the fixation of artificial implants, for accelerating spine fusions and for
regeneratingor filling-inbone orcartilage in the fieldof orthopedic medicine, for example,
in leg elongations. The invention can alsobe usedin the field ofplastic surgery in order to
fill in bone or cartilage, or in the field of dentistry for repairing cavities, for regenerating
alveolar bones, for increasing bone mass to repair cementum and for use with implants.
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CLAIMS
1.

A drug composition, characterized by containing hedgehog protein and bone

morphogenesis factor.
2. The drugcomposition described in Claim 1, whichis used for osteogenesis and
chondrogenesis.
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ABSTRACT
Received portion of message is stored persistently and
transmitted without awaiting receipt of another portion of
the message and without generating a new message. The
storing and transmitting can occur substantially simultaneously and be performed by one or more hardwareelements. Originator of the message can choose whether to
indicate indication of broadcasting of the message. First
hardwareelement candetermine local acknowledgement for
messageand second hardwareelementcandeterminedeterminative signal of the local acknowledgement and at least
one of: one or more collectedintended recipient acknowledgements for the message; and one or more collected
determinative signals of intended recipient acknowledgementsfor the message.
13 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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transmitany ofthe data to another nodebeforereceiptofthe
entiremessage. Afurthershortcoming is the inabilityofthe
intermediate node to communicate received data without
generating a new message. Another shortcoming is the
TECHNICAL FIELD
5 inability ofthe intermediate node to store any portionofthe
data in its local node memory and transmitthe portion to
This inventionrelates, in general, to parallel computer
another node on a portion-by-portion basis.
networkcommunication and, in particular, to broadcasting
In another knownconfiguration, a routing mechanism (in
and acknowledgement of a messagein a parallelcomputer
a
network in which nodes and routing mechanisms are
network.
10 associated one-for-one) collectssubsequent intended recipient acknowledgement information for an individualBACKGROUND ART
node messageandreturnsthe statustoapreceding
Aparallel computer networkoften encompasses commu- addressee
mechanism (towardthe originator). Such a designis
routing
nication among a number of nodes. One example of a
disclosedin U.S.Pat. No.5,404,565 to Gould et al. (entitled
parallelcomputer networkis a multiple instruction streams, is "Message Tracking in a Parallel Network Employing a
multipledata streams("MIMD")computer. Each node usuStatus Word at Each Node Which Reflects a Message's
ally has a processor coupled to a memory. Typically, the
Progress," issuedApr.4, 1995, and assigned to International
nodes operate independently andinteractwith eachother by
Business Machines Corporation), which is herebyincorposending and receivingmessages or blocks of data.
rated herein by reference in its entirety. A shortcoming of
Practicability dictates everynode cannot have a dedicated 20 this configurationis the inability of the routing mechanism
link to the thousands of other nodes in a large parallel
to return to a preceding routing mechanism a status of
computer networkor system. Rather, the system usually
whether a broadcast messagehas beenreceivedby its local
interconnects the nodes in a regular topology or structure,
associated node in addition to a number of other nodes.
such as a ring, tree, or multi-dimensional mesh or torus.
Another shortcoming is the inability of an intermediate
Generally, each node has a direct link to only a few of its 25 routing mechanism to transmit any of the data to another
neighboring nodes. Data communication between nodes
routing mechanism before receiptof the entiremessage. An
without directlinks utilizes intermediate nodes.
additional shortcoming isthe inabilityof anyroutingmechaAnode that originates amessagecan address the message nism to substantially simultaneously store in its local node
to a single recipientor to multiple recipients. Namely, an
and transmitto another routing mechanism a received porindividual-addressee messagehas a single intended recipi- 30 tion of a broadcast message.
ent. Further, when the originating node intends to send
Thus, a need exists for a capability that provides storing
particular data to a numberofothernodes, the originator can
of data of a message in memory of a local node and
send a broadcast message, rather than send separate
transmitting ofthe data toward another node before receipt
individual-addressee messages to each of the nodes.
of the entire message. An additional need exists for a
Moreover, a broadcast message can be selective(so it has
technique that allows transmission of received broadcast
specific, multiple intended recipients) or be network-wide.
data toward another node without generatinga new mesIn one known individual-addressee communication sage. A further need exists for a capability that provides
transmission of a portionof a broadcast messageto another
design, a routing mechanism associated with each node
interfaces that node with the computer network.
nodebefore storing the entiremessagein memory ofa local
Furthermore, a routing mechanism (associatedwithan inter- 40 node. Anotherneed exists for a technique that allowsintermediate node)both receivesdata from a preceding routing
mediate routing mechanism action concerning acknowlmechanismand also transmits the data to another routing
edgement ofa broadcast message. Astill furtherneedexists
mechanismin a byte-by-byte fashion. Moreover, an interfor a capability that providesreturnby one routingmechamediate routing mechanism relays an acknowledgement
nism to itspreceding routing mechanism ofa statuswhether
from a subsequent routingmechanism to a preceding routing 45 a broadcastmessagehas been receivedby its local associmechanism without taking any action. Such a design is
ated node in additionto a numberof other nodes.
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,181,017 to Frey, Jr. et al.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
(entitled "Adaptive Routing in a Parallel Computing
The
shortcomings of the prior art are overcome and
System,"issued Jan. 19, 1993, and assigned to International
additional advantages provided through the provisionof a
BusinessMachinesCorporation), which is hereby incorporated herein by referencein its entirety. A shortcoming of
messaging capability in which a received portion of a
this design, however, is the inabilityofany routing mechamessageisstoredpersistently and transmitted withoutawaitnism to transmit a portion of, for instance, a broadcast
ing receiptof another portion of the message. The storing
and transmitting of the receivedportion ofthe messagecan
to
another
node
before
the
entire
in
message
storing
message
occur substantially simultaneously. Also, one or more hardmemory of a local node. A further shortcoming is the
ware elementscan perform the storing and transmitting.
of
an
intermediate
mechanism
to
take
inability
routing
any
action concerning acknowledgement of a message, for
Additionally, the storing of the received portion can occur
in responseto an indicationofbroadcasting ofthe message.
instance, duringbroadcasting.
An originator ofthe messagecan choose whether to indicate
During one commontype of broadcasting, the originator
the indication of broadcasting. For example, the originator
sends
its
broadcast
to
its
linked
set
of
60
serially
message
can insert the indicationinto the message.
nodes.Next,after receiving the entire message, eachnode of
The persistent storing of the received portion of the
the set runssoftware toprocessand store the broadcast data.
Then, each of these nodes serially sends out to its linked
message can occur in local memory. Further, a routing
mechanism can perform the transmitting of the received
nodes in the networka new message containing the broadcast data. Eventually, all the nodes contain a copy of the 65 portion.
The transmitting ofthe received portioncan occuron one
serially processed-stored-forwarded data. A shortcoming of
this arrangement is the inability of an intermediate node to
or more paths toward one or more intendedrecipients.Also,

PARALLEL COMPUTERNETWORK
BROADCASTING
AND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

s
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the transmittingcanoccurin response to routing information
for the message.
In another embodiment of the present invention, a
receivedportion of the message is stored and transmitted
without generating a new message.
In another aspect of the invention, a first hardware element determines a local acknowledgement for a message.
Also, asecondhardwareelementdetermines a determinative
signalof the localacknowledgement and atleast one of: one
or more collected intended recipientacknowledgements for
the message; and one or more collected determinative signals of intendedrecipientacknowledgements for the message.
The determining ofthe local acknowledgement can occur
according to whetheran indication of broadcasting appears
for the message. Further, the determining ofthe determinative signal can occur according to whether the indication
appears for the message.
Thesecond hardware elementcan transmitthe determined
determinative signal on a path toward an originator of the
message. Moreover, the first hardware element can be a
controllerof local memory. Further, the second hardware
element can be a controller of a routing mechanism.
Alternatively, the first hardware element and the second
hardwareelementcan be the same hardware element.
In yet another aspectofthepresentinvention, a hardware
element determines a determinative acknowledgement signal for a subset of a pluralityof intended recipients for a
messagebroadcast from an originator. Further, the hardware
element transmits the determinative acknowledgement signal on a path toward the originator.
Thepresentinvention advantageously provides a message
broadcast capability where data of a message can be stored
in memory of a local node and transmitted towardanother
node before receiptof the entiremessage. Additionally, the
techniqueofthe presentinvention allows transmission of a
portionof a broadcast message toward another node before
storage of the entire messagein memory of a local node.
Furthermore, the presentinventionprovidesstorage in local
node memory of a portion of a broadcast message and
transmission of the same toward another node without
generatinganew message. Also, the technique ofthe present
inventionallows a receivedportion of a broadcast message
to be substantially simultaneously stored in the memory of
the local node and transmitted toward another node.
Moreover, the present invention provides an acknowledgementdetermination capability wherean intermediate routing
mechanism can act concerning acknowledgement for a
broadcast message. Moreover, the technique of the present
invention allows a given routing mechanism to return a
statusto apreceding routing mechanismwhetherabroadcast
messagehas been received by its local associated node in
addition to a numberof other nodes.
Additional features and advantages are realized through
the techniques of the present invention. Otherembodiments
and aspects of the invention are described in detail herein
and are considereda part of the claimed invention.

of, for instance, four-dimensional mesh or torus topologies
for variouscomputer systemsor networksincorporating and
usingthe broadcast andacknowledgement capabilitiesofthe
present invention;
FIG. lB depictsone example of multiple occurrencesof
the node and its associated routing mechanism of FIG. 1A
and interconnections betweenthe same,in accordance with
the principles of the present invention;
FIG. 2 represents one example of a messagearrangedin
10 accordance with an exemplary protocolused by the node
and its associated routingmechanism of FIG. 1A;
FIG. 3 depicts one embodiment of the logic used by a
controller of the routing mechanism of FIG. 1Ato achieve
progression and appropriate propagation of a message, in
accordance with the principles of the present invention;
FIG. 4 depicts one embodiment of the logic used by a
memory controller of a local node to accomplish acknowledgement for abroadcastmessageto the routing mechanism
of FIG. 1A, in accordance with the principles ofthe present
20 invention; and
FIG. 5 depictsone embodiment of the logic used by the
controller of the routingmechanismof FIG. 1A to accomplish acknowledgement for a broadcast message along a
path toward an originator, in accordance with the principles
25 of the presentinvention.

s

s

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION
30

In accordance with theprinciples ofthepresentinvention,
a messagebroadcast capability isprovidedin which data of
a message can be stored in memory of a local node and
transmitted toward another node before receiptof the entire
message. Also, a portion of a broadcast message can be
transmitted toward another node before storing the entire
messagein memoryof a local node. Additionally, a portion
of a broadcast messagecan be storedin local node memory

and transmitted toward another node without generatinga
new message. Furthermore, areceivedportionofabroadcast
messagecan be substantially simultaneously stored in the
40 memory of the local node and transmitted toward another
node. Also, an acknowledgement determination capability
provides actionby an intermediate routing mechanism concerning acknowledgement for a broadcast message.
Moreover, a given routing mechanism can return a status to
a preceding routing mechanism whether a broadcast message has been received by its local associated node in
additionto a number of other nodes, as described herein.
One exampleof a node and its associated routing mechanismsuitedfor use innumerous embodiments ofa computer
so system ornetworkincorporating andusing thebroadcast and
acknowledgement capabilities of the present invention is
depictedin FIG. 1A and described in detail herein.
In one embodiment, a computer system 100 includes a
node 101 coupledto arouting mechanism 102. The node has
ss a processor104 coupled to a memory 106. The memory
interfaces with the processor and the routing mechanism
through its memory controller 108. The routing mechanism
has a crossbar switch 110 coupled to a routing mechanism
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
controller 112, which individually interfaces the routing
The subject matter which is regardedas the invention is 60 mechanism with both the processor and also the memory
controller.
particularly pointedout and distinctlyclaimedin the claims
at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing and
In one example, each of controllers 108 and 112 is
other objects,features, and advantages ofthe invention will
implemented using finite-state machines, by techniques
be apparent from the followingdetaileddescriptiontaken in
which are well-knownin the art. Preferably the controllers
conjunction with the accompanying drawingsin which:
65 108 and112 are hardware elements. For instance, controllers
FIG. 1Adepictsone exampleofa node and its associated
108 and 112 could be embodied as the same hardware
element.
routingmechanism suitedfor use innumerous embodiments
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routing mechanism 102. Furthermore, the "extractor" is a
switch chip hardware element. In one preferred
special transmitter that sendsa portion ofthe message tothe
local node. Moreover, the "transmitter" sends a portion of
embodiment, crossbar switch110 oftherouting mechanism
includesa distributed crossbarswitching array, as disclosed
the message to another routingmechanism.
in U.S. Pat. No. 5,410,300 to Gould et al. (entitled "Dis- 5 Returning to FIG. 1A, crossbar switch 110 allows onetributed Crossbar Switch Architecture," issued Apr. 25,
to-many connections, in accordance with their availability.
1995, and assigned to International Business Machines
For instance, the crossbar switchpermitsconnectionsfrom
Corporation), which is hereby incorporated herein by refera "receiver"or "injector" to a numberofthe "transmitters"
ence in its entirety.
and/or the "extractor." These conceptsare furtherdescribed
As depicted in FIG. 1A, one or more bidirectional 10 in the above-referenced and incorporated U.S. Pat. No.
5,181,017 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,410,300.
memorylinks 114 interconnect memorycontroller 108 and
routing mechanism 102. In particular, each memory link
FIG. 2 represents an exemplary illustration of a commucould servicea separatemessagecommunication request to
nication vehiclefor one example of a networkprotocolfor
an individual node 101. Further, one or more bidirectional
information transfer. The nodes101 (FIG. 1A) communicate
communication links 116 interface the routing mechanism
amongeach other in the networkby sending and receiving
withtheremainder ofthe computer network. Theseconcepts
packets or messages 122. In one embodiment, the message
are further described in the above-referenced and incorpoincludes a header 124, an end-of-route signal126, data 128,
rated U.S. Pat. No. 5,181,017.
a check value 130, and an end-of-message signal132, each
A bus 118 (e.g., any selected number of wires) can 20 of whichis described herein.Typically, header 124 contains
interconnect processor 104 and memory controller 108.
routing information, as described herein. In one broadcast
Additionally, a bus 120 can interconnect the node processor
exampleofthe present invention,end-of-route signal126 is
and its associated controller 112 of routing mechanism 102.
a broadcast signal, descriptively named an "end-ofBuses 118, 120 are each sized appropriately for communibroadcast" signal because it assumes the position of the
cation ofelectricalsignalinformation. As is well-knownin
end-of-route signal at the end of the header. Data 128
the art, an implementation of a given computersystem can 25 constitute information the originator wishesto communicate
use multiple parts of a given bus as though the parts
to one or more other nodes. Checkvalue 130 can represent,
constituted separatebuses.
for example, a cyclic redundancy check or any other error
detection and/or correction scheme well-knownto those
For multi-dimensional torustopologies, a given network
node 101 is associated with two communication links 116 30 skilled in the art. End-of-message signal 132 indicatesthe
conclusion of the message. Further details of many of the
for each dimension of the torus, as is well-known in the art
and further described in the above-referenced and incorpocomponents of the message (plus implementation of the
ratedU.S.Pat. No.5,181,017. Forexemplarypurposes,FIG.
end-of-message signalas a separatecontrolwirecommand)
are described in the above-referenced and incorporated U.S.
lAillustrateseightcommunication links 116 associated with
Pat. No. 5,181,017.
the node for use in one preferred embodiment of a fourdimensionaltorus topology, of course, one could easily
In one preferred embodiment, components 124, 126, 128,
130, and 132 of each message122 are sized to have easily
employthe node in the interiorof a four-dimensional mesh
topology (which has just as many connections as any
manageable lengths, such as integralnumbers of eight bit
arbitrary node in the four-dimensional torus topology).
bytes. Furthermore, transmission of the message preferably
Those skilled in the art commonly distinguish mesh and 40 proceeds inbyte-sizeportionsfrom the left-hand side to the
torus topologies on the basis of the torus topologyhaving,
right-hand sideofFIG. 2. Inone alternative embodiment, the
and the mesh topology lacking, wraparound connections
transmitted portionscould easilybe of any desired size.
betweenthe nodes at its "ends."Naturally, one couldeasily
In one example, each oflinks 114, 116 (FIG. 1A) include
an eightwire bus for parallel communication of succeeding
employ in any position in the networka node having an
overabundance of communication links for that position
eightbitbytes ofmessage122. Alternatively, the links could
simply by leaving the excess communication links unconeasilyincludea busofintegertimes eightwidth,or multiple
nected in the network. Furthermore, one can practice the
eightbit byte buses,for paralleltransmission of succeeding
blocksof multiple bytes (e.g., words) of the message.
present invention with networktopologies exhibiting symmetry or appropriate degreesof asymmetry, as desired.
As represented in FIGS. 1A—2,nodes101 with associated
FIG. lB depicts one exampleof multiple nodes lOlA, so routing mechanisms 102 of thepresentinvention can advan1O1B coupled to one another by their respective routing
tageously choose to send a flooding broadcast message, a
mechanisms 102A, 102B. Inparticular, eachcommunication
selective broadcast message, or an individual-addressee
link 116A of a given routing mechanism 102A can be
message, as described herein. For instance, when processor
connected to anothercommunication link 116B of different
104 ofa givenoriginator node 101 wishesto send message
routing mechanism 102B. As will be comprehended by ss 122 to multiple connected nodes, it inserts an end-ofthose skilled in the art, the remaining seven links 116Aand
broadcast character in the position of end-of-route signal
remaining sevenlinks 116B (depictedin FIG. lB for exem126, in accordance with the presentinvention. In particular,
the end-of-broadcast character inserted in the position of
plary connectability in four-dimensional mesh or torus
end-of-route signal126 directseach routing mechanism 102
topologies) are each individually connected to one communicationlink on auniqueroutingmechanismassociated with 60 to allocate one memory link 114, as described in the disa distinct node, in one preferredembodiment.
cussion of FIG. 3 herein.
each
communication
link
116A
or
In one preferred embodiment of a flooding broadcast,
Preferably,
(e.g.,
116B)
includes a "receiver-transmitter" pair. Also, each memory
processor 104 oforiginator 101 furtherinsertsin header 124
link (e.g., 114Aor 114B) includes an "injector-extractor"
of message122 routing information that causes controller
pair. The "injector" is a special receiver that receives a 65 112 ofroutingmechanism 102 to attempt allocating all ofits
communication links 116. The details ofinsertionand use of
portionofmessage122 from localnode 101. Incontrast, the
"receiver" receives a portion of the message from another
routing information in the header are described in the
Further, routing mechanism 102 can be, for instance,

a
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above-referenced and incorporated U.S.Pat. No. 5,181,017.
Thereafter, each received portion of the message can be
stored in local memory 106 and transmitted toward the
routingmechanisms ofthe otherintendedrecipientnodes, as
described herein.
In accordance with the present invention, each routing
mechanism102 can persistently store a portion ofbroadcast
message 122 in its local node 101 and transmitthe same
toward other nodes without awaiting receipt of another
portionofthe message, as described herein.Inone example,
each of multiple desired portionsof the messageis written
to its own assigned address space upon receipt. So, a
previouslyreceivedportion is not overwritten by a subsequently received portion (even though broadcasting of the
message occurs on a portion-by-portion basis). Upon
completion of a successfulbroadcast network-wide, a copy
of all ofthe desired portionsofthe messageadvantageously
existsin memory 106 ofeachlocalnode.In accordance with
the present invention, all desired portions of the message
remain in local memory for use by its local node. In
particular, the localnode hasuse ofa"persistent"copy (e.g.,
in its local memory) of each and every portion of, for
instance, data 128 (e.g., after memory controller 108 has
checked and discarded check value 130). Of course, the
local node can thereafter do with the stored portionsas it
sees fit, including delete all those portionsfrom its local
memory. The key is the local node has at its disposalall of
the desired portions. "Persistent" storing indicates no
desiredportion of the messageis overwritten or otherwise
deletedfrom the local memory in order to receive any other
such portion. That is, no deletion takes place independent
from the wishesof the local node.
Further in accordance with the present invention, each
routing mechanism 102 can advantageously store information from broadcastmessage122 in its local node 101 and
transmitthe same toward other nodes before receivingthe
entire message and without generating a new message. For
example, once the broadcast paths are opened, no intermediate node assembles a new header 124 for continued
storage and propagation of each received portion of the
broadcast message. Further, no intermediate node accumulates portionsofthe originalbroadcast messagein order to
assemble a new message for continuation of the broadcast.
Therefore, each node processor 104 needonlyconcern itself
with its own deliveredportionsof the broadcastmessage.
After the originator presentsthe broadcast messageto the
network, the routingmechanisms desirably handle progression and propagation of the broadcast information without
requiringattention from other node processors, as described
herein. This advantageously yields decreased processor
resourceuse cost and increasedbroadcast message network
transmission speed.
In another aspectof the presentinvention, originator 101
achieves selectivebroadcasting ofmessage 122 byincluding
routinginformation in header 124 that corresponds to only
selected destination nodes. The end-of-broadcast character
inserted in the position of end-of-route signal 126 still
directs each routingmechanism 102 to allocate one memory
link 114 in addition to communication links 116 allocated
according to the routing information in the header.
In one alternative embodiment of the present invention,
the end-of-broadcast character easilycoulddirectcontroller
112 of routing mechanism102 to allocate not only the one
memorylink 114 (as above), but also each and everyone of
communication links 116. Namely, the end-of-broadcast
character in the position of end-of-route signal 126 easily
could further directallocation ofany and all communication

8
links that had not yet been allocatedby any routinginformation that may appear in header 124. In fact, this flooding
broadcast could then omit the header. So, originator 101
wouldnot need to insert routing information in the form of
5 the headerin order to send a flooding broadcast message
becausethe interpretation of the end-of-broadcast character
in this implementation wouldeffecta requestfor allocation
of all links 114, 116 on each routing mechanism it encounters. Then, the end-of-broadcast character could appear at
10 the leading edge of message 122, or at least further
theretoward, in orderto achieve incrementally fasterbroadcastingnetwork-wide.
FIGS.3—5 represent reactionby each of controllers 108,
112 to the end-of-broadcast character having been inserted
15 for end-of-route signal126 in orderto accomplish a broadcast

As represented in FIG. 3 for progressionof message122
along a forwardpath (a path in the networkfrom originator
node 101 toward one or more intended recipientnodes), at

20 STEP

25

30

40

s

300controller 112 of routing mechanism 102 receives

messageheader 124 and consequently attemptsto allocate
one or more communication links 116, as described herein.
In accordance with the presentinvention,at INQUIRY 301
and STEP 302 if end-of-route signal 126 is an end-ofbroadcast character, the routing mechanism controller also
attemptsto allocate one memory link 114 (in addition to the
one or more communication links allocatedabove). In one
example, the end-of-broadcast charactercauses the routing
mechanism to open the "extractor" of one memorylink. In
embodiments having multiple memory links 114 (e.g., as
depictedin FIG. 1A) between a given routing mechanism
and its local associated node,controller 112 merely attempts
to allocate any one memory link 114 that happensto be
available atthe particular moment. The use of "attempts" in
this description reflects arecognitionthat links114, 116 may
be temporarily or continuously busy, disabled, or otherwise
occupied. In one example, appropriate acknowledgements
indicateor otherwise provide alerts to such unavailabilities
of the links, as described herein.
At STEP304, and at eachrepetition of STEP304 encountered after INQUIRY 306 (which is described herein),each
receivedportion of data 128 is transmitted overall of links
114, 116 thatwereallocatedabove (STEPS 300,302)for this
message 122, in accordance with the present invention.
Moreover, the transmission of each data portion through
routing mechanism 102 (by its controller 112 using crossbar
switch 110) occurs substantially simultaneously. In one
preferred embodiment, the present invention accomplishes
broadcasting ofthe message in a portion-by-portion fashion
at each routing mechanism by transmitting each received
portion into its own local node memory 106 as well as
toward one or more other routing mechanisms. In one
example, a floodingbroadcast transmitseach received portion of the message over one link 114 plus all of the links

116.
Therefore, after connection of the links 114, 116 in the
broadcast paths, each routing mechanism 102 along each
broadcast path can substantially simultaneously store and
60 transmiteachportionofbroadcast message122 immediately
uponreceiptofthe portion,as described herein.So, a given
routing mechanism desirably can store and transmit any
receivedportion of a broadcast message without awaiting
receiptof another portion of the message.
65
Any givenroutingmechanism 102 participating in the
broadcast has multiple active pathsover multiple links 114,
116, including link 114 into its local memory. Thisprocess
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desirablyrepeatsat all ofthe connected routing mechanisms

in order to

effect portion-by-portion (e.g., byte-by-byte)
storage at each networknode of, for instance, data 128.
Therefore, broadcasting of the message advantageously
occursnetwork-wide with only the serial delays for procession byeachroutingmechanism through header 124 to reach
the end-of-broadcast character (e.g., at the position of endof-route signal 126) plus the parasiticdelays of links 114,
116.

In one embodiment, controller112 of routing mechanism
102 examines or scrutinizes each portionof message122 it
receivesacross communication link 116. Further, controller
108 of memory 106 of node 101 examines or scrutinizes
each portionof the message it receives across memory link
114. At INQUIRY 306 the memory controller waits for
end-of-message signal 132 in order to recognize that the
messagehas concluded. In one example, this conclusion of
the messageas signalledby the end-of-message signal also
signals that the penultimate portion received was check
value 130.AtSTEP308 the memory controller employs this
check value to evaluate the correctness or incorrectness of
data 128 it has received. In other embodiments, the routing
mechanism controller could employ the check value to
performits own evaluation of the data and/or eitheror both
of controllers 108, 112 could employ the check value to
evaluate various portions of the message, including the
messagein its entirety.
In one example, at least a few commands or signals, in
addition to messages 122, can besent forwardandbackward
over links 116 and routing mechanisms 102. For instance,

such commands or signals can take the form of
acknowledgements, as described herein. Further, the com-

10

below.

to the behaviordepicted in FIG. 4 for controller
s 108Similarly
of
that controller112 of
106, FIG. S
memory
depicts
routing mechanism 102 (FIG.1A) communicates astatusof
receiptfor message 122 (FIG. 2) according to its nature as
a broadcast or individual-addressee message. In particular,
20 at STEP500 controller 112 (FIG. 1A) knows that the
memory of local associated node 101 (FIG. 1A) has correctlyreceivedbroadcast message 122(FIG.2), for instance,

by an acknowledgement (e.g, a RECEIVED-GOOD
character) deliveredby the memory controllerovermemory

25

30

mands could travel over links 114. One preferred embodiment implements these commands as specialescape characters distinct from the messages. Alternatively, one could
easily implement these commandsusing separate control

wires.
Furthermore, uponopening of a path ("forward") from an
originator node 101 to any given destination node, the
presentinvention preferablyalso opens apath ("backward")
from the destination node to the originator node. In one
example, the particular message travels along the forward
path and commands (e.g., acknowledgements) relating to
that message travel alongthe backward path. One embodiment of the presentinventiondoes not reserve the forward
and backward paths exclusively for any particular message.
For example, other messages appearing in the networkcould
travel along anypart of the backward path.Plus,commands
relating to matters other than the particular messagecould
travel along any part of the forwardpath.
FIGS. 4—5 represent examples of the logic used by
controllers 108, 112 (FIG. 1A) to accomplish acknowledgement for broadcast message 122 (FIG. 2) on a path toward
originator 101 (FIG. 1A), as described herein.
Referring to FIG. 4 for a discussion of an exemplary
embodiment of controller 108 for memory106 of node 101
(FIG.1A), at STEP400 controller 108 (FIG.1A) determines
that its memory has correctly receivedbroadcast message
122 (FIG. 2), for instance, by employing message check
value 130 (FIG. 2), as described above.Whilethe following
descriptionpresumes correct delivery of the messageinto
local memory, the reader should note that the discussion
further below concerning acknowledgement along a backward path describesactivity in the event of incorrect delivery of the messageinto the local memory.
In accordance with the present invention, after the message has been correctly receivedinto its memory, controller

(FIG. 1A) noteswhetheran end-of-broadcast character
appearsin the positionof end-of-route signal 126 (FIG. 2),
INQUIRY 402. Ifthe end-of-broadcast character appears(to
indicatethe message is for broadcasting), then the memory
controller returns a RECEIVED-GOOD character over
memory link 114 (FIG. 1A) to routing mechanism 102,
STEP404. Onthe other hand,ifthe end-of-route signaldoes
not include the end-of-broadcast character (because the
messageis for an individual-addressee node),the memory
controller returns a LOCKUP character and thereby treats
the messageasan individual-addressee message, STEP406.
The routing mechanism will subsequently use the
RECEIVED-GOOD or LOCKUPcharacters, as described
108

40

45

50

55

60

65

link 114(FIG.1A). Next,controller 112 notes whether an
end-of-broadcast character appears in the position of endof-route signal126 (FIG.2), in accordance with the present
invention, INQUIRY 502. If the end-of-broadcast character
appears (in order to indicate the message is for
broadcasting), thenthe routing mechanism controller returns
a BCLOSEO character (as described herein) over communication link 116 (FIG. 1A) to itspreceding routing mechanism alonga networkpath towardoriginator 101 (FIG. 1A)
of the message, STEP 504. Furthermore, without the endof-broadcast character in the message(because the message
is for an individual addressee), the routing mechanism
controller returns a LOCKUP character and thereby treats
the messageasan individual-addressee message, STEP506.
The presentinvention employsthe above-described mdividual positive status acknowledgements described with
respect to FIGS. 4—5, as well as negative status
acknowledgements, in order to determine a determinative
status of broadcast messagereceipt,as described below.
In one broadcast example, each network path that is
opened for storage and propagation of message 122 (from
originator 101 to its intended recipient nodes 101) remains
open until completion of delivery of the message. After
completion of deliveryof the messageand checkingof its
accuracy (e.g., by employing checkvalue 130), an acknowledgement is returned backward along each path, as
described herein. Next, each broadcast path incrementally
and progressively dismantles along the networkpaths from
the recipients who last receive the message toward the
originator. At each network step from a given routing
mechanism 102 to its preceding routing mechanismalong
each of the networkpaths, the routingmechanismalong a
givennetworkpath pools or collects the acknowledgements
(e.g., BCLOSEO, as described herein) sent from the one or
more routing mechanisms of nodes subsequent to itself
during this dismantlement process. Further, the given routing mechanism additionally receives an acknowledgement
from its own local node memory 106 (e.g., RECEIVEDGOOD, as described above). This routing mechanism,
whichis temporarily at the end of anetworkpath(due tothe
ongoingdismantlement), determines a determinative signal
from the acknowledgements for the subsequent routing
mechanisms and its local node memory. For instance, the
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determinative signalcan take the form of an acknowledgenegative acknowledgement where an attempted duplicate
ment that reflectsthe status(e.g., any failure) of the broaddelivery of a broadcast message warrants a positive
cast message in receiptbythe local associated node memory
alonga second-in-time networkpath.
in additionto all ofthe intended recipientnodes (according acknowledgement
As described herein,thepresentinvention advantageously
to the information relayedbyeach oftheir associated routing 5
provides broadcasting storage, propagation, and acknowlmechanisms), as described herein.
edgement as well as individual-addressee message procesIn one embodiment, each intermediate routingmechanism
sion and acknowledgement, as selected by originator 101
102 sendsbackwardits determinative acknowledgement and
(FIG. 1A). The details of individual-addressee message
thereafter contributes to the dismantlement of its own porand acknowledgement are described in the
tion of a given network path only after that particular 10 procession
above-referenced and incorporated U.S.Pat. No. 5,181,017
intermediaterouting mechanismhas receivedor determined
and U.S. Pat. No. 5,404,565.
an acknowledgement for each path originally opened for
In accordance with the present invention,the same netsubjectbroadcast message 122. In one example, each interwork can be used to provide either broadcasting or
mediateroutingmechanism simplyawaits an acknowledgeindividual-addressee messaging. Alongthe forwardpath,the
ment along each communication link 116 opened for the
present invention provides storageand propagationof mesbroadcast
In
another
one
or
more
subject
message.
example,
sage122, as described herein. Alongthe backwardpath,the
intermediaterouting mechanisms employ one or more timpresent invention gives different interpretations to the
ers (not shown)that designate a negative acknowledgement
acknowledgement characters according to the selectedtype
for a given communication link that was opened, but failed
to return an acknowledgement for the subject broadcast 20 of messaging. Inone preferredembodiment, originator node
101 assigns a value to end-of-route signal 126 in order to
messagebefore expiration of a selected time interval. So,
select either broadcasting or else individual-addressee
each intermediate routingmechanism determines a determimessaging, as described herein. This concept of activity
native statusofreceiptofthe broadcast messageby itself as
based on interpretation of values according to contextwill
well astheintendedrecipientssubsequentto itselfalongone
or more paths passing through itselffrom originator 101, in 25 be readily understoodby those skilled in the art.
accordance with the presentinvention. Further, the originaAlongthe backward path duringbroadcasting, the abovementioned BCLOSEOcharacter signifiessuccessfuldelivery
tornode will receive adeterminative statusofreceiptfor the
to all intended recipient nodes101 connected in the network.
broadcast message by allnodesconnected in the network, as
Further, a BCLOSE1 charactersignifies unsuccessful dclivdescribed herein. Therefore, the originator desirably learns
whetheror not allofthe intended recipientnodes connected 30 cry to at least one intended recipient node connected in the
network.
in the networkactuallyreceivedthe broadcast message.
In accordance with the present invention,each routing
In addition to the above, routing mechanism controller
mechanism 102 along any backwardpath for broadcasting
112 (FIG. 1A) includes a capability to detect duplicate
combines the local node acknowledgement characterwith
messages(in additionto its ability to react to the abovementioned end-of-broadcast character in the position of 35 acknowledgement information for various numbers of subend-of-route signal 126). In particular, the capability to
sequent intended recipients, as described herein. That is,
each intermediate routing mechanism determines a determidetect duplicate messages records whether the routing
native statusof its own local node memory in combination
mechanismcontrollerhas already seen a given broadcast
withthe intended recipients subsequent toitself alongone or
message122 come in through one of communication links
116. In one example, controller112 of routing mechanism 40 more paths passing through itself from the originator. For
102 sets a "state" bit (e.g., upon its initial encounter of
example, if an intermediate routing mechanism collectsan
end-of-broadcast character in the position of end-of-route
acknowledgement of RECEIVED-GOOD ("positive")from
its local node 101 and collectsBCLOSEO("positive")from
signal 126) when a broadcast is underway. (In this one
each routing mechanism connected subsequent to itself
one
broadcast
can
occur
in
the
at
example, only
system any
given time.) Thereafter, if the routingmechanism controller 45 along a networkpath, the determinative status at that position in the broadcast path is BCLOSEO ("positive").
sees a duplicate ofthat particular broadcast message attempt
Therefore, that routing mechanism will return BCLOSEO to
entry on another communication link,the controller112 will
its preceding routing mechanism along the broadcast path.
the
and
return
a
recognize message
positive acknowledgement (e.g., BCLOSE0, as described herein) along that
Conversely, if the intermediate routing mechanism receives
either an acknowledgement from the local node that indicommunication link in order to effect proper acknowledgecates a negative status (e.g., "BCLOSE1") or else
ment of that message. Namely, as far as that second-in-time
BCLOSE1 ("negative") from any subsequent routing
communication link knows, the messageis already being
mechanism, then the intermediate routing mechanismwill
properly received by the intended node along the first-inreturn an intermediate determinative status of BCLOSE1
time communication link. Of course,any failurein delivery
of the first-in-time message would be acknowledged along 55 ("negative"). In accordance with the presentinvention,the
the first-in-time networkpath, as described herein.
originator node will receive a determinative status for
For purposes ofillustration, one canconsideradesignthat
receiptof broadcast message 122 by all nodes connected in
the network. Therefore, the originator desirably learns
lacks the above-described capability ofthe presentinvention
whether or not all of the intended recipientnodesconnected
to detect duplicate messages 122. For this example, in
contrast to the present invention, routing mechanism con- 60 in thenetworkhaveactually receivedthebroadcast message.
troller 112 couldincorrectly returna negativeacknowledgeThe discussion above hasexplained themeaningaccorded
ment (e.g., BCLOSE1, as described herein) alonga secondthe acknowledgement characters duringbroadcasting. Turnin-timerequesting communication link 116 for a broadcast
ing the focusofdiscussion nowto acknowledgement during
individual-addressee messaging in accordance with the
messagethat was in fact truly undergoing proper transmission over the first-in-time communication link. In contrast, 65 present invention,"LOCKUP" ("positive")signifies availthepresentinvention provides the capability to detectdupliability of a path from originator node 101 to the intended
cate messages in order to desirably prevent deliveryof a
recipient; "BCLOSE1" (a first degree of "negativity") sig-

s
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nifies existencebut unavailability of a path from the originator to the intended recipient; and "BCLOSEO" (a second,
worse degree of "negativity") signifiesnon-existence of a
path to the intended recipient. The reader should note
"BCLOSEO" has starklydifferent meanings in the different 5

contexts of broadcasting (where

it is

"positive") and
individual-addressee messaging (where it is "negative"),as

described herein.
In one example, when a given routing mechanism 102
attempts delivery of message 122 (either as a broadcast 10
messageor as an individual-addressee message), the routing
mechanism queues up a BCLOSE1 ("negative")to be a
default return acknowledgement signal along its network
path toward originator 101, unless this default value is
extinguished, as described herein.For abroadcast message,

overall success in delivery extinguishes the default
BCLOSE1 and returns instead the BCLOSEO ("positive,"

14
In accordance with the presentinvention, originator node
101 of flooding broadcast message 122 will receive a
determinative status in the form of an acknowledgement
whether or not all the nodes connected in the network
the message. Avoiding any assumptions about the completeness of the network makes this
acknowledgement of the flooding broadcast robust. This
lack of assumptions aboutconnectedness ofthe nodesstems
from the divergent interpretation of "BCLOSEO" according
the contextin broadcasting orindividual-addressee messaging applications. In particular, the broadcastacknowledgement reports only with respect to nodes connected in the
paths of communication. The flooding broadcast does not
report failure to receive the message by nodes that are
inaccessible because they are cut off from the network
containing the originator by links that are busy,
disconnected, or faulty. One could advantageously exploit
this robustness by selectively partitioning the network
through physical disablement of one or more links. An
alternative to this flooding broadcast is a circularbroadcast,
successfully received

broadcasting context), as described herein. For an
individual-addressee message, successful delivery to the
destination node extinguishes the default BCLOSE1 and
returnsinstead aLOCKUP ("positive"). In one example, the 20 as discussed below.
LOCKUPcharacter has an additional effectof deactivating
At anincreasedcost of networktime,one coulddeliverto
all but a single network path, as is appropriate for an
originator 101 a determinative status of whether each and
individual-addressee message. Consequently, in this one
every node of the networkdid in fact receive broadcast
example, LOCKUP is not employed for broadcasting, since
multiple active paths desirably remain open in order to 25 message 122. Namely, the originator couldassemble routing
information inheader 124 to directthe activation ofnetwork
accomplish a flooding broadcast. Of course, alternative
embodiments of the presentinvention could easily employ
paths that effectively connect all the nodes (and their associatedroutingmechanisms 102) in a chain. Then, message
any of a wide range of characters or variables with any
number of meanings or interpretations.
broadcasting and acknowledgement to the far end of the
In accordance with the presentinvention,controllers 108, 30 chain and back yields a definitive status, positive or
112 advantageously adapt to handle broadcasting or
negative, of network-wide receipt. In accordance with the
individual-addressee deliveryofmessage122 inresponseto
present invention,the same hardwarecan support this circular broadcast as well as the flooding broadcast. Further,
whetheror not the end-of-broadcast character appears in the
through the use of appropriate routing information, any
position of end-of-route signal 126, as described above.
given originator at any position in the networkcan advanOriginator 101 triggers either broadcasting or else
individual-addressee messaging by choosingwhetherornot
tageously select eithertype of broadcast at mn-time.
to insertthe end-of-broadcast character into the message. In
Numerous alternative embodiments ofthe present invenone preferredembodiment, processor 104 of the originator
tion exist. For instance, the computer networkcould easily
inserts an end-of-header character in the positionof end-ofexhibit any ofnumerous arrangements, including deviations
route signal 126 in order to send an individual-addressee 40 from strictly mesh or torus topologies or modifications to
other traditional structuresin any of various dimensions.
message. Of course, controllers 108, 112 can include any
number of error detection and/or correction schemes for
Further, any appropriate commands, signals, or characters,
withor without messages 122, could easilybe sent forward
unexpectedvalues ofend-of-route signal126 and combinations with variousacknowledgement characters. The design
and backward overany oflinks 114, 116 andbuses 118, 120.
of such remediesis well-knownby those skilled in the art.
Also, one or more nodes 101 couldeasilyomit any number,
Thenetworkcommunication andbroadcast acknowledgeincluding all, of its one or more memory links 114 and as
ment capabilities of the present invention do not interfere
necessary route information for the node memory 106
with the operation of normal message routing. Also, these
through node processor 104. Similarly, one could easily
route information for node processor 104 through node
capabilitiesdesirably increase speedof distribution for mesand
decrease
software
overhead
in
the
form
of
use
of
so
memory 106. Moreover, all nodes and routing mechanisms
sages
neednot be identical, so long as at least a pluralityof them
node processors. Furthermore, thepresentinventionrequires
can communicate under one given protocol (of course,
little
network
cost
of
broadMoreover,
relatively
circuitry.
additional commonprotocolswouldbe employed as needed
casting and acknowledgement of a broadcast message
to at least incrementally, e.g., logically step-wise, connecta
can
occur
with
little
or
no
increase
over
the
advantageously
desired network).
time required for delivery and acknowledgement of an
individual-addressee message.
The flow diagrams depicted herein are just exemplary.
Theremaybe manyvariations to these diagrams or the steps
The description above of network-wide message broad(or operations) described therein withoutdeparting from the
casting depicts a flooding message broadcast. Thisflooding
spirit of the invention. For instance, the steps may be
provides an especially efficient broadcast in a controlled
environment at times when no other network traffic is 60 performed in a differing order, or steps may be added,
deleted or modified. All ofthese variations are considereda
present.For instance, one could advantageously employ the
part of the claimed invention.
floodingbroadcast in a communications fabric designed to
interconnect manyprocessing elements for parallelwork on
Although preferredembodiments havebeen depictedand
described in detailherein,it will be apparent to thoseskilled
largeengineering/scientific, computationally intensiveproblems. For example, four-dimensional meshor torus topolo- 65 in the relevantart that various modifications, additions,
substitutions and the like can be made without departing
gies providedesirablecommunications fabricsfor a distributed database application.
from the spirit of the invention and these are therefore
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considered tobe within the scopeofthe invention as defined
in the followingclaims.
What is claimedis:
1. An acknowledgement-determination method,compris-

16
8. An acknowledgement-determination system, comprising:

a first hardware element adapted to determine a local
acknowledgement for a message; and
a second hardware element adapted to determine an
aggregate determinative signal to be further

ing:
determining, by a first hardware element, alocal acknowledgementfor a message; and
transmitted, said aggregate determinative signalbeing
determining, by a second hardware element, an aggregate
representative of:
determinative signal to be further transmitted, said
said local acknowledgement; and
10
aggregate determinative signalbeingrepresentative of:
least one of:
said local acknowledgement; and
one or more collected intended recipientacknowlat least one of:
edgements for said message; and
one or more collectedintended recipientacknowlone
or more collected determinative signals of
edgements for said message; and
intended recipient acknowledgements for said
one or more collected determinative signals of 15
message.
intended recipient acknowledgements for said
9.
The
system of claim 8, wherein said first hardware
message.
element
is
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said determining of
adaptedto determine said localacknowledgement
said local acknowledgement occursaccording towhetheran
according to whether an indication ofbroadcasting appears
20 for saidmessage.
indicationof broadcasting appearsfor said message.
10. The systemof claim9, wherein said second hardware
3. The method of claim 2, wherein said determining of
said aggregate determinative signal occurs according to
element is adapted to determine said aggregate determinawhethersaid indication appearsfor said message.
tive signalaccording to whether said indication appearsfor
4. The method ofclaim1, furthercomprising transmitting,
said message.
bysaid second hardware element, said determined aggregate 25 11. The system of claim 8, wherein said first hardware
determinative signalon a path toward an originator of said
element is a controller of local memory and wherein said
second hardwareelementis a controller of a routing mechamessage.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein said first hardware
nism.
element is a controllerof local memory and wherein said 30 12. The system of claim 8, wherein said first hardware
secondhardware elementis acontrollerof a routing mechaelement and said second hardware element are the same
nism.
hardwareelement.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein said first hardware
13. Abroadcast-acknowledgement system, comprising:
element and said second hardware element are the same
an originator adapted to originate a message; and
hardwareelement.
a hardware element adapted to determine an aggregate
7. Abroadcast-acknowledgement method, comprising:
determinative acknowledgement signal for a subsetof
determining, by a hardware element, an aggregate detera plurality of intended recipients for said message
minative acknowledgement signal for a subset of a
broadcast from said originator, wherein said hardware
pluralityofintendedrecipients for a messagebroadcast
element is further adapted to transmit said aggregate
from an originator; and
determinative acknowledgementsignal on a path
40
toward said originator.
transmitting, by said hardware element, said aggregate
determinative acknowledgementsignal on a path
* * * * *
towardsaid originator.
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ABSTRACT
Methods, systems(apparatus) and computerprogramproducts are provided that control the data rate through a
communications adapter having at least one guaranteed
bandwidth connection through the communications adapter.
The control of the data rate may be accomplished by
assigning to guaranteed bandwidth connections, amaximum
thresholdvalue proportionalto the amount of data to be
transmitted through the communications adapter in a time
intervalto satisfythe guaranteed bandwidthof the connection. Guaranteed bandwidth connectionsare then limited to
this amount of data in a time interval. Furthermore, an
outbound data thresholdfor data sent tot he adapter and a
total data thresholdfor data to or from the adapter may be
established and best efforts data not sent to the adapter if
either of these thresholds are exceeded within the time
interval.
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An additionalcharacteristic that may further complicate
METHODS, SYSTEMSAND COMPUTER
PROGRAM PRODUCTSFOR
providing for both best efforts and guaranteed bandwidth
connections is that the communications with the adapter
CONTROLLINGDATA FLOW THROUGHA
COMMUNICATIONSADAPTER
maybe "bursty"in thatthe data isnot provided at a constant
5 rate. If the peak of a burst of data is received from best
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
efforts connection, then that data may over-utilize the
The presentinventionrelates to data processing systems
adapter for a period of time. Because of the discontinuous
and more particularly to data processing systems utilizing
naturewith which data may be received by the communicationsadapter it maybepossiblefor all ofthe buffers ofthe
guaranteed bandwidth and best efforts connections to connect to other data processing systems.
10 adapter tobe filledby data for a besteffortscommunication.
Therefore, the data from a guaranteed bandwidthcommuBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
nication may be rejected and the guaranteed bandwidth
Data processing systemswhich allow for multiple conconnection may not be provided with the required bandcurrentprocesses havebeenknown for years. For example,
width. Furthermore, if a guaranteed bandwidth connection
multi-usersystems employing mainframe computers with 15 has a large amount of data
to be carriedby the adapter, the
remote terminalsinclude IBMVM and MVS systems. These
guaranteed bandwidth connection may dominateuse ofthe
systems allow for multiple processes on a single computer
adapter and, thereby, preclude use of other guaranteed
system. As a result, the hardware of the data processing
bandwidth connections or best efforts connections. Thus,
system may be shared across multiple users or multiple
simplyprioritizing the guaranteed bandwidth data may not
processes.
20 prevent overrun of the adapter and may not provide a fair
One exampleof a shared resourcein a data processing
allocation of adapterusage amongconnections.
system may be a network communication adapter. A netInlightofthe above discussion, aneedexistsfor improvework communication adapter allowsacomputerto commumentsin the control of data flow for guaranteed bandwidth
nicate with other computers in a network, such as for
connections.
example, over the Internet or an intranet. The communica- 25
tion adapterreceivesdatafrom the computer system and
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
transmitsthe data overthe network. Similarly, the commuIn view of the above discussion, it is an object of the
nication adapter may receive data from the network and
present inventionto provide for improved performance of
provide the data to the computer system. In many modern
guaranteed bandwidthconnections while maintaining fairlayered data processing systems, the hardware of the com- 30 ness to best efforts connections.
munication adapter receivesdata from and provides data to
A further object of the presentinvention is to providefor
the Dynamic Link Control (DLC) layer of the computer
increased control over connections through a communicasystem.
tions adapter to provide for fair sharing of resources.
Connections to the communications adaptergenerally fall
Still afurtherobjectofthe presentinventionis to provide
into two categories: guaranteed bandwidth connectionsand
for avoidance ofbufferoverrunsin communication adapters.
best efforts connections. Guaranteed bandwidth connections
Yet another object of the presentinventionis to provide
result from negotiation between the DLC layer and the
for
to
establish
a
transmission
rate
for
a
guaranteed bandwidth connectionswithout requiring
adapter
guaranteed
additional signalsbetween a communications adapterand a
connection through the adapter. Thus, for example, a connection may be establishthrough an adapterwhich guaran- 40 device using the communications adapter to avoid buffer
overrun at the adapter.
tees a throughput of 1 megabyte ofdata per second. In abest
A still furtherobject of the present invention is to autoeffortsconnection, the adapter utilizes whateverbandwidth
is availableto send the data. For example, ifan adapterhas maticallycontrol adapterusage such that each connection
a maximum throughput of 6 MB/sec. and 3 MB/sec. are
through the adapter is properlyallocated bandwidth of the
allocated to guaranteed bandwidth connections, then on 45 adapter.
Anotherobject of the presentinvention is to preventthe
average 3 MB/sec. will be available for use by best efforts
connections. However, witha bestefforts connection thereis
continued dominance of adapter bandwidthby any single
no guarantee that any bandwidth of the adapter will be
connection such that guaranteed bandwidth connections are
available for handlingthe connection'sdata.
not satisfied or best efforts connections are excluded.
The communications adapterincludes data buffers which so These and other objects of the present invention are
bufferthe data whichistransmitted to and receivedfrom the
provided by methods, systems (apparatus) and computer
DLC by the communications adapter. Thesebuffers may be
program products which control the data rate through a
used by multiple applications executing on the data processcommunications adapter having at least one guaranteed
bandwidth connection through the communications adapter.
ing systemthat use the communications adapterto communicate with the network, thus providing for multiple con- 55 The control of the data rate may be accomplished by
nections through the communications adapter. However, if
assigning to the guaranteed bandwidthconnection, a maximore data is provided to the network communications
mum thresholdvalue proportional to the amount of data to
betransmitted through thecommunications adapter in a time
adapter than may bebufferedbythe adapter, the adapter will
intervalto satisfythe guaranteed bandwidthof the connectypicallydiscard the transmitted data. Thus, if the users or
applications are using High Performance Routing (HPR), 60 tion. The amount of data transmitted through the commuend-to-end error recovery of HPR will typically cause
nicationsadapter for the guaranteed bandwidth connection
retransmission of the discarded data. This error recovery
may then be counted so as to provide a connection data
countassociated withthe guaranteed bandwidth. Datatransprotocol,while providingfor higher reliability, may cause
reduced throughput of the adapter as bandwidthnormally
missionsto the communications adapterfor data associated
utilizedby data communications is utilized for retransmitted 65 withthe guaranteed bandwidth connection are suspended if
data. It is, therefore, desirable to avoidthe case where the
transmission of the data would cause the connection data
buffersof the adapterare over-utilized,
count to exceedthe maximum thresholdvalue assigned to
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the guaranteed
bandwidthconnection.Acountof data transferred outbound to the communications adapter is also
maintained so as to provide an outbound data count.
Similarly, a count of data transferred outbound to and
inboundfrom the communications adapteris maintained so
as to provide a total data count. Transmission of data
associated with non-guaranteed bandwidthconnections is
then suspended when one of the outbound data count

exceeds an outbounddata thresholdor the total data count
exceedsa totaldata threshold. The outbounddata countand
the total data count and the connection data count are reset
after expiration of a time interval.
By controlling both the amount of guaranteed bandwidth
data which may be transmitted to an adapter duringa time
interval, the present invention reduces the likelihood that a
buffer overrun at the adapter would result from the transmission of guaranteed bandwidth data. Furthermore, by
controlling the amount ofbestefforts data whichmaybe sent
to the adapter during the same time interval, the present
inventionbalances the use of the adapter by best efforts
connectionswith the need to providethe guaranteed band-

thresholdvalue is based.The actual time interval betweena
previous occurrence of said resetting of the countersmay
then be determined and the maximum thresholdvalue compensatedproportional to the difference between the default
time interval and the actual time interval. In a similar
manner the outbound data threshold and the total data
thresholdmay be compensated for variations in the time
10
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width.
In particular embodiments of the present invention,the
maximum threshold value of the guaranteed bandwidth
connection is proportional to the amount of data to be 25
transmitted through the communications adapterin a time
interval to satisfy the guaranteed bandwidth of the connection based upon an amount of buffers allocated to the
guaranteed bandwidth connection by the communications 30
adapter, a time to transmit data to the communications
adapter and a service time for data transmitted to the
communications adapter once the data has reached the
communications adapter. Furthermore, this information may
be obtained from the communications adapter. Thus, the
present invention provides for flexibility in the adapters
which may be utilized with the present invention as the
thresholdsmay be dynamically set for the adapter.
In another embodiment of the present invention, the
maximum thresholdvalue isrevisedso as to compensate for 40
actual utilization of the guaranteed bandwidth connection
duringa previous timeinterval. Thisrevisionmaybe carried
outby modifying the startcountsofcounterswhichtrackthe
data sent to the adapter for the guaranteed bandwidth
connection. Thesecountersmay be incrementing or countdown counters.
Similarly, the outbounddata thresholdand the total data
thresholdvalues may be revised so as to compensate for
actual utilization of the communications adapter during a
previoustimeinterval. The outbound data sent to the adapter so
and the total data through the adapter may be tracked by
corresponding countersand the counter initialization values
modifiedto compensate for actualusagein a previoustime
interval. Also, a data count of data transmitted from the
communications adaptermay be maintained for successive
time intervals and averagedto provide an average transmitteddata count. Thisaverage transmitted data countmay then
be used as the countof data inboundfrom the communications adapter to determine the total data count for the

interval.
By adjusting for the variations in the timeinterval,in a
subsequent timeinterval, the presentinventionincreasesthe
likelihood that the guaranteed bandwidth connectionswill
achieve the desired average bandwidth for the two time
intervals. Furthermore, by adjusting the total and outbound
data thresholds the presentinvention provides for fair allocation of the adapter between the guaranteed bandwidth
connections and the best efforts connectionsin the subsequent interval.
In a further embodiment of the present invention an
indicator of the guaranteed bandwidthconnection is placed
in a restart connection queue if data for transmission to the
communications adapteris suspended. A user of the guaranteedbandwidthconnection is also notified that the connectionis suspended. Afterresetting the countersto startthe
next time interval users of connections in the restart connectionqueuearenotified thatdata maybe transmitted tothe
communications adapter associated with the connections.
The connection indicators are also removedfrom the restart
connection queue.
In another embodiment of the present invention, the
communication adapter segregates buffers resident on the
communications adapter into a pool of buffersfor guaranteed bandwidth connections and a pool of buffers for best
efforts connections. It is also determined if a request for a
connection through the communications adapter is a request
for a guaranteed bandwidthconnection. If sufficient guaranteedbandwidthbuffers are not availablefor the requested
guaranteed bandwidth connection the request is rejected.
However, if sufficient guaranteed bandwidth buffers are
available for the connection the request is acceptedand the
buffers in theguaranteed bandwidthbufferpool are allocated
to therequested connection.
As will be appreciated bythose of skillin the art, various
aspects ofthe present invention maybe utilized individually
to control data rate to a communications adapter. For
example, the outbound data count and the total data count
may be utilizedwithoutthe guaranteed bandwidth count to
provide some level of control to prevent best efforts connections from over-utilizing the adapterto the detriment of
guaranteed bandwidth connections. However, it ispreferred
that the present invention be utilized with both the per
connection aspects of the present invention and the per
adapter aspects of the present invention.
As will furtherbe appreciated by those of skill in the art,
the present invention may be embodied as a method,
apparatus/system or computerprogramproduct.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a block diagramof a data processing having a
sharedresource;
FIG. 2 is a block diagramof a communications adapter
accordingto the presentinvention;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustration of the operationof an
adapterutilizingone embodiment of the presentinvention;
and
FIG. 4 isa flowchartillustration ofthe operationof a data
processing systemutilizing one embodiment of the present

communications adapter.
60
Also, becausethe present inventionmay utilize an external time source the time intervalmay vary between successive time intervals. In such a case, the maximum threshold
values may be assigned to compensate for variations in the
time interval. These thresholdvalues may be assigned by 65
invention to communicate
defining a default time interval associated with the guaranteed bandwidth connection upon which the maximum
adapter; and
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FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustration of operations of a
communications adapter according to embodiments of the
present invention.

The data processing system 10 also has a DLC layer20
whichprovidesaccess to the communications adapter30 to
the applications 12, 14 and 16.Asisillustratedin FIG. 1,the
communications with the applications 12, 14 and 16 may be
bi-directional (application 12), transmit only (application
14) or receive only (application 16).
The communications adapter 30 includes data storage
devices such asregisters, randomaccess memory or the like
which provide buffers 32 in which to store data for transmission by the communications adapter, either to the DLC
layer20or to a network. Because the buffers 32 are finite in
size,iftoo muchdata is received by the adapter32, thenthe
adapter discards the data. Communications adapters which
may be utilized in the present invention include Open
System Architecture (OSA) adapters.
The connectionsestablished between the DLC layer 20
and adapter 30 may be guaranteed bandwidth or best efforts
connections. Methodsofestablishingboth guaranteed bandwidth and best efforts connections through a communications adapterare knownto thoseofskill in the art and need
not be described herein.
FIG. 1 also illustrates maximum data counters22a and
22b. The counters22a and 22b are associated with guaranteed bandwidth connections using the DLC layer 20 and
count the amount of data in a given intervalof timewhich
is transmitted to the adapter30 for a guaranteed bandwidth
connection.
FIG. 1 furtherillustrates a restartconnection queue24 in
the DLC layer 20 of the data processingsystem 10. The
restartconnection queue 24 is utilizedby the presentinvention to notify users of the restart of halted connections.
Connections are placedin the restartconnection queue when
their corresponding counter indicates that the maximum
amount of data for a time interval, the maximum threshold
value, has been transmitted to the adapter30. Connections
are removed from the restart connection queue 24 when
users of the connections are informed that the connection
has been restarted.
An outbound data counter 25 and a totaldata counter 26
in the DLClayer20 ofthe dataprocessing system 10 are also
illustrated in FIG. 1. The outbound data counter 25 counts
the amountofdata transferredto the adapter30 by the DLC
layer 20 for a given time interval. Similarly, the total data
counter 26 counts the data transferred to the DLC layer20
from adapter 30 and from the DLClayer 20 to the adapter
30 for the given time interval.
According to the present invention, an outbound data
thresholdis associated with the outbounddata counter25
such that if the threshold is exceeded, only guaranteed
bandwidth data is transferred to adapter 30. A total data
thresholdis also associatedwith the total data counter26
such that if the threshold is exceeded, only guaranteed
bandwidth data is transferred to adapter30. Accordingly, as
will beappreciated by thoseofskill in the art, the counters
25 and 26 may be conventional counterswhichcount up to
the respective threshold values or they may be countdown
counterswhich are initialized to the thresholdvalues and
then counted down as data is transferredto or from the

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

The present invention now will be described more fully
hereinafterwith reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which preferred embodiments of the invention are shown.
Thisinventionmay, however, be embodied inmanydifferent
forms and should notbe construedas limitedto the embodiments set forth herein; rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete,
and will fully convey the scope of the invention to those
skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like elements
throughout. As will be appreciated by one of skill in the art,
the present invention may be embodied as methods or
devices. Accordingly, the present invention may take the
form of an entirelyhardwareembodiment, an entirely software embodiment or an embodiment combining software
and hardware aspects.
The present invention is described herein with respect
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flowchart illustrations of embodiments or aspects of the
present invention. It will be understood that each block of 25
theflowchart illustrations, and combinations ofblocksinthe
flowchart illustrations, can be implemented by computer
program instructions. These programinstructionsmay be
providedto a processor to produce a machine, such that the
instructionswhichexecuteonthe processor createmeans for 30
implementing the functionsspecifiedin the flowchart block
or blocks. The computer program instructions may be
executedbya processor tocausea seriesofoperational steps
to be performed by the processor to produce a computer

implemented process such that the instructions which
executeon the processor providestepsfor implementing the
functionsspecified in the flowchart block or blocks.
Accordingly, blocksofthe flowchart illustrations support
combinations of means for performing the specified
functions, combinations of steps for performing the speci- 40
fied functionsand programinstruction meansfor performing
the specifiedfunctions. It will also be understoodthat each
block of the flowchart illustrations, and combinations of
blocksin the flowchart illustrations, can be implemented by
specialpurpose hardware-based systemswhich perform the
specified functions or steps, or combinations of special
purpose hardwareand computerinstructions.
FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of the present invention in a communications environment. As seenin FIG. 1, a
data processing system10 has multipleconcurrent applica- so
tions 12, 14 and 16 executing on the processing system.
Theseconcurrent applications may take manyformsknown
to those of skill in the art. Furthermore, these applications
may be associated withasingleuser or multiple users ofthe
data processing system 10. However, each of the applica- ss
tions 12, 14 and 16 may generatedata to be transmitted by
the communications adapter 30 or receive data which is
transmitted to the communications adapter 30. This transmission and receipt of data is referred to herein as a
"connection." Thus, each of the applications 12, 14 and 16 60 adapter 30.
While the present invention is described herein with
may be considered auser ofthe communications adapter 30.
Accordingly, as used herein the term "user" refers to any
respect to two counters and two concurrent guaranteed
software programswhich establishes a connection through a
bandwidth connections, as will be appreciated by those of
communications adapter, including applications, skill in the art, more than two guaranteed bandwidthconprocedures, operating systems, applets,devicedrivers,pro- 65 nections may be established for an adapter30. Furthermore,
tocols layersor other software components knownto those
the presentinvention need not be limitedto data processing
of skill in the art.
systemshavinga DLClayer20 butmay beutilizedwith any
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device communicating with a communications adapter
FIG. 3 illustratesa communications adapter30 and the
allocation of buffers 32 within communications adapter30
which utilizes buffers and supportsguaranteed bandwidth
connections.
according to the present invention. As seen in FIG. 2, the
buffers are allocatedinto two pools. One pool is allocatedto
FIG. 2 illustrates a simplified network connection to
5
guaranteed bandwidth connections 42a and 42b, and the
illustratethe operations of the presentinvention. As seenin
remaining buffers 40 are allocatedto best efforts connecFIG. 2, a data processing system 10 has multiple connections. The size of the guaranteed bandwidth connections
tions 13, 15, and 17 with communications adapter 30.
bufferpool is based upon the number of guaranteed bandSimilarly, data processing system 11 has corresponding
widthconnections associated withthe adapter 30.As seenin
connections13, 15 and 17 to adapter 30 that allowcommu10 FIG. 2, the guaranteed bandwidth pool is illustrated as
nicationwith data processing system 10.
divided into two groupsof buffers 42a and 42b. Thus, the
As illustratedin FIG.2, for connections 13 and 15, data
first
42a is associated with a first guaranteed bandis transmitted from data processing system 10 and for widthgroup
connection and the second group 42b is associated
connection 17 data is transmitted to data processing system
with a second guaranteed bandwidth connection through
10. For purposes ofexample, connection 13 is a best efforts
adapter 30.
connection, connection 15 is a guaranteed bandwidth conFor example, application 12 of FIG. 1 may require a
nectionrequiring2.0 Mb/sec. bandwidthand connection 17
guaranteed bandwidthconnection of 1.5 MB/sec. Buffers
is also a guaranteed bandwidth connection requiring 2.0 42a would be assigned by adapter 30 to the guaranteed
Mb/sec. of bandwidth. Also, for purposes of illustration,
bandwidth connection associated with application 12.
adapter 30 provided for a maximum throughput of6Mb/sec. 20 Similarly, counter22a in the DLClayer 20 may be associIf connection 13 is the first connection establishedbegins ated withthe guaranteed bandwidth connection. Application
14 may also require a guaranteed bandwidth connection
transmitting data to adapter 30 connection 13mayutilizethe
entire bandwidth of adapter 30. Thus, for purposes of
whichmaybe 2 Mb/sec. Buffers 42b and counter 22b would
example, connection 13 may providedata to adapter30 at a
be allocated to the guaranteed bandwidthconnection assorate of 4 Mb/sec. When connection 15 is established as a 25 ciated with application 14. Finally, application 16 may
guaranteed bandwidth connection, connection 15 will be
require a best efforts connection through adapter 30. The
able to utilizethe remaining 2 Mb of capacity of adapter 30
adapter30 wouldthen assign thebest efforts buffers40 tothe
and, thereby, meet its bandwidthrequirements.
connection associated with application 16. No counter is
Whenconnection 17 is started as a guaranteed bandwidth
required for best effortcommunications.
connection requiring 2 Mb/sec. of bandwidth, there is no 30
In operation, the guaranteed bandwidthbuffers 42a and
42b may expand and contract as needed. In fact, the guarremaining capacityfor adapter30 and so, in a conventional
anteed bandwidthbuffers may even expand into the best
system,connection 17 wouldhaveto addits data to the mix
of data sent to adapter30, which would allow little if any efforts buffers if for a given interval the guaranteed banddata from connection 17 as the entire bandwidth of adapter
widthconnection is over-utilized. However, the best efforts
30 is utilized by connections 13 and 15, and, therefore,
buffers 40 will not expand into the memory allocatedfor
connection 17 would likely not achieve its guaranteed
guaranteed bandwidthbuffersas the guaranteed bandwidth
bandwidth.
buffers are reservedfor guaranteed bandwidth connections.
Thisoneway expansion ofthe guaranteed bandwidth buffers
However, according to the present invention,when either
further assures that the guaranteed bandwidth connections
the total data count or the outbound data count exceedsthe
thresholdvalues set for those counts,then only guaranteed 40 will not havedata discarded by the communications adapter
30.
bandwidth data would be allowed to be transmitted to
30.
connection
17
would
be
allowed
to
transThus,
adapter
Operation of one embodiment of the present invention
mitdata to adapter 30. Also, according the one embodiment
will now be described with respectto FIG. 4, which illusof the present invention, if data is received by one guaran- tratedthe operations ofthe DLClayer20 of FIG. 1.As seen
teed bandwidth connection in an amount equal to a guaranin FIG. 4, the DLC layer 20 obtains adapter information
teed bandwidth threshold, the further data from that con(block 58 of FIG. 5) for the adapter 30 (block 70). In the
nectionis nottransmitted to the communications adapter 30.
OSA adapter example, when a data processing system is
established as a user of OSAa signalcalledActivateSAP is
Because the present invention compensates for undersentto the adapter. On the reply to this request OSAprovides
utilization of guaranteed bandwidth connections, during a
time interval after connection 17 was prevented from fully so the OSAtransmit capacity and the total OSAcapacity. This
information may then be utilized as discussed below to
utilizingthe guaranteed bandwidth, the outbound and total
establishthe appropriate thresholds.
countswould be adjusted to further curtail best effortsdata
to allow additional guaranteed bandwidth connections.
The adapter information, along with information on the
timeto transmitdata to the adapteristhen used to determine
Thus, for example, if in a first timeinterval of 0.1 seconds,
best efforts connection 13 provided400 kb of data, guaran- 55 a timer value T which establishes a predefined timeinterval
teed bandwidth connection 15 provided200 kb of data and
and a maximum data count for each guaranteed bandwidth
connection N where i is the
guaranteed bandwidthconnection 17 was prevented from
guaranteed bandwidth
connection (block 72).The maximum data countN acts as
providingdata, then in the next time interval the threshold
counts would be adjusted to allow 200 kb more of guarana maximum thresholdvalue. N and Tvalues are preferably
teed bandwidth data from connection 17 as well as reducing 60 selected basedupon the amount of buffers allocatedto the
the total data thresholdand outbound thresholds by 200 Kb
connection, the time to transmitdata to the adapterand the
which effectively reduces the allowed amount ofbestefforts
service timefor the data onceithasreachedthe adapter. The
data by 200 Kb.Thus, in the next time interval connection
interval T and the maximum data count N are preferably
17 would be able to provide data to reach its guaranteed
selected so that the average queuelengthin the adapter(the
bandwidth. Accordingly, the presentinvention provides for 65 amount ofbuffersused for the connection) does not exceed
fairnessin distributing bandwidthof adapter30 acrossboth
a specifiedpercentageof the availablebuffers. Preferably,
best efforts and guaranteed bandwidth connections.
the same Tvalues is utilized for each guaranteed bandwidth
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of an adapter. Furthermore, the value of T may

count of the guaranteed bandwidth connection count to
reflect the incorrect utilization. Forexample, ofN is 100kb
be predefined inboth the adapter30 and the DLClayer20.
and only80kbofutilization occurred in an interval, thenthe
However,in such a case the flexibility to handle various
guaranteed bandwidthconnection count would be reset to
adapters withdifferingamounts ofmemorymay be reduced.
—20kb to reflect the under-utilization. However, ifless than
Similarly, the outbound data threshold and the total
20 kb is utilized in the next interval the total underdata thresholds A1 are also established based upon the
utilization is notcarried forwardinto the next interval. Ifthe
amount of buffers allocatedto the connection, the time to
resultant countis anegativevalue after the next interval, the
transmitdata to the adapterand the servicetimefor the data
connection countis not alteredin the following intervaland
once it has reached the adapterand the intervaltime T. The
the bandwidthis, thereby, increased by the amount the value
outbound data threshold is preferably established as the 10 is
negative. Thus, the bandwidthof any one connection is
maximum rated outbound data throughput of the commulimited to two times the thresholdbandwidth for a given
nicationsadapter for the intervalT. The totaldata threshold
interval. By compensating for under-utilization, the
ispreferablyestablished as the maximum rated inbound and time
invention better accommodates the burstynature of
present
outbounddata throughput ofthecommunications adapter for
the data transfer.
the intervalT. While the outboundand total data thresholds
Similarly, if the guaranteed bandwidth connection was
are described herein as maximum values, as will be appreutilized for the previous intervalby any of the
incorrectly
ciatedby thoseof skill in the art, a communications adapter
bandwidthconnections, then the DLC layer20
guaranteed
may typicallyhave a somewhat higher throughput than is
for the incorrect utilization of the connecmay
compensate
specifiedby the rated maximums. Accordingly, despite the
tion
the values of O and A for the next
by
modifying
fact that the maximum amountsof data are provided to a 20 interval
This
modification may be accomplished
(block
88).
communications adapter, it is typically possibleto provide
the over and/or under utilization of the guarby
summing
some finite amount of additionaldata to the adapter above
anteedbandwidthconnections and altering the start countof
these rated maximums.
the total data counter 26 and outbound data counter 25 to
After establishing the N, O, A and T values, the DLC
reflect the incorrect utilization. For example, ofA is 600kb
25
layer 20 resets the counters, such as counters22a or 22b,
and O is 520 kb for an interval and the guaranteed bandassociated withthe guaranteed bandwidth connection to zero
width connectionswere under utilized by 80 kb for a
(block 74).The outbound data counter 25 and the totaldata
previous interval, then the total data counter 26 and the
counter26 are also resetto 0 (block 74). The DLC layer20
outbound data counter25 would both be reset to 80 kb to
also notifies any users ofconnectionsin a connection restart
reflect the under-utilization. However, this compensation is
30
queue24 ofthe availability ofthe adapterfor that connection
not carried forward into the next interval unless less the
(block 74).Suchanotification may be made by transmitting
guaranteed bandwidthconnections were again incorrectly
a message, setting a flag, or providinga signalto indicate
utilized. By increasing the start counts to the outbound and
whetherinformation isto betransmitted tothe DLClayerfor
totalcountersfor under-utilization of guaranteed bandwidth
transmission to the adapter.
connections the DLC layer 20 reduces the mount of best
The DLC layer20 also checks to see if a previous time
efforts data which may be transmitted to the adapter30 for
intervalhas beenexpanded beyondT(block 82).An interval
an interval. This reduction in best efforts data frees up
bandwidth for the guaranteed bandwidthdata.
may be expanded or contracted asaresultofvariations inthe
timer utilized to measure the interval. The maximum count
By compensating for under/over-utilization, the present
N, total data threshold A and outbound data thresholdO 40 inventionbetteraccommodates the burstynature ofthe data
may each be adjusted to compensate for the expansion or
transfer and provided for fairness between best efforts
contraction of the previous intervalby modifying the counts
connections and guaranteed bandwidth connections.
proportional tothedifference between the actual intervaland
After compensation for utilization errors or if no comthe expected interval. Thus, if the actual interval is 0.12
pensation is required,the DLClayer20 receivesthe incomseconds and the expected intervalwas 0.1 seconds, then the 45 ing data (block 78) and determines if the data is for a
counts may be increased by 20 percent. Such an increase
guaranteed bandwidthconnection (block 80). If the data is
may be accomplished by starting the counters22a, 22& 25
not for guaranteed bandwidth, then, the data is for a best
and 26 at a negativevalue or increasingthe initialization
efforts connection and it is determined iftransmission ofthe
value if the countersare countdown counters.
data wouldexceed the outbound data threshold(block 94).
After notifying users and resetting the counts for the
If transmission of the data wouldexceed the outbound data
connection for a new interval, the DLClayer20 teststo see
threshold, then the data is not transmitted to the adapter 30
if the adapter 30 was incorrectly utilizedby a guaranteed (block 92). However, if transmission of the data wouldnot
bandwidthconnection during the previous interval (block
exceed the outbound data threshold, then the DLC layer20
determines iftransmission of the datawouldexceed the total
76).An adapter30 may beunderutilizedfor any numberof
reasons including insufficient data suppliedto the guaran- ss data threshold(block 96).
teed bandwidth connection or over-utilization ofthe adapter
If transmission of the data would exceed the total data
30 by best efforts connectionsearlyin an interval. Thus, for threshold, then the data is not transmitted to the adapter 30
example, ifthe intervalis established as 0.1 secondsand the
(block92). Iftransmission of the data wouldnot exceedthe
guaranteed bandwidthconnection is 1 Mb/sec., then if less
total data threshold, then the data is accepted for transmisthan 100 kb ofdata were provided to the adapter 30 for the 60 sion (block 90). In determining whethertransmission ofthe
previousintervalthen the adapter 30 was under-utilized by
data would exceed the total data threshold, the received
the guaranteed bandwidth connection.
component of the totaldata threshold may be the average of
If the guaranteed bandwidth connection was incorrectly
the data received from previous intervals and the data
utilizedfor thepreviousinterval, then the DLClayer20 may
received during the current interval. Thus, the received
compensate for the incorrect utilization of the connection by 65 component may be smoothed over multiple intervals to
furtherreduce the impact of burstyconnections. As will be
modifying the value of N for the next interval (block 88).
This modification may be accomplished by alteringthe start
appreciated by those of skill in the art, the total data count
connection
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obtained
may
by summinga receiveddata count and the
outbounddata count. Thus, the averaging described above
may be readilyimplemented as the received and outbound
data counts may be separately maintained.
The DLClayer20 then checksto see ifthe intervalT has
expired(block 86) and if not receives more data (block 78).
If the connection is a guaranteed bandwidthconnection,
the DLC layer 20 tests to see if the receiveddata would
cause the maximum countto be exceeded(block 84) for the
connection. Ifso, the data is not transmitted to the communications adapter 30 and the connection is suspended and
placedin therestartqueue 24 (block 92).No furtherdata will
be transmitted to the adapter for this connection for the
currentinterval. The user (application) may also be notified
that the connection has been suspended by placing the
connection in the restartqueue 24. The user may be responsible for assuring that the data not sent to the communications adapteris retransmitted. Techniques for such retransmissionare knownto thoseofskill in the art. Alternatively,
the DLClayer20 may bufferthe data for latertransmission.
If, however, the data does not cause the maximum count to
be exceeded, then the data is accepted for transmission
(block 90) and provided to the communications adapter30.
As will be appreciated by those of skill in the art, the
present invention provides for packets of data to be transmitted to the communications adapter 30 by the DLClayer
20. Thesepacketsof data are typicallyin a predefined size
for a given connection. The fixed size nature of the data
packets results in the possibility that the maximum data
count may not fall on a packetboundary. For example, to a
guaranteed bandwidthconnection is a 1.5 Mb/sec. connection and the interval is 0.1 seconds, then the presentinvention would 150 Kb per interval to be transmitted for the
connection. However, if the packet size is 4 Kb then the
count will reach 148 Kb and the next packet will cause the
maximum count to be exceeded. Preferably, the additional
packet is not transmitted to the adapter and the countis not
exceeded. However, if the additional packetis accepted and
the count exceeded, on the next interval, the starting count
for the connection may be adjusted to reflect the overutilization of the connection onthepreviousinterval and the
start count could be set to 2 Kb to compensate for the
additional data of the previous interval. Alternatively, the
maximum thresholdcould be set to 148 Kb to compensate
for the additional 2 Kb transmitted during the previous
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interval.

The DLC layer 20 then determines if the interval has
expired(block 86). If the intervalhas expired,the count is
reset and the users ofthe connectionsin the restartqueue24
are notified of the restartofthe connection andthat data will
be receivedfor those connections(block 74) and the subsequentoperations areperformed for the next interval. Ifthe
interval has not expired the operations from block 78 are
repeatedfor the next incoming data.
FIG. 5 illustrates the operations of an adapter 30 according to the present invention. As seen in FIG. 5, when a
request for a connection is received by adapter 30, the
adapter checks to see if the request of for a guaranteed
bandwidthconnection (block 50). If the request is not for a
guaranteed bandwidth connection, then the request is processed as astandardbest efforts connection and the connection is established(block 60).
However, if the connection request is for a guaranteed
bandwidth connection, the adapter 30 checks to see if
sufficientbuffersare available for the connection (block 52).
For each guaranteed bandwidth connection the adapter 30

50

60

65

determines the amountof buffer space needed to hold the
amount of data for a predetermined time interval(T) based
on the guaranteed bandwidth of the connection. The amount
of data required to bestored in the buffers maybe expressed
as BxT where B is the guaranteed bandwidthof the connection. The adapter 30 tracks the total amount of buffer
space needed for all of its guaranteed bandwidthconnections. When a request for a new guaranteed bandwidth
connection is receivedby the adapter 30, the adapter 30
determines if sufficient unallocated reserved bandwidth
buffer spaceis availableto hold the BxT amount of data for
the requested connection and if not, rejects the connection
request (block 54).
The adapter30 may allocate up to amaximum percentage
of its total buffer space to guaranteed bandwidthconnections. The adapter may then allocate buffers baseduponthe
requested guaranteed bandwidth and the timeintervalT. For
example, if a requestrequestsa guaranteed bandwidthof 1
MB/sec., and the time interval is 0.1 seconds, then the
adapter30may allocate one tenthofthe bandwidth (Bxl) or
100 kb of buffers to the requested connection.
Ifthe adapter 30 determines thatsufficient bufferspace is
available for the requested connection, then the adapteradds
the buffers used for the connection to the total count of
allocatedbuffersfor the adapter (block56).The adapterthen
establishes the connection (block 60). The adapter 30 also
provides to the DLC layer 20 information about the buffer
allocation ofthe adapter andtheservicetimeofthedata after
it reaches the adapter(block 58).
In the drawings and specification, there have been disclosed typical preferred embodiments of the invention and,
althoughspecific terms are employed, they are used in a
generic and descriptive sense only and not for purposes of
limitation, the scopeof the invention being set forth in the
following claims.

That which is claimed is:
1. A methodof controlling the data rate through a communications adapter having at least one guaranteed bandwidth connection through the communications adapter, the
method comprising the steps of:
assigning to the guaranteed bandwidth connection, a
maximum threshold value proportionalto the amount
of data to be transmitted through the communications
adapter in a time interval to satisfy the guaranteed
bandwidth of the connection;
counting the amount of data transmitted through the
communications adapterfor the guaranteed bandwidth
connection so as to provide a connection data count
associated with the guaranteed bandwidth;
suspending transmitting to the communications adapter,
data associated withthe guaranteed bandwidth connection if transmission of the data would cause the connection data count to exceed the maximum threshold
value assigned to the guaranteed bandwidthconnec-

tion;
maintaining a count of data transferred outbound to the
communications adapterso as to provide an outbound
data count;
maintaining a count bothof data transferredoutbound to
and data transferredinboundfrom the communications
adapterso as to provide a total data count;
suspending transmitting to the communications adapter,
data associated withnonguaranteed bandwidth connections if transmission of the data wouldcause eitherthe
totaldata countto exceed atotaldata thresholdvalue or
the outbounddata count to exceed an outbound data
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the
outbound
data
countand the totaldata count
resetting
and the connection data countafter expiration ofa time
interval.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein said step of

assigning comprises the steps of:
assigning to the guaranteed bandwidth connection, a
maximum thresholdvalue proportional to the amount
of data to be transmitted through the communications
adapter in a time interval to satisfy the guaranteed
bandwidthof the connection basedupon an amount of
buffersallocatedto the guaranteed bandwidth connection by the communications adapter, a timeto transmit
data to the communications adapterand a servicetime
for data transmitted to the communications adapter
once the data has reached the communications adapter.
3. A method according to claim 2, furthercomprising the
step of obtaining an amount of buffers allocated to the
guaranteed bandwidth connection by the communications
adapter and a service time for data transmitted to the
communications adapter once the data has reached the
communications adapterfrom the communications adapter.
4. A method according to claim 1, furthercomprising the
step of revising the maximum threshold value so as to
compensate for actual utilization of the guaranteed bandwidth connection during a previous time interval.
5. A method according to claim 4, wherein said step of
countingcomprises incrementing a counter for each byte of
data transmitted to the communications adapter and wherein
said step of revising comprises the step of resetting the
counter to a negativevalue equal to the amount of underutilization of the guaranteed bandwidthconnection during
an immediately previous time interval.
6. A method according to claim 4, wherein said step of
countingcomprises decrementing a countdown counter initialized to the maximum threshold value for each byte of
data transmitted to the communications adapter and wherein
said step of revising comprises the step of increasing initializedvalue of the countdown counterby an amount equal
to the under-utilization of the guaranteed bandwidthconnection during an immediately previous timeinterval.
7. A method according to claim 1, wherein said time
interval varies between successive time intervals and
wherein said assigning step further includes the step of
assigning maximum threshold values to compensate for
variations in the time interval.
8. A method according to claim 7, wherein said step of
assigning maximum threshold values to compensate for
variations in the time intervalcomprises the stepsof:
defining a defaulttime intervalassociated with the guaranteed bandwidth connection upon which the maximum thresholdvalue is based;
determining an actual time interval between a previous
occurrence of said resetting step; and
compensating the maximum thresholdvalue proportional
to the difference betweenthe default time intervaland
the actual time interval.
9. A method according to claim 8, wherein said step of
suspending transmitting data to the communications adapter
for the guaranteed bandwidthconnection further comprises

10

notifying users ofthe connection intherestartconnection
queuethat data may be transmitted to the communications adapter associated with the connection; and
removing the connection indicator from the restart connectionqueue.
11. The method according to claim 1, wherein the communication adapter carries out the steps of segregating
buffers resident on the communications adapterinto a pool
of buffers for guaranteed bandwidth connectionsand apool
of buffersfor best efforts connections;
determining if a request for a connection through the
communications adapter is a request for a guaranteed

bandwidth connection;
ifsufficientguaranteed bandwidth buffers are
determining
15
available for the requested guaranteed bandwidth connection;
rejectingthe request for a guaranteed bandwidthconnection if sufficient guaranteed bandwidthbuffers are not
available for the connection;
20
accepting the request for a guaranteed bandwidth connection if sufficient guaranteed bandwidth buffers are
available for the connection; and
allocating the buffersin the guaranteed bandwidthbuffer
pool to the requested connection if the requested con25
nectionis accepted.
12. A method according to claim 11, further comprising
the step of notify a data processing system associated with
the guaranteed bandwidth connection of the quantity of
30 buffers allocatedto the guaranteed bandwidthconnection if
the guaranteed bandwidthconnection is accepted.
13.Amethod according to claim1, furthercomprising the
step of defining the outbound data thresholdand the total
data threshold based upon an amount of storage on the
communications adapter, a time to transmit data to the
communications adapter and a service time for data transmitted to the communications adapter once the data has
reached the communications adapter.
14. A method according to claim 13, further comprising
40 the step of obtaining the amount of storage on the communicationsadapter and the servicetimefor data transmitted to
the communications adapter once the data has reached the
communications adapterfrom the communications adapter.
15.Amethod according to claim1, furthercomprising the
45 step of revising the outbound data threshold and the total
data thresholdvalues so as to compensate for actual utilizationofthe communications adapter during a previous time
interval.
16. Amethodaccording to claim 15, wherein said step of
so maintaining a count of data transferred outbound to the
communications adapterso as to provide an outbound data
countcomprises the step ofincrementing a counter for each
byte of data transmitted to the communications adapter;
wherein said step of maintaining a count of both data
transferred outboundto and data transferred inbound
from the communications adapter so as to provide a
total data count comprises the step of incrementing a
counter for each byte ofdata transferred outbound to or
inboundfrom the communications adapter; and
the steps of:
60
wherein said step of revising comprises the step of
placingan indicator of the guaranteed bandwidthconnecresetting the counterfor outbound data count and the
tion in a restartconnection queueif data for transmiscounter for total data count to negativevalues equal to
sion to the communications adapteris suspended; and
the amount of under-utilization of the communications
notifying a user of the guaranteed bandwidth connection
adapterduring an immediately previous time interval.
that the connection is halted.
65
17. Amethodaccording to claim 15, wherein said step of
10.Amethodaccording to claim 9, whereinsaid resetting
maintaining a count of data transferred outbound to the
communications adapterso as to provide an outbound data
step furthercomprises the steps of:
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count comprisesthe step of decrementing a countdown
communications adapter and a service time for data transcounterinitializedto the outbound data thresholdvalue for
mitted to the communications adapter once the data has
eachbyte ofdata transmitted to the communications adapter;
reached the communications adapter.
wherein said step of maintaining a count of both data
23. A method according to claim 22, further comprising
transferredoutbound to and data transferred inbound 5 the stepof obtaining the amount of storage on the commufrom the communications adapter so as to provide a
nicationsadapter and the servicetimefor data transmitted to
total data count comprises the step of decrementing a
the communications adapter once the data has reached the
countdowncounter initialized tothe totaldata threshold
communications adapterfrom the communications adapter.
value for each byte of data transmitted to the commu24. A method according to claim 21, further comprising
nicationsadapterorreceivedfrom the communications 10 the step ofrevising the outbound data thresholdandthe total
adapter; and
data thresholdvalues so as to compensate for actual utiliwherein said step of revising comprises the step of
zationofthe communications adapter during a previous time
increasing an initialized value of the countdown
interval.
counterfor the outbound data countand the countdown
25. Amethodaccording to claim24, wherein said step of
counterfor the total data countby an amountequal to
maintaining a count of data transferred outbound to the
the under-utilization of the communications adapter
communications adapterso as to provide an outbound data
during an immediately previoustime interval.
countcomprises the step ofincrementing a counter for each
18. A method according to claim 1, wherein said time
byte of data transmitted to the communications adapter;
intervalvariesbetweensuccessive time, the method further
wherein said step of maintaining a count of both data
20
comprising the step of compensating the outbound data
transferred outboundto and data transferred inbound
thresholdand the total data thresholdfor variations in the
from the communications adapter so as to provide a
time interval.
total data count comprises the step of incrementing a
19. Amethod according to claim 18, wherein said comcounter for each byte ofdata transferred outbound to or
pensating step comprises the steps of:
inboundfrom the communications adapter; and
25
defining a defaulttime interval associated with the comwherein said step of revising comprises the step of
municationsadapter upon which the outbound data
resetting the counterfor outbound data count and the
thresholdand the totaldata threshold values are based;
counter for total data count to negativevalues equal to
determining an actual time interval between a previous
the amount of under-utilization of the communications
occurrence of said resetting step; and
30
adapter during an immediately previous time interval.
26. Amethodaccording to claim24, wherein said step of
compensating the outbound data threshold and the total
data threshold values proportional to the difference
maintaining a count of data transferred outbound to the
between the default time interval and the actual time
communications adapterso as to provide an outbound data
interval.
count comprises the step of decrementing a countdown
20. Amethod according to claim1, furthercomprising the 35 counter initialized to the outbound data threshold value for
eachbyte ofdata transmitted to the communications adapter;
steps of:
a
data
count
of
data
transmitted
from
the
wherein said step of maintaining a count of both data
maintaining
communications adapterfor previous time intervals;
transferred outboundto and data transferred inbound
from the communications adapter so as to provide a
averaging the countofdata for previous time intervals to
40
total data count comprises the step of decrementing a
an
transmitted
data
count
and
provide average
countdown counter initializedto the totaldata threshold
wherein said step of maintaining a count of both data
value for each byte of data transmitted to the commutransferredoutbound to and data transferred inbound
nicationsadapter or received from the communications
from the communications adapter so as to provide a
total data count utilizes the average transmitted data
adapter; and
count as the count of data inbound from the commuwherein said step of revising comprises the step of
nicationsadapterto determine the total data count for
increasing an initialized value of the countdown
the communications adapter.
counter for theoutbounddata countandthe countdown
21. A method of controlling the data rate through a
counter for the totaldata countby an amount equal to
communications adapter, the method comprising the steps
the under-utilization of the communications adapter
of:
during an immediately previous time interval.
27.
A method according to claim 21, wherein said time
a
count
of
data
transferred
outbound
to
the
maintaining
intervalvariesbetween successive time, the method further
communications adapterso as to provide an outbound
data count;
comprising the step of compensating the outbound data
thresholdand the total data thresholdfor variations in the
a
count
of
both
data
transferred
outbound
to
maintaining
time interval.
and data transferred inboundfrom the communications
28. A method according to claim 27, wherein said comso
as
to
a
total
data
count;
adapter
provide
pensating
step comprises the steps of:
suspending data transmission to non-guaranteed bandwidth connections if at least one ofthe outbounddata
defining a default time interval associated with the communications adapter upon which the outbound data
count exceedsan outbound data threshold and the total 60
thresholdand the totaldata thresholdvalues are based;
data count exceeds a total data threshold; and
an actual time interval between a previous
the
outbound
data
count
and
the
total
data
count
determining
resetting
occurrence of said resettingstep; and
after a time interval.
22. Amethod according to claim 21, further comprising
compensating the outbound data thresholdand the total
thestep ofdefining the outbound data threshold and the total 65
data threshold values proportional to the difference
data threshold based upon an amount of storage on the
between the default time interval and the actual time
communications adapter, a time to transmit data to the
interval.
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29. Amethod according to claim 21, further comprising

the steps of:

maintaining a data count of data transmitted from the
communications adapterfor previous time intervals;
averaging the countofdata for previous time intervals to 5
provide an average transmitted data countand wherein
said step ofmaintainingacountofbothdata transferred
outbound to and data transferred inbound from the
communications adapter so as to provide a total data
count utilizes the average transmitted data count as the 10
count of data inbound from the communications
adapter to determine the totaldata count for the com-

municationsadapter.
30. A system for controlling the data rate through a
communications adapter having at least one guaranteed is
bandwidthconnectionthroughthe communications adapter,
comprising:

means for assigning to the guaranteed bandwidth
connection, a maximum thresholdvalueproportionalto
the amount of data to be transmitted through the
communications adapterin atimeintervalto satisfythe
guaranteed bandwidth of the connection;
means for counting the amount of data transmitted
throughthecommunications adapterfor the guaranteed
bandwidthconnection so as to provide a connection
data count associated with the guaranteed bandwidth;
means for suspending transmitting to the communications
adapter, data associated withthe guaranteed bandwidth
connection iftransmission ofthe data would causethe
connection data count to exceed the maximum threshold valueassigned to the guaranteed bandwidthcon-

nection;
means for maintaining a count of data transferred outbound to the communications adapterso as to provide
an outbound data count;
means for maintaining a count of both data transferred
outbound to and data transferred inbound from the
communications adapter so as to provide a total data
count;
means for suspending transmitting to the communications
adapter, data associated with non-guaranteed bandwidth connections if transmission of the data would
cause either the total data count to exceed a total data
thresholdvalue ortheoutbounddata countto exceed an
outbounddata thresholdvalue; and
means for resetting the outbound data countand the total
data count and the connection data count after expiration of a time interval.
31. A system for controlling the data rate through a
communications adapter, comprising:
means for maintaining a count of data transferred outbound to the communications adapterso as to provide
an outbound data count;
means for maintaining a count of both data transferred
outbound to and data transferred inbound from the
communications adapter so as to provide a total data
count;

means for suspending data transmission to nonguaranteed bandwidth connectionsifat leastone ofthe
outbounddata count exceedsan outbound data threshold and the total data count exceeds a total data

20

25

30

40

guaranteed bandwidthconnection through the communications adapter, comprising:
a computer-readable storage medium having computerreadable program code means embodied in said
medium, said computer-readable programcode means
comprising:
computer-readable programcodemeans for assigning to
the guaranteed bandwidth connection, a maximum
thresholdvalueproportionalto the amount ofdata to be
transmitted through the communications adapter in a
timeintervalto satisfy the guaranteed bandwidth ofthe
connection;
computer-readable programcode means for countingthe
amount of data transmitted through the communications adapterfor the guaranteed bandwidthconnection
so asto provide a connection data countassociated with
the guaranteed bandwidth;
computer-readable program code means for suspending
transmitting to the communications adapter, data associated with the guaranteed bandwidth connection if
transmission of the data would cause the connection
data count to exceed the maximum threshold value
assigned to the guaranteed bandwidthconnection;
computer-readable programcodemeansfor maintaining a
count of data transferred outboundto the communications adapterso as to provide an outbound data count;
computer-readable programcodemeansfor maintaining a
count of both data transferred outbound to and data
transferred inboundfrom the communications adapter
so as to provide a total data count;
computer-readable program code means for suspending
transmitting to the communications adapter, data associated with non-guaranteed bandwidth connections if
transmission ofthe data would causethe eitherthe total

data count to exceed a total data threshold or the
outbound data countto exceed anoutbound data threshold; and
computer-readable program code means for resetting the
outbound data count and the total data count and the
connection data count after expiration of a time interval.

60

threshold; and
means for resetting the outbound data countand the total
data count after a time interval.
65
32. A computer programproductfor controlling the data
rate through a communications adapter having at least one

33. Acomputerprogramproductfor controlling the data
rate through a communications adapter, comprising: a
computer-readable storage medium having computerreadableprogramcode means embodied in said medium,
said computer-readable programcode means comprising:
computer-readable programcodemeansfor maintaining a
count of data transferred outboundto the communications adapterso as to provide an outbound data count;
computer-readable programcodemeansfor maintaining a
count of both data transferred outbound to and data
transferred inboundfrom the communications adapter
so as to provide a total data count;
computer-readable program code means for suspending
data transmission to non-guaranteed bandwidth connections if at least one of the outbound data count
exceedsan outbound data thresholdand the total data
count exceedsa total data threshold; and
computer-readable program code means for resetting the
outbound data count and the total data count after a
time interval.
34. Asystem according to claim30, wherein said means
for assigning comprises:
means for assigning to the guaranteed bandwidth
connection, amaximum threshold valueproportional to
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the amount of data to be transmitted through the
the communications adapter once the data has reached the
communications adapterin atimeintervalto satisfythe
communications adapterfrom the communications adapter.
42. A system according to claim 31, further comprising
guaranteed bandwidth ofthe connection basedupon an
amount of buffers allocated to the guaranteed bandmeans for revising the outbound data threshold and the total
width connection by the communications adapter, a 5 data thresholdvalues so as to compensate for actual utilitime to transmitdata to the communications adapter
zationofthe communications adapter during a previous time
and a servicetime for data transmitted to the commuinterval.
nicationsadapter once the data has reached the communicationsadapter.
35. A system according to claim 34, further comprising
means for obtaining an amount of buffers allocatedto the
guaranteed bandwidth connection by the communications
adapter and a service time for data transmitted to the
communications adapter once the data has reached the
communications adapterfrom the communications adapter.
36. A system according to claim 30, further comprising
means for revising the maximum thresholdvalue so as to
compensate for actual utilization of the guaranteed bandwidth connection during a previous time interval.
37. A system according to claim 30, wherein said time
interval varies between successive time intervals and
whereinsaid means for assigning further comprises means
for assigning maximum thresholdvalues to compensate for
variations in the time interval.
38. A system according to claim37, whereinsaid means
for assigning maximum thresholdvalues to compensate for
variations in the time intervalcomprises:
means for defining a default timeintervalassociated with
the guaranteed bandwidthconnection upon which the
maximum thresholdvalue is based;
means for determining an actualtime intervalbetweena
previousreset; and
means for compensating the maximum thresholdvalue
proportional to the difference betweenthe default time
interval and the actualtime interval.
39. Asystem according to claim30, whereinthe communication adapter furthercomprises:
means for segregating buffersresident on the communications adapter into a pool of buffers for guaranteed
bandwidthconnections and a pool of buffers for best
effortsconnections;
means for determining if a request for a connection
throughthe communications adapter is a request for a
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43. A system according to claim 31, wherein said time
intervalvariesbetween successive time, the system further
comprising means for compensating the outbound data
thresholdand the total data thresholdfor variations in the
time interval.
44. Asystem according to claim 43, wherein said means
for compensating comprises:
means for defining a default time interval associated with
the communications adapterupon which the outbound
data thresholdand the total data thresholdvalues are

based;
means for determining an actual time interval between a
20
previous reset; and
means for compensating the outbound data threshold and
the total data threshold values proportional to the
difference between the default time interval and the
actualtime interval.
25
45. A system according to claim 31, further comprising:
means for maintaininga data count of data transmitted
from the communications adapter for previous time
intervals;
means for averaging the count of data for previous time
30
intervals to provide an average transmitted data count
and
wherein said means for maintaining a count of both data
transferred outboundto and data transferred inbound
from the communications adapter so as to provide a
total data count utilizes the average transmitted data
count as the count of data inboundfrom the communicationsadapter to determine the total data count for
the communications adapter.
46. A computer program product according to claim 32,
40
wherein said computer-readable program code means for
assigning comprises:
computer-readable programcodemeans for assigning to
the guaranteed bandwidth connection, a maximum
guaranteed bandwidth connection;
45
thresholdvalueproportionalto the amount ofdata to be
means for determining ifsufficient guaranteed bandwidth
transmitted through the communications adapter in a
buffersare availablefor the requested guaranteed bandtimeintervalto satisfy the guaranteed bandwidth ofthe
width connection;
connection basedupon an amount ofbuffersallocated
means for rejecting the request for a guaranteed bandto the guaranteed bandwidth connection by the comwidth connection if sufficient guaranteed bandwidth
munications adapter, a time to transmit data to the
buffers arenot available for the connection;
communications adapter and a service time for data
means for accepting the request for a guaranteed bandtransmitted to the communications adapter once the
width connection if sufficient guaranteed bandwidth
data has reached the communications adapter.
buffers are availablefor the connection; and
47. A computer program product according to claim 46,
means for allocating the buffersin the guaranteed band- 55 further comprisingcomputer-readable
programcode means
width buffer pool to the requested connection if the
for obtainingan amount ofbuffersallocatedto the guaranteed bandwidth connection by the communications adapter
requested connection is accepted.
40. A system according to claim 31, further comprising
and a service time for data transmitted to the communicameans for defining the outbound data thresholdand the total
tions adapteronce the data has reached the communications
data threshold based upon an amount of storage on the 60 adapter from the communications adapter.
communications adapter, a time to transmit data to the
48. A computer program product according to claim 32,
communications adapter and a service time for data transfurthercomprising computer-readable programcode means
mitted to the communications adapter once the data has
for revising the maximum thresholdvalue so as to compenreachedthe communications adapter.
sate for actual utilization of the guaranteed bandwidth
41. A system according to claim 40, further comprising 65 connection during a previous time interval.
means for obtaining the amount of storage on the commu49. A computer program product according to claim 32,
nicationsadapterandtheservicetimefor data transmitted to
wherein said time interval varies between successive time

s
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intervals and wherein said computer-readable programcode
communications adapter once the data has reached the
means for assigning further comprises compute-readable
communications adapter.
53. A computer program product according to claim 52,
program code means for assigning maximum threshold
values to compensate for variations in the time interval.
furthercomprising computer-readable programcode means
50. A system according to claim 48, wherein said 5 for obtaining the amountof storage on the communications
computer-readable program codemeansfor assigning maxiadapter and the service time for data transmitted to the
mum thresholdvalues to compensate for variations in the
communications adapter once the data has reached the
time interval comprises:
communications adapterfrom the communications adapter.
computer-readable program code means for defining a
54. A computer program product according to claim 33,
default time interval associated with the guaranteed 10 furthercomprising computer-readable programcode means
bandwidth connection upon which the maximum
for revising the outbound data thresholdand the total data
thresholdvalue is based;
thresholdvaluesso as to compensate for actualutilization of
computer-readable programcode means for determining
the communications adapter duringa previous timeinterval.
an actualtime intervalbetween a previous reset; and
55. A computer program product according to claim 33,
wherein said time interval variesbetweensuccessive time,
computer-readable programcode means for compensatthe computer programproductfurthercomprising computering the maximum thresholdvalue proportional to the
difference between the default time interval and the
readableprogram code means for compensating the outactual time interval.
bounddata thresholdand the totaldata thresholdfor varia51. Acomputerprogramproduct according to claim 32, 20 tions in the time interval.
further comprising:
56. A computer program product according to claim 53,
wherein said computer-readable program code means for
computer-readable
programcode means for segregating
buffersresident on the communications adapterinto a
compensating comprises:
pool of buffers for guaranteed bandwidth connections
computer-readable program code means for defining a
and a pool of buffers for best efforts connections;
25
default time interval associated with the communications adapter upon which the outbounddata threshold
computer-readable programcode means for determining
if a requestfor a connection through the communicaand the total data thresholdvalues are based;
tions adapter is a requestfor a guaranteed bandwidth
computer-readable programcode means for determining
connection;
an actual time intervalbetween a previousreset; and
computer-readable programcode means for determining 30
computer-readable program code means for compensatsufficient guaranteed bandwidth buffersare available
ing the outbound data threshold and the total data
for the requested guaranteed bandwidth connection;
thresholdvaluesproportional to the difference between
the default time intervaland the actualtime interval.
computer-readable programcodemeans for rejectingthe
57. A computer program product according to claim 33,
request for a guaranteed bandwidthconnection if sufficient guaranteed bandwidthbuffers are not available
furthercomprising:
for the connection;
computer-readable programcodemeansfor maintaining a
data count of data transmitted from the communicacomputer-readable programcode means for accepting the
tions adapter for previoustime intervals;
request for a guaranteed bandwidthconnection if sufficient guaranteed bandwidthbuffers are availablefor 40
computer-readable programcodemeans for averaging the
the connection;and
count of data for previoustime intervals to providean
computer-readable
programcodemeans for allocating the
average transmitted data count and wherein said
buffersin the guaranteed bandwidth bufferpool to the
computer-readable programcode means for maintainrequested connection if the requested connection is
ing a count of data transferred outbound to or data
transferred inboundfrom the communications adapter
accepted.
45
52. Acomputerprogramproduct according to claim 33,
so as to provide a total data count utilizes the average
further comprising computer-readable programcodemeans
transmitted data count as the count of data inbound
for defining the outbounddata thresholdand the total data
fromthecommunications adapter to determine the total
thresholdbased upon an amount of storage on the commudata count for the communications adapter.
nicationsadapter, a time to transmitdata to the communi* * * * *
cationsadapterand a service timefor data transmitted to the
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"Magic is Relevant," Inderpal Singh Mumick, Sheldon
J.Finkelstein, HamidPirahesh,andRaghuRamakrishnan, In
Proc. ACM—SIGMOD International Conference on ManagementofData, pp. 247—258, Atlantic City, May 1990.
"The Magic ofDuplicates and Aggregates,"Inderpal Singh
Mumick, Hamid Pirahesh, and Raghu Ramakrishnan, In
Proc. 16th International Conferenceon Very Large Data
Bases, Brisbane,Aug. 1990.
"A General Framework for the Optimization of Object—Oriented Queries," Sophie Cluet and Claude Delobel, InProc.
ACM—SIGMOD International Conference on Management
ofData,San Diego, Jun. 1992.
Microsoft; Programmer'sReference, Microsoft OpenDatabase Connectivity SoftwareDevelopment Kit, 1992.
"0MG. Object ServicesRequest for Proposals," 0MG TC
Document 94.4.18, 1994.
"OMG.Object Query Service Specification, Joint Submission," 0MG TC Document 95.1.1, 1995).
ISO/IEC9075:1992, Database SQL.
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Query:
select v.no, v.name
from
VDept v
where v.no < 10
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FIG. 5
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Query:
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Query:
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to other objects.The objectscontainreferences, and collections of references, to other objects in the database, thus
leading to databases with complex nested structures.
A query can declaratively specify the contents of a view.
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
5 For relationaldatabases,a view is essentially a virtualtable
APPLICATION
havingvirtual rows and virtual columns of data. Although
views are not directlymapped to real data in storage, views
This application is relatedby commoninventorship and
can be used for retrieval as if the data they represent is
subjectmatterto copending U.S.patent application Ser. No.
Docket
Number
entitled
actually stored. A view can be used to present to a user a
08/853,294(Internal
5T9-97-071)
"A System, Method, and Program for Applying Query 10 single logical view of information that is actuallyspread
acrossmultiple tables.
RewriteTechnology to Object Building," filed on evendate
herewithby Michael J. Carey,et al., assigned to theAssignee
Object oriented (00) views provide a similar servicefor
hereof and entirely incorporated hereinby this reference.
objectdata as relational viewsdo for relationaldata.An 00
view is an alternative way of looking at data in objects
Thisapplication is relatedby subjectmatterto copending
contained in one or morequeryable collections. An00 view
U.S.patentapplication Ser.No.08/853,270 (InternalDocket
is a named specification of a virtual resultcollection. SimiNumber5T9-97-052) entitled "Optimized Caching ofSQL
Data In An Object Server System" filed on even date
larly to relational views, the bodies of some 00 views in
some 00 systems can be queriesthat declaratively specify
herewithby GopiK. Attaluri et al., assigned to the Assignee
hereof and entirely incorporated hereinby this reference. 20 the contents oftheview.Incontrastwithrelational schemas,
schemasare defined witha rich set oftypes that include
A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 00
multivalued attributes such as collections. These types
contains materialwhich is subject to copyright protection.
directlymodelhierarchical and many-to-many relationships
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile
in the application'sschema. For example, a department has
of
the
document
or
the
reproduction by anyone
patent
patent
a set of
an employee has a set of children, and
disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office 25 so on. employees,
file
or
but
otherwise
reserves
all
records,
patent
copyright
Objectsand Views are furtherdiscussed in the following:
rights whatsoever.
"Updating Relational Databases through Object-Based
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Views"; Thierry Barsalou,ArthurM. Keller,NikiSiambela,
30 Gio Wiederhold;Proc. ACM-SIGMOD International Con1. Field of the Invention
ference on ManagementofData, Denver, June 1991.
The present invention relates to systems, methods and
"The MultiView 00DB ViewSystem: Designand Impleprogramsin the field of integratingobject technologywith
HarumiA. Kuno and Elke A. Rundensteiner;
mentation;"
database technology in a client/server environment, and
University of Michigan Technical Report CSE-TR-241-95.
more specifically, building objects by a query engine in
"Object Views: Extending the Vision"; Sandra Heiler,
responseto a query by retrieving results from a database or
other data source, and returning handles to application
Stanley Zdonilc; Proc. IEEE International Conference on
DataEngineering90, April 1990.
objects as query results for further use as such by the
application.
"Objectsand Views"; Serge Abiteboul,AnthonyBonner;
ACM-SIGMOD International Conference on Management
2. Description of the Related Art
40
ofData, ACM 2/91.
Databases are computerized information storage and
"On View Support in Object-Oriented Database Sysretrievalsystems. Arelationaldatabase management system
Won Kim, WilliamKelley; Modern Database Sysis
a
database
which
tems";
(RDBMS)
management system (DBMS)
tems: The Object Model,Interoperability, and Beyond, Part
uses relational techniques for storing and retrieving data.
Relationaldatabases are organized into tableswhichconsist 45 1/Next-GenerationDatabase Technology,chapter 6, 1995.
of rows and columnsof data. The rows are formally called
"Towards Heterogeneous MultimediaInformationSystems: The GarlicApproach"; M. J. Carey, L. M. Haas, P. M.
tuples.Adatabase can have many tablesand each table can
have multiple tuples and multiple columns. The tables are
Schwarz, M.Arya,W. F Cody,R. Fagin,M. Flickner, A. W.
Luniewski, W. Niblack, D. Petkovic, J. Thomas, J. H.
typicallystored on random access storage devices (DASD)
such as magnetic or opticaldisk drives for semi-permanent
Williams and E. L. Wimmers; Proc. 1995, IEEE Workshop
on Research Issues in Data Engineering, Taipei, Taiwan,
storage.
A DBMS is structured to accept commands to store, March 1995.
"Queries and Views in an Object-Oriented Data Model;"
retrieve, and delete data. One widelyused and well known
set of commandsis called the Structured Query Language
U. Dayal; Proc. 2nd International Workshop on Database
(SQL). The current SQL standardis known informally as ss Programming Languages; editors, Richard Hull, Ron
SQL/92. The definitions for SQL provide that a DBMS
Morrison, and DavidStemple, Gleneden Beach,June 1989.
should respondto a particular querywith a particular set of
The integration of object technology and database sysdata given a specified database content, but the method that
temshas been an activearea of research for thepastdecade.
the DBMSuses to actuallyfind the required information in
One importantaspect of the integration of these two techthe tables on the disk drives is left up to the DBMS.There 60 nologies is the provision of efficient, declarative query
can bemore than onemethodthat canbe usedby the DBMS
interfaces for accessing and manipulating object data. Comto access the required data. The DBMS will optimizethe
pared to other aspects of object-oriented database (00DB)
methodused to find the data requested in a queryin orderto
technology, such as integrating persistence into objectminimizethe computertime used and,therefore, the cost of
orientedlanguageslike C++ and Smalltalk, queries were
doing the query.
65 given relatively little attentionin the early days of 00DB
In object-oriented databases (00DB), the database is
research. See "Third Generation Data Base System
Manifesto, MikeStonebraker et al, Computer Standards&
organized into objectshavingmembers that can be pointers
SYSTEM, METHOD,AND PROGRAM FOR
OBJECT BUILDING IN QUERIES OVER
OBJECT VIEWS

s
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Interfaces, 12, December1991. In "Object-Oriented Database Systems: Promise, Reality, and Future," Won Kim,
Proc. 19th International Conference on Very Large Data
Bases, Dublin, August 1993, it is pointed out that most
commercial 00DB systemsarequiteweakin this regard. As 5
the 00DB field has developed, however, a number of
proposals for 00DB querylanguages have appeared in the
database literatureincluding the following:
"A Data Model and Query Language for EXODUS,"
Proc.ACM-SIGMODInternationalConference onManage- 10
ment of Data, Carey, Michael; DeWitt, David;Vandenberg,
Scott; Chicago, June 1988.
"A Model of Queries for Object-Oriented Databases,"
Kim, Won; Proc. 15th International Conference on Very 15
Large DataBasses,Amsterdam, August 1989.
"AQuery Language for the 02 Object-Oriented Database
System,"Bancilhon, Francois; Cluet, S.; Delobel, C.; Proc.
2nd International Workshop on Database Programming

Languages, Hull, Richard; Morrison, Ron; Stemple, David, 20
editors; Gleneden Beach, June 1989, Morgan-Kaufmann
Publishers, Inc.
"Query Processingin the ObjectStore Database System,"
Orenstein, Jack; Haradhvala, Sam; Margulies, Benson;
Sakahara,Don;Proc.ACM-SIGMODInternationalConfer- 25
ence on Management ofData, San Diego, June 1992.
"CQL++: A SQL for a C++Based Object-Oriented
DBMS," Dar, S.; Gehani, N.; Jagadish,H.; Proc International Conference on Extending Data Base Technology,
Advances in Database Technology-EDBT '92. Lecture 30
Notes in Computer Science, Vienna, 1992. Springer-Verlag.
"Querying Object-Oriented Databases," Kifer, Michael;
Kim, Won; Sagiv,Yehoshua; Proc.ACM-SIGMODInternational Conference onManagement ofData, SanDiego,June
1992.

4
Data Access Builder (DAX), which is a part of IBM
VisualAge for C++ tools, is a GUI application that will
connect to DB2 relationaldatabases. For a certain set of
tables, DACwill build C++class definitions for rows inthe
table. Data can then be retrieved using a "Find By Key"
function. For example, given an employee it will generate a
C++class havingname,numberand salary. One can issue a
"Find By Key" functional call to retrieve the data for an
employee, e.g., employee number 25.
An ObjectStore gateway, DB Connect, is a relational
database gateway for the ObjectStore OODBMS from
Object Design,Inc. (ODI). Thisproductretrievesdata from
a relational database into an object-oriented database.
In summary, relational database management systems
(RDBMSs) store data in tables that can be queried using
languages like SQL. Tables can be defined intentionally
using views. Instead of explicitlystoring a set of rows, a
view derives its contents from other views and tables. Users
express queries overviewsin the sameway thatthey express
queries over tables. A view uses a query to specify its
contents. A view facility can provide a similar service for
Object-Oriented DBMSs (OODBMSS) as it does for relational DBMSs (RDBMSs).
Contraryto anRDBMS, an OODBMS manipulates application types in a seamless integration of programming
language types and database types. Therefore, handles on
application objects in the programming languageenvironment can be returned as query results from an OODBMS.
However, since views are derived typesmanipulated by the
DBMS,queries cannot returnhandles to views as application types.
Relational databases haveviews that can be queried in a
similar fashionas tablesare queried. Likewise,itisdesirable
to be able to queryobjectviewsin object oriented databases
in a manner similar toqueryingobjects.However, aproblem
existsbecauseobject-oriented databases can returnhandles
on applicationobjects,but if a view is to be returned, the
object for the view does not exist and thereforeits handle

"ObjectQuery Language," Atwood, Tom; Duhl, Joshua;
Ferran, Guy;Loomis, Mary;Wade, Drew;ObjectDatabase
Standards:ODMG-93 Release 1.1, R. G. G. Cattell, editor,
Morgan-Kaufmann Publishers, Inc., 1993.
40 cannot be returned.
"Experiences building the open oodb query optimizer,"
Forexample, in arelationaldatabase management system,
Blakeley, Jose; McKenna, William J.; Graefe,Goetz,Proc.
if thereis a table of"Employees" and auser wanted a view
ACMSIGMOD InternationalConference onManagement of
of "highsalaried employees" called "RichEmployee" where
Data, Washington, D.C., May 1993.
employee salary is greater than 100,000, then the "RichFor example, 02 and ObjectStore (ObjectStore is a tradeEmployee"view can be manipulated in a same manner as
mark of Object Design, Inc.) each provide their own flavor
the table "Employee" can be manipulated. However, the
of an object query language. ObjectStore'squery language view "RichEmployee" is only knownby the database, i.e.,
is an extension to the expression syntaxof C++. 02's query the user never gets a handle on any of the high salaried
languageis generallymore SQL-like, and hasbeen adapted
employee objects.The user only gets returnedthe attributes
into a proposed 00DB querylanguage standard (OODMG- so requested. In contrast, in an object-oriented database man93)by a consortium of 00DB system vendors, but it differs
agementsystem, besides getting the attributes, e.g., name,
from SQL in a number of respects. (See, "Object Query
number, and salary, the user can also get a handle on the
actualobject. As such, the database object and the applicaLanguage," Atwood, T.; Duhl, J.; Ferran, G.; Loomis, M.;
and Wade, D.; Object Database Standards:ODMG-93
tion object are reallythe same, and the user can get handles
Release 1.1, Cattell, R. G. G., editor, Morgan-Kaufmann ss on them. As described, the implementation of views suffer
Publishers, Inc., 1993; and "Observations onthe ODMG-93
problemsbecause viewsare virtual, i.e., they don't actually
exist. As long as the user performsthe typical relational
Proposal," Kim, W.,ACMSIGMODRecord, 23 (1), March
1994.)
operations onviews thatwill retrieve justthe fieldsfromthe
Anotheraspectof integrating objecttechnology and data"RichEmployee" view, e.g., number, name, and salary,the
basesystemshasbeenthe buildingofobjectsfromrelational 60 user will not haveany problems. However, the user can not
data. Persistence Software, Inc.,providesan Object Builder
get ahandle on the "RichEmployee" view andthereforecan
notperformother operations on this view, e.g., run methods
for generating snap-in database objects whichmaprelational
that may involve other data outside ofthe framework ofthe
database information into an object application. (See,
the
of
with
Rela"RichEmployee" view.
"Enabling Integration ObjectApplications
tional Databases"; Persistence Software, Inc.; http:// 65 Aswithanydatabase management systemsuch as objectoriented or relational, query rewrite transformations and
www.persistence. com/persistence/pageTwo pages!
techoview.htn; 4/2/97 1:40PM.)
system-managed queryoptimization are essentialfeaturesto
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queryperformance. Queryrewrite transformations for optimizing queries have been developed
previously for relational DBMSS. See "Extensible/Rule
Based Query Rewrite Optimization in Starburst," Hamid
Pirahesh,JosephM. Hellerstein, andWagar Hasan,InProc.
ACM-SIGMOD International Conference on Management
of Data, San Diego, June 1992; "Magic is Relevant,"
Inderpal Singh Mumick, Sheldon J. Finkelstein, Hamid
Pirahesh, and Raghu Ramakrishnan, In Proc. ACMSIGMOD International Conference on Management of
Data, pages 247—258, Atlantic City, May 1990; and "The
Magic of Duplicates and Aggregates," Inderpal Singh
Mumick, Hamid Pirahesh, and Raghu Ramakrishnan, In
Proc. 16th International Conference on Very Large Data
Bases, Brisbane, August 1990. Many of these transformations also apply for Object Query Systems. However, new
query rewrite transformations that apply specifically to
Object Query Systems still need to be developed. See "A
General Framework for the Optimization ofObject-Oriented
Queries," Sophie Cluet and Claude Delobel, In Proc.ACMSIGMOD International Conference on Management of
Data, San Diego,June 1992.

transaction, however,other embodiments maykeepthe view
types in the query engine catalogsfor different durations,
i.e., acrossmultiple transactions, and in a different manner.
A "view type" is introduced herein to preservethe distinction between classes and collections that is found in many
OODBMSs and OOSs. A single view type can be used for
multiple views, multi-valued view columns, as well as
instanceview columns. As such, the view type is analogous
to the class or type and the view is analogous to the

ensure acceptable

10 collection.

The tool will also createobjectlanguage(e.g., C++) class
definitions whichare storedin an application file.Therefore,
this same software tool isused to create bothbindingsfor the
programmer based upon the schemasand methodology of
the desired view and view type. Once the schemas and
methodology are received by the tool, such as through
graphicalrepresentations of the schemas and methodology
specified by a user using a graphicaluser interface (GUI),
the tool generates the view type definition and the matching
20 applicationclass definition basedupon the rules applied by
the query system to create objects,from that view, in the
memory attiertwo usedby the querysystem. Aprogrammer
could possibly create the view type definition and class
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
definition by hand in a similar fashion as the tool does by
creating a view and knowingthe rules to create the corre25
It is, therefore, an object of this inventionto provide a
sponding class definition with the right constructor. A conmetadata organization along with query processing algostructoris a specialmethod on a type that is calledto build
rithmsthat allowreturning,as query results,handles onview
or initialize an object of that type. A constructor for an
objects as application types.
employee type would be an employee constructor having
It is a furtherobject of this invention to render views as 3Q parameters of number, name, and salary. To create an
application types from queries so that a query system can
employee object, the constructor is called, and it will inibuild, in memory, mock objects based upon view types
tialize number, name, salary, and other information. It is a
whichcan thenbereturnedas resultsand manipulated bythe
different step than allocating storage for the object. Instead,
application.
it is associated with the initialization of the data portion of
The preferredembodiment of this invention is used in a
the object. If a view type is defined which is drawn from
three tier environment having a client as the first tier, an
relational tables, there is a metadata catalog description of
the view type and a class definition that has a constructor
object query service in a second tier, and a RDBMSat the
thirdtier.Aclient,at tier one,issuesaqueryover aview. The
like mechanism that the query system is aware of, and will
query engine of the object queryservice will pushdownas
dynamically invoke. The parameters that the query system
many predicates of the query as possible to a relational 40 will pass to the constructor are based upon certain rules
database management system (RDBMS), having its own
which are basedupon what the querysystemwill see in the
view type definition. The querysystem will lookat the view
queryengine, on tierthree.The RDBMSreturnstuplesto the
object queryservice.As necessary, the object query service
type definition, and based upon its contents, the query
builds objectsin its memory and resolvespredicates, which
system will make certain assumptions and determine what
have not been pushed down to the RDBMS, from its
information to include in the call to the constructor to
re-build objects in the memory. Therefore, the metadata
memory. The object query service returns, to the client,
handles on query results which may contain application
description, i.e., the view type in the catalog,and the object
objects built or rendered in memory by the object query
language (e.g., C++) class definitions have to match for
service.The query engine ofthe object query serviceon tier
object creation. The signatures, i.e., the parameters (e.g.,
two will perform rewrite optimization techniques on the
number, name and salary) should also closely match to
enhanceoptimization.
query in order to minimizethe building of objects in the
memoryof the object query service.
The query system creates instances of the objects in a
It should be notedthatboth the objectqueryserviceattier
cache memory when the query system receivesa querythat
two and the relational database management system have
references a view. In one embodiment, the instances of
their own query engine. The use of the terms queryengine, ss objects arecreatedevery time that a query is received that
references a view. In another embodiment, the query is
querysystem,and queryservice hereinshallrefer to the tier
two system unless made specifically clear by the words or
optimized in order to avoid creating objects for some
context that the RDBMS system at tier three is being
queries, eventhough thequeryreferences aview. Copending
referenced.
application, Ser. No. 08/853,294 (Internal Docket Number
The various aspects of the system, method, and program 60 5T9-97-071)entitled "ASystem, Method, and Programfor
of this invention are summarized as follows. Aprogrammer
Applying Query Rewrite Technology to Object Building"
filed on evendate herewithby MichaelJ. Carey et al., and
creating an application in an object language (e.g., C++)
hereinincorporated by reference, disclosessome optimizamay desire a specific view of the data from the relational
tion techniques.
database.The programmer may use a programming tool to
create a view type definition which is stored in the query 65 When the query system createsinstancesof the objects,
the objectsare storedinacachememoryinthe querysystem
engine catalogsat tier two. The view type may be storedin
the query engine catalogs at least for the duration of a
server at tier two. The objects stored in the memory are

s

s
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referredto as"mock"(i.e.,proxy) objectssincethese objects
do notcontainany data themselves. Theywill redothe same
computations that a view would do to derive its data. For
example, ifa "RichEmployee" viewtype isdefined in terms
of "Employee", in memory, the view type object of "RichEmployee" would have in its data portion a handle on
"Employee". All of the members of that type would be
derivedfrom "Employee". What is beingbuilt in memory is
a real object,butthe objectderivesit data from other things,
e.g., rows. For example, an "Employee"object may be
derivedfrom a row in a database. The database row will be
built in the memory of tier two. Then the view type object
"Employee"will be built in memory in tier two and inside
of it will be a pointerto the row in memory. The client on
tier one gets a proxy, i.e.,a remote handle on the instance(s)
ofthe objectresidingin the querysystemserverat tier two.
Copending Application Ser. No. 08/853,270 (Internal
Docket Number ST9-97-052) entitled"Optimized Caching
of SQL Data In An Object Server System", by Gopi K.
Attaluriet al. hereinincorporated by reference, discloses the
caching techniques used for the instances of objects to
ensure consistency of the data. In the simplest case, the
server transactions on tier two are in sync with the server
transactionson tier three. The cache on tier two is kept as
long as atransaction on tier threehas not beencommitted or
rolled back. Ifboth transactions are in sync on tier two and
tierthree,thecacheis flushed ontiertwo ifthereis a commit
or rollbackon tier three. This guarantees that for a transaction having repeatable reads, which has a high level of
locking,when data is retrieved from the cache on tier two,
that data is consistentwith the database at tier three. Since
the cache at tier two is flushed if there is a commit or
rollback at tier three, this guarantees that any updates
committed for atransaction on tier threewill be reflected in
tier two for any subsequenttransaction in tier two.
With the caching techniques described above, if a transaction at tier two has repeatable reads of an instance of an
object, it is guaranteed to have the same values throughout
the transaction at tier one. Likewise, if an applet had a
handle to an object at tier two and it issueda commit, the
cache at tier two would be flushed, and the applet should
abandon the use of all objects manipulated during the
transaction. Then,ifthe appletrequests data from an object,
it will get refreshedvalues for instancesof the object.
The application uses its class definition to understand the
data receivedback. That is why the class definitions stored
in the application file and the view type definitions storedin
thequeryengine catalogsare generated using the same rules
andhavinga similar signature(e.g.,matchingattribute name
and type) in orderto maintainconsistencybetween the two.
The rulesused to generatethe class definitions and theview
type definitions, andwhich areused also by the queryengine
for object building, are as follows:
Givena view collection v of view type V and an associated implementation M for V specified as a SELECT
statement, ifview objects of type V are to be created by a
query over v, then
IfVis aview type,the objectbuilding procedure callused
to buildV has arguments whose orderingis thatofelements
in the FROMclause of M. If the ith elementin the FROM
clauseis a view type, then ahandle on the bindingto the ith
elementis passed as argument to the objectbuildingprocedure call. (In the examples below, the build-object function
is used for this purpose.)
IfVisa viewtype andthe ithelementin theFROMclause
of M is a relational table,the objectbuildingprocedurecall

8
used to create V has as its ith element a row type that is
passed asargument tothecall.The row typeis a generictype
that is built based upon the schemaof a database row. The
orderofarguments is givenby the orderof columnspresent
5 in the row type.
As such, the preferred embodiment of this invention is
query driven and generatesobjects from views, instead of
just generatingobjects from a mechanism basedupon a one
to one correspondence between a relational schema and an
10 object schema which has been the typical approach used
when relational technology is being integratedwith object
technology. In these previous objectbuilders,akey function,
whichallowsnavigation of objectsthroughpointers,is used
to drive the object builder,and not a given query or view
15 definition. In contrast, in the preferred embodiment of this
invention, itisthe givenqueryand the view definition ofthe
view type used in the query that drives the object builder.
The preferredembodiment of this inventionalso contains a
query optimization function which determines in which
20 situations or cases objectsshould be built.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
For a more complete understanding of this invention,
is now made to the followingdetaileddescription
of the embodiments as illustrated in the accompanying

25 reference

drawing, wherein:

30

FIG. 1 illustratesrow types for relationaltables;
FIG. 2 illustratesaliases for relationaltables;
FIG. 3 illustratesview collections over relational tables,
and represents view type definitions that wouldbe stored in
the catalogs of the queryengine of an object query service;
FIG. 4 illustratesa C++ rendering of Employee Department Objects, and represents the object language class
definitions that would be stored in the application file;
FIG. 5 is a simple query rewrite transformation for
membernames;
FIG. 6 illustratesquery rewrite transformation for path

40 expressions;

FIG. 7 illustrates queryrewrite transformations for object

building;

FIG. S illustrates query rewrite transformation for business object methods; and
FIGS.9A, 9B, and 9C are functional blockdiagramsof a
processing environment incorporating the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
50

The preferred embodiment of this invention providesan
object-oriented database (00DB) view facility based on
object-oriented SQL (00-SQL) queries. The preferred
embodiment also uses relational-style query rewrite techss niques along with other rewritetechniques that specifically
address the optimization ofbuilding objects.
One reason for providing such an 00DB view facility is
to make it possiblefor different users oruser groups to have
different perspectives on the same object data, as with
60 relational views. This has been the primary motivation for
variousobjectview facilityproposals that have appeared in
the research literature. (See, U. Dayal; Queries and Views in
an Object-Oriented Data Model; In Richard Hull, Ron
Morrison, and David Stemple, editors, Proc. 2nd Interna65 tional Workshop on Database Programming Languages,
Gleneden Beach,June 1989; Morgan-Kaufmann Publishers,
Inc. See also, Sandra Heiler and Stanley Zdonik; Object
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Views: Extendingthe Vision; In Proc. 6th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering, pages 86—93, Los
Angeles, April 1990. See also,SergeAbiteboulandAnthony
Bonner; Objectsand Views; In Proc.ACM-SIGMOD Inter-

view type VTEmp. Since the dept memberof VTEmp is a
single reference to a view type, we call this memberan
instance view column. The emps member of VTDept is
referred to as a multi-valued view column since it is a

national Conference on Management of Data, pages
238—247, Denver, June 1991. See also, MichaelKifer, Won
Kim, and Yehoshua Sagiv; Querying Object-Oriented Databases;In Proc.ACM-SIGMOD International Conference on
Management of Data, San Diego, June 1992.)
In addition, having an 00DB view facility makes it
possible to make 00DB data, which is usually stored as
complex nested structures, appear as relational tables for
access by legacy relational tools and applications (e.g.,
ODBC based applications and relationalmiddleware products [See Microsoft; Programmer's Reference, Microsoft
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15

Open Database Connectivity Software Development Kit,
1992.]) Conversely, flat relational tablescan be transformed
into complex nested structures for use by object-oriented
applications. This latter function is the focus in the description of the preferred embodiment of this invention.
20
A view facility of the preferred embodiment of this
inventionis part of a larger object query service used to
retrieve data from object-oriented databases (OODBs) and

object-oriented systems (OOSs). The overall 00-SQL
object query service which incorporates the preferred
embodiment of this inventionis an 0MGcompliantobject
query service, (See "OMC. Object Services Request for
Proposals,"0MGTCDocument94.4.18, 1994; and "0MG.
Object Query Service Specification, Joint Submission,"
0MGTCDocument 95.1.1, 1995), whichisbaseduponSQL
queriesand other technology for handlingthe requirements
of object technology. The 00-SQL Object Query Service
providesSQLbasedqueryaccessto object-oriented systems
(OOSs)(e.g., VAC++, SOM,and Component BrokerSeries)
and object-oriented database management systems
(OODBMSs) (e.g., ObjectStore). In contrast to the
ObjectStore, 02, and ODMC-93 queryinterfaces, 00-SQL
is embodied in an 00DB queryinterfacethat provides an
upwardcompatible extension to SQL-92 (ISOANSI.Database Language SQL ISO/IEC 9075: 1992, 1991). This
enables programmers familiar with SQL to write 00DB
queries without learning an entirely new language. They
simply learnabout the object extensions. Also, this enables
the manytools that havebeenbuilt for relational systemsto
access 00DB dataviainterfaces suchas ODBC. (Microsoft.
Programmer's Reference, Microsoft Open Database Connectivity SoftwareDevelopment Kit, 1992.)
The techniques used to resolve views in relational
DBMSs are extendedand adapted to object views in the
preferredembodiment ofthis invention. Queryrewritetechniques are used to resolve object queries overviews which
can have multi-valued view columns, instance view
columns, and path expressionsthat traverse view columns.
To preservethe distinction between classes and collections
that is foundin many OODBMSs and OOSs, the notion of
"view type" is introduced. Asingle viewtype can beused for
multiple views, multi-valued view columns, as well as
instanceview columns. As such,the view type is analogous
to the class or type and the view is analogous to the
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collection.
Object-Oriented DBMSs (OODBMSs) offer a seamless
integration of application typesand database types. In contrastwith queries overrelationaldatabases thatreturnvalues
that correspond to attributes in the rows of tables, queries
over Object-Orienteddatabases
can returnhandlesto applicationobjects as queryresults.Returninghandleson applicationobjectsis aproblem for queriesoverviews. Views are
understood by the query engine, but have no representation
as application types. In the preferred embodiment of this
invention, the problem of returning view types as application objectsis addressed. The process of rendering application objectsfrom views and view typesis referred to herein
as "objectbuilding".Object buildingisperformed underthe
controlof the query engine duringqueryevaluation. There
are two classes of queries that are affected by object building: 1) queries that returnview typesas query results,and 2)
queries that invoke methodson view types. Both types of
queries are addressed in the preferred embodiment of this
invention. In addition new queryrewritealgorithms are used
to optimizethesequeries.
Description Of A Three Tier Environment
FIG. 9A showsa highlevel view of a threetier environment of the preferred embodiment of this invention that is
representative of the next wave of client/server environments. Insteadofjust two components or tiers, a client and
a server, there are threecomponents, or tiers,190, 290, 390.
The serveris the same,i.e., a database management system
391 is on tier three 390. However, what was previously
referredto as the client is nowan object server, referred to
as a Component Broker Series Server or businessobjects
server, which contains the object query service 291 on tier
two 290. The client application 191 on tier one 190 of this
three tier environment is mostly comprised ofjust presentationlogic, such as thatprovidedby aJavaAppleton aweb
browser, e.g., a NETSCAPE browser. Most of the previous
application logic is on the object server on tier two. The
communication protocol between the application 191on tier
one 190 and the object server on tier two 290 are remote
calls,i.e., the methodson objects(e.g., for employee object
it may entailmethodsrelating to hire, fire, raisesalary,etc.).
For example, CORBA (Common Object Request Broker
Architecture, from OMgG, Object Management Group) can
be used between tier one and tier two. This includes
00-SQL, objectorientedSQL 199, used by the application
to run queries.
The client 191 will use the businessobjects292 on the
object server at tier two 290 to do most of its processing,
which is primarily presentationwork. For example, if tier
one issuesthe statement "selectb from employee business
objectbwhereb.no=21",the clientapplicationgets a handle
on employee 21 by opening a cursor on the result and
fetchingthe firstthing out. Employee 21 is an objecton tier
two on the object server, and the client on tier one gets a
proxy OBJ 192, i.e., a remote handle on that employee
object residingin the object. As another example, a JAVA
applet at the client 191 on tier one may issue a query 199
such as "select e from employee business object e where
e.salaryis greater than 10". Returned would be a handle 192
on businessobjectsfrom the memorycache 293 on tier two

collection.
60
Theview facility supportsthe definition ofview typesthat
include reference and set-valued columnsbased on other
views,thus allowingentire"viewschemas"to be created. In
the examplegiven in FIG. 3, the dept memberof the view
type VTEmp is a reference to an object of view type 65 290.
VTDept, and inversely, the emps memberof the view type
QE 193 is a query evaluatorobject. QE 193 and OBJ192
are proxies to tier two 290 that are being managed by
VTDeptis a view collection that contains references to the
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CORBA. Theclientapplication has a handle, QE 193,onthe
mostlyofpresentationlogic.The biggest part oftheprevious
client application logic now resides in the businessobjects
queryevaluatorthatis residing in the objectserver290. The
292. Thebusinessobjectstake theplace ofa largeportion of
application 191 submits a query, and the queryservice291
determines what to do to render that result, e.g., by submitthe client application logictypicalof a two tier client/server
ting a queryto the DBMS,e.g.,a RDBMS, 391 on tier three 5 environment. The protocol betweentier one and tier two is
390. The queryservice291 gets a result from the RDBMS,
the businessobject and operations on the businessobject,
and the protocol betweentier two and tier three is SQL and
performsan object building step, which accessesthe cache
rows.
293, and getsbusinessobjects back from the reactivation of
the database row. The results are now objects in the cache
The user wouldgetproxyobjects192 thatpoint to objects
293 and are returned asresultsto the application ashandles. 10 on the server which are business objects composed of a
OBJ192 is a handle on an objectview type in the memory.
businessobject (BO) portion296, i.e., an external interface
Thepreferredembodiment of this invention also involves
part, and a data portion (DO) 297 of the object. The data
interactionsbetween tier two 290 and tier three 390. The
portion is retrieved from the relationaldatabase on the third
communication betweenthe tier two 290 object server and
tier. The server application 298 is the ORB or Component
theserver391 on tier threeare SQL299 and tuples,i.e. rows 15 Broker Seriesmachinery onthe serverthatgets andmanages
399.
the requeston behalfofthe proxiesonthe client. ORB is an
The object server takes all of the existing legacy data
object request broker. For example a gecsalary from an
(such as hierarchical data, e.g. IMS, or relationaldata, e.g.,
employee objectwouldbehandledthroughtheserver application to dispatch the requestand to run the actual code to
DB2) and makes the data look, perform, and be used, like
objects. The user can now request a user's specified 20 implementthe methodon the server. A Composed Business
employeeview, and the object query service 291 has to
Object 292 is composed of multiple other objects. This
invention, however, does not distinguish between composed
figureout whatto do torenderit as objectsinmemory. Ifthe
data is coming from tables, objects may haveto be built.It
businessobjectsand otherbusinessobjects.In thepreferred
is important to note that the object server of the preferred
embodiment of this invention, a view type can aggregate
embodiment ofthis invention has a queryorientation. Other 25 multiple underlying objects,but they are not treateddifferapproaches have pulled data from the database and deposently. The query system of this invention would create
ited the data into a middle server as objects. However, in
objects 292 designated in FIG. 9B as BO and Composed
these other approaches, oncethe data appeared as objectsin
Business Objects.
the middle server, the objects no longer were capable of
FIG. 9C illustrates the portability aspect of the query
having queries run against them. In the business object 30 system including the schema access component921 andthe
server of the preferredembodiment of this invention, there
collection access component 922. The components of the
is an integrated environment where pointers in an applicaquery engine used in the Object Query Service (291, FIG.
tion can be followedas well as running queries.
9A) including the parser 905, queryrewrite 907, optimizer
The illusion being created is that of an object database
909 and queryevaluatorsubsystem 911, are similarto the
where the objectslive inthememorywhen actuallythe data 35 components of the query engine used in the relational
is comingfrom a relationaldatabase,(or any other type of database management system (RDBMS) 391.
Withreference to FIG. 9C, the queryengine ofthe object
non-object-oriented database such as hierarchical). The
communication betweenthe tier two 290 object server and
query service is described as follows. The application 191
therelationaldatabase on tier threeis completely automated.
issues00-SQL queries 199 through a Call Level Interface
The querysystem291 in the object serverdetermines what 40 (CLI) 913,suchasCORBA. The schema access component
921 gets the views and the schema of the businessobjects,
queries(or portionsof queries) to send off to the relational
database to solvethe query, andwhat queries(or portionsof
and information necessary to run methodsfrom the CBS
DataManager andMetadataRepository 923 which contains
queries) require the query system in the object server to
build objectsin the memory.
the catalogsfor the query engine. The queryengine parses
To match the functionsof each tier with corresponding 45 905 the query 904 and generates an internal representation
of the query called a query graph, i.e. a data structure
computercapability, typically, tier one is a networkcomOQGM(object querygraph model)906. The OQGM906 is
puter model or workstation, such as a networkcomputer
runningNETSCAPE, tier two is a workstation such as one
passed to the query rewrite component 907. The query
rewrite engine 907 applies transformations to the query.
runningUNIXorAIX, or evenWindows, and tier three is a
mainframesuch as one running MVS. However, all three so These query rewrite transformations 970 include the stantiers could be run on mainframes or workstations. In
dardrelational query rewritetechniques thatwere developed
for relational systemsand the query rewrite transformations
addition, the three tiers do not have to reside on three
for object building of the preferred embodiment of this
separatemachines. Theremaybeone, two orthreemachines
for these threetiers,i.e., one or more tiers maybe run on the
invention.
same machine.
55
Query rewriteis also affected by objectbuildingbecause
FIG. 9B illustrates in more detail the three tier environquery rewrite has to realize that it may have to build an
ment having a client191 on tier one 190, an objectserveron
object in certain situations. Object building typicallywill
tier two 290, and a relational database on tierthree390. The
occur in two situations such as when a user asks for it by
object query service 291 of this invention resides in the
requesting a handle on an object, or when a methodisbeing
InstanceManagerObject Services295 of the object server 60 run during a query and the onlyway the queryengine can
on tier two. Some embodiments mayhave different Instance
run the method is to build the object.
Manager Services295 for composed businessobjects, for
Object building also affects query optimization and query
relational table business objects, and for IMS business
evaluation. The calls tobuild the objects occurduringquery
evaluation. During queryevaluation, a step is added to build
objects,etc.
The end user 194 wouldbe workingatthe clientusing an 65 the objects in memory in order to return them to the
object-oriented language, such as C++or a JavaApplet,on a
application, if needed. Query evaluation calls the object
browser, i.e., the client application 191 which is comprised
building function which is inserted into the queryby query
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rewrite. Queryprocessing also determines whether anobject
needstobe builtand in whichsituations it can get bywithout
buildingthe objects.
After the rewrite phase, 907, the result is a query graph
908 that is used by the optimization phase 909. Each query
is then translated into an executable plan 910. If the data
comes from a relational database, the plans contain SQL
queries. Once translated,a queryplan (QPL) 912 is passed
to the Query Evaluation Subsystem, (QES) 911, where the
SQLqueries299 in the plan go to the relational DBMS 391.
Rows 399 are returned as the queryresult. If the data does
notneed to come from a relational database, then the Query
EvaluationSubsystem (QES) 911 runs the plans912 against
collections of objects. Returned to the application 901
(whichcould also be a user interacting directly through an
interface) through 00-SQL is an ordered collection of
objects 902 (e.g., CORBA businessobjects). Query results
include pointers to objects in stored collections. These
pointers are simply virtual memory addresses in an application program, so they must be valid pointers in the
application program's workspace in order to be useable for
further objectlanguage(e.g., C++, JAVA)basednavigation
and data manipulation.
The preferred embodiment of the invention could be
included in any Object Query Service for any ObjectOriented System (OOS) (e.g., VAC++, SOM, and Component Broker Series) and Object-Oriented DatabaseSystems
(OODBMS) (e.g., ObjectStore) and for any object-oriented
approach for utilizing legacy data (e.g., relationaldata or
hierarchical data). For example, IBM's DataAtlas and Team
Connection products will be embedding the ObjectStore
OODBMS in them, and will be using OOSQL for query
access to data. Thepreferredembodiment ofthe invention is
described with reference to the ComponentBroker Series
product which is being developed for the next wave of
client-serverapplications and which is basedupon a three
tier organization. The Component Broker Series object
query service will be using the object view technology
described in the preferred embodiment of this invention to
derivebusinessobjectsfrom legacy systemswhich include
relationalDBMSs. Client applications will be able to query
collectionsof businessobjects that are derivedfrom "relational tables".
The invention is also applicable to any object language,
includingbutnot limitedto Java, C++, IDL, which can have
systems that incorporate the techniques disclosed in the
preferredembodiment ofthis invention. For example, aC++
application would interact with the database by generating
C++classes, i.e.,proxy objectsfor items, from the application's perspective, that are in the database, which can be
generatedby tools. The C++ application programinteracts
with the C++ classes and can queryover themand navigate
them. Thiscan be done in any object language.
Object Buildingin Queries over Object Views
Whenthe objectqueryservice determines that, for agiven

statement, if view objects of type V are to be created by a

query overv, then
IfVis a viewtype,the objectbuildingprocedure call used
to build Vhas arguments whose orderingis that of elements
5 in the FROM clause of M. If the ith element in the FROM
clauseis a view type,then a handle on the binding to the ith
elementis passed as argument to the objectbuilding procedure call.(In the examplesbelow, the build object function
is used for this purpose.)
10
IfVis aview type and the ith elementin the FROMclause
of M is a relationaltable,the object building procedure call
used to create V has as its ith element a row type that is
passed asargument tothecall.The row typeis a generictype
that is built based upon the schemaof a database row. The
15 orderofarguments is givenby the orderof columnspresent
in the row type.
Row Types
OODBMSs distinguish between type and collections of
elementtypes. Ifacollection is atypeextent,then it contains
20 all instances
of a given type. Relational DBMSs do not
introduce such distinctions. Althougha table has a schema,
a table isn't considered to be a type.If tablesare to be used
as parameters to mappedtype, these must be associated to a
type similarly to other collections in an object-oriented
25 environment. As such, row types are defined where the
arguments correspond to columnsof the row/table.A table
would then contain all instances of the defined row type.
Examples of row types are given in FIG. 1.
Referring to FIG. 1, department table row type, row type
30 db2dept 110, has a department number111, name 112, floor
113, and state 114. The department number111 is specified
as the primarykey 115. The employee table row type, row
type db2emp 120, has a number121, name 122, salary123,
and department id 124 whichconveyswhichdepartment the
35 employee works in. FIG. 1 illustratesa relationalview. To
relate employee with department one would write a SQL
querythat wouldstate that employees department id 124 is
equal to department number 111 of the department.
Usingobject mapping, a handle on an object, which is a
40 pointer, department pointer"dept" to view type department,
would be returned to the application. If in writing an
application, the name of the employee and the department
name is desired, the pointer in the employee object is
followed to get the department name from the department
45 object. This is a more direct way for an application to
interact with the database. It is more natural for a
C++programmer, or any other programmer using an object
language, to view the database as application types as
opposed to flat relationaltables.
so
Once a table type has been defined, it can be referenced
in an alias, as givenin FIG. 2. FIG. 2 presentsaliases that
define a set of relational tables; the alias names 212,222 can
appear in 00-SQLmappingqueries or mapped collections.
An aliascreatesaname for aremote tableonthe local object
55 query service. For example dbl 224 is a database name,
kiernan 225 is the owner, and emp 226isthe table name.The
query, objects need to be built to either return them as
table type is db2emp 223. The schema specifies table names
results, or to run methodsthat are used in predicates, the
as types. The table dbl.kiernan.emp must have the same
queryengine producesanoptimizedqueryplan thatincludes
columnsof the same type as the table type db2emp. The
objectbuildingto createapplicationobjectsthat correspond
to views. Returned from object building are handlesto the 60 statement "alias for db2emp for db2emp (dbl.kiernan.emp)"
tells the system that the table dbl.kiernan.empshould be
corresponding application objects.
Therules usedby the queryengine for objectbuilding are
part of the query or be involvedin a view.
driven from metadatain the form of views and view types.
View Types and Class Definitions
The rules for objectbuildingfrom metadataare first given,
FIG. 3 defines collections that presentan object-oriented
and then a set of illustrative examples are presented.
65 mappingofrelationaltables. FIG. 4 defines the application
Givena view collection v of view type V and an associtypes(i.e.,object language (e.g., C++) class definitions) that
ated implementation M for V specified as a SELECT
correspond to the view type definitions given in FIG. 3.
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methods of the types as shown in FIG. 4. A method is
mappedtypes can be retrieved as instances of application objects. For example, the following query returns
denoted as ( ) for the objectlanguage used in FIG. 4. For
instancesof type VTEmp contained in the view collection
example, a simple methodis sal ( ). If there is a handle on
the employee object, one can then get the salary. In this
VEmp with salaries greaterthan 10: selecte from VEmp e
where e.sal>10
5 simple method, the data in the employee object already
Thereis an application type defined in an objectlanguage
contains the salary. As such, the result is returned easily.
However, in another example, an employee object may be
(e.g., C++or CORBAIDL)whichcorresponds to view type
renderedfor whichthe user desiresto find the department.
VTEmp.(The application type is generated, alongwith the
view type, by a tool.) The query system assumes that the
The department may notbe part ofthe data ofthe employee
application type constructor (for objectbuilding) acceptsa 10 object, and the department objectmaynotpresentlybe inthe
list of arguments that are handles to objects given in the
memory. The dept () method would then have a pointer to
a name within a department object via the method
mapped type's "from" clause. In the above query, the type
constructor for VTEmp acceptsa handle on a row ofa table
"e.dept ( ).name ( )". In implementation, the department
identified by the correlationvariable "e". The organization
object wouldbe renderedor reactivated in memory.
of the row object is given by the table type. In the above is As shownin FIG. 3 type VTEmp 310 and type VTDept
330, are the view types, view type employee and view type
example, a row objectfor "e" has columnsno, name,salary,
did.
department, defined in the querylanguage. Also shown are
In FIG. 3, the VTEmp type has a member"dept" that is
collections of the view types. VEmp311 is a collection of
a referenceto an instance of the mappedtype VTDept. The
viewtype employees (VTEmp) 310. Itdrawsits resultsfrom
implementation of this columnis a subquery that returnsa 20 a table,db2emp 312. Likewise, VDept331 is acollection of
handle on a row of table db2dept that corresponds to the
view type department (VTDept) 330. It draws its results
from a table, db2dept 332. One of the functionsshown in
employee'sdepartment. Similarly, mappedtype VTDepthas
amember"emps"thatisacollection ofinstances ofmapped
FIG. 3 is that of generating a nested schema in the views
from flat relational schemas. For example, view type
type VTEmp, and it is implemented using a subquery. The
subqueryformsthe setofemployee rows that correspond to 25 employee (VTEmp) 310 has a pointer (VTDept*) 313 to
view type department (VTDept) 330, and view type departemployees in a department "d".
FIG. 3 represents view type definitions that would be
ment(VTDept) 330hasaset orcollection 333 ofemployees.
stored in the query engine catalog of tier two. FIG. 4
VTDept 330 has a collection of pointers
represents the object language class definitions that are
(Collection<VTEmp*>) 333 to employees. If there is a
stored in the application file.
30 department object, one can iterate over the collection of
The object languageclass definitions are also accessible
employees to getthe employees ofa specific department i.e.,
to the objectquery serverthroughCORBA dynamic method
a department object instance.
invocation. If the object query server had a handle on an
Inacacheat any giventime, theremaybe C++objects that
object it could also invoke the methodsdynamically. For
represent some of the data and other C++objects that repexample, if the user on tier one issues a query"give me a 35 resent a different view ofthe same data. Aproblem arises as
handle on employee number21", theuser gets the handle by
to what to do with all of the different objects that are
interrelated in a cache. C++code needs to be generated that
having a variable in memory"e" pointingoff to a proxy on
allows the application to manipulate these objects. The
employee21. A user may then request, e.g., using Java,
"salary=e.gecsalary ( )" which invokes a method on tier
preferred embodiment of this inventionprovides a system,
one on a proxy. Thiswill involve a privateprotocol,which 40 method, and programfor generating object language (e.g.,
is CORBAcompatible or compliant, to tier two. Tier two C++) objectsand methodsthat will allow a programmer to
will use ORB to perform the operation on behalfof the user
operate on views of data in terms of the programming
on tier one and will call the getsalary ( ) method on the
objects. The objects will behave and look like, i.e., be
identical to,types in memory thatthe application is manipuequivalent object in tier two. The object server on tier two
will have a handle on the object in the memory of tier two, 45 lating in its application spacevia C++, Java, IDL, or other
and itwill call the getsalary () method for tier one.On tier
object language.
To get the generated C++definitions shownin FIG. 4, the
two, besides running queriesto retrieveresults,once it gets
the objectin memory, it uses the methodsto manipulate the
following scenario would typically take place. Given a
relational database, a C++programmer would use a GUI
objects upon a reference by the user. The user references
them through the class definitions. Oncea user has a handle so based tool to generateview type definitions (FIG. 3). Asthe
on an object, the user can then get the object's attributes,
programmer writes the application, the programmer would
ask for the C++ classes (FIG. 4) that implement the view
e.g., getnumber,geCname, getsalary.
In FIG. 4class VTEmp 410 and class VTDept430 are the
types (FIG. 3). The tool would automatically generate the
classes which the programmer can make use of. The tool
object language(e.g., C++) class implementations for the
corresponding view types, type VTEmp 310 and type 55 would examinethe view definition and use the view definition to generate the class definition. In a preferred tool
VTDept330 shown in FIG. 3.The query system will use the
view types of FIG. 3 to determine what it needs to do to
embodiment, the tool would havea graphical user interface
build an object in memory that will function with the
(GUI)that would allowthe user/programmer to graphically
implementation given in FIG. 4. Contrary to relational
represent relationships among data types in the relational
database queries where the results are passive, the query 60 database. The tool would then automatically generatethe
view type definitions and the object languageclass definisystem of this invention returns a handle on an object that
can referenceotherobjects.From one pieceof data, the user
tions from the user's graphicalrepresentation.
could possibly reach limitlessamountsof other data from
The preferred embodiment of this invention enables a
the database. As such, the returned handles on the objects
querysystem,whichknowsnothingaboutthespecific object
can invokedatabase operations indirectly, i.e.,not explicitly 65 language whichhasbeenused to generate the specific object
using the queryinterface. The capability to presentthe data
language class definitions, to render objectsin the memory
as if it resides in memory is accomplished through the
based upon view definitions. The system, method, and
These
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kept track of. For example, if "high salaried employee" is
boundto "employee",then this link is kepttrack of. Ifthe
that, in relationalsystems, views are virtual tables. When
salaryofa "highsalaried employee" is desired, then the data
of employee cached in the memory is looked at. It is not
they are referenced in queries,the query rewritecomponent
and the optimizer convert the query over the view to an 5 necessarily retrieved from the database.If there are repeatable reads and locks on the data, and the data is brought in
equivalent queryoverthe base data in the database. Assuch,
duringthe transaction, then the data cachedin the memory
instances of the view never have to be actually created or
from which the virtual type is based on, is consistent with
materialized, i.e., stored in memory. Therefore, instances of
respect to the transaction. The cache is flushed when the
the view do not actually exist. The preferred embodiment
transaction is committed or aborted. Consistency is then
provides a framework as if the views, in terms of objects, 10 guaranteed for the duration of the transaction.
An optimized
actually do exist. In an object-oriented programming world,
is further disclosed in copending U.S.
caching
technique
instances of objects are materialized in memory. This
application Ser. No. 08/853,279 (Internal Docket Number
enables a programmer/application to use the objects in
5T9-97-052) entitled"Optimized Caching Of SQLData In
memory, run methodson them, and point to objectsfrom
An Object ServerSystem," by GopiK. Attaluriet al. which
other objects.The preferred embodiment of this invention
is hereinincorporated by reference.
connects views into this object-oriented programming
In object orientedenvironments, methodson objects are
world. Although in the preferred embodiment the view
called in order to perform operations. Since all data and
methodsare encapsulated inobjects,one onlyneedstoknow
objectsstillonlyexistin avirtualsense,proxiesare givenfor
them so that auser canmanipulate them in an application as
to call a method. Amethodcan traverseapointerto another
if they actually did exist like other objects.
20 object to get relateddata. A user callinga methodwill not
The query engine can handle objectsofviews in a similar
necessarily know the other data being used by the method.
mannerthat relational views are handled. That is, just as a
For example, there may be a method, named "budget
user can manipulate views as though the virtual relational
increase"associated with a department object. The method
views existed,a user can manipulate objectsas thoughthey
maytraverseapointerto a manager ofa department and take
existed.Similarly, just as the database engine rewrites and 25 an entirebudgetincreaseand add it to an employee'ssalary.
A person calling the method would not know what the
optimizesqueriesoverviewsinto queries overthe basedata,
the query engine also rewrites and optimizesqueries over method actually does. An application program may be
writtento manage budgetincreasesand also, separately, to
objects.However, unlike relational views, once objectsare
handedout in the memoryto users,the users can navigate to
manage employee data. The application maynot realize that
other objects,andperformother manipulation oftheobjects, 30 the value of an employees salary may be changed as a result
and such manipulation will be understoodby the query
of other department object manipulations such as from the
engine.Oncethequeryengine givesoff a handle to anobject
"budgetincrease" method. As such, one wouldnot know to
in the memory to an application, then the applicationcan do
refresh the employee data since the value hasbeenchanged.
The relationships are maintainedso that if a value of an
anything the application wants with the object. Althoughit
is out of the realm of the query engine, the object still has 35 objectisupdated, such as from a method,the updatedvalue
to behave as it is suppose to. For example, if the virtual
will beretrievedifa lateruse ofthatvalue is needed.Instead
ofmaterializing an instanceofthe viewtype,inside the view
object has a reference to a department, and a user traverses
the reference, some department still has to appear even type implementation a pointer is stored to the underlying
though the object is virtual and the query engine is not
object. The view type object (e.g., VTEmp 410, FIG. 4)
40 delegates the job of getting the attributes (e.g., number,
present at the time.
For example, queries deliver data from the relational
name, salary) to the underlying (EMPLOYEE) object. It
views and a user/application can copy the data out of the
cannot do this for the department object because the object
views.But oncethe application has the data from the view,
has a department id. Instead, it issues a query405 (FIG. 4)
the data from the view is no longer connected to the data in
to selectthe department d where the department number is
the database. If the information is used later by the 45 equalto %d,and %d isdelegated to getthe department id of
the employee object.It then goes off and does the query to
application, it is the same information that was originally
retrievedfrom the view.However, in the preferredembodifind the underlying pointer.The pointer networkand delment ofthis invention, objectsare createdin the application
egation approach for getting data values out make it well
suitedto a cachingenvironment.
program that retain their connection to the database.The
As another example, an object may be covered by more
application objects are instances ofthe view type, andwhen so
their methodsare invoked, the connection is maintained to
than one view type.For example, there may be a California
the base data. For example, if an application tries to get a
Employee View Type and a High SalariedEmployee View
department of an employee, this isamethod416 (FIG.4) in
Type. Both view types may involve the same employee
theobject,thebody413 ofthis methodspecifiesthat a query
object. The employee may be from California and have a
405 should be issuedto find the corresponding department. 55 high salary.If a method in the "highsalary" employee view
In simple situations, such as finding employee information,
typechangesavalue inthe employee object, thenthe change
instead of copying the data and materializing the view, a
will be reflectedin the object and the changed value will be
reference(i.e., pointer)is stored inside the view type to the
usedifitisreferencedby the California employee view type.
A change in one view type will propagate to other view
underlyingobject. The information is retrieved outby dereferencing the pointer.In more complicated retrievals, if the 60 types.
information cannotbe retrieved bymerely dereferencing the
Given a query that requires object building, the query
pointers,then a query is issued to find the corresponding
engine has to render the objects in memory. The query
data.
engine doesthis withouthaving any knowledge ofthe object
The above is accomplished by inspecting the view defilanguage (e.g., C++) class definition. Rendering the objects
nition (FIG. 3) and generating the correct set ofclasses. The 65 by thequeryengine isbasedsolelyuponthe view definition.
data is not refreshed, but, instead,the data is bound to the
Todo this,thequeryengine relieson two rules. The query
data that it camefrom.Assuch,the linksbetween objectsare
engine looks only at the FROM clause. If there is a query
programofthis invention givesthe user a view that objects
are residingin the memorypersistently. It should be noted
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that states "selecte from VEmp e", a handle on the objecte
then a handle on the binding to the ith elementis passed as
isbeing requested. (Thequerycouldalso havestated "select an argument to the objectbuilding procedure call.Basically,
ref e" whichunambiguously statesthat a handle e is desired
before doing the object building for view type (e.g., view
on the obects VEmppointedto by e. Ambiguity may arise
type employee VTEmp), the queryengine will do the object
if there is also a method "e" or column "e" in the view 5 building for whateverthe view type (VTEmp) is dependent
VEmp.As such,thequery"selectefrom VEmp e" wouldbe
upon, and will put that as the ith argument to the object
requesting the column attribute and not a handle. In this
building call.
In the second mle, if Vis a view type and the ith element
example, however, both select statements are requesting a
handle to an object in the VEmp view collection bound to
in the FROM clause of M is a relational table, (i.e., a row
correlatione, since thereis no column "e" in VEmp.)Aview 10 type), the objectbuilding procedurecallused to create V has
as its ith element a row type that is passed as an argument
employee type object has to be built along with a view
to the call. Inthis case,VTEmp isbuilt upondb2empwhich
employeecollection. The internalsofthe object have to be
determined in orderfor it to operate. By lookingat the From
is a row type. Before the handle is passed to the row type,
the row type has to be built. The row type is a generictype
clause, a number of arguments will be passed to the constructor of the object which is equal to the number of 15 that is built based upon the schema of the row type. The
elements in the FROM clause. In this case, the employee
orderofarguments is givenby the orderof columnspresent
in the row type. The schemais looked at to build the row
object is built from one thing,a db2emp object, so a handle
ispassedonjust this onething tobuild aview type employee
typesuch that e.number isthe first item, e.name is the second
item, and e.salary is the third item. When a C++ class is
object.Thisecorresponds to adb2emp object. The two mles
have been fully stated above. In essence, the two mles are: 20 written to get e.name, then that name has to be at the same
relative location in the objectas defined in the class defini1) If the elementin the FROM clause in view type object,
itpasses ahandle totheobjecttype constructor; and 2) Ifthe tion. The orderof arguments in the class definition and the
elementin the FROMclauseis a row type from a relational
created objectisbaseduponthe ordering ofarguments inthe
FROMclause of the view definition.
table, it builds the row in the memory and passes a handle
on the row to the constructor.
25
Once the objectsare built,the objectswill exist, i.e., be in
For example, view type employee (VTEmp 410, FIG. 4)
memory, for the duration of a transaction (i.e., until a
has a private sectionof this data type which has a reference
commitor abort).The cache, therefore, mustbe in syncwith
to "e" which will be created by the queryengine. Aprivate
the transaction. For a given transaction, and wheneverthe
section is hidden inside an object. It is usually related to
queryengine encounters a view in a query,the queryengine
storage. The private section is the data part of the class 30 will use the two mles described above to determine which
definition that the methodsare depending upon to render
objectsthe queryengine needs to build.As such,the query
their results.The publicsection is the signature ofthe object
and view are analyzed to determine whether any objects
for the classthat auser will invoke to get the values, e.g.,get
have to be built. Althougha view,i.e., a view definition, is
created independently of and prior to the execution of the
employee number, name salary, etc. The class
implementation, eitherby a tool or by a programmer, has to 35 query that referencesthe view, view objects are not built
be in sync with the assumptions that the query system is
until a query is receivedthat referencesthe view. When a
viewis defined, the user defines the viewtype objects. Upon
going to make, i.e., they would have to follow the above
stated mles.
receiptof a querythat references the view, the queryengine
For example, in the employee view type (VTEmp 410
will build objects,if needed, of the view type at run-time.
FIG. 4), thereis a handle e on an employee row. To get an 40 There are two separate activities/actions that are required
in implementing a preferred embodiment of the invention.
employeenumber, no 0 414, itwouldreturnthe [0] attribute
415 ofthe e row type 406. In the employee table type (120,
One involvesview definition time, e.g., via a tool using an
FIG. 1) the employee number(eno, 121, FIG. 1) is the 0th
object oriented language implementation, or directly by a
attribute in C++notation. (In C++notation, counting begins
user; and the other involvesquery mn-time.
with 0 insteadof 1).
45
A programmer writing an application (in an objectTo get the related department (dept ( ), 416), the foreign
oriented language, e.g., C++) may desire to retrieve, via
views specified by the programmer, data from a relational
key e.didis beingused.Adept for anemployee
getsthe
handle on employee's department. A query 405 is run to
database. In order to specify a view, a GUI tool could be
retrieve the department using the employees department id
used to help the programmer generate view definitions.
which is the third attribute 417 in C++ notation. To get the so Typically, these view definitions will be expressed in terms
number(no Q, 414), the queryengine will go to e, 406, and
representative of an "assemblylevel," but other GUI type
to the 0th attribute 415 to get the value to return. If thereis
tools couldbe used by users. For example, GUI tools could
a reference in aview type,the view type employee objectin
be used which would allow users to draw lines to show
memory will contain a reference/pointer to db2emp 120,
relationships amongattributes, rows,tables, etc. Then, when
FIG. 1.
55 the view definitions are generated and compiled by the
The two mles for buildingand materializing an objectin
system, the view definitions are used to generatethe promemory and for building compatible object languageclass
gramming class definitions which are used in writing the
definitions from viewsare furtherdescribed. As anexample,
application. The programmer could interact with another
V is aview collection and VEmp is aview collection ofview
tool to turn the programmer's view definitions into the
type employee (VTEmp). The associated implementation M 60 object language(e.g., C++) class definitions, i.e., the prois the view type (VTEmp) specified as a select statement. gramming definitions. For a given view definition, the
The object building procedure call used to build V has
generated object language class definitions must have a
arguments whose orderingis that of the elements in the
specific format. For example, arguments must appear in the
FROM clause of M. In the case illustratedin FIG. 3, e is a
sameorderasinthe viewdefinition. The format ofthe object
row type.
65 language representation will support the delegation, to
In the first mle, as the queryengine examines the FROM
underlying objects,of attributes, values, methods, etc., that
are directlycapableofbeing delegated. In the case where a
clause,ifthe ith elementin the FROMclauseis a viewtype,
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query is involvedin the view definition,

then the method
itself within the class definition will contain the query. At
run-time the viewdefinitions haveto already exist. Whenthe
systemreceivesthe view definition, from whateversource,
the query enginewill generate the stmcture of the view type
objects, and instances of the view objects.The stmcture is
dictated by the view definitions and the two mles stated
above.
For example, at mn-time, a querysuch as "selecte from
view employee collection (VEmp) e" may be received. The
systemwill analyze view employee and determine that it is
a view built upon a view type. To return a result to the
application, the system has to return to the application
handleson view type objectsthat look like object language
(e.g., C++) objects in the memory. At some point in the
query evaluation, the system will build the objects in the
memory from the view definition object.The system finds
the view definition object from the catalogs of the query
engine.The query engine will create application objects as
a result of the query. When the query returns, the user!
application will haveinmemoryacollection ofview objects
that correspondto the view type objects. Iterating over each
object,the user!application can run methodson the objectto
get a result. For example, the get salarymethod can be run
on each instancein the collection ofemployee objectsto get
the salary of each employee.
The application uses its class definition to knowwhat the
application is getting back. The application may get back
pointersto other attributes!view type objects, etc. The class
definition tells the applicationwhat pointerto use to get the
desired attribute (e.g., salary). The application program
includesthese class definitions in a file.
The model being created is althoughthe data is being
retrieved from a relational database, the illusion is of an
object orienteddatabase manipulating applicationobjectsin
the memory. The objects from the database are really the
application's objects; and ifthe application is written in the
C++object-oriented language, C++ application objects are
what appear to be in the memory. In essence, the user gets
the impression that resultsarebeing returned from an object
orienteddatabase.
The followingis a process flow and program flow for
object building discussed above including applying query
rewritetransformation technology for objectbuilding which
is further discussed below.

-continued

- set theparameters of buildobjectas follows:
for each correlation r in theview typethat implements

5

q do begin
ifr is aview typethenbegin

add r to the argument list
end else begin
is a tabletype (ordatabaserow)

- add buildrow to the argument list
- for each columnc in the table type of r dobegin
add c to the argument list of buildrow

10

end
end
end

- ifqc was apath expression with a methodthen

15

add the path expression following the functioncall to
buildobject
end else begin
applyother knownrewrite transformations to qc
end

20 end

end

—

Step 4
if any views remainin the query graph then goto step 3
25 QueryRewrite Optimizations
QueryPushdown
Inthecontextof an objectqueryservice,querypushdown
is the notion oftakingan objectqueryand determining what
parts of it can be migrated through the layersof the object
30 schema to the database(s) where the data resides. The
objective is to use the powerof the database query function
to do data filtering; thereby restricting the amountsof data
that haveto be movedinto object space.
Querypushdownincludes allofthe predicates that define
35 a query's result. In this case the task of restricting the result
set is entirely performed by the databases where the data
resides. Predicatepushdown can include partial predicates
that define a query's results. In this case, some of the
predicates (i.e., a subset of the conjuncts that define a
40 query's result) are passed down to the databases wherethe
data resides thereby restricting the resultsreturned by these
databases. The remaining predicates that could not be
pushed down are applied in object space by the query
evaluator. Finally, if predicate pushdowncannot be applied,
45 the predicates that define a query's results are applied in
objectspace after havingretrieved the complete sets of data
Step 1
referenced in the query.
Compile the user's queryinto the query graph.
In the case ofpredicateevaluation in objectspace,either
2
Step
a
canbe applied withoutengaging objectbuilding
predicate
Compile into the query graph all views and view types so
or object reactivation needs to be per(or
reactivation),
that are referenced in the user'squeryor inview types such
formed before the predicate can be applied. Object reactithat the leavesof the querygraphcontainonly base collecvation is necessary if a predicate involvesa method (e.g.,
tions (collections that are not views).
e.earnedvacation ( )>10), or involves a function that
Step 3
references business objects as function arguments (e.g.,
55 earned vacation(e)>10).
In one example, a result set can be restricted, by a
database where the data resides, for predicates that can be
Foreach correlations q in the query graph that is over view
types do begin
pushed downto the database.If, for example, the query is
for each columns qc in q do begin
selecte.namefrom employee businessobjecte wheresalary
ifqc is a handleon a correlation q or
60 is greaterthan 100,000, no objectsneedto bebuilt to render
is
a
that
involves
a
method
do
qc
path expression
begin
the result.
ref
or
a
correlation
e
as
In another example, remaining predicates, that define the
e.g. e, simply
appearing
a column expression in the query or
query's
results,may be appliedin objectspace after retrieva pathexpression with a method such as
sets of data referenced in the query. For
ing
complete
e.earnedvacation()
65 example, for the query "select * from employeebusiness
- replace qc with buildobject
objecte where e.nameis greater than McHenry"theremay
be a collation sequence difference between tier two and the
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In this case,the predicate may be run
in the memory although no object creation is needed to

24

in a method implicitly. In other cases, some attributesmay
notbe mapped, and itis not knownhowthey are derived, so
resolve that predicate.
object building will be required.
The examples below show queries on views where the
Determining If ObjectsNeed To Be Built
In one embodiment, objectswouldalways be built for any 5 query is optimized,via queryrewrite,so that objectsdo not
query referencing a view. No queryrewrite optimization is
necessarily have to be built. Typically, it is expensive (in
terms of computerresourcesand response time) to build
performed in orderto eliminate the building of objects.In a
preferred embodiment, query rewrite optimization techobjects.For somequeries, the query answer can be returned
withouteverbuildingany objects.As such,it is desirable to
niques are performed in order to eliminate the building of
objects for some queries. As such, relational rewrite opti- 10 apply query rewriteoptimizationtechniquesto the query in
mization techniques are applied in a framework where
order to avoidbuilding objectsifpossible.
In the first exampleas shown in FIG. 5, a queryis given
objectsmay have to be built in the queryresults.The query
and its views are analyzed according to the following:
for which object building is not required. The user!
1) If a querydoes not requesta handle on an object,and
application on tier one would have a proxy to the query
does not reference a method, but only asks for values, e.g., 15 evaluator. The application would issue a query through the
as illustratedin FIG. 5; then the queryis totally givento the
queryevaluatorsuch as "select v.no, v.name from VEmp,"
database management system attier three, afterrewritingthe
and would retrieve an iterator i over the result. This query
wouldbe submitted from tier one, and as a result a view or
query using typical relational rewriting techniques. No
collection of view type objects would be returned. This
object building is performed for this queryeven though the
20 query can be completely pushed down to the database,
originalquery references a view.
therefore no object creation is neededto resolve the query.
2) However, even if the query falls into the category of
The query does not ask for a handle on a view type of
queriesdiscussed in 1) above,someparts of the query may
be resolvedin the memory of the objectqueryengine at tier
department object. This query is in the realm of relational
two ifthe queryraises collationsequence issues.Acollation
style queries over views. However, if the predicate stated
sequence may arise if, for example, the database manage- 25 "v.name<A",then the querysystem may havechosento run
ment system at tier three has different semantics involving
the predicatein the memory because it may have a concern
whether the collationsequence inthe tiertwo serverrunning
alphabetical sequences than the system at tier two. That is,
an orderby clause or a predicated specifying an attribute is
on a workstation is the same as the collationsequence in tier
less than a value, e.g., name<R, would result in different
three. Althoughobject creation may still not be needed,the
answers depending upon where, tier two or tier three, the 30 predicate may be evaluated in memory by asking for the
value of the stringwhich represents the string.
query is resolved. For example, a database followingthe
semantics of US English may put numbers before letters
As described above,the sample query in FIG. 5 is an "ad
such that Al would come before AA. Other language
hoc" query that retrieves department numbers and names
databases may put letters before numbers such that AA
fromtheview collection VDept. It is ad hoc in thesense that
would come before Al. As such, the query engine in the 35 it returnsvalues,insteadof objects. It can be resolvedfrom
the meta data alone (i.e., it does not engage objectbuilding
object queryservice may followone set ofsemantics while
the database on tier three follows another set of semantics.
or generatedcode to build businessobjects). After query
rewrite transformations have been applied, the resulting
Regardless ofwhether the resultsare returned from tier two
or tier three, the resultsshould be the same. If they cannot
query can be submitted to a relational DBMS.
be, due to differences in the semantics being followed, the 40 In thesecondexample, as shownin FIG. 6, the query is
next best resolution is to havethe resultsbe consistent with
similar to the query shown in FIG. 5 in the sense that the
themachinethatthequeryis beingrun on, i.e.,submitted to,
queryis not asking for a handle on any object, whichmakes
such as the object queryservice at tier two. In this type of
it amendable to query optimization. It is another ad hoc
situation, at least part of the query would be resolvedin
query because it will return values instead of objects.
memoryat tiertwo, insteadofpushingthatpart ofthe query 45 However,the query shown in FIG. 6 is more complicated
all the way downto the database management system at tier
than the query shown in FIG. 5 because it involvespath
three. There is no collation sequence issue if the query
traversal, i.e., navigation, e.g., "e.dept..name". The query
shown in FIG. 6 is a querythat traverses a referencetype
requestsa name that isequal to a value.However, there may
be a collationsequence issue if the query requestsa name
attribute.
that is less than or greater than a value. If the object query so The schemaof the object states that department is a
service knows that the semantics are the same, then push
pointer, so the user hasthe illusionof navigating through the
down can occur. If the object queryservicedoes not know
pointer. Actuallythere is no such pointer,because there are
whether or not the semantics are the same, or knows that
just two tables,Employee andDepartment. Thequerycan be
rewritten into a relational query, and can be completely
they are not, then the query engine at the object query
servicewill not push the predicateto the database manage- 55 pushed down to the database on tier three.
ment system at tier three, but will resolve it within its own
The queryselects employees'names and their respective
memory. Therefore, evenif the queryis a simple query that
department names. An employee's department name is
can be translatedinto a relational query, some of its prediobtained usingthe expression e.dept..name that traverses the
catesmay stillbe resolved in the memory ofthe objectquery
reference to an instance of VTDeptto retrieve the departservice.
60 ment's name.The first step showsthe transformation ofthe
3) Ifa querytraverses a reference type attribute, but it can
path expression into the subquery. The second step performs
be transformed into a join operation between relational
a transformation of the subquery into ajoin expression as an
tables, no objectbuildingis required, as shown in FIG. 6.
optimization. The subquery was captured from the metadata
as the implementation of the derivation for the reference
4) Object buildingis requiredif a queryreturns a handle
on an object,or references a method. Amethod may not be 65 member involvedin the path expression. The optimization
referencedexplicitlyin a query, but a mappingof columns
that then leads to step 2 is possible due to the fact that the
may map to amethodofanother view type,thereby bringing
foreign key edid is declaredas not null.
database on tier three.
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Between step 1 and step 2, the subquery is collapsed into
"e.earnedvacation
C++,
( )>14". In order to apply the
a join due to the metadatainformation that pointer e.edid predicate, there must be a business object referencing
another business object, i.e., ref e. But there is another
designated as the foreign key is not null.Thisqueryactually
has an outer join semantic.The interpretation is that if an
predicate e.no<10 that can be pushed down. There are
different type of rewrite rules involvedin this query.
has
no
then
the
should
still
employee
department,
employee
FIG. S shows a query that requires objectbuilding to take
come out as a resultwiththe department namebeing null.If
placeto render application view type objectsas queryresults
this is transformed into ajoin, and if an employee does not
and to evaluate methodson view type objects. The build
have adepartment, then therewill be no matchon d.dno, and
objectcall appearstwice in the rewrittenquery: 1)to render
the employee will disappear from the result. Due to the fact
that e.edidis not null,thenit is notpossiblefor an employee 10 the query result as application objects, and 2) to run the
earnedvacationmethod. Since the buildobject function
to have a null value for a department reference in the
returns areferenceto an object, the earnedvacation method
database.Therefore, there is no employee withouta departappearsinapathexpression that startswiththefunctioncall.
ment. Therefore, the querycan be transformed into an outer
However, the predicateinvolving "earnedvacation" has to
join.
be evaluated in the memory at tier two since it is not
The transformed querygiven in step 2 can be submitted
understood by the database system at tier three.
to a relational DBMS.The database management system on
tier three will run the query and return results to the user Nevertheless, the predicate "e.eno<10" is applicable by the
database system at tier three and is used to reduce the
which will match what the user asked for, i.e., employee
numberof results that flow from tier threeback to tier two
name and department namae.
As shown in FIG. 6, the query uses navigation through 20 in order to compute the query's result.
The following is a process flow and program flow for
pointers.Behind this is pushdowntechnology in which a
query
optimization rules for querypushdownfor queriesthat
predicate is expressed against a higher level object. The
require object building. The following illustrates the interpredicatewill then be rewrittenagainst the real data, wherever the data resides, in order to optimize the query. For
example, to find employees with e.no less than 10, one 25
approach is to ask the department object for all of the
departments. A more efficient way, is to tell the database to
only get the department numbers less than 10. Pushdown
allows the database to use its indexesand its other technology to minimize the amount ofdata thathas to be transferred 30
back. Even with object building, the predicate can still be
pushed down to the database. Such optimization allows an
objectserverto showgoodperformance for selected queries.
For large databases, optimization minimizes the amount of
data inmemoryin aserver, such asan NTserverontiertwo. 35
The queryin FIG. 7 retrieves employee businessobjects
from the VEmp view collection. VEmp is a collection of
view type employee object. A handle is desired on these
objectsasthe result. The query requestsahandle onbusiness
objects as results by using "ref e", which unambiguously 40
states thatahandle e isdesired on the objectsVEmp pointed
to by e. In other words, "refe" means "a handle to an object
in the VEmpview collection bound to correlation e."
Object building is required in order to render the query
result, but some optimization can still be performed. For 45
example, the predicate e.no<10 can be pushed downto the
database management system on tier three. As such,object
building only has to be done on those employee objects
whose number is less than 10.
Although the query is to return business objects, the so
query's predicatee.no<10can be rewrittenas an expression
over table db2emp. The data is sent to the buildobject
functionto create the businessobject.
A skeleton of the query plan implementation of the
rewritten query generated by the plan optimizer is given. 55
The SQL SELECT statement contains the projection elementsneededfor building the db2emptable type.The query
also contains the predicate that restrictsthe resultsto those
havinge.eno<10. The resultis retrieved in collection si. For
each elemente in collection si, the corresponding objectis 60
createdby buildobject to render the businessobject. The
createdbusinessobject ci is addedto the result collection
"result". Note that while this query plan uses temporary
collectionsto resolve the query, futuresupportfor demand
driven executionwould not use such collections.
65
The query in FIG. S has a predicate that is invoking a
businessobject method, as indicated by () in JAVAand in

action between object building and query pushdown.

for each correlation q in the rewritten query
that involves a table in a relational database db do begin
1*

preparea SQLquery for db as follows
create a FROM clausefor the query:
- add a referenceto q in the from clause
createaWHEREclausefor the query:
- for eachpredicate that involves q do begin
ifall othercorrelations qi aside from q
that areinvolved in the predicate
are also from tables that resideon db thenbegin
ifthe predicate can be handledby the relational DBMS
thenbegin
-addthe predicate as a conjunctin the where
clause
1*

Note thatpredicates that include object building
are excluded
mark the predicate as "processed"
end
end
end

createthe SELECT clause for the query:
- for eachcolumn c ofthe table boundto q do begin
ifc is referenced in the query'sunprocessed
predicates or anywhere
else

in the query then
- add c to the projection list
end
end
end

Using the foregoing specification, the inventionmay be
as a machine, process,or article of manufacture by using standard programming and/or engineering
techniques to produce programming software, firmware,
hardwareor any combination thereof
Any resultingprogram(s), havingcomputer readableprogram code, maybe embodied within one or more computer
usable media such as memory devices or transmitting
devices, thereby making a computer programproduct or
articleof manufacture according to the invention. As such,
the terms "article of manufacture" and "computerprogram
product" as used herein are intended to encompass a comimplemented
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28

puter program existent (permanently, temporarily, or
c) passing, as another argument to the object
constructor, a row type if the jth element in the
transitorily) on any computerusable mediumsuch as on any
FROMclause ofM is a relational table and ordering
memorydevice or in any transmitting device.
Executing programcode directly from one medium, storarguments of the row type as an order to columns
ing programcode onto a medium, copying the code from
present in the row type.
one medium to anothermedium, transmitting the codeusing
2. A method performed by a computer program on a
a transmitting device,or other equivalent acts,may involve
computer usable medium, the methodcomprising:
the use of a memory or transmitting device which only
receivingview definitions; and
embodies programcodetransitorily as apreliminaryor final
generating object-oriented class definitions from the view
step in making, using or selling the invention.
10
definitions, wherein a view collection v is of the view
Memory devices include, but are not limited to, fixed
type Vand has an implementation M for V specified as
(hard) disk drives, diskettes, optical disks, magnetic tape,
a SELECTstatement, and wherein the step of genersemiconductor memories such as RAM, ROM,Proms,etc.
ating producesthe class definitions according to the
Transmitting devices include, but are not limited to, the
following mles:
internet, intranets, electronic bulletin board and message!
a) orderingelements in an object language class connote exchanges, telephone!modem-based network
structoras an orderingofelementsin a FROMclause
communication, hard-wired!cabled communication
of M;
network, cellular communication, radio wave
b)
passing, as an argument to an object constmctor, a
communication, satellite communication, and other stationhandle on a binding of an ith element, if the ith
ary or mobile networksystems!communication links.
20
elementin the FROM clause is a view type; and
Amachineembodying the inventionmay involve one or
c)
passing, as another argument to the object
more processing systems including, but not limitedto, cpu,
a row type if the jth element in the
constructor,
memory!storage devices, communication links,
FROM
clause ofM is a relational table and ordering
communication!transmitting devices, servers, I!O devices,
arguments of the row type as an order to columns
or any subcomponents or individual parts of one or more 25
present in the row type.
processing systems, includingsoftware,firmware, hardware
3. A method performed by a query engine in a data
or any combination or subcombination thereof, which
processing system, the methodcomprising:
embodythe inventionas set forth in the claims.
receivingfrom an applicationhaving an object-oriented
One skilled in the art of computer science will easilybe
language, a query referencing a view type;
able to combine the software created as described with 30
generating
application objects in memory, at mn-time,
or
appropriate general purpose
special purpose computer
from the view type; and
hardware to create a computer system and!or computer
returning handles on the application objects to the
subcomponents embodying the invention and to create a
application, whereingiven a view collection v of view
computersystem and!or computersubcomponents for carout
the
method
of
the
invention.
type V and an associated implementation M for V
rying
35
While the preferredembodiment ofthe presentinvention
specified as a SELECT statement, the view type applicationobjectsoftype V are generated for a queryover
has been illustrated in detail, it should be apparent that
v according to the following mles:
modifications and adaptations to that embodiment may
occur to one skilled in the art without departing from the
a) IfV is a view type,an objectbuildingprocedure call
usedtobuild Vhasarguments whose ordering is that
spirit or scope of the present invention as set forth in the 40
of elements in the FROMclauseof M, and if the ith
claims.
For
the
following
example, although
preferred
elementin the FROM clause is a view type, then a
embodiment hasbeendescribed intermsofathreetierclient
handle on the bindingto the ith element ispassed as
server environment, the invention could also be implemented in a two tier client server environment or other
argument to the objectbuildingprocedure call; and
environment including where the application, object query 45
b) IfVis a view type and thejth elementin the FROM
clause ofM is a relationaltable,the objectbuilding
service, and the data source all reside on a same machine.
the
embodiment
has
been
described
procedure call used to createV has as itsjth element
Also, although preferred
a row type that is passed as argument to the call,
with reference to a relational database, the invention is
wherein the row type is a generic type that is built
for
use
with
of
data
but
source,including
applicable
any type
basedupon a schema of the row type, and the order
notlimitedto hierarchical data, (e.g., DL!1),object-oriented so
of arguments is given by the order of columns
flat
VSAJVI
Access
etc.
data,
files,
(Virtual Storage
Method),
We claim:
present in the row type.
4. A method implemented in a queryprocessing system,
1. A software tool comprising programcode on a comthe method comprising:
puter usable medium, the software tool comprising:
means for receivingview definitions; and
receiving, from an application, a queryreferencing a view

s

means

for generating object-oriented class definitions

from the view definitions, whereina view collection v
is of the view type V and hasan implementation M for
V specified as a SELECTstatement, and wherein the
means for generating produces the class definitions
according to the following mles:
a) ordering elements in an object language class constructorasanorderingofelements in aFROMclause

type;
generating

60

of M;

b) passing, as an argument to an object constmctor, a
handle on a binding of an ith element, if the ith
element in the FROMclause is a view type; and

65

a queryplan having an object building procedure call having arguments whose orderingis that of
elements in a FROMclause of the query;
passing, as an argument to the object building procedure
call, a handle on a binding to an ith element if the ith
elementin the FROM clause is a view type; and
passing, as ajth argument to the objectbuilding procedure
call,a row typebasedupona schema ofa database row,
if the jth elementin the FROM clause is a relational
table.

5. A query engine comprising:

6,122,627

29
means for receiving,

30

from an application, a query refer-

encing a view type;
means for generating a query plan having an object
buildingprocedure call havingarguments whose ordering is that of elements in a FROMclauseof the query; 5
for passing,as an argument to the objectbuilding
procedurecall, a handle on a bindingto an ith element
if the ithelementin the FROM clause is a view type;

means

and
means for passing, as ajth argument to the objectbuilding

10

procedurecall, a row type based upon a schemaof a
database row,if the jth elementin the FROMclauseis
a relationaltable.
6. A querysystem comprising:
means for receivingfrom an application havingan objectorientedlanguage, a query referencing a view type;
means for generating application objects in memory, at
mn-time, from the view type; and
means for returning handles on the application objectsto 20
the application,wherein given a view collection v of
view typeV and an associated implementation M for V
specifiedas a SELECT statement, the means for generating produces the view type application objects of
type V for the query overv according to the following 25
mles:

a) IfVis aview type,an objectbuilding procedure call
used to buildV has arguments whose orderingis that
ofelementsin the FROM clauseofM, and ifthe ith

in the FROM clause is a view type, then a
handle on the bindingto the ith element ispassed as
element

argument to the objectbuildingprocedure call; and
b) IfVis a view type and thejth elementin the FROM
clause ofM is a relationaltable,the objectbuilding
procedure call used to createV has as itsjth element
a row type that is passed as argument to the call,
wherein the row type is a generic type that is built
basedupon a schema of the row type, and the order
of arguments is given by the order of columns
present in the row type.
7. Aprogramon a computer usable mediumfor processing queries, the programcomprising:
means for receiving, from an application, a query referencing a view type;
means for generating a query plan having an object
building procedure call havingarguments whose ordering is that ofelements in a FROMclauseofthe query;
means for passing, as an argument to the objectbuilding
procedure call, a handle on a bindingto an ith element
if the ith element in the FROM clause is a view type;
and
means for passing,as ajth argument to the objectbuilding
procedure call, a row type based upon a schema of a
database row,if thejth elementin the FROM clause is
a relational table.
*

*

*
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1

MULTIDIMENSIONALDATA CLUSTERING
AND DIMENSIONREDUCTIONFOR
INDEXINGAND SEARCHING
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

5

The present inventionis relatedto patent application Ser.
No. 08/961,729 entitled "Searching Multidimensional
IndexesUsingAssociated Clustering and Dimension Reduction Information," by Castelli et al., filed of even date 10
herewith, now pending. Thisco-pending application and the
present invention are commonly assigned to the International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk,N.Y This
co-pending application is hereby incorporated by reference
in its entiretyinto the present application
15
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is relatedto an improved information system. Aparticular aspect of the present invention is
relatedto generating and searching compactrepresentations 20
of multidimensional data. A more particular aspect of the
present invention is related to generating and searching
compactindex representations of multidimensional data in
database systemsusing associated clustering and dimension
reductioninformation.
25
BACKGROUND
Multidimensional indexing is fundamental to spatial
databases, which are widelyapplicable to Geographic Infor-

mation Systems (GIS), Online Analytical Processing
(OLAP)for decision supportusing a large data warehouse,
and multimedia databases where high-dimensional feature
vectors are extractedfrom image and video data.
Decision support is rapidly becoming a key technology
for businesssuccess. Decision supportallowsa businessto
deduce useful information, usually referred to as a data
warehouse, from an operational database. While the operational database maintains state information, the data warehouse typicallymaintainshistoricalinformation. Users of
data warehousesare generally more interested in identifying
trends ratherthan looking at individual recordsin isolation.
Decision support queries are thus more computationally
intensiveand make heavyuse of aggregation. Thiscanresult
in long completion delays and unacceptable productivity

30

35

40

constraints.
45
Some known techniques used to reduce delays are to
pre-compute frequentlyasked queries, or to use sampling
techniques, or both. In particular, applying onlineanalytical
processing (OLAP)techniques such as data cubes on very
large relational databases or data warehousesfor decision so
supporthas receivedincreasing attentionrecently (see e.g.,
Jim Gray, Adam Bosworth, Andrew Layman, and Hamid
Pirahesh,"Data Cube: A Relational Aggregation Operator
Generalizing Group-By, Cross-Tab, and Sub-Totals", International Conference on Data Engineering, 1996, New 55
Orleans, pp. 152—160) ("Gray"). Here,users typically view
the historical data from data warehouses as multidimen-

sional data cubes. Each cell (or latticepoint) in the cube is
aview consisting ofanaggregation ofinterests, such astotal

sales.
60
Multidimensionalindexescan be used to answerdifferent
types of queries, including:
find record(s)with specified values of the indexed columns (exact search),
find record(s) that are within [al . . . a2], [bl . . . b2]
65
[zl . . . z2] where a, b and z represent different
dimensions(range search); and

find thekmostsimilarrecordstoauser-specified template
or example(k-nearest neighbor search).
Multidimensional indexing is also applicable to image
mining.An example of an image mining product is that
trademarked by IBM under the name MEDIAMINER,
which offers two tools: Query by Image Content (QBIC);
and IMAGEMINER, for retrieving images by analyzing
their content, ratherthanby searching in a manuallycreated
list of associated keywords.
QBICsuitsapplications wherekeywordscannot provide
an adequate result, such as in librariesfor museums and art
galleries; orinonlinestockphotos for ElectronicCommerce
where visual catalogs let you search on topics, such as
wallpapers and fashion, using colors and texture.
Image mining applications such as IMAGEMINER let
you query a database of images using conceptual queries
like "forestscene", "ice", or"cylinder".Imagecontent, such
ascolor,texture, andcontourare combined assimple objects
that are automatically recognized by the system.
These simple objectsarerepresented inaknowledge base.
This analysis results in a textual descriptionthat is then
indexedfor later retrieval.
During the execution of a database query, the database
search programaccessespart of the stored data and part of
the indexingstructure; the amountofdata accessed depends
on the type of queryand on the data provided by the user,
as well as onthe efficiency ofthe indexing algorithm. Large
databases are such that the data and at least part of the
indexingstructurereside on the larger, slower and cheaper
part of the memory hierarchy of the computer system,
usually consisting of one or more hard disks. During the
search process,part ofthe data and ofthe indexingstructure
are loaded in the fasterparts ofthe memory hierarchy, such
as the main memory and the one or more levels of cache
memory. The faster parts of the memory hierarchy are
generally more expensive and thus comprise a smaller
percentage of the storage capacityofthe memory hierarchy.
A program that uses instructions and data that can be
completely loaded into the one or more levels of cache
memory is faster and more efficient than a process that in
additionuses instructions and data that reside in the main
memory, whichinturn is fasterthan a programthat also uses
instruction and data that reside on the hard disks. Technologicallimitations are such that the cost of cache and main
memory makesit too expensive to build computersystems
with enoughmain memoryor cache to completelycontain
large databases.
Thus, thereis a needfor an improved indexingtechnique
that generates indexes of such size that most or all of the
index canresidein mainmemory atany time; and that limits
the amount ofdatatobe transferred fromthedisk to the main
memory during the search process. The present invention
addresses such a need.
Several well knownspatial indexingtechniques, such as
R-trees can be used for rangeand nearestneighbor queries.
Descriptions of R-trees can be found, for example, in
"R-trees: ADynamicindex structure for spatialsearching,"
by A. Guttman, ACM SIGMOD Conf. on Management of
Data, Boston, Mass, June, 1994. The efficiency of these
techniques, however, deteriorates rapidly as the number of
dimensions of the feature space grows, since the search
spacebecomesincreasinglysparse.For instance, it is known
that methods such as R-Trees are not useful when the
numberofdimensionsis largerthan 8,where the usefulness
criterion is the time to complete a requestcompared to the
time requiredby a brute force strategy that completes the
request by sequentially scanning every record in the data-
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The inefficiency of conventional indexingtechniques
in high dimensionalspaces is a consequence of a wellknown phenomenon called the "curse of dimensionality,"
which is described, for instance, in "From Statistics to
Neural Networks," NATO ASI Series, vol. 136, Springer- S
Verlag, 1994, by V. Cherkassky, J. H. Friedman, and H.
Wechsles. The relevantconsequence ofthe curseof dimensionalityis that clustering the indexspaceinto hypercubes is
an inefficient method for feature spaces with a higher
number of dimensions.
10
Because ofthe inefficiency associated withusing existing
spatialindexingtechniques for indexinga high-dimensional
feature space, techniques well known in the art exist to
reduce the number of dimensionsof a feature space. For
example, the dimensionality can be reducedeitherby van- 15
able subset selection (also called feature selection) or by
singular value decomposition followed by variable subset
selection, as taught, for instance by C. T. Chen, "Linear
System Theory and Design",Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Appendix E, 1984. Variable subsetselection isawellknown 20
and active field of study in statistics, and numerous methodologieshave been proposed(see e.g., Shibata et al. "An
Optimal SelectionofRegression Variables," Biometrika vol.
68, No. 1, 1981, pp. 45—54. Thesemethodsare effective in
an index generation system only if many of the variables 25
(columns in the database) are highly correlated. This
assumption is in general incorrect in real world databases.
Thus, there is also a need for an improved indexing
techniquefor high-dimensionality data, evenin thepresence
ofvariableswhich are not highly correlated. The technique 30
should generate efficient indexes from the viewpoints of
memoryutilization and search speed. The present invention
base.

addresses these needs.

SUMMARY

4
retrieved by using the corresponding indexingmechanism.
For example, conventional multidimensional spatial indexingtechniques, including butnot limitedto the R-treecan be
used for indexing within each cluster. Alternatively, the
intra-cluster search mechanism could be a brute force or
linear scanif no spatialindexingstructure can be utilized.
In a preferredembodiment, the dimension reduction step
is a singular value decomposition, and the indexis searched
for a matching reduced dimensionality cluster, based on
decomposed specified data. An example of the dimensionality reduction information is a transformation matrix
(including eigenvalues and eigenvectors) generated by a
singular value decomposition and selected eigenvalues of
the transformation matrix.
Anotherexample ofa method for generating multidimensional indexes having features of the present invention
includes the steps of: creating a representation of the database to be indexed as a set of vectors, where each vector
corresponds to a row in the database and the elements of
each vectorcorrespond to the values, for the particular row,
contained in the columns for which an index must be
generated; the set of vectors is then partitionedusing a
clustering technique into one or more groups (also called
clusters) and clustering information associated with the
clustering is also generated and stored; a dimensionality
reduction technique is then applied separately to each ofthe
groups,to produce a low-dimensional representation ofthe
elements in the cluster as well as with dimensionality
reduction information; and for each reduced-dimensionality
cluster, an index is generated using a technique that generates efficient indices for the number of dimensions of the
cluster.
According to another feature of the present invention,the
method can be applied separately to each of the reduceddimensionality clusters, and thereforethe method becomes
recursive. The processof recursively applying both dimension reductionand clustering terminates when the dimensionality can no longer be reduced.
According to anotherfeature of the present invention,a
dimensionality reduction step could be appliedto the entire
database as a first step in the index generation(before the
database partitioning step). During the partitioning (also
calledclustering) and dimensionality reduction steps, clusteringand dimensionality reduction information is generated
for use in the search phase.
According to stillanotherfeature ofthepresentinvention,
the clustering step couldbe appropriately selected to facili-

In accordance withthe aforementioned needs,the present
inventionis directed to an improved apparatus and method
for generatingcompactrepresentations ofmultidimensional
data. The present invention has features for generating 40
searchable multidimensional indexes for databases. The
present invention has other featuresfor flexibly generating
the indexes and for efficiently performing exact and similarity searches. The presentinvention has still other features
for generatingcompactindexeswhich advantageously limit
the amount of data transferred from disk to main memory
during the search process.
One example of an applicationofthe presentinvention is
to multidimensional indexing. Multidimensional indexingis
tate the dimensionality reduction step. This can be
fundamentalto spatial databases, which are widely appli- so accomplished, for instance, by means ofaclustering method
cable to: Geographic InformationSystems (GIS); Online
that partitions the space according to the local covariance
Analytical Processing (OLAP)for decision supportusing a
structure of the data, instead of minimizing a loss derived
largedata warehouse; and image miningproductsfor mining
from a spatially invariant distance function, such as the
multimediadatabases where high-dimensional feature vecEuclidean distance.
tors are extracted from image and video data.
55
The present invention also has features for assessingif
An example ofa computerized methodhavingfeaturesof
other clusters can contain elements that are closer to the
the present inventionincludes the steps of: a) partitioning
specific data than the farthestof the kmost similar element
the multidimensional data into one or more clusters; b)
retrieved. As is knownin the art, clustering information can
generatingand storing clustering information for the clusbe used to reconstruct the boundaries of the partitions,and
ters; c) generating one or more reduced dimensionality 60 these boundaries can be used to determine if a cluster can
clusters and dimensionality reductioninformation for the
containone of the k nearest neighbors. Thoseskilled in the
clusters; and d) storing the dimensionality reduction inforart will appreciate that the cluster boundariesare a simple
mation.The presenthasyetotherfeaturesfor generating and
approximation to the structure of the cluster itself, namely,
storing a reduced dimensionality index for the reduced
from the mathematical form of the boundary it is not
dimensionality clusters.
65 possible to tell whether there are elementsof clustersnear
Depending on the exact spatial indexingtechnique used
any givenpositionontheboundary. As an example consider
within each individual cluster, the targetvectorcan then be
a case wherethe database containstwo spherical clustersof
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data, and the two clusters are extremely distant from each
other. A reasonable boundary for this case would be a
hyperplane, perpendicular to the linejoiningthe centroids of
the clusters, and equidistant from the centroids. Since the
clustersare widely separated, thereis no data point near the
boundary. In other cases, the boundary couldbe very close
to largenumber of elements of both clusters. Accordingly,
the present invention also has features to determine if a
cluster couldcontainone or more ofthek-nearestneighbors
ofspecifieddata, usinga hierarchy of approximations to the
actual geometric structure of each cluster.
In a preferred embodiment, the present invention is
embodied as software stored on a programstorage device
readableby a machinetangiblyembodying a program of
instructionsexecutable by the machineto perform method
steps for generating compactrepresentations of multidimensional data; efficiently performing exact and similarity
searches; generating searchable multidimensional indexes
for databases; andefficiently performing exactand similarity
searchesusing the indexes.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
These and other features and advantagesof the present
inventionwill become apparent from the followingdetailed
description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings,wherein:
FIG. 1 shows an example of a block diagram of a
networkedclient/server system;
FIG. 2 shows an example of the distribution of the data
points andintuitionfor dimension reduction afterclustering;
FIG. 3 shows an exampleof projecting three points in a
3-D spaceinto a 2-D spacesuch thatthe projection preserves
the relative distance between any two points of the three

FIG. 15 shows an exampleof logic flow of the determinationof the clusters that can contain elements closerthan
a fixed distance from a given vector, using successive
approximations of the geometryof the clusters.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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points;
FIG. 4 shows an exampleof projecting three points in a
3-D space into a 2-D spacewhere the rank of the relative
distanceis affected by the projection;
FIG. 5 shows an example of acomputation ofthe distance

between points in the original space and the projected
subspace;
FIG. 6 showsan example of a logic flow for generating
themultidimensional indexingfrom the data in the database;
FIG. 7 shows an example of a logic flow for performing
dimensionality reduction of the data;
FIG. 8 shows an example oflogicflowfor anexactsearch
using the index generated withoutrecursivedecomposition
and clustering;
FIG. 9 shows an example oflogicflowfor anexactsearch
using the index generated with recursive decomposition and
clustering;
FIG. 10 shows an exampleof logic flow for a k-nearest
neighborsearch using the indexgeneratedwithoutrecursive
decomposition and clustering;
FIG. 11 shows an exampleof logic flow for a k-nearest
neighbor search using the index generated with recursive
decomposition and clustering;
FIG. 12 shows an exampleof data in a 3 dimensional
space, and a comparison of the results of a clustering
techniquebased on Euclidean distance and of a clustering
techniquethat adapts to the local structureof the data;
FIG. 13 shows an exampleof logic flow of a clustering
techniquethat adapts to the local structureof the data;
FIG. 14 showsan example of a complex hypersurface in
a 3-dimensional space and two successive approximations
generatedusing a 3-dimensional quad tree generation algorithm; and

40

FIG. 1 depictsan example of a client/server architecture
havingfeatures of the present invention. As depicted, multiple clients (101) and multiple servers(106) are interconnected by a network (102). The server (106) includes a
database management system (DBMS) (104) and direct
access storage device (DASD) (105). A query is typically
preparedon the client (101) machineand submitted to the
server(106) through the network(102).The querytypically
includes specified data, such as a user providedexample or
search template, and interactswith a database management
system (DBMS) (104) for retrievingor updatinga database
stored in the DASD (105).An exampleof a DBMS is that
sold by IBM underthe trademark DB2.
Accordingto one aspectofthe presentinvention, queries
needingmultidimensional, e.g., spatialindexing(including
range queries and nearestneighbor queries) will invoke the
multidimensional indexingengine (107). The multidimensional indexingengine (107) (described with reference to
FIGS. 8—11) is responsible for retrieving those vectors or
recordswhich satisfythe constraints specified by the query
based on one or more compactmultidimensional indexes
(108) and clustering (111) and dimensionality reduction
information (112) generatedby the index generationlogic
(110) of the present invention (described with referenceto
FIGS.6 and 7). Mostifnot all of the compactindexes (108)
of the present invention canpreferablybe storedin the main
memory and/or cache of the server (106).Those skilled in
the art will appreciate that a database, such as a spatial
database, can resideon one or more systems. Those skilled
in the art will also appreciate that the multidimensional
indexing engine (107) and/or the index generation logic
(110) can be combined or incorporated as part ofthe DBMS
(104). The efficient index generation logic (110) and the
multidimensional indexengine (also calledsearchlogic)can
be tangiblyembodied as software on a computer program
productexecutable on the server (106).
One example of an application is for storedpoint-of-sale

transactions of a supermarket including geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the store location.Here,the
server (106) preferably can also support decision support
typesofapplications todiscoverknowledge or patternsfrom
the storeddata. For example, an online analytical processing
so (OLAP)engine (103) may be used to interceptqueries that
are OLAPrelated,to facilitatetheirprocessing. Accordingto
the present invention,the OLAP engine, possibly in conjunctionwith the DBMS,usesthe multidimensional index
engine (107) to search the index (108) for OLAP related
ss queries. Thoseskilled in the art will appreciate that the index
generation logic (110) ofthe presentinvention is applicable
to multidimensional data cube representations of a data
warehouse. An example of a method and system for generating multidimensional data cube representations of a data
60 warehouse is described in co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/843,290, filed Apr. 14, 1997, entitled
"Systemand Method for Generating Multi-Representations
of a Data Cube," by Castelli et al., which is herebyincorporated by reference in its entirety.
65
Multimedia data is anotherexampleof data that benefits
from spatial indexing. Multimediadata such as audio, video
and imagescanbe storedseparately from the meta-data used
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for indexing. One key componentof the meta data that can
be used for facilitatingthe indexing and retrieval of the
media data are the feature vectors extracted from the raw
data. For example, a texture, color histogram and shape can
be extracted from regions of the image and be used for
constructing indices(108) for retrieval.
An example of an image mining application is QBIC,
which is the integrated search facilityin IBM's DB2 Image
Extender. QBIC includes an image query engine (server),
and a sample client consisting of an HTMLgraphicaluser
interface and related common gateway interface (CGI)
scriptsthattogetherformthebasisofacomplete application.
Both the server and the client are extensible so that a user
can develop an application-specific image matchingfunction and add it to QBIC. The image search server allows
queries of large image databases based on visual image

It features:
Querying in visual media. "Show me images like this
one",whereyou define what "like"meansin termsofcolors,
layout, texture, and so on.
Ranking of images according to similarity to the query
image.
Automaticindexingof images,where numerical descriptors of color and texture are stored. During a search, these
propertiesare used to find similar images.
The combination of visual queries with text queries or
queries on parameters such as a date.
Similarly, indexes can be generated by first creating a
representation of the database to be indexed as a set of
vectors, where each vector corresponds to a row in the
database and the elements ofeach vector correspond to the
values, for the particular row,contained in the columnsfor
which an index must be generated.
Creating a representation of the database as a set of
vectorsis well known in the art. The representation can be
createdby, butis not limitedto: creating for each row ofthe
database an array oflengthequal to thedimensionality ofthe
index to be generated; and copying to the elementsof the
array, the values contained in the columns, of the correspondingrow, for which the index must be generated.
Assuming that the ith element of a vector v is v, the
vector v can then be expressed as

8
In
both
neighbor query.
cases, a subsetof thedimensionscan
be specified to retrieve the results.
FIG.2 showsan exampleofthe distribution of thevectors
in a multidimensional space.As depicted, a total of three
dimensions are required to represent the entire space.
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However, only two dimensions are required to represent
each individual cluster, as cluster 201, 202, and 203 are
located on the x-y,y-z, and z-xplanes,respectively. Thus,it
can be concluded that dimension reductioncan be achieved
through properclustering ofthe data. The same dimensional
reduction cannot be achieved by singularvalue decomposition alone,whichcanonly re-orient the feature spaceso that
the axisinthe spacecoincideswiththe dominant dimensions
(three in this example).
Eliminating one or more dimensions of avectoris equivalent to projecting the originalpointsinto a subspace. Equation (2) shows that only those dimensions where the mdividual elements in the vector are different, need to be
computed. As a result, the projection of the vector into a
subspace does not affect the computation of the distance,
providing thoseelements that are eliminated do not vary in
the original space.
FIG.3 showsan exampleofa distancecomputation inthe
original spaceand aprojectedsubspace wherethe projection
preserves the relative distancebetween any two ofthe three
points. As shown,in the original 3-dimensional (3-D)space,
a point (301) is more distant from another point (302) than
it is from a third point (303).Here, the projectionsof these

points (304, 305 and 306 respectively) into the

2-dimensional (2-D) subspace, preserves the relative distance between points.
FIG. 4 shows an example ofprojecting three points in a
3-D spaceinto a 2-D spacewhere the projection affects the
rankofthe relative distance. As shown,thedistancebetween
points (401) and (402) in the 3-D space is larger than that
40 between points (402) and (403). In this case however, the
distancebetweenthe respective projected points (404) and
(405) is shorter than the projecteddistancebetween (405)
and (406). Thus, the relative distancebetween two points
may not be preservedin the projectedsubspace.
In thefollowing, a methodology will be derived to estiV]
(1) 45
mate the maximum error that can result from projecting
where 'N' is the numberof dimensions ofthe vectorthat is
vectors into a subspace. The process starts by determining
used for indexing.
the boundof the maximum error. Denotingthe centroid of
The clientside can usually specify three typesofqueries,
all of which require some form of spatial indexing, as 50 a cluster as Vc, which is defined as
described in the Background:
1
(3)
=
(1) Exact queries: where a vector is specified and the
N
recordsormultimedia data that matchthevectorwillbe
retrieved;
(2) Range queries: where the lower and upper limit of 55 where N is the total numberof vectors in the cluster, which
each dimension of the vector is specified.
consists of vectors {Vi
VN}. After the cluster is
(3) Nearest neighbor queries: where the most "similar"
projectedinto a k dimensional subspace, wherewithoutloss
vectors are retrievedbased on a similarity measure.
of generalitythe last (n-k) dimensions are eliminated, an
Themostcommonly used similarity measure between two
error is introduced to the distancebetweenany two vectors
vectors, vi and v2, is the Euclidean distance measure, d, 60 in thesubspace as compared to the originalspace.The error
defined as
term is

=E(v1 — v2)2.

(2)

Note that it is not necessary for all of the dimensions i to
participate in the computation of either a range or nearest

Error2 =
65

(V1,—

(4)
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distance ddefined in equation(6) is less than or equal to the

The following inequalityimmediately hold:
(5)

Eno?

(IVl,I+IV2,D2
(2max(IVi,I,

1V2,J))2

4max(IVnI, 1V2,D2
Equation (5) shows that the maximum error incurred by
computing the distance in the projected subspace is

bounded.
FIG. 5 shows an exampleof an approximation in computing the distances in accordance with the present invention. The distance between a template point T (501) and a
genericpointV (506) isgivenbyequation2. ThisEuclidean
distanceis invariant with respect to: rotationsof the reference coordinate system; translations of the origin of the
coordinate system; reflections of the coordinate axes; and
the orderingof the coordinates. Let then, without loss of
generality, the point V (506) belongto Cluster 1 in FIG. 5.
Consider then the referencecoordinate system defined by
the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of Cluster 1, and
let the originofthe referencecoordinate system be Centroid
1. The distancebetween the template T(501) and a generic
point V in cluster 1 (505) can be written as

=

(T -

(6)
V)2

T and V are relative to the reference
system. Next,project the elements of Cluster 1 (505) onto
Subspace1, by setting the last n-k+1 coordinates to 0. The
distancebetweenthe template T (501) and the projection V
(507) of V (506) onto Subspace 1 is now
where the coordinates

-

=

(T V)2+

=

+

(7)
(T)2

The term d1 is the Euclidean distancebetween the projection
(504) of the template onto Subspace 1, called Projection 1,
and the projection V (507) ofV (506) ontoSubspace 1; the
term d2 is the distance between the template T (501) and
Projection1 (504), its projection ontoSubspace 1; in other
words,d2 is the distance between the template T (501) and
Subspace 1. The approximation introduced can now be
bound by substituting equation (7) for equation (6) in the
calculation of the distance betweenthe template T(501) and
the vector V (506). Elementary geometry teaches that the
three pointshere,T (501),V (506) and V (507),identify an
unique 2-dimensional subspace (a plane). To simplify the
discussion, let this plane correspond to the plane (520)
shownin FIG. 5. Then thedistanced defined in equation (6)
is equalto the length of the segmentjoining T (501)and V
(506),the distance d' defined in equation (7) isthe lengthof
the segment joining T (501) and V (507).A well known
theoremof elementarygeometry says that the length of a
side of a triangle is longer than the absolute value of the
difference of the lengths of the other two sides, and shorter
than their sum. This implies that the error incurred in
substitutingthe distanced' defined in equation (7) for the

lengthofthe segment joiningV (506) andV (507);thus,the
error squaredis bounded by
errorXk÷l(V).
(8)
FIG. 6 showsan example of a flow chartfor generatinga
hierarchy of reduced dimensionality clusters and lowdimensionality indexesfor the clusters at the bottomofthe
hierarchy. In step 601, a clustering process takesthe original
10 data (602) as input; partitions the data into data clusters
(603); and generatesclustering information (604) on the
details of the partition. Each entry in the original data
includes a vector attribute as defined in Equation(1). The
clustering algorithm can be chosen among, but it is not
is limited to, any of the clustering or vector quantization
algorithms known in the art, as taught, for example, by
Leonard Kauffman and Peter J. Rousseeuw in the book
"Finding Groups in Data,"John Wiley& Sons, 1990; orby
Yoseph Linde,Andres Buzo and Robert M. Gray in "An
20 Algorithm for Vector Quantizer Design," published in the
IEEE Transactions on Communications, Vol. COM-28, No.
1, January 1980, P. 84—95.The clustering information (604)
producedby the learning stage of a clustering algorithm
varies with the algorithm; such information allows the
25 classification stage of the algorithm to produce the cluster
number of any new, previously unseen sample, and to
produce a representative vectorfor each cluster. Preferably,
the clustering information includes the centroids of the
clusters, each associated with a unique label (see e.g.,
30 Yoseph Linde,Andres Buzo and Robert M. Gray in "An
Algorithm for Vector Quantizer Design",supra)In step 605
a sequencing logicbeginswhich controls the flow of operations so that the following operations are applied to each of
the clusters individually and sequentially. Those skilled in
the art will appreciate that in the case of multiple computationcircuits, the sequencing logic(605) can be replacedby
a dispatching logic thatinitiatessimultaneous computations
on different computation circuits, each operating on a differentdata cluster. In step 606, the dimensionality reduction
40 logic (606) receives a data cluster (603) and produces
dimensionality reduction information (607) and a reduced
dimensionality data cluster (608).In step 609, a termination
condition test is performed (discussed below). If the termination condition is not satisfied, steps 601—609 can be
appliedrecursivelyby substituting, in step 611, the reduced
dimensionality data cluster (608) for the originaldata (602)
and the process returns to step 601. If in step 610 the
termination conditionis satisfied, asearchableindex(612) is
generated for the cluster. In step 613 if the number of
so clusters already analyzed equals the totalnumberofclusters
(603) producedby the clustering algorithm in step 601, the
computation terminates. Otherwise, the process returns to
step 605. The selection of the number of clustersis usually
performed by the user, but there are automatic procedures
ss known in the art; see e.g., BrianEveritt,"ClusterAnalysis,"
HalstedPress, 1973, Chapter4.2.
An example of the termination condition test of step 609
can bebased on a conceptof data volume, V(X), defined as

s

s

60
V(X)=

65

n

whereXis asetofrecords, is the size ofthe ith record and
the sum isover all the elements of X. If the recordshavethe
same size S before the dimensionality reductionstep 606
and n denotesthe numberof recordsin a cluster, then the
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volume ofthe cluster is Sn. IfS'denotesthe size ofa record
and recall is the proportionof the correct results that are
after the dimensionality reduction step 606,then the volume
returned by the search, that is,
of the cluster after dimensionality reduction is S'n. The
recall=c/k.
termination condition can be tested by comparing the volumes Sn and S'n and terminating if Sn=S'n.
Since precision and recall vary with the choice of the
In another embodiment, the termination test conditionin
template, their expected values are a better measure of the
609
is
not
and
no
recursive
of
the
step
present
application
performance of the system. Thus, both precision and recall
methodis performed.
are meant as expectedvalues (E) taken overthe distribution
FIG. 7 showsan example ofthe dimensionality reduction
of the templates, as a function of fixed values of n and k:
logic of step 606. As depicted, in step 701, a singular value 10
takes
the
data
cluster
as
decomposition logic (701)
(702)
precision=E(c)/i
input and producesa transformation matrix (703) and the
recall=E(c)/k
eigenvalues (704) (or characteristic values) of the transformation matrix (703). The columns of the transformation
Note that as the numberof returned results n increases, the
matrix are the eigenvectors (or characteristic vectors) ofthe 15 precision decreases whilethe recallincreases. Ingeneral, the
matrix. Algorithms for singular value decomposition are
trendsofprecision and recall are not monotonic. SinceE(c)
well known in the art; see e.g., R. A. Horn and C. R.
dependson n, an efficiency vs. recall curve is often plotted
Johnson, "Matrix Analysis," Cambridge University Press
as a parametric function ofn. In a preferredembodiment, a
(1985). Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
requester specifies the desired precisionof the search and a
singularvalue decomposition logic can be replacedby any 20 lowerboundon the allowed recall.Then the dimensionality
logic performing a same or equivalent operation. In an
reduction logicperformsthe dimensionality reduction based
alternative embodiment, the singular value decomposition
on precisionand recallas follows:after orderingthe eigenlogic can be replaced by a principal component analysis
values in decreasing order, the dimensionality reduction
logic, as is also wellknown in the art.
606, FIG. 6) removesthe dimension correspondIn step 705, asortinglogictakes the eigenvalues (704) as 25 logicto(step
thesmallesteigenvalue, and estimatesthe resulting
ing
input and produceseigenvalues sorted by decreasing magprecision vs. recall functionbased on a test set of samples
nitude(706).The sorting logic canbe, any ofthe numerous
selected at random from the original training set orprovided
sortinglogicwell knownin the art. In step 707, the selection
by the user. From the precision vs. recall function, the
logic, selects a subset of the ordered eigenvalues (706)
dimensionality reduction logic derives a maximum value of
containing the largest eigenvalues (708) according to a 30 precision nmax for whichthe desired recall is attained. Then
selection criterion. The selection criterioncan be, but it is
the dimensionality reductionlogic iteratesthe same procenot limitedto, selecting the smallest group of eigenvalues,
dureby removing the dimension corresponding to the next
the sum of which is larger than a user-specified percentage
smallesteigenvalue, and computes the corresponding preof the trace of the transformation matrix (703), where the
cisionfor which the desired recallis attained. The iterative
trace is the sum ofthe elements on the diagonal, as isknown 35 procedure is terminated when the computed precision is
in the art. In this example, the transformation matrix (703) below the thresholdvalue specified by the user, and the
and the selectedeigenvalues (708) comprise dimensionality
dimensionality reductionlogic retains only the dimensions
reductioninformation (607).Alternatively, the selection of
retained at the iteration immediately preceding the one
the eigenvalues can be based on a precision vs. recall where the termination condition
occurs.
tradeoff(described below).
40
In another embodiment of the present invention, the
In step 709, thetransformation logic takes the data cluster
requester specifiesonly a value of desired recall, and the
(702) and the transformation matrix (703) as input; and
dimensionality reduction logicestimatesthe costofincreasapplies a transformation specified by the transformation
ing the precision to attain the desired recall. This cost has
matrix (703) to the elements of the data cluster (702) and
two components: one that decreases with the number of
producesa transformed data cluster (710). In step 711, the 45 dimensions, since computing distances and searching for
selectedeigenvalues (708) and the transformed data cluster
nearestneighbors is more efficient in lowerdimensionality
(710) are used to produce the reduceddimensionality data
spaces,and an increasing component due to the fact thatthe
cluster(712).In a preferred embodiment, the dimensionality
number of retrieved results must grow as the number of
reductionis accomplished by retaining the smallestnumber
retained dimensions is reducedtoinsurethe desired value of
ofdimensions such thatthe set ofcorresponding eigenvalues so recall. Retrieving a larger numbern of nearestneighbors is
account for at least a fixed percentageofthe totalvariance,
moreexpensive evenwhenusingefficient methods, sincethe
where for instance the fixed percentage can be taken to be
portion ofthe search spacethatmustbe analyzed growswith
equal to 95%.
the number of desired results. Then the dimensionality
Alternatively, the selection of the eigenvalues can be
reduction
findsby exhaustive search, the number of
based on a precision vs. recall tradeoff. To understand 55 dimensions logic
to retainthat minimizes the costofthesearchfor
precisionand recall,it is important to keep in mind that the
the user-specified value of the recall.
search operation performed by a method of the current
The clustering and singular value decomposition can be
inventioncan be approximate, (as will be described with
to the vectors recursively (step 601—611) until a
applied
referenceto FIGS. 10—11). Let k be the desirednumber of
terminating condition (step 609) is reached. One such ternearestneighbors to a templatein a database ofN elements. 60 minating condition canbe that the dimension ofeach cluster
Here, since the operationis approximate, a user typically
can no longer be reducedas described herein.
requestsa numberofreturned resultsgreater thank. Let nbe
Optionally, more conventional spatial indexing techthe number of returned results; of the n results,only c will niques
such as the R-tree can then be appliedto each cluster.
be correct, in the sense that they are among the k nearest
Thesetechniques are much more efficient for thoseclusters
neighbors to the template.The precision is the proportionof 65 whose dimension have been minimized. This would thus
the returnedresults that are correct, and is defined as
complete the entire indexgeneration processfor asetofhigh
dimensional vectors.
precision=c/i
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As will be described with referenceto FIGS. 8—15, the
data
than
the
farthest
of the k mostsimilarelements
specific
retrieved. As is knownin the art, clustering information can
present invention also has featuresfor performing efficient
searchesusing compact representations ofmultidimensional
be used to reconstruct the boundaries of the partitions,and
data. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the search
these boundaries can be used to determine if a cluster can
methods of the present invention are not limited to the 5 containone of the k nearest
neighbors. Thoseskilled in the
specific compact representations of multidimensional data
art will appreciate that the cluster boundariesare a simple
described herein.
approximation to the structure of the cluster itself. In other
FIG. 8 shows an example of a logic flow for an exact
words, from the mathematical form oftheboundaryit is not
search process based on a searchable index (108 or 612)
to
the
invention.
In
this
possibleto tell whether there are elementsof clustersnear
generated according
present
10
any givenpositionontheboundary. Asanexample, consider
example, the index is generated without recursive application of the clustering and singularvalue decomposition. An
a case wherethe database containstwo spherical clustersof
exact search is the process of retrieving a record or records
data which are relatively distant from each other. Areasonthat exactly matchasearch query,such as a search template.
able boundaryfor this case would be a hyperplane, perpenAs depicted, in step 802 a query including specified data dicular
to the line joining the centroids of the clusters, and
such as a search template (801) is receivedby the multidifrom the centroids. Since the clusters are relaequidistant
mensional index engine (107) (also called cluster search
distant however, there is no data point near the
tively
In
the
information
logic). step 802,
clustering
(604) proboundary. In other cases, the boundarycould be very close
ducedin step 601 of FIG. 6, isused to identifythe cluster to
to large numberof elements of both clusters.
which the search template belongs. In step 803, the dimensionalityreductioninformation (607) producedin step 606 20 As will be described with reference to FIGS. 14 and 15,
the presentinvention has featurescomputing and storing, in
of FIG. 6, is used to project the input template onto the
addition to the clustering information, a hierarchy of
subspaceassociated with the cluster identified in step 802,
and produce a projectedtemplate (804). In step 805, an
approximations to the actual geometric structure of each
cluster; and using the approximation hierarchy to identify
intra-cluster search logic uses the searchable index (612)
in
610
of
FIG.
6
to
search
for
the
25
generated step
projected clusters which can contain elements closer than a fixed
distancefrom a given vector.
Note
that
the
search
mechanism
within
template.
simplest
each cluster is to conduct a linearscan (or linear search) if
FIG. 10 shows an exampleof a flow chart of a k-nearest
no spatial indexing structure can be utilized. On most
neighbor search processbasedon an index(612) generated
occasions, spatial indexing structures such as R-trees can
according to the present invention. In this example, the
offerbetterefficiency (as compared to linearscan)when the 30 index is generated without recursive application of the
dimension ofthe cluster is relatively small (smallerthan 10
clustering and singular value decomposition. The k-nearest
in most cases).
neighbor search returns the k closestentries in the database
FIG. 9 showsanother exampleof a flowchart ofan exact
whichmatchthe query. The number(nr) ofdesired matches,
search process based on a searchable multidimensional
k (1000) is used in step 1002 to initialize the k-nearest
index (108 or 612) generated according to the present 35 neighbor set (1009) so thatitcontains atmostkelements and
invention.Here, the index (108 or 612) was generatedwith
so that it is emptybefore the next step begins.In step 1003,
a recursive application ofthe clustering and dimensionality
the cluster search logicreceivesthe query, for example athe
reductionlogic. An exactsearch is the processofretrieving
search template (1001) and determines which cluster the
the record orrecordsthat exactly matchthe search template.
search template belongsto, using the clustering information
As depicted, a query including specified data such as a 40 (604)producedinstep 601 ofFIG. 6. In step 1004, template
search template (901) is used as input to the cluster search
is then projected onto the subspace associated with the
cluster it belongs to, using the dimensionality reduction
logic, in step 902, which is analogous to the cluster search
information (607). The projection step 1004 produces a
logic in step 802 of FIG. 8. In step 902, clustering information (604) producedin step (601) of FIG. 6 is used to
projected template (1006) and dimensionality reduction
identify the cluster to which the search template (901) 45 information(1005),that includes anorthogonalcomplement
of the projected template (1006) (defined as the vector
belongs.In step 903, (analogous to step 803 of FIG. 8) the
difference of the search template (1001) and the projected
dimensionality reduction information (607), produced in
step 606 ofFIG. 6, isused to projectthe input template onto
template (1006)), and the Euclidean lengthofthe orthogonal
the subspaceassociated with the cluster identified in step
complement. The dimensionality reduction information
902, and produce a projectedtemplate (904). In step 905, it so (1005) and the projectedtemplate (1006) can beused bythe
is determined whetherthe current clusteris terminal, that is, intra-cluster search logic, in step 1007, which updatesthe
ifno furtherrecursive clustering and singular valuedecom- k-nearest neighbor set (1009), using the multidimensional
index. Examples of the intra-cluster search logic adaptable
positionsteps were appliedto this cluster duringthe multidimensionalindexconstruction process. Ifthe cluster isnot
according to the present invention include any ofthe nearest
terminal,instep 907 the search template (901) is replaced by 55 neighbor search methodsknownin the art; see e.g.,"Nearest
the projectedtemplate (904),and the processreturns to step
Neighbor Pattern Classification Techniques," Belur V.
902. In step 906, if the cluster is terminal, the intra-cluster
Desarathy, (editor),IEEE Computer Society (1991). An
search logic uses the searchable index to search for the
exampleof an intra-cluster search logic (step 1007) having
featuresof the presentinventionincludes the steps of: first,
projected template. As noted, the simplest intra-cluster
search mechanism is to conduct a linear scan (or linear 60 the squareddistancebetween the projectedtemplate (1006)
and the members of the cluster in the vector space with
search),if no spatialindexingstructurecan be utilized. On
most occasions, spatial indexingstructures such as R-trees
reduceddimensionality is computed; the result is added to
can offer betterefficiency (as compared to linearscan)when
the squared distance between the search template (1001) and
the dimension ofthe cluster is relatively small (smallerthan
the subspace of the cluster; the final result is defined as the
10 in most cases).
65 "sum" of the squared lengths of the orthogonal
The presentinventionhas also features for assessing if
complements, (computed in step (1004) which is part ofthe
other clusters can contain elements that are closer to the
dimensionality reductioninformation (1005):
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on the searchable index (612). Examples of intra-cluster
search logic which are adaptable according to the present
If the k-nearest neighhnr set (1009) is empty at the invention include any of the nearestneighbor search methods known in the art, see e.g., "Nearest Neighbor Pattern
beginningofstep 1007, then the intra-cluster search fills the
k-nearestneighbor set withthe k elements ofthecluster that 5 Classification Techniques," IEEE Computer Society, Belur
are closestto the projectedtemplate (1006) if the numberof
V. Desarathy (editor),1991. One exampleof an intra-cluster
elements in the cluster is greater than k, or with all the
search logic (step 1007) logichavingfeatures ofthe present
elements of the cluster otherwise. Each element of the
invention includes the steps of: first, the squared distance
k-nearest neighbor set is associated with a corresponding
between the projectedtemplate (1006) and the membersof
mismatchindex ö2.
10 the cluster in the vectorspace with reduceddimensionality
If the k-nearestneighbor set (1009) is not empty at the
is computed, the result is added to the squared distance
between the search template (1001) and the subspace ofthe
beginningofstep 1007, then the intra-cluster search logic, in
cluster, the result is defined as the "sum" of the squared
step 1007 updates the k-nearest neighbor set when an
element is found whose mismatch index ö2 is smaller than
lengths of the orthogonal complements, (computed in step
the largest ofthe indexes currentlyassociated withelements 15 (1004) which is part of the dimensionality reductioninforin the k-nearest neighborset(1009).The k-nearest neighbor
mation (1005)):
set can be updated by removing the element with largest
ö2(template, element)=D2(projectedtemplate,
element)+I
mismatchindex ö2 from the k-nearest neighbor set (1009)
orthogonaLcomplement
and substituting the newly found element for it.
Ifthe k-nearest neighbor set (1111)is emptyat the beginning
If the k-nearest neighbor set (1009) contains less than k 20 of step 1109, then the intra-cluster search logic fills the
k-nearest neighbor set (1111) with either: the k elements of
elements,themissingelements are considered as elements at
infinite distance. In step 1008, it is determined whetherthere
the cluster that are closestto the projectedtemplate (1106)
is another candidate cluster that can contain nearestneighif the numberofelements in the cluster is greaterthank; or
bors. This step takes the clustering information (604) as
withall the elements oftheclusterifthe numberof elements
input,from whichitcan determine the cluster boundaries. If 25 in the cluster is equal or less than k. Each element of the
the boundaries of a cluster to which the search template
k-nearest neighbor set (1111) is preferablyassociated with
does
not
are
closer
than
the
farthest
element
its corresponding mismatch index ö2.
belong
(1001)
of the k-nearestneighbor set (1009), then the cluster is a
If the k-nearest neighbor set (1111) is not empty at the
candidate. If no candidate exists,the processterminates and
beginning of step 1109, then the intra-cluster search logic
the contentof the k-nearestneighborset (1009) is returned 30 updatesthek-nearestneighbor set when an elementis found
as a result. Otherwise, the process returns to step 1004,
whose mismatch index is smaller than the largest of the
where the current cluster is now the candidate cluster
indexes currently associated with the elements in the
identified in step 1008.
k-nearest neighbor set (1111). The update can comprise
FIG. 11 shows an example of a flow chart of a k-nearest
removing the element with the largest mismatch index ö2
neighbor search process based on a search index (612) 35 fromthek-nearest
neighborset (1111) and substituting the
generatedaccording tothe present invention. Here,the index
newly found elementfor it.
is generated with a recursiveapplication of the clustering
If the k-nearestneighbor set (1111) contains less than k
and singular value decomposition. The k-nearest neighbor
elements, the missing elements are considered aselementsat
search returns the closest k entries in the database, to
infinite distance. In step 1110, it is determined whether the
specifieddata in the form of a search template. As depicted, 40 currentlevel of the hierarchy is the top level(beforethe first
in step 1102, the k-nearest neighbor set is initialized to clustering step is applied). Ifthecurrentlevelis the top level,
then the ends and the content of the k-nearest neighbor set
empty and the numberof desired matches, k (1100) is used
to initialize the k-nearest neighbor set (1111) so that it can
(1111) is returnedas a result. If the current level is not the
contain at most k elements. In step 1103, the cluster search
top level,then in step 1114, a search ismade for a candidate
logic takes the search template (1101) as input and associ- 45 cluster at the currentlevel,that is, a cluster that can contain
ates the search template to acorresponding cluster, using the
some of the k' nearest neighbors. The search is performed
clustering information (604) producedin step 601 of FIG. 6.
using the dimensionality reduction information (1105) and
In step 1104, the template (1101) is projectedonto a subthe clustering information (604).In step 1114, the clustering
information (604) is used to determine the cluster boundspace associated with the cluster identified in step 1103,
based on the dimensionality reduction information (607) So aries. If the boundaries of a cluster to which the search
producedin step 606 of FIG. 6. In step 1104, a projected template (1001) does not belongare closerthan the farthest
elementofthe k-nearest neighborset(1111), then the cluster
template (1106) and dimensionality reduction information
is a candidate. Ifno candidate exists, then in step 1113, the
(1105) are produced. Preferably, the dimensionality reduction information (1105) includes the orthogonal complement
currentlevel is set to the previouslevelofthe hierarchyand
of the projected template (1106) (defined as the vector 55 the dimensionalityreductioninformation is updated, andthe
difference of the search template (1101) and the projected
process returns to step 1110. If a candidate exists, then in
template (1106)), and the Euclidean lengthofthe orthogonal
step 1115, the template is projected onto the candidate
cluster, thus updatingthe projectedtemplate (1106); andthe
complement. In step 1107, it is determined if the current
cluster is terminal,that is, if no further recursive steps of
dimensionality reduction information is updated. The proclustering and singularvalue decomposition were applied to 60 cess then returnsto step 1107.
thecurrentcluster duringthe construction ofthe index. Ifthe
FIGS. 12(a)—12(c) compares the results of clustering
current cluster is not terminal,in step 1108 the projected techniques basedon similarity alone (for instance, basedon
the minimization of the Euclidean distance between the
template (1106) issubstitutedforthe search template (1101)
and the processreturns to step 1103. Otherwise, the dimenelementof each cluster and the corresponding centroids as
sionality reduction information (1105) and the projected 65 taughtbyLinde,Buzoand Grayin"AnAlgorithm for Vector
template (1106) are used by the intra-cluster search logicin
Quantizer Design,"supra), with clustering using an algorithm that adapts to the local structureof the data;. FIG.
step 1109, to update the k-nearestneighborset (1111),based
e1emen=D2(projectedtemp1ate,
e1ement)+XorthogonaLcomplement2•

ô2(template,
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the clusters; approximating the convex hull of each of the
12(a) showsa coordioate refereocesystem (1201) aod a set
of vectors (1202). If a clustering technique based on mini- clustersby means of a minimum bounding box, thus generating a first-order approximation to the geometry of each
mizingthe Euclidean distancebetweenthe elements of each
cluster and the corresponding centroidis used, a possible
cluster; partitioning the bounding box into 2k hyper
result is shown in FIG. 12(b): the set of vectors (1202) is 5 rectangles, by cutting it at the half point of each dimension;
retaining only those hyper rectangles that contain points,
partitionedinto three clusters, cluster 1 (1205), cluster 2
thus generating a second-order approximation to the geomand
cluster
3
the
and
(1206)
(1207) by
hyperplanes (1203)
etry of the cluster;and repeatingthe last two stepsfor each
(1204).The resultingclusters containvectorsthat are similar
of the retained hyperrectangles to generate successivelythe
to each other, butdo notcapturethe structure ofthe data, and
fourthn-th approximation to the geometryof
would resultin sub-optimaldimensionality reduction. FIG. 10 third-,
the
cluster.
12(c)showsthe resultsofclustering using an algorithm that
FIG. 15 shows an example of logic flow to identify
adapts to the local structureof the data. Thisresultsin three
clusters that can contain elements closerthan a prescribed
clusters, cluster 1 (1208), cluster 2 (1209) and cluster 3
distance from a given data point, using the hierarchy of
(1210),thatbettercapturethe local structureof the data and
successive approximations to the geometry of the clusters.
aremore amenable to independent dimensionality reduction.
In one embodiment, the geometryof a cluster is a convex
FIG. 13 shows an exampleof a clustering algorithm that
hull of the cluster. In another embodiment, the geometry of
adapts to the local structure ofthe data. In step 1302, the set
a cluster is a connected elastic surface that enclosesall the
ofvectors(1301) to be clusteredand the desired number of points. This logic can be used in searching for candidate
clusters are used to select initial values of the centroid
clusters, for examplein step 1008ofFIG. 10. Referring now
(1303).Inapreferredembodiment, one element of the set of 20 to FIG. 15, instep 1502, the original set ofclusterswiththeir
vectorsis selected at random for each ofthe desired number
hierarchy of geometric approximations (1501) are input to
NC of clusters, using any of the known samplingwithout
the process. In step 1502, the candidate set (1505) is
replacingtechniques. In step 1304, a first set of clusters is
initialized to the original set (1501). In step 1506, another
generated, for exampleusing any of the known methods
initialization
is performed by setting the current
basedon the Euclideandistance. As a result, the samples are 25 approximations step
to the geometry to zero-th order approxidividedinto NC clusters(1305). In step 1306, the centroids
mations. In a preferredembodiment, the zero-th order geo(1307) ofeach ofthe NC clustersare computed, for instance
metric approximations of the clusters are given by the
as an average of the vectorsin the cluster. In step 1308, the
decision regionsofthe clustering algorithm used to generate
eigenvalues and eigenvectors (1309) of the clusters (1305)
the clusters. In
1507, the distances betweenthe current
can be computed using the singular value decomposition 30 approximations step
of the geometry of the cluster and the data
logic (FIG. 7, step 701). In step 1310, the centroidinforpoint(1503) are computed. All clusters moredistantthanthe
mation(1307), the eigenvectors and eigenvalues (1309) are
candidate set (1505) are discarded and a retained set (1508)
used to produce a different distance metric for each cluster.
ofclustersis produced. In step 1509, it is determined ifthere
An example of the distancemetric for a particular cluster is
are better approximations in the hierarchy. If no better
theweightedEuclidean distance intherotatedspacedefined
approximations exist, the computation is terminated by
by the eigenvectors, withweightsequalto the squareroot of
setting the result set (1512) to be equal to the currently
the eigenvalues.
retained set (1508). Otherwise,in step 1510, the candidate
The loop formed by logic steps 1312, 1313 and 1314
set (1505) is set to the currently retained set (1508), the
generatesnew clusters. In step 1312, a controllogiciterates
current geometric approximation is set to the immediately
step 1313 and 1314 over all the vectors in the vector set 40 betterapproximationin the hierarchy, and the process return
(1301). In step 1313, the distance between the selected
to step 1507.
examplevector and each of the centroidsof the clusters is
Now that the inventionhas been described by way of a
computed using the distancemetrics(1311). In step 1314,
preferred embodiment, with alternatives, various modificathevectoris assigned to the nearestcluster, thus updatingthe
tions andimprovements will occurtothoseof skillin the art.
clusters (1305). In step 1315, if a termination condition is
Thus, it should be understood that the detailed description
reached,theprocessends,otherwise theprocesscontinues at
should be construed as an example and not a limitation. The
step 1306. In a preferred embodiment, the computation is
invention is properlydefined by the appended claims.
terminated if no change in the composition of the clusters
What is claimed is:
occurs between two subsequentiterations.
1. A computerized method of representing multidimenFIG. 14 showsanexampleofacomplex surface (1401) in
sional data, comprising the steps of:
a 3-dimensional space and two successive approximations
a) partitioning the multidimensional data into one or more
(1402, 1403) basedon a 3-dimensional quad tree, as taught
clusters;
in the art by Samet,H. in "RegionRepresentation Quadtree
b) generatingand storing clustering information for said
from Boundary Codes" Comm.ACM 23,3, pp. 163—170
one or more clusters;
(March 1980). The first approximation (1402) is a minimal 55
c)
generating one or morereduceddimensionality clusters
box.
The
second
is
the
bounding
approximation (1403)
and dimensionality reduction information for said one
secondstep of a quad tree generation, where the bounding
or more clusters;
box hasbeendividedinto 8 hyperrectangles by splitting the
d) storingthe dimensionality reduction information;
bounding box at the midpoint of each dimension, and
those
that
intersect
the
60
e) creatinga hierarchy of reduceddimensionality clusters
retaining only
hyper rectangles
surface.
by recursively applyingsaid steps a) through d); and
In a preferred embodiment, the hierarchyof approximaF) generatingand storing one or more low-dimensional
idexes for clusters at a lowest level of said hierarchy.
tions is generated as ak-dimensional quad tree.An example
2. The method ofclaim 1, furthercomprising the stepsof:
of a method having features of the present invention for
generating the hierarchy of approximations includes the 65 (a) generating cluster boundaries, which correspond to a
zeroth-order approximation to a geometry ofsaid clussteps of: generating the cluster boundaries, which correters;
spond to a zeroth-order approximation to the geometry of

s
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(b) approximatingthe geometry of each ofthe clustersby
means of a minimum bounding box and generating a
first-order approximation to the geometry of each clus-

generating dimensionality reduction information including an orthogonal complement for projectedspecified
data, in responseto said projecting;
ter;
searching, via the index, for the associated cluster having
k most similar recordsto the projectedspecified data;
(c) partitioning the bounding box into 2 k hyper 5
rectangles, whereinsaid partitioning is at a midpointof
determining if any other associated cluster can include
each dimension;
any ofk mostsimilarrecordsto the projectedspecified
(d) retainingonlythose hyper rectangles that contain data
data; and
points and generatinga second-order approximation to 10 repeating said searching on said any cluster that can
the geometryof the cluster; and
include any of the k most similar recordsto the speci(e) repeating said steps(c) and (d) for each retained hyper
fied data.
rectangle to generate successively the third-,
7. The method ofclaim 6, whereinsaidsearching, viathe
fourthn-th approximations to the geometry ofthe
index, for the associated cluster further comprises the step
cluster.
of:
1
3. The method of claim 2, for searching a hierarchy of
computing the distances (D) betweenknearestneighbors
approximations to the geometric structureof each cluster,
in the associated clusterand theprojectedspecified data
further comprising the steps of:
as a functionof a mismatch index ö2 wherein,
reducing the dimensionality ofthe specified data usingthe
ô2(template, e1ement)=D2rojectedtemp1ate,e1ement)+Xordimensionality reduction information associated with 20
thogonaLcomp1ement2.
the database;
finding the cluster to whichreduceddimensionality speci8. The method of claim 6, wherein the specified data
fied data belongs,basedon the clustering information;
includes a search template, furthercomprising the steps of:
reducing the dimensionality of the reduceddimensionalsaid projecting step further comprising the step of proity specified databasedon the dimensionality reduction 25
jectingthe template,using thedimensionality reduction
information for an identified cluster;
information, onto asubspaceassociated withthe cluster
searching for a reduced-dimensionality version of the
to which it belongs;
cluster to which the further reduced dimensionality
generating
template dimensionality reduction information
specifieddata belongs;
for aprojectedtemplate;whereinsaidsearching, viathe
30
retrieving via the multidimensional index, k recordsmost
index is based on the projected template and the
similarto the furtherreduceddimensionality specified
template dimensionality reductioninformation; and
data in the cluster;
updatinga set ofthe k most similar recordsto the search
assessing whetherone or more other clusterscan contain
template.
records closer to the specified data than the farthest of
9. The method ofclaim 5,whereinsaid selecting a subset
the k recordsretrieved;
of the eigenvalues is a function of aprecisionand a recallof
retaining an other cluster only if it can contain any of
returned results.
k-nearestneighbors of specified data based on bound10. The method of claim 1, for searching for k records
ariesof the cluster;
most similar to specifieddata, the method for searching
iteratively determining if a retained cluster could contain 40 comprising the steps of:
any of the k-nearest neighbors, based on increasingly
identifying a cluster to which specified data belongs,
finerapproximations to the geometry, and retaining the
basedon the clustering information;
retained cluster only if the cluster is acceptedat the
thedimensionality ofthe specified data basedon
reducing
finest level of the hierarchyof successive approximathe dimensionality reduction information for an identions; and
tifiedcluster;
identifying a retained cluster as a candidate cluster congenerating
dimensionality reduction information for
taining one or more of the k-nearest neighbors of the
reduced dimensionality specified data, in response to
in
to
said
of
data, response
step iteratively determining.
said reducing;
4. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of
the multidimensional index, using the dimensearching
the
index
in
the
main
of
a
storing
entirely
memory
computer.
sionality reduction information, for a reduced5. The method of claim 1, wherein said generating a
dimensionality version of the cluster to which the
reduced dimensionality cluster comprises a singular value
specified data belongs;
decomposition further comprising the steps of:
via the multidimensional index, the k most
retrieving
producing atransformation matrix and eigenvalues ofthe
similar recordsin the cluster;
transformation matrix for said each cluster; and
identifying other candidate clusters which can contain
selecting a subsetof the eigenvalues including the largest
recordscloserto the specified data than the farthest of
wherein
the
reduction
eigenvalues;
dimensionality
the k most similar recordsretrieved;
information includesthe transformation matrixand the
subset of the eigenvalues.
searching a closestother candidate cluster to the specified
6. The method ofclaim5,for searching fork most similar 60
data, in responseto said identifying step; and
records to specified data using the reduced dimensionality
repeatingsaid identifying and searching steps for all said
other candidate clusters.
index, comprising the steps of:
11. The methodofclaim 10, further comprising the step
associating specified data to said one or more clusters,
of:
based on stored clustering information;
projecting the specified data onto a subspace for an 65
computing the distances (D) betweenknearestneighbors
associated cluster based on stored dimensionality
in the version ofthe cluster and the projected specified
reductioninformation for the associated cluster;
data as a functionof a mismatch index ö2 wherein,
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19. The methodof claim 1, for performing a similarity
thogonLcomp1ement2.
search, further comprising the steps of:
12. The method of claim 1, wherein the clustering inforreducingthe dimensionality of the specified data;
mation includes information on a centroidof said one or
recursively applying the steps of: finding the cluster to
more clusters, furthercomprising the step of associating the
which reduced dimensionality specified data belongs,
centroidwith a unique label.
using stored clustering information; and reducing the
13. The method of claim1,whereinthe dimensionality of
dimensionality of the reduceddimensionality specified
the data is >8.
data to correspond to a lowest level of a hierarchy of
14. The method of claim 1, for performing an exact
reduced dimensionality clusters, using stored dimen10
search, comprising the steps of:
sionality reduction information;
associating specified data to one of the clusters basedon
searching for candidate terminal clustersthat can contain
stored clustering information;
one or more of k nearest neighbors of the reduced
the
of
the
data
based
on
dimensionality specified data at each level of the hierreducing
dimensionality
specified
stored dimensionality reduction information for a 15
archy of reduceddimensionality clustersstartingfrom
a terminalcluster at a lowestlevel of said hierarchy to
reduceddimensionality versionofa cluster, in response
which the specified data belongs;and
to said associating step; and
for
each candidate terminalcluster, performing an intrasearching, based on reduced dimensionality specified
cluster search for the k nearest neighbors to the reduced
data, for the reduced dimensionality version of the
dimensionality specifieddata.
cluster matchingthe specified data.
20
20. The method of claim1, wherein the data is stored in
15. The method of claim 14, wherein said searching
a database, further comprising the steps of:
further comprises the step of conducting a linear scan to
match the specifieddata.
reducinga dimensionality ofthe database and generating
16. The method of claim 1 whereinthe data is stored in
dimensionality reduction information associated with
one of a spatial database or a multimediadatabase which 25
the database; and
includes a pluralityof data recordseach containing a plustoring the dimensionality reduction information associrality of fields, further comprising the steps of:
ated withthe database; whereinsaid partitioning step is
creating a representation of the database to be indexed as
responsive to said reducingstep.
asetofvectors,whereeach vectorcorresponds to arow
21. The method of claim 20, for performing an exact
in the database and the elementsof each vector corre- 30 search, comprising the steps of:
spond to the values, for a particular row,contained in
reducingthe dimensionality of specifieddata, based on
the columns for which the searchable index will be
the dimensionality reduction information for the datagenerated; and
base;
said partitioning comprising partitioningthe vectorsinto
associating reduceddimensionality specified data to one
said one or more clusters.
of the clusters, basedon the clustering information, in
17. The method of claim 1, for performing an exact
response to said reducing;
search, comprising the steps of:
reducing a dimensionality of reduced dimensionality
recursively applying the steps of:
specified data to that of a reduced dimensionality
finding a cluster to which specified data belongs, using 40
cluster defined by an associated cluster, based on
stored clustering information; and
dimensionality reductioninformation for the associated
reducingthe dimensionality of the specified data using
cluster; and
stored dimensionality reductioninformation, until a
for a matchingreduced dimensionality cluster,
searching
corresponding lowest level of the hierarchy of
basedon a reduceddimensionality versionthe specified
reduced dimensionality clusters has been reached;
data.
and
22. The method of claim 20, for performing a similarity
searching, using the low dimensional indexes, for a
search, comprising the steps of:
reduceddimensionality versionofthe cluster matchreducingthe dimensionality of specified data using the
ing the specified data.
dimensionality reduction information associated with
18. The method of claim 1, for performing a similarity
the database;
search, furthercomprising the stepsof:
theclusterto whichreduceddimensionality specifinding
recursively applying the steps of:
fied
data
belongs,based on the clustering information;
finding the cluster to which specified data belongs,
the
reducing
dimensionality of the reduced dimensionalusing stored clustering information; and
data basedon thedimensionality reduction
ity
specified
the
of
the
data
to
reducing
dimensionality
specified
information
for an identified cluster;
correspondto the lowest level of the hierarchy of
reduceddimensionality clusters, using storeddimensearching for a reduced-dimensionality version of the
cluster to which the further reduced dimensionality
sionalityreductioninformation;
specified data belongs;
for
candidate
terminal
clusters
that
can
contain
searching
one or more ofk nearest neighbors ofthe specified data 60 retrieving via the multidimensional index, krecordsmost
similar to the furtherreduceddimensionality specified
at eachlevel ofthe hierarchy ofreduceddimensionality
data in the cluster;
clustersstarting from a terminal clusterat alowestlevel
of said hierarchy to which the specified databelongs;
assessing whether other clusters can contain records
and
closer to the specified data than the farthest of the k
recordsretrieved;
for each candidate terminal cluster; performing an intra- 65
cluster searchfor the k nearestneighbors to the specisearching a closest other cluster to the specifieddata, in
fled data.
response to said assessingstep; and
ô2(template,

e1emen=D2(projectedtemp1ate,
e1ement)+Xor-

s
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said searchingcomprising performing an intra-cluster
clusters.
search for a projectedtemplate.
23. The methodofclaim 20, whereinthe data is storedin
29. The program storage device of claim 26, further
a database further comprising the step of: generating and
comprising the steps of:
storing one or more reduced dimensionality searchable 5
(a) generating cluster boundaries, which correspond to a
indexes for said one or more reduced dimensionality cluszeroth-order approximation to a geometry ofsaid clusters.
ters;
24. The method of claim 20, for performing an exact
(b)
approximating the geometry ofeach of the clustersby
search, comprising the steps of:
means of a minimum boundingbox and generatinga
associating specified data to one of the clusters basedon 10
first-order approximation to the geometryofeach clusstoredclustering information;
ter;
thespecifieddata into areduceddimensiondecomposing
(c) partitioning the bounding box into 2 k hyper
alitycluster defined by an associated cluster and stored
rectangles, wherein saidpartitioningis at a midpoint of
dimensionality reduction information for the associated
each dimension;
cluster, in responseto said associating; and
(d) retaining onlythosehyperrectangles that containdata
searching for a matching reduced dimensionality cluster
pointsand generating asecond-order approximation to
based on decomposed specified data.
the geometry of the cluster; and
25. The method of claim 24, wherein the specified data
said
and(d) for each retained hyper
includesa search template, further comprising the stepsof: 20 (e) repeatingto steps(c)
rectangle generate successively the third-, fourth-,
said associating comprising identifying the search temn-th approximations to the geometry ofthe cluster.
plate with a cluster based on the stored clustering
30. The programstorage device of claim 26 wherein the
information;
data is stored in one of a spatial database or a multimedia
said decomposing comprising projecting the search temdatabase which includes a plurality of data records each
plate onto a subspacefor an identified cluster basedon 25 containinga pluralityof fields, furthercomprising the steps
the stored dimensionality reduction information; and
of:
said searching comprising performing an intra-cluster
creating a representation ofthe databaseto be indexedas
search for a projectedtemplate.
a set ofvectors, whereeachvectorcorresponds to a row
26. A program storage device readable by a machine
in the database and the elements of each vectorcorrewhich includes one or more reduceddimensionality indexes 30
spondto the values,for a particularrow, contained in
to multidimensional data, the programstorage device tanthe columnsfor which the searchable index will be
gibly embodying a program ofinstructionsexecutable bythe
generated; and
machineto perform method stepsfor representing multidisaid partitioning comprising partitioningthe vectors into
mensionaldata, said method steps comprising:
said one or more clusters.
31. The program storage device of claim 28, further
a)partitioningthe multidimensional data into one or more
clusters;
comprising the step of storing the indexentirelyin the main
and
information
for
said
memory of a computer.
b) generating
storing clustering
32. The method of claim 26, wherein said generatinga
one or more clusters;
reduced
dimensionality cluster comprises a singular value
c)generatingone or more reduceddimensionality clusters 40
decomposition furthercomprising the steps of:
and dimensionality reductioninformation for said one
or more clusters; and
producing a transformation matrixand eigenvalues ofthe
transformation matrixfor said each cluster; and
d) storing the dimensionality reduction information;
asubsetofthe eigenvalues including the largest
selecting
e) creating a hierarchyofreduceddimensionality clusters
wherein the dimensionality reduction
45
eigenvalues;
said
and
by recursivelyapplying
steps a) through d);
information includes the transformation matrix andthe
IT) generating and storing one or more low-dimensional
subsetof the eigenvalues.
indexesfor clusters at a lowestlevel ofsaid hierarchy.
33.
The programstorage deviceofclaim32, for searching
27. The programstorage deviceof claim26, for performfor
k
most
similar recordsto specified data usingthe reduced
ing an exact search, comprising the steps of:
index, comprising the steps of:
dimensionality
associating specified data to one of the clusters basedon
data to said one or more clusters,
associating
specified
stored clustering information;
based
on
stored
information;
clustering
decomposing thespecifieddata into areduceddimensionthe
data
onto a subspace for an
projecting
specified
cluster
defined
an
associated
cluster
and
stored
ality
by
associated
cluster
based
on
stored dimensionality
dimensionality reduction information for the associated
reduction information for the associated cluster;
in
to
said
and
cluster, response
associating;
generating dimensionality reduction information includsearching saidindexesfor a matchingreduceddimensioning an orthogonal complement for projectedspecified
alitycluster based on decomposed specified data.
data, in responseto said projecting;
28. The programstorage deviceofclaim 27, whereinthe
query includes a search template, further comprising the 60 searching, via the index, for the associated cluster having
k most similar recordsto the projectedspecified data;
steps of:
said associating comprising identifying the search temdetermining if any other associated cluster can include
plate with a cluster based on the stored clustering
any ofk mostsimilarrecordsto the projectedspecified
data; and
information;
said decomposing comprising projecting the search tem- 65
repeating said searching on said any cluster that can
include any of the k most similar recordsto the speciplate onto a subspacefor an identified cluster basedon
the stored dimensionality reduction information; and
fied data.
repeating said assessing and searching for all said other
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34. The programstorage device ofclaim33, whereinsaid
searching, via the index, for the associated cluster, further
comprises the step of:
computing the distances (D) between k nearestneighbors
inthe associated cluster andthe projectedspecifieddata 5
as a function of a mismatch index ö2 wherein,
ô2(template, element)=D2(projectedtemplate, e1ement)+XorthogonaLcomp1ement2.

35. The programstorage deviceofclaim 33, whereinthe
specifieddata includesasearchtemplate, furthercomprising
the steps of:
said projecting step further comprising the step of projectingthe template, using the dimensionality reduction
information, ontoa subspace associated withthe cluster
to which it belongs;
generating template dimensionality reduction information
for aprojectedtemplate; wherein said searching, viathe
index is based on the projected template and the
template dimensionality reduction information; and
updatinga set of the k most similar recordsto the search
template.
36. The programstorage device ofclaim32, whereinsaid
selecting a subset of the eigenvalues is a function of a
precision and a recall of returned results.
37. Theprogramstorage device ofclaim26, for searching
for k recordsmost similarto specified data, the method for
searching comprising the steps of:
identifying a cluster to which specified data belongs,
based on the clustering information;
reducing the dimensionality ofthe specified databasedon
the dimensionality reductioninformation for an identified cluster;

10
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generating dimensionality reduction information for
reduced dimensionality specifieddata, in responseto
said reducing;
searching the multidimensional index, using the dimensionality reduction information, for a reduced- 40
dimensionality version of the cluster to which the
specifieddata belongs;
retrieving via the multidimensional index, the k most
similarrecords in the cluster;
identifying other candidate clusters which can contain
records closer to the specified data than the farthest of
the k most similarrecords retrieved;
searching a closestother candidate cluster to the specified
data, in response to said determining step; and
repeating said identifying and searching stepsfor all said so
other candidate clusters.
38. The program storage device of claim 37, further
comprising the step of:
computing the distances (D) between k nearestneighbors
in the versionofthe clusterand the projectedspecified 55
data as a function of a mismatch index ö2 wherein,
ô2(template, element)=D2(projectedtemplate, e1ement)+XorthogonaLcomp1ement2.

39. The programstorage deviceofclaim 26, whereinthe 60
clustering information includes information on a centroidof
said one or more clusters, further comprising the step of
associating the centroidwith a unique label.
40. The programstorage deviceofclaim 26, whereinthe
65
dimensionality of the data is >8.
41. The programstorage deviceof claim26, for performing an exact search, comprising the steps of:

associating specified data to one ofthe clustersbased on
stored clustering information;
reducingthedimensionality ofthe specified data basedon
stored dimensionality reduction information for a
reduceddimensionality versionof acluster, in response
to said associating step; and
searching, based on reduced dimensionality specified
data, for the reduced dimensionality version of the
cluster matchingthe specified data.
42. The programstorage deviceofclaim41, wherein said
searching further comprises the step ofconductinga linear
scan to match the specified data.
43. The programstorage deviceofclaim29, for searching
a hierarchy of approximations to the geometricstructure of
each cluster, further comprising the steps of:
reducingthe dimensionality ofthe specified data usingthe
dimensionality reduction information associated with
the database;
finding theclusterto whichreduceddimensionality specified data belongs,based on the clustering information;
reducingthe dimensionality of the reduced dimensionalityspecifieddata basedon thedimensionality reduction
information for an identified cluster;
searching for a reduced-dimensionality version of the
cluster to which the further reduced dimensionality
specified data belongs;
retrieving via the multidimensional index, krecordsmost
similar to the furtherreduceddimensionality specified
data in the cluster;
assessingwhether one or more other clusterscan contain
recordscloserto the specified data than the farthest of
the k records retrieved;
retaining an other cluster only if it can contain any of
k-nearest neighbors of specifieddata basedon boundaries of the cluster;
iteratively determining if a retainedcluster couldcontain
any of the k-nearest neighbors, based on increasingly
finerapproximations to the geometry, andretainingthe
retained cluster only if the cluster is accepted at the
finest level of the hierarchy of successive approximations; and
identifying a retained cluster as a candidate cluster containing one or more of the k-nearestneighbors of the
data, in responseto saidstep of iteratively determining.
44. The programstorage device ofclaim26, for performing an exact search, comprising the steps of:
recursively applyingthe steps of:
finding a cluster to which specified data belongs, using
stored clustering information; and
reducingthe dimensionality of the specified data using
stored dimensionality reduction information, until a
corresponding lowestlevel ofthe hierarchy ofreduced
dimensionality clusters has been reached; and
searching, using the low dimensional indexes, for a
reduceddimensionality versionof the cluster matching
the specified data.
45. The programstorage device ofclaim26, for performing a similarity search, furthercomprising the steps of:
recursively applyingthe steps of:
finding the cluster to which specified data belongs,
using stored clustering information; and
reducing the dimensionality of the specifieddata to
correspond to the lowest level of the hierarchyof
reduceddimensionality clusters, using storeddimensionality reduction information;
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27
searching for candidate terminalclustersthat can contain
one or more ofk nearest neighbors ofthe specified data
at eachlevel ofthe hierarchy ofreduceddimensionality
clustersstarting from a terminal clusterat alowestlevel
of said hierarchy to which the specified databelongs;

28
via
the
multidimensional
retrieving
index, krecordsmost
similar to the furtherreduceddimensionality specified
5

and

for each candidate terminal cluster, performing an intracluster search for the k nearestneighbors to the specified data.
46. The programstorage deviceof claim26, for perform- 10
ing a similarity search, further comprising the steps of:
reducing the dimensionality of the specified data;
recursively applyingthe steps of: finding the cluster to
which reduced dimensionality specifieddata belongs,
using stored clustering information; and reducingthe
dimensionality ofthe reduceddimensionality specified
data to correspond to a lowestlevel of a hierarchy of
reduced dimensionality clusters, using stored dimensionalityreductioninformation;
20
searching for candidate terminalclustersthat can contain
one or more of k nearest neighbors of the reduced
dimensionality specified data at each level of the hierarchyof reduced dimensionality clustersstarting from
a terminal cluster at a lowest level of said hierarchy to 25
which the specifieddata belongs;and
for each candidate terminal cluster, performing an intraclustersearchfor theknearestneighbors to the reduced

s

dimensionality specified data.

47. The programstorage deviceofclaim 26, whereinthe
data is stored in a database, furthercomprising the stepsof:
reducing a dimensionality of the database and generating
dimensionality reduction information associated with
the database;and
storing the dimensionality reductioninformation associated with the database;
whereinsaidpartitioningstep is responsive to said reducing

30

35

step.

48. The programstorage deviceof claim47, for performing an exact search, comprising the steps of:
reducing the dimensionality of specified data, based on
the dimensionality reduction information for the database;
associating reduced dimensionality specifieddata to one
of the clusters, basedon the clustering information, in
responseto said reducing;
reducing a dimensionality of the specifieddata to that of
a reduceddimensionality cluster defined by an associated cluster, based on dimensionality reduction informationfor the associated cluster; and
searching for a matching reduceddimensionality cluster,
basedon areduceddimensionality versionthe specified
data.
49. The programstorage deviceof claim47, for performing a similarity search, comprising the steps of:
reducing the dimensionality of specified data using the
dimensionality reduction information associated with
the database;
finding the cluster to whichreduceddimensionality specifled data belongs,basedon the clustering information;
reducing the dimensionality of the reduceddimensionality specified databasedon the dimensionality reduction
information for an identified cluster;
searching for a reduced-dimensionality version of the
cluster to which the further reduced dimensionality
specifieddata belongs;

40
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data in the cluster;
assessing whether other clusters can contain records
closer to the specified data than the farthest of the k
recordsretrieved;
searching a closest other cluster to the specifieddata, in
response to said assessingstep; and
repeatingsaid assessingand searching for all said other
clusters.

50. The programstorage device of claim47, wherein the
data is storedin a database, furthercomprising the step of:
generating and storingone or more reduceddimensionality
searchable indexesfor said one or more reduceddimensionality clusters.
51. A computer programproductcomprising:

a computer usable medium having computer readable

programcodemeansembodied therein for representing
multidimensional data, the computerreadableprogram
code means in said computer programproduct com-

prising:
computer readable programcode clustering means for
causing a computer to effect (a) partitioning the
multidimensional data into one or more clusters;
computer readableprogram code means, coupled to
said clustering means, for causing a computer to
effect (b) generatingand storing clustering information for said one or more clusters;
computer readable programcodedimensionality reduction means, coupled to said clustering means, for
causing a computer to effect, (c) generating one or
more reduced dimensionality clusters and dimensionality reductioninformation for said one or more
clusters;
computer readableprogram code means, coupled to
said dimensionality reductionmeans, for causing a
computer to (d) effect storing the dimensionality
reduction information;
computer readable programcode means for causing a
computer to effect creating a hierarchyof reduced
dimensionality clustersby recursively applyingsaid
steps a) through d); and
computer readable programcode means for causing a
computer to effect generating and storing one or
more low-dimensional indexesfor clusters at a lowest level of said hierarchy.
52. A computerized method of representing multidimensional data which includes spatial geographic information,
said method comprising the steps of:
a) partitioning the spatialgeographicinformation into one
or more clusters;
b) generatingand storing clustering information for said
one or more clusters;
c) generating one or morereduceddimensionality clusters
and dimensionality reduction information for said one
or more clusters;
d) storingthe dimensionality reduction information;
e) creatinga hierarchy of reduceddimensionality clusters
by recursively applyingsaid steps a) through d); and
F) generatingand storing one or more low-dimensional
indexesfor clustersat a lowestlevel of said hierarchy.
53. The method of claim 52, wherein the geographic
information includes image data, further comprising the
steps of:
extracting a set of featuresfrom the image data, wherein
the featuresincludeone ormore of: a texture;a shape;
a contour; and a color histogram.
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54. The computer programproduct of claim 51, further
database to be indexed as a set ofvectors,where each
vector corresponds to a row in the database and the
comprising:
elements ofeach vectorcorrespond to the values, for a
(a) means for causing a computer to effect generating
cluster boundaries, which correspond to a zeroth-order
particular row,containedin the columnsfor whichthe
searchable index will be generated; and
approximation to a geometry of said clusters;
(b) means for causinga computer to effect approximating
said clustering means comprising computer readable prothe geometryof each of the clusters by means of a
gram code means for causing a computer to effect
minimumboundingbox and generating a first-order
partitioning the vectorsinto said one or more clusters.
approximation to the geometry of each cluster;
57. The computer programproduct of claim 51, wherein
(c)meansfor causingacomputerto effectpartitioning the 10 said generating a reduceddimensionality cluster comprises
boundingbox into 2 k hyper rectangles, wherein said
a singular value decomposition further comprising:
partitioningis at a midpointof each dimension;
computer readable program code means for causing a
(d) means for causinga computerto effect retaining only
computer to effect producing a transformation matrix
those hyper rectangles that contain data points and
and eigenvalues of the transformation matrixfor said
generatinga second-order approximation to the geom- 15
each cluster; and
etry of the cluster; and
readable program code means for causing a
computer
(e) means for causing a computerto effect repeating said
to effectselectinga subsetofthe eigenvalues
computer
steps (c) and (d) for each retained hyper rectangle to
the largest eigenvalues; wherein the dimenincluding
n-th
generate successively the third-, fourthreduction information includes the transforsionality
20
approximations to the geometryof the cluster.
mation matrixand the subset of the eigenvalues.
55. The computer program product of claim 54, for
58.
The computer program product of claim 57, for
searching a hierarchyof approximations to the geometric
for k most similar recordsto specified data using
searching
structureof each cluster, furthercomprising:
the reduceddimensionality index, comprising:
means for causing a computer to effect reducing the
computer readable program code means for causing a
dimensionality of the specifieddata using the dimen- 25
computer to effect associating specifieddata to said one
sionality reduction information associated with the
or more clusters, based on stored clustering informadatabase;
tion;
means for causing a computer to effect finding the cluster
computer readable program code means for causing a
to which reduced dimensionality specified data
3Q
computer to effect projecting the specifieddata onto a
belongs,based on the clustering information;
subspace for an associated cluster based on stored
means for causing a computer to effect reducing the
dimensionality reductioninformation for the associated
dimensionality ofthe reduceddimensionality specified
cluster;
data basedon the dimensionality reduction information
computer readable program code means for causing a
for an identified cluster;
computer to effect generating dimensionality reduction
means for causing a computer to effect searching for a
information including an orthogonal complement for
version
of
the
cluster
to
which
reduced-dimensionality
projectedspecifieddata;
the further reduced dimensionality specified data
means for causing a computer to effect searching, viathe
belongs;
index, for the associated cluster havingk most similar
means for causing a computer to effect retrieving via the
40
recordsto the projectedspecified data;
multidimensional index, k records most similarto the
means for causing a computertoeffectdetermining if any
further reduced dimensionality specified data in the
other associated cluster can include any of k most
cluster;
similar recordsto the projectedspecified data; and
means for causing a computer to effectassessing whether
means for causing a computerto effect repeating said
one or more otherclusterscancontainrecordscloser to
the specified data than the farthest of the k records
searching onsaid anyclusterthat canincludeany ofthe
k most similar recordsto the specified data.
retrieved;
59.
The computer programproduct of claim 58, wherein
means for causinga computerto effect retainingan other
said means for causing a computer to effect searching, via
cluster onlyifit can containany ofk-nearestneighbors
the index, for the associated cluster further comprises:
of specified data basedon boundaries of the cluster;
means for causing a computerto effect computing dismeans for causinga computerto effect iteratively detertances(D) between k nearest neighbors in the associmining if a retained cluster could contain any of the
ated cluster and the projected specified data as a
k-nearest neighbors, based on increasingly finer
function of a mismatch index ö2 wherein,
approximations to the geometry, and retaining the
retained cluster only if the cluster is acceptedat the
ô2(template, e1ement)=D2rojectedtemp1ate,e1ement)+Xorfinest level of the hierarchyof successive approximathogonaLcomp1ement2.
and
tions;
60. The computer programproduct of claim 58, wherein
means for causing a computer to effect identifying a
the specified data includes a search template,further comretainedcluster as a candidate cluster containing one or
more ofthek-nearestneighbors ofthedata, in response 60 prising:
to said step of iteratively determining.
said means for causing a computer to effect projecting
56. The computer programproduct of claim 51 wherein
including means for causing a computer to effect prothedata isstoredinone of a spatial database oramultimedia
jectingthe template,using thedimensionality reduction
database which includes a pluralityof data records each
information, onto asubspaceassociated withthe cluster
to which it belongs;
containinga pluralityof fields, furthercomprising:
65
means for causing a computer to effect generating temcomputer readable program code means for causing a
computer to effect creating a representation of the
plate dimensionality reduction information for a pro-
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jected template; wherein said means for causing a
computerto effect searching, via the index is basedon
theprojectedtemplateand the templatedimensionality
reductioninformation; and
means for causing a computer to effect updatinga set of
the k most similarrecords to the search template.
61. The computer program productofclaim 57, wherein
said means for causing a computer to effect selecting a
subset of the eigenvalues is a function of a precision and a
recall of returned results.
62. The computer program product of claim 51, for
searching for k records most similar to specified data, the
methodfor searching comprising:
means for causing a computer to effect identifying a
cluster to which specified data belongs, based on the
clustering information;
meansfor causing a computer to effect reducing the
dimensionality of the specified data based on the
dimensionality reduction information for an identified
cluster;
means for causinga computer to effectgeneratingdimensionalityreduction information for reduceddimensionalityspecifieddata, in responseto said reducing;
means for causing a computer to effect searching the

c) generating one or morereduceddimensionality clusters
and dimensionality reduction information for said one
or more clusters; and
d) storingthe dimensionality reduction information.
66. The computer program product of claim 51, for
performing an exact search, comprising:
means for causinga computer to effectrecursivelyapply10

s
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multidimensional index, using the dimensionality 25
reduction information, for a reduced-dimensionality
version of the cluster to which the specified data

ing:
means for causinga computer to effect finding a cluster
to which specified data belongs, using stored clustering information; and
means for causing a computer to effect reducingthe
dimensionality of the specified data using stored
dimensionality reductioninformation, until a corresponding lowest level of the hierarchy of reduced
dimensionality clusters has been reached; and
means for causinga computer to effect searching, using
the low dimensional indexes, for a reduced dimensionality version ofthe cluster matching the specified
data.

67. The computer program product of claim 51, for
performing a similarity search, furthercomprising:
means for causing a computer to effect reducing the
dimensionality of the specified data;
means for causinga computer to effectrecursivelyapplying: means for causing a computer to effect finding the
cluster to which reduceddimensionality specified data
belongs, using stored clustering information; and
means for causing a computer to effect reducingthe
dimensionality of the reduceddimensionality specified
data to correspond to a lowest level of a hierarchy of
reduced dimensionality clusters, using stored dimen-

belongs;
means for causing a computer to effect retrieving via the
multidimensional index, the k most similar records in 30
the cluster;
meansfor causing a computer to effectidentifying other
candidate clusterswhich can contain records closerto
sionality reduction information;
thespecifieddata than the farthestofthe k most similar
35
means
for causing a computer to effect searching for
records retrieved;
candidate terminalclustersthat can containone ormore
means for causingacomputerto effectsearching a closest
of k nearest neighbors of the reduced dimensionality
other candidate cluster to the specified data, in response
specified data at each level ofthe hierarchy ofreduced
to said identifying step; and
dimensionality clustersstarting from a terminalcluster
means for causing a computer to effect repeating said
40
at alowestlevel ofsaidhierarchyto whichthe specified
identifying and searching steps for all said other candata belongs; and
didate clusters.
means
for causing a computer to effect for each candidate
63. The computer program product of claim 51, for
terminal cluster, performing an intra-cluster search for
an
exact
performing
search,comprising:
the k nearest neighbors to the reduced dimensionality
means for causinga computer to effect associatingspecispecified data.
fled data to one of the clusters based on stored clus68. The computer programproduct of claim 51, wherein
tering information;
the data is stored in a database, furthercomprising:
means for causing a computer to effect reducing the
means for causinga computer to effect reducinga dimendimensionality of the specified data based on stored
sionality of the database and generating dimensionality
dimensionality reduction information for a reduced
reduction information associated withthedatabase;and
version
of
a
in
to
said
cluster,
dimensionality
response
means
for causing a computer to effect storing the dimenassociating step; and
sionality reduction information associated with the
means for causinga computerto effect searching, based
database; whereinsaidpartitioningstep isresponsive to
on reduced dimensionality specified data, for the
said reducing step.
reduceddimensionality versionofthe cluster matching 55
69. The computer program product of claim 68, for
the specifieddata.
performing an exact search, comprising:
64. The computer program productofclaim 63, wherein
means for causing a computer to effect reducing the
said searching furthercomprises means for causing a comdimensionality of specified data, based on the dimenputer to effect a linearscan to match the specified data.
65. Acomputerized method of representing multidimen- 60
sionality reduction information for the database;
sional data which includes point-of-sale transactionswith
means for causing a computer to effect associating
associated geographic coordinates, said method comprising
reduced dimensionality specified data to one of the

the steps of:

a) partitioning the point-of-sales transactionsinto one or
more clusters;
b) generating and storing clustering information for said
one or more clusters;

65

clusters, based on the clustering information, in
response to said reducing;
means for causinga computer to effect reducinga dimensionality of reduced dimensionality specified data to
that of a reduced dimensionality cluster defined by an
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based on dimensionality reduction
71. The computer programproduct of claim 68, wherein
information for the associated cluster; and
the data is stored in a database, further comprising: means
for causinga computer to effect generating and storing one
means for causing a computer to effect searching for a
reduced
based
on
a
or more reduceddimensionality searchable indexesfor said
cluster,
matching
dimensionality
5 one or more reduceddimensionality clusters.
reduced dimensionality version the specified data.
70. The computer program product of claim 68, for
72. The computer program product of claim 68, for
performing a similarity search,comprising:
performing an exact search, comprising:
means for causing a computer to effect reducing the
means for causing a computer to effectassociating specidimensionality of specified data using the dimension- 10
fied data to one of the clusters based on stored clusality reductioninformation associated with the datatering information;
base;
means for causinga computer to effect decomposing the
means for causing a computer to effect finding the cluster
specified data into a reduced dimensionality cluster
to which reduced dimensionality specified data
defined by an associated cluster and storeddimensionbelongs,based on the clustering information;
15
alityreduction information for the associated cluster, in
means for causing a computer to effect reducing the
response to said associating; and
dimensionality ofthe reduceddimensionality specified
means for causing a computer to effect searching for a
data basedon the dimensionality reduction information
matching reduced dimensionality cluster based on
for an identified cluster;
associated cluster,

means for causing a computer to effect searching for a
reduced-dimensionality versionof the cluster to which
the further reduced dimensionality specified data
belongs;
means for causing a computer to effect retrieving via the
multidimensional index, k records most similarto the
further reduced dimensionality specified data in the
cluster;
means for causing a computer to effectassessing whether
other clusterscan contain recordscloserto the specified
data than the farthest of the k records retrieved;
means for causingacomputerto effectsearching a closest
other cluster to the specifieddata, in response to said
assessing step; and
means for causing a computer to effect repeating said
assessing and searching for all said other clusters.

decomposed specified data.
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73. The computer programproduct of claim 72, wherein
the queryincludes a search template,further comprising:
means for causing a computer to effect said associating
comprising identifying the search template witha cluster based on the stored clustering information;
said means for causinga computer to effectdecomposing
comprising means for causing a computer to effect
projecting the search template onto a subspacefor an
identified cluster based on the stored dimensionality
reduction information; and

said means for causing a computerto effect searching
comprising means for causing a computer to effect
performing an intra-cluster search for a projectedtemplate.
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DYNAMIC SERVER-MANAGED
ACCESS
CONTROLFORA DISTRIBUTEDFILE

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagramof the encryption
procedure for generatinga token.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of the token evaluation procedure
followed by the distributed file system shownin FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a schematic blockdiagramof the flowsbetween
the various system components in a first example, showing
the successful use of a token.
FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of the steps performed by the distributed file systemin the exampleshown

SYSTEM
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to a method and apparatus for
controlling access to data objectsand, more particularly, to
amethodand apparatus for allowing a serverto dynamically 10
manage access control for a distributed file system.
2. Description of the Related Art
Client/server systems, in which client processes issue
requeststo serverprocesses(usually on separatemachines)
to perform specified services for the clientprocesses arewell
known in the art. File servers, which manage files accessed
by remote clients, form an important class of servers;
distributed file systems are made up ofone or more of such
file serversthat appear to aclientas a single entity. Forlarge
objectssuch as multimedia, a distributed file systemrequires 20
fewer resourcesand provides faster startup times than the
traditionalservermodelinwhich the entire objectisshipped
to the client,who places the objectinto a local cache.
Often in client/server systemsthere are ancillaryservers
as well that assist clients in accessing files. Such ancillary 25
servers include security servers such as the ticket-granting
server in the Kerberos security system.Anotherexample of
an ancillaryserverofthis typeisthe objectserverusedinthe
IBM Digital Library in conjunction with the distributed file
30
systemthat managesthe digital objectsbeing accessed.

s

in FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a schematic blockdiagramof the flowsbetween
the varioussystem components in a secondexample, showing the unsuccessful use of a file name.
FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of the steps performed by the distributed file systemin the exampleshown
in FIG. 7.
FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of the steps performed by the distributed file system in a third example,
showingthe unsuccessful use of a token.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

System Overview

FIG. 1 shows a client/server system 100 in which the
access controlsystem ofthe presentinvention may be used.
System100 contains at least one workstation client 102, an
object server 106, and a distributed file system 108, all of
which intercommunicate via a communications channel
showngenerically at 104. File system 108 managesa set of
It is highly desirable that servers such as the ancillary
files 110 being accessedthat are kept on a suitable storage
serversdescribed abovebe able to dynamically controlwho
devicesuch as a direct access storage device (DASD). File
has access to information stored in a file system. Thus,
system 108 responds to standardfile access requests (such as
servers that support products such as the IBM Digital
"open ") with either a file handle or descriptor (a small
Library or FlowMark® are process sensitive or have a
integer identifying the file for the requesting process) or an
customer charging mechanism as part of the application.
error code indicating why the operation was unsuccessful,
Such servers should to be able to dynamically determine
such as that the file cannot be found or that it cannot be
which user can access which object.
accessed. Server106, which is a trusted server, "owns" the
In addition, a client should be able to access both pro- 40 files 110 and is used to grant the file access tokens of the
tected objects and unprotected objects without having to
present invention.
care whether or not the information is protected. That is, the
In the particular exampleshown in FIG. 1, system 100
client should be able to use the same access methods for
may comprise an instance of the IBM Digital Library in
either case.
which server106 functions as an object server. File system
108 may comprise the IBM® OS/390TM LAN Server
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
(formerly LAN Server for MVS®), a component of the
The present invention contemplates a dynamic serverOS/390 operating system executing on an IBM System/
390® (S/390®) processor. File system 108 may reside on
managedaccess controlsystemfor providing the necessary
access control.In accordance with the invention, an object
the same machineas server 106 or on a different machine,
server creates a serverfile access token (hereinafter simply
depending on the particular implementation.
"token ") which it deliversto the distributed file system and
File system 108 is a hierarchical file system inwhich files
to the client. The clientuses the tokenin place of a standard
are maintained in directories, which may be subdirectories
file name. If a request to access (open) the file is received
of other directories. Thus, a completespecification of a file
from a client with the token,the file is opened. If a request
may have the form:
to access the file is receivedwithouta token or with a bad 55 Diskname:\Pathname\filename.typ
token,thefile is notopenedand the clientreceivesa"filenot
whereDiskname (usually a letter) is the name of the logical
found" indication. Using this support, a token, provides
disk drive on which the file is located; Pathname specifies
dynamic object or file-level access control. The dynamic
the directories, if any,from most inclusiveto least inclusive
server-managed access controlof the presentinvention thus
directory; filename is the file name proper; andtyp is the file
allows a server to use the distributed file systemto deliver 60
type or extension, which usually indicates some generic
the data in a secure fashion.
category of file. File system 108 maintains several data
structures to enable it to manage files 110, including a
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
directorylist 112 and,for each directory, a file list 114, as is
FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a client/server
well known in the art. In accordance with the present
systemincorporating the present invention.
65 invention, file system108 also maintainsfor each directory
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of the token generation procedure
a tokenlist 116 listing the tokenscreated for files 110 in that
followedby the LAN server shownin FIG. 1.
directory.

s
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Files 110may be eitherprotectedor unprotected. Unprobits indicateto the file system 108 that the server 106,
tected files 110 are accessed by clients 102 under their
as owner of the file 110, has read, write and execute
normal file names. Protected files 110, however, must be
permission, but no one else, including others in the
accessed using tokens, as described below.
owner's group, has any access rightsat all to the file.
As noted above,server 106 uses tokensto provide conOther means for marking a file 110 as a protectedfile
trolled access to protectedobjects 110 managedby the file
could be used instead, so long as they are not easily
subverted by malicious users.
system 108. The procedureof the present invention comprisesfour generalstages:file creation, tokencreation, token
Token Creation
usage, and token destruction.
In the file creation stage,files 110 that are to beprotected 10
FIG. 2 shows the general procedure 200 for granting a
are givenone ormore attributes(e.g., "hidden")that indicate
token 120 to a client 102 seekingto access a file 110 stored
to the file system 108 thatthey are protectedfiles for which
in the file system 108. The procedure beginswith a request
a tokenratherthan a file name is required as a file identifier.
118 to the server 106 from the workstation client 102 (step
In the token creation stage, server 106 grants dynamic
access to a protectedfile 110 in response to a request 118 15 202).At this point,the server106 has the file name, andthe
client102 doesnot havethe file name butexpectsto receive
from a client 102 by generating a token 120 for that file,
it in response to its request 118 to the server.
which is returned to the client. Server 106 also provides a
copy 122 of the tokento the file system 108, which adds the
Upon receivingthe request 118 from the client 102, the
token to its token list 116. The token-granting procedure is
server 106 generatesa token 120 as a function of the file
transparentto the client 102, which assumes it is receiving 20 name and an ephemeral value such as time. By using
a file name as an identifier (as occurs conventionally) and
ephemeral information in this manner, the server 106
uses the token120 in the same manner as itwould a normal
ensures that the token 120 is not easily forged. More
file name.
particularly, andreferringalso to FIG. 3, server106 getsthe
In the tokenusage stage, the client 102 sends a request
current system time 302 (representing the time that the
124 to the file system 108 inwhichitrequestsaccess to afile 25 server 106 receivedthe request 118 for the file 110),padding
110 using a standardfile operation (e.g., open),except that
or truncating the system time as needed to create a 64-bit
it provides the file system 108 with a tokeninsteadof a file string(step 204). Preferably, time value302 should have a
name. (Because of the transparency of the procedureto the
granularity of aboutone millisecond in the least significant
client,the client 102 is unawareof whetherthe identifier it
bit position.
presentsis a tokenor an original file name.)The file system 30 Server 106 then uses a standardsymmetrical encryption
108 thenissuesa response 126 to the client102 that depends
function such as a DES function 304 to encryptthe system
on the resultof the operation. If an acceptable token 120 is
time 302, using the file name 306 (a 64-bit string) as an
provided, then the file system 108 allows the file 110
encryption key, to generatea 64-bittoken 120 as an output
to
the
token
to
be
If
the
token
120
is
corresponding
opened.
of the encryption function (step 206).
bad, thenthe file system 108rejectsthe request and doesnot
the
file
110.
Finally, server 106 providesthe token 120 togetherwith
open
other data items to the client 102 and the file system 108
In the tokendestruction stage,a token120is deleted from
the token list 116 so that it can no longer be used to access
(step 208). Thus, server 106 delivers the following data
items to file system 108:
a file 110. Server 106 can determine how the token 120 can
be invalidated. Depending upon the decision of the server 40 1. resource name (disk name or NFS mount point).
106 and the policyset for the file system 108, the token 120
2. standard path name.
may be invalidated eitherafter it isused or after a set period
3. token in place of file name.
oftimehaselapsed.Thus, the file system 108 can invalidate
4. standard type (i.e., file extension).
the token120becauseit istoo old; the lengthoftimecanbe
set eitherfor all objects110 as a matter of policyby the file 45 5. length of time to allow token to be valid (optional,
system 108 or for a particular object when the token is
dependsupon policy of file system or server).
created.Alternatively, server106can invalidate the dynamic
The resourcename,path name and standardtype are also
access to the file 110 when the client102 isfinished withthe
returned to the client 102 along with the token 120. In
file by deleting the token 120.
addition, server 108 provides file system 108 with the file
These four stages, discussed in outline above, are dis- So name from whichthe token 120 was generated, since this is
cussed in more detail below.
used to transform the tokenback into a file name 306 and
possibly to regenerate the time 302, as described below.
File Creation
Anysuitable mechanism maybeused toprovidethe token
Whena protectedfile 110 is created, server106 makesthe
and other file information to the file system 108. Thus, for
file private using standardfile systemfunctionsto indicate 55 the IBM Digital Library, server 106 may use an OS/390
its protectedstatusto the filesystem 108. For example, inthe
LAN ServerAPI to issue an OS/390 LAN Servercommand
IBM Digital Library, server 106 may use an OS/390 LAN
SETATTRIB.
Serverapplicationprogramming interface (API)to issuethe
Preferably, communications channel 104 should permit
OS/390 LAN Server command SETATTRIB:
secure transmission ofthesevaluesto boththe client102 and
1. for local area network(LAN)access (e.g., via a server 60 the file system 108 without alteration of their contents or
messageblock(SMB)) by marking the file 110withthe
interception by unauthorized parties. The particular means
extendedattribute of hidden.
for effecting such secure transmission form no part of the
2. for NFS access by setting xperm to rwx---,mid to the
present invention.
user ID (uid) of server 106 (i.e., of the particular
As noted above,the token120 which server106 delivers
address space implementing the server function), and 65 to thefile system 108 and to the client102 looks to the client
like an ordinary file name. Thus, when the client 102
xgid to the group ID (gid) of the server address space.
As is standardin UNIX® systems, these permission
subsequently attemptsto open the file:

6,122,631
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Diskname:\Pathname\filename.typ

it assumes it is opening (andpasses the parameters for) the
nonexistent file:

Diskname:\Pathname\token.typ

where token is an 8-character string.
To accommodate the present invention, an existing system in which server 106 provides a client 102 with a file
name inresponseto a givencommand wouldbe modified to
provide the client with a token insteadof a file name. For
example, the IBMDigitalLibrarywouldbemodifiedso that

the client commands LibRetrieveltemPart,

6
of the token list 116 for that directory for the identifier
specified intherequest124;the file system also verifies that
any token 120 foundinthe list is stillvalid (step 410).Ifthe
identifier is found and if the token 120 is still valid (step
412), the file system 108 converts the identifier to the
corresponding file name (step 414) and returns to step 408
to again check the file list 114. Otherwise, the file system
108 denies access to the requested file 110 by returning a
"file not found " response 126 to the requestor102 (step
10 420).

If the identifier is found in the file list 114 on eitherthe

or second iteration of step 408, the file system 108
checks to determine whether the file 110 has the extended
attribute "hidden " (step 416). If not, this indicates that the
file 110 being requested is not a protectedfile for which a
token 120 should have been presented, and the file system
if the file 110
grants access (step 422). On the other hand,
does have the extended attribute "hidden" (step 416), this
Token Destruction
indicates that the file being requested is a protectedfile for
The present invention contemplates that a token 120 may
which a token 120 should have been presented. If the
be destroyedby a requestfrom server 106 to the file system 20 original identifier was atokenthat was converted at step 414
108. Thiswill cause the token 120 to be removed from the
(step 418), then the file system 108 grants access to the
token list 116. This may be implemented in any suitable
requested file 110by returning a file handle to the client102
manner. For example, in the IBMDigitalLibrary, the client
as a response126 (step 422). Otherwise, the file system 108
service LibFreeltemPart, which deletes an item from the
denies access by returninga "file not found" error code to
library clientcache, may be used to cause the server 106 to 25 the client 102 (step 420), since the required token 120 was
request that file system 108 delete the token from its list.
not presented.
If the server 106 wants the token 120 to have a defined
FIGS.5—9illustratethe flows betweena client102 and a
file system 108 andwithin the file system 108 invariousfile
life, it deliversthe token and possiblythe lengthof time to
allowthe tokento be valid to the file system 108. When an 30 access scenarios. In these figures the flows between client
102 andfilesystem108 areshownaspassingthrough aLAN
open request124 using this token 120 is received, the file
server 104' that is part of communications channel 104. In
system108 checksthe age of the token. Ifthe system policy
is one age for all requeststo the file system 108, the file
each case it is assumed that the client 102 has already
obtained a token120 fromthe objectserver 106 (not shown
system uses the file name to determine the time of the
in FIGS. 5—9).
originalrequest118 to the server106(i.e.,the timethe token
120 was created) and determines if that time is within the
FIG. 5—6illustrate the flowswhen the client102 successallowable range. If the system policy is that the server 106
fully requestsaccess to a file 110 stored in the file system
determines how long to honor the request 124 to the file
108. As shownin FIG. 5, the client 102 presentsan access
system108, the file systemuses the file name to determine
request to the LAN server 104' (502), which relays the
the time of the original request 118 to the server 106 and 4Q request to the file system 108 (504). Upon successfully
determines if that time is within the range specifiedby the
completing the request, the file system 108 returns a file
server. In eithercase, the time can be regenerated from the
handle to the LAN server 104' (506), which passes the
token 120 by invertingthe encryption algorithm 304, using
handle back to the client 102 (508).
the file name as a decryption key.
Referring now to FIG. 6, upon receivingthe file access
from the LAN server 104' (504), file system 108
45
request
Token Usage
searchesdirectorylist 112 (FIG. 1) for the directoryspeciFile system 108 maintainsfor each directorya token list
fiedinthe request. Uponfinding the directory, thefile system
116 containing valid tokens 120 and corresponding file
108 searchesthe file list 114 for theidentifier specified inthe
names that havebeenreceivedfrom the server 106. Whena
request (602). Since in this case the identifier is actually a
requestor102 tries to open a file 110 using a token120 as a so token 120, it is not found. Since the identifier is not found
file name, token list 116 is searched. If the token 120 is
in the file list 114, the file system 108 searchesthe correfound, it is used to open the file 110.
sponding tokenlist 116 for the identifier (604).Uponfinding
FIG. 4 showsthe generalprocedure 400 followed by the
the identifier in the token list 116, the file system 108
file system 108 for handlinga request 124 for file access
convertsthe identifier to the original file name and searches
received from a client 102. As is usual for a file access ss the file list 114 for the new file name (606).The file system
108 finds the indicated file 110 with the extendedattribute
request, the request 124 specifies the drive, the path
"hidden",which is ignored because the identifier contained
(directory) andthe file type (extension) of the file 110 being
a token (608). Finally, the file system 108 grantsthe access
requested. However, insteadofspecifying the file name (and
transparently to the client), the request 124 specifies the
request by providingLAN server 104' with a file handle
token 120 as the identifier.
60 (506),which is passed on to the client 102.
FIGS. 7—8 illustrate the flows when the client 102 tries
Upon receivingthe request 124 from the client 102 (step
402), the file system 108 first searchesits directorylist 112
unsuccessfully to access a file 110 stored in the file system
for the drive and path specifiedin the request (step 404).
108 which is protected in accordance with the present
invention. In this example, an end user at the client workUpon finding the indicated directory, the file system 108
searchesthe file list 114 for that directoryfor the identifier 65 station 102 knowsthe actualname of the file 110 stored in
file system 108 and tries to copy the file to a workstation
specifiedin the request 124(step 406).Ifthe identifier isnot
found (step 408), the file system108 makes a similar search
disk.
LibRetrievebyLabel, and LibRetrievebyName would cause
the server 106 to generatea token 120 for use by the file
system108. SincetheDigitalLibrary client 102 uses the file
system 108 as a remote cache, the token 120 wouldnot be
invalidatedafter a predetermined period of time.

first
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requestsaccess to said objectusing said identifier, a method
of dynamically controlling access to said object, comprising
the steps of:
in responseto a request from a requester for an identifier
of said object, dynamically generating a token and
providing said token to said requester as said identifier
(708).
of said object;
Referring to FIG. 8, upon receivingthe request from the
a list of tokens that have beenpreviouslygenerstoring
LAN server 104' (704),file system 108 searchesthe direcated; and
list
112
and
file
list
114
for
the
and
identifier
tory
directory
10
in responseto a requestfrom a requestorfor access to an
provided in the request (802). Sincethe identifier is foundin
the file list 114, the file 110 is hidden,and the file name was
objectidentified by an identifier, comparing said identifier with the tokensin said list and granting access to
not created by searching the token list 116, the file system
said object only if said identifier matchesone of the
108 converts the outcome to "file not found (804). File
tokensin said list.
LAN server 104'with a returncode of
system108 provides
4. The method ofclaim3 inwhichsaid objecthas a name,
"file not found " (706), which is passed back to the client
saidtokenbeinggeneratedas a function ofsaidname ofsaid
102.
object.
FIG. 9 showsyet another example, in which an end user
5. The method ofclaim4 in whichsaidtoken is generated
on clientworkstation 102 guessesincorrectly the name ofa
file 110 stored in the file system108 and tries to access the 20 as a function of said name of said object and ephemeral
information.
file (e.g., to copy the file to a workstation disk). The overall
6. The method ofclaim 4 in whichsaid access request is
flowbetweenthe systemcomponents is as shownin FIG. 7.
receivedat apredetermined time,said tokenbeinggenerated
Referring to FIG. 9, uponreceivingthefile access request
as a function of said name of said object and said predeterfrom LAN server 104' (704), file system 108 searchesits
mined time.
directory list 112 and file list 114 for the directory and 25 7. The method ofclaim4 in whichsaidtoken is
generated
identifier provided in the request (902). Since the identifier
function of said name of said object and
is not found,the file system 108 then searchesits token list as a cryptographic
ephemeral information.
116 (904). Upon not finding the identifier in the token list
8. The methodof claim3 in which said generated token
server104'with a returncode
116, file system 108
provides
to said list of previouslygenerated tokens.
of "file not found " (906), which is passed on to the client 30 is added
9.
The
method ofclaim3 inwhich each of said tokenshas
102.
an
indication of the time at which the token was generated,
Althoughnot shown in the above examples,preferably
said comparing step including the step of checking said
rejectedrequestsshould generatestandardaudit records for
indication to determine whether said token is still valid.
invalid access attempts, as is known in the art.
10. In an information handlingsystem havingobjectsthat
Theinventionispreferablyimplemented as software (i.e.,
are accessedby a requestor, apparatus for controlling access
amachine-readable programofinstructions tangiblyembodto said objects,comprising the steps of:
ied on a programstorage devices) executing on one or more
means for storing a list of valid tokens;
hardware machines. While a particular embodiment has
means for receivingan access request from a requester,
been shown and described, various modifications will be
40
said request containing an identifier specifying a
apparent to those skilled in the art.
What is claimedis:
requested object;
1. In an information handlingsystem havingobjects that
means for comparing said identifier with saidlist ofvalid
are accessedby a requester, a method of controlling access
tokensto determine whethersaid identifier corresponds
to said objects,comprising the steps of:
to a valid token from said list;
means responsive to an identifier corresponding to avalid
storing a list of valid tokens;
tokenfrom said listfor granting said requester access to
receiving an access request from a requester, said request
said requested object; and
containingan identifier specifying a requested object;
means responsive to an identifier not corresponding to a
comparing said identifier with said list ofvalid tokensto
determinewhethersaid identifier corresponds to avalid 50
valid token from said list for denying said requestor
token from said list;
access to said requested object.
11. In an information handling system in which a
if said identifier corresponds to a valid token from said
list, granting said requester access to said requested
requestorrequestsan identifier of an objectbeing accessed
and then requests access to said objectusing said identifier,
object; and
ifsaididentifier doesnot correspond to avalid tokenfrom apparatus for dynamically controlling access to said object,
said list,denying saidrequester access tosaid requested
comprising:
means responsive to a request from a requestor for an
object.
2. The method ofclaim1, comprising the furtherstepsof:
identifier of said object for dynamically generating a
tokenand providing said tokento saidrequesteras said
storing a list of names of said objects;
identifier of said object;
said
identifier
with
said
list
of
names
of
said
60
comparing
means for storingalistoftokensthat havebeengenerated
objects to determine whether said identifier correby said token generatingmeans; and
spondsto a name of one of said objects; and
if said identifier corresponds to a name of one of said
means responsive to arequestfrom a requester for access
to an object identified by an identifier for comparing
objects,denyingsaid requester access to said requested
65
said identifier with the tokens in said list and for
object.
3. In an information handlingsystem in whicha requester
granting access to said object only if said identifier
matchesone of the tokensin said list.
requestsan identifier of an object being accessedand then
As shownin FIG. 7, in this example the clientworkstation
102 presentsan access request to the LANserver 104'(702),
which relaysthe request to the file system 108 (704). Upon
unsuccessfully completing the request, the file system 108
returnsa "file not found" indication to the LAN server104'
(706), which passes the indication back to the client 102

"

s
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12. A program storage device readable by a machine,
tangiblyembodying aprogramof instructions executable by
the machineto performmethod stepsfor controlling access
to objectsin an information handling system havingobjects
that are accessed by a requester, said method stepscomprising:
storing a list of valid tokens;
receiving an access requestfrom a requestor, said request
containingan identifier specifying a requested object;
comparing said identifier with said list ofvalid tokensto
determinewhethersaid identifier corresponds to avalid
token from said list;
if said identifier corresponds to a valid token from said
list, granting said requestor access to said requested
object; and
ifsaididentifier doesnot correspond to avalid tokenfrom

10

ated; and
15

said list, denying said requestor access to said
requested object.

13. A program storage device readable by a machine,
tangibly embodyingaprogramof instructions executable by

the machine to perform method steps for dynamically controlling access to an object in an information handling
system in which a requester requests an identifier of an
objectbeingaccessedandthen requestsaccess to said object
using said identifier, said method stepscomprising:
in responseto a request from a requester for an identifier
of said object, dynamically generating a token and
providing said token to said requester as said identifier
of said object;
storing a list of tokens that have beenpreviouslygenerin responseto a request from a requester for access to an
objectidentified by an identifier, comparing said identifier with the tokensin said list and granting access to
said object only if said identifier matchesone of the
tokensin said list.
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ABSTRACT

The present inventionrelatesto the area of workflow managementsystems (WFMS). Moreparticularly the inventions
extends WFMS by subscription means. The subscription
means operateon an audittrail storedwithin a database. The
subscription means may encompass amultitude of subscription monitors. Subscription monitors allow to subscribe to
the audittrail, i.e. to formulate certaininterestsas subscription selectorson information enteredinto the audittrail. A
subscription monitorautonomously checksthe audittrailfor
subscribed audit records. If such audit records have been
determined the subscription monitorexecutesa subscription
actuator, i.e. a pre-defined program. The subscriptionactuator may inform the subscriber on the subscribed auditrecord
or may start any type of program. The current invention
teachesto implement the subscriptionmonitors as database
triggersof the database storingthe audittrail. The subscription selectorsare realized as search conditions of the databasetrigger. Finallythe subscriptionactuator can be implemented according the current teaching as user-defined
functionsof the database.

4 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet
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1
SUBSCRIPTION WITHIN WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Technical Field
The present invention relates to the field of computer
systems actingas workflow management systems(WFMS).
2. PriorArt

Anew areaof technology with increasing importance is
the domain of Workflow-Management-Systems (WFMS).
WFMS support the modelling and execution of business
processes. Business processes controlwhich piece ofwork
of a networkof piecesof workwill be performed bywhom
and which resources are exploited for this work, i.e. a
businessprocess describeshow an enterprise will achieve its
business goals. The individual pieces of work might be
distributed across a multitude of different computersystems
connected by some type of network.
The process of designing, developing and manufacturing
a new product and the processof changing or adapting an
existingproduct presentsmany challenges to product managers and engineers to bring the product to market for the

are discussed. The productIBM FlowMarkis available

for

different computer platforms and documentation for IBM
FlowMark is available in every IBM branch.
In F. Leymann: "Ameta modelto support the modelling
5 and execution of processes", Proceedings ofthe 11thEuro-

pean Meeting on Cybernetics and System Research
EMCR92, Vienna, Austria, Apr. 21 to 24, 1992, World
Scientific 1992, pages 287 to 294, a meta model for controlling business processes is presented and discussed in

10

detail.

The "IBM FlowMarkfor OS/2", document number GH
19-8215-01, IBM Corporation, 1994, available in every
IBMsales office, represents a typicalmodern, sophisticated,
and powerfulworkflow management system. It supportsthe
modelling ofbusinessprocesses as a networkof activities;
referfor instanceto "ModelingWorkflow", document number SH 19-8241, IBM Corporation, 1996. This networkof
activities, the process model, is constructed as a directed,
acyclic,weighted,colored graph. The nodes of the graph
20
represent the activitiesor workitems which are performed.
The edgesofthe graph, the controlconnectors, describe the
potentialsequence of execution of the activities. Definition
of the processgraph is via the IBM FlowMark Definition
least cost and within schedulewhile maintainingor even
Language (FDL) orthe built-ingraphicaleditor. The runtime
increasingproduct quality. Many companies are realizing 25 component of the workflow managerinterprets the process
that the conventional productdesignprocessis not satisfacgraphand distributes the executionofactivitiesto the right
tory to meet these needs.They requireearlyinvolvement of
person at the right place, e.g. by assigning tasks to a work
list according to the respective person, wherein said work
manufacturing engineering, cost engineering, logistic
list is stored as digital data within said workflow orprocess
planning, procurement, manufacturing, service and support
with the design effort. Furthermore, they require planning 30 management computer system.
and control of product data through design, release, and
In F. Leymann and W. Altenhuber: "Managingbusiness
manufacturing.
processes as an information resource", IBM Systems
The correct and efficient execution ofbusinessprocesses
Journal, Vol. 32(2), 1994, the mathematical theory underlywithin a company, e. g. development or production
ing the IBM FlowMarkproduct is described.
processes, is ofenormous importance for acompanyand has
In D. Roller: "Verifikation von Workflows in IBM
significant influence on company's overall success in the
FlowMark", in J. Becker und G. Vossen (Hrsg.):
marketplace.Therefore, thoseprocesses havetobe regarded
"Geschaeftsprozessmodellierung und Workflows", Internasimilar as technology processes and have to be tested,
tional Thompson Publishing, 1995, the requirement and
optimized and monitored. The management of such pro- 40 possibility of the verification of workflows is described.
cesses is usually performed and supported by a computer
Furthermore the feature ofgraphicalanimation for verificabased process or workflow management system.
tion of the process logic is presented as it is implemented
In D. J. Spoon: "ProjectManagement Environment", IBM
within the IBM FlowMark product.
Technical Disclosure Bulletin, Vol. 32, No. 9A, February
For implementing a computer basedprocessmanagement
1990, pages250 to 254, aprocessmanagement environment
system, firstly the businessprocesses have to be analyzed
is described including an operating environment, data and, as the resultofthis analysis, a process modelhasto be
elements,and application functionsand processes.
constructed as a networkof activitiescorresponding to the
In R. T. Marshak: "IBM's FlowMark, Object-Oriented
businessprocess. In the IBMFlowMarkproduct, theprocess
Workflow for Mission-Critical Applications", Workgroup
models are not transformed into an executable. At run time,
an instance oftheprocessis created from the process model,
Computing Report (USA), Vol. 17, No. 5, 1994, page 3 to
called a process instance. This process instance is then
13, the objectcharacterofIBMFlowMarkas a client/server
product built on a true object model that is targeted for
interpreted dynamically by the IBM FlowMarkproduct.
mission-critical production process application development
Anotherarea of the technology relates to techniques of
and deployment is described.
subscribing information. Theidea ofsubscriptions isbecomIn H. A. Inniss and J. H. Sheridan: "Workflow Manage- ss ing more and more popular with the users of computer
ment Based on an Object-Oriented Paradigm", IBM Techsystems, in particular, with the increasingamount of infornical Disclosure Bulletin,Vol. 37, No.3, March 1994, page
mation available. Users must no longer periodically query
for new information. The appropriate computer systems
185, other aspects of object-oriented modelling on customization and changesare described.
offer the user the capability to subscribe once to the system
In F. Leymann and D. Roller: "Business Process Man- 60 and specifyuponwhich event orwhich type ofinformation
they would like to be notified. The computersystem then
agement with FlowMark", Digest of papers, Cat. No.
takes over the responsibility to monitor events or informa94CH3414-0, Spring COMPCON 94, 1994, pages 230 to
tion withrespected tosaid subscribed, i.e. selected, eventsor
234, the state-of-the-art computer processmanagement tool
information and then autonomously inform the subscriber.
IBM FlowMark is described. The meta model of IBM
FlowMarkis presented as well as the implementation of 65 WFMSs managethe execution of business processes.
IBM FlowMark. The possibilities of IBM FlowMark for
Thesebusinessprocess typicallyare performed in a distributed environment. Typically workflow management system
modelling ofbusinessprocesses as well as their execution

s
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4

writean audittrail. Thisaudittrailcontainsarecordfor each
within said database. The advantages of this approach are
major event, such as start or termination of a process or an
manyfold. Again this minimizes the implementation effort
for the subscription means as the teaching exploits the
activity. The audittrailofWFMSrepresents ahugepotential
source of information lacking any teachingfor a subscripdatabase feature of user defined function. Similar to what
tion technologyon certaininformation elementswithin the 5 has been outlinedabove performance has beenimproved as
audittrail.
the executiontakes placewithin the database, i.e. directlyat
the place where the audit trail is stored. In additionwithin
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
user defined functionsan implementation is not restrictedto
The present inventionis basedon the objective to extend
the execution of certain database routines. Instead any
workflow management systems by a subscription compo- 10
activity may executedlike in a generalprogram.
nent. More specifically, the present invention is directed to
Further, a subscription actuator once started because
a subscription-means as part of or asseparateextension to a
subscribed auditrecords havebeen identified sends a messaid
WFMS
comworkflow-management-system (WFMS),
sage to the subscriberon the audit records. Alternatively, a
prisingan audit-trail ofsaidWFMSstoredwithina database,
said audit-trail encompassing a multitude of audit-records 15 subscription monitor maystart aprocessinstancewithinsaid
WFMS.
representing a protocolofevents occurredduringthe execution of the WFMS,wherein said subscription-means comBRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
prises at least one subscription-monitor to autonomously
Preferredembodiments of the present inventionwill now
processsubscribed-audit-records, said subscription-monitor
comprising a subscription-selector and a subscription- 20 be described, by way ofexampleonly, withreferenceto the
actuator, wherein said subscription-monitor is implemented
accompanying drawing, in which:
as a database-trigger for said audit-trail and said
FIG. 1 is a diagramreflecting an assumed layout of an
subscription-selector is a search condition identifying said
audit trail record stored within the audittrail which in turn
subscribed-audit-records, and wherein said subscriptionis stored within a database.
actuator is processed if subscribed-audit-records have been 25
FIG. 2 is a visualization of an exampleof a subscription
identified.
monitorimplemented as a database trigger.
The present invention assumes a workflowmanagement
FIG. 3 reflects an example of the specifications of a
system (WFMS)comprising an audit-trail stored within a
subscription actuator implemented as a user-defined funcdatabase encompassing a multitude of auditrecords. These
audittrail represents aprotocolofevents occurred duringthe 30 tion within the database.
execution of the WFMS. The present invention teaches
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
subscriptionmeans comprising one or a multitude of subPREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE
scription monitors. A subscription monitor allows to subINVENTION
scribeto certainauditrecords. AsubscriptionmonitorcomThe present invention is illustrated basedonIBM'sFlowprises a subscriptionselector and a subscription actuator.
The subscription monitor autonomously processes subMark workflow management system. Of course any other
scribed audit records. According to the presentteaching, a
WFMS could be used instead. Furthermore the current
subscriptionmonitor is implemented as a database trigger
teaching applies also to any other type of system which
for said audit trail and a subscriptionselector is realized as
offersWFMS functionalities not as a separate WFMS but
a search condition identifying subscribed audit records. 40 within some other type of system.
Finally, the subscription actuator processes each of the
Though the currentdescription of the inventionis based
subscribed audit recordsgenerating the subscription result.
on a relational database system this is just meant as an
The technique proposed by the present invention miniexample. Of courseany other database system may be used
mizes the implementation effortfor the subscriptionmeans
instead.
as the teachingexploits and combines as far as possible 45 Moreoverif the current
descriptionis discussing a single
various database features. At the same time this approach
monitor this is not a conceptual limitations.
subscription
resultsin a performance improved implementation. As subActually any number of subscription monitors may be
scriptionmonitors are implemented based on database trigdefined and active in parallelwithin the system.
gers they operate within the database,i.e. directly at the
A subscription system according to the current teaching
place where the audit trail is stored.As subscription monimay be realized as part of a WFMS or as a separate
tors canbe implemented withinthe database, i.e. outside the
component. Though this description is favoring the first
WFMS, this approachdoes not require any changes to the
approach this is not a limitationof the technical teaching.
WFMS. Moreover, as subscription monitors are impleThe following is a short outline on the basic conceptsof
mented outside the WFMS, subscriptions become effective
a
workflow
that
means
even
for
instances
management system basedon IBM's FlowMark
immediately;
running process
WFMS:
within the WFMS. Finally the implementation approach of
the currentteachingallows for the definition any numberof
From an enterprise point of view the management of
business processes is becoming increasingly important:
subscriptionmonitors and any number ofthese subscription
monitors may be processed in parallel.
businessprocesses or processfor short controlwhichpiece
The present invention further allows for additional pro- 60 ofworkwill beperformedby whomandwhichresources are
exploitedfor thiswork,i.e. abusinessprocess describeshow
cessing of the subscribed audit records by a subscription
an enterprise will achieve its businessgoals.AWFMSmay
actuator. Thus, theymay be processed to generate some sort
ofcondensed subscription result. For instance the subscriber
support both, the modeling of businessprocessesand their
execution.
receive
a
of
certain
within
may
summary
changes happened
the audit trail since the last subscription response.
65
Modeling of a businessprocess as a syntactical unit in a
The presentinventionfurther relates to the implementaway that is directly supported by a software system is
tion of a subscriptionactuator as a user defined function
extremely desirable. Moreover, the software system can also
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work as an interpreter basically getting as input such a
model: The model, called a process model or workflow
model, can then be instantiated and the individual sequence
of work steps depending on the context of the instantiation
ofthe model can be determined. Sucha modelof abusiness
process canbe perceivedas a template for a class ofsimilar
processes performed within an enterprise; it is a schema
describing allpossibleexecution variantsofaparticular kind
of businessprocess. An instance of such a model and its
interpretation represents an individual process, i.e. a
concrete, context dependent execution of a variant prescribedby the model.AWFMSs facilitates the management
of business processes. It provides a means to describe
models of business processes (build time) and it drives
businessprocesses basedon an associated model(run time).
The meta model of IBM's WFMS FlowMark, i.e. the
syntactical elementsprovided for describing businessprocess models, and the meaning and interpretation of these
syntactical elements,

6
What conditionindicatesthat the activity is complete
Whether controlcan exit from the activity automatically
or the activitymust first be confirmed as complete by
a user
5

10

of activities:
15

is described next.

Aprocessmodelisacomplete representation ofa process,
comprisingaprocessdiagram and the settings thatdefine the
logic behindthe components of the diagram. Using various
servicesprovidedby FlowMark these buildtime definitions
theprocessmodels are then converted into process templates
for use by FlowMark at runtime. Important components of
a FlowMarkprocessmodel are:
Processes
Activities
Blocks
Control Flows
Connectors
Data Containers
Data Structures
Conditions

20

25

30

35

40

50

in parallel.

Activities are the fundamental elements of the meta
model.An activity represents a businessactionthat is from
a certain perspective asemantical entityofits own. Withthe
modelof the businessprocess it mighthave a fine-structure
that is then represented in turnvia a model, or the detailsof
it are not of interestat all from a businessprocess modeling
point of view. Refinement of activities via process models
allows for both, modeling businessprocesses bottom-up and
top-down. Activitiesbeing astep within aprocessrepresents
a piece of work that the assigned person can complete by
starting a programor another process. In a processmodel,
the followinginformation is associated with each activity:
What conditions must be met before the activity can start
Whetherthe activity must be started manuallyby a user
or can start automatically

Program activity: Has a programassigned to performit.
The programis invoked when the activity is started. In a
fully automated workflow, the programperformsthe activity
withouthuman intervention. Otherwise, the user must start
the activity by selecting it from a runtime work list. Output
from the programcan be used in the exit condition for the
programactivity and for the transition conditions to other
activities.

Processactivity: Has a (sub-)process assigned to perform
it. The process is invoked when the activity is started. A
process activity represents a way to reuse a set of activities
that are common to different processes. Output from the
process, can be used in the exit condition for the process
activity and for the transition conditions to other activities.
The flow ofcontrol,i.e. the controlflowthrough a running
process determines the sequence in which activities are
executed. The FlowMark workflow manager navigates a
paththroughthe process thatisdetermined bythe evaluation
to true of start conditions, exit conditions, and transition
conditions.

Programs
Staff

Not all of these elements will be described below.
On this background a process, modeled by a process
modelwithinFlowMark,is asequence ofactivitiesthat must
be completed to accomplish a task. The process is the
top-level element of a FlowMark workflow model. In a
FlowMarkprocess, it can be defined:
How work is to progressfrom one activity to the next
Which persons are to perform activitiesand what programs they are to use
Whether any other processes, called subprocesses, are
nested in the process
Ofcoursemultiple instances ofaFlowMarkprocesscan run

How muchtime is allowedfor completion ofthe activity
Who is responsible for completing the activity
Which programorprocessisused to complete the activity
Whatdata isrequiredas inputto the activityand asoutput
from it
A FlowMark processmodelconsistsofthe following types

55

60

65

The results that are in general produced by the work
represented by an activity is put into an output container,
which is associated with each activity. Since an activity will
in general require to access output containers of other
activities, each activity is associated in addition with an
input containertoo. At run time, the actual values for the
formal parameters buildingthe input containerofan activity
represent the actual context of an instance of the activity.
Each data containeris defined by a data structure. A data
structure is an orderedlist ofvariables, calledmembers, that
have a name and a data type. Data connectors represent the
transferof data from output containers to input containers.
When a data connector joins an output containerwith an
input container, and the data structuresofthe two containers
match exactly, the FlowMark workflow manager maps the
data automatically.
Connectors link activities in a process model. Using
connectors, one defines the sequence of activitiesand the
transmission of data between activities. Since activities
mightnotbe executed arbitrarily they are boundtogethervia
controlconnectors. Acontrolconnector mightbe perceived
as a directededgebetween two activities; the activity atthe
connector's end point cannot start before the activity at the
start point of the connector has finished (successfully).
Controlconnectors model thus the potentialflow of control
within a businessprocessmodel. Default connectors specify
where controlshould flow when the transition conditionof
no other controlconnector leaving an activity evaluatesto
true.Defaultconnectors enable the workflow model to cope
withexceptional events.Data connector specify the flow of
data in a workflow model.Adata connector originates from
an activity or a block, and has an activityor a block as its
target. One canspecifythat outputdata is to go to one target
or to multiple targets. A target can have more than one
incoming data connector.

6,122,633
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arethemeansby whichitispossibleto specify
data connectors as the edges of the graph. The graph is
the flow of control in a process. In FlowMark process
manipulated via a built-in, event-driven, CUA compliant
modelslogicalexpressions can be defined that are evaluated
graphic editor. The data containersare specified as named
data structures. These data structures themselves are speciby FlowMark at runtime to determine when an activity may
start, end, and pass control to the next activity. Startcondi- 5 fled via the DataStructureDefinition facility. FlowMark distions are conditions that determine when an activity with
tinguishes threemaintypes of activities: programactivities,
incomingcontrol connectors can start. The start condition
process activities, and blocks.Program activities are implementedthroughprograms. The programsare registered via
may specify that all incoming control connectors must
evaluateto true, or it may specifythat at least one of them
the Program Definition facility. Blocks contain the same
must evaluate to true. Whatever the start condition, all 10 constructs as processes, such as activities, control connectors etc. They are howevernot named and have their own
incomingconnectorsmust be evaluated before the activity
can start. Ifan activity has no incoming controlconnectors,
exit condition. If the exit conditionis not met, the block is
it becomesready when the process or block containing it started again. The block thus implements a Do Until constarts. In addition, a Boolean expression called transition
struct. Process activities are implemented as processes.
conditionis associated witheach controlconnector. Param- 15 These subprocesses are defined separately asregular,named
eters from output containers of activities having already
processes with all its usual properties. Process activities
offer great flexibility for process definition. It not only
producedtheirresultsare followed as parameters referenced
in transition conditions. When at run time an activity ter- allowsto constructa process throughpermanent refinement
minates successfully all control connectors leaving this
of activitiesinto program and process activities(top-down),
activity are determined and the truthvalue of the associated 20 but also to build a process out ofa set ofexistingprocesses
transitionconditions is computed basedon the actual values
(bottom-up). In particular, process activitieshelp to organize
of their parameters. Onlythe end points of control connec- the modeling work if severalprocessmodelerare working
tors the transitionconditions of which evaluated to TRUE
together. It allowsthe team members to work independently
are considered as activitiesthat mightbe executed basedon
on different activities. Programandprocessactivitiescan be
the actual context of the businessprocess. Transition con- 25 associated with a time limit. The time limit specifies how
ditions model thus the context dependent actual flow of
long the activity may take. If the time is exceeded, a
control within a business process (i.e. an instance of a
designated person is notified. If this person does not react
within another time limit, the processadministrator is notimodel).Business processes encompass long running activities in general; such an activity need to be allowed to
fied.It not onlyhelps to recognize criticalsituation but also
become interrupted. Thus, termination of an activity does 30 to detectprocess deficiencies asallnotifications are recorded
not necessarily indicate that the associated task has been in an audittrail.
finished successfully. In order to allowthe measurement of
All data structures used as templates for the containers of
successfullness of the work performed by an activity a
activitiesand processes are defined via the Data Structure
Booleanexpression called exit condition is associated with
Definition Facility. Data Structures are names and are
each activity. Exactly the activities the exit condition of 35 defined in terms of elementary data types, such as float,
which evaluated to true in the actual context are treated as
integer, or string and referencesto existing data structures.
successfullyterminated. For determination of the actual
Managing data structures as separateentities has the advancontrol flow preciselythe successfully terminated activities
tage that all interfaces of activities and their implementaare considered. Thus the logical expression of an exit
tions are managed consistently in one place (similar to
condition,if specified, must evaluate to true for control to 40 header files in programming languages).
All programs which implement program activities are
pass from an activity or block.
Beside describing the potentialflow of control and data
defined via theProgramRegistration Facility. Registered for
between activities a businessprocess model also encomeach programis the name of the program,its location,and
the invocation string. The invocation stringconsists of the
passes the description of the flow of the activities itself
between"resources" actuallyperforming the piecesofwork 45 program name and the command string passed to the prorepresented byeach activity.Aresourcemaybe specifiedas
gram.
a particular program, person, a role, or an organizational
Before process instances can be created, the process
unit.At run timetasksare resolvedinto requests toparticular
model must be translated to ensure the correctness and
persons to perform particular activities resulting in worcompleteness oftheprocessmodel.The translated versionof
kitems for that person. Staff assignments are the means to so the modelis used as a template when a processinstanceis
distribute activities to the right people in the sequence
created. This allows to make changes to the processmodel
without affecting executing process instances. A process
prescribed by the control flow aspect of a businessprocess
model. Eachactivity in aprocessis assigned to one or more
instanceisstartedeithervia the graphical interfaceofvia the
staff members defined in the FlowMarkdatabase. Whether
callable process application programming interface. Whena
an activity is started manuallyby the user or automatically 55 process is started,the start activitiesare located, the proper
bythe FlowMarkworkflow manager, andwhetheritrequires
people are determined, and the activities are postedontothe
user interaction to complete or completes automatically, a
work list ofthe selected people. If auser selects the activity,
staff membermust be assigned to it. FlowMark staff defithe activity is executed and removedfrom the work list of
nition entails more than identifying people atyour enterprise
any other user to whomthe activity has beenposted.After
to the FlowMark database. For each persondefined, you can 60 an activity has executed, itsexitconditionisevaluated. Ifnot
met, the activity is rescheduledfor execution, otherwise all
specify a level, an organization, and multiple roles. These
attributes can be used at run time to dynamically assign
outgoing control connectors and the associated transition
activities to people with suitable attributes.
conditions are evaluated. Acontrolconnector is selected,if
Process definition includes modeling of activities, control
the condition evaluatesto TRUE.The target activities ofthe
connectorsbetween the activities, input/outputcontainer, 65 selected control connectors are then evaluated. If their start
and data connectors. A process is represented as a directed
conditions are true, they are posted to the work list of
selected people.A process is considered terminated, if all
acyclic graph with the activitiesas nodes and the control/
Conditions
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end activities have completed. To make sure that all end
ActivityName
Nameofthe activity. Eachactivity within aprocessmodel
activities finish, a dead path elimination is performed. It
is uniquelyidentified via the name.Thisfieldispopulated if
removesall edges in the process graphwhich can neverbe
the event is associated with an activity.
reacheddue to failing transition conditions. All information
Associated Object Identifier
aboutthe currentstate of a process is storedin the database
Uniquelyidentifies the object associated with the event.
maintainedby the server. This allowsfor forward recovery
This could be the identifier of a work item, of an active
in the case of crashes.
instance, or the processinstance. This identifier can be used
The idea of subscriptions is becoming more and more
to access the objectusing the workflow managements appliwith
the
users
of
in
popular
computer systems,
particular,
with the increasing amount of information available. Users 10 cation programming interface.
User Field
must no longer periodically queryfor new information. The
Contains the value of user field. User fields provide a
appropriate computersystemsoffer theuser the capability to
mechanism to store import user data that is associated with
subscribeonce to the system and specify upon which event
a process instance in the audit trail. A typicalexampleis a
or which type of information they wouldlike to be notified.
customer numberor the amount of a loan.
The computer system then takes over the responsibility to
Basicallyall relationdatabase management systemsoffer
monitor events or information with respected to said
A trigger defines a set of actions that are executed
triggers.
i.e.
events
or
information
and
then
subscribed,
selected,
or
triggered
by, a 'delete', 'insert', or 'update' operation on
autonomously inform the subscriber. Thus the appropriate
a
table
stored within the database. When such an
specified
offer
the
user
the
to
subscribe
computersystems
capability
is
SQL
operation
executed,the triggerissaid tobe activated.
to the system and specify uponwhichevent they wouldlike 20
Triggers are defined using the CREATE TRIGGER stateto be notified.
ment. There are a number of criteria that are defined when
WFMS manage the execution of business processes.
creating a trigger which are used todeterminewhen a trigger
Thesebusinessprocesstypicallyare performed in a distribshould be activated.
uted environment. Typically workflow management system
write an audittrail. Thisaudittrailcontainsarecordfor each 25 The subjecttable defines the table for whichthe trigger is
defined.
major event, such as start or termination of a process or an
The
trigger event defines a specific SQL operation that
activity.
modifies the subject table. The operation could be
Using the audittrail as a base, subscription can be offered
'delete', 'insert', or 'update'. Thus the trigger event is
by a workflowmanagement system without any change to
that particular event defined to activate a certainaction
the workflow management system itself by exploiting the 30
depending on a certain or a set of certain previous
and
user-defined
function
mechanism
of
the
relatrigger
actions.
tional database management system in which the audit trail
The trigger activation time defines whether the trigger
is stored.
should be activatedbefore or after the trigger event is
Themainpurposeofthe audittrailisto capturethe history
of the execution of a process instance. Thus an audit trail
performed on the subject table.
The statement that causes a trigger to be activatedwill
represents a type of execution protocol of the process
include a set of affected rows. These are the rows of the
models executed by the WFMS. Most workflow management systems store the audittrail directly into a relational
subjecttable that are beingdeleted,inserted, or updated. Or
in other words, the set ofeffected rows comprise thoserows
database.
TheWorkflow Management Coalition is in the processof 40 within the subject table which have been manipulated
according the specifications of the triggerevent.The trigger
standardizing the audit trail.
granularity defines whetherthe actionsofthe trigger will be
In the followingwe summarizessome of the fields to be
performed once for the statement or once for each of the
found in such an audit trail. The WFMSwrite such an audit
rows in the set of affected rows.
trail record for each encountered event.
45
The triggeredaction consists of an optionalsearch conTimestamp
dition and a set of SQLstatementsthat are executed whenDate and time the event took place.
ever the trigger is activated. The SQL statements are only
Event
executed if the search conditionevaluatesto true.
Type of the event that caused the audittrail to be written.
The SQLstatements can include statements that 'select',
Typical events are start of a process, termination of a so 'update', 'insert' or 'delete' tables. It also can include
process, start of an activity, or termination of an activity.
user-defined databasefunctions. Moreover certaintapes of
Also events of any type occurring during execution of a
databases may alloworcan be extendedto executenot only
certain activity are candidates for the audit trail. In such a
SQL statementsbut allow execution for any type of procase the activity itselfwouldgeneratean audittrail. Thusfor
current invention it is not important which componentis 55 gram.
The triggered action may refer to values in the set of
actually generating the event and thereforethe audit trail
affected rows.Thisis supported throughthe use oftransition
record.This may be done by the WFMS itself or any other
variables. Transition variable use the names of the columns
program.
in the subject table qualified by a specifiedname that the
User
identifies whetherthe reference is the oldvalue (prior to the
Identification of the user who performed or initiated the 60
update) or the new value (after the update). Anothermeans
event.
of referringto the values in the set of affected rows is using
Process ModelName
transition tables.Transition tables also use the names ofthe
Name of the process model. Each process model is
columnsofthe subjecttable but have a name specified that
uniquelyidentified via this name.
allowsthe complete set of affected rows to be treated as a
Process Instance Name
65 table.As with transition variables, a transition table can be
Identification of the process instance. Each process is
defined for the old values and the new values but only in
after triggers.
uniquelyidentified via this name.
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Multiple triggers can be specified for a combination of
actuator, implements the activitiesto beprocessed, ifrecords
have been determined by the subscription selector. The
table, event, or activation time. The order in which the
triggers are activatedis the same as the order in which they
subscription actuator finally generates the subscription
are created.
result. The current teaching imposesno limitation on the
A detailed description of triggers as implemented by 5 nature of the subscription
result. It may consist in just
IBMs relational database management system DB2 for
informing the subscriberon the audit record determined by
common server can be found in 'IBM Database 2 SQL
the subscription implementation, it may consist in starting
Reference—for common server', Version 2, 1995(available
any typeofprogram(includingmaking the determined audit
throughIBM branch office).
records available) or some other type of processing.
User-defined functions are new additions to relational 10
The use of user-defined functions is not required if the
database systems. A database function is a relationship
trigger allowsthe directspecification of piecesof software
between a set of input data values and a result value. For
that can implement the notification mechanism.
example, the TIMESTAMP function can be passed input
The proposed method can evenbe used if the workflow
data values of DATE and TIME and the result is a TIMESmanagement system does not store the audit trail in a
TAMP. Functions can be either built-inor user-defined.
15 relational database as long as the workflowmanagement's
Built-infunctionsareprovidedwiththedatabase manager
audit trail can be transformed into a relational database
providing a single result value. Examples of such
timely.
functions include column functions such as AVG,
The proposed method canalso be used ifthe software that
is used towrite the audittrail supportsthe notionoftriggers.
operatorfunctionssuch as "+",castingfunctionssuch
as DECIMAL, and others such as SUBSTR.
20
EXAMPLE
User-defined functionsare functionsthat are registered in
a database and can be used via regular data base
Supposea manager would like to be informed immedifunctionsandduringregulardatabase processing. Actuately aboutall approvalsof a loan when the credit amount
ally they offer the freedom for any type ofDB-internal
exceeds $10,000.
of DB-external processing.
25
assume
that theaudittrail hasthefollowing layout
A user-defined function can be external or sourced. An asLet's
inFIG. 1. According thisdefinitions an audittrail
depicted
externalfunction is defined to the database witha reference
record encompasses 7 fields, starting with the 'TIME' field
to an object code library and a function within that library
in line 2 ofFIG. 1 and ending with the 'USERFIELD'in
that will be executed when the function is invoked. A
sourcedfunction is defined to the database with a reference 30 line S of FIG. 1.
FIG. 2 shows how a trigger is defined to support the
to another built-in or user-defined function that is already
desired subscription. The trigger is given the name SUBknown to the database.
The audittrail table AUDITis specified asthe
Adetaileddescriptionofuser-defined functionsas imple- SCRIPTION.
affected table; i.e. as the subjecttable (referto line 3 in FIG.
mented by IBMs relationaldatabase management system
2). The trigger event (INSERT) causesthe activation ofthe
DB2 can be foundin 'IBM Database 2 SQLReference—for
trigger when anew record is insertedinto the audittrailtable
common server', Version 2, 1995 (available through IBM
(refer to line 3 in FIG. 2). The trigger is activated after
branchoffice). Vendors ofother relational database manage(AFTER) the record is inserted into the audittrailtable (refer
ment systems may use a different term for this functionality.
to line 2 in FIG. 2). The trigger granularity is defined to be
Subscription can be implemented for a workflow manonce per row (FOREACH ROW) (referto line 5 in FIG. 2);
that
the
audit
trail
into
a
relational
40
agement system
puts
that means the trigger is potentially invoked for every audit
database by putting a trigger on the audit trail.
trail record. The trigger references the set of affected rows
The events in interest for a subscriberare specified as
(actually only one row) in the audit trail by defining a
search conditions in the triggeredaction part of the trigger.
transition table N (REFERENCES NEWAS N)(referto line
Thus the search conditions operateassubscriptionselectors.
4 in FIG. 2).
Wheneveran audittrail record is insertedinto the audittrail,
The trigger action contains a search condition(refer to
the relational database management system evaluates the
lines 6 to S in FIG. 2) which referencescolumns in the
search condition. When the search condition has evaluated
inserted audit trail record to make sure that the rest of the
to true, the appropriate audit trail is of interest to the
trigger actionis onlyperformed for those audittrail records
subscriber.
that havebeenwrittenwhen in the loan process(MODEL
The appropriate action to notify the subscriber is also
NAME='LOAN')a loan greater than 10.000 $ (USER
made part of the triggeredactionpart of the trigger. In the
FIELD>10000) was approved (ACTIVITY='APPROVAL').
action
of
a
statements
are
triggered
part
trigger only SQL
The actual notification mechanism for the subscriber is
permitted. The actual notification of the subscriber is encapthen encapsulated in the user-defined function
sulated into a user-defined function. As the user-defined
functioncan perform everything with the exception ofSQL ss SUBSCRIBE, which receives the name of the approver
(N.USER), the loan amount (N.USER FIELD), and the
calls, any desired notification mechanism can be implename of the process instance (N.INSTANCENAME).
mented within the user-defined function. It could for
be
the
of
an
e-mail
the
creation
FIG. 3 shows the definition of the user-defined functions
example
sending
message,
of a Lotus Notes document and mailing it, or even the
SUBSCRIBE, which is calledby the SQLstatement section
startingof a processinstancein the workflow management 60 of the triggeredaction (refer to lines 9 to 11 in FIG. 2).
system via the workflow management systems application
Actually it defines the interface ofthe user-defined-function
and furtherexternals(like the method for passingvariables
programming interface. If the audit trail does not contain
sufficient information, the user-defined function could also
by referringto the C-implementation approach inthe current
obtain additional information from the workflow managecase) allowing the database system to invoke the userment system using for example objectidentifiers in the audit 65 defined-functionpassingthe required information. It expects
trail in appropriate application programming interface calls.
three fields as input described by their types CHAR(32)
Thus the appropriate action, in otherwords the subscription
(referto lines1 and3 in FIG. 3) and INTEGER (referto line
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2 in FIG. 3). The function returns an integer value
(RETURNS INTEGER) (refer to line 4 in FIG. 3). Its is
implemented as a programwith the name SUBSCRIBE.EXE (refer to line 5 in FIG. 3). This program will be
invoked,when the trigger action is executed. The implementationlanguageis C (LANGUAGE C) (referto line 6 in
FIG. 3).
Using the audittrail as the sourceto implement subscriptions has two fundamentaladvantages.
Subscriptions can be implemented without requiring any
changesto the workflow management system.
The subscriptions become effective immediately; that
means even for running process instances.
While the invention has been particularly shown and
described with respectto preferred embodiments thereof,it
will be understood by those skilled in the art that the
foregoing and other changes in form and details may be
made thereinwithout departing from the spirit and scope of

the invention.

Having thus described our invention, what we claim as
new, and desireto secure by LettersPatent is:
1.Asubscription-means aspart ofor asseparateextension
to a workflow-management-system (WFMS), said WFMS
comprising an audit-trail of said WFMS stored within a
database, said audit-trail encompassing a multitude ofauditrecordsrepresenting a protocol ofevents occurred duringthe
executionof a process-instance of a process model by the
WFMS, wherein said subscription-means comprises:

14
at least one subscription-monitor to autonomously pro-

5

10

s

cess subscribed-audit-records, said subscriptionmonitor comprising a subscription-selector and a
subscription-actuator, wherein said subscriptionmonitoris implemented as a database-trigger for said
audit-trail and said subscription-selector is a search
condition identifying said subscribed-audit-records,
and wherein said subscription-actuator is processed if
subscribed-audit-records havebeen identified.
2. The subscription-means according to claim 1,
wherein said subscription-actuator processes each of said
subscribed-audit-records generating the subscriptionresult.

3. The subscription-means according to claim 1,
wherein said subscription-actuator is implemented as a
user-defined-function within said database.

20

25

4. The subscription-means according to claim 1,
wherein said subscription-actuator sendsa message tothe
subscriber of the subscription-monitor and/or
wherein said subscription-monitor starts a process
instancewithin said WFMS and/or
wherein said subscription-monitor starts a pre-defined
program.
*

*

*
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ABSTRACT
The present invention discloses a method, apparatus, and
article of manufacture for displaying a visual hierarchy of
nodes. A top level node in the hierarchyis displayed as a
window and lowerlevel nodes are displayed within an area
of the top level node. Lower level nodesare eitherexpanded
orunexpanded. Unexpanded lowerlevelnodesare displayed
in one area and expanded lowerlevel nodesare displayed in
another area. The unexpanded nodesconcealtheir contents
and the expanded nodes disclose their contents, so that a
visualhierarchyof nodes can be displayed a single display
screen. The expanded nodes can contain several layers of
lower level nodes that are visuallyformattedlike the window.
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FRACTAL NESTEDLAYOUT FOR
HIERARCHICALSYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This invention relates generallyto hierarchical systems,
and in particular to a fractal nested layout for hierarchical

Thisapplication is a continuation-in-part ofthe following
and commonly-assigned patent applications:
application Ser.No. 08/747,415, U.S. Pat. No. 5,893,913
entitled "METHOD FOR SYNCHRONIZING CLASSES,
OBJECTS, ATTRIBUTES AND OBJECT PROPERTIES
ACROSSAN OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEM," filed on
Nov. 12, 1996, by Stephen A. Brodskyet al.;
application Ser.No. 08/747,414, U.S.Pat. No. 6,011,559
entitled "LAYOUT METHOD FOR ARC-DOMINATED
LABELLED GRAPHS," filedon Nov. 12, 1996, by Dipayan

systems.
2. Description of RelatedArt
Computer systemsfrequently organize data as hierarchical information structures. Anexampleis a directoryof files
10 provided by a typicaloperating system. It usually contains
a root directory, which consistsoffiles and sub-directories.
Each sub-directory also containsfiles and lower-levelsubdirectories. To aid a user in navigatingbetween files and
sub-directories, hierarchical structures are represented
15 graphically as trees.
Similarly, object-oriented programming environments
Gangopadhyay, et al.;
hierarchical data in a tree-like manner. In the case
Ser.
No.
U.S.
Pat.
No.
represent
application
08/747,416,
5,917,498
of a large hierarchy, this graphical representation occupies
entitled"MULTI-OBJECT VIEWSINAN OBJECT MODELINGTOOL," filed on Nov. 12, 1996, by Roni Korensh- 20 an area larger than can be displayed on most monitors. To
navigatebetween objects,users must scroll up and down
tein;
through severalwindowsworthofdata. Because each winapplication Ser.No. 08/747,057, U.S. Pat. No. 5,907,706
dow shows only a portion of the tree, users may become
entitled "INTERACTIVE MODELING AGENTFOR AN
confusedabout how a specific portion relates to the total
OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEM," filed on Nov. 12, 1996,
hierarchical structure.
A.
et
by Stephen Brodsky al.;
25
Thus, there is a need in the art for a graphicalrepresenapplication Ser.No. 08/747,058, U.S. Pat. No. 5,983,016
tation
that displays a totalhierarchical structurein acompact
entitled "EXECUTION ENGINEIN AN OBJECT MODdisplay area of a monitor.
ELING TOOL," filed on Nov. 12, 1996, by Stephen A.
Brodskyet al.;
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
application Ser.No. 08/747,417, U.S. Pat. No. 5,991,536 30
To overcome the limitations in the prior art described
entitled "NOTIFICATION MANAGER FOR OBJECTORIENTED SYSTEMS," filed on Nov. 12, 1996, by
above, and to overcome other limitations that will become
apparent upon reading and understanding the present
StephenA. Brodsky et al.;
specification, the present invention discloses a method,
all of which applications are incorporated by reference
35 apparatus, and article of manufacture for a fractal nested
herein.
layoutin a hierarchical system.
This application is also related to the following and
The present invention displays a visualhierarchyof nodes
commonly-assigned patent applications:
on
a monitorconnected to acomputer. The present invention
Ser.
No.
entitled
"METHOD
application
08/850,829,
comprises the steps or elements of displaying a top level
FOR SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN LINKS AND
GROUP DEFINITIONS WITHIN AN OBJECT- 40 node in the hierarchy as a window on the monitor and
displaying severallower level nodes within an area of the
ORIENTED SYSTEM," filed on same date herewith, by
top level node. Lower level nodes are either expanded or
A.
et
Stephen Brodsky, al.;
unexpanded. The unexpanded lower level nodes are disSer.
entitled
"OBJECT
OUTapplication
No.08/850,858,
LINE VIEW FOR GROUPS WITHIN AN OBJECT- 45 played in one area and the expanded lower level nodes are
displayed in another area. The unexpanded nodes conceal
ORIENTED SYSTEM," filed on same date herewith, by
theircontentsandthe expanded node disclose theircontents.
StephenA. Brodsky, et al.;
The expanded nodes can contain several layers of lower
Ser.
No.
entitled
"METHOD
08/850,214,
application
level nodes that are visually formatted like the window.
FOR SENDING A MESSAGE TO A GROUPAND THE
Various advantages and features of novelty which charGROUP BROADCASTS THE MESSAGE TO ITS MEMacterize the invention are pointed out with particularityin
BERS OR REFERENCES WITHIN AN OBJECTthe claimsannexed heretoand form a part hereof. However,
ORIENTED SYSTEM," filed on same date herewith, by
for a better understanding of the invention and its
StephenA. Brodsky, et al.;
advantages, referenceshouldbe made to the drawings which
application Ser.No. 08/850,832, U.S. Pat. No. 5,895,472
form a furtherpart hereof,and to accompanying descriptive
entitled "CHANGE AND ACCOUNTING LOG FOR
matter, in which there is illustrated and described specific
OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEMS," filed on same date
examples in accordance with the invention.
herewith, by StephenA. Brodsky, et al.;
application Ser.No. 08/850,838, U.S. Pat. No. 5,960,199
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

s

entitled "MODEL TRACE VIEW FOR OBJECTORIENTED SYSTEMS," filed on same date herewith, by
StephenA. Brodsky et al.;
application Ser. No. 08/850,847, entitled "REFERENCE
ATTRIBUTES WITHIN AN OBJECT-ORIENTED
SYSTEM," filed on same date herewith, by Stephen A.
Brodskyet al.;
all of which applications are incorporated by reference
herein,

60

65

Referring now to the drawings in which like reference
numbers represent corresponding parts throughout:
FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary computer system that
could be used to implement the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a blockdiagramthat illustrates the display of a
fractal nestedlayout according to the presentinvention; and
FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the
present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERREDEMBODIMENT

4
In the preferred embodiment, the operating system 110,

the hierarchical modelingtool 112, the fractal nested layout
114, and the node hierarchy 118 are tangiblyembodied in a
In the following description ofthe preferred embodiment,
reference is made to the accompanying drawings which
computer-readable medium, e.g., random access memory
form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of 5 106 or data storage device120, which couldincludeone or
illustrationa specific embodiment in which the invention
more fixed or removable data storage devices, such as a
removable cartridge drive, floppy disc drive, hard drive,
may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and structural changes may be made
CD-ROM drive, tape drive, etc. Further, the operating
without departing from the scope of the present invention.
system 110 and the hierarchical modeling tool 112 are both
Overview
10 comprised ofinstructions which,whenread and executed by
The present invention comprises a hierarchical tool for
the computer 102, causes the computer 102 to perform the
displaying hierarchical information structures on a single
steps necessary to implement and/or use the present invention. Similarly, the fractal nested layout 114, and node
displayscreen. More specifically, this hierarchical tool provides a fractal nested layout for displaying a hierarchical
hierarchy 118 are all comprised ofdata which are used by or
decomposition of a hierarchical model,whereinthe hierar- 15 generated by the hierarchical modelingtool 112 to accomchy information is displayed on a monitor attached to a
plishthepresentinvention. Ofcourse,thoseskilledinthe art
will recognize many modifications may be made to this
computerin a new, visuallyintuitive, manner. In the present
invention,the hierarchy is comprised ofa pluralityoflevels,
configuration without departing from the scope of the
wherein each level includes a set of nodes, and each node
present invention.
may contain a pluralityof subnodes. Each subnode itself 20 Fractal NestedLayout
FIG. 2 is a blockdiagramthat illustrates the display of a
may contain apluralityoflevels,whereineach of the levels
fractal nested layout 114 according to the present invention.
may contain a plurality of subnodes. Examples of nodes
include objects, folders, classes, packages, containers,
The data displayed on the monitor 108 attached to the
archives, compressed/zip files, windows, lists, tables,
computer 100 is described as a fractal nested layout 114
notebooks, dialogs, groups, collections, indices,matrices, 25 because of the regularity of the layout114 at each level of
the hierarchy. Each level of the layoutis divided into two
states, and diagrams.
Anode is displayed eitherin an unexpanded or expanded sections, anunexpanded node section and an expanded node
manner. An unexpanded node hides its contents; an
section. Expanded nodes are divided into two sections,
expanded node shows its contents, which are its subnodes.
unexpanded and expanded. The unexpanded and expanded
The subnodes of an expanded node may themselves be 30 regions have the same spatial position at each level of the
displayed in anunexpanded orexpanded manner, as desired,
hierarchy. Thisprovides the visualregularityof the layout
on an individual basis. Alternatively, a nodecanbe displayed
114 and enables the intuitive understanding ofthe hierarchy.
in another format, such as a window, list or outline embedFor example, the unexpanded region couldbe the top half of
ded in the expanded hierarchy. The user may zoomand fan
each expanded node, and the expanded region couldbe the
the hierarchy. As subnodesare expanded, they themselves 35 bottom halfofeach expanded node.Theproportionbetween
becomenodes and thus show their contents as subnodes. In
the expanded andunexpanded regionsdo not haveto remain
this manner, the user may "drill down" through the one or
rigidly fixed so long as the relative positions of the two
more levels at a time, until the lowestpossiblelevel in the
regions are consistentlymaintained.
In the exampleof FIG. 2, the object model 122 contains
hierarchyis itself displayed.
Nodes may also belinks to other nodes. Inthe linkedcase, 40 four unexpandednodes ("4", "5", "6", and "7") 124, and
the linked nodes are followed. Any loops (expanding the
three expanded nodes ("Objl", "Obj2", "Obj3") 126. The
same node twice)may be terminated by not expanding the
top half of model 122 showsthe unexpanded nodes 124 as
node. This option may be exercised by the user or by a
opaque black boxes, visually enhancingthe effect of the
predetermined configuration.
unexpanded aspect. The depthofanunexpanded node could
Incidentally, nodes need not be homogenous in their 45 be shownto indicatethe numberof levelsgraphically with
representation. Forinstance, it is possibleto mix objects and
color, shadingor with a number.
foldersin a single hierarchy.
The bottomhalf of the modelshows the contents of the
Hardware Environment
three expanded nodes 126. The expanded nodes 126 are
FIG. 1 illustratesan exemplary computersystem 100 that
shown here as outlined boxes, visually enhancing the
could be used to implement the present invention. The so expanded aspect. Graphical icons could also be used to
computer102 comprises aprocessor 104 and random access
visuallyenhance the aspects of expansion and unexpansion.
memory(RAM)106. The computer102 may be coupledto
"Objl" containstwo unexpanded subnodes("8", "9") 128
other devices, such as a monitor 108, a keyboard, a mouse
and one expanded subnode ("A") 130, which further contains two unexpanded subnodes ("H", "I") 132 and one
device, a printer, etc. Of course,those skilled in the art will
recognizethat any combination ofthe above components, or 55 expanded subnode("B") 134 whichcontainszero subnodes.
any numberofdifferent components, peripherals, and other
"Obj2" contains zero unexpanded subnodes and two
devices, may be used with the computer 102.
expanded subnodes("F", "G") 136, each of which contain
zero subnodes. "Obj3"contains threeunexpanded subnodes
Generally, the computer 102 operatesunderthe controlof
an operating system 110 stored in the memory 106. The
("C", "D", "E") 138 and zero expanded subnodes.
present invention is preferablyimplemented using one or 60 As described above, the hierarchy is comprised of a
more data structures and computer programs operating
plurality of levels, wherein each level includes a set of
under the control of the operating system 110. More
nodes, and each node may contain a pluralityof subnodes.
Each subnode itself may contain a plurality of levels,
specifically, the present invention comprises a hierarchical
wherein each of the levels may contain a plurality of
modelingtool 112 which operates under the control of the
operatingsystem 110. This hierarchical modeling tool gen- 65 subnodes. As subnodes are expanded, they themselves
erates a fractal nested layout 114 that includes a node
become nodes and thus showtheir contentsas subnodes. In
this manner, the user may "drilldown" through the plurality
hierarchy118.
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of levels to display more
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information concerning the
of the hierarchy, wherein the expanded lower level
nodes are visuallyformatted like the higher level node
hierarchy, until the lowestpossiblelevel in the hierarchy is
itself displayed.
and the first and second areas have the same relative
Flowchart
spatial positions in the layout at each level of the
FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the
hierarchy and wherein all nodes of the hierarchy are
displayed in a single paneofthe window of the higher
present invention.
level node, and the spatial relationship between disBlock 140 represents the computer 100 displaying a top
level object as awindowonthe monitor108 attached to the
played nodesin the fractal nested layoutis indicative of
the relationship betweennodes in the hierarchy.
computer100.
2. The method of claim 1, comprising the furtherstep of
Block 142 represents the computer 100 displaying lower 10
selectively expanding and unexpanding the lower level
level objectswithin an area of the top level object. Lower
nodes.
level objects may include both expanded and unexpanded
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the nodes may repreobjects, wherein expanded objects disclose their contents
sent objects, folders,classes, packages, containers, archives,
andunexpanded objectsconcealtheircontents.Similarly, an
compressed files, windows, lists, tables,notebooks, dialogs,
expanded object's lowerlevel objectscanbe unexpanded or
groups,collection, indices,matrices, states, and diagrams.
expanded individually.
4. The method of claim 1, whereinthe nodes are heteroBlock 144isadecision blockthatrepresents the computer
in their representation.
geneous
100 determining whether other lower levels of objects
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the nodes in a first
should be displayed. If the computer detects the maximum
hierarchy may be linkedto nodes in a second hierarchy.
depth, then the expansion display is terminated. The 20 6. Themethod of claim 1, wherein the displayed unexexpanded objects can contain a plurality of levels, each
panded nodes comprise a graphical representation that indicatesthe number oflevelscontainedwithin the unexpanded
containing one or more objects, that the computer 100
nodes.
visually formatslike the model 122.
If additional lower levels of objects are to be displayed,
7.The method ofclaim1,whereinthe displayed expanded
controlreturns to Block142; otherwise,ifno lowerlevelsof 25 nodes comprise a graphical representation that is distinct
from the unexpanded nodes.
objects are to be displayed or no lowerlevels exist, control
is transferred to Block 146 because a completed fractal
8. Acomputerized apparatus for displaying a visual hiernested layouthas been achieved. The transition from Block
archy of nodes as a fractal nested layout, comprising:
144 to Block142 is a functioncall which is returned from
(a) means,performed by the computer, for displaying a
when Block 146 is reached.
30
higher level nodein the hierarchy as a windowon the
Conclusion
monitor;
This concludes the description of the preferred embodimeans,performed bythe computer, for simultaneously
(b)
ment of the invention. The present invention discloses a
displaying a plurality of lower level nodes as nested
method, apparatus, and article of manufacture for a fractal
and separateregions within an area of the window of
nestedlayoutin an hierarchical system. The system includes
the higher level node thereby displaying a fractal nested
unexpanded or expanded nodesthat represent a hierarchical
layout, wherein the lower level nodes comprise a
information structure. If a preferred depth is reached, the
pluralityof levelswithin the visualhierarchy, so that a
expansion display may be optionally terminated.
plurality of unexpanded lower level nodes are disTheforegoingdescriptionofthepreferredembodiment of
played opaquely in a first area within the display ofthe
the invention has been presented for the purposes of illus- 40
higher level node and a plurality of expanded lower
tration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or
level nodes are displayed as windowsin a second area
to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many
within the display ofthe higher levelnode,unexpanded
modifications and variations are possible in light of the
nodes being nodes that conceal their contents and
above teaching. It is intended that the scope ofthe invention
expanded nodes being nodes that disclose their
be limited not by this detaileddescription, but ratherby the
contents, wherein the visual hierarchyof nodes is a
claims appended hereto.
consistent display of the higher and lowerlevel nodes
What is claimedis:
having regularity of the layout at each level of the
1. A method for displaying a visualhierarchy ofnodes as
hierarchy, wherein the expanded lowerlevel nodes are
afractalnestedlayoutonamonitorconnected to acomputer,
visually formatted like the higher level node and the
comprising the steps of:
50
first and second areas have the same relative spatial
(a) displaying a higher level node in the hierarchy as a
positionsin the layout at each level of the hierarchy,
windowon the monitor; and
and wherein all nodesofthe hierarchyare displayed in
a single pane ofthe windowof the higher level node,
(b) simultaneously displaying a pluralityof lower level
nodes as nested and separateregionswithin an area of
and the spatialrelationship betweendisplayed nodes in
thewindowofthe higherlevel node thereby displaying 55
the fractal nested layoutisindicative ofthe relationship
a fractal nested layout, wherein the lower level nodes
between nodes in the hierarchy.
9. The apparatus ofclaim8, comprising the furtherstep of
comprise a plurality of levels within the visual
hierarchy, so that a pluralityofunexpanded lowerlevel
selectively expanding and unexpandingnodes.
nodes are displayed opaquely in a first area within the
10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the nodes may
display of the higher level node and a plurality of 60 represent objects, folders, classes, packages, containers,
archives, compressed files, windows, lists, tables,
expanded lower level nodes are displayed as windows
in a second areawithin the display of the higher level notebooks, dialogs, groups, collection, indices, matrices,
node, wherein the unexpanded lowerlevel nodes constates, and diagrams.
ceal their contentsand the expanded lowerlevel nodes
11. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the nodes are
disclosetheir contents, whereinthe visualhierarchy of 65 heterogeneous in their representation.
nodes is a consistentdisplay of the higher and lower
12. The apparatus of claim8, whereinthe nodes in a first
level nodeshavingregularity ofthe layoutat each level
hierarchy may be linkedto nodes in a second hierarchy.
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13. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the displayed
level nodes are visuallyformatted like the higher level
node and the first and second areas have the same
unexpanded nodescomprise a graphicalrepresentation that
indicates the number of levels containedwithin the unexrelative spatialpositionsin the layout at each level of
panded nodes.
the hierarchy, and wherein all nodes of the hierarchy
14. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the displayed 5
are displayed in a single pane of the window of the
expanded nodescomprisea graphicalrepresentation that is
higher level node, and the spatialrelationship between
distinct from the unexpanded nodes.
displayed nodesin the fractal nestedlayoutisindicative
15. An article of manufacture comprising a program
of the relationship between nodes in the hierarchy.
storagemediumreadable by a computer having a memory,
16. The article ofmanufacture ofclaim 15,comprising the
the medium tangiblyembodying one or more programsof 10 further
step of selectively expanding and unexpanding
instructionsexecutable by the computerto performmethod
nodes.
steps for displaying a visual hierarchy ofnodes as a fractal
17. The article of manufacture of claim 15, whereinthe
nested layout, the method comprising the steps of:
nodes may represent objects, folders, classes, packages,
(a) displaying a higher level node in the hierarchy as a
containers, archives, compressed files, windows, lists,
windowon the monitor;
tables, notebooks, dialogs, groups, collection, indices,
(b) simultaneously displaying a pluralityof lower level
matrices, states, and diagrams.
nodes as nested and separateregionswithin an area of
18. The article of manufacture of claim 15, whereinthe
thewindowofthe higherlevel node thereby displaying
nodes are heterogeneous in their representation.
a fractal nested layout, wherein the lower level nodes
19. The article of manufacture of claim 15, whereinthe
comprise a plurality of levels within the visual 20 nodesin afirst
hierarchymay be linked to nodesin a second
hierarchy, so that a pluralityofunexpanded lowerlevel
hierarchy.
nodes are displayed opaquely in a first area within the
20. The article of manufacture of claim 15, whereinthe
display of the higher level node and a plurality of
displayed
unexpanded nodescomprise a graphical represenexpanded lower level nodes are displayed as windows 25
in a second areawithin the display of the higher level tation that indicatesthe number of levels contained within
the unexpanded nodes.
node, unexpanded lowerlevel nodesbeing nodes that
21. The article of manufacture of claim 15, whereinthe
concealtheircontentsand expanded nodesbeingnodes
that disclose their contents, wherein the visualhierardisplayed expanded nodescomprisea graphicalrepresentachy of nodes is a consistent display of the higher and 30 tion that is distinct from the unexpanded nodes.
lower level nodes having regularity of the layout at
* * * * *
each levelof thehierarchy, whereintheexpanded lower
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RELATIONALEMULATION OFA MULTIDIMENSIONALDATABASE INDEX
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

"Thisapplication is a Continuation of application Ser.No.
885,417,filed Jun. 30, 1997, which application is incorporated herein by reference."
This application is related to the following co-pending
and commonly-assigned patent applications:
application Ser. No. 08/885,112, IN PENDING, entitled
"MAPPING DENSE DATABLOCKS TO ROWS INA
RELATIONAL DATABASE," filed Jun. 30, 1997, by
WilliamE. Malloyet al.,
application Ser. No. 08/885,409, IN PENDING, entitled

in measured data. Additional data is then synthesized through animation of the data model. This often
includes the consolidation of projected and actual data
according to morethan one consolidation path or dimension.
Dataconsolidationisthe processofsynthesizing data into
essential knowledge. The highest level in a data consolidation pathis referred to asthat data's dimension. Agivendata
dimension represents a specific perspective of the data
included in its associated consolidation path. There are
typically a number of different dimensions from which a
givenpool of data can be analyzed. Thispluralperspective,
or Multi-Dimensional Conceptual View, appears to be the
way most businesspersons naturally view their enterprise.
Each of these perspectives is considered to be a complementarydata dimension. Simultaneous analysis of multiple
data dimensionsis referred to as multi-dimensional data
variances

5

10

15

"RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT OF
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL DATA," filed Jun. 30, 1997,
by WilliamE. Malloy,
application Ser.No. 08/884,696, entitled"RELATIONAL 20
DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION OF A MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATABASE," filed Jun. 30, 1997,
now U.S. Pat. No. 5,926,818, by William E. Malloy,
application Ser.No. 08/884,695, entitled"RELATIONAL 25
DATABASE MODIFICATIONS BASED ON MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATABASE MODIFICATIONS,"
filed Jun. 30, 1997, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,905,985, by
WilliamE. Malloyet al., and
application Ser. No. 08/885,410, entitled "ATTRIBUTE- 30
BASED ACCESS FOR MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
DATABASES," filed Jun. 30, 1997, IN PENDING, by
WilliamE. Malloyet al.
all of which applications are incorporated by reference
herein.
35
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

analysis.

OLAP functionality is characterized by dynamic multidimensional analysis of consolidated data supporting end
user analytical and navigational activities including:
calculations and modeling applied across dimensions,
through hierarchies and/or across members;
trend analysis over sequential timeperiods;
slicing subsets for on-screenviewing;
drill-down to deeper levels of consolidation;
reach-through to underlyingdetail data; and
rotation to new dimensional comparisons in the viewing
area.
OLAPis often implemented in a multi-user client/server
mode and attemptsto offer consistently rapid response to
database access,regardless ofdatabase size and complexity.
While some vendors have proposed and offered OLAP
systemsthat use RDBMSproductsas storagemanagers, to
date these offerings havebeen unsuccessful for a varietyof
reasons. As aresult, thereis a needinthe art for an enhanced
technique for using RDBMS products as storage managers
for OLAP systems.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
To overcome the limitations in the prior art described
above, and to overcome other limitations that will become

1. Field of the Invention
Thisinvention relatesin generalto database management
40
systems performed by computers, and in particular, to the
use of a relationaldatabase management system that supports on-line analytical processing.
apparent upon reading and understanding the present
2. Description of Related Art
specification, the present invention discloses a method,
Relational DataBase Management System (RDBMS) 45 apparatus, and article of manufacture for using a relational
software using a Structured Query Language (SQL) interdatabase management system to support on-line analytical
face iswellknownin the art. The SQLinterfacehas evolved
processing (OLAP)systems.
into a standardlanguage for RDBMS software and has been
According to the presentinvention,a multi-dimensional
adopted as such by both the American National Standards
database is defined having a set of multi-dimensional data
Institute(ANSI) and the International Standards Organizablocks and a set of identifiers comprising selected dimention (ISO).
sions of multi-dimensional data for identifying particular
RDBMS software has typicallybeenused with databases
ones of the multi-dimensional data blocks. The set of
identifiers provides an ordering of the multi-dimensional
comprised oftraditional data typesthat are easilystructured
into tables. However,RDBMS productsdo have limitations
data blocksusing multi-dimensional memberidentifiers and
with respect to providing users with specific views of data. ss holds usage information and age information about the
multi-dimensional data blocks.The data in the set of multiThus, "front-ends" havebeen developed for RDBMSproducts so that data retrieved from the RDBMS can be
dimensional data blocks is stored in a relational database
that represents the multi-dimensional database. Then, a set
aggregated, summarized, consolidated, summed, viewed,
and analyzed. However, even these "front-ends" do not
of rows representing a multi-dimensional data block is
easily provide the ability to consolidate, view, and analyze 60 accessedfrom the relational database.
data in the manner of "multi-dimensional data analysis."
An object of the presentinvention is to emulate a multiThistype offunctionality is also knownas on-line analytical
dimensional database using a relational database. Another
processing (OLAP).
object of the present invention is to provide a relational
OLAP generallycomprises numerous, speculative "whatdatabase implementation of a multi-dimensional database
if" and/or "why" data modelscenariosexecuted by a com- 65 using a relational schema.Yet another object of the present
invention is to map data between the multi-dimensional
puter.Within these scenarios, the values ofkey variables or
database and the relational database.
parameters are changed, often repeatedly, to reflect potential

s
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The presentinventiondoes not share any of these limitations. Because it integrates Arbor Software's Essbase
Referring now to the drawings in which like reference
OLAP software with IBM's DB2 RDBMS software, the
numbersrepresentcorresponding parts throughout:
present invention provides simplified application design,
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 5 robust calculation
capabilities, and flexible data access
hardware environment used to implement the preferred
with scalability of user access. Significant advancoupled
embodiment of the present invention;
tages of the presentinvention over ROLAP include: perforFIG. 2isa diagramthatillustratesthe conceptual structure
mance; automatic table, index and summary management;
robust analytical calculations; multi-user read and write
(i.e., an outline) of a multi-dimensional database according
to the presentinvention;
10 access; and security.
FIG. 3 is a diagramthatillustratesthe logicalstructure of
With regard to performance, the present invention is
amulti-dimensional database according to thepresentinvendesigned to deliver consistent, fast response measured in
secondsregardless of database size. Prior art ROLAPprodtion;
ucts measure response time in tens of seconds, minutes or
FIG. 4 is a diagramthat illustrates a structure for storing
multi-dimensional data in a relational database structure 15 hours.
With regard to automatic table, index and summary
according to the present invention; and
FIG. 5 is a flow diagramillustratingthe steps performed
management, the present invention automatically creates
and managestables and indiceswithin a star schemain the
to access multi-dimensional data from a relational database
relational database. The presentinventioncan also populate
to
the
invention.
according
present
20 the star schema with calculated data. Prior art ROLAP
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
products require teams of database architects to manage
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
hundreds or thousands of summarytables manuallyin order
to deliver acceptable end-user performance.
In the following description ofthe preferred embodiment,
reference is made to the accompanying drawings which 25 Withregard to robustanalyticalcalculations, the present
invention is designedto perform high-speed data aggregaform a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of
tions (revenue by week, month, quarter and year, matrix
illustrationa specific embodiment in which the invention
calculations (percentages of totals), cross-dimensional calmay be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiculations(market share and product share) and procedural
mentsmay be utilizedand structural and functional changes
may be made without departing from the scope of the 30 calculations (allocations, forecasting). Prior art ROLAP
products provide less robustcalculation capabilities.
present invention.
With regard to multi-user read and write access, the
Overview
present invention is designed to supportmulti-user read and
write access which enablesoperational OLAPapplications
The present inventioncomprises an OLAPsystem that is
such as budgeting,planning, forecasting, modeling, "whatfor
a
of
multi-dimensional
designed
wide-range
reporting
and analysis applications. The OLAPsystem is based both
if'ing" etc. On the other hand, prior artROLAPproductsare
on Arbor Software's Essbase OLAP software and IBM's read-only.
DB2 RDBMS software. The present invention utilizes a
Withregard to security, the presentinvention is designed
number of components from Arbor Software's Essbase
to deliverrobust data security down to the individual data
OLAP system, including components that provide data 40 cell level.Prior art ROLAP productsprovideno security, or
access, navigation, application designand management and
only limited application level security.
data calculation. However, the present invention comprises
The capabilities of the presentinventionare the same as
new elements that perform database operations, such as
those ofArbor Software'sEssbase OLAP software, includstoring and retrieving data, for the OLAP system in a
ing sophisticated OLAPcalculations, comprehensive OLAP
relationaldatabase. The present invention replacesthe inte- 45 navigation features,complex databaseaccess support and
grated multi-dimensional data storage manager of Arbor
multi-user read/write functionality. In addition, front-end
Software's Essbase OLAP software with a relational datatools,system management toolsand applications fromArbor
base storage manager based on IBM's DB2 RDBMSsoftSoftware and leadingthird parties will also work with the
ware. The relationaldatabase storage manager enables the
present invention. Consulting and education companies that
OLAP system to store data directly into a relational data- so have developed expertise with Arbor Software's Essbase
base.
OLAPsoftware can immediately applytheir experience and
The relationaldatabase utilizedby the presentinvention
knowledge to the presentinvention.
provides the capacity of industry leading relational
Although the present specification describes the use of
databases, and canbe managed by familiarRDBMSsystems
IBM's DB2 RDBMSsoftware, thoseskilled in the art will
management, backup, and recoverytools. It also offersthe 55 recognize that the present invention can use DB2, Oracle,
advantage ofprovidingaccess to data using standardSQL
Informix, Sybase,or otherRDBMSsoftware, andcan run on
(Structured QueryLanguage). In addition, the presentinvencomputers using IBM OS/2,Microsoft Windows NT, IBMtion is designed for applications with very large data volAIX, Hewlett-Packard HP-UX, Sun Solaris,and other operumes. Further, the presentinventionleverages the existing
ating systems.
RDBMSskills of information technology professionals.
60
Hardware Environment
The present invention differs from prior art ROLAP
in
Prior
art
FIG.
1
is
a
block
(Relational-OLAP) products significant ways.
diagram illustrating an exemplary
ROLAPproducts,for example, areunsuitedfor applications
hardware environment used to implement the preferred
which require complex calculations, read/write support, or
embodiment of the present invention. In the exemplary
high numbers of concurrent users. In addition, prior art 65 hardware environment, a client/server architecture is illusROLAPproducts require extensivesupport staffs or contratedcomprising an OLAPclientcomputer 100 coupled to
sultants to develop and deploy applications.
an OLAP server computer 102. In the exemplaryhardware
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF THE DRAWINGS
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environment, the OLAP client 100 and OLAP server 102
according to thepresentinvention.Adimension 202, 214, or
222 is a structuralattribute that is a list of members, all of
may eachinclude, inter alia,aprocessor, memory, keyboard,
or display, andmaybe connected locallyor remotely to fixed
which are of a similar type in the user's perception of the
and/or removable data storage devices and/or data commudata. For example, the year 1997204 and all quarters, Q1
nicationsdevices. Each of the computers 100 and 102 also 5 206, Q2 208, Q3 210, and Q4 212, are members ofthe Time
could be connected to other computer systemsvia the data
dimension 202. Moreover, each dimension 202, 214, or 222
communications devices. Those skilled in the art will recis itself considered a member of the multi-dimensional
ognize that any combination of the above components, or
database 200.
any numberofdifferent components, peripherals, and other
be
used
with
the
100
and
102.
devices, may
computers
10
LogicalStructure of the Multi-dimensional
Thoseskilled in the art will also recognize that the present
Database
inventionmaybe implemented on a singlecomputer, rather
FIG.
3
is
a
that
illustrates the logical structureof
than multiple computers networkedtogether.
diagram
a multi-dimensional database 300 according to the present
Thepresentinvention istypicallyimplemented using one
or more computer programs,each of which executes under invention. Generally, the multi-dimensional database 300 is
the controlof an operatingsystem, such as OS/2,Windows,
arranged as a multi-dimensional array, so that every data
itemislocatedand accessedbasedon the intersection ofthe
DOS,AIX,UNIX,MVS,etc., and causesthe computers 100
and 102 toperform the desired functionsasdescribed herein.
members which define that item. The array comprises a
Thus, using the presentspecification, the invention may be
group of data cells arrangedby the dimensions of the data.
implemented as a machine, process, or article of manufacFor example, a spreadsheet exemplifies a two-dimensional
ture by using standard programming and/or engineering 20 arraywith the data cells arrangedin rows andcolumns, each
techniques to produce software,firmware, hardware or any
being a dimension. A three-dimensional array can be visucombination thereof.
alized as a cube with each dimension forming an edge.
Generally, the computer programs and/or operatingsysHigher dimensional arrays (also known as Cubes or
tem are all tangiblyembodied in a computer-readable device
have no physicalmetaphor, but they organize
or media,such as memory, data storage devices,and/or data 25 Hypercubes)
the data in a way desired by the users.
communications devices, thereby making a computer proAdimension acts as anindexfor identifying values within
gram product or article of manufacture according to the
the Cube. If one member of the dimension is selected,then
invention.As such, the terms "article of manufacture" and
the remaining dimensions in which a rangeofmembers(or
"computerprogramproduct"as used hereinare intended to
encompass a computerprogramaccessible from any com- 30 all members) are selected defines a sub-cubein which the
number of dimensionsis reduced by one. If all but two
puter readabledevice or media.
dimensions have a single memberselected, the remaining
Moreover, the computer programs and operating system
two dimensions define a spreadsheet (or a "slice" or a
are comprised of instructions which, when read and
executedby the computers 100 and 102, cause the comput"page").If all dimensions have a single member selected,
ers 100 and 102 to perform the stepsnecessary to implement
then asinglecell is defined. Dimensionsoffer averyconcise,
and/or use the present invention. Under control of the
intuitive way of organizing and selecting data for retrieval,
operatingsystem, the computerprogramsmay be loaded
exploration and analysis.
from the memory, data storage devices, and/or data comA single data point or cell occurs at the intersection
municationsdevicesinto the memories ofthecomputers 100
defined by selecting one memberfrom each dimension in a
and 102 for use duringactualoperations. Thoseskilledinthe
cube. In the examplecubeshownin FIG. 3, the dimensions
art will recognize many modifications may be made to this 40 are
Time, Product, and Measures. The cube is three
without
from
the
of
the
configuration
departing
scope
with each dimension (i.e., Time, Product, and
dimensional,
present invention.
Measures) represented by an axis ofthe cube. The intersecIn the exampleillustratedin FIG. 1, the present invention
tion of the dimension members (i.e., Time 302, 1997 304,
includes a network interfaceprogram 104 and an OLAP
Q1 306, Q2 308, Q3 310, Q4 312, Product 314, A316, B
client program106 executed by the OLAP client 100, and a
318, C 320, Measures 322, Sales324, Costs326, and Profits
network interface program 108, an OLAP agent program
328) are represented by cells in the multi-dimensional
110, an OLAP engine program 112, a storage manager
database that specifya preciseintersection along all dimenand
a
DB2
server
116
executed
the
program114,
program
by
sions that uniquely identifies a single data point. For
OLAP server 102. The DB2 server program 116, in turn,
example, the intersectionof Q2 308, Product 314 and Costs
performsvarious database operations, including search and
326 contains the value, 369, representing the costs of all
retrieval operations, termed queries, insert operations,
update operations, and delete operations, against one or
products in the second quarterof 1997.
more relationaldatabases 118 stored on a remote or local
Cubes generally have hierarchies or formula-based reladata storage device.
tionships of data within each dimension. Consolidation
The present inventionutilizes a number of components ss involves computingallofthese data relationships for one or
fromArborSoftware'sEssbaseOLAP system, including the
more dimensions. An example ofconsolidation is addingup
networkinterface 104, OLAP client 106, networkinterface
all sales in the first quarter. While such relationships are
108, OLAP agent 110, and OLAPengine 112. These comnormallysummations, any type of computational relationponentsprovidedata access, navigation, application design
ship or formula might be defined.
and management and data calculation. However, the storage
60
Members of a dimension are includedin a calculation to
manager 114 and DB2 server 116 comprise new elements
a consolidated total for a parentmember. Children
produce
that access (e.g., store and retrieve) data for the OLAP
themselves be consolidated levels, whichrequiresthat
may
in
a
relational
database.
system
they havechildren. Amembermay be a childfor more than
Conceptual Structure of the Multi-dimensional
one parent, and a child's multiple parents may not necesDatabase
65 sarily be at the same hierarchical level, thereby allowing
FIG. 2isa diagramthatillustratesthe conceptual structure
complex, multiple hierarchical aggregations within any
dimension.
(i.e., an outline) of a multi-dimensional database 200

s

s
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down
or
is
a
to
the
invention.
The present invention
Drilling
up
specific analytical technique
according
present
stores data in a star schema 400 in the relationaldatabase
whereby the user navigatesamong levels of data ranging
from the most summarized (up) to the mostdetailed(down).
118, as opposed to a specialized multi-dimensional data
The drillingpaths maybe defined by the hierarchies within
store as described in the '724 patent. However, in order to
dimensions or other relationships that may be dynamic 5 work correctly with Arbor Software's Essbase OLAP
within or betweendimensions. For example, when viewing
software, the storage manager 114and DB2server116 ofthe
data for Sales 324 for the year 1997 304 in FIG. 3, a
present invention work togetherto emulatethe structureand
drill-downoperation in the Timedimension 302 wouldthen
functions performed in the '724 patent, even though a
display members Q1 306, Q2 308, Q3 310, and Q4 312.
different database is used to store the multi-dimensional
The true analytical power of an OLAP system,however, 10 data.
is evidenced in its ability to evaluate formulaewhere there
In the present invention, the multi-dimensional data is
are members from more than one dimension. An exampleis
stored
in a star schema400 in the relational database 118.A
a multi-dimensional allocation rule used in market profitstar
schema
400 is asetofrelational tablesincludinga main
If
for
the
Costs
326
for
ability applications.
example,
table
402
and
related dimension tables 414, 416, and 418,
ProductA 316, Product B 318, and Product C 320 are not
accounted for separately, but only the Costs 326 for every
Product314 are available, then the Costs326 for ProductA
316, ProductB 318, and Product C320 couldbe modeled by
assuming that they are proportional to sales revenue. The
Costs326 for Product A316,Product B 318, and Product C
could be determined by using the following formulae:
Costs 326 for Product A 316=(Sales 324 for Product A
316)/(Sales324 for Product314)
Costs 326 for Product B 318=(Sales 324 for Product B
318)/(Sales324 for Product314)
Costs 326 for Product C 320=(Sales 324 for Product C
320)/(Sales324 for Product314)
Thereferencestoseveraldimensions within the same rule
make it a Cross-Dimensional Formula.
PhysicalStructure of the Multi-dimensional
Database
Thephysicalstructureused to store the multi-dimensional
data by Arbor Software's Essbase OLAP software is
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,359,724,issuedOct. 25, 1994,
to RobertJ. Earle, assigned to ArborSoftwareCorporation,
and entitled "METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STORINGAND RETRIEVING MULTI-DIMENSIONAL DATA
IN COMPUTER MEMORY", whichpatent is incorporated
by referenceherein.
The '724 patent discloses a method for storing and
retrievingmulti-dimensional data in which a two-level data
structureis defined, whereinone level contains thosedimensions (i.e., a sub-cube) chosenby the user to resultin dense
data blocks and the other level contains the remaining
dimension combinations that are used as sparse indices(i.e.,
sparse index keys or dimension identifiers) to select the
densedata blocksby identifying dimensions. Inparticular, a
sub-cube of a multi-dimensional database is dense if a
relativelyhighpercentage ofthe possiblecombinations (i.e.,
intersections) of dimension members contain data values.
The remaining dimensionsof the multi-dimensional databaseare sparseas arelativelyhighpercentage ofthepossible
combinations of their dimension members do not contain
data values. Thesesparse dimensions are used to index the
densedatablocks.The totalpossible numberofintersections
can be computed by multiplying the numberof members in
each dimension. The users select the specific dimensions

which form the dense data blocks and sparseindicesbased
on their knowledge of the characteristics of the multidimensionaldata.
Asparse indexfile contains information used toselectthe
dense datablocks.The sparseindexfileprovidesan ordering
ofthe blocksand holdsdata aboutthe age andusageof each
block.

15 whereinthe dimension tables414 and 416 intersectthe main

tableviacommoncolumns, and wherein the dimension table
418 has a column in the main table 402 corresponding to
eachofits rows. Astar schema400 has severalbenefitsover
storing information in traditional RDBMS tables used for

20 on-line transactionprocessing(OLTP).

Becausea star schema 400 is simple, havingfew tables,
it minimizes the complexity required to process database
25

30

40

so

ss

60

operations. This helps both to speed performance and to
ensurecorrectresults of database operations.
Moreover, the use of a star schema 400 is awellknown,
standard model, and many relational databases 118 have
built in optimization for it. By adhering to this standard
model,the present invention automatically takes advantage
of any such optimization.
In the exampleof FIG. 4, the boxes represent the base
table 402 and dimension tables 414, 416, and 418. The
connections betweenthe boxes 402, 414, and 416 represent
star joins between tables. The star schema 400 thus comprises the basetable, FACT TABLE 402, which is joined to
one or more dimension tables, TIME 414 and PRODUCT
416, according to specified relational or conditional operations.The base table FACT TABLE 402 holds data values,
whilethe dimension tablesTIME 414, PRODUCT 416, and
MEASURES418 holdmemberinformation. As a result,the
dimension tables414, 416, and 418 are relatively small,and
the FACT TABLE 402 is usuallyvery large.
The dimension tables TIME414 and PRODUCT416 are
usually joinedtotheFACT TABLE 402 withan equivalence
condition. In this exampleofa star schema400, there are no
join conditions between the dimension tables TIME 414,
PRODUCT416, and MEASURES 418 themselves.
In the preferred embodiment, one dimension, called an
"Anchor" dimension, is treated differently from the other
dimensions, called "non-anchor" dimensions, in that all of
its members are mapped to columnsin the FACT TABLE
402. For example, in FIG. 4, the MEASURES dimension
418 is the anchor dimension. There is one column in the
FACT TABLE 402, SALES 408, COSTS 410, and PROFITS 412, for each member, Sales, Costs, and Profits, ofthe
MEASURES dimension 418. The FACT TABLE 402 also
contains one column, TIME 404 and PRODUCT 406, for
each other non-anchor dimension, TIME 414 and PRODUCT 416.

Fact Table

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention,
there is one FACT TABLE 402 for each Cube. Its purpose
is to hold the actual data values of the Cube. In other

Relational Database Structure
65 embodiments, however, more than one FACT TABLE 402
FIG. 4 is a diagramthat illustrates a structure for storing
per Cube may be supported to deal with large numbers of
multi-dimensional data in a relational database structure
members.
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The FACT TABLE 402 has a dimension column correspondingto each non-anchor dimension table 414 and 416.
The dimension columns of the FACT TABLE 402 hold
relationalmemberidentifiers and the non-anchordimension
tables 414 and 416 hold the mappingbetween those relationalmemberidentifiers andthe membernames and multidimensionalmember identifiers. The data values in the
FACT TABLE 402 are indexed by the relational member
identifiers from each of the dimension columns.
Onerow in the FACT TABLE 402containsalldata values
for a unique combination of members from the different
non-anchordimension tables 414 and 416. Specifically, the
dimension columns 404 and 406 containrelationalmember
identifiers corresponding to the multi-dimensional member
identifiers, and the member columns 408, 410, and 412
contain data values. For example, the first row in the
exampleof FIG. 4, holds the Sales of 3500, Costs of 2500,
and Profits of 1000 for every Product and all Times.
Moreover, the secondrow, in the exampleof FIG. 4, holds
the Sales of 1650, Costs of 1200, and Profits of 450 for
ProductA duringthe 1997Time frame.
The FACT TABLE 402 only holds rows for valid combinationsof members from the non-anchordimensions. So,
for example, ifaparticular productisnotsold ina year, there
will be no sales, costsor profitfigures for any time period
for that product in that year. Consequently, the FACT
TABLE 402 would not hold any rows for these combinations.
Dimension Tables

10
restructured, this value may be changed by Essbase.
This is a NULL value if MemberName is a NULL

value.

The MemberName is typicallyobtained from the outline.
5 The Memberld is assigned by Arbor Software's Essbase
OLAP software and is used by this software to access
multi-dimensional data stored in dense data blocks in a
multi-dimensional database 300. The RelMemberld is the
commoncolumn between the non-anchor dimension tables
10 414 and 416 and the FACT TABLE 402 that is used to join
the tables402, 414, and 416 and is used to access data inthe
relational database 118 (i.e., FACT TABLE 402). The
Memberld, which is used internally by Arbor Software's
EssbaseOLAPsoftware,maps to the RelMemberld, which
15 is usedby the relationaldatabase 118 to access data.

20

25

30

AccessingMulti-dimensional Data
To access the multi-dimensional data in the relational
database 118, auser interactswith the OLAPclientprogram
106 executed by the OLAP client 100. This interaction
resultsin a request (i.e.,command) for a database operation
being formed, whichis transmitted to the OLAP agent 110
and/or OLAP engine 112 executed by the OLAPserver102
via the networkinterfaceprograms104 and 108. The OLAP
agent 110 and/orOLAPengine 112 executefunctionsviathe
storage manager 114 to access the multi-dimensional data
from a data storage manager. In Arbor Software'sEssbase
OLAPsoftware,data isrequested by specifying oneor more
sparseindexkeys (i.e., a sparseindexkey is an encoding of
one memberfrom each sparse dimension) that identify one
ormore dense data blocksin the multi-dimensional database

As described above, thereis one dimension table for each
dimension defined in the Cube (i.e., based on the outline).
300.
The purposeof the dimension tables is to hold all informaInthepresentinvention,these sparse indexkeys comprise
tion relevant to the membersof a particulardimension.
combinations of one Memberld for each sparse dimension
Eachdimension table contains one row for each member
usedinternally inArborSoftware'sEssbaseOLAP software.
defined in the associated dimension. Notethat the dimension
The storage manager 114 requests the OLAP agent 110
name itself is consideredto be a member since it represents
and/or OLAPEngine 112 to decompose thesparseindexkey
the top level of the hierarchy for that dimension. The
into a list ofMemberlds. These Memberldsare thenmapped
columnsare as follows:
40 to theRelMemberlds used in the relational database 118 via
MemberName—This is the membername. It is the userthe respective non-anchor dimension tables414 and 416 in
entered name for each member. The value of the
the relational database 118. The resulting rows of the nonMemberName is set to a NULLvalue ifthis member is
anchor dimension tables 414 and 416 are joined to corredeleted. When a RelMemberld is required, the
sponding rowsinthe FACT TABLE 402. Thejoined rows of
RelMemberld corresponding to a MemberName which
the FACT TABLE 402, which thus meet the criteriaofthe
is a NULLvalue is reused.
sparseindex keys,are returned by the DB2server116 tothe
RelMemberName—This is the relational membername.
storage manager 114. The rows returned have RelMemIt is onlyused in the Anchor dimension table (because berlds followed by values for each of the members of the
anchordimension (e.g., the MEASURES dimension 418 in
the members from this dimension map to columnsin
FIG. 4). The storage manager 114 then converts the
theFACT TABLE 402).Thiscolumn thereforeneedsto
RelMemberlds into Memberlds and reformats the rowsfrom
contain validrelationalcolumnnames. Therefore, this
the FACT TABLE 402 into a "dense data block". The
columnmay containmembernames which have been
reformatted rows are passed to the OLAP agent 110 and/or
modifiedfrom thosestored in MemberName, ifnecesOLAPengine 112, which ultimately returnthe desired data
sary.
to the OLAPclient 106.
RelMemberld—This is the relational memberidentifier.
In this manner, the relational database 118 can be used to
This containsan identifying number for each member
emulatemulti-dimensional data in a multi-dimensional dataused to access data in the relational database. This
base 300. Moreover, by converting between Memberlds of
number is unique within the dimension table. This
the sparse index keys and RelMemberlds, the DB2 server
columnis used to 'join' the dimension table to the fact
table.Members alwaysretainthe same relational mem- 60 116 is able to treatthe data in the relational database 118 as
dense data blocks for Arbor Software's Essbase OLAP
ber identifier throughout their life time. A relational
memberidentifier maybe reusedifa memberisdeleted
software, whileactuallymaintainingthe data in a relational
database 118.
and another memberis created.
Memberld—This is the multi-dimensional member idenIn an alternative embodiment, the Memberlds and the
tifier. Thiscontainsan identifying numberallocatedto 65 RelMemberlds are mapped to each other using two
the member by Essbase. When a Cube definition is
in-memory arrays. The array used to map Memberlds to
altered in Essbase and the Essbase database is
RelMemberlds has an elementfor each Memberld contain-
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area network, or standalone personal computer, could be
ing the corresponding RelMemberld. The arrayused to map
RelMemberlds to Memberlds has an element for each
used with the presentinvention.
RelMemberld containing the corresponding Memberld.
In summary, the present inventiondiscloses a method,
These arrays are generated after the outline is created, and
apparatus, and article of manufacture for using a relational
they are re-constructed each time the storage manager 114 5 database management system to support on-line analytical
initializesor "opens" the multi-dimensional database and
processing (OLAP)systems. The present invention emulates
after each outline restructure.
a multi-dimensional database using a relationaldatabase.
In Arbor Software's Essbase model of a multiMoreover, the present invention provides a relational databaseimplementation of a multi-dimensional database using
dimensionaldatabase, the dense data blocks of the multidimensionaldatabaseareorderedby the numerical values of 10 a relational schema.Additionally, the present invention
their sparseindexkeys.In the presentinvention,the storage
maps data betweenthe multi-dimensional database and the
relational database.
114
maintains
the
of
the
dense
data
blocks
manager
ordering
withoutactuallystoring the sparse indexkeys.Additionally,
The foregoing description ofthe preferred embodiment of
the storage manager 114 holds data aboutthe age and usage
the invention has been presented for the purposesof illusof each dense data block.
tration and description. It is notintendedtobe exhaustive or
to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many
.
Outline Modifications
modifications and variations are possible in light of the
aboveteaching. It isintendedthat the scopeofthe invention
Whenthe outline is modified, the relationaldatabase 118
is modified. Inparticular, whenan outline is changed, Arbor 20 be limitednot by this detaileddescription, but ratherby the
c aims appen e ereto.
Software s Essbase OLAP software may change the MemWhat is claimed is:
bends for members defined in the outline. When this
1. A method of executing a command in a computerto
happens, the Memberldsin the dimension tables 414, 416,
and418 and the FACT TABLE 402 areupdatedaccordingly.
perform adatabase operation on a relationaldatabasestored
on a data storage device,the method comprising the stepsof:
Whena memberis deleted from the outline, the correspond25
row
of
the
dimension
table
or
418
is
marked
414,
416,
ing
(a) defining a multi-dimensional databasehavinga set of
as being available by updating the Memberld and the
multi-dimensional data blocks and a set of identifiers
MemberName to beNULLvalues.Moreover, when a memcomprising selected dimensionsof multi-dimensional
ber is added to the outline,a RelMemberld is sought for the
data for identifying particular ones of the multimember. ARelMemberld in a table that is availableis used
dimensional data blocks, wherein the set of identifiers
30
(i.e., a RelMemberld corresponding to a MemberName
provides an ordering of the multi-dimensional data
blocksusing multi-dimensional memberidentifiers and
having a NULL value). When no such RelMemberld is
holds usage information and age information aboutthe
available, a new RelMemberld is generatedfor the newly
added member.
multi-dimensional data blocks;
(b) storing the data in the set of multi-dimensional data
AccessingMulti-Dimensional Data From a
blocks in tables in a relational database,wherein the
Relational Database
relational database represents the multi-dimensional
database with a fact table and relateddimension tables,
FIG. 5 is a flow diagramillustratingthe steps performed
one ofthe dimension tablesbeingan anchor dimension
to access multi-dimensional data from a relational database
table that does not intersect the fact table with a
according to the presentinvention. The stepsare performed 40
commoncolumn, and the remaining dimension tables
the
server
which
administrative
by
computer 102,
provides
services for accessing data. The client computer 100 probeing non-anchor dimension tables that intersectthe
fact table with commoncolumns; and
vides an interfacethrough which a user can enter a request
to access data.
(c) accessing a set of rows representing a multidimensional data block from the relationaldatabase.
Block 500 represents the server computer102 defining a 5
2. The method of claim 1 above, wherein the step of
multi-dimensional database 300 having a set of multidimensionaldata blocks and a set of identifiers. The set of
accessing a set of rowsfurthercomprises the step of accessidentifiers comprises selected dimensions of multiing usage information about the multi-dimensional data
block.
dimensional data for identifying particular ones of the
3. The method of claim 1 above, wherein the step of
multi-dimensional datablocks.Additionally, the set of identifiers provides an ordering of the multi-dimensional data
accessing a set of rowsfurthercomprises the step of accessblocksand holds information aboutthe age and usage ofthe
ing age information aboutthe multi-dimensional data block.
4. The method of claim 1 above, wherein the relational
multi-dimensional data blocks. Block 502 represents the
database contains relationalmemberidentifiers, which corserver computer102 storing the data that is in the set of
multi-dimensional data blocksin a relational database 118
respondto multi-dimensional memberidentifiers, for identhat represents the multi-dimensional database 300. Block
tifying rows in the relationaldatabase.
5. The method of claim 4 above, further comprising the
504 represents the server computer102 accessing a set of
rows representing a multi-dimensional data block from the
stepofmapping the multi-dimensional memberidentifiers to
their corresponding relational member identifiers.
relationaldatabase 118.
6. An apparatus for executinga command to perform a
60
Conclusion
database operation on a relational database, comprising:
This concludes the description of the preferred embodi(a) a computer having a data storage device coupled
ment of the invention. The followingdescribessome alterthereto, wherein the data storage device stores the
relational database;
native embodiments for accomplishing the present invention. For example, any type of computer, such as a 65 (b) one or more computerprograms, performed by the
mainframe, minicomputer, or personal computer, or comcomputer, for defining a multi-dimensional database
puter configuration, such as a timesharing mainframe, local
havinga set ofmulti-dimensional data blocksand a set

s

1

s
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ofidentifiers comprising selecteddimensions ofmultidimensionaldata for identifying particular ones of the
multi-dimensional data blocks,whereinthe set of identifiers provides an orderingof the multi-dimensional
data blocks using multi-dimensional memberidentifiers and holds usage information and age information
aboutthe multi-dimensional data blocks,for storingthe
data in the set of multi-dimensional data blocks in
tables in a relational database,wherein the relational
database represents the multi-dimensional database
with a fact table and related dimension tables,one of
the dimension tablesbeing an anchordimension table
that does not intersectthe fact table with a common
column, and the remaining dimension tables being
non-anchordimension tablesthatintersectthefact table
with common columns, and for accessing a set of rows
representing a multi-dimensional data block from the
relationaldatabase.
7. The apparatus ofclaim6 above,wherein the means for
accessing a set of rows further comprises the means for
accessing usage information about the multi-dimensional
data block.
8. The apparatus ofclaim6 above,wherein the means for
accessing a set of rows further comprises the means for
accessing age information about the multi-dimensional data

14

10

15

20

base operationon a relational database stored on a data
storage device, the method comprising the steps of:
(a) defining a multi-dimensional databasehavinga set of
multi-dimensional data blocks and a set of identifiers
comprising selected dimensionsof multi-dimensional
data for identifying particular ones of the multidimensional data blocks, wherein the set of identifiers
provides an ordering of the multi-dimensional data
blocksusing multi-dimensional memberidentifiers and
holds usage information and age information aboutthe
multi-dimensional data blocks;
(b) storing the data in the set of multi-dimensional data
blocks in tables in a relational database,wherein the
relational database represents the multi-dimensional
database with a fact table and relateddimension tables,
one ofthe dimension tablesbeingan anchor dimension
table that does not intersect the fact table with a
commoncolumn, and the remaining dimension tables
being non-anchor dimension tables that intersectthe
fact table with commoncolumns; and
(c) accessing a set of rows representing a multidimensional data block from the relationaldatabase.
12. The method of claim 11 above, wherein the step of
accessing a set of rowsfurthercomprises the step of accessing usage information about the multi-dimensional data

25 block.

block.
13. The method of claim 11 above, wherein the step of
9. The apparatus of claim6 above,whereinthe relational
accessing a set of rowsfurthercomprises the step of accessdatabase containsrelational memberidentifiers, which coring age information aboutthe multi-dimensional data block.
14. The method of claim11 above,wherein the relational
respond to multi-dimensional member identifiers, for iden30 database contains relationalmemberidentifiers, which cortifying rows in the relational database.
10. The apparatusof claim 9 above, further comprising
respondto multi-dimensional memberidentifiers, for idenmeans for mappingthe multi-dimensional member identifitifying rows in the relationaldatabase.
ers to their corresponding relational member identifiers.
15. The methodofclaim14 above,further comprising the
11. An article of manufacture comprising a program
stepofmapping the multi-dimensional memberidentifiers to
storagemedium readableby a computer and embodying one 35 their correspondingrelational memberidentifiers.
or more instructionsexecutable by the computerto perform
* * * * *
methodsteps for executinga command to perform a data-
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1
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROCESSORAND

METHOD FOR CACHING INTERMEDIATE
DATA IN AN OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROCESSOR
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5

1. Technical Field

Thepresentinventionrelatesingeneralto dataprocessing
and,in particular, to a methodand system for enhancing the
performance of an object-oriented processor. Still more
particularly, the present invention relates to a method and
systemfor improving the performance ofan object-oriented
processor by caching intermediate data such as pointer

10

values.
15
2. Description of the Related Art
Historically, one of the chief obstacles to harnessing the
full computing power of computer networks including
diversehardwareplatforms has beeninteroperability. Thus,
operatorsof nonhomogeneous networkshavehad to expend 20
significant resources to be able to port software and permit
communication between the diverse hardware platforms
within the networks. The need for simple and inexpensive
solutionsto the problemsof intercommunication and software portability has been made even more pressing by the 25
relativelyrecent popularization and rapid expansion of the
Internet and World Wide Web.
In order to address these longstanding problems, pro-

gramminglanguageslike JavaTM, which was developedby
Sun Microsystems, Inc. of Palo Alto, Calif., have recently 30
gained prominence.JavaTM is a compactplatform-neutral
object-oriented programming languagethat, whencompiled,
represents instructions as platform-independent byte codes.
Thesebyte codes canbe directlyexecuted by aJava-specific
processor or can be executed utilizing asoftware interpreter 35
or a Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler that convertsthe JavaTM
byte codesinto instructions within the nativeinstruction set
of a particular hardwareplatform.
Referring now to FIG. 1, the data structuresof JavaTM
compliant objects are illustrated. As depicted, JavaTM 40
compliantobjectscan be either of two types: objects with
handles or handleless objects. Objects with handleshave a
objectRefthatpoints to an objectHandle 10, which contains
pointers(denoted by asterisks) to each of objectData 12 and
methodTable 16. ObjectData 12 includes a length
declaration, variousflags, and n+1 data words constituting
the object's data. Methodtable 16, on the other hand,
includes a pointer to an object class descriptor(classBlock
18) and pointers to m+1 methodBlocks 20, which each
contain byte codes forming a method that can be executed
against all objects within the same class. Thus, all objects
within the same class share a common methodTable 16.
Informationdescribing the class associated with methodTable 16, including pointers to the className,
methodBlock, methodTable, and methodTableSize, are collected within classBlock 18.
As illustratedin FIG. 1, handleless objects are much the
same as objectswithhandlesexceptthat handleless objects
lack an objectHandle. For handleless objects,the information contained in objectHandle 10 and objectData 12 have 60
been merged into object 14, which includes a length
declaration, variousflags, and n+1 data words constituting
the object'sdata. In addition, object14 includes apointerto
an associated methodTable 16 sharedby all objects within
the same class.
65
Regardless of whether objects are implemented with
handles or as handleless objects,the executionof a JavaTM

s

application entails the invocation of specified methods
against particular instances of objects.JavaTM includes a
numberof different byte codes for invoking methods(e.g.,
invokevirtuaLquick),each of which is hereinafterreferred
to as methodlnvoke. When a methodlnvoke byte code is
processed, the objectRefparameter of the methodlnvoke is
utilized to access eitheran objectHandle orobject,which is
in turn accessedto locate the appropriate methodTable for
the class including the specified objectinstance. Finally, the
methodTable is accessed to identify the entry point of the
method that is to be executed against the specified object
instance.
The present invention includes a recognitionthat methodlnvoke is one of the most frequently encounteredbyte
codes in typicalJavaTM applications. The present invention
also includes a recognition that JavaTM applications often
executethe same method against multiple object instances
belonging to the same class.Althoughall objectinstances in
a given class share a commonmethodTable, conventional
processors redundantlyperformthe three-level table lookup
described above to determine the entry point of each
method, despite the fact that the intermediate determination
ofthe location ofthe methodTable yields the same resultsfor
each object instancein the same class.
As should now be apparent,it wouldbe highly advantageous and desirable to provide a mechanism for rapidly
mapping method invocations to particular methodBlocks
whileminimizing the redundant calculation of methodTable
entry points.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore one object of the present invention to
provide an improved method and system for data processing.

It is another object ofthe presentinventionto provide a
method and system for enhancing the performance of an
object-oriented processor.
It is yet anotherobject ofthe presentinvention to provide
a methodand system for improving the performance of an
object-oriented processor by caching intermediate data such
as pointer values.
The foregoing objectsare achievedas is now described.
An object-oriented processor and method of operating such
a processor are disclosed. According to the method, in
response to receiving afirstinstruction thatreferencesa first
objecthavingbothdata and atleast a first method associated
therewith, an address of the first method is calculated. In
addition, at least one pointer is cached that indicates
(possiblytogetherwithotherpointers) the address ofthe first
method. In response to receipt of a subsequent second
instruction that references a second objecthavingboth data
and one or more methods associated therewith, where the
one ormore methodsinclude the first method, the address of
a second method associated with the second object is
determined by reference to the cached pointer. In apreferred
embodiment of the present invention, the first and second
methodscomprise the same method,and the cached pointer
indicates the entry point of that single method.
The above as well as additional objects, features, and
advantages of the present invention will become apparent in
the following detailedwritten description.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The novelfeaturesbelievedcharacteristic ofthe invention
are set forth in the appended claims. The invention itself
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however, as well as apreferredmodeofuse, furtherobjects
and advantages thereof,will bestbe understood by reference
to the following detailed description of an illustrative
embodiment when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:
FIG. 1 illustrates the data structures of objects with
handles and handleless objectsin accordance with the prior

art;
FIG. 2 depicts an illustrative embodiment of a data
processing system withwhich the method and system ofthe
present invention may advantageously be utilized;
FIG. 3 is a detailed block diagramof the Central Processing Unit (CPU)shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a detailedblock diagramof the JavaTM Instruction Queue (JIQ) of the CPU depicted in FIG. 3; and
FIG. 5 is a detailed block diagram of the Semantic
RoutineLookup Unit(SRLU) ofthe CPUillustrated inFIG.
3.

languages like JavaTM provide such facilities at the expense

of slower performance and/or greater memory consumption,
data processing system 30preferablyincorporates the facili-

10

20

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE
EMBODIMENT

ties to process platform-neutral instructionswithin the hardware of CPU 42. Thus, CPU 42 can comprise a JavaTM
specific processor like the microJavaTM 701 producedby
Sun Microsystems, Inc., which directly executes JavaTM
byte codes withoutinterpretation. Alternatively, CPU 42 can
incorporate supportfor JavaTM or another platform-neutral
language in a processor architecture that supports a different
native instruction set architecture (e.g., the P0werPCTM or
x86 instruction set architecture).
Referring now to FIG. 3, thereis depicteda more detailed
block diagramof a preferred embodiment of CPU 42 in
which hardwareemulationsupport for a platform-neutral
language is incorporated within an architecture that directly
executes instructions within adifferent nativeinstruction set.
The embodiment of CPU 42 illustrated in FIG. 3 comprises
an instance of the P0werPCTM architecture, which is
described in a number of publications such as P0werPCTM
603 RISCMicroprocessorUser's Manual and P0werPCTM
604 RISCMicroprocessorUser's Manual, available from
IBMMicroelectronics as OrderNos. MPR6O3UMU-01 and
MPR6O4UMU-01,respectively,both incorporated hereinby
reference. As such, CPU 42 executes native instructions
within the P0werPCTM instruction set architecture defined in
part by P0werPCTM User Instruction SetArchitecture. In
accordance with the present invention, CPU 42 is also
adapted to execute JavaTM byte codes by emulation. The

With reference again to the figures and in particular with
reference to FIG. 2, there is illustrated an exemplary
embodiment of a data processing system within which the 25
present inventionmay advantageously be utilized. In the
depictedembodiment, data processing system30 is a multimediapersonalcomputer systemincluding a system bus40
connected to a central processing unit (CPU) 42 that 30 JavaTM operating environment is described in numerous
executessoftware instructionsand controlsthe operation of
publications such asJavaTM Virtual MachineSpecification,
data processing system 30. System bus 40 is also connected
AddisonWesley Longman, Inc., 1996, which is also incorto read-only memory (ROM)43 anddynamicrandomaccess
porated hereinby reference.
memory (DRAM) 44, which provide storage for data and
As an instanceof the P0werPCTM architecture, CPU 42
instructionsthat maybe accessed by CPU42. Systembus 40 35 preferablycomprisesa singleintegrated
circuit superscalar
is furthercoupledto a Peripheral ComponentInterconnect
microprocessor, including variousregisters, buffers, execu(PCI) local bus 50 via PCI host bridge 45. PCI host bridge
tion units, and functional units that collectively operate
45 provides both a low latency path throughwhich CPU 42
according to reduced instruction set computing (RISC)
may directly access PCI devices mapped to bus memory
techniques. As shown in FIG. 3, CPU 42 includes a Bus
and/or I/O address spaces and a high bandwidth path
40 Interface Unit (BIU) 90, which is coupled to system bus 40
throughwhich PCI devices may directlyaccess DRAM 44.
and which controls the transfer of instructions and data
The PCI devices connected to PCI local bus 50 include
between CPU 42 and system bus 40. Instructions, including
Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) controller 52,
both native instructions and JavaTM byte codes, are stored
whichprovidesconnections for multiple peripherals such as
within instruction cache 92, while data is stored in data
cache 94. Both instruction cache 92 and data cache 94 are
high speed SCSI disk drive 54, and Large Area Network
small (e.g., 32 kilobyte) high-speed cachesthat enableCPU
(LAN)interfacecontroller 56, whichhandlesnetworkcommunication betweendataprocessing system 30 and LAN58.
42 to achievea relatively fast access timeto instructions and
In order to present audio and video data to a user, data data previously transferred from ROM 43 or DRAM 44.
processing system 30 is equipped with a PCI-compatible
CPU 42 furtherincludes an Instruction FetchUnit (IFU)
audiocontroller60 and graphicscontroller64, which drive 50 100, whichsuppliesfetch addresses to instruction cache
32,
stereo speakers 62 and video display 66, respectively.
and an Emulation Assist Unit (EAU) 118, which translates
PCI bus 50 is further coupledto an expansion bus, such
byte codes fetched from instruction cache 92 into native
as ISAbus 72, via expansion busbridge 70. Coupledto ISA
instructions. Finally, CPU 42 includes Instruction Processbus 72 are a number of conventional input devices, such as
ing Unit (IPU) 130, which executes native instructions
keyboard74, microphone 76 and mouse80, as well as other ss received from either EAU 118 or directlyfrom instruction
cache 92. Of course, CPU 42 includes other conventional
peripherals, such as modem 78 and Integrated DeviceElectronics (IDE) hard disk 82. Modem 78 can be utilized to
circuitrythat is not relevant to the presentinvention and is
establisha connection with the Internet or World Wide Web
accordingly omitted for the sake of simplicity.
though a dial-up Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Still referring to FIG. 3, IFU 100 includes PowerPCTM
To permit interoperability with diverse hardware plat- 60 (PPC) sequencer/branch unit 102, Branch History Table
forms and to support software portability, data processing
(BHT) 104, JavaTM Branch Unit (JBU) 106, JavaTM
system 30 preferably provides facilities for executing
sequencer unit 108, and multiplexer 110. Duringeachcycle,
PPC sequencer/branch unit 102 is capable of generatinga
platform-neutral applications (e.g., JavaTM applets), which
nativesequential address and a nativebranchtargetaddress.
may be stored within the non-volatile storage of data processingsystem30 or receivedby data processing system 30 65 Similarly, during each cycle JavaTM sequencer unit 108,
from LAN 58 or the Internet or World Wide Web. Because
which maintains a JavaTM program counter (PC) 112, is
software interpreters and JIT compilers for platform-neutral
capableof generating an emulation sequential address, and
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JBU106 is capableofgenerating anemulationbranchtarget
Referringagain to FIG. 3, each byte codeisolatedby the
address. Eachofthese four potentialfetchaddresses is input
idiom detection logic of JIQ 120 is passed to Semantic
into multiplexer 110, which selects one of the input
Routine Lookup Unit (SRLU) 122, which maps the byte
addresses as a fetch address in response to an unillustrated
code to a corresponding semanticroutineformedof one or
select signal.
5 more native P0werPCTM instructions. As illustratedin FIG.
5, SRLU 122 is preferablyimplemented as an array conIn responseto receipt ofa fetchaddress, instruction cache
92 outputsone or more instructions (e.g., an 8 byte cache
taining a pluralityof entries that each include two opcode
fields208 and 210 for storing semantic routineopcodesand
the
fetch
address
as
a
base
address.
As
shown
line) having
in FIG. 3, the set of instructions output by instruction cache two last flag fields200 and202, whicheachindicatewhether
92 are routed to JavaTM Instruction Queue(JIQ) 120 if the 10 the correspondingone ofopcodefields 208 and210 contains
the last opcode in the semanticroutine. Eachentry in SRLU
instructionsare byte codesand are routed to PPCinstruction
122 furtherincludes a gating information field 204, which
132
if
the
instructions
are
native
instructions.
The
queue
stores information indicating how native instruction operroutinglogiccan discriminate betweeninstruction types, for
ands are to be obtained, and a next field 206 for storing a
reference
to
a
bit
in
the
machine
state
example, by
register
(MSR)that indicates whether the currentthreadis formed of 15 pointer, ifnecessary, to another entry containing additional
JavaTM bytecodesornativeP0werPCTM instructions. The set
opcodes within the semantic routine. Because there is a
of instructionsoutput by instruction cache 92 are also fed maximum of 256 byte codes and becausemost byte codes
backtoJBU 106 and PPCsequencer/branch unit 102, which
map to a single native instruction, SRLU 122 can map a
substantial majority of the JavaTM instruction set to the
detect whether the set of instructions includes the corre20
native P0werPCTM instruction set utilizing approximately 1
of
branch
instruction.
A
detected
branch
sponding type
K entries. (Asmall number of byte codesthat are emulated
instruction is resolved, ifpossible, by reference to acount or
conditionregister value, for example. If a detected branch
using a relatively large number of native instructions may
branch to native routines not stored in SRLU 122.) Of
instruction cannot be immediately resolved, the branch is
course, in embodiments emulating larger instruction sets,
predicted by reference to BHT 104, or in alternative
embodiments, by reference to abranch target address cache 25 SRLU can be implemented as a dynamically loaded set
associative cache. In response to receiving a JavaTM byte
(BTAC) or branch target cache. The detectionof the prescode from JIQ 120, SRLU 122 utilizesthe byte code as an
ence of branchinstructions and the resolution or prediction
8-bit index to select an entry in the array. The contents of
of such branch instructionsis then utilized to generate the
fields200, 202, 204, 208 and 210 within the selectedentry
selectsignalfor multiplexer 110,whichdetermines whichof
the potentialfetch addresses generatedby units 102, 106, 30 are returned to JIQ 120, while next field 206 is utilized to
selectan additional entrythat storesopcodesin the semantic
and 108 is selected as a fetch address.
routine,if any. In this manner, all opcodesin the semantic
now
to
FIG.
there
is
a
more
detailed
Referring
4,
depicted
routine to which a byte code maps are returned to JIQ 120.
block diagramof an illustrative embodiment ofJIQ 120. As
Referring again to FIG. 4,JIQ 120furtherincludes one or
120
includes
a
shift
170
that
depicted, JIQ
15-byte
register
35
more
native instruction buffers 174, which are utilized to
providesstorage for 8 or 9 byte codes,assuming an average
construct native instructions by matching native opcodes
instruction length of 1.6 to 1.8 bytes. Byte codes fetched
returned from SRLU 122 with appropriate operands. Thus,
from instruction cache92 are loaded into theleast significant
as illustrated in FIG. 4, an opcode and last flag are loaded
of
shift
170
and
shifted
into
the
most
bytes
register
signifiinto instruction buffer 174 upon receipt from SRLU 122,
cant bytes as byte codes are processed and discarded. JIQ
120 furtherincludes decoding and operand logic172, which 40 while the target register (RT) I source registers (RA and RB),
and the immediate data, if any,of the nativeinstruction are
contains 7 decoders 173 that decode, in parallel, the byte
provided by decoding and operand logic 172 in responseto
codes or operands in the 7 most significant bytes of shift
the gating information provided by SRLU 122. In this
register 170. In order to efficiently process decoded byte
manner, decoding and operand logic 172 can determine
codes and operands, decoding and operandlogic 172 pref45
whether the operandsof a native instruction includeimmeerably includes idiom detection logic that permits certain
diate data storedin one or more ofthe bytes ofshift register
for
stack
to
be
byte codes,
example,
operations,
grouped
170 and/or stack data stored in GPRs 146 or FPRs 148.
togetherwith otherbyte codes and operandsfor processing.
Decoding and operand logic 172 is coupled to stack cache
for
the
encounConsider,
example,
following commonly
control 176, which maintains a plurality of pointers
tered series of byte codes, which can be processed as an
so (including top of stack (TOS) pointer 178) that record the
idiom:
stack cache ordering of GPRs 146 and FPRs 148. In
iload 1
addition, stack cache control 176 maintains one or more
iload 2
VAR pointers 180that indicatethe location(s) ofa method's
iadd
local variables in the stack cache. By accessing these
istore3
55 pointers, decoding and operandlogic 172 can easily map a
Thisseriesofbytecodesloadslocal variables1 and 2,which
stack entry specified as an operand source or result register
areintegers, to the top ofthestack ofthe currentthread,adds
to one of GPRs146 and FPRs 148. Oncea nativeinstruction
the local variablestogether, and storesthe resultinginteger
has been constructed in native instruction buffer 174, the
back to the top ofthe stack as local variable 3. Because the
nativeinstruction istransferred to conventional PPCinstrucunderlying P0werPCTM architecture of CPU 42 does not 60 tion queue132 within IPU 130.
have a stack per se, but instead maps the JavaTM Virtual
As discussed supra, methodlnvoke is one of the most
Machine(JVM) stack cache to General Purpose Registers
frequently encountered JavaTM byte codes. In accordance
146 and Floating PointRegisters148 (as shownin FIG. 3),
with the present invention, CPU 42 is therefore equipped
theidiomdetection logiccaneffectively discard the loadand
withanObjectReference Cache(ORC)124to accelerate the
store instructions, which translate to P0werPCTM register 65 processing of methodlnvoke byte codes. ORC 124 contains
a pluralityof entries, which, as illustrated in FIG. 3, each
manipulations, and isolate the iadd as the onlybyte codein
the idiom that requires translation to a native instruction.
include an objectReffield 125, a methodtable pointer field
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127 for indicatingthe predictedmethodTable for aparticular
JavaTM PC, an index field 126 for specifying a particular
method in the predictedmethodTable, and a target JavaTM

132 detects and foldsout any branchinstructions withinthe

native instruction stream, leaving only sequential instructions. The native sequential instructions stored within PPC
instruction queue132 areopportunistically dispatched tothe
PC field 128 for specifying the entry point of the method
indicatedby index field 126. In operation,when a method- 5 sequential instruction execution circuitry of CPU 42 as
execution resources become available.
Invoke byte code is encountered in the JavaTM instruction
In the depictedillustrative embodiment, the sequential
stream,the methodlnvoke is precededby a load instruction
instruction
execution circuitry of CPU 42 includes three
that loads the objectRef of the object against which the
types of execution units, namely, integer unit(s) (lUs) 140,
method is to be executedto the top of the stack. Because
unit(s) (LSUs) 142, and floating-point unit(s)
methodsare frequently executed against the currentobject 10 load/store144.
Eachofthese threetypesof execution units can
(FPUs)
(i.e., "this"), stack cache control 176 maintains "this"
execute one or more classes of native instructions, and all
pointer 182, whichindicatesthe locationin the stack of the
execution units can operate concurrently during each proobjectRef of "this." The methodlnvoke byte code is folcessor cycle. For example, lUs 140 perform fixed-point
lowed in the JavaTM instruction stream by an index that
mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction,
indicateswhichmethodTable pointerspecifiesthe method to
ANDing, ORing, and XORing, utilizing source operands
be executed. In parallel with the access to SRLU 122
receivedfrom specified general purpose registers (GPRs)
146 (or fromunillustrated GPR renamebufferswithin GPRs
triggered by the decoding of a methodlnvokebyte code,
some or all of the bits of the JavaTM PC associated with the
146). Following the execution of fixed-point instructions,
methodlnvokebyte code are utilized to selectone or more
lUs 140outputthe data resultsoftheinstructionsto the GPR
entries in ORC 124. Depending on the implementation, the 20 rename buffers,which provide temporary storage for the
data resultsuntil the data results are written to at least one
initiallyselectedentries can then be qualified by additional
JavaTM PC bits or with the contents of indexfield 126 (and
of the GPRs 146 during the writeback stage of instruction
optionally with the contents of objectReffield 125). If no
processing. Similarly, FPUs 144 perform floating-point
matchingentryisfoundinORC 124 (i.e.,a missoccurs), the
operations, such as floating-point multiplication and
methodTable pointer and targetJavaTM PC for the method- 25 division, on source operandsreceivedfrom floating-point
Invoke are calculated in the manner described below, and a
registers(FPRs) 148 (or unillustrated FPR rename buffers
new entry containing this information is storedwithin ORC
within FPRs 148). FPUs 144 output data resultingfrom the
124. If, however, a matching entry is found (i.e., a hit
execution of floating-point instructions to selected FPR
the
JavaTM
PC
is
to
JBU
rename buffers, whichtemporarily store the data resultsuntil
target
passed
106,
through
occurs),
multiplexer 110, and then to instruction cache 92 as a 30 the data results are writtento selected FPRs 144 during the
writeback stage of instruction processing. As the name
speculative fetch address. As discussed above, instruction
cache 92 responds to the speculative fetch address by
implies, LSUs 142 execute floating-point and fixed-point
instructions that eitherload data from memory (i.e., either
outputtingbyte codesin the method to JIQ 120.
To verify the methodTable and method entry point predata cache 94 or main memory DRAM 44) into selected
dictions recordedin ORC 124 (or to calculate the method- 35 GPRs 146or FPRs 148 orthat store data from a selected one
Table pointer and method entry point if the JavaTM PC
of GPRs 146, the GPR rename buffers,FPRs 148, and the
missed in ORC 124), the methodlnvoke semantic routine
FPR rename buffersto memory.
CPU 42 employsbothpipelining and out-of-orderexecupreferablyincludes a native load instruction that loads the
correct methodTable pointer from the JVM heap, which
tion of instructions tofurtherimprove the performance ofits
resides in data cache 94 and DRAIVI 44. In order to deter- 40 superscalar architecture. Accordingly, multiple instructions
mine the heap address of the correct methodTable pointer,
can be simultaneously executed by PPC sequencer/branch
unit 102, lUs 140, LSUs142, and FPUs144 in any orderas
decodingand operandlogic172 subtracts 4 from the objectRefoperandof the load byte code preceding the methodlong as data dependencies and antidependencies are
Invoke byte code. This subtraction is performed becausethe
observed between sequential instructions. In addition,
objectRefpointsto the objectData pointer(if the objecthas 45 instructionsare processed by each of lUs 140, LSUs 142,
and FPUs 144 at a sequence of pipeline stages, including
handles)or to the first word of object data (if the object is
fetch, decode/dispatch, execute, finish and completion/
handleless) and the methodTable pointeris 4byteslong. The
methodTable pointer at the resultingheap address is then
writeback. Those skilled in the art should appreciate,
loaded from data cache 94 and compared to the predicted however, that some pipeline stages can be reduced or
methodTable pointerstoredinORC 124, preferablyutilizing so combined in certain designimplementations.
a nativetrap instruction. Ifthe methodTable pointers match,
During the fetch stage, PPC sequencer/branch unit 102
the prediction is verified, and no trap is taken. However, in
causes instruction cache 92 to output one or more instructhe event that the predictedand correct methodTable pointer tions associated with one or more memory addresses from
instruction cache92.As notedabove, sequential instructions
differ, the trap instruction traps to a recovery routine that
cancels the mispredicted instructions from the JavaTM and 55 fetched from instruction cache 92 are stored within PPC
PPC instruction streams and resets JavaTM PC 112 to the
instruction queue 132, while native branch instructions are
folded out and forwarded to the branchprocessing circuitry
entry point of the correct method, which entry point is
loadedfrom the methodTable utilizingthe indexthatfollows
of PPC sequencer/branch unit 102 for execution.
the methodlnvoke byte code. The recovery routine also
Duringthe decode/dispatch stage, dispatch logic associupdates ORC 124 by storing the objectRef,methodTable 60 ated with PPC instruction queue 132 decodes one or more
native instructions and dispatches the instructions to an
pointer,index, and methodentry pointofthe correct method
in the entry associated with the JavaTM PC of the methodappropriate one of sequential instruction execution units
Invoke byte code.
140, 142, and 144 as dispatch-dependent execution
resources become available. These execution resources,
Referring now to IPU 130 of FIG. 3, semantic routine
native instructions and native instructionsfetched directly 65 which are allocated by the dispatch logic, can include a
from instruction cache 92 are loaded into PPC instruction
rename bufferwithin the GPR or FPR rename buffersand a
queue 132. Decodinglogic within PPC instruction queue
completion buffer entry in completion unit 150.
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said first method,whereinsaid step ofcachingat least
one pointer comprises the step of caching a table
pointer indicating an address in memory of a table
containing pointers to an entry point of said first
method and an entrypointofadifferent secondmethod;
and
in response to receipt of a subsequent second instruction
that references a different second object having both
data and one or more methods associated therewith,
said one or more methodsincluding said first and said
second methods, determining an address ofsaid second
method by reference to said table pointer.
2. The method ofclaim1,whereinsaidsecond instruction
invokes execution of said second method against said second object.
3. The method of claim 1, whereinsaid first and second
methodsare the same method, and step of caching at least
one pointer furthercomprises the step of caching an entry
point of said first method.
4. Themethod ofclaim1, said step ofcachingat least one
pointer further comprising the step of caching an index
specifying a location, within said table, of said pointer to
said entry point of said first method.
5.The methodofclaim1, andfurthercomprising the steps
of:
thereafter, speculatively fetchingat leastone instruction at
said determined address of said second method for
execution;
determining whether said determined address of said
second method is correct; and
performance of an object-oriented processor by caching
in response to a determination that said determined
intermediatedata,such as methodTable pointersand method
address of said second method is incorrect, discarding
entry points, thereby permitting instructions within amethod
said at least one speculatively fetched instruction.
to be fetched for executionwithout again calculating the
6. The method ofclaim 5, and furthercomprising the step
intermediatedata. In implementations that permit speculaof executing said at least one speculatively fetchedinstructive execution, early prediction of a method entry point
tion by emulation.
utilizingcached intermediate data allows instructions in the
7. The method of claim 6, wherein:
methodto be fetchedprior to verification ofthe entry point,
said step of executing said at least one speculatively
consequently eliminating instruction fetch latency in cases
fetchedinstruction by emulation comprises the step of
inwhich the prediction issubsequently verified. The present 40
executing a semantic routine formed of one or more
invention is of particular utilityin architectures that execute
native opcodes in an instruction set native to said
methods by emulation in that the performance advantage
processor; and
achieved by the present invention ameliorates the perforsaid
step ofdetermining whether said determined address
mance degradation often associated with emulation.
of
said second method is correctcomprises executing
While the invention has been particularly shown and
one or more native instructions formed from native
described with referenceto a preferred embodiment, it will
opcodeswithin said semantic routine.
be understood by thoseskilledinthe art that variouschanges
8. The method of claim 1, said determining step further
in form and detail may be madethereinwithout departing
comprising the step of accessing said at least one cached
from the spirit and scope of the invention. For example, it
pointer utilizing a programcounter of said second instrucshouldbeunderstoodthat althoughthepresentinventionhas
tion.
been described with reference to an illustrative embodiment
9. The method of claim 1, and further comprising:
that emulates the execution of byte codes, the present
storing a semantic routine formed of one or more native
inventionis also applicable to other processor architectures,
opcodesin a native instruction set of said processor;
those
which
execute
codes
or
other
including
directly
byte
fetchingat least one non-native instruction at said deterplatform-neutral instructions. In addition, while the dis- ss
mined address of said secondmethod; and
closed embodiment implements the ORC access duringthe
in response to fetching said at least one non-native
JavaTM dispatch cycle, the present invention contemplates
that the ORC access could alternatively be implemented
instruction, loading said semanticroutine and executing at least one native instruction formed utilizing a
during the instruction cache access cycle.
native opcodewithin said semanticroutine,such that
What is claimedis:
60
execution of said non-native instruction is emulated.
1. Amethodof operating a processor, said method com10.
The method of claim 9, and furthercomprising:
prising:
in responseto receivinga first instruction that references
storing, in association with said semantic routine,gating
information indicating a location of an operand of a
afirstobjecthavingbothdata and at least afirst method
associated therewith,calculating an address ofsaid first 65
particularnative opcode in said semantic routine; and
methodand caching at least one pointeramongone or
in response to receipt of said non-native instruction,
more pointersthat collectively indicatesaid address of
supplying said operand for said particular native
During the execute stage, execution units 140, 142, and
144 execute native instructions receivedfrom PPC instruction queue132 opportunistically as operands and execution
resourcesfor the indicatedoperations becomeavailable. In
order to minimizedispatch stalls,each one of the execution 5
units 140, 142, and 144 is preferably equipped with a
reservation station that stores dispatched instructions for
which operandsor executionresourcesare unavailable.
After the operation indicated by a native instruction has
been performed, the data resultsof the operation are stored 10
by execution units 140, 142, and 144 within eitherthe GPR
or FPRrenamebuffers,depending uponthe instruction type.
Then, execution units 140, 142, and 144 signal completion
unit 150 that the execution unit has finished an instruction.
In responseto receiptof a finish signal,completion unit 150 15
marks the completion bufferentry of the instruction specified by the finish signalas complete. Instructions markedas
complete thereafter enter the writeback stage, in which
instructionsresults are written to the architected state by
transferringthe data resultsfrom therenamebuffersto GPRs 20
146 or FPRs 148. In order to support precise exception
handling, native instructions are written back in program
order. As illustrated, completion unit 150 is furthercoupled
to JavaTM sequencer 108 and PPC sequencer/branch unit
102. Upon completion of a native instruction, completion 25
unit 150 signals PPC sequencer/branch unit 102 to update
the architected PPC program counter and, if the native
instruction has its associated last flag set, signals JavaTM
sequencer108 to update JavaTM PC 112.
Ashasbeendescribed, the present invention improvesthe 30
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said
indication of said location,
opcode utilizing
whereinsaid particular nativeopcode andsaid operand
togetherform a native instruction.

to receipt of a non-native instruction at said
determined addressof saidsecond method, said semantic routine lookup unit outputssaid semantic routine;
sive

11. Aprocessor, comprising:
and
one or more executionunits;
means, responsive to receipt of a native opcode within
an objectreferencecacheincluding an entry thatstores at
said semantic routine,for forming at least one native
least one pointer among one or more pointers that
instruction and passingsaid at least one nativeinstruction to said one or more execution units for execution,
collectivelyindicate an address of a first methodthat,
togetherwith specifieddata, is associated with a first 10
such that execution of said non-native instruction is
object,wherein said least one pointer includes a table
emulated.
pointer indicating a location of a table containing
19. The processor of claim 18, wherein:
pointers to an entry point of said first method and an
said semantic routine lookup unit stores, in association
entry point of a different second method; and
withsaid semantic routine,gatinginformation indicatdecoding logic, coupled to said object referencecache, 15
ing a location of an operand of a particular native
that in response to receiptof an instruction referencing
opcode in said semanticroutine; and
a different second object having both one or more
said
processor furthercomprises meansfor supplying said
methodsand specifieddata associated therewith,said
operand for said particular nativeopcode utilizingsaid
one or more methods including both said first and
indication of said location, wherein said particular
secondmethods, determines an address of said second 20
nativeopcode and said operandtogetherform a native
methodby reference to said table pointerin said object
instruction.
referencecache.
20. A method of emulating execution of a non-native
12. The processor of claim 11, wherein said instruction
instruction in aprocessorthat executes nativeinstructions in
invokesexecutionof said second method against said seca native instruction set, each of said native instructions
ond object.
25 having a native opcode,said method comprising:
13. The processor of claim 11, said at least one pointer
storing a semanticroutine including one or more native
including a pointer indicating an entry point of said first
opcodes for emulating execution of a non-native
method.
14. The processor of claim 11, said entry furtherstoring
instruction;
an index specifying a location, within said table, of said 30 storing gating information indicating a location of an
pointer to said entry point of said first method.
operand of a particular native opcode in said semantic
15. The processor ofclaim11, wherein saidprocessor has
routine;
an associated memory, said processor further comprising:
in response to receipt of said non-native instruction,
an instruction fetch unit, coupled to receive said deterloading said semanticroutine and supplying said opermined address of said second method, that speculaand for said particular native opcode utilizing said
indication of said location, wherein said particular
tivelyfetchesat leastone instruction atsaid determined
address of said secondmethodfrom said memory;
nativeopcode and said operandtogetherform a native
means for determining whether said determined address
instruction; and
of said secondmethodis correct; and
executing nativeinstructionsformed from nativeopcodes
in said semantic routine, such that executionof said
means, responsive to a determination thatsaid determined 40
non-native instruction is emulated.
address ofsaid second method is incorrect,for discard21. A processor that executes native instructions in a
ing said at least one speculatively fetched instruction.
native instruction set and emulates execution of non-native
16. The processor of claim 15, wherein:
instructions, wherein each of said native instructions has a
said one or more execution units executeinstructions in a
native opcode, said processor comprising:
native instruction set;
means for storing a semantic routine including one or
said processor includes means for translating said at least
more native opcodesthat emulate execution of a nonone speculatively fetched instruction into a semantic
native instruction;
routine formed of one or more native opcodesin said
means for storing gating information indicating a location
native instruction set, such that said atleast one specuof an operand of a particular native opcode in said
latively fetched instruction can be executed by
semantic routine;
wherein
said
semantic
routine
includes
one
emulation,
or more native opcodes that when executeddetermine
means, responsive to receipt of said non-native
whethersaid determined address ofsaidsecondmethod
instruction, for loading said semanticroutine and supis correct.
plying said operand for said particular native opcode
17. The processor of claim 11, wherein said second
utilizing said indicationof said location, whereinsaid
instruction has a programcounterassociated therewith that
particular native opcode and said operand together
said decoding logicutilizestoaccesssaid atleastone cached
form a native instruction; and
pointer in said object referencecache.
means for executing native instructions formed from
18. The processor of claim 11, and furthercomprising: 60
native opcodes in said semantic routine, such that
a semanticroutine lookup unit that stores a semantic
execution of said non-native instruction is emulated.
routine formed of one or more native opcodes in a
* * * * *
nativeinstruction set ofsaidprocessor, whereinrespon-
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ABSTRACT

Asharedmemory parallel processing system interconnected
by a multi-stage networkcombines new system configura-

tion techniques with special-purpose hardwareto provide
remote memoryaccessesacross the network, whilecontrolling cache coherency efficiently across the network. The
system configuration techniques include a systematic
method for partitioning and controlling the memory in
relation to local verses remote accesses and changeable
versesunchangeable data. Most ofthe special-purpose hardware is implemented in the memory controllerand network
adapter, which implements three send FIFOs and three
receive FIFOs at each node to segregate and handle efficiently invalidate functions, remote stores, and remote
accesses requiring cache coherency. The segregation of
these three functionsinto different send and receive FIFOs
greatly facilitates the cache coherency function over the
network. Inaddition, the networkitself is tailored to provide
the best efficiency for remote accesses.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Technical Field of the Invention

This invention relates to digital parallel processing
a plurality of nodes communicate via
messages over an interconnection network and share the
entire memory of the system. In particular, this invention
deals with distributing the sharedmemory amongst all the
systemnodes,such that each node implements a portion of
theentirememory. Morespecifically, the invention relatesto
atightlycoupledsystem including local caches ateachnode,
and a method for maintainingcache coherency efficiently
across a networkusing distributed directories, invalidation,
read requests, and write-thruupdates.
2. Background Art
As more and more processor performance is demanded
for computing and serversystems, shared memory processors (SMPs) are becoming an important option for providing
betterperformance. SMPscomprise apluralityofprocessors
that sharea commonmemory poolwith apart ormost ofthe
memorypool being remote from each processor. There are
basically two types of multiprocessing systems: tightly
coupled and loosely coupled. In a tightly coupled
multiprocessor, the sharedmemory is used by all processors
and the entire system is managedby a single operating
system. In a loosely coupled multiprocessor, there is no
shared memory and each processor has an exclusive
memory, which can be loaded from the networkif desired.
For either tightly or loosely coupledsystems, the accessing of memory from a remote node or location is essential.
Accessingremotememoryverses local memory is a much
slowerprocessandrequiresperformance enhancement techniques to make the remote access feasible.The first performancetechnique uses local caches (usually severallevelsof
cache)ateachprocessor. Cache memories are wellknownin
the art for being a high performance local memory and
alleviating traffic problems at the shared memory or network. A cache memory comprises a data array for caching
a data line retrievedfrom the sharedmemory, where a cache
data line is the basic unit of transfer between the shared
memory and the cache. Since the cache size is limited,the
cache also includes a directory for mapping the cache line
from shared memory to a location within the cache data
array. The cachecontainseitherinstructionsor data, which
sustainthe processor'sneed over a period of timebefore a
refill of the cache linesare required. If the data line is found
in the cache, then a cache "hit" is said to have occurred.
systems, wherein
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2
a
cache
"miss"
is
detected and refill of a cache
Otherwise,
line isrequired,wherethe refillreplacesacacheline that has
beenleast recently used.Whena multi-processing systemis
comprised ofdistributed sharedmemory, the refillcan come
from the local shared memory or remote shared memory
residentin a different node on the network. Conventionally,
caches havebeenclassified aseither"write-back"or "writethru". For a write-thru cache, changed data is immediately
stored to shared memory, so that the most recent data is
always resident in the shared memory. For a write-back
cache, changed data is held in the cache and only written
back to sharedmemorywhen it is requested by a another
node or replacedin the cache.
The execution of programs and the fetchingof variables
from shared memory at a remote nodetakes manyprocessor
cycle times (15 cycles at best and usually a lot more). The
larger the system, the larger the distance to the remote
memory, the more chance of conflict in the interconnection

scheme, and the more time wasted when fetching from
remote memory.
A second performance enhancement technique becoming
popular is multi-threading, as disclosedby Nilchil et al in
U.S. Pat. No. 5,499,349 "Pipelined Processor using Tokens
to Indicate the NextInstructionfor EachMultiple Threadof
Execution" and N. P. Holtin U.S.Pat. No. 5,530,816 "Data
Processing System for HandlingMultiple Independent Datadriven Instruction Streams".The multi-threading technique
uses the timewhen the processor becomesstalledbecause it
must fetch data from remote memory, and switches the
processor to work on a different task (or thread).
Traditionally, cache coherency is controlled by using a
multi-drop bus to interconnect the pluralityof processors
and the remote memory, as disclosedby Wilson, Jr. et al in
U.S.Pat. No.4,755,930, "Hierarchical Cache MemorySystem andMethod".Usingamulti-drop bus, cache updatingis
a rathersimple operation. Sincethe bus drivesallprocessors
simultaneously, eachprocessor can"snoop"the bus for store
operations to remote memory. Anytime a variable is stored
to remote memory, eachprocessor "snoops"the store operation by capturing the address of remote memory being
written. It then searches its local caches to determine
whether acopy ofthatvariable ispresent. Ifit is, thevariable
is replacedor invalidated. If it is not, no action is taken.
Cache coherency is not so easy over networks. This is
because anetworkcannotbe snooped. Anetworkestablishes
multiple connections at any time; however, each connection
is between two of the pluralityof nodes. Therefore, except
for the two nodesinvolvedin the transfer of data, the other
nodes do not see the data and cannot snoop it. It is possible
to construct
anetworkthatoperatesonlyinbroadcastmode,
so that every processor sees every data transfer in the
system. J. Sandberg teaches this approach in U.S. Pat. No.

5,592,625, "Apparatus for Providing Shared Virtual
Memory Among Interconnected Computer Nodes with
Minimal ProcessorInvolvement".Sandberguses onlywrites
over the network to broadcast any change in data to all
nodes, causingallnodesto update the changed variable to its
new value. Sandberg does not invalidate or read data over
the network, as his solution assumes thateachnodehas afull
copy of all memoryand there is never a need to perform a
remote read over the network. Sandberg's write operation
overthe networkto update the variablesat all nodesnegates
the needfor invalidationbecausehe opts to replace instead
of invalidate. This defeats the major advantage ofa network
over a bus; i.e., the capability to performmany transfers in
parallel is lost since only one broadcast is allowed in the
networkat a time. Thus, Sandberg's approach reducesthe
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network to having the performance of a serial bus and
restricts it to performing only serial transfers—one transfer
at a time. This effectively negatesthe parallel nature of the
system and makes it of less value.
A further problemwith SMP systemsis that they experience performance degradation when being scaled to systems having many nodes. Thus, state-of-the-art SMP sys-

but would causeunacceptably long delays between distributed shared memory nodes of tightly coupledparallelprocessing nodes.
Baylor et al in U.S. Pat. No. 5,313,609, "Optimum
Write-back Strategy for Directory-Based Cache Coherence
Protocols" teaches a system of tightly coupledprocessors.
Baylor solves the problem of a single shared, centralized
memory being a bottleneck, when all processors collide
while accessing the single shared memory unit. Baylor
disperses and partitionsthe sharedmemory into multiple (n)
sharedmemory units each uniquelyaddressable and having
its own port to/from the network. This spreads the traffic
over n shared memory modules, and greatly improvesperformance. Baylor organizes the system by placing all the
processing nodes on one side of the network and all the
sharedmemoryunits on the otherside ofthe network, which
is a normalviewofasharedmemory systemhavingmultiple
processors and multiple shared memory units.However, this
organization is not designed for the computers in the field
today, which combine processorsand memory at the same
node of the network. To provide cache coherency, Baylor
uses write-back caches and distributed "globaldirectories",
which are a pluralityof directories—one associated with
each shared memory unit. Each global directory tracksthe
status of each cache line in its associated shared memory
unit. When a processor requeststhe cache line, the global
directorypolesthe processors havingcopies ofthe requested
cache line for changes. The processorswrite-back to the
globaldirectoryanymodifications to thecacheline, andthen
the global directoryreturns the updated cache line to the
requesting processor. Onlysharedmemory and the requesting node are providedthe modified copy of the cache line.
Othernodesmustperiodicallyrequestacopy iftheywish to
stay coherent. The method has the disadvantage of requiring
a long access time to shared memory because cache coherency is provided in series with the request for shared
memory data.
A. Gupta et al in U.S. Pat. No. 5,535,116, "Flat CacheOnlyMultiprocessor Architecture" teachesa different direc-

tems typically use only a small number of nodes. This
typical approach is taught by U.S. Pat. No. 5,537,574,
"SysplexShared DataCoherencyMethod" by Elkoet al, and 10
allows sharedmemorytobe distributed across several nodes
with each node implementing a local cache. Cache coherency is maintained by a centralized global cache and
directory, which controls the read and store of data and
instructionsacross allofthe distributed and sharedmemory. is
No networkis used, instead each node has a unique tail to
the centralized global cache and directory, which controls
thetransferof all global data and tracksthe cache coherency
of the data. This method works well for smallsystemsbut
becomes unwieldy for middle or large scale parallel 20
processors, as acentralized function causesserialization and
defeats the parallel nature of SMPsystems.
A similar system having a centralized global cache and
directoryis disclosedin U.S. Pat. No. 5,537,569,"Multiprocessor SystemUtilizing a Directory Memory and Includ- 25
ing GroupedProcessingElementsEach Having Cache" by
Y. Masubuchi. Masubuchi teaches a networked system
where a centralized globalcache anddirectoryis attached to
one node of the network. On the surface, Masubuchi seems
to have a more generalsolution than that taught by Elko in 30
U.S. Pat. No. 5,537,574, because Masubuchi includes a
networkfor scalability. However, the same limitations of a
centralized directoryapplyand defeatthe parallel nature of
SMP systemsbased upon Masubuchi.
The caching of remote or global variables, along with
their cache coherency, is of utmost importance to high
performance multi-processor systems. Since snoopy protocols broadcasting write only messages or using one central
directoryare not tenable solutions for scalability to a larger
number of nodes, there is a trend to use directory-based 40 tory basedcache coherencysystem with distributed
protocols for the latest SMP systems. The directory is
directories, whichis the prior art that is most similarto the
associated withthe sharedmemoryand contains information
present invention. However, Gupta's invention is targeted
as to which nodeshave copies of each cacheline. A typical
towards Attraction Memory (AM) located at each node,
instead of shared memory. Gupta defines AIVI as large
directoryis disclosedby M. Dubois et al, "Effectsof Cache
Coherency in Multiprocessors", IEEE Transactions on 45 secondary or tertiary caches storing multiple pages of data
which replace main memory at each node and provide a
Computers, vol.C-31, no. 11, November, 1982. Typically,
the lines of data in the cache are managed by the cache
Cache-Only Multiprocessor. Apage is defined asbeingup to
4Kbytesofsequential data orinstructions. Apage ofdata is
directory, which invalidates and casts out data lines which
have been modified. All copies of the data line are invalinot assigned to any specific node, but can be locatedin the
dated throughout the system by an invalidationoperation, so secondary or tertiary cache at any node whichhas read that
except the currentlychangedcopy is not invalidated.
pagefrom disk storage. Thiscomplicatesthe directoriesand
In related art, loosely coupled computer systems have
the copyingof data to variousnodes. Eachprocessing node
been disclosedfor transferring large blocks or records of
is assigned as a "home" node to a set ofphysicaladdresses
data from disk drives to be stored and instructions executed
to track with its portion of the distributed directory. Since
at any node of the system. In U.S. Pat. No. 5,611,049, 55 each cachedatalinedoes notusually resideatthehomenode
"System for AccessingDistributed Data Cache Channel at
having the directory which is trackingit, Grupta requires
Each NetworkNode to Pass Requests and Data"by W. M.
four network messages to access any cache line from a
Pitts, Pitts teaches a special functionnode called a Network
requesting node. The requesting node sendsthe read request
Distributed Cache (NDC) site on the network which is
over the networkto the home node first. The home node
responsiblefor accessing and caching large blocks of data 60 access its directory to find the "master"node; i.e., the node
from the disk drives, designating each block as a data
whichhas the master copy of the requested data. The home
nodethen sendstheread request across the network a second
channel,forwarding the data to requesting nodes, and maintimeto the master node.The master node returns a copy of
taining coherency if more than one node is using the data.
The system is taughtfor local areanetworks,wherein nodes
the requested data over the networkto the requesting node.
share large blocks of data, and the shared memory is the 65 The requestingnode then sends an acknowledgement messtorageprovidedby the NDC. This is a good approach for
sage to the home node to verify that it has receivedthe
local area networksand loosely coupledcomputer systems,
requested data, and the home node recordsin its directory
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that the requesting node has a copy of the data line. The
nection of a networknode to the networkand the components of the network node according to the preferred
present invention differsin that it is more efficient, having
embodiment of this invention.
staticallyassigned sharedmemoryat each node and requiring onlytwo networkmessages to access any cacheline. A
FIGS. 2A and 2B, arrangedas shown in FIG. 2, are a
read request goes to the node implementing the shared 5 diagram showing further details of the network node for
memorylocation,thedata isaccessedandreturnedwhilethe
directoryis updatedin parallel.
It is the object of this invention to provide an improved
methodand apparatus for maintaining cachecoherencyin a
tightly coupledsystem.
It is a further object of the invention to maintaincache
coherencyover a networkoperatingin full parallel mode
throughuse of a write-thrucache,invalidationof obsolete
data, and a distributed directory.
It is a furtherobjectofthis invention to providea tightly
coupled system whereby each processing node contains a
portionof the shared memory space, and whereinany node
can access its local portionof shared memory or the remote
portionof shared memorycontained at othernodes overthe
networkin the most expedientmanner.
It is a further object of this invention to provide a
directory-based cache coherency approach using a writethru cache, invalidation of obsolete data, and a distributed
directory whereby cache coherency is maintained over a
networkwithout performing broadcasts or multicasts over

the network.
It is a further object of this invention to enable normal
SMPperformance enhancement techniques, such ascaching
and multi-threading, to be used with SMPswhen operating

over multi-stage networks.
It is a further object of this invention to support the
reading and invalidation of cachelines from remote nodes
overthe network by implementing six different FIFOs in the
network adapter for expediting remote fetches, remote
stores, and invalidations over the network.
It is a further object of this invention to mark shared
memory areas as containing changeable or unchangeable
data, and to mark each data double-word as being changeable or unchangeable data for the purpose of providinga
more efficient cache coherentsystem.
It is the furtherobjectof this invention to provide a small
and efficient set of special-purpose messages for transmission across the networkfor requesting remote data, invalidating remote data, storing remote data, and responding to
remote read requests.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Acache coherency system for a sharedmemoryparallel
processing system including pluralityofprocessing nodes. A
multi-stage communication networkis provided for interconnecting the processing nodes. Each processing node
includesone or more caches for storing apluralityof cache
lines. A cache coherency directoryis distributed to each of
the nodes for tracking which of the nodes have copies of
each cache line.Apluralityofsend FIFOs andreceive FIFOs
are used at each node adapter to segregate and handle
invalidate functions, remote stores,and remote readsrequiring cachecoherency.
Other features and advantages of this invention will
becomeapparent from the following detaileddescription of
the presentlypreferred embodiment of the invention, taken
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIGS. 1A and 1B, arranged as shown in FIG. 1, are a
diagramof a typical digital networkshowingthe intercon-

performing cachecoherency includingthe node memory, the
memory controller, the L2Cache,the Li Cache, and the I/O
controller according to the preferred embodiment of this
invention.
10
FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the interfaces to the 8x8
Allnode dual priority switch, which is the base network
switchfor transferring 9-bitsof data in parallel.
FIG. 4 is a diagramshowingatypicalmulti-stage network
for i6 nodescomprised of 2 stagesof switches according to
the preferred embodiment of this invention.
FIG. 5 isa diagramshowingthe interfaces to anexpanded
8x8 Allnode dual priority switch, which is expanded for
higher performance by transferring 36-bits ofdata inparallel
20 accordingthe preferred embodiment of this invention.
FIG. 6 is a diagramshowing the timing sequence for
transferring a message in 36-bit parallel format over the
network according to the preferred embodiment of this
invention.
FIG. 7 is a diagramshowingthe messageheader trans25
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mitted across the network according to the preferred
embodiment of this invention.
FIG. S is a diagramshowing the timing sequence for
rejecting a message attempted over the quick path if the
network connection cannot be established immediately
according to the preferredembodiment of this invention.
FIG. 9 is a diagramshowing the timing sequence for
transferring a message in camp-onmode according to the
preferred embodiment of this invention.
FIG. 10 is a diagram showingthe composition of the
memory address according to the preferredembodiment of
this invention.
FIGS. hA and 11B and 11C, arranged as shownin FIG.
11, are a diagramshowing further details of and the interfaces to the networkadapter including three send FIFOs,
threereceive FIFOs, and an invalidation directory according
to the preferred embodiment of this invention.
FIG. 12 is a diagram showingthe composition of the
memory data words, which are organized as doublewords
plus a controlbit according to the preferred embodiment of
this invention.
FIGS. 13A, 13B, 13C, 13D, 13E, 13F, and 13G are
diagrams showingthe formats of the seven different message typesused to communicate across the networkaccording to the preferredembodiment of this invention.
FIGS.14A and 14B, arrangedas shown in FIG. 14, are a
flow chart of the processor operation when reading data
fromsharedmemory according to the preferred embodiment
of this invention.
FIGS.iSA, 15B, 15C and 15D,arrangedas shown in FIG.
15, are a diagram showingfurther details of and the interfaces to the memory controllerincluding logicfor processing both local and remotereads and stores according to the
preferred embodiment of this invention.
FIG. 16 is a diagramshowingfurther details of the logic
for trackingthe remote read operations in-progress, which is
part of the memory controller according to the preferred
embodiment of this invention.
FIG. 17 is a diagram showing further details of the
networkrouterlogicofthe networkadapter according tothe
preferred embodiment of this invention.
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iSAand 1SB, arranged as shownin FIG. 18, are a
diagram showing further details of the temporary data
storage unit of the memory controller according to the

purpose hardware to provide remote memory accesses
acrossthe network, while controlling cache coherence efficiently across the network. The system configuration techniques include a systematical method for partitioning and
controlling the memory in relation to local verses remote
accesses. Most of the special-purpose hardwareis implementedin a networkadapter, whichis usedto interface each
node to the network. The networkadapterimplements many
unique hardwarefeatures for controlling cache coherency
over amulti-stage network. In addition, the networkitself is
tailoredto provide the bestefficiency for remote accesses.
Following is a summary of system configuration and
techniques implemented in accordance with the preferred
embodiment of the invention:
1. Shared Memory Distribution—the shared memory is
divided into equalsectorswith onesectorresiding at each of
the nodes. The system of an exemplaryembodiment can
support up to 256 nodes. The memory address includes
sectoridentification (ID) bits.Forany node the sectorIDbits
are equal to the Node ID, which identifies the node overthe
network. For instance, Node 0 has a Node ID equal to OOh
(hexadecimal) and the sector of memory implemented at
Node 0 has a sectorID also equal to OOh.
2. Node Memory Sub-Division—the sector of memory at
each node is furthersub-divided into two separateareas: one
for changeable data and one for unchangeable data. Cache
coherency functionsare onlyprovided for the data located in
the changeable area. Changeable data is also identified by an
additional bit includedwith every word stored to memory.
When set to 0, the changeable bit defines the associated
memory word as being unchangeable; when set to 1, the
associated memory word is changeable.
3. Non-Cacheable Data—it is possible to store changeable
data to the unchangeable area of node memory; however,
suchdata is declaredto be non-cacheable, since itis located
in an area of memory for which cache coherency is not
provided. Thus, "changeable"data is data that is storedto an
area of memory for whichcachecoherency is provided, and
"unchangeable" data is data that is stored to an area of
memory for which cache coherency is not provided.
4. I/O Registers—a Node ID registerand a changeable area
locator register are loaded during initialization and contain
the node number of the local node and the boundaries (or
extent) for the changeable data section in local memory,

FIGS.

preferredembodiment of this invention.
FIG. 19 is a diagramshowingthe composition of each
invalidate word storedin the invalidate directory according
to the preferredembodiment of this invention.
FIGS. 20Aand 20B, arranged as shownin FIG. 20, are a
flow chart of the operation for adding an entry to the
invalidate directoryaccording to the preferredembodiment
of this invention.
FIG. 21A and 21B, arranged as shownin FIG. 21, are a
block diagram of the operation for adding an entry to
invalidate directoryaccording to the preferredembodiment
of this invention.
FIG. 22 is ablock diagram ofthe extend address controls
of the invalidate directory according to the preferred
embodiment of this invention.
FIGS. 23Aand 23B, arranged as shownin FIG. 23, are a
flow chart of the processor operation for storing data to
shared memory according to the preferred embodiment of
this invention.
FIGS. 24A, 24B and24C, arranged as shownin FIG. 24,
are a block diagram of the invalidationcontrol logic for
erasingobsolete messages from the send FIFO according to
the preferredembodiment of this invention.
BEST MODEFOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION
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In accordance with the invention,a cache coherent network implements a tightly coupled multiprocessor system
using a high speed multi-stage networkto interconnect a
scalable plurality of nodes. Each node implements local
caches and cache coherencyis maintained across the net- 35
work. Each node interfaces the networkthrough a network
adapter which implements quick path mode and camp-on
mode connections across the network. One quick path
attempt is made to establish the connection which, if
rejected, isfollowed bysuccessive alternate path attempts in 40
camp-onmode.
Three send FIFOs and three receive FIFOs are used at
each node adapter to segregate and handle invalidate
functions, remote stores, and remote reads requiring cache
coherency. SendFIFO 1 and receive FIFO 1 are reservedfor 45 respectively.
invalidate messages across the network. Send FIFO 2 and
S. Memory Controller—The memory controller at eachnode
receiveFIFO 2 are reservedfor controlling store operations
contains intelligence to decidewhetheran accessedaddress
across the network, which can only occur for changeable
is located in local memory or remote memory. This is
data. Send FIFO 3 and receive FIFO 3 are reserved for
accomplished bycomparing memorysectordefinition bits of
controlling remote read operations across the network, so the memory address word to the Node ID register. If the
which involve both a read request messageand a response
compare is equal, the address is located in local memory. In
message. The memory controller at each node generates
this case, the memory controlleraccesses and returns the
messagesto the networkwhen remote nodes are addressed,
data locally without involving the networkadapter. If the
and sends them to specific FIFOs for transmission to the
compare is not equal, the address is located in remote
network.
55 memory and the memory controller signals the processor
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
that a remoteread is requiredfor threadz. This causesthe
invention,a tightly coupled multiprocessor system is proprocessor to switchprogramthreads. The memory controller
videdusing ahighspeedmulti-stage networkto interconnect
also generates a read request message to be sent to the
a scalable plurality of nodes. Each node of the system
network adapter for the memory address being accessed.
implementslocal caches, and cache coherencyismaintained 60 The readrequest messageis sent over the networkto the
node containing the addressed memory location. The data is
by a directory-based approach. The system implementsa
sharedmemory spacewhichprovides a single network-wide
accessedfrom the remote memory, returned over the netaddress space distributed across all nodes of the system.
work to the requesting node. The remotelyaccesseddata is
Each node provides a uniquepart of the address space and
not storedto localmemory. The processor canthen returnto
every node has access to the entire memoryspace.
65 executing threadz.
The systemof the preferredembodiment of the invention
6. Networkconnection process—Further inaccordance with
combines new system configuration techniques withspeciala preferred embodiment of the network adapter of the
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invention, an efficient networkconnection algorithm is provided. The networkadapter controls two types of connec-

networkadapters at other nodes34 attached to network20;
2) receive (RCV) adapter 12 which receivesmessages from
the other networkadapters at nodes34 interfacingnetwork
tions acrossthe network:
20; 3) adapter memory 18, which includes an area of
1) One quick path attempt(also referredto as a normal
is
made
first
to
establish
the
connection
at
low
5
memory dedicatedto three send FIFOs 40, 41, 42, an area
connection)
of memory dedicated to threereceive(RCV)FIFOs 44, 45,
latency. Thisallowsdata to be accessed acrossthe network
46, and an area of memory dedicated to tables 48; and 4)
in the quickestpossibletime for the normal case.
invalidation directory32 (sometimes referredto asthe cache
2) If the quick path is rejected, alternates paths (also
coherency directory) whichis provided for cachecoherency
referred to as a camp-onconnection) are tried successively
network 20. Identical copies 34 of node 30 are
in camp-onmode. Camp-on causesthe message to stopand 10 across
connected to each bidirectional port 23A, 23B of the netwait at the last stage of the networkwhen contention is
work 20. Bi-directional port23Aincludesone sendingport
encountered. Are]ectionissuedbythe first andmiddlestages
21 into the network(sendingport with respect to network
causes a retry of another alternate path to circumvent netadapter 10) and one receiving port 22 from the network
work blockage. An accept going tozero and not returning to
(receiving port withrespectto networkadapter 10).Sending
1 immediately means that contention has been encountered
adapter 14 at this node 30 sends a message acrossnetwork
at the last stage of the network. Further retries of other
20 to RCV adapter 12 at another node 34.
alternate paths will not help in this case, because network
In an SMP system, networkadapter10 connectsfrom a
blockageisnottheproblem.The pending connection campsmemory controller(210, FIG. 2A) for system memory 54
on thelast stage.Whetherimmediately or later, accept going
via networkcontrol bus 70.
to a 1 means the contentionis gone and the stuck message 20 Referring to FIGS. 2A and 2B, typical processor 50,
may proceed.
system memory 54, and I/O controllerblocks52 of FIG. 1
7. Node Identification—The networkadaptercontrols node
are shownin furtherdetail,includingthe node connection to
network20 via networkadapter10.
numbering. In an exemplary embodiment, the networkhas
256 nodes and 8 node identification (ID) bits are required to
Memory controller210 is attached to node memory 54,
25 including node memory unchangeable 224 and node
uniquelydefine the 256 nodes.
8. Invalidate Directory—The networkadapter implements
memory changeable 222, overbidirectional, 65 bit (64 data
the invalidate directoryas a look-up table. The entries in the
bits and bit 850) data bus 242 and address bus 240, which
table keep a list of which nodes have accessedcopies of
is also fed to networkadapter10 as part ofnetworkcontrol
busses70. Networkcontrollines and busses 70 interfacing
changeable cache lines from the memory sectorlocated at
the associated node. Every request to read changeable data 30 memory controller 210 and network adapter 10 include
from local memory by any node (localor remote) causes the
address bus 240; requestnode ID line 814, read/store, cast
node numberof the requesting node to be added to the list.
out lines 215, 310, store to remote line 211, read request/
Any store to a cache line that resides in the changeable
response to remote nodes line 213, all to adapter 10; and
section of memory causes the invalidate directoryto send
time stamp line 816, store from remote node line 216, and
invalidationmessages across the networkto all nodes listed 35 read request/response from remote node line 218, all from
in the invalidate directory. As each invalidate message is adapter 10. Networkadapter 10 is connected to/from network 20 over port busses 21 and 22, respectively, and
sent, the corresponding entry in the list is cleared.
9. ThreeSend FIFOs and three RCV FIFOs—These FIFOs
through network20othernodes34overportbusses21B and
are used at each networkadapter to segregate and handle
22B. Remote invalidate line 410 from adapter lOisfed to L2
efficiently invalidate functions, remote stores, and remote 40 cache 204.
reads requiring cache coherency. They are used to control
I/O controller 52 is connected to other nodes 34 and I/O
the followingoperations:
devices 36 overbus 9. Internal I/O bus 710 from Li cache
SendFIFO 1 and RCV FIFO 1—arereservedfor invali100 is fed to I/O controller 52, node ID register 470 and
date messagesacross the network.
changeable area locator 472. Node ID register 470 output
Send FIFO 2 and RCV FIFO 2—are reservedfor con- 45 471 and changeable area locator output line 473 are fed to
trolling store operations acrossthe network, which by defimemory controller 210.
nition can only occur for changeable data.
Memory controller 210 output fetch interruptline 230 is
Send FIFO 3 and RCV FIFO 3—are reservedfor confed to processor 50. Li miss line 203 is fed from processor
50 to L2cache204;and Li, L2miss line207isfed fromL2
trolling remote read operations across the network, which
involve both a read request messageand a response mes- so cache 204 to memory controller210. Bidirectional address
bus 201 and data bus 202 interconnect controller 210,
sage.
The segregation of these three functions into different
processor 50and L2 cache 204. Nonchange able databus807
send and receive FIFOs greatlyfacilitatesthe cachecoheris fed off data bus 202 to L2 cache204.
ency functionover the network.
Referring to FIGS. 2A and 2B, in operation, node 30
Referring to FIG. 1, a typical networknode 30 in accor- 55 contains the normal processor functions: processor 50, Li
dance withthe system of the inventionis shown.In parallel
cache 100, L2 cache 204, memory controller 210, node
systems, a plurality of nodes 30, 34 communicate via
memory 54, I/O controller 52 for connecting to I/O devices
36 via I/O bus 9, and internalI/O bus 710 for connecting to
messagessent over an interconnection network 20. Each
node 30, 34 usuallyinterfaces to network20 via a network
local registers470, 472, and I/O controller 52.
In a parallel system, a plurality of nodes 30, 34 are
adapter 10. Node 30 includes processor 50, system memory 60
interconnected by a multi-stage network 20. Network
54, and I/O controller 52, and networkadapter 10. Node 30
attaches to one port 23Aofthe network20infull duplex and
adapter10 normallyimplements messagebuffers, including
contains networkadapter 10 which sends to and receives
a send FIFO containinga pluralityof messages to send to
network20, and a receive(RCV)FIFO containing a pluralmessages from the network 20 for communication with
other nodes 34.
65 ity ofmessageswhich havebeenreceivedfrom network20.
Networkadapter10includesfour entities: 1) send adapter
Ifcentralized, remote system memory becomesa hot spot
14 which transmits messages from network adapter 10 to
and bottleneckwith all nodes tryingto access it at once. To
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eliminate the memory bottleneck, the shared memory is
dividedinto smallersectionsand distributed throughout the
systemto be practical for scalability. The most usefulSMP
system contains multiple nodes 30, 34 in a configuration
wherepart ofthe system memoryis locatedat eachnode 30,
34 and designated as node memory54. Inthis case all nodes
ofthe system are comprised identically as shownin FIG. 2.
Every node 30 has access to local memory (node memory
54) whichis the sectorof memory residing within node 30,
and to remote memory (nodememory 54ofother nodes34)
locatedacrossnetwork20. Each node 30 can access remote
memory located at other nodes 34 via networkadapter 10
and network 20.
Thetotalmemorycombining memory 54 at each node 30,
34 forms the sharedmemoryspace of the system, and does
not cause a bottleneck by being lumpedin a single place.
This shared memory space providesa single network-wide
address space, which is distributed acrossall nodes30, 34 of
the system. Each node 30, 34 providesa unique part of the
address space and every node has access to the entire
memoryspace. In accordance with a preferred embodiment,
for simplicity only physical addresses are used and equal
amounts of sharedmemory are distributed to each node. In
addition, the preferred embodiment does notuse any global
locking techniques. It is well known in the field how to
expand a physical addressing system to virtual addressing
andvarioussizes of distributed memory. These concepts are
taught for networkedsharedmemorysystemsby Sandberg
inU.S.Pat. No.5,592,625,"Apparatusfor Providing Shared
Virtual Memory Among interconnected Computer Nodes
with Minimal Processor Involvement". Likewise, global
lockingmechanisms for usewhen two nodes are competing
to read-modify-write the same sharedmemorylocationare
well known in the art. Global locking approaches are
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,399,504, "Methodsand Means
for SharingDataResources in a Multiprocessing, MultiprogrammingEnvironment" by Watts et al, and U.S. Pat. No.

Further description of the operationof the system ele-

mentsset forth in FIGS.2Aand 2B, and furtherdetailswith
respectto their structures, will be providedhereafter.
Referring to FIG. 3, the switchused in buildingnetwork
5 20 is set forth.Allnodedual priorityswitch 60 providesan
8x8 (8 input portsand 8 outputports) versionof the switch.
Signal lines 61 are replicated at each input port IPO through
1P7 and output port OPO through 0P7. The sets of switch
interface lines 61 to each port contain 13 unique signals: 9
10 digital data lines, and 4 digital control lines (HI-PRI,
VALID, REJECT, and ACCEPT). The nine digital data
signals plus the HI-PRI and VALID control lines have a
signalflow in the directiongoingfrom input portto output
port across switch 60, while the REJECT and ACCEPT
15 controllineshavea signalflow in theoppositedirection. The
Allnode switch provides a self-routing, asynchronous,
unbuffered networkcapable oftryinga pluralityof alternate
pathsbetweenany two nodes. Normally alternate paths are
tried in succession until an available path is found to
20 circumvent blocking. Unbuffered means that the switch
itself never stores any portion of the message, it merely
forwards the messageby directconnection withoutstoring.
Each unidirectional switch interface set 61 requires only
13 signals, as shownin FIG. 3, to transmitdata through the
25 network20—thedata transferwidthisbyte-wideplus parity
(9 bits) at a time. The signals required are:
DATA: 9parallelsignals DATAO through DATASused to
transmit switch connection requests and to transmit data
messages.
30

VALID: Whenactive, indicates that a data messageplus
itsroutingprefix is inthe process ofbeingtransmitted. When
inactive, it indicates a RESET command and causes the

corresponding switchinput port 21 ofswitch60 to break all
connections and to reset to the IDLE state.
35
CAJYIPON (also referred to as HI-PRI): When active,
indicates the message in processis in the camp-onmode. If
blockage in network20 or contention for the destination
node 34 is encountered, the connection requestwill remain
4,965,719, "Method for Lock Management, Page
Coherency, andAsynchronous Writing of Changed Pagesto
pending and connections established in previous stages of
External Store in a Distributed Computing System" by 40 the networkremain active. When CAJYIPON is inactive, it
Shoenset al. The inventiondoes notpreclude applyingother
indicates that the messagein processis innormalmode and
when blockage or contention is encountered connections
techniques such as virtual addressing, various sizes of distributedmemory, and globallockingto furtherenhancethe
established in previous stages of the network are broken
preferredembodiment.
immediately.
Thepreferredembodiment ofnetwork20 is a multi-stage 45 REJECT: Signal flowisinthe opposite direction fromthe
interconnection networkcomprised of Allnode switches at
DATA and VALID signals. When REJECT is active, it
each stage of network20. The dual priority versionof the
indicates that blockageor contention has been detected in
Allnode switch (U.S. Pat. No. 5,444,705, "Dual Priority
normalmode, and is not used in high prioritymode.
ACCEPT: Signal flow is in the same direction as the
Switching Apparatusfor Simplex Networks") provides the
switch which has multiple copies interconnected to form so REJECT signal. WhenACCEPT isactiveduringthe transfer
network 20 for this invention. The Allnode dual priority
of the data message, it indicates that a messageis in the
switchis calleddual becauseit operates in twobasic modes:
process of being receivedand checkedfor accuracy. When
ACCEPT goes inactive after the transfer of the data
1) normal or low priority mode, and 2) camp-onor high
prioritymode.The difference between the two modesrelates
message, it indicates the messagehas been receivedcormainly to how blockage or contention is handled when 55 rectly.
encounteredin network20. In normal mode blockage or
WhenACCEPT is active during the establishment of a
connection incamp-onmode,itindicates thattheconnection
contention, when trying to establish a path through the
is being held pending. Duringthe establishment of a connetwork, results in the switch rejectingthe connection and
nection in normalmode,ACCEPT has no meaning. When
destroying any partial connection path established in the
networkprior to the blockage. In camp-onor high priority 60 ACCEPT goes inactive after holding a camp-onconnection
mode the connection command is not rejected, but is held
pending, it indicates that the blockage or contention has
ended and the requested connection has been established.
pending until the blockage or contentionends. Then, the
connection ismade and the message transfercontinues. The
Referring to FIG. 4, a preferredembodiment of network
transfer of the message is delayed by the blockage or
20 for interconnecting 16 parallel nodes in two stages is
contention. Anypartial connection path established in the 65 shown. Networks for interconnecting larger numbers of
network is not destroyed, but maintained throughout the
parallel nodes are available by incorporating more switch
delay period.
stagesor feweralternate pathsinto network20. TheAllnode
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dual priority (DP) switchesare arranged in2 columns, where
null (00)wordis sent after everyrouting byte 126. The null
each column is a stage of network 20. The first stage
word immediately following each routing byte 126 is called
containsswitches 60A,60B and provides16 input ports IPO
a dead field and provides time for the unclockedswitch to
resolve any contention problems. After the routing bytes,
through1P15 to network20 over interfaces 21. The second
stage contains switches 60C, 60D and provide 16 output 5 send adapter 14 transmits one or severaladditionalnull (00)
words and begins to transmitthe message by first sending
ports OPO through 0P15 from network20 over interfaces
22. In accordance with this exemplary embodiment, there
one SYNC word 127 to start the message, followed by the
are provided in network 20 four alternate paths (AP)
message128, 130. One data word is sent every clock time
between any two nodes.For example, the four paths availas shown in FIG. 6.
able for connecting input node IPO and output node OPOare 10 Referring to FIG. 7, node identification (ID) number
AP1H through AP4H, and those for input node IPO and
813A, 813B thatisdifferent for each node 30, 34 is assigned
atinitialization time. Thenode ID issentovernetwork20by
output node 0P8 are AP1L through AP4L. In this
one of the node 30 processors which is acting as master
embodiment, input port 21 at switch20 corresponds to one
ofportsIPO through IP15, and output port22 corresponds to processor for the purpose of initializingthe system. The
one of OPO through 0P15.
15 master processor sends out one message for each node
number in the system. The messageis comprised only of
Referring to FIG. 5, the throughput ofnetwork20 can be
increasedby increasingthe data width to n bits wide across
header word 128 of FIG. 7 and no data messagewords 130
the network, rather than the 9-bit data interfaceshown in
(shown in FIG. 5). One of the four possible OP Codes
FIG. 3. Forthepreferredembodiment adata widthof36 bits
contained in bits 810 and 811 ofheaderword 128 identifies
in parallel is chosen. In this case,the Allnode unidirectional 20 the messageas a nodeID assignment message, whenbit 810
interfaceat receive adapter 12 scans 36 data lines 124 plus
equals 1 and bit 811 equals 0. The node ID assignment
4 control lines, which togetherform unidirectional switch messagecontains the node ID of the targeted node 34 in
interface 61A at each of ports OPO through 0P7 (with
destination field 813B of the same messageheader word
similar interfacesat each of ports IPO through 1P7). The
128. The sending adapter 14 at the master processor and
maximum throughput that such a networkcould supportis 25 network 20 route each messageto 1 and only 1 node based
36 bitsxl00 MHZx16 network connections (maximum
on the destination field 813B. The wiring of the network
number of networkconnections at any time)=576 gigabits/
(which is usually hardwired) determines whichnode 34 gets
sec. Switch60X for use in building switchnetwork20, or its
the messagefor each destination. Note thatfor all messages
sent across network, the destination field 813B is actually
equivalent, is the preferred embodiment. The chip for the
switchshownin FIG. S mightbe unwieldyto build,because 30 the node number of the node 34 which is to receive the
of the 640 signalI/O pins required on the chip (40 linesper message. During initialization each node 34 receives 1
portxl6 ports=640 signalI/O pins). However, an equivalent
messagefrom the masterprocessor andusesthe destination
field 813B inheader word 128 in conjunction with the node
designwouldbe to replace each switch 60A, 60B, 60C, 60D
in the networkof FIG. 4 with four chips in parallel; i.e., 4 ID assignment OP Code to determine its assigned node
ofthe switch chipsshownin FIG.3 whichwouldhave9 data 35 number. Processor 50 at each node 30, 34 receives the
field 124 signals each for a totalof 36 paralleldata signals
initialization message, interprets it, and then stores over
internalI/O bus 710 the node numberinto Node ID register
throughthe network. The switches 60 of FIG. 3 have only
208 signal I/O pins required (13 signalsper portxl6 ports=
470. The node ID value is simply the port number of the
208 signal I/O's). The resulting networkwould require 16
node on the network. For the preferred embodiment, the
switch chips, but would be an equivalent networkto a 4 40 network has 16 nodes and onlythe low order4 node ID bits
switch chip network 60A, 60B, 60C, 60D built from the
are required to uniquelydefinethe 16 nodes. The node ID
switch 60X shown in FIG. 5.
register for this case contains 8bits, but thehigher orderbits
are all zeroed.
Referring to FIG. 6, the timingof a message sent overthe
Allnode switch network 20 is shown. Send adapter 14
Referring again to FIG. 6 in connection with FIG. 7,
transmits36-bitwordsofdata synchronized to therate ofthe 45 message header words Hi, H2 128 are sent immediately
after the SYNC word 127 and include two words—header
sending clock 122 (the clock rate is 100 MHZ for the
word 1 (Hi, 128A) and header word 2 (H2, 128B). Header
preferredembodiment). When send adapter14 is not transwords 128A and 128B include OP code bits 810—812,
mittingamessage, it sendsall zeroes datawords (designated
by 00 in FIG. 6) and deactivatesits VALID signal to 0.
memory area control bit 815, sending node (source) ID
Sending clock 122 internal to send adapter 14 is always so 813A, networkdestination node ID 813B, memory address
818, timestamp 817and wordcount819 fields. Immediately
oscillating, but no message is sent to network20. Send
after header 128, the messagedata words 130 (DO to Dn)
adapter 14 sends only the word-wide data 124 plus the
VALID 120 and HI-PRI 121 signals to network20. Send
follow, wheren indicates that the message can be ofvariable
adapter 14 in node 30 does not send a clock to network20,
length.After data word Dn is transmitted to complete the
neither does any other node 34 connected to the network. 55 sending ofvalid datawords,null (00) wordsare sent andthe
The switch is unclocked. Sendingadapter 14 receivestwo
VALID signal120stays active waiting to see ifthe message
control signals (REJECT 123 and ACCEPT 125) from
is acceptedor rejected. FIG. 6 shows the messagebeing
network20 to help it track the progressof a messagebeing
acceptedby signal 134 on ACCEPT line 125 returning to 0
transmitted to the network.
and REJECT 123 nevergoingactive.AfterACCEPT goes to
In the normalmodesend adapter14 beginstransmitting a 60 0, VALID 120 goes to 0 to indicate the completion of the
messageto network20 by activating the VALID signal 120
message. The connection path through thenetworkisbroken
to 1,while sending null (00) datawords.Afterseveralclock
by VALID going to 0.
times elapse,send adapter14 sendsroutingbytes 126 (Ri,
The ALLNODE networks are excellent for the SMP
R2) to selecta connection path throughthe networkofFIG.
application, because the network is non-buffered. This
4 to the desired destination. Each routing byte 126 selects 65 means that thereis no buffering ofdatainthe network itself;
one of 8 routing options at each stage of the network. A
i.e., after a connection is made data travels across the
network20havingN stagesrequiresN routing bytes 126. A
networkas ifitwere a directconnection between senderand
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The delay experienced is approximately equal to
the length of cable used to connect the two nodes, which
says it is impossible to design a lower latency transfer. In
addition, the Allnode switchfor SMP will implement two
means ofestablishinga connection: 1) quick (normal) path
and 2) camp-on (high priority) path. The quick path is
exactlythat, the fastest way to establisha connection across
the networkwhen blockagein the switch and contention at
thereceivingnode are not encountered. The connection time
for the quick path requires 2 clock times per switch stage
based on the sendingclock 122 defined by networkadapter
10. For instance, if sendingclock 122 is selected to be 100
MHZ, theclocktimewouldbe 10 ns. Ifwouldrequire20 ns
to selecteach switchstage,so 2 stages=40 ns total. Thus, in
4 clocktimes(40 ns) a connection canbe establishedacross
the network by the quick path approach if blocking or
contentionis not encountered.
The networkadapter10 will make two different attempts
to establisheach connection across the network. The first
attempt will always be the quickpath over an alternate path
which is chosen at random, whichwill normallyestablisha
connection acrossthe networkin the quickest possibletime.
If the quick path is blockedor experiences contention, it is

1 and notreturning to 0 immediately means thatblockageor
contention has been encountered. Whether immediately or
later, ACCEPT 125 going to a 0 always means to proceed
withthe message, that the blockageor contention has ended
and the desired connection has been established.
For the preferred embodiment, the shared memory is
divided into 16 equal sectors with one sector residing ateach
ofthe 16 nodes. Eightbits ofsharedmemory address 818 are
used to uniquely define up to 256 sectorsof memory. The
preferred embodiment for simplicity only deals with 16
sectors ofmemory, whichare defined by the low-order 4bits
of the 8 sectorbits of shared memory address (the 4 high
order bits are zeroes).
Referring to FIG. 10, the memory address word 826 (as
distinguished from memory address818 in header 128) is
comprised of2 parts:memorysectordefinition—8 bits 820,
and memory address 822. The memory address word format
826 can either be generated locallyor remotely. The local
address word is designated by 826Aand the remote address
word is designated 826B. Memorysectordefinition bits 820
define which node contains the corresponding section of
memory, such thatfor any node 30, 34 the sectorbits 820 are
equal to the node ID register470. For instance, node 0 has
a node ID registerequal to OOh (00 in hexadecimal) and the
sector ofmemory implemented atnode 0 hasmemorysector
definition bits 820 also equal to OOh. Memory sector definition bits 820, node ID register470, and destination field
813B ofheader 128 are all 8 bits with the high order4 bits
all zeroed. For other embodiments, largernetworks are used
which havemore nodes. The limitationcausedby the 8-bit
fields 820, 470, 813A or 813b limits the systems to 256
nodes. Ifthe 8-bitsfieldswere increased in size, modethan
256 nodeswould be used.
Referring to FIG. hA, networkadapter 10 is designed
specifically to handle shared memory processor (SMP)
cache coherency efficiently over network20. As previously
described, network control busses 70 between memory
controller 210 and networkadapter 10 include address bus
240, requesting node line814, read orstore line 215, castout
line 310, timestamp 816, store data to remote line211, read
request/response to remote line 213, store data from remote
line 216 and read request/response from remote line 218.
Remote invalidate line 410 is fed from adapter 410 to L2

receiver.

5

10

is

20

rejected.
Referring to FIG. 8, the timing sequence for a first 25
attempt, or quick path, is shown with rejection. (FIG. 6

shows the timing sequence for a quick path with
acceptance). For the quick path, HI-PRI signal 121 is not
activated and the routing bytes 126 follow each other
immediately, separated only by a dead field (null word). If 30
the path is blockedor contended, the REJECT123 signalis
activated as pulse 133. Networkadapter 10 sees pulse 133
and aborts the attempt by deactivating the VALID 120
signal. Switch 60 sees VALID 120 go to 0 and responds by
droppingthe REJECT123signalto 0 completing pulse 133. 35
In addition, VALID goingto 0 breaksany networkconnections established by the rejectedattempt.
Referring to FIG. 9, a secondattempt,following rejection
of a first, or quickpath, attempt uses the camp-onpath.The
camp-on path is treated differently as controlled by the 40
activation of the HI-PRI line 121 signal 131 in switch
interface 61, which is activated prior to and during the
transmission of routing bytes126. Camping-on is the quickestway to deliver a messagewhen blockage or contention is
cache 204.
encountered. For the camp-oncase, the networkconnection 45
Within network adapter10, invalidate directory32
is maintained through the first stage of the network if receivesaddress bus240, requesting node 814, reador store
contentionorblockingisencounteredat the second stage of
215 andcastout310and provides timestamp 816. Storedata
the network. The rise ofthe HI-PRIsignal131 at the either
from remote line 216 is also an input to directory 32. An
stage, informs switch 60 to camp-on, if it cannot make the
output of invalidate directory is send invalidate or cache
connection. Camping-on means that the switch drives so update messages line 333 to send FIFO 40. The outputs of
ACCEPTline 125 to 1 creating pulse 132 at stage 1 and
sendFIFO 40 are localinvalidate bus 336Ato send response
invalidate block338 associated with send FIFO 42 and line
pulse 132Aat stage2. REJECT 123 is neveractivated for the
351 to priorityselection block 500. (In a sense,the sending
camp-onpath.ACCEPT 125 stays at 1 until the connection
is made, then ACCEPT goes to 0 completing either pulse
of an update message is an invalidation process, for the
132 or 132A. This signals network adapter 10 that the 55 obsolete data in a changedcachelineis invalidated bybeing
connection is established and the message 127, 128, 130
corrected, or updated.)
continues immediately after the fall ofACCEPT125. FIG.
Send FIFO 41 receivesstore data to remote line 211, and
9 shows, with signal 132, that the first stage in the timing
its output on line 352 is fed to priority selection block 500.
SendFIFO 42 receives read request/response to remote line
example shown responds quicker than the second stage,
shownby signal132A, whichmustwaitalongertimefor the 60 213, and providesits outputon line 353 to priorityselection
block 500. The output of priority selectionblock 500 is fed
blockageor contentionto end.
In summary, the connection algorithm acrossthe network
to network router logic block 530, the output of which is
is as follows:
send adapter 14 output port 21 to switch network20.
1) One quick path attempt is made first over a randomly
Referring to FIG. 11B, receive adapter12 inputport22 is
chosen alternate path.
65 input to sync and recover logic block 540, the output of
which is fed to receive FIFO selection block 510. The
2) If the quickpath is rejected, a different alternate path
is tried in camp-on mode. An ACCEPT 125 signalgoingto outputsofselection block510 are fedonlines451 to receive
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FIFO 44, lines 452 to receive FIFO 45, and lines 453 to
receiveFIFO 46. The outputsof receive FIFO 44 are fed on
lines 336B to receive responseinvalidate block 339 associatedwith receive FIFO 46 and onremoteinvalidate line 410
to L2 cache 204. The output of receive FIFO 45 is fed on
store data from remote line 216 to invalidate directory32
and memory controller 210. The output ofreceiveFIFO 46
is fed on read request/response from remote line 218 to
memorycontroller210.
Referring to FIG. 12, as will be described more fully
hereafter,memory data word 854 is 65 bits—64 data bits
852 plus changeable bit 850.
Referring to FIGS. 13A through 13G in connection with
FIGS. 6 and 7, networkadapter 10 uses seven different
messagetypes, each an implementation ofthe basic message
header 128 format shownin FIG. 7. FIG. 13Ais the format
of the headerwords 128 for a read requestmessage, FIG.
13B that ofthe store message, FIG. 13C that of the response
message, FIG. 13D that ofthe node ID assignment message,
FIG. 13E that of the invalidationmessage, FIG. 13F that of
the cast out message, and FIG. 13G thatofthe cacheupdate
message. Reference to a particular message 13A through
13G will, depending upon the context, refer not onlyto the
corresponding header 128 but also to the data words 130
which accompany the header.
Referring to FIGS. 14A and 14B, a flowchart of the
processfor aread operation from sharedmemory is setforth.
This will be referred to hereafter in connection with a
description of the operation of FIGS. hA, 11B and

multiplexer register 620, remote read/store messagegeneration block 630 and multiplexer 666.
Temporary data storage 690 receives as inputs response
data bus 680 and remote address bus 826B, both from
generate remote memory address and route messageblock
670, and local address bus 826A from remote read/store
messagegeneration block 630. Response data bus 6780 is
also fed to data multiplexer 675. Localaddress bus 826Ais
alsofed to comparator 650, activeremote read file block640
and throughmultiplexer 666 (whenselected by line 667) to
comparator 672. The outputsof temporary data storage 690
are fed on 66 bit wide temporary read bus 804 to data
multiplexer 675, and on temporary compare line 801 to the
select input of data multiplexer 675 and to read and store
controllogic 610. Comparator 672 receivesasits otherinput
the output of changeable area locator register 472, and its
output is fed on line 673, which represents bit 815 of the
messageheader, to remote read/store message generation
block630and multiplexer 675,whereitisconcatenated with
the 65 bits (64 bits ofdata, plus bit 850) on data bus 242 to
form the 66 bit input to data multiplexer 675. Bit 850
identifies whether a double data word (64 bits) contains
changeable data or not changeable data. Bit 815 identifies
whichportion222 or 224 of the memory 54 the data word
resides in.
The inputs to memory address multiplexer 620, in addition to localaddress bus822Aaremultiplexer selectline 621
fromread andstore controllogic610 and remote addressbus
826B generate messageblock 670. The output of memory
address multiplexer register620 is address bus 240, which
is fed to node memory 54 and networkadapter 10.
Inputs to generate remote memory address and route
messageblock 670 are stores from remote nodes lines 216
and read requests line 218, both from networkadapter10.
Outputsof generate address and messageblock 670 include
read or store signal 215 and requesting node ID line 814,
bothto networkadapter 10, the latter ofwhich is also fed to
remote read/store messagegeneration block 630.
Active remote read file 640 receives as an input file
controlslines617from read& store controllogicblock610,
and its output is fed to comparator 650, the output ofwhich
is fed on line 651 back to read & store control logicblock
610. Otheroutputsof read & store controllogicblock 6710
are cast out signal 310 to network adapter 10 and start
remote line 614 to remote read/store message generation
block 630. The inputsto remoteread/store message generation 630 also include time stamp line 816 from network
adapter 10. The outputs of remote read/store messagegeneration block to networkadapter 10 are stores to remote
nodes signal line 211 and read requestsand responses to
remote nodes line 213.
Referring further to FIGS. 11A—11B and 15A—15C, in
operation, four importantfeatures used will be described.
They are: i) Creating separateareas for changeable data in
each memory sector, 2) allowingsomevariable data to be
non-cacheable, 3) communicating over network20 using
sevendifferent messagetypes, and 4) implementing multiple
SendFIFOs 40, 41, 42 and receive (RCV)FIFOs 44, 45, 46,
whereeachFIFO is specifically designed to expediteremote
memoryfetches and to performcachecoherency across the
entire system.
Separate Area for Changeable Data
Referring to FIG. 2A, cache coherencyapplies only to
data that is changeable (variable). The cache coherency
problem is greatly simplified by separating data stored in
sharedmemory (instructions, constants, unchangeable data,
and changeable data) into two categories: changeable and

15A—15C.

Referring to FIGS. iSA through 15C, the structure of
memorycontroller210 will be described. The operation of
FIGS. iSA through 15C will be described hereafter in
connection with the operationofFIGS. hAand 11B, inter
alia.
Processor data bus 202 interconnects processor 50, Li
cache 101 and L2 cache 204 with processor data in register
602 and processor data out register 604. Processoraddress
bus 201 interconnects processor 50, Li cache 101 and L2
cache 204 with processor address in register 606 and processor address out register 608. Register controls line 611
from remote read/store messagegeneration block 630 is fed
to registers 602, 604, 606 and 608. Li, L2 miss lines207 are
fed from processor/cache 50, 101, 204 to read and store
control logic block 610. Remotefetch interruptline 230 is
an input to processor 50 from read and store control logic
block 610.
Theoutputofprocessor data in register 602 isfed on store
data bus242 to data multiplexer 675, asremote store data to
remote read/store message generation block630and as local
store data to node memory54. Processor data out register
604 receivesas input on 65 bitwide line 607 the 64 data bits
output 807B of data multiplexer 675 and one bit noncacheable line 807A from AND gate 806. AND gate 806
receivesas inputbit 850 and invertedbit 815 onsignallines
850A and 815A,respectively, the latter after being inverted
in INV809.
Processor address in register 606 provides outputs on
local address bus 822A to memory address multiplexer
register620 and on sectorline 820 to comparator 612. The
other input to comparator 612 is the output of node ID
register 470, and its output is fed on line 613 to read and
store controllogic 610.
Processor address out register 608 receives as input
remote address line 826B from generate remote memory
address and route message block 670. Addressline 826B is
also fed to temporary data storage 690, memory address
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in FIG. 7. The function of each message type will be
unchangeable. Forthe preferredembodiment, the distinction
is madeby address assignment within each memory sector explained hereinafter.
222 and 224 of node memory 54. A group of contiguous
4) Multiple Send and RCV FIFOs
addresses for changeable data 222ineachsectoris dedicated
Referring to FIG. 11, send FIFOs 40—42 and receive
to containing the changeable variables. Data stored in the 5 FIFOs44—46 areused to segregate and handle efficientlythe
cache invalidate functions, unchangeable remote accesses,
changeable area 222 of node memory 54 has cache coherand accesses requiring cache coherency. The six different
ency provided by networkadapter 10. Data located in the
remainder of node memory 54, referredto as unchangeable
networkadapter operations (A, having twopartsAl andA2,
data 224, does not have cachecoherencyprovided.
and B through E, infra) use these six FIFOs.
Referring to FIG. 12 inconnection withFIGS.2Aand2B, 10 A) Node 30 AccessesData from Remote Memory 54
it is up to the compilerrunning in processor 50 to mark all
Referring to FIGS.15A—15C in connection withthe flow
instruction words, constants, and unchangeable data asbeing
chart of FIGS.14Aand 14B, the operationof the preferred
embodiment of the invention for reading from shared
unchangeable, and all data that couldchangeas changeable.
The marking is done by an additionalbit 850 carried by
memory will be setforth.Instep 730, processor 50 sendsthe
every doubleword 852 storedto memory 54. Bit850 when 15 local memory address word 826A of the next memory
set to 0 defines the associated data word 852 as being location to be accessedto Ll cache100 and overbus201 to
unchangeable, set to 1 means changeable. The compiler
memory controller 210 and L2 cache204. Instep 732, ifthe
must also segregate the changeable data from theunchangeLl cache 100 does not contain the addressed data, Ll miss
able data, and assign the changeable data to the changeable
line 203 is sentto L2 cache 204 and processing continues in
area 222 ofnode memory 54. Both networkadapter 10 and 20 step 734. If neither Ll cache 100 or L2 cache204 contain
the addressed data, in steps735 and737 Ll, L2miss line 207
memory controller 210 handle the changeable data differenables memory controller 210. It then becomesthe task of
ently than the unchangeable data. It ispossiblefor processor
50 to program node memory 54 so that the mount of
memory controller 210 to find and access the address in
sharedmemory(the 16 memories 54—one located at each
unchangeable memory222 is equal to 0, and the amount of
changeable memory 222 is equal to the complete size of 25 node 30, 34). Memory controller210 functions, including
node memory 54.
compare step744 and thosestepson theYESoutput thereof,
are only enabled if both caches miss (steps 732 and 734).
Referring to FIG. 12 in connection withFIG. 10, memory
data word 854 is 65 bits—64 data bits plus changeable bit
Otherwise, compare step 744 is not reached for a read, and
850. This means that all memory 54 is organized to contain
the read is completed in steps 738 or 740.
65 bits plus error correcting bits if desired. The preferred 30 Memory controller 210 contains intelligence to decide
embodiment assumesthat there are no error correcting bits
whether the accessed address is located in local node
because error correction is an obvious extension of the
memory 54or remote node memory 54locatedatsomeother
node 34. This is accomplished in step 744 by comparing
preferred embodiment. Since the data width across the
networkis 36 bits, each memory data word (which is really
memory sector definition bits 820A of the local memory
a doublewide data word),is transferred acrossthe network 35 address word 826Ato node ID register 470 via comparator
as two successive words. Memory Address 822 in Node
612. If the compare is equal,signal EQUAL613 goes to 1
memory 54 is furtherorganized as containing a sequential
indicating the address is located in local node memory54.
series of cache lines, each being comprised of 8 doubleIn this case,in step 742 data is fetchedfrom local memory
words. Memory address 822 further organizes each cache
220 asfollows:the read& store controllogic610sendslocal
line, such that the first double-word of each cache line is 40 memory address822A to memory address MUX register
620 and activates MUX select621 to send memoryaddress
assigned a memory address with the 3 low-order bits equal
to 0, and sequentially assigns memory addresses so that the
820 via address bus 240 to the local node memory 54. The
last double-word of the cache line is assigned a memory
requested data is accessed from local memory 54 and is
address with the 3 low-order bits equal to 1.
returned to processor 50, Ll cache 100, and L2 cache 204
45 through processordata out register 604 and over data bus
2) Somenon-cacheable data
202 without involving networkadapter10.
Referring again to FIG. 2A, it is possible to store
In step 742 data is fetched from local memory and
unchangeable data to the changeable area 222 in node
returned to the localprocessor, local Ll cache, and local L2
memory 54. This causes no problem as it is the state-ofthe-art approach to mix changeable and unchangeable data
cache. In step 746, as this data is fetched, a check is made
together. It is also possibleto store changeable data to the So to determine if the fetched data comes from the changeable
area of memory. All copies ofdata fetched from the changeunchangeable area224 in node memory 54. Thisis handled
in thepreferredembodiment bydeclaringsuchdata as being able area are trackedby the invalidate directory. If the data
doesnotcome fromthechangeable area, no trackingof data
non-cacheable, since it is located in an area of memory for
which cache coherency is not provided. Thus, any node
is required. In step 750, if the address does come from the
using this data must use it withoutputtingit into any of its 55 changeable area, the address is sent to the invalidate direccaches. The memory controller 210 when accessing such
tory along with the local node ID number. The invalidate
data detectsthat it is not cacheable becauseit is located in
directoryuses this information to record that the local node
theunchangeable area 224ofmemory and itschangeable bit has accessed a copy of the data for the corresponding
850 is set to 1 in memory54.
address. In addition, the changeable area bit 815 is set and
Referring further to FIGS. 2A and 2B, changeable area 60 returned on line 673 to multiplexer 675, thence inverted at
INV 809, AND'd with bit 850 in AND gate 806 and the
register472 is loaded by processor 50 overinternalI/O bus
710 duringinitialization to inform memorycontroller210 of
resultingbit on line 807A concatenated with bus 807B to
the location of the changeable area 222 in node memory 54.
form bus 807 to processor data out register 604.
If the compare is not equal, in step 764 the requested
3) Seven NetworkMessageTypes
Referring to FIG. 7 in connection withFIGS. 13A through 65 memoryaddress826Ais located inremote node memory 54.
In this case, the read & store control logic 610 of memory
13G,networkadapter 10uses sevendifferent messagetypes,
each comprised of the basic message header format shown
controller 210 first checks in step 760 to see if there is a
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fetchfor the same address in-progress. Read & store
contents of Node ID register470 unchanged tobe the source
controllogic610 sendslocal memory address 826Aplus file
node field 814 of header 128. In addition, the OP codebits
controls617 to the active remote read file 640, wherea real
810, 811, 812 are set to 0, 0, 1, respectively, to indicate a
time record is kept of remote fetches in-progress.
read request message 13A. The other control bits 815, 817,
Referring to FIG. 16, furtherdetailof the Active Remote 5 and the word count819 are all set to zeroes. The word count
Read File 640 is shown. File 640 contains 8 registers 641 to
is zero because message13A is a header message only and
648, each for storing a different address of a remote read
requires no subsequentdata words. Memory controller210
forwards messageheader 128 overbus213 to SendFIFO 42
requestin-progress. The new local memory address 826Ais
sent to the comparators 650A to 650H and compared in
of networkadapter 10. All requests for reads from remote
parallel to all of the remote read requests presently 10 nodes are sent to Send FIFO 42 overbus 213.
The act ofstoring a message to send FIFO 42 in step 766
in-progress (compared to allregisters641 to 648 whichhave
their associated valid (V) bit 660Ato 660H set to 1). The
starts immediately startsthe networkoperation of step 754,
normal case is that there is no read requestin-progress for
where node 30 becomesthe requesting node because it is
the address 826A, and all the comparators 650A to 650H
requesting (via messageheader 128) to access data from a
send zeroes to OR gate 652. In that case, in step 760, the 15 remote node 34.
compare equal 651 signalgoes to 0 to indicatethat there is
Referring to FIG. 11, each new messageis stored at the
no compare and there is no read requestin-progress for the
tail of send FIFO 42. It awaits its turn to be sent to network
new address 826A. If compare equal 651 goes to 1 in step
20. The message at the head of the FIFO is sent to the
networkfirst. If send FIFO 42 is empty when the header
760, there is a read request in-progress for the new address
20 message is stored to the FIFO 42 (this is the normalcase),
826A; this case will be discussed hereinafter.
Further in step 760, upon compare equal 651 going to 0,
the messagegoes immediately to the head of the FIFO 42
read & store controllogic 610 issuesone ofthe file controls
and is sent to network20. If FIFO 42 is not empty, the
617 commands to the active remote read file 640 commandmessagemust work its way to the headof the FIFO before
it is sent. Selector500 performsa priorityfunction amongst
ing it to store the new address 826Ato the file 640. The new
address searches for an unused register 641 to 648, one 25 the three Send FIFOs 40, 41, 42 to determine which FIFO
whose valid (V) bit 660Ato 660H is set to 0. The lowest
sends the next message. For the preferred embodiment the
numberregister 641 to 648with V=0storesthe new address
priority algorithm used is that send FIFO 40 is highest
826A and the associated V bit is set to 1. The Vbit 660Ato
priority and send FIFOs 41 and 42 are both lowestpriority.
660Hremains at 1 until aresponseis returned from a remote
Thismeans that if send FIFO 40 has no messages that send
node, then it is resetto 0makingthe associated register641 30 FIFOs41 and 42will send messages alternately, ifboth have
to 648 available to accept another address 826A of a
messages to send.
In step 754, data is fetched from remote memory 220.
subsequentread request.
In step 762, memory controller 210 checks temporary
Thisoperation will beexplained inconnection with FIG. 17.
data storage 690 to determine if the remotelyrequested data
Referring to FIG. 17, a read requestmessage13A comhas been previously stored to the temporary storage area 35 prised only of header 128 requesting a remote read travels
internal to the memory controller 210. Normally, the
across the networkas routed by networkrouter logic 530.
Send clock 122 is fed to messagecontrolblock 504, 1-bit
requested data has not been previously storedto temporary
data storage 690, and memory controllerproceeds to step
counter 511 and routing control502. Messagedata busses
764. The cases where data have been previouslystored to
128, 130 feedsendmessageregister 553, the output ofwhich
40 is fed to message control 504 as represented by line 549.
temporarydata storage 690 are discussed hereinafter.
In step 764, memory controller 210 returnsstatusfor the
Outputsof send messageregister1 are also fed on line 813
currentthreadtoprocessor50to informit that a remote read
to routing controlblock502 andonline 541 to sendmessage
is required. Thisis accomplished by a pulse generated over register 2 532 alongwiththe output of 1-bitcounter 511 on
the remote fetch interrupt line 230 to processor 50, that
line 535. The outputsof 1-bitcounter511 also include line
causesprocessor 50 to switch programthreads because the 45 531 to word multiplexer 533, alongwith lines543 and 545
from send message register 2 532. The output of word
presentthreadisbeing delayed. Remote fetchinterrupt line
230 can be handledby the processor as a normalinterrupt,
multiplexer 533 is fedonlines547 to multiplexer 538, along
inwhich case the interrupt causesa switch to another thread withsync byte 127 and the output of routing control502 on
or moreefficiently as a branchinthe microcode ofprocessor
line 126 and select sync,routing, or messagelines505, 507,
50 to enter the thread switchingroutine.The exact imple- so and 506 from message control 504, the latter of which
mentationis left to the processorto handle in the best way,
(selectroutingline 506) is also fed to routingcontrol 502.
and is not pertinent to the present invention.
The output of multiplexer 538 is message data line 124 to
Referring to FIGS. 7, 10, hA, 13Aand 15C in connection
port 21. Message control 504 receives as additional inputs
with FIG. 14B, in step 766, memory controller210 also
reject line 123 and accept line 125 from port 21, and
generatesthe read request message to be sent, as is repre- 55 provides as additional outputs select camp-online 508 to
sented by line 213 to send FIFO 42 based on the local
camp-on control 512 and valid line 120 to port 21. The
memoryaddress word 826A. The messagegeneration funcoutput of camp-oncontrol512 is camp-online 121 to port
tion is performed by the remote read/store messagegenera21.
tion block 630. In thiscase the message iscomprised ofonly
Referring furtherFIG. 17, networkrouterlogic530 routes
the message header word 128. A conversion is made from 60 messages storedin send FIFOs 40, 41, 42 overnetwork20
the address word 826Aof FIG. 10 to the header word 128
to the destination node 34. Messages are stored to send
of FIG. 7. The local address 826A is converted to the
FIFOs 40, 41, 42 as 65-bit double-words, which are commessage header word 128 by taking the 25-bit memory
prised of two 33-bit words each. The first double-word
address field 822A of word 826A unchanged to become
(header word 128) of the messageis read from the selected
memoryaddress field 818 of header 128, by takingmemory 65 send FIFO in adaptermemory 18 to send data register553.
sector field 820A of word 826Aunchangedto become the
The destination portion 813B of header word 128 in send
destination field 813B of header 128, and by taking the
data register 553 is sent to networkrouting control 502,
remote
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where an alternate pathis selected and routing bytesRi and
R2 are generated. Messagecontrolblock 504 controls the
send messageoperation.First, messagecontrol block 504
activates VALID 120 signalto network20, and then sends
the select routing signal 506 to MUX 538 and routing
control 502, plus the selectcamp-on508 signalto camp-on
control 512. Select camp-on508 is activated only after the
first attempt at delivering the message over the quickpath
fails, and it causesthe CAJYIP-ON 121 signalto be sent to
the networkover networkinterface 21. The select routing
signal506 beingactiveto Mux538 and routing control502,
causes routing control502 to generatethe networkrouting
sequence 126 comprised of Ri and R2 separated by null
(OOh) bytes. Ri is an alternate pathselection madeat random
for the appropriate destination 813B; i.e, the alternate path
is selected from alternate paths AP1L, AP2L, AP3L, and
AP4Lifthe destination node is number8 or lower, and the
alternate path is selected from alternate pathsAP1H,AP2H,
AP3H, and AP4H if the destination node is number 9 or
higher. R2 is a straight binary selection based on the
low-order 3 bits of the destination field 813B. The routing
bytes 126 route the message to the correct destination by
selectingone output from each switch stage of the network
for connection. Routing byte Ri is stripped from the message as it goes through stage 1 ofthe network, routing byte
R2 is stripped from the message as it goes throughstage 2
of the network. Message control block 504 tracks the
networkrouting sequence 126 being generatedby routing
control502, and activatesthe selectSYNC 505 signalfor 1
clock time (of sendingclock 122) to MUX 538, causing it
to selectand send sync byte 127 (all ones into Mux538) to
the network.
Referring to FIG. 17 in connection with FIGS. 4 and 6,
since both the routing bytes 126 and SYNC byte 127 are
only byte-wide entities and the switch data 124 widthis 36
bits,bytes 126 and 127 plus aparitybit are replicated 4 times
across the switchdata 124 lines to provide the full 36 bits
required.If each switch 60A, 60B, 60C, 60D of FIG. 4 of
network20 is comprised of4 switches in parallel with each
being 9 bits wide, each switch of the 4 parallel switches
receivesadifferent 9 bits ofthe 36 bit switchdata field 124,
and all functions are includes within each set of 9 bits; i.e.,
each set of 9 bit includes routing bytes 126 and SYNCbyte
127 due to the abovereplication. Thus, each ofthe 4 parallel
switchesoperatesindependently on a different set of 9 bits
ofthe switchdata 124, overwhich it receivesrouting, sync,
and data. If each switch 60A, 60B, 60C, 60D ofnetwork20
iscomprised of asingleswitch witheachbeing36bits wide,
each switchcan deriveroutingcommandsfrom any of the
four different set of 9 bits of the switch data 124.
Referring further to FIG. 17, message control block504,
immediately after the one clock time for SYNC byte 127,
activates the selectmessagesignal507 causingheader word
128 to begin the sendingofthe message, one word (36 bits)
per clock time as selected by word multiplexer 533. The
messageis read from one ofthe send FIFOs 40, 41, 42 into
to send data register 553 to send messageregister 532 and
word multiplexer 533. Word multiplexer 533 selects a
different word every clock time as controlled by 1-Bit
Counter 511. Everysecond clocktimetheword insend data
register553 is movedto send messageregister 532, and the
next word of the messageis fetchedfrom the send FIFOs
into send data register 553. The double-words read from the
send FIFOs are 65bits wide,and they are sent to the network
as two words of 32 and 33 bits, respectively. The network
supports36 bits to transport 32 and 33-bit message words.
The extra network bits can be used to support error
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detection, which is not described herein because it is not
pertinent to the present invention.
The SYNC byte 127 arrives first at the receivingnode 34
to synchronize the asynchronous message to the receiving
node clock.The method used for synchronizing and recovering the message arriving from the networkis disclosed in
U.S. Pat. No. 5,610,953, "Asynchronous Switch Data
Recovery" by Olnowich et al. The method is not explained
herein, since it is not pertinent to the present invention,
except to know that there is a method and apparatus in the
prior art for recovering data arrivingin the format shown in
FIG. 6. The incomingmessageis synchronized and recovered by block 540 of FIG. 11. The send FIFO operation is
complete at this time as the messagehas been transferred
from send FIFO 42 of the requesting node 30 across the
network20 to the RCVFIFO 46 ofthe destination node 34.
The message l3Ais erased from the send FIFO,allowing the
next messagein the FIFO to moveto the headofthe FIFO
for transmission to the network. The next send FIFO operation beginsimmediately, there is no restriction that the next
message transmittal must wait for the requested data to be
returned before it can proceed. The number of remote
fetchesthatcan be activeat anytime islimitedbythenumber
of registersimplemented in the active remote read file 640
of FIG. 16. The preferred embodiment implements 8
registers, which permits8 active remote fetches.However,
other embodiments wouldimplement 16, 32, or any number
of registersin the active remote read file 640, so that the
numberofactiveremote fetchescouldbe virtuallylimitless.
Referring to FIGS.hAand11B in connection withFIGS.
14A, 14B and iSA, 15B and 15C, destination node 34
receivesand processes the remote fetch message from step
754 as follows. The RCV FIFO 44, 45, or 46 which is to
receive the message is selected byRCV FIFO selection logic
510. Logic 510 determines that the messageis to be passed
to RCVFIFO 46 becauseit is a read requestmessage13A
as indicated by bit 810=0, bit 811=0, and bit 812=1 in
messageheader word 128. RCV FIFO 46 receivesonlyread
request messages 13A and response messages 13B. The
incoming messagel3Ais storedatthe tail ofRCV FIFO 46.
If the RCV FIFO is emptywhenthe message13Ais stored
to the FIFO 46 (this is the normalcase), the message goes
immediately to the head of the RCV FIFO 46 and is
processed. IfRCV FIFO 46 is not empty,the messagemust
work its way to the headofthe FIFO before itis processed.
The processinginvolvesforwarding the messagecomprised
onlyofheader 128 over remote responses and read requests
Bus 218 to memory controller210 of the receivingnode 34.
Memory controller 210 storesthe read request message13A
to block 670, and from this point memory controller210
processes theremote read request. The RCVFIFO operation
is complete atthis time andthe messageis erased from RCV
FIFO 46, allowing the next messagein the FIFO to move to
the head of the FIFO for processing. The number of read
request messages 13A that can be receivedto node 30 is
limited by the size of RCV FIFO 46. For the preferred
embodiment RCV FIFO 46 is implemented to contain 1K
words of 65 bits each plus error detection and correction.
Thus, RCV FIFO 46 could store up to 1K read request
messages before it becamefull. This, makes the numberof
remote read requestsbeing held in RCV FIFO 46 virtually
limitless. If RCV FIFO 46 ever becomes full, the next
arriving remote request would not be accepted over the
network. It would be rejected and the requesting node 30
would continuously retry sending the message over the
networkuntil therewas roomfor the message in RCV FIFO
46 at the destination node 34, andthe message was accepted
over network20.
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Referringto FIGS. 11 and 15 in connection withFIGS. 7
and 10, the remote read operationof step 754 continues as

1)ReturnofRemotelyRequested Data—Response Message
Referring to FIGS.l5Athrough 15C, thisfunctionapplies
to both remotely requested data in changeable area 222 of
memory 54 at this node 30 or unchangeable area 224 of
remote node 34 memory 54. Remote read/store message
generation block 630 of memory controller 210 constructs
response message 13C by using the sending node ID field
814 of the received message header 128 to create the
destination field 813B for the return messageheader 128.
Memory area bit 815 is set to 1 if the memoryaccess came
from changeable area 222 of memory 54, and bit 815 is not
set ifthe access camefrom unchangeable area224. Bits 810
to 812 are set to 011, respectively, to indicate a response
message13C. Memory address field 818 of response message 13C is set equal to memory address field 822B ofthe
remote address word 826B being held in block 670. As
usual, sending node 30 ID field 813Aof response message
13C is loaded from the node ID register470 at the node 34
generating the message. The word count field 819 is given
a value equalto binary 16. Thisisbecausethe message now
includes 8 double-words 854 (FIG. 12) or 16 words for
transmission over network20. Thisisbased on the number
of double-words in the cacheline of the preferred embodiment being 8. Time stamp field 817 is set equal to the
contents of the time stamp Register 889 (FIG. 21A.) The
purpose ofthe TimeStamp817 is to establishapoint in time
whenresponsemessage 13C was issued.Ifthe accessed data
130 is subsequently changedbefore the responsemessage
13C is delivered, examination ofthe timestampwill enable
the cachecoherency logicto determine if the data 130inthe
response message is obsolete. Further details of the time
stamp are discussed hereinafter in relation to FIGS.
20A—20B and 21A—20B.
Referring to FIGS.2A and 2B in connection with FIGS.
hA and iSA through 15C, memory controller 210 always
sends to send FIFO 42 the changeable data bit 850 from
memory 54 for each data word. This is done to let the
requesting node 30 know if the data can be cachedor not,
baseduponexaminingbothbits 850 and815. Controller 210
sends the return message header 128 plus the 8 doublewords(eachhavingabit 850) overline213 to send FIFO 42.
In the same manneras described above,the message is sent
across the network to the requesting node 30; the only
difference being that the returning messageis comprised of
header plus 16 data words 130. The returning messagegoes
back to RCV FIFO 46 of the requesting node 30 becauseit
is a response message 13C. RCV FIFO 46 sends the data to
memory controller 210 of the requesting node 30 over bus
218 to block 670. Controller 210 based on the message
header bits 810 to 812 being 011 determines that the
message is a response message13C. The data is not stored
to node memory 54, but sent from Generate Remote
Memory Address & Route Responses 670 over response
data bus 680 through data MUX 675 to processor data-out
register 604. Register 604 sends the data to Li Cache 100
and L2 cache 204 over data bus 202, just as if the data had
been accessed from local node memory 54. The only difference from a local read is that a remoteread takes longer.
The address of the data is returned over address bus 201.
Referring furtherto FIGS.2A and iSAthrough15C, for
all butonecase, the remotely accessed cache line is returned
immediately over the processor data bus 202 and the processoraddress bus 201 and storedinto the caches 100, 204.
The one exception is the case wherebit 850 ofthe remotely
fetcheddouble-word 854 is equal to 1 and bit 815 in header
word 128equals 0. Thisspecial case means that changeable
data hasbeen read from the unchangeable memory area 224
of memory 54. The algorithm for handlingthis case is to

generatememory address from messageheaderblock670 of
memory controller 210 at receiving node 34 turns the
message header 128 back into the same memory address
word 826 from whence it was generated at the sending
(requesting) node 30. Thisisjust the reverse ofthe operation
at requesting node 30. At the destination node 34, block 670
generates remote memory address word 826B (FIG. 10)
from the message header 128 (FIG. 7.) Remote address
826B is used to find and access node memory 54 in the
destination node 813B. Remote memory address 822B is
passed to memory address MUX register 620 and gated to
address bus240 undercontrolofthe MUXselect621 signal
from read & stores control logic 610. Thus, memory controller210 accessesthedata from node memory 54basedon
the remotely sent address 826B.An entire cache line of 8
double-words are accessedfrom read/store data bus242 and
routed to remote read/store message generationblock 630,
alongwiththe recreated remote memory address word 826.
All remote reads (requestsor responses) are changed into
messageformat bythe remote read/store message generation
block 630, and the messages are sent to send FIFO 42 of
networkadapter 10.
Referring to FIG. 15C in connection with FIG. 2, for a
remote read request remote read/store messagegeneration
block 630 generatesa responsemessage13C containing a
cache line of data 130 and a message header 128 to be
returnedto requesting node30 overnetwork20. Header128
of the responsemessage13C is generatedbasically in the
same manner asdescribed for the readrequest message13A.
In addition, memory controller 210 checksif the addressed
location resides in the changeable area 222 of memory 54
based on the contents of changeable area locator register
472. The remote address word 826B, havingbeen selected
at multiplexer 666 by read and store controllogic 610 line
667, iscompared againstthechangeable arealocatorregister
472 using comparator 672. If the remote address word 826B
is less than the contents of changeable area locator register
472, it is located in the changeable area 222 ofmemory54
and the changeable area signal 673 goes to 1. If the
addressed location resides in the changeable area 222 of
memory 54, remote read/store message generation block
630 senses that changeable area signal 673 is a 1, and a
decision is made to involve invalidate directory32 in any
read from changeable memory 222, whetherit is a local or
a remote read of that data. Note that if processor 50
programsthe contents of changeable area locator register
472 to be the highest orderaddress in node memory54, then
the entire node memory 54 is comprised onlyof changeable
memory222. Locator register472 identifiesthe location, or
extent,of the changeable area and,depending uponwhether
that extent represents the minimum or maximum address
value, the unchangeable area wouldbe beyondthat extent,
whetheritbe aboveamaximum orbelow a minimum would
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Referring to FIG. 11, invalidate directory32 keeps an
up-to-date account of which nodes 30, 34 have copies of
each cacheline ofchangeable data. This is so that when the 60
changeable data is updated, invalidate directory32 can be
used to find the nodes which require invalidationof the
corresponding data line in their caches. Thus, two different
operations become active when data is read from the
changeable area222 ofmemory54: 1) return ofthe remotely 65
requested data, and 2) data trackingthrough the invalidate
directory32.
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treat the data word as beingnon-cacheable. Thisis the only
case were data is not stored to caches 100, 204. All other
data, whether changeable or unchangeable or regardless of
from the area of memory they are read, are stored to the
caches 100,204. Priorart caches 100, 204 are usedwith the
present invention and their design is not reviewed herein.
Caches havingindividual validitybits for each double-word
in a cache line would be the most advantageous. The
individual double-word validity bit would never be set in
caches 100, 204 for a data word 854 coveredby the special
case (bit815=0 and bit 850=1). Ifthespecialcase (bit815=0
and bit 850=1) applied only to 1 or some of the doublewordsina cacheline, theywouldbe marked asinvalidinthe
caches 100, 204 and the rest of the double-words in the
cacheline wouldbe markedas valid in the caches 100, 204.
Caches 100, 204 implemented to haveonly one validitybit
for the cacheline wouldnot store any cacheline havingone
or more double-words which had 815=0 and bit 850=1. In
either case, caches with individual validitybits or not, the
prior artcacheswouldoperate efficiently because the special
case ofbit 815=0 and bit 850= 1 is not a normaloccurrence
in most systems.
Referring toFIGS.14Aand 14Binconnection withFIGS.
2Aand 15A—15B, for the normalcase,remotely read data is
returnedto the processor caches, makingthe requested data
available locally in Li and/or L2 caches 101, 204. When
processor 50 switchesback to the thread that required the
remote read, processor 50 gets in step 732 or734 a cachehit
and the thread continues to execute in steps 738 or 740,
respectively. Ifprocessor50 returns to the threadprior to the
remote access completing, in steps732 and 734thereisonce
again a cache miss at boththe Li and L2caches.In step735,
Li/L2 miss signal 207 is sent to memory controller 210
requesting a read of a cache line. In step 744, memory
controller210 proceeds as usual to determine if the read
requestis for local or remote memory 54. Ifit is for remote
memory 54, in step 760 the active remote read file 640 is
checkedand compare equal 651 goes to 1, since there is a
previous remote read request in-progress for the present
memoryaddress word 826A. Memory controller 210 at this
point does not start another remote request for the same
address 826A. Instead, memory controller210 takes only
one action and again returnsstatusfor the currentthreadto
processor 50 to inform it that a remote read is in-progress.
This is accomplished in the same manner as described
hereinabove; i.e., a pulse generatedover the remote fetch
interruptline 230 to processor 50, that causesprocessor 50
to switch program threads because the present thread is
being delayed. Processor 50 keeps returning to the thread
after other threads are interrupted until it gets a hit in the
caches 100, 204, or in step 762 a memory controller
responsefrom temporarystorage.
Referring to FIG. 18 in connection with FIG. 15C, further
detail of temporary data storage 690 is shown. For the
preferredembodiment temporary data storage 690 contains
four register pairs 691, 695; 692, 696; 693, 697; and 694,
698 for providingtemporary storage for 4 addresses 826B
and their associated double-word of data. This is plenty of
storagesincethis is arare case. For everycache line returned
by a remote responsemessage, block 670 checks bit 815 of
the message header 128 and the eightbits 850, one returned
with each double data word. Bit 815 indicateswhetherthe
cache line was accessedfrom the changeable section 222
(Bit 815=1) or the unchangeable section224 (Bit 815=0) of
memory 54, and bit 850 indicates whether each data word
854 is changeable or unchangeable. The eight bits 850 for
the accessedcache line are logically Ored (not shown) and
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double-word requested plus the associated bits 815, 850 to
Temporary Data Store 690. The new data and address
searches for an unusedregister pair,one whose valid(V) bit
699A to 699D is set to 0. The lowest number register pair
with V=0 stores the new address 826B and its associated
double-word (64 bits), concatenated with bits 815 and 850,
on 66 bitwide bus680. The associated V bit699A—D isthen
set to 1. The lowernumbered registers 691 to 694 store the
address word826B,whilethehighernumbered registers695
to 698 store the double-data word from bus 680. The
associated V bit 660Ato 660Hin the active remote read file
640 is set to 0, after the entry is made to temporary data
storage 690—thus completing aremote access operation just
as if the data had been storedto the caches 100, 204 for the
normalcase.The associated Vbit 699Ato 699D takes over
at this point, and remains at 1 until processor 50 readsthe
special case data from temporarydata storage 690. Data is
sent to temporary data storage 690 over responsedata bus
680. Only the one requested double-word of the eight
returned is sent to temporary data storage in memory controller210, along with the remote address826B.The other
7 doublewords are destroyedif the caches 100, 204 do not
have individual validity bits for each double-word.
However, ifthe caches 100,204 haveindividual validitybits
for each double-word, the 7 words are not destroyed.The
data isreturned to the caches asusual, evenif bit 815=0 and
bits 850=1. Data is returned over response data bus 680
through MUX 675 to processor busses 202, 201. If the
caches 100, 204 have individual validitybits, the words in
the caches which havebit 850 set are marked as invalid in
the caches. Processor 50 will still get a cache miss when it
accessesthe invalid location in cache, andprocessor 50will
still haveto get the data from temporary data storage 690.
Referring to FIGS.15A—15C and 18, the special case (bit
815=0 and bit 850=1), indicating the double-word requested
remotely is non-cacheable, will be described. In the usual
manner, processor 50, when returning to a thread that was
delayed by performing a remote read request,in steps 732,
734 checks the caches 100, 204 first for the remotely
accesseddata and then goes to the memory controller 210
for the data. For the special case memory controller210
cannot returnthedata to the caches100, 204, so the memory
controllermust temporarily store the remotely accesseddata
internally and wait for the processor 50 to request the data
again.
Referring to FIG. 18 in connection with FIGS. 14A and
14B, every address 826Asent by processor 50 is processed
in step 760 by comparing address 826A against the 4
temporary address registers691 to 694 in temporary data
storage 690 in parallel using comparators 800A to 800D.
When the processor accessesa location in temporarydata
storage 690, the output of one of the comparators 800A to
800D goesto 1 and drives OR gate 802 to 1, activating the
temporary compare 801 signalto 1. Temporary compare 801
going to one selects data MUX 675 to select the data on
temporary read bus 804 to be sent through MUX 675 to
processor data-outregister604 andthen toprocessor 50 over
processor data bus 202. Bits 815 and 850 are read withthe
data from temporarydata storage 690 over temporaryread
bus 804 and MUX 675. However, after goingthroughMUX
675, bits 815 (on line 815A) and 850 (on line 850A) are
converted by inverter 809 and AND gate 806 to form the
non-cacheable 807Asignal.The non-cacheable 807Asignal
is activated to 1 only when bit 815=0 and bit 850=1. The
non-cacheable 807Aline is sent aspart ofthe processor data
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bus 202 to inform caches 100, 204that this data is not to be
stored in the caches. After this the associated valid bit 699A
to 699Dis resetto 0, clearingthe data entry from temporary
data store 690 and making the associated register pair
available to accept a subsequent entry.
Referring to FIGS. 15A—15C in connection with FIG. 2,
non-cacheable 807A signalis sent with every double-word
sent to processor 50 and caches 100, 204 over Processor
DataBus 202. Forlocalaccessestolocalmemory54, bit 815
is created from the changeable area 673 signal line sent
alongwith read/store data bus 242 to multiplexer 675. Bit
850 is read from local memory and is alreadypresent on
read/store data bus 242 as the 65th bit.
The preferred embodiment returns data to the processor
and caches overthe processor databus 202. To do this it has
to arbitrate and interferewith other users of the processor
data bus 202. An alternative embodiment would be to
implement 2 ported caches that wouldreceive remote data
and invalidates over the second port, so that they wouldnot
interferewith the other users of processor data bus 202 on
the first port. The present inventionworks equally well in
either case—with either 1 ported or 2 ported caches.
2) Data Tracking through the Invalidate Directory 32
Referring to FIGS.10 and 19 in connection with FIGS. 2,
11, 20, and 21, invalidate directory32 can be implemented
in several ways, but the preferred embodiment uses word
860 of FIG. 19. One word 860 is required in invalidate
directory 32 for each cache line residing in changeable
memory222. The word 860 for any cacheline is accessed
from the invalidate directory32byusing address 822 sentby
memorycontroller 210 over address bus 240 to memory 54
and network adapter 10. However, before address 822 is
applied to invalidate directory 32, address 822 is shifted
right 3 places to divide it by 8 and store it into invalidate
address register 880 to createinvalidate address 881. The 3
bit shift is necessarybecause invalidate directory 32 contains 1 word 860 for every cache line (every 8 words), so
there are 1/8th the number of addresses required for the
invalidate directory32 as thereare changeable data wordsin
memory 222. For the preferred embodiment memory
address 822 is 25 bits and addresses 8 Megawords of
changeable data and 24 Megawords of unchangeable data
per sectorofmemory, and the invalidate address 881 is 21
bits and addresses 1 Megawordinvalidate directory 32 plus
a 64K word overflow directory 334. Word 860 indicates
which nodes34 have accesseda copy of the corresponding
cacheline. For instance, field862 ofword 860 contains one
8-bit field 862 which containsthe node ID number 470 of
one node 30, 34 (eitherremoteorlocal)that has read a copy
of the corresponding cacheline. Field 864 stores the Node
ID number470 of another node 34 that has read a copy of
the corresponding cache line. Additional node indicia (ID
numbers)are pointedto by the extend address 866 field of
word 860. Each entry 862, 864, 866 of word 860 has a
validity bit VA 861, VB 863, VC 865, respectively, which
defines ifthe associated node ID 862, 864 or address 866 is
valid (VX=1)or not (VX=0).
Referring to FIGS.21Aand 21B, invalidate directory32
will be described. Power on reset (POR) line 972 is input to
directory memory 332/334 and register 870. Invalidate
register 870 contains a plurality of invalidate directory
words 860, of the format previously explainedwith respect
to FIG. 19, and including fields 861—866. Castout line 418
isinput to invalidation controllogic, alongwithreador store
line 215, which is also fed to time stamp register889, the
output of which is fed on time stamp line 816 to generate
update/invalidation messages block887. Controls line 345 is

fed from invalidation control logic block 412 to messages
block 887, and delete line 343 to extend address control
block 340. Bidirectional extend address bus 342 interconnects extend address control340, invalidate address register
880 and extend address field 886 of invalidate register 870;
new address are loaded tobus 342 bycontrol340, anddelete
address are directedto control340 from register880 or field
866 of register 870. Shifted address bus 240 is input to
invalidate address register880, along with extend address
line 347 from register 870. The output ofregister880 is fed
on invalidate address line 881 to invalidate directory
memory 332.Invalidate directorymemory332 and overflow
directory334 contentsare loaded to invalidate register870
overstorebus 860S,andread therefrom overreadbus 860R.
Referring to FIG. 20B in connection with FIG. 21B, in
step 782, requesting node ID is fed on line 814 to register
884, and used to determine the node 30, 34 that is accessing
a copy of the addressed cache line. The outputsof register
884 are fed on lines885 to node ID fields862 and 864, and
on lines 871 to ID comparators 886A and 886B. Node ID
register output line 470 is fed to ID comparators 886C and
886D. Node ID field 862 is fed on lines 862 to ID comparators 886A and 886C and update/invalidation messages
block 887. Node ID field 864 is fed on lines 864 to ID
comparators 886B and 886D and block887. Validity fields
861, 863 and865 are fedto validitybit checking and control
block882, alongwith the outputsofOR gates 888 and 214.
ORgate receivesthe outputsof comparators 886Aand 886B
on lines873 and 875, respectively. ORgate 214 receivesthe
outputsofcomparators 886C and 886D, respectively. Validity bit checkingand control block 882 provides load zeros
line 883 to field 886 ofregister870, and requestline 341 to
extend address controlblock340. Generate messages block
887 receives as input stores from remote lines 216, and
provides as output send invalidate/update lines331.
Referring to FIGS. 21A and 21B, in operation, the
memory portion of invalidate directory32 is comprised of
two memory sections 332, 334. Section 332 contains the
normal invalidate directorymemory and section334 contains the overflowdirectory. Both directories contain the
same invalidate directoryWord860 shownin FIG. 19, and
overflow directory 334 words 860 can be extended by
pointing to other overflow directorywords860 using extend
address 866 field. When the invalidate directory memory
332 has two valid Node ID fields862, 864, the arrivalofthe
next address822 causesoverflow. The extend address field
866 isused to locateanother word 860storedinsection334.
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Extend address control logic 340 keeps track of which
addresses in overflowdirectory334 are available for use.
so Invalidate directory 32 requests an extend address from
controllogic340 over request signal341, and an address is
returned over bus 342. Invalidate directory32 stores the
extend addressto field 866 ofword 860 and sets VC bit 865
to valid (VC=1) to indicate that the list has overflowed to
55 another word 860 whichis pointed to by the extend address
field 866. For the preferred embodiment, the overflow
directory334 contains 64K words.
Referring to FIGS.20Aand20B in connection withFIGS.
2A, iSA, 15C, 21Aand21B, theprocessfor addingan entry
60 to invalidate directory32 will be described.
In step 770, when memory controller 210 is returning
remotely requested databygeneratingaresponsemessagein
block630, it sendsthe memory address 822from field 822B
of messageheader 128 shifted right3 places(block 881) to
65 the invalidatedirectory32 over address bus 240.
Instep 782, the sending Node ID 813Aofmessageheader
128 is also sent to invalidate directory32 over requesting
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nodeIDbus 814and storedinregister 884. Sendingnode ID
controls 970. Next extend address counter950 output line
813A and the requesting node ID 814 are the same value,
961 and delete extend address register 952 output line 967
and that value is used to determine the node 30, 34 that is
are fed to multiplexer 954, and thencefed on RAIVI address
line 955 to RAIVI 960 undercontrolof select line 963 from
accessing a copy of the addressed cache line.
Further in step 770, invalidate directory memory 332 5 controls 970. Select line 965 is fed from controls 970 to
stores the shifted address 822 to invalidate address register
multiplexer 956, the inputstowhich are 0 and 1. Multiplexer
880 to become invalidate address 881, and accesses the
output is write data line 957 to RAIVI 960. Extend address
bus 342 interconnects invalidate directory 32, next extend
corresponding first invalidate directory word 860 from
invalidate directorymemorysection332 for the correspondaddress counter 950 and deleteextend address register952,
ing cacheline. Word860 is stored to invalidate register870. 10 with new extend addresses directed from counter 950 to
In steps 772, 774 and 776, validity bit checking and
directory32, anddeleteaddresses directed fromdirectory32
controllogic882 checksall threevalidityfieldsVA861, VB
to register 952. Read data line 959 is fed to controls 970
from RAM 960.
863, VC865, respectively,todetermine ifan invalid node ID
field 862, 864 is available in the first word 860.
Referring further to FIG. 22 in connection with FIGS.
In steps 784 and 786, validity bit checkingand control is 21Aand21B,in operation, invalidate directory32 requests
an extend address on extend addressbus 342by request line
logic 882 compares the node ID fields 862, 864 to the
341 being activated to the extend addressMUXselects and
incomingrequesting node ID field 814, which is stored in
controlblock970. Extendaddress controls 340normallyhas
register884. If an equal compare exists and the associated
the next extend address waiting in next extend address
validity bit 861, 863 is set, the incoming address 814 is
already in the listfrom a previous requestand at step 798 no 20 counter 950. Next extend address counter 950 is gated to
further action is taken at this time.
extend address bus 342 and sent to invalidate directory32
The following cases occur if the compares in steps 784
immediately. Then,extendaddress controls340 searches for
and 786 are not equal:
the nextnew address inpreparationfor the next request 341.
Extend address controls 340 containsRAM 960, which is
a) In steps792 and794, ifat least 1 validityfield VA861,
VB 863 is invalid (V=O), one invalid field 862, 864 is 25 comprised of one bit associated with each of the 64K
selected to contain the sending node ID 814 from register
addresses in the overflow directory334. Each bit in RAM
884. Register884 isstoredto the selectedfield 862,864 and
960 is a 0 or a 1, where a 0 indicates an unused extend
the associated validitybit 861, 863 is set to valid (VX=l). In
address 866 and a 1 indicates a previously used extend
address 866.
step 796, the modifiedword 860 is then stored back to the
same address intheinvalidate directory32, whichcompletes 30 Extend addressMUX selects and control block 970
the function of adding the access ofa new copy ofthe cache
activatesthe Increment 958 signal to step the next extend
line to the invalidate directory32.
address counter 950 by 1. The new RAM address 955 from
MUX 954 being equal to the value in next extend address
b) In steps 772—776, if both validity fields 861, 863 are
valid (VX=1) but field 865 is invalid(VC=O), in step 778
counter 950 isused to addressthe RAMand readout one bit
extend address control 340 is requested over signal341 to 35 of data for the corresponding address 955 over RAM read
data 959. Extendaddress mux selects and controlblock970
supplythe next validextend address on line342. Validity bit
VC 865 is set to 1 and extend address line 342 is stored to
determines the value of the bit read from the RAM. If it is
field 866 ofword 860and to invalidate address register880.
a 1, the increment 958 signalis activated again to step the
The modified word 860 becomesthe first word 860 and is
Next extend address counter 950 by 1, and the search
stored back to the same address in the invalidate directory 40 continues for the next available address. When a 0 is read
from RAM960, the next availableextend address has been
memory 332 from which it was read as pointed to by
invalidate address register 880. A second invalidate direcfound. The next address is stored in the next extend address
counter 950, which is not incremented any further at this
tory word 860 containing all zeroes isstarted,as in step 790
controllogic882 clears invalidate register870 to all zeroes.
time. Extend addressMUX selects and controlblock 970,
The sending nodeID 814 in register 884isstoredto field 862 45 controls MUX 956 to select a 1, and writes the 1 to the
over the new node # 885 signals and the associated validity
address storedin the next extend addresscounter 950. This
bit VA 861 is set to valid (VA=1). In step 780, the second
indicates that the newly found address will be used for the
word 860 is then storedback to the overflow directory 334
next request 341, and itis markedas used in advanceto save
from invalidate register 870basedon invalidate address 881
time when the next extend address is requested.
from invalidate address register880 whichnowpointsto the so To makean address location in overflow directory334
extend address from line 342. Third, fourth, etc. words 860
available, a 0 is writtento RAM960 for the corresponding
are createdin the same manner.
address. This is called a delete operation, where an extend
address 866 is made available by deleting its prior usage.
c) In step 788, if all 3 validity fields 861, 863, 865 are
valid (VA=VB=VC=1), extend address field 866 is used to
The operation is triggeredby the invalidate directory32
access a second word 860 from the overflow invalidate 55 activating the delete signal 343, which stores the extend
address 866 to be deleted to delete extend address register
directory334. Second words 860 accessed from the overflow directory334 are processed in the exact same manner
952. The method for activating delete343 and determining
as words 860 from the normalinvalidate directorymemory
the extend address 866 to be deleted will be explained
332.
hereinafter. Extend address mux selects and controlblock
Referring to FIG. 22, a block diagramof the implemen- 60 970 respondsto delete 343byselectinga 0 to MUX956 and
tation of extend address control 340 is shown. Invalidate
register 952to MUX954.The addressin register 952 isused
on RAMaddress 955 to RAM960 andselectsthe bit of data
directory 32 request line 341 feed extend address multithat is to be deleted(made available). Extend address MUX
plexerselects and controls block 970;and delete line 343 is
fed to controls 970 and delete extend address register 952.
selects and controlblock970 controls the writing ofa0 over
Power on reset line 972 is fed to RAIVI 960, invalidate 65 RAM write data957 to RAM 960 and the operation is
directory32, and next extend address counter 950. Increcomplete. Power-on-reset 972 is pulsed during system
ment line 958 is input to next extend address counter from
power-up or initialization, and clears the contents of RAM
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960, invalidate directory 32, next extend address counter
950, and invalidate register 870 to all zeroes.
B) Node 100 Stores Data to Local Memory
Referring to FIG. 2A, processor 50 sends the memory
address word 826 (FIG. 19) of the memory location to be
updated (stored) to Li cache 100 and over bus 201 to
memory controller 210 and L2 cache 204. All stores must
operate in the write-thrumode; i.e., the new data must be
stored to local caches 100, 204 and to sharedmemory.
In operation,referringto FIGS. iSA through 1SC, 23A
and23B, memory controller 210 controls the store to shared
memory54 by receivingmemory address word 826Aover
address bus 201 to processor address-in register 606 and
memory data word 854 over data bus 202 to processor
data-inregister 602.
In step 846, memorycontroller210compares sectorfield
820A of address 826A of the store operation 830, 832 to
node ID register 470. If the compare is equal, the store is
determined to be to local memory 54, and in step 842
memory controller 210 stores word 854 to local node
memory 54 over bus 242 from register 602 and sends
address 826Athrough memory address MUXregister 620 to
bus 240 to select the memory location to be written.
In step 844, memory controller 210 compares the address
826A of the store operation to changeable area locator
register472 in comparator 672. If the store is determined to
be to the unchangeable area 224 of memory 54, no further
action is required because the data is non-cacheable and
cannot be stored in caches at any nodes30, 34. If the store
is determined to be to changeable area 222 of memory 54,
in step 848 the network adapter 10 becomes involved.
Referring to FIGS. hA and 11B, address 822Ais sent over
address bus240 to theinvalidate directory32. The invalidate
directory 32 becomes involved in the store operation to
maintaincache coherencyacrossthe pluralityof nodes 30,
34. The invalidate directory 32 of FIG. 21 contains a list of
nodes whichhave accessedcopies of each cache line in the
changeable area 222 of memory 54. The store operation of
step 848 over-writes old data with new data 854, and all

receivingthe invalidation messagestill requires the updated
cache line, it must send a read requestmessageto access an
updatedcopy of the cache line.
Referring to FIGS. 21A and 21B, invalidate directory32
5 generates and sends invalidate messages to send FIFO 40.
invalidate directory32 uses the address 240 from memory
controller 210 to access the first invalidate directory word
860 from invalidate directorymemory section 332. Invalidate directory word 860 is examined to determine if any
10 copies of the cache line havebeen accessedby other nodes
34. This is determined by checkingvaliditybits 861, 863,
865 of word 860 of FIG. 19. If all three validitybits 861,
863, 865 are zeroes, thereare no copies at othernodes,there
is no need to send any invalidationmessages, and the store
15 operation is complete. For each validitybit that is set to i,
whether it be in the first invalidate directoryword 860 or
second words 860, an invalidate message is stored to send
FIFO 40, exceptfor the node 34whichisstoringthe data and
the node 30 requesting the data update. Invalidation direc20 tory 32 checks
for node ID numberof the node storing the
data 854 by comparing every valid 862 and 864 field in
invalidate directoryword 860 to both the requesting node
number 814 and node ID register470. FIG. 21 showsthe
four compares using comparators 886Ato886D. Ifeitherset
25 of compares is equal,the associated validitybit is left at i,
no invalidationmessage is sent, and the invalidate directory
32 looksfor othervalid862, 864fieldsifextend address 866
is valid (VC=i).
Referring further to FIGS. 21Aand 21B, in operation, for
30 a valid field 862, 864 that does not compare equal to the
requesting node number 814 or local node ID register470,
an invalidation message is generated by generateinvalidation messages block 887 and sent to send FIFO 40. The
invalidation message31E is formed similar to any normal
35 message header 128, except that field 862 or 864 is loaded
to destination field 813B of invalidationmessage13E and
bit 815 is set to to indicatethe store is to the changeable
area of memory222. In addition, time stamp field 817 of
invalidation message 13E is loaded from timestampcounter
copies ofthe cacheline are invalidatedor updatedin order 40 register 889. Time stamp counter 887 maintains a continuto maintain cachecoherency.
ally incrementing binarynumberwhichisused in regardsto
Invalidation occurs by sending invalidation messages
invalidation to tell if a read of the changed data in the form
over network20 to all nodes 34 which have copies of the
of a responsemessage 13C occurred prior to or after an
invalidation ofthe associated data. Everytime the read/store
changedcache line, except for the node 30 which initiated
the store and the node 34 whichis storingthe new data to its 45 signal 215 indicatesa new store is occurring to invalidation
local memory. Memory controller210 signals invalidation
controllogic412, timestamp counter889 is incremented by
i. The incremented value of the time stampcounter889 is
directory32 that a store to address 822Aon address bus240
hasbeenexecuted by sending thenode ID number814 ofthe
loaded to the invalidation message13E to define the time
node requesting the store operation to invalidationdirectory
that the invalidation occurred. Furtheruse of the timestamp
32 overthe requesting node ID 814 signalplus an indication so field 817 in messageheaders 128 are explainedhereinafter.
ofthe type ofoperationovertheread orstore signal 215. The
Referring again to FIGS. 19, 21A and 21B, validity bit
861 or 862 in invalidation words 860 is set to 0 (VA=VB=
requesting node ID number814 informs invalidation directory 32 whichremote node 34 does not get an invalidation
0=invalid) after its associated Node # field 862, 864 is used
to define the destination of an invalidation message 13E.
messageplus it never sends an invalidation message to its
local node 30. Instead,these two nodesare updated. Thisis 55 Afterfields862,864 havebeenprocessed (generated invalibecause both nodes receive copies of the updated data, the
dation messagesor left as is), they are checkedto see if
other nodesdo not. Ifthe node 30 initiatingthestore and the
either or both are still valid. If either is not valid, their
node30performing the store are identical, thenonlythatone
corresponding 862 and 864 fields are reloaded with any
node getsthe updateddata and itdoes not get aninvalidation
missing requesting node ID from register 884 or local node
60 ID numberfrom registerand the corresponding validitybits
message.
The invalidationmessage, as shown in FIG. 13E, is
861, 863 are set to i. The extend address from extend
address bus342 isused to locate another invalidate directory
comprised of onlyone word—message header word 128 of
FIG. 7. The invalidation messageis identified by OP code
word 860 in overflow directory 334, if validity bit 865
bits 810 to 812 equalling101, respectively. Word countfield
equals (VC=i). However, previous to accessing the over819 is set to 0 to indicate the message is fully contained 65 flow directory334, the validity bit 865 of word 860 in
within header 128. In one embodiment of the invention, the
register 870 is set to 0 (VC=0=invalid) and the modified
cacheline is invalidatedin all remote caches. Ifthe node 34
invalidation directoryword 860containingone or two valid
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node numbersof the nodes having copies of the updated
cacheline is restored toinvalidate directory 32. Then,extend
address received frombus 342, ifpreviouslyvalid, is moved
from field 866 of register 870 to invalidate address register
880, and used to addressasecondword 860, which is stored
to register 870. The secondword 860 is processed exactly
the same way the first word 860was processed—generating
further invalidation messages or being left as is. Multiple
words 860 are processed until a word 860 is found having
validity bit 865 equal 0 (VC=0).
Referring to FIG. 22 in connection with FIG. 21, all
secondwords 860 need not be rewrittenafter being modified. Instead, all secondwords 860 involvedin the invalidationprocessare made availableto be used again through
extend address control logic 340. Extend address 866 of
each second word 860 from overflow directory 334 is
returned to the extend address control block 340 over
bidirectional bus 342 and stored in delete extend address
register 952. Then, invalidation controllogic 412 activates
delete signal 343, and extend address control logic 340
writeszero at the address pointedto in RAIVI 960 by register
952. This makes the address in the overflow directory
available to be used again, as previously explained.
Referring to FIG. hA, each new invalidate message 13E
on line 333isstoredat the tailof SendFIFO40. Eachawaits
its turn to be sent to network20. The message atthe head of
FIFO 40 is sent to the networkfirst. If Send FIFO 40 is
emptywhen the messageis stored,the messagegoes immediatelyto the headofthe FIFO 40 and is sent to network20
immediately. If FIFO 40 is not empty, the message must
work its way to the head of FIFO 40 before it is sent.
Selector 500 performs the priority function amongst the
three send FIFOs 40, 41, 42 to determine whichFIFO sends
the nextmessage. For the preferred embodiment the priority
algorithm used is that send FIFO 40 is highest priorityand
send FIFOs 41 and 42 are both lowestpriority. This means
that the invalidation messages 13E in send FIFO 40 are
always sent immediately to network20.
Precaution must be taken not to permit any response
messages13C beingheld in send FIFO 42 or RCVFIFO 46
and containing old data for an address just invalidated are
deliveredand processed. If there are responsemessages for
an invalidated addressbeing held in send FIFO 42 or RCV
FIFO 46, the invalidationmessage13C could be received
before the response messages13C and coherency wouldbe
corrupted. This problem is prevented by checking all outgoing response messages 13C in send FIFO 42 with all
incomingresponsemessages 13C in RCV FIFO 46. These
messages 13C contain remotely requested data yet to be
returnedto the caches ofthe requesting node30. Prevention
of this condition is implemented by erasing, instead of
forwarding, response messages 13C containing a same
cache line having obsolete data.
Referring to FIG. 24, the send responseinvalidate logic
block338 ofFIG. hAwill be described. SendFIFO 42 send
message register 1 553 word-widemessage data bus 124
feeds time stamp 817 and address fields 813 and 818 from
message header 128 to comparators 891A through 891H.
Timestamp816 and address word 826 are fed fromlocalbus
336A into the corresponding fields of registers 890A to
890H, alongwith registervalid fields 892Athrough 892H.
Registers892Athrough 892Houtputsare fed to comparators
891A through 891H, respectively. Time stamp 817 greater
(than time stamp 890A through 890H, respectively) lines
894A through 894H are fed to register store and validity
control block 893. Comparator891Athrough 891H outputs
are also fed to OR gate 895, whichgeneratesas its output a
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signal signifying erase message from send FIFO 42. Bidirectionalbuses also interconnect register store and validity
control 893 with each of registers 890A through 890H.
Register valid bits 892A through 892H are set to 1 when
5 address 820, 822 and time stamp816 are loaded the corresponding register 892A through 892H, and set to 0 when
time stamp817 is greater than time stamp 816.
Referring to FIGS. hA, 11B, 24Aand 24B, the method
and structure for erasing responsemessages 13C from send
10 FIFO 42 involvessendresponseinvalidate logic338. When
sendFIFO 40 is sending eachinvalidate message to network
20, send FIFO 42 is not sending messages to network20
becauseonlyone sendFIFO 40,41,42 can besendingat any
given time. While sending each invalidate message for a
15 given cacheline, send FIFO 40 sendsthe address field 813,
818 andtimestamp 817oftheupdatefor thatcacheline over
bus 336A to the send response invalidate logic 338 associated with send FIFO 42. Logic338 is a set of eightregisters
890Ato 890H, where eachregistercontains one copy ofthe
20 address fields 813, 818 and time stamp 817 for everycache
line that has been storedwithupdateddata to node memory
54 of the local node 30. The contents of each register 890A
to 890His marked ascontaining validdata or not byvalidity
bits 892A to 892H, respectively. Register store & validity
25 control logic 893 searchesfor an available register 890A to
890H to store each new set of invalidation parameters813,
818, 817 as they arrive over bus 336A. Send response
invalidate logic 338 checks the header 128 (available from
sendmessageregister 553) of everyoutgoingmessagebeing
30 sent to the network20 from send FIFO 42, when each
outgoing messageheader 128 gets to the head of FIFO 42
and is placedin send message register553.
Logic338 compares in parallel,using comparators 891A
to 891H, the address fields 820, 822 and time stamp 816 of
35 all registers
890Ato 890Hwith theaddress fields 813, 818
and time stamp 817 of the outgoingmessageheader 128. If
there is an address field compare (820, 822 compares
identically with 813, 818) and the time stamp 817 of the
outgoing messages isless thantimestamp 816 ofthe register
40 890ato 890H, the message is erased (not sent overnetwork
20) from send FIFO 42 and the next sequential messageis
movedto the headofsend FIFO 42 and undergoes the same
set of compares in logic338.
Ifthe address fields813, 818 do not compare equally, the
45 message is sent to network20. Ifthe time stamp 817 ofthe
outgoing messageis greater than the time stamp 816 of any
register 890Ato 890H, the associated register 890Ato 890H
is clearedto make room for more recent address fields820,
822 and time stamps 816 arriving from invalidation direcSo tory32overbus336A.In accordance withthe method ofthe
preferred embodiment of the invention, if the next message
in send FIFO 42 has a timestamp 817 that is later in time
than the time stamp 816 held in any register890Ato 890H,
then there are no messages in send FIFO 42 that could
55 contain old data for the address field 813, 818 of the
corresponding register 890Ato 890H, becauseall messages
in send FIFO 42 were generated after the old data was
updatedin local memory 54.
Referring furthertoFIGS.hAand 11B, the method ofthe
60 preferred embodiment of the invention for erasing response
messages at RCV FIFO 46 having cache lines containing
invalidated data involves RCV response invalidate logic
339. RCV responseinvalidate logic 339 works exactly the
same way send responseinvalidate logic338 works, as was
65 previously explainedwith respect to FIGS. 24Aand 24B,
exceptit applies to messages being held in RCV FIFO 46.
The purpose is to erase messages containingobsolete data
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that havebeen sent acrossthe networkfrom a remote node
34. Whetherthe copy of the cacheline havingthe obsolete
data has been stored to the local caches or is waiting to be
processed in RCV FIFO 46 does not matter. The obsolete
data must be invalidated from the caches or erased from
RCV FIFO 46. The only difference betweensend response
invalidate logic338 and RCV response invalidate logic339
is that address fields 814, 818 and time stamp 817 are sent
over bus 336B to RCV response invalidate logic 339, after
memorycontroller 210 received an invalidate message 13E
from the networkfor that address814, 818.
Referring further to FIGS. hA and 11B, after being
transferredacrossnetwork20, invalidate messages13E are
receivedinto RCV FIFO 44. Logic510 causesthe message
to be passed to RCV FIFO 44 based on bits 810 to 812 of
message header word 826 being 101, respectively. RCV
FIFO 44 receivesall messages havingbits 810 to 812 set to
101, because this indicates an invalidation message 13E.
The incomingmessage13E is storedat the tailofRCV FIFO
46. If the RCV FIFO is emptywhen the message is stored
to the FIFO 44 (this is the normal case),the messagegoes
immediately to the head of the RCV FIFO 44 and is
processed immediately. If RCV FIFO 44 is not empty, the
messagemust work its way to the head of the FIFO before
it is processed. The processing involvesforwarding invalidation address 814, 818 overbus 410 to L2 Cache 204 and
memorycontroller 210ofthe receivingnode. The L2 Cache
will invalidate the cacheline if it stillhas a copy, and inform
the Li Cache to invalidate the cache line also if it still has
a copy.
Referring to FIG. 15, Memorycontroller 210 is informed
of the invalidation in case it has an active remote read file
640 entry for the cache line being invalidated. If it does,
memory controller 210 initiates another read request message 13A for the same cache line to read the update data
from a remote node.It is not possiblethat obsolete data can
be returned for the invalidated cache line, becauseobsolete
data has beenerased from both the sending FIFO 42 of the
node 34generatingthe response message13C, and from the
RCV FIFO 46 of the node 30 receiving the invalidation
message13E. The RCV FIFO operation is complete at this
time and the old cacheline is erased from caches 100, 204,
allowing the next messagein the RCV FIFO 44 to move to
the head of the FIFO for processing.
C) Node 30 StoresData to Remote Memory
Whenprocessor 50performsastore operation to memory
controller210, and the sectoraddress 820 of the cache line
being updated (stored) is not equal to the node ID register
470, the store goes out over network20 to remotememory
54. Remote read/store message generation block 630 of
memory controller210 generatesa remote store message
13B to send FIFO 41 based on the memory address word
826A. In this case the message 13B is comprised of the
message header word 128 followed by the eight doublewords of cache line being updated by the store operation.
The memoryaddress word826Aisconverted to the message
header word 128 as described above,exceptbits 810 to 812
are set to OiO, respectively, to indicate a remote store
message13B. The other controlbits 815 and 817 and 19 are
all set to zeroes. The word count is set to binary i6 (i000),
indicatingthat the message contains i6 data words. Memory
controller210 forwards message header 128 followedbythe
i6 datawords854 overbus 211 to send FIFO41 of network
adapter 10. All storesto remote nodes are sent to send FIFO
41 over bus 211. Storing a message to send FIFO 41 starts
a networkoperation, where node 30 becomesthe sending
node because it is sendingstore data to a remote node 34.
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Referring to FIGS. hA, 11B, and iSAthrough 15C, each
new messageis storedat the tail of SendFIFO 41. It awaits
its turn tobe sent to network20. The messageat the headof
the FIFO is sent to the networkfirst. Selector500 performs
5 a priorityfunction amongstthe three send FIFOs 40, 41, 42
to determine which FIFO sends the next message. When
selected to be transmitted to network20, the remote store
message13B travels across the network as routed by network router logic 530 based on the destination field 813B.
10 At the remote receivingnode 34, the incoming messageis
synchronized and recovered by block 540. The RCV FIFO
45 is selected to receive the store messageby RCV FIFO
Selection logic 510 because bits 810 and 811 are both
zeroes. RCV FIFO 45 receives all store messages. The
15 processing involves forwarding the messageheader 128 and
the updated cache line to remote memory controller210
over bus 216 of the remote receivingnode 34. The RCV
FIFO operation is complete atthis timeand themessage13B
is erased from RCV FIFO 45, allowing the next message in
20 the FIFO to move to the head of the FIFO for processing.
Referring to FIGS. iSA through 15C, the remote store
operation continues as memory controller 210 uses block
670 to turn message header 128 backinto the same memory
address word 826B from whence it was generated at the
25 sending node. The recreated memory address word 826B is
used to find and write to the cacheline of memory in node
memory 54 pointed to by address word 826. Memory
controller 210 compares the Memory Sector bits 820 ofthe
memory address word 826 to Node ID register 470. The
30 compare is foundto be identical determining thatthe address
826 is located in the local node memory 54 of the receiving
node.Memorycontroller 210 sends address 826B over bus
240 to selectthe memory location to be written,and writes
data words 854 over bus 242 to node memory 54. Memory
35 controller210 sendsaddress826B and the new store data to
L2 Cache 204, so the caches get acopy ofthe changed cache
line. The L2 Cache will inform the Li Cache if it has a copy
to invalidate the cache line.
Memory controller 210 compares the address 826 ofthe
40 storeoperationto changeable arealocatorregister472 using
comparator 672. If the store is determined to be outside of
the changeable area 222 of memory 54, no furtheraction is
required exceptto store word 854to memory 54. Ifthe store
is determined to be to changeable area 222 of memory54,
45 the networkadapter 10 becomes involved. Address word
826 is shifted right 3 places and sent over bus 240 to the
invalidate directory32. The invalidate directory32 then
sends invalidation messages 13E when required,and functions identically to the way described above for invalidation
So messages 13E generatedby the local processor 50.
D) L2 Caches Casts Out a Cache Line
Referring to FIGS. 2A—2B and 15A—15C, everytime L2
cache 204 casts out a least recently used cacheline to make
room for an incoming cache line, the address826A of the
55 replaced cache line is sent to memory controller 210 over
address bus 201. Memory controller 210 receives the
address word 826A and performs the usual local verse
remote node check. If address 826Ais for a local address,
memory controller 210passessection822Aof address 826A
60 (shifted 3 places to the right) over address bus 240 to
invalidate directory32, while activating cast out signal999
and sending its own node # from register 470 as the
requesting node ID 814 number.
Referring to FIGS. 21A and 21B, invalidate directory32
65 receives address822Ato invalidate address register880, and
the requesting node ID 814 to register 884. Invalidate
directory32 reads invalidate words 860 (FIG. 19) from
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invalidate directory memory 332 to register 870 and
cache line instead. Cache update messages 13G, like invalidationmessages13E, go from nodeto nodeusing sendFIFO
searchesfor an 862 or 864 field that matchesthe node ID
42 and RCV FIFO 46.
numberin register 884.Wheniffindsa compare, validitybit
checkingandcontrolblock882 turnsthe associated validity
Over the PriorArt
bit 861 or 863 to remove the requesting node from the list 5 It is an Advantages
of
the system and method of the
advantage
of nodes 30, 34 in the invalidate directory 32 that have
invention
that
distributed
memory
systemisprovidedwhich
copies ofthe cacheline addresses by address word 826A. In
includes a scalable pluralityof nodes having with shared
a similar operation, if a local or remote store operation
memory and cache coherency.
attempts to replace a cache line in the Li or L2 cache 100,
advantage this inventionthat normal SMP
204, whichpreviouslydid notexistin either cache100,204, 10 It is a further
performance enhancement techniques, such as caching and
the caches 100, 204 do not store the updated cache line.
multi-threading, is provided to be used with SMPs when
Instead,the caches 100, 204 return the address 826Aof the
operating over multi-stage networks.
cache
line
over
bus
201
as
a
cast
out
address.
updated
It is a further advantage of this invention that a tightly
Memory controller 210 then performsthe same procedure
described above and removesnodeID number ofthe castout 15 coupled system,with each processing node containing a
portion of the shared memory space, and any node able to
cacheline from the list of nodeshavingacopy ofthe cache
access its local portion of shared memory or the remote
line as stored in invalidationdirectory32.
portion ofsharedmemory contained at other nodesoverthe
Referring againto FIGS. iSA—isC,ifthe address 826Aof
networkis providedin the most expedient manner.
the cast out cacheline is determined by memory controller
210 to be located in remote memory rather than local 20 It is an advantage of the invention that coherencyfunctions over a network are greatly facilitated through the
memory, memory controllergenerates a cast out message
13F. The remote read/store message generation block 630
segregation ofthese functionsamongthree messageprotocols among three FIFO pairs acrossthe network.
generatesthe cast out message13F exactly the same way it
generatesa read request message 13A,except that bits 810
Alternative Embodiments
to 812 are set to 110, respectively, to indicate that this 25
Itwill be appreciated that, althoughspecific embodiments
message is a cast out message 13F. Message 13F is proof the invention havebeen described herein for purposes of
cessed the same way a read request message 13A is proillustration, various modifications may be made without
cessedby being sent to send FIFO 42, over network20, to
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
RCV FIFO 46. RCV FIFO 46 passes the cast out message
13F to the memory controller 210 of the remote node 34 30 Accordingly, the scope of protection of this invention is
limitedonly by the following claims and their equivalents.
receivingthe message13F overbus218. Memory controller
I claim:
210 determines it is a cast out messageand passes address
1.Asharedmemory parallel processing systemincluding
822B, sending node ID 814, and the cast out signal 999 to
a pluralityof processing nodes,comprising:
invalidationdirectory 32. Invalidation directory 32 processes the cast out operationin the exact same manner as 35 a multi-stage communication network for interconnecting
said processing nodes, said networkincluding a pludescribed above,and sets the corresponding validitybit 861
or 863 to 0 to remove the requesting node from the list of
rality of self-routing switches cascaded into first,
middle and last stages, each said switch including a
nodes 30, 34 in the invalidate directory32 that havecopies
of the cache line addresses by address word 822B.
plurality of switch inputs and a plurality of switch
Cache
Instead
of
Invalidate
40
outputs, eachofsaidswitchoutputsofeachsaid switch
E)
Update
An alternative embodiment is to update all caches having
coupled to a different switch input of others of said
of
the
cache
instead
of
them.
In
this
switches, switch outputs of said last stage switches
line,
copies
invalidating
including network output ports, and switch inputs of
case,cacheupdate messages13G are used overthe network
said first stage switches comprising network input
instead of invalidation messages13E. Referring to FIGS.
2A—2B and 21A—21B, invalidate directory 32 generates 45
ports;
each processing node including:
cache update messages 13G in block887 similar to the way
a networkadapterfor transmitting and receivingmesit generates invalidation messages 13E. The message header
128 of message13G is generated in the same way that the
sages with respect to other processing nodes over
said network;
invalidate message13E is generated,exceptthat bits 810 to
a local processor;
812 are set to ill, respectively, to indicate that this message So
at least one private write-through cache;
is a cache update message 13G. In addition, cache update
a sectionof sharedmemoryorganized into a plurality
message 13G is comprised of i6 words containing the
ofcachelines, each cache line including one or more
updated data for the changed cache line. Generate
addressable memory locations;
invalidation/update messages block 887 receives the
a cachecoherencydirectoryfor tracking which of said
updated cache line from store from remote node bus 216 55
nodes have copies of each cache line;
from RCVFIFO 45 in parallelwith the updatedcache line
said local processor at a first processing node being
being sentto memory controller 210. Generateinvalidation/
update messages block 887 buffers the updated cache line
operable for writing data to said private cache at said
and then appendsthe i6 data words 130 to messageheader
first node, as the same data is written to eithershared
128 to form cache update message 13G. Cache update 60
memory at said first node orsent oversaid networkfor
messages 13G, like invalidation messages 13E, are sent to
writing to the shared memory and private cache of a
all nodes having copies of the cache line as recorded in
second processing node.
invalidationwords 860 of invalidation directory32. The
2. The sharedmemory parallelprocessing systemofclaim
1,whereinsaid section ofsharedmemoryisdivided into first
only difference in the operation for sending cache update
message13Gisthat the words860are not changed by cache 65 and secondportions, said firstportionfor storing unchangeable data, and said second portion for storing changeable
update messages 13G, because all nodes 30, 34 having
data.
copies of the cache line are given updated copies of the
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3. Theshared
memory parallel processing system ofclaim
2, said cache coherency directory for this processing node
listingwhich nodes of the pluralityof nodes have accessed
copies of said cache lines in said secondportionof shared
5
memory at this processing node.
4. The sharedmemory parallel processing system ofclaim
3, wherein eachsaidprocessing node is operable forreading,
storing, and invalidating the shared memory at any of said
pluralityofprocessing nodesselectively by transmitting and
receivingmessages over said network, a first messagetype 10
for requesting the read of a cache line, a second message
type for returning the requested cacheline, a third message
type for storing a cacheline, and a fourthmessagetype for
invalidatinga cache line.
5. The sharedmemory parallel processing system ofclaim 15
4, saidnetworkadapterfurther comprising:
a first buffer for transmitting to said network shared
memoryread command messagesofsaid first message
type and said secondmessagetype;
a second buffer for transmitting to said networkshared 20
memory store commandmessagesof said third message type;
a thirdbuffer for transmitting to said networkinvalidate
messagesfor said cache coherencydirectoryof said 25
fourth messagetype;
a fourth buffer for receiving from said network shared
memoryread command messagesofsaid first message
type and said secondmessagetype;
a fifth buffer for receiving from said network shared 30
memory store commandmessagesof said third message type; and
a sixth buffer for receivingfrom said networkinvalidate
messagesfor said cache coherencydirectoryof said
fourth messagetype.
6. Asharedmemoryparallelprocessing system, compris-

42
7.The sharedmemory processing system of claim6, said

system memory being distributed in equal portionsto each
said node memory; and said node memory being further
sub-divided into a first memory sectionfor storingdata that
is changeable and a second memorysectionfor storingdata
that is unchangeable.
8. The shared memory processing system of claim 6,
further comprising node indicia for uniquely identifying
each node.
9. Thesharedmemory processing system of claim6, said
cache coherency controllerfurther comprising:
an invalidation directory for storing a list of node indicia
identifying thosenodeshaving accessed a copy ofeach
said cache line of node memory since the last timethe
cache line was changed.
10. The sharedmemoryprocessingsystemofclaim9, said
cache coherency controllerfurther comprising:
an overflow directory for expanding said invalidation
directorywhen the list of node indiciafor a cacheline
becomestoo long to containentirely with said invalidationdirectory.
11. A shared memory parallel processing system, comprising:
a pluralityof nodes, each node including a node memory,
at least one cache, and a memorycontroller;
a multi-stage switching networkfor interconnecting said
processing nodes, said switching networkincludinga
pluralityof self-routing switches cascadedinto first,
middle and last stages, each said switch including a
plurality of switch inputs and a plurality of switch
outputs, eachofsaidswitchoutputsofeachsaid switch
coupled to a different switch input of others of said
switches, switch outputs of said last stage switches
including network output ports, and switch inputs of
said first stage switches comprising network input
ports; and
ing:
a networkadapterresponsive to anodeconnection request
a pluralityofnodes,eachnode includinga node memory,
for establishing a connection path to a targetnode, first
at least one cache, and a memory controller;
by attempting to establish a quick connection path
40
a multi-stage switching networkfor interconnecting said
across a plurality of segmentsof said switching networkto said target node,andupondetermining any one
processing nodes,said switching networkincluding a
of said pluralityof segmentsis not available, issuing a
plurality of self-routing switches cascaded into first,
middle and last stages, each said switch includinga
camp-onconnection request to said targetnode.
plurality of switch inputs and a plurality of switch 45 12. The shared memory parallel processing system of
claim 11, further comprising:
outputs, each ofsaid switchoutputs ofeach said switch
saidpluralityofnodeseach coupledto oneofthe network
coupled to a different switch input of others of said
switches, switch outputs of said last stage switches
output ports and to one of the networkinput ports;
includingnetworkoutput ports, and switch inputs of
each node furtherincluding:
said first stage switches comprising network input
receive means for receivinga data message; and
ports;
send means for sending a data message across an
a system memory distributed to said node memories of
n-stage switching networkfrom a local node to a
said pluralityofnodesand accessible byany node;each
remote node, said send means generating said consaid node memory being organized into a pluralityof
nection request including n sequential connection
addressable word locations;
commands, each sequential connection command
said memory controller at this nodeoperable for performselecting one of said plurality of connection segmentsfor each ofthe nswitchstagesofsaid network.
ing local memory access to the portion of system
13. The shared memory parallel processing system of
memory at this node and for performing remote
claim 11, each said switch being responsive to node conmemory access over said networkto the portion of
systemmemoryat other nodes; and
60 nectionrequestsand camp-onconnection requestsforestabacachecoherency controller at this node beingresponsive
lishing connection segmentsfrom any switchinput port to
to both local memory accesses and remote memory
any switchoutput ports.
14. The shared memory parallel processing system of
accesses to data stored in a word location of said node
claim
13, each said switch further comprising:
at
this
node
for
accessed
data
in
the
memory
caching
cache of this node and for communicating data for 65 a data bus for transferring said data message;
a rejection control line for signaling back to a sending
assuring cache coherency throughout said system over
said network.
node a rejectionof any connection request;

s
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control line for signaling back to said
sendingnode the acceptance of a camp-onconnection

an acceptance

request;

a valid controlline for receivingfrom said sending node
the activation of a node connection request; and
a camp-oncontrol line for receivingfrom said sending
node the activation of a camp-on connection request.
15. A method for operating a shared memory parallel
processing system, said system including:
a plurality of processing nodes, each node includinga
node memory,at least one cache, and a memorycontroller;
a multi-stage switching networkfor interconnecting said
processing nodes,said switching networkincluding a
plurality of self-routing switches cascaded into first,
middle and last stages;
the methodcomprising the steps of:
distributing a system memory to said node memories of
said pluralityofnodesand accessible byany node;each
said node memory being organized into a pluralityof
addressable word locations;
operating said memory controller at this node for performinglocal memoryaccess to the portionof system
memory at this node and for performing remote
memory accessover said networkto the portion of
systemmemoryat other nodes; and
operating a cache coherency controller at this node
responsive to both local memory accessesand remote
memory accesses to data stored in a word location of
said node memory at this node for caching accessed
data in the cache of this node and for communicating
data for assuring cache coherency throughout said
systemover said network.
16. The method of claim 15, wherein each said switch
includesapluralityofswitchinputsand apluralityofswitch
outputs, each of said switch outputs of each said switch
coupledto a different switchinput ofothersof said switches,
switchoutputsof said laststage switchesincludingnetwork

5

prising:
distributing
10

20

25

30

35

output ports, and switch inputs of said first stage switches 40
comprising networkinput ports.
17. The method ofclaim 16, said pluralityof nodes each
coupledto one ofthe networkoutputports and to one ofthe
networkinput ports, furthercomprising the steps of:
45
receiving a data message; and
a
data
across
an
sending
message
n-stage switching
networkfrom a local node to a remotenode,including
generating a connection request having n sequential
connection commands, each sequential connection
command selectingone of said pluralityof connection
segments for each of the n switch stages of said
network.

of:

of:

18. The methodof claim 16, furthercomprising the steps
responsive to node connection requests and camp-on
connection requests, establishing connection segments
from any switchinput port to any switchoutput ports.
19. The methodof claim 18, furthercomprising the steps
transferring said data message to a data bus;
selectively signaling backto asendingnode a rejectionof
any connection request;
selectively signaling backto said sending node the acceptance of a camp-onconnection request;
selectively receivingfrom said sending node the activation of a node connection request; and

selectively receivingfrom said sendingnode the activation of a camp-onconnection request.
20. A program storage device readable by a machine,
tangiblyembodying a programofinstructions executable by
a machineto perform method steps for operating a shared
memory parallelprocessing system, said method stepscom-

60

65

a system memory to node memories of a
pluralityofnodesandaccessible byany node;each said
node memory being organized into a plurality of
addressable word locations;
operating a memory controller atthis node for performing
local memory access to a portionof system memory at
this node and for performing remote memory access
over a networkto the portion of system memory at
other nodes; and
operating a cache coherency controller at this node
responsive to both local memory accesses and remote
memory accessesto data stored in a word location of
said node memory at this node for caching accessed
data in the cache of this node and for communicating
data for assuring cache coherency throughout said
system over said network.
21. An article of manufacturecomprising:
a computer useable medium having computerreadable
programcode means embodied thereinfor operating a
shared memory parallel processing system, the computer readableprogrammeans in said article of manu-

facture comprising:
computer readable program code means for causing a
computer to effect distributing a system memory to
node memories of a pluralityof nodes and accessible
by any node; each said node memory being organized
into a pluralityof addressable word locations;
computer readable program code means for causing a
computer toeffectoperating a memory controllerat this
node for performing local memory access to a portion
of system memory at this node and for performing
remote memory access overanetworkto the portion of
system memory at other nodes; and
computer readable program code means for causing a
computer to effect operating a cache coherency controller at this node responsive to both local memory
accessesand remote memory accesses to data stored in
a word locationof said node memory at this node for
caching accesseddata in the cacheof this node and for
communicating data for assuring cache coherency
throughout said system over said network.
22. A computer programelementfor operating a shared
memory parallelprocessingsystem according to the steps
of:
distributing a system memory to node memories of a
pluralityofnodesandaccessible byany node;each said
node memory being organized into a plurality of
addressable word locations;
operating a memory controller atthis node for performing
local memory access to a portionof system memory at
this node and for performing remote memory access
over a networkto the portion of system memory at
other nodes; and
operating a cache coherency controller at this node
responsive to both local memory accesses and remote
memory accessesto data stored in a word location of
said node memory at this node for caching accessed
data in the cache of this node and for communicating
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data for assuring cache coherency throughout said
24. A shared memory parallel processing system, comprising:
systemover said network.
23. A method for operating a shared memory parallel
means for distributing a systemmemory to node memories ofa pluralityof nodesand accessible by any node;
processing system, comprising the steps of:
each node memory being organized into a pluralityof
5
distributing a system memory to node memories of a
addressable word locations;
of
nodes
and
accessible
each
node;
plurality
by any
means
for performing localmemoryaccess to aportion of
node memory being organized into a plurality of
system memory at this node;
addressable word locations;
means for performing remote memory access over a
performing local memory access to a portion of system 10
network to the portion of system memory at other
memory at this node;
nodes; and
performing remote memory access over a networkto the
means responsive to both local memory accesses and
portionof system memory at other nodes; and
remote memory accesses to data stored in a word
location of said node memory at this node,
responsive to both local memory accesses and remote
for cachingaccessed data inthecacheof this node,and
memory accesses to data stored in a word location of
said node memory at this node,
for communicating data for assuring cache coherency
caching accessed data in the cache of this node, and
throughout said system over said network.
communicating data for assuring cache coherency
* * * * *
throughout said systemover said network.
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ABSTRACT
The present invention is a process in whichbroadcasters can
supplement existing multimedia streams such as video and
audio with additionalmultimedia streams in a coordinated
and integrated way, allowing users, after receptionof the
broadcast stream,to selectwhich sub-stream touse, without
requiring an upstream channel to communicate this user
preference backto the serverorany additional bandwidthto
broadcast these additional streams.
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an LZ-Type compression.The compressed image of the
original image Q may be denotedby JPEG(Q).
InMPEG this principle is takenfurther.For a givenimage
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
stream 15(i), each individual image (I) I(i,j) is compared
5 withitspreviousindividual imageI(i,j—1) and the difference
1. Field of the Invention
image (D) D(i,j) is computed. A difference image can be
The present invention relates generally to multimedia
characterized using:
broadcast systems and, in particular, to a method for dis(i) a shift (u,v) in the image in the (x,y) direction, thus
tributing end-user selectable additional content in a multimedia broadcast stream.
capturing a movement in the image; and
10
2. Description of PriorArt
(ii) the set of pixels that have changed.
The computational complexity of the MPEG encoding proThe advent of digital television has enabled advances in
lies in the fact that various combinations of (u,v)
the area of user selectable contentused in conjunction with cedure
have to be tried to obtaina small imageD(i,j).
the traditionalbroadcast distribution architecture. Besides
The D(i,j)is thencompressed using abit encoding similar
increasingthe number of channelsavailable, content proto the one discussed in the JPEG compression. On the
viders are able to providea rangeofservicesfar exceeding
average, D(i,j)represents a small imagechange,the resultthose available in analog-based distribution systems.
ingcompressed difference image(DC)DC(i,j)is expected to
The Vertical blanking interval utilized to transmitdata
be rather small because most of the image should be the
along with the video signal is described in a number of
same as the previousandhencewill not showup intheFFT.
patents,including a U.S. Pat. No. 4,536,268. However, this 20 Due to the fact that a sequence of DC(i,j), where
techniquedoes not allow user interaction.
(j=1, . . ,p) 100,shownin FIG.1, is computed ofeach other
Other patents,includingU.S.Pat. No. 5,512,935, describe
and each DC(i,j)100 compression can haveamarginal error
the distribution of digital video requiring additional equipdue to the FFT, every so often a whole compressed image
ment such as a set top box (STB) at the receiver location.
I(i,j) has to be transferred to limit error compounding. Such
Downstream content which is broadcast from a server 25 compressed images are called anchor frames, they are creutilizes the traditional broadcast medium, while upstream
ated by JPEG compression, i.e., JPEG(I(i,D), and reprecontent, such as user choices, use the public telephone
sented as JC(i,j) 120. By default, the first image I(i,l) must
systemco-ordinated via the STB.
be transferred as an anchor frame JC(i,l). The resulting
U.S. Pat. No. 5,260,778 describes embedding additional
compressed stream 5(i) consists of a sequence of stream
30
controlsinto digital video streams, and requires an addresparts, each stream part defined tobeginwithananchorframe
sable controller to transmitthis stream to a receiver.
JC(i,j) 120 and subsequentcompressed difference images
MPEG-2 Systems Specification, ISO/IEC13818-1,speciDC(i,j+1) to DC(i,j+p) 140.
fies the MPEG-2standardfor how programs consisting of
Having thus described the general MPEG encoding
audio and video elementary streams can be multiplexed
mechanism, it is shownthat the way the mainimage stream
15(1) and each additional imagestream 15(i) are encoded, is
together in a "transport stream." The MPEG-2 Systems
as independentMPEG streams 5(i) 130. However, this
Specification accommodates the inclusion of "privatedata"
streams into a program's transport stream. "Programapproach may require additional bandwidth because the
entire image part JC(i,j) 120 to DC(i,j+p) 140 has to be
Specific Information" carries the information regarding
which elementary streams have been multiplexed in the 40 transmitted because the difference images are computed of
JC(i,j) 120 and its subsequent images.
transport stream, what type of contentthey carry and how
In providingfor some level of customization, additional
they may be demultiplexed.
items beyond a broadcast architecture need to be supplied:
Thestandardencoding and compression of avideostream
into MPEG format is well knownto thoseskilled in the art.
1) a means of communicating user's preferences fromthe
receiver back to the source of the broadcast program,
For completeness purposes the general procedure is sumand
marizedhere.
Though severalvariations to the MPEG encodingproce2) a separate channel for transmission of the modified
contentback to the originator of the preference.
dure exist, they are all based on JPEG, a compression
Theseadditions add expense and complexity to the broadstandardfor single imagecompression. InJPEG,image Q is
cast system, i.e., each user must be assigned a separate
transformed into the frequency domainusing a Fast Fourier
channel.
Transform (FFT) resultingin FFT(Q). Since the image is
What is neededis a method for substantially reducingor
discretized in the frequency domain, losses should be
eliminating above limitations, all thewhileretainingthe cost
expected when applyingthe inverse Fourier Transform to
and simplicity of a multimedia broadcast architecture would
obtain the original image.
be useful.
Before compression, the various frequencies are bit
encodedusing fewer numberofbits for highfrequencies and
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
greater number of bits for low frequencies. The reasoning
The inventionis a systemarchitecture which, in addition
for this is that high frequencies representing changes in the
to the base stream, enablesthe broadcast deliveryof alterimagein the detailare filtered out or canbe compensated by
the humaneye. Hence,less information has to be dedicated 60 native media segments to a receiver, without a separate
broadcast channelfor these alternative segmentsandwithout
to the higher frequency range. In contrast, low frequencies
a needfor an upstreamchannelfor that receiver to indicate
describe the overall image and are not filtered by the eye.
which alternative media segment to view.
The resultingencodedbitstreamof FFT(Q) is a representation of the image Q with a potentialsmall error due to the
In one embodiment of the invention the content owners
discretization. The image Q can be reconstructed by decod- 65 may chooseto offer an option of a PG-ratedversion of a
R-rated movie. Most ofthemoviemayberatedPG, however
ing thebitstreamand applying the inverse FourierTransform
to FFT(Q). The encoded bitstreamisthen compressed using
a few segments may give it the R rating. The PG-rated
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version would be identical to the original except for the
substitutionofafew briefsegments. The base stream would
be the R-rated version of the movie, and the alternative
segmentswouldbe those PG-ratedsegmentswhich would
substitute for the R-rated segments. The invention allowing
the user to choose whichversionto view by broadcasting a
combination of the R and PG ratedversionswithoutthe use

FIG. 5 is a receiver block diagram, showing flow of the
baseand alternative broadcast streamsattheuser equipment.
5

of additional upstream or downstream channels.

The base media stream may be compressed using any
number of methods. During pauses in the instantaneous
bandwidthrequirementsof the base stream, the compressed
alternative media segmentsare multiplexedwith the base
media stream to create a combined stream. Typically, the
combined stream's instantaneous bandwidth requirement
will exceed the channel'scapacity to deliver this stream. In
those cases the compression of the alternative segments is
modifiedby expanding the delivery timefor the alternative
segment,hence reducing the combined stream's instantaneousbandwidthrequirements. The alternative segmentsare
expanded by an amount great enoughso that the combined
stream's bandwidth requirements can be satisfied by the
channel. Because the alternative segment is expanded in
time, the deliveryof the alternative segment must be initiatedfarenoughin advance ofitsuse so that it will be present
at the receiver at the appropriate time.
Uponreceiving the combined stream, the receiver demultiplexes the combined stream into the base stream, and
alternative segments. The base stream proceedsthrough the
receiverasusual,whilethe alternative segmentsarebuffered
into somestorage and reconstructed into a suitable form for
playbackat the correct time. The user selects which,if any,
of the alternative streams to view, and at the appropriate
moment, the reconstructed alternative stream is merged, or
replaced, with the base stream and displayed.
The number of alternative streams and their parameters,
e.g., duration, quality, etc., that canbe encoded into the base
stream in this way is determined by the instantaneous
bandwidth requirements of the base stream, the channel
capacity, the alternative streamsparameters and the temporal locationsfor their display during playbackof the base
stream.The compression and scheduling of these segments
is computed only once.
The number of alternative streamsthat can be displayed
at the receiver is dependenton the above and also on the
amount of storage and the processing powerat the receiver.
If the receiver does not have any storage or processing
power, only the base stream is played.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
The foregoing objects and advantages of the present
inventionmaybe more readilyunderstood by one skilled in
the art with reference being had to the followingdetailed
description of a preferred embodiment thereof, taken in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein like
elements are designated by identical reference numerals
throughout the severalviews, and in which:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram, showingbuildingblocks of a
mergedstream of the multimedia broadcast stream.
FIG. 2 is a logicaldiagram, showingthe programflow of
the merging ofthe streamsinpreparationfor distribution of

the combined stream.
FIG. 3 is a logicaldiagram, showingthe programflow of
the receiver.
FIG. 4isaBandwidth byTimegraphicalrepresentation of
a stream deliveryprofile.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

The present invention introduces interdependent MPEG
streams. The compressed stream 5(1) of the main image
stream 15(1) is MPEG encoded. For all alternative image
streams 15(i) and for each image I(i,j) in each 15(i), two
different imagesand theircompressed images are generated:
1. D(i,j)—the difference image to I(i,j—1) in the same
image stream 15(i), compressed D(i,.j) represented by
DC(i,j'); and
2. DM(i,j)—the difference image to I(l,j) in the main
image stream, compressed DM(i,j) represented by
DMC(i,j).
The smallerof the DC(i,j) and the DMC(i,j) is included
into the compressed stream 5(i). Similarly, the anchor
framesofalternative imagestream 15(i) may be defined by
a difference image to the corresponding main image.
Shown in FIG. 1, dependenton which of its compressed
frames are smaller, either the compressed image anchor
frameJC(i,j) 120 or the compressed difference imageto the
main image stream DMC(i,j) 150 is chosen to be included
into 5(i). Accordingly, each frame may be marked with its
dependency, i.e., whetherit is an anchorframe, a difference
imagein the same imagestream or a difference imagewith
respectto the main image stream.
Let 5(i), for i=1
M,be compressed streams, the main
compressed stream and the alternative compressed stream,
to be merged into the resultingcombined broadcast compressed stream (CS). Thevariousbroadcast streams, e.g., the
mainbroadcast stream and alternative broadcast streams, are
added to the broadcast stream CS using a backfilling
procedure, which utilizes stream priorities and delivery
deadlineto send stream information as late as possibledue
to the following reasons:
1. deliverydeadlines are still met,howeverlessstorage is
required, and
2. the timeperiodinwhichthe end user cannot changethe
selection is reduced.
For instance, if the user selects the alternative stream 1
insteadof the alternative stream 2, the alternative stream 2
is simplyignoredwhilebeingreceived, rather than stored,
thus minimizing storage requirements. Ifthepacketsare sent
minutes before they are actually up for display, then the
end-user cannot change his/hermind to switchto the alternativestream 2becausethe contentofthe alternative stream
2 was not stored.
Each digital TV stream 5(i) is decomposed into a
N, and the packet
sequence ofpacketsP(i,j),wherej=1
numberj corresponds for all streams 5(i) to the same fixed
discrete timet(j), including the sameviewingtimeboundary.
Typically, the discrete times t(j) are equidistant. In practice
the main stream is expectedto dictate the point in viewing
time where a packet is created. For example, if the main
stream is MPEG encoded, the anchorframes may serve as
the beginning of a packet. Alternatively, the frames of a
compressed stream (JC(i,j), DC(i,j) and DMC(i,D) may be
mapped directly onto a packet (P) P(i,j). However, the
encoding scheme of different streams is orthogonal to the
combining procedure. Each packetP(i,j) of stream 5(i) has
an impliedpacketpriority(PP)PP(i,j). Inthe mostpractical
approach each stream 5(i) is assigned auniquepriority(SP)
SP(i) and all packets P(i,j) inherit this priority, thus PP(i,j')=
5(i) for allj.
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Without the loss of generality the streamsmay be ordered
streams 5(1)
S(i) has thus been obtained, the next
in such a manner thatil<i2 implies that SP(il).cSP(i2). Note stream S(i+1) is then recursively merged into the CS by
that for practicalpurposesthe main stream will typically be
incrementing i by 1 at step 317 and continuing processing at
assigned the first stream as it has the highest priority.
step 304. Otherwise, not enough excesscapacity could be
Thetransmission capacity (C) ofthe underlying broadcast 5 found along the CS to add S(i) and error must be raised at
communication medium is denoted to be
at time t(j).
step 318.
Though the method works for variable transmission
A determination is made at step 309 if x>=] and at step
capacity, for all practical purposes,a constant sustainable
310 whether thereis no remaining capacity RC(j)available,
peak capacity should be assumed as the merging procedure
that RC(])>=B(i,x), which indicates that the delivery
is offline and variable transmission capacities are hard to 10 such
deadlineof P(i,x) was not met, requiring to try the earlier
predict.
timestampby decrementing] at step 315 and proceedingto
Let B(i,]) denote the capacity consumed in transmitting
step 308.
P(i,]). Since all streams, i.e., packetsequences, are aligned
Ifthe determination inbothcasesispositive, i.e.,x>=] and
in time B(i,])=O is used to indicatethat stream S(i) at time
then the packet P(i,x) is added to the comRC(j)>=B(i,x),
has
to
hence
no
exists
t(])
nothing send,
explicit packetP(i,])
and hence the packet is not transmitted. Furthermore, the 15 munication bucketCB(j)atstep311. Theremaining capacity
RC(j)is reducedby the consumed capacity B(i,x) of P(i,x)
entitythat is used to holddata/information for the combined
at step 312. Variable x is decremented at step 313 and
stream at time t(j) may be denoted as the communication
variable ] is decremented at step 315 and the possible
bucket CB(j). By definition the capacity of the CB(j)=C(j).
Packets from various streams are added, satisfying their
merging in of yet unmerged previous packets P(i,x—1) is
delivery deadlines until the capacity of CB(]) reaches C. 20 continued at an earlier time stamp a—i).
Note that the packets P(i,]) are not directly related to the
The above described method may be represented using
the pseudo code as shownin Table 1.
packetsize of the underlying communication system as they
may occupy part of a packet or many communication
packets. Rather the sequence of CB(j) comprise the comTABLE 1
bined stream, which for the purpose of distribution is 25
I/initializeglobal
considered a single stream, albeit with some specialized
for j=1. .N by step 1
encoding/decoding. Hence, it is the task of the underlying
do
broadcast medium to distribute these communication buckCB(j) = empty
ets and the information stored therein. The broadcastdistriRC(j) = CC)
done
bution of a single medium as defined by CB(j) is well 30
i= 1
defined in the prior art of this invention.
stream stream

C)

Having thus described the notation and boundary
conditions, FIG.2 showsthe stream merging or compression
method. During the initialization phase 300 all communicationbuckets(CB) CB(j) for all timestamps]=1, . . , N are
emptiedout at step 301. The-remaining capacity (RC) RC(])
is initialized to Ca), as no streamshavebeenconsideredfor
mergingat step 302. Furthermore the currentstream number
i is set to 1 at step 303.
Having thus an empty valid combined stream CS, the
methodproceeds in merging of the next stream. A determination is made at step 304 whether stream S(i) is the last
stream S(M). If it is, the method terminates at step 305.
Otherwise, each merging of an additional stream S(i) into
the currentcombined stream CS is preambled by an initialization phasewhere
1. a markerx is positioned at the end of the stream S(i),
i.e., x=N, at step 307, and
2. a] loop is initializedstarting at the latest time stamp
]=N at step 306.
Packets from the S(i) current stream marker x to the
currentvalue of] are furtherconsidered. It is aninvariantof
this loop that x is always greater or equal ], because
otherwiseP(i,x) would be only available after its deadline
t(]). A packet can be merged if the current remaining
capacityRC(])at communication bucket CB(]) is equalto or
greaterthan therequiredcapacity ofthe currentlyconsidered
packetP(i,x), i.e.,the latestpacketofS(i) that has not been
mergedyet into the combined stream.
Atstep 308 a determination is made whether the firsttime
stamp]=1 has been reached. If it has been, all time stamps
for this particular stream merging havebeenconsidered, i.e.,
the]-loop is finished, then at step316 a verification is made
whetherthe entirestreamS(i)was mergedinto the combined
stream CS,which is true if x=O.
If the entire stream S(i) was merged into the combined
stream CS, a valid combined stream CS comprised out of

II merge
by
for i=1. .M by step 1
do

I/initializesinglemerge
x = N II set streammarker
II mergethe current stream
forj=N. .1 by step —1
do
later

I/try to mergepackets that can not be sent
while(x>=j) and (RC(j) >= B(i,x)
do

40

add P(i,x) to CBC)
SubtractB(i,x) from RCC)

x = xl
done
done

if (x>0)
then

raise error "can't fit stream5(i)"
exit
end
done
50

55

Table 2 shows an alternative possible representation. In
this example, the priorityofpacketswithin a stream is not
constant. In this case multiple markers x(i) have to be
maintained and at each timestamp] an orderedlist (OL)of
B(i,x(i)) for all i is determined.
TABLE 2

60

I/initializeglobal
forj=1. .N by step 1
do

CBC) = empty
RCC) = CC)
done

fori=1. .M by step 1
do
65

x(i) = N

done
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main stream. Due to the combining method, it is possible
that these packets come in advance of their delivery time
TABLE 2-continued
deadline. For that reason, at step 440, the packets may be
forj=N. 1 by step -1
stored in buffer 445 until their deliverydeadline or show
do
time. If the temporary buffer 445 is exhausted, newly
label order:
create ordered list OL(1. .M) ofstreamswith
arriving alternative packets may be stored in the storage
a <b implies PP(i,x(OL(a)) >= PP(i,x(OL(b))
device associated with the buffer. This function may be
and x(OL(a)) >=j and x(OL(b)) >= OR
managedbythe memory and a storage management module.
implies x(OL(a)) >= and x(OL(b)<i
Priorityhas to be given to the selected alternative stream.
i=1
The memory manager presents the next compressed
whilei<=M
10
do
of the selected alternative channel to the decompresimage
if(x(i)>=j) and (RC(j) >= B(i,x(i))
sion unit at step 460 andpresentsit for mergerwith the main
then
stream. Dependent on the type of image dependency the
add P(i,x(i)) to CB(j)
subtract B(i,x(i)) from RC(j)
following behavioris implemented by the merging method.
x(i) = x(i) —1
Arrivingpacketsdetermined at step 410 to be the main
goto order
stream packets, arriveapproximately at their deadline, since
end
the main stream 5(1) is the overall driving entity of the
i=i+1
done
viewing. Therefore, at step 450, they are decompressed and
done
the image is directlypassed onto the main merging queue.
IIverify thatall streams got merged
If the next main stream image is a difference image, at
20
for i=1. .Mby step 1
step 455 it is applied to the previouslygenerated image and
do
if(x(i)>0)
passed on to the mergerwith the alternative stream. If it is
then
an anchor frameit is directlypassed on to merger withthe
raise error "can't fitstreamS(i)"
alternative stream.
exit
At step 460, the memory manager presents the next
25
end
done
compressed imageofthe selected alternative channel to the
decompression unit and presentsit for merger withthe main
channel. Dependent on the type of image dependency the
Ultimately, this representation leads to the same resultif
behavioris implemented by the merging method.
streamsare ordered, albeitat a higher priceasthis procedure 30 following
If the next image on the alternative stream falls ontothe
more
due
to
the
requires
computation
frequent sorting.
sametime stamp then,atstep 460it is merged with the main
Meta information about the availability of the various
image. Otherwise, the mainimageispassedon to the display
streams and their constraints and attributes have to be
engine. If the alternative stream presentsan anchorframe,
transmitted aswell. Thisinformation can bepresented to the
then this anchor frame replaces the anchor of the main
combining procedure as an additional stream with lowest
stream and is passed on to the display engine. Ifitrepresents
priority.
a difference image, either to the main stream or to the
Having thus described creating a single combined broadprevious image in its own stream,the difference is applied
cast stream that satisfies all timing constraints, and being
to the currentimage.
deliveredvia ordinary broadcast equipment, we now turn to
Computing theMultiplexedMedia Streamatthe Server End
describing the receiver end shownin FIG. 3.
The base stream is compressed using any of a numberof
40
Packets arrivingaspart ofthe combined broadcast stream
well-known compression techniques with a certain quality,
at the receiver/tuner are demultiplexed basedon theirpacket
for examplethe MPEG-2. As shownin FIG. 4, because of
stream identity. Three packet types are distinguished:
the nature of multi-media, the instantaneous bandwidth
mainstream packets,
requirements of the compressed base stream 20 varies over
alternative stream packets, and
time. Any variationimpliesthat thereis channel bandwidth
that is availablefor use. Precisely during those periods of
meta data stream packets
Apacketof CS arrivingat the receiveris decodedat step channel availability, a compressed version ofthe alternative
stream 30 is multiplexed withthebase stream to produce the
400 based on its stream selector. If the stream selector
broadcast stream 40. The multiplexed stream is computed
identifiesapacketofthe meta information stream atstep 410
as not amainstream packet,at step 415 asnotthe alternative so only once and can be done off-line.
The combined bandwidthofthe compressed base stream
stream packet and at step 420 as not a meta data stream
and
the alternative stream usually exceeds the channel
the
is
determined
to
be
and
packet, packet
unrecognizable
bandwidth. The invention overcomes this constraint by:
error processing will commence at step 465.
1. Stretching the deliverytimeofthe alternative stream to
If at step 420, the pocket is recognized as a meta data
reduce the alternative stream's bandwidth requirement.
stream packet, the receiver box at step 425 stores the ss
information at location 430, to make it accessible by the
Preferably, the delivery time is stretched until the
instantaneous bandwidth requirement of base stream
end-useratstep 435 through menudriven means, such as an
and the alternative stream is within the channellimit.
on-screenremote control user selection.
The channel does not need to continuously have this
The menusmay presentthe user with the list of available
extracapacity for the durationofthe alternative stream
streamsand attributesassociated witheachofthese streams, 60
broadcast, i.e., there couldbe severalisolatedpockets
e.g., language, PGratingetc. Theuser may then selectwhich
of excesscapacity. Ifthe total excesscapacity precedalternative streamS(i) if anyto watch.The mainstream may
be selected for viewing by default. The selectionmay then
ing the momentwhen the alternative stream is needed,
then this alternative stream may not be multiplexed, at
be stored and used to filter further packets from the comthis quality, with the base stream;
bined stream.
65
If the stream selector identifies an alternative stream
2. Delivering of the alternative stream far enough in
advanceso that it arrives at the receiver in time for its
packet at step 415, this packet has to be merged with the

j

j

s
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The arriving alternative stream needs to be buffinformation, to treating all unassociated alternative stream
ered on the receiver until it is ready to play; and,
memory as available for new stream storage.
3. Encoding meta-information into themultiplexedstream
At someinstant determined by the meta data the alternain order to: distinguish the alternative stream(s) from tive stream 4 needs to be merged with the base stream S.
the base stream,tag the alternative stream(s) start and 5 Only then is the stored alternative stream decompressed in
stop location in the multiplexedstream, send comdecompressor 10 and sent to the combining processor 7,
mandsto the receiver, i.e., announce the existenceof N
where it is combined with the base stream S as previously
alternative streams, and indicate when and where to
described.
StreamMeta Data
displaythem during the base streamsdisplay.
Thisoccurs while leavingthe base stream unmodified. 10 An amount of meta-information needsto be transmitted
In the case of several alternative streams, a possible
along with the streams. Each base stream must have the
encoding of these streams is to treat each segment in turn
following information:
with the above procedure with the caveat that while an
A unique base stream identifier to distinguish base
alternative stream 50 is broadcast, it uses all the available
streams5; and,
excesschannelbandwidth. The next stream 60 simplystarts
A
dictionary ofalternative stream typesinthis broadcast,
off wherethepreviousoneended.Eachnewstreamistagged
whichis displayed to the user to aide in selecting which
with a unique identifier (for that base stream) and a class
alternative stream classes to view. These classes maybe
identifier (described in the stream controlsection). At peridetermined by auniversalrating agency or the content
odic intervals, the currentstream tag and class are inserted
producer. This information can uniquelypick out a
into the broadcast stream. This simplifies the meta- 20
singlealternative stream, or aset ofthem,depending on
information format, and the processing requiredto demulwhat the base stream dictionary is.
tiplex the streams at the receiver.
Each
alternative stream must have the following inforDemultiplexing the Streamat the Receiver
mation:
FIG. S illustrates a receiverincluding a tuner2 to tune to
a particular channel. The receiver 1 demultiplexes the 25 1. The start time with respectto the base stream
2. The duration of the stream, where non-contiguous
incoming stream associatedwith this channel in demultisegmentsare consideredto be separate segments.
plexor 3 into the alternative stream 4 and thebase stream 5.
Each stream followsa different path.
3. The storage requiredto buffer this stream.
The base stream S flowsin real-time. It is decompressed
4. A alternative stream identifier uniquewithin this base
by decompressor 6 and sent to the combining processor 7. 30
stream.
The combiningprocessor7 is responsible for merging the
5. A tag indicatingwhichuniquebase stream this stream
decompressed base stream S with any decompressed alteris associated with.
native stream 4 depending on the users choiceor policy13.
6.
A tag indicating the currenttime of this base stream.
The timingandlocationofthemerging,whereonlya section
7.
A contentidentifier tag describing the type/purpose of
of the base stream may be affected, is determined by the 35
this alternative segment, e.g.,another language, violent
meta-data whichissent withthe broadcast. After combining
7 the merged stream14 is converted into an analog form in
content, etc.
a digital to analog converter S for display on the viewer
8. A priority tag to assist the storage unit's policy in
monitor 9.
determining whichstream to dropwhen thereis storage
The alternative streams4 are accumulated in the storage 40
contention.
area 12. Logically, each alternative stream 4 is stored in a
This set ofinformation isperiodicallytransmitted during
different location ofstorage 12. Thislocation is a function of
the broadcast aswell as during the beginningofeach stream
a unique stream tag. The duration of time the alternative
broadcast.
stream4 requires storage in the storage area 12 extendsfrom
User Selection
the first instant the stream arrives atthe receiver 1 to the last 45 On viewer display screen, the user is presented with a
instant the combined stream 14 is displayed on the viewer
menuof alternative streamcontenttype. Thisis basedonthe
monitor 9.
dictionary which is transmitted with the base stream. The
If the receiver 1 has enoughstorage 12, all the alternative
user mayselecta viewing policyassociated withaparticular
streams are stored in this storage area 12. Otherwise, only
base stream by making a selection of a stream type for
the alternative streamwhich met the user's preference 13 is 50 viewing.
retained.Storingall the streamshas the advantage ofallowWhenanother basestream startsplaying,e.g., the original
basestream ends,or a commercial startsplaying,ortheuser
ing the user to changetheir alternative stream 4 preference
during the course of the broadcastand still be able to view
changes channels, then the currentpolicyis storedin unit 6
the already transmitted alternative streams 4 for that prefand a newpolicybegins.The newpolicycanbe apreviously
erence. In the oppositeextreme,if the receiver'sstorage 12 55 recorded policy, i.e., all commercials sharethe same policy,
or a default policy,such as, playonly the base stream.
space is too smallor non-existent for evenone stream at the
The user policy is recordedin storageunit 12, where it
given size, then that stream is dropped. Intermediate cases
dependupon a storage policy implemented in storage unit
may be used in the memory management policy. It is used
12. This policy is assisted by the priority tag of the alterto select which of the alternative streams is selected for
native stream 4.
60 eventualmerging with the base stream.
If the user switches to another channel, the stored alterWhile the invention has been particularly shown and
nativestreamsare now unallocated withcurrentbasestream
described with respectto illustrative and preferred embodiand they will not be combined with the new base stream.
mentsthereof,it will be understood by those skilled in the
art that the foregoing and other changes in form and details
Storageis reclaimed according to the policyof storage unit
12. It could range from delaying new alternative stream 4 65 may be made therein withoutdepartingfrom the spirit and
storage, i.e., surf mode, where the user returns to this
scope of the inventionthat should be limited only by the
channel and wants to retainthe already present alternative
scope of the appended claims.
use.

s
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thus
described
our
what
we
claim
as
data
to
said
main data stream in a single
Having
invention,
timely
relating
new, and desireto secure by LettersPatent is:
broadcast, said method comprising steps of:
1. A method for distributing a digital multimedia broada. merging said maindata stream into a combined broadcast stream including a main data stream and one or more
cast stream at a presenttime marker;
alternative data streams each providing timely data relating 5
b. merging at least one alternative data stream into a
to saidmaindatastream in a singlebroadcast, said method
combined broadcast stream at said present timemarker;
comprising steps of:
c. maintaining a remaining transmission transportcapaca. merging said main data stream into a combined broadity by subtracting a transmission transport capacity
cast stream at a present time marker;
consumed inmerging of said alternative data streams at
b. merging at least one alternative data stream into a 10
said present time marker from said remaining transcombined broadcaststream atsaidpresenttimemarker;
mission transportcapacity at said present time marker;
c. maintaininga remaining transmission transport capacd. ifsaidremaining transmission transport capacity atsaid
ity by subtracting a transmission transport capacity
present time marker is not available, using an earlier
consumed in merging ofsaid alternative data streamsat
timemarkerwheresaid remaining transportcapacityis
said present time marker from said remaining transavailable;
missiontransport capacityat said presenttimemarker;
e. scheduling the merging of each said alternative data
d. ifsaid remaining transmission transportcapacityat said
stream by repeating steps (b) through (d) until all
present time marker is not available, using an earlier
possiblealternative data streamshavebeenmerged into
time marker where said remaining transport capacity is 20
a combined broadcast stream; and
available;
f. communicating said combined broadcast stream to a
e. schedulingthe meraina of each said alternative data
user device, whereby timely delivery of each said
stream by repeating steps (b) through (d) until all
alternative data stream is guaranteed by said schedulpossiblealternative datastreamshavebeen merged into
ing.
a combined broadcast stream; and
25
8. The method of claim 7, wherein said step (b) is
f. communicating said combined broadcast stream to a
performed while a remaining transmission transportcapacuser device, whereby timely delivery of each said
ity is equal to or greater than a required capacity of a
alternative data stream is guaranteed by said schedulcurrentlyconsideredpacket.
9. The methodof claim8, wherein meta data describing
ing.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said step (b) is 30 said data streams is periodicallyadded to said combined
stream.
performedwhile a remaining transmission transport capac10. The methodofclaim 9, wherein step (f) is performed
ity is equal to or greater than a required capacity of a
withoutusing an additional channel.
currentlyconsidered packet.
3. The method of claim 2, whereinmeta data describing
11. The method of claim 10, wherein a deliverytime of
said data streams is periodically added to said combined
said one or more alternative data streams is stretched to
stream.
reduce said one ormore alternative data streams'bandwidth
4. The method of claim 3, whereinstep (F) is performed
requirement.
without using an additional channel.
12. The method of claim 11, wherein step (f) communi5. The method ofclaim 4,whereina deliverytimeof said
catessaidcombined broadcast stream far enough in advance
one or more alternative data streams is stretchedto reduce 40 of said main data stream play time so that it arrives at the
said one or more alternative data streams' bandwidth
receiver in time for its use.
13. The methodof claim 6, wherein said scheduling step
requirement.
6. The method of claim5, wherein step (IT) communicates
(e) furtherincludes step ofoptimally addingsaid alternative
said combined broadcast stream far enough in advance of
streamsto the primarystream so as to minimize a residency
said main data stream play time so that it arrives at the 45 time at said user device until it is played.
receiverin time for its use.
14. The methodofclaim12, whereinsaid scheduling step
7. A computerprogramdevice readable by a machine,
(e) furtherincludes step ofoptimally addingsaid alternative
streamsto the primarystream so as to minimize a residency
tangiblyembodying aprogramof instructions executable by
a machine to perform methodstepsfor distributing a digital
time at said user device until it is played.
multimediabroadcast stream including a main data stream 50
* * * * *
and one or more alternative data streams each providing
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METHOD FOR COLLABORATIVE
TRANSFORMATIONAND CACHINGOF
WEB OBJECTSIN A PROXYNETWORK

generating the transformation islocated.The transformation
is provided to one of the clients.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagramof an Internetenvironment in
accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram which illustrates a proxy
environment in accordance with an exemplaryembodiment
10
of the presentinvention.
FIG. 3 is a flowchart diagramwhich illustratesthe conBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
figuration ofproxy serversin accordance withan exemplary
embodiment of the presentinvention.
As theWorld WideWeb(WWWor Web) has increased in
FIG. 4 is a flowchart diagramwhich illustrates operation
popularity, traffic over the Internet has increased consider- is
of a proxy server when it is receivinginput in accordance
ably. The Webhas now become one of the primarybottlenecks on networkperformance. For example, a Web user
with an exemplaryembodiment of the present invention.
may experience noticeable delayswhen documents or inforFIG. 5 is a flowchart diagramwhich illustrates a proxy
mation are requested by the user who is connected to a
server receiving a client request in accordance with an
serverviaaslownetworklink.The Web's transferring ofthe 20 exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
information over the networkto the user further increases
FIG. 6 is a flowchart diagramwhich illustrates a proxy
the level of traffic over the network. The increased traffic
server determining whether a transformation is desired in
reduces the bandwidthavailablefor the requestsof other
accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present
users, contributing to additional potentialdelays.
invention.
To reduce access latenciesfor clients, the prior art has 25
FIG. 7 and FIG. S are flowchart diagrams illustrating
storedor cached copiesofpopulardocuments ofinformation
ofthe L-buffer manager andthe G-buffer manager,
operation
closer to the user at networknodes, from which the access
in accordance with an exemplary embodiment
respectively,
latencies are more acceptable. The caching can be impleof the presentinvention.
mented at various points on the network. For example, a
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
largeuniversity orcorporation may haveits ownlocalcache, 30
from which all the users subscribing to that networkmay
INVENTION
fetch documents. Alocal cachemay be implemented in the
FIG.
1
is
a
block
diagramillustrating the overall archiform of a specializedserver.
tectureofaproxy networkin accordance withan exemplary
A specialized server, which is called a proxy server (or embodiment ofthe presentinvention. As shown,clients120,
cachingproxy), may act as an agent on the behalfof clients
121, 122, 123 may be connected throughproxy servers(or
to locate any potentialcached copy of requested informaproxies)110, 111, 112, 113 to access content servers 140,
tion. Proxy servers usually serve as secondary or higher
141, 142, 143. This may be accomplished, for example, on
level caches because proxyserversare concernedonlywith
network170. Proxies are generallyemployed to facilitate
misses left overfrom failedclient caches. Client caches are
network accesses, providing services such as caching or
40
built into various Web browsers. Client caches may either
content filtering. For example, a corporation or a popular
store only the document accesses during the current invoWeb site may consist of a numberofproxiesand an Internet
cation (nonpersistent cache such as Mosaic) or may cache
service provider often has a large number of proxies
documentsacross invocations.
deployed over various locations. Alternatively, ofcourse, in
Previous work on the caching of Web documents has
certainapplications, a single proxy may be desired. Global
mainlybeen in the area of on-demand caching. On-demand
proxy controller(GPC) 150 is a node that configures how
cachingmeans a caching decision is made after an objectis
requestsflow throughthe proxy network. GPC 150 is also
requested. For example, Abrams et al., "Caching Proxies:
capable of assigning tasks and transformations to certain
Limitations and Potentials", Proc. 4th International World
proxies.
WideWebConference, 1996, describesdifferent on-demand
A transformation (as referred to above) may be one of
cachingpoliciesthat havebeen examined for the Web.
several conversions. One form of transformation is a lanUnder various situations, a Web user may request a
guagetranslation. Thisisthe process ofconverting data (e.g.
document and the user may then have difficulty using the
a document such as sales literature) from one language to
document. The document may be, for example, in a lananother. Anotherform of transformation is a units of meaguage which the Web user does not understand. ss sure conversion. Thisis the processofconverting units (e.g.
Alternatively, the document may include information (e.g.,
weight,temperature, distance)from one measuring system
units of measure, currency values, product delivery
(e.g. English)or another measuring system (e.g. metric).
Othertransformations may relate, for example, to currency
information) whichare desirably converted for betterunderstandabilityby the Web user.
conversions, data encryption techniques (e.g. a user's pre60 ferred technique), shipping charge calculations to certain
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
geographic destinations, etc.
In a networkcomprising apluralityofservers,a plurality
As an example of transformation, an exemplary embodiof clients and a plurality of proxies which handle data mentofthe present inventionwill be described withregards
betweenthe clientsand the proxies, clients request data. The
to language translation. The description is for illustrative
client request is receivedat one of the proxies. The client 65 purposes only, and it is understoodthat other transformations are possible. For languagetranslation, GPC 150 may
request is determined to be satisfied by providing a transformation of original data. A proxy which is capable of
determine the languages handled by each proxy. For
The presentinvention relatesto data networks and more
particularly to the ability to performtransformations ofdata
available on data networks. Specifically, a pluralityofproxy
servers are disclosedwhich furnishtransformations of network data basedupon the source of the data request.
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example,

in one exemplary embodiment of the

4
accesses. L-buffer 260 can be used to cache objects not
translated locally. In an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention, management ofG-buffer 250 and L-buffer
260 may be accomplished using different methods. The
G-buffer replacement policy may take into account the

present

invention,GPC 150 may assignaset ofproxies(at least one
proxy in each set) to handle the translation into each
language. This is referred to as a language cluster. Each
proxy may optionally be limited to only handle the translations ofa few languages. Furthermore, different proxiesin a
translation or transformation cost. The caching value
language cluster can be assigned different subsets of the
(referredto as G-value) increases withtheprocessing costof
the transformation or translation. The L-buffer replacement
object space. The partitionof the objectspace can be based
on URLs. This partitioningcan result in more efficient
policytakes into account the networkaccess cost ornetwork
caching of the translatedobjects and avoid duplication of 10 delay. The caching value (referredto as L-value) increases
translations, i.e. aparticular objectgets translated atmultiple
with the access cost of the object. The relative sizes ofthe
two bufferswill dependon the average transformation cost
proxies in the same language clusters. Thus, for each Web
object request, the path through the proxy networkdepends
(i.e. the time needed to perform the transformation). The
upon the nature of the request,i.e. the languagerequested.
higher the average translation/transformation cost relative to
As an example, assume that proxy 110 is assigned transthe average network access delay, the larger the G-buffer
lation from English to Spanish, proxy 111 is assigned
size relative to the L-buffer size. For example, for language
translation from English to German, and proxy 112 is
translation, the translation costisquitehighand the G-buffer
size can be chosen to be ten times the L-buffer size.
assigned translation from English to Italian. Furthermore,
assume that client 120 is in the same geographical region
Thoseskilled in the art will also appreciate that there are
(say Madrid, Spain) as proxy 110 so that it is logically 20 manydifferentvariationsofprovidingdifferent management
connected to proxy 110. If client 120 requests a Spanish
methodsto manage the different groups of objects in the
translation of a Web object, proxy 110 obtains the Web
different language translations and object space partitions.
object and performsthe translation. If client 120 requestsa
More than two buffers or logical buffer partitions can be
German version of the Web object, proxy 110 passes the
maintained to provide finer granularity of different treatrequest to proxy 111 which obtains the Web object, makes 25 ments. The size of each buffer can be determined a priori
the translationand passes it back to proxy 110.
based on transformation cost, reference(access) frequency
In an exemplaryembodiment of the present invention,
or other workloadcharacteristics. The buffer sizes can also
client 120 may include, for example, a personalcomputer
be changed dynamically based on the mn-timeworkload
behavior. Furthermore, there are many other variations of
(PC), aworkstation,asettop box, etc. Proxyserver110 may
be, for example, Internet Connection Server (ICS) sold by 3Q replacement policies that can be applied to manage the
IBM. The networkmay be, for example, the Internet, the
buffer, including: Least-Recently-Used (LRU), putting
World Wide Web, an Intranet and local area networks
restrictions on the size of the cacheable objects or other
buffer admission policies, replacingincoming objectswith
(LANs). Content servers 140—143 may include Lotus Go
Webserver, and or LotusDominoserver. The proxy server
larger objects,etc.
or content server can run on any computing node, which
GPC node 202 is an exemplary computing node that can
includes,but is not limited to, productssuch as are sold by
manage the proxy networkand assign translation or transIBM under the trademarks S/390 SYSPLEX, 5P2, or
formation tasks to proxy nodes 201. GPC node 202 preferR56000 workstations. Typical service requests include
ably includes CPU 270, memory 275 (e.g. RAM), and
World-Wide-Web page accesses, remote file transfers, elecstorage devices 272 (e.g. DASD). Memory 275 includes
tronic mail, and transaction support.
40 GPC logic 280 (with details depicted in FIG. 3) preferably
FIG. 2 is a block diagram, which illustrates a general
embodied as computer executable code which is loaded
from DASD 272 into memory 275 for execution by CPU
proxy environment in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment ofthe present invention. Proxyservernode201
270.
is used to represent a computing node that can service
FIG. 3 is a flow chart diagram, which illustrates the
requeststhrough network295. Proxy servernode 201 pref- 45 configurationofproxy servers in accordance with an exemerablyincludes a CPU 205, memory 215 such as RAM,and
plary embodiment of the present invention. At step 305,
GPCnode202 collectstheproxyrequest statistics fromeach
storagedevices 210 such as DASD.Proxyserver logic220
may be situated within memory215. Proxyserverlogic220
proxy to determinethe composition of requestsin terms of
may preferably be embodied as computer executable code,
languages. For example, for a proxylocated inBeijing, 80%
which is loaded from DASD 210 into memory 215 for so of the requestsmay requiretranslation into Chinese, 10% of
executionby CPU 205. Proxyserver logic220 is described
the requestsaccepting the (unmodified) English version, and
in greaterdealwith referenceto FIG. 4. Proxy serverlogic the rest desiring translations into other languages. At step
includesobjecthandler 225 (withdetailsdepictedin FIG. 6)
310, based on the request composition, GPC node 202 can
andobjectrequesthandler230 (withdetailsdepictedinFIG.
assign a set of proxies to handle the translationof each
5). Language translator 240, whichtranslatesa givenblock 55 language. Each such set ofproxies is referredto as a proxy
of text from one language to another, may also be included
cluster for its assigned language or simply a language
in proxy server logic220. Language translator240 may be cluster. In an exemplary embodiment of the present
a programwhich is described, for example, in Bennett,W.
invention, proxies are assigned the handling of the lanS. et al., "The LRC Machine Translation System," The
guages with a presence of more than x percent, say 15% of
Journal of Computational Linguistics, Vol. 11, Numbers 60 all objectrequests. If there are not enoughproxies (or no
2—3,April—September1985, 111).
proxy) assigned the translation ofaparticularlanguage(e.g.,
Proxy serverlogic220may also includeG-buffer 250 and
Sanskrit), the processors receivingthe largest number of
L-buffer 260. G-buffer 250 is used to cache the object
requests for that language are assigned to the language
translatedor transformed by the proxy to avoid repeated
cluster (i.e., will be assigned the handling ofthat language).
translations (or transformations) when requested againinthe 65 At step 315, the GPC node 202 furtherdivides the translafuture. The L-buffer260 is used to cacherecently accessed
tion load among the proxies in a language cluster. In an
objects to reduce network access delay for repeated
exemplary embodiment of the presentinvention,GPC node
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a hash partitioningmethod to partitionthe Web
object space based on the URL of a Web object. The URL
of aWebobjectishashedto a hash table entry, and the hash

request from a conventional web browser), then object
request handler 230 is invoked at step 420. A detailed
exemplary implementation of object request handler 230 is
table entries are partitioned among the proxies in the landescribed with referenceto FIG. 5. If the input receivedis
an object 0 (e.g. an object returned to the current proxy
guage cluster. The number of hash table entries assigned to
each proxy can depend upon its processing power. Other
server in responseto a request the proxy server made, see
factorsto be considered can includethe loads assigned to it,
steps520 and545) atstep 425, the objecthandler at step 430
is invoked. A detailed exemplary implementation of the
e.g. the number of languages handled by a proxy. At step
320, the assignment information is sent to all proxies.
object handler is described with referenceto FIG. 6. For
Those skilledinthe art will appreciate thatthereare many 10 other types of inputs, such as FTP requests, the miscellaneous handler is invoked at step 440.
different variations ofpartitioning the proxiesfor translation
or transformation tasks. This is true for both the language
FIG. S is a flow chart diagram, which illustrates a proxy
server receiving a client request in accordance with an
assignment and object space partitioning. This assignment
or partitioningcan also be done or modified dynamically to
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. At step
balance the load among proxies. For example, if an event
505, the proxy first checks to see whether the requested
with great interest to a particular ethnic/language group
object 0, which may be a translated version, is in the
L-buffer or the G-buffer. Ifit is in eitherbuffer, the object0
occurs, the translation load for a particular language can
is returned to the requester at step 510. Otherwise, at step
suddenlyincrease. Dynamically reassigning moreproxiesto
handlethe translationofthatlanguagecan balance the proxy
515, a determination is made as to whether the requested
load and improve the responsetime. One way to do this is 20 object should be translated. If a translation is not needed,
to dynamically monitorthe loads on each proxy, sort them
then, at step 520, the object is requested from the content
in increasing load order and reassignthe proxies with the
server. Otherwise, at step 525, it is checkedwhether the
least load to the most overloaded languagegroups. If the
requested language translation (or transformation) can be
load within a language group is unbalanced, then
carried out at this proxy. If the languageis not handledby
re-partitioning the objectspace can be performed to reduce 25 this proxy, atstep 530, the objectrequest isforwardedtothe
the objects (or hashtable entries) assigned to the overloaded
appropriate languageproxy whichcan handle the requested
proxies, reassigning themto the least loaded proxiesin the
language translation (or transformation) and also the Web
languagegroup. Furthermore, the object space partitioning
object. Otherwise, at step 535 it is checkedwhetherthere is
need not be a strictpartitioning. It can allowreplication of
an unmodified versionin the L-buffer. If not, at step 540 it
whether this requested objectis to be handledby
(popular) objects to be cached or handled by multiple 30 is checked
this proxy, i.e. whether this object is in the object space
proxies in the language group.
Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that each
partitionassigned to this proxy, andthus acachingcandidate
for the G-buffer. If so, the proxy sends a request to get the
languagecluster can also form a proxyhierarchy. Acluster
unmodified version in step 545 and sets the translation
with
a
treelilce
structure
has
a
root
node.
In
this
hierarchy
case, a proxy receiving a request requiring a language 35 requirement on for this object at step 550. Thiscondition is
checkedat step 605 as described below with reference to
translationnot handledlocallycan forwardthe requestto the
FIG. 6 when the object handler is invoked to handle the
root of the languagecluster. The cluster root then sendsthe
down
the
to
the
hanobject requested at step 545. At step 560, it is checked
request
hierarchy
appropriate proxy
whether this object is in the object spacepartitionassigned
dling the object space partition containing the requested
to thisproxy. If so, then at step 575 the language translator
This
reduces
the
amount
of
information
40
object.
exchange
240 is invoked to translate the object. At step 580, the
needed in the case of dynamic (language) assignment or
G-buffer manager (depictedin FIG. 8) is invoked to cache
in
order
for
each
to
have
partitionadjustment
proxy
up-tothe translated object. In step 585, the translatedobject is
date information to determine whereto forwarda request for
returned to the requester. In step 565, it is checked to
translation. To reduce the number of forwards through the
determine whether the translation costis less than the access
proxy hierarchy required to reach the desired proxy, each
cost. If not, then at step 570 the proxyrequeststhe specific
the
translation
can
include
its
ID
proxy performing object
(translated) language version of the object from another
(e.g. the IP-address) in the header when returning the
translated object. A proxy node can maintain an address
proxy handling the language and the appropriate object
stack to track, for each recently requested objecttranslation,
space (containing the requested object).
the proxy ID handling the translation. So for a repeated so FIG. 6 is a flow chart diagramwhich illustrates a proxy
server receiving a client request in accordance with an
request,aproxy node can go directlyto the target language
proxy handlingthe object (withoutgoingthroughthe proxy
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 6
relates to object handler 225 of FIG. 4. At step 605, it is
hierarchyof the language) to get the translated object, if it
is not cached in its L-buffer. The Platform for Internet
determined whether the object received needs language
Content Selection("PICS")protocolspecifiesone method of ss translation. Ifso,languagetranslator 240 isinvokedto make
the translation at step 610, and the G-buffer manager is
sending meta-information concerning electronic content.
PICS is a Web Consortium ProtocolRecommendation (see
invoked to cache the translated object at step 620.
Otherwise, at step 615, the L-buffer manager (depicted in
http://www.w3.org/PICS). PICS protocol can be used to
FIG. 7) is invoked to cachethe receivedobject. At step 625,
pass theproxy ID handlingthe translation (by using a PICS
category value to represent the proxy ID) back to the 60 the requestedversion of the object is sent to the requester.
FIG. 7is aflowchart diagram illustrating operation ofthe
requester.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart diagram which illustrates operation
L-buffer manager. At step 705, 5 is set equal to the object
of a proxy server when it is receivinginput in accordance size of object 0. At step 710, it is determined whetherthe
with an exemplary embodiment ofthe presentinvention. At
available spacein L-buffer is largerthan S (so the objectcan
step 410, the proxy server waits for the input. Depending 65 be cached).If so, then at step 720, the object is cached in
L-buffer. Otherwise, at step 715, the buffer replacement
uponthe input received, different actionswill be taken. Ifthe
method for theL-bufferis invoked where theobjectwiththe
input receivedis anobjectrequestat step 415 (e.g. an HTTP

202 uses
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lowest L-value in the L-buffer is discarded, where the
L-value of an object is defined to be the access frequency
multipliedby the access delay for the object divided by the
object size,where the access frequencycan be estimated as
the inverseof the time since last reference.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart diagram which illustrates operation
of the G-buffer manager. At step 805, S is set equalto the
objectsize ofthetranslation versionofobject0.Atstep810,
it is determined whetherthe available space in G-buffer is
larger than S (so the translated objectcan be cached). If so,
at step 820, the translated object is cached in G-buffer.
Otherwise, at step 815, the buffer replacementmethod for
the G-buffer is invoked.Thus, the object with the lowest
G-value in the G-buffer is discarded, where the G-value of
a translated object is defined to be the access frequency
multipliedby the processing costfor the translation divided
by the size of the translated object.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the transformationor translation methodof the present invention is not
limited to HTTP proxy. The transformation can occur in
other proxy environments, such as mail proxy to provide
transformation or language translation on E-mail.
As described above,transformed Web objects are cached
in a proxy networkin order to reduce transformation
processing (which can causeexcessive access delay) by
assigning the proxiesto perform specific typesofobject
transformations and cache transformed objects with
different preferences.
The proxy division/grouping can take into account the
commonuser request patterns at each proxy.
Furthermore, each proxy can apply different caching
management to different groups of objects such as transformedobject versus originalobject. Proxies may maintain
separatebuffers to address different requirements such as
reducingtransformation cost versus networkdelay. Whena
proxy makes an object transformation, the newly transformedobject can be cached. One or more of the currently
cached objects may need to be replaced to make space
available. The order of removalof the objects by the buffer
replacementmethod may be prioritized based not only on
the size and the frequency of access ofan object, but also on
the transformation cost. Even if an object does not need to
be transformed by a proxy, it can still be cached based on a
different criterionsuch as access time.
Accordingto still another aspectofthepresentinvention,
each type of transformation is assigned to a subset of the
proxy nodes. The proxies collaborate on the division or
specialization oftransformation task.Whenaproxy receives
an object request requiring transformation not performed
locally,it will forwardthe request to the appropriate proxy
to perform the transformation. For proxies assigned to
perform the same type of transformation, the object space
can be partitioned so that each proxyprovidespreference to
transform and/or cache a subset of the Web objects, i.e.
objects in the object space partition assigned to it. This
further partitioning can reduce duplication of caching or
transformation with minimum communication cost.
Accordingto still another aspectofthepresentinvention,
themethodisappliedto languagetranslationofWebobjects,
wheretranslationofeach languageis assigned to a subsetof
the proxies.
Methods are alsoprovidedto enable the presentinvention
to support global on-line retail electronic commerce. In
particular, methodsare provided whichenablesbuyers from
agiven location or countryto havetheWebpagesand forms
throughwhich theyorderproductstranslated into their local
language(e.g., customers from Brazil can have their web

8
orderformstranslated inPortuguese). Furthermore, methods
are provided allowing other factors, such as units of
measure, currency, shipping costsand taxes to be tailored or
translated for the buyer, e.g., buyers from Japan can have
5 prices translated into yen. Methods are also provided to
encrypt requested or purchased data using the buyer's preferredtechnique.
Whilepreferredembodiments ofthe invention havebeen
shownand described herein, it will be understoodthat such
10 embodiments areprovidedbyway of example only. Numerousvariations,changes and substitutions will occurto those
skilled in the art without departingfrom the spirit of the
invention. Accordingly, it is intended that the appended
claimscover all such variations as fall within the spirit and
15 scope of the invention.
What is claimed is:
1. In a network comprising a plurality of servers, a
pluralityof clients and a pluralityof proxieswhich handle
data transfers between said clients and said servers, a
20 method for respondingto a first clientrequestfor data from
one ofsaid clientsand a second clientrequestfor data from
another of said clientscomprising the stepsof:
receivingsaid first client request and said second client
request;
determining that said first and second clientrequestsare
for respective first and second transformations ofdata;
dividing saidpluralityofproxiesinto apluralityofsets of
one or more proxies;
each set to perform a different one of a
preassigning
30
pluralityof transformations;
directing said first request for said first client transformation to one of said sets based on said preassigning;
directing said second requestfor said secondclienttransformation to anotherof said sets based on said preas35
signing; and
providing said first and second client transformations.
2.Amethodofresponding to a clientrequest according to
claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
40
receiving a further client request at said one of said
proxiesfrom said one of said clients;
determining that said furtherclient request is for original
data; and
providing said originaldata to said one of said clients.
45
3. A method for responding to a clientrequestaccording
to claim 1, wherein said one of said proxiesperformssaid
transformation.
4. A method for responding to a clientrequestaccording
to claim 1, wherein another of said proxies performssaid
so transformation and said one of said proxies obtains said
transformation from said another of said proxies.
5. A method for responding to a clientrequestaccording
to claim 2, wherein said original data is stored in and
provided from said one of said proxies.
55
6. A method for responding to a clientrequestaccording
to claim2, wherein said original data is storedin another of
said proxies and wherein said original data is transferred
from said another of saidproxiesto said one ofsaid proxies
so that said original data is provided to said one of said
60 clients.
7. In a networkcomprising a pluralityof source servers,
each associated withsales information, apluralityofclients
each making requestsfor said sales information, wherein
each clientrequest corresponds to one of a pluralityofusers
65 and a pluralityof proxies which receive said requestsfor
sales information from said clients, a method of satisfying
said requests for sales information, comprising:
25
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10. A method of satisfying said requestsfor sales infordividing saidpluralityofproxiesinto a pluralityofsets of
mation according to claim 7, wherein said translation
one or more proxies wherein each of the plurality of
includes a tax calculation.
sets of one or more proxies performs a respectively
11. A method of satisfyingsaid requestsfor sales infordifferent translation based on a preassignment;
mation
5
according to claim 7, wherein said translation
directing a first translationrequest to a first set of one or
includes a shipping cost calculation.
more proxiesbased on said preassignment;
12. A method of satisfying said requestsfor sales infordirecting a second translation request to a secondset of
mation according to claim 7, wherein said translation is a
one or more proxies based on said preassignment;
units of measure conversion.
13. A method of satisfying said requestsfor sales inforperforming said first translationat said first set of one or 10
mation according to claim 7, wherein said translation cormore proxies after receiving said sales information
from one of said source servers;
responds to ageographiclocationofsaid one ofsaid clients.
14. A method of satisfying said requestsfor sales inforperforming said second translation at said secondset of
mation according to claim 7, wherein said translation is
one or more proxies after receivingsaid sales informaselected by said one of said clients.
tion from one or another of said source servers; and
15. A method of satisfying said requestsfor sales inforprovidingsaid first and second translations.
mation according to claim 7, whereinsaid translationis an
8. A method of satisfying said requestsfor sales informaencryption.
tion according to claim 7, wherein said translation is a
16. A method of satisfying said requestsfor sales information according to claim 7, wherein said translation is a
languagetranslation.
9. A method of satisfying said requestsfor sales informa- 20 translation expected by said one of said clients.
tion according to claim 7, wherein said translation is a
* * * * *
currencyconversion.
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BI-DIRECTIONALNETWORKADAPTER
FOR INTERFACINGLOCAL NODE OF
SHAREDMEMORYPARALLEL
PROCESSINGSYSTEM TO MULTI-STAGE
SWITCHING NETWORK FOR
COMMUNICATIONSWITH REMOTE NODE

refill ofthe cachelinesare required.Ifthe data line is found
in the cache, then a cache "hit" is said to have occurred.
Otherwise, a cache"miss" is detected and refill of a cache
line isrequired,wherethe refillreplacesacacheline that has
beenleast recently used.Whena multi-processing systemis
comprised ofdistributed sharedmemory, the refillcan come
from the local shared memory or remote shared memory
residentin a different node on the network. Conventionally,
caches havebeenclassified aseither"write-back"or "writethru". For a write-thru cache, changed data is immediately
stored to shared memory, so that the most recent data is
always resident in the shared memory. For a write-back
cache, changed data is held in the cache and only written
back to sharedmemorywhen it is requested by a another
node or replacedin the cache.
The execution of programs and the fetchingof variables
from shared memory at a remote nodetakes manyprocessor
cycle times (15 cycles at best and usually a lot more). The
larger the system, the larger the distance to the remote
memory, the more chance of conflict in the interconnection
scheme, and the more time wasted when fetching from
remote memory.
A second performance enhancement technique becoming
popular is multi-threading, as disclosedby Nilchil et al in
U.S. Pat.No. 5,499,349 "Pipelined Processor using Tokens
to Indicate the NextInstructionfor EachMultiple Threadof
Execution"and N. P. Holtin U.S.Pat. No.5,530,816 "Data
Processing System for HandlingMultiple Independent Datadriven Instruction Streams".The multi-threading technique
uses the timewhen the processor becomesstalledbecause it
must fetch data from remote memory, and switches the
processor to work on a different task (or thread).
Traditionally, cache coherency is controlled by using a
multi-drop bus to interconnect the pluralityof processors
and the remote memory, as disclosedby Wilson, Jr. et al in
U.S.Pat. No.4,755,930, "Hierarchical Cache MemorySystem andMethod".Usingamulti-drop bus, cache updatingis
a rathersimple operation. Sincethe bus drivesallprocessors
simultaneously, eachprocessor can"snoop"the bus for store
operations to remote memory. Anytime a variable is stored
to remote memory, eachprocessor "snoops"the store operation by capturing the address of remote memory being
written. It then searches its local caches to determine
whether acopy ofthatvariable ispresent. Ifit is, thevariable
is replaced
or invalidated. If it is not, no action is taken.
Cache coherency is not so easy over networks. This is
becauseanetworkcannotbe snooped. Anetworkestablishes
multiple connections at any time; however, each connection
is between two of the pluralityof nodes. Therefore, except
for thetwo nodesinvolvedin the transfer of data, the other
nodes do not see the data and cannot snoop it. It is possible
to constructanetworkthatoperatesonlyinbroadcastmode,
so that every processor sees every data transfer in the
system. J. Sandberg teaches this approach in U.S. Pat. No.
5,592,625, "Apparatus for Providing Shared Virtual
Memory Among Interconnected Computer Nodes with
Minimal Processor Involvement". Sandberg uses onlywrites
over the network to broadcast any change in data to all
nodes, causingallnodesto update the changed variable to its
new value. Sandberg does not invalidate or read data over
the network, as his solution assumes thateachnodehas afull
copy of all memoryand there is never a need to perform a
remote read over the network. Sandberg's write operation
overthe networkto update the variablesat all nodesnegates
the needfor invalidationbecausehe opts to replace instead
of invalidate. This defeats the major advantage ofa network
over a bus; i.e., the capability to performmany transfers in

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
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Thisapplication is a divisional ofU.S.patent application
No. 08/890,341, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,044,438 issued Mar.
28, 2000byHowardT. Olnowich for Memory Controller for
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Controlling Memory Accesses Across Networks in Distrib-

uted Shared Memory Processing Systems (as amended).
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/891,404, filed Jul. 10,
1997, entitled "Cache Coherent NetworkAdapterfor Scalable Shared Memory Processing Systems", filed concurrently herewithis assigned to the same assignee hereof and
contains subject matter related,in certain respects,to the
subject matter of the presentapplication; it is incorporated 20
herein by reference.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Technical Field of the Invention
25
This invention relates to digital parallel processing
systems, wherein a plurality of nodes communicate via
messages over an interconnection network and share the
entire memory of the system. In particular, this invention
deals with distributing the sharedmemory amongst all the 30
systemnodes,such that each node implements a portion of
theentirememory. Morespecifically, the invention relatesto
atightlycoupledsystem including local caches ateachnode,
and a method for maintainingcache coherency efficiently
across a networkusing distributed directories, invalidation,
read requests, and write-thruupdates.
2. Background Art
As more and more processor performance is demanded
for computing and serversystems, shared memory processors (SMPs) are becoming an important option for providing 40
betterperformance. SMPscomprise apluralityofprocessors
that sharea commonmemory poolwith apart ormost ofthe
memorypool being remote from each processor. There are
basically two types of multiprocessing systems: tightly
coupled and loosely coupled. In a tightly coupled
multiprocessor, the sharedmemory is used by all processors
and the entire system is managedby a single operating
system. In a loosely coupled multiprocessor, there is no
shared memory and each processor has an exclusive
memory, which can be loaded from the networkif desired. so
For either tightly or loosely coupledsystems, the accessing of memory from a remote node or location is essential.
Accessingremotememoryverses local memory is a much
slowerprocessandrequiresperformance enhancement techniques to make the remote access feasible.The first perfor- 55
mancetechnique uses local caches (usually severallevelsof
cache)ateachprocessor. Cache memories are wellknownin
the art for being a high performance local memory and
alleviating traffic problems at the shared memory or network. A cache memory comprises a data array for caching 60
a data line retrievedfrom the sharedmemory, where a cache
data line is the basic unit of transfer between the shared
memory and the cache. Since the cache size is limited,the
cache also includes a directory for mapping the cache line
from shared memory to a location within the cache data 65
array. The cachecontainseitherinstructionsor data, which
sustainthe processor'sneed over a period of timebefore a
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parallel is lost since only one broadcast is allowed in the
networkat a time. Thus, Sandberg'sapproachreduces the
network to having the performance of a serial bus and
restricts it to performing only serial transfers—one transfer
at a time. This effectively negatesthe parallel nature of the

storage provided by the NDC. Thisis a good approachfor
local area networks and loosely coupledcomputersystems,
but would causeunacceptably long delays between distributed shared memory nodes of tightly coupledparallelprocessing nodes.
Baylor et al in U.S. Pat. No. 5,313,609, "Optimum
Write-back Strategy for Directory-Based Cache Coherence
Protocols" teaches a system of tightly coupledprocessors.
Baylor solves the problem of a single shared, centralized
memory being a bottleneck, when all processors collide
while accessing the single shared memory unit. Baylor
disperses and partitionsthe sharedmemory into multiple (n)
sharedmemory unitseach.uniquelyaddressable and having
its own port to/from the network. This spreads the traffic
over n shared memory modules, and greatly improvesperformance. Baylor organizes the system by placing all the
processing nodes on one side of the network and all the
sharedmemoryunits on the otherside ofthe network, which
is a normalviewofasharedmemory systemhavingmultiple
processors and multiple shared memory units.However, this
organization is not designed for the computers in the field
today, which combine processorsand memory at the same
node of the network. To provide cache coherency, Baylor
uses write-back caches and distributed "globaldirectories",
which are a pluralityof directories—associated with each
sharedmemory unit. Each globaldirectory tracksthe status
of each cache line in its associated shared memory unit.
Whena processor requeststhe cacheline, the global directory poles the processors having copies of the requested
cache line for changes. The processorswrite-back to the
globaldirectoryanymodifications to thecacheline, andthen
the global directoryreturns the updated cache line to the
requesting processor. Onlysharedmemory and the requesting node are providedthe modified copy of the cache line.
Other nodesmustperiodicallyrequestacopy iftheywish to
stay coherent. The method has the disadvantage of requiring
a long access time to shared memory because cache coherency is provided in series with the request for shared

system and makes it of less value.
A further problemwith SMP systemsis that they experience performance degradation when being scaled to systems having many nodes. Thus, state-of-the-art SMP systems typically use only a small number of nodes. This 10
typical approach is taught by U.S. Pat. No. 5,537,574,
"SysplexShared DataCoherencyMethod" by Elkoet al, and
allows sharedmemorytobe distributed across several nodes
with each node implementing a local cache. Cache coherency is maintained by a centralized global cache and is
directory, which controls the read and store of data and
instructionsacross allofthe distributed and sharedmemory.
No networkis used, instead each node has a unique tail to
the centralized global cache and directory, which controls
thetransferof all global data and tracksthe cache coherency 20
of the data. This method works well for smallsystemsbut
becomes unwieldy for middle or large scale parallel
processors, as acentralized function causesserialization and
defeats the parallel nature of SMPsystems.
A similar system having a centralized global cache and 25
directoryis disclosedin U.S. Pat. No. 5,537,569,"Multiprocessor SystemUtilizing a Directory Memory and Including GroupedProcessingElementsEach Having Cache" by
Y. Masubuchi. Masubuchi teaches a networked system
where a centralized globalcache anddirectoryis attached to 30
one node of the network. On the surface, Masubuchi seems
to have a more generalsolution than that taught by Elko in
U.S. Pat. No. 5,537,574, because Masubuchi includes a
networkfor scalability. However, the same limitations of a
centralized directoryapplyand defeatthe parallel nature of
SMP systemsbased upon Masubuchi.
The caching of remote or global variables, along with
their cache coherency, is of utmost importance to high
performance multi-processor systems. Since snoopy protomemory data.
cols broadcasting write only messages or using one central 40 A. Gupta et al in U.S. Pat. No. 5,535,116, "Flat Cachedirectoryare not tenable solutions for scalability to a larger
OnlyMultiprocessor Architecture" teachesa different direcnumber of nodes, there is a trend to use directory-based
tory based cache coherency system with distributed
protocols for the latest SMP systems. The directory is
directories, whichis the prior art that is most similarto the
associated withthe sharedmemoryand contains information
present invention. However, Gupta's invention is targeted
as to which nodeshave copies of each cacheline. A typical 45 towards Attraction Memory (AIVI) located at each node,
instead of shared memory. Gupta defines AIVI as large
directoryis disclosedby M. Dubois et al, "Effectsof Cache
Coherency in Multiprocessors", IEEE Transactions on
secondary or tertiary caches storing multiple pages of data
which replace main memory at each node and provide a
Computers, vol.C-31, no. 11, November, 1982. Typically,
the lines of data in the cache are managed by the cache
Cache-Only Multiprocessor. Apage is defined asbeingup to
directory, which invalidates and casts out data lines which so 4Kbytesofsequential data orinstructions. Apage ofdata is
have been modified. All copies of the data line are invalinot assigned to any specific node, but can be locatedin the
dated throughout the system by an invalidationoperation,
secondary or tertiary cache at any node whichhas read that
except the currentlychangedcopy is not invalidated.
pagefrom disk storage. Thiscomplicatesthe directoriesand
In related art, loosely coupled computer systems have
the copyingof data to variousnodes. Eachprocessing node
been disclosedfor transferring large blocks or records of 55 is assigned as a "home" node to a set ofphysicaladdresses
data from disk drives to be stored and instructions executed
to track with its portion of the distributed directory. Since
at any node of the system. In U.S. Pat. No. 5,611,049,
eachcachedatalinedoes notusually resideatthehomenode
"System for AccessingDistributed Data Cache Channel at
having the directory which is trackingit, Grupta requires
Each NetworkNode to Pass Requests and Data"by W. M.
four network messages to access any cache line from a
Pitts, Pitts teaches a special functionnode called a Network 60 requesting node. The requesting node sendsthe read request
Distributed Cache (NDC) site on the network which is
over the networkto the home node first. The home node
access its directory to find the "master"node; i.e., the node
responsiblefor accessing and caching large blocks of data
from the disk drives, designating each block as a data
whichhas the master copy of the requested data. The home
nodethen sendstheread request across the network a second
channel,forwarding the data to requesting nodes, and maintaining coherency if more than one node is using the data. 65 time to the master node.The master node returns a copy of
The system is taughtfor local areanetworks,wherein nodes
the requested data over the networkto the requesting node.
share large blocks of data, and the shared memory is the
The requesting node then sends an acknowledgement mes-
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nection of a networknode to the networkand the components of the network node according to the preferred
requested data, and the home node records in its directory
that the requesting node has a copy of the data line. The
embodiment of this invention.
present invention differsin that it is more efficient, having
FIGS. 2A and 2B, arrangedas shown in FIG. 2, are a
staticallyassigned sharedmemoryat each node and requir- 5 diagram showing further details of the network node for
ing onlytwo networkmessages to access any cacheline. A
performing cachecoherency includingthe node memory, the
read request goes to the node implementing the shared
memory controller, the L2 Cache,the Li Cache, and the I/O
memorylocation,thedata isaccessedandreturnedwhilethe
controller according to the preferred embodiment of this
directoryis updatedin parallel.
It is the object of this invention to provide an improved 10 invention.
FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the interfaces to the 8x8
methodand apparatus for maintaining cachecoherencyin a
Allnode
dual priority switch, which is the base network
tightly coupledsystem.
switchfor transferring 9-bitsof data in parallel.
It is a further object of the invention to maintaincache
FIG. 4 is a diagramshowingatypicalmulti-stage network
coherencyover a networkoperatingin full parallel mode
for 16 nodescomprised of 2 stagesof switches according to
throughuse of a write-thrucache,invalidationof obsolete
the preferred embodiment of this invention.
data, and a distributed directory.
It is a furtherobjectofthis invention to providea tightly
FIG. 5 isa diagramshowingthe interfaces to anexpanded
coupled system whereby each processing node contains a
8x8 Allnode dual priority switch, which is expanded for
portionof the shared memory space, and whereinany node
higher performance by transferring 36-bits ofdata inparallel
can access its local portionof shared memory or the remote
accordingthe preferred embodiment of this invention.
portionof shared memorycontained at othernodes overthe 20 FIG. 6 is a diagramshowing the timing sequence for
networkin the most expedientmanner.
transferring a message in 36-bit parallel format over the
It is a further object of this invention to provide a
network according to the preferred embodiment of this
directory-based cache coherency approach using a writeinvention.
thru cache, invalidation of obsolete data, and a distributed
FIG. 7 is a diagramshowingthe messageheader trans25
cache
is
maintained
over
a
directory whereby
coherency
mitted across the network according to the preferred
networkwithout performing broadcasts or multicasts over
embodiment of this invention.
the network.
It is a further object of this invention to enable normal
FIG. S is a diagramshowing the timing sequence for
SMPperformance enhancement techniques, such ascaching
rejecting a message attempted over the quick path if the
and multi-threading, to be used with SMPswhen operating 30 network connection cannot be established immediately
over multi-stage networks.
according to the preferredembodiment of this invention.
It is a further object of this invention to support the
FIG. 9 is a diagramshowing the timing sequence for
reading and invalidation of cachelines from remote nodes
transferring a message in camp-onmode according to the
overthe network by implementing six different FIFOs in the
preferred embodiment of this invention.
network adapter for expediting remote fetches, remote
FIG. iO is a diagram showingthe composition of the
stores, and invalidations over the network.
memory address according to the preferredembodiment of
It is a further object of this invention to mark shared
this invention.
FIGS. iiA, iiB and iiC arrangedas shownin FIG. ii,
memory areas as containing changeable or unchangeable
data, and to mark each data double-word as being change- 40 are a diagram showingfurther detailsof and the interfaces
able or unchangeable data for the purpose of providinga
to thenetworkadapter including three send FIFOs, three
more efficient cache coherentsystem.
receive FIFOs, and an invalidation directory according to
It is the furtherobjectof this invention to provide a small
the preferred embodiment of this invention.
and efficient set of special-purpose messages for transmisFIG. i2 is a diagram showingthe composition of the
sion across the networkfor requesting remote data, invalimemory data words, which are organized as doublewords
dating remote data, storing remote data, and responding to
plus a controlbit according to the preferred embodiment of
remote read requests.
this invention.
FIGS. i3A through i3G are diagrams showingthe forSUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
mats of the seven different messagetypes used to commuAcache coherency system for a sharedmemoryparallel nicateacross thenetworkaccording to thepreferredembodiprocessing system including pluralityofprocessing nodes. A
ment of this invention.
multi-stage communication networkis provided for interFIGS.i4A and i4B, arrangedas shown in FIG. i4, are a
connecting the processing nodes. Each processing node
flow chart of the processor operation when reading data
includesone or more caches for storing apluralityof cache
fromsharedmemory according to the preferred embodiment
lines. A cache coherency directoryis distributed to each of
of this invention.
the nodes for tracking which of the nodes have copies of
FIGS.iSA, i5B, i5C and i5D,arrangedas shown in FIG.
each cache line.Apluralityofsend FIFOs andreceive FIFOs
is, are a diagram showingfurther details of and the interare used at each node adapter to segregate and handle
faces to the memory controllerincluding logicfor processinvalidate functions, remote stores,and remote readsrequiring both local and remotereads and stores according to the
cache
ing
coherency.
60
preferred embodiment of this invention.
Other features and advantages of this invention will
FIG. i6 is a diagramshowingfurther details of the logic
becomeapparent from the following detaileddescription of
for trackingthe remote read operations in-progress, which is
the presentlypreferred embodiment of the invention, taken
part of the memory controller according to the preferred
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.
embodiment of this invention.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
65
FIG. i7 is a diagram showing further details of the
FIGS. iA and iB, arranged as show in FIG. 1, are a
networkrouterlogicofthe networkadapter according tothe
diagramof a typical digital networkshowingthe interconpreferred embodiment of this invention.
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purpose hardware to provide remote memory accesses
a diagram showing further details of the temporary data acrossthe network, while controlling cache coherence efficiently across the network. The system configuration techstorage unit of the memory controller according to the
niques include a systematical method for partitioning and
preferredembodiment of this invention.
FIG. 19 is a diagramshowingthe composition of each 5 controlling the memory in relation to local verses remote
accesses. Most of the special-purpose hardwareis impleinvalidate word storedin the invalidate directory according
mentedin a networkadapter, whichis usedto interface each
to the preferredembodiment of this invention.
node to the network. The networkadapterimplements many
FIGS. 20Aand 20B, arranged as shownin FIG. 20, are a
unique hardwarefeatures for controlling cache coherency
flow chart of the operation for adding an entry to the
over amulti-stage network. In addition, the networkitself is
invalidate directoryaccording to the preferredembodiment 10 tailoredto provide the best efficiency for remote accesses.
of this invention.
Following is a summary of system configuration and
FIG. 21A and 21B, arranged as shownin FIG. 21, are a
techniques implemented in accordance with the preferred
block diagram of the operation for adding an entry to
embodiment of the invention:
invalidate directoryaccording to the preferredembodiment
1. Shared Memory Distribution—the shared memory is
of this invention.
divided into equal sectorswith one sector residing at
eachofthe nodes. The system of an exemplary embodiFIG. 22 is ablock diagram ofthe extend address controls
mentcansupport up to 256 nodes. The memory address
of the invalidate directory according to the preferred
includes sector identification (ID) bits. For any node
embodiment of this invention.
the sector ID bits are equal to the Node ID, which
FIGS. 23Aand 23B, arranged as shownin FIG. 23, are a 20
identifies the node over the network. For instance,
flow chartof the processor operation for storing data to
Node 0 has a Node ID equal to OOh (hexadecimal) and
shared memory according to the preferred embodiment of
the sector of memory implemented at Node 0 has a
this invention.
sectorID also equal to OOh.
FIGS. 24A, 24B and24C, arranged as shownin FIG. 24,
2. Node Memory Sub-Division—the sectorof memory at
are a block diagram of the invalidationcontrol logic for 25 each node is furthersub-divided into two separateareas: one
for changeable data and one for unchangeable data. Cache
erasingobsolete messages from the send FIFO according to
the preferredembodiment of this invention.
coherency functionsare onlyprovided for the data located in
the changeable area. Changeable data is also identified by an
BEST MODEFOR CARRYING OUT THE
additional bit includedwith every word stored to memory.
INVENTION
30 When set to 0, the changeable bit defines the associated
In accordance with the invention,a cache coherent netmemory word as being unchangeable; when set to 1, the
work implements a tightly coupled multiprocessor system
associated memory word is changeable.
using a high speed multi-stage networkto interconnect a
3. Non-Cacheable Data—itispossibleto storechangeable
scalable plurality of nodes. Each node implements local
data to the unchangeable area of node memory; however,
caches and cache coherencyis maintained across the net- 35 suchdata is declaredto be non-cacheable, since itis located
work. Each node interfaces the networkthrough a network
in an area of memory for which cache coherency is not
adapter which implements quick path mode and camp-on
provided. Thus, "changeable"data is data that is storedto an
mode connections across the network. One quick path
area of memory for whichcachecoherency is provided, and
attempt is made to establish the connection which, if
"unchangeable" data is data that is stored to an area of
rejected, isfollowed bysuccessive alternate path attempts in 40 memory for which cache coherency is not provided.
camp-on mode.
4. I/O Registers—a Node ID register and a changeable
Three send FIFOs and three receive FIFOs are used at
area locator register are loaded during initialization and
each node adapter to segregate and handle invalidate
contain the node number of the local node and the boundfunctions, remote stores, and remote reads requiring cache
aries (or extent) for the changeable data section in local
coherency. SendFIFO 1 and receive FIFO 1 are reservedfor 45 memory, respectively.
invalidate messages across the network. Send FIFO 2 and
S. Memory Controller—The memory controller at each
receiveFIFO 2 are reservedfor controlling store operations
node contains intelligence to decide whether an accessed
across the network, which can only occur for changeable
address is located in local memory or remote memory. This
data. Send FIFO 3 and receive FIFO 3 are reserved for
is accomplished bycomparing memory sector definition bits
controlling remote read operations across the network, so of the memory address word to the Node ID register. Ifthe
which involve both a read request messageand a response
compare is equal, the address is located in local memory. In
message. The memory controller at each node generates
this case, the memory controlleraccesses and returns the
messagesto the networkwhen remote nodes are addressed,
data locally without involving the networkadapter. If the
and sends them to specific FIFOs for transmission to the
compare is not equal, the address is located in remote
network.
55 memory and the memory controller signals the processor
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
that a remoteread is requiredfor threadz. This causesthe
invention,a tightly coupled multiprocessor system is proprocessor to switchprogramthreads. The memory controller
videdusing ahighspeedmulti-stage networkto interconnect
also generates a read request message to be sent to the
a scalable plurality of nodes. Each node of the system
network adapter for the memory address being accessed.
implementslocal caches, and cache coherencyismaintained 60 The readrequest messageis sent over the networkto the
node containing the addressed memory location. The data is
by a directory-based approach. The system implementsa
sharedmemory spacewhichprovides a single network-wide
accessedfrom the remote memory, returned over the netaddress space distributed across all nodes of the system.
work to the requesting node. The remotelyaccesseddata is
Each node provides a uniquepart of the address space and
not storedto localmemory. The processor canthen returnto
every node has access to the entire memoryspace.
65 executing threadz.
The systemof the preferredembodiment of the invention
6. Networkconnection process—Further in accordance
combines new system configuration techniques withspecialwith a preferredembodiment of the networkadapterofthe
FIGS.
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invention, an efficient networkconnection algorithm is provided. The networkadapter controls two types of connec-

messages from the network 20 for communication with
other nodes 34.
Networkadapter 10 includes four entities: 1) send adapter
14 which transmits messages from networkadapter 10 to
network adaptersat other nodes34 attached to network20;
2) receive (RCV) adapter 12 which receivesmessages from
the other networkadapters at nodes34 interfacingnetwork
20; 3) adapter memory 18, which includes an area of
memory dedicated to three send FIFOs 40, 41, 42, an area
of memory dedicated to threereceive(RCV)FIFOs 44, 45,
46, and an area of memory dedicated to tables 48; and 4)
invalidation directory32 (sometimes referredto asthe cache
coherency directory) whichis provided for cachecoherency
across network 20. Identical copies 34 of node 30 are
connected to each bi-directional port 23A, 23B of the
network20. Bi-directional port 23A includes one sending
port 21 into the network (sending port with respect to
network adapter 10) and one receivingport 22 from the
network(receiving portwith respectto networkadapter10).
Sending adapter 14 at this node 30 sends a message across
network20 to RCV adapter12 at another node 34.
In an SMP system, networkadapter10 connectsfrom a
memory controller(210, FIG. 2A) for system memory 54
via networkcontrol bus 70.
Referring to FIGS. 2A and 2B, typical processor 50,
system memory 54, and I/O controllerblocks52 of FIG. 1
are shownin furtherdetail,includingthe node connection to
network20 via networkadapter10.
Memory controller210 is attached to node memory 54,
including node memory unchangeable 224 and node
memory changeable 222, overbidirectional, 65 bit (64 data
bits and bit 850) data bus 242 and address bus 240, which
is also fed to networkadapter10 as part ofnetworkcontrol
busses70. Networkcontrollines and busses 70 interfacing
memory controller 210 and network adapter 10 include
address bus 240; requestnode ID line 814, read/store, cast
out lines 215, 310, store to remote line 211, read request/
response to remote nodes line 213, all to adapter 10; and
time stamp line 816, store from remote node line 216, and
read request/response from remote node line 218, all from
adapter 10. Networkadapter 10 is connected to/from network 20 over port busses 21 and 22, respectively, and
through network20othernodes34overportbusses21B and
22B. Remote invalidate line 410 from adapter lOisfed to U
cache 204.
I/O controller 52 is connected to other nodes 34 and I/O
devices 36 overbus 9. Internal I/O bus 710 from Li cache
100 is fed to I/O controller 52, node ID register 470 and
changeable area locator 472. Node ID register 470 output
471 and changeable area locator output line 473 are fed to
memory controller 210.
Memory controller 210 output fetch interruptline 230 is
fed to processor 50. Li miss line 203 is fed from processor

tions acrossthe network:
1) One quick path attempt(also referredto as a normal
connection) is made first to establishthe connection at 5
low latency. This allowsdata to be accessed acrossthe
networkin the quickestpossible time for the normal
case.

2) If the quick path is rejected, alternates paths (also 10
referred to as a camp-onconnection) are tried successivelyin camp-onmode. Camp-on causesthe message
to stop and wait at the last stage ofthe networkwhen
contentionis encountered. A rejection issued by the
first and middle stages causes a retry of another alternate path to circumvent networkblockage. An accept 15
goingto zero andnot returning to 1 immediately means
that contention hasbeen encountered at the laststage of
thenetwork. Furtherretries ofother alternate pathswill
not help in this case,becausenetworkblockageis not
theproblem.The pendingconnection camps-on the last 20
stage. Whether immediately or later, accept goingto a
1 means the contention is gone and the stuck message
may proceed.
7. Node Identification—The network adapter controls
node numbering. In an exemplary embodiment, the 25
networkhas 256 nodes and 8 node identification (ID)
bits are requiredto uniquelydefine the 256 nodes.
8. Invalidate Directory—The network adapter implements the invalidate directory as a look-up table. The 30
entries in the table keep a list of which nodes have
accessed copies of changeable cache lines from the
memory sector located at the associated node. Every
requestto read changeable data from local memory by
any node (local or remote) causesthe node number of 35
the requesting node to be addedto the list.Any store to
a cache line that residesin the changeable section of
memorycausesthe invalidate directoryto send invalidation messages across the networkto all nodes listed
in the invalidate directory. As each invalidate message 40
is sent, the corresponding entry in the list is cleared.
9. Three Send FIFOs and three RCV FIFOs—These
FIFOs are used at each networkadapter to segregate
and handle efficiently invalidate functions, remote
stores, and remote reads requiring cache coherency. 45
They are used to control the following operations:
SendFIFO 1 and RCV FIFO 1—arereservedfor invalidate messagesacross the network.
Send FIFO 2 and RCV FIFO 2—are reservedfor controlling store operations across the network, which by so
definition can only occur for changeable data.
Send FIFO 3 and RCV FIFO 3—are reservedfor controlling remote read operations across the network,
which involve both a read request message and a
50 to L2 cache204;and Li, U miss line207isfed fromL2
55 cache 204 to memory controller210. Bidirectional address
responsemessage.
The segregation of these three functions into different
bus 201 and data bus 202 interconnect controller 210,
send and receive FIFOs greatlyfacilitatesthe cachecoherprocessor 50and L2 cache 204. Nonchange able databus807
is fed off data bus 202 to U cache204.
ency functionover the network.
Referring to FIG. 1, a typical networknode 30 in accorReferring to FIGS. 2A and 2B, in operation, node 30
dance withthe system of the inventionis shown.In parallel 60 contains the normal processor functions: processor 50, Li
cache 100, L2 cache 204, memory controller 210, node
systems, a plurality of nodes 30, 34 communicate via
messagessent over an interconnection network 20. Each
memory 54, I/O controller 52 for connecting to I/O devices
node 30, 34 usuallyinterfaces to network20 via a network
36 via I/O bus 9, and internalI/O bus 710 for connecting to
local registers470, 472, and I/O controller 52.
adapter 10. Node 30 includes processor 50, system memory
54, and I/O controller 52, and networkadapter 10. Node 30 65 In a parallel system, a plurality of nodes 30, 34 are
attaches to one port 23Aofthe network20infull duplex and
interconnected by a multi-stage network 20. Network
contains networkadapter 10 which sends to and receives
adapter10 normallyimplements messagebuffers, including
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a send FIFO containing a pluralityof messagesto send to
network20, and a receive (RCV)FIFO containinga plurality ofmessages whichhavebeen received from network20.
If centralized, remote system memory becomesahot spot
and bottleneck with all nodestryingto access it at once. To
eliminate the memory bottleneck, the shared memory is
dividedinto smallersectionsand distributed throughout the
systemto be practical for scalability. The most usefulSMP
system contains multiple nodes 30, 34 in a configuration
wherepart ofthe system memoryis locatedat eachnode 30,
34 and designated as node memory54. Inthis case all nodes
ofthe system are comprised identically as shownin FIG. 2.
Every node 30 has access to local memory (node memory
54) whichis the sectorof memory residing within node 30,
and to remote memory (nodememory 54ofother nodes34)
locatedacrossnetwork20. Each node 30 can access remote
memory located at other nodes 34 via networkadapter 10
and network 20.
Thetotalmemorycombining memory 54 at each node 30,
34 forms the sharedmemoryspace of the system, and does
not cause a bottleneck by being lumpedin a single place.
This shared memory space providesa single network-wide
address space, which is distributed acrossall nodes30, 34 of
the system. Each node 30, 34 providesa unique part of the
address space and every node has access to the entire
memoryspace. In accordance with a preferred embodiment,
for simplicity only physical addresses are used and equal
amounts of sharedmemory are distributed to each node. In
addition, the preferred embodiment does notuse any global
locking techniques. It is well known in the field how to
expand a physical addressing system to virtual addressing
andvarioussizes of distributed memory. These concepts are
taught for networkedsharedmemorysystemsby Sandberg
inU.S.Pat. No.5,592,625,"Apparatusfor Providing Shared
Virtual Memory Among interconnected Computer Nodes
with Minimal Processor Involvement". Likewise, global
lockingmechanisms for usewhen two nodes are competing
to read-modify-write the same sharedmemorylocationare
well known in the art. Global locking approaches are
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,399,504, "Methodsand Means
for SharingDataResources in a Multiprocessing, MultiprogrammingEnvironment" by Watts et al, and U.S. Pat. No.
4,965,719, "Method for Lock Management, Page
Coherency, andAsynchronous Writing of Changed Pagesto
External Store in a Distributed Computing System" by
Shoenset al. The inventiondoes notpreclude applyingother
techniques such as virtual addressing, various sizes of distributedmemory, and globallockingto furtherenhancethe
preferredembodiment.
Thepreferredembodiment ofnetwork20 is a multi-stage
interconnection networkcomprised of Allnode switches at
each stage of network20. The dual priority versionof the
Allnode switch (U.S. Pat. No. 5,444,705, "Dual Priority
Switching Apparatusfor Simplex Networks") provides the
switch which has multiple copies interconnected to form
network 20 for this invention. The Allnode dual priority
switchis calleddual becauseit operates in twobasic modes:
1) normal or low priority mode, and 2) camp-onor high
prioritymode.The difference between the two modesrelates
mainly to how blockage or contention is handled when
encounteredin network20. In normal mode blockage or
contention, when trying to establish a path through the
network, results in the switch rejectingthe connection and
destroying any partial connection path established in the
networkprior to the blockage. In camp-onor high priority
mode the connection command is not rejected, but is held
pending until the blockage or contentionends. Then, the
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connection is made and the messagetransfercontinues. The
transfer of the message is delayed by the blockage or
contention. Any partial connection path established in the
network is not destroyed, but maintained throughout the
delay period.
Further description of the operationof the system ele-

mentsset forth in FIGS.2Aand 2B, and furtherdetailswith
respectto their structures, will be providedhereafter.
Referring to FIG. 3, the switchused in buildingnetwork
20 is set forth.Allnodedual priorityswitch 60 providesan
8x8 (8 input portsand 8 outputports) versionof the switch.
Signal lines 61 are replicated at each input port IPO through
1P7 and output port OPO through 0P7. The sets of switch
interface lines 61 to each port contain 13 unique signals: 9
digital data lines, and 4 digital control lines (HI-PRI,
VALID, REJECT, and ACCEPT). The nine digital data
signals plus the HI-PRI and VALID control lines have a
signalflow in the directiongoingfrom input portto output
port across switch 60, while the REJECT and ACCEPT
controllineshavea signalflow in theoppositedirection. The
Allnode switch provides a self-routing, asynchronous,
unbuffered networkcapable oftryinga pluralityof alternate
pathsbetweenany two nodes. Normally alternate paths are
tried in succession until an available path is found to
circumvent blocking. Unbuffered means that the switch
itself never stores any portion of the message, it merely
forwards the messageby directconnection withoutstoring.
Each unidirectional switch interface set 61 requires only
13 signals, as shownin FIG. 3, to transmitdata through the
network20—thedata transferwidthisbyte-wideplus parity
(9 bits) at a time. The signals required are:
DATA: 9parallelsignals DATAO through DATASused to
transmit switch connection requests and to transmit
data messages.
VALID: When active, indicates that a data messageplus
itsroutingprefix is inthe process ofbeingtransmitted. When
inactive, it indicates a RESET command and causes the
corresponding switchinput port 21 ofswitch60 to break all
connections and to reset to the IDLE state.
CAJYIPON (also referred to as HI-PRI): When active,
indicates the message in processis in the camp-onmode. If
blockage in network20 or contention for the destination
node 34 is encountered, the connection requestwill remain
pending and connections established in previous stages of
the networkremain active. When CAJYIPON is inactive, it
indicates that the messagein processis innormalmode and
when blockage or contention is encountered connections
established in previous stages of the network are broken

immediately.
REJECT: Signal flowisinthe opposite direction fromthe
DATA and VALID signals. When REJECT is active, it
indicates that blockageor contention has been detected in
normalmode, and is not used in high prioritymode.
ACCEPT: Signal flow is in the same direction as the
55 REJECT signal. WhenACCEPT isactiveduringthe transfer
of the data message, it indicates that a messageis in the
process of being receivedand checkedfor accuracy. When
so

ACCEPT goes inactive after the transfer of the data
message, it indicates the messagehas been receivedcor-

60 rectly.

WhenACCEPT is active during the establishment of a
connection incamp-onmode,itindicates thattheconnection
is being held pending. Duringthe establishment of a connection in normalmode,ACCEPT has no meaning. When
65 ACCEPT goes inactive after holding a camp-onconnection
pending, it indicates that the blockage or contention has
ended and the requested connection has been established.
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embodiment
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times
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Referring
4, preferred
elapse,
adapter sends routing bytes 126 (Ri,
20 for interconnecting 16 parallel nodes in two stages is
R2) to selecta connection path through the networkof FIG.
shown. Networks for interconnecting larger numbers of
4 to the desired destination. Each routing byte 126 selects
one of 8 routing options at each stage of the network. A
parallel nodes are availableby incorporating more switch
stagesor feweralternate pathsinto network20. TheAllnode 5 network20 havingNstages requires N routing bytes126.A
dual priority (DP) switches are arranged in2 columns, where
null (00) wordis sent after everyrouting byte 126. The null
each column is a stage of network 20. The first stage
word immediately following each routing byte 126 is called
containsswitches 60A,60B and provides16 input ports IPO
a dead field and provides time for the unclockedswitch to
resolve any contention problems. After the routing bytes,
through1P15 to network20 over interfaces 21. The second
stage contains switches 60C, 60D and provide 16 output 10 send adapter 14 transmits one or severaladditionalnull (00)
words and begins to transmitthe message by first sending
ports OPO through 0P15 from network20 over interfaces
22. In accordance with this exemplary embodiment, there
one SYNC word 127 to start the message, followed by the
are provided in network 20 four alternate paths (AP)
message128, 130. One data word is sent every clock time
between any two nodes.For example, the four paths availas shown in FIG. 6.
able for connecting input node IPO and output node OPOare 15 Referring to FIG. 7, node identification (ID) number
AP1H through AP4H, and those for input node IPO and
813A, 813B thatisdifferent for each node 30, 34 is assigned
atinitialization time. Thenode ID issentovernetwork20by
output node 0P8 are AP1L through AP4L. In this
one of the node 30 processors which is acting as master
embodiment, input port 21 at switch20 corresponds to one
of ports IPO through 1P15, and output port 22 corresponds processor for the purpose of initializingthe system. The
to one of OPO through 0P15.
20 master processor sends out one message for each node
number in the system. The messageis comprised only of
Referring to FIG. 5, the throughput ofnetwork20 can be
increasedby increasingthe data width to n bits wide across
header word 128 of FIG. 7 and no data messagewords 130
the network, rather than the 9-bit data interfaceshown in
(shown in FIG. 5). One of the four possible OP Codes
FIG. 3. Forthepreferredembodiment adata widthof36 bits
contained in bits 810 and 811 ofheaderword 128 identifies
in parallel is chosen. In this case,the Allnode unidirectional 25 the messageas a nodeID assignment message, whenbit 810
interfaceat receive adapter 12 scans 36 data lines 124 plus
equals 1 and bit 811 equals 0. The node ID assignment
4 control lines, which togetherform unidirectional switch messagecontains the node ID of the targeted node 34 in
interface 61A at each of ports OPO through 0P7 (with
destination field 813B of the same messageheader word
similar interfacesat each of ports IPO through 1P7). The
128. The sending adapter 14 at the master processor and
maximum throughput that such a networkcould supportis 30 network 20 route each messageto 1 and only 1 node based
36 bitsxl00 MHZx16 network connections (maximum
on the destination field 813B. The wiring of the network
number of networkconnections at any time)=576 gigabits/
(which is usually hardwired) determines whichnode 34 gets
sec. Switch60X for use in building switchnetwork20, or its
the messagefor each destination. Note thatfor all messages
sent across network, the destination field 813B is actually
equivalent, is the preferred embodiment. The chip for the
switchshownin FIG. S mightbe unwieldyto build,because 35 the node number of the node 34 which is to receive the
of the 640 signalI/O pins required on the chip (40 linesper message. During initialization each node 34 receives 1
portxl6 ports=640 signalI/O pins). However, an equivalent
messagefrom the masterprocessor andusesthe destination
field 813B inheader word 128 in conjunction with the node
designwouldbe to replace each switch 60A, 60B, 60C, 60D
in the networkof FIG. 4 with four chips in parallel; i.e., 4 ID assignment OP Code to determine its assigned node
ofthe switch chipsshownin FIG.3 whichwouldhave9 data 40 number. Processor 50 at each node 30, 34 receives the
field 124 signals each for a totalof 36 paralleldata signals
initialization message, interprets it, and then stores over
internalI/O bus 710 the node numberinto Node ID register
throughthe network. The switches 60 of FIG. 3 have only
208 signal I/O pins required (13 signalsper portxl6 ports=
470. The node ID value is simply the port number of the
208 signal I/O's). The resulting networkwould require 16
node on the network. For the preferred embodiment, the
switch chips, but would be an equivalent networkto a 4 45 network has 16 nodes and onlythe low order4 node ID bits
switch chip network 60A, 60B, 60C, 60D built from the
are required to uniquelydefinethe 16 nodes. The node ID
switch 60X shown in FIG. 5.
register for this case contains 8bits, but thehigher orderbits
are all zeroed.
Referring to FIG. 6, the timingof a message sent overthe
Allnode switch network 20 is shown. Send adapter 14
Referring again to FIG. 6 in connection with FIG. 7,
transmits36-bitwordsofdata synchronized to therate ofthe So message header words Hi, H2 128 are sent immediately
after the SYNC word 127 and include two words—header
sending clock 122 (the clock rate is 100 MHZ for the
word 1 (Hi, 128A) and header word 2 (H2, 128B). Header
preferredembodiment). When send adapter14 is not transwords 128A and 128B include OP code bits 810—812,
mittingamessage, it sendsall zeroes datawords (designated
by 00 in FIG. 6) and deactivatesits VALID signal to 0.
memory area control bit 815, sending node (source) ID
Sending clock 122 internal to send adapter 14 is always 55 813A, networkdestination node ID 813B, memory address
818, timestamp 817and wordcount819 fields. Immediately
oscillating, but no message is sent to network20. Send
after header 128, the messagedata words 130 (DO to Dn)
adapter 14 sends only the word-wide data 124 plus the
VALID 120 and HI-PRI 121 signals to network20. Send
follow, wheren indicates that the message can be ofvariable
adapter 14 in node 30 does not send a clock to network20,
length.After data word Dn is transmitted to complete the
neither does any other node 34 connected to the network. 60 sending ofvalid datawords,null (00) wordsare sent andthe
The switch is unclocked. Sendingadapter 14 receivestwo
VALID signal120stays active waiting to see ifthe message
control signals (REJECT 123 and ACCEPT 125) from
is acceptedor rejected. FIG. 6 shows the messagebeing
network20 to help it track the progressof a messagebeing
acceptedby signal 134 on ACCEPT line 125 returning to 0
transmitted to the network.
and REJECT 123 nevergoingactive.AfterACCEPT goes to
In the normalmodesend adapter14 beginstransmitting a 65 0, VALID 120 goes to 0 to indicate the completion of the
messageto network20 by activating the VALID signal 120
message. The connection path through thenetworkisbroken
to 1,while sending null (00) datawords.Afterseveralclock
by VALID going to 0.
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The ALLNODE networks are excellent for the SMP
application, because the network is non-buffered. This
meansthat thereis no bufferingofdata in the networkitself;
i.e., after a connection is made data travels across the
networkas ifitwere a directconnection betweensender and
receiver. The delay experienced is approximately equal to
the length of cable used to connect the two nodes, which
says it is impossible to design a lower latency transfer. In
addition, the Allnode switchfor SMP will implement two
means ofestablishinga connection: 1) quick (normal) path
and 2) camp-on (high priority) path. The quick path is
exactlythat, the fastest way to establisha connection across
the networkwhen blockagein the switch and contention at
thereceivingnode are not encountered. The connection time
for the quick path requires 2 clock times per switch stage
based on the sendingclock 122 defined by networkadapter
10. For instance, if sendingclock 122 is selected to be 100
MHZ, theclocktimewouldbe 10 ns. Ifwouldrequire20 ns
to selecteach switchstage,so 2 stages=40 ns total. Thus, in
4 clocktimes(40 ns) a connection canbe establishedacross
the network by the quick path approach if blocking or
contentionis not encountered.
The networkadapter10 will make two different attempts
to establisheach connection across the network. The first
attempt will always be the quickpath over an alternate path
which is chosen at random, whichwill normallyestablisha
connection acrossthe networkin the quickest possibletime.
If the quick path is blockedor experiences contention, it is
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1)One quick path attempt is made first overa randomly
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rejected.
Referring to FIG. 8, the timing sequence for a first
attempt, or quick path, is shown with rejection. (FIG. 6 30

shows the timing sequence for a quick path with
acceptance). For the quick path, HI-PRI signal 121 is not
activated and the routing bytes 126 follow each other
immediately, separated only by a dead field (null word). If
the path is blockedor contended, the REJECT123 signalis
activated as pulse 133. Networkadapter 10 sees pulse 133
and aborts the attempt by deactivating the VALID 120
signal. Switch 60 sees VALID 120 go to 0 and responds by
droppingthe REJECT123signalto 0 completing pulse 133.
In addition, VALID goingto 0 breaksany networkconnections established by the rejectedattempt.
Referring to FIG. 9, a secondattempt,following rejection
of a first, or quickpath, attempt uses the camp-onpath.The
camp-on path is treated differently as controlled by the
activation of the HI-PRI line 121 signal 131 in switch
interface 61, which is activated prior to and during the
transmission of routing bytes126. Camping-on is the quickestway to deliver a messagewhen blockage or contention is
encountered. For the camp-oncase, the networkconnection
is maintained through the first stage of the network if
contentionorblockingisencounteredat the second stage of
the network. The rise ofthe HI-PRIsignal131 at the either
stage, informs switch 60 to camp-on, if it cannot make the
connection. Camping-on means that the switch drives
ACCEPTline 125 to 1 creating pulse 132 at stage 1 and
pulse 132Aat stage2. REJECT 123 is neveractivated for the
camp-onpath.ACCEPT 125 stays at 1 until the connection
is made, then ACCEPT goes to 0 completing either pulse
132 or 132A. This signals network adapter 10 that the
connection is established and the message 127, 128, 130
continues immediately after the fall ofACCEPT125. FIG.
9 shows, with signal 132, that the first stage in the timing
example shown responds quicker than the second stage,
shownby signal132A, whichmustwaitalongertimefor the
blockageor contentionto end.
In summary, the connection algorithm acrossthe network
is as follows:
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chosen alternate path.
2) If the quick path is rejected, a different alternate path
is tried in camp-on mode. An ACCEPT 125 signal
going to 1 and not returningto 0 immediately means
that blockage or contention has been encountered.
Whether immediately or later, ACCEPT125 going to a
0 alwaysmeans to proceedwith the message, that the
blockage or contention has ended and the desired
connection has been established.
For the preferred embodiment, the shared memory is
divided into 16 equal sectors with one sector residing ateach
ofthe 16 nodes. Eightbits ofsharedmemory address 818 are
used to uniquely define up to 256 sectorsof memory. The
preferred embodiment for simplicity only deals with 16
sectors ofmemory, whichare defined by the low-order 4bits
of the 8 sectorbits of shared memory address (the 4 high
order bits are zeroes).
Referring to FIG. 10, the memory address word 826 (as
distinguished from memory address818 in header 128) is
comprised of2 parts:memorysectordefinition—8 bits 820,
and memory address 822. The memory address word format
826 can either be generated locallyor remotely. The local
address word is designated by 826Aand the remote address
word is designated 826B. Memorysectordefinition bits 820
define which node contains the corresponding section of
memory, such thatfor any node 30, 34 the sectorbits 820 are
equal to the node ID register470. For instance, node 0 has
a node ID registerequal to OOh (00 in hexadecimal) and the
sectorofmemory implemented atnode 0 hasmemorysector
definition bits 820 also equal to OOh. Memory sector definition bits 820, node ID register470, and destination field
813B ofheader 128 are all 8 bits with the high order4 bits
all zeroed. For other embodiments, largernetworks are used
which havemore nodes. The limitationcausedby the 8-bit
fields 820, 470, 813A or 813b limits the systems to 256
nodes. Ifthe 8-bitsfieldswere increased in size, modethan
256 nodeswould be used.
Referring to FIG. hA, networkadapter 10 is designed
specifically to handle shared memory processor (SMP)
cache coherency efficiently over network20. As previously
described, network control busses 70 between memory
controller 210 and networkadapter 10 include address bus
240, requesting node line814, read orstore line 215, castout
line 310, timestamp 816, store data to remote line211, read
request/response to remote line 213, store data from remote
line 216 and read request/response from remote line 218.
Remote invalidate line 410 is fed from adapter 410 to U
cache 204.

Within network adapter 10, invalidate directory 32
node 814, reador store
215 andcastout310and provides timestamp 816. Storedata
from remote line 216 is also an input to directory 32. An
output of invalidate directory is send invalidate or cache
update messages line 333 to send FIFO 40. The outputs of
send FIFO 40 are localinvalidate bus 336Ato send response
invalidate block338 associated with send FIFO 42 and line
351 to priorityselection block 500. (In a sense,the sending
of an update message is an invalidation process, for the
obsolete data in a changedcachelineis invalidated bybeing

So receives address bus240, requesting

55

60 corrected,

65

or updated.)

Send FIFO 41 receivesstore data to remote line 211, and
its output on line 352 is fed to priority selection block 500.
SendFIFO 42 receives read request/response to remote line
213, and providesits outputon line 353 to priorityselection
block 500. The output of priority selectionblock 500 is fed
to network router logic block 530, the output of which is
send adapter 14 output port 21 to switch network20.
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Processor address out register 608 receives as input
Referringto FIG. 11B, receive adapter 12 input port22 is
remote address line 826B from generate remote memory
input to sync and recover logic block 540, the output of
address and route messageblock 670. Addressline 826B is
which is fed to receive FIFO selection block 510. The
also fed to temporary data storage 690, memory address
outputsofselectionblock510 arefed on lines451 to receive
FIFO 44, lines 452 to receive FIFO 45, and lines 453 to 5 multiplexer register620, remote read/store messagegeneration block 630 and multiplexer 666.
receiveFIFO 46. The outputsof receive FIFO 44 are fed on
Temporary data storage 690 receives as inputs response
lines 336B to receive responseinvalidate block 339 associdata
bus 680 and remote address bus 826B, both from
atedwith receive FIFO 46 and onremoteinvalidate line 410
generateremote memory address and route messageblock
to L2 cache 204. The output of receive FIFO 45 is fed on
bus 826A from remote read/store
store data from remote line 216 to invalidate directory32 10 670, and local address
block
630. Response data bus 6780 is
message
generation
and memory controller 210. The output ofreceiveFIFO 46
also fed to data multiplexer 675. Localaddress bus 826Ais
is fed on read request/response from remote line 218 to alsofed to comparator 650, activeremote read file block640
memorycontroller210.
and throughmultiplexer 666 (whenselected by line 667) to
Referring to FIG. 12, as will be described more fully
comparator 672. The outputsof temporary data storage 690
hereafter,memory data word 854 is 65 bits—64 data bits
are fed on 66 bit wide temporary read bus 804 to data
852 plus changeable bit 850.
multiplexer 675, and on temporary compare line 801 to the
select input of data multiplexer 675 and to read and store
Referring to FIGS. 13A through 13G in connection with
FIGS. 6 and 7, networkadapter 10 uses seven different
controllogic 610. Comparator 672 receivesasits otherinput
the output of changeable area locator register 472, and its
messagetypes, each an implementation ofthe basic message
header 128 format shownin FIG. 7. FIG. 13Ais the format 20 output is fed on line 673, which represents bit 815 of the
of the headerwords 128 for a read requestmessage, FIG.
messageheader, to remote read/store message generation
13B that ofthe store message, FIG. 13C that of the response
block630and multiplexer 675,whereitisconcatenated with
the 65 bits (64 bits ofdata, plus bit 850) on data bus 242 to
message, FIG. 13D that ofthe node ID assignment message,
FIG. 13E that of the invalidationmessage, FIG. 13F that of
form the 66 bit input to data multiplexer 675. Bit 850
the cast out message, and FIG. 13G thatofthe cacheupdate 25 identifies whether a double data word (64 bits) contains
message. Reference to a particular message 13A through
changeable data or not changeable data. Bit 815 identifies
13G will, depending upon the context, refer not onlyto the
whichportion222 or 224 of the memory 54 the data word
resides in.
corresponding header 128 but also to the data words 130
which accompany the header.
The inputs to memory address multiplexer 620, in addiReferring to FIGS. 14A and 14B, a flowchart of the 30 tion to localaddress bus822Aaremultiplexer selectline 621
fromread andstore controllogic610 and remote addressbus
processfor aread operation from sharedmemory is setforth.
This will be referred to hereafter in connection with a
826B generate messageblock 670. The output of memory
address multiplexer register620 is address bus 240, which
description of the operation of FIGS. hA, 11B and
15A—15C.
is fed to node memory 54 and networkadapter 10.
Referring to FIGS. iSA through 15C, the structure of 35
Inputs to generate remote memory address and route
memorycontroller210 will be described. The operation of
messageblock 670 are stores from remote nodes lines 216
FIGS. iSA through 15C will be described hereafter in
and read requests line 218, both from networkadapter10.
connection with the operationofFIGS. hAand 11B, inter
Outputsof generate address and messageblock 670 include
alia.
read or store signal 215 and requesting node ID line 814,
Processor data bus 202 interconnects processor 50, Li 40 both to networkadapter 10, the latter ofwhich is also fed to
cache 101 and L2 cache 204 with processor data in register
remote read/store messagegeneration block 630.
602 and processor data out register 604. Processoraddress
Active remote read file 640 receives as an input file
bus 201 interconnects processor 50, Li cache 101 and L2
controls lines617from read& store controllogicblock610,
cache 204 with processor address in register 606 and proand its output is fed to comparator 650, the output ofwhich
cessor address out register 608. Register controls line 611 45 is fedon line 651 back to read & store control logicblock
from remote read/store messagegeneration block 630 is fed
610. Otheroutputsof read & store controllogicblock 6710
to registers 602, 604, 606 and 608. Li, U miss lines207 are
are cast out signal 310 to network adapter 10 and start
fed from processor/cache 50, 101, 204 to read and store
remote line 614 to remote read/store message generation
control logic block 610. Remotefetch interruptline 230 is
block 630. The inputsto remoteread/store message generaan input to processor 50 from read and store control logic So tion 630 also include time stamp line 816 from network
block 610.
adapter 10. The outputs of remote read/store messagegenTheoutputofprocessor data in register 602 isfed on store
eration block to networkadapter 10 are stores to remote
data bus242 to data multiplexer 675, asremote store data to
nodes signal line 211 and read requestsand responses to
remote read/store message generation block630and as local
remote nodes line 213.
store data to node memory54. Processor data out register 55 Referring further to FIGS. iiA—iiB and i5A—i5C, in
604 receivesas input on 65 bitwide line 607 the 64 data bits
operation, four importantfeatures used will be described.
output 807B of data multiplexer 675 and one bit nonThey are: 1) Creating separateareas for changeable data in
cacheable line 807A from AND gate 806. AND gate 806
each memory sector, 2) allowingsomevariable data to be
receivesas inputbit 850 and invertedbit 815 onsignallines
non-cacheable, 3) communicating over network20 using
850A and 8i5A,respectively, the latter after being inverted 60 seven different messagetypes, and 4) implementing multiple
in INV809.
SendFIFOs 40, 41, 42 and receive (RCV)FIFOs 44, 45, 46,
Processor address in register 606 provides outputs on
whereeachFIFO is specifically designed to expediteremote
local address bus 822A to memory address multiplexer
memory fetches and to performcachecoherency across the
entire system.
register620 and on sectorline 820 to comparator 612. The
other input to comparator 612 is the output of node ID 65 1) Separate Area for Changeable Data
register 470, and its output is fed on line 613 to read and
Referring to FIG. 2A, cache coherencyapplies only to
store controllogic 610.
data that is changeable (variable). The cache coherency
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3)Seven NetworkMessage Types
Referring to FIG. 7in connection withFIGS.13Athrough
13G,networkadapter10uses seven different messagetypes,
each comprised of the basic messageheader format shown
5 in FIG. 7. The function of each message type will be

sharedmemory(instructions, constants, unchangeable data,
and changeable data) into two categories: changeable and
unchangeable. Forthe preferredembodiment, the distinction
is madeby address assignment within each memory sector
222 and 224 of node memory 54. A group of contiguous
addresses for changeable data 222ineachsectoris dedicated
to containing the changeable variables. Data stored in the
changeable area 222 of node memory 54 has cache coherency provided by networkadapter 10. Data located in the 10
remainder of node memory 54, referredto as unchangeable
data 224, does not have cachecoherencyprovided.
Referring to FIG. 12 in connection with FIGS. 2A and 2B,
it is up to the compilerrunning in processor 50 to mark all
instruction words, constants, and unchangeable data asbeing 15
unchangeable, and all data that couldchangeas changeable.
The marking is done by an additionalbit 850 carried by
every doubleword 852 storedto memory 54. Bit850 when
set to 0 defines the associated data word 852 as being
unchangeable, set to 1 means changeable. The compiler 20
must also segregate the changeable data from theunchangeable data, and assign the changeable data to the changeable
area 222 ofnode memory 54. Both networkadapter 10 and
memory controller 210 handle the changeable data differently than the unchangeable data. It ispossiblefor processor 25
50 to program node memory 54 so that the mount of
unchangeable memory222 is equal to 0, and the amount of
changeable memory 222 is equal to the complete size of
node memory 54.
30
Referring to FIG. 12 in connection with FIG. 10, memory
data word 854 is 65 bits—64 data bits plus changeable bit
850. This means that all memory 54 is organized to contain
65 bits plus error correcting bits if desired. The preferred
embodiment assumesthat there are no error correcting bits
because error correction is an obvious extension of the 35
preferred embodiment. Since the data width across the
networkis 36 bits, each memory data word (which is really
a doublewide data word),is transferred acrossthe network
as two successive words. Memory Address 822 in Node
40
memory 54 is furtherorganized as containing a sequential
series of cache lines, each being comprised of 8 doublewords. Memory address 822 further organizes each cache
line, such that the first double-word of each cache line is
assigned a memory address with the 3 low-order bits equal
to 0, and sequentially assigns memory addresses so that the 45
last double-word of the cache line is assigned a memory
address with the 3 low-order bits equal to 1.
2) Some non-cacheable data
Referring again to FIG. 2A, it is possibleto store unchange- so
able data to the changeable area 222 in node memory 54.
This causesno problem as it is the state-of-the-art approach
to mix changeable andunchangeable data together. Itis also
possibleto store changeable data to the unchangeable area
224 in node memory 54. This is handled in the preferred 55
embodiment by declaring such data as beingnon-cacheable,
since it is located in an area of memory for which cache
coherencyis not provided.Thus, any node using this data
must use it without putting it into any of its caches. The
memory controller210 when accessing such data detects 60
that itisnot cacheable becauseitislocatedin theunchangeable area 224 ofmemoryand its changeable bit 850 is set to
1 in memory 54.
Referring further to FIG. 2A and 2B, changeable area
register472 is loaded by processor 50 overinternalI/O bus 65
710 duringinitialization to inform memorycontroller210 of
the location of the changeable area 222 in node memory 54.

explained hereinafter.
4) Multiple Send and RCV FIFOs
Referring to FIG. 11, send FIFOs 40—42 and receive
FIFOs 44—46 areused to segregate and handle efficientlythe
cache invalidate functions, unchangeable remote accesses,
and accesses requiring cache coherency. The six different
networkadapter operations (A, having twopartsAl andA2,
and B through E, infra) use these six FIFOS.
A) Node 30 AccessesData from Remote Memory 54
Referringto FIGS.15A—15C in connection withthe flow
chart of FIGS.14Aand 14B, the operationof the preferred
embodiment of the invention for reading from shared
memory will be setforth.Instep 730, processor 50 sendsthe
local memory address word 826A of the next memory
location to be accessedto Ll cache100 and overbus201 to
memory controller 210 and L2 cache204. Instep 732, ifthe
Ll cache 100 does not contain the addressed data, Ll miss
line 203 is sentto L2 cache 204 and processing continues in
step 734. If neither Ll cache 100 or L2 cache204 contain
the addressed
data,in steps735 and737 Ll, L2miss line 207
enables memory controller 210. It then becomesthe task of
memory controller 210 to find and access the address in
sharedmemory(the 16 memories 54—one located at each
node 30, 34). Memory controller210 functions, including
compare step744 and thosestepson theYESoutput thereof,
are only enabled if both caches miss (steps 732 and 734).
Otherwise, compare step 744 is not reached for a read, and
the read is completed in steps 738 or 740.
Memory controller 210 contains intelligence to decide
whether the accessed address is located in local node
memory 54or remote node memory 54locatedatsomeother
node 34. This is accomplished in step 744 by comparing
memory sector definition bits 820A of the local memory
address word 826Ato node ID register 470 via comparator
612. If the compare is equal,signal EQUAL613 goes to 1
indicating the address is located in local node memory54.
In this case,in step 742 data is fetchedfrom local memory
220 asfollows:the read& store controllogic610sendslocal
memory address 822A to memory address MUX register
620 and activates MUX select621 to send memoryaddress
820 via address bus 240 to the local node memory 54. The
requested data is accessed from local memory 54 and is
returned to processor 50, Ll cache 100, and L2 cache 204
through processor data out register 604 and over data bus
202 without involving networkadapter10.
In step 742 data is fetched from local memory and
returned to the localprocessor, local Ll cache, and local U
cache. In step 746, as this data is fetched, a check is made
to determine if the fetched data comes from the changeable
area of memory. All copies ofdata fetched from the changeable area are trackedby the invalidate directory. If the data
doesnotcome fromthechangeable area, no trackingof data
is required. In step 750, if the address does come from the
changeable area, the address is sent to the invalidate directory along with the local node ID number. The invalidate
directoryuses this information to record that the local node
has accessed a copy of the data for the corresponding
address. In addition, the changeable area bit 815 is set and
returned on line 673 to multiplexer 675, thence inverted at
INV 809,AND'd with bit 850 in AND gate 806 and the
resultingbit on line 807A concatenated with bus 807B to
form bus 807 to processor data out register 604.
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If the compare is not equal, in step 764 the requested
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field 822A of word 826A unchanged to become
memoryaddress 826Aislocatedin remote node memory 54.
memory addressfield 818 ofheader 128, by takingmemory
In this case, the read & store controllogic 610 of memory
sectorfield 820Aof word 826Aunchangedto becomethe
controller210 first checks in step 760 to see if there is a
destination field 813B of header 128, and by taking the
remote fetchfor the same address in-progress. Read & store 5 contents of Node ID register470 unchanged tobe the source
controllogic610 sendslocal memory address 826Aplus file
node field 814 of header 128. In addition, the OP codebits
controls617 to the active remote read file 640, wherea real
810, 811, 812 are set to 0, 0, 1, respectively, to indicate a
time record is kept of remote fetches in-progress.
read request message 13A. The other control bits 815, 817,
and the word count819 are all set to zeroes. The word count
Referring to FIG. 16, furtherdetailof the Active Remote
Read File 640 is shown. File 640 contains 8 registers 641 to 10 is zero because message13A is a header message only and
648, each for storing a different address of a remote read
requires no subsequentdata words. Memory controller210
forwards messageheader 128 overbus213 to SendFIFO 42
requestin-progress. The new local memory address 826Ais
sent to the comparators 650A to 650H and compared in
of networkadapter 10. All requests for reads from remote
nodes are sent to Send FIFO 42 overbus 213.
parallel to all of the remote read requests presently
The act ofstoring a message to send FIFO 42 in step 766
in-progress (compared to allregisters641 to 648 whichhave 15
their associated valid (V) bit 660Ato 660H set to 1). The
starts immediately startsthe networkoperation of step 754,
normal case is that there is no read requestin-progress for
where node 30 becomesthe requesting node because it is
the address 826A, and all the comparators 650A to 650H
requesting (via messageheader 128) to access data from a
send zeroes to OR gate 652. In that case, in step 760, the
remote node 34.
compare equal 651 signalgoes to 0 to indicatethat there is 20
Referringto FIG. 11, each new messageis stored at the
no compare and there is no read requestin-progress for the
tail of send FIFO 42. It awaits its turn to be sent to network
new address 826A. If compare equal 651 goes to 1 in step
20. The message at the head of the FIFO is sent to the
networkfirst. If send FIFO 42 is empty when the header
760, there is a read request in-progress for the new address
826A; this case will be discussed hereinafter.
messageis stored to the FIFO 42 (this is the normalcase),
Further in step 760, upon compare equal 651 going to 0, 25 the messagegoes immediately to the head of the FIFO 42
read & store controllogic 610 issuesone ofthe file controls
and is sent to network20. If FIFO 42 is not empty, the
617 commands to the active remote read file 640 commandmessagemust work its way to the headof the FIFO before
it is sent. Selector500 performsa priorityfunction amongst
ing it to store the new address 826Ato the file 640. The new
address searches for an unused register 641 to 648, one
the three Send FIFOs 40, 41, 42 to determine which FIFO
whose valid (V) bit 660Ato 660H is set to 0. The lowest 30 sends the next message. For the preferred embodiment the
numberregister 641 to 648with V=0storesthe new address
priority algorithm used is that send FIFO 40 is highest
826A and the associated V bit is set to 1. The Vbit 660Ato
priority and send FIFOs 41 and 42 are both lowestpriority.
660Hremains at 1 until aresponseis returned from a remote
Thismeans that if send FIFO 40 has no messages that send
FIFOs 41 and 42will send messages alternately, ifboth have
node, then it is resetto 0makingthe associated register641
to 648 available to accept another address 826A of a 35 messages to send.
In step 754, data is fetched from remote memory 220.
subsequentread request.
In step 762, memory controller 210 checks temporary
Thisoperation will beexplained inconnection with FIG. 17.
data storage 690 to determine if the remotelyrequested data
Referring to FIG. 17, a read requestmessage13A comhas been previously stored to the temporary storage area prised only of header 128 requesting a remote read travels
internal to the memory controller 210. Normally, the 40 across the networkas routed by networkrouter logic 530.
Send clock 122 is fed to messagecontrolblock 504, 1-bit
requested data has not been previously storedto temporary
data storage 690, and memory controllerproceeds to step
counter 511 and routing control502. Messagedata busses
764. The cases where data have been previouslystored to
128, 130 feedsendmessageregister 553, the output ofwhich
is fed to message control 504 as represented by line 549.
temporarydata storage 690 are discussed hereinafter.
In step 764, memory controller 210 returnsstatusfor the 45 Outputsof send messageregister1 are also fed on line 813
currentthreadtoprocessor50to informit that a remote read
to routing controlblock502 andonline 541 to sendmessage
is required. Thisis accomplished by a pulse generated over register 2 532 alongwiththe output of 1-bitcounter 511 on
the remote fetch interrupt line 230 to processor 50, that
line 535. The outputsof 1-bitcounter511 also include line
causesprocessor 50 to switch programthreads because the
531 to word multiplexer 533, alongwith lines543 and 545
presentthreadisbeing delayed. Remote fetchinterrupt line so from sendmessage
register 2 532. The output of word
230 can be handledby the processor as a normalinterrupt,
multiplexer 533 is fedonlines547 to multiplexer 538, along
inwhich case the interrupt causesa switch to another thread withsync byte 127 and the output of routing control502 on
or moreefficiently as a branchinthe microcode ofprocessor
line 126 and select sync,routing, or messagelines505, 507,
50 to enter the thread switchingroutine.The exact impleand 506 from message control 504, the latter of which
mentationis left to the processorto handle in the best way, 55 (select routingline 506) is also fed to routingcontrol 502.
and is not pertinent to the present invention.
The output of multiplexer 538 is message data line 124 to
Referring to FIG. 7, 10, hA, 13A and 15C in connection
port 21. Message control 504 receives as additional inputs
with FIG. 14B, in step 766, memory controller210 also
reject line 123 and accept line 125 from port 21, and
generatesthe read request message to be sent, as is repreprovides as additional outputs select camp-online 508 to
sented by line 213 to send FIFO 42 based on the local 60 camp-on control 512 and valid line 120 to port 21. The
memoryaddress word 826A. The messagegeneration funcoutput of camp-oncontrol512 is camp-online 121 to port
tion is performed by the remote read/store messagegenera21.
tion block 630. In thiscase the message iscomprised ofonly
Referring furtherFIG. 17, networkrouterlogic530 routes
the message header word 128. A conversion is made from
messages storedin send FIFOs 40, 41, 42 overnetwork20
the address word 826Aof FIG. 10 to the header word 128 65 to the destination node 34. Messages are stored to send
of FIG. 7. The local address 826A is converted to the
FIFOs 40, 41, 42 as 65-bit double-words, which are commessage header word 128 by taking the 25-bit memory
prised of two 33-bit words each. The first double-word
address
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send FIFOsare 65bits wide,and they are senttothe network
(header word 128) ofthe message is read from the selected
send FIFO in adapter memory18 to send data register 553.
as two words of 32 and 33 bits, respectively. The network
The destination portion 813B of header word 128 in send
supports36 bits to transport 32 and 33-bitmessagewords.
data register 553 is sent to networkrouting control 502,
The extra network bits can be used to support error
where an alternate pathis selected and routing bytesRi and 5 detection, which is not described herein because it is not
R2 are generated. Messagecontrolblock 504 controls the
pertinent to the present invention.
send messageoperation.First, messagecontrol block 504
The SYNC byte 127 arrives first at the receivingnode 34
activates VALID 120 signalto network20, and then sends
to synchronize the asynchronous message to the receiving
the select routing signal 506 to MUX 538 and routing
node clock.The method used for synchronizing and recovcontrol 502, plus the selectcamp-on508 signalto camp-on 10 ering the message arriving from the networkis disclosed in
control 512. Select camp-on508 is activated only after the
U.S. Pat. No. 5,610,953, "Asynchronous Switch Data
first attempt at delivering the message over the quickpath
Recovery" by Olnowich et al. The method is not explained
fails, and it causesthe CAJYIP-ON 121 signalto be sent to
herein, since it is not pertinent to the present invention,
the networkover networkinterface 21. The select routing
exceptto know that there is a method and apparatus in the
signal506 beingactiveto Mux538 and routing control502, 15 priorart for recovering data arrivingin the format shown in
causes routing control502 to generatethe networkrouting
FIG. 6. The incomingmessageis synchronized and recovered by block 540 of FIG. 11. The send FIFO operation is
sequence 126 comprised of Ri and R2 separated by null
(OOh) bytes. Ri is an alternate pathselection madeat random
complete at this time as the messagehas been transferred
for the appropriate destination 813B; i.e, the alternate path
from send FIFO 42 of the requesting node 30 across the
is selected from alternate paths AP1L, AP2L, AP3L, and 20 network20 to the RCVFIFO46 ofthe destination node 34.
AP4Lifthe destination node is number8 or lower, and the
The message l3Ais erased from the send FIFO,allowing the
alternate path is selected from alternate pathsAP1H,AP2H,
next messagein the FIFO to moveto the headofthe FIFO
for transmission to the network. The next send FIFO operaAP3H, and AP4H if the destination node is number 9 or
tion beginsimmediately, there is no restriction that the next
higher. R2 is a straight binary selection based on the
low-order 3 bits of the destination field 813B. The routing 25 message transmittal must wait for the requested data to be
returned before it can proceed. The number of remote
bytes 126 route the message to the correct destination by
fetchesthatcan be activeat anytime islimitedbythenumber
selectingone output from each switch stage of the network
for connection. Routing byte Ri is stripped from the mesof registersimplemented in the active remote read file 640
of FIG. 16. The preferred embodiment implements 8
sage as it goes through stage 1 ofthe network, routing byte
R2 is stripped from the message as it goes throughstage 2 30 registers, which permits8 active remote fetches.However,
of the network. Message control block 504 tracks the
other embodiments wouldimplement 16, 32, or any number
networkrouting sequence 126 being generatedby routing
of registersin the active remote read file 640, so that the
control502, and activatesthe selectSYNC 505 signalfor 1
numberofactiveremote fetchescouldbe virtuallylimitless.
clock time (of sendingclock 122) to MUX 538, causing it
Referring to FIGS.hAand11B in connection withFIGS.
to selectand send sync byte 127 (allones into MUX538) to 35 14A, 14B and iSA, 15B and 15C, destination node 34
the network.
receivesand processes the remote fetch message from step
754 as follows. The RCV FIFO 44, 45, or 46 which is to
Referring to FIG. 17 in connection with FIG. 4 and 6,
since both the routing bytes 126 and SYNC byte 127 are
receive the message is selected byRCV FIFO selection logic
510. Logic 510 determines that the messageis to be passed
only byte-wide entities and the switch data 124 widthis 36
bits,bytes 126 and 127 plus aparitybit are replicated 4 times 40 to RCVFIFO 46 becauseit is a read requestmessage13A
across the switchdata 124 lines to provide the full 36 bits
as indicated by bit 810=0, bit 811=0, and bit 812=1 in
required.If each switch 60A, 60B, 60C, 60D of FIG. 4 of
messageheader word 128. RCV FIFO 46 receivesonlyread
network20 is comprised of4 switches in parallel with each
request messages 13A and response messages 13B. The
being 9 bits wide, each switch of the 4 parallel switches
incoming messagel3Ais storedatthe tail ofRCV FIFO 46.
receivesadifferent 9 bits ofthe 36 bit switchdata field 124, 45 If the RCV FIFO is emptywhen the message13Ais stored
and all functions are includes within each set of 9 bits; i.e.,
to the FIFO 46 (this is the normalcase), the message goes
each set of 9 bit includes routing bytes 126 and SYNCbyte
immediately to the head of the RCV FIFO 46 and is
127 due to the abovereplication. Thus, each ofthe 4 parallel
processed. IfRCV FIFO 46 is not empty,the messagemust
switchesoperatesindependently on a different set of 9 bits
work its way to the headofthe FIFO before itis processed.
ofthe switchdata 124, overwhich it receivesrouting, sync, so The processing involvesforwarding the messagecomprised
and data. If each switch 60A, 60B, 60C, 60D ofnetwork20
onlyofheader 128 over remote responses and read requests
iscomprised of asingleswitch witheachbeing36bits wide,
Bus 218 to memory controller210 of the receivingnode 34.
each switchcan deriveroutingcommandsfrom any of the
Memory controller 210 storesthe read request message13A
four different set of 9 bits of the switch data 124.
to block 670, and from this point memory controller210
Referring further to FIG. 17, message control block504, 55 processes theremote read request. The RCVFIFO operation
is complete atthis time andthe messageis erased from RCV
immediately after the one clock time for SYNC byte 127,
activates the selectmessagesignal507 causingheader word
FIFO 46, allowing the next messagein the FIFO to move to
128 to begin the sendingofthe message, one word (36 bits)
the head of the FIFO for processing. The number of read
per clock time as selected by word multiplexer 533. The
request messages 13A that can be receivedto node 30 is
messageis read from one ofthe send FIFOs 40, 41, 42 into 60 limited by the size of RCV FIFO 46. For the preferred
to send data register 553 to send messageregister 532 and
embodiment RCV FIFO 46 is implemented to contain 1K
word multiplexer 533. Word multiplexer 533 selects a
words of 65 bits each plus error detection and correction.
different word every clock time as controlled by 1-Bit
Thus, RCV FIFO 46 could store up to 1K read request
Counter 511. Everysecond clocktimetheword insend data
messages before it becamefull. This, makes the numberof
register553 is movedto send messageregister 532, and the 65 remote read requestsbeing held in RCV FIFO 46 virtually
next word of the messageis fetchedfrom the send FIFOs
limitless. If RCV FIFO 46 ever becomes full, the next
into send data register 553. The double-words read from the
arriving remote request would not be accepted over the
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network. It would be rejected and the requesting node 30
would continuously retry sending the message over the
networkuntil therewas roomfor the messagein RCV FIFO
46 atthe destination node 34, and the messagewas accepted
over network20.
Referring to FIGS. 11 and 15 in connection withFIGS. 7
and 10, the remoteread operationof step 754 continues as
generatememory address from messageheaderblock670 of
memory controller 210 at receiving node 34 turns the
message header 128 back into the same memory address
word 826 from whence it was generated at the sending
(requesting) node 30. Thisisjust the reverse ofthe operation
at requesting node 30. At the destination node 34, block 670
generates remote memory address word 826B (FIG. 10)
from the message header 128 (FIG. 7.) Remote address
826B is used to find and access node memory 54 in the
destination node 813B. Remote memory address 822B is
passed to memory address MUX register 620 and gated to
address bus240 undercontrolofthe MUXselect621 signal
from read & stores control logic 610. Thus, memory controller210 accessesthedata from node memory 54basedon
the remotely sent address 826B.An entire cache line of 8
double-words are accessedfrom read/store data bus242 and
routed to remote read/store message generationblock 630,
alongwiththe recreated remote memory address word 826.
All remote reads (requestsor responses) are changed into
messageformat bythe remote read/store message generation
block 630, and the messages are sent to send FIFO 42 of

operations become active when data is read from the
changeable area 222ofmemory 54: 1) returnofthe remotely
requested data, and 2) data trackingthrough the invalidate
5

10

15

20

25

directory32.
1) ReturnofRemotelyRequested Data—Response Mes-

sage
Referring to FIGS.l5Athrough 15C, thisfunctionapplies
to both remotely requested data in changeable area 222 of
memory 54 at this node 30 or unchangeable area 224 of
remote node 34 memory 54. Remote read/store message
generation block 630 of memory controller 210 constructs
response message 13C by using the sending node ID field
814 of the received message header 128 to create the
destination field 813B for the return messageheader 128.
Memory area bit 815 is set to 1 if the memoryaccess came
from changeable area 222 of memory 54, and bit 815 is not
set ifthe access camefrom unchangeable area224. Bits 810
to 812 are set to 011, respectively, to indicate a response
message13C. Memory address field 818 of response message 13C is set equal to memory address field 822B ofthe
remote address word 826B being held in block 670. As
usual, sending node 30 ID field 813Aof response message
13C is loaded from the node ID register470 at the node 34
generating the message. The word count field 819 is given
a value equalto binary 16. Thisisbecausethe message now
includes 8 double-words 854 (FIG. 12) or 16 words for
transmission over network20. Thisisbased on the number
of double-words in the cacheline of the preferred embodiment being 8. Time stamp field 817 is set equal to the
contents of the time stamp Register 889 (FIG. 21A.) The
purposeofthe TimeStamp817 is to establishapoint in time
whenresponsemessage 13C was issued.Ifthe accessed data
130 is subsequently changedbefore the responsemessage
13C is delivered, examination ofthe timestampwill enable
the cachecoherency logicto determine if the data 130inthe
response message is obsolete. Further details of the time
stamp are discussed hereinafter in relation to FIGS.

networkadapter 10.
Referring to FIG. 15C in connection with FIG. 2, for a 30
remote read request remote read/store messagegeneration
block 630 generatesa responsemessage13C containing a
cache line of data 130 and a message header 128 to be
returnedto requesting node30 overnetwork20. Header128
of the responsemessage13C is generatedbasically in the 35
same manner asdescribed for the readrequest message13A.
In addition, memory controller 210 checksif the addressed
location resides in the changeable area 222 of memory 54
20A—20B and 21A—20B.
based on the contents of changeable area locator register
Referring to FIGS.2A and 2B in connection with FIGS.
472. The remote address word 826B, havingbeen selected 40 hA and iSA through 15C, memory controller 210 always
at multiplexer 666 by read and store controllogic 610 line
sends to send FIFO 42 the changeable data bit 850 from
667, iscompared againstthechangeable arealocatorregister
memory 54 for each data word. This is done to let the
472 using comparator 672. If the remote address word 826B
requesting node 30 know if the data can be cachedor not,
is less than the contents of changeable area locator register
baseduponexaminingbothbits 850 and815. Controller 210
472, it is located in the changeable area 222 ofmemory54 45 sends the return message header 128 plus the 8 doubleand the changeable area signal 673 goes to 1. If the
words(eachhavingabit 850) overline213 to send FIFO 42.
addressed location resides in the changeable area 222 of
In the same manneras described above,the message is sent
across the network to the requesting node 30; the only
memory 54, remote read/store message generation block
630 senses that changeable area signal 673 is a 1, and a
difference being that the returning messageis comprised of
decision is made to involve invalidate directory32 in any so header plus 16 data words 130. The returning messagegoes
read from changeable memory 222, whetherit is a local or
back to RCV FIFO 46 of the requesting node 30 becauseit
a remote read of that data. Note that if processor 50
is a response message 13C. RCV FIFO 46 sends the data to
programsthe contents of changeable area locator register
memory controller 210 of the requesting node 30 over bus
472 to be the highest orderaddress in node memory54, then
218 to block 670. Controller 210 based on the message
the entire node memory 54 is comprised onlyof changeable 55 header bits 810 to 812 being 011 determines that the
memory222. Locator register472 identifiesthe location, or
messageis a response message13C. The data is not stored
to node memory 54, but sent from Generate Remote
extent,of the changeable area and,depending uponwhether
that extent represents the minimum or maximum address
Memory Address & Route Responses 670 over response
data bus 680 through data MUX 675 to processor data-out
value, the unchangeable area wouldbe beyondthat extent,
whetheritbe aboveamaximum orbelow a minimum would 60 register 604. Register 604 sends the data to Li Cache 100
be equivalent.
and L2 cache204 over data bus 202, just as if the data had
been accessed from local node memory 54. The only difReferring to FIG. 11, invalidate directory32 keeps an
ference from a local read is that a remoteread takes longer.
up-to-date account of which nodes 30, 34 have copies of
each cacheline ofchangeable data. This is so that when the
The address of the data is returned over address bus 201.
changeable data is updated, invalidate directory32 can be 65
Referringfurtherto FIGS.2A and iSAthrough15C, for
used to find the nodes which require invalidationof the
all butone case, the remotely accessed cache line is returned
corresponding data line in their caches. Thus, two different
immediately over the processor data bus 202 and the pro-
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and stored into the caches 100, 204.
with eachdoubledataword. Bit 815 indicates whetherthe
The one exception is the case wherebit 850 of the remotely
cache line was accessed from the changeable section 222
fetcheddouble-word 854 is equal to 1 and bit 815 in header
(Bit 815=1)orthe unchangeable section 224 (Bit 815=0) of
word 128 equals0. This special case means that changeable
memory 54, and bit 850 indicateswhether each data word
data has beenread from the unchangeable memoryarea224 5 854 is changeable or unchangeable. The eight bits 850 for
of memory 54. The algorithm for handlingthis case is to the accessed cache line are logicallyOred(not shown) and
treat the data word as beingnon-cacheable. Thisis the only
if the result of the OR is 1 and bit 815=0, the specialcase
case were data is not stored to caches 100, 204. All other
is detected. In this case, block 150 sends only the one
double-word requested plus the associated bits 815, 850 to
data, whether changeable or unchangeable or regardless of
from the area of memory they are read, are stored to the 10 Temporary Data Store 690. The new data and address
caches 100,204. Priorart caches 100, 204 are usedwith the
searchesfor an unusedregister pair,one whose valid(V) bit
699A to 699D is set to 0. The lowest number register pair
present invention and their design is not reviewed herein.
Caches havingindividual validitybits for each double-word
with V=0 stores the new address 826B and its associated
in a cache line would be the most advantageous. The
double-word (64 bits), concatenated with bits 815 and 850,
individual double-word validity bit would never be set in 15 on 66 bitwide bus680. The associated V bit699A—D isthen
caches 100, 204 for a data word 854 coveredby the special
set to 1. The lowernumbered registers 691 to 694 store the
case (bit815=0 and bit 850=1). Ifthespecialcase (bit815=0
address word826B,whilethehighernumbered registers695
and bit 850=1) applied only to 1 or some of the doubleto 698 store the double-data word from bus 680. The
wordsina cacheline, theywouldbe marked asinvalidinthe
associated V bit 660Ato 660Hin the active remote read file
caches 100, 204 and the rest of the double-words in the 20 640 is set to 0, after the entry is made to temporary data
cacheline wouldbe markedas valid in the caches 100, 204.
storage 690—thus completing aremote access operation just
Caches 100, 204 implemented to haveonly one validitybit
as if the data had been storedto the caches 100, 204 for the
for the cacheline wouldnot store any cacheline havingone
normalcase.The associated Vbit 699Ato 699D takes over
or more double-words which had 815=0 and bit 850=1. In
at this point, and remains at 1 until processor 50 readsthe
either case, caches with individual validitybits or not, the 25 special case data from temporarydata storage 690. Data is
sent to temporary data storage 690 over responsedata bus
prior artcacheswouldoperate efficiently because the special
case ofbit 815=0 and bit 850= 1 is not a normaloccurrence
680. Only the one requested double-word of the eight
in most systems.
returned is sent to temporary data storage in memory controller210, along with the remote address826B.The other
Referring toFIGS.14Aand 14Binconnection withFIGS.
2Aand 15A—15B, for the normalcase,remotely read data is 30 7 doublewords are destroyedif the caches 100, 204 do not
returnedto the processor caches, makingthe requested data
have individual validity bits for each double-word.
available locally in Li and/or L2 caches 101, 204. When
However, ifthe caches 100,204 haveindividual validitybits
for each double-word, the 7 words are not destroyed.The
processor 50 switchesback to the thread that required the
remote read, processor 50 gets in step 732 or734 a cachehit
data isreturned to the caches asusual, evenif bit 815=0 and
and the thread continues to execute in steps 738 or 740, 35 bits 850=1. Data is returned over response data bus 680
respectively. Ifprocessor50 returns to the threadprior to the
through MUX 675 to processor busses 202, 201. If the
remote access completing, in steps732 and 734thereisonce
caches 100, 204 have individual validitybits, the words in
the caches which havebit 850 set are marked as invalid in
again a cache miss at boththe Li and Ucaches.In step735,
the caches. Processor 50 will still get a cache miss when it
Li/L2 miss signal 207 is sent to memory controller 210
requesting a read of a cache line. In step 744, memory 40 accesses the invalid location in cache, andprocessor 50will
controller210 proceeds as usual to determine if the read
still haveto get the data from temporary data storage 690.
requestis for local or remote memory 54. Ifit is for remote
Referring to FIGS.15A—15C and 18, the special case (bit
815=0 and bit 850=1), indicating the double-word requested
memory 54, in step 760 the active remote read file 640 is
checkedand compare equal 651 goes to 1, since there is a
remotely is non-cacheable, will be described. In the usual
previous remote read request in-progress for the present 45 manner, processor 50, when returning to a thread that was
memoryaddress word 826A. Memory controller 210 at this
delayed by performing a remote read request,in steps 732,
734 checks the caches 100, 204 first for the remotely
point does not start another remote request for the same
address 826A. Instead, memory controller210 takes only
accesseddata and then goes to the memory controller 210
one action and again returnsstatusfor the currentthreadto
for the data. For the special case memory controller210
processor 50 to inform it that a remote read is in-progress. So cannot returnthedata to the caches100, 204, so the memory
This is accomplished in the same manner as described
controller must temporarily store the remotely accesseddata
hereinabove; i.e., a pulse generatedover the remote fetch
internally and wait for the processor 50 to request the data
interruptline 230 to processor 50, that causesprocessor 50
again.
to switch program threads because the present thread is
Referring to FIG. 18 in connection with FIGS. 14A and
being delayed. Processor 50 keeps returning to the thread 55 14B, every address 826Asent by processor 50 is processed
after other threads are interrupted until it gets a hit in the
in step 760 by comparing address 826A against the 4
caches 100, 204, or in step 762 a memory controller
temporary address registers691 to 694 in temporary data
responsefrom temporarystorage.
storage 690 in parallel using comparators 800A to 800D.
When the processor accessesa location in temporarydata
Referring to FIG. 18 in connection with FIG. 15C, further
detail of temporary data storage 690 is shown. For the 60 storage 690, the output of one of the comparators 800A to
800D goes to 1 and drives OR gate 802 to 1, activating the
preferredembodiment temporary data storage 690 contains
four register pairs 691, 695; 692, 696; 693, 697; and 694,
temporary compare 801 signalto 1. Temporary compare 801
698 for providingtemporary storage for 4 addresses 826B
going to one selects data MUX 675 to select the data on
and their associated double-word of data. This is plenty of
temporary read bus 804 to be sent through MUX 675 to
storagesincethis is arare case. For everycache line returned 65 processor data-outregister604 andthen toprocessor 50 over
by a remote responsemessage, block 670 checks bit 815 of
processor data bus 202. Bits 815 and 850 are read withthe
the message header 128 and the eightbits 850, one returned
data from temporarydata storage 690 over temporaryread
cessor address bus 201
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bus 804 and MUX675. However, aftergoingthrough MUX
675, bits 815 (on line 815A) and 850 (on line 850A) are
converted by inverter 809 and AND gate 806 to form the
non-cache able 807Asignal. The non-cacheable 807Asignal
is activatedto 1 only whenbit 815=0 and bit 850=1. The
non-cacheable 807Aline is sent as part oftheprocessor data
bus 202 to inform caches 100, 204that this data is not to be
stored in the caches. After this the associated valid bit 699A
to 699Dis resetto 0, clearingthe data entry from temporary
data store 690 and making the associated register pair
available to accept a subsequent entry.
Referring to FIGS. 15A—15C in connection with FIG. 2,
non-cacheable 807A signalis sent with every double-word
sent to processor 50 and caches 100, 204 over Processor
DataBus 202. Forlocalaccessestolocalmemory54, bit 815
is created from the changeable area 673 signal line sent
alongwith read/store data bus 242 to multiplexer 675. Bit
850 is read from local memory and is alreadypresent on
read/store data bus 242 as the 65th bit.
The preferred embodiment returns data to the processor
and caches overthe processor databus 202. To do this it has
to arbitrate and interferewith other users of the processor
data bus 202. An alternative embodiment would be to
implement 2 ported caches that wouldreceive remote data
and invalidates over the second port, so that they wouldnot
interferewith the other users of processor data bus 202 on
the first port. The present inventionworks equally well in
either case—with either 1 ported or 2 ported caches.
2) Data Tracking through the Invalidate Directory 32
Referring to FIGS.10 and 19 in connection with FIGS. 2,
11, 20, and 21, invalidate directory32 can be implemented
in several ways, but the preferred embodiment uses word
860 of FIG. 19. One word 860 is required in invalidate
directory 32 for each cache line residing in changeable
memory222. The word 860 for any cacheline is accessed
from the invalidate directory32byusing address 822 sentby
memorycontroller 210 over address bus 240 to memory 54
and network adapter 10. However, before address 822 is
applied to invalidate directory 32, address 822 is shifted
right 3 places to divide it by 8 and store it into invalidate
address register 880 to createinvalidate address 881. The 3
bit shift is necessarybecause invalidate directory 32 contains 1 word 860 for every cache line (every 8 words), so
there are 1/8th the number of addresses required for the
invalidate directory32 as thereare changeable data wordsin
memory 222. For the preferred embodiment memory
address 822 is 25 bits and addresses 8 Megawords of
changeable data and 24 Megawords of unchangeable data
per sectorofmemory, and the invalidate address 881 is 21
bits and addresses 1 Megawordinvalidate directory 32 plus
a 64K word overflow directory 334. Word 860 indicates
which nodes34 have accesseda copy of the corresponding
cacheline. For instance, field862 ofword 860 contains one
8-bit field 862 which containsthe node ID number 470 of
one node 30, 34 (eitherremoteorlocal)that has read a copy
of the corresponding cacheline. Field 864 stores the Node
ID number470 of another node 34 that has read a copy of
the corresponding cache line. Additional node indicia (ID
numbers)are pointedto by the extend address 866 field of
word 860. Each entry 862, 864, 866 of word 860 has a
validity bit VA 861, VB 863, VC 865, respectively, which
defines ifthe associated node ID 862, 864 or address 866 is
valid (VX=1)or not (VX=0).
Referring to FIGS.21Aand 21B, invalidate directory32
will be described. Power on reset (POR) line 972 is input to
directory memory 332/334 and register 870. Invalidate
register 870 contains a plurality of invalidate directory

words860, of the format previouslyexplained with respect
to FIG. 19, and includingfields861—866. Castout line 418
is inputto invalidation controllogic, alongwithread orstore
line 215, which is also fed to time stamp register 889, the
output ofwhich is fed on time stamp line 816 to generate
update/invalidation messages block887. Controlsline345 is
fed from invalidation control logic block 412 to messages
block 887, and delete line 343 to extend address control
block 340. Bidirectional extend address bus 342 interconnects extend address control340, invalidate address register
880 and extend address field 886 of invalidate register 870;
new address are loaded tobus 342 bycontrol340, anddelete
address are directedto control340 from register880 or field
866 of register 870. Shifted address bus 240 is input to
invalidate address register880, along with extend address
line 347 from register 870. The output ofregister880 is fed
on invalidate address line 881 to invalidate directory
memory 332.Invalidate directorymemory332 and overflow
directory334 contentsare loaded to invalidate register870
overstorebus 860S,andread therefrom overreadbus 860R.
Referring to FIG. 20B in connection with FIG. 21B, in
step 782, requesting node ID is fed on line 814 to register
884, and used to determine the node 30, 34 that is accessing
a copy of the addressed cache line. The outputsof register
884 are fed on lines885 to node ID fields862 and 864, and
on lines 871 to ID comparators 886A and 886B. Node ID
register output line 470 is fed to ID comparators 886C and
886D. Node ID field 862 is fed on lines 862 to ID comparators 886A and 886C and update/invalidation messages
block 887. Node ID field 864 is fed on lines 864 to ID
comparators 886B and 886D and block887. Validity fields
861, 863 and865 are fedto validitybit checking and control
block882, alongwith the outputsofOR gates 888 and 214.
ORgate receivesthe outputsof comparators 886Aand 886B
on lines873 and 875, respectively. ORgate 214 receivesthe
outputsofcomparators 886C and 886D, respectively. Validity bit checkingand control block 882 provides load zeros
line 883 to field 886 ofregister870, and requestline 341 to
extend address controlblock340. Generate messages block
887 receives as input stores from remote lines 216, and
provides as output send invalidate/update lines331.
Referring to FIGS. 21A and 21B, in operation, the
memory portion of invalidate directory32 is comprised of
two memory sections 332, 334. Section 332 contains the
normal invalidate directorymemory and section334 contains the overflowdirectory. Both directories contain the
same invalidate directoryWord860 shownin FIG. 19, and
overflow directory 334 words 860 can be extended by
pointing to other overflow directorywords860 using extend
address 866 field. When the invalidate directory memory
332 has two valid Node ID fields862, 864, the arrivalofthe
next address822 causesoverflow. The extend address field
866 isused to locateanother word 860storedinsection334.
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Extend address control logic 340 keeps track of which
addresses in overflowdirectory334 are available for use.
Invalidate directory 32 requests an extend address from
controllogic340 over request signal341, and an address is
returned over bus 342. Invalidate directory32 stores the
extend addressto field 866 ofword 860 and sets VC bit 865
to valid (VC=1) to indicate that the list has overflowed to
another word 860 whichis pointed to by the extend address
field 866. For the preferred embodiment, the overflow
directory334 contains 64K words.
Referring to FIGS.20Aand20B in connection withFIGS.
2A, iSA, 15C, 21Aand21B, theprocessfor addingan entry
to invalidate directory32 will be described.
In step 770, when memory controller 210 is returning
remotely requested databygeneratingaresponsemessagein
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block630, itsendsthe memory address 822 from field 822B
Referring to FIG. 22, a block diagramof the implemenof message header128 shiftedright3 places (block 881) to tation of extend address control 340 is shown. Invalidate
the invalidate directory32 over address bus 240.
directory32 request line 341 feed extend address multiInstep 782, the sending Node ID 8l3Aofmessage header
plexerselects and controlsblock970; and delete line 343 is
128 is also sent to invalidate directory32 over requesting 5 fed to controls 970 and delete extend address register 952.
node IDbus 814and storedinregister 884. Sendingnode ID
Power on reset line 972 is fed to RAIVI 960, invalidate
813A and the requesting node ID 814 are the same value,
directory32, and next extend address counter 950. Increand that value is used to determine the node 30, 34 that is
ment line 958 is input to next extend address counterfrom
accessing a copy of the addressed cache line.
controls 970. Next extend address counter950 output line
Further in step 770, invalidate directory memory 332 10 961 and delete extend address register 952 output line 967
stores the shifted address 822 to invalidate address register
are fed to multiplexer 954, and thencefed on RAIVI address
880 to become invalidate address 881, and accesses the
line 955 to RAIVI 960 undercontrolof select line 963 from
corresponding first invalidate directory word 860 from
controls 970. Select line 965 is fed from controls 970 to
invalidate directorymemorysection332 for the correspondmultiplexer 956, the inputstowhich are 0 and 1. Multiplexer
ing cacheline. Word860 is stored to invalidate register870. 15 output is write data line 957 to RAIVI 960. Extend address
In steps 772, 774 and 776, validity bit checking and
bus 342 interconnects invalidate directory 32, next extend
controllogic882 checksall threevalidityfieldsVA861, VB
address counter 950 and deleteextend address register952,
863, VC865, respectively,todetermine ifan invalid node ID
with new extend addresses directed from counter 950 to
field 862, 864 is available in the first word 860.
directory32, anddeleteaddresses directed fromdirectory32
In steps 784 and 786, validity bit checkingand control 20 to register 952. Read data line 959 is fed to controls 970
logic 882 compares the node ID fields 862, 864 to the
from RAM 960.
incomingrequesting node ID field 814, which is stored in
Referring further to FIG. 22 in connection with FIGS.
register884. If an equal compare exists and the associated
21A and 21B, in operation, invalidate directory32 requests
validity bit 861, 863 is set, the incoming address 814 is
an extend address on extend addressbus 342by request line
already in the listfrom a previous requestand at step 798 no 25 341 being activated to the extend addressMUXselects and
further action is taken at this time.
controlblock970. Extendaddress controls 340normallyhas
The following cases occur if the compares in steps 784
the next extend address waiting in next extend address
and 786 are not equal:
counter 950. Next extend address counter 950 is gated to
extend address bus 342 and sent to invalidate directory32
a) In steps792 and794, ifat least 1 validityfield VA861,
VB 863 is invalid (V=O), one invalid field 862, 864 is 30 immediately.Then,extendaddress controls340 searches for
selected to contain the sending node ID 814 from
the nextnew address inpreparationfor the next request 341.
Extend address controls 340 containsRAM 960, which is
register884. Register 884 is storedto the selected field
862, 864 and the associated validitybit 861, 863 is set
comprised of one bit associated with each of the 64K
to valid(VX=1). In step 796, the modified word 860 is
addresses in the overflow directory334. Each bit in RAM
then storedback to the same address in the invalidate 35 960 is a 0 or a 1, where a 0 indicates an unused extend
address 866 and a 1 indicates a previously used extend
directory32, which completes the function of adding
the access of a new copy of the cache line to the
address 866.
invalidate directory32.
Extend address MUX selects and control block 970
activatesthe Increment 958 signal to step the next extend
b) In steps 772—776, if both validity fields 861, 863 are
valid (VX=1) but field 865 is invalid(VC=O), in step 40 address counter 950 by 1. The new RAM address 955 from
778 extend address control340 isrequested oversignal
MUX 954 being equal to the value in next extend address
341 to supply the nextvalidextend address on line342.
counter 950 isused to addressthe RAMand readout one bit
of data for the corresponding address 955 over RAM read
Validity bit VC 865 is set to 1 and extend address line
342 isstored to field 866 of word860 and to invalidate
data 959. Extendaddress mux selects and controlblock970
address register 880. The modified word 860 becomes 45 determines the value of the bit read from the RAM. If it is
the first word 860 and is stored back to the same
a 1, the increment 958 signalis activated again to step the
address in the invalidate directory memory332 from
Next extend address counter 950 by 1, and the search
which it was read as pointed to by invalidate address
continues for the next available address. When a 0 is read
from RAM960, the next availableextend address has been
register 880. A second invalidate directory word 860
containingall zeroes is started, as in step 790 control so found. The next address is stored in the next extend address
counter 950, which is not incremented any further at this
logic 882 clears invalidate register 870 to all zeroes.
The sending node ID 814 in register 884 is stored to
time. Extend address HUX selects and control block 970,
field 862 over the new node #885 signals and the
controls MUX 956 to select a 1, and writes the 1 to the
associated validitybit VA861 is set to valid(VA=1). In
address storedin the next extend addresscounter 950. This
step 780, the second word 860is thenstoredbackto the 55 indicates that the newly found address will be used for the
overflow directory334 from invalidate register 870
next request 341, and itis markedas used in advanceto save
basedoninvalidate address 881 from invalidate address
time when the next extend address is requested.
To make an address location in overflow directory334
register 880 which now points to the extend address
from line 342. Third, fourth, etc. words860 are created
available, a 0 is writtento RAM960 for the corresponding
in the same manner.
60 address. This is called a delete operation, where an extend
address 866 is made available by deleting its prior usage.
c) In step 788, if all 3 validity fields 861, 863, 865 are
valid (VA=VB=VC=1), extend address field 866 is used to
The operation is triggeredby the invalidate directory32
access a second word 860 from the overflow invalidate
activating the delete signal 343, which stores the extend
address 866 to be deleted to delete extend address register
directory334. Second words 860 accessed from the overflow directory334 are processed in the exact same manner 65 952. The method for activating delete343 and determining
as words 860 from the normalinvalidate directorymemory
the extend address 866 to be deleted will be explained
332.
hereinafter. Extend address mux selects and controlblock
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970 responds to delete343 by selecting a 0 to MUX956 and

The invalidation message,as shown in FIG. 13E, is
comprised of only one word—message header word 128 of
FIG. 7. The invalidation message is identified by OP code
bits 810 to 812 equalling101, respectively. Word countfield
819 is set to 0 to indicate the messageis fully contained
within header 128. In one embodiment of the invention, the
cache line is invalidated in allremotecaches. If the node34
receivingthe invalidation messagestill requires the updated
cache line, it must send a read requestmessageto access an
updated copy of the cache line.
Referring to FIGS. 21A and 21B, invalidate directory32
generates and sends invalidate messages to send FIFO 40.
invalidate directory32 uses the address 240 from memory
controller 210 to access the first invalidate directory word
860 from invalidate directorymemory section 332. Invalidate directory word 860 is examined to determine if any
copies of the cacheline havebeen accessedby other nodes
34. This is determined by checkingvaliditybits 861, 863,
865 of word 860 of FIG. 19. If all three validitybits 861,
863, 865 arezeroes,thereare no copies at othernodes,there
is no need to send any invalidationmessages, and the store
operation is complete. For each validitybit that is set to 1,
whether it be in the first invalidate directoryword 860 or
second words 860, an invalidate message is stored to send
FIFO 40, exceptfor the node 34whichisstoringthe data and
the node 30 requesting the data update. Invalidation directory 32 checksfor node ID numberof the node storing the
data 854 by comparing every valid 862 and 864 field in
invalidate directoryword 860 to both the requesting node
number 814 and node ID register470. FIG. 21 showsthe
four compares using comparators 886Ato886D. Ifeitherset
of compares is equal,the associated validitybit is left at 1,
no invalidationmessage is sent, and the invalidate directory
32 looksfor othervalid862, 864fieldsifextend address 866
is valid (VC=1).
Referring furtherto FIG. 21Aand 21B, in operation, for
a valid field 862, 864 that does not compare equal to the
requesting node number 814 or local node ID register470,
an invalidation message is generated by generateinvalidation messagesblock 887 and sent to send FIFO 40. The
invalidation message31E is formed similar to any normal
messageheader 128, except that field 862 or 864 is loaded
to destination field 813B of invalidationmessage13E and
bit 815 is set to 1 to indicatethe store is to the changeable
area of memory222. In addition, time stamp field 817 of
invalidation message 13E is loaded from timestampcounter
register 889. Time stamp counter 887 maintains a continually incrementing binarynumberwhichisused in regardsto
invalidation to tell if a read of the changed data in the form
of a responsemessage 13C occurred prior to or after an
invalidation ofthe associated data. Everytime the read/store
signal215 indicates a new store is occurring to invalidation
controllogic412, timestamp counter889 is incremented by
1. The incremented value of the time stampcounter889 is
loaded to the invalidation message13E to define the time
that the invalidation occurred. Furtheruse of the timestamp
field 817 in messageheaders 128 are explainedhereinafter.
Referring again to FIGS. 19, 21A and 21B, validity bit
861 or 862 in invalidation words 860 is set to 0 (VA=VB=
0=invalid) after its associated Node #field 862, 864 is used
to define the destination of an invalidation message 13E.
Afterfields862, 864 havebeenprocessed (generated invalidation messagesor left as is), they are checkedto see if
either or both are still valid. If either is not valid, their
corresponding 862 and 864 fields are reloaded with any
missing requesting node ID from register 884 or local node
ID numberfrom registerand the corresponding validitybits

register952 to MUX954. The address in register 952 isused
on RAIVIaddress 955 to RAIVI 960 and selects the bit ofdata
that is to be deleted (madeavailable). Extendaddress MUX
selects and control block970controlsthe writing ofa 0over 5
RAM write data 957 to RAM 960 and the operation is
complete. Power-on-reset 972 is pulsed during system
power-up or initialization, and clears the contentsof RAM
960, invalidate directory 32, next extend address counter
950, and invalidate register 870 to all zeroes.
10
B) Node 100 Stores Data to LocalMemory
to
FIG.
50
sends
the
Referring
2A, processor
memory
address word 826 (FIG. 19) of the memory location to be
updated (stored) to Li cache 100 and over bus 201 to
memory controller 210 and L2 cache 204. All stores must is
operate in the write-thrumode; i.e., the new data must be
stored to local caches 100, 204 and to sharedmemory.
In operation,referringto FIGS. iSA through 15C, 23A
and23B, memory controller 210 controls the store to shared
memory54 by receivingmemory address word 826Aover
address bus 201 to processor address-in register 606 and 20
memory data word 854 over data bus 202 to processor
data-inregister 602.
In step 846, memorycontroller210compares sectorfield
820A of address 826A of the store operation 830, 832 to
node ID register 470. If the compare is equal, the store is 25
determined to be to local memory 54, and in step 842
memory controller 210 stores word 854 to local node
memory 54 over bus 242 from register 602 and sends
address 826Athrough memory address MUXregister 620 to
bus 240 to select the memory location to be written.
30
In step 844, memory controller 210 compares the address
826A of the store operation to changeable area locator
register472 in comparator 672. If the store is determined to
be to the unchangeable area 224 of memory 54, no further
action is required because the data is non-cacheable and 35
cannot be stored in caches at any nodes30, 34. If the store
is determined to be to changeable area 222 of memory 54,
in step 848 the network adapter 10 becomes involved.
Referring to FIG. hAand hiB, address 822A is sent over
address bus240 to theinvalidate directory32. The invalidate 40
directory 32 becomes involved in the store operation to
maintaincache coherencyacrossthe pluralityof nodes 30,
34. The invalidate directory 32 of FIG. 21 contains a list of
nodes whichhave accessedcopies of each cache line in the
changeable area 222 of memory 54. The store operation of 45
step 848 over-writes old data with new data 854, and all
copies ofthe cacheline are invalidatedor updatedin order
to maintain cachecoherency.
Invalidation occurs by sending invalidation messages
over network20 to all nodes 34 which have copies of the so
changedcache line, except for the node 30 which initiated
the store and the node 34 whichis storingthe new data to its
local memory. Memory controller210 signals invalidation
directory32 that a store to address 822Aon address bus240
hasbeenexecuted by sending thenode ID number814 ofthe 55
node requesting the store operation to invalidationdirectory
32 overthe requesting node ID 814 signalplus an indication
ofthe type ofoperationovertheread orstore signal 215. The
requesting node ID number814 informs invalidation directory 32 whichremote node 34 does not get an invalidation 60
messageplus it never sends an invalidation message to its
local node 30. Instead,these two nodesare updated. Thisis
because both nodes receive copies of the updated data, the
other nodesdo not. Ifthe node 30 initiatingthestore and the
node30performing the store are identical, thenonlythatone 65
node getsthe updateddata and itdoes not get aninvalidation
message.
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861, 863 are set to 1. The extend address from extend
890H, along with register valid fields892Athrough892H.
address bus342 is usedto locateanother invalidate directory
Registers892Athrough892Houtputsare fedto comparators
word 860 in overflow directory 334, if validity bit 865
891A through 891H, respectively. Time stamp 817 greater
equals 1 (VC=1). However, previousto accessing the over(than time stamp 890A through 890H, respectively) lines
flow directory334, the validity bit 865 of word 860 in 5 894A through 894H are fed to register store and validity
controlblock893. Comparator 891Athrough 891Houtputs
register 870 is set to 0 (VC=0=invalid) and the modified
invalidationdirectoryword 860 containing one ortwo valid
are also fed to OR gate 895, which generates as its output a
node numbers of the nodes having copies of the updated
signal signifying erase message from send FIFO 42. Bidicacheline is restored toinvalidate directory 32. Then,extend
rectionalbuses also interconnect register store and validity
address received frombus 342, ifpreviouslyvalid, is moved 10 control 893 with each of registers 890A through 890H.
from field 866 of register 870 to invalidate address register
Register valid bits 892A through 892H are set to 1 when
address 820, 822 and time stamp816 are loaded the corre880, and used to addressasecondword 860, whichis stored
to register 870. The secondword 860 is processed exactly
sponding register 892A through 892H, and set to 0 when
the same way the first word 860was processed—generating
time stamp817 is greater than time stamp 816.
further invalidation messages or being left as is. Multiple 15 Referringto FIGS. hA, 11B, 24Aand 24B, the method
words 860 are processed until a word 860 is found having
and structure for erasing responsemessages 13C from send
FIFO 42 involvessendresponseinvalidate logic338. When
validity bit 865 equal 0 (VC=0).
sendFIFO 40 is sending eachinvalidate message to network
Referring to FIG. 22 in connection with FIG. 21, all
secondwords 860 need not be rewrittenafter being modi20, send FIFO 42 is not sending messages to network20
fied. Instead, all secondwords 860 involvedin the invali- 20 because onlyone sendFIFO 40,41,42 can besendingat any
dationprocessare made availableto be used again through
given time. While sending each invalidate message for a
extend address control logic 340. Extend address 866 of
given cache line, send FIFO 40 sendsthe address field 813,
each second word 860 from overflow directory 334 is
818 andtimestamp 817oftheupdatefor thatcacheline over
returned to the extend address control block 340 over
bus 336A to the send response invalidate logic 338 associbi-directional bus 342 and stored in delete extend address 25 ated with send FIFO 42. Logic338 is a set of eightregisters
890Ato 890H, where eachregistercontains one copy ofthe
register 952. Then, invalidation controllogic 412 activates
delete signal 343, and extend address control logic 340
address fields 813, 818 and time stamp 817 for everycache
writeszero at the address pointedto in RAIVI 960 by register
line that has been storedwithupdateddata to node memory
952. This makes the address in the overflow directory
54 of the local node 30. The contents of each register 890A
available to be used again, as previously explained.
30 to 890His marked ascontaining validdata or not byvalidity
bits 892A to 892H, respectively. Register store & validity
Referring to FIG. hA, each new invalidate message 13E
on line 333isstoredat the tailof SendFIFO40. Eachawaits
controllogic 893 searchesfor an available register 890A to
its turn to be sent to network20. The message atthe head of
890H to store each new set of invalidation parameters813,
FIFO 40 is sent to the networkfirst. If Send FIFO 40 is
818, 817 as they arrive over bus 336A. Send response
emptywhen the messageis stored,the messagegoes imme- 35 invalidatelogic 338 checks the header 128 (available from
sendmessageregister 553) of everyoutgoingmessagebeing
diatelyto the headofthe FIFO 40 and is sent to network20
sent to the network20 from send FIFO 42, when each
immediately. If FIFO 40 is not empty, the message must
work its way to the head of FIFO 40 before it is sent.
outgoing messageheader 128 gets to the head of FIFO 42
Selector 500 performs the priority function amongst the
and is placedin send message register553.
three send FIFOs 40, 41, 42 to determine whichFIFO sends 40 Logic 338 compares in parallel,using comparators 891A
the nextmessage. For the preferred embodiment the priority
to 891H, the address fields 820, 822 and time stamp 816 of
all registers890Ato 890Hwith the address fields 813, 818
algorithm used is that send FIFO 40 is highest priorityand
send FIFOs 41 and 42 are both lowestpriority. This means
and time stamp 817 of the outgoingmessageheader 128. If
that the invalidation messages 13E in send FIFO 40 are
there is an address field compare (820, 822 compares
45 identically with 813, 818) and the time stamp 817 of the
always sent immediately to network20.
Precaution must be taken not to permit any response
outgoing messages isless thantimestamp 816 ofthe register
890a to 890H, the message is erased (not sent overnetwork
messages13C beingheld in send FIFO 42 or RCVFIFO 46
and containing old data for an address just invalidated are
20) from send FIFO 42 and the next sequential messageis
deliveredand processed. If there are responsemessages for
movedto the headofsend FIFO 42 and undergoes the same
an invalidated addressbeing held in send FIFO 42 or RCV So set of compares in logic338.
FIFO 46, the invalidationmessage13C could be received
Ifthe address fields813, 818 do not compare equally, the
before the response messages13C and coherency wouldbe
messageis sent to network20. Ifthe time stamp 817 ofthe
corrupted. This problem is prevented by checking all outoutgoing messageis greater than the time stamp 816 of any
going response messages 13C in send FIFO 42 with all
register 890Ato 890H, the associated register 890Ato 890H
incomingresponsemessages 13C in RCV FIFO 46. These 55 is clearedto make room for more recent address fields820,
822 and time stamps 816 arriving from invalidation direcmessages 13C contain remotely requested data yet to be
returnedto the caches ofthe requesting node30. Prevention
tory32 overbus336A.In accordance withthe method ofthe
of this condition is implemented by erasing, instead of preferred embodiment of the invention, if the next message
in send FIFO 42 has a timestamp 817 that is later in time
forwarding, response messages 13C containing a same
cache line having obsolete data.
60 than the time stamp 816 held in any register890Ato 890H,
then there are no messages in send FIFO 42 that could
Referring to FIG. 24, the send responseinvalidate logic
block338 ofFIG. hAwill be described. SendFIFO 42 send
contain old data for the address field 813, 818 of the
message register 1 553 word-wide message data bus 124
corresponding register 890Ato 890H, becauseall messages
feeds time stamp 817 and address fields 813 and 818 from
in send FIFO 42 were generated after the old data was
message header 128 to comparators 891A through 891H. 65 updated in local memory 54.
Timestamp816 and address word 826 are fed fromlocalbus
Referring furthertoFIGS.hAand 11B, the method ofthe
336A into the corresponding fields of registers 890A to
preferred embodiment of the invention for erasing response
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indicatingthatthe messagecontains 16 datawords.Memory
invalidated data involves RCV response invalidate logic
controller 210forwardsmessageheader 128 followed bythe
339. RCV response invalidate logic339 works exactly the
16 data words854 overbus 211 to send FIFO 41ofnetwork
same way send response invalidate logic 338 works, as was
adapter10. Allstoresto remote nodesare sent to send FIFO
previouslyexplained with respectto FIGS. 24A and 24B, 5 41 overbus 211. Storing a messageto send FIFO 41 starts
a networkoperation,where node 30 becomesthe sending
except it appliesto messages being held in RCV FIFO 46.
The purpose is to erase messages containing obsolete data
node because it is sending store data to a remote node 34.
that havebeen sent acrossthe networkfrom a remote node
Referring to FIGS. hA, hiB, and iSAthrough 15C, each
34. Whetherthe copy of the cacheline havingthe obsolete
new messageis storedat the tail of SendFIFO 41. It awaits
data has been stored to the local caches or is waiting to be 10 its turn tobe sent to network20. The messageat the headof
the FIFO is sent to the networkfirst. Selector500 performs
processed in RCV FIFO 46 does not matter. The obsolete
data must be invalidated from the caches or erased from
a priorityfunction amongstthe three send FIFOs 40, 41, 42
RCV FIFO 46. The only difference betweensend response
to determine which FIFO sends the next message. When
invalidate logic338 and RCV response invalidate logic339
selected to be transmitted to network20, the remote store
is that address fields 814, 818 and time stamp 817 are sent 15 message 13B travels across the network as routed by netover bus 336B to RCV response invalidate logic 339, after
work router logic 530 based on the destination field 813B.
At the remote receivingnode 34, the incoming messageis
memorycontroller 210 received an invalidate message 13E
from the networkfor that address814, 818.
synchronized and recovered by block 540. The RCV FIFO
45 is selected to receive the store messageby RCV FIFO
Referring further to FIGS. hA and 11B, after being
transferredacrossnetwork20, invalidate messages13E are 20 Selection logic 510 because bits 810 and 811 are both
receivedinto RCV FIFO 44. Logic510 causesthe message
zeroes. RCV FIFO 45 receives all store messages. The
to be passed to RCV FIFO 44 based on bits 810 to 812 of
processing involves forwarding the messageheader 128 and
the updated cache line to remote memory controller210
message header word 826 being 101, respectively. RCV
FIFO 44 receivesall messages havingbits 810 to 812 set to
over bus 216 of the remote receivingnode 34. The RCV
101, because this indicates an invalidation message 13E. 25 FIFO operationis complete atthis timeand themessage13B
The incomingmessage13E is storedat the tailofRCV FIFO
is erased from RCV FIFO 45, allowing the next message in
46. If the RCV FIFO is emptywhen the message is stored
the FIFO to move to the head of the FIFO for processing.
to the FIFO 44 (this is the normal case),the messagegoes
Referring to FIGS. iSA through i5C, the remote store
immediately to the head of the RCV FIFO 44 and is
operation continues as memory controller 210 uses block
processed immediately. If RCV FIFO 44 is not empty, the 30 670 to turn message header 128 backinto the same memory
address word 826B from whence it was generated at the
messagemust work its way to the head of the FIFO before
it is processed. The processing involvesforwarding invali- sending node. The recreated memory address word 826B is
dation address 814, 818 overbus 410 to L2 Cache 204 and
used to find and write to the cacheline of memory in node
memorycontroller 210ofthe receivingnode. The L2 Cache
memory 54 pointed to by address word 826. Memory
will invalidate the cacheline if it stillhas a copy, and inform 35 controller210 compares the Memory Sector bits 820 ofthe
the Li Cache to invalidate the cache line also if it still has
memory address word 826 to Node ID register 470. The
a copy.
compare is foundto be identical determining thatthe address
826 is located in the local node memory 54 of the receiving
Referring to FIG. 15, Memorycontroller 210 is informed
of the invalidation in case it has an active remote read file
node.Memorycontroller 210 sends address 826B over bus
640 entry for the cache line being invalidated. If it does, 40 240 to selectthe memory location to be written,and writes
data words 854 over bus 242 to node memory 54. Memory
memory controller 210 initiates another read request mescontroller 210 sendsaddress826B and the new store data to
sage 13A for the same cache line to read the update data
from a remote node.It is not possiblethat obsolete data can
L2 Cache 204, so the caches get acopy ofthe changed cache
be returned for the invalidated cache line, becauseobsolete
line. The L2 Cache will inform the Li Cache if it has a copy
data has beenerased from both the sending FIFO 42 of the 45 to invalidate the cache line.
node 34generatingthe response message13C, and from the
Memory controller 210 compares the address 826 ofthe
RCV FIFO 46 of the node 30 receiving the invalidation
store operation to changeable arealocatorregister472 using
message13E. The RCV FIFO operation is complete at this
comparator 672. If the store is determined to be outside of
time and the old cacheline is erased from caches 100, 204,
the changeable area 222 of memory 54, no furtheraction is
allowing the next messagein the RCV FIFO 44 to move to so required exceptto store word 854to memory 54. Ifthe store
the head of the FIFO for processing.
is determined to be to changeable area 222 of memory54,
the networkadapter 10 becomes involved. Address word
C) Node 30 StoresData to Remote Memory
Whenprocessor 50performsastore operation to memory
826 is shifted right 3 places and sent over bus 240 to the
controller210, and the sectoraddress 820 of the cache line
invalidate directory32. The invalidate directory32 then
being updated (stored) is not equal to the node ID register 55 sends invalidation messages i3E when required,and functions identically to the way described above for invalidation
470, the store goes out over network20 to remotememory
54. Remote read/store message generation block 630 of
messages i3E generatedby the local processor 50.
memory controller210 generatesa remote store message
D) L2 Caches Casts Out a Cache Line
13B to send FIFO 41 based on the memory address word
Referring to FIGS. 2A—2B and i5A—i5C, everytime U
826A. In this case the message 13B is comprised of the 60 cache 204 casts out a least recently used cacheline to make
room for an incoming cache line, the address826A of the
message header word 128 followed by the eight doublewords of cache line being updated by the store operation.
replacedcache line is sent to memory controller 210 over
The memoryaddress word826Aisconverted to the message
address bus 201. Memory controller 210 receives the
header word 128 as described above,exceptbits 810 to 812
address word 826A and performs the usual local verse
are set to 010, respectively, to indicate a remote store 65 remote node check. If address 826Ais for a local address,
message13B. The other controlbits 815 and 817 and 19 are
memory controller 210passessection822Aof address 826A
all set to zeroes. The word count is set to binary 16 (1000),
(shifted 3 places to the right) over address bus 240 to
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invalidatedirectory32, while activating cast out signal 999
messages 13G, like invalidationmessages13E, are sent to
and sending its own node # from register470 as the
all nodes having copies of the cache line as recorded in
invalidation words 860 of invalidationdirectory 32. The
requesting node ID 814 number.
Referring to FIGS.21Aand 21B, invalidate directory32
only difference in the operationfor sending cache update
receivesaddress 822Ato invalidate address register 880, and 5 message 13G is thatthewords860 are notchanged by cache
the requesting node ID 814 to register 884. Invalidate
update messages 13G, because all nodes 30, 34 having
directory 32 reads invalidate words 860 (FIG. 19) from
copies of the cache line are given updated copies of the
invalidate directory memory 332 to register 870 and
cache line instead. Cache update messages 13G, like invalisearchesfor an 862 or 864 field that matchesthe node ID
dationmessages13E, go from nodeto nodeusing sendFIFO
numberin register 884.Wheniffindsa compare, validitybit 10 42 and RCV FIFO 46.
checkingandcontrolblock882 turnsthe associated validity
ADVANTAGES OVERTHE PRIOR ART
bit 861 or 863 to remove the requesting node from the list
of nodes 30, 34 in the invalidate directory 32 that have
It is an advantage of the system and method of the
copies ofthe cacheline addresses by address word 826A. In
invention that distributed memory systemisprovidedwhich
a similar operation, if a local or remote store operation
includes a scalable pluralityof nodes having with shared
attempts to replace a cache line in the Li or L2 cache 100,
memory and cache coherency.
204, whichpreviouslydid notexistin either cache100,204,
It is a further advantage this inventionthat normal SMP
the caches 100, 204 do not store the updated cache line.
performance enhancement techniques, such as caching and
Instead,the caches 100, 204 return the address 826Aof the
is provided to be used with SMPs when
updated cache line over bus 201 as a cast out address. 20 multi-threading,
operating over multi-stage networks.
Memory controller 210 then performsthe same procedure
It is a further advantage of this invention that a tightly
described above and removesnodeID number ofthe castout
cacheline from the list of nodeshavingacopy ofthe cache
coupled system, with each processing node containing a
line as stored in invalidationdirectory32.
portion of the shared memory space, and any node able to
access its local portion of shared memory or the remote
to
FIGS.
if
the
address
826Aof
25
15A—15C,
Referring again
the cast out cacheline is determined by memory controller
portion ofsharedmemory contained at other nodesoverthe
networkis providedin the most expedient manner.
210 to be located in remote memory rather than local
It is an advantage of the invention that coherencyfuncmemory, memory controllergenerates a cast out message
13F. The remote read/store message generation block 630
tions over a network are greatly facilitated through the
generatesthe cast out message13F exactly the same way it 30 segregation ofthese functionsamongthree messageprotocols among three FIFO pairs acrossthe network.
generatesa read request message 13A,except that bits 810
to 812 are set to 110, respectively, to indicate that this
ALTERNATIVE EMBODIMENTS
message is a cast out message 13F. Message 13F is processed the same way a read request message 13A is processedby being sent to send FIFO 42, over network20, to 35 Itwill be appreciated that, althoughspecific embodiments
of the invention havebeen described herein for purposes of
RCV FIFO 46. RCV FIFO 46 passes the cast out message
illustration, various modifications may be made without
13F to the memory controller 210 of the remote node 34
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
the
13F
over
bus
218.
controller
receiving message
Memory
210 determines it is a cast out messageand passes address
Accordingly, the scope of protection of this invention is
limited
node
ID
and
the
cast
out
999
to
40
only by the following claims and their equivalents.
822B, sending
814,
signal
I claim:
invalidationdirectory 32. Invalidation directory 32 pro1.Abi-directional networkadapter for interfacinga local
cesses the cast out operationin the exact same manner as
node of a shared memory parallel processing system to a
described above,and sets the corresponding validitybit 861
or 863 to 0 to remove the requesting node from the list of
multi-stage switching networkfor communications with a
remote node, each said node including a node memory
nodes 30, 34 in the invalidate directory32 that havecopies
of the cache line addresses by address word 822B.
including a changeable portion and an unchangeable
portion, and anode cache; said networkadaptercomprising:
E) Cache UpdateInsteadof Invalidate
An alternative embodiment is to update all caches having
a pluralityof send buffersfor storing andforwardingdata
copies ofthe cacheline, insteadofinvalidating them. In this
messages fromsaid local nodeto saidremotenode over
said network, and
case,cacheupdate messages13G are used overthe network so
instead of invalidation messages13E. Referring to FIGS.
a pluralityofreceive buffersfor storingand forwardinga
2A—2B and 21A—21B, invalidate directory 32 generates
pluralityof data messages from said remote node to
cacheupdate messages 13G in block887 similar to the way
said local node over said
network;
it generates invalidation messages 13E. The message header said datamessagesincluding: multi-stage
128 of message13G is generated in the same way that the 55
an invalidation messagefor invalidatinga cacheline that
invalidatemessage13E is generated,exceptthat bits 810 to
was accessedbyaremote node aftersaid cache line has
812 are set to 111, respectively, to indicatethatthis message
changed;
is a cache update message 13G. In addition, cache update
a
read
request message for requesting access of a cache
message 13G is comprised of 16 words containing the
line from a remote node;
data
for
the
cache
line.
Generate
60
updated
changed
a response message for returning a cache line over the
invalidation/update messages block 887 receives the
networkto a remote node that has previously requested
cache
line
from
store
from
remote
node
bus
216
updated
data by a read requestmessage; and
from RCV FIFO 45 in parallelwith the updatedcache line
sent
to
controller
210.
Generate
invalidation/
a
store
being
memory
message storing a changed cacheline to a remote
node.
update messages block 887 buffers the updated cache line 65
and then appendsthe 16 data words 130 to messageheader
2. The networkadapter of claim 1, said data messages
128 to form cache update message 13G. Cache update
furtherincludinga messageheader comprising:
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message type differentiation indicia;
processing system to a multi-stage switchingnetworkfor
communications with a remote node,each saidnode includdestination node indiciafor identifying a node for receiving a node memory including a changeable portion and an
ing said data messageover said network;
unchangeable portion, and a node cache; comprising the
source nodeindiciafor identifying a node for transmitting
5 steps of:
said data messageover said network;
operating a plurality of send buffers for storing and
message lengthindiciafor defining thevariablenumberof
words includedin said data message;
forwarding data messages from said local node to said
remote node over said network, and
area
indicia
for
whether
words
memory
defining
memory
included in said data message are read from said 10 operating a plurality of receive buffers for storing and
forwarding a plurality of data messages from said
changeable area;
remote node to said local node over said multi-stage
time indicia for defining the time of generation of said
network;
data message; and
said data messagesincluding:
address
indicia
for
the
address
location
memory
defining
in memoryof the memory word included in said data 15 an invalidation messagefor invalidatinga cacheline that
was accessedbyaremote node aftersaid cache line has
message.
3. The network adapter of claim 2, said send buffers
changed;
further comprising:
a read request message for requesting access of a cache
line from a remote node;
a read send FIFO for storingand forwarding read request
messagesand response messages from said local node 20 a response message for returning a cache line over the
to saidremote node;
networkto a remote node that has previously requested
a store send FIFO for storing and forwardingstore mesdata by a read requestmessage; and
sages from said local node to said remote node; and
a store message storing a changed cacheline to a remote
an invalidationsend FIFO for storing and forwarding
node.
invalidationmessages from said local node to said 25 7. The method ofclaim 6, furthercomprising the stepsof:
remote node;
operating a read send FIFO for storing and forwarding
and said receive buffers further comprising:
read request messages and response messages from
a read receive FIFO for storing and forwarding read
said local node to said remote node;
request messages and response messages from said
operating a store send FIFO for storing and forwarding
30
remote node to said local node;
store messages from said local node to said remote
a store receive FIFO for storing and forwarding store
node; and
messagesfrom saidremote nodetosaid localnode;and
operating an invalidation send FIFO for storing and
an invalidation receive FIFO for storing and forwarding
forwarding invalidation messagesfrom said local node
invalidationmessages from said remote node to said
to said remote node;
local node.
operating a read receive FIFO for storing and forwarding
4. The networkadapter of claim 3, furthercomprising:
read request messages and response messages from
a send FIFO selection meansforprioritizing the selection
said remote node to said local node;
of a data messagefrom one of said three send FIFO
means for transmission to said networkby first select- 40 operating a store receive FIFO for storingand forwarding
store messages from said remote node to said local
ing data messages from said invalidation send FIFO
node; and
and thereafter alternatively selecting data messages
from said read and store send FIFOs;
operating an invalidationreceive FIFO for storing and
a receive FIFO selectionmeans responsive to said mesforwarding invalidation messages from said remote
node to said local node.
sage type differentiation indicia for selecting one of
8. A program storage device readable by a machine,
said three receive FIFO means for storing a data
tangiblyembodying a programofinstructions executable by
messagereceivedfrom said network; and
a machine to perform method steps for operating
said networkadapter being responsive to a node connecbi-directional networkadapterfor interfacingalocal node of
tion request for establishing a connection path to a
a sharedmemoryparallelprocessing system to amulti-stage
target node, first by attempting to establish a quick
switchingnetworkfor communications witharemote node,
connection pathacross a pluralityof segmentsof said
each said node including a node memory including a
switchingnetworkto said targetnode, andupon deterchangeable portionandan unchangeable portion, and anode
one
of
said
of
is
not
mining any
plurality segments
cache, said method steps comprising:
available, issuinga camp-onconnection requestto said
node.
operating a plurality of send buffers for storing and
target
5. The bidirectional networkadapterof claim1, said data
forwarding data messages from said local node to said
remote node over said network, and
further
messages
comprising:
a cast-outmessagefor invalidating an invalidation direcoperating a plurality of receive buffers for storing and
forwarding a plurality of data messages from said
tory entry at a remote node for this local node;
remote node to said local node over said multi-stage
a cache copy update message for updatingcopies of a 60
network;
changed cache line at this local node at remote nodes
said
data messagesincluding:
of
said
cache
and
line;
having copies
changed
an invalidation messagefor invalidatinga cacheline that
a node indiciaassignment messagefor sending a different
was accessedbyaremote node aftersaid cache line has
node number to each of the pluralityof nodes of the
65
changed;
system.
6. Amethod for operating bi-directional networkadapter
a read request message for requesting access of a cache
for interfacing a local node of a shared memory parallel
line from a remote node;

s
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a responsemessagefor returning a cache line over the
a responsemessagefor returning a cache line over the
networkto a remote node thathaspreviouslyrequested
networkto a remote node that has previously requested
data by a read request message; and
data by a read requestmessage; and
a store messagestoring a changed cacheline to a remote
a store message storing a changed cacheline to a remote
node.
node.
10. A computer program element for operating
9. An article of manufacture comprising:
bi-directional networkadapterfor interfacingalocal node of
a computeruseable medium having computer readable
a sharedmemoryparallelprocessing system to amulti-stage
program code means embodied therein for operating
switching networkfor communications witharemote node,
bi-directional networkadapter for interfacing a local
10
each said node including a node memory including a
node ofa sharedmemory parallel processing system to
changeable portionandan unchangeable portion, and anode
a multi-stage switching networkfor communications
cache, according to the steps of:
with a remote node, each said node including a node
a
and
an
operating a plurality of send buffers for storing and
memory including changeable portion
forwarding data messages from said local node to said
unchangeable portion,and a node cache; the computer
remote node over said network, and
readableprogrammeans in said article of manufacture
comprising:
operating a plurality of receive buffers for storing and
computerreadableprogramcode means for causing a
forwarding a plurality of data messages from said
remote node to said local node over said multi-stage
computer to effect operating a plurality of send
buffers for storing and forwarding data messages
network;
from said local node to said remote node over said 20 said data messagesincluding:
network, and
an invalidation messagefor invalidatinga cacheline that
was accessedbyaremote node aftersaid cache line has
computerreadableprogramcode means for causing a
computerto effect operatinga plurality of receive
changed;
buffersfor storingand forwarding apluralityofdata
a read request message for requesting access of a cache
25
messagesfrom said remote node to said local node
line from a remote node;
over said multi-stage network;
a response message for returning a cache line over the
said data messages including:
networkto a remote node that has previously requested
an invalidationmessagefor invalidating a cache line that
data by a read requestmessage; and
was accessed by a remote node after said cacheline has 30 a store message storing a changed cacheline to a remote
changed;
node.
a read request messagefor requesting access of a cache
* * * * *
line from a remote node;
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APPARATUS AND METHOD OF LAYERING

data cache block store,etc. Supportfor these instructions is

typically implemented over the cache logic, substantially
complicating the cache controller design requirements by
imposingspecialcases for different instructions.
One problem with the prior art approachto implementing
s
cache controllers is the virtual impossibility of defining a
This is a division of application Ser. No. 08/839,445,
generic interface between the cache controller logic and a
filed Apr. 14, 1997, U.S. Pat. No. 5,937,172.
bus interfaceunit to a bus. Such a generic interface would
be useful since it wouldallow the cache controller logic to
RELATED APPLICATIONS
10 be reusedwhen revising the overall cache controller design
The present invention is related to the subjectmatter of
for operationwith a different processor or bus architecture.
the following commonly assigned copending United States
Under the prior art approach, the cache controller logic
patent applications, each filed Apr. 14, 1997: Ser. No.
cannot be simply reused independent of any bus interface
08/839,442,now pending (DocketNo.AT9-97-292) entitled
unit within the cache controller.
"Method of Layering Cache and Architectural Specific is It would be desirable, therefore, to implement a cache
Functions"; Ser. No. 08/834,115, nowpending,(Docket No.
controller design which permits definition of a generic
AT9-97-293) entitled "Method of Layering Cache and
interface between the cache controller logic and a bus
Architectural Specific Functions to Expedite Multiple
interface unit for the cache controller. It would also be
Designs"; Ser. No. 08/834,114, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,978,
advantageous if the cache controllerdesignsimultaneously
871, (Docket No.AT9-97-294) entitled "Method ofLayering 20 facilitated reuse of the cache controller logic. Finally, it
Cache and Architectural Specific Functions for Splitting
would be advantageous for the cache controller design to
Operations"; Ser. No. 08/839,443,now U.S. Pat. No. 5,909,
permitimplementation of generic interfaces which may be
561, (Docket No.AT9-97-194) entitled "Method ofLayering
customized depending on the characteristics of particular
Cache and Architectural Specific Functions to Facilitate
bus operations.
Design Extension"; and Ser.No. 08/839,441, now pending, 25
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
(Docket No. AT9-97-195) entitled "Method of Layering
Cache and Architectural Specific Functions to Promote
It is therefore one object of the present invention to
Operation Symmetry." The contentofthe above-mentioned
providean improved cache controller for a data processing
CACHEAND ARCHITECTURALSPECIFIC
FUNCTIONSTO PERMIT GENERIC
INTERFACEDEFINITION

copending applications is incorporated herein by reference.

system.
It is another objectofthe presentinvention to providean
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
improved cache controller having layeredcache and architectural specific functions.
1. Technical Field
It is yet anotherobject ofthe presentinvention to provide
The present inventionrelatesin generalto cache controla generic interface betweenthe cachecontrollerlogicand a
lers in data processing systems and in particular to cache
bus interfaceunit within the cache controller.
controllers for caches in data processing system. Still more
The foregoing objectsare achievedas is now described.
the
invention
relates
to
cache
particularly,
present
layering
Cache
and architectural functions within a cache controller
and architectural specific functionswithin a cache controller
are layered and providedwith generic interfaces. Layering
for a cache in a dataprocessing system tofacilitatedefinition
ofgenericinterfaces which may be translated to specific bus cache and architectural operations allows the definition of
40 genericinterfacesbetweencontrollerlogic andbus interface
architectures.
unitswithinthe controller. The genericinterfacesare defined
2. Description of the Related Art
by extracting the essence of supported operations into a
Data processing systemswhich utilize a level two (L2)
genericprotocol. The interfacesthemselvesmay be pulsed
cache typically include a cache controller for managing
or held interfaces,depending on the characterof the operatransactionsaffecting the cache. Such cache controllers are 45 tion. Becausethe controllerlogic is isolated from the speconventionally implemented on a functional level, as
cificprotocolsrequired by a processor or bus architecture,
depictedin FIG. 5. Forexample, acachecontroller 502 may
the designmaybe directlytransferred to new controllers for
include logic504 for maintaining the cache directory, logic
different protocols or processors by modifying the bus
506 for implementing a least recentlyused (LRU) replaceinterface units appropriately.
ment policy, logic for managing reload buffers 508, and 50 The above as well as additional objects, features, and
logic for managing store-back buffers 510. In traditional
advantages of the present invention will become apparent in
implementations, the cache is generally veryvisibleto these
the following detailedwritten description.
andother architectural functions typicallyrequiredfor cache
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
controllers, withthe result that cache controller designsare
to
a
such
as
the
PowerPCTM,
The
novelfeaturesbelievedcharacteristic ofthe invention
specific
particular processors
are set forth in the appended claims. The invention itself
AlphaTM, or the x86 family of processors.
In addition to beingprocessor-specific, cache controllers
however, as well as a preferred mode ofuse, furtherobjects
are generally also bus-specific. That is, cache controller
and advantages thereof,will best be understood byreference
to the following detailed description of an illustrative
implementations are typicallyspecific to protocolsgoverning transactions on the busbetweenthe processor(s) and the 60 embodiment when read in conjunction with the accompacache controller(s). In fact, actions within the cache connying drawings, wherein:
troller are initiated by bus operations. Thus, the cache
FIG. 1 depicts a data processing system within which a
controlleris closelycoupledin bothdesignand operation to
preferred embodiment of the present invention may be
the specific buses connected to the cache controller.
implemented;
Processors employed in data processing systems of the 65
FIG. 2 is a block diagramof a controllerwithin a data
type discussed generally support a significant number of
processing system in accordance with a preferred embodicache management instructions, such as a flushcommand,
ment of the presentinvention;
30
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FIG. 3 depicts timing diagrams for variants of generic
218 is actuallya counterpartto cache controller 212 in that
interfaceswithin a controllerin accordance with a preferred
it also handlesonly cache operations. Whereascache conembodiment of the present invention;
troller 212 handles cache operations directed at cache
FIG. 4 isahighlevelflowchart for aprocessofemploying
memory locations, noncacheable controller 218 handles
genericinterfaceswithin a controller layeredinto cacheand 5 cache operations directed at memory locationswhich do not
architectural specific functionsin accordance with a premap to cache 216. It is advantageous, for reasons known to
ferred embodiment of the presentinvention; and
those skilled in the art, to treat part of the system memory
FIG. 5 depicts a block diagram of a prior art cache
as noncacheable. Such memory may be utilized, for
controller.
example, by memory mappeddevices. Whilecachecontrol10 1cr 212 operateson fullcache blocks,noncacheable controlDETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
ler218 operates on smallermemory segments, typicallyless
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
than 8—16 bytes. Moreover, noncacheable controller 218
With reference now to the figures, and in particular with
doesnot store data, whilecachecontroller212 retains copies
referenceto FIG. 1, a block diagramof a data processing
of data handled within cache 216.
system in which a preferred embodiment of the present 15
Cache operations are typically those operations which
inventionmaybe implemented is depicted. Dataprocessing
read or write values to memory locations, and therefore may
system 100 may include only a single processor or may be
a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) system includinga pluchange or retrievethe value of data in a memorylocation.
Remaining operations are defined as architectural operarality of processors. Asingleprocessorsystem is shown in
tions.Unlike cacheoperations, architectural operations genthe example depicted. Processor 102 may be a superscalar
reducedinstruction setcomputing (RISC) processor includ- 20 erally do not change the value of data in amemory location.
An architectural operation may move the data to a different
ing separatelevel one instruction and data caches 104 and
location within the cache hierarchy, change the statusof data
106 within the processor. A P0werPCTM processor may be
in a particular memory location, or perform other such
utilizedfor processor 102.
functions. However, architectural operations generally do
Processor 102 is connected to a combined level two (L2)
cache 108. L2 cache 108 is connected to systembus 110 for 25 not directlyalterthevalue of datawithin amemorylocation.
data processing system 100. Local memory 112 is also
Cache operations, supported by cache controller 212,
connected to system bus 110, as is I/Obus bridge 114. Other
comprise the largest majority of operations affecting the
system cache. Within the complete set of operations supdevices,suchas memory-mapped graphicsadapter116, may
also be connected to system bus 110. I/O bus bridge 114 is
by agivenprocessor, cacheoperations may notderive
30 ported
from theportionof the instruction set which is most freconnected to I/O bus 118, which may be connected to a
quently executed and/or consume the largest majority of
variety of other devicessuch as local area network(LAN)
processor cycles. However, disregarding instructions
adapter 120 and hard disk drive 122.
directed to other functional units within the processor, such
Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the
as the floating point, fixed point, or branch units, cache
hardwaredepictedin FIG. 1 may vary. For example, other
such
as
disk
drive
and
the
like
operations are, collectively, executed most often and utilize
peripheral devices,
optical
the largest measure of time.
also may be used in additionor in place of the hardware
The
is
not
meant
to
The remaining operations affecting a system cache—
depicted.
depicted example
imply
architectural imitationswithrespectto the present invention.
those employed for cache management, operating system
In particular, adata processing system neednotbe limited 40 management, page management, and synchronization,
etc—are layered out and supported by architectural conto a single processor as shownin the depictedexampleto
troller214.Virtually allprocessor architectures supportsuch
benefit from the present invention. The present invention
be
for
to
the
operations, which are utilized in real time operationmuch
may employed, example, improve performance
of a data processing system having two processors, each less frequently than cache operations. Additionally, mdividual operations among the architectural operations are
with a corresponding L2 cache.
generallyimplemented, if at all, in substantially divergent
Referring to FIG. 2, a blockdiagram of acontrollerwithin
mannersfor different processorsof interest. Processor-side
a data processingsystem in accordance with a preferred
architectural operations pass through architectural controller
embodiment of the presentinvention is illustrated. Control214 to system bus 210 and affects cache controller212 as
ler 202 is implemented withincache108 depicted inFIG. 1.
Controller 202 includes a bus interface unit (BIU) 204
apparent system-side architecturaloperations.
connected to an upper bus 206 for a processor or a higher
Different designs mayvarythe set ofoperations supported
level cache,and abus interface unit 208 to a lowerbus210,
by the cache controller and, by default, the remaining
whichmay be a system busor a bus to another cache.Upper
operations layeredfor support bythearchitectural controller.
bus 206 and lowerbus 210 may differ; upper bus 206 may
However, increasing the number ofoperations supported by
the cache controller increases the complexity of logic
be, for example, a 60X bus, while lowerbus 210 may be a
different bus.
required. Additionally, ifinstructionsselected for support by
the cache controller are not supported by all processors of
Cache and architectural specific functionswithin controller 202 are layered. Thus, controller 202 includes cache
interest, the cache controller designlosesits directtransfercontroller212 and architectural controller 214. Operations
ability to new controller designs.
are distinguished as "cache" or "architectural" operations. 60 While certainoperations pass down onlyone path within
controller 202—thatis, through architecturalcontroller 214
Onlycacheoperations are handledby cachecontroller 212,
and onlycachecontroller 212 performsoperations on cache
or cachecontroller 212—other operations are split and pass
216. Architectural operations are handled by architectural
down both paths. Cache controller 212 employs a passcontroller 214 and are seen by cache controller 212 as
through design,inwhichoperations initiatedat interface 220
system-side operations.
65 generate a responseat interface222 while operations initiA third unit, noncacheable controller218, is also con- atedatinterface222produce aresponsive actionatinterface
tainedwithin cachecontroller 202. Noncacheable controller
220.

s
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are layered
within controller 202, bus transactions and protocols may
also be layered. That is, genericinterfacesmay be defined
for cache controller 212, architectural controller214, and
noncacheable controller218.Thus,interfaces220—230 comprise genericprotocol interfaces to bus interfaceunits 204
and208 whichare, to the extentpossible, notarchitecturally
specific. Thisdecouples the designfor cachecontroller 212
from the specific protocolsofbus 206 andbus 210, allowing
the design for cache controller 212 to be reused. It is
virtuallyimpossible, however,to designgeneric interfaces
withoutlayeringcacheandarchitectural specific functionsto
separatecomplexities.
In contrastto traditional cachecontrollers, cache controller 212 may thus be implemented in a manner independent
of the two buses 206 and 210, respondingonly to cache
operations. Althoughsuch cacheoperations are initiatedby
transactionson eitherbus 206 or bus 210, only certainbus
transactionswill prompt a responsewithin cachecontroller
212. In a preferredembodiment, cache controller 212 only
responds to instruction fetch operations (IFETCH), LOAD
operations, and WRITE operations on bus 206, and to
READ operations, WRITE operations, and traditional
SNOOPS on bus210. Thisresultsin substantially simplified
designrequirements for cachecontroller212. Thisis accomplished by avoiding the usual practice of overlaying the
highly irregular (semantically and temporally) architectural
operations and cacheoperations. The burdenof responding
to the architectural operations is removedfrom the designof
cache controller212 and placed in architectural controller

6

Because cache and architectural operations

214.

The cache operations handledby cache controller212 are
supported by every commercial processor of interest in
substantially the same form. Only minor differences in
specific implementation, from whichcachecontroller 212 in
thepresentinvention isdecoupledby generic interfaces220
and 222, distinguish comparable instructions for different
processorsof interest.
By layeringselected cache and architectural functions,
and implementing generic interfaces to bus interface units
204 and 208, a large portion of the overall design of
controller202 may be directly transferred to new implementations for different processors. The cache controller
logic may be reused without modification for the cache
operations. New sleeves of logicfor the bus interfaceunits
may be easilyimplemented for handlingnew busprotocols
and converting the genericprotocol interfaces 220—230 of
cache, architectural, and noncacheable controllers 212, 214,
and 218 to interfacesfor bus 206 and bus 210. The most
significant effort for implementing a design supporting a
different processor is required by the architectural controller.
Individualdesign of the logic supporting the architectural
operations is requiredin any case since processor architectures vary dramatically. Overall, however, a significant
savings in design effort for different processors may be
achieved since only the semantics of operations handledby
architectural controller214 will change.
By layering cache and architectural functions, limiting
cache controller 212 to responding to a few fundamental
operations, the cache controller logic is greatly streamlined
and simplified. In addition, the architectural controller logic
is also simplified since, by separatingthe two classes of
operations, issues of interrelationships between operations
in different classes are eliminated. The cache and architectural controllers may be designedas individual units.
Bus interface units 204 and 208 are responsible for
managing transactionsand protocolsto bus 206 and system
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bus 210. If generic interfaces are defined for interfaces
220—230, the designsfor controllers 212, 214, and 218 may
be isolated from specific bus architectures. Bus interface
units204 and208 translatethe specific bustransactionsinto
the protocolfor the generic interfaces 220—230. Controllers
212, 214, and 218 are then independent, insulated from
changes in bus protocolsor processors.
In defining the generic interfaces, the interfaces from a
given bus interfaceunit 204 or 208 to each of controllers
212,214,and 218 will differ, especially whenbus206 differs
from 210. Similarly, interfacesbetween any specific controller 212, 214, or 218 to each bus interface unit 204 and
208 will differ. Thus, each set of interfaces 220—230will be
different. The interfaces are generic because they are
designed to handle any operation outside the BIUs by
translating the operation to a genericprotocol. The essential
essence of the bus operation is extracted from the bus
protocol and communicated to the controllers by the BIUs
through the genericinterfaces.
To define genericinterfaces 220—230, a genericprotocol
must be extracted from the operations passed through the
interface. Regardless of differences in bus or processor
architectures, commonthreads may be ascertained within
equivalent operations. READs and WRITEs,for example,
always work in essentiallythe same manner, but perhaps
with timing or duration differences that are hidden by the
BIUs or managedin the details of the individual generic
protocols.
With reference now to FIG. 3, timing diagrams for
variants of generic interfaceswithin a controller in accordancewith a preferred embodiment ofthe presentinvention
are depicted. For a "pulsed" interface, the bus interface unit
is responsible for gathering all ofthe information relevant to
an operation and packagingthat information into a packet.
The bus interfaceunit then transmits a readysignal (RDY)
and sends the information for the operation in a single
packet. Pulsed interfaces are best suited for operations in
which all of the relevant information becomes available
quickly, in a relativelyshort span of time. The collected
information is transmitted efficiently, often in a single cycle.
A noncacheable STORE is an example of an operation
which is suitable for a pulsedinterface, since the processor
will quickly produce all the information required for the
operation.
A "held" interface typically involves a request signal
(REQ) which is asserted for someperiod of time. Information relevant to the requested operation—qualifying information such as address or field codes—has beenpreviously
assembled by the source. A variety of other signals are
exchanged betweenthe source and the target to controlthe

data transfer. A done signal (DONE) terminates the
exchange. Held interfaces are best suited for operations
whichhave an unbounded nature, such as thosewhich may
require a long and potentially variable amount of time. An
example is a READ operation,which can take a arbitrary
amount of time that cannot be controlled.
Thoseskilled in the artwill recognize thatother interfaces
besides the pulsed and held interfaces described will be
suitable for implementing the generic interfaces within a
controller layered into cache and architectural specific
functions, including variations of the interfaces described.
For example, insteadof an explicitDONEsignal,the signal
may be implicitfrom other control signals. The most suitable interfacewill be driven bythe character ofoperationfor
which the interface is being implemented.
Referring again to FIG. 2 each of interfaces 220—230 is
actuallyagroupofinterfaces. Interface set 220, for example,
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includes at least one distinct interface for each operation
beunderstoodby thoseskilled in the art thatvariouschanges
whichwill be passed between BIU204 andcachecontroller
in form and detail may be made therein without departing
212. For performance reasons, multiple replications of an
from the spirit and scope of the invention.
interfacefor a specific operation may be includedwithin a
What is claimed is:
1. A method of employing generic interfaces in a
particular interface set. Interfaces for specific operations will 5
be implemented based on the type of operation and the
controller, comprising:
suitabilityof pulsed, held, or other interfaces as described
receivinga bus operationin a specific protocolat a bus
above.
interface unit for a storage device, wherein the bus
Referring to FIG. 4, a high level flowchart for a process
operation targets data within the storagedevice;
of employing genericinterfaceswithin a controller layered 10 translating the bus operation into a generic protocol
into cache and architecturalspecific functionsin accordance
employed by a generic interface for a plurality of
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention is
controller logicunits within thestorage device,wherein
depicted. The process may be performed in a controller
each controller logic unit within the pluralityof conlayered into cache and architecturalspecific operations and
troller logic units performs a different category of
includinggeneric interfaces to the cache and architectural 15
operations on data within the storage device;
controllers.
determining whetherthe bus operation is
Theprocessbeginsat step 402,whichdepictsdetecting an
a cacheoperation requiringeither a read ofdata within
the storage devicefor return to a device requesting
operationon the processor bus. The process then passes to
the bus operation or a write of data from the bus
step 404, which illustrates translation of the operation into 20
the generic protocol employed by one of the generic
operation to a memory location within the storage
interfaces, and to step 406,which depictsadetermination of
device, or
whetherthe instruction is a cacheoperationor an architecan architecturaloperation moving data to a different
tural operation. Althoughdepicted separately, steps404 and
location within the storage device or chancing a
406 will overlap since the nature of the operation must be
statusof data within the storage device:
determined to translate the operation for the appropriate 25
transmitting the translated bus operation to either a first
interface.
controller logic unit within the pluralityof controller
If the operation is a cacheoperation, the process proceeds
logicunits whichperformscacheoperations withinthe
to step 408,which illustrates performing the operation in the
storage device or a second controller logic unit within
cachecontroller. The process then passes to step 416, which 30
the pluralityof controller logic units which performs
architectural operations within the storage device for
depicts the process becoming idle until anotheroperation is
detected. Referring again to step 406, ifthe operation isnot
performance.
a cacheoperationthe process proceedsinsteadto step 410,
2. The method of claim 1, whereinthe step of translating
which depictsparsing the operationinto cache operations,
the bus operationinto a generic protocol employed by a
and then to step 412, which depicts translatingthe cache
generic interface for a plurality of controller logic units
within the storage device further comprises:
operations into the system bus protocol. Steps 410 and 412
may overlap.
translating the bus operationfrom a processor bus protoThe process then passes to step 414, which illustrates
col to the genericprotocol.
3. The method of claim 1, whereinthe step of translating
transmitting the cache operations on the system bus. The
processnext passes to step 416, which depicts the process 40 the bus operationinto a generic protocol employed by a
becoming idle until another operation is detected.
generic interface for a plurality of controller logic units
The process described relates to operation of a bus
within the storage device further comprises:
interface unit on the processor side of the controller. A
translating the bus operation from a system bus protocol
similar process occurs on the system bus side of the
to the genericprotocol.
4. Themethodofclaim1,whereinthestep ofdetermining
controller, but requiring only steps 402, 404 and 406.
The present invention provides the ability to insulate
whether the bus operationis a cache operation requiring
controllerlogic designs from changes in protocolsand/or
either a read of data within the storage device for return to
a devicerequesting the bus operation or awrite ofdata from
processorsby allowinggeneric interface to be utilized in
connection with layeredcache and architectural operations.
the bus operation to a memorylocation within the storage
This is not possibleunder the prior art approach of overdevice, or an architectural operation moving data to a
different location within the storage device or changing a
laying the semantic and temporal complexities of architectural opertions with simplercache operations. Architectural
status of data within the storage device furthercomprises:
operations exhibit an irregular temporal behavior, with the
determining whether the bus operation is an instruction
same operation requiring a variable amount of time in
fetchoperation,a load operation, aread operation,or a
different instances. Architectural operations also typically 55
write operation.
5. Themethodofclaim1,whereinthestep ofdetermining
require support for special cases. The more interrelated
architectural and cache operations are, the more difficult it
whether the bus operationis a cache operation requiring
becomesto define genericinterfacesand achieve the assoeither a read of data within the storage device for return to
ciated benefits.
a devicerequesting the bus operation or awrite ofdata from
The presentinvention also divides complexities between 60 the bus operation to a memorylocation within the storage
device, or an architectural operation moving data to a
appropriate segments of the controller, moving them to
different location within the storage device or changing a
appropriate places. Eachsegmentof the controller thus has
a well-defined job within a well-defined interfaces. This status of data within the storage device furthercomprises:
divide-and-conquer approach layersdesignefforts into more
determining whetherthe bus operationis an cache manmanageable, relatively autonomous units.
65
agementoperation, an operating system management
While the invention has been particularly shown and
operation, apage management operation, or a synchrodescribed with referenceto a preferred embodiment, it will
nization operation.

s
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A method of

9
employing generic interfaces

10

in

a

controller, comprising:
receiving abusoperationto be performed for data within
a storage device in a specific protocol at a bus interface
5
unit for the storage device;
whether
the
bus
is
a
cache
determining
operation
operation requiring either a read of data within the storage
devicefor returnto a device initiatingthe busoperation
or a write of data from the bus operationto a memory
10
locationwithin the storage device; and
responsive to determining thatthe busoperationis a cache
operation,translating the bus operationinto a generic
protocol employed by a generic interface for a cache
controllerwithin the storage device,wherein the cache
controller performs only cache operations targeting 15
data within the storage device.
7. The method of claim 6, further comprising:
determining whetherthe bus operationis an architectural
operationmovingdata to adifferent location within the 20
storage device or changinga status of data within the
storage device; and
responsive to determining that the bus operation is an
architectural operation,transmitting the bus operation
to an architectural controller within the storage device 25
to be performed, wherein the architectural controller
performs only architectural operations targeting data
within the storagedevice.
8. The method of claim 7, further comprising:
determining whether the bus operation is a cache opera- 30
tion targeting a noncacheable memorylocationwithin
the storagedevice; and
responsive to determining thatthe busoperationis a cache
operationtargeting a noncacheable memory location
within the storagedevice,
35
translatingthe bus operation into the generic protocol
employed by a genericinterfacefor a noncacheable
controller within the storage device, wherein the
noncacheable controller performsonly cacheoperations targeting noncacheable memory locations 40
within the storage device, and
transmitting the translated bus operation to the noncacheable controller to be performed.
9. The method ofclaim8, wherein the step ofdetermining
whether the bus operation is a cache operationrequiring
either a read of data within the storage device for returnto
a deviceinitiatingthe bus operation or a write of data from
the bus operationto a memory location within the storage
device furthercomprises:
determining whether the bus operation is an instruction
fetch operation,a load operation,a read operation, or a
write operation.
10. The methodofclaim 9, wherein the step ofdetermining whether the bus operation is an architecturaloperation
movingdata to a different location withinthestoragedevice
or changing a statusofdata within the storage devicefurther
comprises:
determining whether the bus operation is an cache management operation, an operatingsystem management
operation,a pagemanagement operation,or a synchro- 60
nizationoperation.
11. The method of claim 10, wherein the step of translatingthe bus operation into a genericprotocolemployed by
a genericinterfacefor a cachecontrollerwithin the storage
device furthercomprises:
65
translating the bus operation from a processor bus protocol to the genericprotocol.

s

12. The method of claim 10, wherein the step of translatingthe busoperationinto agenericprotocol employed by
a generic interface for a cache controller within the storage
devicefurther comprises:
translating the bus operation from a system bus protocol
to the genericprotocol.
13. The method of claim 6, furthercomprising:
transmitting the translated bus operation to the cache
controller to be performed.
14. A method of employing generic interfaces in a
controller, comprising:
receivinga bus operation to be performed for data within
a storage devicein a specific protocolat abus interface
unit for the storage device;
determining whetherthe bus operationis a cache operation requiring either a read of data within the storage
devicefor returnto adeviceinitiating the bus operation
or a write of data from the bus operation to a memory
location within the storage device;
responsive to determining that thebus operation is acache
operation,
translating the bus operationinto a generic protocol
employed by a generic interfacefor a cachecontroller within the storage device, wherein the cache
controller performsonly cache operations targeting
data within the storage device, and
transmitting the translated bus operation to the cache
controller to be performed;
determining whether the bus operation is an architectural
operation movingdata to a different locationwithinthe
storage device or changing a statusof data within the
storage device; and
responsive to determining that the bus operation is an
architectural operation, transmitting the bus operation
to an architectural controllerwithin the storagedevice
to be performed, wherein the architectural controller
performsonly architectural operations targeting data
within the storage device.
15. The method of claim 14, further comprising:
determining whetherthe bus operationis a cache operation targeting a noncacheable memory location within
the storage device; and
responsive to determining that thebus operation is acache
operation targeting a noncacheable memory location
within the storage device,
translating the bus operationinto the genericprotocol
employed by a generic interface for a noncacheable
controller within the storage device, wherein the
noncacheable controllerperformsonly cache opera-

tions targeting noncacheable memory locations
within the storage device, and
transmitting the translated bus operationto the noncacheable controllerto be performed.
16. The method of claim 14, wherein the step of determining whether the bus operation is a cache operation
requiring either a read of data within the storage devicefor
returnto a device initiating the bus operationor a write of
data from the bus operation to a memory locationwithinthe
storage devicefurther comprises:
determining whether the bus operation is an instruction
fetchoperation,a load operation, aread operation,or a
write operation.
17. The method of claim 14, wherein the step of determiningwhether the bus operation is an architectural operation moving data to a different location within the storage
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deviceor changing a statusofdata withinthe storage device
further comprises:
determining whether the bus operation is an cache management operation, an operatingsystem management
operation,a pagemanagement operation,or a synchronizationoperation.
18. The method of claim 14, wherein the step of translatingthe bus operation into a genericprotocolemployed by
a genericinterfacefor a cachecontrollerwithin the storage
device furthercomprises:
translating the bus operation from a processor bus protocol to the genericprotocol.
19. The method of claim 14, wherein the step of translatingthe bus operation into a genericprotocolemployed by

12
a generic interface for a cache controller within the storage
devicefurther comprises:
translating the bus operation from a system bus protocol
to the genericprotocol.
20. The method of claim 14, further comprising:
receivinga result of the bus operation within the cache
controller at the genericinterfacein the generic proto10

col; and
translating the result from the generic protocol to the
specific protocol.
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ABSTRACT

[571

Described is an apparatus for eliminatingearly retrying of
PAAJVI address conflicts on a system bus with multiple
processors connected by a non-master processor, by comparing addresses ofthe currentmaster processor to the next
transaction to be issuedby the non-master processor. Ifthe
addresses arethe same and aPAAJVIwindowisdetected,the
non-master processor will switchthe nexttransaction type to
be issued, to a null type transaction. Even though the
addresses match, the PAAJVI windowis ignored for a null
type transaction. The null transaction type insertionby the
non-master processor reduces the latency of a PAAJVI self
retriedoperationand avoids a possiblelivelock condition by
breakingthe processors out of the livelock. This allows the
processors to stop retryingand leavethe bus. Theprocessors
are able to immediately arbitrate insteadofdelaying past the
astat window and increasingbus latency.
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1

systems where the processorsare using a
pipelinedsystem bus, one transaction (also referred to as
"operation") may have the same addressas that of a "previously immediate adjacent operation"—that is, the two
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
5 operations are close enough in time when attempting to
access the same address that they could affect each other. If
1. Technical Field
the address of the previouslyimmediate adjacent operation
Thepresentinventionrelatesingeneralto dataprocessing
matchesthat of the current operation and the two transacsystemswithmultiple processorsand inparticular to system
tions have collidable types, then the two operations will
bus arbitration between processors. Still more particularly, 10 collide. In these situations,
the current operation processor
the present invention relates to bus arbitration involving a
will cancel its own operation on the bus by asserting retry
Previous Adjacent Address Match ("PAAM") detection
signals.
function and early retrying of PAAJVI address collisions.
A PAAJVIwindow is measured, in cycles, from the point
2. Description of the Related Art
in timethataprocessor first snoops an address on the system
Data processing systems are constantly being improved 15 bus, to the point the processor knowsthat the master ofthe
through improved efficiency and increased transaction
snooped address has received a response. The windowcan
throughput. Generally, areas of development for increased
varydepending on the response timeofresponding devices
on the system bus. The longer the response time, the higher
throughput are: the use ofmultiple processors within a data
the probability that a processor will retryits own transaction
processing system; using ReducedInstruction SetComputer
("RISC")processors and incorporating high speedmemory 20 due to a PAAJVI collision the more retries required by a
caches in the processors.
processor, operating on the system bus, to pass the PAAJVI
ARISC processor operates by using only a small set of window so as to avoida collision.
basic commands for fundamental computer operations. The
FIGS.6A—C is a timingwaveform diagramof aproblem
objectiveof aRISCprocessordesignis to use only the most 25 causedbyaPAAJVIwindow. Terms indicated inFIGS.6A—C
are defined as follows: ABG A/ABG B—Address Bus
frequentlyused instructions ofthe overallinstruction set. By
Grantfor processor A andAddressBus Grantfor processor
reducingthe numberof instructions to an optimal few, the
B (The signals illustrated are arbitrating signals used by the
circuitry of the processor is simplified and the speed f
executionof each instruction is increased.
System Controller to inform a processor that it is granted
Performance capabilitiesindata processing systemsusing 30 mastery of the system bus. For example, processor B is
RISC processorsare enhanced further by installing addigranted bus mastery in clock cycle S (the clock cycles are
indicated in the boxes above the columns.); EATS—Early
tional RISCprocessors in the system.The RISCprocessors
Address Transfer Start informs the slave devices on the
can be configured to multi-task or to parallelize transactions
and run several applications simultaneously; dramatically
system bustoread the address onthesystem bus; Address-the targeted address of a particular processor; Transaction
improving the throughput and performance of the system.
class of transaction such as a generalload,store,
RISCprocessors further improve throughput by employor
cache operation; AStatOut—Address Status Out signal,
instruction
execution
units
within
the
ing multiple
processor
issued from a slave device on the bus, is early status
allowing out oforderexecution. Cache memories within the
information on the bus such as a busy or early retry signal;
RISC processor, usually two, are generallyvery fast.When
AStatin—Address Status In is a signal into the Master
accessing memory for data or instructions, the processor 40
indicating earlystatus information coming in, such as busy
the
first
level
of
cache
which
usuallyqueries
memory (Li),
isvery fast but has a smallcapacity. Asecond level of cache or early retry; RDA—shows a potentially interferingtransaction driven by processor A. RDB—represents a read
memory(L2)is the second choiceof the RISC and is larger
operation driven by processor B.
than Li, but isslower. Li and U memory is usually located
In these diagrams, two processors, processorA and proon or very near the processor. If the required instruction or
cessor B, are using a pipelinedsystem bus. An operation
data isnot foundineitherLi or L2, the mainmemory, which
initiated by processor B may collide with a previously
has a large capacity, is accessedvia a system bus. Data is
immediate adjacent operationby processor A. Collide, in
usuallypre-fetchedfrom themain memory and storedin the
this instance, means that processor B snoops the target
fast
Li
or
L2
cache
to
save
relatively
memory
processing
address ofprocessor Ato determine if the addresses are the
time. As long as the processor accessesdata from cache
same. If the two operations collide in a PAAJVI window,
the
overall
of
the
is
memory,
operating speed
processor
maintainedat a higher level than would be possibleif the
processor B will cancel its own operationby asserting retry
was
to
access
the
main
for
signals in the appropriate window.
processor
required
memory
The timing wave form diagrams illustrated in FIGS.
requiredinformation. Further, the processorswould haveto
arbitrate for controlof the bus (system bus), connecting the
6A—6C showthreedifferent sequences for therelationship in
time between RDA and RDB. The timing wave form in
processorsto the mainmemory, for eachdata access, thereby
consuming more processing time.
Figure A, illustrates non-colliding transactions. In this
Data needed by a particular processor in a multiple
sequence, processor Areceivesthe responseto RDAin cycle
7 and is able to feed it into the responseto transaction B
processor data processing system usually has a low probability ofbeinginthat particular processor'scache memory. 60 (AstatO at cycle 8.
So,therewill be ahighlevel ofdata traffic on the system bus
The wave forms in FIGS. 6B and 6C, illustrate similar
between system memory and processor caches. All the
collision sequences.Adiscussion ofFIG. 6C is illustrative of
processorsbeing connected to the system memory by the
FIG. 6B. The timingwave form diagramin FIG. 6C illussystem bus, produces many different operations, or
trates a PAAJVI collision and is interpreted as follows: at
transactions, on the bus at the same time.
65 cycle 4,processor Aoutputsaddress A. Atcycle 6, processor
In a multiple processor data processing system, several
B outputs address B. Processor B checksthe signals (RDB)
on the bus threecycles back,compares targetaddresses with
system bus arbitration and timing problems may arise. In
METHODAND SYSTEMFOR ELIMINATING
ADJACENTADDRESSCOLLISIONSONA
PIPELINED RESPONSE BUS

data processing
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B receivesPAAJVI (astatin not known by processor A or B
yet) on processor A's address so processor B will (Astatout)
early retry itself. Processor A comes back with its address
knownbyeitherprocessor. Processor B has to retrybecause
but detects PAAJVI (astatinnot receivedby processor C yet)
the assumption is that processor A'ssnoop,or "read" in this 5 because of processor C, and processor A will (Astatout)
case,will get a positiveresponse and the address will notbe
early retry itself.
available for ProcessorB. The address response, Astatin,in
In a livelockcondition,all three processors; A, B and C
cycle 8 is the responseby the slave, or bus device, for
are tryingto gain access to the same address atthesame time
processor A. Astatin information is not available to procesand
continue to retry in a ping pongfashion, first one,
sor A until cycle 9. The collision occurs since processor A 10 thenthey
the other. All are trying to access the address but
should havetransmitted the new response information in its
becauseofthe PAAJVIwindowandtheneedto retry, livelock
response to processor B's RD at cycle 8. The collision is
occurs and though the processors are working, no useful
shown by the head of the curved arrow.
work is done. The PowerPcTM 620 attempts to solve a
FIG. 5 depicts a high level flow diagramof the PAAJVI
livelock condition by delaying early retried operations to
window problem as described above and in FIGS. 6A—C. 15 push past the PAAJVI
window, eitherfor a randomperiod or
The processbegins in step 500, which depictsprocessor A
for a fixed numberof bus cyclesbefore retrying. The extra
issuing an operation to the system bus. Next the process
delayclearsup the livelock condition but addsto the five bus
proceeds to step 502, which illustrates processor B being
cycle latency alreadyexperienced by PAAJVI retried operasnoopedby the system bus for transaction A. The process
tions.So, even though the livelock condition is terminated,
then proceeds to step 504, whichdepictsprocessor B issuing 20 the solution adds
delay and inefficiency.
its operation. The process next passes to step 506, which
It
would
be
desirable,
therefore, to eliminate early retryillustratesdetermining whetherprocessor A's target address
of PAAJVI windowcollisions, reduce bus cycle latency
ing
is the same as the target address for processor B. If the
and
or break a
livelock condition.
processor Aanddetermines thatprocessor B's targetaddress
matchesthat ofprocessor A. The response has not yet been
returned to processor A, so the status of address A is not

prevent
up possible
addresses are notthe same,the process proceeds to step508,
whichillustratesprocessor B completing its operation. Ifthe 25
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
targeted address of processor A and processor B are the
It
is
therefore
one object of the present invention to
same, the process instead proceeds to step 510, which
a
means
for eliminating retrying of operations
provide
depicts determining whether processor A has received a
a
Previous AdjacentAddress Match window colliduring
responsefrom a device(slave) on the system bus in timeto
factor the response into the responseto processor B. Ifthere 30 sions.
It is another object ofthe presentinventionto provide a
has been no response received, the processpasses to step
means to reduce bus cyclelatency for the PreviousAdjacent
512, whichillustratesthe PAAJVIwindowopen and procesAddressMatch operation.
sor B retrying the operation. Processor B is still trying to
It is yet anotherobject ofthe presentinvention to provide
gain access to the targeted address but at this point, confira means that will prevent or break up a livelock condition.
mation of processor A havingreceivedthe address has not
been received. Therefore, processor B maybe able to access
The foregoing objectsare achievedas is now described.
the address and the process proceeds next to step 504 and
The apparatus eliminatesearly retrying of PAAJVI address
conflicts ona system bus withmultiple processorsconnected
repeats the cycle. Ifprocessor A receives a responsein step
510, theprocessproceedsinsteadto step 514, which depicts
by a non-master processor, by comparing addresses of the
thePAAJVIwindowclosing andallowingprocessor Ato gain 40 currentmaster processor to the next transaction to be issued
access to the target address thus, freeing processor B to
by the non-master processor. If the addresses are the same
and a PAAJVIwindowis detected, the non-master processor
output its address.
will switchthe next transaction type to be issued, to a null
In processorsusing a pipelinedsystem bus, such as the
PowerPcTM processors(620 and 630FP) availablefrom IBM
type transaction. Even though the addresses match, the
PAAJVI windowis ignored for a null type transaction. The
Corporation ofArmonk,NewYork, the operation detecting
null transaction type insertion by the non-master processor
in
this
case
waits
for
its
astat
window
PAAM,
processor B,
reduces the latency of a PAAJVI self retried operation and
until it can re-arbitrate on the bus. The wait for the astat
avoids a possible livelock condition by breaking the prowindow—for processor B to self retry—incurs two disadcessors outofthe livelock. Thisallowsthe processors to stop
vantages. The first disadvantage includes the number of
involved
in
for
the
astat
window
to
cancel
the
so
retrying and leave the bus. The processorsare immediately
cycles
waiting
able to arbitrate instead of delaying past the astat window
operation.Generally, theprocessorsconnected to the system
and increasing bus latency.
bus are much faster than the system bus. As the ratio
betweenthe processor speed and busspeedgrows, this delay
The above as well as additional objects, features, and
becomesvery significant. In the present example, the delay
advantages of the present invention will become apparent in
would be meaningful if processorB is stalled for five bus ss the following detailedwritten description.
cyclesor 10processor cyclesinasystem withtwoprocessor
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
cycles per bus cycle. Ten processor cycles is significant,
when
the
is
of
two
The
novelfeaturesbelievedcharacteristic ofthe invention
especially
processor capable
operations
are set forth in the appended claims. The invention itself
per cycle.
A second disadvantage caused by the waitfor self retry 60 however, as well as a preferred mode ofuse, furtherobjects
and advantages thereof,will best be understood byreference
involves a possible "livelock" condition, where multiple
to the following detailed description of an illustrative
processorstryto access the same address on thebus all atthe
embodiment when read in conjunction with the accompasame time. For instance, FIG. 4 illustratesmultiple processors in arbitration for the system bus, causing a livelock
nying drawings, wherein:
condition. In this example, processor A receivesAstatout 65 FIG. 1 depicts a high level block diagram of a data
processing system in accordance with a preferred embodi(early status information from slave) early retry for some
other reasonthan PAAM, such as a full snooper. Processor
ment of sent invention;
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FIG. 2 is a timing wave formdiagramin accordance with
a preferredembodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 depictsa flow diagramdepictingthe timingwave
form in FIG. 2 in accordance with a preferredembodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a prior art drawing illustratingmultiple processors in arbitration for the system bus, causing a livelock
condition;
FIG. 5 depicts a prior art high level flow diagramof the
PAAJVI windowproblem;and
FIGS. 6A—6C are prior art timingwave form diagrams
illustrating three sequences for the relationship in time
betweenRDA and RDB.

The following additional labels indicated in FIG. 2 are
defined as follows: BoqPAAJVLHit is the incoming
address from the system bus matching an outgoing load
operation from the bus outstanding queue; L2COQ
PAAJVUHitis the incoming address from the bus matching
an outgoing store operation from the L2 cast out queue;
boqwinarb is a signal indicating the bus outstanding
queuewinningarbitration for the bus; Latenulltype isthe
signalfor sending out the null transaction type.
As shownin FIG. 2, processor A and processor B are
driving the system bus in cycle4 and cycle6 (see RDAand
RDB).However, inthis example processorB has compared
the targeted addresses of processor A and processor B's
operations and determined that RDA (previouslydefined)
and RDB (previously defined) are the same.Processor Ahas
not received astatin confirmation that the targeted address is
available, so processor A is waiting for a response and
processor B normallywouldcontinue to retry. However, as
shownin FIG. 2, ratherthan issue a load or store operation,
processor B issues a NULL Transaction Type.
A PAAJVIwindowopens with the RDA address read and
to avoid the PAAJVI collision for subsequentaddresses, a
NULLTransaction Type is insertedin cycle 6, as illustrated
in FIG. 2. The insertionofaNULLTransaction Type causes
the processorsto ignore the RDA address for PAAJVI collision. However, if the response is delayed long enough,
multiple NULL Transaction Types maybeneededtopassthe
PAAJVIwindow. The term for the timebetweenprocessor B
sending an operationout a second time after receiving a
collision due to the PAAJVI window, is bus latency. In this
example, processor B receivesthe bus in cycle8 ratherthan
cycle 12 since a NULL Transaction Type was inserted in
cycle 8. The bus latency is one bus cycle as opposedto a
normalbus latency of five bus cyclesifprocessor B retried
itself. If processor C receivesthe bus in cycle 8, it won't
haveto retryfor the same reason; PAAJVIisignoredfor a null
transaction type.
Also, the NULL Transaction Type breaks any livelock
condition (previously discussed), allowing retried operations to immediately re-arbitrate insteadof waiting for the
PAAJVIwindowto pass. Ifthe addresses match,ascompared
between a bus incoming address and the bus outgoing
address, the PAAJVIisvalid. If the bus incoming transaction
type is a general load, store, or cache operation and the
addressesmatch, the processor switches the transaction to a
NULLTransaction Type and defeats the PAAJVI window.
Turning now to FIG. 3, a high level flow diagram in
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present
invention, is depicted. FIG. 3 is best understoodby reading
FIG. 2 in concertwith FIG. 3. The process begins in step
300, which depicts processor A, as bus master, issuing an
operation on the system bus. The process proceeds to step
302, which illustrates processor B snoopingthe systembus
for an address. The processnext passes to step 304, which
depicts determiningwhether processor A's operation is a
NULL transaction. If so, the processproceedsto step 306,
which illustrates processor B outputting its operation. If
processor A's operation is not a NULL transaction, the
process proceeds instead to step 308, which depicts determining whetherprocessor Ais targeting the same address as
processor B. If not, the process passes to step 310, which
illustrates processor B outputtingits operation. If the processorA has the same targeted address as processor B, the
process insteadpasses to step 312, which depicts a PAAJVI
window open on the system bus causing processor B to
continue to retry the targeted address. The process next
proceeds to step 314, which illustratesprocessor issuing

10

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

With reference now to the figures, and in particular with
referenceto FIG. 1, a high level block diagram of a data
processing system using multiple processorsconnected to a 20
systembus, is depicted. Communication betweenprocessors
A 104, B 106 and C 108 and system memory 110 on data
processing system 100 takes placevia system bus 102.
Each processor is a superscalar processor capable of
issuing multiple instructions per clock cycle. Superscalar 25
refers to the architecture of the processor and the use of
multipleexecution units that allowprocessing of more than
one instruction at a time. Generally, processors execute
operations fasterthan a system bus. Duringprocessing, there
are many operations occurring on system bus 102 concur- 30
rently. Consequently, there are many instances that more
than one processor targets a specific address within the
systemmemory at the same time. If the address targeted by
two processorsis the same and is to be accessed by each
processor at the same time, the operation initiatedby the
secondprocessor is cancelled and repeated, or retried.
Arbitrationis started when a processor needssystem bus
102 to access system memory 110. Masteryof systembus
110 is grantedto a particular processor, processor A 104 for
example, andprocessor A104 attemptsto read an address in 40
systemmemory 110. Aslave device (not shown) on system
bus 102 returns a signal that informs processor A 104
whetherthe targeted address is available. The period, from
the time processor A 104 queries systemmemory 110 until
the availability of the specified address is returned, can be
multiple clock cycles. During that period, a second
processor, B 106 in this case, may output the same address
causing the probability of a collision of operations.
However,ifprocessor A104isthe master ofsystem bus 102,
processor B 106will retryits own address eventhough there so
is no noticeof availability ofthat address. ProcessorB 106
retriesbecausethe address has not been assigned to processor A 104 and may not be assigned. Even so, the address
does not become availableuntil assigned and processor B
106 will retryuntil the address is assigned to processor A 55

s

104 or rejected.
Processor C108 may also arbitrate for system bus102 and
targetthe same address as processor A104 and processor B
106. Processor C 108 makes address comparisons as well
and is subject to collisions just as processor A 104 and 60
processor B 106.Aproblemincurred by the thirdprocessor
being involved is a called a 'livelock' condition—due to
each processor trying to access the same address, they
continue tryingwith none being successful. The processors
continue to retry until interrupted.
65
In FIG.2, a timingwaveform diagram in accordance with
apreferredembodiment ofthe present invention, isdepicted.
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NULL transaction type to kill the PAAJVI window. The
processthen passes to step 316, which depicts processor B
re-arbitrating for the system bus.
This procedure breaks the PAAJVI window and livelock
conditions and allowsthe processors to begin re-arbitrating
for the system bus.
While the invention has been particularly shown and
described with referenceto a preferred embodiment, it will
be understood by thoseskilledinthe art that variouschanges
in form and detail may be madethereinwithout departing 10
from thespirit andscopeof the invention.
What is claimedis:
1. A method for eliminating address collisions on a
pipelinedsystem bus, comprising:
15
snooping the systembus;
prior to requesting an impending operation having a
non-nulltransaction type on the systembus, determining if the impending operation will collide with a
previousoperationalready requested onthe system bus
and awaiting a response;
20
responsive to determining that the impending operation
will collidewith the previous operation,substituting a
null transaction type for the non-nulltransaction type of

8
means, responsive to determining that the impending
operation will collide with the previous operation, for
substituting a null transaction type for the non-null
transaction type of the impending operation; and
means for requesting the impending operationwith the
substituted null transaction type on the system bus.
9. The system in claim8, wherein the means for snooping
for a systembus furthercomprises:
means for detecting a request for the previousoperation.
10. The system in claim 9, wherein the means for snooping for a system bus further comprises:
means for detecting an address for thepreviousoperation.
11. The systemin claim 8, wherein the means for determining if the impending operation will collide with a
previous operationalreadyrequested on the systembus and

awaiting a response, further comprises:
means for determining if the impending operationandthe
previous operation have a same targeted address.
12. The data processing system in claim 11, wherein the
means for determining if the impending operationand the
previous operations have a same targeted address further
comprises:
means for comparing a bus operation incomingaddress
the impending operation; and
for the previous operationto a bus operation outgoing
address for the impending operation.
requesting the impending operation with the substituted 25
null transaction type on the system bus.
13. The system in claim 12, wherein the means for
2. The method in claim 1, wherein the step of snooping
substituting a null transaction type for the non-nulltransacthe systembus furthercomprises:
tion type of the impending operation further comprises:
detecting a requestfor the previous operation.
means for determining whethera transaction type for the
3. The method in claim 1, wherein the step of snooping 30
previous operation is a non-nulltransaction type; and
the systembus furthercomprises:
means, responsive todetermining thatthe transaction type
for the previous operation is a non-null transaction
detecting an address for the previous operation.
4. The method in claim1,whereinthe step ofdetermining
type,for changing the non-nulltransaction type for the
if the impending operation will collide with a previous
impending operationto a null transaction type.
14. The system in claim8, wherein the means for deteroperationalreadyrequested on the systembus and awaiting
a responsefurthercomprises:
mining if the impending operation will collide with a
determining if the impending operation and the previous
previous operationalreadyrequested on the systembus and
operationhave a same targeted address.
awaiting a responsefurther comprises:
5. The method in claim4,whereinthe step ofdetermining
means for determining if a transaction type for the pre40
the impending operation and the previous operationhave
vious operationis a non-nulltransaction type.
a same targeted address further comprises:
15. A method of avoiding address collisionretrys, comcomparing a bus operation incoming address for the
prising:
previousoperation to abus operation outgoing address
prior to issuing an address on a system bus for an
for the impending operation.
impending operation having a non-null transaction
45
6. The methodin claim5,whereinthe stepofsubstituting
type,determining whethera previousadjacentaddress
a null transaction type for the non-nulltransaction type of
issuedon the system bus for a pendingoperation by a
the impending operation furthercomprises:
different device targets an address matchingan address
for the impending operation;
determining whether a transaction type for the previous
operationis a non-nulltransaction type; and
responsive to determining thatthe addressfor thepending
responsive to determining thatthe transaction typefor the
operation matches the address for the impending
previous operation is a non-null transaction type,
operation, determining whether a transaction type for
the pending operationis a non-null transaction type;
changingthe non-nulltransaction type for the impendand
ing operation to a null transaction type.
7. The method in claim1,whereinthe step ofdetermining 55
responsive to determining that the transaction type for the
the impending operation will collide with a previous
pending operation is a non-nulltransaction type, suboperationalreadyrequested on the systembus and awaiting
stitutinga null transaction type for the non-nulltransa responsefurther comprises: determining if a transaction
action type of the impending operationbefore issuing
the address for the impending operation on the system
type for the previous operation isa non-nulltransaction type.
8. A system for eliminating address collisions, compris- 60
bus.
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the step of detering:
means for snooping for a system bus;
mining whether a previous adjacent address issued on the
means for determining, prior to requesting an impending
system bus for a pending operation by a different device
targets an address matching an address for the impending
operation having a non-nulltransaction type on the
systembus, ifthe impending operationwill collide with 65 operation furthercomprises:
a previous operation already requested on the system
determining whethera response to a previously-detected
bus and awaiting a response;
request for the pending operation has been detected.

if

if
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17. The method of claim 15, wherein the step of determining whether a previous adjacent address issued on the
system bus for a pending operation by a different device
targets an address matchingan address for the impending
operationfurther comprises:
comparing the previous adjacent address to the address
for the impending operation.
18. The method of claim 15, furthercomprising:
responsive to determining thatthe transaction typefor the
pendingoperationis a null transaction type, issuingthe
address and the non-null transaction type for the
impending operation on the system bus.
19. The method of claim 15, furthercomprising:
monitoring the system bus for a responseto the pending
operation; and

10
responsive to detecting a response to the pending
operation, issuing the address and the non-nulltransactiontype for the impending operation on the system

bus.

20. The method of claim 15, further comprising:
monitoring the system bus for a response to the pending
10

operation; and
prior to detecting a response to the pending operation,
issuingthe address and the substituted null transaction
type for the impending operationon the system bus at
eachopportunityto issuethe address forthe impending
operation on the system bus.
*

*

*

*
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1

included and functionsto determine that the cache is not
defective. An "I-Cache" block invalidation (ICBI) mode is
implemented toperformaprefetchoperation andifa "valid"
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
bit is low, it means that the cacheline orword line becomes
The present inventionrelates generallyto digital signal 5 invalid and is not used.The cachealso may generateareset
signal which means that the data in the cache is invalid.
processing and more particularly to a memory drivercircuit
Whenthe resetsignalis generated,the system CPU will not
configuration for managing a cache memory device.
use the data.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
10
With the increasingnumberof applications for computer
A better understanding of the present invention can be
systems, the demand for computer systems continues to
obtained
when the following detaileddescriptionof a preTo
meet
the
demand
and
expand.
increasing
expanding
ferred embodiment is consideredin conjunction with the
customerbase, computersystems havebeen providedwith
ever increasing performance characteristics. The increasing
following drawings,in which:
FIG. 1 is an illustration showinga portionof an exemspeed of centralprocessingunits or CPUs is very apparent.
However,to take maximum advantage of the faster CPUs,
plary chip layout including severalphysicalareas occupied
theother basiccomputersubsystems must also be constantly
by certainones of the chip circuits and arrays;
improved to be capable of running at the higher system
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagramshowingone portion ofthe
speeds.Moreover, increasing applicationcomplexities have 20 word line drivercircuit of FIG. 1;
also placedgreaterdemandson computer subsystems so that
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of another portion of the
the computersystems not onlyrun at faster speeds but also
word
line drivercircuit;
are capable of handlingmuch more complex applications
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another portion of the
and data handlingrequirements.
In computer systems, cache memory subsystems have 25 word line drivercircuit;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of another portion of the
become a critical area for improvement. More specifically,
word line drivercircuit;
wordline drivercircuits, which control the memory cells in
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of another portion of the
cachearrays, havenot undergone manychanges. Inthe past,
word line drivercircuit;
wordline driverswere simple and straightforwardbecause
caches were simple and therewere feweroperations imple- 30 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of another portion of the
mented in the cache. With more powerful, faster and more
word line drivercircuit;
complex microprocessors, cache subsystemsand wordline
FIG. S is a schematic diagram of another portion of the
drivercircuitsmust also be improved to make optimumuse
word line drivercircuit;
ofthe increased CPUcapabilities. For most applications, the
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of another portion of the
size and speedof the cache circuitry must be improved to
word
line drivercircuit;
allow greater amounts of programming and data to be
FIG. 10is an illustration ofan exemplary generator circuit
available for even faster access by the CPU in running
for the WLRSTB signal;
modern complex computer applications. As bandwidths
FIG. 11 is a drawing showingthe logicforgeneratingthe
be
which
increase, however, timingproblemsmay created,
in some cases may be sufficiently severe to affect the 40 RSTB signal;
FIG. 12 is a drawingshowingthe logic circuitry implereliability of the circuit. Thus, there is a need for an
mented in generatingRSTB;
improved cache subsystem andcachecontrolling circuitryin
order to provide evengreatercache capabilities for modern
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram showing an exemplary
computersystem applications.
dummyECAMcell circuit;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram showing an exemplary
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
embodiment ofan input circuit connection to the EMATCH
Amethod and apparatus is provided for implementing a line of the wordline drivercircuit disclosedherein;
cache control system effective to eliminate many of the
FIG. 15 is a signaltiming charthelpfulin explaining the
timing problemsoccurring in higher bandwidth, dynamic
operation of several of the signalsof the exemplary cache
cache control systems. In one exemplary embodiment, a
system; and
dummycontentaddressable memory (CAM)cellisprovided
FIG. 16isa flow chartillustrating anoperational sequence
and is strategically placedon the chip layoutfarthestaway
of the functionsaccomplished by the disclosedexemplary
from the cacheword line driver circuit. The dummyoutput
embodiment of the presentinvention.
signal is a required input to a cache hit evaluation circuit
such that premature cache hit outputs are eliminated. The 55
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
dummy cell is designedto quicklydischarge a cachematch
line and indicatea non-hit statuswhen any address bit line,
Although the present disclosure shows isolated logic
particularly those farthest away from the word line driver
circuitryfor the sake of simplicity, it is understoodthat the
circuit,producesa mismatch indication. The methodology is
present invention isnotlimitedto the exemplary implemenespeciallyuseful in expanded bandwidth, dynamic systems 60 tations shown,but ratheralso includes systemsin whichthe
where bandwidths are more extensive and the system is
methodology taughthereinis implemented within or aspart
of a single system CPU or other larger semiconductor
synchronized to predetermined and fixed duration clock
cycles. The cache control system also provides a prefetch
system, chip, processor or integratedcircuit. Also, in the
mode for determining whether next-cycle addresses are
present example, the terms"source" or "sourcepotential"or
locatedinthe cache.Ina refill modethe cache controlcircuit 65 "VDD" areusedinterchangeably to refer to a logic"1" or
transfersdate into the cachefrom the L2 cacheor the main
"high"level potential. Also the terms "zero level","ground
memory or other memory storage devices. A test mode is
potential", or "ground" are also used interchangeably to
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a logic "0" or "low" level potential. Further, the

4

NAND gate 313. A second input to the NANDgate 313 is
terms "PFET" (p-type field effect transistor) and PMOS
connected to the output ofaninverter 315, the inputofwhich
is arranged to receive the C2clock signal.An NFETdevice
(p-type metal oxide semiconductor) are used interchange327 is connected between an MO node and the logic 0
ably in the present disclosure, as are the terms "NFET"
(n-type field effect transistor) and "NMOS" (n-type metal 5 potential or ground,and the gate terminalof the transistor
oxide semiconductor). Signal names and circuit nodes are
327is connected to the output of aNORgate 321. One input
also used interchangeably to refer to the signal present at
ofthe NORgate 321 is connected to the output ofthe NAND
particular points or nodes in the circuitryas well as to the
gate 309 and the other input of the NOR gate 321 is
node itself.
connected to the output of an inverter 319. The input to the
With referenceto FIG. 1, there is shown an exemplary 10 inverter319isarrangedto receive the signalEMATCH from
terminal 317. Two PFETdevices 323 and325 are connected
layout drawing illustrating certain physical areas on an
in parallelbetween the sourcepotentialand the input to the
integratedcircuit chip where several circuitsand arraysare
inverter 319. The gate terminal ofthePFET323isconnected
positioned. A RAIVI (random access memory) array 101 is
shownat the left edgeof the layout juxtaposed to two
to the outputofNAND gate 313 and the gate terminal ofthe
PFET325 isconnected to the output ofthe inverter 319. The
"dummy" CAM (content address memory) cell lines 103.
The RAIVI array 101 is coupled to a write driver102 and a
output of the inverter 319 is arranged to provide the
sense amplifier 104. Next to the CAM cell lines 103 is
EMATCHB output signal.If the signalREFILLis low, it is
shown an ECAM (effective address content addressable
indicative that the system is in a "read" mode and if the
memory)cell 105. The ECAM receivesa 12-bit"effective
signal REFILLis "high" (at a high logic level), then the
address" from, for example, the system CPU. A word line 20 system is in a "write" mode. Also, if signal EASEL is low
driver circuit 107 is positioned adjacent to the ECAM cell
and REFILLand C2 are both low, then the EMATCH line
105 and an RCAM (real address content addressable
WL is precharged to VDD, i.e. the logic "1" potentialinthe
present example. WhenC2 goes high, then the PFET323 is
memory)cell 109 is next to the word line drivercircuit 107.
The RCAM receivesa 32-bit "real address" from a seg"off".
mented "look-ahead" or a table "look-ahead" buffer in the 25 In FIG. 4, the EMATCHWL signalis appliedto the input
presentexample. Anotherset of dummyCAM cell lines 111
of an inverter401, the output of which is connected to one
ispositioned between the RCAMcell 109 and another RAM input of a NAND gate 403. The other input to the NAND
array 113. The RAM array 113 is also coupled to a write
gate 403 is connected to the output of inverter 405 which
drive circuit 114 and a sense amplifier 116. A "word line"
receivesthe WLRSTB signalat its input.The output ofthe
115 (WL) is illustratedas are "dummy" cam cells 117 and 30 NANDgate403is connected to the input of an inverter 407.
119. The dummy ECAM cell 117 is coupledto the ECAM
The output of inverter 407 is connected to the input of
105 for effective address matching and the dummy RCAM
another inverter 409 whichhas itsoutputterminalconnected
cell 119 is coupledto the RCAM 109 for use in real address
to the gate terminal of a PFET device 411. PFETdevice is
connected between the sourceor logic "1" potentialand the
matching. The ECAM cell includes an ECAM match line
121 and the RCAM includes an RCAM match line 123.
MO node. The output of the inverter 409 also provides an
Details of the illustratedcircuits and arrays are shown in
output R54 signal.
greaterdetail in the descriptions that follow.
As showninFIG. 5,The WLRSTB signalis applied tothe
FIG. 2 through FIG. 9 show various portions of an
gate terminal of a PFET device 501. PFET device 501 is
connected betweenthe source potentialand node Ml 519.A
exemplaryarrangement of the word line driver circuit 107.
In FIG. 2, a terminal 201 is arrangedto applyaWLRSTB 40 pair of series connected NFET devices 505 and 509 are
connected between the Ml node and node 520. Input ter(wordline resetbar) signalto agate terminalof a PFET203.
The transistor203 is connected between a source or logic
minal 503 is arranged to apply signal REFILLSEL to the
"1" potential205 and a common node 207. Three NFET
gate terminalofthe NFET505 and terminal 507 is arranged
devices209, 211 and 213 are connected in series between
to apply signalPLRU SEL (least recentlyused line select)
the common node 207 and ground or a logic "0" level 45 to thegateterminal of the NFET 509. Whenever there is a
cache miss, the data is brought from the L2 cache or main
potential, respectively.Aninverter217isarrangedto receive
an EMATCHB (effective address match "bar") signal and
memory. The least recently used cache line is selected
applythe inverted signalEMATCH (effective addressmatch
(PLRU SEL) and the refill signal (REFILL) goes high to
select the wordline WL. Then the data is written into that
bar) signalto the gate terminal of NFET211. NFET209 is
arranged to receive an EASEL signal(fromFIG. 13) at its so particular cache line. The Ml node is connected to the input
of an inverter 511 whichhas its output connected to node M2
gate terminal and the gate terminal of NFET213 is arranged
to receive the clock signalC2. PFETdevice219 and NFET
which is connected to the gate terminalof an NFETdevice
device 221 are connected in series between the source and
516. A PFET device 513 and an NFET device 515 are
ground.The commonpointbetweentransistors 219 and221
seriallyconnected betweenthe sourceandgroundpotentials.
is connected to the commonnode 207 and is also connected ss The commonpoint between the transistors 513 and 515 is
to the input of an inverter223. The output of inverter 223
connected to the Ml node, and the gate terminalsof the
transistors 513 and 515 are connected to an M2 node which
provides an output signalEMATCH WL (effective address
matchword line) which is also appliedto the gate terminals
is the output ofthe inverter 511. Transistor 516 is connected
of "keeper"transistors 219 and 221.
between the MO node and ground. The MO node is also
In FIG. 3, terminal 301 is arranged to apply an EASEL 60 connected through two series connected NFETdevices 517
and 518 to ground.The gate terminal of transistor 517 is
signalto the input of an inverter 303 the output ofwhich is
connected to one input of a NAND gate 309 in the present
arrangedto receive the GWL(global word line) signal and
the gate terminal ofthe transistor518 is arranged to receive
example. Another terminal 305 is arranged to apply a
the R54 signal.
REFILLsignalto the input of an inverter 307 the output of
whichisconnected to theother inputofthe NAND gate 309. 65 FIG. 6 shows the MO node connected to the input of an
The outputofthe NAND gate 309 is connected to a common
inverter 601, the output of whichis connected to a common
node 311 whichis, in turn, connected to one input ofanother
node 609. Node 609 is, in turn, connected through two series
refer to
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inverters611 and 613 to provide the WL (word
connected between an output terminal 909 and ground.
Output terminal 909providesoutput signalRCOMHITB. A
line) signal.A PFET device 603 is connected between the
sourcepotentialand the input terminal ofinverter601. The
PFET device 913 is connected between the source and a
GWL node 609 also provides a direct connection as an
commonpoint 911. The gate terminal of the PFET 913 is
output from the FIG. 6 circuitry. The output ofthe inverter 5 arranged to receive the WLRSTB signal.Three series con601 is connected to the gate terminalof the transistor603
nected NFET devices 915, 917 and 919 are connected
andisalsoconnected tothe terminal 520(shownalso inFIG.
between the commonpoint 911 and ground.The common
point 911 is also connected to the input terminal of the
5). Terminal 520 is connected to the gate terminal of an
inverter 905. SignalRASELis applied to the input terminal
NFET device 607. Transistor 607 is connected between an
output LINE HITB node 605 and ground.
10 of an inverter 923 through terminal 921. The output ofthe
inverter 923 (RO node) is connected through two series
As shown in FIG. 7, a FUSECOM signalis applied to the
connected inverters925 and 927 to the gate terminal(node
terminal
of
an
NFET
device
703
from
terminal
701.
The
gate
FUSE COM signal is used to for purpose of checking
R5) ofthe NFET915. The output of the inverter 925 (node
If
one
word
line
or
one
row
is
not
Ri)is also connected to one inputof atwoinput NAND gate
redundancy.
functioning
929. The other input to the NAND gate 929 is connected to
properly, then FUSECOMwill go low and the word line or
the outputofaninverter931 whichis arranged to receive an
row will not be selected. Transistor 703 is connected in
series with two other NFET devices 705 and 707 between
input C2 signal. The C2 input is also applied to the gate
terminal of NFET device 919. Two PFET devices933 and
terminal 519 and ground,respectively. The commonpoint
934 are connected in parallelbetween the source potential
betweentransistors 705 and 707 is providedas an output at
terminal520. ANAND gate 709 receivesthree input signals 20 and an RMATCH node 935. The output of the NAND gate
929 (node R2) is connected to the gate terminal of the PFET
TST Dl, TSTD2 andTST D3,and has its output connected
device 933. Node 935 is connected to the input of inverter
an
inverter
711
to
the
terminal
of
the
NFET
through
gate
937, the output of which (node R3) is connected through
device 705. The test signals test addresses within the cache
another inverter 939 to the gate terminal of NFET device
and
the
for
from
a
are,
system
signals
example, generated
built-in self test (BIST) routine. The clock signal C2 is 25 917 (nodeR4).The output of inverter 937 is also connected
to the gate terminal of the PFET device 934.
applied through four series connected inverters 713, 715,
In FIG. 10, a WP ICACHEWLRST (word line reset)
717 and 719 to one input of a NAND gate 721. The other
circuit 1001 is arrangedto receive threeinput signals, viz.
input to the NAND gate 721 is arranged to receive C2
RDRESET (read reset), WTRESET (write reset) and
directly. The output of the NAND gate 721 is connected
through an inverter 723 to the gate terminal of the NFET 30 RESETB (reset"bar" or resetinversion). The WP ICACHE
WLRST circuit 1001 outputs a DUM WLRSTB signal
device 707.
which is applied to a WP ICACHE WLRST BUF buffer
In FIG. 8, the GWLsignal is applied to the input of an
circuit 1003 along with another input C2 EARLY applied
inverter801 the output ofwhich is connected to one input of
from terminal 1005. The buffer circuit 1003 provides an
a three input NAND gate 803. Anotherinput to the NAND
output WLRSTB signal at terminal 1007.
gate 803 is arranged to receive the EMATCH WL signal and
FIG. 11 shows a RST signal applied at terminal1101 to
a third input REFILLCl is appliedfrom the terminal 805.
the input of aninverter1103 and a C2 EARLY signalwhich
The output from the NAND gate 801 is connected to one
is applied at terminal1107 to the input of another inverter
input of another NAND gate 809. A second input to the
1109. The outputs from the inverters 1103 and 1109 are
NAND gate 809 is connected to the output of NAND gate
807. NAND gate 807 has one input connected to a terminal 4Q appliedto the inputs of a two input NAND gate 1105. The
920 and a secondinput arrangedto receivesignalICBI Cl.
output of the NAND gate 1105 is connected through four
Athirdinput terminalof the NAND gate 809 is arrangedto series connected inverters 1111, 1113, 1115 and 1117 to
receivesignalRESET B. The output of the NAND gate 809
provide a WLRSTB output signal at terminal 1119. If
is connected throughtwo seriesconnected inverters811 and WLRSTB is low, the word line WL is precharged and if
WLRSTB is highthen the wordline WL is in the evaluation
813 to providea VBITRESET(validbit reset). Inthe cache
or CAIVIcircuitry, thereis aVBIT(validbit) indicatorbit for phase.
each line inthememory. Ifthe VBITequals"0" for anyline,
In FIG. 12, the signalWTRESET indicates that a write
then thatparticular line is invalid. In the ICBIcycle, the real
operation is complete and is appliedat terminal1201to the
address is compared against the contentsofthe RCAJVI. The
input of an inverter 1203. Signal RDRESET, indicating that
ICBI signal is high and if all of the bits of RCAJVI are so a read operation is complete,is appliedat terminal1207 to
the input of another inverter 1209. The outputs from the
identical,and clock C2 is high, and RASELis low, then the
R5 node is pulled low and the RMATCH line will be high
inverters1203 and 1209 are connected to two inputs of a
threeinput NAND gate 1205. The third input to the NAND
(FIG.9). TheoutputofNAND gate 807 (node ICBIRESET)
will be forced low and VBIT RESETwill go high. When
gate 1205isconnected to aterminal1211 towhichisapplied
VBIT RESETis forced high, the valid bit VBITwill be set ss the signalRESETB. The RESETBis identicalto RESETB
to zero which means that the cache line or word line
in FIG. 8. If RESETB is low, all of the cache lines are
becomesinvalid and is notused.Ifthereis a missinRCAJVI,
invalidated, i.e. VBITis set to "0". If RESETB is high, then
then VBIT is not resetto zero. In that case,signalRESETB
normalcache operation occurs.The outputfrom the NAND
is pulledlow and VBITRESETwill be high(FIG.8). That,
gate 1205is connected through an inverter1213 to provide
in turn, sets all of the valid bit VBIT to zero.
60 an output signal RST at terminal 1215 which is input to
inverter 1103in FIG. 11.
In FIG. 9, a PFETdevice901 is connected in serieswith
an NFET device903 between the source and groundpotenInitially, WTRESET and RDRESET are low, which will
tials.The commonpoint between the transistors 901 and 903
force WLRSTB to be high, and the word line WL is in the
is connected to the input of an inverter905. The output of evaluation mode. Whenthe last bit is read from the array,
inverter 905 is connected to the gate terminal of the PFET 65 thenthe RDRESETsignal is forced highwhichappliesalow
901 and also to an output terminal 920, and the gate
input to the NAND gate 1205and the RST signalgoes low.
terminals of NFET devices 903 and 907. NFET 907 is
Similarly, when the last bit is writtento the array, then the
connected
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WTRESETsignal is forced highwhich applies a low input
to the NAND gate 1205 and the RST signalgoes low. If C2
EARLY is also low, then WLRSTB is forced low and the
word linedrivergoesto the precharge statei.e.WL isforced
low.
In FIG. 13, signals COMP and COMPB are the compare
signalswhichare generatedfrom the dummy ECAM 117 in
comparing the effective addressor tag address bit(s)farthest
awayfrom the word line driver 107 with the contentof the
ECAM105. The COMPand COMPBsignals are applied at
terminals 1301 and 1305, respectively, of the dummy
ECAIVI cell circuit 117 which is shownin detailin FIG. 13.
Terminals 1301 and 1305are connected to the input terminals of a two input NAND gate 1303. The output of the
NAND gate 1303 isconnected through two seriesconnected
inverters1305and 1307to acommonnode 1309. Two series
connected PFETS 1311and 1313are connected between the
source potentialand a commonpoint 1327 and two series
connected NFET devices 1315 and 1317 are connected
betweenthe commonpoint 1327and ground.Similarly, two
seriesconnected PFETdevices 1319and 1321are connected
between the source or logic 1 potentialand the common
point 1327 and two NFET devices 1323 and 1325 are
serially connected between the common point 1327 and
ground.The gate terminals of transistors1319, 1321, 1323
and 1317 are connected to receive the COMPB signal and
the gate terminalsof the transistors 1311, 1313, 1315 and
1325are arranged to receive the signalCOMP. The common
point 1327is also connected to the gate terminal of an NFET
device 1329 which is connected between a commonpoint
1331 and ground. The common point is connected to the
input of an inverter 1333. The output of inverter 1333 is
connected to one input ofa twoinput NAND gate 1339. The
other input to the NAND gate 1339 is connected to the node
1309. Two PFET devices 1337 and 1335 are connected in
parallel between the source potential and the input to the
inverter 1333. The gate terminal of the transistor 1337 is
connected to node 1339 and the gate terminal of the transistor 1335is connected to the output of inverter 1333. The
output ofthe NAND gate 1339is connected through series
connected inverters 1341 and 1343 to provide an output
signal EA SEL at terminal 1345. Whenthe CPU-requested
or "tag" addresses arebeingcompared againstthe contentof
ECAM, either COMPis high and COMPB is low or vice
versa, i.e. the COMP and COMPB signals are opposite
logical states. In that case the system is in an evaluation
mode and EASEL (effective address select) is low. When
COMP and COMPB are both high, the system is in a
precharge modeand EASEL output to inverter 303 (FIG. 3)
is high.
In FIG. 14, there is shown the EMATCH line 118 connectedto the wordline driver circuit 107 as earlier discussed
in connection with FIG. 1. FIG. 14 also shows an input
circuitcomprising aseriesofNFETdevicesincluding NFET
121 for receivinginput ECAIVIMB IN(0), (i.e. a first of a
series 129 of effective content addressable memory match
"bar" signals) NFET123for receivingECAMMB IN(i)and
so on continuing 125 to NFET127. NFET 127 is arranged
to receive input ECAIVIMB IN(n), where "(n)" designates a
wholeintegernumber relatedtothewidthof the address bus
in a system. Also shown is another NFET device 128
connected between the EMATCH LINE118 and ground and
arranged to receive a VBITinput signalwhich, when in the
high state, is indicative of a valid input bit status.When a
system processor, for example, requests an address from
memory, a checkis made to determine ifthe address isinthe
cache memory. The bits of the requested address are
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matched against the corresponding bits of the cache
addresses and if there is a match between the effective
address requested and the content of ECAIVI (effective
content addressable memory) on the (0) bit line, then
ECAIVIMB IN(0) will be low. Otherwise, there is no match,
and the line ECAMMB IN(0) will be high, meaning "no
match". When thereis no match, the EMATCH line should
go low since it will be false that a match condition exists.
However, in the past (without the "dummy" ECAM or
10 RCAJVI cells and the wordline drivercircuit 107 as herein
disclosed), if onlyone bit or one input is mismatched even
though the rest of the bits are matched, therewill be a no
matchconditionbut therewill onlybe one NFETor NMOS
transistorto pull the EMATCH LINE low. With intrinsic
capacitance and other factors,when only one or only a few
of the NFET devices 121—127 is operating to pull the
EMATCH LINE low, there will be a relativelylong time
delay. If, in addition, the "no match" bit is located farthest
awayfrom the wordline driver circuit 107, the delay will be
20 even greater and significant timingproblemsmay occur, e.g.
the EMATCH LINEmay not discharge in a givenamount of
time and the EMATCH LINE will return a high state
indicating that there is a match in the cache when in fact
thereis no match. In the presentdesign, the"dummy"CAM
25 cell (shownin FIG. 13) isplaced at the end of the EMATCH

s

LINEfarthestawayfromthewordlinedriver.The outputEA
SEL form the dummy cell is a required input before the
EMATCH LINEis sampled. That arrangement substantially
eliminates manyofthe timingproblemsinherentinprior art
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In operation, the Li cache system receives a 12-bit
"effective address" for an instruction from a system CPU,
and a 32-bit "real address" from, for example, a "lookahead" buffer. The effective address represents the end
12-bits of the real address. The cache system also receives
several control signals from the system CPU including a
"refill" signal, test signals from a built-in self-test routine,
and a FUSECOM redundancy signal. The cachesystem also
implements threeclocksignalsCi, C2 and C2 EARLY from
a systemclock.In addition to memory outputs, the Li cache
system provides output signals ECAM HITB and RCAM
HITBwhich indicate"hits" in the effective address content
addressable memory (ECAIVI) or the real address content
addressable memory (RCAJVI), respectively.
Signal WLRSTB (word line reset bar) precharges the
wordline driver portion ofthe Li cache circuit. Thewordline
driver circuit is illustrated in FIG. 2 through FIG. 9. The
generator circuit for WLRSTB is shown in FIG. 10. As
shown in FIG. 10 and FIG. ii, the signal WLRSTB is
generated by C2 EARLY CLK andDUMWLRSTB. Ifboth
RST and C2 EARLY are "low" (at a low logiclevel), then
WLRSTB will be low and the wordline driver is in a
precharge mode. Otherwise, WLRSTB will be high which
means that the word line drivercircuit is in an evaluation
mode. DUMWLRSTB (the "dummy" wordline reset"bar"
signal)is generated by combining WTRESET(writereset),
RDRESET (read reset) and RESETB (reset "bar" or the
inversionof RESET), as shown in FIG. 12. Wheneverthe
cache (FIG.1) is reset, i.e. if all of the linesinthe cache are
forcedinvalid,then RESETBisforced low. That actionwill
pullWLRSTB to a lowconditionand consequently allofthe
wordline driver circuit will go to a precharge mode (the
cache wordline or WL is forced low).Also, when the VBIT
node in the cache is set to zero,the cache line is invalid.
If the cache is not being reset, then the cache is being
accessed. Wheneverthe cache is accessed, the cacheiseither
in a read mode or a write mode operation.In a read mode
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operation,the signal RDRESETwill make a pulse highand
WLRSTB will followto pulse low at a time when Cl CLK
goes "high" (to a high logic level). Similarly, in a write
operation,signalWTRSTB (write resetbar) will pulse high
and WLRSTB will followto pulse low at a time when Cl
CLKgoes high. WhenRDRESETand WTRESETgo low,
WLRSTB will also go low followinga predetermined time

an existing high
state), and a "miss" will cause the match line to go low.
Whenever EMATCH ishigh and EASELgoes low, thenthe
ECAM HITB signalgoes low and the word line signalWL
will go high.
As shown in the FIG. 16 flow chart, an exemplary
operation begins 130 and the wordlinedriver circuit 107 is
delay.
precharged 132 to an initialstate.WhensignalC2 goes high
In the exemplary cachecircuit, when C2 CLKgoes high,
134, the driver will determine 136 if there is a match
and Cl CLKislow,then the cache is in the evaluation mode. 10 between the effective address input to the driver and the
In that case, WLRSTB will be high and the wordline WL effective addresses resident in the ECAIVI. If there is no
(whichwill be high)will be selected if C2 CLKis high, Cl
match, the circuit gets precharged138 and returns 139 to
CLKis low, and if thereis an effective cache hit (ECAIVI is
block 134 to await the next C2 transitionto a high state. If
there is an ECAM match 136 (EMATCH) and EA SEL is
high) orthe cacheis in the refill cycleor the test modecycle
as hereinafter described. When C2 CLK (which is the
low 140,thenECAMHITBgoeslow 142 which forcesthe
inversionof Cl CLK)goes low and Cl CLK is high, then
word line WL high 144. When C2 next goes low 152,
the cache will be propagating the data outofthe cachearray
EMATCH is prechargedto VDD 156 and the read or write
or writing the data into the cache array. In that case, either
operation associated with the effective address requested is
RDRESETorWTRESET will go high. C2 EARLY CLKhas
completed 158. Next,when the word line reset"bar" signal
the same phase as C2 CLK but toggles slightlybefore C2 20 WLRSTB goes low 160, the word line driveris precharged
CLK.
162 andthesystemreturns toblock 134 to awaitthenextC2
In the wordline driver circuit shown in FIG. 2 through
highpulse. The above describes a normalfetch operation as
FIG. 9, wheneversignalWLRSTB goes low, therewill be a
performed in the exemplaryword line driver circuit.
reset condition and nodes Ml and MO will go high. Also
If the wordline driver 107 is in a "prefetch" mode, the
node ES is forced high and EMATCH WL goes low. This 25 driver is performing a similar operationexceptthat RCAJVI
will pull VBIT RESET low, and after a certain delay, node
109 is used insteadofthe ECAIVI 105 and the address to be
MO will beprecharged to highand the wordline will go low.
matched is a 32-bit real address inputted from a "lookVBIT RESETis pulled low before the word line (WL) is
ahead" buffer or table. In the prefetchmode, after C2 goes
pulled low in order to prevent any erroneous pulse on the
high 134, a determination is made as to whether there is a
VBIT RESET line. Once signal WLRSTB goes high, the 30 match between arequested "real" address andthe content of
wordline WL 115 is ready for evaluation.
the real address content addressable memory RCAJVI. Ifso,
In the exemplary cache circuit illustrated, there are two
RMATCH will go high 180. If a real address select signal
sets ofCAIVI (contentaddressable memory) cells. One set is
RA SEL is also high 182, the RCAM HITB signal will be
for effective content address memory (ECAIVI) and the
forced low 184. Thereafter, when C2 goes low 186 and the
second set is for "real" content address memory(RCAJVI).
Instruction Cache BlockInvalidation (ICBI) signal is high
The wordline driver circuit 107 is located in the middle of
188, then VBIT RESET goes high 190, RMATCH is prethe array. Two sets of"dummy" CAIVI cell lines103 and 111
charged192 and the system returns toblock 134 to awaitthe
are added in both CAIVI cell sets and they are positioned
next C2 high-going pulse. The RCAMHITB signalfor the
farthestawayfrom the word line driveras shownin FIG. 1.
real addresses input (32 bits) to the driver is generated in a
The dummyCAM cells are for timing purposes. The dummy 40 manner similarto the generation ofthe ECAIVI HITBsignal
ECAIVI cell circuit is shown in FIG. 13 and is physically
for the effective address input (12 bits) except that the
locatedin the bottomcenterof FIG. 1. Wheneveran ECAM
RCAJVI HITB signal is part of a prefetch operation and
or an RCAM fetchcycleisperformed, COMPwill stay high indicates whether there is a match in the RCAJVI for a real
and COMPB will be pulledlow. That actionwill force node
address input, and the ECAM HITB signal is part of the
N6 and node Ml to go high and EA SELwill also go high.
normal fetchoperation for effective addresses received from
Both COMP and COMPB stay highin precharge mode and
the CPU.Inthe prefetchcycle,when thereis a hitor a match
also duringthe REFILLcycleorthe write mode. Thisforces
between a real address and the contents of the RCAJVI,
EA SEL to stay high which will keep the EMATCH line
RCAJVI HITBis low, but the data is not read from the cache
high.
(WLis not selected). This is in contrastto the normal fetch
In FIG. 15, the relative timingrelationships are illustrated so cycle where the data residing at the effective address is read
out 158.
for severalof the signalswithin the wordline drivercircuit
107. As shown, clock signals Cl and C2 are provided for
Whenever C2 is detectedas goinghigh 134, the wordline
basic circuit timing and another clock timing signal C2
driver 107, in addition to going into a fetch operation or a
EARLY is also provided in the exemplary embodiment.
prefetchoperation, may also implement a test function or a
Signal C2 EARLY is generated to go high several hundred 55 refill or write function. In the test function or test mode, the
cache iswrittento and read from by a built-inself testsignal
pico-secondsaheadof thetransitiontimewhen C2 goeshigh
and Cl goeslow. The timebetween the timethatC2 EARLY
(ABIST). If the word line driveris determined to be in the
test mode172, and the FUSE COM signalis high174, then
goes highand the timewhen C2 goes highis the timeduring
whichtheprecharge cycletakesplace. WhileC2 is high, the
the wordline is selected 176 and a read or write test
wordline driver circuit 107 is in an "evaluation"phase 60 operation is performed 178. Thereafter, if WLRSTB is low
160 the wordline driver is precharged 162 and the system
during which signal evaluations may occur. A "datapropareturns to block 134 to await the next C2 high-going
gationphase occurswhen C2 is low until C2 EARLY goes
transition. If the ECAM or RCAM is testedto be good, then
high. Duringdata propagation, data is read andthen sentout
of the cache, or data is written into the cache array. When signalFUSE COM (FIG. 7) will be high. If FUSE COM is
there is a "hit" in the ECAIVI for example(i.e. a requested 65 low, a particular row has tested bad and it will never be
effective address is found to be resident in the "effective
selected. That row will be replacedby an extra built-in
address contentaddressable memory),the ECAIVI matchline
redundant row.Whenall ofthe addresses (TSTDl,TSTD2
EMATCH will remain high (assuming
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and TSTD3 in the example)and also the clock C2 are high
(FIG. 7), and also ifFUSE COMis high, then the Ml node
519 (FIG.5) is pulled low. The M2 node will go high, and
theMO node (FIG.5) ispulledlow. The globalwordlineWL
is selected. Oncethe word line goes high, the "test read" or
the "test write" which is being run, will be accomplished.
In the refill cycle 164, if REFILL is high, the data is
writteninto the array. The least recently used circuit (PLRU
signal) selects the line. Once the line is selected, signal
PLRU is forced high (FIG. 6). If the C2 clock is high, and
since the cache is in refill mode, signalREFILLis forced
high. In that situation, Node Ml is pulled low and M2 is
pulledhigh. Node MO ispulledlow (FIG.5) and that action
will select the globalword line WL 176 (FIG. 16) and the
data iswritten 170 into the RAMarray. IfPLRUor REFILL
is low, then the word line is not selected (WL stays low).
Thereafter, WLRSTB goes low 160, the wordline WL is
precharged162 and the system is returned to block 134 to
await the next high-going transition of C2.
If REFILL(see FIG. 3) is low (read mode), and EASEL
goes low, then node 311 will go low. That actionwill force
the precharge transistor323 to be off and the circuit will
respond in accordance with the state of the EMATCH line.
In an exemplary effective address hit/miss cache operation,
theEMATCH line, nodesMO andMl andtheRMATCH line
are prechargedto the highlogiclevel. The cyclebeginswith
the C2clock signalgoing high. Ifthe effective addresses are
identical to the content of the ECAIVI cells, then the
EMATCH linewill stay high. WhenEASELgoes high(FIG.
3) thenthe outputof gate321 is forced high. That action will
pull node MO low and node GWL (FIG. 6) will be forced
high. Theglobalword line GWLwill go highand also LINE
HITB(FIG.6)will bepulledlow. IfLINEHITB("LineHit"
Bar) is pulled low, there is a line "hit" in the cache. If the
effective addresses are not identical to the contents of the
CAM cell, then the EMATCH line is pulled low and the
output of gate 321 is forced low. Node MO will stay in the
precharge modewhich is high, and the globalwordline WL
will stay low also. Signal LINEHITBwill stay in precharge
mode (high).
The method and apparatus of the present invention has
been described in connection with an exemplaryembodiment as disclosedherein. Although an embodiment of the
present invention has been shown and described in detail
herein, along with certain variants thereof, many other
varied embodiments that incorporate the teachings of the
inventionmay be easily constructed by thoseskilled in the
art. Accordingly, the present inventionis not intended to be
limited to the specific form set forth herein, but on the
contrary, it is intended to cover such alternatives,
modifications, and equivalents, as can be reasonably
includedwithin the spirit and scope of the invention.
What is claimedis:
1. Amethodfor operating a cachememory, said method
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comprising:

providinga clock signal,said clocksignalbeingeffective
for defining sequential clock timing cycles;
determining a selected one of a plurality of selectively
operable cache functions to be completed during a
single clock cycle; and
completing saidselected cachefunction duringsaid single
clock cycle, said selectively operable cache functions

60

including:
determining whether a first match exists between an
input effective address and one of a plurality of 65
addresses resident in an effective addressportion of
said cachememory;

first match;
determining whethera second matchexistsbetween an
input real address and one of apluralityofaddresses
resident in a real address portion of said cache
memory; and
providing a second output signalrepresentative of said
second match.
2. The method as set forth in claim 1 wherein said
effective addresscomprisesa first numberof bits and said
real address comprises a second number of bits, said first
numberofbits being different from said second numberof
bits.
3. The method as set forth in claim 2 wherein said first
numberof bits is smallerthan said secondnumber of bits.
4. The methodas set forth in claim 3 wherein said
effective address comprises a segment of said real address.
5. The method as set forth in claim 1 wherein said real
address is associated with a prefetchcache function.
6. The method as set forth in claim 5 wherein said real
address is input from a look-ahead storage device, said
effective address beingrelatedto an address ofa currentcall
to said cachememory, said real address being relatedto an
address of a subsequentcall to said cache memory.
7. The method as set forth in claim 5 wherein said
effective address comprises a first numberof bits and said
real address comprises a second number of bits, said first
numberofbits being different from said second numberof
bits.
8. The method as set forth in claim 7 wherein said first
numberof bits is smallerthan said secondnumber of bits.
9. The method as set forth in claim 8 wherein said
effective address comprises a segment of said real address.
10. The method as set forth in claim 6 wherein said
effective address comprises a first numberof bits and said
real addresscomprisesa second number of bits, said first
numberofbits being different from said second numberof
bits.
11. The methodas set forth in claim10 whereinsaid first
numberof bits is smallerthan said secondnumber of bits.
12. The method as set forth in claim 11 wherein said
effective address comprises a segment of said real address.
13. The method as set forth in claim1whereinone ofsaid
selectively operable cache functions is performed during
each clock cycle of a sequential series of said clock cycles.
14. The method as set forth in claim 1 wherein said
selectively operable cachefunctionsincludea test function,
said test function being effective for testing predetermined
aspects of selected ones of said addresses within said real
address memory portion of said cache memory.
15. The method as set forth in claim 14 wherein said
selectively operable cachefunctionsincludea test function,
said test function being effective for testing predetermined
aspects ofselectedones ofsaid addresses within bothofsaid
effective address memory portion and said real address
memory portion of said cache memory.
16. The method as set forth in claim 1 wherein said
selectively operable cache functions includes a refill
function, said refill function being effective for writingnew
data into said cache memory.
17. The methodas set forth in claim16 wherein saidrefill
function is effective for writingnew data into said effective
address portion of said cache memory.
18. The methodas set forth in claim16 wherein saidrefill
function is effective for writing new data into said real
address portion of said cache memory.
19. The method as set forth in claim 16 wherein said
method furtherincludes:
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least
determining
recentlyused cache line; and
said
new
data
to said least recently used cache
writing

said real address comprises a second number of bits, said
first numberofbits beingdifferent fromsaid second number
of bits.
30. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim29wherein
said first numberofbits is smallerthan said second number
of bits.
31. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim30wherein
said effective address comprises a segment of said real

line.

20. The method as set forth in claim 1 wherein said
selectively operable cachefunctionsinclude a block invalidationfunction, saidblockinvalidation function beingeffective for selectively invalidating a block of addresses within
said cache memory.
21. The methodassetforth inclaim20 wherein saidblock
invalidationfunction iseffective for selectively invalidating
ablock of addresses within said effective address portionof
said cache memory.
22. The methodassetforth inclaim20 wherein saidblock
invalidationfunction iseffective for selectively invalidating
a blockofaddresses within said real address portionof said
cache memory.

address.

32. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim28wherein
a first number of bits and
said real address comprises a second number of bits, said
first numberofbits beingdifferent fromsaid second number
of bits.
33. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim32wherein
said first numberofbits is smallerthan said second number
of bits.
34. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim33wherein
said effective address comprises a segment of said real

10 said effective addresscomprises
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23. Acachememory controlcircuit for operating a cache
memory, said cache memory controlcircuit comprising:
terminal means arranged for receiving input signals
address.
includinga clock signal,said clock signalbeing effec- 20 35. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim23wherein
tive for defining sequential clock timing cycles;
one of said selectively operable cache functions is performed duringeach clock cycleof asequential seriesofsaid
mode signal providing means coupled to said terminal
clock cycles.
means, said mode signalproviding means being oper36. The cache memory control circuit of claim 23 and
able for providing mode signals representative of a
further
including a test circuit, wherein said selectively
plurality of selectively operable cache functions, 2
operable cache functions include a test function implewhereina selectedone of said cache functions is to be
mentedin said test circuit,said test function being effective
completed duringa single clock cycle;
for testing predetermined aspects of selected ones of said
circuit means responsive to said mode signals for comaddresses within said real address memory portion of said
pletingsaid selectedcachefunctionduringsaid single
cache memory.
30
clock cycle;
37. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim36wherein
said test function is effective for testing predetermined
first comparisoncircuit for determining whether a first
matchexistsbetween aninput effective address applied
aspects ofselectedones ofsaid addresses within bothofsaid
effective address memory portion and said real address
to said terminal means and one of a plurality of
memory portion of said cache memory.
addresses resident in an effective address portion of
38. The cache memory control circuit of claim 23 and
said cache memory;
further including a refill circuit, wherein said selectively
first outputsignalmeans for providing a first output signal
operable cache functionsincludes a refill function implerepresentative of said first match;
mentedin said refill circuit,said refill function being effecsecond comparison circuit for determining whether a
tive for writing new data into said cache memory.
second match exists between an input real address 40 39. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim38wherein
said refill function is effective for writingnew data into said
applied to said terminal means and one ofa pluralityof
effective address portion of said cache memory.
addresses resident in a real address portion of said
40. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim38wherein
cache memory; and
said refill function is effective for writingnew data into said
second output signalmeansfor providing a second output
real address portionof said cache memory.
signal representative of said secondmatch.
41. The cache memory control circuit of claim 38 and
24. Thecachememory controlcircuit ofclaim23 wherein
furtherincluding:
said effective address comprises a first numberof bits and
means for determining a least recently used cache line;
said real address comprises a second number of bits, said
and
first number ofbits beingdifferent from said second number
a
write
circuit for writing said new data to said least
of bits.
50
25. Thecachememory controlcircuit ofclaim24wherein
recently used cache line.
said first numberofbits issmallerthan said secondnumber
42. The cache memory control circuit of claim 23 and
further including a block invalidation circuit, wherein said
of bits.
26. Thecachememory controlcircuit ofclaim25 wherein
selectively operable cache functionsinclude a block invalidation function implemented in said block invalidation
said effective address comprises a segment of said real
address.
circuit, said block invalidation function being effective for
27. The cache memory control circuit of claim 23 and
selectively invalidating a block of addresses within said
further including a prefetch circuit for implementing a
cache memory.
43. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim42wherein
prefetchcache function, wherein said real address is associated with said prefetchcache function.
said block invalidation circuit is effective for selectively
28. The cache memory control circuit of claim 27 and 60 invalidating a block of addresses within said effective
further including a look-ahead storage device,wherein said
address portion of said cache memory.
44. The cache memorycontrolcircuit ofclaim42wherein
real address is input from said look-ahead storage device,
said effective address being related to an address ofa current
said block invalidation circuit is effective for selectively
call to said cache memory, said real address beingrelatedto
invalidating a block of addresses within said real address
an address of a subsequentcall to said cache memory.
65 portion of said cache memory.
29. Thecachememory controlcircuit ofclaim27wherein
* * * * *
said effective address comprises a first numberof bits and
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manipulations comprising a locked memory cartridgeand an
audio/video/comp act disk (CD) drive controller/
coprocessor. The computer system has a centralprocessing
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unit (CPU) with at least one bus associated therewith, with
the bus havingat least onebus line. The cartridge comprises
a readablememory, a memory controlcircuit, a lock control
circuit, and a connector all in circuit communication with
each other. The connector allows the memory, the memory
controlcircuit, and the lock control circuit to be pluggably
connected in circuit communication with the CPU. The
memory control circuit scramblessome of the bus lines,
thereby scrambling the data in the memory on reset, and
unscrambles the bus linesresponsive to inputs from the lock
control circuit. The lock control circuit monitors the bus,
waiting for a propercombination ofbusvalues tobe asserted
ontothebus, atwhichtimethe lockcontrolcircuit causesthe
memory control circuit to unscramble the bus lines. The
audio/video/CD drive controller/coprocessor comprises a
CPU interface, a CPU cache, a memory controller, a
memory bus arbitrator, a DRAM refresher, a video
controller, a CD drive controller, a digital signalprocessor
(DSP) sound coprocessor, and a "blitter" graphicscoprocessorin an integrated package.
16 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets
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"bytes." Each byte in memory has a unique "address,"
similar to the unique addresses of personalresidences. The
AUTHENTICATINGA COMPUTER
information stored in memory is called"data." A computer
MEMORY
system typicallyhas threebuses:anADDRESSbus, a DATA
RELATED APPLICATION
5 bus, and a CONTROL bus. When a computer reads a piece
of information from a particular address in memory, the
Thisapplication is a continuation of application Ser. No.
CPU asserts the address of that particular point in memory
08/581,857,filed Jan. 2, 1996nowabandoned, whichis also
ontotheADDRESSbus, thenthe CPU communicates tothe
a continuation of application Ser.No. 08/168,675 filed Dec.
chip to that the CPU desires to access the infor13, 1993 now U.S. Pat. No. 5,666,516,and entitled "Pro- 10 memory
mation stored in that address using the CONTROL bus.
tectedProgrammable Memory Cartridge andComputerSysThen the memorychip asserts the information storedat that
tem Using Same".
location ontothe DATAbus. Finally,the CPU readsthe data
from the DATAbus. The above processis very fast, occurFIELD OF THE INVENTION
ring at up to millionsof times per second.
The presentinventionrelates generally to computer sys- 15 In typical cartridge-based systems, the ADDRESS bus,
tem architectureand, more specifically, to a computer systhe DATAbus, and the CONTROL bus are extendedout of
tem having a removable programmable memory cartridge
the data processing unit throughthe connector to the elecwith an address-scrambling protection circuit to prevent
trical devices within the cartridge. Thus, whilethe cartridge
unauthorized cartridges from being used in the computer
is connected to the data processing unit, the programROM
system and to preventuse of the cartridge in unauthorized 20 in thecartridge is as much in electricalcircuit communicasystems.
tion withthe CPU as is the bootstrap ROM and the system
RAMwithin the data processing unit.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
The commercial success of suchsystemsmotivates other,
Video graphics computersystemsare well known,popunonmanufacturing
parties to design and manufacture comlar consumer products.A typical system includes a data 25 peting cartridgesand competingdata processing units. The
unauthorized cartridges are capable of executingin authoprocessing unit thatconnectsto an ordinary television set for
rized data processing units; likewise,the unauthorized data
displaying imagesof a game or other application. The data
processing units are capable of executing the programs
processing unit receives controlling software from a read
that
is
in
the
form
of
contained within authorized cartridges. Such competing
onlymemory(ROM)
usuallypackaged
acartridge.The cartridge is removably plugged into the data 30 devices are not always "fully compatible" with authentic
devices; therefore, unauthorized devices mightmalfunction.
processing unit. At least one pointing device, such as a
mouse,joystick,touchpad,switch pad, or light gun, is also
Moreover, incompatibilities in such unauthorized devices
connected to the data processing unit to allowthe playerto
might causethe authorized devices to malfunction, thereby
tarnishing the imageofentities that manufacture authorized
input positional information that is used by the controlling
software to execute the application.
cartridges and authorizeddata processing units.
The data processing unit typicallyhas a single central
Moreover, authentic devices are typicallydesigned and
marketedto execute programsthat are somewhat sophistiprocessing unit (CPU) and associated volatile and noncated in design and polishedin execution. Allowingothers
volatile memory, including all random access memory
(RAM) and bootstrap read-only memory (boot ROM), a 40 to marketprograms or data processing units lacking similar
television(RF video) signal generator, and an input/output
sophistication and quality further tarnishes the image of
entities manufacturing authorized cartridges and authorized
(I/O) processor to interface to the variouspointingdevices.
data processing unitsThus, in cartridge-based computer sysThese devices are in circuit communication. One distintemsit is desirableto preventtwo typesofunauthorized use:
guishing characteristic of these systems is the use of a
motherboard or system planar to electrically connect these
(1) the use of an unauthorized cartridge in an authorized
components together.
processor unit and (2) the use of an authorized cartridge in
an unauthorized processor unit. Thus, it is desirableto have
In such computer systems, the components communicate
the capability of authenticating a cartridge foruse in a data
via electricalsignals; therefore, many components must be
in electrical circuit communication to allow the signals to processing unit and preventing unauthorized use of cartridges. Typical prior art devices do not provide a costpass fromcomponentto component. These electrical signals
effective, satisfactory solutionto the problem.
are typically carriedby electrical connections between the
An exampleofone such prior art system is foundin U.S.
systemcomponents. Typical typesof electrical connections
include metal traces on a printed circuit board (PCB), vias
Pat. No. 4,799,635 issued to Nakagawaon Jan. 24, 1989,
betweendifferent levelsof multilayer PCBs,plated through
which is directed to an authentication technique for a
holes, plugs,and individual wires connected frompin to pin 55 cartridge-based game unit. Software-controlled microproofsystem components. Typically groupsofelectricalsignals cessors exist in each of the data processing unit and the
and groupsof electrical connections that carry the electrical
cartridge for executing relatedalgorithms whose results are
then compared. When a cartridge is inserted into the data
signals are referred to as a "bus." Thus, a referenceto a
"bus" can indicate a reference to a group of electrical
processing unit, a satisfactory comparison must be made
signals, a group of electrical connectionsthat carry the 60 before the game unit will accept and operate with the
electricalsignals, or a referenceto botha group ofelectrical
cartridge. This approach is rather complicated and adds to
the cost of manufacturing the cartridge,because a microsignals and a group of electrical connectionsthat carry the
electricalsignals.
controller must be addedto the cartridge design.
Buses are typicallymade up of"bus lines."Areference to
Therefore it is desirable to provide a simpler security
an individual "busline" mayreferto an electrical connection 65 circuit for a ROMcartridge that causesa host data processof a bus or an electrical signal of a bus. The memory in ingunit to onlyaccept authentic cartridges andthat prevents
use of an authentic cartridge in unauthorized systems.
computersystems is broken up into small sections called
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
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In addition, typicalprior art systemshave a single system
disk (CD) drive controller, a digital signalprocessor (DSP)
bus for passingdata among the variouscomponents. Having
sound coprocessor, and a "blitter" graphics coprocessor.
With the use of this "audio/video/CD controller/
only one system bus reduces system performance because
all I/O devices depend on the CPU for memory accesses.
coprocessor" (A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor), avery highMoreover, typical systems do not provide an integrated 5 speed, high resolution system becomesvery cost-effective.
solutionto handling high-performance video, graphics, and
The entire data processing system includes a CPU, the
sound problems.
A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor, memory, a TV signal generation circuit, an I/Oprocessor, two decoderprogrammable
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
array logic devices (decode PALs), two cartridge
Accordingto thepresentinvention,a program cartridge is 10 connectors, and an expansion connector.
The A/V/CD controller/coprocessor generates a second
providedwith an address scrambler and lock controlcircuit
interposed betweenthe CPU and the program ROMwithin
system bus (SYSTEM' bus) from the SYSTEM bus generthe cartridge.When the system is powered up, the address
ated by the CPU. The system memory (includingvideo
scrambler "locks" the cartridge, preventing data from being
RAM, system RAM, and boot ROM) is interfaced via the
accessed. The data processing unit "unlocks"the program 15 SYSTEM' bus. The cartridge ROM is interfacedvia the
SYSTEM bus; moreover, the processor "cache" is interfaced
cartridge by communicating a "combination" to the lock
control circuit, which causes the address scrambler to
via the SYSTEM bus.Thusthe CPU can access the cartridge
"unlock" the program cartridge.
ROM and the "cache" while the A/V/CD controller/
The addressscrambler locks the cartridge by scrambling
coprocessor performs functionswith the system memory,
theaddresslinesoftheADDRESS busbetween the CPUand 20 thereby allowing parallel operation of the CPU and the
A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor.
the ROM in the cartridge. When the address lines are
scrambled,the CPUcan still access the memory locationsin
Thus, itis a furtheradvantage ofthis invention to provide
the ROM; however, the data in memorywill appear to be in
a several-chip solution to designing a high-speed, highthe wrong address in memory. Therefore, the CPU cannot
resolutioncomputersystem.
executeprogramsfrom the ROMin the cartridge while the 25 Theseand other
advantages of the present inventionshall
address scrambler is scrambling the address lines. Thus, the
become more apparent from a detailed description of the
cartridge is "locked."
To "unlock" the cartridge, the CPU asserts a predetermined sequence of addresses onto the ADDRESS bus. The

assertions are merely memory-to-register operations
becausethe programROM isscrambled,thereby preventing
actual execution of the code in the program ROM. Any
attempt toexecutecodewithin the ROM will causea system
crashbecausetypicalinstructions are multi-byte instructions
and scrambling the order ofbytes causesthe instructions to

invention.
30

35

be executed incorrectly.
The sequence of addresses acts as the "combination" to

unlock the cartridge. The lock control circuit monitors the
ADDRESSbus, waitingfor the correct "combination" to be
written to the ADDRESS bus by the CPU. Once the lock
controlcircuit detects the correct sequence ofaddresses, the
lock control circuit causes the address scrambler to stop
scrambling the address lines between the ROM and the
CPU. Withthe address lines no longer scrambled, the CPU
may execute programsfrom the ROMin the cartridge. The
cartridge

40

s

is "unlocked."

Addingthe address scrambler and the lockcontrolcircuit
to the cartridge adds little or no cost to the cartridge. In
addition to the ROE, typical prior art cartridges have a
programmable logicchip insidecalledan "address decoder,"
which is very well knownin the art. Typicalprogrammable
logic chips have enough capacity to implement the address
decoder as well as the address scrambler and lock control
circuit of the present invention.Thus, the presentinvention
may be added to cartridges without adding any additional
chips, therebyaddingthe functionsat little or no additional

s

In the accompanying drawings,which are incorporated in
and constitute a part of this specification, embodiments of
the invention are illustrated, which, togetherwith a general
description of the invention given above, and the detailed
description given below serve to examplethe principles of
this invention.
FIGS.1A and lB are blockdiagramsshowing the general
layoutof the system of the presentinvention;
FIG. 2 is an electrical schematic representation of a
portion of the video digital-to-analog converter used in the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of one implementation of the address scrambler of the presentinvention;
FIG. 4 is a block diagramshowingthe audio/video/CD
controller/coprocessor of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showingan alternate circuit for
"locking"a programcartridge; and
FIG. 6 shows a memory map of a third alternative for
"locking"a programcartridge.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

55

cost.

It is therefore an advantage of the present invention to
provide a very cost-effective way of preventing unauthorized uses of the cartridges and data processing units.
In addition to the locked cartridge,the presentinvention
also makes use of a massive custom chip to perform many
tasks necessary to implement a high-speed, high-resolution
audio/video system. This chip includes an interfaceto the
CPU, a CPU "cache," a memory controller, a memory
arbitrator, a DRAM refresher, a video controller, a compact

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

60

65

Referringto FIGS. 1A and 1B, a computer system 10 of
the presentinventionis shown. As shown in FIG. 1A, the
system 10 comprises a data processing unit 12 with a
program cartridge 14 removably connected thereto. Also
connected to the data processing unit 12 is a standard
televisionset (TV)16, an optional keyboard18, one or more
optionalcontrollers 20a and 20b, and an optionalCD drive
22.AlthoughnotshowninFIG. 1A,the standardTV16 may
be replacedwith apair of speakers and a displaydevicethat
accepts a composite video signal.
The processingunit 12 comprises a central processing
unit (CPU) 30, an audio/video/CD drive (A/V/CD)
controller/coprocessor 32, a system memory 34, a first
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PALl 35a, a second decode chip PAL2 35b
CONTROL bus 31c. Thus, the I/O processor is decoded to
havefour 16-bitaddresses in I/O space(referredto herein as
(also shownin FIG. 4), an I/O processor 36, two cartridge
connectors(one indicated generally at 37a, the other not
ASO, A52, A54, and A56).
shown), additional circuitry 38 required to generate the
The programinside the 68HC705 interfaces to the CPU
audio and video signals, and an expansion connector 5 30 as follows. The 68HC705 is designed to attach directlyto
theprocessorbus andact as anI/O portto the CPU30.Apair
(indicated generally at 39 in FIG. 4). These devices are
connected in circuit communication as shown in FIG. 1A.
of internal latches holds data passing between each of the
The additionalcircuitry 38 is shown in FIG. lB and disprocessors until the otheris readyto receive it. Statusbits to
cussed in more detail in the text accompanying FIG. lB.
each processor indicate the condition of the data latches.
The CPU 30 generates multiple buses: a DATAbus 31a, 10 Each can tell if the previous data has been read and if any
new data is waiting to be read by checking the statusbits.
an ADDRESS bus 31b, and a CONTROL bus 31c, as are
well known in the art. These three buses are collectively
The I/O coprocessor36 implementsthe following funcreferred to as the SYSTEM bus 31. In the preferred
tions: (1) a 50 ms timer, (2) a serial controller link for the
embodiment, the CPU 30 is an 80376,manufactured by Intel
input devices,(3) a cartridge sense, (4) a system reset, and
Corp., 3065 BowersAve., Santa Clara, Calif 95051. The
(5) a data/strobe/acknowledge (DSA) CD control commu80376 is a variationof the well known803865X, which is
nicationslink for the CD drive 22.
well knownin the artand alsoavailablefrom IntelCorp. The
The 50 ms timeris implemented using the watchdog timer
80376 differs from the 803865Xin that the 80376 startsup
of the 68HC705 I/O coprocessor 36. When the watchdog
in 32-bit mode, rather than 16-bit mode. Specifically, the
timerexpires,the I/O coprocessor 36 interrupts the CPU30
CR0 register is forced to a OO11H (0011 in hexadecimal 20 using analoginterrupt 1 (All) of the A/V/CD controller/
notation)state withbit 0forcedto a logicalONE, effectively
coprocessor 32. The CPU 30 responds to this byreadingthe
makingthe 376 operate in a 32-bitmemorymode.Paging is
16-bit I/O port ASO, describes above, which causes the
enabledto allowvirtual 386 operation.
A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32 to activate the I/O coproTheA/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32 will be discussed
cessor36, thereby causinga data transferbetween the CPU
in detailin the text accompanying FIG. 4. Suffice it to say 25 30 and the I/O coprocessor 36.
for now that the A/V/CD controller/coprocessor 32 comThe controllers 20, the keyboard18, and all other input
prises the following functional blocks: a memory refresher,
devices are connected to the I/O processor 36 via the serial
avideocontroller, ablittergraphicalcoprocessor, a CD drive
controller link. The controllers transform the movements of
controller, a digital signal processor (DSP) sound 30 the control devices into a format suitable for transmission
coprocessor, and an arbitratorto arbitrate the access to the
along the serial link. The controllers send data packetsvia
the controllerserial data link to the system unit. The data
system memory between the six possiblebus masters (the
CPU, the blitter, the DSP, the memoryrefresher, the video
packets differ depending on the type of 10 device.
Co-ordinate typedevices(mouse, analog joystick,touchpad,
controller, and the CD drive controller). The arbitrator
controlsthe changing prioritiesofthe devices, as described
etc) have a different data packetthen a switchclosure type
of device (keyboard, digital joystick, switchpad, etc).
herein,and is in electrical circuit communication withallthe
devices within the A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32. For
The serial controller link consistsofthree(3) lines: a data
example, the CPU 30 has the lowest priority of all bus
receive line, a VCC (+5 VDC)line, and a groundline. The
masters until an interrupt occurs. Thus, the arbitratoris in
68HC705 implementsthe data receive line ofthe controller
circuit communication with both the CPU interface 60 and
serial linkusing the PDO/RDIpin. Thispin is designed to be
40
the interruptcontroller68.
used as an interface to serial devices using the well known
The CPU 30 has a SYSTEM bus 31 associated with it.
asynchronous format. A clocked synchronous format could
The SYSTEM bus31refersto the combined DATAbus31a,
be used in the alternative. The serial controller link is
ADDRESSbus31b, and CONTROL bus31c,showninFIG.
connected to external devicesby a three conductor connec1. TheA/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32 isthe arbitrator for
tor. Input devices are daisy chained, thus a single device
the system memory 34; therefore, the SYSTEM bus 31 is
physically connectsto the data processing unit 12.
modifiedto a SYSTEM' bus 61 (comprising the DATA' bus
The cartridge sense is implemented by having the I/O
61a, theADDRESS' bus 61b, and the CONTROL' bus 61c)
coprocessor 36poll apin ofthe cartridge connector 37a. The
by the A/V/CD controller/coprocessor 32.
pin is pulled to a logical ONE by a pullup resistor on the
The system memory 34 comprises screen RAIVI, system
system planar and a properlyconnected cartridge pulls the
RAM, and bootstrapROM. The systemmemory 34 will be
pin to a logical ZERO.
discussed in more detail in the text accompanying FIG. 4.
The reset is implemented by giving the I/O coprocessor
36 control over the reset signals of the CPU 30 and the
The I/O processor 36 interfaces the CPU 30 to numerous
A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32. The CPU 30 can comI/Odevices,such asthe keyboard18, thecontrollers 20a and
mand the I/O coprocessor36 to reset the system 10. In
20b, a digitizer (not shown), a mouse (not shown), a printer
addition, the I/O coprocessor36 monitors the reset switch
and
a
In
the
(not shown),
touchpad (not shown).
preferred
(not shown) for the system and resets the system when it
embodiment, the I/O processor 36 is a preprogrammed
detects a switchclosure.
MC68HC7O5CS(hereinafter "68HC705"), manufactured by
The DSA CD control communication protocol is impleMotorola Corp, running at 2 MHz. The 68HC705 I/O
processor 36 is interfaced to the CPU 30 by configuring the 60 mented using three pins of the 68HC705. The I/O coprocessor36 uses this protocolto communicate commands to
68HC705 as a peripheral device: (1) PAO—PA7 are conthe CD drive 22 and to relaymessages from the CD drive22
nected to D0—D7 of the DATAbus 31a; (2) PB7, PB1, and
to the CPU 30.
PB2 are connected GPIO1 (a 32-byte address rangedecoded
The first decode chip PALl 35a is in electrical circuit
by the A/V/CD controller/coprocessor 32, as described
below),Al, andA2, respectively, oftheADDRESSbus31b 65 communication with the CPU 30, the A/V/CDcontroller/
and CONTROL bus 31c; and (3) PB3, PB4, and PB5 are
coprocessor 32, and the two cartridge connectors 37a (the
connected to ADS, READY, and W/R, respectively, of the
other not shown) alongthe ADDRESS bus 31b and CONdecode chip
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TROLbus 31c, as shownin FIG. 1A.The first decode chip
PALl 35a accepts as inputs the upper two address lines,
decodesthe 16 megabyte address space of the 80376 CPU
30 into four 4 megabyte regions, represented by three chip
select lines: two for the cartridge connectors37a (the other
not shown)and one for the A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor
32. The upperfour megabytes and the lowerfour megabytes
are decoded to the A/V/CD controller/coprocessor chip
select and the two remaining four-megabyte regions are
decodedto two cartridge connector chip selects.
The data processing unit 12 also has a pair of cartridge
connectors(one indicated at 37a, the other not shown) for
placing a cartridge 14 in circuit communication with the
CPU 30 and other system components. The cartridge 14
connects to the data processing unit 12 via a gold plated
70-pin (two rows of 35 conductors) edge card connector
37b. The processor unit 12 has two cartridge connectors 37a
for accepting the edge card connections of the edge card
connector 37b. The cartridges 14havegoldplatedcard edge
connectionsto match the conductors ofthe connectors 37a,
allowing the cartridges 14 to be pluggably connected to the
processor unit 12. The followingsignals are communicated
to external devices via the cartridge connectors 37a (the
other not shown): SYSTEM bus 31 signals, the DSA CD
control signals, the 12S CD data signals, a cartridge sense
line, power, ground,analog interrupt1 or 2 (each cartridge
has a unique interrupt), GPIO 2 or 3, a lock line (which is
a typical signal of the 80376 and 803865XSYSTEM bus
31), and a cartridge select,which is generatedby the first
decode chip PALl 35a.
In addition, the processor unit 12 has a single 100-pin
(two rows of 50 pins each) edge card expansion connector
(not shownin FIG. 1A,indicated generallyat 39 in FIG. 4).
The expansion connector 39 allows devices to add more
memoryto the system memory 34 and to add various other

shown in FIG. 2. The devices in FIG. 2 are in circuit
communication, as shown. The resistors 41a—41j in FIG. 2
are all 0.25 watt resistors withthe values shown,within 5%
tolerance. The transistor43 is a 2N2222.
Referring once again to FIG. 1B, the RGB signal is
converted to NTSC composite video with the NTSC/PAL
encoder42. The NTSC/PAL encoder42 accepts the chroma
clock, the HSYNCand VSYNCsignals, which are generated by the video controller 66 of the A/V/CDcontroller/
coprocessor 32, and the red, green, and blue video outputs,
which are generated by the video DAC40, and generates a
composite video signal in the well known NTSC or baseband video format. In the alternative, the well known PAL
(European televisionsignal standard) format can be generated. The composite video signal is connected to external
devices witha single female RCAtypephonojack, asiswell
knownin the art. In the preferred embodiment, the NTSC/
PALencoder 42 is an MC1377,manufactured by Motorola

5

10

15

Corp.
20

25

30

The RF modulator 44 merges the composite video signal
from the MC1377 with the left and right audio line out
signals from the audioADC/DAC/CODEC 46 ontoa carrier
frequency to generate an RF video signal, indicated by RF
Video, suitable for beingdirectlyinputtedinto theTV16. To
generate the different PAL (European television signal
standard)and NTSC formats a different RF modulator and
crystal must be used. The RF video signal is connected to
external devices with a single female Type F coaxial
connector, as is well known in the art.
The audioADC/DAC/CODEC 46 islinkedto the DSP 74
with a serial link conforming to the well known Philips 12S
protocol. The ADC/DAC/CODEC 46 convertsanalog data
to digital data, and vice versa, and compresses and decompresses digital data. The ADC/DAC/CODEC 46 interfaces
external stereo analogdata fromoptionalmicrophones tothe
A/V/CD controller/coprocessor 32. The audio inputs are
connected to external devices with a standard stereo V4"
connector. The audio ADC/DAC/CODEC 46 also interfaces
digital data from the A/V/CD controller/coprocessor to
external devices by generatingleft and right audio line out
signals. These signals are connected to external devices,
suchas optional speakers with two femaleRCAphonejacks,
as are well knownin the art.As mentioned above,the audio
line signals are also added to the RF video signal.
In the preferredembodiment, theADC/DAC/CODEC 46
is a C54216, manufactured by Crystal Semiconductor. The
part contains microphone inputs,with programmable gain,
as well as outputswithprogrammable attenuators. Gain and
attenuation are both programmably controlled by the DSP

features. Devices connected to the expansion connector 39
have gold plated card edges to match the expansion
connector, allowingthe devicesto be pluggablyconnected
to the processor unit 12. The following signals are communicatedto external devicesvia the expansion connector 39: 40
SYSTEM'bus signals (described in the text accompanying
FIG. 4), the DSA CD control signals, the 12S CD data
signals, an expansion connector 39 sense line, power,
ground,CAS and RAS lines, and an expansion connector 39
select, whichis generated by the second decodechip PAL2
35b.
The additional circuitry38 of FIG. 1A is shownin FIG.
lB. Referring now to FIG. 1B, the additional circuitry38
comprises four devices: a video digital-to-analog converter 50
74.
(video DAC)40, an NTSC/PAL ("PAL"referringto thewell
known European television signalstandard)encoder 42, an
In the alternative, the ADC/DAC/CODEC 46 can be
RF modulator 44, and an audioanalog-to-digital converter/
replacedwith a TDA1311 DACmanufactured by Philips. If
digital-to-analog converter/compressor/decompressor
this chipisused,theADC and CODEC functionswill not be
(ADC/DAC/CODEC) 46.
55 available.
The A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32 has a number of
Finally, the data processing unit 12 has a second decoder
functional blocksthatwill be more fullydescribed in the text
chip PAL2 35b, whichis used to implement the chip select
accompanying FIG. 4. Suffice it for now that two such
for the expansion connector 39. The decodechip PAL2 35b
blocks are a video controller 66 and a digital signal procesis in circuit communication with the A/V/CD controller/
sor (DSP) 74.
60 coprocessor 32 and the expansion connector 39 along the
The video controller 66 of the A/V/CD controller/
SYSTEM' bus 61. The second decode chip PAL2 35b only
coprocessor32 connects to an external video DAC 40,
permits the A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32 to decode a
which convertsthe eighteenbits of pixel information (six
128Kblock ofsystem RONstarting at F20000H. The range
bits each of red, green, and blue) from the video controller
fromF40000Hto FFFFFFH isdecodedbyPAL2 35bfor use
66 into an RGB signal, as is well known in the art. Each 65 by theexpansion connector 39. ThisblockofROMdecoded
color channel (R, G, and B) of the video DAC is impleby the decode chip PAL2 35b is used to add ROM to the
mentedwithanR2R resistortree and a2N2222transistor, as
system 10 via the expansion connector 39.
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As shownin FIG.1A,theprogramcartridge 14 comprises
sequence. Rather, the state machine can be designed to
a programROM 50 and a locking circuit 52. The program
merely requirethat all thepreselected addresses be asserted,
ROM50 contains codesuitable for execution on the CPU 30
withoutregard to the proper order.
in a read only memory format. In the alternative, other
When the system powers up, the lock controlcircuit 56
memorytypes, such as battery-backed RAMmaybe used as 5 causesthe addressscrambler 54 to scrambleone or more of
thestoragedevice in the cartridge 14. The programROM 50
addresslines from the CPU30 to the programROM50.
is in circuit communication with the CPU 30, as shown in the
The
lock control circuit 56 can also, in addition, be designed
FIG. 1A.In thepreferredembodiment, the lockingcircuit 52
to cause the address scrambler 54 to scramble the address
a
control
such
as
an
address
circuit,
comprises
memory
lines in response to other events, such as the system being
scrambler 54, and a lock control circuit 56.
10 reset, or the expiration of a one-shot multivibrator, which
The address scrambler 54 is interposed between the
requires the CPU to assertthe propercombination ontothe
programROM50 and the CPU30 alongtheADDRESSbus
ADDRESS bus 31b periodically. The scrambling can take
a
scrambled
ADDRESS"
bus
as
shown
31b, generating
55,
of swapping two or more address lines (e.g.,
in FIGS. 1Aand3. As shown,the address scrambler 54 need the form address
line A3 with address line A6) ormirroring
swapping
nothave every address line as an input. The address scramone
or
more
address lines onto one or more other address
bler 54 can be implemented such that only m address lines
lines (e.g., causing the signalappearing on address line A3
of an n-bitADDRESS bus 31b need be scrambled. In FIG.
to appear on address linesA3,A4, and AS simultaneously).
3, address linesA0 through A, are scrambled to generate A,3'
In the preferred embodiment, the address bus conductive
which
are
to
the
ROM
50.
At
throughA,',
inputs
program
are not physicallyscrambled (as wouldbe the case if
least one ofthe lowertwo address linesshould be scrambled 20 paths
electromechanical relayswere used to scramblethe address
to sufficiently scramblethe data. As indicated in FIGS. 1A
lines); rather, the signals onthe address busconductive paths
and3,the address scrambler 54also generates a typicalchip
are electronically swapped. Moreover, the address scrambler
select 57 for the ROM 50, as is well knownin the art.
54 could, in the alternative, utilize multiple scrambling
In the preferred embodiment, the three address lines A,3,
patternsthat are randomly selected.
and
of
the
ADDRESS
bus
31b
are
scrambled
to
form
A1, A2
25
Thus, the cartridge is "locked"and cannot not be used in
the ADDRESS" bus 55; the remaining lines of the
unauthorized devices. Alternatively, the memory control
ADDRESSbus 31b are the same as theADDRESS" bus 55.
circuit neednot be limitedto an address scrambler 54. The
Line A0 of theADDRESS bus 31b is swappedto line A2 of
locking effect mightalsobe achieved using a DATAbus 31a
theADDRESS" bus 55. Line A2 of the ADDRESS bus 31b
or a CONTROL bus 31c scrambler, or any comisswappedto line A1 oftheADDRESS" bus55. Finally, line 30 scrambler
binationor permutation of DATAbus 31a, ADDRESS bus
of
the
ADDRESS
bus
31b
is
to
line
of
the
A1
swapped
A0
31b, or CONTROL bus 31c scrambling. Thus, the address
ADDRESS" bus 55. This effectively scrambles the data in
the ROM50 rendering itinexecutable. Moreover, each data scrambler 54 need not scramble the ADDRESS bus 31b
lines, because a more generic "bus line scrambler"may be
byte in the ROM 50 still has unique address, allowing the
used to implement the memory controlcircuit.
checksum(adding all bytes togetherwithout regard for the
The address scrambler 54 may be implemented as a
carry)of the ROM50 to be calculated before attempting to
unlock the cartridge.
multiplexer that switches between the correctaddresses and
the scrambledaddresses responsive to an output from the
The entire locking circuit 52 can be implemented on a
lock control circuit 56.
programmable logic array (PAL), a programmable logic
device (PLD), an application specific integrated circuit 40 Theprogramcartridge 14 isthus "locked"tounauthorized
devices because the data being outputted by the program
(ASIC), or a field programmable gate array (FPGA),among
ROM 50 will not correspond to executable code in the
others well known in the art. The lock control circuit 56
propersequence. Swapping or mirroring address lineswill
comprises a numberof comparators in circuit communicahave the effect of substituting individual addresses thereby
tion witha synchronous state machine. The state machineis
initializedinto a "locked"state,causingthe address scramshuffling the order of the code. Thus any unauthorized
device attempting to read the programROM 50 within the
bler 54 to scramble the address lines. Incorrect addresses
cartridge 14 while the address scrambler 54 is scrambling
keep the state machinein that locked state.As each address
the addresses will read shuffled opcodesand operandsin an
in the correct sequence of addresses is asserted onto the
orderthat will most likelybe meaningless. In anyevent,the
address bus, the appropriate comparator indicates the presence ofthat address, causingthe state machine to transfer to
applicationprogramwill not execute as expectedwhilethe
address lines are shuffled.
the next state. If the correct addresses are presented in the
To "unlock" the cartridge,the CPU 30 accesses one or
correctorder, the state machine entersthe "unlocked" state,
more addresses alongtheADDRESS 31b bus in a particular
causing the address scrambler 54 to cease scrambling the
address lines. At any time before scrambler 54 is
sequence. The lock control circuit 56 monitors the
"unlocked," an incorrect address returns the lock control ss ADDRESS bus 31b. Once the appropriate sequence of
addresses appears on the ADDRESS bus 31b, the lock
circuit 56 to the initial"locked"state.Once the lock control
control circuit causes the address scrambler 54 to cease
circuit 56 unlocksthe scrambler 54, the lock controlcircuit
56 keeps the scrambler 54 unlocked until the machine is
scrambling the address lines connecting the programROM
50 to the CPU 30. Once the address scrambler 54 ceases
reset or the system power is cycled.
In the alternative, the lock control circuit 56 can be 60 scrambling the address lines, the CPU 30 can access the
code in the program ROM 30 and execute the program
configured such that at the occurrence of one or more
therein.
the
lock
control
circuit
56
reenters
the
preselected events,
locked state, causingthe address scrambler 54 to rescramble
Adding the address scrambler 54 and lock control circuit
the address lines until the correct sequence of address is
56 to cartridges 14 will add very little (if any) cost to the
asserted onto the address bus in the correctorder. Again in 65 programcartridge 14. Typically, cartridges make use of an
the alternative, the lock control circuit 56 need not be
address decoder within the cartridge 14 to decode the full
widthof the ADDRESS bus 31b to a memory rangeapprodesignedto requirethe addresses tobe asserted inthe correct

s
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for
the
ROM
50.
For
a
oneto
FIG.
priate
program
example,
Referring again
1A, the interfacebetween the
megabyteROMhastwentyaddress lines; however, typically
compactdisk drive 22 and the data processing unit 12 is
the entireADDRESS bus 31b of the CPU 30 is broughtout
shown.Two buses controlthe CD drive 22: (1) a DSAbus
to the cartridge 14. If the CPU 30 is an 80376 or an
for controlling the CD drive 22 and (2) an 12S CD data bus.
80386SX, then the ADDRESS bus 31b is 24-bits wide; 5 The DSAbusis generated bythe I/O coprocessor36 andthe
therefore, amemory decoderisrequiredto decodethe 24-bit
12S CD data bus is generatedby the A/V/CD controller/
address spacedownto a 20-bitregion. Thus, it is typicalfor
coprocessor 32.
a cartridge 14 to have an address decoderinside.
Referring now to FIG. 4, the Audio/Video/CD Drive
The address decoder is typicallya programmable array
controller/coprocessor
(A/V/CD controller/coprocessor) 32
logic (PAL) or programmable logic device (PLD). One 10 electronics are
largely contained withinone massive custom
suitablePAListhe 16V8, which iswell knownin the art and
logic chip, known as an ASIC (Application Specific Inteis manufactured by numerous manufacturers, e.g., AMD
gratedCircuit). AnA/V/CD controller/coprocessor 32 meetCorp. The 16V8 PAL provides enough internal logic to
ingthedescription hereinmaybe purchased fromMSULtd.,
the
address
scrambler
54
and
the
lock
control
implement
circuit 56, in additionto the requiredaddress decoder. Thus, 15 270 Upper 4th Street, Witan Gate West, Central Milton
Keynes, MK9 1DP England. The A/V/CD controller/
the locking circuit 52 of the present invention can be
coprocessor 32containsa processor interface60, aprocessor
implemented into cartridges 14 with little or no additional
cache 62, a memoryinterface/refresh 64, a video controller
cost per unit.
66, an interrupt controller 68, avideo blitter70, a CD drive
The address scrambler 54 provides a way of "locking"
controller 72, adigital signalprocessor (DSP) 74, and aDSP
programcartridges 14 against use in unauthorized systems. 20
memory 76. The processor interface 60, the memory
In addition, the system 10 of the presentinvention provides
a means of preventing unauthorized cartridges from being interface/refresh 64, and the video controller 66 are referred
to collectively as the video/memory controller 67. The
used in authorized systems10 of the present invention.
system memory 34, central processing unit 30, and other
Scrambling linesofthe ADDRESS bus 31b has the effect
of swapping and/or duplicating bytes in the memoryspace, 25 devices lie outside the A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32.
The SYSTEM' bus 61 electrically connectsthe various
as compared to the unscrambled memory space. Thus, an
devices tothesystem memory 34. Sharing theSYSTEM' bus
unauthorized cartridge is detected as follows:(1) the CPU
61 are six possible bus masters (in order from highest
30 reads a scrambledblock of memory from the program
priority to lowestpriority, respectively): the memory refresh
ROM and saves the values to the system RAM within the
the video controller 66, the CD drive controller 72, the
systemmemory 34; (2) then the CPU 30 asserts the proper 30 64,
DSP 74, the blitter 70, and the CPU 30 (through the
of
N
addresses
onto
the
ADDRESS
bus
31b
sequence
processor interface 60). Only one of the bus masters may
causingthe lock controlcircuit (if any)within the cartridge
controlthe SYSTEM' bus 61 (DATA' bus 61a, ADDRESS'
to causethe address scrambler (ifany)to stopscramblingthe
bus 61b, and CONTROL' bus 61c between the A/V/CD
address lines; (3) the CPU 30 readsanunscrambled block of
controller/coprocessor 32 andthe system memory 34) at any
from
the
same
locations
as
in
from
the
memory
step (1)
one time.
programROM; and (4) the CPU30 compares the scrambled
The video/memory controller 67 controlsthe SYSTEM'
block of memory and the unscrambled block of memory.
bus 61, andprovidesthe memory timingsignals (e.g., CAS,
"N" in the above method should be selected to prevent
RAS,write enable,etc.) for memory devices attached to the
false unlockingby a sequential read of addresses, which is
typically performed as part of a checksum calculation or 40 SYSTEM'bus 61, as is wellknowninthe art. Italso requires
memory cycles (video memory cycles are required to read
programexecution. N=2 is a minimumand is only acceptvideo data from system RAM; since video is generatedin
able if the values are not sequential. In the preferred
real timeby this process,thevideo logicmust havememory
a
of
six
embodiment, sequence
approximately
(N=6)
access when video data is needed), and has effectively the
addresses will be used.The exactnumberof addresses used
is a directfunctionof the numberof latchesand input pins highest priority on the SYSTEM' bus 61, as mentioned
above.It suspendsbus master operations duringvideolines
available in the programmable part used to implement the
for brief periods to fetch any video display data, and to
address decoder/scrambler 54. The more latches and input
refresh dynamic RAM (DRAM). It also controlsthe interpins available, the largerthestate machine implementing the
face with the CPU 30.
lockcontrolcircuit 56 can be.
The DSP 74 is a simple, very high-speed processor for
If the two blockscontainexactlythe same data, then the
sound synthesis, operating at up to 33 million instructions
cartridge in questiondoes not havean address scrambler 54
and is, therefore, anunauthorized cartridge, and the CPU 30
per second (MIPs). It hasaccessto the SYSTEM' bus 61via
a DSP DMAcontroller (not shown), which allows it to read
can react accordingly (e.g., halting, displaying a message
and write bytes or words into system memory 34. These
andthen halting, enteringanendlessloop, etc.).On the other
transfers occurin short bursts, and are underDSP program
hand,ifthe data blocksread fromexactly the same locations
in memory are different, then the cartridge does have an control.The DSP 74 actually executes programsand stores
data in its own private high-speed memory 76.
address scrambler 54 and the cartridge is deemed to be an
The compactdisk read DMAchannel ofthe CD controller
authorized programcartridge.
72 allows the system to transfer CD read data into system
Theblockstestedcanbe ofvirtuallyany size.Sixteen bits
is a suitably sized block. In addition, the same block of 60 memory34 without any software overhead. It may transfer
data directly, it also contains a CD block decoder.
memoryneed notbe testedeach time the system10 checks
for an authorized cartridge. Moreover, the lock control
The interrupt controller68 interfaces six internal intercircuit 56 can be designedto not cause the state machineto
rupts to the CPU 30: video interrupt (highest priority),
enter the locked state when an incorrect address is asserted
analog interrupt 1 (All), analog interrupt 2 (AI2), analog
onto the ADDRESS bus 31b. Thus the addresses tested 65 interrupt 3 (AI3), CD block decoder interrupt, and DSP
could be mixed with the addresses used to unlock the
interrupt (lowestpriority). The interruptcontrollerautomatisystem.
cally clears an interrupt when the CPU 30 performsthe
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A
mask
bit
is
available
for
each
The
horizontal
interrupt acknowledgecycle.
frequency).
blankingend register determines
of the interrupts.
when the horizontal blankingends and is the width of the
back porch in clock cycles. The horizontal blankingbegin
The blitter 70 is a graphics processor for fast screen
register determines where horizontal blankingbegins. The
updates and animation, acting as a hardware graphicssubroutinefor the CPU 30 or DSP74. It will become busmaster 5 formula for the required number is: horizontal blanking
begin=horizontal period—((horizontal sync width+front
throughblitter programoperation,and may therefore own
the SYSTEM' bus 61 for considerable periods. However, its
porchwidth)xclockfrequency).
The horizontal display begin register specifieshow soon
priorityoverthe CPU 30 is not absolute; it may be requested
to give up the SYSTEM' bus 61 to the CPU 30 when an
video is generatedafter the trailing edge of horizontal sync
interrupt occurs. The CPU 30 is the lowest priority bus 10 in clock cycles. If the horizontal display begin register is
master at the system level; however, it has complete control
greater than the horizontal blankingend register the video/
of the other hardware, therefore, the use of the SYSTEM' memory controller 67 outputs the bordercolor in-between.
bus 61 is entirelyunder CPU 30 programcontrol.
The value writtento this register should normallybe chosen
to put the picture in the middleof the television screen. The
The A/V/CD controller/coprocessor 32 has four major
blocks: a video/memory controller67, a compactdisk read 15 formulafor aregisternumbertodo this is: horizontal display
DMA 72, a blitter graphicscoprocessor 70, and a DSP 74
begin=(horizontal blankingend+horizontal blankingbegin—
audio coprocessor. The address space of the CPU 30 is
(activedisplaywidthxclockfrequency))/2.
decodedto a number of eight-bitregisterswithin the A/V/
The horizontal display end register specifies where the
CD controller/coprocessor 32. All internal locationsare on
ends andthereforedetermines thewidthof thevideo
display
even address boundaries; word-wide I/O reads and writes 20 display inpixels. It should be programmed with the followmay be performed where appropriate. In this particular
ing number: horizontal display end=horizontal display
embodiment, the byte-wide writesmay notbe performed on
begin+(number of pixelsxclocks per pixel). If horizontal
word-wide registers and I/O cycles may not be used to
blankingbegin is greater than horizontal display end, then
access odd addresses.
the bordercolor will be output until blankingbegins.
In addition to the aboveregisters, the A/V/CD controller/ 25 The horizontal fetch begin register determines where
video fetches first start on the line. This should be procoprocessor32 generates three spare general purpose I/O
decoder lines (GPIO1, GPIO2,and GPIO3) from the SYSgrammed suchthatthe sixteenbyte pixelbufferhasjust been
TEMbus 31, each providing a 32-bitI/O address range. The
filledwhen the display begins. In practice, this means that
general purpose decoders may be used to provide three 30 thevalue in the horizontal fetchbeginregisterisgivenbythe
active low chip enables to devices external to the A/V/CD
value in horizontal display begin less a constant which
controller/coprocessor 32. In the dataprocessing unit 12, the
dependson the displaymode. The table below contains the
constants for various combinations of bits per pixel and
generalpurposedecoders are used to decode address ranges
to the I/O coprocessor 36 (GPIO1) and the two cartridge
clocks per pixel. For example, if four bits per pixel and five
connectors37a (GPIO2 and GPIO3), which are explained
clocks per pixel then the constant is 160. Likewise, if four
more fully above.
bits perpixeland one clockperpixel,then the constant is32.
Thevideo/memory controller 67performsfour functions:
Note that if there are 16 bits per pixel and one clock per
video timing, interrupt handling, video display generation,
pixel, then no constant is applicable.
and memory configuration, refresh, and timing.
The video/memory controller 67 has a flexible video 40
timing generatorthat can be programmed to suit different
Clocks perpixel
TV standards and monitors up to a 640 by 480 VGA
standard. The positionof synchronization pulses,blanking,
five
four
three
two
one
display area, active video (when the A/V/CD controller/
Bits
four
160
128
96
64
32
perpixel
coprocessor32 is fetching data from memory) are pro80
64
48
32
16
eight
grammedin clock cyclesin the horizontal dimension and in
sixteen
40
32
24
16
n/a
line numbers inthe vertical direction. Video timingisbroken
into two parts.Horizontal timingis defined in termsof clock
The horizontal fetch end register determines wherevideo
cyclesand is determined by a numberofeleven-bit registers.
fetches end on the line. In principle,this is the value in
Vertical timing is defined in terms of display lines and is
horizontal display end minusthe above constant. However,
determined by a numberof ten-bit registers.
horizontal fetch begin should be roundedup so that horiThere are nine horizontal registers: horizontal period,
zontal fetch end register minus the horizontal fetch begin
horizontal sync, horizontal blankingend, horizontal blankregister is a multiple of the above constant.
horizontal
horizontal
end,
ing begin,
display begin,
display
The horizontal vertical sync is identified as wider sync
horizontal fetchbegin, horizontal fetch end, and horizontal
vertical sync. The value written to the horizontal period
pulses occurring on a number of lines. The widthof these
pulsesis determined by the horizontal verticalsync register
registerdetermines thehorizontal line lengthinclockcycles.
whichshould beprogrammed as follows: horizontal vertical
In one embodiment the line lengthis one greater than the
numberwritten to thehorizontal period register. The formula
sync=horizontal period—(vertical sync widthxclock
for the required number is: horizontal period=(line lengthx 60 frequency).
clock frequency)—one.
The video/memory controller67 also has a largenumber
The value written to the horizontal sync register deterof vertical registers: the verticalperiod register, the vertical
mines the width of the horizontal sync pulse. The width of
sync register, the vertical blankingend register, the vertical
horizontal sync in clock cycles is given by the difference
blankingbegin register, the verticaldisplaybegin register,
between the horizontal period register and the horizontal 65 the verticaldisplay end register, the video interruptregister
and the light pen registers. The vertical period register
sync register. The formula for the required n is: horizontal
sync=horizontal period—(horizontal sync widthxclock
specifies the number of video lines per field. The vertical
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determines
the
number of lines on which
sync register
vertical sync is generated. It should be programmed as
follows:verticalsync=vertical period—linesofverticalsync.
The verticalblankingend register determines how many
lines are blankedafter a vertical sync.The verticalblanking
beginregisterdetermines howmanylinesare blankedbefore
verticalsync. It should be programmed as follows: vertical
blanking begin=vertical sync—lines of blanking prior to
verticalsync.
Theverticaldisplay beginregister determines the first line
of active video. If this register is greater than the vertical
blankingend register the lines in-between show the border
color.To positionthe activearea in the middle of the screen
this register should be programmed as follows: vertical
display begin=(vertical blanking end+vertical blanking
begin—numberof active lines)/2. The vertical display end
register determines the last line of active video. If this
registeris less than the vertical blankingbegin registerthe
lines in-between will showthe bordercolor.To position the
active area in the middle of the screen this register should be
programmed as follows: vertical display end=(vertical
blanking end+vertical blanking begin+number of active

16
-continued

Horizontal
vertical sync
Vertical
period
Vertical sync
Vertical
blanking end
Vertical
blanking begin
Vertical
displaybegin
Vertical

20

25

30

40

MODE2.

50 Hz PAL
320 x 256,
Clock
frequency
Horizontal
period
Horizontal

sync

Horizontal
blanking end
Horizontal
blanking begin
Horizontal
displaybegin
Horizontal

displayend
Horizontal

fetchbegin
Horizontal
fetch end

8-bits

60 Hz NTSC
320 x 220,
8-bits

640 x 480,
8-bits

22.17MHz

21.48MHz

25.17MHz

1418

1363

790

1314

1262

703

126

103

48

1271

1232

688

378

348

48

1018

988

688

346

316

32

986

956

672

VGA

60 Hz NTSC
320 x 220,

8-bits

8-bits

103

89

0

312

262

525

309
20

259
15

524
34

307

257

514

35

26

34

291

246

514

VGA

640 x 480,
8-bits

displayend

lines)/2.

The video interrupt register determines the video line on
which a video interrupt is generated. This interrupt may be
enabledor disabled throughthe TNT register. The interrupt
occurs when the video mechanism stops at the end of the
display line. It may be used by the processor to change
displaymodesor to performbeam synchronous animation.
The register maybe reprogrammed within a field toprovide
several interrupts per field.
The A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32 has a Light-Pen
(or light-gun) input.The first risingedgeon this input every
field transfers the horizontal count and vertical count into
registersLPO and LP1 one respectively. Thesevalues canbe
converted to the X andYcoordinates ofthe pixelpointed at.
Bit one of register STAT is set if a rising edge on the
light-peninputoccurredthisfield.Thisregisterbit should be
read just prior to verticalsync.
The following table provides typicalvalues for the above
registersfor the various display formatsshown.After loading the registers with the below values, the video timing
generatoris enabled by setting the VIDENbit in the register

50 Hz PAL
320 x 256,

s

60

65

The video/memory controller 67 has three color resoluavailable: four bits per pixel, eightbits per pixel, and
16 bits per pixel. In four- and eight-bitmodes, the pixel is
a logicalcolor that indexes an 18-bit physicalcolor storedin
the palette. In 16-bit mode, the pixel is a physicalcolor in
whichbits zeroto four are blue,bits five to ten are greenand
bits 11 to 15 are red. Because there are six bits of greenbut
onlyfive bits ofblue and red, the least significant bits ofblue
and red output from the chip are always logical ZERO in
16-bitmode.The border color is a 16-bit register which is
displayed as a 16-bitpixel.
Tneight-bitmode, thepixel addresses thewhole256by 18
palette. In four-bitmodethe pixel addresses 16 entries from
thepalette inwhichcase thetopfour bits oftheaddresses are
suppliedfrom the index register.
Two variations are availablein eight-bitmode. In color
holdmodeifthe pixeltakes the value zero,then the color of
the previous pixel is displayed. Thiscanbe used to fill large
areas of color simply by setting the left most pixel.
In variable resolution mode, the most significant pixel
determines whetherthe pixel is displayed as one seven-bit
pixel or two three-bitpixels. If the bit is clear, the pixel is
displayed asone seven-bitpixel; ifthebit issetthenbits zero
to two are displayed first followed by bits four to six. In this
case, the two high resolution pixels address eight entries
fromthepalette.The top fivebits ofthe address are supplied
from the index register. Variable resolutionmode is useful
for displaying small regions of high resolution text amid a
lowerresolution, but more colorful, background. This mode
is not available in one clock per pixel resolution.
In eight-bitmode any of the bits can be sacrificed and
used for otherpurposes.For instance, abit could be used to
identify "hot spots" for collision detection. Alternatively,
bits could be used to encode image "depth" so that one
image can move in front of or behind another. To sacrifice
a bit, the samebit in amaskedregister is set andthat bitwill
be replacedfrom the corresponding bit in the indexregister.
Therearefive widths ofpixel: one clock,two clocks, three
clocks, four clocks,and five clocks. Thesecorrespond to dot
clocks of around 24 MHz,12 MHz, and6 MHz.The highest
dot clock may not be used withthe 16 bits per pixel display
mode. Two other combinations: one clock 8-bit and two
clock 16-bit may only be used if 32-bitDRAMis fitted. If
external hardware is fitted, the A/V/CD controller/
coprocessor 32 can gen-lockto an external videosourceand
mix (encrust) local video with external video on a pixelby
pixel basis.
The memory map of the screen is not tied to the video
display widthbut is defined independently. Thebase address
tions
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of the screen can be anywhere in system memory 34. The
width of the screen memory is the power of 2 from 128 to
2048bytes. The heightofthe screenis apowerof2from 32
K to 2 megabytes. Video addresses on the same line wrap

18
mode is double buffered and can only change

duringblanking. The CPU 30sets this bitfor cleanmodechanges in split
screen operation. Bit seven inverts the polarity of vertical
sync.Bit eightinvertsthe polarity ofhorizontal sync and bit
within the smaller boundary. This arrangement allows the 5 nine is not used.
screentobe placedwithin a largervirtualscreen and panned
The palate is a 256 by 18 bit block of RAM at
and scrolled within it.
F10000H—F1O3FFH. Each entry contains six bits each of
Various registers control the video modes discussed
green, red, green and blue. Each entry extends across two
above. The video mode register controls the features listed
words. The blue and greenbits appear in the highword. The
above. Bits zero and one determine the numberofbits per 10 red bits appear in the lowword. Bits two through seven of
the high word are blue; bits 10 through 15 of the high are
pixel. Bits two and threedetermine the pixelwidthin clock
cycles. Bitsfour through six determine the first break in the
green and bits two throughseven of the low word are red.
video address and hence the display width in bytes. Bits
To write to an entry in the palette, the CPU 30 must first
seventhroughnine determine the second breakin the video
write the red bits to the low word, then the green and blue
address and hence the display heightin bytes. Bit ten turns 15 bits to the highword.The CPU 30 should only write to the
the sync outputsinto inputs which can reset the horizontal
palette duringborderorblankingor speckleswill appear on
and vertical timers for rapid locking to an external video
the video.
source.Bit 11 controlsencrustation, whichisthe overlaying
The cache62 is not a cachein the sense that it
of an external video sourceusing an external video multi- instructions for the CPU 30. Rather, the cacheprefetches
62 is a
plexer.Themultiplexeris controlled by the"INC" pin ofthe 20 512x16-bit staticRAMlocated at F14000H toF143FFH that
A/V/CD controller/coprocessor. Selected bits of the color
can be used by the CPU 30 for variables,stack,or program
are used to control encrustation. Bit 12 controls border
code to speed up program execution. It comprises static
encrustation, whichis the same asbit 11 but onlyappliedto
RAM and is not subjectto page faults. Placing data, stack,
bordercolors. Bit 13 sets avariableresolution mode. Bit 14
orprogramcodein the cache 62 allowsquickeraccessesand
sets the color hold mode, in which color 0 is replacedby 25 fewerpagefaults. Inthis embodiment, the cacheissmall and
previousnon-zero color in currentscan line. Bit 15 enables
byte writes are not allowed to the cache area. Interrupt
Pixel clockwidths ofthree and five based on Bits 2, 3, and
service routinesmay not push bytes onto the stack.
15, as shown in the table below.
Video/memory controller 67 supports six interrupt
30 sources: video input interrupt, three analog interrupts, CD
blockdecoderinterrupt, and a DSP 74 interrupt. The analog
interrupts allow simple analog-to-digital converters to be
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 15
Pixel Clock
implemented. A monostable vibratoris implemented from a
0
0
0
Four clock cycles/Pixel
diode, a capacitor, and a potentiometer. The capacitor is
1
0
1
Two ClockCycles/Pixel
discharged by vertical sync and begins charging at a rate
0
1
0
One ClockCycles/Pixel
1
1
0
Undefined
dependent on thepotentiometer setting. Whenthe voltageon
0
0
1
Three ClockCycles/Pixel
the capacitor reaches the threshold of the input to the
1
0
1
Five ClockCycles/Pixel
A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32, an interrupt isgenerated.
0
1
1
Undefined
The processor can then read the vertical counter to get a
1
1
1
Undefined
40 measure ofhow quickly the capacitorcharged, an hencethe
The video/memory controller 67 also has a pixel mask
registerand a palette index register. For everybit set in the
mast register, the corresponding bit in the pixel is replaced
by thebit fromtheindexregister. The upperbits in the index
register form the high part of the palette address for 4-bit
pixels. The border color register is a 16-bit register that
defines the bordercolor. The color is displayed in the same
way as 16-bitpixels: bits zero to four are blue, bits five to
ten are green, and bits 11 to 15 are red.
50
The video/memory controller 67 also has two screen
address registers that define the 24-bit base addressof the
screen in system memory 34. This is the address of the top
left pixel on the screen.
The video/memory controller 67 also has an auxiliary 55
video mode register MODE2 that provides additionalcontrol over video and various test logic. Bit zero enables the
light-pen registers so that the horizontal and vertical
counterscan be read. Bit two enables the video timer, bits
three and four determine the refresh frequency with one 60
indicatinga refreshfrequency of clock/128, two indicating
a refresh frequency of clock/256, and three indicating a
refresh frequency of clock/512. Most DRAJYIs require a
refreshfrequency of 64KHzor above.The refreshcontroller
waits until eight or more refresh cycles are required then 65
requeststhe SYSTEM' bus 61 and does the required number
of CAS before RAS cycles. When bit six is set, the video

potentiometer setting.
The video/memory controller 67 also has an interrupt
enable register allowing all six interrupts to be independentlyenabled ordisabled.WritingalogicalONE to any bit
in the interruptacknowledge write register clearsthe corresponding interrupt. The interrupt read register reflects all
pending interrupts.
Thevideo/memorycontroller 67decodesthe 16 megabyte
address range of the 80376 CPU 30 into the following
memory map:eightmegabytes ofDRAMO (OH—7FFFFFH),
seven megabytes of DRAM1 (800000H—EFFFFFH), 64
kilobytes ofROMO (F00000H—FOFFFFH), 64 K ofinternal
memory (F10000H—F1FFFFH), and a 896 K block of
ROM1 (F20000H—FFFFFFH).The 64 kilobytes of internal
memory comprises palette RAM, blitterregisters, and DSP
registersand memory. The palette address range was stated
above.The blitterregistersextend from the range F1O400H
to F1O7FFH. The DSP memory extends from F1O800H to
F18000H.
The on-boardscreen RAM and system RAM is 512 K of
DRAM. The on-board DRAM comprising the screen/system
RAMmay be either16-bits or 32-bits wide.SuitableDRAM
are the TCS1417OBJ 256 kilobyte by 16-bit memory chip,
manufactured by Toshiba. The size of the DRAM is determinedbythe A/V/CD controller/coprocessor 32 duringreset
butdoes notdirectlyaffect the CPU 30. Instead, it allows the
video/memory controller67to operatemore quickly leaving
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more bandwidthavailableto other bus master candidates.
Certain display and blitter modes are only possible with
32-bit memory. Two banks of DRAM may be attached, as
indicated above. If small amounts of DRAIVI are attached,
then they will be repeated throughout the memory map
shown above.

32 to occupy onlysmallgaps in the I/O and address memory
map of the system 10.
The registers are 32-bits wide and must, therefore, be
accessed as two 16-bit accesses. To address all the I/O
registers within the A/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32, the
regularI/O address ofthe required register isfirstwritten to
the lowerword (a[1] low) then that register can be read or
written at the upper word (a[1] high). To address all the

s

ThebootstrapROMis always 16 bits wide.Thebootstrap
ROM comprises two 27C512erasableprogrammable readmemory inside and outside the A/V/CD controller/
only memories, manufactured by numerous manufacturers,
coprocessor 32 the 64K windowcan be moved to any 64K
therebygiving 128Kof bootstrap ROM.Followinga reset, 10 boundary in the 16Maddress spacenormallydecoded bythe
the one megabyte window from F20000H to FFFFFFH
video/memory controller 67 by writingto the bank register.
containingROM and internalmemoryis repeatedthroughThe bank registeris an eight-bitregister providing the eight
outthe 16 megabyte address range.Thisallowsfor a variety
significant bits when addressing memoryin peephole
of processors to boot with the A/V/CD controller/ most
mode. For example, to access the palette, formerly at
coprocessor32. The memory map above is adoptedthe first
F10000H, the CPU30 mustwrite OF1H to thebank register
timewith the memory type register is writtento by the CPU
and then read and write at the bottom of the peephole
30. The video/memory controller 67 performspage mode
location, determined by the externalchip select.
cycles on the system memory34 whereverpossible. These
The blitter70 is a graphicalcoprocessor whose purposeis
are quicker than normal memory cycles and occur if sucto
perform graphicscreation and animation as fast as poscessive reads and writes are within the same page. The 20 sible
(limitedby the memory bandwidth). It executescomvideo/memory controller 67 needs to know the number of
mandswrittenby the CPU 30 and the DSP74 into memory.
columnsin theDRAM,whichis programmed inthe memory
It can perform arbitrarilylongsequences of graphicsoperatype register. In the memory type register, bit 0 and 1
tions by reading new command sets from system memory
determinethe number of columnsin the DRAM, with 0
34. Whileit is performing graphicsoperations, the blitter70
25
indicating256 columns, 1 indicating 512, 2 indicating 1024,
becomesa SYSTEM' bus 61 master, and denies the CPU30
and 3 indicating 2048.
any bus activity whatsoever. This is reasonable becausethe
The video/memory controller67 supports seventypes of
blitter70 is being used to performoperations that the CPU
transfers:a normalDRAM cycle (4 clocks), a page mode
30 wouldotherwise haveperformed, and isthereforespeedDRAMcycle(two clocks), ROM cycles(6 clocks),internal 30 ing up programoperation. This also removesthe need for
memory (2 clocks), external I/O (6 clocks), interrupt
any synchronous control programming for blitting operaacknowledge (2 clocks), and internal I/O (2 clocks). The
tions and the needfor any interrupt generation hardwarein
CPU 30 will cycle in one more clock cyclethan the actual
the blitter 70. However, to allow real timeprogramming of
transfer. Internalbus masterscan cycle in the transfertime.
either of the other two processors (the DSP 74 and the
The video/memory controller67 uses a crystal oscillator
compactdisc DMA), the blitter70will suspend its operation
for a crystal that is the 2X (2times speed)clock for the CPU
and grantthe SYSTEM' bus 61 to the DSP74 orthe compact
30 and is a multiple of the televisionchrominance (chroma)
disc DMAchannelsif they require a DMAtransfer. It will
subcarrier. This crystal clock is bufferedand output to the
also suspend itself and give up the SYSTEM'bus 61 to the
CPU 30. The same clock is put through a divideby two and
CPU30 ifan interrupt occurs.During anyofthesetransfers,
this is output as the main system clock. This clock is input 40 the current operation is suspended but will restartwhen the
to the A/V/CD controller/coprocessor 32 through a separate
interrupt signalbecomesinactiveor whenthe DSP 74 DMA
access completes.
pin. The reason for outputting and inputtingthe clock is so
that the relative skew between the CPU 2X clock and the
The operationof the blitter70 is bestviewedas a simple
main system clock,can be adjusted one way or the other by
program:
adding small delays to either path. The crystal frequency
also isdividedby a programmable dividerwhich can divide
the crystal frequencyby a numberbetween 1 and 15 and
readcommand from memory
produce an output waveform with an even mark to space
for n=0 to outer count
ratio. This is used as the television color subcarrier.
readparameters from memory
The chroma dividerregister is a4-bit register that defines 50
form=0 to inner count
ifSRCENthen readsourcefrommemory
the ratio ofthe television color subcarrier (chroma) tothe 2X
ifDSTENthen readdestination from
crystal frequency. It should be programmed as follows:
memory
chroma=2Xcrystal frequency/chroma frequency—i.
write destination to memory
Thevideo/memory controller 67 also has a statusregister.
next m
nextn
If the statusregister bit 0 is set, the video timingshould be ss
set up for PAL(European televisionsignalstandard). Ifbit
0 ofthe status register is clear,then the videotimingshould The commands and operands are written to memory by
be set up for NTSC. If bit 1 of the statusregisterhas been either the CPU 30 or the DSP 74.
set, then therehas beenalight-peninput in the currentfield.
The blitter 70 has several registers in the A/V/CD
This bit is set by the light-pen and clearedby the vertical 60 controller/coprocessor 32 I/O space:(1) two writableblitter
sync.
programaddress registers, whichsharethe same I/O address
The video/memory controller 67 can be put into a mode
as two readable blitter destination registers, (2) a writable
blittercommand register, whichsharesthe sameI/O address
during reset after which it only responds to two-word wide
I/O locations and 64 K memory locations. The actual
as a first readable blitter source address register, (3) a
locationof the I/O locationsis determined by a chip select 65 writable blitter controlregister,which shares the same I/O
address as a secondreadable blittersourceaddressregister,
input so the locations can be determined externally. This
"peephole"modeallowstheA/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor
(4) a readableinner countregister, (5) a first writableblitter
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diagnostics register, which sharesthe same I/O address as a
readableblitter outer count register, (6) a secondwritable
blitter diagnostics register, which shares the same I/O
address as a readableblitter status register, and (7) a third
writableblitterdiagnostics register.
The blitter 70 may be operated in a variety of modes to
performgraphicsand blockmove operations. The blitter70
has an internalarchitecture divided into threelargelyseparate blocks: the data path, the address generator, and the
sequencer. The data path contains three data registers: the
source data register, the destination data register, and the
patterndata register. The data path also containsa versatile
comparator to allow intelligent blitting operations, and a
logic functionunit (LFU) to generatethe output data.
The address generatorcontains three address registers:
these are the programaddress register used to fetchblitter
commands, and the source register and the destination
address registers. It also contains an arithmetic logic unit
(ALU)with an associated step register to update addresses,
and a multiplexer to generate the output address.
The sequenceracts in software termsas the programthat
theblitter70runs,withtwo loops(aninner loopand an outer
loop) and a severalprocedures, as illustrated abovewith the
short simple program. The programis fixed, althoughvarious parts of its operation are conditional upon flags in the
blittercommand register and the loopcountsare also part of
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In 32-bitmode,the LFUwill normallybe set to produce
source data, because it is only 16-bits wide. The upper
sixteen bits written during a long-word write are always
5

10

15

20

25

the command.

The data path contains three data registersand two data
manipulation blocks: the logic function unit, which can
combine the contents of the data registersin a number of
usefulways to produce the output data, and the comparator,
whichcanperformcertain comparisons on the data to inhibit
write operations, and optionally stop blitteroperation.
Thedata path can handle data offour sizes: 32-bit, 16-bit,
8-bit, and 4-bit. Long words (32-bitswide) are used when
performing fast block moves and fills. Pixels (4-, 8-, or
16-bits wide) may be manipulated using all the blitter
modes, such as line-drawing, multiple plane operations,
characterpainting, etc.
The majority ofthe data path is 16-bits wide,whichis the
maximum screen pixel size. However, the source data register is 32-bits wide, and the top 16-bits of the source data
register are used to produce the top 16-bits of the data
writtenin32-bitmode, regardless ofthe modeof the logical
function unit. Thus, there are two 16-bit wide registers
(patterndata and destination data)and one 32-bitwide data
register (source data register). The source and destination
data registers are loaded from the source and destination
addresses in system memory 34 when the corresponding
read cyclesare enabled in the inner loop. However, all three
data registersare loaded at the start ofblitteroperation with
thepatterndata, andthis maybeused as an additional source
of data, either in producing the output data or in the
comparator. For example, the data inthepatterndata register
could be a mask, a pattern for writing,or a referencevalue,
for example. The pattern data is loaded into bothwords of
the source data register.
The logic functionunit generatesthe output data, which
is written to the destination in system memory 34. It can
performany logicalcombination ofthe source and destination register pixels. "Sourcedata pixels" may be selected
from eitherof thesourcedata register or thedata patterndata
register. The LFUselects any of the four Boolean minterms
(A & B,A & B, A & B, and A & B) of the two sets of input
data from the data registers, and generates the logicalOR of
the two selected minterms. This allowsany logical combination of input data; thus 16 functional possibilitiesexist.
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derived from the top sixteenbits of the source register.
The comparatorcanperforma varietyof comparisons on
the data in the source,destination, andpatterndata registers.
If its comparison conditions are met, then it generates an
inhibit signal. The inhibit signal is used to inhibit a write
operation, and optionally, to stop the blitting operation. The
comparator may also be used to provide apixel plane effect,
to give transparent colors, for collision detection and system
memory 34 search operations, and as an aid to character
painting.
A multiple plane operation is supported by assigning a
plane numberto everypixel. Thismodeis onlyapplicable to
4 and 8-bitpixels. In 8-bitpixelmode,two of the 8 bits (bits
6 &7) are used giving two or four planes; in 4-bit (nibble)
pixelmode,one of the 4bits (bit3 & bit 7 ofthe two-nibble
byte)isused giving twoplanes.The comparator canproduce
an inhibitoutput ifthe plane number ofthe destination data
is notequal to orgreaterthan the plane numberofthe source
data, or any combination ofthese.Thismeans the databeing
written onto the screen can be masked by data already
present in a different plane.
The comparatorcan produce and inhibit output if the
entiresource pixel is equal to or not equal to the destination
pixel. Thismay be used, for example, for searching system
memory 34for aparticular value and,more importantly, for
designating a color to be transparent and holdingthe transparent color value in a data register. This applies to 16-,8-,
or 4-bitpixels.
The blitter70 also has a comparator bit to pixelexpansion
mode operation. This comparatoroperation allows bit to
pixel expansion of data, used, for example, for character
painting. In this mode, the comparator selects a bit of the
source byte based on the value of the inner counter and
inhibits the write operationif this bit is a logical ZERO.
The blitter 70 makes provision for handlingthree pixel
resolution modes. These are: 16-bitmodewhere each word
corresponds to one pixel, 8-bit mode, where each byte
corresponds to one pixel, and 4-bit mode, where each byte
corresponds to two pixels.In 8- and 16-bit pixelmodes,the
data path is handlingone pixel at a time, and operation is
straight forward. In 4-bitpixel mode, however, only half of
the bytethat isread fromor writtento system memoryisthe
currentpixel, therefore, certainadditional requirements are
placed on the data path. In a 4-bit mode write operation,
unchanged destination data is written to the half of the data
byte that does not correspondto the current pixel. Thus,
destination readsmust always be enabledin 4-bitmode (set
controlbit DSTEN). Thismust be done becausethere is no
provision for writingless than one byte into main memory.
It is also possiblethat the source 4-bit pixel address and
the destination 4-bitpixeladdress point indifferent halvesof
the correspondingbytes ofRAIVI. Ifthis is the case, a shifter
swaps the two halves of the source data. In 4-bit mode, the
two nibbles (half a byte; 4 bits) of the pattern byte should
normallybe set to the same value. Note that the pixelwith
programin the blitter70 doesnot have to matchthe display
width, and the most efficient way ofmoving large amounts
of data is 32-bitmode. Recallthat such modetransfers must
be long-word aligned and the system must be fitted with
32-bitRAM.
The blitter 70 also has an addressgenerator. The address
generator contains three address registers, an increment or
step register, an address adder, and an address output multiplexer. The threeaddress registers hold the source address,
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the destinationaddress,and the program address. Each of
these registersis a 24-bitregister allowingthe blitter70 to
address up to 16 megabytes. In addition, the source and
destination address registers contain a nibble bit used in
4-bit pixel mode. The program address register holds the
address that the programisfetchedfrom,and is incremented
by one word each time a memory cycle is performed using
it. This register is always even, thus, bit 0 must always be a
logical ZERO.
The source and destination address registers are updated
after each cycle, and at other times, using an adder that
allows themconsiderable flexibility in the objects to which
they refer. All source and destination address updates, may
be performed optionally on just the bottom 16 to 19 bits of
the address register. Thismeans that the blitter 70 will then
effectively operatein 64K, 128K, 256K, or 512Kpages. In
this mode,ifan address overflows within apage,itwill wrap
and the overflowor underfiow will be lost.
Theblitter70 also has an address adder, whichis a 25-bit
wide adder used to update addresses. It allows either a
constantvalue of 0.5, 1, or 2 or a variablestored in one of
thestep registers, tobe addedto an address value.Itcan also
subtract the same values. The 25th bit is the nibble part of
the addresses, asstatedabove.Anincrement ofone pixelhas
a different effect on the address depending on the current
setting of the screen resolution.
All address registersare updated automatically at the end
ofthe appropriate memory cycles; source readfor the source
of address register, and destination write for destination
address register. Addressescan be made to wrap vertically
by using the SWRAP and DWRAP bits in the blitter
command, and horizontally by using the SLWRAP and
DLWRAP bits in the blitter controlregister.
The address output multiplexer provides the external
address to the system memory 34. Itprovidesthreetypes of
addresses: sourceaddress,destination address, and the program address. These are derived directly from the corresponding address registers.
Whenthe blitter70 is drawinglines, the address registers
are used in a different way than normal. The destination
address register is used as the line draw address, and the
sourceaddress register and the step register areused as delta
one and delta two respectively. During line drawing delta
two is subtracted from delta one, and the borrow output
producedis used to determine what is added to the destinationaddress register. For furtherdetails, see the section on
line drawingbelow.
The blitter 70 also has a sequencer which controls the
operation of the blitter 70. The flow of control is best
consideredat two levels. There is an outer loop governing
theoverallflow ofcontroland an inner loopwhichperforms
the actual blitting or line drawing operation. The three
sectionswithinthe outer loop: the command read procedure,
the parameterread procedure, and the inner loop.
Theinner loopperformsthe actualblitting orline drawing
operations. An inner loop cycle can contain up to three
memorycycles. These are a read from the source address, a
read from the destination address, and a write to the destination address. All three cycles are optional. If the loop
includes a source read, or a source read and a destination
read,then the comparator inhibitmechanism istestedbefore
the destination write occurs.This allows the write cyclesto
be bypassed when a comparator inhibit condition is met.
When the comparator inhibit conditions are met, it is possible to have the current operations cease and control
returnedto the CPU 30. The programmay then examinethe
address registers to determine where the inhibit has
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occurred, so that collisiondetection may be performed. The
CPU 30 may then determine whether to resume the operation or abort it. The inner loopperformsoperations untilthe
inner loopcounterreaches zero.The inner loop counter is a
5 10-bit counter,so the inner loop can iterate any number of
times from 1 to 1024.
The blitter 70 makes provision for collisiondetection by
allowingoperation to stop when a comparatorwrite inhibit
occurs.When this happens, control returns to the CPU 30,
10 which may then examinethe internal state ofthe blitter 70
to determine what has causedthe collision. At thispoint,the
CPU 30 may choose to allow the blitter 70 to resume the
operation it was performing, or may reset it backto its idle
state. Either a reset or a resume command must be issued
15 before the blitter70may be used for another operation. Note
thatwhilethe blitter70isin the suspended state,anew value
maybe writtento the command register, so that the collision
stop mechanism may be disabled.
The parameterread procedureis a very straightforward
20 sequence thatloadsa newsetofparameters tothe innerloop.
Itreads from memory, inorder, theinner loopcounter value,
the step register values,and the patternvalue,which is used
to preset the data registers. The inner count effectively
becomesthe numberoftimes theinner loopis executed. The
25 step registers are used for address incrementing and the
pattern register is used for data manipulation.
The parameter read procedure is called as part of a
command read procedure at the start ofa blitting operation
and is also called if required by a blitting operation, as
30 determined bythe PARRD controlbit. Extra parameter reads
occur between passes through the inner loop to allow
parameters to bealtered,thereby allowing operations suchas
irregular shape paintingand mn-lengthencoded data decom35

pression.
The command read procedure is used to start a new
blitting operation. The blitter 70 starts in an inactive reset
state,whichrepresents the normal inactivestate ofthe blitter
70. From this state acommand register write isperformed to

start the blitter 70, usually preceded by a write to the

40 programaddressregister. Afullset ofoperational parameters

is loaded from program count address which is auto-
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incremented, and control passes out of the command read
loop. Whenablitting operation iscomplete,anew command
is read from the programcount address andifthis command
leaves the blitter 70 in run mode, then a new set of
parameters is loaded and another operation is started. Otherwisethe blitter70 entersits stopped state and returns the
SYSTEM' bus 61 to the CPU 30. The above mechanism
allowstheblitter70to performarbitrarily long sequences of
graphics commands without requiring any processor intervention. This is extremely useful because processor I/O
write cycles are relatively slow in comparison to blitter
memory reads.
Normaloperation ofthe outer loopstartson exit fromthe
command read loop. Theparameterread loopis then entered
to read the first set of parameters and the inner loop is
entered with the inner counter being loaded to its initial
value before the start of operation. The outer counter is then
decremented, and, if it is zero, the command read loop is
entered. Then either or both of the source address and
destination address registered may be updated with the
contents of the step register. The parameterread loop may
then be optionally entered to update various inner loop
parameters, before the inner loopis entered again. The two
loops allow the blitter 70 to perform operations on with
two-dimensional screen structures, with the outer loop
address register updates moving screen address pointers
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ontothestart of the structure on the next line. The parameter
read loopaddsflexibility while allowing the screen structure
parameters to be altered on a line-by-line basis.
The blitter70 also has amemoryinterface state machine,
which controls the cycle timing generation and the bus 5
arbitration of all memory cycles. The blitter 70 assumes
control overthe SYSTEM' bus 61 from the CPU 30 for the
duration of a blitter command sequence. This is subject to
thebus handoverlatencydiscussed above,but as soonas the
blitter70 is granted the SYSTEM' bus 61 its operation will 10
start. In the preferredembodiment, the blitter 70 allowsthe
CPU 30 to access the cartridge ROM 50 and the cache 62
while any devicewithin theA/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor
has control over the SYSTEM' bus 61. However, for
simplicity, in the alternative, the blitter70 can halt the CPU is
30 while the CPU 30 is not the SYSTEM' bus 61 master.
The memory interface will give up the SYSTEM'bus 61
to the DSP 74 or the compactdisc read channel as soon as
one of these requeststhe SYSTEM' bus 61, pausing onlyto
20
complete any current memory cycle.
Interrupts will also cause the blitter 70 to suspend
operation,unless masked in the blitter controlregister. The
blitter70 detectsthe state of the interrupt line itself anduses
this to suspendoperation. Operation will resume as soon as
the interrupt line resumesto its prior state, which occurs 25
when the CPU 30 writeto the acknowledge port occurs. This
may not be necessarily the end of the interrupt service
routine, therefore programmers should be wary of stack
crawl, and should normallykeep interrupts disabled during
a service routine. The blitter 70 resumes operation as soon 30
as the interrupt line is clearedwithoutintervention from the
CPU 30. Theblitter70 onlyresponds to the internalinterrupt
sources(the video interrupt the analog input interrupts and
compactdisk interrupts). Any external CPU interrupt source
has no effecton the blitter 70.
35
The blitter 70 has numerous modes of operation. The
simplest operations performed by the blitter 70 are those
involving copying one block of system memory 34 to
another and filling a block of system memory 34 with a
predefined value. These operations can be performed on 40
linear parts of system memory 34 and on arbitrary screen
rectangles. The destination data register is used as the
address of the system memory34 being modifiedand the
source address register is used as the address of the data
45
being copied, if it is a copy operation.
When the operation is to be performed on linear areas of
memory, most ofthe address controlbits will be set to zero.
The step register is not used, and the only requirement is to
determinewhetherthe copy will be made with the address
incrementing or decrementing, in setting DSIGN and so
SSIGNappropriately. Note thatthe initialvalue placedinthe
address registershouldbe thebottomofthearea uponwhich
the operation is tobe performed ifthe sign bit is not set and
at the top if it is set. In both cases, the first pixel read or
writtenwill be the first address. The lengthof the operation 55
will be placedin the innercounterand the outer counter set
to one.
If the block being operated upon is very large, both the
inner loopcounter and the outer loop, may have to be used
and the numberof pixels operating on will be givenby the 60
productof the inter and outer counter values.Wheneitheror
both of the sourceand destination data are rectangles rather
than linearareas, thenthe inner loopcounter will containthe
rectangle width and the outer loop counter the rectangle
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left-handside onthe next line. The SRCUPand DSTUPbits
are set according to whether the source or destination are
rectangles. In 8- or more bits per pixel mode, neither
SRCEN nor DSTEN will be used for memory fill, bit
SCRCEN should be set for memory copy. In 4-bit pixel
mode, DSTEN must always be set as well, so that a
destination read is performed to avoid corrupting the other
pixel. Note that using this method will be slower than
otherwise.

The blitter70 draws linesbasedon thewell knowndigital
differential analyzer(DDA) algorithm. The basis of this
algorithm is that for agiven line one of the X address orthe
Y address is always incremented for every pixel drawn,
while the other one is also incremented if a suitable arithmetic conditionis met. The algorithm used by the blitter 70
computes the arithmetic condition that causes the conditionalincrement by repeated subtraction of thesmallerof dx
or dyfrom a working value withthe largerbeingaddedback
when underfiow occurs, effectively using division to calculate the gradient. The notation "dx" refers to the distance
alongthe Xaxis that the line corresponds to and is givenby
1(X1—X2N where Xl and X2 are the X coordinates of the 2
points and the verticalbar notationmeans the magnitude or
absolute value of their difference. Thus if a line is being
drawn from (X1,Y1) to (X2,Y2), then dx=(X1—X2) and
dy=1(Y1—Y2)1. From these, Dl (referred to as "delta one"
above)is givenby the larger of dx and Dy, D2 (referredto
as "delta two" above) by the smaller. Then,for each pixel
drawn, D2 is subtracted from a working value which is
initially set to Dl/2 and the sign of the result of this
subtraction (indicatingunderfiow) is the arithmetic condition for the conditional part of the screen address update.
When this underfiow occurs, the original value of Dl is
addedbackto the workingvalue.It can be seenthatthe ratio
of dx to dy will give the frequency with which of this
underfiow and adding back occurs.The ratio between them
is of course the gradientof the line.
The valuesused to createa line draw are set in the blitter
command as follows: the starting point of the line is the
destination address, Dl is placed in bits 10 to 19 of the
sourceaddress registerand Dl/2 isplacedinbits 0 to 9. Dl
is also the inner counter value althoughDl plus 1 should be
used if both end points of the line are to be drawn. D2 is
placedin the destination step register. IfDX is greater than
DY, then the YFRAC flag is set, otherwise it is cleared.
SSIGN gives the sign of the X-address updates, DSIGN
gives the sign of the Y-address updates.
While drawing lines, all the registers in the address
sectionare occupiedin computing the line address; thus the
blitter has no ability to move data from somewhere else
when drawing lines. Therefore, the data written at the line
address has to be giveneitherdirectlyby the patterndata or
by combination of the pattern register and the data already
there, according to the logical function unit. Consequently,
SRCEN should not be set, otherwise the blitter would
produce seemingly random data. While drawinglines the
inner counter is set to the lengthof the line, and the outer
counter is set to one. In 8 or more bits per pixel mode,
DSTEN neednot be set, unlessused for read-modify-write
operations. In 4-bitsperpixelmode,DSTENmustalwaysbe
set so that a destination read is performed to avoid corrupting the other pixel.
Theblitter70 also hasthe ability topaint characters on the
screen in a singleoperation. Character paintingas far asthe
65 blitter70 is concerned involvespaintinga rectangular area
height.
The appropriate step registeris set to the address increup to 8pixelswide and of arbitrary height.The pixelsin this
ment from the right-hand side ofthe rectangle around to the
area are eitherwrittento or leftunchangedaccording to abit
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pattern.Thismodeis notrestrictedto character painting, but
may also be used to expand any graphics stored as a

monochrome bit plane.
During characterpaints,the source register addresses the
bit pattern, normally part of the font, where each byte
corresponds to one row of the character. Thus, blitterfonts
may be up to 8 pixels wide however, wider fonts may be
used, but these will require more than 1 blitterpaint operation to paint a character. Character paintingis essentiallya
block move from the character font located in system
memory34 to the destination address.
The data is arrangedwith the bit corresponding to the
left-mostpixel in the least significant bit, and the top of a
character at the lowest address. If the data is less than 8
pixelswide,then the least significant bits of the fontdata are
not used.
Thedestination address register isusedto address the area
of the screen to which the character is to be painted.
Normally this area has been cleared to the required backgroundcolorby a previous blitteroperation.The destination
address is initialized to the top left-hand corner of the
character. The character to be painted is a rectangle,and,
therefore, the destination address is programmed correspondingly. The inner counter is sent to the width of the
characterand the outer counter to its height. The destination
step register is set to the screen width less the width of the
character. The DSTUP bit is used to allow the destination
address to beupdatedbetweenpassesthrough the inner loop.
Inner loop control bits DSTEN and SRCENF are set,
character painting being the reason for the existence of
SRCENF. This allowsthe font byte for each row to be read
just once. The comparatoris used to controlthe paintingof
pixels, therefore the CMPBITcontrolbit is set, to enable its
bit to byte expansion mechanism.

The color to be painted is set as the pattern,and this will
normallybe held in the pattern data register. In 4-bit pixel
mode,DSTENwill be set, and the destination data register
will hold the read values so that the other half of the byte
may be written back undisturbed. The source data register
holds the font pattern, as mentioned above.
Theblitterrotate andscalingmodeuses the shading ALU,
but instead of producing three DDA-baseddata values, it
produces two DDA-based address values, X and Y.
Normally, these values are used to traverse a source data
field at arbitrary angles and ratesso that the destination data
corresponds to a scaled and/or rotated version of them.
The red value generator givesthe X value and the green
value generatorgivesthe Y value.The blue value generator
is not used, and clearlyshadingcannot be used in conjunction with thismode.Asthe rotationrequires higher accuracy
than shading, four extra integer bits are added to the X and
Y values.These are set up in rotateregisterszero and one.
All calculations are performed to 10 point bit accuracy.
As with shading, the delta values are addedto X and Y
after each pixel is drawn in the inner loop. The step values
are added in the outer loop, and both the SRCUP and
DSTUPflagsmustbe setfor themto be added. The deltaand
step values maybe eitherpositiveor negative, andno add or
saturation occurs,unlike shading mode.
Normally, rotation and scaling are performed by setting
the destination address pointer to performing normalraster
scan overthe destination rectangle, while the source pointer
traversesoverthe sourcedata at a suitable gradient andrate.
This ensures thatthe destination data is contiguous, and that
nomoreblits (blitteroperations) thannecessaryare required.
The source data should be surrounded with a suitable
transparentcolor if the target area is not rectangular.
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Ablitter command is given as a table of datain memory.

The blitter70 loadsthecontentsofthe table intoits registers
and performs the specified operation. The blitter 70 will
receive successive sets of commands until a STOPinstruc5 tion is read into the command register.
The blitter program address must be set up before the
command word is issued. The blitter program address is
givenby the programaddress registers, which together form
the full 24-bit address. The program must lie on a word
10 boundary.
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A full table of blitter command data starts with a command word. However, the first blitter command in a
sequence has its command word written to the command
register by an I/O cycle of the CPU 30; thus, the blitter
command startsreading the command data from the second
word.Similarly, the lastblittercommand needconsistof no
more than a command word with the run bit clear.
Ablittercommand takes the form ofnumerous command
bits and control bits, a 24-bit source address, a 24-bit
destination address, a 10-bit outercountvalue,a 10-bitinner
count value, a 12-bit signed source step, a 12-bit signed
destination step, and a 15-bit patternvalue.IftheSHADEbit
is set, then 9 additional words are fetched: red, green and
blue initial values (6 integer-bitsand 10 fraction bits), red,
green and blue delta values (same) and red, green and blue
step values (same).
The command bits are as follows. Setting the RUN bit
causes the blitter 70 to start operation. It is used when
writing to the command register as an I/O port to start the
blitter 70 reading a command. If the blitter 70 loads a
command with the RUNbit cleared as part of a command
read, then operation ceases. Setting the COLSTbit causes
operation to stop if a collision (write inhibit) occurs. From
that point,print operation can be resumedby the CPU 30 or
aborted, and various internalregistersmay be read. Setting
the PARRD bit requiresthe blitter 70 to read a new parameter set from the programcounter address, every time the
inner loop exits and the outer loop has not reached zero.
Setting the SRCUP bit requires the contents of the step
register to be added to the source address on exit from the
innerloopiftheouter counthasnot reached zero. Settingthe
DSTUPbit requires the contents of the step register to be
addedto the destination address on exit from the inner loop
if the outer counthasnot reached zero. Settingthe SRCEN
bit enables the source address read in the inner loop. This
also causes the source address register to be incremented
according to the pixel size. Setting the DSTENbit enables
a destination address read in the inner loop. This does not
affect the destination address register, which is incremented
as part of the destination write cycle. Setting the SRCENF
bit causesthe source address to be read when the inner loop
is first entered, but not subsequently entered. This is a
special case ofSRCENand is relevant to the characterpaint
mode, as described above. SRCENF has no affect ifSRCEN
is set.Thetwo bits PSIZEO and PSIZE1 selectthepixelsize,
0 to 3 corresponding to 4, 8, 16, and 32 bits respectively. 32
bits is for data moves in a 32-bit system only, as described
above.The 2-bitsWIDTHO and WIDTH1 selectthe screen
width,in bytes, 0 to 3 corresponding to 256, 512, 1024, and
2048bytes, respectively. Setting LINDR puts the blitter 70
into line-drawing mode. Thismodeuses boththe sourceand
destination address registers to generate the line-draw
address, which may be used for both reading and writing.
Setting the YFRAC bit indicates to the blitter 70 which of
the X and Y addresses have the fractional increment in
line-drawing mode. It is set if the Y address has the fractionalincrement. Settingthe PATSELbit selects the pattern
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data registerto replace the source data registeras the source
comparator to generatean inhibitby selecting a bit of the
sourcedata registerusing an inner counter, and generating
input to the logical function unit. This bit is relevant to
characterpainting, where the source data register will conan inhibitif the bit selected is a zero.The selection is given
tain the font data, and the pattern data register containsthe
by 8 in the inner counter selectingbit 0, 7 selecting bit 1, 6
ink color. Setting the shade bit enables output from the 5 bit 2, and so on.
The program address register points to the source of
shadingALU as write data. Thisbit is onlyvalid for 8- and
16-bit pixels.
blitting operation commands. Data is read from it sequenThe blitter 70 has several types of control bits: source
tiallyupwardsthrough memory. It mustalwaysbeeven(i.e.,
control bits, destination control bits, logic function unit
blitteroperations must lie on word boundaries). Register0
controlbits, and comparator controlbits. The blitter70 has 10 corresponds to address bits 0 through 15 and register 1 to
several source controlbits. Setting the SWRAP bit causes
address bits 16 through 23 and bits 0 through7.
source address updates to wrap on a programmable
Someof the above blitter registers are visible in the I/O
boundary, as opposedto runninglinearly through memory.
space of the CPU 30. In addition, some blitter status and
Bits SWRAPO andSWRAP1 controlthe size of the SWRAP
control bits are accessible to the CPU 30. As mentioned
function, which makes the source address pointer wrap 15 above, the blitter 70 has 7 word-wideread registersand 4
word-wide write registers. Any unused bits in the write
vertically, with 0 to 3 corresponding to 64K, 128K, 256K,
and 512K screens, respectively. Setting the SRCCMP bit
register shouldbe writtenwith a 0. The I/O registersappear
selects the source data register as the source input to the
starting from I/O address 40H. These registers are also
available in the memory map, principally so the DSP 74 can
comparator. Ifit is cleared,the patterndata registeris used.
Settingthe SLWRAP registermakesthe sourcepointerwrap 20 access them, starting at the same offsets as I/O, but at base
within the line width for inner loop updates. Setting the
address F10400H (i.e.,subtract 40H andadd F10400H toget
SSIGN bit sets the sign used when updating the source
the memory address). The first blitter destination register
address. Setting it causes the source address to be decrecorresponds to bits 0 through15 of the destination address
mented ratherthan incremented. This bit makes X negative
register. Bits 0 through 7 of the second blitter destination
in line-drawing.
25 register correspond to bits 16 through 23 ofthe destination
The blitter 70 also has several destination control bits.
address register. And bit 15 ofthe second blitterdestination
Setting the DWRAP bit causesdestination address updates
register corresponds to the destination addressnibble part of
to wrapon aprogrammable boundary, asopposedto running
the destination address register. The first blitter source
linearly through memory. Bits DWRAPO and DWRAP1
register corresponds to the bits 0 through 15 of the source
control the size of the DWRAPfunction, which makes the 30 address register. Bits 0 through 7 of the second blittersource
source address pointer wrap vertically, with 0 to 3 correregister correspond to bits 16 through 23 of the source
address register and bit 15 of the second blitter source
sponding to 64K, 128K, 256K, and 512K screens, respectively. Setting the DSTCMP bit selects the source data
register correspond to the source address nibblepart. Bits 0
registeras the sourceinputto the comparator. Ifit is cleared,
through 9 ofthe blitterinner counter correspond to the inner
the pattern data register is used. Setting the DLWRAP 35 counter value. Bits 0 through 9 of the blitter outer counter
registermakes the sourcepointerwrapwithin the line width
correspond to the outer counter value. The blitter status
for inner loop updates. Setting the DSIGNbit sets the sign
register gives a variety of blitter status information. Bit 0
used when updatingthe source address. Setting it causes the
indicates that the comparator plane priority greater than
source address to be decremented rather than incremented.
condition is met. Bit 1 indicatesthat the comparator plane
This bit makes Y negative in line-drawing.
40 priority equal condition is met. Bit 2 indicates that the
Theblitter70 also has logicfunction unit controlbits.The
comparator plane priority not equal condition is met. Bit 3
indicates that the comparator pixel equal condition is met.
logic function unit controls the data that is written in a
destination write cycle. The LFU allows any logical comBit 4 indicates that the comparator pixelnot equal condition
binationofthe sourceand destination data. This is achieved
is met. Bit 5 indicates that the comparator bit to pixel
by each of the LFUbits LFUO through LFU3selectingone 45 conditionismet. Bit13corresponds totherunbitstatingthat
of the minterms,with the output being givenby the logical the blitteris currentlyactive,or operation is suspended by a
OR of the selected terms. A 0 value corresponds to NOT
CPU interrupt or a collisionstop. Bit 14 indicates that the
source and NOT destination, 1 corresponds to NOT source
blitterhas stoppedfor a CPU interrupt. Bit 15 indicates that
and destination, 2 corresponds to source and NOT
the blitter has stopped because of a collision detection. The
destination, and 3 corresponds to source and destination. so blitterprogramaddress register is loaded withbits 0 through
There are, therefore, sixteen possibilities.
15 of the blitter program address. Recall that bit 0 of the
The blitter 70 also has several comparatorcontrol bits.
register is always 0 because blitter programs must lie on
word boundaries. The second blitter programaddress regSetting CMPPLN enables plane mode where the three
ister is loaded withbits 16 through 23 ofthe blitterprogram
comparatorfunctionsoperate on the plane number bits as
opposedto the entirepixel. Settingthe CMPEQ bit causes 55 address in bits 0 through 7. The other 8 bits are0. The blitter
the comparator to inhibit an inner loop write, if in plane
command register corresponds to word 0 of the blitter
mode the priority of the destination pixel is equal to the
command, and is used to set up the command when the
blitteris started.BlitterDMAwill then start fromword one
plane priority ofthe source pixel, or ifthe entire pixel is the
same ifnot inplane mode. Setting the CMPNE bit causesthe
of the command.
comparatorto inhibit an inner loop write, if in plane mode 60 The blittercontrolregister has threebits: bit 0 whichis an
the priority ofthe destination pixel is not equal to the plane
interrupt stop mask masks interrupts from the blitter's bus
controlunit when set, with a result that the blitter will not
priorityof the sourcepixel, or if the entire pixel is not the
same if not in plane mode. Setting the CMPGTbit only
stop when an interrupt occurs, bit 1 causes the blitter to
resume operation after a collision and is used to restart the
operatesinplane mode, and causesthe comparator to inhibit
the write if the plane priority of the destination pixel is 65 blitter after a collision has been detected. Recall that a
collision is detectedwhen the COLSTbit is set. The blitter
greaterthan theplane priority ofthe sourcepixel. Settingthe
CMPBITgivesa bit to byte expansion scheme. It causes the
will resume the operation which it has suspended. Note that
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reprogram the blitter command register
while the blitteris in the collision stop state,so the COLST
bit amongothersmaybe changed, andbit 2 resetstheblitter
to a quiescent state after collision and is used to abort the
operationthe blitterwas performing when a collision stop
has occurred. Note that after a blitter collision stop occurs,
either a resume or a resetshould be issued to the blitter. The
blitter 70 also has three rotate registers. Bits 0 through 3
correspondto the top four bits of the integerpart of the X
address, thebottomsix bits ofthe 10-bitvalue arethe integer
part of the red value.Bits 4 through 7 correspondto the top
four bits ofthe integer part of the X increment, the bottom
six bits of this ten-bitvalue are the integerpart are the red
integervalue. Bits S through 11 correspond to the top four
bits of the integerpart of the X step, the bottom six bits of
this ten-bit value are the integer part are the red integer
value. With the second rotate register bits 0 through 3
correspondto the top four bits of the integer part of the Y
address, the bottom six bits of this ten-bit value are the
integer part are the green integer value. Bits 4 through 7
correspondto the top four bits of the integer part of the Y
increment,the bottom six bits of the ten-bit value are the
integer part of the green integer value. Bits S through 11
correspondto the top 4 bits ofthe integer part of the Ystep,
thebottomsixbits ofthe ten-bitvalue are theintegerpart are
the greeninteger value.Inthe thirdrotate registersettingbit
0 causesthe rotate address to replace the destination. Setting
bit 1 causesthe rotateaddress to replace the sourceaddress.
Settingbit2setsrotationmode,as opposed toshadingmode.
And bits 10 through 15 correspond to the top bits of the
rotate address.
The DSP 74 audio coprocessoris a general purpose
arithmetic coprocessor withsufficient powerto implement a
high performance music synthesizer. Synchronous serial
outputs are providedfor a generation ofstereoaudiosignals
with 16 bit precision, giving a sound quality normally
associated with compact disc technology. The DSP 74 is
micro-programmable from the host CPU 30 and the instruction set is sufficiently flexible to enablethe user to program
the device to fulfillmany different functionsthat are quite
different from that of"musicsynthesizer." Suchapplications
might include algorithmic speechgeneration, audioanalysis
using fast Fourier transform techniques, and threedimensionalgraphicsrotations. The DSP 74 uses Harvard
architecture (separate program and databuses)for maximum
data throughput. The DSP 74 has an arithmetic logic unit

until thebufferis empty. So longas the softwareto executes
loops atsamplerate, and as longas the average looptime is
less than the sample period,then occasionalloops can beup
to twice as long. Because the loop may contain more
instructions than will fit in the programRAM, the DSP 74
has an indexed addressing mode, which allows the same
piece of code to act on severalvoices.
The DSP 74 is a HarvardArchitecture device, thus the
programRAIVI and the data RAIVI are separate, with cycles
occurringinbothRAMblocksat thesame time. Aone-cycle
pipeline is used; therefore, during each clock cycle two
events occur: an instruction is fetched, and the data transfer
associated withthepreviousinstruction takes place. Thishas
the odd effect that an instruction after a jump is executed.
The DSP 74 has two arithmetic logic units (ALUs, not
shown): a typical ALU and a multiply/accumulate ALU.
several registers: an X operand register, a second operand
register, an AZ register, which holds the result from the
ALU, and an MZ register, which holds the result from the
multiply/accumulate register. The DSP 74 also has a DMA
channel and a divider.
Operation of the DSP 74 is fairly simple. In the first tick
of an execution ofan instruction, the opcode is readfromthe
programRAM into the instruction decoder. In the second
tick, while the next instruction is read from the program
RAM, a data transfer is performed either from system
memory 34 to a register or a register to systemmemory 34,
as per the first instruction.
The ALU within the DSP 74 is a 16-bitarithmetic logic
unit,with the same functionsas a Texas Instruments 74181,
which is well knownin the art. Commonarithmetic operations are encoded as instructions; uncommon instructions
may be performed bydirectlysetting up theALU modebits
with the generalpurpose arithmetic instruction (GAl).
The DSP 74 also has amultiplier/accumulator, whichis a
second ALU toperform16by 16 signed/unsigned multiplies
to yield a 32 bit result. In addition to this, it may also
perform multiply/accumulate operations, where the product
of the multiplyis added to the previous result. A result is
accumulated to 36 bits to allow for overflow. Multiplier
operations actuallytake two ticks, althoughthe multiplying
instruction itself completes in one tick. This means that the
instruction following a multiplyor a multiply accumulate
may not involve the MZ registeror the X register.
The DSP 74 also has a divider. The division unit appears
as asetofregistersin theinternalDSP74 space. Itiscapable
ofunsigneddivision on 16- or32-bitoperands, and produces
a quotientand a remainder.
The DSP 74 also has a DMAchannel. The DMAchannel
appears as a set of registersin the DSP 74 data memory
space. Theseare two address registersand a data register. A
DMAtransfer is initiatedbywritingan address to the first of
the two address registers. DNA transfers have a latency
period, which must be allowedto elapse before performing
further DMA. The DMA state machine is responsible for
requesting the SYSTEM' bus 61, and when it is granted,
performing the transfer, after which the SYSTEM' bus 61 is
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(ALU).

The ALU features a hardware 16-bitby 16-bit hardware
multiply/accumulate as well as addition, subtraction, and
logicalfunctions. Thereis also a separateserial divideunit,
whichgeneratesone quotientbit pertick. The carry bit from
the adder/subtracter is storedin a separate latch and can be
either used to propagate carry for multiple precision arithmetic operations or can beused for conditional instructions.
All instructionsmay be made to be dependenton this bit
being set. Data transfers within the device are all 16 bits
wide, with the exceptionofinternal transactions within the
multiplier/accumulator.
TheDSP 74 is a verysimple,veryfast processor intended
primarily for sound synthesis, but also capable of other
computational tasks as noted above. It executesall instructions in one processor cycle; these instructionsare executed
at the system clock speed (typically 20 to 33 megahertz).
Duringsoundsynthesis, the DSP74 has itstimingcontrolled
by timers in an audio digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
interface. These DACs are double-buffered, and if a DAC
write is aboutto causeoverflow,then operation is suspended
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In the alternative, a word maybe writtento the second of
the two address registerswitha holdbitset. Thiswill request
the SYSTEM' bus 61 and retain it until the hold bit is
cleared. Such a DMA transfer may be efficient when performing successive multiple transfers, but is generally less
efficient for single transfers because the DSP 74 program
cannot determine whenthe SYSTEM' bus61 isgranted,and
therefore has to waitthe maximum possiblelatency. DSP 74
memory is generallyvisible in both the DSP'sinternaldata
address base and in the host address base.
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TheDSP 74 has a DSP memory 76 associated withit. The
DSP memory 76 comprises program RAM, data RAM, a
register/constant table,and a sine ROM(all not shown). The
DSP memory76 in generalis accessible in both the DSP's
internal address space as well as the address space of the
system memory 34. The DSP programRAM is 512 18-bit
words.Theselocationsmay onlybe writtenby the CPU 30,
and are programread-only asfar astheDSP74is concerned.
ProgramRAMdoes not appear in the DSP internaladdress
space.The programRAM is not accessible to the host when
the DSP 74 is running. Each DSP instruction has a 7-bit
opcodeandan 11-bit address vector.Allmicrocoded instructions (withthe exception ofmultiplyormultiply/accumulate
operations) are completed in 185 nanosecond cycle. All
instructionsare system memory34 to register transfers or
register to register transfers; immediate values are not
allowed. Thus, if aconstantis neededfor a giveninstruction,
it is not available in the constant table,a dataRAMlocation
must be set aside for the value. The DSP 74 also allows
conditional instructionsand indexedaddressing. Ifbit 12 of
the instruction code is set, then the instruction is executed
only if the carry bit in the ALU is also set. If bit 11 in the
instruction code is set, then the 9-bit address vector in the
instruction code is added to the 9-bit value in the index
registertoproduce the address and data memory operated on
by the instruction. The extra two bits are programmed by
loadingthevalues into an extrabits register then writing the
word into the desired location.
The DSP 74 has numerous movecommands, whichmove
data from and to memory and registers. Several other
commands are available, including adding, subtracting,
ANDing, ORing, adding with carry, a MOP, the GAl
described above,and an INTRUDE command, which allows
the DSP memory 76 to be accessedby the CPU 30.
Thesine ROM is256 16-bit wordsoffull sine wavetwo's
complement sine wave values.
The data RAM is 512 16-bit words.
Datamay be transferred between the CPU30 and the DSP
74 either undercontrol of the DSP 74 or under the control
of the host CPU 30.
The DMAtransfermechanism is basedupon the DSP 74
becoming the bus master on the SYSTEM' bus 61 and
accessing the system memory34. The DSP 74 is one ofthe
highest priority bus masters, and will therefore be granted
the SYSTEM'bus 61 by the current bus master as soon as
the currentbus master is able to give up the SYSTEM' bus
61. The worstcase for givingup the SYSTEM' bus 61 is the
situationwhere the CPU 30 is the bus master, because the
80376 or 803865X processor can take a considerable
amount of time to release the SYSTEM' bus 61. DMA
transfers are started by a write to the first DMA address
register,as stated above. Transfer of statusinformation and
thehighpart ofthe address should already havebeenwritten
to the second DMA address register; similarly write data
should already havebeen writtento the DMAdata register
inthecase ofwrite transfers. Whenatransferisinitiated, the
DSP 74 requests the SYSTEM' bus 61 and when the
SYSTEM'bus 61 is granted to the DSP 74, the DSP 74
performsthe transfer andthen releasesthe SYSTEM' bus61.
Completion ofthis operation may be polledortheprogrammer may chooseto allow the maximum possiblelatencyto
elapsebefore using read data and/or initiatinganother transfer.
A second bus acquisition technique may be performed
which uses the hold bit in the second of the two DMA
address registersto requestthe SYSTEM' bus 61. This may
be more efficient if the DSP 74 wishes to performmultiple

transfers consecutively, becausethe SYSTEM' bus 61 is not
releasedbetweentransfers. The holdbit in the second DMA
address register must be cleared before the DSP 74 will
release the SYSTEM' bus 61. This mechanism is generally
not recommendedbecausethe DSP 74 will have controlof
the SYSTEM' bus 61 for significant periodsof timewithout
any activity, which is wasteful of overall memory bus
bandwidth and couldpotentially disturb CD DMAtransfers.
Ifusingthe secondtechnique, the DSP 74 must first request
the SYSTEM'bus 61 before performing any DMAtransfer.
It has no means ofdetectingthat ithasgainedthe SYSTEM'
bus 61, andmust therefore waitthe maximum numberofbus
instructions. Oncethe DSP74 has acquired ownership ofthe
SYSTEM' bus 61 itmay thenproceedtoperformbus cycles.
It may perform an arbitrary sequenceof read and/or write
cyclesandshouldrelinquishcontrolofthe SYSTEM' bus 61
at the end of these.
Datatransfermay alsobe performed between the CPU30
and the DSP 74 underhost CPU 30 control.All the internal
memory of the DSP 74 is mapped into the host address
space. Whenthe DSP74is in stop mode, the host may write
programmemory locationsjust as if they were in normal
system memory 34. When the DSP 74 is running, however,
the programmemory is not available to the host. DSP 74
data memory is only availableby the INTRUDE mechanism.To ensure that DSP 74 operations are not disturbed in
any way, data transactionscan only take place in the data
when the DSP 74 is executing INTRUDE instructions.
When the DSP 74 is stopped, it may be considered to be
effectively executingINTRUDE instructionsconstantly.
CPU 30 to DSP program RAM 76 transfers may be
performed using the blitter70 onlywhile the DSP 74 is not
running. Likewise, the blitter 70 cannot access DSP data
RAMwhilethe DSP 74isexecuting. In short, boththeblitter
70 and the CPU30 may modifyDSPprogramRAM76only
while the DSP 74 executes an INTRUDE instruction.
The DSP 74 can cause the blitter70 to performvery fast
block moves of DSP code from system RAM to DSP
programRAM. Thus, the DSP74 andblitter70 can teamup
to effectively providethe DSP 74 withmore programRAM
than is actually available.
The DSP 74 also has a serial audio digital-to-analog
convertor (DAC) interface. The serialDACinterfaceallows
the DSP 74 to both drive a synchronous serial (12S or
similar) DAC, and to input data from a synchronous serial
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data sourcesuch as a CD drive.The interfacetimingcan be
internally generatedif no input device is attached,but if a
data sourceis present,then it must be used to determine the
timing.An internal overflow detector preventsthe DSP 74
so fromwritingto theDACbeforethepreviousoutput data has
been fully output. This is governedby write to the first of
two DAC registers. Therefore, DAC transfers should take
the form:write to the first DACregister, write to the second
DACregister, read inputvalues.These shouldbe performed
55 in closesuccession (less than 16 instructions). There is no
detection of underfiow, and should this occur, then the
previous output valuewill be output again. The DACvalues
are doubled buffered, so that althoughaudio code should
loop at an average rate less than or equal to the sample
60 period, it is possiblefor occasional passes throughthe loop
to take up to two sample periods. This may be useful for
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exception processing.
The DSP 74 contains an arithmetic logic unit (ALU)
compatible with the Texas Instruments 74181 device.
TheA/V/CDcontroller/coprocessor 32 also has acompact
disc DMA controller. This CD controller contains the following functional blocks: Asimple synchronous serialinter-
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face (for 125 and similar) a CD ROM block decoderand a
DMAchannel. The mechanism allowsa serialdata stream to
be transferred to system memory 34, either directly, or by
first passing through a block decoder. This allowsan external block decoder to be used, in case of problems or
incapabilities in the internal one.An interrupt can be generated when a transfer completes, given the transfer length
counterreachingzero.
The compactdisc controller synchronous serial interface
supportsthe Philipsdata format, whichiswell knownin the
art. The Philipsdata format has a clock, a word select, line
and a data line. The word selectleads the data by one tick
of the clock, and the data is aligned against the most
significant bit (MSB) ofa 32-bitdatum. Alow on the word
select line indicates left data and a high on the word select
line indicates right data. The synchronous serial interface
also supportsthe Philipsblock decoderoutput formula. The
bit orderingisreversed, and thefirstbit is aligned againstthe
first bit of the datum. The word selectformat can be either
the Philips data format, the Sony data format, or the Matsushitadata format.
The CD drive controller72 also has a block decoder. The
block decoder synchronizes to the start of the 2352-byte
sectors,performsthe descrambling, and computes the EDC
(error detection code) to detect errors. It operates in either
short modewherea2048 data bytesare transferred after the
header, or a longmode, wherethe 2340bytes after the sync
pattern are transferred. This allows the header and error
correction data to be read ifdesired. The header size is either
programmable to either 4 or 12 bytes to support CD drive
mode 1 and CDI/XA mode2 form 1,but headermatchingis
only performed on the main 4-byte header. The mode 2
forms are only supported by operatingin long mode and
extractingthe required data. Headermatchingis performed
on the first sectorof the transfer to ensure that the correct
data is being read. The desired header value should be
programmed into the header registers. Ifa multisector transfer is performed, then no further matchingoccurs after the
first sector.
Typically, normal transfers are performed in short mode,
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accompanying FIG. 1A, an address decoder 102, described
in general in the text describing the address scrambler 54,
and the microcontroller 100.
The addressdecoderisvery similar to the address decod5 ers found in typical cartridges, with the additionthat the
address decoder102 generates a chip select57 signalto the
program ROM 50 only when the microcontroller 100
enables the address decoder102 via an enableline 103. The
microcontroller 100"locks"thecartridge 14 by disabling the
10 address decoder102.
The microcontroller 100 is in electrical circuit communication with the CPU 30 and the address decoder 102, as
shownin FIG. 5. Whenthe systemresets,the microcontroller 100 disables the address decoder102, thereby"locking"
15 the cartridge. The microcontroller 100 monitors the
ADDRESS bus 31b or another bus for an address or
sequence of addresses. When the microcontroller 100
detects the proper sequence of addresses, it enables the
address decoder102, thereby "unlocking" the cartridge.
20
The microcontroller 100 acknowledges the proper
sequence of addresses by generating a sequence of musical
notes, which is heardby the user and detected by the CPU
30. Any attempted key causes a tone to be producedby the
microcontroller 100. The system unit can detectthe tones in
25 any of severalways: discrete tone detectioncircuits(like a
DTMF tone decoderused in typicaltelephone circuits) can
be used to detectthe tonesor the tone can be digitized with
an A/D converterand analyzed with an FFT algorithm to
detect the generated tone signature. In the latter case, the
30 DSP74 performsthe analysis andcommunicates to the CPU
30 that the propertone orset oftoneswas played,indicating
that the cartridge is now unlocked.
Referring now to FIG. 6, a third alternative for "locking"
a cartridge is shown. The address scrambler 54 ofFIGS.1A
35 and 3 and microcontroller 100 of FIG. 5 provide two
different ways of "locking" memory devices using hardware
manipulation of address and data lines. However, not all
memory devices are interfaced to systemsin such a way as
to make protection of individual programs feasible with
40 hardware. For example, somestorage devices havea removwith the long mode being used when an error has been
able memorymedium. Thus, a different type of method is
detected, so that the operating software can attempt to
required to "lock"memorydeviceswithoutaddress and data
correctit. Multiple sectortransfers are supported by giving
lines, such as a preprogrammed flexible diskette or a prea count of the total number oflong wordsto be transferred.
programmed CD drive diskette. Such devices do not have
Errors will abort multiple sector transfers. Errors can take 45 address or data lines; therefore, they cannot be locked with
the following forms: unreliable data, EDC error, and no
an address scrambler or a selectivelocked chip select.
One technique oflockingsuch devicesis to make use of
sync. It is possible to poll the decoder to determine its
current status. The CD drive controller also has a DMA
the fact that the system 10 ofthe presentinvention hasboth
interface. The DMAinterface can transferto 2 16-bit words
a CPU 30 and a DSP 74 that have incompatible opcodes.
at a timeinto system memory 34. Itcantake eitherthe output so That is, code compiledto execute on the CPU 30 will not
from the internal block decoder or the output from the
directlyexecute on the DSP 74, and vice versa.
Alocking devicemaking useofthe incompatible opcodes
synchronous serial interface. It has an address counter that
runs upwardsthrough system memory34. The DMAinteris shownin FIG. 6. FIG. 6 shows a memory map 200 of a
face has a transferlengthcounter for directtransferfrom the
programROMcontainingat least two blocks of data: (1) a
serial interface. In "forevermode"the DMAaddress register 55 block of executable code capable of being executed on the
DSP74 butnot on the CPU 30(BLOCK1 202 inFIG. 6) and
wrapswithin a 32 kilobytebuffer, and a counteris ignored.
This may be useful for CD audio data, or for real time and
(2) a block of codethat is capable of executing on the CPU
data handling such as"full-motionvideo"decompression. A
30 that is compressed or scrambled such that it cannot be
CPU 30 interrupt is generated everytimethe address pointer
executed on either the CPU 30 withoutfirst being decom60 pressed or descrambled (BLOCK2 204 in FIG. 6). The two
wraps around the buffer.
blocks of code can be placed into virtually any type of
Referring now to FIG. 5, an alternative way of"locking"
a cartridge is shown.As stated above, the address scrambler
memory devices: programcartridges 14, or preprogrammed
54 of FIGS. 1A and 3 provides one way of "locking"
flexible diskettes, orpreprogrammed CD drive diskettes, for
program cartridges 14 against unauthorized use. Another
example.
method is to place a tone-generating microcontroller 100 65 The first block of code BLOCK1 202 is a small block of
into the cartridge asshownin FIG. 5. The cartridge contains
codeexecutable on the DSP74. It is asmallprogramserving
a programROM 50, which is described above in the text
onlyfour functions: (1) validatingthepresenceof a memory
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device, (2) loading the second block of data from the
memorydevice into system RAM 34, (3) decompressing or
descrambling the second block of memory BLOCK2 204
into a form executable by the CPU 30, and (4) causingthe
CPU to executethat executable code. Steps (2) and (3) can 5
be performed in parallelby readinga small sectionof data,
decompressing or descrambling it, and writing the resultant
code to memory.
The second block ofcode BLOCK2 204 is a largerblock
of application code capable of execution in the CPU 30, 10
except that the code has been compressed or scrambled.
Thus, as loaded into the secondblock BLOCK2 204, the
data cannot be executed by eitherthe DSP74 or the CPU 30.
Placingthe executable code into the wellknown run-length
encoding(RLE) format is one methodof compressing and 15
scramblingthe data in the second block of code BLOCK2
204. A way of merely scrambling the second block is to
perform the well known picket fence cipher to the data,
therebyswapping bytes of data in such away that they may
be deciphered. Scrambling data could be as simple as
swapping the upper and lower nibbles of a byte or as 20
complicatedas using any of the well known encryption
methodsto make the code unreadable when accessed in the
normal sequential fashion. This is different than scrambling
the address lines, as described in the text above, to make a
normalsequential codefetchbreakbecauseaninstruction is 25
more than one byte long.
The entire second block of code BLOCK2 204 neednot
be compressed or scrambled; enough code must be compressedor scrambledto prevent the applicationfrom being
executed by unauthorized devices. The remaining uncom- 30
pressed and unscrambled data may be placed in optional
BLOCK3 206. For example, graphical data need not be
compressed. As another example, allsubroutines neednotbe
compressed if the high-level program executive is com35
pletely scrambled.
The system of FIGS. 1A and lB is capable of unlocking
the three block cartridge described above. However, a system with a compatibleCPU but withouta compatible DSP
is incapable of executing the application, becausethe CPU
is unable to execute either block of code on the memory 40
device: the first block BLOCK1 202 has opcodes that are
totally incompatible with the CPU 30 and the secondblock
BLOCK2204 has been compressed or scrambledrendering
it nonexecutable. Thus, the memory device is "locked."
Thememorydeviceis "unlocked" by the system ofFIGS. 45
1A and lB as follows. First, the CPU 30 initializes the
system10 and checks for the presence of a memory device,
such as a CD drive 22. If a memory deviceis detectedthe
CPU 30 loadsthe firstblockBLOCK1 202 fromthe memory
deviceto system RAM34. The CPU 30 then causes the DSP 50
74 to execute the code transferred from the memory device
to system RAM 34. Executing the first block of code
BLOCK1202 causesthe DSP 74 to ensure that a memory
deviceis present by, for example, performing achecksum on
the device,copy the secondblock ofmemoryBLOCK2 204 55
from the memory device to the system RAM 34, and
decompress or descramble the second block of data
BLOCK2 204 into a form executable on the CPU 30.
Finally,the DSP 74 causes the CPU to execute the executable code transformed from the second block of data 60
BLOCK2204, thereby causingthe application to start.
The advantage of this method is that no additional hardware is requiredinthe memory device; one merely mustput
the first and secondblocksof data into the memory device,
as explainedabove. Thus, this two-block methodis suitable 65
for program cartridges 14 aswell as preprogrammed flexible
diskettesand CD drive diskettes.
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In the alternative, BLOCK2 204 mightbe executable, but
in a form that must be loaded in a particular fashion. An
exampleof such a form is an executable file in the well
known .EXE form. Such a block of data is executable, but
only when the executable portion is properly loaded into
memory. Implementing the lock entails placing a loader

programinto BLOCK1202, executable onlyon the DSP74.
The loader program accessesBLOCK2 204, loads it into
memory 34, locates the executable portion, and passes
control to the CPU 30.
While the present invention has been illustratedby the
description of embodiments thereof,and while the embodiments have been described in considerable detail, it is not
the intention of the applicantto restrict or in any way limit
the scopeof the appended claims to such detail. Additional
advantages and modifications will readily appear to those
skilled in the art. For example, the address scrambler 54 of
FIG. 3 canbe combined withthe two-block lockingmethod
discussed above. In addition, the lock controlcircuit 56 of
FIG. 1Acan be combined with the generic address decoder
102 of FIG. 5 without the need for the tone-producing
microcontroller 100. Therefore, the invention in its broader
aspects is not limited to the specific details, representative
apparatus and method,and illustrative examplesshown and
described. Accordingly, departures may be made from such
details without departing from the spirit or scope of the
applicant'sgeneral inventive concept.

I claim:

1. A method of authentication for use in a computer
having a first region of memory mapped to a first
addressable memory devicedevice and a second region of
memory mapped to a second addressable memory device,
system

said method comprising the steps of:
a. scramblingaccessesto the second region of memory
comprises the step of initializing a lock control circuit
to cause a bus line scrambler to scrambleat least one
bus line of at least one bus by which the second

addressable memory device is accessed;
b. reading a block of data from an address range in the
second region of memory;
c. ceasing scrambling accessesto the second region of

memory wherein said step of ceasing scrambling
accessesto thesecondregion ofmemory comprises the
step of asserting a pluralityofbus values onto a busby
which the second addressable memory deive is
accessed;

d. re-reading data from the address range in the second
region of memory;
e. comparing the block of data re-read from the address
range in the second region of memory to the block of
data read from the address range in the second region
of memory;and
f. executing code from the second memory region of

memory responsive to the data re-readfrom the at least
one address in the second region of memory being
different than thedata read fromthe atleast one address
in the second region of memory.
2. A method of authentication according to claim 1
wherein said step of scrambling accesses to the second
region of memory comprises the step of causing a bus line
scrambler to scrambleat leastone bus line of at leastone bus

by which the second addressable memory device is
accessed.
3. A method of authentication according to claim 1
wherein said step of scrambling accesses to the second
region of memory comprises the step of causing a lock
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control circuit to cause a bus line scrambler to scrambleat
c. ceasingscramblingaccessesto the second region of
least one bus line of at least one bus by which the second
memory in said processing unit wherein said step of
addressable memorydevice is accessed.
ceasing scrambling accesses to the second region of
4. A method of authentication according to claim 3
memory comprises the step of asserting a pluralityof
wherein said step of ceasing scrambling accesses to the
bus values onto said bus by which the secondaddressecondregion of memorycomprises the step of asserting a
sable memorydeive is accessed;
of
bus
values
onto
a
bus
that
is
in
circuit
relationplurality
d.
re-reading data from the at least one address in the
ship with the lock controlcircuit.
second region of memoryin said processing unit;
5. A method of authentication according to claim 3
whereinthe lock controlcircuit,the bus line scrambler, and 10 e. comparing thedata re-readfrom the atleast one address
the second addressable memory are all enclosedin a carin the second region of memory to the data read from
tridge havinga connector facilitating removable connection
the at least one address in the second region of memory
to the rest of the computer system.
in said processing unit; and
6. A method of authentication according to claim 3
f. executing code from the second memory region of
wherein said step of ceasing scrambling accesses to the
secondregion ofmemorycomprises the step ofasserting N
memory responsive to the data re-readfrom the at least
bus values onto a bus that is in circuit relationship with the
one address in the second region of memory being
lockcontrolcircuit,where N is a function of bus bit size.
different than thedata read fromthe atleast one address
7. A method of authentication according to claim 1
in the second region of memory insaid processing unit.
wherein said step of scrambling accesses to the second
15.Acomputer systemhavingaprocessing unit and a first
region of memory comprises the step of initializing a lock 20 region of memory mapped to a first addressable memory
control circuit to cause an address bus line scrambler to
deviceand a second region of memory mapped to a second
scrambleat leastone address busline of atleast one address
addressable memory device, comprising:
bus by which the second addressable memory device is
a. logic including an address bus line scrambler for
accessed.
scrambling accessesto the second region of memory
8. A method of authentication according to claim 1 25
wherein alock controlcircuit to causesaid address bus
wherein said step of ceasing scrambling accesses to the
line scrambler to scramble at least one bus line of at
secondregion of memorycomprises the step of asserting a
leastone busbywhich thesecondaddressable memory
plurality of addresses onto an address bus by which the
deviceis accessed;
second addressable memory device is accessed.
b.
9. A method of authentication according to claim 1 30
logic including code for execution on the processing
unit for reading data from at least one address in the
wherein said step of executing codefrom the second region
second region of memory;
of memory comprises the step of executingcode directly
from the second addressable memory device.
c. logic including code for execution on the processing
10. A method of authentication according to claim 1
unit for ceasing scrambling accesses to the second
whereinsaid step of executing codefrom the second region 35
region of memory by asserting a pluralityofbusvalues
of memory comprises the step of copying code from the
ontosaidbus by whichthe second addressable memory
second addressable memory device to random access
deive is accessed;
memory and executing the copied code from the random
d. logic including code for execution on the processing
access memory.
unit for re-reading data from the at least one address in
11. A method of authentication according to claim 1 40
the second region of memory;
wherein said step of ceasing scrambling accesses to the
e. logic including code for execution on the processing
secondregion of memorycomprises the step of asserting a
unit for comparing thedata re-readfrom the atleast one
N bus values onto a bus by which the second addressable
address in the second regionofmemory tothe data read
memory, where N is a functionof bus bit size.
from the at least one address in the second region of
12. A method of authentication according to claim 1
memory; and
further comprising the step of ceasing accessing the second
f.
logic includingcode for execution on the processing
region of memory responsive to the data re-readfrom the at
unit for executing code from the second region of
least one address in the secondregion ofmemorybeing the
memory responsive to the data re-readfrom the at least
same as the data read from the at least one address in the
one address in the second region of memory being
secondregion of memory.
50
different than thedata read fromthe atleast one address
13. A method of authentication according to claim 1
in the second region of memory.
wherein said step of scrambling accesses to the second
16. A computer system having a first region of memory
of
the
of
at
least
region memory comprises
step mirroring
mappedto a first addressable memory device and a second
one bus line of a bus by which the second addressable
region ofmemorymappedto a second addressable memory
device
is
accessed
onto
another
at
least
one
bus
line
memory
of abusbywhich the secondaddressable memory deviceis device, comprising:
a. logic including means for scrambling accesses to the
accessed.
second region of memory havinga lock controlcircuit
14. A method of authentication for use in a computer
to causesaidscramblingmeansto scrambleat least one
a
unit
and
a
first
of
systemhaving processing
region memory
bus line of at least one bus by which the second
mapped to a first addressable memorydevice device and a 60
addressable memory device is accessed;
second region of memory mappedto a secondaddressable
b. logicincludingmeansfor reading data from atleast one
memorydevice, said methodcomprising the steps of:
address in the second region of memory;
a. scrambling accesses to the second region ofmemory by
at
least
two
bus
lines
of
a
bus
which
the
c.
swapping
by
logicincludingmeans for ceasing scrambling accesses
second addressable memory device is accessed;
65
to the second region of meomory by asserting a plub. reading data from at least on address in in the second
rality ofbus values onto said bus by which the second
addressable memory deive is accessed;
region of memory in said processing unit;
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d. logic includingmeans for re-reading

data from the at

least one address in the second region of memory;
e. logic including means for comparing the data re-read
from the at least one address in the second region of
memoryto the data read from the at least one address
in the secondregion of memory; and

42
f. logic including means for executing code from the
second region ofmemory responsive to the data re-read
from the at least one address in the second region of
memory being different than the data read from the at
least one address in the secondregion of memory.
*
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ABSTRACT
Disclosed are a switchingsystem and method for a Small
Computer System Interface (SCSI). The SCSIhas aplurality
ofportscoupledtodeviceshavingdiffering prioritiesincluding ahighestpriority (initiator) and lowerpriorities(targets).
The present invention interconnects a pluralityofthe highest
priority initiatordevices to the lowerprioritytargetdevices.
Apluralityofanalog switches are each coupled to one ofthe
initiatordeviceports and to the lower prioritytargetdevice
ports, preferably on a singular target bus, for selectively
interconnecting the coupled initiator device to the lower
priority target device ports. A controller is coupled to the
initiatordevices and to the pluralityof analog switches, and
is responsive to requestsfor connection from the initiator
devices for arbitrating amongst the initiator devices to
operate the analog switches to interconnect only one ofthe
initiatordeviceportsto the lowerpriority targetdeviceports.

17 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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trating amongstthe initiator devices to operate the analog
switches to interconnect only one of the initiator device
ports to the lowerprioritytargetdevice ports.
TECHNICAL FIELD
As an additional aspect of the present invention, during
5 the operationof the analog switches to interconnect one of
This invention relates to Small Computer System Interthe initiatordeviceports, abusy signalis suppliedto the port
faces (SCSI), and, more particularly, to interconnecting
of any other of the initiatordevices requesting the connecadditional initiator devices to targetdeviceswith the SCSI
tion.
interface, exceeding that allowed by the standard SCSI
In another aspect of the present invention, the controller
addressing.
10
additionallycomprisesa table,the table having an entry for
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
each of the target devices, the entry indicatingthe port ID
(identifier) and the LUN (logicalunit number)of the target
The Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) is a standevice.The entry isupdatedbythe controller to indicatethe
dard an communications interface having defined electrical
port ID ofthe one of the initiatordevicesinterconnected to
and logical to protocol specifications. SCSI allows the
the singulartargetbus under a request for the targetdevice
interconnection of up to 16 devices on a bus, having
of the entry,otherwise the entry is updated to indicate that
differing priorities for access and control of the bus.
the targetdevice is free.
Typically, a host, which may comprise a computer, such as
Further, the initiator devices may Reserve or have a
an IBM RS/6000 or an IBM PC (via a host adaptercard),is
with one of the target devices. The
Contingent
given the highestpriority, limitedto one deviceport, called 20 controller Allegiance
additionally updatesthe table entryfor eachtarget
an initiator and identified by a signal"7", while the periphdevice to indicate the port ID of the one of the initiator
eral devices are giventhe remaining lowerpriorities, called
devices Reserving the target device,or havinga Contingent
and
identified
"O"—"6"
and
"8"—"15".
The
targets
by signals
Allegiance therewith, and additionally posts the Reserved or
computer uses the bus to interconnect to several target
Contingent Allegiance in the entry.
peripheral devices, such as data storage devices, including 25
Additionally, the initiator devices may queue additional
disk drives, tape drives, etc.
transactions at the target devices, the additional transaction
Assuch,SCSIhas become the industrystandardfor many
requiring interconnection between the queuing initiator
workstations and their peripherals. However, it is often
device and the target device. The controller additionally
desirable to allow multiple users and therefore multiple
the table entry for each target deviceto indicate the
hosts to access commondata as stored in peripheral data 3Q updates
ID
of
the one ofthe initiatordevicesqueuing the target
port
storage, for example, as a commonserver system. In one
and
device,
posts the queuing in the entry.
example, such server systems employ a peripheral data
For
a
fuller
understanding of the present invention, refstoragesubsystem, calledRAID (Redundant Array of Inexerence
should be made to the following detaileddescription
which
and
fault
tolerant
pensiveDisks),
provideshighspeed
access to data stored on a plurality of disk drives. 35 takenin conjunction with the accompanying drawings.
Specifically, the data is stored in a redundantfashion on a
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
pluralityof disk drives, so that, should one disk drive fail,
the data may still be accessed. In many instances, the disk
FIG. 1 is a block diagramrepresentation of an embodidrives may be accessedin parallel, or may havea solid state
ment of a switching system in accordance with the present
memory allowingaccumulation of the data, allowing high 40 invention with multi-initiators and a plurality of target
devices;
speed access to the data.
The limitationof the SCSI to a single highest priority
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic representation of the switching
initiator device effectively prohibits equal opportunity for
system of FIG. 1;
access to the commondata. Instead, any additional hosts
FIG. 3 is an illustration of a table ofthe switchingsystem
must have lower priorities, and therefore will always be
controller of FIG. 2; and
supersededby higher priority hosts.In the case ofhighrates
FIGS.4, 5 and 6 are flow chartsdepicting an embodiment
of access by higher priority hosts, the lowerpriority hosts of the method
of operating the switching system ofFIGS.1,
may have difficulty gainingaccess to the commondata.
2 and 3 in accordance with the presentinvention.
50
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
It is an object of the present invention to provide SCSI
access by a pluralityofinitiatordevices at the same priority.
This invention is described in preferredembodiments in
the following description with reference to the Figures, in
Disclosed are a switching system and method for a Small
Computer SystemInterface (SCSI). The SCSIhas a plurality ss which like numbers represent the same or similar elements.
ofportscoupled to devices havingdiffering prioritiesinclud- Whilethis invention is described in terms of the best mode
for achieving this invention'sobjectives, it will be appreciing a highest priority(initiator) andlowerpriorities(targets).
ated by those skilled in the art that variations may be
The presentinventioninterconnects apluralityofthe highest
accomplished in view of these teachings without deviating
priorityinitiatordevicesto the lowerpriority targetdevices.
Apluralityof analog switches are each coupledtoone ofthe 60 fromthespirit or scope of the invention.
initiator device ports and to the lowerprioritytarget device
Referring to FIG. 1, in one embodiment of the present
invention, multiple initiators 11—15 are shown coupled to a
ports,preferablybyarranging thelowerpriority device ports
on a singulartargetbus, for selectively interconnecting the
SCSI switching system 20. The initiators 11—15 may each
coupled initiator device to the lower priority target device
comprise a host computer system, such as an IBMRS/6000
ports. A controller is coupledto the initiator devices and to 65 or anIBM PC (via a host adaptercard), coupledto a SCSI
the plurality of analog switches, and is responsive to
port. In accordance withthe presentinvention, the initiators
each are given the identicalhighest SCSIpriority, which is
requestsfor connection from the initiator devices for arbi-

SWITCHINGMULTI-INITIATOR SCSI
DEVICESTOA SINGULARTARGET BUS
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The controller 50 is additionally coupled to the plurality
of analog switches31—35 by means of controllines 58 for
operating the switches.
each initiator device 11—15 may consideritself the only
The controller50 is responsive to requestsfor connection
device on the bus at the highest priority, as per SCSI 5 from the initiator devices
11—15 for arbitrating amongst the
requirements. The switching system20 is in turn coupledto
initiatordevices to operate the analog switches to interconasingularbus22 whichis coupled to apluralityofportseach
nect onlyone of theinitiatordeviceports36—40to the lower
havinga peripheral device 25. The peripheral devices 25 are
priority targetdeviceports 45.
the
lower
called
and
given
remaining
priorities,
targets
identified by signals "O"—"6" and "8"—"lS".As an example,
Specifically, the initiatordevices may each provide sig10 nals
at the associated ports 36—40 requesting connection to
peripheral devices 25 may comprise disk drives or "direct
access storage devices" (DASD)arranged for example as a
any one of the target devices 25 of FIG. 1. In FIG. 2, the
DASD "farm" or arranged in a RAID configuration, as
requestsfrom the initiator devices at ports 36 and 37 are
transmitted to the controller 50 via switches 31 and 35,
discussed above. In accordance with the present invention
and with SCSI requirements, each of the targetdevices25
respectively, and via busses 52. The initiator device at port
37 maybe communicating with atargetdevice viaswitch32
considers that there is only one highest priority initiator
and bus 48, butmay additionally request anotherconnection
device on the bus 22.
to the same or another targetdevice. That requestis transThus, the SCSIhas apluralityofportscoupledto devices
mitted to the controller 50 via switch32, bus 48 andbus 53.
a
having differing priorities including highest priority
(initiator) and lowerpriorities(targets). The presentinven- 20 As will be explained, the controller 50 waits for the communicationby the initiatordevice at port37 to complete in
tion interconnects apluralityofthe highest priorityinitiator
accordance with the SCSI protocol, e.g., a signal on the
devices 11—15to the lowerpriority target devices 25.
"BSY" or busy line is dropped, and then operates analog
An embodiment of the SCSI switching system 20 of the
switch 32 from the "closed" condition to the "open"
present invention as shown in FIG. 1 is shown in greater
detail in FIG. 2. A pluralityof analog switches 31—35 are 25 condition, arbitratesamongallthe receivedrequeststo select
one initiatordevice—target device connection, and operates
each coupledto one of the initiatordevices 11—15 ofFIG. 1
the analog switch 31—35 coupled to the port 36—40 of the
at ports 36—40, and are each coupled to the lower priority
selected initiator device. The arbitration among initiator
target devices 25 of FIG. 1 at ports 45, preferably arranged
devices may be by any suitable means, such as by a
on the singulartargetbus22 of FIG. 1. The analog switches
preprogrammed priorityorder.
31—35 selectively interconnect one of the coupled initiator
The controller 50 may comprise a conventional field
deviceports 36—40 to the lowerpriority targetdevice ports
45.
programmable gate array, which may be customized by
In accordance with SCSIrequirements, a SCSI bus typibeing loaded by means of an EPROM, for example.
Referring to FIG. 3, in accordance with the present
cally includes cables of 27 wires. Thus, each of the analog
switches31—35 comprises a ganged group of FET switchinvention, the controller 50ofFIG.2 isprovidedwithatable
60 for trackingthe targetdevices and any continuing nexus
able transistorcircuits, one for each line of the SCSI bus
initiatordeviceports.Each ofthe FETswitchable transistors
relationships with the initiatordevices.For example, under
SCSI protocol, the initiator device typically releases the
ofeachoftheanalog switches 31—35 are switchable between
an "open" conditionand a "closed" condition couplingto
targetdevice and disconnectsafter issuance of a command
bus 48 which is coupled via singular bus 22 to the lower 40 which requiressometime for the targetdeviceto complete,
withthe expectation that,upon completion of the command,
prioritytarget device ports 45.
the target device will communicate back to the initiator
The analog switchFETswitchable circuits may comprise
device.In SCSI protocol, this situationis called"queuing".
any conventional single pole double throw (SPDT) switch,
such as a Philips Semiconductor 5A630 SPDT switch.
Additionally, if the target device has an error while transferring data, communication with the initiator device may
Analog switches are intended for analog signals and are
cease and an error statusreported, butthe targetdevice will
in
accordance
with
the
invention
because
employed
present
of their low resistance and lack of significant noise. Other subsequently report back with an error message to the
initiatordevice.In SCSI protocol this is called "Contingent
switches, such as multiplexors and relays, are relatively
Allegiance". Further, an initiator device may "Reserve" a
noisy and slower.
target deviceso that a sequence of commandsand/or data
Still referringto FIG. 2, in accordance with one emboditransfer may occur between the initiator device and the
ment ofthe presentinvention, a controller 50 is coupledto
targetdevice.
the initiator devices 11—15 of FIG. 1 via ports 36—40 at
In table 60, the controller 50 keeps track of each of the
"open" connections 52 of the analog switches 31—35 and at
a bus 53 which is connected to "closed" bus 48. Thus,
target devices, and thereby allows the initiator devices to
whetheran initiator device 11—15 is coupledby the associ- ss follownormal SCSIprotocoland disconnect from the target
devices. The table establishesthe initiatordevicewithwhich
ated analog switch to the singular bus 22 or isunconnected
a targetdevice has one of the relationships described above,
and the switchis in the "open" condition, the output of the
initiatordevice is coupledto the controller 50. The controller
establishing a nexus therewith, and indicates the nature of
the relationship. Thus, for example, when a target device
50 identifies the initiatordevice by the one of the busses52
on which the signals occur. As will be described, the 60 requests connection to a highest priority initiator device
underthe SCSI assumption that only one such device is on
controller50 has an indication of the one of the initiator
the bus, the controller50 identifies the specific one of the
devicesthat is coupled to the bus 48, eitherbecause of the
initiatordevicesfrom the table 60.
controller'soperation ofthe analog switchorbecauseofthe
fact that the analog switch is in the "closed" condition
In one embodiment of table 60 illustratedin FIG. 3, the
withoutany connection to the associated bus 52. Thus, each 65 table is arrangedwith the "ID" or identifying code of the
initiator device 11—15 provides signals as though it is the
target(which may comprise the targetpriority identifier) in
column 61 and the "LUN" or logical unit number of the
only device havingthe initiator highest priority.
identified by a signal go "7" As discussed above, in the
conventional SCSI bus, only one device may be allocated
any one priority. In accordance with the present invention,
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device
in
column
62.
An
initiator
device
be
to
FIG.
in
target
may
Referring
6, step 96, controller 50 responds to
the selection, noting the targetaddress requested on bus 48
queuingthe target device,asdescribed above,and the queue
to the singularbus 22 and the targetports 45. Next,in step
tag(whichmay comprise a "1" bit)isprovidedincolumn 63
and the port ID of the initiatordevicedoing the queuingis
97, controller 50 looks up the initiator device nexus for the
in
column
64.
the
Reserved
status
is
5
targetdevicein the table 60 ofFIG. 3. Step100 determines
provided
Similarly,
whether the initiatoris available and loops until it becomes
providedin column 65 and the Contingent Allegiance status

is provided in column 66, and the port ID of the initiator

deviceassociated withthe Reservedstatusorthe Contingent
Allegiancestatusis provided in column 64. A target device
having no initiator port ID in column64 is designated as
free" and may be the subject of communication by any
initiator device.
Eachofthetargetdevicesisgivena specific priority under
SCSI protocol and this priority also is the identifier of the
target device. Thus, the controller 50 responds to the providedprioritytoidentifythetargetdevice in column 61. The
one of the tags or status bits in columns 63, 65 or 66
indicatesthe purposeof the request by the target deviceand
column 64 identifiesthe one of the initiatordeviceswhich
has established a nexus with the target device and with
which the communication is to be resumed.
Therefore, the controller 50 arbitratesthe requestby the
target devices, for example, by the same arbitration as
between the associated initiator devices, and reselects the
initiator device requested by the target and operates to the
"closed"condition the analog switch31—35 ofFIG.2 that is
coupled to the port36—40 of the reselected initiatordevice.
Alternatively, the arbitration maybe basedon anorderingof
priority of queuing, Reserved, and Contingent Allegiance
status.

An embodiment of the methodofthe presentinvention is
illustratedin FIGS. 4,5 and 6, beginning at "no connection"
step 70 in FIG. 4. Step 71 checks whether requests are
receivedfrom initiators for arbitration, and, if not, step 72
checks whether requests are received from targets for arbitration. If not, the method loops back to step 71.
Upon receipt of requests from initiators for arbitration,
step 71 conducts the arbitration, selecting an initiatordevice,
and goes to step 74 ofFIG. 5. In step 75, controller 50 raises
the busy line and asserts the highest priorityinitiatorbit on
bus 22 of FIG. 2 for the target ports 45. Next, in step 76,
controller 50 responds to the selection, noting the target
address requested on bus 52 to the initiatorports 36—40 of
the initiatordevices. Step77 determines whetherthe target
device is available. If not, step 80 responds with a busy
status on bus 52 to the initiatorport, and step 70 returnsto
the no connection of FIG. 4.
If the targetdevice is available in step 77, the appropriate
target is identified in step 82 and the appropriate analog
switch31—35 ofFIG. 2 is operated to the "closed"condition
in step 83. In step 84, the entry in table 60 of FIG. 3 for the
target device is updated.
While the communication is completed between the
selected initiator device and the target device, step 88
monitors the bus 22 for the BSY to be unasserted, or
dropped. WhenBSYisdropped, step 89 detects whether the
SCSI command complete message has been receivedfrom
the initiatordevice. Ifnot, step 70 returns to the no connection of FIG. 4. Ifthe command complete messagehas been
received, the controller50, in step 90, deletes the entry in
table 60 ofthe target device,insertingthe "free"designation
and goes to the no connection of FIG. 4.
Referring again to FIG. 4, ifthe controller50 in step 72
conductsthe target arbitration, selecting an initiator device
designated by a targetdevice,and goesto step 94 ofFIG. 6
for reselecting the initiatordevice.
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available. When the initiator becomes available, step 101
reselects the appropriate initiator device at the appropriate
port 36—40ofFIG. 2 and accordingly controller 50 operates
the appropriate analog switch 31—35. While the communication is completed between the reselected initiator device
and the target device, step 104 monitorsthe bus 22 for the
BSY to be unasserted, or dropped. When BSY is dropped,
step 105 detects whether the SCSI command complete
message has been receivedfrom the initiatordevice.If not,
step 70 returns to the no connection of FIG. 4. If the
command complete message has beenreceived, the controller 50, in step 109, deletes the entry in table 60 of the target
device, insertingthe "free" designation and goes to the no
connection of FIG. 4.
Alternative arrangements for the methodology ofFIGS.4,
5 and 6 may be envisioned bythoseofskillinthe art, asmay
alternative arrangements for the table of FIG. 3.
Whilethe preferred embodiments of thepresentinvention
have been illustrated in detail, it should be apparent that
modifications and adaptations to those embodiments may
occur to one skilled in the art without departingfrom the
scopeof the presentinventionas set forth in the following
claims.
We claim:
1. An interface switching system for a Small Computer
System Interface (SCSI), said SCSI having a pluralityof
portscoupledto devices havingdifferingprioritiesincluding
a highest priority (initiator) andlowerpriorities (targets), for
interconnecting a pluralityof said highest priority initiator
devices to said lower priority target devices, comprising:
a plurality of analog switches, each said analog switch
coupledto one ofsaid initiatordevice ports and to said
lowerpriority target deviceports, for selectively interconnecting said coupledinitiator device to said lower
priority targetdeviceports; and
a controller coupled to said initiator devices and to said
pluralityof analog switches,responsive to requestsfor
connection from said initiator devices for arbitrating
amongstsaid initiator devices to operate said analog
switches to interconnect only one of said initiator
deviceports to said lower priority targetdeviceports.
2. The interfaceswitching systemofclaim1,wherein said
controller, during said operationof said analog switches to
interconnect one of said initiator device ports, additionally
supplies a busy signal to said port of any other of said
initiatordevicesrequesting said connection.
3. The interface switching system of claim 2, wherein
each of said ports has an ID, whereineach of said devices
has a LUN, wherein said requestsof said initiator devices
identifies a specific one of said targetdevicesor ports, and
wherein said controller additionally comprises a table,said
table having an entry for each of said targetdevices, said
entry indicating the port ID and LUN of said target device,
said entry updatedby said controllerto indicatethe port ID
of the one of said initiator devices interconnected to said
lower priority target device ports under a request for said
targetdeviceofsaidentry, otherwise saidentryisupdatedby
said controller to indicate said target device is free.
4. The interfaceswitching systemofclaim3,wherein said
initiator devices may Reserve or have a Contingent Allegiance with one of said target devices, and wherein said
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controller additionallyupdatessaid table entry for each said
11. The interfaceswitchingsystem of claim 9, wherein
said initiator devices may queue additional transactions at
target device to indicate the port ID of the one of said
initiator devices Reserving said target device, or having a
said target devices, said additional transaction requiring
Contingent Allegiance therewith, said controller additioninterconnection between said queuing initiator device and
ally posting said Reserved or Contingent Allegiancein said 5 said targetdevice, and whereinsaid controller additionally
entry.
updates said table entry for each said target device to
5. The interface switchingsystem ofclaim3, wherein said
indicate the port ID of the one of said initiator devices
initiator devices may queue additional transactionsat said
queuing said targetdevice, said controlleradditionally postsaid
additional
transaction
interdevices,
target
requiring
connection between said queuing initiatordevice and said
ing said queuing in said entry.
10
12. The interface switching system of claim 9, wherein
target device, and wherein said controller additionally
said initiatordeviceports comprise a pluralityof lines, and
updates said table entry for each said target device to
indicate the port ID of the one of said initiator devices
wherein each said analog switchcomprises a ganged group
queuingsaidtargetdevice,said controller additionally postof FET switchable transistorcircuits, one for each line of
ing said queuingin said entry.
said initiator device ports, each said FET switchable tran6. The interface switchingsystem ofclaim3, wherein said
sistor circuit switchable between an open condition and a
initiator device ports comprise a plurality of lines, and
closed condition couplingto said singular target bus.
whereineach said analog switchcomprises a ganged group
13.Amethod for interconnecting SmallComputerSystem
of FET switchable transistorcircuits, one for each line of
Interface (SCSI) ports coupling devices having differing
said initiator device ports, each said FET switchable transistor circuit switchable between an open conditionand a 20 prioritiesincluding a highest priority (initiator) and lower
closedconditioncouplingto said lower priority target device
priorities(targets), comprising the steps of:
ports.
arranging said lower priority target device ports on a
7. ASmall Computer System Interface (SCSI)switching
singular bus;
system, said SCSI having a plurality of ports coupled to
devices having differing prioritiesincluding a highest pri- 25 responding to requests for connection from said initiator
devices for arbitrating amongstsaid initiator devices;
ority (initiator) and lowerpriorities(targets),for interconand
a
of
said
initiator
devices
to
necting plurality
highest priority
said lowerprioritytarget devices, comprising:
operating analog switches to interconnect onlyone ofsaid
a singular targetbus couplingall said targetdevice ports;
initiatordevice ports to said singulartargetbus.
a pluralityof analog switches, each said analog switch 30 14. The method of claim 13, comprising the additional
coupledto one of said initiatordeviceports and to said
step, duringsaid operation ofsaid analog switches to intersingulartargetbus, for selectively interconnecting said
connect one of said initiator device ports, of supplying a
coupled initiator device to said lower priority target
busysignalto said port of any other ofsaid initiatordevices
device ports; and
requesting said connection.
a controller coupled to said initiatordevices and to said
15. The method of claim 14, wherein each of said ports
of
to
for
plurality analog switches, responsive requests
has
an ID,whereineach ofsaiddeviceshas a LUN,wherein
connection from said initiator devices for arbitrating
said
requestsofsaidinitiatordevices identifiesaspecific one
said
initiator
devices
to
said
amongst
operate
analog
of said targetdevices or ports, and whereinsaid responding
switches to interconnect only one of said initiator
device ports to said singulartargetbus.
step additionally comprises updatingan entry in a table for
40
said identified target device, said table having an entry for
8. The interface switchingsystem ofclaim7, wherein said
each of said target devices,said entry indicating the port ID
controller, duringsaid operation of said analog switchesto
interconnect one of said initiatordevice ports, additionally
and LUN ofsaid target device,saidupdatingofsaid entry to
indicate the port ID of the one of said initiator devices
supplies a busy signal to said port of any other of said
initiator devices requesting said connection.
interconnected to said singular target busundera request for
9. The interface switchingsystem of claim 8, wherein
said target device of said entry, otherwise said entry is
each of said ports has an ID, wherein each of said devices
updatedto indicate said target device is free.
has a LUN, wherein said requestsof said initiatordevices
16. The method ofclaim15, wherein saidinitiatordevices
identifiesa specific one ofsaid targetdevices or ports, and
may Reserve or have a Contingent Allegiance with one of
whereinsaid controlleradditionally comprises a table, said so said target devices, and wherein said updating step additable having an entry for each of said target devices, said
tionallyupdatessaid table entry for each said targetdevice
entry indicating the port ID and LUN of said targetdevice,
to indicate the port ID of the one of said initiator devices
said entry updatedby said controller to indicatethe portID
said targetdevice, or having a Contingent Alleof the one of said initiatordevices interconnected to said Reserving
and
therewith,
giance
postingsaid Reservedor
singulartargetbus under a requestfor said targetdevice of 55 Contingent Allegianceadditionally
in said entry.
said entry, otherwise said entry isupdatedbysaid controller
17. The method ofclaim15, wherein saidinitiatordevices
to indicate said target device is free.
mayqueueadditional transactionsat said targetdevices, said
10. The interfaceswitching system of claim 9, wherein
additional transaction requiring interconnection between
said initiator devices may Reserve or have a Contingent
said queuing initiator device and said target device, and
with
one
of
said
and
wherein
said
Allegiance
targetdevices,
60 wherein said
controlleradditionally updatessaid table entry for each said
updatingstep additionally updates said table
for
each
said target device to indicatetheport ID ofthe
device
to
indicate
the
ID
of
the
one
of
said
entry
target
port
one ofsaid initiatordevicesqueuing said targetdevice, and
initiator devices Reserving said target device, or having a
Contingent Allegiance therewith, said controller additionadditionally postingsaid queuing in said entry.
ally posting said Reserved or Contingent Allegiancein said
* * * * *
entry.
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ABSTRACT
Disclosed is a systemforrecovering data objectsstoredin a
data bucket in a computer system comprised of servers
interconnected by a network. Eachserverincludes a storage
area. Databuckets are included in a pluralityof the storage
areas throughout the network. Afailureof a data bucket and
nth bucket group number associated with the failed data
bucket are determined, whereinnis an integer value greater
than zero.Paritydata in a parity bucket associated withthe
nthbucket groupnumberis then located. The data objectsin
the faileddata bucket are thenrecovered from the paritydata
in the located parity bucket. After determining that the

recoveryof data objectsusing the parity data in the parity
bucket associated with the nth bucket group number was
unsuccessful, for each n' not equal to n and while the data
objects have not been recovered and all n' have not been
considered, performing the steps of: determining an n'th
bucket groupnumberassociated withthe faileddata bucket;
locating parity datainaparitybucketassociated withthe n'th
bucket groupnumber; and recovering the data objects inthe
faileddata bucket from the parity data in the located parity
bucket associated withthe n'th bucket groupnumber. Recoverycan also be madeoftheparitydata usingthe data objects.

30 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets
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METHODAND SYSTEMFOR DATA
RECOVERYUSING A DISTRIBUTEDAND
SCALABLEDATA STRUCTURE
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

This application is related to the co-pending and
commonly-assigned application Ser. No. 09/083,828, filed
on same date herewith, by Witold Litwin, Jai Menon,and
Tore Johan Martin Risch, entitled "System for a Scalable
Distributed Data Structure Having ScalableAvailability,"
attorney'sdocketnumberAM9-98-001, whichapplicationis
incorporated hereinby referencein its entirety.

10

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a system for generating
parity files in a distributed data structureand, in particular
for providing a highly scalable and highly available data
structure.

2. Description of the Related Art
The trend indata and file storage istouse distributed data
structuresystems. In networksystems including client and
server machines, files may be distributed over many
machinesinthe system. Inthis way, a poolofcomputersites
attached to the networkprovides added powerand resources.
One recent development is to use the RAM in computers
throughout the networksystem instead of local hard disk
drive space. Anetworksystemcomprised ofnumerous sites
(processors) having megabytes (MB) of RAMper site can
provide a distributed RAM space capable of storing files
having a size in gigabytes (GB). In networksystems, client
and server machines function as nodes of a network. Each
server (or client) provides storage space within its local
RAM or local hard disk drive space to store objects comprising a file.The storage space each machine provides for
this network file is called a "bucket." The number of
interconnected servers in a system can extend from 10 to
100,000. The file consistsof records, i.e., objects,that are
identified by primary keys (c). A record R with a key is
denoted as R(c), whereasc refersto the key value.
Oneproblemwithsuch distributed data structuresystems
is how to determine the optimalnumberof sitesto utilizeto
store the distributed file. The use of too many sites may
deteriorate system performance. Moreover, the optimal
numberofsites is often unknownin advance or can change
as the file size changes. The goals of a distributed data
structure include: (1) providingflexibility such that new
servers can be added to the distributed system as a file
expands; (2) no centralized site that must process and
manageall computations; (3) no need to provideupdatesto
multiple nodes in the system to primitive commands, e.g.,
search,insertion, split,etc.Adistributed system that satisfies
the above three constraints is known as a Scalable Distributed Data Structure (SDDS).
On such prior art SDDS is the Linear Hashing system,
also known as LH*, described in detail in LH*__A
Scalable, Distributed Data Structure," by Witold Litwin,
Marie-Anne Neimat, and Donovan A. Schneider, published
inACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 21, No. 4,
December1996, pgs. 480—525, whichisincorporated herein
by reference in its entirety. An LH* file is stored across
multiplebucketscomprising local disk drive spaceorRAM.
The LH* is a hashing functionthat assigns a bucket address
to a key c added to the fileby applyingthe hashing function
to the key c value,
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bucket reachessuch predetermined maximum size, abucket
is addedto the system and the contents ofthe fullbucket are
split into this new bucket. Everysplit moves about half of
the recordsinabucket to a new bucket ata new server(site).
The bucket to be split is denotedby a pointer referred to as
n, the split pointer.Buckets are split sequentially, wherethe
split pointermaintainsthe last bucket split. The file level q
is the file level value that indicatesthe number of splitting
sequences that have occurred. The file level q is used to
determine the number of buckets, 2q-1, at any given level.
For instance, when there is only 1 bucket, q=0.When a new
bucket is created, q increments by one,which in the present
case increments to q=1. The pointer n is then set back to
bucket 0. Bucket 0 is split, then bucket 1 is split. When
bucket number 2q-1 bucket is split, which in this case is
bucket 1, there are then four totalbuckets(0, 1, 2, 3) and q
is incremented to two. This process of cycling through the
current number of buckets to split buckets is described in
LH*__AScalable, Distributed Data Structure," by Witold
Litwin et al., incorporated by reference above.
Whenabucket overflows, the clientor servermaintaining
the bucket reports the overflow to a dedicated node calleda
coordinator. The coordinator applies a bucket load control
policy to determinewhether a split should occur.
Whena record c is added to the file F, a directoryless pair
of hashing functionshq and hq÷1 wherein q=0, 1, 2, are
applied to the record c to determine the bucket address
where the record c will be maintained. The function hq
hashes a key (c) for the data record, which is typicallythe
primary key. The value of the split pointer n is used to
determine which hashing function, hq or hq÷1 should be
applied to the key c to compute a bucket address for the
record c. If the coordinator determines that a split should
occur, the coordinator signals a client in the system to
perform the split calculations. The client uses the hash
functionsto hash a key c into a bucket address.
Traditional LH approaches assume that all address computations use correct values for q and n. This assumption
cannot be satisfied if multiple clients are used unless a
master site updates all clientswith the correct values for q
and n. LH* algorithms do not requirethat all clientshave a
consistent view of q and n. In LH*,each clienthas its own
view of q and n, q' and n'. These values are only updated
after a clientperformsanoperation. Because eachclient has
a different view of q and n, each client could calculate a
different address for a record c. In LH*, the client forwards
the record c to the serverbasedon the result of the hashing
function and the valuesofq' and n' maintained by the client.
The server,where the bucket resides, that receivesthe
record c from the clientappliesthe hashing functionsusing
the values of q' and n' atthe serverto determine if thebucket
address for thekey c is the address ofthe targetserver. Ifthe
clientsent the key c to the correct bucket,the key c is stored
in thebucket. If not, the server calculates the new address
and forwardsthe key c to the correctserver (bucket).The
recipient of the key checks the address again, and may
resendthe key c to another bucket ifthe initialtargetserver
(bucket) calculated the wrong address using itsvaluesn' and
q'. UndercurrentLH* algorithms, records are forwarded to
a correct new bucket address in at most two forwardings.
Whenthe correct servergets the recordsfor the new bucket,
the correct server sends an image adjustment message
(JAM) to the client, and any intermediary servers using
incorrectvalues of n and q, to allowthe client(or server) to
adjustits values ofn' and q' closerto the correctimageofq
and n.
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typically guarantee that all data
remainavailable, i.e., recoverable, as long as no more than
s sites(buckets)fail.The valueofs is a parameterchosenat
file creation.Such s availability schemessuffice for static
files. However, one problem with such prior art static
schemesis that such schemesdo not work sufficiently for
dynamic files where the size of the file is scalable. For
instance, at given value of s, i.e., the system remains
available ifno more than s bucketsfail, as the file increases
in size,the file reliability, i.e.,probability that no datais lost,

FIG. 3 is a an illustrationof an (X,Y) graph illustrating
how data buckets are assigned to bucket group numbers in
accordance with preferred embodiments of the present

Such LH* schemes

decreases.

invention;
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FIG. 4 illustratesthe data structureof a parity record in
accordance with preferred embodiments of the present
invention;
FIGS.5a and 5b are chartsshowingthe reliability P(k) of
algorithms in accordance withpreferredembodiments ofthe
present invention for variousvalues ofp andk, and for a file
scalingup to M=32Kbuckets (sites);
FIG. 6 is aflowchart illustrating preferred logicfor storing
paritydata for data objectsin a data file distributed throughout data bucketsin accordance with preferred embodiments
of the presentinvention; and
FIGS.7a and 7b are flowcharts illustrating preferredlogic
for recovering failed data and parity bucketsin accordance
with preferred embodiments of the present invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
To overcome the limitations in the prior art described
above, preferred embodiments of the presentinvention disclose a system for recovering data objects stored in a data
bucket in acomputersystem comprised of serversinterconnected by a network. Each server includes a storage area.
Data bucketsare includedin a pluralityof the storage areas
throughout the network. A failureof a data bucket and nth
bucket groupnumber associated withthe faileddata bucket 20
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
are determined, wherein n is an integer value greater than
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
zero. Parity data in a parity bucket associated with the nth
bucket groupnumberisthen located. The data objectsin the
In the following description, reference is made to the
faileddata bucket are then recovered from the parity data in
accompanying drawings which form a part hereof, and
the located parity bucket associated with the nth bucket 25 whichis shown,byway ofillustration, severalembodiments
of the presentinvention. It is understoodthat other embodigroup number. After determining that the recoveryof data
mentsmay be utilizedand structural changes may be made
objectsusing the parity data in the paritybucket associated
withoutdepartingfrom the scope of the present invention.
with the nth bucket group number was unsuccessful, for

each n' not equal to n and while the data objects havenot
been recovered and all n' have not been considered, performing the steps of: determining an n'th bucket group
number associated with the failed data bucket; locating
parity data in aparitybucket associated withthe n'th bucket
group number; and recovering the data objects in the failed
data bucket from the paritydata in the located paritybucket.
Recovery can also be made of the parity data using the data

Hardware and Software Environment
FIG. 1 illustrates a networksystem 2 comprised ofservers
4a, b, c, d. Eachserver includes a memory6a, b, c, d. Each
memory 6a, b, c, dincludesa memory area dedicated to one
or more buckets B0, B1, B2, . . . BM_l. Buckets (B) are
numbers 0, 1, 2, . . . M—1, where M denotes the current
numberofbuckets. Afile is storedthroughout thebucketsB0
objects.
through BM_l. Each server 4a, b, c, d is comprised of a
In further embodiments, data buckets are assigned first
computer, such as a personal computer, workstation,
and secondbucket group numbers such that for a first data
mainframe, etc. Each memory 6a, b, c, d is comprised of a
bucket and aseconddata bucket,if the first data bucket and 40 randomaccessmemory(RAM)controlled by the computer
seconddata bucket are associated with the same nth bucket
6a, b, c, dor a localnon-volatile storage area, such as a hard
disk drive.
then
the
first
data
bucket
and
second
data
number,
group
bucket are associated with different n'th bucket groupnumA plurality of client computers lOa, b are capable of
bers.
accessing records in a file stored across the buckets B0
In still furtherembodiments, failedparitybucketscan be
through BM_l. The client computers lOa, b may be a
recovered. Abucketgroupnumberofthe failedparitybucket
personalcomputer, laptop, workstation, mainframe, etc. A
is determined. The dataobjects from all databuckets asso- coordinator computer 8, including memory 6e, provides file
ciated with the bucket group number of the failed parity
management services for files storedthroughout the buckets
bucket are queried. Theparitydata inthe failedparitybucket
B0 throughBM_l. The clientcomputers lOa, b may search,
is then reconstructed from the queried data objects.
so insert or delete records in the data file. The coordinator
With the above embodiments, a numberofparitybuckets
computer 8 memory 6e, which may be local RAMor hard
disk storage space, may also contain a data bucket B and
are provided to allow the recovery of failed data and/or
data records.
parity buckets with a predetermined availability level to
insure that a file of data objects remains highly available
Anetworksystem 12 provides communication amongthe
even as the size of the file changes. High-availability means 55 servers4a, b, c, d, the coordinator 8, and the clients lOa, b.
that the file remainsavailable evenifsome of its records or
The network12 may be comprised of any suitable network
buckets are unavailable.
architecture knowninthe art, such asLAN,Ethernet, WAN,
SNAnetworks, a SystemArea Network(SAN), such as the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
ServerNet network offered by Compaq Computer
Referring now to the drawings in which like reference 60 Corporation,Token Ring, LocalTalk,TCP/IP, the Internet,
numbersrepresentcorresponding parts throughout:
etc. The networkmayfurtherallowthe clients lOa, b or any
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a software and
other connected system to communicate via a remote or
hardwareenvironment in which preferred embodiments of
wirelessconnection. In further embodiments, the servers4a,
the presentinventionare implemented;
c, dand 8 may be linked via a highspeedcommunication
FIG. 2 illustrates the data structure of a data record in 65 SANand the clientslOa, b may be linkedto one or more of
accordance with preferred embodiments of the present
the servers 4a, b, c, d and 8 via another networkcommunication system, such as a LAN or Ethernet.
invention;
30

s
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In yet further embodiments, the functions described
herein as being performed by the coordinator S may be
distributed throughout the coordinator S andservers4a, b, c,
d the coordinator S and servers 4a, b, c, dincludeparallel
processing software, such as the ORACLE® ParallelServer,
described in Oracle publication "ORACLE7 ParallelServer
Concepts and Administration, Release 7.3," part No.
A4252201 (Oracle copyright, 1996), which publication is
incorporated hereinby referencein its entirety. ORACLE is
a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation. Moreover, if
thecoordinator S fails,the functionsofthe coordinator S can
be assumed by the surviving servers 4a, b, c, d.
BucketGroups
Each file consists of a plurality of records (R). Each
recordincludes a primary key (c).Aprimarykey isa key that
holds a uniquevalue for the record (R). A record (R) with
key (c) is denotedas R(c). Adata objectrefersto any whole
or part of a data record, includingthe keys or non-keydata.
The records of the file are stored in buckets B0 through
BM_l, whereineach bucket (B) has a capacity ofb records,
whereb>>1.In preferred embodiments, a file maintains one
bucket on each server4a, b, c, d. Eachserver4a,b, c, d and
client 10,a, bmaintainafile allocation table thatprovidesthe
networkaddressfor each bucket, including the server that
holds a particular bucket.
FIG. 2 provides an illustrationof the structureof a data
record R(c) 20. Everydata bucket m has an insert counter
(rm)22. Thiscounterr22 is anintegervalue representing the
order in whichthe record R(c)was addedto the bucket,i.e.,
the rank of each record R(c) in the bucket. The record 20
further includes a primary key (c) 24 portion and non-key
data 26. Thus, the first record R(c)has an insert counter (r)
22 of 1, the second R(c) added to the bucket has an insert
counter(r) 22 of 2, etc.
Each file (F) is a collection of files F, where i=O, 1,
2, . . . I. The files are stored on buckets distributed
throughout the network12. The file F0 includes the data
recordsR(c). The files F for i>O are parity files. Eachparity
file F, for 1, is comprised of a pluralityof buckets. Each
file consists of at least F0, F1. When the coordinator S adds
buckets to handle additional records R(c) added to a file,
parity files may be added. Includedin the coordinator S
and/or other servers 4a, b, c, d throughout the network12 is
a computerprogramthat implements a family of grouping
functions, f, where i=O, 1, 2, that assigns bucket group
numbers to data bucketsin F0.Abucket group numberg
is the bucket in parity file F0 in which parity data is
maintainedfor the data bucket in F0 assigned the bucket
group number g. For instance, if parity file F2 has two
buckets, 0 and 1, and a data bucket in F0 is assigned the
bucketgroupnumberg2=1,then theparitydata for such data
bucket is maintained in the second bucket in parity file F2.
In preferred embodiments, bucket group numbers are
generatedin accordance with the following BucketGrouping Proposition:
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are assigned to buckets, such
that for everybucket address m1, m2, and i, if m1 and
m2 belong to the same bucketgroup generated by f,
where i=1; then for every f1;
m1 and m2 belong to
different bucket groups.
A bucket group consists of all buckets sharing a bucket
group number g assigned according to the groupingfunctions that adhere to the BucketGrouping Proposition. The
groupingfunctions, f, are selected such that every bucket
group can haveno more than k buckets. When the data file
F0 scalesup to a bucket numberbasedon somefunctionof
k, the next groupingfunction g÷1 is used to assignbucket
group numbers g÷1 to the currentset of bucketsaccording
to the BucketGrouping Proposition. The newparity file F÷1
then stores parity data according to this new assignment of
the bucket groupnumbers to the currentdata buckets. For
instance, inpreferredembodiments, afterthe kth databucket
is addedbysplitting, the secondgroupingfunctionf2 is used
to assignbucket groupnumbers g2to the currentsetofk data
buckets. Thus, the parity buckets in parity file F2 store
additional parity data for the data file based on how the
groupingfunction f2 assignsbucket groupnumbersg2tothe
data buckets in F0. When the data buckets scale up to k2,
then groupingfunction f3 is used to assign bucket group
numbers g3 to the currentnumber of k2 buckets. Whenthe
bucketsscale up to k3 buckets, then parity file F4 is added
and grouping function f4 is used to assign bucket group
numbers g4 to the currentset ofk3buckets. Each addition of
a parity file and assignment of bucket group numbersg
by an additional groupingfunction increasesthe number
of bucket group numberseach data bucket participates in.
Thus, if i=2,then each data bucket in F0 participates in two
parity bucket groups and has parity data maintained in two
separateparity files. This increases the availability of the
data inthe bucket in case of failure; otherwise referredto as
file availability.
Each value g is calculated according to equations (1)
from its data bucket address m and the maximum number of
bucketsper bucket group k.
bucket group numbers

g3=mod(m/k2)+int(m/k3)

g=mod(m/k'')+int(m/k')

(1)

f

The groupingfunctions used to generatebucket group
numbers
according to equation (1) are expressed in
equations (2):

(m,m+l,m+2

f2: (m,m+k,m+2k

g

m+(k—i))
m+(k—i)k)

form=0,k...

(2)

for m=0, 1,2

k —1, k2,k2+

1

+(k—i), 2*k2
f3: (m,m+k2,m+2k2 ...m+(k—i)k2)

for m=0,i

k2 —1k3,
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-continued
2k3 ...2k3÷(k2—1)

f: (m, m +k1,m+2k1

m+ (k — 1)kl)

for

m = 0, 1

kl

—1,

k+k11,2k...
For example, if k=4, then the above set of grouping
function equations (2) when k=4, would assign bucket
group numbers to bucket addresses m as follows:

f

g

f1: 0=(0,1,2,3); 1=(4,5,6,7) . . . 2
f2: 0=(0,4,8,12); 1=(1,5,9,13) . . . 3=(3,7,11,15), 4=(16,
20,24,28) . . . 7=(19,23,27,31), 8=(32,36 . . . 44)
f3: 0=(0,16,32,48), 1=(1,17,33,49) . . . 15=(15,31,47,63),
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parity files F, for i=1... J, requires J/k additional storage
buckets. As the numberof data buckets in the data file F0
increases, so doesthe needfor bucketsto add parityrecords
(ge, r).

The preferred embodiment algorithms used to assign
bucket and record groupnumbersto data records andparity
files for such records may be implemented as a method,
16=(64,80,96,112)
apparatus or article of manufacture using standard programThe bucket group numbers generated by the grouping
ming and/or engineering techniques to produce software,
function are on the lefthandside ofthe equalssign and the
hardware, or any combination thereof.The term
data bucket addresses assigned to that bucket group number 20 firmware,
"article of manufacture" (or alternatively, "computer proare on the righthandside oftheequals sign. Thus, the parity
gramproduct")as used hereinis intended to encompass one
data for the data buckets on the right hand side of the
or more computerprograms and data files accessible from
is
maintained
in
bucket
of
file
For
instance,
equation
g
F.
one or more computer-readable devices,carriers,or media,
groupingfunctionf1 assigns bucket group number1 to data
buckets4, 5, 6, 7; grouping functionf2 assigns bucket group 25 such as a magnetic storage media,"floppy disk," CD-ROM,
a holographicunit, a file server providing access to the
number0 to data buckets0, 4, 8, 12. This means that parity
programs via a networktransmission line, etc. Of course,
data for data bucket4 is maintained inbucket 1 ofparityfile
those skilled in the art will recognize many modifications
F1 and bucket 0 ofparity file F2.
may be made to this configuration without departing from
FIG. 3 illustratesa two dimensionalgraphshowinghow
30
thegroupingfunctions assignbucket groupnumbers when the scopeof the present invention.
k=4. The points at each (x, y) coordinate are data bucket
Measurements of Availability and Alternative
addresses in F1. The numbers 0, 1,2,3alongthe vertical axis
Algorithmsto ImproveAvailability
arebucket groupnumbersg1 assigned by groupingfunction
A
measure ofthe availability ofthe datafile asthe number
f1 to the bucket addresses extending horizontally from each
ofbucketsincreases is referredto as reliability. Reliability is
point (g) on the vertical axis. Thus, grouping function f1
the probability P that the entire file F0 is available. Higher
assigns group number g1=0 to bucket addresses 0, 1, 2, 3;
reliability means lowerprobability ofunavailability, i.e., of
group numberg1=1 to bucket addresses 4, 5, 6, 7, etc. The
an unavailability ofm>Ibuckets. Typically, P is expectedto
numbersalongthehorizontal axis are bucketgroupnumbers
remain above a threshold T, e.g., T=0.9. Otherwise,a new
g2 assigned by grouping function f2 to the data bucket
parity file,i.e., bucket group numbers, will be generated to
40
addresses extending vertically from each point on the horiimprove reliability. The probability P decreases when the
zontal axis. Thus, grouping functionf2 assigns bucket group
numberof data buckets in the file F0 grows, i.e., when the
number g2=0 to bucket addresses 0, 4, 8, 12; bucket group
file scales up. Thus, the reliabilityof an s available file
number g21 to bucket addresses 1, 5, 9, 13,etc.
decreases as the file scales-up.
Record Groups
In preferred embodiments, a file having I availability
remainsavailable, i.e., failed bucketsmay be recovered, as
Each record R(c) in a data bucket is assigned a record
long as in every bucket group there are no more than I
groupnumberexpressed by thecouple(ge,r). "r"isthe insert
unavailable buckets. The availability P1 for an I available
number, indicating the rank order in which the record R(c)
is insertedin the databucketstoringthe record,and i is the
file, wherein p is the probability that a bucket fails,is:
groupingfunction number that assigned the group number o
[Mi/c]
g. In preferred embodiments, a parity groupsize is at most
*(p(1 —
p1 = —p)k*l+
k. Aparity record (ge,r) is a set of all recordsR(c) sharing
[(1
p))k*I_1]
the same parity record number(ge,r). Aparityrecord (ge,r)
is stored in the gthi bucket of parity file F at insert rank r
within such parity bucket.
For every I, P1 converges towards 0 when I increases.
55
FIG. 4 illustrates the file structure of a parity record (ge,
Also, that P1 increases withI, for any givenM. Inpreferred
r)30. The parityrecord30 has a pluralityofkeys cfrom the
embodiments, a new grouping level 1=: 1+1 and new parity
data recordsR(c)in the data buckets. Eachparity record 30
file F1>1 is added when bucket M=k' is added to accomhas no more than k keysc and paritybits overnon-keydata modate new buckets. From that point everysplit addsparity
to provideerrorcorrection in amannerknownin the art. The 60 recordsof F1. These not yet split only have the f34 groups.
insert counter rank (r) may extend from one until the
The process lasts until M reaches M=2k'. Hence, the
maximum number of records in a bucket b. Thus, each
values P1, P2. . . P1 are the availability P of the data file F0
bucket in the parity file F includes records, comprised
for M respectively:
of parity records (ge, 1), (ge, 2)
(ge, b), where b is the
P=P1 for
P=P1 for M=k'. . . 2k'.
maximum numberof recordsin a bucket.
65
For values of M between values k'4 and 2W, every
bucket already split and the new bucket created with the
Parity records(ge,r) needadditional storage. Thereis one
parity record (ge,r) per k data recordsc. Thus, a file with
preferred embodiments nowmeansthebucketparticipates in

f

f

g

g
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Mk;
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server 4a, b, c, d in the networksystem 2 for assigning
f1 groups. The others still participate only in the groupsup
to f11. Hence, for these values of M, one has P monotobucket groupnumbers to data bucketsin the data file F0;
each bucket group number assigned to the data bucket
nously increasing with M from P1_1 to P1. For instance, for
M=k+3,buckets 0,1,2,k,k+1,k+2 will alreadyparticipate in
indicates the bucket number in parity file that contains
f2 groups,while all otherswill still participate in f1 groups 5 paritydata for such data bucket. Thoseskilled in the artwill
only. WhenM reaches M=2k buckets, the wholefile has two
recognize that this logicis provided for illustrative purposes
availability and remainsso until M=k2, when the next level
only and that different logicmay be used to accomplish the
of availability, i.e., parity files,must be added.
same results.
FIGS. 5a and Sb show several curves of P for higher
The logic of FIG. 6 beginsat block40when an overflow
availability values ofp that arep=O.OOl . . . 0.05.The values
occurs,
lOa, b or other device attempts to add
of k are shown between 4 and 128. A larger k is advanta- 10 a recorde.g., atoclient
oneofthe buckets, BQ—BM_l, in memory 6a,
R(c)
for
access
and
k=4
geous
storage performance. Choosing
b, c, d that exceeds the maximum number of records per
leads to thehighestand flat Pfor all p'sstudied.P decreases
bucket b. At block 40, the coordinator8 may already be
for a larger k, but may still provide for a high-availability,
using N number of parity files F1 to FN and generating
especiallyfor a smaller p. For instance, for p=O.OOl, even
bucket group numbers g1 through gNusing groupingfunck=64 provides for P>0.995, for the largest file growth
tions f1 through
In such case, controlproceeds to block
to
M=32K
buckets.
For
even
studied, i.e., up
p=O.OO1,
42 which represents the server 4a, b, c, d reporting the
k=128,providesthe availability P>0.99untilthe file reaches
overflow to the coordinator 8 via the network 12. The
M=4K buckets. However, for a larger p, choosing k>4,
coordinator 8 then causes a split of one of the buckets
typically leads to P that is always unacceptably low or
decreases rapidlywhen the file scalesup. Thus k should be 20 BQ—BM_l, creatingbucket BM. The coordinator 8 then transchosenmore carefully for p>O.OO1.
fers records from the overflowed bucket to the new bucket
In the aboveembodiments, a new levelgroupingfunction
along with the new record. LH* Methodsfor splitting
is used, f÷1, upon determining that the number of buckets BM,
bucketsupon the occurrence ofan overflow are described in
scales upward to predetermined threshold, e.g., k2, k3, etc.
LH*__AScalable, Distributed Data Structure," by Witold
However,in alternative embodiments, a new level grouping 25 Litwin et al, which reference was incorporated by reference
function, f÷1, may be utilized upon determining that the
above.
availability has reached a predetermined thresholdT, i.e.,
Control then transfers to block 44 which represents the
95%. In this way, availability is increased when predetercoordinator 8 determining whether the addition of new
mined availability thresholdsare reached.
bucket BM reaches a scaling limit which indicates that the
In alternative embodiments, whenthe availability reaches
apredetermined thresholdT, e.g., lessthan somepercentage 30 next groupingfunctionN÷1 function should be used to add
another level of availability For instance, in preferred
value such as 95%, instead of going to a higher level
embodiments, when the number of buckets scales up to k1
groupingfunctionf÷1 to increase availability, the numberk
for a given 1, the next grouping function is applied to
of databucketsin a bucket group may be reducedby some
such
as
half.
fewer
data
buckets
generatean additional set ofbucket groupnumbers g÷1. If
amount,
Upon reducingk,
the new bucket scalesBM upto the pointwherean additional
participate in a given parity bucket identified by a bucket
number.
is
because
the
Thus,
groupingfunction N÷1 is required, controltransfers toblock
group
availability improved
failure of any parity bucket effects the reliability of fewer
46; otherwise, control transfers to block 48. In alternative
data buckets, and vice versa. Reducing k improves availembodiments, other methods could be used to determine
whether an additional groupingfunction N÷1 is required,
ability withouthavingto provide an additional paritybucket,
i.e., bucket group number, for each data bucket.
40 such as determining whether availability (reliability) has
For instance, k may be halved until either P>T or k
fallenbelow a predetermined thresholdT.
reachessome minimum value. Halving k doubles the numBlock48represents the state wherethe coordinator 8 uses
ber ofbucket groups and parityrecords. However, reducing
the currentlevel ofparity files F, for i=1... N, to provide
k does not increase the numberofparity records associated a parity record for the added data record that caused an
witheach data record. Thus, the insertandsplit doesnot cost
overflow. From block 48, control transfers to block 50,
as much as increasing availability with the orthogonal
which is a decision block representing the coordinator 8,
functions
described
above.
a
grouping
Alternatively, adding
considering the currentgroupingfunctions for i=1... N,
paritybucket,e.g.,goingto a higher level grouping function
determining whether the addition of the new bucket BM
using an orthogonal equation,increases the costs because
requires the use ofabucket group number ginot currentlyin
another paritybucketmust be addedand anadditional parity
so use in any of the parity files F. If so, control transfers to
record for each data object must be provided.
block 52; otherwise controltransfersto block54. Block 52
In yet furtherembodiments, a combination of reducing k
and using the orthogonal grouping functions to generate
represents the coordinator 8 creatingan additionalbucket in
bucket groupnumbers may be utilizedto improve availabilthe parityfiles Ffor the newbucket groupnumber needed
for the added data record. This additional bucket will now
ity. For instance, when availability falls below a predetermined thresholdfor a first time, k may be reducedto place ss storeparity information for thosedata bucketsin F0 that are
fewer data records R(c) in any given parity bucket group.
assigned this new bucket group numberg. From block 52
Subsequently, when availability again falls below a predecontroltransfers to block54, wherethe processof updating
terminedthreshold, the groupingfunctions may beused to
the parity recordsbegins. If a new bucket group numberg
generateanother set of bucket groupnumbers to provide
was not needed to accommodate records from the new
that each data record R(c) now participates in at least i 60 bucket BM, then controlproceeds to block 54.
bucket groups.Any combination of these two algorithms
If, at block 44, the coordinator 8 determined that the
may be used to increaseavailability after availability falls
additionof the new bucket BM exceededa scaling limit,
below the predetermined thresholdT.
thereby requiring the use of an additional groupingfunction
Generating ParityRecordsWith Grouping
N÷1, then control proceeds to block 46. As discussed, an
Functions
65 alternative criteria could be used to determine whether to
FIG. 6 illustrates logicimplemented in hardwareor softscale-up to the next groupingfunctionN÷1, e.g., scaling-up
ware logic implemented in the coordinator 8 or any other
whenthe availability reachesa thresholdminimum. Atblock
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the
coordinator
8
creates
anewparityfile FN÷l, anduses
46,
the next groupingfunction N+1 to assignthe bucket group
numbersg÷1 to the data buckets. Controlthen proceedsto
block 56 which represents the coordinator 8 creating a new
parity bucket to accommodate parity records added to the 5
first bucket, i.e., bucket 0, in the new parity file FN÷l.The
coordinator 8 maycreatea bucket by designating the bucket
space in a server 4a, b, c, d to be the next bucket. Control
transfers to block 58 which represents the coordinator 8
creatinga new bucket in each of the previousparity files F 10
for i=1. . . N. The additionof the bucket triggering the use
of the next groupingfunction N+1 requireseach parity file
for i=1. . . N to add a new bucket group number for
i=1. . . N to accommodate the additional bucket BM which
triggeredthe scaling upwardto another level ofavailability. 15
Afterany data bucket splittinginthe F0 fileor the addition
of parity files F or bucket group numbers g, control
transfersto block 54 et seq. to update the parityrecords(ge,
r) maintainedin the parity files F. Block54 represents the
beginningof a loop, wherein the coordinator 8 performs 20
Control
steps 60 through 80 for each parityfile F, for
proceeds to block 60 which represents the coordinator 8
settingi=1 and thento block62 to set g=0.Controlproceeds
to block 64 which represents the coordinator 8 going to the
first parity bucket g=0 for a given parity file F. Control 25
proceeds to block 66 which represents the coordinator 8
determining whether new parity needs to be computed for
the parity bucket. If so, control transfers to block 68;
otherwise,control transfers to block 67. For instance, the
arrangement ofrecordsin data buckets prior to the split may 30
not be effected by the split.In such case, the coordinator 8
may use the previously computed parity records for the
parity bucket g. If parity does not need to be recomputed,
then control transfers to block 67 which represents the
coordinator 8 assembling the parity bucket using the
previouslycomputed parity records(ge, r).
If, however, parity does need to be recomputed, then
control transfers to block 68 which represents the coordinator 8 setting the rank r to one (r=1). Controltransfers to
block 70 which represents the coordinator 8 assembling a 40
parity record (ge,r) bygatheringthe key recordsc from each
data record R(c) having rank r in all the data buckets
assigned to the bucket group numberg. The coordinator 8
assigns the gathered key records c to the parityrecord(ge,r).
The coordinator 8 furthercomputes parity for the non-key
portionof the records R(c) and placesthe parity data in the
parity record (ge, r). Control transfers to block 72 which
represents the coordinator 8 insertingthe assembled parity
record (ge,r) in the g.t/i paritybucket inparity file F at rank
r in the paritybucket.For instance, if g=1,then coordinator
8 wouldstore the parity record (1, r) in bucket 1 of parity
file F at rank r in the parity bucket 1.
After addinga parity record (ge, r) to the paritybucket in
parityfileF, control transfers toblock74 whichisadecision
block representing the coordinator 8 determining whether
there are data records in rank r=r+1 in any of the data
bucketsassociated with the currentbucket groupnumber g.
If so, controltransfers to block 76; otherwise control transfers to block 78. At block 76, the coordinator 8 increments
the current rank r by one and proceedsthrough steps 70 et 60
seq. to add the next parity record (ge, r+1) to the parity
bucket in parity file F.
If the previous parity is used at block 67 and if thereare
no further records R(c) at the next rank r level in the data
bucketsassigned to the bucket groupnumberg, at block74, 65
then control transfers to block 78 which represents the
coordinator 8 determining whether any of the current data
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buckets in F0 are associated with the next bucket group
number g+1 for the current parity file F. If so, control
transfers to block 80; otherwise,control transfers to block
82. If there are additional bucket group numbers g+1
assigned to data buckets, controltransfersto block 80which
represents the coordinator 8 incrementing the bucket group
number by one,i.e., g=g+1 and then proceeding to steps
66 et seq. to add all the parity records(g+1, r) associated
with the next bucket group number g+1.
If thereare no furtherparitybuckets in parity file F, i.e.,
no more bucket group numbers that have not been
considered, then control transfers to block 82 which representsthe coordinator 8determining whetherthere are further
parity files If so, control proceeds to block 84 which
represents the coordinator 8 incrementing i by one, i.e.,
i=i+1, to update all the parity records(g÷1, r) for the next
parity file F÷1 at blocks 62 et seq. Otherwise, control
transfers to block 84 as updatingthe arrangementof the
parity records(ge, r) has been completed.
The logicofFIG. 6 couldalso be used for file contraction
when a data record R(c)is deleted.Thisoperation wouldbe
the inverse of the file expansion operations occurring upon
a bucket overflow. Deletion of records c could cause the
merging of buckets, as described in LH*__A Scalable,
DistributedDataStructure,"by Witold Litwin, et. al, which
was incorporated by reference above. Whenbucketsmerge,
fewerparity files are needed.When a data bucket in the
data file F0 merges, then a relatedparitybucket in one ofthe
parity files F may merge as fewerparitybuckets wouldbe
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The logic of FIG. 6 and preferred groupingfunctions
conserve computational resources because the addition of a
parity file F÷1 to accommodate an addedrecord R(c) does
not alter the existing group numbers
assigned to the
current data buckets. Only a new group number g+1 is
created, or an existing parity record is updated. Increasing
the availability of files by adding a parity file F does not
require a global reorganization of the existingfiles.
The above logic and algorithms provide for scalableavailability, in that the availability, or ability to recoverdata

g

upon failure, increases as the file size increases. An
s-available file means that the file F remains available
despite the unavailability ofany s buckets. The unavailability ofs+1 bucketscompromises the availability ofthe file F.
Alternatively, the availability may decrease as the file size F
decreases. Scalingupwardto create an additional parity file
F÷1 by using the next groupingfunction f÷1 allowsrecords
c1, c1' in the same record group (g1', r) according to f1, to
become members ofdifferent groups(g2,r) and (g2',r). There
is no other record ofg1 in these groups.Ifc1 and c1'bothfail,
they cannot be recovered using parity bits of g1. However,
c1 canbe possibly recovered usingparity bits of g2. Then,c'
canbe recovered eitherfromg1 or g2'. Adding f2,allowsthus
for 2-availability.
Data Recovery

If a client lOa, b or server 4a, b, c, d attempts to access

a bucket Bm at a physical address and detects that the Bm is
unavailable, the client or server notifies the coordinator 8.
Further, the server4a, b, c, d including the failedbucket B0
1, 2, Al—i, can detectthe failure and notifythe coordinator 8
of such failure. The failedbucket Bm may be a data bucket
and/or a paritybucket. The coordinator 8beginsrecoveryby
creating a spare bucket Bm, at a spare server (5) in the
network12. The address of the spareserver(5) becomesthe
address for Bm. If the unavailability occurs during a key
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the
coordinator
8
search,
may just recoverthe requested key.
The coordinator 8 sendsan IAIVI messageto the servers4a,
b, c, d and clientslOa,b toprovidenotification ofthe change
of address for bucketBm
FIGS. 7a and 7b illustrate logic implemented in hardware
and software executed in the coordinator 8 and other computers 4a, b, c, d, and lOa, b in the network12 to recover
faileddata and/or parity buckets. Controlbeginsat block90
whichrepresents the coordinator 8beingnotified ofabucket
failurefrom a server4a, b, c, dorclientlOa,b.Alternatively,
the coordinator 8 may diagnose the failure of a bucket.
Control proceeds to block 92 which represents the coordinator 8 constructing two lists L1 and L2, listing any failed
data and/orparity buckets, respectively. Control then transfers to block 94 which represents the coordinator 8 goingto
the first data bucket in the list L1. Control transfersto block
96 which represents the coordinator 8 initializing a spare
bucket to recover the recordsin the failedbucket. Control
transfers to block 98 which represents the coordinator 8
setting i=1 to examine the first parity file F1. Control
transfers to block 100 which represents the coordinator 8
determining the bucket group number g1 for the failed

proceeds to block 110 which represents the coordinator 8
searching in data file F0 for every key c' in data buckets
assigned to the same record group number (ge,r) to which
the failed bucket was assigned that is different from the
record c to be constructed. The coordinator 8 then reconstructsrecord c from the located recordsc' in the non-failed
data buckets assigned to the bucket group number and
parity data in parity record (ge, r). From block 110, control
transfers to lock 122 which represents the coordinator 8
10 determiningwhetherthe record c was successfully recovered.If so, controlproceedsto block 112 et seq. to recover
any further records in the spare bucket, if available;
otherwise, controlproceedsto block 124.
If the coordinator 8 failed to recover the failed record
from the current parity file F, then at block 124, the
coordinator 8 determines if thereare any furtherparity files
F÷1 to again attempt to reconstruct the record c. If so,
controltransfersto block 126,; otherwise,control transfers
to block 128.At block 126, the coordinator increments iby
20 one to proceedto the next parityfile F÷1 and back to block
100 et seq. to attempt to reconstruct the record c from the
bucketsin the next parity file F÷1. In the above logic, the
bucket.
coordinator 8 proceeds sequentially through parityfiles to
Control thenproceedsto block102 etseq. to recover data
recover the failed data by incrementing i at block 126.
using the parityrecords(ge,r).Atblock 102, the coordinator
sets r to one to recreate data using parity record (g1, 1). 25 However, in alternative embodiments, the coordinator 8
could select parity files F out of sequence, i.e., in some
Control transfers to block 104 whichrepresents the coordirandomor non-sequential order, when attempting to reconnator 8 goingto parityrecord (ge, r) in parity file F; which
in the case ofthe first loopis parityrecord (g1, 1) in the first struct the failedrecord R(c). In such case, after a parity file
F is examinedand the data record c was not successfully
parity file F1. Control proceeds to block 106 which represents the coordinator 8 determining whether the parity 30 recovered, such considered parity file is not considered
record(ge,r) hasonlyone data key c. Ifthereisonlyone data
again in the recovery of the particular record c. If there are
no further parity files and the attempt at recovering the
key c in the parity record, then control proceeds to block
record c failed, controltransfersto block 128 which repre108; otherwise block 110. Ifthere is onlyone data record in
sentsthebucket recovery failing. Bucketrecovery failsifthe
the parity record (ge, r), then that record must be for the
numberof failedbuckets exceedsthe availability ofparity
failed bucket. In such case, at block 108, the coordinator 8
and data buckets.
recoversthe data record R(c)from theparitybits andthe key
cinthe parityrecord (ge,r) andinsertstherecordR(c)atrank
The logic of FIG. 7a can be used to recover a key c
r in the sparebucket.Theparity bits and key c in the parity requested in a key search. If the requested key c is
records allowsrecoveryof the non-keydata for the record
unavailable, then the coordinator 8 can reconstructkey c
R(c). From block 108, control proceedsto block 112 et seq. 4Q using the logic of FIG. 7a and then provide that reconto recover the next record at the nextrankrin the failed data
structed key c to the requesting device. In certain
bucket.At block 112, the coordinator 8 determines whether
embodiments, the coordinator 8 may not restore inthe file F
there are further data records R(c) to be recovered, i.e.,
the record R(c)for the recovered key c or any other records
whetherthelast rankr was recovered. Ifso, controltransfers
R(c) in the failed bucket. Thus, the requested record is
to block 114; otherwise, control transfers to block 116. If
recovered only for purposes of the search request.
there are further records R(c)at a higher rank r, control
If all the data buckets in the bucket list L1 have been
proceeds to block 114 to increment r to recover the next
successfully recovered, control transfers to block 130 in
record R(c) at the next rank value r+1 by looping back
FIG. 7b to reconstruct any failedparitybuckets. Block130
throughsteps 104 et seq.
represents the coordinator 8 goingto the list L2 containing
If there are no further records of higher rank r to so the failed parity buckets. control proceeds to block 132
which represents the coordinator 8 going to the first failed
reconstruct, then at block 116, the coordinator 8 determines
whetherthere are any furtherfaileddata bucketsin the data
parity bucket. Controltransfers to block 134 which reprebucket list L1. If there are further failed buckets in the data
sents the coordinator 8 determining the parity file F and
bucketlistL1, controltransferstoblock 118 to proceedto the
bucket group number for the failed parity bucket. The
next failedbucket in the bucket list Land returnto block 96 ss coordinator 8 could perform such calculation using the
to recover the data records R(c) for the next failed data
grouping functions. Control then transfers to block 136
bucket. If, at block 116, the coordinator 8 determines that
whichrepresents the coordinator 8initializing a sparebucket
there are no further data buckets in the list L1 to recover,
in which to recover the parity records(ge, r) for the failed
control transfers to block 120 to proceed to recover any
parity bucket. Controltransfers to block 138 which reprefailed paritybuckets. Once an entirefailed data bucket has 60 sents the coordinator 8 setting r, the rank insertion counter,
been recovered in the sparebucket, the coordinator 8 sends
to one. Controlthen proceeds to block 140 whichrepresents
an 1AM messageto all systems attached to the network12
the coordinator 8 querying all data buckets having the
to update their physical allocation tables to change the
bucket groupnumberg. The coordinator 8 locatesthe data
address of the failed bucket to the address of the spare
records R(c) having rank r in the data buckets associated
bucket includingthe reconstructed records.
65 with thebucket groupnumber of the failed paritybucket.
Controltransfers to block 142 whichrepresents the coorIf, at block 106, the coordinator 8 determined that the
dinator8 requesting record R(c) havingrank r in each data
parity record (ge,r) has more than one data record c, control
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bucket associatedwith bucket group number is g. Control
transfers to block 144 which represents the coordinator 8
reconstructing parity record (ge, r) from the requested
records R(c). Controlthen transfers to block146 which is a
decision block representing the coordinator 8 determining
whetherrecoveryof the parity record (ge,r) was successful.
If so, control transfers to block 148; otherwise, control
transfers to block 150. If the parity record (ge, r) was
successfullyrecovered, then at block148, the coordinator 8
determines whether there are any additional parity records
(ge, r) in the failedparity bucket,i.e., furtherinsert counter
valuesr. Ifso, controltransfersto block152to incrementthe
rank r by one; otherwise, control transfers to block 154.
From block 152 control proceeds back to block 140 et seq.
to recover the subsequent parityrecord (ge,r+1) in the failed
parity bucket associated with bucket group number g.
If, there are no furtherparity records(ge,r) at block 148,
then the recoveryof the parity bucket was successful, and
control transfers to block 154 which represents the coordinator 8 determining whether there are any further failed
paritybucketsinthe bucket list L2. Ifso, control transfers to
block 156; otherwise, controltransfers to block 158. Block
156 represents thecoordinator goingto the next failed parity
bucket in list L2. From block 156, controltransfersback
to block 134 to recoverthe next failedparity bucket in the
list L2. If thereare no furtherfailedparity bucketsin the list
L2, then at block 158 all failed parity and/or data buckets
have been successfullyrecovered.
If at block146 the recoveryofthe failedparityrecord was
unsuccessful, then the coordinator 8 would have had to
detect an unavailable data bucket at block 150. If a parity
record or bucket cannot be recovered, then one of the data
buckets associated with the failed parity bucket must be
unavailable; otherwise,the failed parity bucket would be
successfullyreconstructed. Control transfers to block 160
which represents the coordinator 8 adding the failed data
bucket(s) to the failed data bucket list L1. Control then
transfers to block 162 which represents the coordinator 8
returningto block 94 in FIG. 7a to recoverthe failed data
buckets addedto the bucket list L1.
In the above algorithm, if the availability is I, i.e., there
are I parity files, F1 throughF1, then the algorithm ofFIGS.
7a, b almost always terminates successfully. If there are
more than I unavailable buckets, then the data recovery
operationmay fail.
Avariationofthe above algorithms canbe usedto recover
a single record. For instance, if a clientlOa, binitiatesa key
search and finds that the bucket containingthe key c is
unavailable, then the client lOa, b wouldnotifythe coordinator 8. The coordinator would compute the bucket group
number ofthefailedbucketand send a queryto the parity
bucket g in parity file requesting the parity record (ge, r)
containingc. The coordinator 8 wouldstartat the first parity
file, i.e., i=1. If c is the only record in parity record (ge, r),
then record c is reconstructed from the parity bits in parity
record (ge, r). If there are multiple records c in the parity
record (ge,r), then the coordinator 8 searchesfor all records
c' not c in the data bucketsin F0,using the hashing function
to locate the bucket. If all records c' are located, then the
coordinator 8reconstructs cusing all the otherrecordsc' and
the parity bits.
Initially for data record recovery, the coordinator 8
searchesin parity files F0, F1. If the above record recovery
steps are unsuccessful for F0, F1 and thereare furtherparity
files F2 etc. then the next parity file F2 is examined up until
the Ith parity file F1. If there are less than I unavailable
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buckets, then the coordinator should recover the data record
c from one of the existing parity files F. If more than I
bucketsare unavailable, then the record recoveryeffort will
fail.
5

Conclusion

This concludes the descriptionof the preferred embodimentsof the invention. The following describessome alternative embodiments for accomplishing the present inven-

10 tion.
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Preferredembodiments utilize a specific groupingfunction f. However, in alternative embodiments alternative
orthogonal equations that satisfy the Bucket Grouping
Propositioncouldbe used. In yet furtherembodiments, any
equation that satisfies the Bucket Grouping Proposition
mentioned above could be used.
In preferred embodiments, certain operations are
described as being performed by the coordinator 8.
However,those skilled in the art will appreciate that other
components in the network12 may be used to carry out
someofthe groupingand data recovery operations described
above as being executed by the coordinator 8.
Insummary, preferredembodiments disclose a system for
recoveringdata objectsstoredin a databucket in a computer

system comprised of servers interconnected by a network.
Each server includes a storage area. Data buckets are
included in a pluralityof the storage areas throughout the
network. A failure of a data bucket and nth bucket group
30 number associated with the failed data bucket are
determined, wherein n is an integer value greaterthan zero.
Paritydata in a paritybucket associated withthe nthbucket
group number is then located. The data objectsin the failed
data bucket are then recovered from the parity data in the
located paritybucket. Afterdetermining thattherecoveryof
data objects using the parity data in the parity bucket
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associated with the nth bucket group number was
unsuccessful, for each n' not equal to n and while the data
objects have not been recovered and all n' have not been
considered, performing the steps of: determining an n'th
bucket groupnumberassociated withthe faileddata bucket;
locating parity datainaparitybucketassociated withthe n'th
bucket groupnumber; and recovering the data objects inthe
faileddata bucket from the parity data in the located parity
bucket. Recovery can also be made of the parity data using
the data objects.
The foregoing description of the preferred embodiments
of the invention has been presented for the purposes of
illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed.
Many modifications and variations are possiblein light of
the above teaching. It is intended that the scope of the
invention be limited not by this detailed description, but
rather by the claims appended hereto. The above
specification, examplesand data provide acomplete description of the manufacture and use of the composition of the
invention. Sincemany embodiments ofthe inventioncan be
made without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention, the invention resides in the claims hereinafter

60 appended.
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What is claimed is:
1. A methodfor recovering data objects stored in a data
bucket in a computer system comprised ofserversinterconnectedby a network, wherein each serverincludes a storage
area, whereindata buckets are included in a pluralityofthe
storage areas throughout the network, comprising the steps
of:
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a failure of a data bucket;

18
querying the data objectsfrom all data bucketsassociated
with the bucket group number of the failed parity

determining an nth bucket group number associated with
the failed data bucket, wherein n is an integer value
bucket; and
greaterthan zero;
reconstructing the parity data in the failedparity bucket
locating paritydata in aparity bucket associated with the 5
from the querieddata objects.
nth bucket group number;
8. The method of claim 7, wherein data objects are
recovering the data objectsin the faileddata bucket from
arrangedin a data bucket according to a rank value r, and
the parity data in the located parity bucket associated
wherein the parity data in a parity bucket comprises a
with the nth bucket group number;
pluralityofparity records, whereinparity records are assodetermining whether the recovery of data objects was 10 ciatedwith a given bucket group number and a given rank
successful; and
r, such that the parity record maintains parity data for the
after determining that the recovery of data objectsusing
data objects having the given rank r in data buckets assothe parity data in the parity bucket associated with the
ciatedwith the given bucket group number, whereinparity
nth bucket groupnumberwas unsuccessful, whereby n'
data is reconstructed
reconstructing each parity record,
is created by splitting a bucket from the nth bucket 15 wherein the step of by
querying the data objects comprises
group to createa new bucket grouping, for each n', not
querying the data objects at a given rank r in data buckets
equal to n and while the data objects have not been
associated withthe givenbucket groupnumberoftheparity
recovered and all n' havenotbeenconsidered, performrecord, and wherein the step of reconstructing the paritydata
ing the steps of:
comprises reconstructing each parity record from the data
(i) determining an n'th bucketgroup number associated 20 objectshaving the given rank r of the parity record.
with the faileddata bucket that has not been consid9. The method ofclaim 7, furthercomprising the stepsof:
ered;
determining whetherthe parity data could not be recov(ii) locating parity data in a parity bucket associated
ered;
with the n'th bucket group number; and
a faileddata bucketthatprevented the recovery
indicating
(iii) recovering the data objectsinthe faileddata bucket 25
of the parity data after determining that parity data
from the parity data in the located parity bucket
could not be recovered;
associated with the n'th bucket group number.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein a first value of n' is
recovering the indicated failed data bucket; and
(n+1) and wherein further values of n' are determined by
recovering the parity data after recovering the indicated
30
faileddata bucket.
incrementing the previous value of n' by one.
3. The method ofclaim 1, wherein for a givenn', the data
10. The methodof claim7, further comprising the step of
objects are recovered from the located parity data in the
indicating all failed parity and data buckets, wherein all
indicated data buckets are recovered before recovering any
parity bucket associated with a bucket groupnumber in the
n'th set of bucket group numbers and from the data objects
parity buckets.
in databuckets, otherthan the failedbucket,associated with
11. The methodof claim1, wherein the step of determinthe n'th bucket group number.
ing the failure of a data bucket comprises the steps of:
4. The method of claim 1, wherein data buckets are
processing a search request from a requesting device for
assigned nth and n'th bucket group numbers such that for a
at least one data object;
first data bucket and second data bucket, if the first data
the data buckets storing the requested data
querying
bucket and second data bucket are associated withthe same 40
and
objects;
nth bucket group number, then the first data bucket and
a failure of at least one of the data buckets
determining
seconddata bucket are associated with different n'th bucket
the
storing
requested data objects,wherein the stepsof
group numbers.
the data objects are only performed with
recovering
5. The method of claim 1, wherein data objects are
to
the requested data objects, wherein after
respect
arranged in a data bucket according to a rank value r,
the requested data objects,performing the
recovering
wherein the parity data in a parity bucket comprises a
of
the requested data objects to the
step
transmitting
plurality of parity records, wherein each parity record is
device.
requesting
associated with a given bucket group number and a given
12. Acomputer systemfor recovering data objects,comrank r, such that the parity record maintainsparity data for
prising:
the data objects having the given rank in data buckets
a pluralityof computer devices including storage areas;
associated withthe givenbucket groupnumber, andwherein
a networkproviding communication amongthe computer
the step of recovering a data objectat givenrank r in a data
bucket associated with the given bucket group number
systems;
a pluralityofdata bucketsincludedwithin storage areasof
comprises reconstructing the data object from the parity
the computer devices, wherein the data objects are
record having given rank r in the parity bucket associated ss
stored in data bucketsthroughout the network; and
with the given bucket group number.
6. The method ofclaim 5, wherein the step of recovering
programlogic implemented in at least one of the comthe data objects from the located second parity bucket
puter devicesfor:
comprises reconstructing a data object havinggiven rank r
(i) determining a failure of a data bucket;
in a data bucket associated with the second bucket group 60
(ii) determining an nthbucketgroupnumberassociated
number from the parity record having given rank in the
with the failed data bucket,whereinn is an integer
parity bucket associated with the second bucket group
greater than zero;
number.
(iii) locating parity data in a parity bucket associated
7. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of
with the nth bucket group number;
recovering a failedparity bucket, comprising the steps of: 65
(iv) recovering the data objectsinthefaileddatabucket
from the parity data in the located parity bucket
determining a bucket group number of the failed parity
associated with the nth bucket group number;
bucket;
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(v) determining whether the recoveryof data objects
was successful; and
(vi) after determining that the recoveryof data objects
using the parity data in the parity bucket associated
with the nthbucket groupnumberwas unsuccessful,
recovering the data objectsin the faileddata bucket
from paritydata in a located paritybucket associated
with an n' bucket group number, whereby n' is
created by splitting a bucket from the nth bucket
group to createa new bucketgrouping, whereinn' is
an integer value not equal to n.
13. The computer system of claim 12, wherein data
buckets are assigned n th and n'th bucket group numbers
such that for a first data bucket and a second data bucket, if
the first data bucket and seconddata bucket are associated
with the same n th bucket group number, then the first data
bucket and seconddata bucket are associated with different
n'th bucket group numbers.
14. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the program logicfor recovering a data object at given rank r in a
data bucket associated with the n th bucket group number
reconstructs the data object from a parity record having
givenrankrinaparitybucketassociated withthe nthbucket
group number.
15. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the program logicfor recovering the data objectsfrom the located
parity bucket associated with the n'th bucket group number
reconstructs a data object having given rank r in a data
bucket associated withthe n' the bucket groupnumberfrom
the parity record having given rank r in the parity bucket
associated with the n'th bucket group number.
16. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the program logic further:
determines a bucket group number of the failed parity

20
recovering the data objects are only performed with
respect to the requested data objects, wherein after
recovering the requested data objects,performing the
step of transmitting the requested data objects to the
5

10
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requesting device.

20. An article of manufacture for use in programming a
computer system comprised of a plurality of computer
devices interconnected by a networksystem, the article of
manufacture comprising at least one computer readable
storage device including at least one computer program
embedded therein that causescomputerdeviceswithin the
computer system to perform the steps of:
determining a failure of a data bucket;
determining an nth bucket groupnumberassociated with
the failed data bucket, wherein n is an integer value
greater than zero;
locating parity data in a paritybucket associated withthe
nth bucket group number;
recovering the data objects in the faileddata bucket from
the parity data in the locatedparity bucket associated
with the nth bucket group number;
determining whether the recovery of data objects was
successful; and
after determining that the recoveryof data objects using
the parity data in the nth parity bucket was
unsuccessful, whereby n' is created by splitting a
bucket from the nth bucket group to create a new
bucket grouping, for each n' not equal to n and while
the data objectshave not beenrecovered and all n'have
not been considered, performing the steps of:
(i) determining an n'th bucket groupnumberassociated
withthe failed data bucket that has notbeen considered;

(ii) locating parity data in the parity bucket associated
35
with then'thbucket group number; and
bucket;
(iii) recovering thedata objectsinthefaileddatabucket
queries the data objects from all data buckets associated
from the parity data in the located parity bucket
with the bucket group number of the failed parity
associated with the n'th bucket group number.
bucket; and
21.
The
articleofmanufacture ofclaim20, whereina first
reconstructs the parity data in the failed parity bucket
40 value of n' is (n+1) and wherein further values of n' are
from the queried data objects.
determined by incrementing thepreviousvalue ofn' byone.
17. The computer system of claim16, wherein paritydata
22. The article of manufacture ofclaim20, whereinfor a
is reconstructed by reconstructing parity records, wherein
given
n', the data objects are recovered from the located
the programlogicfor querying the data objectsqueriesthe
parity data in the parity bucket associated with a bucket
data objects at a givenrankr indata bucketsassociated with
the bucket group numberof the parity record, and wherein 45 group numberin the n'th set of bucket group numbers and
from the data objects in data buckets,other than the failed
the programlogic for reconstructing the parity data reconbucket, associated with the n'th bucket group number.
structs each parity record from the data objects having the
23. The article of manufacture ofclaim 20, wherein data
rank
r
of
the
record.
given
parity
buckets
are assigned nthand n'th bucket groupnumberssuch
18. The computer system of claim 16, wherein the proso that for a firstdata bucket andseconddatabucket,ifthe first
further:
gram logic
data bucket and second data bucket are associated withthe
determines whether the parity data could not be recovsamenth bucket groupnumber, then the first databucket and
ered;
second data bucket are associated with different n'th bucket
indicates a faileddata bucket that prevented the recovery
numbers.
of the parity data after determining that parity data 55 group
24. The article of manufacture ofclaim 20, wherein data
could not be recovered;
objects are arranged in a data bucket according to a rank
recovers the indicated faileddata bucket; and
value r, wherein the parity data in aparity bucket comprises
recovers the parity data after recovering the indicated
a pluralityof parity records, wherein each parity record is
failed data bucket.
associated with a given bucket group number and a given
19. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the pro- 60 rank r, such that the
parity record maintains parity data for
gram logic further:
the data objects having the given rank r in data buckets
processes a search request from a requesting devicefor at
associated withthe givenbucket groupnumber, andwherein
least one data object;
the step ofrecovering a data object at given rankr in a data
bucket associated with the given bucket group number
queries the data buckets storing the requested data
objects; and
65 comprises reconstructing the data object from the parity
determines a failure of at least one of the data buckets
record having given rank r in the parity bucket associated
with the given bucket group number.
storingthe requested data objects, whereinthe steps of
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25. The article of manufacture of claim24, wherein the
step of recovering the data objects from the located parity
bucket comprises reconstructing a data object havinggiven
rank r in a databucket associated withthe n'th bucket group
number from the parity record having given rank in the
parity bucket associated with the second bucket group
number.
26. The articleof manufacture of claim20, further comprising the step of recovering a failed parity bucket, comprisingthe steps of:

28. The article of manufacture of claim 26, furthercomprising the steps of:
determining whetherthe parity data could not be recovered;
indicating a faileddata bucketthatprevented the recovery
of the parity data after determining that parity data
could not be recovered;
recovering the indicated failed data bucket; and
recoveringthe parity data after recovering the indicated
faileddata bucket.
29. The article of manufacture of claim 26, furthercomprising the step of indicating all failed parity and data
buckets, wherein all indicated data buckets are recovered
before recovering any parity buckets.
30. The article of manufacture of claim 20, whereinthe
stepofdetermining the failure ofa databucketcomprises the
steps of:
processing a search request from a requesting device for
at least one data object;
querying the data buckets storing the requested data
objects; and
determining a failure of at least one of the data buckets
storing the requested data objects,wherein the stepsof
recovering the data objects are only performed with
respect to the requested data objects, wherein after
recovering the requested data objects,performing the
step of transmitting the requested data objects to the
requesting device.

r

determining a bucket group number of the failed parity
bucket;
querying the data objectsfrom alldata buckets associated
with the bucket group number of the failed parity
bucket; and
reconstructing the parity data in the failed parity bucket
from the queried data objects.
27. The article of manufacture of claim26, whereindata
objects are arrangedin a data bucket according to a rank
value r, and wherein the parity data in a parity bucket
comprises a plurality of parity records, wherein parity
records are associated with a given bucket group number
and a given rank r, such that the parity record maintains

paritydata for the data objectshavingthe givenrankrindata
buckets associated with the given bucket group number,
whereinparity data is reconstructed by reconstructing each
parity record, wherein the step of querying the data objects
comprises querying thedata objectsat agivenrank r in data
buckets associated with the given bucket group number of
the parityrecord, and wherein the step ofreconstructing the
parity datacomprises reconstructing eachparity record from
the data objectshavingthe givenrankrofthe parityrecord.
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ABSTRACT

An improved technique for testing semi-conductor chips
having different types of circuits thereof is provided. The
burn-intest includes providingtest engines and/or externally
applied patternsfor each of the different types of circuits,
stressing at high temperature and increased voltage, the
semi-conductor containing both types of circuits, and running a sequence of patternson each of said typesof circuits
simultaneously by the use of the enginesfor at least one of
the types of circuits.
9 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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FIG. 4 is a high level diagramof a single chip module
with both static and dynamic memory array circuits;
FIG. 5 is a flow chart showingone test sequence for the
modulesof FIG. 4; and
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
5
FIG. 6 isa highleveldiagramofamultichip module with
This inventionrelates generallyto the testing of circuits
logiccircuitryon one chip and memory circuitry on another
on integratedcircuit chips and more particularly to burn-in mountedon a substrate whichcircuitryis all testedtogether.
testing ofdifferent types of circuitscontained on integrated
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
circuit chips.
10
EMBODIMENT(S)
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Present invention provides a technique for simultaSemi-conductor designs often contain both logic and
neously testing different types of circuits on semimemorycircuitsor containdifferent typesof memory array
conductors such as both logic circuits and memory array
circuitssuch as static RAJYIs(SRAJVIs) and dynamic RAJYIs
circuits or two types of memory array circuits during the
(DRAJYIs). Typically, the circuit designs are "burnedin" in
burn-in in function, wherein the burn-in function is pera serial fashion; i.e., the logiccircuits are burnedin and then
formed simultaneously for both typesof circuits. The burnthe memory circuitsare burnedin; or in the case of different
in function is typically accomplished by heating the intetypes of memory, the static memory (SRAM)circuits are
gratedcircuit chips to an elevated temperature of about90°
burnedinand then the (DRAM) circuitsareburnedin. Inthe
C. to 160° C. While at these elevated temperatures, the
burn in of semi-conductor chips, the chips are stressed at 20 varioustestpatterns and sequences underthe controloftest
elevatedtemperatures and voltagesand variouspatternsare
engines preferably on the semi-conductor chip are generapplied and sequences run for a period of time in a predeated. By performing the tests on both the different types of
terminedorpreselected sequence. Typically,the patternsand
circuitsat the same timeratherthan seriallysignificant time
sequences are generated by built-inself testlogic referred to
can be saved. Also,
the elevated temperature phase
BIST andtheenginesforBISTdevices are different for logic 25 different voltages canduring
be applied for electrically stressingthe
and memory and run significantly different patterns and
chips as is well knownin the art.
sequences. Also, different engines are used for testing
Referring now to the drawings, and for the present to FIG.
SRAMs and DRAMscontained on the same chip or in the
one embodiment ofthe presentinventionisshown.In this
1,
same package. The voltages typicallyare about 1.1 times to
embodiment a semi-conductor chip 10 is provided which
30
2.0 times operating voltage and these stresstimes typically
typicallyis a silicon chip whichhas thereon logiccircuits12
range any where from 3 hoursto 100 hours. Thus for each
and memory array circuits14. (Memory array circuitsmay
type of circuit there is a period of time required to perform
sometimes be referred to hereinas array circuits.) The logic
the stress; and the cumulative stresstimes are significantly
circuits 12 are tested by a logic built-in self test machine,
increasedwhen the tests are runseriallyashasbeenthe case
also known as an LBISTengine 16, which includesa state
in the past.
machinethat in a wellknownmanner provides apreselected
Thusit is an object ofthe present invention to provide an
group of logic patterns to the logic circuits 12 under the
improved burn-in procedure for testing semi-conductor
controlofoff chip test vectorswhich canbe programmed to
designs in which at least one type of circuit is tested by a
sequence or holdthe patterngenerated. Offchip testvectors
BIST engines.
40 are patterns applied via the I/O of the test interface and
control.The off chip test vectors set-up and sequence the
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
BIST state machine. A suitable LBIST engine 16 is shown
Accordingto the present invention, an improved techin commonly assigned U.S. Pat. No.4,503,537,issuedMar.
niquefor testing semi-conductor chipshaving different types
5, 1985.
of circuits thereof is provided. A burn-in test includes
An array built-in self test (ABISI) device 18 is also
providingtest engines or externally supplied patterns for
provided on the chip 10 and is programmed to provide
each of the different types of circuits, stressing at high
various patterns to the memory array 14 also under the
temperature and increased voltage, the semi-conductor concontrolofoff chip test vectorswhich canbe programmed to
taining both types of circuits and running a sequence of
sequence or holdthe pattern generated. Commonly assigned
patternson each ofsaid types of circuitssimultaneously by so U.S. Pat. No.5,535,164dated Jul. 9, 1996and U.S.Pat. No.
theuse ofthe enginesfor at leastone ofthe typesofcircuits.
5,563,833 dated Oct.8, 1996disclose memory array built-in
self test devices ABISTsand the operation thereof that can
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
be used herein. These patents are incorporated herein by
FIG. 1 is a highlevel diagramshowinga single I/C Chip
reference. The LBISTengine 16 and ABISTengine 18 are
havingbothmemory arraycircuitsand logiccircuits thereon ss both connectedto programmable test interface and control
each of which types of circuits has its own separate test
circuitry20 on the chip which is conventional and well
engine;
known,andwhichinterfaceandcontrolcircuitry20receives
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of one embodiment of a simultatest I/O signals from off the chip as is conventional. The
neous test sequence for both the logic circuits and the
interface and control circuitryprogram will be described in
memorycircuits at elevatedtemperatures;
60 detail with respectto FIG. 2.
FIG. 2a is a graphic depictionof a portion ofthe cells in
Referring now to FIG. 2, one test sequence for testing
the memory array duringthe first half of the test time;
both the logic circuits 12 and memory array circuits 14 is
FIG. 2b is aview similarto FIG. 2a showinga portionof
shown. The first half of the test sequence is shown and
the cells in the memory array during the secondhalf of the
designated as 24 and the second or final half of the test
test time shownin FIG. 2;
65 sequence isshownand designated as26. The testvectors and
FIG. 3 is a flow chartshowinganother test sequence for
the test interface and control circuitry20 provide the folthe single chip moduleshown in FIG. 1;
lowing sequence as shownin FIG. 2. The module is heated
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to thetesttemperature, the test voltage is selected and the
test is started. The IC chip is initialized. At this point the
stress mode is activated, putting the chip in the desired
configuration for stress. The test interfaceand control circuitry then accesses the ABIST engine 18 and runs the
ABISTengineto the part ofthe test that is an optional stress
pattern;e.g. a checker boardpatternof alternating "l's" and
"0's" as shown in FIG. 2a and designated as 28a. This
pattern is held in the memory and then the interface and
control circuitry 20 accesses the LBIST engine 16. The
LBIST engine runs the sequence of patterns programmed
thereincontinuously for the LBISTundertest. The total test
time for the entire test has been preprogrammed and after
each LBIST pattern or sequence is finished, the time is
sampledto see if the specifiedtime has elapsed, e.g. ½ the
time, if not, the pattern 28a remainsin the memory array 14
and the LBIST engine continues to run each pattern or
sequencein order.
Once the specified programmed test time has been
reached, the programagain accessesthe ABISTengine as
shownin final sequence 26. TheABISTengine is run to the
next optionalstressstate,e.g. a new checker boardas shown
in FIG. 2b and designated 28b. The LBISTengine is then
accessed andthe LBIST engine is run and the totaltest time
is continued to be sampled. As long as the totaltest timehas
not been reached, the LBIST engine continues to sequence
throughthe LBIST test patternsuntil the test time is completed at which time the test interface accesses the ABIST
engine, runs the ABIST engine pattern to completion and
then ends the test.
Asindicatedabove,thetotalstresstimefor burn-intesting
typicallyis from about3 hoursto about 100 hours; however,
each test cycle within the total time can be run usually in
milliseconds for the ABIST machine and typicallyin less
than 10 seconds for the LBIST machine, thus allowinga
significant numberofteststo take placeduringstresstesting.
The checker board pattern is chosen as an optimum stress
state pattern because for some circuit styles, a maximum
voltagelevelbetweenthe variouscellswithin the memory is
added, thus providinga maximum probability of activating
any defect mechanisms that are likely to occur. Other
beneficial patternsmay also be used,e.g. all"l's", all "0's".
As indicated above, the temperature stress testing can
vary between about 90° C. and about 160° C. and the
increasedvoltage for testing burn-in is typicallyabout 1.1
times to 2.0 times operatingvoltage, although other temperatures and other voltages can be used.
While the alternating checker boardpatternis extremely
useful and an excellentway to provide a good chance of
catching many types of errors which are likely to occur
duringburn-in, thereare also otheroptimalstressstates. For
example, as shown in FIG. 3, the interface and control
circuitry 20 and test vectors can have a program which
allows the varioustest sequences and patternsin the ABIST
state machine 18 to continue sequencing though this programmedsequence whilethe sequencing of the testpatterns
in the logic circuitsunder the controlofthe LBISTengine
16 continues. This is shown wherein the test starts by
initializing the array circuit chip and activates the stress
mode and then accessesthe ABIST machineengine to start
sequencing. Thereafter, the LBIST machinestarts sequencing; and thus both of the LBIST and ABISTtests are run
concomitantly. The test time is sampledto determine if it is
done, andifnot, the test is restarted by accessing theABIST
and LBIST machines and run throughthe cyclesagainuntil
thesampleshowsthetest timecompleted. Insomeinstances
this testwill be particularly useful for inducingcertain types

4
of errors by continuously running all the tests rather than
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staticallyholdingthe memory in any single staticstressstate
duringthe sequencing of the LBISTengine 16.
Whenthe two circuit types are run simultaneously, there
are design considerations which must be made to prevent
interaction that would not occur during testing in a serial
fashion. The two circuit types (and the respective BIST
engines) are degated from each other at the interface
between the array and logic(not shown). Degating logic is
activated underthe control of the test and interface control.
Pass gates or an exclusive-OR function in-line with the
interactive signals can be used to accomplish this task.
FIG. 4 showsthe setup for testing a single chip whichhas
two different types of circuits, i.e. it has a dynamicmemory
array 14 and a static memory array 34 with the dynamic
memory array being under the control of the ABIST state
engine 18 and the static memory array being under the
control of static RAM ABIST engine 26. Again both the
staticSRAJVIand dynamic DRAIVImemoryarraycircuitsare
on the same chip.
The testing programmed for the arrangementof FIG. 4 is
shown in FIG. 5, wherein the static RAIVI is set to a
particular physical checker boardduringthe first half of the
stress testing 40. This is reversed duringthe second half of
the stress testing 42 whereas the engine for the DRAM
repeatedly runs the test patterns during the entire time
againstthe staticRAMbeing first in one condition and then
the other. Ofcourse,it is tobe understood that the same type
of testing could take place as is shown in FIG. 3 wherein
both the staticRAM and DRAIVI tests are being conducted
simultaneously and thetest sequence is continuing as shown
in FIG. 3.
FIG. 6 shows a multi chip module wherein the logic
circuit 12 is on one semi-conductor chip lOa and the
memory array circuitry14is on another semi-conductor chip
lob which chips are mountedon some type of a multi chip
module substrate 44. In this case, the test interface and
controlis located onthe logicchip lOa, although, itcouldbe
located on either chip depending upon the availability of
space.

The embodiment ofFIG. 6 isconceptually the same asthe
embodiment ofFIG. 1. The embodiment of FIG. 6 can also
be viewed as a complement to the embodiment of FIG. 1.
The embodiment represents individual and separatesilicon
chips. The embodiment of FIG. 1 represents the integration
of these macros onto a single silicon die. The physical
interconnections betweenthe macros is accomplished inthe
embodiment of FIG. 6 by wiring between the chip. The
physical interconnections of the embodiment of FIG. 1 are
within internalsilicon wiring levels.
While the present invention has been illustratedby the
description of embodiments thereof,and while the embodi55 ments have been described in considerable detail, it is not
the intention of application to restrict orin anyway limitthe
scope of the appended claims to such detail. Additional
advantages and modifications will readily appear to those
skilled in the art. For example, but not by way oflimitation,
60 certainprocedures
maybe calledor implemented indifferent
sequences and certain procedures may be subroutined into
one or more subroutines. Therefore, the invention, in its
broader aspects, is not limited to the specific details, the
representative apparatus, and illustrative examples shown
65 and described. Accordingly, departures may be made from
suchdetailswithoutdeparting from the spirit or scope ofthe
applicant'sgeneral inventive concept.
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5. The inventionas defined in claim 4 wherein each of
saidpredetermined staticpatternsis a checker boardpattern.
6. The invention as defined in claim 2 whereinthe other
ofsaid typesofcircuitsislogiccircuitry, and said self testing

It is claimed:
1. A method of burn-in testing of at least one computer

chip havingtwo different typesofcircuits, andwhereineach
type of circuit has its own programmable self testing logic
on each said at least one chip for generating a sequence of
test patterns unique to each of the types of circuits, said
methodcomprising;
applying aburn-intest temperature andvoltageto the said
at least one chip, and
concomitantly running the self test logic and generating
the patterns in each circuit.
2. The method of claim 1 wherein one of said types of
circuits is a memory array circuit.
3. The method ofclaim2 wherein the self testing logicfor
the memory array circuit includes logic to generate a predetermined static pattern in memory.
4. The invention as defined in claim 3 wherein the
memoryarray is held at saidpredetermined staticpatternfor
a selected portion of the burn-intest time and at a second
predetermined staticpattern for another portionofthe burn-

in test time.
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logicfor the logiccircuitryincludeslogicto repeatsequencing ofthe pattern though the programmed self testing logic
of the logic circuitrywhen the burn-in test is run.
7. The inventionas defined in claim 2 wherein each of
said typesofcircuitsis a memory circuit, one a DRAIVI and
one a SRAM.
8. The inventionas defined in claim 1 wherein each of
said typesof circuitsis on a single chip.
9. Theinventionasdefined in claim 1 wherein each of
said types of circuits is on a different chip mountedon a
singlesubstrate.
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